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Finding Your Knight in Shining Armour and Keeping Him
December 19, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Ah, the elusive Knight in shining armour. I’m sure we’ve all heard of this saying and I for one, have
heard a lot of women talk about finding their knight in shining armour. Or waiting for a man to come
and ‘sweep’ them off their feet, and take them to a magical place. It’s a lovely image, isn’t it? To be
the woman being protected, taken care of and loved devotedly by the knight, or swept up in to the
arms of the ‘perfect’ man, whatever he might be like ?
I have news for you, lovely.
You CAN have this for yourself. It is possible, women have had this before, and you can have it, too!
The only thing is – there are few keys you need to possess before unlocking the door to this magical
experience! (read my article about what’s keeping you single)
Firstly – scrap the ‘waiting’ for your ‘one’, or your ‘knight’. Waiting will get you nowhere in life.
Luckily for you, I’m going to give you a key – a well kept secret that the women you envy; the ones
with the most passionate, loving, devoted boyfriends or husbands already know, whether consciously
or subconsciously. (By the way, I’m not talking about the men who are ‘whipped’ or answer to their
girlfriend or wife’s every demand, and are, in effect a little afraid of their woman). I’m talking about
a genuinely caring, strong and devoted man who takes great care of his woman. (Click here to take
the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
The secret or key, is a simple piece of knowledge.

To ATTRACT the kind of man you want, you need to BECOME the kind of person
you want to attract in your relationship.
By this I mean you need to become the kind of woman this kind of man craves to be with! A strong
man who is driven, successful, ambitious, loving, caring, compassionate, fit, healthy, truly masculine
and real is not going to want to devote his life to a woman or girl who is simply waiting for what he
has to offer, all the while sitting in front of the TV with some comfort food instead of taking a good
look at herself and thinking about adding more VALUE to the life of others, and consciously giving
more and more every day.
In other words, holding herself to the highest standard. Now I’m not saying you sit in front of the
couch with comfort food, that was purely for illustration purposes.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…
To own and keep that truly masculine kind of man who all women want to be with is really not easy.
The good news is though, that once you start practicing the techniques that I will be showing you, it
can become a habit, and it will get easier and easier.
Then before you know it, you’ll be the envy of every woman ?
So, what about some small action steps? These are exciting.
www.TheRedArchive.com
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In the next week or so, I want you to think about whether there are any women out there who are
already with the kind of man you would love to be with. (Click here to take the quiz “How High
Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
I also want you to think about whether there are any men or women who are in the kind of
relationship that you want to be in (be careful here, what you think you want may not be what you
really want, so consider this carefully in your own time).
Then, I’d like you to approach these people, both the man and the woman, and find out more about
their journey in finding their one. So, you could consider questions like:
(to the man):
“What makes you so devoted to her?”
“What do you love about her?”
“What makes you so passionate about her, or what makes your relationship so passionate/loving?”
Then, to the woman, you could ask the same thing, expect of course, replacing the ‘her’ with ‘him’ ?
Please do note though, that you might very well get more out of the woman than the man in some
cases, as men are not as vocal about these things as women are.
I assure you though that he DOES have feelings, and even if you cannot get much out of him
verbally, just watch him carefully and take note of the way he responds to your questions and his
facial expressions when you are talking about his girl. You could really learn A LOT!!
So, go on, do a case study or two (or three). It is fun and will be intriguing, and might very well
inspire you to model more of the traits in the woman you speak to ? after all, it’s great to have
something to go by!
Also, if you haven’t taken my How Feminine Am I quiz, please do try! It’s fun!
And do you want to know what naturally attracts a man? Click here to learn the 17 Attraction
Triggers
If you liked this article, please, kindly share it with your friends!
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Kind of Man is Right for You?
December 20, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

This can be a tricky one. Often, we women, especially younger women, are attracted to the ‘bad guy’.
The bad guy is usually the type of guy who looks great, has many great masculine qualities, and may
be a bit of a charmer. Often, they know how to trigger attraction in a woman. They may not know it
consciously, but they definitely make a habit of it, because they get the results they want! (Click here
to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
The bad guy is the guy you and I might believe can protect us, make us feel like a little girl again, has
a great presence about him, stands nice and tall, and to top it all off, of course he usually appears to
have A LOT of confidence.
(Sometimes, however, this apparent confidence can be a disguise for a deeper set of thoughts or
issues he has). A bad guy would normally be VERY good at what he does for a living. Often he may
even be the best at what he does. He might also be extremely good at popular sports, or a popular
sport, like football! He might very well be the ALPHA MALE in a certain group! Although, this is
not always the case.
There is one problem with the typical bad guy that women these days are attracted to. They may not
stay FAITHFUL or LOYAL to you! This is difficult since the bad guy really can be quite attractive!
So, you might be highly attracted to him, whether sexually, or emotionally.This is where a lot of
women trap themselves; they know they SHOULD avoid this type of guy, BUT they can’t help
themselves! Sometimes, you might be too scared to leave this guy out of a fear of being lonely.
So, there is a way to deal with this situation. I strongly believe that a man can have the quality of
being a bad guy as well as being the good guy. He can have both in his character. Admitted, there
are always contradictions in life, but what I’m talking about here is a strong set of values that a guy
might have, and will not break. So they can be sensitive, care a lot about you, NEVER leave you, and
never be with any other woman nor want to be.
When necessary, they can also be the bad guy, the one who breaks the rules. But NEVER the rules
that relate to his girl! These men ARE rare, however. Not many men hold themselves to this standard.
It is up to you to attract your ideal man in to your life! More importantly, you have to be so
outstanding that you would attract this kind of man in to your life!
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
To start you off: In order to attract the kind of man you want, and have a lifelong romance with him,
you will need to become aware of what kind of man is right for you. It is important that you get this
right for yourself, as it can be confusing. You may be attracted to a man, but he will be useless in a
relationship with you! (Click here to download the Goddess Report)
So, in order to become aware of what kind of man IS right for you, you simply need to write a list. I
know this may sound flippant, but it can be really helpful for you. The reason is because who you
www.TheRedArchive.com
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choose to be in a relationship with will be a key factor, most likely the most important factor in
ensuring your lifelong happiness! SELECTION is vitally important!
On your list, you’ll need to draw a line down the middle. on one side, label ‘qualities I want in a
man’, and on the other side, label it ‘qualities I don’t like’. Be honest, and go crazy with it. Once
you’re done, you’ll be more clear about what you want, and then be more aware of what it is you’re
after in your love life!
Of course, as you know, nobody is perfect. So I’m not asking you to filter out any man who may
appear to have one or two of the bad qualities you have on your list. It is ultimately up to you to
decide whether these ‘bad’ qualities are serious enough for you to rule out a relationship with him.
‘Til next time, have a lovely day and take good care ?
If you liked this article, please, kindly share it with your friends!
Do you want to know what attracts a man naturally. Click here to download the 17 Attraction
Triggers.By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you
and beg you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now
it’s FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Warning Signals that He is NOT the Man You Want to
Devote Your Life To
December 22, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Good day to You! I hope you’re having a lovely day ?
OK, so I thought I’d give you some warning signals to look out for when dating a man. These are
really important, and could really determine your future happiness. After all, 95% of your success in
relationships comes down to who you select! (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Sometimes women want to talk themselves in to believing that we have our ideal man, and ultimately
want to marry him. I’m sure lots of girls and women do have their ideal man by their side and are
really happy. Still, when it comes to devoting your feminine soul to a man for the long term, there are
definitely things to look out for.
Also, watch him carefully! A lot of the time, certain things about a man will not become apparent
until you watch him closely – when he doesn’t suspect you’re watching or listening! (Click here to
read my article about how to make a man want you)
– He doesn’t take care of the women/people around him. Take note of the way he treats his
mother/grandma/sister/auntie/female friends. You can tell how a man will potentially treat you by the
way he treats the women around him. Sometimes some mothers can be extremely unreasonable and
are arguably not very good to their children, and in this case, if your man is being firm and standing
his ground or not letting her push him around about something, there is nothing to worry about.
But! If he yells at his mum for example, insults her, offends her, ignores her, doesn’t come to her aid
when she needs him (when she’s sick, or needs manly work around the house done, or is lonely),
deliberately doesn’t answer her calls, complains about her to you often, then this could be a warning
sign that he may do the same to you (maybe he already has).
This point is really about how a man treats women in general. The main thing to take out of this is; in
my opinion, does he care about people? Does he care about others outside of HIMSELF? If a man is
often thinking about his own needs, you’ll most likely have a lot of troubles later on.
I had an ex-boyfriend who used to constantly ignore his mother when she was trying to take care of
him, or talk to him, swear at her, and tell her to shut up when she might momentarily interrupt what
he was doing (only to offer him something). It was terribly concerning, and when I asked him about
it, he placed the blame on his mother.
His mother would always do whatever he asked, however. He was extremely spoiled by her. When it
came to helping his mum with something, he was never really there for her. He would never ever
help her with any chores, even when asked. Some time later on in my relationship with him, a relative
of mine died, and sure enough, he refused to drive out to see me or support me. I began to realise that
this guy had no idea how to treat a woman!! (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High
Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Of course, this situation is also about the way parents bring up their child. As in this case, they clearly
gave him too much and allowed him too much, and his father was definitely not firm enough with
www.TheRedArchive.com
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him. However, the issue of how a man treats his mum is still very important.
– When you’re with your man, do his eyes wander? A man who cannot help himself with women will
often be caught checking out other women. Also, some men fall flat on their faces when a woman
gives HIM attention!
This kind of man can be flimsy, and although he says he loves you, he may be “vulnerable” to
another woman’s “charms” or attention. By the way, a lot of men will say that they are “hard-wired”
to look at other women. Well, we as humans should definitely observe and look at people around us,
this is surely a natural thing to do, as it’s important to be aware of what is going on in our current
environment.
However, if a man is truly fulfilled by his woman, and he puts your needs first, he would not be so
interested in checking out other females, especially for the purpose of getting attention/validation
from them. Of course, I don’t believe any man should ignore femininity in other women. It’s
important that your man can appreciate the femininity in the women around him, and that goes for
any women at any stage of life, not just youthful looking women! (read my article about isn’t she
pretty?)
If a man does this, it can often mean he is not entirely happy with you. If that is the case, it can
actually be a good thing. It’s an opportunity for you to work things out and make it better. It’s when
you are giving your all and he still has it in his nature to be checking out other women that you ought
to be concerned.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
I have a friend whose boyfriend would always be letting his eyes wander. They especially wandered
when there were barely-dressed women around. My friend is not a skimpy dresser, so you really gotta
wonder, what was he trying to get in doing this? The problem was, my friend wasn’t aware of this at
all. I know a lot of women who aren’t, because they’re too busy thinking of something else.
Of course, it’s important to know the difference between just looking as he would normally look at
people, and looking to fulfill another kind of need that he has! I also do not see a problem in a man
looking at a woman who is truly feminine. No truly masculine man could ignore a truly feminine
woman! It’s rare to get this situation, as most women are not truly feminine and most men are not
truly masculine anymore in our feminist society. (read my article about do men fall for drama
queen?)
The reason why I think it’s fine for a man to look at a truly feminine woman because for men, their
focus is often put into work. Men traditionally fight for freedom, for their families, and they are
traditionally the providers. When a man has been focusing on work all day, and a beautiful woman,
the picture of femininity, spontaneity and freedom walks past, it breaks his state.
– He doesn’t take responsibility for your needs. You will already know this, but just as a reminder;
does he put you first? If you truly need him, will he do all in his power to be there for you? Does he
take notice of the things you like? Does he make an effort to take you out? Make you feel like a little
girl again? Does he offer to help you with things? Anything! Does he call you to check to see how
you are? When you’re out without him, does he call to check how it’s going, and how you are? Is he
there when you are unwell? Does he respect the girly things you love to do? For example, is he
bothered if you spend some money for shopping, or have a night out with the girls? (read my article
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about signs that he is not an alpha male)
These are just a few things to consider. Do you have any warning signs in mind that you’ve
experienced with men? Be sure to share them with me! I’d love to hear from you!
Are you tired of attracting the wrong men? Click here to find out what naturally attracts high value
men in the eBook 17 Attraction Triggers.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
If you liked this article, please, kindly share it with your friends!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Is Your Man Really Your Mr. Right?
December 27, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Since I’ve been focusing quite a lot on the ideal man/the right man, I felt it was important to include
something about being sure that he IS Mr. Right.
A couple of posts ago, I talked about writing a list for yourself on what you wanted in a man and
what you don’t want in a potential partner. I also talked about BECOMING the kind of person your
ideal man would want to be in a relationship with. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Well, we could do all this, be in a relationship with a wonderful man, and sometimes still have doubts
about whether he IS Mr. Right. Sometimes it’s just a thought, sometimes it’s thoughts that you have
after a certain incident that has happened that could potentially change the nature of the relationship
or the way you see your man, or it could be something else. Perhaps you may even have met another
man, and you’re confused as to whether you should leave your man for another.
I have mentioned before that SELECTION of your partner is of utmost importance. Who you’re in a
relationship with is crucial to determining your happiness.
It is very rare that a person’s nature will change. By this I mean their core beliefs. This does not mean
a person cannot change, of course they can. However it is rare. As humans, we really need to have a
very high level of modesty and selflessness before we will change. Habits are too habitual. Recurrent
pleasures are too pleasurable. If a person is used to doing something over and over, and it meets their
needs, it’s a tough one to get them to change it. It’s tough to get yourself to change.
So, your man may be very capable of change. He may even have a compelling reason to change, and
you could inspire that in him by changing yourself. But, just for now we will focus on and assume the
responsibility ourselves for being with the right person, or being in the right kind of relationship.
(read my article about the truth about words I’ve already tried that)
Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…
To become more aware of whether your partner is right for you, you will need to work out whether
their value system is the same as yours. For example, I will introduce you to the 6 HUMAN NEEDS.
You may already be aware of these, as they were created by the well-respected Anthony Robbins. So,
for you as a feminine woman, understanding the 6 human needs can and will be vital to your success
with your ideal man. They are as follows:
– CERTAINTY/COMFORT: Being able to produce or avoid stress, or the ability to increase or
intensify pleasure. The need for certainty is all about survival and security.
– SIGNIFICANCE: This need is all about the need to be unique, feeling important, feeling you have
a purpose, a sense of meaning, and feeling like you’re needed.
– VARIETY/UNCERTAINTY: This includes the need for excitement, difference, the element of
surprise, challenges. This is in conflict with the need for certainty, as well.
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– LOVE AND CONNECTION: This is all about intimacy, sharing, caring, a sense of meaning,
bonding, oneness, etc. (read my article about what is love?)
– GROWTH: the need to get better or be better, to be more, to feel a challenge, etc.
– CONTRIBUTION: This is all about the need to give to others. If you value this need, you value
giving beyond yourself and making a difference in other people’s lives.
So, how does this all relate to knowing whether he is Mr. Right? Well, as you advance in your time
together, it will be vital to establish whether or not you both value the same top 2 or 3 human needs.
If your partner values significance and variety, and you value certainty and love and connection, you
will have some issues!! ?
If you want to have a completely outstanding, loving, passionate, and happy relationship where your
femininity flows, and you can be happy, you will most likely require both top 2 needs to be the same
as your man’s. Even if you have one need, the same you can make it work, but it becomes a lot
harder. (Click here to complete the quiz on “Are you High Value High Status on Facebook?”)
Just so you know, often in life, we value different needs at different times. So, if you are at a point in
your life where you have all your certain needs met, you may value variety/uncertainty more. At a
certain time when you’re feeling a little depressed, lonely, sad, unloved, etc you may value
significance more. But, the point still remains. If you both have the same top 2 needs, you’re on the
right track, and you CAN reignite/maintain passion and happiness.
It doesn’t matter that your valued needs may change as such because the bottom line is that we all
have one or two needs that we consistently value more over time. Don’t forget to share with me your
thoughts and experiences related to this matter!
Do you want to find the right man? Click here to download the 17 Attraction Triggers and discover
what attracts a man.
Have a lovely day! ?
If you liked this article, please, kindly share it with your friends!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What is Love to A Man and How to Give It?
December 27, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Giving Love to a Man
I thought I’d talk about the topic of what love is. Specifically, I’m going to explore what it means to
give love to a man! As women, we value certain love from a man. That is, the kind of love that is
eternal and divine. We want to know that a man loves us, regardless of what happens, regardless of
changes in life, mistakes we may make, age, or any external factors.Of course, we want love from
other people in our lives too, but when it comes to a man, we really crave that certain love from
him. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
So when it comes to love, aside from wanting and coveting that other worldly love from a man, we
ought to think about what it means to love a man and how to GIVE love. I’m sure all of us have
encountered these questions before: ‘Do you love him?’ and ‘Do you/does he love me?’. After some
time, we might actually start to question, well, what is love anyway? If he says he loves me, what
does it mean? And when I say I love him, what I do really mean?
A lot of women and men love the idea of a certain person. What I mean by this is, you may want
something really badly, and that person may represent those things you want most. However, when it
comes to the crunch, you actually don’t LOVE that person.
Love is never just a feeling of admiration or care, it’s never just the feeling of BEING in love. It’s not
just being so attracted to a man you cannot control your desires, and it’s not longing for him so much
that you cannot go a moment without thinking of him. (read my article about what every woman need
to know about trusting a man)
In a long-term marriage or relationship, Love; TRUE love takes a very high level of humility and
self-sacrifice.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
For a feminine woman, this can be difficult, but it is an essential skill and characteristic to have.
Since, sometimes, your man may not always show you certain or consistent love. If he is too focused
on his work, how to provide for his family, the T.V, problems at work or sports, he may unknowingly
put your needs after all of this.
Now, lovely, this is where a lot of women crumble. If their man does not call, forgets an important
occasion, doesn’t show enough affection towards you or the children, or if he forgets to show that he
cares full stop, a lot of women “crack it”, or yell, or start getting demanding, controlling, or insecure.
Sometimes all of these put together!
Love is like exercising or following through with your dreams/goals, it’s great if you can do it when
it’s easy, but it’s when you can do it when it’s hard that really counts. If you can show love when it’s
the hardest, I guarantee you will not lose a man’s admiration and love. (Click here to take the quiz
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“How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

So, what do you do when he doesn’t call or do something he promised?
If you truly love a man, you will love him enough to put your own fears and concerns aside, and take
responsibility for his feelings/thoughts. He has feelings, too, no matter how strong/decisive/in-control
he may seem. It will take some humility and self-sacrifice to put your own concerns after his, and
instead, decide to show HIM love instead. (read my article about how to make a man commit)
Of course, as feminine women, we do have vulnerabilities, and do fear that we may lose a man’s
love, but if we can nurture him and show him feminine love and consideration, you will command a
much higher level of love and respect from him than anyone else could!
A feminine woman will be gentle and soft towards him, ask him about his life and show our special
love where it is needed. Moreover, a feminine woman will continue to show this love when it isn’t
necessary, and even when it is uncomfortable!
So, to get to the point I was trying to make! You may love your man in the traditional sense, (care for
him, give to him), but love in the long-term requires self-sacrifice and requires that you consistently,
on a regular basis, take responsibility for his feelings as well as yours. So it’s not just give-and-take.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
How to inspire commitment from a man? This is one of the questions answered in the new version of
our phenomenal program Commitment Control 2.0. Click here to register and watch the
Commitment Masterclass.
I hope you have a lovely day! Also, please give us your thoughts on the idea or concept of love ?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Your Ideal Relationship: Creating Lasting Love, Passion
December 29, 2009 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Your Ideal Relationship: Creating Lasting Love, Passion
“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within
yourself that you have built against it.” – RUMI
Hi there lovely! Welcome back, and remember to stay feminine, fun and free!
One of the best things about being in, or having an intimate relationship is that it intensifies emotion.
This, of course, is also what makes relationships so potentially painful. But, the purpose of a
relationships is to magnify our emotions.
It is in our intimate relationships that we will encounter and experience the most fear. Fear of not
being enough, fear of being left, fear of not being able to fulfill your partner’s needs as much as
somebody else could, fear of being judged, fear of betrayal, fear of uncertainty, etc. And for men,
there are just as many challenges as there are for women. (Click here to take the quiz “How High
Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
We all have experienced these fears at some point, and usually, fear will stay with us, but we can
work with that fear. Fear can be good sometimes, as it is there to protect us, naturally. However, more
often than not fear gets in the way of a passionate and long-lasting intimate relationship. As you
already know, the divorce rate is very high nowadays, and I don’t want You to be in that part of the
statistics. (read my article about how to deal with fear of being alone)
Much like what I discussed in my previous post ‘what is love? Giving Love to a Man’, this post will
delve in to your responsibilities in a relationship. Of course, one of the best things you can do for
your intimate relationship is to take responsibility – rather than point the finger.
Part of taking responsibility is to get excited about fulfilling your man’s needs. In my last post, I
talked about the 6 human needs. If you want to, use those as a guide to thinking about this, but
otherwise if you don’t want to, just think about what your partner really needs, and fulfill them!
Make it a must to fulfill his needs in a variety of ways as well. His needs entail things like his fears,
desires, rules, beliefs, etc. Once you understand how he works, and what makes him tick, you will
make it easier for yourself to know how to fulfill his needs. The best thing about this is that he won’t
know what him him! He’ll be over the moon that his woman understands him so well! And most of
all, makes him happy ?
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…
Become devoted to fulfilling his needs, and discovering new and better ways to meet his needs. Then,
you would have created a raving fan of him! Also, once you get in touch with your core femininity,
and feel free to express it to the fullest, you will be the yin to his yang. (Click here to take the quiz
“How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
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This is really about giving. Giving beyond yourself. A lot of women (and men) who say they choose
to be single, or cannot commit to someone, have trouble doing this. They won’t get beyond their own
fears! If you want the fairytale, you will need to do this ? and best of all, when you can master
fulfilling his needs, not only are you incredibly happy in your relationship, but you become an
example to others! You will give off a wonderful energy, and other couples will want to be like you.
Your children and their children will smile as they recall how in love you and your man were. Love is
eternal. Even if you can create it just in your relationship, the vibes will flow and other people will
pick up on that. (read my article about how to be submissive for love)
It’s rare these days for children to have two parents who are still together, let alone having parents
who are still together, and passionately in love and happy!
Most people want to feel loved. And want to be in love. The only problem is, not everyone wants to
work for it (which you will need to do in a long-term relationship). It’s like women (and men) who
say they want to achieve a nice, healthy and fit body. But they don’t want to exercise.
I know that you have very high standards for yourself, and you’re a generous person who wants to
give, otherwise you wouldn’t be reading this! Whoever your man is, he is very lucky! And if you
don’t have one yet, you’re about to make one very happy man! ?
I hope you enjoyed this post. Please feel welcome to let me know your thoughts as well.
By the way, the new version of our program Commitment Control is out in version 2.0. Click here to
register and watch the Commitment Masterclass for free before you enroll for the program.
If you liked this article, please, kindly share it with your friends!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
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Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What is Feminine Beauty? (Part 1)
January 4, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Feminine Beauty: Radiating Your True Femininity and Unique Beauty
It’s true: Women (and especially feminine women who are comfortable with themselves) are
beautiful. Not just celebrities or beauty icons; all women.
I’m not going to launch in to a discussion about beauty is in the eye of the beholder, because it is, and
you and I know this. I’m going to give you reasons why you are beautiful, and why all women are,
subject to a few things. ? no, I don’t mean your figure, or how symmetrical your features are. I’m
talking about the intangible beauty that you can radiate through your feminine energy! (Click here to
take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Why are women beautiful? Women give life. We nurture, take care, worry for the ones we love, we
give unconditional love, sing, laugh, play(ful), bathe sensually, dance, and most importantly, we give
masculine men a reason to work, provide, go to war, run, hunt, and risk their lives. Such is the saying:

“Behind every great man is an amazing woman”
Although a woman need not always be behind a man; a woman’s femininity can certainly propel a
man to do more, and become more. Men need a source of feminine energy!
This probably seems a bit old-fashioned, but if you look in to history and read about disasters, you
will find that often, men shielded women from danger/death. This is still the case, although not
always so common in today’s society where women are becoming more masculine and men are
becoming more feminine. (read my article about what is femininity)
Even I have had a male friend who stood behind me in a challenging situation (long ago in my past),
and I’m sure other women may have had this experience too. I have female friends who have been
forced to take charge of a threatening situation (such as a potential robbery) because the man was
screaming and more afraid than she was. These situations are unfortunate, but we can all attract the
kind of chivalrous man in to our lives. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment
Friendly Man?”)
Now, getting back on track ? no matter what you look like, if you can cultivate within yourself that
rare feminine energy, you can be forever worshiped, as you will make your man (and other men
around you) feel more like men, and make them happy. There really is nothing more beautiful than a
woman who knows herself and is comfortable with herself. This includes being at home in her
femininity.
Having said this, feminine beauty comes in many forms. Tall, short, dark hair, light hair, dark skin,
light skin, freckles or no freckles, dark eyes, light eyes, big-breasted or small breasted (yes it’s true,
you don’t have to be big breasted to be beautiful!!), and of course you can find beautiful women in
any continent or country in the world.
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By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
There is one hindrance to your feminine beauty, or your beauty altogether. A lack of health. If you
are unhealthy, or know there are habits you must curb in order to achieve your best beauty, curb
them!
Find the reason behind them, find what deeper needs you are trying to meet by continuing these
negative habits and meet those needs in other ways. Radiating health = beauty. If you’re healthy, your
skin will glow, your body will take care of you (when you take care of it), your hair will be strong
and healthy, your nails will be strong, and you will achieve a good level of fitness much easier, and
be happier too.

The media’s image
Now, as you and I know, the media is constantly feeding us with images of what is “considered” to
be beautiful women. Yes, there are many beautiful famous women, but there is a very high level of
interference with celebrities in photo shoots. You will be shocked to know how much photoshopping
is done, and to what dangerous extent it is done.
If you want to know what is REALLY being done to celebrities behind the scene with modern
technology, please watch it on You tube. You will be shocked.
There are still many women and young girls who will laugh this off, but the movie stars and models
that you and I admire are just like you and I. Without the makeup and glamour, and the help of
modern technology, they have imperfections as well. You and I may look at a picture of a famous
model and think she is perfect, but look a little longer, whilst altering the mental angle through which
you are looking at the picture, and you will see that they can be faulted, too, if we wanted to fault
them.
Now, I’m not asking you to look for the imperfections in people normally, this would be silly! I’m
saying this because we all see something through a set of filters. If you look in the mirror and think
you look horrible, it’s because you have that filter through which you see yourself. Even if you have
good and bad days (there are triggers for the bad days – you just don’t consciously know this yet). At
the end of the day, you have to believe you are beautiful in order to radiate your true beauty ?
Yes, Angelina Jolie may seem perfect to some people, and the same goes with other celebrities such
as Jessica Alba, Salma Hayek, Penelope Cruz, Cameron Diaz, Halle Berry or Reese Witherspoon.
The difference is that these celebrities have to take care of themselves.
Unfortunately, most everyday women do not find enough reasons to STAY HEALTHY and to take
care of themselves and take pride in their appearance. If we all took so much care of ourselves, you
will be surprised how much more radiance you can have. The little things such as drinking coffee,
eating sugary refined foods, processed meats, or smoking amount to a whole lot of health damage! Of
course, health includes emotional, spiritual and physical health.
Another thing. The women in your life who you think are stunning – it may be a friend, colleague or
relative, are not immune to doubts about their beauty. So we really need to take care of our sisters.
Even if you think a woman is confident and think she is the best, and you feel like ‘nothing’
compared to her, I promise you, she is not immune to feelings that she is not enough. We have all
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been subjected to pain in our lives, and all women have been subjected to reasons why they
“shouldn’t feel” beautiful.
AND, lovely, it doesn’t matter if she is what you consider to be ultimate beauty! Whatever it is you
and I were born with, there is always a reference that says certain features that we have are not OK,
or not beautiful enough. Or desirable enough. Or special enough. For example, the woman who has
really long legs. It is likely that she is tall.
The flip side is, some people may consider this unattractive because a woman ought to be
smaller and not taller than a man. The same goes with a shorter girl; from one perspective, she is
nice and curvy, and from someone else’s perspective, she may be ‘less’ because she is not tall, like
models are. You can bet the famous models have had these issues as well, perhaps while they were
growing up, being so much taller than everyone else.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

So whatever it is that you look like, know that you are unique.
Not only physically, but on the inside, too (if you are true to yourself), as after all, there are a great
number of women whose looks and personality blend in to the rest because they feel they have to do
this to be accepted! You are so fortunate to be born unique! And, you are beautiful.There is never
going to be another person like you EVER again! ? This is something to be celebrated. (read my
article about music to inspire femininity)
Also, find an example of someone whose look is similar to your own. It could be a person you know,
or once knew, or even a celebrity. Beauty comes in many forms. It all depends where you focus. If
you want to find references to help you conclude that you are not beautiful, you always will be able
to. If you want to look for references why your look IS beautiful, you just have to look, and you will
always be able to find them ?
Anyway, to be a goddess and a beautiful feminine woman, you do not have to look like any particular
kind of woman, you just have to look like you! Goddess fabulousness comes with practice and an
awareness of what true beauty is ? so don’t run around trying to achieve a certain look. Plus, there’s
something not quite right about a woman who changes everything about her appearance. Natural is
beautiful. It means you are happy with what you have been given.
And, some women think that their friends or other women around them seem to be more noticed by
men, and that this must mean they are more beautiful. It may mean they are more attractive, but good
news: you can control this!
Men may say they like big boobs for example, or long legs, and all men may have their particular
archetype of what they like, but often men don’t know how to articulate what they like and why they
like it. What they truly like is what represents femininity.
Men love a woman who smiles. So women who walk around looking unhealthy, tired and depressed
aren’t going to be at their most attractive. It’s all about the energy that you project. What you put out,
you get back. If you believe everyone is against you or out to get you, you’ll get a whole different
energy back than if you believe that there is plenty of love and excitement in life!
In my next post, I’m going to give you some basic quick ways to enhance your feminine beauty ?
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Most of us women actually want to know what naturally attracts men… Click here to find out the 17
Attraction Triggers
If you have anything to share with me on this topic, please leave a comment! I’d love to hear
from you.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What is Feminine Beauty? (Part 2)
January 8, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Achieving beauty as a woman and finding femininity
Hi there lovely! I promised you a post on achieving feminine beauty, so today I’m going to give you
a few tips on how to become even MORE beautiful!
In order to be the best version of yourself, and have an outstanding relationship, I believe it is
important to achieve your ultimate beauty and to regularly and consistently hold your man spellbound
by your feminine beauty! ? In my own experience, when researching topics on what to write, I have
spoken to many men about the importance of physical beauty in a relationship with a woman. (Click
here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
So far, all of them say it is very important. However, although I know this about men and agree it is
true, it is important to remember that men often see beauty not just as a purely physical package.
The PHYSICAL package comes down to what you project from the inside out. If Angelina Jolie or
Halle Berry were dull and boring, do you think they would still be as alluring in their movie roles?

So, here are some tips:
– Accentuate what you feel are your BEST characteristics.
If you love your eyes, find out what colors complement the color of your eyes (with this, you should
wear eye shadow that complements your eye color and/or on the opposite of the color spectrum). For
example if you have blue eyes, orange, warm pinks and purple work great, if you have brown eyes
you can use pretty much any color, if you have green or hazel eyes, greens purples and browns are
great.
If you love your tan, wear colors that complement it. If you love your pale skin, wear garments of a
color that suits your skin color. If you have gorgeous long hair, curl it! Curls are incredibly feminine
? (but be sure to use heat protector!)
– Cultivate an inner calmness and serenity
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
– Cultivate an innocence about you.
Innocence is very important for us women who want to become more feminine. Why? Because in
today’s society where women are becoming more masculine and self-focused, women don’t have the
innocence of a little girl anymore. Sure, you’re not 8 years old anymore, but you can still be childlike!
Many women are complaining about how they’ve been ‘burnt’, and how they will never trust a man
again. Not a good attitude to have; give the great men a chance! Innocence keeps things variety-filled
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interesting. He can then have more fun with you, like you were children, almost ? this is great for
creating and maintaining fun, excitement and passion in your relationship. (Click here to take the quiz
“How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
– Find reasons to be happy.
That way, you’re endlessly great to be around; as you’re a positive influence just by enjoying
yourself and your life!
– Wear clothes that are feminine, but suit you personally. (read my article about how other
women reject their femininity)
– Accessorize well.
By well I mean, don’t over do it. I know there’s a big trend right now of chunky jewelry and
accessorizing more. Just stay true to what you like, you don’t need to follow the trends. You will
blend in if you do!
If you don’t prefer high heels, you can choose a tiny kitten heel or a more comfortable wedge. You
may not notice the difference it makes, but it does accentuate your feminine figure and your legs –
even just slightly, with a tiny heel.
– I also don’t prefer to see women/girls dressing in skimpy clothing.
Some women feel it’s fantastic because they get all this attention from men. Sure you do, but for all
the wrong reasons! Remember, what is freely available is no longer special!
– This one I’m sure you’ve already heard a lot: wear natural make-up.
Make sure your foundation suits your skin color! Too many women make the mistake of wearing the
wrong color! It looks a little strange, and does women no justice, does it?
– You don’t have to “dress your age”.
Sure, a micro-mini skirt doesn’t look great on an 90 year old woman, but micro minis aren’t the
greatest garment anyway. You don’t want to reveal too much! If you’re 4o or 50, you can still wear
gorgeous dresses a bit above the knee to show off your legs. It’s particularly great if you have a fit
body.
Age is not a determiner of what you can and cannot wear. Don’t be influenced by these limitations
put in place by OTHER women. They’re afraid of being judged, that’s all!
You can still wear florals and bright colors and girly dresses and heels at any age! As long as you
don’t act ‘old’. Acting old is a big turn-off for men. You may think they just prefer younger women.
No, men like youthful women. Hugh Jackman, Christian Bale and Ashton Kutcher are all examples
of men married to women quite a bit older than them. Not to mention the plethora of everyday men
dating and marrying women older than them!
– Smile ? be open!
– Have FUN! Enjoy yourself.
Find reasons to be happy and joyful everywhere. It’s a miracle that you are here, and every day
people are experiencing miracles everywhere.
As you can see, I’ve included a few points on achieving beauty that are not purely physical like “wear
make up”. It’s nowhere near as important as who you really are inside, my lovely! You’ve heard it
before, but it’s true. No particular ‘look’ gives you any ‘fascinating’ factor, or an added ‘seductive’
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factor.
This is all energy you put out. And, for example, as much as many women think they want larger
breasts, the fact is, cows have large breasts! If men just wanted breasts, they could go to a farm! It
was my wonderful man who first confided in me about this ?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Have a wonderful day or night, wherever you are, and if you have any questions or any thoughts
about beauty, please feel free to voice them!
Discover what attracts a man naturally… Click here to download the 17 Attraction Triggers.
-XxX-

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Some Men Never Want to Marry A Woman
January 14, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

How to Become the Kind of Woman Men Want to Marry
Article Updated 2018
Before I begin, let me just share a few extracts taken from an anti-marriage website:
“My wife was a frigid, shriveled b***h. Before we were married, we had plenty of sex, but as soon as
we passed the six month mark after our wedding, she stopped being interested. My wife only f***s
when she “feels sexy.” Translation: when I give her jewelry. She is just a withered old bag at the age
of 35.”
“What security is there for men in marriage? If I cheat on my wife, she gets half my s**t. If she
cheats on me, she still gets half my s**t. Why the f*** should I get married”
“We had one kid. Wife stays home, but the kid wears her out. I bust my f****** ASS 60 hrs/week and
get no credit. Wife gives me guilt when I don’t throw everything down right after work to watch this
screaming, annoying f****** kid so she can go out to the gym, or to some restaurant with her
friends, or to her sister’s house to watch movies.
She gets to take naps during the day when the baby sleeps, and every time I call her on the cell
during the day, she is at Starbucks with her Mom or friends. She says that doesn’t count as “Her
time” because she’s with the baby.
I’ve had enough. I feel so undervalued and OWNED. She is so ‘entitled’ now it’s like 60 (or 70, or
80) hours a week from me is EXPECTED. Being at work from 8-7 counts as my ‘social’ time, so I am
not allowed to have any friends or ever do ANYTHING outside of change F****** DIAPERS”
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hi there ?
I hope you’re having a lovely day and I haven’t thrown you off with those comments above! Now I
am sure that, even just by reading these words you can see the frustration, resentment and anger
inside these men.
(Please note: Whilst I acknowledge that marriage takes 2, and that men need to step up and take
charge of their own actions as well – this website is for women, so I focus mainly on what can be
done from the woman’s end).
It’s true; if I was a man in this day and age, I would be quite put off marriage to many of the the
modern women in the Western world. Truth be told, the state of our society has done some really bad
things to the balance of masculine-feminine and to the values of women and men. (Click here to
take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
The reason why men do not marry is actually really simple. A lot of men feel that there is nothing in
it for them!
And what IS in it for them when they don’t have a good woman? The fast-moving modern world that
we live in has ensured that women are working longer hours, juggling more responsibilities, and
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progressively less able to place their men as their top priority.
In fact, most women place their children at the top of their priorities – which may seem like the best
thing to do, but men can grow to resent this as their women are more fulfilled taking care of their
kids than they are taking care of their men.
In the meantime, their man gets/feels neglected. Even more important – most women just have no
idea how men work. They do not understand them, and most of them do not want to understand them;
they’re too busy attending to their other tasks or priorities – in other words, themselves.
However, just as you want to be understood; so does your man! It’s important to not be a man-hater,
or a man-basher and stop putting everything down to “Men just want sex”. This is not always true,
and true love does exist.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

How to become marriage material
So how do you become the kind of woman men want to marry? I will give some strategies below:
– Stop thinking of yourself.
Spend 60 days taking responsibility for your man’s needs and seeing things from his perspective, no
matter how hard things are for you. If you do this, he may be more receptive to your needs and you
will most likely get him in a different state; a state where you can bring up the topic of your needs
with him.
– Understand him, and how he works.
Work out what his needs and values are, and start to understand. If you’re often defensive, start to
seek understanding. Understanding gives you control and empowerment. We have a program called
Understanding Men, click here to get more information about this phenomenal program.
You’ll have a lot more certainty and happiness in your relationship if you start to understand that you
DO have control over it – and you CAN make it better. More importantly, if you know how to meet
his needs in a variety of ways better than anyone else ever could – he would have no reason not to
want to be with you for as long as possible!
– Do not deny him sex regularly and do not use it as a commodity; do not ever use sex to specifically
get what you want from him, if you want sex to be, for the long-term, a mutually enjoyable thing that
you both share together.
Also, when you do sleep with him, be real, be honest and be generous. What do I mean by this? I
mean understand him and learn why he wants sex. Don’t do it hoping it will be over soon. He knows
this. He feels it. (Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
It is very hard on a man to be sleeping with a woman who wants it to be over, and treats his sexual
needs as another “chore” to be done on the list. It’s important that you make time for him, and for
the both of you to be together and to keep the passion alive and kicking.
– Have high standards for yourself.
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Get fit, eat well. Also, just because you have had a child does not mean it’s ok to be overweight,
depressed or “old” or no fun anymore. My lovely, as hard as it can be to look after so many things,
and to have so many things on your mind, make it a habit to set your standards high.
If you want the great rewards and a fantastic loving husband who adores you, start by adoring him
and understanding him. Understand that a man like his wife to look nice, not just for the sake of
looking nice, BUT because he wants to know that his wife/girlfriend still CARES enough to bother
making herself look nice for him.
This goes regardless of age. Just because a woman is 60, does not mean she can’t look good anymore.
It’s more about never getting “old” on the inside, which then affects the outside.
These are a few good things that you can do to ensure you are on the right track to being the kind of
woman a man wants to marry. And, it’s not all about getting a man to marry you or commit to you,
it’s about starting by giving without expecting anything in return. (read my article about the
difference between pleasing and giving)
Men aren’t as terrible as so many women say. They are not “all the same”, and men are happy to be
loyal and give to us and cherish a good woman who takes care of his needs and gives beyond herself.
They are not always unreasonable creatures, there are compassionate, caring men around.
And, your man should do the same, too. Relationships are about giving.
If you would like to know exactly step by step how to inspire your man to commit to you and marry
you, I suggest you sign up to my program Commitment Control 2.0. It is the best program of its kind
to help women in casual situations to a deeply devoted and committed relationship. Click here to
register to watch the Commitment Masterclass.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
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Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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4 Questions to Ask Yourself to Know If He Is The Right Man
January 21, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Welcome back and remember to stay feminine, fun and free!
Sometimes, when we meet someone whom may have certain qualities that we find attractive, or may
be our physical ‘archetype’, we may try to convince ourselves that they are the right one for
us. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Often, relationships occur out of proximity. You may work with them, play sports with them, they
may be a friend or a friend of a friend, or a friend of a friend of a friend.
If you have chemistry with someone, often it’s easy to begin believing that the person is much like
you and you have much in common with them.You can have chemistry with a man, and really enjoy
his company, and be attracted to him sexually – but lack depth in your relationship.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
The idea behind this post is to consider whether you and your man will work out for the long term. So
if you’ve ever wondered whether he is the right one for you for life, I have some questions here that
will guide you in the right direction.
Also, I have previously written about working out whether he is the right one or not, and I suggest
you read that post as well, and combine those simple strategies with the ones I am about to give you
now. You can find the other post; ‘Is He Mr. Right?‘.
Because you’re extra special, and because your feminine soul is precious and not to be taken lightly –
or given freely and easily, these questions are must-asks ?

1) Does he have the capacity to be your partner, and will he commit to the job
long-term?
An easy way to work this out is to work out his core beliefs and habits, and whether they align with
yours. He may have huge biceps and a strong chest ? but if he is the egocentric type, it is likely that
he will take the easy way out when there’s a rut in your relationship.
You need to ask yourself whether your man is the kind of person to give up or look elsewhere when
you two have a problem, or whether he loves and cares for you (and the relationship) enough to do
everything he can to work it out with you.
Is he passionate about you? Is he passionate about the relationship you guys have? Does he have high
standards for himself? Sometimes you can work out how he will approach the relationship with you
in the long-term by taking a look at his commitment in other areas of his life.
This is not always a good indicator, as a man can resort to his work 18 hours a day to feel like a man,
and neglect you. So we could still say he is committed, but maybe just to his work, and not as much
to you!
A lot of the time, when you’re in a relationship with someone (especially in the early stages) they
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might try to sell you the idea that they can commit long-term. Be mindful of this and use your
intuition.

2) Are you two the right team fit?
This question is important for your relationship because it involves working out whether you have the
same core belief structures and the same goals and outlook on life. If you want 6 children and he
wants none, then you may have a little bit of a problem.
If you want to travel a lot and he is a homebody, then you may not end up having much of a
relationship at all. (read my article about power in relationships)
The fact that you’re on this site, lovely, means that you are looking for more in your life and that you
are willing to do the hard yards to achieve the best intimate relationship that you can have.
The thing is, if you’re willing to commit to him fully but he will not do the same (you do not both
have the same high standards in your relationship) then you may have problems.
This doesn’t mean he will not step up and take action like you are, but, if you have impeccable
standards for yourself and won’t settle for anything less than you can be, and he’s quite happy to stay
home watching football his whole life and isn’t interested in doing, being, getting, learning and
giving more – then you will unfortunately experience a lot of pain as you will be doing all of the
work.
You’ll most likely get tired as well.

3) Do you have a similar nature?
You must understand that yours and your man’s needs format may change (please see this post on the
6 human needs) but a person’s deepest beliefs will most likely never change. They can change, but it
is rare.

4) Does he understand you as a woman? And if not, would he be willing to?
I’ll be honest, I’ve rarely met a feminine woman who doesn’t like to shop. Or to look pretty and buy
pretty things ? I’ve also rarely met a man who actually truly understands this about a woman and
even respects and enjoys it. The same goes with other womanly habits like talking a lot, needing lots
of attention, spending hours on the phone, hormonal changes, etc.
Of course, you must understand his manly ways, too! There is nothing more liberating and exciting
than being in a relationship where you can both play your roles without having the other ‘keep tabs’
on you or getting angry at you for something that is so close to who you really are at your core.
So, as you need to understand his fascination with sports or intellectual activities, and his need for sex
and admiration and acceptance, he needs to understand your requirement for love, connection,
attention, etc. (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
To summarize this point; it is important to ask yourself whether you can maintain a mutual respect
between you and to understand that a man’s needs are quite different from a woman’s and vice-versa.
The happiness you feel in your intimate relationship really does partly depend on this factor.
You can respect each other’s roles and create polarity and passion as well as understanding through
letting your man be a man, and having your man letting you be a woman.
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On top of this question, you will need to work out whether your man loves you enough to want to
make you feel like a little girl again (or a woman), and whether you will commit to making him feel
like a man.
So if you can take the time right now to ask yourself these questions (a pen and paper might help you
map things out and remember things that come to mind) you will be able to be more clear on the
choices you make in your love life and why.
I cannot stress enough how wonderful it is to be a woman, and how precious our femininity is and
therefore how important it is to evaluate your relationship. I really don’t like seeing women staying in
a relationship with a man for longer than she needs to out of comfort and certainty, or out of fear of
being alone.
Be sure to let me know in the comment section or through the contact page how you go with this. I
am more than happy to answer as many questions as I can, even if it takes me a little while to get
back to you.
Do you want to attract the right man? Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers and attract a high
value man.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Temperament of A Modern Feminine Woman
January 25, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

I think we’ve all had those moments where something our man has done (or somebody else) gets the
blood broiling to the max! You’ve probably had those times when things have been particularly hard
like you’ve lost a loved one, or you’re struggling for money, or your man does something you didn’t
expect that really hurt you? The times that put a lot of stress on your intimate relationship? Often,
these are the times which really test our character and temperament. (Click here to take the quiz
“How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Also, when you’re not feeling good, it becomes very hard to see the good in things, and in people.
Or to even find it within yourself to commit to changing anything. It’s easy to throw in the towel and
choose not to care.
If you’re a human being, I’m sure you’ve made mistakes when dealing with your man, and when
dealing with people in general, and that is OK. If you are not making mistakes, you’re not learning.
In fact, if you think you’re stuck in self-development, it’s probably because you’re not failing fast
enough!

The common temperament of modern women
Perhaps due to the feminist movement, or due to other factors as well, women are often reacting to –
and dealing with – situations in a very masculine way. In fact, many women these days are quite
condescending and authoritative and even autocratic to men if they perceive that the man is
intellectually “inferior” or if he has done something “wrong” according to the woman.
I have heard of women laughing in the face of “neanderthal” boys. This is not ideal. And, because so
many women these days do choose to attend college and ruthlessly chase a career – men who are
seemingly not as “educated” are sometimes looked down upon and worse still – women are
competing with men in the same field (which is mainly a problem if you’re wanting to have a great
relationship. You cannot be competing with your man)!
The fact is – each man has his own set of strengths that make him feel like a man and that lie at the
heart of his masculinity. Some men are more intellectuals, some have a lot of physical strength and
excel at things like building and plumbing, etc.

Let me just start with a few common situations in which a woman’s true
temperament can be witnessed:
– when her man doesn’t help around the house
– when he leaves his rubbish, dirty clothes, etc all over the house
– when he is “lazy”
– when he is ‘checking out’ other women
– when he forgets a special date
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– when he doesn’t express his feelings
– when he loses his job or gets a pay-cut
– when his business fails
– when he loses a large sum of money
– when he has a drinking problem
– when he smokes, gambles, looks at pornography
– when he spends more time watching or playing sports than she considers ideal
– when he spends too much time at work
– when he doesn’t pay enough attention to the children
– when he doesn’t pick up on her thoughts/feelings
– when he gets in trouble with the Law – perhaps for doing something ‘immoral’ in order to provide
for his family. (Some men will do anything to provide for their family!)
These are just a few examples of situations in which a woman’s character and temperament can
easily be revealed. A lot of women in today’s society want to go head-to-head with their men,
‘excel’ during a painful argument, to be ‘right’ and often women will (as the term is often used)
“crack it” at their men, and keep tabs on them and control them like their man was their child. In fact,
pretty much every woman I know (who hasn’t been exposed to the wonderful wisdom and
understanding of femininity and the dynamics between man and woman) treat their boyfriend and
husbands this way.
The problem is also, that their men let these women walk all over them because they ‘fear’ their
wives or girlfriends. Men everywhere are doing this. They fear spending some money on a set of golf
clubs for fear that their wife will crack it at them, or get upset. They fear playing sports in case their
wife will get temperamental about it, etc.
A lot of men are walking around on eggshells. I have known women who break their husband’s golf
clubs because they hate their husbands spending so much time on golf. Obviously, I’m not saying the
relationships problems they have are entirely the woman’s fault, but this does show a lack of
understanding of men.

A woman’s temperament and a man’s love
If something upsets you or angers you, you will know that you have deeper feelings, and the anger
and resentment that you show in dealing with the situation are most definitely a coping
mechanism/facade. A way for you to get your significance/certainty back when you feel it is lost (I
am not saying it’s not OK to be angry, it’s fine to have anger – it’s more about how you treat others
as a result of your emotions, and also about how you use your emotions for the better).
As counter-intuitive as it is, you will have a much better result with your man if you show your
vulnerabilities, and even cry when you are upset/angry.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
My feeling is that most men cannot leave a woman who is vulnerable. However, you can BET he’s
going to be able to leave you (not always permanently, I mean also leaving the house momentarily,
etc) if you make him walk on eggshells, make him fear your temper, and try to control him.
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A lot of women take that “I’ll kick him in the balls” approach. This won’t command respect from
him, and will not encourage his masculinity, it will just slowly but surely make him resent you! I’m
not trying to discourage you having a feisty side to you, as that can be useful! I am just saying that
using your anger/pain in a better way will get you to a better result, and ensure you greater happiness.
A lot of women do not realize this, but your vulnerability is your power.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…

We all have choices…..
So, if you do have a bit of a raging temper, I would suggest that every time you are in a heated
moment, to remind yourself in that split second (a ‘moment’ – and we all have a moment where we
can make a defining decision) to make a choice. To make a choice to step up and focus on the
positive outcomes of being vulnerable instead of going head-to-head with your man. (read my article
about why do men pull away)
Ultimately, this just means that there will be 2 masculine egos at work which don’t help anyone! Of
showing sadness/tears instead of aggression and resentment, or to show support for your man when it
is the hardest to show. To be understanding and considerate. To let go and to be free is one of the best
things that you can do for your relationship with your man.
A masculine man needs a feminine woman of better moral standing whom he can look up to.
Something ethereal and a woman of worthy character. If a woman is dealing with situations in a
masculine way, it will do little to serve her relationship.

Some examples of responses you can choose instead:
– calmness
– serenity
– humility
– free-hearted rather than defensive
– emotional rather than having her defenses up
– thoughtful rather than thoughtless (thinks before she speaks)
– the ability to be more submissive in character rather than fighting, whether intellectually or
emotionally (a woman should still definitely hold her own and not ‘play dumb’). It’s more about
honoring the different energies between masculine/feminine and not breaking down the foundations
of your passion and love by arguing with him like a man would!
– the ability to show your vulnerabilities rather than hide them (to give your man a chance to step up
and take care of you, and to feel like your man)
– using emotion and her intuition instead of “reasoning”, “reality” and “factual” arguments. (Again, a
woman does need to have this in her character. I believe a woman should definitely be able to think
factual – but it’s not where she lives. There needs to be a balance).
– understanding rather than rash, defensive and judgmental
-It’s important to remember that whatever people are doing, there is always a reason. And you are not
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going to make the world a better place by judging them. But you will by understanding them.
This especially applies to your man. In times when his sense of pride is being challenged, maybe at
work or around his friends, it is important that he knows he can rely on your feminine strength (your
belief in him, and your positive words). When I say tolerance, I don’t mean that you have to ignore or
suppress your feelings. I mean that it will serve you better to seek understanding rather than being
judgmental.
– note: tolerance = acceptance of others’ uniqueness. A knowing and accepting that people are all
different. And knowing that just like you, they have feelings too.
– nurturing
– leaning towards a cheerfulness rather than being a constant criticizer. A lot of men prefer to spend
their time on golf, cars, drinking, football, beer, prostitutes, or whatever because they have no
compelling reason to return home to their wives. If you want your husband or boyfriend to be more
considerate of you, just be more understanding of him, and give him a reason to want to be with you.
As well as the feminine appearance, the feminine temperament is so important. You must develop
traits that are typical of a worthy character. Feminine women should be a symbol of life, freedom,
and serenity. Anyway, that’s all for this article. Be sure to say hi in the comments section if you
haven’t yet, I’d love to hear from you! ?
The quest is not to be perfect, for we can never ever be perfect. The quest is more
about becoming a woman of value.
I know you want to understand how your man behaves and thinks, we just have a program that will
help you gain an understanding of men. Click here to read more about our program Understanding
Men and lessen your relationship problems.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
www.TheRedArchive.com
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Achieving Feminine Beauty and Health with Coconut Oil
January 29, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

How to get mind-boggling beauty and health with Coconut oil
Hey, beautiful!
In order to be really beautiful, a feminine woman must have gorgeous, youthful hair and skin. After
all, most of your beauty really comes down to having fantastic health. Contrary to popular belief, nice
skin/hair and youthfulness is not age dependent. Regardless of age, you don’t have to have declining
hair health and wrinkles, there are women who don’t have wrinkles well into their 50s and even 60s
without the help of cosmetic surgery. (Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I
Actually?”)
It’s all about keeping it natural and having the commitment and desire to be youthful and beautiful.
Does that sound crazy? You may think well who doesn’t want to be considered beautiful? Well, a lot
of women WANT to be beautiful, but just couldn’t be bothered putting the effort, time and
commitment into it. In this post, I’m going to show you how you can achieve radiance and beauty
without spending an absolute fortune! ?

Why Coconut Oil?
You may or may not be aware of this, but Pure Virgin Coconut Oil is your new Best Friend. Why?
Despite the bad press it has had in the past because it contains saturated fat, doctors and health
professionals all over the world are beginning to discover the AMAZING health and healing
properties that Virgin Coconut Oil can bring. If you want to learn more about saturated fats, please
see The Truth About Saturated Fat.
Coconut oil is the healthiest oil you can consume. It has no trans fat and is very high in Lauric Acid.
Lauric acid is antifungal, antibacterial and antiviral. Lots of the health benefits of coconut oil come
from the medium-chain length of its fatty acids, or triglycerides (MCTs). Coconut oil contains MCTs
that increase metabolic rates and lead to weight loss. MCTs promote what is called thermogenesis.
Thermogenesis increases the body’s metabolism, producing energy.
Just so you know, if you are worried about putting on weight by consuming Virgin Coconut oil; this
is completely untrue! Your body needs fat to burn fat. Depriving yourself of fat can actually lead to
an increase in cravings for other foods, like refined carbohydrates, that actually do lead to weight
gain. Coconut oil is nature’s richest source of MCTs that increase metabolic rates and lead to weight
loss.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…

Using Virgin Coconut oil to condition your hair
Coconut oil is FANTASTIC for your hair! It is a great natural conditioner that can produce that
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beautiful shine and youthful bounce to your hair. How to do it:
1) Get some Virgin Coconut Oil (make sure it is Virgin Coconut oil), maybe about a teaspoon full to
a tablespoon full depending on the length and thickness of your hair. Melt it a little in your hands and
apply it all the way through your hair from the roots to the ends. Massage it in gently to your ends
and in to your scalp.
2) Get some glad wrap or plastic wrap and wrap your head and hair up in it (the plastic makes your
head sweat, and heat helps your hair follicles to expand so the goodness of the oil can penetrate your
hair).
3) Wrap a hot towel around the glad wrap. If you are unsure about how to get a hot towel, wet a
medium sized towel and put it in the microwave for 40-60 seconds or however long it takes it to heat
up. Wrap this around your hair and leave it in for about half an hour. (If the towel wont hold, try
getting a hat to hold it all in ?
4) When the half an hour is up (roughly, it doesn’t have to be exact!) RINSE the coconut oil out of
your hair. Only rinse, don’t shampoo it yet.
5) Leave it overnight, and shampoo your hair in the morning.
Note: You may need to shampoo a few times to get it all out, depending on how much oil you used.
If you’re worried about that dreaded oily look, just use less oil and rinse well the night before. It takes
me around 2-3 shampoos to get it all out. Bam, you’re ready to go! Enjoy the results! (Click here to
download the Goddess Report if you haven’t already)

Using Virgin Coconut oil for your skin
It sounds crazy, but Virgin Coconut oil is the best natural moisturizer in the world. It also actually
exfoliates your skin. Moisturize your whole body with it when you get out of the shower. You can
also moisturize your face with it. It is absolutely FANTASTIC for preventing skin aging and
wrinkles. NOTE: If you have been using some other kind of moisturizer, make sure you ease your
skin in to it slowly, as if you have sensitive skin, it may not be used to coconut oil yet, so start off
slowly.

Using Virgin Coconut Oil for inner Health and Vibrancy
Needless to say, Coconut oil is fantastic for your inner health, and since outer health and radiance is
also a product of what you put IN to your body, start using coconut oil in your cooking. It may taste
funny with some dishes, especially very savory dishes. However, if you use it with the right dishes it
can taste amazing! Don’t know what to use coconut oil with? Just eat it on its own. I do this, and it’s
perfectly fine. You will notice the health benefits of coconut oil pretty soon.
Make sure you buy Virgin Coconut oil beautiful, not just any coconut oil!
Do let me know how you go using coconut oil in your beauty regimen ?
Physical beauty is just one way to catch a man’s attention… but there are other 17 Attraction
Triggers. Click here to find out what naturally attracts a man?
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Be A Woman of Mystery and Feminine Allure
January 29, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Why would a woman want to be mysterious?
The ‘concept’ behind being mysterious is about keeping things fresh and exciting so that the
relationship doesn’t become plagued by rituals. Rituals have their use (and positive uses at that) – but
bad relationship rituals can turn spouses off. Often, mystery can be created by distance (being apart
from your spouse).
However, this isn’t always true because some couples who are often apart still don’t have much
mystery. It’s all about who you show up as. (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High
Status Am I on Facebook?”)

How To Be Mysterious
Most people have trouble creating mystery and intrigue in their intimate relationship. Couples get too
comfortable, too “familiar” and feel their spouse no longer excites them. Most people have low
standards for themselves and so let everything go because they believe that since they’ve been with
their spouse for so long, they feel ‘accepted’ and loved for who they are.
A masculine man will find a feminine woman mysterious (and fascinating) just because she is her
true feminine self, and he doesn’t and cannot ever live in that reality (with a few exceptions) and see
the world exactly the way she does, and she is mysterious even if she doesn’t make a conscious
effort to be mysterious. We’re meant to be mysterious and fascinating to the opposite sex. Masculine
– Feminine are opposites and they attract, produce fire and create intense sexual energy because
they’re opposites and these energies are meant to feed one another.

Authenticity
You can be mysterious simply by embodying your true self. This encompasses embracing the
feminine (if you’re more feminine at your core). If you are authentic, you are mysterious anyway.
Anyone who is authentic, confident, real, rare, has self-respect and tends to be unique is mysterious
naturally. (read my article about how to be feminine)
Strategies can be used in combination with this natural tendency, and there will be a huge spark! ?
However, the women who are not mysterious are the ones who need approval from other people.
They are not comfortable or strong enough to live life on their terms and to be an example/a leader.
People follow leaders because they want more of what they’ve got. There’s ‘something about’
leaders!

Mysterious Men
Have you ever met a man or a young guy who was not your normal archetype – perhaps rather
physically plain from your point of view – yet you couldn’t help but find yourself drawn to him?
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Wanting to know more? I know when I was at College/University, there was a guy in our lecture
who was really quite physically unappealing – yet one day us girls all decided at the same time that
there was “something about him”. That something was a quiet, self-assured, unshakable selfconfidence and masculine pride.
The coveted feeling of self-confidence
This happens to everyone! Why? Well, I’m no scientist but it’s likely because it is natural for us
human beings to have moments where we feel like we are not enough. So, if someone seems to have
that rare leadership skill, that so coveted ‘secret’ to being confident, then we want to know more!
Plus, once we find out the ‘secret’ – we still want more – because a person who is reassured and
confident is amazing to be around! It gives other human beings the ‘OK’ to be themselves
regardless of any so-called ‘imperfections’. In fact – it’s the way that person makes us feel, as well.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…
A person who is self-confident has more radiance. They are more likely to get what they want – more
likely to be happy and to have more gumption (get up and go attitude). From a woman’s point of
view – she can be fascinating and mysterious as well as exciting and stimulating by starting to live in
her feminine because men simply don’t relate to this way of life and being. Also, if a man lives in his
masculine confidently – we’re more likely to be drawn to him. (Click here to take the quiz “How
Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

The strategies
If you practice being mysterious with strategies often, yet you are not confident within yourself,
you’ll eventually find it tiring. A lack of confidence leads to conforming. You will be running
around, letting the current take you wherever it wants to take you. You’ll also likely be a victim to
other people’s ‘talk’ and negative beliefs. Most women have been around a group of women who like
to bitch, back-stab, complain – and basically have nothing good to say. If you’re like them
internally, you’ll unknowingly reflect it on the outside, too.
I once heard a TV presenter discuss hair color on women with another presenter, and one of them
said ‘I think there’s a certain mystery to brunettes’. I found this interesting, and started thinking about
it. If you’re fine being yourself, and being a leader rather than a follower, you’ll attract people to
you, and these people will want more. Also, they will want to know more about you.
I just want to tell you this: We all have something extraordinary inside of us. The feeling of selfconfidence is not easy to come by. We want to be around people like this and want to know more
about them because we all know there is that extraordinary thing inside of us – and we want more of
it, and seeing somebody else with it tends to make us want it more and bring out more of it within
ourselves.
We’ve all seen groups of women together who look the same. They don’t look the same because
they’ve got the same natural facial features, they look the same because they feel the same on the
inside, and therefore they exude the same energy which we humans pick up on.

Women who are not mysterious
There are plenty of women running around, flaunting their sexuality for example. There is no
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mystery to these people. Everything is there for all to see. Yes, men will chase them, but they will
chase them for easy sex, not because they want to love them and protect them forever.
If a woman readily flaunts her sexuality, and wears revealing clothing and talks loud etc, everyone
knows subconsciously why she’s doing it. Every human being knows what it’s like to want attention,
this is easy to understand. Every human being knows what it’s like to feel like they are not enough,
and this feeling gives us pain. We don’t want pain – we want someone who can make us happy and
someone whom we can experience pleasure with.
The people who flaunt themselves for attention are unaware that people know why they’re doing it.
People just don’t buy that stuff long-term! Maybe for a night of sex. We all become who we spend
our time with. Our peers say a lot about us. Women hang around in packs generally, and there are
plenty of groups of women who hang around together and their mission is to look hot and get as
much attention as possible and ‘capture’ the guys. (read my article about how to attract men)
Insecurity is easy to come by. Do you follow me? I’m saying that there’s no mystery in people who
exude a low of sense of self-worth. We’ve all been there, we’ve all felt what it’s like to think we’re
not enough. It’s part of life. Life is here to challenge us. It’s the rare individual who can stand out
from the rest and be a leader/be confident that makes people want to know more about them and be
around them (there’s more to it than that, but for the moment we’re talking about mystery).

On couples….
Have you ever noticed that couples who have been together for a long time start to look alike? This is
cute, yes, but I think there’s a bad side to this. Ideally, in a relationship where you are still madly in
love and hot for each other, you’ll see some differences clearly. You’ll see polarity.
The women who relate completely to Men….
I also often see women take up their man’s passion in order to connect with him and to feel more
loved by him. I know women taking up golf competitively for example, in order to connect with
their man and be more accepted. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with playing a sport that he
likes for fun, but if you go along with him all the time, and start to do what he does, the way he does
it – he now gets you. He understands you; there’s no mystery. This is why being ‘one of the boys’ is
not beneficial. If you relate completely to men on their level, and they can relate to you 100% –
you’ve lost the mystery.
Ideally, when he plays golf/soccer/football/darts/goes fishing – you will be shopping, having a picnic,
having your girlfriends over, and basically just doing the things that girls do. You can still play sports
with him – but it’s the women who relate to their men who lose the mystery. It’s the women who
make these male-dominated sports in to a competition (like all masculine men do – they want to be
challenged and want to compete) then men can relate.
Understanding Men is markedly different from RELATING to them
You still need to understand men. Feminine women understand men, but relating to them is a
different thing. Understanding means that you can appreciate, accept, distinguish and comprehend.
To relate means that you are joined with him – that you unite with him (in the less preferable way!)
There is a good way to unite with him!! ? (read my article about 5 insights on understanding men)
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Positives and Negatives
I am not much of a science student, but I’m going to talk about magnetism for a short second.
Positive attracts negative. A positive end of a magnet will never attract a positive end of another
magnet and vice versa. If you are not authentic in any way, are always available, and relate to your
man completely, then you will have trouble being mysterious. You must have your own feminine
interests that he doesn’t relate to if you want to be mysterious to men.
The point of this post is to encourage you to develop your feminine core, and use the strategies I
mentioned in the first part of ‘How to Be Mysterious‘ when you feel you need to.
Admittedly, there will be times when things get a bit too comfortable and predictable. That’s when
you need to use the strategies I have given you. Otherwise, work your womanly attributes and you’ll
certainly have an advantage over your not as feminine sisters naturally when it comes to being
mysterious. Remember to start from the inside-out.
Put aside the feminine/masculine business for a moment, and think about mystery in general. If for
example you’re in a social group, and find that everyone acts the same (who you spend time with is
who you become!!) if there is a person who is strong enough to be themselves, and is different to the
rest – this captures people’s attention. Humans notice contrast.
The reason an authentic person who is a leader IS mysterious is because of many things, but one
reason is because they have something which everybody wants – confidence. And if you’re a leader,
everyone suddenly wants to know whatchya got ?
Authenticity is power. Everyone is born unique – but we don’t all end up unique. Most people
will tend to blend in and try to fit in in order to gain acceptance, to conform, and to be safe. That’s
it!I hope that all made sense.
Have a lovely day/night and do feel free to share with me your thoughts on this article.
Being mysterious can attract your man to you, but this is only one of the many things. Click here to
find out the 17 Attraction Triggers that can get your man hooked.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The 3 Qualities of A Feminine Goddess
January 30, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article Updated 2018

There are 3 main aspects of a Goddess:
1. Leadership
2. Feminine appearance
3. Presence and Charisma
The Definition of a Goddess: A female God or Deity. A woman of extraordinary beauty and charm. A
greatly admired or adored woman.

1) Leadership
No woman can ever truly be a Goddess without being a leader. You must lead people into higher
good. You cannot be a follower. I don’t mean manipulating people. I mean being absolutely
untouchable in your personal conviction. It doesn’t matter whether you are religious or not, you can
make people happier, and make the world a better place. (Click here to take the quiz “How High
Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Whatever you believe in, you don’t have to force it upon people to lead them. You just have to have
everybody’s best interests at heart. Discover what is possible by giving, rather than holding back.
You do not need to ‘compete’ with people, or judge them.
If you didn’t know this before, know it now. The majority of the people you meet in your life will
have low standards for themselves. To be a leader, you must have the highest standards for yourself.
You must not settle for anything less than you can be, do or become. You can be a leader and still be
a feminine woman. Leadership doesn’t mean being masculine, leadership simply means you:
Believe when everyone else doubts.
Inspire people.
Lead rather than follow.
Become an example of what is good, do good and don’t exude negative energy.
Care for others when no-one else will.
Never ever give up.
Follow your dreams with absolute conviction.
Love even when people don’t deserve it.
Give without expecting anything back.
Seek understanding rather than resorting to quick, easy and subjective conclusions.
Teach others what you know, and add value even when you feel they are in ‘competition’, and
even when you are afraid. Give others access to the resources that you have.
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Never settle for anything less than you can be.
Give and do more than anyone else can possibly do expect of you!

2) Feminine Appearance
This is all about the outer appearance that makes you more feminine.
– I can’t stress enough how much a strong mane of hair helps. It needs to be healthy and well taken
care of. (If you have curly hair, that’s perfect! Health is everything and it shows through your skin
and hair the fastest). Feminine women do not find taking care of their hair a chore. They revel in the
femininity and beauty that their hair gives them. Brush your hair regularly and condition it. See this
post for more information on conditioning your hair.
– Taking really good care of your skin. Drinking lots and lots of water. If you’re thirsty, you’re
already dehydrated. Drink water regularly and avoid getting dehydrated. This will help you flush out
any unwanted toxins in your body and keep your body clean.
– Most real men are attracted to a woman’s eyes and her smile. Use these!
– Wearing a nice lipstick helps. Nude colors are great, as they look natural and makes you look even
more alluring and mysterious because it doesn’t seem like you’re wearing any lipstick.
– Do everything with grace and passion! If you’re dull, it cancels out any other efforts you make!

3) Presence and Charisma
Having presence means your energy is noticeable. It means that when you are with people, especially
your man, you put your whole heart and soul in to being with them. Not that you try to look like
you’re listening and then look in to space – but be 110% present.
Presence also means that you can command people’s attention without being boisterous or
obnoxious. It means people will turn their heads and listen to you. Not because you’re odd, or
offensive, but because you’re amazing ?
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
Charisma is a personal quality or spiritual power that gives you influence over others. It doesn’t
matter what happens to you, or what’s going on in your life, or how easy it is to give up on things,
etc, there is always something more inside of you. A spiritual quality in your personality that
understands people’s pain, and that has compassion.
The spirit is a vital part of having presence and charisma. The spirit is the part of you that is present,
but cannot be seen. The spirit represents consciousness, and your spirit transcends any physical
beauty and lasts for much longer than you can live. You can wow any audience, and you can wow
any man with your charisma, or spiritual quality.
Let’s face it, physical beauty fades. Your spirit will not. It doesn’t matter what happens to you on the
outside, no-one can take away what you embody in your heart and soul. Yes, physical beauty has
it’s value, but only so much. A woman can grow her hair long, and do everything that makes her look
feminine regardless of the placement of her physical facial features! (Click here to take the quiz
“How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Remember that this is all about becoming more self-aware. You’re not being fake, manipulative or
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‘not yourself’. You’re bringing out more of yourself. A truly feminine woman has un-shakeable
confidence and knows that there is more to her than what is visible. Femininity starts from within. ?
(read my article about how to be feminine)
If you haven’t downloaded the “Goddess Report”, click here to get it for free.
You are a goddess and you can attract any man, but what triggers attraction? Click here to find out
the 17 Attraction Triggers and get him hooked.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Also, lovely, if you haven’t said hi yet, do leave me a comment and connect. I’d love to hear
from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media as well!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Mistakes Women Make to Destroy Sexual Polarity with Men
February 2, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
I will start with a definition of depolarization: To partially or completely eliminate or counteract the
polarization of. Where on earth does this word come from and what does it mean in the context of
your relationship with men? Most men and women, regardless of what they’re showing up as, have a
sexual essence that is more typically associated with their gender. So, most women will be feminine
at their core, and most men will be masculine at their core. (Click here to take the quiz “How
Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
There are women who are more masculine at their core, and there are men who are more feminine,
naturally, at their core. However, most men are more masculine, and most women are more feminine.
Frequently what happens is that women in this modern day are more masculine now, and men are
more feminine. Because of how society has changed throughout history, the roles of women and men
have changed greatly. Our job here is to recognize this big change and the negative effects that it may
have on our relationships, and truly honor the differences between the sexes! (read my article about
are you a feminine, masculine or neutral)
Let me just confirm: I am not encouraging manipulation. This entire site is about helping women
become better women, and to embrace more of who they are and bring out more of what they
embody at their core.

Mistakes made by women with men to cause depolarization
The Truth is, lovelies, the vast majority of women are making HUGE, and often somewhat
irreversible mistakes with men! The men may not even know what on earth has caused them to feel
sour towards the woman, as we are so out of touch with our personal identification of our sexual
essence at our core, that most men don’t really know what is actually going on consciously, but they
know they don’t want to be with that woman. So, the relationship fails. Or the marriage fails. Many
relationships lack passion, depth, closeness, respect, understanding and worship. I am aware that
worship is a strong word, but wouldn’t you like to be worshiped by your man? I will talk more about
worship in later posts. Back to the main point.

Depolarization and sexual essence
ONE of the ways in which depolarization occurs, is when the woman (or man) does things that take
away from the other person’s sexual essence. For example, one of the core differences between
masculine and feminine is that men are driven by direction in life, and women are driven by emotion.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

What Not to do with Men
– Question whether he knows where he’s going whilst driving, or getting frustrated that he appears
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lost, or getting angry at him for it and even exclaiming that you’re late because of him, or rolling your
eyes. This hurts a masculine man deeply. (read my article about how to comfort your man)
– Suggesting you call a mechanic to help him with the car when he is diligently trying to fix it
himself!
– Suggesting he ask somebody for directions
– Ridiculing his goals and dreams
– Not supporting him with his goals and dreams
– Mentioning his failures to get that job, get the raise, get that promotion, get that degree
– Making him wrong
– Telling him how his ideas/opinion is wrong (boy, have I made this mistake before!!)

More on Polarity in a relationship
I think we have all made a couple of the above mistakes, if not all. The problem with doing the things
I have mentioned above (and there are many more examples of ways that women destroy the polarity
in a relationship with their man) is that the woman has just destroyed the polarity between her and
her man. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Polarity is the quality of opposites/opposing energies in your relationship. Polarity is an essential,
IMPORTANT ingredient to have in your relationship if you want it to last. And last with passion,
love, commitment and desire.
One quick way to rectify the situation is to say ‘oh yes! You are right about that, how come I didn’t
think of that?!’. You don’t want to be insincere. However, if he does have a point, at least
acknowledge this to him and maybe ask him for more of an explanation. You’ll find it much easier to
connect with him, rather than ending up in a painful argument that doesn’t serve either of you.

Feminine sexual core and Masculine sexual core
As his woman, the worst thing you can do is to somehow imply that he is wrong. A fast way to build
up resentment in a man who has a masculine sexual essence is to tell him he is wrong. Reverse the
situation, and a fast way to build resentment in a woman with a feminine sexual essence to to tell her
she is ugly. Also, if by any chance another woman somehow gives your man reason to think he’s
right, and to feel more of a man, he’ll start associating more positively with her instead! This is what
happens when you do not fill your man up/meet his needs. (read my article about he says he misses
me)

A woman’s support and admiration of her man
To succeed with men/a man, you must learn to be the woman he can count on for support. The
woman who gives him reasons to feel like he is a MAN when external things are pulling him down.
You must be the internal link to his core sense of masculine identity. You must have the quality and
understanding of femininity as well, and the distinction between the sexual energy of the sexes. If
you look up to him and admire him and truly believe in him, it’s going to be hard to find another
woman to take your place, lovely!
Often what happens in relationships is that the woman is so unaware of this that she destroys not only
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the polarity and the core sexual energy between them and therefore the PASSION, and that she
slowly but surely destroys his masculinity and sense of identity. He will lose hope. And YOU will
start to lose respect for him, because men who have lost hope or lost the ‘fight’ in them often let
women walk all over them. Let’s face it, no woman truly respects a man that lets her walk all over
him. Most – if not all women want to be led and taken cared of by their man.
Lots of women are actually digging their own grave, and don’t really understand why.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only
I guess all of us have many questions about men, like why do men pull away? This is just one of the
questions answered in our program Understanding Men. Click here to find out more about this
program and earn a degree in Understanding Men in 2 weeks.
Any thoughts, suggestions or anything, feel free to share!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Is Femininity?
February 6, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

What Is Femininity – How to Be Feminine
If a woman is really feminine, she will most likely attract a really masculine male. If you are
struggling to get in touch with your femininity, or are fearing being more feminine, I encourage you
to live truly in your core (again, some women are masculine at their core). Overall, most women are
truly feminine at their core. (Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Femininity and “Rules”
I’m not here to tell you that there are 1 million and 1 rules for being feminine. For example, you
don’t have to do the washing and cleaning in order to be feminine. You can be feminine without
doing these things. You are also not immediately feminine just because you wear dresses all the time,
wear long hair (although, I do believe keeping your hair long is immensely helpful for achieving a
feminine ‘image’), but you can still be very feminine with short hair or a bob (take for example, Halle
Berry, Winona Ryder, Natalie Portman and Heidi Klum when they don a short ‘do). (read my article
about the case of going without make up)
Femininity is Not. About. Rules. Rules = rigid, and a really feminine woman is definitely not rigid!
Femininity is about being FREE. Free to be yourself, free to love, and be loved, free to not judge
others, free to want the best for others, free to not expect others to conform to your rules, free to
understand, free to lead and not follow, free to believe rather than doubt, free to be a force for good,
free to care, free to love yourself, free to…..(there are lots more).
By free I mean, to not be trapped in your own negative beliefs, and to not trap yourself and stop
yourself from fulfilling your full potential in your life. Ultimately, you’re here on this site because
you want more, and you want to learn. I think all of us want more. The only barrier to having more is
within yourself – the perspective you have on something. You can either have a perspective that
empowers you – or you can have a perspective that DISempowers you.
If I may give my perspective, I’d say we’re all here to become the best we can possibly be. Once
you’re free from suffering, you are much more able to have a fulfilling relationship with your man, be
a better friend, a better mother, a better daughter, sister, girlfriend, wife, whatever roles you play.
This is why this site is here, to help you achieve all of these things.
If a woman doesn’t feel free in her life, she will exude this heavy, dead kind of energy which doesn’t
encourage men (or women) to want to be around them. You’ve probably met many women who
exude this kind of energy, too.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
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Femininity starts from within
You can still dress in pants and be feminine. You can still wear tailored suits and be feminine. You
can still wear jeans, army pants, hoodies, trackies, whatever – and be feminine. As I have said before,
being feminine is about who you are from the INSIDE. If you radiate a sense of feminine freedom,
softness and happiness, you can wear a paper bag and you’ll still be feminine. (Click here to take the
quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It really has little to do with your looks. Whatever your look or style is, there are men and women out
there who will find you attractive, gorgeous and beautiful. I do recommend dressing traditionally
feminine. However, my point is that if you don’t; this doesn’t necessarily preclude you from being a
feminine woman. Do you think men can still be masculine with long hair for example? Of course
they can!
Of course, wearing dresses, perfume, ribbons, bows, long hair, earrings, heels etc – are an instant
visual cue for femininity. You are however, not confined to one way of doing things in order to
become more feminine. If you can stimulate your man intellectually, sexually, mentally, spiritually,
inspire him to become better and to do more and achieve more success and happiness – trust me,
you’re worth a whole lot more than the perfect physical ‘canvass’ of a woman that is hollow inside.
And, more often than not, it’s the empty vessel that makes the most noise, right? ?
By the way – just because I say femininity is about freedom, I don’t mean that a woman always
wants freedom. I mean that a truly feminine woman is not TRAPPED in her head. In dis-empowering
beliefs. And anyway, a critical part of feminine energy wants to be owned by her man. Don’t all of us
women want to be taken, sometimes? We all want a strong man who knows what he wants and is
confident enough to go and get it. Not only this, but he’s confident enough to lead his woman. If a
man is always soft and gentle to you, that gets boring after a while, doesn’t it?! ? (read my article
about radiate deeper femininity and attract men to you trust)

Feminine image
I have mentioned before that you should dress in feminine clothing that suits you. If you want to keep
your ideal man for life, your image is important, and it helps immensely to appear feminine
(feminine, not slutty) on the outside, but you don’t have to. It’s all about having grace, and most
importantly, exuding self-confidence. (read my article about how to be confident with men)
You can still play sports and be feminine. It’s HOW you do it that determines whether you’re
more manly or more womanly. Sure, there are sports that I would recommend staying away from
for a feminine woman, because it’s sometimes very hard to play those particular sports in a feminine
manner, but most of them are fine.
You’re not just one kind of person. You can go for a run, or play golf, but do it in a feminine way (a
woman who lives in her feminine sexual essence will do this naturally).

Feminine/Masculine in a woman
Also – there are definitely masculine facets to every woman. We need masculine energy as well, to
be balanced, and to get things done and to move forward. When I was doing my Law degree, and
completing my exams, you can bet I was in more masculine mode! Masculine energy is FOCUSED
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and feminine energy tends to fluctuate more.
Women can also do heaps of things at once, but men generally work a whole lot better when focusing
on one thing. And believe me, I needed to focus in order to pass my exams (any exam!). I got
through, but my exam periods did terrible things to the balance of my relationship with my man. He
hated me studying. Those were the times when our passion dwindled.
So, every woman would ideally have a very well developed masculine facet to her personality, and
every man would ideally have a very well developed feminine side to his character. Although of
course – the majority of a feminine woman’s character will be taken up by feminine energy.

More on traits of a feminine woman
If you would like to learn more about what feminine traits are, I’ve done a number of posts talking
about this – please click on the category ‘femininity’ on the top of the page. There are plenty of posts
there for you to peruse, just so that I’m not repeating myself in my posts. ? Also, if you would like to
read ‘What is Femininity’ part 1, please click here.
Thank YOU and take care! ?
Do you want to understand more about men and find the answers to your questions in our program
Understanding Men program. Click here to learn more about this popular program.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media as well!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Power of Your Words On Men
February 6, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

Using words and names to benefit your relationships
There’s an old saying that my dearest Daddy used to tell me to exclaim to other children when I was
teased: “Sticks and stones will break my bones, but names will never hurt me!”. Back then, this really
worked, and really empowered me. As I grew up, I came to realize, like most people do – that –
names or not, words DO HURT. The words you use have the power to create good energy in a
situation, or to encourage bad energy in a situation. (Not to disrespect my Daddy, cause I love him,
and as a child, these comebacks do go a long way when you’re trying to defend yourself against nasty
kidlets)!
Women are experts at destroying with words. They’re especially good at emasculating and hurting
a man with their words. They’re also experts at creating with words. It depends on the woman ?
Let’s take a look at a few examples. If I was talking about a certain body part of yours, and I used the
word ‘ASS’ it would produce an entirely different reaction in you than if I used the word “bottom”.
If I used the words ‘make love’, this is a whole lot different to the word ‘F***’. In fact, those two
words entail two different acts/meanings. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment
Friendly Man?”)

Words and meaning
We all attach certain meanings to certain words, and you can use them to benefit your intimate
relationship, or weaken your intimate relationship- or any relationship! If you use a word that you
know that person will attach a different meaning to, you can instantly change their biochemistry –
their state.
When it comes to your intimate relationship, being aware of the words you choose and the names you
choose, is important. If you are feeling, for example, that you’d like your man to be more of a
man/less soft and gentle, but don’t know how to tell him and don’t want to insult him or upset him,
you could use the power of a different name to elicit a different response in him, and to encourage
another side of him to show up.
If you normally call your man ‘honey’, that’s great, but what about ‘Tiger’? This is a whole lot
different to ‘Bambino’ or ‘Snookie’ or ‘Bunny’. Actually, Bunny is quite funny. Especially funny
for a guy!! ?
Again, what about ‘Boss’ as opposed to ‘Shnookums’? Or ‘Cupcake’ vs ‘Prince’.
I can tell you that, if you call your man The ‘Terminator’ with genuine intent and feeling, and you
normally call him your ‘boy’ or your ‘sweetie’, he’s going to wonder what happened, and it will
definitely change his state. If I call my man Terminator, he instantly gives me a massive grin and
stands up straighter ?
What if you called him your ‘Hero’ rather than ‘gorgeous’? I’m not saying any nickname is wrong.
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I’m saying that your choice of names can change his STATE in almost a moment. It’s also how you
say it. So, going up to him and saying ‘hey Tiger’ whilst looking away and chewing your cuticles
won’t have the desired effect. Words plus intent = effect.
I don’t really like to call my man my ‘partner’, because this word could mean other things such as a
business relationship, and not to mention it’s generic and very boring. It’s great to call him your Man
rather than your boyfriend or your boy, as well, because this places him in a different role. A
boyfriend is a boyfriend, a husband is a husband – but a MAN on the other hand (the word man) –
implies a whole lot of other things. Everyone can have a ‘husband’ but not everyone can have a
‘man’. (Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Can you think of some associations you may have with the word ‘Man’ as opposed to
‘partner’?
Getting good at this sometimes takes a few goes as well. It’s not always easy to start with, but once
you get more confident and comfortable with yourself, and don’t feel afraid encouraging him in to a
different state, it’ll come so easily, it’s like you never had to try ?
Take also for example, if your man normally calls you honey, but instead called you his
‘hummingbird’ or his ‘baby girl’, wouldn’t that produce a different feeling in you?
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…

Nasty words and insults
But to divert away from names for a moment. We can often, in a heated moment – start saying nasty
things. And he may do this to you, too (I’m not placing all the blame on women here). The problem
with this is that, even if you do forgive each other, if you do say nasty, terrible things enough times
(even if only a few times), you will start to build up that bad association within your partner. You
need to build up positive associations with him if you are going to make it last. (read my article about
how to make a man commit)
This is why it’s also fantastic to practice changing your own state. If you’re in a heated argument,
it’s a good idea to develop the strength to instantly change each others’ state. My man and I have
done this so much that, no matter what argument we have, we inevitably start laughing at some point
during it. Just because we have both built up such a strong association in our history that argument
eventually = laughter, that we can’t help it now – EVEN if I wanted to stay upset and in that ‘survival
mode’, I couldn’t!
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only
If you were having an argument, and you were really angry with each other, and saw that the
argument was going nowhere and not serving either of you, you’d be surprised to find the reaction in
him if you (instead of going on about what he was doing wrong) – decided to call him ‘spotted dick’
(it’s a dessert, in case you’ve never heard of it). I know this seems crazy, but am I making my point?
This post was a lot of fun for me, and I find that words are amazing, powerful things that can
instantly change the energy in a situation!
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If you have any thoughts or memories in regards to this topic, please share them with us!
By the way, our new version of Commitment Control is already available in 2.0. Click here to
register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Stop Trying So Hard With Men, You’re Doing It Wrong
February 8, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Trying Never Truly Works
No, really. You should never try to do anything. Trying never works. Have you ever heard news that
somebody attempted suicide and thought to yourself how awful it is? And you feel terribly sad for the
person and their whole family and their friends? But sometime later, you find yourself wondering,
‘Well, why didn’t they just do it? How do you actually try to kill yourself but fail at it?’ (Click here
to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
I’m not trying to mock people who attempt suicide here. It’s a serious matter, and a close friend of
mine was in this situation a few years ago, which really put me in a spin. I’ll never forget it. What
I’m saying is, if someone really wanted to commit suicide, they would have done it. Not attempted it.
Chances are they were in an enormous amount of pain – so much that they were willing to go out
of their way to hurt themselves and the people around them, to try and feel better or to get someone to
care for them. At the same time, they’re human. So they didn’t actually want to die, really. They just
wanted to feel loved; but not all of us are fortunate enough to have this experience, for whatever
reason.
Sometimes, we may be loved – only – we find ourselves being loved in every way but the way we
want to be loved. That’s just it; life isn’t always fair. (read my article about how to make a guy want
you)
And, sometimes in relationships – especially in our intimate relationships or in a parent – child
relationship, one party may say ‘I give up everything for you!!’ ‘I’ve bent over backwards for you!’
‘you’re so ungrateful!’ ‘Why don’t you ever notice anything I do for you?!’ ‘You take me for
granted!!’
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted

What does your spouse REALLY want?
Yes, some people actually live only in themselves so much that they won’t give you any
credit/loyalty/love/appreciation where it is deserved. However, most people in your life have a level
of empathy and compassion, and they do care. Those exclamations above are often a result of
someone feeling like they’ve done so much – only to not have it be appreciated. Why does this
happen?
The reason for this is that most people THINK they know what someone wants, but don’t actually
bother to ask them what they truly want, and what truly would fulfill them. For example, a man
may think that just by keeping a roof over the head of his wife and kids, and feeding them, and
clothing them and paying the bills, and taking them on holidays, and buying them special treats,
and….and…and……and…..and…that the wife would be fulfilled and happy.
But – the wife still wants MORE, and she tells the husband this. His response is predictable: ‘I work
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so hard to feed you and Johnny and Sarah! How could you say this?!?!’ The husband IS in fact
working his behind off to provide for his family, but what his wife needs is LOVE, and she wants to
FEEL it. Not to just hear him say ‘I Love You’. He works all hours, and by the time he gets home,
they have no time together, and he never makes time for her – only for his work.
By the end of it, the wife would rather be on the street and experience her husband’s love than be
“provided for”, “comfortable” and yet – not feel LOVED. (Click here to take the quiz “How
Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
I’m getting a bit off-track here, but what I’m saying is that sometimes, when we think we’re giving
EVERYTHING, and our husband/boyfriend/friend/girlfriend leaves us, we may wonder why? The
reason is easy. We’ve given them everything but the thing they most wanted or needed.
And, more often than not, it’s easier to give them this than we actually think.You just have to ask
them. If they don’t tell you the first time, ask them again. If that fails, ask again. If that fails, take
special notice of them and you will find out.

The problem with trying…
This is why you should never try. Trying will never get you anywhere. If you want the ultimate
relationship (intimate or not) you have to find out what the other person wants – and get addicted
to finding ways to meet their needs. Trying, in the human nervous system denotes that you’re going
to go and do something, but there’s something blocking your way.
Do you think Thomas Edison tried to invent the incandescent light bulb? Well – yes….but no. He
didn’t try. He committed himself to finding out a way to invent the incandescent light bulb. It
took him 10,000 experiments. TEN THOUSAND! That is why we can have artificial light, now. And
we take it for granted that they are available in our homes.
If you still think I’m silly, and am wondering what on earth I’m talking about; what is your favorite
food or drink that you would never turn down? Chocolate? Cheese? Donuts? Chai Late? Broccoli?
Beetroot? Maybe Brussels Sprouts? Next time you cook it, or buy it, I want you to try to eat it. Just
Try. But I don’t want you to actually chew it; I want you to try to chew it and swallow it.
If that example doesn’t suit, perhaps you could try to tie your laces. Not actually tie a knot, but try to
tie the laces. My guess is that you will sit there with the laces in your hands, not moving. This is what
trying does. It gets you in to a static place. For anyone, if they’re trying to do something, whether it
be to make their spouse happy – or becoming more feminine, if they’re trying to do it, it’s another
term for ‘uh, I kinda want to do this, but I’m not really willing to put myself on the line to achieve
this.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
So whatever it is that you want to do in your life, maybe it’s to have a better relationship with your
man, or to lose weight, or to put more effort in to your appearance – I encourage you to commit
yourself to it. And if you cannot do this, you really need to re-assess and ask yourself whether or not
you want it enough. Often, people are not lazy. I don’t believe anyone is really lazy. I believe people
just don’t have compelling reasons to do things.
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Giving Love
Ask yourself whether you’re actually willing to put your own needs on the line to care more for your
man/friend/parents/pets/kids/neighbors/people who are suffering. Maybe you have contradictions.
Perhaps you want to treat someone better, but don’t feel they deserve it, and feel that if you did love
them without question, that they wouldn’t notice it or appreciate it.
Remember that, if you cast your bread upon the water, it will come back buttered. It may not come in
the form you want it to, and the person may never love you back in the way you wish, or give back to
you in the way that you wish, but at least you’re learning, growing and giving.
You simply cannot lose. You become stronger and better. I will say that there are some people who
will try to hurt you, no matter what you give to them, but I trust that you can tell the difference. After
all, women have an intuition, right? ? and I bet you’re good at using it!
Of course, I’m not saying that if you commit yourself to something, that it will work out on the first
go. I’m simply saying that, combine commitment with heart, intent and consistency, and you will
get there. Once you get there, it gets easy ? (read my article about how to make a man commit)
So if you’ve been wanting to do something, and haven’t been getting results, or maybe you’ve been
sliding backwards – stop trying. Find out the WHY. Work out why you want this/that thing, and once
you have the why, you’ll find the how. If you can’t find a why, then maybe you need to re-asses the
situation.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
I also want to let you know that out new version of Commitment Control is out, click here to register
and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
If you have any thoughts, questions, or objections, be sure to tell me in the comments section.
Have a lovely day/night!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Music To Inspire Your Natural Femininity
February 10, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Hey lovelies. I’ve had a few requests after I mentioned in my last post about using music to change
your state and inspire femininity/freedom/relaxation/happiness/softness/peace/gratitude/love.
I’ve combined below what I feel are the best songs for this purpose. This music is truly
powerful. Enjoy!
Let me know what you think as well, and which one is your favorite! ?
Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…
I hope you like these music.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Fake Feminine Energy Versus Authentic Femininity
February 15, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

This is one of the most important posts for women to read. If you haven’t read any of my my
other articles yet (even if you have read them all), I suggest you put this towards the top of the
priority list ?
Fake Femininity. A lot is said about what femininity is, and how to be feminine, but not a lot is said
about fake femininity. I’ve been asked the following questions before; ‘if I act mysterious, isn’t that
manipulative?!’ ‘I’m not sure I want to play dating games, they seem like games of the heart!’ ‘if i
play hard to get, does that make me fake or manipulative?’
The answer is, it depends. What on? The place you come from. If you do things and come from a
harsh place when you do them, then you’re acting manipulative and insincere. Games are for fun,
and playing hard to get or becoming more feminine doesn’t make you insincere.It makes you more
fun, interesting, lovable and flirtatious. It can cause unbelievable passion and excitement in your
relationship, if you come from the right place in your heart. (Click here to take the quiz on “How
Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Some women wonder why they should be something they’re “not” and scoff at the idea of femininity
and becoming more vulnerable because they don’t want to be fake or manipulative. If you’re
naturally feminine at your core, and have been taught along the way to suppress it – the act of
bringing out your feminine core does not make you fake! It just make you more of yourself. (read
my article about how to be feminine)
I know that feminine can be male or female, but if a woman is more feminine at her core, then
bringing out her femininity is simply an act of freeing herself. We have been taught in the modern
western world to be strong, competitive, to step on others to get ahead, to get that degree, to be
‘intelligent’. But really, it all means little at the end.
All you take with you when you pass are your memories, and the knowledge that you’ve either
made people happier, inspired them, loved them – or that you really didn’t do your best, and
that you in fact hurt a lot of people and didn’t make an effort to amend anything.

The idea behind Femininity
The concept behind becoming more feminine is all about being confident in being a woman and
being womanly, being true to yourself and others, loving yourself and others, becoming a leader,
freeing yourself, being honest, and most importantly – to have a more fulfilling, passionate, happy
and loving relationship with your man or future man. It’s about acknowledging that feminine is the
opposite of masculine, and using it to benefit your life, relationships and your health.
Femininity is also about acknowledging the sheer power behind this amazing sexual essence and
what it can do for the masculine energy. A feminine woman can propel a man to incredible
greatness and success and make him happier than he could have ever imagined.
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Feminine energy serves masculine energy, and masculine serves the feminine. If two people are
masculine in a relationship, you have a problem. So many women go head to head with their men and
develop this huge masculine ego and need to be right, all the while confusing their men, and making
their men feel less and less important and powerful. (read my article about how to radiate deeper
femininity and attract a man you can trust)
I’m not saying you can’t have ideas of your own – of course not. All women need to be able to hold
their own, challenge their man and do what’s necessary to get things done. A man also needs to
know that he can rely on his woman to take necessary action if needed when he is (for whatever
reason) incapable or unavailable. Still, men are generally naturally built stronger and faster than
women.
A lot of women reject their feminine essence because they’re afraid of it, and they think that they
have to reject it and become more masculine in order to protect themselves and to get ahead. Some
women have been through hell in their lives, they may have been raped, and they may have painful
stories that gives a clear reason for why they choose to not be vulnerable. (Click here to take the quiz
on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Some women have been beaten and left by a man, and they then feel they can no longer trust a man
to be there for her. Men are here to protect and take care of women, fight and rise to a challenge and
conquer (among other things) and women are here to give life and spread love and energy (among
other things).
It still doesn’t mean however, that there are not egocentric men who don’t give anything beyond
themselves, and live purely for themselves all the while stepping all over anyone in their way
(women included).
Sometimes, mothers and fathers encourage the masculine in their daughters, and reject any
vulnerability. Some parents abuse their children, and the child has to become more hard and
‘impenetrable’ in order to survive. This picture occurs not just in this kind of situation, either. Often,
peer influence or the influence of men who are more feminized who scoff at the vulnerability of
women also cause this result. There are a whole host of reasons why women may have rejected the
vulnerability inside of them. We all have a story as to why.

What is Fake Feminine?
I’m going to get back to the main topic now. Fake femininity occurs when a woman uses her
vulnerability or sexual charms (basically, anything that is feminine AND has power with men)
insincerely to get a result. So, a woman who doesn’t normally live in her true feminine may
momentarily “act” vulnerable in order to get a certain result that is related primarily to her own
needs.
So, instead of using her femininity for the better, she is subconsciously or consciously using what she
knows works on men in an insincere way, and coming from a harsh place, in order to get a man to
do something for her.
Granted, women who are genuine do this too – BUT the difference is that they come from the right
place in their heart, and also that they generally have a good, healthy balance in their relationship
with their man to start with, so asking for something to be done for them could never come across as
‘manipulative’ simply because she does care for her man (and he would know this) and she isn’t
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always selfish and egocentric (and doesn’t live there).
Most people today live life thinking about and serving themselves. People are so hungry to feel loved
that they forget that a part of being loved and feeling love is about GIVING it to start with.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…
He’s not a fool
Ladies, good men are not fools. They have their own version of knowingness, too. It may not
compare to the female intuition BUT a non-egocentric man who equally uses his masculinity for the
better will never, ever be fooled by such b******t.
In fact a good man cannot stand this. He may fall for it the first few times, and then start to hate the
woman because quite frankly, NO ONE likes to be taken for a fool! Especially men. Any good man
who is chivalrous will help women, children and other men in distress.

What is manipulation and what does it mean to be insincere?
The words ‘insincerity’ and ‘manipulative’ are synonymous with the type of person who
doesn’t care for others, and doesn’t have other people’s best interests at heart.
If you use whatever feminine charms you have to get a result simply for yourself and just always
USE up resources whilst never giving anything back, you’re acting and being manipulative. (read
my article about the differences between a little girl and a woman)
I say acting because you are not what you do. What you do is not who you are. We all have enormous
power within us to be a force for good. Humans are extraordinary creatures. Even if you have been
manipulative in the past, you can change.
It’s not too hard. Just give to people without expecting anything back, strike a balance between being
nice and being feisty, firm and challenging, embrace the different ‘yous’ you have inside you, use
them for the better whilst coming from a good place in your heart, and you’ll start to see a healthy
balance of love and reciprocation of love and adoration in your relationships.

What else does fake feminine encompass?
Fake feminine also encompasses the physical. A lot of women put a lot of effort in to getting the
perfect feminine and shiny hairstyle, getting the outfit right, getting the makeup right, sitting right,
talking right, following fashion and labels (I love fashion myself, I don’t have anything against
designer gear, I just think it’s unhealthy for women to become fashion victims and become a slave to
what the fashion world wants you to do/wear).
I have said before that in the modern western world, we’ve mistaken femininity to mean physical
attractiveness. Femininity is about looking pretty and wanting to look pretty, but it’s more about how
a woman feels on the inside. (read my article about the feminine beauty)
A lot of women get breast implants to feel more feminine, (just as an example). They feel that
because they have small breasts, they are not a real woman. This is untrue. Take a look around.
There are tonnes and tonnes of stunningly beautiful women with small breasts whom men would give
their left nut to be with.
This is because these women are real, happy and confident on the inside. And, whatever you focus
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on, you will see. If a woman wants to validate her belief that big breasts will get her more love from
men, there are plenty of references she could use to validate that belief. There are also plenty of
examples to validate the opposite belief, as well.
Women spend so much time looking good that they have lost touch with their spirituality and have no
idea what life is all about for them. They don’t really know themselves.
There is a story of a young girl (a true story) who expected to become prom queen. She didn’t end
up becoming prom queen, even though she expected to, and directed all her energy towards becoming
prom queen. Guess what she did? She committed suicide. Can you imagine what she believed? What
her primary focus was?

The perception of beauty
Looking good is great. There’s nothing wrong with spending hours on dressing yourself up at all. It’s
about where your focus is habitually, and what your beliefs are. If a woman chases physical
perfection, she will never, ever find happiness. It is a feminine trait to want to look good and to be
noticed and to feel pretty and beautiful, but women whose feeling of self worth rests on this whole
concept is extremely dangerous.
What if a very desirable supermodel walked in to the room? Her whole foundation is shattered. I’m
not saying it isn’t possible to want to look good and still feel like you look good when a supermodel
walks in to the room, but for a lot of women who are constantly ‘competing’ with other women,
there is no end. There never will be.
And anyway, no matter how pretty you think you are, there will always be someone prettier, no
matter how intelligent you think you are, there will always be someone who is more intelligent.
No matter how sexy you think you are, there’s always going to be someone who is sexier. Why?
Because everybody’s perception is different, and just because a woman is voted most desirable by a
popular men’s magazine doesn’t mean every man in the world will agree with the notion.
We have discussed more about femininity in our program Attraction Control Monthly and 17
Attraction Triggers, click here to find out more.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
So what is life all about then?
How would you live a fulfilling and happy life and have a fulfilling and happy relationship,
knowing all of this?
How would a woman be truly feminine, confident in herself and be truly happy?
Please share with me your thoughts ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Do Men Really Love Blowjobs?
February 23, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article Updated 2020

Seriously… Why Do Men Really Love Blowjobs?
This article is not meant to be rude or offensive in any way. My aim is to help women have close,
committed, deep and passionate relationships. Part of achieving this is helping women understand
more about men, what men want and why they want it.
Despite this being a sensitive topic, I hope we can all approach it with a little light-heartedness
and let us remember that oral sex has been around for many years. I am also not condoning casual
sex or being promiscuous. I am also not aiming to tell women they have to give their man oral sex.
Ultimately, this is a woman’s personal choice.
My message is not for promiscuity or casual sex; I do not condone this. I condone healthy, strong
committed and passionate relationships where each party does not blame or reject any part of
their partner (we all have different, sometimes contradicting personalities inside of us), and they
each understand how the masculine and feminine energies operate. (Click here to take the quiz on
“How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Just as men sometimes have difficulty understanding women – for example, why women say things
they don’t mean, can never decide what they want to eat, or why women can be such changeable and
emotional creatures; a lot of women have trouble understanding men.
In particular, women sometimes misunderstand the reason behind men wanting sex/blow-jobs, and
put a man’s interest in sex down to the fact that they’re pigs, or that that’s ‘all they care about’, and
think they’re always self-serving creatures who want it just because it serves a man’s ego.
Yes, in some cliques and cultures, for example, football clubs, men use sex as an ego trip. Men use
women, and they take no responsibility for their behaviour with women. You do not want to engage
in sexual conduct with men like this – in fact, in most circumstances, you should avoid these groups
of men.
When it comes to giving blowjobs, keep it inside a committed relationship.
I’m nobody to tell women what to do – so I do acknowledge that to some men and some women, sex
is a commodity and women use sex to get what they want. Although I personally don’t agree with
this, I also understand that in this world, everything has a place, even if I don’t agree with it.
I just encourage oral sex and sex to be inside a committed relationship – so that women can avoid
feeling used, dumped and hurt. Apart from a minority of women, casual sex does not enrich our life.
It’s just a distraction, and it often leaves women open to male deception.

On women being ‘open’ to blow jobs
It is also widely known that the male and female sex drive can be hard to reconcile. Women
sometimes have a lot of trouble opening up to their man, and put it all down to the fact that they ‘just
don’t feel like it’.
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This is fair enough, women have crazy hormonal cycles, and find it hard to make time to open up to a
man sometimes. We all know sex is important to most men, but we don’t all really know truly why
this is the case. (It’s not actually because they want the physical act of sex – it’s something else
which is much more important, and I will get to that shortly).
In fact, if you want a man to totally and completely commit to you, then provided you engage in
physical intercourse after trust and emotional attraction has been established with a man, then
engaging in oral sex or any type of sexual intimacy is going to increase the likelihood of getting that
deep commitment from a man.
You don’t need to withhold sex until marriage – although withholding sex is not always a bad idea in
dating (until trust and emotional attraction are established).
(More on getting a man’s commitment here).
If we can all have a bit more understanding and appreciation for the male sex, this will make it a
much smoother ride for all of us, and we’ll be able to experience more freedom in our intimate
relationships, once we truly understand and honour the differences between the sexes, and respect
and understand what fills them up rather than fear and reject a man’s need for sex.

Dispelling the Myths
No, men don’t JUST want it because it feels good. Although, this is definitely a part of why men
want oral sex so much, too.
At first instance, most women think that men love it because they don’t have to do anything
themselves, and can just sit back wait for the woman to do all the work. Without being crass, as this
is not my intention, if it was because they don’t have to do anything themselves, then why don’t men
get their dog to do it for them?
Indeed, if you ask a man why he wants oral sex so much, he probably won’t always be able to
articulate why he does. Men aren’t always as good as women are at decoding and expressing their
own feelings and needs. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly
Man?”)
The basic reason why men love being given oral sex is because it gives them a feeling of power.
Another reason is because a blow job can be one of the ultimate feminine acts of love towards a man.
A blow job is a healthy way for a man to access his dark masculine energy – his animalistic desire to
dominate and feel powerful. I think people become sick and twisted and cold and disconnected – not
when they do get blow jobs, but when they reject these animalistic drives inside of them for too long.
Just as women have a desire deep down to be dominated by the most high value man around (a man
who has presence, who is trustworthy, who has status and who is also sensitive) – think 50 shades of
Gray. Deep down a man has the desire to feel like he has the freedom to dominate his woman every
now and then. Yes, even the gentlemen who try not to own their own dark side.
Don’t reject the dark side! the more you reject, the more you become obsessed – and the more
our dark sides come out in twisted, pathological ways that hurt others!
Also – this need to dominate is not restricted to men only. Of course, some women have a need to
dominate sexually, and some men have a need to be submissive sexually. I certainly don’t feel the
need to dominate – however, I want to acknowledge that some women do, and that’s okay. I doubt
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that most men have a deep seated need to be dominated by a woman – some men do, however, in
most cases, men have a need to surrender to pleasure – and that is of course, one other reason why
men love blow jobs.

An Act of Submission
The first reason men love blowjobs is submission. In order for you to exchange feminine and
masculine energy, and give your man amazing oral sex from a mutual feeling of ecstatic attraction,
you have to be vulnerable to him, and you have to submit to him. This is one quick way for a man to
feel more like a man; having a woman give him oral sex.
Of course, women don’t always feel like they are submitting when giving a blow job – sometimes, a
blow job is just a blow job, something she has to do, and there’s no ‘umph’ or feeling behind her gift
of a blow job.
However, when one doesn’t block out the dark side – one really can start to see that from one
perspective, giving a blow job can feel like an act of submission.
This submissiveness allows you to access your feminine energy in one particular dimension and it
allows your man to connect with your feminine energy in a way that makes him feel like you’re
willing to trust him and play with the energy of submission; which is freeing for both of you (as long
as you’re not easily triggered and recovering from sexual abuse – in which case, I caution you before
engaging in sexual acts that are likely to trigger you, and I encourage you to talk about things with
your man first).
The visual aspect of submission is also a factor. For example, if a woman kneels before a man, this
indicates that she is completely submitting to him, and giving him power/letting him dominate.
Of course, the act of giving a man a blow job is a feminine act (if she cares about him), as a woman
has to (at least to large extent) be in her feminine in order to actually give him oral sex. It is possible
to shut down and remove yourself from the experience and not be fully present with your man when
you are doing it though. And when we shut down and emotionally block out what we are doing –
even while we are doing it, of course, this takes away the depth to the act, and it takes away the
richness of the submission and it takes away the closeness of the act.
In this way, giving a blow job whilst desensitising yourself to it reduces the value of giving a blow
job. Even if you do give one, it’s still a blow job, so it’s still good, but it’s not an infinite blowjob –
it’s an average blow job, if you get what I mean? (read my article about how to be submissive for
love)

A Symbol of Vulnerability
In order to give a man oral sex, a woman has to be vulnerable to him. In fact, she has to open to him
and be comfortable with being vulnerable to him. Of course, some women engage in oral sex out of
obligation, or feel that they have to in order to please their man, so they do it.
In other words, their heart is not in it. If a woman’s heart is not in it, and she’s doing it on autopilot,
then she is not fully vulnerable to him, and the man will sense this, although he will most likely not
want to accept that she is doing it out of obligation.
The concept of vulnerability goes hand-in-hand with the idea of trust. The masculine energy/men has
a real need to be trusted. And of course, if you are comfortable being fully vulnerable to him, then
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this indicates that you are trusting of him.

A blow job can be a sign that you love and accept a man
Even though many women give blow jobs even though they don’t love the man…here’s a dirty little
secret. When you are in a relationship, many men perceive a blow job as the ultimate act of love and
acceptance. They really do – it really means that much!
Ask any man which part of him makes him feel most like a man, and he might point to his “package”.
If you are able to love the part of him that makes him a man, and take him in fully – then you will
own him on another level.

Admiration
Question…if you were a big tough man, would you be turned on by the site of your woman kneeled
in front of you, taking all of you in? Yes?
Would you love it even more if she looked up at you, and allowed herself to surrender to this moment
– to this way – of being with you?
Why? Because you get to be made to feel like you are ‘the man’, or ‘her’ man. You get to feel like
your woman admires you for being a man; the sex you were born as, and the sex you love to be.
Without being rude, a man’s penis is as close to the heart of his manhood as you can get. Men
subconsciously or consciously see it as part of what makes them a man. If a woman rejects this part
of him, it leads him to think that she is not attracted to him, or that she doesn’t love him.

A Sense of Relaxation and Surrender
We have already established that men don’t feel as strong a drive to talk as much as women do in
order to connect with other human beings. But why do men perceive so much connection in sex? The
reason is because – men don’t generally communicate to other men the way women communicate
with other women (and men). It can be hard for a man to go to his guy friends to talk, to connect and
to feel loved.
The masculine energy is all about doing whatever it takes, at whatever cost, to get the job done,
moving on to the next challenge, putting an end to things – and letting go.
A blow job is a woman’s signal to her man that it is okay for him to relax and surrender to the world
of pleasure and love for now. It is a nice escape for him. And what’s so great about his woman doing
it, is that she is the one giving him the permission and the space for him to experience that
surrendered, out-of-control pleasure.
Men don’t always enjoy being out of control – one has to relax to fully enjoy the benefits of not being
in control – and this allows him to surrender to pleasure and connection.

It gives a man a sense of connection
We women feel at home and thrive much more on Oxytocin and connection with people or animals,
or children. We simply don’t need to rely on sex to feel regularly connected to other human beings.
(Not that men cannot connect with others through talking too).
The difference is that men can, and often do feel this incredible feeling of connection through blow
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job and sex (when they are in a relationship). This is one of the primary ways in which men can feel
connected to, and loved by their woman.
Some women are uncomfortable with the idea of giving their man a blow-job, because they dislike
being vulnerable (not that they consciously use these words).
They hate being asked for it, and they unfortunately start to make their man feel bad about his need
for sex, and because the man loves the woman, he slowly rejects the intensely sexual part of himself
in order to feel more loved and accepted by her, and in order not to ‘hurt’ her.
The reality is that men and women are both very much driven by sex – sex and procreation is behind
much of our actions and decisions. This doesn’t have to mean that men always just want to have sex,
no, no! Sexual energy can be used in many other ways to benefit an intimate relationship.

More On Perceived Love Through a Blowjob
Women often perceive love in different things than what men do (obviously). A woman may perceive
love in a man taking the time to listen to her, buy her gifts, take her out, commit to her, protect her,
talk to her, put her first, hug her, caress her, call her, write her letters, making the first move, being
the rock and the leader in the relationship, complimenting her, etc.
Whilst many of these things are important to men too, men also perceive great love in being given
oral sex and having sex in general. They are not so much talkers like women are, and perceive that a
woman loves him if she is sexually and energetically open to him – or if she does have sex with him.
Do you have to engage in physical intercourse to meet a man’s need for connection?
You do not have to give a blow job or have sex with a man in order for a man to feel all of these
things that I have just described. Not at all! A blow job is just an act – a potential vehicle through
which you get to give a wonderful gift to a man of all these things I’ve described above.
However, when you cannot have sex, or when your body truly does not want to open to sex (because
you need to trust a man more first, or because you need to bond with a man more first – which are all
very important things!) then you should absolutely not give a blow job or have sex out of fear.
You can still give a blow job if you want to give a man a gift without having to have sex. But you
should never do it out of fear or to try to keep a man around!
Why?
Here’s why…
It’s not the blow job or the sex with you that he wants the most, deep down. There is something else
that you can give that is much more valuable…here it is…

Men want you to be open to them more than they want sex
A lot of us, men and women, assume that for men, sex and blow jobs are the most important thing,
and we mistakenly assume that without sex, men will be unhappy. Women especially fear that if they
do not ‘put out’ – they are not a good girlfriend, and they are not worthy, or that a man will leave her.
The reality is, is that what men truly want deep down, is not sex, it is a woman’s feminine energy that
he wants. What does that mean? Well, at the core of it, it is a symbol of value from the woman – it is
the hope of future access to a woman – it is a sense that she is open to him and him only.
If you want to learn more about what it means to show openness, check this article: What men
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Really Want When They Push You For Sex.

Saying ‘I Love You’ is not as powerful as doing ‘I Love You’
There are many ways to express love. In this respect, men speak a different language of love, and it is
no use telling a man you love him, and admire him (which is always fantastic, by the way!) if you
will not open up and give him your feminine energy (which is just your responsiveness and
aliveness).
And, saying ‘I love You’ is nice, but it’s not as valuable as you feeling open to him sexually. I did
say ‘feeling’ open to him sexually – what matters is that you are not giving him the impression that
you are closing off to him – because this scares him – a lot. Why? Because men are afraid of their
woman’s sexual infidelity more than anything else. They had to be afraid of it – because if a woman
makes a man a cuckold (gets pregnant by another man whilst in a relationship with him), then that
means a man spent valuable physical and emotional resources on her for nothing.
It is, evolutionary speaking – the absolute worst thing that can happen to a man. For 9 whole months
he will spend valuable resources on a woman, taking care of her – whilst she carries another man’s
child.
So always remember – having sex with a man is not as valuable as making sure you stay emotionally
and sexually open to him. This means not deliberately threatening the relationship in any way, cutting
him off, giving the silent treatment, or giving the cold shoulder and trying to make him feel small.
If a man loves a woman, he craves for her to be open to him/accept him, not only sexually, but
emotionally, mentally and spiritually as well. (read my article about how to respect a man)
(Of course, if you don’t truly ‘feel it’ for a man, I’m not asking you to fake it. Not at all! I am simply
saying to remain open. If you are scared of having sex or scared of trusting him, for any reason, at
least let him know your feelings – this gives him an opening, a sign that you are still present and you
are still ‘his’ and it gives him an opportunity – and it is worth much more than you closing off,
avoiding him or wearing a bunch of masks to cover up your deepest truths)

What is Value to Men and How Men Feel Loved
The important thing to take out of this point is that by giving your man oral sex, you are giving him
love in the way that he understands it and can receive it. In order to truly give to someone, you
have to understand how they perceive love, and being taken cared of. It’s the same in an intimate
relationship.
We can be a ‘giver’ all that we like – but if we give what is valuable in our own world, without
getting out of ourselves and considering if a man truly perceives value in what we’re giving, then
we’re wasting valuable time and energy. Time and energy that we won’t ever be able to get back!
Although you may not always perceive love in being given oral sex by him (at least not as much as
he perceives love in being given oral sex), he perceives love. This is sometimes very difficult for
women to relate to, which is why I am writing this post. It’s very easy for a woman to consider a man
insensitive, sleazy or selfish if he is regularly asking for sex, or if he regularly seems to try to ‘grope’
her – which is really him just wanting her to open up and feel, and be alive.
And, it is often that women exclaim in confusion: ‘Why is it all about the sex?!!” It isn’t. It’s about
how men perceive love, acceptance and admiration. We have to look beyond what a man is saying he
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wants, and look deeper, considering what a man is really asking for.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
For many years now, men have been encouraged to reject the ‘ungentlemanly’ side of themselves
which breaks the rules, and wants to dominate a woman, or engage in passionate sex with a woman.
A lot of men are afraid to ‘hurt’ their woman, and fear asking for sex, for fear of rejection.
This leads to a painful contradiction for a man. He fears rejection if he asks, yet he feels rejection
anyway, when you don’t want to have sex with him.

When a woman does not reject her dark side, she is high value to men
To a man, if a woman is energetically open to him and not rejecting of him (if she is warm and
loving), it is incredible value to him. It is much more important than just having sex or giving a blow
job.
Giving a blow job can be a dark act or it can be a light act – in other words, it can be loving and
spiritual or it can be dark and dirty and liberating.
It’s also important for women to consider that the masculine energy perceives importance and
significance in a woman being energetically open to him, and in a woman being very sexually
attracted to him.
If you do not regularly engage in sex, yet you truly do not reject your own dark sexual energy (e.g.:
your deep down desire to surrender all control, or to be dominated by a man that you trust), then you
are already a high value woman, and you are already giving incredible value to a man, even if you
don’t engage in sexual intercourse or oral sex.
This is because you are free, and by being with you, a man is also free, even sexually free – free to be
all that he is, sexually, and free to experience the whole realm of who you are and connect to the
whole realm of who you are (and all he is).
That is the ultimate value and gift of freedom to a man.

Does this mean you HAVE to give blow jobs?
I am not here to tell you that you must give blow jobs. I’m not here to tell you that you should give
blow jobs. But I am here to let you know that a blow job is valuable to your man even if you do not
feel like sex. You are a grown woman and you can make your own choices.
But this importance is just here for perspective. It is only something for you to consider.
It always helps to be open to understanding what is value to your man in a relationship.
Maybe you are not ready to give blow jobs right now, and that is okay. In fact, that is more than okay,
and it is necessary. I encourage you to accept that you don’t feel ready – and ask yourself why.

Your man will have to accept that he is in a relationship with a female, not a
male…
At the end of the day, you are a woman, you naturally have menstrual cycles – and your desire for
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sex will change constantly, based on the time of the month, where you are in the world, how you feel,
how your man makes you feel, how much trust you feel for your man, how willing you are to
surrender and be out of control, and even how your girlfriends make you feel.
Men are going to have to accept that if they want a woman – then they must love that they have a
woman. A woman isn’t ready for sex all of the time – sometimes she might go through a phase like
that; but ultimately, she has not got 300 million sperm that she makes every day and that is easily
expendable – she usually only releases one egg per month, and often, how much she desires sex is
tied closely to the mechanism of that egg and where her cycle is at.
A blow job – even if you don’t want to give a blow job, is still value to a man. Just because we don’t
feel that it’s valuable, doesn’t mean that our man doesn’t feel that it’s valuable.
For example, our man might not perceive much value in being romantic and generous to his woman,
but his woman does! So if he does show romance, and considers her anyway (at least every now and
then, maybe a few times a year), it means to HER that he cares about her and loves her.

Living in your Feminine Energy
NOTE: this article has been updated as of May 2017.
To put it simply, if a woman is open to experiencing her own dark and light sexual desires, her
feminine energy, and appreciates and chooses to understand rather than reject the masculine energy –
she will have no trouble understanding and even appreciating the fact that her man gets a lot of his
needs met through sex and a woman’s freedom and openness to be all of herself sexually.
Of course, he would also enjoy sex and blow jobs.
It is much easier to have a healthy relationship when you are open to all parts of your man (and
yourself). As uncomfortable and difficult as it can be.
Do you want to understand men more? Click here to get our popular program Understanding
Men.
What do You think about this topic? Do you agree?
Read this no-nonsense article on giving a man oral sex.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
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5 Reasons Why Women Shouldnâ€™t Deprive Their Man of
Sex
February 28, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

1) The only difference between a friendship and a relationship is intimacy. If you have a sexless
marriage or a sexless relationship, what are you? companions? best friends? If a couple doesn’t have
much sex, then this generally means they lack passion, and that they could be more in love. There’s
no such thing as losing the feeling of being in love. You just lose the ‘state’ of being in love, and
you lose polarity/passion with your spouse. You can be in love and have passionate sex way in to
your old age. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Yes, sex is not the only way to achieve intimacy, but it is one of the main and most important ways to
achieve intimacy between a man and a woman. Not making sex a priority can cause your relationship
to deteriorate. The passion dies out.
2) Women can go to their girlfriends, a counselor, a guy friend, a mother, father, relative, aunt, to
connect and talk to people. Men don’t generally do this.
I’m not saying there aren’t men who DO call their guy friends up for a long chat about their feelings,
problems and sex life, but this is not common.
Sex is one of the major and most important ways through which a man gets his needs of
connection/love met. Men aren’t just asking for sex because it feels good (although that’s part of it
too). (read my article about why men love blowjobs)
If a man loves his woman, he wants to have sex with her because he loves her and wants her to be
open to him. This is one of the main ways in which a man expresses his love, and it is one of the
major ways in which a woman can show and prove her love for her man (although by no means the
ONLY way).
For a lot of men, his woman is the only place he can go to for connection and love. His woman is
often the only source he has. Men have many challenges in the world – and it’s important that he has
a woman who understands his needs. Of course – understanding a man’s needs is not about just
giving him sex. Men have many other needs, too. But the issue of sex is one that many women
struggle with.
And, the modern western world has been affected by the feminist movement which has given women
the idea that they shouldn’t prioritize a man’s needs, and that includes not wanting to meet his
sexual needs regularly. However, the man is still expected to meet her needs!
Your man’s needs are just as important as the needs of your children or the needs of your
friends! At the end of it all – your man is the one you’re going to be left with. Children will grow up
and leave. Friends will have their own lives. A sexless marriage or a sexless relationship can cause a
man to become dejected and resentful, as with every rejection the negative association (with his wife
or girlfriend) becomes stronger.
3) Let’s talk about masculine and feminine energy, which relates very, very closely to sex. The
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masculine energy is about releasing. The feminine energy is about filling up. I’ll say that again. The
masculine energy wants to release and the feminine energy wants to fill up.Filling up is also very
much about the emotional aspect of things.
The feminine energy has many ways to fill up – shopping, having sex, talking to girlfriends,
connecting with pets, talking, listening, and much more. The masculine energy has many ways in
which they can release, too – but men don’t generally think the way women do.
Click here to take our popular program Understanding Men.
4) It feeds a man’s needs for love from his woman. I know a lot of women will want to lash out at
me for saying this – but if two people are in a relationship, and the woman denies her man of sex,
puts the children/career/girlfriends/other family first, then over time, this starts to build up negative
associations within the man in relation to the woman, and makes him feel less like a man, less loved,
less accepted – and this can (NOT always!) lead to cheating. (read my article about can a man be
monogamous?)
Sex with a woman whom he loves fulfills a very deep need for love and acceptance within a man.
If you’re not attracted to him enough in order to want to have sex with him, over time, he may start to
feel less of a man – more like you don’t accept him as a man and that you’re not attracted to him.
This is a painful thing to feel.
This is also one reason why men cheat. A lot of their emotional needs are met through sex!!
In The Truth about Cheating: Why Men Stray and What You Can Do to Prevent It– licensed
family counselor M. Gary Neuman studied hundreds of men who had cheated on their wives, in order
to find out why they did.
His results show clearly that the main reason why men did cheat on their women was for emotional
reasons. When asked what led to their cheating, the answers given by the men showed up as follows:
48% – primarily emotional dissatisfaction
32% – equal emotional and sexual dissatisfaction
8% – primarily sexual dissatisfaction
This doesn’t mean women should be pressured in to having sex. Women and men (equally) need to
work on creating passion, love and excitement with their spouse so that lack of sex will not be a
problem, but rather – lack of free time, space or opportunity for it ? – a much healthier problem!!
5) I’ll be as frank as I can.
Never expect to just be loved and adored for who you are without having to put any effort and sweat
in to anything. We are all enough – but you can never, ever – expect to have and keep the man of
your dreams or to have a passionate lifelong, loving relationship where you’re worshipped and
adored by your man for life if you do not give to him. It’s all about the standards you have for
yourself.
And, it’s important to remember that women (and men) must give to their spouse in a way that their
spouse can receive it! If you just give or express love to them in the way YOU think is best – but the
other person doesn’t perceive love in this, then it’s very easy for that relationship to break down.
If you’re always thinking of yourself, and constantly quantifying what you get and give in your
relationship (like that terrible, TERRIBLE saying – Give-and-take) you will never have and
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experience that amazing relationship that everyone dreams of and which everybody wants. (Click
here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
That’s all for now. Do you have any thoughts on this subject? Feel free to share them below.
And, if you did like the article, let me know. Also, let me know if you hated it too ?
AND – if you want to understand more about men and sex, read my article ‘Why Men Love Blow
Jobs‘.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Can You Really Expect Your Man to be Monogamous?
March 5, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

There’s a lot of talk about how monogamy is unnatural and no longer ‘in’ in today’s society. A lot of
people say that men are ‘hard-wired’ to spread their seed and to have sex with as many women as
possible. The same goes for women. A lot of women think monogamy is not for them, and that it’s
“unrealistic” for them to be in love with, and commit to, just one man for life. Not to mention that
infidelity seems to be commonplace in today’s society. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
We’re not surprised that people think this way, but we do want to explore this topic further.

Men and hormones?
I once read this statement from an online website called ‘What Women Never Hear’ which is about
what men really think of women:
“Men are designed by God, produced by Nature, and driven by hormones. And, that’s before
they stop to think. Once old enough and they learn to pursue their self-interest, they do
whatever the female gender requires for frequent and convenient access to sex.”
Pardon? ‘Once old enough and they learn to pursue their self-interest’ ? Babies are among the
most selfish of all human beings. Have you ever seen a baby when it’s hungry or wants attention? It
doesn’t care whether you are tired, hurt, angry, sad, depressed, ill or insane – it wants you to attend to
it – and it wants you to do that NOW.
It’s when we get older that we’re conditioned to understand and consider OTHERS a bit more. I
agree that most people are driven completely by their own needs and that they simply don’t care
enough about other people. This however, has a lot to do with our level of consciousness. Most
people live in survival and have NO IDEA how to really hold a relationship and not just hold it, but
make it beautiful, loving and lasting.
One last thing about the above quoted paragraph: This statement is assuming that every man is
egocentric. And it’s not true that all men will do whatever the female gender requires to get sex.
Some men don’t want sex! In fact, there are many men who won’t in fact go out of their way to ‘do
whatever the female gender requires’ in order to get sex. (read my article about when is the right time
to sleep with a man?)

What about Hard-wiring??
Human beings are driven by EMOTION. Yes, we have hormones and yes, we have physical desires
but emotion is what ultimately drives us. For example, what leads us to kill someone or to commit
suicide? What leads us to break up with a boyfriend or girlfriend? Not because we’d rather ‘make
sticky’ with another woman or man!
There is no such thing as hard-wiring.
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If you believe there’s such a thing as hard-wiring; then what is actually hardwired in to us?
Procreation? Nursing ourselves if we get hurt? Staying away from physical injuries?
If you believed that, then how do you explain all those who self harm and take pleasure in it? What
about our desire to be nourished? If you think that’s hard-wiring, then what do you think about
anorexics who are put off at the thought of food and deprive themselves of it?
Hard-wiring is just an excuse. WE, as humans, have a tremendous ability to change and adapt to our
environment. We can change our own biochemistry and hormones by what we think, believe and
do. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Does monogamy = monotony?
Sure, monogamy equals monotony. If you’re boring, OR with a boring person. People just don’t
realize that nobody has to expect to be bored after 10, 20, 30, 40, or even 200 years of being in the
same relationship with the same person!!
Yes, one of the 6 human needs is variety. But this doesn’t mean we have to obtain variety in sleeping
with all sorts of different people – it just means that the human nervous system needs variety. The
FORM in which you need variety depends on your personal beliefs, values and needs. (read my
article about how to make a man commit)
Boredom in having sex with the same person comes when one or both of you just don’t make an
effort to constantly find new ways to fill up the other person, and to grow, contribute and give more
to your spouse. Even then, some people just have the belief that being with one person is the most
enriching, beautiful and fulfilling thing in their life! These people may not need as much effort put in
to creating variety in their sex lives.
One important thing to remember is that the masculine energy needs uncertainty in intimacy. But
that’s where all the flirtation, fun, and games come in to it. And it doesn’t matter how long you’ve
been together with your man, if you’re an absolute goddess, and you fill him up and meet his needs,
he’s not going to want to leave you. (read my article about why men go hot and cold)

So, Can you really expect a man to be monogamous?
The answer is yes, if you find a man with that type of value and belief system. But what is also
important is that you find a man who is so certain, strong and confident that nothing will shake the
foundation of his most important beliefs.
But – there is one important thing you need to know: human beings will violate their values and
beliefs to meet their needs.
So what do you need to do? You need to care about your man enough to meet those needs, and to
meet them at a consistently outstanding level. Not just when it’s easy. When it’s hard. It means little
if you can care about someone else’s needs only when it’s easy. If you can do it when it’s hard, then
you give yourself an opportunity to grow and become more, beyond what average women would do.
And in return, you reap the rewards of an amazing relationship!

And always remember these things:
– Don’t ever assume that all men are egocentric.
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– Don’t always assume the worst. Trust him first.
– Start looking beyond yourself and IN TO your man’s deepest needs.
Don’t be fooled by this idea that you can never be in love with just one person for the rest of your
life. Of course you can! No matter how real this idea of ‘true love doesn’t last’ seems to you, know
that there are people in love, happy, monogamous and fulfilled right NOW.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
If a man has in his belief system that he cannot be happy unless he sleeps with many women, then
yes, you’ll be forcing him to do something that doesn’t ‘feel’ right to him by wanting him to be
monogamous. And don’t kid yourself thinking that you’ll ‘change’ him. You should never try to
change a man.
But also remember that belief systems can change. Most people have a whole lot of contradictions in
their belief system. Just because a man doesn’t believe monogamy will make him happy doesn’t
mean this belief won’t change. And, whilst you never should try to change a man, you can always
plant ‘seeds’ and make suggestions or drop ideas and thoughts in conversation. Ultimately, if you
want the best for the other person, there’s nothing wrong with making suggestions.
By the way, we’re not suggesting that everyone has to be monogamous. The purpose of this article is
to shed some light on the idea that humans are not meant to be monogamous.
However, you as a woman can also inspire a man to become monogamous with you. This takes a lot
more knowledge and advanced skills on your behalf in getting a man to commit. I talk about this in
my program Commitment Control 2.0, click here to learn how you can inspire your man to commit.
Regardless of what you choose to do, remember, exclusivity and commitment doesn’t always come
smoothly or naturally, sometimes you have to step in and “inspire” it from a man!
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Polarity Problems When She is His Boss…
March 11, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
how to get your ex back
Article updated 2018

Hey Lovely! Welcome to my Problem Solving section. This is my first post in this new section, and I
want You to tell Me what is wrong with this situation, and how You would solve it, approach it, and
what solutions You have.
Here is the problem (taken from a real online forum):
‘Doting husband working together in same office for over 5 yrs. married for 7 yrs. But we don’t
make love anymore. Is it because I am his boss? Confused and hurt as nothing seems to work.
Tried taking vacations, sexy lingerie, heart-to-heart talk etc… He seems to be fine with talking.
But it is always ‘tomorrow honey, not now… don’t feel up to it’. He is perfect with all other
stuff, buying flowers, shopping, hanging out with friends and other couples…. He is fun being
around except in bed… I am disappointed and worried. Even forced him to see a doctor who
confirmed nothing is wrong after all the tests. I sincerely love him. what could be the reason?
Can you help?’
Let me know what the issues are here.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
One last thing, we’ve already launched the second version of our Commitment Control program.
Click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
zp8497586rq
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How to Be Submissive for Love
March 13, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
Firstly, please don’t be fooled by the flashy title. I’m not encouraging women to play dumb, be in a
‘housewife’ role, or have no opinions. Being submissive to a man is not about that at all.
I’m also not encouraging women to be submissive all the time – being submissive is just another role
that a woman can take up every now and then in her relationship with a high value, masculine man.
The reason I’m talking about being submissive is because it can bring more passion, strength and life
to a healthy relationship, if it’s received by a man with love and respect. The key point here is that
you need to do this inside a healthy relationship. If you want to know if your relationship is healthy,
here are 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.
Being submissive is NOT something that you do with an abusive man.
It is just another part of you that you might want to bring out sometimes.
Being submissive – whether in a joking or serious way can awaken the most masculine yet tender
character in a man. Submission is almost never about admitting you’re ‘wrong’ or less worthy than a
man. Being submissive just allows for a man to feel more like a man around you, and – as a result,
have that extra bit of passion.
And, part of being in touch with your femininity is feeling all the different parts of yourself that you
can feel in your body – and how to ‘go there’ when you need to. Submission is a part of learning to
become more feminine as well.
So, the question of how to be submissive leads me to bringing up some things that you will need to
understand and therefore be able to be submissive at times.
The ‘how’ will come to you through understanding of the reason behind it. Our society has
encouraged women to keep their guard up, wear masks (instead of being comfortable in their
feminine core/essence), be ‘right’ all the time, and be like steel in the face of conflict. That is
definitely not how to be submissive at all.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Opening up about submissive relationship
I’ve mentioned it before and I’ll mention it again – that a man really wants his woman to be open to
him, and to let him in (emotionally, mentally, sexually, spiritually). The problem with the way we’re
educated (or not educated) at school, is that it’s turned a lot of women in to these intensely
dominating creatures that completely emasculate the men around them. (read my article about
learning how to be open)
The problem with this is that, in the face of conflict in a relationship (there always IS conflict and
always will be, it’s natural and good) women use these steel masks to cover up the natural parts of
themselves that would come out when in moments of connectedness with a man.
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Women can feel the MOST vulnerable.
As a result, they have to use masks more than anything, to survive in a world that doesn’t honour
sensitivity – and that’s sensitivity to how people are treating us, how others feel and how we feel.
Our society seems to value being socially acceptable. There’s nothing wrong with that – until we’ve
practised it so long that we bring the same need to be ‘acceptable’ and fake in our intimate
relationships.
In the face of conflict, a woman can decide to open up to her man and remove the mask. Decisions
shape your future, and it’s as simple as making a decision, and focusing on the positives of doing this
rather than the comfort of doing things the same way you always have.
Let him in and try to let him take the lead – try to trust him even when it feels unfamiliar.
(Sorry for the generalisations – but for the purpose of this post, they are useful).
The truth is, in general, men are built naturally physically stronger than women.
And, they operate differently to women mentally too (think about a woman’s handbag, and how she
magically fits in the contents of an entire HOUSE in it; versus a man who only carries a wallet with a
few cards and some money.
Deep down, all women have vulnerabilities and deep fears and feelings of uncertainty, especially in
the face of violence. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
A trustable man wants you to show him this!
It’s a simple word of ‘I am afraid’ or ‘this scares me.’

Trust
The trends in our society have also lead women to become less trusting of men; one feminist even
claiming that ‘all men are rapists’. *raises eyebrows*
But, every day there are men being heroic and standing up for what is right, and protecting and taking
care of people.
Being submissive is also about trusting your man enough to let him show you the way sometimes.
Many women ask how not to be boring in their relationship. And guess what, this is just one of the
ways to not be boring.
And, asking him for help. Or asking him for his opinion, or asking him for solutions.
Many men who are in touch with their masculinity at their core would jump at the chance to help a
woman with something – really! It makes him feel needed, and useful. Not to mention manly ?
So, ask him for help even with the smallest things like bringing the shopping in, opening a jar,
carrying something heavy, undoing a knot, etc. Give him trust where you know it is deserved, and do
it without question.
The masculine energy wants to be trusted. If you doubt your man all the time, it feels hurtful. It
drains from the relationship bank!
He wants to have good direction to add to your life – to be trustworthy to you, but if there’s a cycle of
you not being willing to TRY trust him, it makes it hard for him to BECOME more trustworthy, as
each mistrust is possibly stripping him of hope, as well as stripping him of his trust in you.
Now, this isn’t just about trusting him not to cheat on you. That can be a part of this. However, it’s
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more about learning to try to trust his direction in life. So, even if you have a man who isn’t very
smart, evolved and correct in his direction – you don’t HAVE to pretend he’s right when you know
he’s wrong – you just have to behave as a woman who is willing to show that you are open to him
even when he is wrong.
For example, your man wants to invest every last cent in a stock that you already know isn’t looking
good. Do you tell him he’s WRONG and it’s a horrible decision? Or would you prefer to suggest to
him that it makes you feel scared and nervous because of (list reasons)?
As a woman who is learning to give a man the gift of being submissive, of course you would choose
the second option. As it shows you’re willing to TRY to trust him and still be open to him.
Of course, if this is a man who is constantly making bad decisions, you may not want to stay with
him long-term, however the principle of learning to show up more submissive and open in your
feminine energy is the same – choose to value openness MORE than cutting him down and
emasculating him.
Why?
Because that adds to the connection inside of a relationship, whereas being domineering just takes
value from the relationship and ruins the connection.
Question: have you seen men with their little girls/daughters? They don’t want to let ANYTHING
hurt their little girl! The same goes with their wife or girlfriend, if only she could show a little
innocence and submission – looking up to him as the leader.
Innocence is precious. Innocence can also erode with a very high number of sexual partners as well
as with the number of bad relationships you have been in. We live in a society that doesn’t value
innocence. We are encouraged to do things that basically ruin our innocence from a young age. So,
that’s why some women do end up quite jaded – but that can be fixed.
Just imagine the innocence and purity of a happy little girl. A girl who is well loved and who feels
pretty and beautiful. What does her energy feel like? Is she warm or cold? Is she hyperactive or calm?
Is she vengeful or vulnerable?
Despite you having a possibly traumatic upbringing, CAN you find it within yourself to connect to an
innocent and pure girl within you? As she is your gateway to greater openness and feminine energy.
You see, no high value, masculine man wants to fail at leadership, especially with his woman. And
that’s why, if you can give him the gift of feeling successful around you, he will WANT to be around
you and he will perceive value by being with you. (read my article about making a man succeed)

Ability to be uncertain
This is where being submissive is especially powerful and strong, on the woman’s part. To be
submissive, a woman has to be OK with being uncertain.
She has to let her guard down, peel off the mask and look of ‘steel’ and be free. Just look to your
man as a possible source of strength for you when you might need it.
This is incredibly strong on the woman’s part.
A lot of people think that by not trusting people, they are being strong, independent and smart.
But, where does a lack of trust get us, really?
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It gets us a whole world of pain, that’s what it does. We walk around, holding ourselves back, not
able to be free and to let go, and to fully enjoy what life has to offer, and not able to give people a
chance to show their better side (often if you trust someone, they want to please MORE, as I was
saying above about not trusting a man and how this can sometimes push him to betrayal). (read my
article about a strong woman)
The happiness and freedom you are able to experience in your life now, and in the future is in
DIRECT PROPORTION to the level of UNCERTAINTY you can comfortably handle.
The same goes with your intimate relationship! The quality of your relationship with your man is in
direct proportion to the level of uncertainty that you can handle.

Surrendering and Being Submissive
Part of knowing how to be submissive, and knowing that it doesn’t mean you are inferior is
understanding that by surrendering to a man’s leadership and strength at times, you allow your
relationship to flow, be real and just be free. Without so much pent up anger and negative association
that plagues many modern marriages and relationships.
Men can grow to resent a woman who is always fighting to be more significant. Women who always
want to be the expert, be dominant, be ‘enough’ – they often struggle in relationships or any sort, let
alone with a masculine man.
As my report ‘What Men Think’ reveal, most men who took part in the survey indicated that they
most respected and admired a woman who was comfortable with her femininity and able to let her
guard down, thereby letting him in: being open to him. Making a man’s role real and worthy.
Also, being able to surrender shows that you have plenty of self confidence, esteem as a woman (not
having to prove yourself and be in CONTROL all the time). You can also be charming when you
“surrender” at the right time and to the right person.
The root of our anxiety in a relationship with a man and the root of our conflict with men is not being
able to understand them. What men perceive as high value is often very different to what we
perceive value in as women. If you want to learn how to add value to men, then check out
Understanding Men.
There is a follow-on post related to this one, please see ‘Surrendering to Masculine Energy‘ ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
I hope you enjoyed this. Any concerns or thoughts, be sure to let me know! ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
zp8497586rq
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Surrendering To The Masculine Energy
March 18, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Here’s How & Why You Need to Surrender to Masculine Energy
Article updated 2019

There’s no denying it; the masculine energy is intense. In fact, masculine energy is sometimes scary,
from a woman’s perspective. Of course, I won’t neglect to acknowledge that many modern women
won’t relate to this notion. Some may not think masculine energy can be intense or even scary at
times.
Whilst Feminism has done some great things for us, it has also made women quite domineering with
a tendency to castrate men with a single look. I suppose this is partially where the term ‘BallBreaker’ began to tread our vocabulary. (Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)
You don’t want to be a ball-breaker. Some women think this is really cool; to have a man’s “balls in a
jar”. It’s not. It destroys the virility and spirit in men. When I was in Law School, girls used to talk
about how some powerful women had their man by the balls. This is quite insulting – it’s not funny.
It’s a real problem.
I know that in this day and age, the idea of “stereotypes” is not encouraged. Neither is the notion of
gender differences. In fact, some people believe that there shouldn’t be gender differences at all. That
there ought to just be ‘people’. Yes, we are all people, but there exists in every one of us, a
combination of two energies. Masculine and feminine.
Some women are more masculine at their core, but most are not. Men have feminine energy as well.
All humans need a good balance of both. However, most leading experts in this area suggest this:
most females are feminine at their core, and most males are masculine at their core.
This post is a bit of a follow-up from my post, ‘How to Be Submissive’. So be sure to scoot over to
that article when it suits you if you haven’t yet read it. Whilst many women understand femininity
and the role that it has, very few ever manage to truly surrender to a man’s masculine energy, and
finally be free.
I want to start by indicating that much of a woman’s inability to ‘surrender’ so-to-speak, is to do with
this underlying power struggle that plagues many relationships (when I say power struggle, I mean in
terms of egos battling, in a relationship). Many people don’t want to ‘make the first move’, say ‘I
love you too’ much, be vulnerable to their partner/show their vulnerability, show love as often as they
should, because they fear that the other person may then have more ‘power’, or ‘control’ of the
situation.
This doesn’t just happen in relationships – it happens in friendships as well. And, it is a common trait
among women these days. Men do this, too. But I think you’ll know what I mean when I say that, as
a group of women in this modern age, many are taught to be independent and ‘strong’, and have the
ability to ‘not be hurt’.
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Pain is a part of life
The reality is that, no matter how much we want to avoid pain, it’s going to come. Pain is a part of
life. It’s there to remind us that we are alive. Unfortunately, in today’s society, honesty (and I mean
REAL honesty, not insensitive bluntness disguised as honesty) and showing our
emotions/vulnerabilities is not encouraged. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally
Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Surrendering and power
This is where the idea of ‘surrendering’ to a man can be mistaken to mean ‘the man has the power’,
or that ‘the man has control of the woman’, or the idea that ‘the man is oppressing the woman’, and
that the woman is WEAK. This is not true. If a woman shows her vulnerability, then it seems that she
is ‘weak’.
In a healthy relationship, there is no such thing as power or control. Both spouses are equal, yet
different. One of the most beautiful things about a relationship is that the feminine energy can feed a
masculine man’s heart. And, the masculine energy can totally light up the feminine energy.
The feminine energy is never truly free unless and until the masculine energy shows up for real, and
is ready and willing to protect and serve. Both energies need to feed each other. I won’t deny that it
IS hard for women to be truly feminine in today’s society, because there are lots of terribly egocentric
people around, and once they see vulnerability – they will step all over it. Especially women. In fact,
women are the worst to other women.
If you look carefully, it is sometimes the closed off, fearful type of woman who senses vulnerability
in a more feminine woman and tramples all over it. But, given the masculine energy, no feminine
woman has to be afraid, if she has or is able to attract a masculine man into her life because she
knows that he is there to protect her if and when she needs it.

Surrendering to Masculine energy
The idea behind surrendering to the masculine energy, is not always having to become more
masculine to survive as a woman in the situations where there’s no need to be in survival mode.
The idea behind surrendering to masculine energy is no longer fearing it; and needing to stand up to it
or fight it – but to trust it and let it protect you, and to actually let it have its own role in your life.
That’s what it’s there for. A lot of men do use their masculine energy in a very bad way (rape,
sexual/mental/emotional abuse). But, we are not looking to attract these types of men, and whilst you
should always be alert and aware of that type of man, we need to nourish and encourage the men who
use their masculine energy for the better.
Here are 7 Burning Signs A Man is Being Low Value.
Surrendering means letting go. And trusting, and letting a man (or woman) take care of you when
you need it. It’s also about letting him in and liberating yourself from your fears.
Masculine and feminine core energy is very much about sex. But, this does not always mean you
must have sex to express this energy, not at all!! Sexual energy encompasses the mind, body, soul
and spirit. SO many women have trouble truly opening up and letting go during sex. And, that’s
understandable. These days, the word ‘slut’ is thrown around a fair bit, and most women don’t prefer
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to be labelled a slut.
But, any normal person knows and understands that having sex is a part of life, and it’s there to be
enjoyed. Human beings are made to procreate!
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What does surrendering to masculine energy involve?
– You have to be 100% in your feminine energy at a given time to fully be open to/surrender and let
the masculine energy in. Femininity is beautiful, and any masculine man will live AND die for it. My
man tells me that the masculine energy is here to protect, and I believe this wholeheartedly.
All we have to do is look at the large number of powerful movies about some villain who slaughters a
man’s family or wife/girlfriend, and what that man becomes when this happens to him. Think of the
movies Death Sentence, A Man Apart, Law Abiding Citizen, Taken, and Man On Fire (get them and
watch them if you haven’t already) ?
The simple message taken from these movies is: never take away a man’s wife and children, or a
woman who is close to him in his life.
– The more feminine you are, the more masculinity you will trigger in a man. If you want to
experience powerful sexual drive, passion, and aliveness, let go of the past hurts, the pains, the men
who may have hurt you or taken advantage of you (or the women), let go of your need to be ‘in
control’, let go of the need to be ‘strong‘ and vicious.
Once you really let go and learn to breathe and relieve yourself of the past pain and suffering, you
can and WILL either attract that masculine/loving male in to your life, or if you are taken, you will
bring out the most amazing and intense masculinity in your man – and not only that, but you and your
man will be able to heal each other.

Resisting masculine energy
– Don’t resist the masculine energy. At times, it may seem like a man is angry, moody, or intense and
perhaps these things may scare you or cause YOU to become more defensive (very common
problem)/angry/resentful/pushy/aggressive. Instead, despite how intense or intimidating he may
seem, smile to yourself and know where it all comes from. Feel confident that the FEMININE energy
CAN and always will be able to handle the masculine energy. And, not only HANDLE it, but inspire
it, drive it, and influence it!
The more you let go of emotional, sexual and physical resistance, the better your love life or dating
life will become. You will also have the sex life that other humans only dream of. And, your man will
be so smitten by you and the purpose you give him that he would never want to leave. (there are
definitely other big purposes and roles in a man’s life, other than the life he has with his woman; and
I do acknowledge this of course).
– Surrender with love, acceptance and openness completely and fully to the masculine energy. Whilst
a woman has her ‘ocean of emotion’, the man should understand this and be her rock during these
times. If a man lives in his masculine, he equally understands his responsibility and treats a woman’s
vulnerabilities and emotions with strength and understanding.
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– A woman’s feminine energy fuels a man’s masculine energy. Remember this when you feel
resistance and tension in your relationship. If you are both in a bad state, remember that you can
break a man’s state and get you both into a more resourceful and loving place.
Bad states, arguments or tension can be broken by one or both of you working to bring out your true
core (whether masculine or feminine) and remove the masks.
This also helps to create positive associations. Relationships break down because of too much
negative association that outweighs the positive association.

Polarity
It’s like the positive and negative charges. This translates to the feminine and masculine energy. A
woman ‘wearing the pants’ in a relationship is the worst thing that could happen, if what you want is
to experience emotional and sexual attraction. Whilst a woman should be able to hold her own, be a
challenge to a man, have her own ideas, dreams and be able to influence people in her own feminine
way – the man must have a very real masculine role with her and his family.
If two people are too similar, they’re more like friends. This is why sex and polarity is so important in
a relationship. If polarity and sex is gone – then there’s not much left to your union as a man and a
woman other than friendship. You become more like housemates or companions.
And, really – most men just want women to relax, stop thinking about 150 million things at once
(especially during sex) and make time for HIM, to be open to him and be intimate. And, intimacy is
not just about sex. You must give your presence to a man in order to make your man feel important,
and not second to the homemaking, your career, the children, your girlfriends, the laundry, feeding
the dog, going shopping, visiting your parents, etc etc. Women always find things to worry about or
think about! ?
So, even though this may sound kind of cheesy – let your hair down, be a little crazy, out of control
and have a good laugh or giggle about something that isn’t even that funny. Or, cry about something
you’ve been meaning to for ages. Love things, rather than criticizing or turning your nose up at
things. Revel in freedom and learn to LOVE and enjoy men and the role that they have. If you’re
single, you’ll attract them like you wouldn’t believe. If you’re taken, you will still get interest, too ?
but, most importantly – you will have the most amazing relationship.
Men just cannot resist a woman who loves and respects men. And I mean genuinely. I don’t mean the
kind of woman who just wants to sleep around. I mean true appreciation and acceptance of
masculinity.
By the way, you can discover the secrets of the masculine perspective so that you can get through to
any man, connect with him heart to heart, and inspire his deepest loyalty and commitment by
reading this.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
And, I’d like to leave off with this quote:
“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself
that you have built against it” – RUMI
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I hope you enjoyed this article. ?
Have a lovely day!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
zp8497586rq
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10 Steps to Healthier & More Feminine Hair
March 21, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Getting and Maintaining Beautiful Hair
Article updated 2018

Beautiful, healthy hair just gives a woman that extra look of radiance, health and feminine beauty.
Not to mention long, gorgeous hair helps a woman maintain a youthful look well into her later years.
It’s important to keep your hair healthy through your diet as well, but this article will be more about
taking care of your hair itself. (Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)

10 steps to healthier hair:
Step 1
Get yourself a really good quality hair brush. Don’t just use some badly made hair brushes, or old
brushes with broken or uneven teeth, as they can snag your hair and cause breakage. Ideally, get
yourself a brush with boar bristles, or a brush with bristles made out of bamboo. These types of
brushes are much kinder to your hair, and help to evenly spread your natural oils through your hair,
and bring a beautiful, luscious shine to it.
Step 2
If you have tangles, don’t just yank any old brush through them. Use only a wide-toothed comb to
disentangle your hair. Fine-toothed combs are just terrible for your hair; it splits the hair shafts! Not
only this but using a fine-toothed comb can damage your roots, as well.
So, especially when your hair is wet – use a wide-toothed comb to brush your hair.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Step 3
This is counter-intuitive for most women – but, when you brush your hair, start brushing it from the
ends first, and gradually move upwards with the comb or brush. This will do wonders for helping you
get the knots out, and will cause a lot less breakage! A lot of the time, brushing your hair from the
roots down just puts more stress on your hair, and makes knots worse!
And, when brushing your hair, do it gently ? and don’t yank the brush through in a hurry – make
some time before work, or before whatever daily commitments you have, to brush your hair gently,
forming it in to a beautiful, shiny crown of glory! Don’t dig your brush into your scalp, either. Gently
does it!
And, as much as you can – let your hair dry naturally and avoid brushing your hair when it is wet.
When your hair is wet, it is much weaker because it swells and stretches like an elastic band, and
brushing it in this state can cause the hair follicles to snap.
Step 4
Pay special attention to the ends of your hair. Most women do so much damage to their hair by
curling it, straightening it and putting hundreds of different styling products in it! Even if you DO use
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heat protection, your hair can suffer. So, remember to put a little bit of oil on the ends of your hair
every now and then – perhaps once a week or once a fortnight, whatever suits you. This will help
restore moisture, strength to your hair and give it that ‘bouncy’ effect.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Step 5
You need to regularly and properly condition your hair. I don’t mean using just the standard
conditioners like Pantene or Sunsilk, but actually deeply condition your hair with a high-quality oil
that actually penetrates the roots. See my post on ‘Achieving Feminine Beauty and Healthy with
Coconut Oil‘ for a conditioning method using virgin coconut oil.
Most women who know how to take care of their hair know that most of the time, the most natural
things can have the greatest benefits – and, they’re cheaper to use, too! ?
Most modern shampoos contain a whole host of chemicals and ingredients in them! A lot of these
chemicals and ingredients actually dry out your hair. If you want to use shampoo, go with an organic
shampoo – or with a high-quality shampoo range such as Aveda or Carita (a beautiful French
shampoo range). These two ranges are much more expensive than the conventional shampoo
products you buy in the supermarket or in chain hair care stores, but you will most definitely notice
the difference in your hair!
Step 6
If you want to grow your hair long, regularly massage your scalp with the pads of your fingers in a
slow, circular motion. If you like, you can even use an essential oil or a little bit of virgin coconut oil,
or olive oil to massage your scalp. Massaging the scalp helps encourage circulation, and helps make
your hair grow.
Step 7
Refrain from washing your hair every day – another surefire way to completely dry out your hair, and
strip it of its natural oils. Your hair produces oil not because it’s dirty but because it protects your
hair, and helps keep it strong. Have you ever noticed that when your hair is oily, it gets tangled up a
lot less, and it is actually stronger? It’s because your hair and body knows what it’s doing – and is
trying to help your hair by conditioning it with its own oils!
The more you let your hair get oily, the faster and stronger it will grow. Let your hair have this
process.
A little trick
And, if the greasy look really bothers you – just get some baby powder, and put it on your hair, and
brush it through! It absorbs the oils of your hair. You’ll be amazed at how well this little trick works
and actually takes away the greasy look completely!
If you have dark hair – the baby power will most likely show up when you use it. So the Toni and
Guy spray-on products will be a great alternative to baby powder.
Step 8
When drying your hair, never, ever wrap the towel around the length of it and scrub, rub, or wring the
hair!! No, no no! This can damage the hair shaft! Just take the towel, wrap it around your hair gently
and pat-dry it. This is much easier on your hair, and not to mention it won’t produce as many knots or
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tangles in the length of your hair!
Step 9
If your hair is long, and if you are growing it longer, make sure you tie it back when you go to sleep
at night, or even braid it. This helps to stop knots and tangles. You can even use a hair net or a silk
hair cap when you sleep, to keep it all in place and to stop it from spreading all over the place.
Satin or silk pillowcases can help, too – they are much softer on the hair and helps to stop breakage
and yanking of the hair overnight if you toss-and-turn in your sleep a fair bit.
Step 10
Avoid washing your hair in very hot water. Most people have outrageously hot showers, and wash
their hair in the same extremely hot water. The excessive heat can cause damage to your hair.
If you have the money, also invest in a water filter for your shower head to filter out any harsh
chemicals that are damaging to your hair, such as chlorine, in the water.
I use a shower filter at home, and not only has it made a difference to my hair – it’s made an
enormous difference to the state of my skin! Instead of having bits of dry skin peeling off my face
when I step out of the shower, my skin still remains soft and healthy, ever since I used a shower filter.
There can be some pretty harsh chemicals in the water you use to shower, so seriously consider this
option.
Dr. Mercola makes really good shower filters, and this is the one I use at home, made by him: Pure
and Clean Shower Filter. Please note: we have absolutely no affiliation with Dr. Mercola; he’s just a
really cool natural doctor who’s made a huge difference in the lives of millions of people through his
thorough and passionate research into natural health. ?
I hope this post has helped you know more about how to take care of your hair, and I’m sure I’ve
missed some great tips, so if you have any more good tips for hair care, please add them, and share
them in the comments section!
Have a LOVELY day! ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Renee
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P.S… Hair is actually one of a woman’s stronger’s assets and attraction triggers for men. To
find out the other 17 blood boiling attraction triggers, click here and find out.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
zp8497586rq
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The True Power of Femininity
March 30, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Feminine energy is one of the most powerful forces on earth. If you want to attract your dream
man… then you want to tap into your infinite source of femininity. If you want to have a long lasting
passionate relationship or marriage, then you must express your inner femininity. If you want a man
to love you and treasure you, then you must attract him with your femininity. (Click here to take the
quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
However, most women are oblivious to their true feminine power. Just in case some of you disagree,
I want to tell you a quick story.
On an extraordinarily beautiful sunny day in the late 1960s, a man named Arthur Bremer attended a
political rally at Parliament Hill, in Ottawa, Canada. He had a zealous sense of mission for the
biggest and most important day of his life. He had spent 3 whole years preparing for this day; and
had planned his action meticulously for perfect execution (as the masculine energy does).
He walked through a huge crowd of people. In fact, people were just everywhere, and it was hard to
find some space. The main attraction of this gathering was the presence of President Richard Nixon.
Arthur was in state – nothing was going to stop him, and his intention and desired result were
unequivocal.
He walked in to a bit of empty space at the side of the huge crowd of people, and with absolute
strength and resolve, he reached in to a pocket inside his jacket where he kept his gun ready to
assassinate President Richard Nixon. He was at point blank range. With all this masculine intensity
and resolve, as he was about to pull his gun out of his pocket, somebody knocked him on the arm.
Full of rage and disgust for whoever or whatever it was that broke his state, and sabotaged his
mission and his chance – the biggest moment of his life for which he had planned for years – he
turned around to see a tiny little lady, incredibly tiny, and amazingly soft; and heard her say in deep
concern: ‘oh dear! I am SO SORRY! Are You OK?!’ and in that moment showed him more love and
connection, more true feminine energy, than he had ever received in his life.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
In that moment, he lost his state completely. And, Arthur says in his personal diary (now published as
‘An Assassin’s Diary’), that he just couldn’t do it. He said that he was at point blank range, but he
could not make this soft little lady witness something so horrendous. He didn’t want to make her see
this.
Arthur Bremer was a man who grew up in a very dysfunctional family, and was beaten and yelled at
consistently at home. He was relentlessly mocked, teased and hated during his entire life and
throughout his schooling years. He was a janitor. Never married, never made love to a woman – and
felt he had absolutely no significance in his life. Those of you who received my Free book on
understanding a man’s 6 human needs will be able to identify exactly what I mean when I say he felt
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he had no significance in his life.
His resolve to kill Richard Nixon was solely for fame. It had nothing to do with Nixon himself;
nothing to do with any political issue or idea that he was opposed to.
Arthur Bremer then went on to shoot Governor Wallace in May 1972 4 times, which left Wallace
paralyzed from the waist down for the rest of his life. For this assassination attempt, he planned for
another 2 whole years. He was sentenced to 63 years in prison, and on appeal this was reduced to 53
years. He was released in November 2007 however.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

Femininity and Vulnerability
The point of the story is to show just how powerful vulnerability is – how powerful the feminine truly
is. The sheer vulnerability and feminine softness of this little lady caused this man’s 3-year long plan
to assassinate the president to collapse in the space of just seconds.
The masculine energy, if it is true, wants to protect and serve the feminine energy. Ultimately, a man
wants to make a woman happy. The feminine woman who can give love at the greatest level to a
man beyond measure – and accept him as he is, in his entirety – has more power and strength
than anyone can possibly imagine.
Any man who has lived has experienced huge challenges. In a man’s life, there are many of them –
many challenges of which women neglect to understand, or even want to understand. Most women
are too busy thinking about their own challenges, and bemoaning the historical struggles they, as a
gender have had. (read my article about what to do when threatened by other women?)
A truly feminine woman is able to give more love than any other. Most women just don’t do this
anymore. Real and lasting love is not easy to give. And, if you know inside that no-one can love your
man (or future man) as much as you do – he will show up in the most amazing ways in your life.
The problem is that like in Arthur Bremer’s life – if love is not given – it causes more destruction in
the world. One of the many roles of a feminine woman is to open to, receive and most importantly –
give love. Not only when it’s easy. And, for you personally; in fact all of us women, need to be open
to receiving a man’s love as well. If you do not embrace the love you’re given, if you do not choose
to see the love that is evident in your life, it will not grow. It will die.

Feminine energy and it’s potential
Feminine energy has the most unbelievable ability to elicit more masculine strength and power in a
man – and not only that, but as in Arthur’s case – it has the power to stall a man’s mission, as many
of us may already know ? and – men don’t like it when their intensity is broken. But, it’s not all bad,
especially if it’s done in a good way, as in this story. This little lady had more power in that moment
than many others. Just a little vulnerability and a little love given – and BAM! A woman can halt the
assassination of a president.
I know that in my own life, there were moments when I was a little girl, and now as a woman, where
I’ve done something (subconsciously) and men have responded to me in ways that I really appreciate.
Often, this interchange of, and balancing out masculine and feminine energy is unconscious. We may
not even notice it all the time. So as women, we will know that by knowing how to be feminine, and
how to be true to our feminine core, we can encourage different (and even much better) parts of a
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man to show up.
Femininity is Power. Use it, and use it wisely ?
There are 17 Attraction Triggers that can get your man’s blood boiling. Click here to get this eBook.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
I hope you enjoyed this post, and what did you think of Arthur’s story?
Renee.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
zp8497586rq
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Unhealthy Power Struggles in Relationships
April 5, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
how do i get back my ex girlfriend

Power in Relationships
Article updated 2018

So I was browsing the internet yesterday, and I came across this statement, which horrified me: “The
one who is being pursued has all the power in a relationship”. I admit that I’m not surprised to read
that; stuff like that is everywhere on the internet! And it’s in our faces all the time.
It’s not that I disagree – far from it – in fact, I do agree with this statement; if you are being pursued,
then you generally have more power in the relationship. BUT – power over what?! And what kind
of power?
Power over who gets more hurt? Power/control over how much pain you might potentially
experience? Power in keeping your love to yourself? Power in who makes the first move? Does this
mean, that as a woman, if you are the one being pursued; that you’re guaranteed more happiness? I
think not. I’m curious; what is the goal exactly of a person who thinks this way? (Click here to take
the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Do they want certainty? Certainty that the man loves her? Certainty that the man is ‘worth’ her time?
Certainty that he passes the test? I understand. It’s a woman’s job to ‘test’ her man. We want to know
that he’s going to stick it out through the tough times, and be there for us when things get ugly in life.
Also when things get good. We want him to care for us at the deepest level, and love us like no
other man could.
That’s natural. But the reason I’m bringing up this statement is because I would really like to see
women begin to ask themselves why they’re doing things. What their goals are. And to stop just
doing things on autopilot. And being on guard often (not that you do this; but perhaps some women
you know do this?).
It’s natural for human beings to think of themselves; it’s intuitive. But, having the goal of getting all
the control and all the power in a relationship doesn’t lead to healthy relationships. It’s not going to
lead a woman to having an enviable love story – one that fulfills her and her man. (read my article
about how to get him to propose)
For as long as we’re holding on to our need for certainty; we’re never going to find fulfillment.
Fulfillment doesn’t come from keeping power to ourselves, and being on guard ‘just in case’. How
can we fulfill our potential, and how can our relationships fulfill their potential if we make it a goal to
play ingenuine mind games with a man?!
I’m not against game-playing. It depends on the reason and goal behind the game though. If it’s for
fun, and you’re doing it to be more flirtatious and fun-loving, there’s nothing wrong with playing
hard-to-get. Nothing at all. I recommend it completely. But for the women who are playing hard to
get and have it as a goal to keep certain and in control; they will never find fulfillment.
I really do think that more men need to man up and last the test of time with their woman – they
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need to understand and embrace the woman’s ‘ocean of emotion’, and he needs to stand strong. This
is what the masculine energy needs to do for the feminine energy. Feminine energy is more
changeable. It is driven by emotion in a relationship, whilst the masculine energy is driven more by
direction.
However, the very concept that a woman need to seek power in a relationship supersedes her ability
to love completely. Which is what a man wants (well, ONE of the things a man wants). And which is
what a woman’s role is (covers self from ensuing physical attacks). Not only does a man want
acceptance, he wants a woman who can give him love even when he makes huge mistakes – when he
makes a wrong decision! (with exceptions, of course).
And it’s not just men, really, who wants someone to love them only when it’s easy?

The role of a feminine woman
Now, I know that above I said something which will anger some women, but those of you who know
my work well know exactly what I mean. I’m not saying a woman should sit there and take bad
treatment. Far from it. A feminine woman is not out there to seek control. Femininity is about
opening to and giving love. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I
Actually?”)

What kind of power?
My next logical statement (stemming from this idea of having all the power in a relationship) is:
There are different types of power. I think we all want some sort of influence or power (or at least,
the feeling like we matter, feeling like we can influence the people who matter in our life, and that
our opinion and position is noticed and appreciated). So, what type of power is good, exactly?
I think that the power to bring out the best in your man is a good power.
I think that the power to give love when we are afraid is true power.
I think that the power to show our vulnerabilities is true power.
I think the power to feel comfortable in our femininity and use it for the better is true power.
Far from being inspirational and lasting – having the power in the relationship through being chased
ends up being a bit of a downer and is short-lived. And, I don’t mean that the ability to have a man
chase you is short-lived. Far from it – I think in a passionate relationship, that the woman’s need to be
chased should be fulfilled through the years. Both spouses should be playful and enjoy doing this.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
I mean the ability to maintain the kind of power quoted above, which is achieved in vain, is shortlived.
I think being chased is great – but not for the kind of power that most people would want to be chased
for. Most people want power because they want to hold on to their certainty and to protect
themselves. Lots of women don’t do this to be playful. (read my article about how to be mysterious)
Our real power is in what we can give to others. Not what we can give or keep to ourselves.That
includes the giving of and showing love.
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I know I’ve been guilty of wanting to be the one ‘in control’ in a relationship, and that was long ago.
I realized that it’s not sustainable, and I can’t stand dishonesty. Relationships aren’t about being in
control, and having all the power. Again, it’s about what you can give. I see no point in having a
relationship if you cannot learn to give to the other person.
When you truly love someone, and when you’re actually in love, it’s quite hard to really be in total
control. Why? Because when you love someone that much, and you actually experience true love,
you realize that it’s no longer about you. Whether subconsciously or consciously: the nature of
human beings is that we would often do more for the people we love than we would do for ourselves.
Many will even risk their lives for the ones they love.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
We already have the new version of our Commitment Control program. Click here to register and
watch the Commitment Masterclass.
What is your opinion on power in relationships and dating?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
zp8497586rq
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Why Men Just Wonâ€™t Commit to You?
April 5, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Why won’t he commit to me?
Article updated 2018

Many women ask this question. This article will give you a guy’s perspective on why some men find
it hard to, or don’t want to commit.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
First of all, let me ask you a few questions:
Would you love to commit to a $2,000 a month mortgage?
Would you love to commit to taking the trash out every week?
Would you love to commit to doing the dish washing every single day?
In all the above questions, the word commit has a very obligatory undertone. It almost feels like
committing to something that would mean that we are obligated to do something and we would
therefore have to surrender our own freedom.
The word commitment almost has a feel of “I don’t really want to do this, but I have to, or I should
but it’s not going to be the most pleasant experience.”

Got to do Something Vs GET to do Something
Feeling like you’re obligated to do something never feels that good. Life is a lot more fun when you
get to do something, not when you got to do something! Men know this subconsciously.
One of the biggest desires for men, regardless of tradition or culture, is freedom. The Masculine
energy strives to break free and experience freedom. It wants release from the constraints of
life.
Some men fight for their whole lives for freedom, and to experience freedom. Usually once they find
that sense of freedom, they would never let it go. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally
Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Obligation murders freedom
When we love to do something, it is never an obligation. You don’t ever hear men complaining about
going to golf – but work is a different matter. More people die on Monday mornings at 9am than any
other time in the week. Coincidence?
Tell me ladies, is it easy or hard to commit to a shopping spree?
What about committing to washing the dishes every day? Is there a difference?
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What does it really mean for a man to commit to a woman?
From a man’s perspective, he would have to buy stuff for you, spend lots of money, (it’s not so bad if
he’s got the money to spend, but if he doesn’t…), spend time with you listening to all the good and
bad stuff that you have to say, spend time when you request his presence etc.
From his perspective, he will have to fork out all these resources, so the question he will ask,
(consciously or subconsciously), is whether you are worth all this or not. Some men just don’t
want to deal with the excess baggage that women sometimes carry. It doesn’t make the man feel good
whilst being with you, and the last thing you want to create for him is a terrible association with
you and the thought of you.
It all goes back to men and their desire to feel free. So while you’re reading this, and feeling that
perhaps men are not willing to GROW UP, just remember, it has nothing to do with growing up. It is
men’s desire for freedom. If they didn’t desire it, they wouldn’t be men, and you wouldn’t feel
attraction for them in the first place.
The point is; if you want a man to commit, if you want a passionate, happy long-lasting relationship,
don’t ask for your man to commit. If you ask that of him, and he delivers this “commitment” even
though he knows he will feel less freedom because of it, then you are taking away his masculinity
and what makes you attracted to him in the first place.
By saying you’re taking that away, he’s really just surrendering it. What will happen after a while, is
that, sure he’s around you more often, but you’ll have less attraction for him. You’ll have the security
of his presence by your side, but you’re trading off the passion that you could create in the
relationship.
There is NO commitment needed when you do the things you love to do. You just do it.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

The answer to the problem…
So instead of asking the question of why he will not commit, I suggest asking a better question.
Such as this…”How can I create more passion and attraction between him and me, so that he won’t
want to be anywhere else?” or “How can I build up the excitement and tension between him and I so
that he would feel like never going anywhere else?”
The power you have is in the attraction you can create between him and you.
A man already has so many responsibilities and obligations, as well as demands on him in life that if
YOU can be his source of freedom, then being with you will never feel like an obligation because
there’s so much passion between you.
It’s a horrible thing for a man to go to work and then come home to yet another obligation. I’m sure
you sometimes feel the same, right?
If you created that passion and excitement between the both of you, he wouldn’t want to go anywhere
else. You certainly won’t have a problem with him committing; he’d love to be around you.
And if you want to get more of an understanding of men and inspire him to commit fully to you, click
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here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
See Article: Why He Pulls Away From Me and the Relationship?
And also: Why He Disappears and Withdraws? What Can I do about it?
What did you think of this article? Any opinion, thoughts, questions or objections, fire away!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Real Definition of A Strong Woman
April 12, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

First and foremost, being a feminine woman requires an enormous amount of strength. In a society
where the traditional roles of a woman and things like focusing on motherhood are no longer as
respected (at least in comparison to the ‘career woman’s achievements and ambitions), it can
sometimes feel almost impossible to just relax and not feel the need to conform to modern ideals, and
to compete to get to the top of the corporate world or workforce.
Every now and then I get an email asking me about femininity and how to be feminine whilst
wanting to chase masculine ambitions. Sometimes I’ll get a woman telling me that my writing is an
insult to women all over the world.
Well, let me say that I believe passionately in women’s rights. I believe in human rights. I believe in
rights in general. I would never promote something that is an insult to women, or something that
marginalizes women. Whilst I love that women have much more freedom now than they used to, and
can work as well as provide for their children alone if they have to, I do not believe a woman’s worth
should be judged by her “achievements” at university, school, in the workplace, in sports or her
physical looks. The real worth of a woman is much more than all of these things put together.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Ironically, a strong woman is not what society tells us it is. No woman is a strong woman because she
got a degree. No woman is a strong woman because she got promoted. No woman is a strong woman
because of her intellect. No woman is a strong woman because she can do something just as well as a
man can or even better than them. No woman is strong because she’s an athlete. No woman is strong
because she can lift heavy weights at the gym, or run fast (although I used to think so).
True strength lies in her ability to embrace her feminine core, and whilst she may be a high achiever,
and whilst she may be very intelligent – her real strength is in her true femininity. And in her
character.
Can she care for others? Can she care not only when it’s easy, but when it’s hard? Can she truly feel,
rather than hide her feelings? Can she tell the truth, and influence people for the better? Can she
influence without aggression? Can she influence without ego? Can she give without expecting
anything back? Can she accept a man, without trying to change him?
Whilst I have nothing against women working or playing sports; all I’m saying is that this is not how
a woman’s worth ought to be measured.
In looking for a message that sums up the strength of a woman simply, I came across the above
picture. And I’d like to just reiterate what it says:
A strong woman is one who feels deeply and loves fiercely.
Her tears flow just as abundantly as her laughter.
A strong woman is both soft and powerful.
She is both Practical and Spiritual.
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A strong woman in her essence is a gift to all the world.
It’s important that women spend time giving and enriching their relationships.
We’re not always taught, in the “education” system, how to be great mothers, how to be great friends,
great daughters, great girlfriends, great wives – great people! We’re mainly taught how to do that
equation, or how to write the best essay. Or how to be the ‘best’ at something. We’re led to focus on
our own lives and achievements.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
By all means, yes, we are taught to be ‘good people’ to the extent that we are encouraged to
contribute to society and be philanthropists. We’re also taught to be nice. But nice is not enough. It
has to be accompanied with true care.
But, how can a woman ever truly understand the pain and suffering of others, and truly give to others,
if she’s not encouraged to feel her own pain and suffering? How can a woman develop compassion,
relate to other human beings, revel in her femininity and live in her feminine core if everything is
about getting the next thing done and getting the next thing done?
And then we go on to enter the work force – and whilst I think this is fantastic; that it’s great how
women have so many opportunities – what about respecting what a truly feminine woman can give
from her heart? What about respecting her worth simply as a woman? Simply through her ability to
love, and to feel?
There needs to be a balance! A balance between the masculine and feminine energy inside of a
woman. (read my article about why being one dimensional will cost you)
For a lot of women, our complexities (something that is at the heart of the feminine energy) are
conditioned out of us, and we become like zombies – not really happy, and not really ‘alive’ and
radiant like a woman truly should be – but not necessarily unhappy enough to do something about it.
How often have you been walking down the street, or sitting on the train, and people look like they’re
machines? It’s particularly sad to see women like this. Personally, I’d rather meet a woman who hates
me than to meet a woman who is bland and dead inside. I like to see some kind of emotion;
something human. Something womanly.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Unfortunately, it’s very common to come across women who are more like robots.
I believe a strong woman should never be content with content. Women are a symbol of beauty; of
femininity – and we ought to live enriching lives and bring LIFE, energy, love and hope wherever we
go.
And, I believe that there needs to be more manly men, more masculine men to respect and love her
for the contrast she brings to him; and for the many ways in which she completes him!
There are 17 Attraction Triggers. Click here to know more about these attraction triggers.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
What is a strong woman to you?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Feminine and Masculine Energy in Same-Sex Relationships
April 13, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

When I first started this blog, I was writing for straight women. Over time, as my blog has received
more exposure, I’ve been asked about how masculinity and femininity works in same-sex
relationships. Whilst I still write predominantly for straight women, I want people to know that I
don’t intend to exclude people in same-sex relationships in The Feminine Woman Community, and
neither do I seek to perpetrate any intolerance towards gays.
I understand that people have thought, at first, that I was saying that same-sex relationships are wrong
and shouldn’t exist. This is not the case at all! So, as promised, and in response to a few requests and
suggestions that I acknowledge same-sex relationships on my blog, David and I have written this
article.
We are not experts on this topic. Neither of us are gay, and neither of us can relate to being gay, or
have a solid understanding of what it’s like to be in a same-sex relationship; so the article is intended
to be an open discussion, where people can share their ideas and thoughts on the topic – so that we
can all learn from one another.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

Let’s look at what brings a relationship together in the first place
First of all, for a relationship to form, there has to be similarities. There’s got to be things in common
so that rapport can be established between the two people. This could be…same work place, same
sense of humour, same passions, opinions on important issues, same way of reacting to weird
situations, the same funny look etc,…anything that’s similar.
The reason why we, as humans like commonalities is because it makes us feel safer to know that
someone else is like us. Haven’t we all at some time, through the ebb and flow of life, seen or met
someone who made us think….”oh my god, he/she does that just like ME!”
Commonalities build rapport.
Rapport is the basis of communication and influence. You can’t get a message through to someone if
you don’t have rapport with them. Therefore you can’t carry on a relationship with them if there’s no
rapport.
A lot of relationships are based heavily on commonalities. In fact, sometimes when we get into a
relationship, through our need to be loved…we tend to subconsciously “copy” the other person and
become more like them…so that they might like us more, and to feel closer to them! We’ve all been
there to some extent. (read my article about how to develop character)
Some couples even start to look like each other after a while, and they have the same expressions,
same gestures, and even similar facial features.
Commonalities give us certainty; one of most important human needs. We need to feel certain and
safe to let go and be ourselves. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I
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Actually?”)
Friendships are usually based around things that two people have in common. Whether that’s goals,
activities, passions, likes/dislikes, etc. (read my article about warning about girlfriends who don’t
compliment you)
In a intimate relationship however, unless you plan just to be friends forever, commonality isn’t
enough. You need things to be opposite to create passion. Because, if you had everything in common
with your partner (whatever he’s doing, you’re doing too…whatever you’re doing, she’s doing too),
then wouldn’t that get very boring very quickly?
To create passion and excitement, there’s got to be differences. Attraction is caused by polarity and
opposites. Like a positive particle and a negative particle creating charge in between them. There has
to be polarity to make a relationship exciting and full of variety.
In same sex relationships, you will still be able to see the masculine and feminine polarity within the
relationship. We don’t want to stereotype people, or cause any more segregation or marginalization
than there is already in society, so our aim isn’t to point the finger or exclude anyone.
Whether you are in a heterosexual relationship or a same-sex relationship, it’s really your choice and
we can’t tell you what’s right or what’s wrong. We just want to clear up that sexual orientation is
independent of masculine or feminine.
This means that if you’re a man, and you’re feminine, you’re not necessarily gay and vise-versa; if
you’re a gay man, it doesn’t mean you are necessarily very feminine. (Click here to take the quiz on
“How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
The same goes with women; you don’t have to be all masculine and macho to be a lesbian. In fact,
we have seen first-hand a few extremely feminine lesbians (who don’t know each other).
It is in our belief that in any intimate relationship, there are masculine and feminine roles. This means
that in same sex relationships, there will be someone who is more in their masculine and someone
who’s more in their feminine at any point in time. These roles can obviously be reversed (gives it a
good sense of variety that way).
This isn’t to say that if you’re both masculine or both feminine at your core that a relationship isn’t
going to work. Because you can be totally masculine at work but still come home and be feminine.
There are many roles in life, and as we take on different roles, we change our identity, what we
believe, and our values.
We would love to hear what you have to say about this. The more input from everyone, the more
understanding we will all have. This is not a place for judgment or separation, it is a place where we
can come together and extend our understanding of ourselves, other people, and the world around us.
Ultimately, we want people to walk away with a deeper, richer appreciation and understanding of
humans.
If you haven’t already, click here and download the “Goddess Report”
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
So please comment below and give your opinion as to whether there has to be a
masculine/feminine essence or role in same-sex relationships, just as in heterosexual
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relationships.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Deal With Jealous Women in Your LIfe
April 17, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
A more physically ‘perfect’ or glamorous woman needn’t always cause jealousy among other
women, but a beautiful, feminine woman can cause enormous jealousy.
If you’ve always been a beautiful and feminine woman, you would have experienced countless
jealous looks and perhaps even jealous schemes, engineered by other women. It’s everywhere. And
you can be a plain Jane and cause this jealous stir among other women, because you have something
other women feel they do not; the amazing and mysterious force of femininity.
And, jealous women can be women on the street whom you don’t know, or even a jealous friend or
jealous friends, in the form of ‘frenemies’ – friends who sometimes seem like a friend, and other
times seem to want the worst for you. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine
Am I Actually?”)
Good looks do not keep a man. Every woman knows this deep down. And a physically gorgeous
woman; even a famous woman crowned the most beautiful woman in the world, cannot have it all.
Take Halle Berry for example, having been cheated on or left by every man she’s been with. Take
Marilyn Monroe, who died way before she should have. Take Elle Macpherson, who in her 40s still
has gorgeous looks, and yet she hasn’t held or kept a man. Take for example the large number of
famous women who have committed suicide or died of some sort of drug overdose. No amount of
beautiful looks or fame will fulfill a woman. You can be the most beautiful woman on earth, and still
feel unloved.
But when a woman is truly feminine, she tends to never ever be short of men in her life if she’s
single, or if she’s taken, she may find it hard to fight off her man’s adoring, admiring affections even
if she wanted to. ?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

Jealousy on Fire
More often than not, a loving, devoted and amazing man in another woman’s life will cause jealousy
on fire in some other women.
More often than not, even if a feminine woman is single, other women will hate her, for no reason
other than the fact that this woman has something that they feel is out of reach for them; true, radiant
femininity and consequently, beautiful! Which is the ultimate attractor of masculinity. Every woman
can achieve true femininity, but not every woman does. In fact, women who are jealous are often not
even really aware of what this other woman has that she doesn’t. All she knows is that she wants
what she’s got, deep down.
Feminine women attract male attention. Feminine women can have the pick of the bunch, and yes,
feminine women CAN have it all. Because true femininity is radiant and gives love. It is love and it is
a force for life. Feminine energy is adored by men who are masculine at their core (most men), and
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regardless of her looks, a woman like this may still get the pick of the bunch.
Throughout the course of your life, (if you follow the femininity movement and embrace your
feminine sexual core), you will most definitely encounter a trail of hateful and angry women.
Regardless of your age. Jealousy isn’t just incited in other women only when you’re young and
beautiful. It occurs simply if you are beautiful. And femininity is beautiful. Men will jump hoops to
protect it, love it, embrace it and chase it.
Jealous women may just give you a nasty look, a hateful sideways glance, and if you’re lucky, they
may bitch about you behind your back. If you’re unlucky, jealous women will go out of their way to
bring you down.
And in this heavily masculine ambition driven society, there are plenty of them. Because women
suppress their feminine energy to get things done, and to conform. So they don’t often get what they
truly want to experience. Which is love.
Ultimately, we’re all looking for a feeling, and more often than not, most women want to fill up with
love and to give love. Masculine women don’t tend to attract this in to their lives. So if you are
feminine, you’ll have something that they feel they are missing out on, yet don’t quite know what it is
or how to achieve it.
And life is unfair to start with. So we don’t all have the same opportunities. We’re not all born with
stunning looks, and we’re not all given the requisite knowledge to live happy, fulfilling lives and to
enjoy enriching and fulfilling intimate relationships and marriages.
Now if you’re a very feminine woman, you will most likely not feel a great deal of jealousy if you
see another beautiful woman who is truly happy. In fact, you’ll most likely be really happy for her
and want to revel in this happiness with her. Even if you do not have it yourself! This may be because
you feel you too, can have what she has.
You are a rare creature ? not all women can revel in the good fortune of another woman.
If you are the kind of woman who feels guilty being in the spotlight, and although you feel and enjoy
being feminine, find it hard to fully enjoy it without feeling bad about taking away the spotlight from
other women.
Never dull your femininity to make other women feel like they are enough.
There’s a reason why anti-feminists often say that it is unattractive women who instigated the first
and subsequent waves of feminist movements. (please note: I don’t know how accurately researched
this video is, and I am aware that it is not necessarily true that it is solely unattractive women who
instigate and support Feminist movements). However, I understand their position and can see why
they perceive this to be the truth.
And unattractive is not purely physical. I believe a woman can actually change her looks and become
uglier on the outside through her internal thought processes.
One way in which you can deal with jealousy is by befriending the jealous woman and lead her to
feel more confident in herself, and being more giving to her. Giving her reasons to feel loved and
accepted. That will bring out a different side to her. And, you can show other women who are less
confident that they can have, and deserve to have everything that they want and need. However, there
are times when women just don’t want to change or feel truly great about themselves. In these cases,
you’ve just got to do some serious ‘pattern-breaking’; breaking of their patterns/habits! ?
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How to deal with jealous women
If you find yourself in a situation in which you are surrounded by oppressive women who you can
sense are not only talking about you behind your back, but actively do things behind your back to
bring you down, it’s time to take action. Because you cannot let women like this walk all over you. A
woman still has to be able to put her foot down when it is needed. (read my article about passive,
aggressive and difficult women)
You may believe that a feminine woman should just stay quiet and perhaps just sacrifice her own
needs to avoid being around these women. Not true.
I have said before that a feminine woman needs to have a masculine part to her as well; and this is a
situation in which you need to go in to more masculine mode to stand up to women like this.

A story
I’ll give you an example. In my own life, I’ve experienced being in a workplace full of women
several times. This time last year I was working as a perfume ambassador. Whilst in some places,
women in this type of occupation would be quite feminine (and there were a couple where I worked),
there were a few very masculine and butch women. (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value
High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
On my first day, I encountered a young woman who also worked as a perfume ambassador, just for a
different agent. I adore people, so I cheerfully introduced myself and intended to make a friend.
Before I noticed the energy she was putting out. She had no interest in befriending me, in fact she
immediately asserted herself as a manager, but made her position sound higher than what it really
was. Because I was new there, I was easy to fool.
We shall call her ‘B’.
Immediately, B was asserting herself upon me and I was following her commands, although I
actually wasn’t obligated to follower her commands. But she was still very oppressive, and I made
the mistake of getting stuck in a ‘master-servant’ type role with her, which was very uncomfortable.
B’s intentions showed up more when I needed her expertise to guide me to where to find items,
where other products were located, etc. She would never be concise and accurate. She was always
deliberately vague, so much so that I had no idea where she was pointing me to. She wanted me to
keep asking her, and ultimately, look foolish. I unfortunately let myself fall in to this role with her
repeatedly.
She also knew I was never taught to use a register, and that it wasn’t a part of my job to be able to use
one; yet she would tell me to put things through the register in front of a customer, and walk away
without offering assistance.
During these incidents, I had to ask her repeatedly for directions and she would roll her eyes at me
when I couldn’t follow her instructions. I kept on with this situation because I didn’t really want to
believe that she could be so deliberately manipulative.
I noticed also, that her behavior got worse when my man came to visit me at work. He did this often,
and was always very affectionate, protective and loving. He often picked me up from my shifts.
Sometimes he would bring me a drink or food for my lunch break, and other times he just came
briefly, to see how I was. I began to sense that every time he did come to see me, she would pull
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another woman aside, and talk about me and point at myself and David.
Over time, I noticed that the other women who I thought I had made friends with stopped wanting to
talk to me. I felt left out and excluded. I ended up in tears in the ladies’ room, and found it hard to
work. I found it hard to push on in this environment, and the energy was very bad.
One day her and another colleague were talking, and she confessed that she had never been on a date
(she is 24, nearly 25) or had a man interested in her. I felt bad for ‘B’, and thus continued indicating
that I was still open to her, and open to befriending her in some way, as I am with most people.
Until one day I met another colleague from a different department who told me how she was in tears
one day after work because of the way ‘B’ had been treating her. I was forced to acknowledge that
‘B’ was preying on seemingly ‘weaker’ and softer women, who were more feminine, and more
vulnerable, as this new colleague I met was very feminine.
And this is the trouble with being a very feminine woman. Whilst the majority of men will love you
for it, and not want to hurt you in any way, there will be women who will want to put you down.
Women, I find, tend to be different around other very feminine women. I’ve met women who love
this and feel at home with other feminine women, but I’ve also come across women who smell
femininity from a mile away and proceed to trample all over it. I personally love women, and
celebrate femininity.
You’re probably wondering how I ended up dealing with ‘B’. One morning, I noticed that one
woman whom had always been nice to me stopped talking to me completely and starting being very
snarky. I had a sneaking suspicion it had something to do with B. So I took the liberty of confronting
my friend and asked. Indeed, B had told her, among other things, a blatant lie about me.
So I went up to B and confronted her in front of every employee, stating to her that she shall come to
me from now on, to tell things to my face, rather than telling fibs behind my back. I proceeded to ask
her why she was doing it, and I hadn’t seen myself cause fear in another woman for a long time, but I
had to do it to liberate myself and to show her that I wasn’t going to tolerate her behavior.
The point of my story is to show that there are scenarios in which a feminine woman must assert
herself and go in to more of a masculine mode. It’s all part of being a dynamic and whole woman
who is able to bring out different sides of herself when it is needed. (read my article about light and
dark feminine)
You need to raise your level of masculinity, become even more masculine than them, to bring things
back to a little more fairness.
When confronted with jealous women, or even other aggressive women who disrespect you or your
womanliness, it is important to stand your ground, rather than shy away from it. I learned this lesson,
as I let the situation go on a lot longer than I should have!
Bring out the goddess in you, download your “Goddess Report”.
Do you have any strategies to deal with jealousy from other women? Or do you have any juicy
stories? Feel free to share with us ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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27 Feminine Hobbies for Women
April 21, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
I don’t normally like to call them “hobbies”, but rather, passions. Hobbies sort of seems like
something you halfheartedly do just for the sake of doing something. Passions sound a lot more
interesting. But, hobbies, passions, interests – whatever you like to call them; they’re extremely
important in a woman’s life!
Sometimes, we need to get some more empowering and healthier ways to meet our needs. Hobbies
are one of these ways. It’s important to keep your mind and body constantly growing – if you’re not
growing, you’re dying!
Why hobbies or passions?
Because TV, chocolate, and Netflix is not a quality way to meet your needs as a woman or as a
human! TV is a distraction unless you’re watching educational shows. TV is a life sucker, it is
something that lazy people become addicted to – and I do not recommend it!
I have not watched TV since 2007. I’ve watched the odd Olympic event and maybe 30 minutes of
random news and The Bold and The Beautiful at my mother in law’s (because she often keeps the TV
on), and it has been my saving grace. Cutting out the TV is one reason why this blog has been in
existence since 2009 – it is the reason I have delved into my passion for helping women have deeply
committed, passionate relationships.
Something else to consider is that we live very closed lives. Nowadays it’s all about which person is
getting kicked off which reality TV show (so the general public has a cheap way to feel good about
their lives), or which video was hot on YouTube – or who has better photos on Facebook. (Click here
to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Not to mention that for most young women, they no longer talk about what their greatest passion and
interest is; what they’re doing to add to other people’s lives or what they’re doing to challenge
themselves, it’s more about how drunk you got on Friday or Saturday night.
There are much healthier ways for a woman to spend her time – and there’s nothing wrong with
having a good time, and having a drink but there IS something wrong when you feel you need to
drink something, sniff something, inject something, swallow something, or smoke something in order
to get yourself into a good mood.
So let’s take a look at some fabulous hobbies for women that will make us feel more like a woman,
make us more interesting and charismatic, and more importantly – make us high value. When we add
value to ourselves, we become higher value. And don’t cheap out on yourself – don’t just watch TV
to feel connected or to meet your needs cheaply. I challenge you to get out of your comfort
zone! You can never get the time that TV wasted back. Netflix isn’t going to say sorry when you
regret the time you spent watching it.
When I say “hobbies for women” – I’m referring to anything that fulfills you at a deep level and
recharges you and enriches your life (this doesn’t mean men can’t do the things I’ve listed!) – but
mainly things I think will make you feel good for doing them. We all want to feel like we are enough
– and it is when we habitually feel like we are not enough that we live mediocre lives of desperation.
To feel like we are enough – to feel confident, we must consistently be meeting our needs in superior
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ways. Quality passions is one way to achieve this.

1. Cooking

Cooking is a wonderful thing to do. When it is done with love, you can fill people’s bellies with
nutrition – which is more important than you think. It is nutrition that makes us heal, it is nutrition
that makes us happy and capable. Eat the wrong things for long enough, and the consequences can be
dire for our health and our potential. Cooking is also a hobby and an art that you can enjoy with your
girlfriends, aunties, cousins, mum, grandma, etc. Experiment with making pretty Paleo cupcakes or
healthy Paleo breads like this one. Much most importantly, it’s great if you can learn to cook very
healthy and nutritious meals for your friends/family/boyfriend.
Invest in a great cookbook like The 4-hour Chef by Tim Ferris, follow Gordon Ramsay on YouTube
(always learn from the best of the best, or for ideas, go try ichef or FreeRecipe.org

2. Ballroom Dancing

This is something more traditional, but what a great way to meet some gentlemen if you are single!
Ballroom dancing is a fantastic way to improve your posture and increase poise and grace. Any of
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you traditional ladies out there who love to do classy things – this is a hobby for you!
If you’re in a relationship or married – you could even go with your husband or boyfriend – doing
new things together will bring you a deeper sense of attraction and connection and you’ll have more
fun, and grow together.
Most cities have a ballroom dancing studio, so jump on to Google and search for one nearest to you!
Sometimes you can get your first lesson for free to get a feel for what the instructor is like and to
work out whether it is really something for you.

3. Singing

If you would love to learn to be more expressive and alive, perhaps singing is a good way to add
value to yourself. You can become a deeper woman, and become more connected to who you truly
are – directing your energy away from obsessive thoughts and analytical thoughts, and towards
expressing love and emotion through singing.
You can sing on your own. Sing along to your favorite song, and do it at the top of your lungs in
private to feel more open, expressive, alive and happier.
If you love music, perhaps you could even take some singing lessons?
However, if you don’t have the money for it – just start singing at home or in the car.
Most men ADORE hearing your feminine voice, especially when it’s singing in his ear! Singing
might re-connect you with your feminine flow and get you out of your body’s masculine working
habits. In fact, just as a secret between you and I – your feminine high pitched voice is one of the 17
Attraction Triggers that I write about.
There’s nothing quite like a woman who can sing – the feminine is all about life, and hobbies like
dancing and singing can bring the feminine energy into full force.
Singing can probably also help you to heal and connect with yourself. Never forget the value of
connecting to yourself – knowing yourself, and owning your deep feelings is an unknown pathway to
confidence – we lose confidence when we lose touch with our feelings.
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4. Running/Jogging

If you are already a runner, or if you run regularly, you know how therapeutic running can be.
Running is a great way to escape into your own world, and to be left alone if that’s what you like. I
run a lot because I like to feel the wind on my face, the rain in my hair, and I just like to feel the
freedom of running.
If you find running hard – and you’re not “motivated”, take BABY STEPS. Start by running to the
end of the street and back. And then increase by 100m the next day, and so on.
People start and inevitably give up on things like running because they expect too much from
themselves from the beginning, and it feels like too much. But if you start small, and slowly
INCREASE the mileage – you feel a special thing called “progress”, and progress is what really
makes us happy. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Remember progress is the most important thing. Don’t settle for “I’m not a good runner”. Unless you
have low standards for yourself. Running is a wonderful hobby or passion to have – cherish it!

5. Horse riding
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You need to do new things, to challenge yourself to stay mentally sharp; and to maintain your skills
in being present with life. Horse riding is great for learning to be present because you need to get a
feel for each horse you ride and be connected to the horse.
If you’ve never tried horse-riding, you could always consider it, and give it a go. Learning to be
connected to a horse is such a wonderful and challenging experience that can get you out of yourself.
It can get an introvert into the challenging place they need to be, and it can get a home-body into a
place of discomfort and learning.
Horse-back riding can bring you closer to nature, and it’s something you can do alone or with your
friends, family or your man. It’s a great way to spend a weekend away, to spend time as a couple, and
not to mention horses are beautiful creatures!
If you don’t have the time or money to own a horse (which is an enormous responsibility), there are
plenty of places around for trail-riding or even beach rides or rides for couples.
Here is a beginner’s website where you can learn more about horses, how to ride them, what to do
and what you will need.

6. Reading

Curling up with a good book is always nice! But reading (non-fiction) really helps to broaden the
mind and make you more interesting in conversation. Fiction books are great, too. Reading can
improve your writing skills if you are into writing. Reading also allows you to connect with, and get
inside the minds of great women and men throughout history.
The only thing you need to be careful of is to not get too over-involved with a fiction book if it hasn’t
got a very positive message. If you get over-involved in a book that’s full of negativity, it could
dampen your mood a little too much – and make you see the world in a terrible way.
If you have access to a library card, you can read nearly any book you want without burning a hole in
your pocket. And certainly don’t forget eBay as a potential source for great, cheap books!

7. Learning a Foreign Language
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Women are great at connecting with other human beings – but sometimes, when there’s a language
barrier, this can be hard. So if you plan to visit any new country long-term, or just want to become
bilingual or multilingual, why not learn a new language?
You know how people tell you that you learn languages best when you’re a child? Well, it turns out
that that wasn’t totally true. The famous author of “The Four Hour Work Week”, Timothy Ferris, will
show you how you can absolutely learn a foreign language in 3 months (I’ve heard of adults doing it
in less time).
Having already done this himself, Tim is a very dynamic human being who finds new ways to
accomplish things in crazily small time-frames!

8. Blogging

Blogging is a wonderful way to express yourself and to share your stories, knowledge, and passion
with other people. You can “meet” people from all over the world through a blog, and form great
online (and perhaps face-to-face in the future) friendships this way!
People love stories and love high-quality information for free. If you have any gifts that you want to
share with the world, or even just knowledge that other people could benefit from, you can easily put
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it out on the internet and add value to the world. It’s hard to get started with a blog when you have no
internet traffic yet – but you can learn to build traffic. Problogger is one of the best sites with great
information on starting a blog and growing a blog.
Alternatively, you could use your blog to update your family, friends, and colleagues about your life.
It’s a great tool to use whilst traveling or when you’re away from your loved ones. Parents love to
read their kids’ blogs (perhaps there are exceptions).
Just be mindful of the things you DO say, as you might end up losing your job over your blog like
Heather Armstrong did over at DOOCE. All-in-all, blogging is a great hobby/passion for women –
and you can even co-write a blog with a friend.

9. Jewelry-making

Sparkly, glittery and shiny things are always a delight! What a great way to create and share your
art. Doing something like this with passion and with your touch of uniqueness also makes men more
attracted and drawn to you. (Of course, that’s not the only reason why you should start jewelry
making!)
Not only that, but you can give away the jewelry you make as gifts for others! It’s a very personal
gift since it would be made by you. It’s a great way to give memorable gifts.
Or…why not make jewelry for yourself? You can also take classes on jewelry making, and you may
find that jewelry making can earn you money whilst expressing your feminine creativity.

10. Candle-making
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Candle-making isn’t too complicated; you can purchase candle-making supplies from different arts
and crafts stores to aid you in starting this hobby. This is a great way to create a sensual and loving
mood using your own candles, made the way you want!
You can also make candles with different shapes and scents. What a great idea!

11. Belly-Dancing

If you’ve ever seen a belly dancer, you’ll know just how womanly she looks! What an amazing
hobby for women. It accentuates all your curves and can help you show the world who you really are
– the infinite, creative version of you. The goddess is an integral part of the feminine sexual energy.
And, belly dancing is a fabulous way to increase feminine radiance and beauty.
Of course, this feminine art often enchants and captivates men. Most cities have places where you
can learn belly dancing. Just give them a call and perhaps do a trial class if you can, to see if you like
it. Or, go with a friend. If you really enjoy and get good at it, you can even become a performer!
(Click here to learn to unleash your goddess from within, download the “Goddess Report”)
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12. Painting/Drawing

You know that feeling where you are free to just “create” and “be” whatever you want? Painting,
perhaps like you see a small child would do – could simply be your way to get your feelings out. We
all have to numb ourselves to our feelings somehow – feeling everything would be far too painful,
especially if you are a sensitive soul. Painting purely for yourself can be a way to put those feelings
out on paper – even if no-one else ever sees it, you get to connect with who you are; and that is
priceless.
Painting can give you a lot of self-satisfaction, and paintings will last a lifetime. You can put them up
around the house. A lot of women refuse to get artistic because they think they’ll never be good at it,
or that they’ll never be able to be wonderful painters/drawers.
This is untrue. Classes with a great teacher can really help you improve your painting and drawing
skills.
Drawing as a hobby will cost a lot less than painting will. You can get yourself some art pencils and a
notebook and draw or even doodle in your free time. Art stores, hobby stores, and even private tutors
can provide art and painting classes.
If that costs too much for you, you could even get a hold of some cheap lessons from a “how to”
video on YouTube.

13. Toastmasters/Public Speaking
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Being the number one fear of all humans, if you can conquer this one you are sure on your way to
being a very confident woman.
You may be wondering how on earth you would get started in this, and what you would talk about!
Well, thankfully there is an international non-profit organization called “toastmasters’ which is
usually available in 106 countries. Basically, whoever wants to go, can go and improve their public
speaking skills. You can talk about anything you want to talk about, and it can be an impromptu
speech, or a speech prepared already by you. If you’re particularly passionate about a subject, why
not give public speaking a go? It’s likely that you may find a toastmasters meet-up group near you!
Public speaking is a great hobby for women who want to increase their influence and to get their
message out! At toastmasters, you will get honest feedback from like-minded members.
For a little more background information on public speaking, and how to prepare, please see the
famous Tim Ferris article on how he prepares for public speaking.

14. Video-making
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I have included video-making, and I think it might be the single most important thing for you to start
doing; with the exception of photography. Why? Because memories. People are lazy with their
memories, and they don’t value their memories…so they do not record enough videos or take enough
photos.
However, photo taking only gives you a tiny glimpse of the moment. This is why video-making is
better…And I am suggesting that you make videos of your family and friends, and of your travels –
the key is to find ways to not be boring and create a memorable video for your older self to look back
on – as well as other people’s older selves.
Record the important moments and the not-so-important moments. And then, get creative with your
videos – you can then share them on facebook if you feel like it.
What makes a video great? New perspectives. Consider this video by the very popular Casey Neistat.
It is called “Make it Count” and it will give you a tonne of ideas for new ways to record your life
moments or your travels.
Do it – make a simple video for your own personal memories. Why is it important? Because we often
forget how wonderful some moments were – and when we forget, we don’t become ungrateful – we
don’t cherish our life moments, the connection we had and the warmth we experienced. recording
memories allows you an avenue to re-experience wonderful moments when you get lonely or feel like
life sucks. Yes, it takes effort – but it is a non-lazy, respectable way to add incredible value to you,
and your life.

15. Lap Dancing/Striptease
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The kind of thing strippers do? Yes, Lap dancing. Far from being slutty and tasteless, lap dancing (or
erotic dancing/striptease) when done only for yourself or your man can do amazing things for you. It
helps you access your dark feminine energy, and it helps you to release your dark feminine energy –
the parts of you that other people have wanted you to push down all of your life (because it triggers
them). It might add value to your sex life and it is a very feminine thing, too.
Lap dancing is fun because you can include a whole lot of different props and feathers, hats, sexy
outfits, costumes and your favorite music! It will CERTAINLY get your man’s attention!
Erotic dance and lap dancing are PLAYFUL! You can get lap dancing classes at pole dance studios
or any erotic dance studio.
Still unsure? Why not watch Salma Hayek get her sexy erotic dance moves on? ?

16. Knitting

Knitting is really quite an old style hobby for women (although it is still enjoyed even by men around
the world). Although some may think it’s old-fashioned, knitting is a great creative outlet for women,
and it’s great to feel the self-satisfaction when you know the knitted garment is made by you!
You can knit for your friends, children, husband, boyfriend….anyone!
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If you want free knitting patterns and more information on knitting, please visit dailyknitter.

17. Photography

If you feel you’re not particularly the arty type but would like to be, consider photography. It ranks
high among the group of easy-to-start hobbies for women. You can start with just your phone camera
or an entry level DSLR camera. With digital editing software becoming cheaper and more accessible,
almost anyone can start photography!
The great thing about photography is that you can combine it with other interests. If you love nature,
snap some photos on your next outdoors trip or hike. Love people? Snap some great photos of your
family and friends!
Take a look at digital photography school and strobist to get started.

18. Food Styling

Maybe even a little more creative than cooking, food styling is often a bit of a fascination for a lot of
people! You can decorate salads, cakes, cookies, pastries, etc. The best thing about this is that you
can give it your own touch and give others something to remember you by! You can create your own
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signature pastry, cookies or cake with your special twist.
If you would like to get serious about food styling, you can always join a decorating class. And you
can always turn this hobby into a business if you are truly passionate!

19. Gardening

Another hobby that brings out a woman’s creative side – gardening can be very relaxing and
rewarding – if you commit to taking care of your garden. Grow your own veggie patch for good
health – or just make your home look pretty and inviting!
If you want to find a good way to add your own feminine touch to your home or the world, gardening
is great – and is often a great source of admiration for other people. This hobby is even accessible for
apartment-living. Only the technique is a little different and there may be less space.
Whilst it is fun, gardening can also be quite challenging and you will need to know a thing or two if
you don’t. Visit garden.org for a wealth of information to get you started!

20. Volunteering

If you’re the kind of woman who is contribution-minded, this is for you. If you’re not contributionwww.TheRedArchive.com
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minded, perhaps when you feel ready, you could consider volunteering?
Everyone has a gift they can give to others. Volunteering is also a great way to seek fulfillment and to
appreciate your own life more.
Volunteering can open your eyes to the plight of others, and it’s also a great way to meet other men
and women who want to give to others. There are many ways you can give. You can give your time,
money effort – anything you want to give.
Audrey Hepburn did make an unforgettable impact through her work with UNICEF (WARNING:
this video may potentially make you teary).
It can be difficult to find a volunteering organization that does not ask you to pay to volunteer (albeit
a small amount) and to go with an organization that doesn’t require you to pay can mean a fair bit of
effort involved through applications and selection, but if you are serious about contributing, consider
the following organizations:
UNICEF
Cambodian Children’s Painting Project
Volunteer International
Volunteer Abroad

21. Writing

Writing is a great hobby for women who love words, have a way with words and enjoy being
creative. You can write letters, little stories modeled from your favorite short stories, and eventually,
you can even write a book (these days, you don’t have to jump many hurdles to get a book
published), check out BLURB for easy publishing at NO up-front costs.
See this article by James Altucher on how and why he self-published a book. He also has more
information on how to self-publish the bestseller inside of you.
When it comes to writing, you can write poems, make photo books and write about the photos, and
even write letters to your friends. Writing is a good way to channel your thoughts and can make you a
better communicator.
If you were good at writing in school, this may be a good option for you. Perhaps you can even just
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keep a diary and write down random ideas that come to you throughout the day for stories, books,
poems or letters.
If you enjoy letter writing, that may be an option, and you can even get into the cool stuff like fine
stationery and fountain pens. Even though computers have taken over our lives, writing hand-written
letters can show it comes from your heart, and people appreciate hand-written letters more than ever!

22. Pole Dancing

Pole dancing is a performing art as well as a sport. It’s a combination of gymnastics and dancing.
More recently, artistic pole dancing has been included in a non-erotic environment using Chinese
poles and in circus-cabaret as well as stage performance. Of course, pole dancing is great for fitness
and core strength. Lots of women treat it very seriously and truly enjoy competing, but pole dancing
can be done just for fun, and you can also buy your own pole and install it in your home so you can
practice!
If normal pole dancing does not feel right for you, you can even try something like pole jam (dancing
and using the pole to jam around), which focuses more on dancing, your dance fluidity and requires
only simple, fun and playful pole work.
If you think pole dancing is only for a certain “type” of woman, and think it’s not graceful, check out
this sensational video first. Like anything, you put your own touch into it, and it becomes as graceful
or classy as you want it to be.
Just secretly: Pole dancing is also It’s a great opportunity to use your feminine triggers to attract and
get a man’s blood boiling uncontrollably.

23. Flower Arrangement
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This is a real feminine art, and you can start by yourself and do it in your own home. If you don’t
want to keep replenishing flowers, you can even use fake (yet still beautiful) flowers and arrange
them and place them in vases throughout the house.
This is an accessible hobby for anyone, even if you’re not a florist and professionally trained. All you
need is your love, care, and your creativity!
This site has flower arranging tips and articles.

24. Gym

If you don’t have a gym membership, but have always really wanted to get one, when would now be
a good time to get one?
A gym membership can be one of the most valuable things for women. You don’t have to be afraid to
start lifting weights – just speak with a female personal trainer and get a few sessions before you start
doing your own workouts.
At a gym, you can do light weights, join classes, do stretching (which is extremely important for
fitness), and even make friends.
One of the best things about the gym is that even if it’s freezing cold where you are, you have NO
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excuse not to go!
And, if you want a place where you can exercise with minimal impact on the joints, go to the gym
and use the cross trainer or the stepper! These non-impact exercises are wonderful for toning your
muscles and helping you shape your legs.
It’s NEVER too late to start. The gym gives you many different choices and options, and if your gym
has a pool, even BETTER!
If you are looking for some new, reliable strength training exercises, Mercola Fitness has wonderful
video tutorials featuring proper trainers who show you how to do some of the best, most functional
(and sometimes challenging) strength training exercises.

25. Swimming

The best thing about swimming regularly is that it provides you an opportunity to get into a bit of
resistance exercise without the use of heavy weights. Swimming can do wonders for your body and
when done consistently, can really tone the muscles all over.
Swimming is often overlooked as a form of exercise in our modern society, but even if it’s the only
exercise you do, swimming will give you amazing health benefits.
The other great thing you can do in a pool is water running, which involves the use of a shallow
pool, and you just run up and down the lanes. More fantastic resistance exercise without the use of
heavy weights, and if you’ve got aches and pains, or have any injuries, swimming is a great way to
help heal those.
If you do any other sports, swimming is a key way to cross-train as well.

26. Aromatherapy
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Aromatherapy involves using volatile plant oils and essential oils for relaxation, spiritual health, and
psychological health.
If you have a very busy schedule, and a hectic lifestyle, aromatherapy may be for you. In fact,
aromatherapy is great for any woman. Choose scents that you love and that have a profound effect on
you. Different people will respond to different scents.
You can either inhale essential oils or apply them to the skin. Shops like Aveda have beautiful sprayon scents. You can even just purchase some essential oils and put small droplets into a bath. But
essential oils should never be applied to the skin undiluted! It can cause irritation.
Visit Aromaweb for fantastic information on aromatherapy.
And remember that anything you apply to the skin has a very real chance of being absorbed into the
bloodstream, so apply small amounts and choose carefully.
If you apply essential oils to the skin, it can become your unique signature scent, even replacing
perfume!

27. Collecting antiques

It goes without saying that some women are definitely collectors! Some love to keep pretty,
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interesting things! Collecting antiques can range from furniture to clocks to Chinese teapots. It all
comes down to individual taste, but the hobby of collecting antiques requires that you at least be a
little bit informed about what is good and what is not.
If you love Sunday markets or just markets in general, this hobby could be a very real option for you.
Whether you’re a beginner or an advanced collector, the site how to collect antiques will be of great
help to you.

2 BONUS HOBBIES
Playing Board Games

Remember how fun board games are? Yes, you do! Only, these days, a lot of people are
unfortunately on their phones during family time…which is disappointing and it takes away from
genuine in-person fun and connection. Humans have used games a lot throughout history in order to
bond and value each other’s company. Why don’t you take the lead in your family and suggest a
good board game?
Here are the 50 Best Board Games of 2017. Check it out and try something new! Games are a smart
way to engage your friend in a new, novel way and enjoy each others company.

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu
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Generally, fewer women than men engage in jiu jitsu, however, that is no reason to not choose jiu
jitsu! It is exceedingly good for getting in to shape because it engages the entire body and mind – it is
an intense sport. Jiu Jitsu is also a sport that teaches you humility. You might even make decent
friends through jiu jitsu, because starting jiu jitsu enters you into a sisterhood/brotherhood that is
unique.
NOTE: This article has been updated as of October 2018. Do you have anything to add to this
list of hobbies? What’s your favorite hobby? What hobby do you want to discover?
If you’re already experienced with a hobby on this list, please offer some tips for those women who
are just starting out. What things would I need to know? Do share your knowledge with us ?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men online?
Check it out!
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How to Turn Down a Guy
April 26, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

You’ve been there before. You’re sitting on the train by yourself or waiting innocently for an
appointment, and some guy starts talking to you. Even before he opened his mouth, you felt his eyes
on you, and your feminine intuition perks its head up and says….’this guy is bad news….’
So you remain friendly, and try not to say too much as to wrongly give him the impression you’re
interested, and try not to say too little just in case he’s one of those ones whose anger boils when you
refuse to give him any attention. I think every woman has had the unfortunate opportunity to deal
with the latter.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Whilst you’re trying to balance out your inattention with your pleasantries, the tension is building and
it gets to the crunch point where he says “so where are you going after this?” or “so have you got a
boyfriend?” or the dreaded “What’s your number?”
Hm. If you’re lucky, you would have gotten away with the old “I have a boyfriend, sorry” – but
sometimes, just sometimes, a more ‘intense’ kind of guy throws this at you:
“WHAT?! Am I not good enough for You???!!” Or proceeds to stalk you on your subsequent
wanderings.
By this time your heart is racing, and you’re feeling a little vulnerable and perhaps a tad scared. I’ve
witnessed this exact situation happen with other women, as well as with myself. It’s particularly bad
when a man is intoxicated.
What do you DO??!
As feminine, kind, caring, sensitive and compassionate women, we don’t want to start a fight with
him, but neither are we interested in him. Here are some suggestions I have:
If you’re around other people, throw a pleading look at the nearest gentleman or beefy looking man,
hoping he will step up and say “if you continue to hassle my wife, you’ll be dealing with me”. Show
your vulnerability to another man of close proximity and appeal to his sense of protectiveness, and
inclination to help the damsel in distress.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
If you’re alone and particularly vulnerable and he persists, the best thing to do would be to do some
quick thinking, and figure out a way to make him feel important (give him some significance)
without giving away any personal details, and without wrongly giving him the impression that you
ARE interested. If the “I have a boyfriend” line didn’t work, then you most likely have a bigger
problem on your hands.
There will be men who disrespect your femininity and vulnerability and use their perhaps
overpowering masculinity to try to intimidate you in to submitting to them or giving them the
attention/love that they want.
And if you look particularly feminine, young/innocent, are an open/kind and warm woman or are
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particularly petite or delicate, you may even appear more like the ideal target for men like this. No
wonder so many women refuse to smile and talk to men they’ve never met before. It can get us into a
bit of a predicament and men can take it the wrong way! (read my article about do beautiful women
intimidate men)
It’s hard for women, as we don’t want to give men the wrong impression by smiling – hence giving
him the impression that we’re open to them, yet we don’t want to feel inhibited and guilty. Nor do we
want to ignore men or seem arrogant, snobby or dismissive.
So how do we strike a good balance and get the result we want without damaging a man’s ego or
causing him to get more angry and feel more rejected?
A good way to deal with a man who is hassling you is to bounce straight back at him on his level
(intellectually) and/or break his pattern. So, if he appears to be a little bit of an unbalanced and
desperate individual, make up a playful yet dismissive line such as “I’m going to the North Pole, and
the last train is leaving in 10 minutes”. If he’s the type that says “oh c’monnnnn….” just keep
distracting him until he stops.
You could also try “shhhhh.”
“Did you hear that??!”
……….”oh it’s my phone, I think it must be my boyfriend calling!”
Use the art of distraction! Distraction or breaking his pattern, whatever you like to call it, can be very
effective because you are able to superficially connect with him, so as to make him feel somewhat
acknowledged, and you’re able to engage him playfully to make everything a little more light-hearted
as well as confuse him.
The best thing to do, if you cannot easily get out of the situation, is to know your outcome (to not be
stalked), don’t lose sight of your outcome, and keep bringing the focus of the conversation back
to get him to leave you alone.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
If you get angry or aggressive back, this could make him more angry, as a man with a masculine
sexual essence will respond to challenge by putting up a fight – if he is disrespecting you in the first
place (won’t leave you alone), he probably won’t even consider the fact that you’re a woman and that
you ought to be treated differently to a man in a similar situation, even if you’re getting angry and
aggressive towards him.
It’s important to remember that in a difficult situation such as this, where an egocentric man uses his
masculinity for the worse, normal ways of dealing with men may not apply. There are some men who
will play on your vulnerability and the more vulnerable you look, the worse they get.
If you are with a girlfriend, you can give her a nudge to help you out. I have a very smart, witty and
quick-thinking girlfriend who got us out of a situation like this before by grabbing my hand and
immediately marching off with me. This was rather brazen and abrupt but effective in the
circumstances.
If you want, you can also memorize the rejection line number as a quick way out. There should be a
particular number for your country/area. ? Just make sure to disappear before he says “I’ll prank you
so you have my number too”.
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If a man is seriously angry at you, intoxicated and appears dangerous, you can still distract him or
break his pattern, as a man’s judgment may be impaired if he is intoxicated. So, being playful and
funny, or even ‘weird’ can cause him to become a little confused, and distracted from his ‘goal’.
(read my article about finding and attracting your ideal man)
Admittedly, this strategy may not always work. So if he is being aggressive and you are alone, make
sure to show that you are not going to be taken advantage of, and in this situation, you want to
completely disregard a man’s sensitive ego. State firmly that you no longer wish to be hassled, and
that if he continues it you will (fill in the gaps)/use your pepper spray or call the police.
Ultimately, every situation will be different but knowing your outcome and standing your ground
helps.
Do you want to increase your knowledge about men? Click here to get our popular program
Understanding Men.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
Do you have any suggestions for ways in which women can deal with unwanted attention?
What do you do when you need to turn a guy down? Do you have any good stories to share with
us that we can all learn from?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Are You Masculine, Feminine or Neutral? A Quiz
April 27, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

What is your sexual essence – Masculine, Feminine or Neutral?
Article updated 2018

This post is a quiz on the sexual essences. We have compiled some questions so that you can get a
better idea of whether you’re living in your feminine, masculine or in neutral sexual essence. It will
also show you whether you are naturally more feminine at your core, or more masculine at your core.
By the way, you can also take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”, click here to take
the quiz now.
This quiz is meant to be a bit of fun, and meant to be taken lightly so if you get something that was
unexpected, try not to get your knickers in a knot! ?
Answer the questions honestly. And imagine you are with an intimate partner whom you trust. ?
1) When I’m working on a project, I
A) Tend to get distracted easily
B) Tend to be completely focused and don’t notice significant events/noises/other people trying
to talk to me
C) I neither get distracted nor become completely focused
2) I:
A) Can talk on the phone, fry a steak and greet visitors at the same time
B) Have to do one thing at once, otherwise one or more of the tasks suffer significantly in
effectiveness
C) My partner and I both share tasks and are able to talk to each other at the same time
3) When my close friend has a problem in their life, I like to…
A) Prefer to talk to them about it, listen to them, understand them
B) Solve their problem somehow
C) Think about things rationally and work them through
4) In the bedroom, I’d more often prefer someone who is:
A) Physically larger than me
B) Physically smaller than me
C) I don’t Mind
5) Which of the following more accurately describes the kind of intimate partners you’ve had in
your life:
A) My partners have tended to assume they are right about everything
B) My intimate partners have told me that they think I always think I’m right about everything
C) I’ve rarely had any disagreements with my partners in the past; things tend to go smoothly.
6) In the past, at parties or social situations, I have tended to:
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A) Have the desire to get up and dance when the music is on
B) Preferred to stay sitting and talk seriously with others or watch others tear up the dance floor
C) Do what everyone else is doing
7) Which of the following best describes your intimate relationships throughout your life, when
something is wrong:
A) I have tended to close up, (arms clasped around my knees and folded against my chest), and
shut out my partners words, as the tone of their words and intensity of their bodily gestures cause
me to shut down, perhaps leading me to stop listening and blocking out their words
B) I have tended to withdraw from my partner, wanting to get away from the relationship and
even questioning whether I should be in the relationship
C) I’d rather discuss things rationally with my partner rather than wanting to leave or shutting
my partner out
8 ) It would hurt me more if my intimate partner were to say:
A) You are looking old and run down lately
B) Where is your life headed?!! You seem to be losing direction.
C) You really treat men differently than you treat women
9) In the bedroom, I’d mostly prefer:
A) My intimate partner took control, and I surrender to them
B) My intimate partner let me take control, and surrender to me
C) Nobody surrenders and nobody takes control
10) It would hurt me more if my intimate partner were to say to me:
A) You’ve put on weight, you need to eat less and exercise more
B) You’re making a bad investment with your money
C) You’re very unlike me
11) After making love, I more often:
A) Want to cuddle with my intimate partner
B) Feel very relaxed/want to fall asleep
C) I’m going to make a cup of tea
12) I’d more often prefer that my intimate partner was:
A) Stronger than me physically
B) Less strong than me physically
C) Of the same physical strength as me for their proportion
13) I would more often prefer as an intimate partner:
A) Someone who sweeps me off my feet, is sensitive confident and takes charge
B) Someone who is open to me and trusts me
C) Has the same interests and common goals as me
14) Which of the following situations would frustrate you more:
A) When I ask my partner what we are doing, they say “I don’t know, what do you want to do?
B) When I’m driving, my partner tells me to stop and ask for directions
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C) When my partner doesn’t pull their weight around the house
15) When I’m in a store and I can’t find something I am looking for, I
A) Tend to feel completely comfortable asking a store manager or sales representative where the
item may be
B) Tend to not want to ask where the item may be, but look for it until I find it
C) I don’t mind either, whichever is the quickest way.
If you answered mostly As, your sexual essence is more feminine. If you answered mostly Bs,
your sexual essence is more masculine. If you answered mostly Cs, your sexual essence is more
neutral.
If you have 12 or more As, then you are highly feminine at your core.
If you have 12 or more Bs, then you are highly masculine at your core.
You can find the original sexual essence quiz at
http://home.wanadoo.nl/prembuddha/sexual.html. Our quiz on sexual essence is based on the
same ideas, but we have added our own questions to the pre-existing ones, and refined it in a way
that we think provides extra understanding and knowledge. Check out the original quiz if you are
interested.
By the way, do you know that we’ve already opened up the enrollment for our new version of
Commitment Control 2.0? Click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What were your results? Do you have any questions? Has this made you more aware of your
own or your partner’s tendencies in intimate relationship? Or more aware of what kind of
partner you want?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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7 Steps to Instant Feminine Poise
May 1, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

“Poise is a power derived from the Mastery of Self”
Article updated 2018

A woman who is poised is not easy to come by. Perhaps she was 30, 40, 50 + years ago. But such a
woman is not too common these days. A feminine woman is often the epitome of grace, elegance and
poise.
The definition of poise is: ‘A graceful and elegant bearing; composure of dignity and manner’.
The only negative thing about women who are traditionally poised, is that sometimes this poise tends
to surface accompanied by a sense of rigidity. Femininity is not about being rigid, and no feminine
woman should be tight and stringent in her manner and/or life. Some women who are traditionally
‘poised’ take themselves too seriously, and take the issue of poise too far. (Click here to take the quiz
on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Truly feminine women have a beautiful quality of spontaneity and freedom. Feminine energy flows
with the energy of life. It is sometimes chaotic, sometimes calm, and at other times, even melancholy
and dark. (read my article about feminine beauty)
“Composure”; being a part of the definition of poise, needs to be considered. Sometimes, people who
are composed border on stoical; and this is not ideal. Yes, there is a time and place for composure –
but it’s important not to take this overboard. Even if you are seeking to be poised, you can take the
issue of composure lightly.
Feminine women are real – above all else. So whilst a woman needs to be composed at times, it’s
important that she is able to go with the flow of life. Femininity also involves an element of
irrationality – and some people (men and women included), make this wrong. It’s not wrong. Again,
chaos is a typical trait of the feminine energy. This is where a woman’s ‘ocean of emotion’ comes in
to it. ?
So, poise is important – but poise comes from a deeply assured sense of self, and authenticity. A
woman who ‘needs’ to compose herself may have one too many unresolved contradictions and
insecurities within her. There’s nothing wrong with this, but poise should not be taken to mean, or
appear to be, a ‘forced’ sense of dignity, self-respect and elegance. (read my article about fake
feminine)
So here are some steps to achieving instant poise:
1) Poise is, more than anything else, a result of plenty of self-confidence.Acknowledge thatyour
purpose is not to ‘appear’ self-assured and poised, but to be truly and actually poised, from deep
within – where you harbor an unshakable sense of certainty and self-confidence.
I do believe in the saying “fake it until you make it”. Because when you put yourself in the ‘state’ of
doing something you don’t feel you actually know how to do, but ‘pretend’ as if you do – momentum
ensues, and often, the ability to do the thing you want to do follows.
So if you do lack self-confidence, and aren’t so assured – think: ‘What would I do in this situation
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if I DID know what to do?’ ?
Self-confidence is your friend when it comes to achieving poise. They go hand-in-hand. If you are
self-confident, it’s much easier to go with the flow, be strong (in a feminine way) and become able to
deal with any situation that arises. Particularly unfavorable situations, such as being late for a
meeting, a friend betraying you, and being strong for others and having to show support and be relied
upon when your own life seems like it’s falling apart.
Poise is about knowing your value despite the circumstances.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
2) Face your fears and forgive yourself for past mistakes, no matter how big they are. Even a
woman who has acted ‘cheap’ in the past can achieve poise.
A lot of women have done things in their past that they regret, that were less than graceful,
respectable and poised – and as a result they “lock” themselves in to one particular identity – and
therefore, so does everybody else! If you do it, so will everybody else. However, if you act like a
graceful and elegant woman who is poised, and believe in it, other people will, too!
If anyone is going to give you respect (something that often ensues when you are a poised and
graceful woman), you have to give it to yourself first, and you need to acknowledge your past
mistakes, know that you are human and that most of us have a skeleton or two in our closet. I
certainly have a couple.
But just because you did a certain thing in the past, or acted a certain way, or made a certain mistake
– doesn’t preclude you from joining the ranks of poised and graceful ladies now, and in the future.
Forgive yourself – learn from your mistakes and ease in to grace, elegance and poise. No mistake or
memory of a mistake in your life has truly earned its place until you learn from it and continue to
love yourself despite. (read my article about how to to open up for love)
3) Be honest but not blunt. Care for other people, and consider others when you are asked for
feedback, your opinion, or put in a difficult or challenging situation.If you have an urge to act
impulsively (which is not always a bad thing, but it is when you’re going to be nasty, critical or
inconsiderate of another person’s emotions) – wait a moment.
It is better to pause and think your actions and responses through than to act impulsively. Again, I
love women who act impulsively and who are unpredictable – but there is a time for this. If you’re in
a serious situation, such as in a work or corporate environment, or are put in a difficult position or
awkward moment by friends, family or strangers, it’s important to think things through before you act
and cause any extra problems for yourself and others.
Expressing your opinion is important, but it is imperative to do it with class, integrity and
modesty.
4) Avoid a scarcity mindset. Have you ever gone to a food hall, or a food court, and it’s packed –
you are looking for a seat, and you finally see one, so you calmly walk over with your plate of food –
only to have some rude, crass and disrespectful person sprint to the seat before you?
Not only is it frustrating, but it’s just plain terrible behavior. It’s worse when you look at them in
disbelief, and they act like they didn’t see you!
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You don’t have to have no money to be poor. Poor, un-elegant people exist as a result of a poor
mindset. A scarcity mindset. A scarcity mindset is the nemesis of grace and poise. A scarcity mindset
often leads to desperation. And desperation isn’t a trait of poise. I know we’ve all felt desperate for
something in our lives, but desperation born out of a scarcity mindset will destroy all efforts to
achieve poise.
A scarcity mindset will also dispel a woman’s serenity and calmness; and as a result – how classy or
poised she will become. (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on
Facebook?”)
I’ll give you another example. You’re hopping on to a train, and you can see there are only a couple
of seats left. You walk on calmly, – and before you know it, some arrogant and selfish person pushes
you out the way to get to the seat first. This is not graceful. It is not poised. People like this don’t earn
respect, they remain forgotten and in other people’s distant memory; deep in the dust.
The point is – there WILL be a seat available! Poise is about being at peace, knowing that there is
enough to go around! Somebody else’s gain is not your loss!
A woman of poise makes a profound impact and commands respect at the highest level.
Even though these may be small, insignificant matters – every little bit counts. You must be poised
even when there’s no-one around whom you are seeking to impress or please. Poise is unqualified. A
poised woman lives it. And doesn’t act poised only when it benefits her.
Like any women who achieves true success and commands respect, achieving poise is the same – you
have to consider others beyond yourself.
5) Correct your posture, if your posture is suffering. Most people need to get better posture. And I
don’t blame them – it’s so easy to get terrible posture with our lifestyle these days. The traditional
book-on-the-head strategy doesn’t work.
There are much better ways to improve your posture. It’s not something that can be taught very well
through words, so if you are interested in a video on improving your posture, please see our videos
and post on 3 Steps to Instant Good Posture.
6) For this point, I’d like to quote the amazing Coach John Wooden:
“You can’t let praise or Criticism get to you. It is a weakness to get caught up in either one”
Know your value. Be humble. Even if you are no.1 at something, we are always learning and should
never assume that we are more ‘worthy’ than others. Part of knowing your value is knowing your
abilities as well as your limitations. I do believe anyone can achieve anything they wish, but it’s
important not to descend in to arrogance or egotism.
You may offer more value than others, and have better abilities, but any woman who tramples on
others to feel better about herself, or to achieve an air or superiority, isn’t poised.
Arrogance destroys poise. It is not graceful, and neither is it elegant.
7) Model others. If there is a woman whom you consider to have great poise; look to her, figure out
what it is that makes her so poised. Is it a special point of elegance that she has? Is it her ability to
think before she acts?
Is it the way she holds herself? Poise consists of how one is presented to the world from the outside,
as well as a person’s mindset.
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Examples of women whom I think have great poise:
Natalie Portman – Despite her rap video. ? (Warning: foul language right here)
Nicole Kidman
The late, extraordinarily beautiful soul, Audrey Hepburn
Michelle Obama
Michelle Pfeiffer
Charlize Theron
Julia Roberts
Kate Beckinsale
SUMMARY:
1. Poise comes through true, authentic inner confidence.
2. Face your fears and forgive yourself for past mistakes. Don’t get ‘locked’ in to a particular
identity, or past identities.
3. Be honest but not blunt. Give real, good feedback, express your opinions with class and
integrity.
4. Avoid a scarcity mindset.
5. Develop good posture.
6. Know your value, and be confident in your value.
7. Model others.
(A big Thank You to our loyal and lovely reader, Stefanie for the suggestion for this article.)
Let your feminine goddess out and download the “Goddess Report”
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
As always, offer your additions, objections or thoughts on this article, and share any examples
you have of women who are poised, and whom you admire.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Steps to Instant Good Posture
May 6, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2020

There are many reasons why you would want and need good posture.
Other than for elegance, poise and looking classy, having great posture is very important for sending
the world the signal that you hold yourself as a high value woman.
Perhaps most important is the effect of great posture on your overall health and femininity. I (along
with my husband D.Shen who is a qualified physiotherapist – but currently non practicing), will show
you 3 quick and easy ways to instantly improve your overall posture!
Proper posture prevents injuries by decreasing the stress on muscles, ligaments, tendons, bones and
joints. From my experience, many people who have poor back posture end up with back problems;
especially disc herniation.
One of the most fantastic side benefits of having great posture is that it makes you look more
attractive. Whether you are a man or a woman, perfect posture gives you an air of feminine
confidence. On the other hand, poor posture is often associated with depression, boredom and a
general lack of value.
There’s something magnetic about a person with good posture who holds their head high with pride.
It gives a person charisma and an air of importance and presence. (read my article about how to be
confident with men)
The other great thing about good posture is that it makes you feel better on the inside. There’s a direct
correlation between what you do with your body and how you feel on the inside.
In fact, many gurus would say that “emotion” comes from motion. How you move your body
partially determines how you feel.
If you don’t believe me, then take this for an example. If I was to say to you, there’s someone behind
door 1, who is depressed, bored, and generally doesn’t have much zest for life, would you be able to
describe the way they’re sitting or standing?
Would their shoulders be back or rounded? Would they be looking up or down? You’d most likely be
able to guess; but why? It’s because there’s a very strong association between the way we hold
ourselves and the way we feel.
Changing the way you move your body changes your biochemistry. A MUCH better way to change
the way you feel than through the use of drugs (prescription or not). (read my article about how to
attract men)
If you are committed to becoming more attractive, having more presence and charisma, set aside
10 minutes to get through all of the content and the 3 videos on this post. Enjoy! ?

So here are 3 quick steps that will guarantee you better posture instantly
So just to recap, you need to pretend there’s a string attached to the top of your head, and it’s pulling
you up towards the ceiling. This will help you elongate your spine and make you feel a lot taller. Also
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your chest should be popped out a lot more, giving you an increased ability to breathe deeper into the
bottom of your lungs.
Secondly, draw your shoulder blades back and down. It’s important to push your shoulder blades
down because you don’t want to simply shrug your shoulders.
Lastly, bring your chin back towards your spin and this will create a better posture for your neck.
Now it’s important to do these exercises often, for a couple of reasons. The first reason is so that you
condition your body to be more comfortable in the better posture, and secondly, so you remember
how to perform the stretches.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Stretches for good posture
Now I understand that a lot of people out there have gotten used to poor posture over many weeks,
months and years. This is the reason why we included a couple of quick stretches you can also do to
improve your posture. First exercise we’re going to do is the pectoral stretch.
There are a couple of variations that helps to stretch all the fibres of your pectoral muscles.
As you can see on the video, this is a fantastic drill to reverse the damage (tightness of your pectoral
muscles) of all those many years of slumping over.
Remember to breathe as you are stretching and when you exhale, push slightly further into the
stretches.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Reversing damage over the years – setting in good posture permanently
The last video here is to do with reversing the roundness in your spine. This is a really excellent
exercise to mobilise your thoracic spine and increase your range of motion and feel better at the same
time.
So remember, make perfecting your posture a habit as well as a priority!
Let us know what you think of these videos. Did you find the videos and the post helpful?
How you show up as has high impact on how men think of you. Click here to learn more about what
attracts men from the eBook 17 Attraction Triggers.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community
using this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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Do Men Prefer Younger Women?
May 7, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
I’d like to refer you to this video in which Bernard Chapin (a devout anti-feminist) talks about
women, age, what men like, and this article titled: Cougars and MILF’s Rule! 40 Year old Women
are WAY Hotter Than 20 Year Olds!
I will say that I am a fan of Bernard’s. He is very entertaining on camera (hilarious in fact), and he
does have passion and a strong presence of which I respect and like. However, in this video he says
(among other things):
“What men desire more than anything in women is youth; that’s just the way that it is.
Youth correlates with fertility. Men are devoted to women for the purposes of
reproduction”.
This doesn’t send the nicest message to women around the world. What woman wants to think that
when she reaches a certain age, that her man is going to want someone younger than her? Or that
she’s no longer as valuable as a younger woman? What happens then, to the notion of love and
attraction? (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
This is like saying: “Women are devoted to men for the purposes of resources/money”. And though
we know this is true for some women, for many women this is simply untrue. What about women
saying that they only like tall men? What then, is to become of shorter men? Should they expect a
lower quality of life because they are shorter than their male counterparts? The short answer is no.
Manliness has nothing to do with height. I’ve seen very short men who were so manly and attractive
that I didn’t even consider their height to be an issue.
I would like to say however, that Bernard’s statement does have value, and it does have truth to it.
For example, if a man is incompetent/unintelligent/cannot provide for a woman at all, he may not be
as attractive to most females as other men who have more resources. But my point is that women
wouldn’t necessarily be devoted to men solely for their ability to provide/their money. If they were,
they would take up any so-called ‘better opportunity’ that comes along even if they were taken. (read
my article about is it wise to pick a man who love you more than you love him?)
I believe women are devoted to a man who is in his essence, a man. In other words, if he represents
strength, has passion, is confident and driven; that’s attractive to a woman. There are exceptions
though. A less driven man will, conversely, attract a woman who is more driven than him, because it
makes up for his lack of direction. We attract what we deserve, and we attract a partner based on the
energy we put out.
A sexually ‘neutral’ person (although they are rare), will not be so big on the masculine/feminine
dichotomy however, and will be happy in a relationship where the roles are interchanged regularly.
Most of us (80% of us) are either more masculine at our core, or more feminine, and therefore prefer
(as well as attract) someone whose sexual essence is more opposite to ours.
Both Bernard’s statement above, and my example statement that ‘women are devoted to men for the
purposes of resources/money’ indicate ONE thing. That in each respective scenario, the man/woman
wants a partner of the opposite sex for what they can GET from them. This is what most people are
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like. They go in to a relationship thinking about what they can get from the other person. They want
someone who makes them feel good. This is not the way to run a relationship!
And, though I do believe men want a woman who has great reproductive value, who is attractive,
radiant and gorgeous, that’s not all there is to it.
I wanted to address this issue, because progressively over the years, I’ve heard women around me
bemoan their age, and feel upset that they are ‘past their use-by date’, and they fear that their husband
will leave them for a younger woman. And this is a terrible feeling for all women. We want to be
loved! We don’t want to be traded in for a more ‘up-to-date’ model!
It’s true that there are women in their 50s who are being left by their husband – sometimes for a
younger woman. But it really has nothing to do with your age.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What is Youth
‘Age is a question of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it doesn’t matter.” – Anthony
Robbins
Youth is energy. Youth is vitality. Youth is radiance.
Youth – is not dependent upon age. Youth is how a woman acts. Youth is a state of mind. Youth is
founded upon your beliefs and values. There are a lot of 18 year-olds who look and act like they are
about 40. Conversely, there are a lot of beautiful older women who look and act like they are 16.
Take Goldie Hawn for example. I’ve not seen a woman 60+ with more radiance in a while. She just
oozes sex appeal, femininity and sensuality. I remember I was at a seminar run by Anthony Robbins
back in 2007 with 5,000 other people, and he asked for a show of hands from the men who thought
that Goldie Hawn was more attractive than her daughter, Kate Hudson. There was a significant
number of men who raised their hands. No, I’m not kidding.
I won’t deny that there are men out there who want a younger woman. There are many men out there
who want a woman for what she can do for him. Give him sex, better social status, make him look
good, make him look like the ‘alpha male’, etc. But needless to say, there are plenty of men out there
who are not looking for this specifically.
Some men will say they find younger women more attractive than an older woman and then talk
about how attractive Halle Berry or Catherine Zeta-Jones are. Most women will talk about how these
women have all had plastic surgery. But if you don’t believe a woman can look youthful and
gorgeous 60 or even 70+ without surgery, please check out Mimi Kirk (if you haven’t seen or heard
of her, please take a look, she is incredible)! (read my article about how to achieve youthfulness and
radiance)

What do Men Want?
So, what is it exactly that men want? Is a woman unattractive past a certain age? Maybe to a certain
type of man. But here’s the truth: ATTRACTION has little to do with age. Attraction has to do with
polarity. Polarity meaning the masculine/feminine dichotomy that creates a spark in your
relationship. Why else would there be so many younger men dating older women?
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Polarity creates passion, excitement, that feeling of being in love, and ecstacy!
Attraction can be triggered regardless of age, and even despite a perceived ‘lack’ of other important
factors. That is one of the reasons why you see good-looking men with women whom you may find
very ‘unattractive’ or not pretty. (read my article about how to make a man want you)
Femininity knows no age. Men love femininity. Men love women full stop. Femininity attracts
masculinity. As long as a woman remains feminine, she won’t have a problem. Why is femininity
important?
Well, no woman can truly rely solely on her looks. A lot of men may go for a younger woman
because younger women tend to be more innocent, youthful, carefree, ‘un-burdened’ by life’s
responsibilities, un-burnt (not bitter from past relationships and past experiences) and of course, it
seems to be generally true that before a woman has children and other huge life responsibilities, she
is a lot more free.
Younger women tend to also keep their hair long, are sometimes more fun to be around, look up to an
older man more, admire an older man more, and be attracted to his masculinity. A lot of older women
let themselves lose their zest for life, become boring and ‘serious’, and lose their youthfulness and
radiance. Youth doesn’t have to be lost. Looks may be lost, but youth is forever. And, if a woman
really, truly keeps herself in shape, eats well, stays happy and exercises, she needn’t have wrinkles
even past her 70s!
What men really want is to make their woman happy. Women often seem to, progressively over the
years develop a chip on their shoulder and lose their femininity. They lose their precious sense of
freedom, radiance, liveliness, innocence, trustfulness and sensitivity.
A man wants to be trusted and looked up to. Just because a woman is older and has more so-called
‘experience’ doesn’t mean she cannot still be feminine, be innocent, look up to her man, let him lead
her sometimes (I’m not talking about being docile) and act and feel young.
For many men, as they get older, they want to feel young again. They want to feel like they are still
as strong, able, ‘invincible’, and important as they were in their youth. Often, this is why they go for
a younger woman. Because they feel a younger woman can make them feel younger and more
youthful and bring them more happiness and excitement. And we all know that a lot of the times,
older men are being replaced in their job by a younger man, which is difficult for a man.
Many older women also lose interest in sex. I’ve discussed this before in the article 5 Reasons Why
Women Shouldn’t Deprive Their Man of Sex’. A younger woman is sometimes more interested in
sex, more willing to make time for it. and more likely to make a man feel like he is still attractive and
still ‘has it’. Basically, a man wants a woman who makes him feel like a man! That’s it!
Whilst a 60 year old woman may not look like she did at 20, 30 or 40; femininity is forever. And the
greatest thing is that older women often have incredible grace, wisdom and confidence. How
beautiful!
As I see it, the reason a man would go for a younger woman is exactly the same reason a man may
want to go for an older woman; he’s looking for a feeling.
All men are different. Some men may feel that they can get that feeling from a younger woman.
Some may feel that they can get it from an older woman. But ultimately it has nothing to do with age.
Both women and men are mistaken in thinking that it is solely to do with age.
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In the words of a man….
To close this article, I want to leave you with this passage, written by David Deida, the American
author, independent researcher, and teacher (yes, written by a man) which is just so beautiful:
‘For several months, I lived on the Indonesian island of Bali. While I was there, I established a
friendship with a Balinese family who owned and operated a little restaurant with three bamboos
tables, and where I frequently ate. The family consisted of three sisters and their mother. The three
sisters, all in their early 20s, were extraordinarily beautiful. Any one of them could have been a
magazine cover girl. Two of the sisters were, in fact, professional models. Their bodies, their faces,
their hair – everything about their appearance was captivating. I could hardly eat, their beauty was
so enchanting.
For the first few weeks, they were the only people I saw at the small restaurant. Then one day, their
mother came out from the kitchen into the dining area. I will never forget that moment. The three
beautiful sisters were sitting in the dining area, talking. Their mother walked out and began talking
with them. I was shocked by what I saw.
The mother was about 60 years old. Her brown skin was wrinkled from the sun, and she was clearly
no longer a young woman. But her beauty was incomparable. From the mother’s eyes shone a rare
light of love, compassion and humor. Her every move was filled with an ‘otherworldy grace’. She
looked at me, and her smile lit up my heart. I couldn’t believe it. As beautiful as her young daughters
were, this old woman was far more beautiful.
It wasn’t her physical appearance but her disposition that so enchanted me. She was so relaxed, so
loving, so happy, so wise and so radiant that I felt like bowing in honor of her feminine fullness. Her
daughters were but small buds compared with the fullness of her flowering………
My heart widened at the sight of her and continued to do so every time I saw her over the next two
months.’
Gain better understanding of men now. Click here to get more information about our popular
program Understanding Men.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
As always, if you have any thoughts to add or feedback, please share! ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How To Overcome Jealousy in Your Relationship
May 11, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Firstly, I’d like to say that jealousy is neither a good nor bad emotion to have. It’s how you use it.
How to deal with jealousy is a common question I get via my contact page.
I’ve had several requests to approach this problem in an article, and I’ve always waited and put it off,
as it’s a difficult topic to handle. I have decided to finally break it down and give my thoughts on
what works best. So I apologize to those lovely ladies who have been waiting a while for this subject
to be dealt with.

Is jealousy bad?
Jealousy as an emotion itself is not bad at all. It’s how you express your jealousy (or lack of
expression of jealousy) that can be bad. But overall, jealousy can be a powerfully useful emotion. It
can get you so uncomfortable that you have to make a change in your life. That’s if you value
growth. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Eu-Jealousy
And I want to say that one of the biggest problems in relationships is that women get angry and cause
arguments with their man over their jealousy, because they don’t want to admit that they have
jealousy to their man in the first place. They don’t even want to admit it to themselves. They want
their man to think they’re ‘sane’, in control, ‘stable’ and not a crazy bitch or ‘insecure’.
Well, to hell with that! Crazy bitch is an integral part of femininity. Femininity creates and destroys.
This is not to say that you run around with a chain saw and chop people to pieces, NO!
I mean that the flow of emotion in the feminine is so powerful that it can eliminate what it creates as
well as giving birth to divine creation. It is a woman’s birthright to express both extremes. And it is a
woman’s right to expect that her man will stand strong like a rock when she feels this way. (I’m not
talking about treating a man badly, and expecting him to just take it (if he’s got a strong masculine,
he won’t anyway, he’ll just leave! – I mean the element of irrationality, spontaneity, and craziness
that the feminine embodies).
A lot of men and women make this crazy emotional thing wrong. So women suppress it, and go
inward. This is like never flushing the toilet. At some point, the smell is going to get so bad, you’ll
have to flush the toilet.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

Jealousy and true care
Jealousy isn’t something a feminine woman should be condemned for. Especially when it comes to
your intimate relationship. Why? Because jealousy means you care. It means you care about and love
your man. (read my article how most women reject their femininity)
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But I am not saying that it’s natural for you to get insanely jealous when your man so much as talks
to another woman, or smiles at another woman. No. I’m saying that when you feel jealous – USE it.
It’s a powerful emotion that, when used properly, has the power to take your relationship (and life) to
a higher level.

Eu-Jealousy. Good jealousy.
Let’s just have an open relationship, shall we?
The reason I say this is because increasingly, I come across couples who are settling for open
relationships, settling for letting their partner “be free” (free in a bad way) to do what they want
regardless, to try to eliminate and bottle up feelings of jealousy and ‘possessiveness’.
Or they settle for an open relationship to ‘get the best of both worlds’. “But what IS both worlds?!”
And people are, unfortunately, becoming more and more in to the idea of “independence” in their
intimate relationship. The kind of independence that leads to each partner being there only when its
convenient. (read my article about do women need multiple men)
The kind of ‘independence’ and carefree attitude that leads men to have the attitude of (this is in my
man’s words, so please forgive the bad language): “my dick is your dick”. A sure-fire way to
destroy true masculinity (and big suppressor of said masculinity).

Ownership and feminine energy
The kind of independence I’m talking about is born out of the belief that you cannot ‘own’ someone.
Bollocks. You CAN own someone. And not in the way you think. It takes an extraordinary person to
own their partner. Please think about this. This idea of independence is another destroyer of feminine
energy.
Deep down, every woman with a feminine sexual essence wants to be owned. Don’t believe me?
Would you prefer that your husband/boyfriend didn’t mind if other men were hitting on you? Would
you prefer that he let you do whatever you wish, where you wish, in whatever way you wish without
caring enough to ask you about what you’re doing?
Would you prefer that your man was so ‘respectful’ of your boundaries and independence that when
you were making love, he was afraid to express his deepest desire for you? Would you prefer that he
valued ‘independence’ so much that he never called you (even if you were out past the time you said
you would be) for fear of sabotaging or interrupting your ‘independent’ time?
Or would you prefer a man who is not afraid to express what he wants, not afraid to express that he
wants you to himself so much that he does feel possessive of you, and somewhat territorial (but NOT
controlling, abusive or tyrannical. There’s a difference).
Masculinity isn’t real or in full expression until a man shows his passion. And doesn’t make that
passion and desire wrong. Could you truly respect him if he rejected his own true feelings for fear of
upsetting you? Or sabotaging your ‘independence’?

More on independence…
I don’t believe in independence. A least not in the conventional sense. In fact, I think it kills depth,
passion, intimacy, and defeats the very purpose of being together with somebody in the first place.
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There are times in which independence can be a good thing.
For example. A lot of couples stay together for safety, for fear of being alone, for fear of losing
resources, for fear of losing love, for fear of having to grow, etc. In such a case, dependence is the
problem. And at this extreme, dependence can also kill passion. So, as usual, we have to find a
balance between the two extremes.
Independence is good when you consider independence to be that you are both confident, whole
human beings who don’t rely on each other for self-validation, for sex, for certainty, for whatever –
but rather, are together because you WANT to be and CHOOSE to be because you want to give your
feminine and masculine gifts to one another. You want to love the other person, without
qualifications, limitations, or excuses.

So where does jealousy come from?
Well, that’s a good question if I do say so myself. I believe it comes from a fear of losing love. A fear
of abandonment, a fear of fear itself. A fear of not being enough. A fear that another woman has
something we don’t. A fear that another woman is more beautiful than us. A fear that another woman
can provide her man with something that we cannot. (read my article about how to deal with jealous
women)
Often, these fears can leave a woman boiling with rage – probably to the point of extreme selfdestruction (and hence destroying all femininity because she is unsure of how to deal with it, and also
makes the emotion wrong). Most women think that because another woman is more beautiful, they
cannot measure up, or compare.
Every feminine woman is right in worrying about this. This is our gift to the world and most
importantly – to our man. It is our most precious gift – BEAUTY. Not just physical. If we feel that
we cannot provide this, of course we’re going to be unhappy! No woman who is feminine at her core
is going to be fulfilled if she is not giving her true gift.

The traditional way of dealing with jealousy
When I was growing up, everybody dealt with the issue of jealousy by saying “you can’t own
someone, YA KNOWWW”. “Ya CAIN’T own a human being”. “Y’all can own a DOG but y’all
can’t own a HUMAN’! “Mkaaaaay?!!”
No. Not ok.
That’s like saying you’ll never achieve the success you want in your life because of all the
independent variables that you have no control over in your life. True – there are things you can’t
control – but there are things you CAN control (such as your own personal power and whether you
choose to use it or not).
And so to the above advice I mindlessly nodded my head and did my best to employ this strategy.
Even though I am a woman, I could never help but feel that there was a part of me who wanted to
own my man, and have him to myself. Not in the way a man would own a woman, but I wanted to
be so close-knit (not dependent!) with my man that nothing could break us apart. That consistent
feeling of being in love to the exclusion of others.
To this day, I still find it to be true in my own life that you can give a man full freedom whilst
owning him. No woman should ever restrict a man. Restrict a man’s freedom and your relationship is
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as good as gone.
After time, and many lengthy conversations with girlfriends, I realized that that was it: I think a lot of
us want that kind of relationship where you are both so intertwined (but not dependent), so in love, so
passionate about one another, that you couldn’t fear another woman coming in to your man’s life.

Overcoming jealousy for GOOD
And, here’s the truth: you can have that. And your jealousy can take you there.
Here’s how to say buh-bye to jealousy. There’s only one way.
Own him. KNOW that no other woman could love this man as much as YOU can. Care so much, and
fulfill him so much that there’s no way another woman could threaten your position. Don’t shy away
from the jealousy. Use it.
Own his masculinity. Understand it and nurture Him in a way no other woman could.
Thank jealousy for being there, and giving you a signal that you need to give more heart and soul.
EU-jealousy. It’s not about thinking you’re superior to all other women out there. It’s about loving so
much that it hurts. And giving so much that there’s no way any other woman could “take something
away from you” – ‘What you give you get to keep – what you fail to give – you lose forever’.
And it’s about not being afraid of your true capacity and power in a relationship. A lot of women are
afraid of their power. Any woman or man has the power to own their partner. Again, I don’t mean
restricting, controlling, fear-based actions. I mean adding value and thereby knowing your
value. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Overcoming Jealousy requires an enormous amount of strength
This isn’t for the faint-hearted, however. The strength and commitment needed is probably more
strength than you’ll ever need. But if you’re truly committed, you’ll do it. And if you’re not truly
committed, then what are you doing in a relationship in the first place?
There’s no gray area here. You either commit. Or you leave. Don’t waste anybody’s time! Especially
your own!
Another thing: don’t be afraid to openly admit your feelings. If you’re jealous, express it to him (not
by trashing the house or throwing snide, critical and hateful comments at him) and tell him that you
want to work on it, and that you want him to understand and support you.
And when you do the above things, when you begin to really own each other in a relationship, you’ll
rarely feel any jealousy. You’ll be safe yet free, and confident in what you have, and you’ll know
your value to him.
Learn more about men from our Understanding Men program, click here to get more information.
I hope you enjoyed this article. Let me know what you thought of it. Do you believe you can
own someone? What do you think of open relationships? Do you think jealousy is a bad
emotion?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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A Desperate Wife – How Can She Save Her Marriage?
May 13, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Topic: Please help me I’m desperate for advice!
Hi lovely. This lady is in a bit of a predicament. I thought that we might be able to help her. Judging
from her post, she’s desperate for a good answer to her problem. Can you help her?
Her husband won’t have kids with her, won’t buy her gifts, will only have sex with her once a month
and is always at golf. Hmm…Can you give your advice to this lady on how to save her marriage?
How could she improve her relationship?
Thanks for your answers in advance! I have highlighted the points that I think are important.

In her words……………….
“Thanks so much for reading!
My husband hardly ever makes any sexual advances towards me and shows me very little affection. I
am attractive and haven’t put on any weight or stopped looking after myself. We would be lucky to
have sex once every month and it’s usually only when he’s drunk. I make an effort to look nice and
act nice and hope he will get in the mood but he says he just can’t be bothered.
He says it’s all the arguments we’ve had over the years that have worn him down and he’s lost those
feelings towards me. But he says he doesn’t want to break up??
He is very lazy and won’t do anything around the house without making a scene and calling me a nag
for asking him to do something. He works long hours but so do I and he never makes an effort to do
things around the house that would make me happy (cleaning up the yard etc).
He makes out that I expect too much but I don’t think I do. I think I only expect what a normal
husband would do. I mean I do all the cleaning and I don’t complain.
He goes to golf ALL THE TIME. We hardly spend any time together except at night when he is
watching TV.
He says he needs freedom to do his own thing so I really try to let him have his space by not whining
when he goes to golf. We used to argue about this but now I understand him better and try to let him
live his life and not change him. But then I think about it, and it seems to me that he just wants to be
free and live like a single man but be with me too. Have the best of both worlds so to speak.
I really want to have children and he knew this before we got married and told me he wanted children
too. Now he keeps making up Reasons not to have kids, all different excuses. I think he just doesn’t
want the responsibility. He is 33. I am angry he married me knowing I want children and now won’t
give me what I want.
We have been together 4 years. We felt like soul mates when we first met. I was carefree and fun to
be around and so was he. We understood each other and were happy spending all our time together.
The sex was good!!!
Now it SO DIFFERENT it’s like we are a different couple. I am miserable and he’s not exactly happy
either.
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I feel like a flatmate to him. I don’t feel special or treasured or admired. I feel like I am taken for
granted and that he is selfish and lazy. I feel I deserve better.
I resent him for not desiring me and pleasing me sexually.
Sometimes I wake in the middle of the night lying next to him and can’t believe I am MARRIED to
this guy. I love him but I don’t think I’m happy. I think I’m getting depressed.
He is never rude or mean or nasty to me. But he never really makes and effort to make me feel nice
either. No flowers, cuddles, surprises. It’s like I’m not a priority in his life.
We have only been married for one year but I can’t see a way to improve things. He says he loves me
and I know I love him but is love enough?
Please tell me what to do!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Please.”
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

Can you help Mrs. Desperate save her marriage? Comment your advice to her
below this blog post!
CLICK to see the First Problem Solving question: She is His Boss?
Also, I’m so excited to let you know that we have launched our Commitment Control 2.0 program.
Click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass to prepare you for the program.
Here’s a nice quiz to know if your man is indeed commitment friendly- (Click here to take the quiz
on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Birth Control Pills Wreck Havoc On Your Feminine
Hormones
May 20, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
60 million women in America and Europe take oral contraceptives. In my opinion, this is a tragedy.
Let me explain why.
The birth control pill: one of the biggest threats to your Femininity, your health, your relationship,
your ability to attract the man of your dreams, and probably one of the major causes for any health
problem you currently have in your life (if you are taking the birth control pill).
I’m also going to tell you that the birth control pill can really mess up your ability to choose the right
man, it can cloud your judgment when it comes to knowing whether you are with the right man, and
it can cause relationship breakdown. Yes, really.
If you don’t have the time to digest the information in this article, I’m going to simply tell you this:
Start using alternative contraception methods (if you are on the pill).
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

The deadly side effects of the birth control pill
Now let’s get in to specifics. The pill is a dangerous drug. One of the biggest guarantees of you
getting in touch with your femininity, your sexuality and your sensuality, is your hormones. And the
birth control pill exposes women to synthetic hormones.
It is very unhealthy for a woman to be exposed to synthetic hormones. In fact, long-term use of this
drug can cause women to develop serious chronic illness. The birth control pill depletes a woman’s
body of important nutrients, can cause the thinning of your bones, increases your risk of developing
breast cancer (any type of cancer really) and blood clots.

Aside from these, the birth control pill can also cause these side effects:
Increased risk of breast and cervical cancers
Increased risk of blood clotting, heart attack and stroke
Migraines
Gall bladder disease
Increased blood pressure
Weight gain
Mood changes
Nausea
Irregular bleeding or spotting
Benign liver tumors
Breast tenderness
Yeast overgrowth and infection
See more on the deadly side effects of the birth control pill. A good article on Dr. Mercola’s Natural
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Health website.

How the pill can effect your choice in partner
For many women on this website, they are looking to get in touch with their femininity, join a new
sisterhood, and improve their relationships. Many women also want to find the right man – but if you
are on the birth control pill, it could very likely be damaging your ability to choose the RIGHT
man. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
If you do not believe me, please take a look at Dr. Mercola’s article on this topic. He owns and
operates the most visited natural health site on the planet:
How Contraceptive Pill Influences Partner Choice – a must-read for any woman looking to
understand health and her relationships more.
Researchers have discovered a ‘secret sex nerve’ that controls who we are attracted to. This olfactory
nerve may be the nerve through which pheromones are processed. We are naturally more attracted to
people whose scent is genetically dissimilar to our own. With the exception for pregnant women.
Pregnant women tend to be attracted to people with a similar scent. Hormonal contraceptives fool a
woman’s body in to thinking she is pregnant. This is one reason why taking the pill can sometimes
cause you to stop being attracted to your partner, if you were once attracted to him!

The effect of the pill on your sex drive
Most of you may already know that taking the birth control pill can (in some cases) permanently
damage a woman’s sex drive.
As I have discussed before, the only difference between a relationship and a friendship is intimacy.
And if your sex drive is low, non-existent, and causing your hormones to go out-of-whack, your
relationship is going to suffer. To learn more about why sex is important in a relationship, please see
my article on ‘5 Reasons Why Women Shouldn’t Deprive Their Man of Sex’.
Most women do report some sort of change in their sex drive when they are on the pill.

Reasons why women take the pill
Granted, there are many women who start taking the birth control pill for reasons other than
contraception (I am one of those women). Some women take it for treatment of irregular menstrual
cycles, irregular bleeding, endometriosis, acne or cysts.
As is true with any drug, taking the pill is not treating the underlying causes of the problem. In
some cases, medication is necessary. But most of us use drugs to change our biochemistry. This is
unnecessary.
You can change your biochemistry by changing your ‘state’, by moving your body. Something that is
out of the scope of this article.

Do you take the birth control pill for contraception?
If you take the birth control pill for contraception, and are wondering what you would do if you
didn’t take the pill, there are alternatives. Less convenient, yes, but potentially more beneficial for
your health. And I’m not talking about other, injectable birth control. Because this can be dangerous
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too. See Dr. Mercola’s article on: Major Warnings on Injectable Birth Control
Yes, research has shown that the pill may causes less risk of SOME cancers, but can in-turn cause a
higher risk for others. What’s the point?
The pill puts unnecessarily large amounts of estrogen in a woman’s body. Hormones are such a
crucial part of your overall health, and most people are conditioned to reach for a drug to ‘fix’ their
problem. There are other contraception methods that will work, and can be just as effective. See this
article:
Natural Birth Control Just As Effective, Much Safer Than Hormones

How Oral Contraceptives can Harm Your Baby
3% of women who take oral contraceptives become pregnant without knowing it. This means that
women are also subjecting/exposing their baby to drugs for several months in to the pregnancy.
Needless to say, this poses a risk to not only the mother’s health, but to the baby’s as well.
Please see this article: How Oral Contraceptives Hurt Your Baby to find out more on this topic.

Stories from my own life
I have known many women who DO take the birth control pill. And every single one of them has had
negative side effects. Some more serious than others. Personally, I went to a dermatologist when I
was 15 with severe acne problems. No drug worked. So the dermatologist reluctantly put me on the
birth control pill, which worked pretty rapidly.
I was happy, my family was happy (they wanted me to be rid of my acne).
Stupidly, I became reliant on the birth control pill to keep my skin clear. I wish I hadn’t. Whilst on it,
I had all sorts of severe health problems that doctor’s could not detect the cause of (not that medical
science can detect everything anyway). I was unfortunately uninformed about the pill, and at such a
young age – I just took the dermatologist’s advice. I assumed it was normal to take the pill for acne,
as several of my friends did exactly the same thing.
One problem is that over the years, there has been a severe lack of available information to women
about the birth control (GOOD information and warnings, especially).
Like many other things in our society, the contraceptive pill is a quick-fix. And it’s not even a fix.
It’s meant to help you enjoy sex without getting pregnant, but with the damage it does to a woman’s
libido (sometimes permanently), it actually works against its own claims.
When I came off of it (thanks for Dr. Mercola’s very passionate warnings), I don’t think there was a
single symptom under the sun that I DIDN’T have. Including heart palpitations, hair falling out in
what it seemed like chunks for 6 months straight, migraines, rashes, loss of feeling in my legs and
right arm (for the duration of a couple of hours), nausea, vertigo – I could go on forever really.
To put it simply, my experience with the pill has been bad. And even a whole year wasn’t long
enough for my body to normalize itself.
I have a friend who has waited 9 months to get her period back. This is considered ‘normal’ in the
medical world (it can take up to a year) – but no feminine woman wants to wait nearly a whole year
to just GET her period again, does she? And then wait another year or so for it to normalize?! As it
turns out, my friend also has a cyst on her ovaries.
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This lady had a heart-attack because of the birth control pill: the pill gave me a heart attack and she
has another group: my birth control pill gave me a heart attack
I might also add that I have known several women who skip the ‘sugar pill’ section of the pill cycle.
A fantastic way to do even MORE damage to your body. By the way, if you DO decide to get off the
pill, wait until you are in the sugar pill section to get off of it. ?
Our body is our temple. Take care of it. Nurture it. And if you have any girlfriends still on the pill,
please forward this article to them. Every woman needs to hear it.
Yes – for some women, they seem to experience no side effects. Are you one of these women?
On another topic, I know that you’re wondering what naturally attracts men… click here to learn
about the 17 Attraction Triggers.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Have you ever been on the pill? Did you experience any negative side-effects? Have your
friends had any bad side effects? please let us know in the comments section so that we can
learn from each other. Thanks! ?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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8 Keys to Instant Feminine Charm
May 27, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

First of all, why do you want to be charming? Here are just a few reasons…
Men are five times more likely to fall in love with a woman who is charming than not.
You suddenly become way more desirable and attractive in men’s eyes when you embody your own
inner charms. (And yes, we can all have feminine charm)
People around you will be much nicer to you if you show up to be a “charming” girl.
That’s right…Charm… Oh so easy to want, but oh! Not-so-easy to acquire! To be charming requires
a change in mindset. It’s not like I can actually give you action steps to follow and it will then all fall
in to place. No, no no! ?
To become charming, you can follow actions steps, but what is important is the psychology of a
charming woman. Just take a moment and visualize a woman whom you think is charming. Can you
think of one? It can be a famous lady or it could be someone you know – a good friend. Perhaps your
best friend. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It could be a man. Some men are really good at being charming. Although, I tend to associate
charisma more with men, and charm more with women. What do you think?
You probably admire how effortlessly charming this woman/man seems. Charm seems like a quality
out-of-reach for many, much like charisma. It’s known as a quality a lucky few are “blessed” with.
Almost like a God-given talent. But it’s not. You’re probably already charming and you don’t even
know it! But it’s good to at least be aware of what works.

What is Charm?
Charm is defined as a power of pleasing or attracting, as through personality or beauty; any action
supposed to have magical power; to delight or please greatly by beauty; attractiveness; enchant.
At a very basic level, all humans have it in them to please, be attractive to and enchant other human
beings. Any woman can have a magical effect on her friends, her husband or boyfriend, and relatives.
Because at some level, we are all the same. We all have an unsaid and unseen understanding, in one
way or another (even though we, unfortunately, tend to segregate people in society). We all have the
same basic human needs, and we all experience pain and pleasure of some sort; even though we are
all clearly so different.
And even though other people may seem like they don’t understand you, and sometimes we seem like
we humans are worlds apart; we all have that magical power within us.
And why is charm important anyway? Well, you will see in the steps I give below, but charm is
incredibly important in life because it allows you to connect with anyone and everyone a little
deeper than just the ‘basic’, dreary pleasantries and superficial conversation. It endears you to others,
thereby creating a deeper connection and allowing you more influence.
Not only this, but it attracts people to you – men, women and children alike. Being charming allows
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you to bring people joy, ecstasy, laughter, fun and to touch their lives in a special, exciting way.
(Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers)
And for you? Well, being charming will help you become a very memorable woman; friend,
colleague, lover, mother, daughter, and member of society. All the shapes of woman you can think
of.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

So here are 8 keys that will show you how to become charming:
1) See the humor in things
Not everything has to be taken seriously. If you are always stressed, your magical effect will
definitely be suffering. If you laugh at yourself, others will think it’s ok to be themselves around you,
and that they won’t be judged and made to feel less around you.
Just let go, be free and really laugh. If you have a funny or odd laugh, so be it. That makes you even
funnier. ?
If someone says “you’re weird”, have a laugh about it! Chuckle and say “I know”. After all,
everybody is weird. If you’re not weird or ‘different’ in some way, you’re boring.
Sometimes, the key to seeing the humor in things is to be in a humorous, light-hearted, happy mood
to start with.
If you’re expecting visitors, or if your boyfriend or husband is due home, and you feel miserable (but
must get your mood up for the sake of the people you care about), perhaps you could think of a funny
video you can watch on YouTube that you know will always change your state and put you in to a
good spirit.
Have some songs, or a few articles/videos tucked away in your bookmarks (sign up to delicious.com
for a really easy, Free, and simple bookmarking service), or keep them in your memory. Here are a
couple of videos that change my state, get me smiling and get me rolling on the floor laughing in no
time:

2) Don’t try to please everyone
And don’t obsess over whether this or that person is upset with you/dislikes you. Easier said than
done (at least for me anyway). The more you worry about these things, the less you will endear
yourself to others. Because you’re really just focusing on yourself (in a bad way). (read my article
about
This sucks energy from others, rather than allowing your magnetic and magical abilities to flow. A
charming woman has the ability to move on when necessary. Again, easier said than done. But so
worth the effort!
Instead, focus on using the power that you do have. You can influence others with good intentions,
and you can care more. Ultimately, that’s one of the best options. The more you worry about their
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thoughts about you, the more you become a leech and a burden on their life.
Life is really, really short. You don’t have the TIME to obsess over other people’s thoughts about
you.
Everybody is already judging you anyway. People are always making judgments about you! So be
it. Can you control this? Hell, no! Well, some may think that if they keep obsessing over it, they
might eventually be doing the ‘right’ thing. You cannot do the ‘right thing’ by others all the time.
Sometimes, you may just happen to annoy people accidentally. It happens to everybody. No-one is
immune to this!
For some, no matter WHAT you do, they’ll just choose to hate you anyway. And it has nothing to do
with you. It has everything to do with them.
In effect, if you don’t want to be judged, just do nothing! Strive for nothing! Be nothing, and think
nothing. Just be completely useless! But guess what, people will judge you for that, too!! Surprise! ?
If you know other people’s judgments ultimately don’t make a difference to what you do, then you’re
well on your way to becoming charming. Granted, people say hurtful things, and it’s ok to be upset –
but it’s really all about not getting so caught up in your own need to be ‘accepted’. These kinds of
people are not charming. They’re more likely to be a turn-off.

3) In interaction with others, be at the same energy level or higher
Bounce back on the level of others. Don’t be a drag, What do I mean? I mean, when you meet
someone at a social event or wherever you meet people, and you’re having a conversation, be present
and keep the energy up and going between the both of you.
Don’t get too caught up in your own judgments of others and their views that you can’t even carry on
a conversation with them and continue being present.
Bouncing back on other people’s level also means to mirror them (copy their facial expressions and
mannerisms), and influence them with your energy (this can also be feminine energy of course) :). If
they’re excited, be excited for them. If they’re upset, judge the situation – maybe it’s better to show
sympathy. Go with your instincts.
If they say something that seems weird to you, that’s not in your way of thinking – just accept it and
keep the energy up. Ask them about it; try to understand.
To be charming, magical and endearing, you have to be able to make people feel like you are like
them; that you’re a friend.

4) See the good in things
Think; where’s the GOOD in this? What can I do right NOW that will make me feel free and lighten
up? What would I need to think, believe, feel or do right NOW, to begin seeing the good side of this
situation?
Feeling depressed can be overwhelming, and sometimes you’d rather jump off a tall building than
continue on, but there’s always something good in everything. There’s always something that you
can learn.
By the way, a pessimist is not charming. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine
Am I Actually?”)
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5) Be present
Whenever you meet, engage with, or see someone, maintain eye contact. Listen and be attentive.
Avoid “fidgeting”.
And don’t stare into space. Have you ever been saying something to someone, and they look like they
are off in space, and you feel like a bit of a donkey for speaking whilst no-one is listening?
And then only to become MORE annoyed when you say “you’re not listening” and they say, “yes I
was!” and when you ask them “OK, well, what did I just say?” and though they’re able to say back to
you exactly what you just said, you KNOW they weren’t really listening; it was just that they
managed to somehow yank your words out of their memory and regurgitate them to you?
By the way, people are able to do this due to a thing known as the phonological loop, a part of the
brain that takes whatever is coming into your ears, and it plays it over and over again for a few
seconds in your head after you hear it. ? ta da! There you have it. An ability to regurgitate what you
didn’t truly listen to. (read my article about the difference between listening and not talking)
But don’t do this! A lack of presence negates charm. Again; maintain eye contact, listen and be
attentive.

6) Acknowledge and understand that there are 2 types of charm and charisma
within you, and engage people
Choose wisely.
A great woman who is confident in herself can utilize both of these with ease, without dampening
people’s spirits.
The first type of charm is the kind of charm that comes from focusing solely on others.
The second type of charm is the kind of charm that comes from focusing on yourself.
Think about it. Haven’t you met someone who was really into themselves, that would rarely sit down
and listen to YOU, but they seemed to be charming anyway? Something about them endeared you to
them, and perhaps it was a friend of yours who wasn’t such a good friend – but you were repeatedly
enticed into the friendship again and again? (you don’t want to be this kind of friend, but the example
is there to show you that you can still be charismatic through a focus on yourself).
The key is knowing how to do it without being a downer. A drag of a person.
Admittedly, great charm comes from a focus on others. But a truly charming woman has the ability
to be both without trying to prove anything to anybody.
She is confident in who she is, and isn’t trying to convince you of anything or sell herself to you.
Why can someone who’s focused on themselves be charming? Because they still manage to engage
people. They actually have a way of making people laugh (whether it be at THEM or at
something/someone else). They are generally able to make people feel GOOD.
People who are able to be charming through a focus on themselves often draw you in further to them
through their self-focus, and ability to make fun of themselves or intrigue you.
They’re engaging. And engaging is central to being charming.
The word ‘magical’, being a part of the definition of ‘charming’ really is a quality that someone has
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that makes others happy.
Be aware of the two kinds of charm, and choose wisely. One type of charm/charisma may be more
useful than another type at any given time. But, just in case you think you can’t possibly consciously
always think about and focus on choosing which type to utilize, you’re right.
But by being aware, and starting to act on this awareness, you’ll often find that you begin to do things
subconsciously and naturally.
But ultimately, if you truly care for others, you can use either charm and be in a win-win situation. ?

7) Let go and be a kid
Have FUN!! Even when it’s a little taboo to have fun. Children often have a lot of charm, (when
they’re in a good mood). Small children don’t care what other people think.
They’re charming because they’re innocent, addicted to adventure and fun, wide-eyed, crazy, able to
just be themselves, and they’re full of energy as well as being responsive. You say ‘poop’ and they
laugh their butt off! You pinch their face, and they laugh! You clap your hands, they laugh! You
make a silly face, and they laugh, and laugh and laugh!
At first, you just think it’s cute, but by the end, you’re so infected with their energy that you’re
laughing too! And you want to be around this baby because he or she makes you feel GOOD!
Next time you see a puddle, jump in it, instead of bitching about it. ?
Jump on a trampoline, make FUN a central focus of your life. Relax and let go. If you love fun,
you’re charming.

8) Love your femininity
And be comfortable in being a woman. Show your feminine charm and don’t be afraid. Accentuate
all the attributes that make you feminine and womanly. It’s ok to play with your hair, twist it around
in your finger, pout, bite your lip, and it’s OK to delight in your new pretty skirt, and twirl it around.
This doesn’t make you an airhead or a dummy, it makes you charming, especially to a man.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
If you make a mistake, just go straight back to being the woman that you are. Keep moving forward,
and go right ahead and laugh at yourself. (read my article about what is love?)

Finally, some examples of women (and a few men) who I think are charming:
Goldie Hawn
Vanessa Paradis
Tyra Banks
Heidi Klum
Cameron Diaz
Julia Roberts
Clint Eastwood
Robin Williams
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Sean Connery
George Clooney
Johnny Depp

SUMMARY
1) See the humor in things. Be able to laugh at yourself.
2) Stop trying to please people. When are people judging you? All the time.
3) In interaction with others, be at the same energy level or higher.
4) See the good in things
5) Be present in interaction with others
6) Acknowledge the 2 types of charm, engage people, and choose wisely.
7) Let go and be a kid – let the child in you show
8) Love your femininity, be comfortable in being a woman; accentuate your womanliness
Here’s a bonus tip… you have to know when and when not to give off too many “attraction signals”
to men. Sometimes it’s charming to show no attraction triggers at all, sometimes it’s ok to show a
few. You have to be the judge of that and you have to go out there to experience it for yourself.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What do you think makes a woman charming? Do you have any examples of charming women
or men? Do you want to try and learn how to be charming?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Men and Women Destroy Each Other With Love
June 7, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Deep down we all want something that fulfills us. A relationship that makes us grow and feel alive.
Even the ‘players’ will get to a point in time where they want something deeper. A more fulfilling
connection. Unfortunately, this is unattainable over the long-term for most men and women. Why?
One big reason is that most men AND women manage to destroy or hurt each other in a relationship
eventually through selfish love – which in turn causes either spouse to disown their feminine or
masculine essence.
Once the initial attraction changes (it doesn’t always go away it can be saved: for more information
please see our program Attraction Control) and the responsibilities of life take precedent, we tend to
get short with our spouse.
And it’s not only this – sometimes despite how hard we think we ‘try’ in relationships, we tend to
jeopardize the health of not only our relationship – but our spouse as well, through selfish
love. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
I’ll get to it – but I want to give a bit of background information, so just bear with me. ?

Our masculine world
We live in a masculine world. This is something I will delve into deeply at a later stage but let me
explain briefly. And when you read, please keep in mind that we ALL have masculine and feminine
energy inside of us. None of this is meant to exclude same-sex relationships. Masculine and feminine
are powerful energies that when put to use, has the power to create enormous passion and attraction
in your relationship.
When you take a moment to have a look around at your surroundings, the corporate world,
universities, families, and just society in general – you will see that something interesting has
happened:
We have unfortunately placed a much higher price on the masculine, and reward the masculine
much more than we do the feminine. Think about the occupations that require well-developed
masculine energy (Law, engineering, CEO, any kind of masculine sporting occupation – you name
it). Men and women alike in these occupations are rewarded much more financially than they are in
the more feminine roles.
The feminine energy has a powerful gift: the ability to nurture, love, have deep compassion and
empathy (remember that the feminine exists in both men AND women). As such, nurses, primary
school teachers, nannies, etc are generally paid a lot less than the masculine occupations.
But let’s not even think about the monetary rewards for a moment. Think about the prestige
associated with such occupations. When I finished my last year of school (several years ago now), I
went on to Law school as you may already know – because through all the conditioning throughout
my life, I was lead to think that I wouldn’t be received, respected or loved as much if I didn’t pursue
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some high-end, prestigious occupation or “career”.
So that’s what I did. And by my second year in Law School, I was on the bar instructing for
barristers. Then all of a sudden, my mum and her best friend one day told me in conversation that I’d
make a much better nanny and primary school teacher than I would a lawyer (I was a casual nanny
for 6 years whilst I was in Law school by the way).
And I said, ‘a NANNY?!!!’ A ‘primary school teacher??!!!’ First you tell me how awesome it is to
be a lawyer or a doctor, or some corporate executive, and then 2 years into my degree you tell me it’s
not in my nature?!!
I was offended. Yes, I was actually offended. I was offended that someone could possibly tell me I’d
make a good nanny or primary school teacher over a lawyer. Because, really, who was going to
RESPECT me if I didn’t end up becoming a lawyer or something?!! How would I LIVE with
myself?!!
Thankfully, I woke up.
But I was brought up in a school and environment where you had to make ‘something’ of yourself
and make a lot of money. And be ‘important’. Unfortunately, for some reason, social ‘importance’
and ‘prestige’ has been directly connected to the masculine. And the highest monetary rewards were
connected to the more masculine occupations.(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
And the amount of money you ‘make’ has, in turn, been connected to prestige.
That’s not to say that people in nurturing roles requiring well-developed feminine energy are
unimportant (by no means would I ever think that!), but it’s there to make the point that this tendency
has caused not only women to reject the truly feminine in themselves – but our masculine world is
also one thing that has caused men and their peers to be rather chauvinistic – expecting that women
should rationalize things the way men do.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Chauvinism
And even in this day and age, men and their peers often have the chauvinistic bias that leads them to
think that women depend on them for a sense of identity, as well as social, emotional and physical
validation. You may have heard men talk, and observed the chauvinistic bias in action – for example,
men often encourage one another to think that if he commits to a woman – then he is no longer a real
man. That women are ‘needy’ and cause a man’s whole life to crash and burn.
I can understand why women have divorced their feminine. It just hasn’t been rewarded as much as
the masculine. Women have been heavily encouraged to have a well-developed masculine energy –
and in many ways, the feminine energy has been made wrong (even though exposing our physical
feminine ‘parts’ is now the norm, and is considered OK. But that is a ridiculously superficial and
futile way to express your femininity).

Feminine energy and social taboo
The feminine energy goes with the flow of life and responds a lot to the energy and emotion in the
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moment. This includes many emotional extremes – from anger, even momentary hatred or bitchiness
and resentment to incredible love – all emotions expressed in a feminine woman are incredibly
powerful (both potentially in either a good or a bad way).
Yet if a woman’s emotion is not embraced – she can become less radiant and more of a ‘bitch’ as it is
all internalized. It’s like suppressing the masculine need for conquering, or sex (not that women don’t
love sex, too) ?
However, in much of society, but especially in the workplace, in college and in universities and
schools around the world – if you express deep emotion, it can often mean people will think you’re
weird, or ‘out-of-control’. But Thank GOD for the fearlessly feminine women, who don’t make
emotion wrong for themselves or for others. You are an inspiration to all women.

Misunderstanding of the Feminine
When you were growing up, did you have boys around you who made fun of your sensitivities? And
if you tried to play a bit rough along with the boys and got a little hurt, there was an unsaid
expectation for you to get up and have everything be ok? And to top it all off, they’d poke fun at your
“emotions” and “weakness”?
I did! Unfortunately, as a child (and for a significant portion of adulthood), I wasn’t aware enough yet
to understand that emotion, that incredible capacity to feel, care and love that women are endowed
with was such a gift. And in fact, if men or boys make fun of it, it’s mostly not because they don’t
like it. It’s just that they aren’t conditioned the same way as you are, and don’t know how to handle
it.
Many men feel threatened by the emotional intensity of the feminine energy. And by Her almost
superior capacity for compassion, love, sympathy, and her ability to respond to other people’s plight
or happiness.
And they don’t understand this emotional world as well as women do.

Selfish love and Men making a woman’s emotions wrong
What happens to a lot of women though, is that they want more connection, they may want more
depth and love, and cannot understand why a man seems so ‘stern’ all the time, and perhaps even
‘insensitive’ towards her needs.
SHE cannot understand her man’s tendency to withdraw, and HE cannot understand her complex
emotional world. (read my article about why men withdraw)

How men destroy women
What a lot of men do (especially in their social circles), is call women crazy, needy, or dependent
because of this emotional world women seem to live in. Quite often, even in the later stages of a
relationship, when a couple is out of the dating period, a man will still brush off the woman’s
emotions as ‘wrong’, ‘stupid’ and call her a crazy bitch, or conclude that she’s insane.
And in their social circles, for some men, they are pushed along further into this perception by their
buddies. Some men, in their peer groups, perpetuate myths and misunderstanding of women.
Thankfully, we now have sites like The Art of Manliness; to initiate some sense of responsibility in
men, to appreciate and take care of their woman and so that men could hold each other to a higher
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standard.

Rational versus emotional
Some men often also subject the emotional world of the feminine to enormous ridicule. They
marginalize a female’s emotional world and refuse to understand. They won’t embrace a woman’s
ocean of emotion. They may classify what is a genuine emotional concern or upset to be a woman
being ‘clingy’. In other words, they approach relationships in a selfish way. This is called selfish
love.
“Why is she so IRRATIONAL??!!!” “She’s f****** insane!!”
Just because a woman doesn’t always rationalize things the way men do, doesn’t mean she’s insane.
Men also cut off the possibility of deeper, closer and further connection with their woman by making
this closed statement. By exclaiming she’s insane, they are shutting down the possibility for
understanding for freedom.
In actual fact, most women just want to be more secure in a man’s love in this situation. When a man
misunderstands and makes a woman’s natural feminine essence wrong, he alienates her from him,
and the woman goes inward, and this often leads to the self-destruction of some sort for the woman.

Success in relationship
Success and happiness in relationships really come down to understanding that the feminine and the
masculine are different. If you don’t understand, you won’t be happy. You won’t get what you want.
But it’s really not just that simple.
Often both men and women subconsciously and unknowingly, happen to expect that their spouse see,
and react to things in the way that they would. And before you conclude that you DON’T do this –
you most likely do, without even knowing it. We all do it sometimes.
Unless you’re in a modern-day ‘give-and-take’ type relationship, where deep fulfillment is not a goal
and each partner just wants something OUT of the other person, you can NEVER expect your man to
see and do things the same way that you do. Not going to happen.
In these types of relationships – the energy is more neutral – and the feminine and masculine energy
reaches a 50/50 level – and is interchanged. But in the case of most women, they’ll have a majority of
feminine energy in them, and in men, a majority of masculine energy. And this is a good thing
because most of us would not prefer an asexual partner. We want a partner that either present as more
masculine or more feminine.
This is how attraction and polarity are created. Opposite energies spark passion, fascination, and
attraction.
(Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers and get your man hooked)

How women destroy men
Aside from the fact that devoted Feminists tend to make men feel misunderstood by not needing men
(‘realistically’, a woman can live without a man – but it’s more about growing together in a fulfilling
and passionate relationship), women in general also destroy men by concluding that ‘all men want is
sex’. Or all men cheat. (read my article about the right time to sleep with men)
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Concluding that men just want sex is to show ignorance and a lack of understanding of men.
They misunderstand this: that yes, men may have higher levels of testosterone, they may be more
focused on sex – BUT it’s not for the sake of sex only. (Even many players are looking for sex with
many women for some form of self-validation, to feel good about themselves and feel more like a
man). That being said, there are different kinds of players.
Most men I speak to DO want a fulfilling relationship with just one woman – but this woman needs
to understand his sexual needs. And also understand that a man wants fulfillment from a woman in so
many other ways other than through sex.
Too many women resent a man’s need for sex, and worse still – they fear it. There are many men
who DO disrespectfully impose their sexual desire upon attractive women, and women hate this. This
is selfish on the man’s part – but what men are REALLY looking for is that feeling of adventure,
excitement, passion, and ALIVENESS with a woman.
To recap – what I am saying here is that in order to take your relationship to the next level – no
matter how happy or unhappy you are – you need to focus on shifting your psychology.

Conscious consideration and selfless love
A man who rejects his woman’s feminine sexual essence causes her to shut down and lock him
out. If her feminine essence is not embraced, this can lead to self-destruction, and if a woman
rejects her man’s masculine needs or tears it down with her own fearful dominance – will destroy
his virility.
As humans, it is intuitive for us to fall in to a trap of just thinking for ourselves, but if we regularly
keep ourselves in check and just consciously and lovingly place ourselves in the position of our lover
– and REALLY see it from their perspective, and create a sense of unconditional understanding
(WITHOUT questions and rebuttals) – complete unconditional understanding – we then will find it in
us to finally be free to have the relationship we truly desire.

And if you ARE already very happy – there’s always more
Often, when I am confused by my man’s actions and needs, I remind myself to truly and liberally
place myself in his shoes momentarily. The freedom and empowerment it gives are priceless. If I can
feel within myself what life might be like for him – and remind myself that if I do want the ultimate
relationship then it’s my commitment, and my responsibility to give him this unconditional
understanding. Without question. Without imposing your own life experiences on him, and letting my
thoughts and attitudes getting in the way.
The key for a woman is to just accept that her man will want deep connection, fulfillment, sex, and
that doesn’t have to mean PAIN for a woman. For, if you do want a fulfilling relationship – don’t
make your man’s needs – whether sexual or not – wrong.
If you cannot accept him as a man, if you cannot find the courage in yourself to see life from your
man’s perspective, then you should not be in a relationship until you are willing and ready to
embrace your differences, and to give beyond yourself (and the same goes for him, ladies, to
understand you as a woman – no lasting passion and love can be sustained by just one spouse).
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Example
I’ll give you a quick example of how one may be acting out of selfish love:
There was a study done and article written about hormone treatment for women. Women were given
the typical male level of testosterone. What happened then is that the women reported that when they
were given this dosage, they felt very aggressive and out of control of their sexual desires.
What does this mean to a woman? For lots of women, this statement might trigger some sort of fear
inside them. The thought that leads to ‘yeah well that explains their obsession with sex’. But this is
still a woman imposing her own misunderstandings on the male.
The key is to embrace and choose to understand.
Just like some men are threatened by their woman’s emotional superiority – women are often
threatened by a man’s need for release and feel they can’t handle it. Liberally. And with openness.

Fulfilling sexual needs without sex
By the way – you don’t even have to give a man sex to fulfill his ‘sexual’ needs. Have you seen the
movie ‘Vanilla Sky’ with Tom Cruise, the lovely Penelope Cruz, and Cameron Diaz? If you have
seen it, you may remember that Cameron Diaz was a casual fling for Tom Cruise (named David in
the film) – yet Penelope Cruz was his FASCINATION. And, he didn’t sleep with her instantly, or
even very soon – he didn’t want to rush into sex with her.
But you can bet they flirted. You can bet there was plenty of an exchange of masculine and feminine
energy in that relationship even without sex.
I’m going to go into detail about how to fulfill a man’s sexual needs without giving him sex soon in a
future post. ?
Now, if you want to gain a better understanding of men, click here to get to enroll to our popular
program Understanding Men.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What did you think of this article? Do you think your man has given you more ‘selfish love’?
Do you find yourself operating out of selfish love? Do you think people misunderstand the
sexes?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 Questions to Become Open & Receptive to Love
June 12, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Learning to be Open – How to Open Up to Love…
Article updated 2018

Most of us have at least small difficulties in opening up to people. Sometimes it can be hard to even
know how to open up. But like many things in life, it’s hard, but it’s worth doing. In fact, the rewards
can be astonishing.
This is one of the single mot important posts on this blog. Please give it the time and attention it
deserves, because if you do not feel like you can open your heart, either to friends, family, but
especially to a man (or your man, if you have one), then nothing else will fall in to place.
Admittedly, it may be harder for you to open your heart, body, mind and soul to a man than it is to
open your heart to your children, your parents, close friends and family. (Click here to take the quiz
on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
In your intimate relationship, it will always be harder. With your children, you have control (at least
until a certain age). But in your intimate relationships, you have no control. You have influence at
best. You also don’t have control when it comes to friends and family. But an intimate relationship is
where ALL your fears come out. It is one of life’s biggest challenges. Probably the biggest. It
depends on who you speak to.
Relationships magnify emotion. That’s why they can be so exhilarating, yet agonizing. Often at the
same time. Oxy-moronic I know, but we all know that some of our happiest moments are also our
most painful moments. (read my article about how to deal with loneliness)

The blockage from past hurts
Being open can be terrifying. If you have ever been hurt, and lost trust, then you may find it hard to
open fully and to let a man full of direction enter you. Even if it has nothing to do with him.
Some women have been cheated on, on their husband had an affair. Perhaps a man has lied to you
before. Perhaps you were assaulted or taken advantage of. Some women who have been raped by a
man for example, obviously have trouble learning to trust a man again.
Sometimes, our relationship with our father affects our consequent tendency (or lack of tendency) to
open up. Our fathers are our first and earliest source of masculine energy, and often, if we are
unable to trust our fathers, or are hurt by them, we tend to also lose trust in others. Especially men.
A mother, too, depending on how great a mother she is/was, can cause you to shut down, and close
up. Our relationship with our parents is so important. It’s unfortunate that some parents actually cause
their children more damage than good. (read my article about having too much baggage)
And if you lost trust with a parent, or a best friend, or a girlfriend or spouse, we can close up, and this
tendency to close our hearts gathers momentum, so much so that we may even forget to know how or
more importantly, the why, to open to a man.
This post is not about giving a man sex. It’s about giving to yourself. And to the people who mean
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the most to you. What is more important than our relationships??
The feminine either opens or it closes. It invites, or it shuts down.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Find a man who is worthy of your trust
Few men are truly worthy of your trust.
Is he distracted by feminine radiance? Is he distracted, or taken off-course by YOUR feminine
radiance and beauty? It’s fine for a man to appreciate feminine radiance, or just feminine energy in
general, but by losing direction I mean; does he compromise his life direction and sense of purpose
for feminine radiance and beauty? Is he easily ‘powerless’ to the charms of a feminine woman? Does
he seek approval from the attention, love and acceptance of women?
If he does, he is likely to cause you to trust him less. Not all the time, it all depends on the
circumstances.
And it’s not so much about him getting distracted – it’s more that us women tend to intuitively not
trust a man who seeks approval and validation from an attractive woman. Even if you want to trust
him, it is against your intuition.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
It’s fine for any of us to be grateful for, and enjoy, others appreciating us or praising us, but relying
on it is a whole other world. Especially in a man’s case. The men who have lived and left a strong
legacy, and who are trustworthy are the men who didn’t wait for the right time, the approval of the
people around him, or women.
Given that few men are worthy of your full trust, when you DO find one, or if you DO already have
one, it’s essential to feel it in your body, and know how to be open to him.
If you are not, you’ll just alienate yourself from him and the relationship. And as soon as a man feels
a woman’s lack of trust in him, it changes the dynamics. It also affects attraction. The masculine has
a very strong, and real need to be trusted.
If you don’t believe me, sign up to our email updates (via the little red box at the bottom of this post)
and you’ll get access to a number of Free interviews with real men, where you’ll discover that the
issues of trust (in them) is regularly mentioned.

The meaning of being open
To be truly feminine around a man who is worthy really means to open your heart in love to him even
when you feel like closing it down. In many moments, this is going to be excruciatingly painful and
scary. But to grow, this is necessary.

How to open up
So this all begs the question: HOW do I open my heart? How do I know how to open up?
Right now I want you to do this:
Feel what it would be like to open fully to a worthy man. How would you be breathing right now,
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moving right now, if your body was being entered by a man who is full of love for you? Where
would your hands be? How would you stand? Or sit? What sounds would you be making? Where
would you hold your arms, if you were to let a man of integrity enter in to you and to take you and
love you beyond your wildest imagination?
To be loved as much as your heart’s deepest desire, you have to open yourself to love, and love in
return. Open your heart even when your memories from the past guard you. There may have been
many men who were not worthy of your trust. But there will be one who is. And if you’re fortunate,
you may have been able to trust all the men you have been with.
And every time you feel like closing down – yet feel your man’s longing for intimacy with you, his
advances towards you – choose first to understand him. And then understand yourself, and realize
your full capacity as a feminine woman to open fully and unguarded to him.
Again, it doesn’t have to be sex. But the more you open, and the more you are in sync with your
man, the less you will want to resist him. IF he is worthy of you as a woman.
The greatest gift a woman can be given by a worthy man is to be polarized by his masculine energy
of direction, integrity and passion. This makes it easy for you to go in to your feminine core again.
The problem is, that if you have a man who is more in his feminine, you’ll be depolarized, and you’ll
be forced to find your way, and make your own direction. To lead yourself – and you’ll probably
even find yourself leading the relationship. And the less loved and appreciated you feel, the more
you’ll want to retreat; to close off your deepest source of love, and your deepest desire for love and
intimacy.
And, I’m not going to lie, women are great leaders. Sometimes you’ll have to, even if and when it
feels unnatural to you. If you’re a part of the corporate world, you’ll be doing it at work all day. But
in relationship, you need to allow yourself to be polarized. See my post on depolarization to learn
more.
The less you feel a man’s direction, the more you’ll want to do your best to lead yourself. And him.
And everything else ? This is the exact position many women are in today. But by opening, by being
inviting, you’ll invite and encourage more of his presence and masculinity.
And in turn, feel your own freedom.

It’s always your choice
Being open is not just physical. It’s a spiritual thing. And to be spiritually open, you must first choose
to. In any given moment, it is your choice. Your loss or your gain. And, if you are in a habit of
closing down; if you are really good at closing down, chances are, you won’t open up. You’re
probably too used to shutting down. It’s become a habit that is ingrained in to your body. But this is
your challenge. You CAN open up, you just have to lead yourself, and not wait for the ‘right’
moment!! There IS no right moment! Only now.
To know the value of opening up to intimacy, trust and love, you have to focus on the positives of
actually BEING open. Focus – visually, emotionally, mentally – on WHATEVER it takes to make
you associate more PLEASURE with opening up than PAIN.
Strong intimate relationships are built when both man and woman are able to open up. And be
vulnerable.
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Advanced steps for an open woman
Ask yourself these questions:
1) What is my decision not to open up costing me right NOW?
2) What is my lack of openness costing my relationship?
3) What has my refusal to open up cost me in the PAST?
4) What is something positive about my refusal to open up in the past? In what ways has this
served me well?
for example: was your decision not to open up actually a way of caring for others? Were you trying to
not burden others with your full self; raw emotions and all? Did it protect you from someone who
severely abused you?
5) Now focus on the positives of your lack of openness, and apply this positive aspect to your
decision to BE open instead. For example, you can, conversely, show your care, trust and faith
for others by being open. Especially your man. But you have to know this.
For example, if you didn’t open up in order to protect yourself from somebody who was
hurting you – know that it’s OK to close up to those who aren’t worthy of your trust. But it’s
your responsibility to open up to those who are worth it. You can still choose to close down to
people who have bad intentions.
Know that, in the past, your tendency to not be open has served you well, in some ways. It has
protected you in some way from something harmful. But mostly, you’ll find it has done your
relationships more damage than good.
Do you have the courage and strength to open to your man; so as to allow him more incredible
bliss, ecstasy and happiness than he has ever had the privilege to experience, by being with
you?
You know men want more than just sex (yes, there are some men who want a lower level of sexual
experience, and do it solely for the purpose of orgasm and physical pleasure. They can do it divorced
from love. But most men want more than that). A man actually DOES want to experience deep
connection with you. Make it true for yourself. Prove to yourself and others that it’s not just about the
sex.
Intimacy between a man and a woman can lead to incredible healing. You deserve that, and so does
your man. The dance of the yin and the yang – the masculine and the feminine – is such an
enriching life experience. Most people who have felt real attraction know that nothing compares.
The challenge is to open further, when you feel the least loved. Not by taking bad treatment, but by
giving more. The feminine has the most amazing capacity to open to, and give love. Use it. It is a gift
to everybody.

More resources
When you’re alone, you can spend the time to work on yourself. It doesn’t have to take long. Put on
some music that changes your state. Or meditate, if that’s your thing. See, I don’t use drugs or
alcohol to feel something (we’re all doing something to get a feeling). I use music, video, and food
(natural food). When I feel unhappy or closed, and feel like retreating but know it’s not serving me or
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my relationships, I listen to soulful music that drowns my body in freedom, energy and happiness. ?
Enigma and Era are musical geniuses that are sure to have something in store for you. Their music is
the best I know for bringing you to freedom and openness. Take these two music videos for example.
You can dance to it, open your arms, smile, sway, and just enjoy it.

You can just try any music you know will inspire you. But not cause you to wallow in depression,
but music that inspires you to be free and open. There’s plenty of music out there. You know what
works for you. ?
You don’t want to listen to any ‘cut your wrists’ songs though.
Do you know that there are triggers to men’s attraction? Click here to learn more about these 17
Attraction Triggers.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What do you think about this post? Feel free to leave a comment if you haven’t said hi yet, I
love hearing from you! Have you got any advice for women who are struggling to be open again
after being hurt? Do you think there are positives to being open?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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7 Steps to Develop Character as a Feminine Woman
June 27, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

How to Develop Character As A Woman
Article updated 2018

Femininity without character is a bit of a flop. You can look all good, get your hair and make up
done, put on some beautiful clothes, smile widely, and be all nice, polite and accommodating, but
without character, you really run the risk of being boring.
Before I talk more about this, it is important to define character. As there is more than just one facet
to it.
Character: The aggregate of features and traits that form the individual nature of some person
or thing; moral or ethical quality; qualities of honesty, courage or the like; integrity; good
repute; a person, especially with reference to behavior or personality.
You may know of only a small number of women with true character. The reason is because many
women (and men) like to follow rather than lead. They would prefer to stay ‘safe’ and within the clan
than stand out a little and be authentic. As per the definition above, character is about the features and
traits (of personality) that make up YOU as an individual. It’s integrity. It’s honesty. It’s the
combination of all things that make you you.
Don’t get me wrong, I do think that human beings are not given enough credit at times. We are
incredible creatures, but I think you would agree that there is not enough integrity around. Our
culture has become all about the ME in everything. That’s why we aren’t really taught how to interact
with each other in relationships, etc.
You may think that we’re all individuals anyway, and whilst this is true, I rarely come across a
woman whom is truly happy to be themselves. Real, raw and 100% authentic. To stand for
something. To fight for what she believes in. And when I do come across a woman like this, she
commands a great deal of respect. You cannot truly respect someone without character.
The kind of woman who lacks character is the kind of woman who is boring. She’s predictable. She’s
happy to just follow what everyone else does. And when a crisis happens, she lacks the courage to do
what is right. You cannot trust this woman, and neither can you respect her.
Furthermore, she lies. If that’s a little too intense for you, I will say that a woman without character is
afraid of the truth; at the very least. A woman without character lies to feel better about herself. To
get something from others. She’s also the snobby girl who ignored you in high school and wouldn’t
give anyone but the ‘hot’ guys or popular girls the time of day. Above all, she’s scared. She’s scared
as hell. Of uncertainty, and of losing acceptance from others. (read my article about why can’t you
be loved for who you are?)

So let me get in to how to develop character:
1) Accept and LOVE your ‘imperfections’. Let’s start with imperfections in personality.
Everybody makes mistakes. You’ve been a raging bitch before, and so have I. It’s OK if you can rise
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above your mistakes and become better from them. And it’s particularly important to do it in the
moment. Not later, when it’s easier.
This is one way character is actually developed. No-one just stumbles across true character. It takes
experience and fearless honesty with yourself and with others.
It takes courage to admit a mistake and learn from it. This is one facet that makes up true character.
Human beings are imperfect by nature. Choose to keep learning and growing. Accept imperfections
in yourself and others.
And now to get on to the physical “imperfections”:
The things that you consider imperfections are most likely the things that make the people closest to
you love you so much. Character can be seen from your ability to accept and LOVE what you’ve
been given (physically).
For example, I am a tiny woman at 5 foot 3 inches. At 5 foot 3, I don’t stand very tall. But, I realized
that this is one of the reasons why the people who care about me love me. I wouldn’t be ME
otherwise.
Also, take Cindy Crawford’s mole for example. It’s easy to see that as a flaw. But, she made a huge
career out of that mole!!
Take Johnny Depp’s long-time French singer/actress girlfriend, Vanessa Paradis. She has a huge gap
between her front teeth.See it here. It’s adorable! Handicap, you think? Only if SHE thinks so!!
Most importantly: These physical “imperfections” don’t give character in of themselves. It’s a
woman’s ability to accept it as a part of her, and love this part of her that gives the trait (and thus
her) true character!
2) Stand for something, and stand up for it. If you believe in something, don’t run around,
pretending that you don’t. Having character is all about being able to stand for what you believe in
and not being afraid to voice it. If you don’t do this, you run the risk of lacking individuality; hence,
lacking character.
You may think this is common sense. Yes, it is. Probably to you and I it is. But if you just take a short
moment to think about it: most people shy away from revealing certain things about themselves, or
refrain from sharing their support or belief in a cause for fear of being in the minority, and therefore
not accepted by others. They fear judgment.
For example, I’ve seen some people trying to hide their self-help book in their handbag from the view
of other because they fear people will think they’re handicapped. Or they want to appear self-assured,
strong and independent – thus, being seen with a self-help book would be embarrassing to them.
This behaviour is mostly a result of a lack of courage.

Don’t succumb to other people’s limitations
3) Align your values and beliefs with your actions. Ask yourself: What do I actually stand for? Is
there an idea, belief or value that I would DIE for? What do I truly believe in? What do I represent?
Do I have enough character to rise above my challenges in life (situations where my needs are not
met) – and stick to my values anyway? Am I living according to my true standards? Or am I being
less of myself than I could be?
People will violate their values to meet their needs. Most people. The key to true character is to catch
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yourself before you violate what you stand for, and rectify the situation. Find a solution. Grow. Be
true to yourself.
I will give you an example of what I mean here, as I know I may come across as a little bit vague.
The man or woman who says that they will never cheat on their spouse. And….somewhere along the
line……whoopsadaisys!!! They’ve cheated on their love. WHY? I mean, you said you never would,
right? It’s totally against what you BELIEVE in?
True. It’s true that, if your sexual/intimate/love needs are not met, one will want to justify their
violation of their own beliefs (in this case, cheating) with the reasoning that their needs weren’t met.
A person of true character has the integrity to deal with the situation. Either make the relationship
better – make it how you want it to be (make no excuses, do all that you can), or leave. That is true
character.
Every woman has an element of changeability in her emotions, but there are just SOME things –
some basic, foundational values she MUST have (of course, it’s different for everybody). Values and
beliefs is something I will address further in future posts. ?
4) Develop poise. See my post: 7 Steps to Instant Poise for a detailed article on poise. Poise helps
with character because it gives you presence. It also helps to add to the overall visual effect of
character. It shows that you’re confident as well.
5) Do what is right, in any situation. Give from the heart and it will come back to you ten-fold.
Don’t do it when it’s easy. Or when you’ve been given the ‘OK’. As a woman, you don’t need to be
combative or arrogant to do what is right. It’s part of a real woman’s job to leave the world a better
place than it was.
An example of this is something that everybody has seen and witnessed in their lifetime: the school
bully. And the victim. It is a very rare occasion in which you see a child or young adult standing up to
a school bully. But the one who does is the one with character. It takes character to stand up for
somebody. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
And again, as a woman, you don’t have to be combative. You’re just caring.
There’s something I always tell myself, and it’s really stuck with me through the recent months: I’d
rather be hated for doing what is right than be accepted for doing what is wrong. (read my article
about stop doing the right thing)
6) I know it’s hard, but if you’ve got a few wrinkles; accept them. Your wrinkles are your character
lines. They show the way you move your face! If you have habitually been depressed, then your
wrinkles probably reflect that you’re somewhat an unhappy person. In which case, you have to
change the way you feel (something I’ll get in to in later posts), and your lines will then fade and
change according to your new facial movement patterns. Plastic surgery only changes so much before
your old, habitual (negative) emotions kick back in and this will start to show up on your face.
But if you’re a really happy person, you’re wrinkles will likely be in all the right places. This is a
beautiful thing, despite what certain groups, media and modern advertising has tried to brainwash you
in to thinking. There really is nothing worse than a “frozen” face engineered by plasticity, don’t you
think? ?
7) Don’t be afraid to voice your thoughts and opinions.They’re important. Some women travel
through life listening and nodding to what everyone else says, and shy away from asserting
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themselves when necessary. They don’t want to voice their opinions. It’s not about trying to grab
attention all the time; it’s about being YOU.
Remember, you, just as anyone else, have the right to express your opinion.
I know a woman who is really nice, by definition. She’s really pleasant. The only problem is, when
I’m with her, I feel like shaking something out of her because every time I (or someone else)
expresses an opinion, she just nods. No response. Nothing.
The thing is, I WANT to hear her thoughts. I want to know what she thinks, but she’s intent on
quietness. And her response is always the same. Consequently, the conversations are:
predictable
un-stimulating
dispassionate; and
neutral
It’s hard to remember the conversations, or create any fun, happy memories with a person like this.
Even if you disagree with someone on something, and you’re always arguing with them; at least
you’re adding something. At least you’re emitting energy.
And now, for some brief:
Things that negate character:
– Conforming (akin to a sheep)
– Lack of confidence
– Thinking only of yourself
– Being nonchalant about things; especially things that matter.
– Following fashion trends to excess
– Not challenging yourself – Everything in your world is either growing or it’s dying. There’s no inbetween. If you’re not challenging yourself, then you’re less likely to add value to others, to
conversations, etc.
– Feeling the need to lie. Integrity is central to character – To have character you must exude
candor, honesty, and sincerity.
And finally, another quick example. Y’know those friends whom you thought were friends, but when
something happened in your life – perhaps you made a once-off mistake, perhaps something
happened to you that made you less “useful” to them than you once were – and all of a sudden, they
disappeared off the radar? Kaput. Their friendship was gone?!
Yep. That’s what I consider a lack of character. What about you?

Examples I have of women with character:
(Please note: Some of the examples below show people whose moral character could possibly be
questioned – however, they are listed because of their devotion to their unique identity/character.)
Oprah Winfrey
Meryl Streep
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Vanessa Paradis
Mother Teresa
Audrey Hepburn
Louise L. Hay
Goldie Hawn

Examples of Men with character:
Karl Lagerfeld
Laurence Fishburne
Jack Nicholson
Anthony Robbins
Nelson Mandela
Christian Bale
Eminem
Arnold Schwarzenegger
Coach John Wooden
Do you agree with this post? What do you think is true character? Do you have any juicy
stories of your experiences with women without true character?
Also, I’m so excited to let you know that our Commitment Control 2.0 is already out. Click here to
register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
If you liked this post, please join The Feminine Woman on Facebook. We appreciate your
support ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 Reasons to Go Without Makeup
July 1, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

The Case for Going Without Make up – How to Rock the Look
‘True Feminine Radiance Comes From Within.’
Most sites for women tell you how to put make up ON and how to do it perfectly. Well; this is really
counter-intuitive, but I have to say that if you want to attract good men in to your life; go without
make up during the day, from time to time (filtering out men who want their woman to always wear
make up). From personal experience, I have found that men actually seem to notice me more/are
more likely to strike up a conversation with me.
Not to mention that wearing make up has nothing to do with how attractive you are. This article is not
about going without make up all the time, it’s about being able to have the freedom to actually go
without make up if you have to/if you wish.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Now, I know that my sister blogger Melina advocates not leaving the house without mascara. On this
point, I beg to differ. I have left the house many times without make up, and I love it. I recommend it
to every woman. I’m not here to tell you whether you should wear make up or not, however. That’s
entirely up to you.

Here are 5 GOOD reasons why you might want to go without make up:
5. As humans, we tend to notice contrast. These days, if you go without make up, you stand out from
the crowd. Most women wear make up. You may think you look washed out, tired, and un-pretty, but
again, as a matter of contrast – this is probably true for YOU because you’re used to wearing make
up, but not for others who are first meeting you! And the people who know you will get used to it.
(read my article about how to be confident with men)
By the way, I’m not talking about the ‘bad’ kind of contrast here. I’m talking about how the look of
natural beauty is a huge contrast to most women who are wearing make up. But, this doesn’t mean
that a woman should stop taking care of her appearance.
And please, don’t try it once, get all worried, and never do it again – it may take a few goes to get
used to it!
4. A woman who doesn’t feel the need to wear make up is fascinating. She’s not trying to be
anything. She’s authentically who she is. To a man, if you can go without make-up, this shows you’re
very confident. Men and women alike will wonder “what makes her so confident?! Why can’t I do
that?!!”
But that’s just the beginning. To a man, it shows that you’re more likely to accept him without
judgments. If you have the courage to not succumb to pressure and go without make-up, and accept
yourself AS YOU ARE, you come across as the kind of person who would be less likely to judge
others. This is all a very subconscious process that we humans go through in our minds.
Think about it: who are mostly the women who snob men off and judge them? The women who
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obsess over looking perfect, and appearing like very few men are good enough for her.
Lack of make-up also makes you seem fascinating because a woman with confidence is in the
minority. It also make you more mysterious. (Read my article about how to be mysterious)
3. This may not be true with everybody, but I have found that going without make up makes you
look younger. It gives a look of authentic innocence and youth. Of course, if you’re not healthy, it
won’t work out for you. If you have really bad dark circles, dry, flaky skin etc, it won’t help with the
no make up look.
2. I’m really passionate about this one: I have found that foundation actually takes AWAY the
natural radiance and glow of my skin!! It gives the image of a clear complexion (though it will
never cover up pimples and bad skin properly) and ‘patch-less’ looking skin.
But I have found that, if you’re healthy, the ‘patches’ on your skin will be non-existent, and will be
replaced with spots of glowing redness or just an overall, natural, radiant glow in of itself. (Click here
to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
But that natural glow of the skin, if it is there, is actually taken AWAY by foundation!
“A woman who cannot be ugly is not beautiful” – Karl Kraus
1. Going without make up forces you to work on the inside. It forces you to be truly OK with who
you are. The outside canvas will dissipate with passing years, as father time does his handy work.
And by that time, you’re really going to have to know how to feel attractive without make up;
without the outer canvas fooling you in to thinking it is the Queen of everything, and the fixer of all
your problems.
Of course, going without make up is not ideal for every situation, as you would already know. But,
every woman should learn how to let her natural beauty radiate from within, right through the outer
layers of her skin. Not to mention that make up is full of very harsh chemicals that have a very real
chance of being absorbed in to your skin and other various orifices on your body.

So here are some ways to rock the natural look:
1. Make sure that your hair is clean and fresh. When your hair is at its best, it helps to radiate the
overall natural look of radiance. Depending on your individual facial features, you’ll need to choose
whether having your hair up or down suits you better when going without make up. Perhaps you can
do both! (read my article about how to take care of your hair)
2. Eat a diet of mainly raw foods. You will be surprised that this is a much better cosmetic than your
foundation and other types of make up. Aside from a raw food diet, make sure to cleanse and detox
regularly. Make it a habit. You can’t pull off the no make up look when your skin is dull and lifeless
from your bad diet.
3. Keep alcohol to a minimum. It really doesn’t help, sister. Not to mention it’s really great for
premature aging.
4. Exercise regularly and alternate between cardio work outs as well as doing light weights, tabata
exercises and plyometrics. Sweating helps detoxify your body, and refreshes your skin, helping you
pull off a natural look. It HAS to come from within!
5. Exfoliate (not every day), cleanse, tone and moisturize. Unless you live in a sub-tropical
environment, you most likely have problems with dry skin, so make sure you use a good organic
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moisturizer.
6. Take a good Omega-3 oil supplement like Krill Oil. Good fats help to keep the skin plump, making
you look and feel more youthful.
7. SMILE!!
8. Pay close attention to the clothes you’re wearing. Try not to wear anything too dull in color. Often,
wearing something floral and extra-feminine like a colorful maxi dress helps brighten up your overall
look.
Going without make up also helps give you character. Individuality. When you learn to love it, it also
gives you an enormous sense of freedom! And, I think most women would be surprised by the
number of men who would say that they prefer their woman without make up (of course a woman
needs versatility, still!). Especially when she’s spending quiet, quality time with him.
Men are attracted to women for a lot of reasons. Click here to discover the 17 Attraction Triggers that
drives so attracted to a woman.
Do you ever go without make up? Do you think it’s easy to pull off? Do you think men notice
you more when you’re not wearing make up? Do you agree with this post, or do you think no
woman should ever leave the house without mascara at least?
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Finding Your True Purpose as A Feminine Woman
July 10, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

“Legacy is Greater than Currency”
One of the questions I often get is “What is a Woman’s purpose?”; “What are we supposed to DO
with our lives?”; “What are we here for?”; “What is a feminine woman’s life purpose?”; “How do I
find my life purpose?”.
Although every woman’s personal life purpose will be different, a woman’s true life purpose in
general, really is to create and not destroy. It’s to live your passion so that you can be an example to
others. It’s to find fulfillment, and to seek growth and contribution. And it’s also to deliver yourself,
in your feminine true core to all the world. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine
Am I Actually?”)
And as you would already know, women in many cultures today have been brainwashed in to
thinking that if they’re not making any money, if they don’t have the typical college degree or
‘career’, then they are really not worthy. Even if you’re in touch with your femininity, it is easy to
fall in to this trap.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
Well, firstly, even though I spent 6 years at University studying, my feeling is that it is not necessary
to go to university or college. In fact, I think it’s time for everyone to re-consider university or
college and think FIRSTLY about their passion. Not that you shouldn’t go to college per se. It’s just
that, from personal experience, I prefer I got an education than went to university.
I would like to just say one thing that I’d like you to keep in mind whilst reading this article: Our
culture is changing (more on this below). You no longer have to get a 9-5 job to make money (you
didn’t have to to start with). Since my second year of university, I’ve been educating myself
financially (something they don’t teach you in school which I think is just plain cruel), and I have
found that a woman can live out her life purpose; her number one passion and feed herself through it
if she so desires.
The kind of platforms we have available to us today through the internet makes this entirely possible.
Now, ANYONE can be heard if they want to be. ANY woman can pursue and express her passion
and transfer it to others; if she uses what is available to her.
So here’s my very first question to you: do you LOVE what you do? Are you passionate about it? If
you were given 1 hour on a stopwatch to talk about something, what would it be? Do you love
waking up on a Monday morning, or do you constantly wish it was Friday evening?
Now, I am aware that not all of my readers have a full time (or even part-time or casual job). Many
are amazing housewives/stay-at-home moms. I think this is superb. But, even stay-at-home moms
often get to a point where they want to do something for themselves, or to engage in a passion, or to
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contribute/develop a vision. We all want fulfillment, and my feeling is that most of us really are
lacking deep fulfillment. (read my article about a desperate housewife – how can she save her
marriage?)

Should a feminine woman let her man make the money?
Today, it’s very difficult for families to survive on just one income. Everything just keeps getting
more expensive, doesn’t it? But, that still doesn’t mean that a woman has to go out and work. My
feeling is that a woman should feel entirely OK with it if her man is the sole ‘breadwinner’. But
ONLY if she is being the WOMAN in the relationship. And that in itself (being the woman), is hard
enough for most women these days. (read my article about why men do not want to marry)
It’s entirely possible (very possible) for a woman to use her femininity to propel her man to greater
heights. The corporate world is a very, very masculine environment. And it’s not that I think women
are incapable. Hell, no! Women are extremely talented and capable. We can do anything we want to
do and commit to doing.
But. The question is: will you working truly benefit you and your relationship? And, will it truly
fulfill you as a woman? Do you feel that your radiance is drained out of you through your work; or
does it light you up like a Christmas tree? Does it excite you and get your juices flowing? It doesn’t
matter what we achieve, no matter how much recognition, significance, love, acceptance and success
we achieve – nothing is ever going to give us more happiness and fulfillment than intimate
relationship. Funny, relationships are arguably the hardest thing to master in life. ?
If you feel or know that your job decreases your radiance as a woman – and you know it’s not your
passion, it’s time to find an alternative. You must be true to yourself. There’s plenty of space for
EVERY woman to live her passion.

Does getting a job or working decrease a woman’s Femininity?
Working does not HAVE to decrease a woman’s femininity. It depends on the job and whether she’s
passionate about it or not. In all honesty though, many jobs out there require well-developed
masculine energy. And, it’s fine for a woman to pursue these jobs. When in this kind of environment,
a woman will mostly be in her masculine. She’ll be in problem solving mode, conquering mode, and
trying to get the next thing done and the next thing done. Most jobs and industries are also very
competitive. Your femininity will not come to life in competition.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
The most important thing is that a woman allows herself to be in her feminine in relationship.
Regardless of your occupation (whether 9-5 or not), as long as you’re the woman in the relationship;
it doesn’t matter. But this is hard enough in itself. If your job is stressful, you may find it difficult to
even have the energy to be the woman, to go back to your true core, and to even bother showing up in
your feminine core in relationship at the end of the day. (read my article about how to be feminine)
For many women, work decreases their radiance to a point of no return. They don’t know how else to
be. But it doesn’t mean you have to be this kind of woman. Every woman needs the ability to tap in
to the masculine if she so wishes or when it is required.
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“If you don’t contribute beyond yourself, you get eliminated.”
All this job talk aside; true fulfillment will come from what you give to others, as well as how much
you are willing to grow. For most, it’s hard to choose the path that gives you the most growth. Many
people settle instead. This is a big no-no. Don’t settle! Settling gets you pain.
As per the written statement above; if you don’t contribute beyond yourself, you get eliminated.
THIS is the law of the universe. You cannot be all about you. This is what babies are. Needless to
say, many people are still very egocentric. This is what society has taught us to do. The very
psychology of focusing on something other than ourselves is hard to understand and master.
Elimination doesn’t have to be in the form of death. Elimination can be in the form of alienation,
becoming degenerate, remaining mediocre, and being a hermit/lonely. I have to say though, that I’ve
never met a person who hasn’t felt lonely, even periodically. But it’s the kind of loneliness that
entails not being remembered at all. Almost invisible. Having no influence whatsoever. (read my
article about the secret to eliminating female competition)
And, in my view, if you are in a job/position/place in your life where you are doing something that
you’re not TRULY passionate about (which is true for almost everybody); you need to change this.
You will not be presenting your true self, as a gift to all the world and as a woman, if you are doing
something that makes you feel crappy!!!

Where does true fulfillment come from?
I apologize if simplicity bothers you, but true fulfillment comes from growth and contribution. What
this means is that you have to be asking yourself questions like this:
“How can I reach inside myself to find better ways to contribute to others to help them take their
lives to the next level?”
“How can I live my true passion; and thus deliver my full and real authentic self as a gift to all the
world?”
“How can I deliver my REAL passion to the masses?”
“How can I be an example of love, courage, acceptance, passion, [insert your own adjectives here]
in my life?”
“How can I give to others in a way that will be received?”
“How can I love and contribute even more in this very moment?”
“How can I be even more resourceful in my life?”
“What would it take to contribute even more to the lives of others?”
If (like the majority of people), your current job or position limits your ability to express your true
voice and passion, gives you less time to make memories with your kids and family than your heart
desires, puts a ceiling on your income, controls your time, money, whereabouts, who you spend your
time with as well as when and how – then my feeling is that there is more for you.
You can contribute in many, many ways. I’m not just talking about doing voluntary work. So, right
now, please answer these questions (preferably write down the answers somewhere, now):
What do I LOVE?
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What do I HATE?
What am I passionate about?
What do I really want?
WHY do I really want these things?
List down as many things as possible. The more you list down, the clearer the picture you see. Most
people do not think consciously about these things, and that’s why you need to do it. ?
More importantly, please answer this question honestly:

“If I had ALL the money in the world (money is no object), what would I do?”
And you may say, well, “I’d pay off all my bills, debts and my mortgage”. Then what? I’d travel.
Then what? Then I’d like, shop ‘n stuff. Then what? “Buy my parents a new house”. Then what?
“Buy a new house for myself and my family.Then what? “I’d buy a new house overseas”. “I’d get
that designer gear I always wanted. I’d start a new website, I’d pursue dancing.” Then what? “I’d
have kids.”
If you haven’t yet, click here to download your copy of “Goddess Report”
OK…….Then what?! You know what I’m getting at here. Pretty much anything you ‘get’, ‘have’,
‘posess’, ‘own’ or achieve in life is ephemeral. This is why, the people who first landed on the moon
were over the moon. Going to the moon is pretty amazing, right?? But, the problem was, when they
returned, they fell deep in to depression! They didn’t have a clue what to do NEXT!!!?
So it’s like, I’ve been to the moon, and what now? What tops going to the MOON?!
This is why every woman needs to have a passion, and live it. Fulfillment will come from what you
know you have left behind when you pass. From the memories you create. From who you became.
What I want for you is to find true fulfillment. Many women think their children are their mission,
and whilst children are a major part of a woman’s real legacy, and I don’t doubt that any woman has
an unconditional love for her child; children will grow up and have their own lives.

So here is what I suggest:
Find a mission that is bigger than you. It has to be outside of yourself.
Answer the above questions that I have asked you. And then begin living your passion (if you aren’t
already). You may start a blog on it (the internet is an incredibly powerful platform through which to
transfer your passion to others; and blogging is one of the best mediums), you may start a video
tutorial series on youtube or an online tv show, you could start your own group, or do anything that
entails you living your passion.
And remember it’s not what you GET in life (whether that be recognition, acknowledgement, money,
status, wealth, opportunity) it’s who you become.
Over to you now. Do you think working decreases a woman’s femininity? What is your passion? Do
you have any advice for other women who may feel lost in their life or don’t know what to do? if you
had all the money in the world, what would you be doing?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
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your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Comfort A Masculine Man
July 19, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2020

The goal of this article isn’t to make a man light up like Christmas lights and try to make him be all
chirpy and cheerful. The goal really is to bring your light into his life, to give your presence (if
needed) and to generously appreciate what he’s going through.
The very purpose of this article is to help you find a way to ease a man’s tension, be a high value
woman by actually adding value to his life or to your relationship, and give your feminine gifts.
Please be mindful that this article is written for women who are already in a committed relationship!
As a woman, I have found that the task of cheering my man up and comforting him has proven to be
very difficult at times. Mostly because I am a woman, not a man; and it has taken a shift in
psychology to understand that my perceptions are not my man’s perceptions, and moreover, that
when I think he seems encumbered or stressed and upset; he may not actually be looking for relief
from this state he is in. He may not want to change the state he is in, unlike how a woman might by
talking about it, being listened to, etc.
Like most women, if my girlfriends are upset, I naturally ask something along the lines of:
“Are you OK, honey?”
“What’s going on?”
“What’s happening?”
“Can I help?”
“Are you upset?”
“Do you want to talk?”
“I’m here for you.”
And if you probe enough and show enough care, and she trusts you, mostly, women will open up to
you and talk (got to love women) ?
What wonderful creatures we are!
But, when dealing with men, asking these questions is not always the best approach. Your task really
is to give the gift of your presence and perhaps also your feminine energy.
Counter-intuitive though it is – if your man is masculine and he is having financial troubles for
example, it is not often that the right solution to offer your financial help, or to offer to go out and get
a job, or to offer your knowledge in financial investment (raising my hand to show that I’ve made this
mistake before).
And it’s very, very hard not to want to offer this solution because it’s how we have been conditioned
as women in most cultures today! And even if I tell you, instead, give your presence or your feminine
energy – you may ask, “How?! I’ve never been taught!”
Exactly.
That’s why this blog exists. But, giving your feminine energy is a hard thing to do as well.
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It can be a complex thing that takes a lot of understanding, and it’s beyond the scope of this article,
but I will still make simple suggestions. (read my article about how to be feminine)

The conventional solution…
Feminine women care about everything. So, you’re probably like me in that you’ll be sad and
wanting to do everything that you can to help if your man seems down. Well, this everything that I’m
talking about is simply giving your presence or your feminine energy.
You could guess what my initial reactions were when I first encountered my man’s stressed-out
looks, during the earlier period of our relationship. I would often take his mood as a sign of lack of
affection or love for ME. I would think that it was about me. I’d think that he was angry at me, hated
me, was judging me, or found me a nuisance. I would think,
“OMG, he thinks I’m ugly right now”
Or “He doesn’t care about me anymore”
“He’s so cold”
Or “He’s so arrogant!”
As I have come to realise; it was never any of these things. He has never judged me. Never. I know
that in my heart of hearts.
he was just in the middle of working or figuring things out; and that intensity that comes with that –
the stress that an come with that, can feel a bit scary and like he’s not loving you. But it’s just
intensity, that’s all.
As a woman, you will know what I mean when I say that we tend to close up and get uptight and
scared when our man seems to go away or get caught up for days on some problem that he needs to
fix. And when he won’t open up to us, we fret. The majority of men are never judging us, women, as
much as we think they are (if at all).

On giving or offering your ‘solutions’…..
Perhaps your man has a demanding career that requires he work outside of traditional working hours.
Perhaps he just often seems to be dealing with this or that dilemma. Perhaps he is lacking sleep or
rest. (read my article about why he pulls away)
And in relationships, this is probably one of the hardest things a woman will have to deal with. Of
course, most of us have been taught to just approach the problem with a solution. To give advice.
No.
No giving advice unless you have been asked to. And no, this isn’t because I think you should be a
docile, useless, frail woman. It’s because your job (as well as your man’s) in the relationship first and
foremost – is to give your presence, to feel what they are feeling, and to understand. And no
masculine man wants his woman to approach him with a bunch of instructions.
Hell. No.
As soon as you approach him and start to offer “answers”, this will make him feel like he is not
understood by you.
Rest assured, there will be a time for this. And, when it arises – when he asks for your input, always
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come from a loving place.

So How do you Comfort a Masculine Man?
Every man is different. I recommend that you take the time to truly understand him and his needs
first. And if one thing doesn’t work; take another approach. Do this until you find the exact thing to
do to fill up your man’s heart.
There are two typical scenarios that you will need to be aware of when your man is (or seems)
stressed. You will have to use your own judgment here.
1) The first one is that your presence is NOT really needed.
2) The second one is that your presence IS needed.
So, firstly, work out whether your presence is required. Ask yourself honestly, “Am I approaching
him because I want something from him? (ie: some sort of subtle indication/reassurance that he still
loves me and notices that I’m here) or am I approaching him to give something from my heart?”
Not that there is anything wrong with wanting attention from your man. It all depends on the
situation.
Suppose you’ve worked out honestly that your presence IS needed and would benefit the situation.
Here are your options (I’m sure you can think of more):

How to Comfort Your Man When your presence is required- Suggestions:
(These are suggestions. If you don’t like what I suggest, please think of your own ideas, too.)
1) Look deeply into his eyes and hold his gaze. Draw him further into your world. Give him
something to smile about (there’s a LOT to smile about in the world of the feminine). Smile. Indicate
through your look/gaze/body language that you love him. This is all about enchantment and luring
him into your magical gifts.
When you do this, the aim is to draw him in and make it all about you BOTH. Re-connecting to each
other’s souls and your very beings. Nothing else in the world exists other than the both of you as a
couple.
2) Do a sensual dance. Dances such as:
A lap dance.
A pole dance.
A crazy dance.
Any feminine dancing.
Do whatever it takes. Hell, just put some music on (music that you both like) and move your body.
You can also dance naked for added effects – (Did someone say: vulnerability?!) ? The point of this
is to put a great, big smile on his face and enchant him. But it won’t work unless it’s done at the right
moment and you’re confident with it.
You see, you always have to try to feel if a particular thing will actually add value to him in a
particular moment. For example, if he’s in the middle of a conference call, would it be appropriate to
dance naked for him? Probably not. But it might be appropriate at other times. You are the best judge
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of what’s appropriate in this moment.
And, it’s ok to make mistakes along the way. What matters most is that you have the right intent: the
intent to give or add value. It’s the intent that will make all the difference.
3) Just sit quietly with him, and wait until he is ready to talk/share/converse/discuss. Jus be there.
And continue waiting. And continue waiting. Even if it takes hours. Patience, sister! ? Once he sees
that you are willing to wait for him to talk, you’ll have much more success at disarming him.
You may very well be your man’s greatest source of love. Just remember to live it.
4) Offer him a full body massage. And relieve him of his tension. And be sincere about it.
5) Feel what he is feeling and just show that you understand. When you feel what he is feeling, a
funny thing happens: you create what is called attunement. Attunement is when you both become
one. You are in harmony, because if you can feel and appreciate what he is going through, you’ll
naturally be able to adjust and act in an appropriate, non-value taking way. Attuning yourself to a
man means that you’re not here to take more love, reassurance or approval (just in this moment), but
you are here to be a part of HIS world, and be there for him.
6) Give him a blow job. There. I said it. If you don’t like giving them, it’s a good idea to think about
it from your man’s perspective and read why men love blow jobs.
(Yeah? You’re kidding, right Renee? No. I’m not. If your aim is to give to your man, this option
should not surprise you in the least). And no, I really don’t recommend you do this all the time, every
time. It’s a quick option and it is not a lasting solution that you can practice every time. But I trust
you. I trust you to choose what is right in the moment for both of you. I do also urge you to practice
good personal judgment.
You see, when a man has had his release, and you’ve helped him – it makes it easier for him to solve
his OWN problems, because he is then empty and free. Yes, men often feel the need to “empty”, if
you know what I mean.
Disclaimer: I don’t believe in casual sex. I don’t believe in doing this with a man you’ve only
recently been dating. But, I do believe in giving to a man when you’re committed to each other – I
believe in giving to the one that you love.
6) You know your man better than I do, so, if he doesn’t mind talking to you about things normally,
you could ask him questions such as: “What are you thinking about?”
Keep in mind that if you ask him how he is feeling, you might very well get something like:
“Nothin'”; or
“I dunno”.
Talking about feelings never helps a man solve any problems, it will often (not always, but often) just
detract him from what needs to be done.

A final note on scenarios in which your presence is required…
Dealing with a man’s stresses can sometimes feel like giving too much; kind of like you’re a rat on a
conveyor belt. But that’s only because you’re dealing with the situation with conventional strategies
(such as: going straight to insecurity, PROBING him, trying to force something out of him, getting
angry – out of your own frustrations, giving ultimatums, accusing him of not loving you or trusting
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you anymore). Remember the goal is to just love and to just be there.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Men hate ultimatums. Yet, women are still doing it. Everywhere, every day. If you give ultimatums,
plan for him to leave or live with an emasculated man for the rest of your life. AND be miserable.
You need to be peaceful. It’s your position to understand him. It needn’t be a chaotic experience. It’s
been ridiculously hard for me at times in my past, as any man (uncle, friend, father, my man) can be
very reserved. And it can take a lot of patience. But it becomes a lot harder for you if you approach
the situation in the past in the above conventional “average” ways.
But, the result is worth it. You may very well be your man’s greatest source of love. Just remember to
live it.
So now on to the second scenario, where your presence is not required:
When I say your presence is not required – I mean during the times when your man may seem to be
enduring something or may be overwhelmed with something or engrossed in this or that task. When
he is clearly engrossed in a mission.
Sometimes, he’ll just want to be left alone. He may not want or need your thoughts. He may not want
or even need you to ask questions or be concerned. He may not want to talk. He may not want to
discuss. He may not want to divulge his ‘feelings’. But he will want your respect. He will want your
love. These are things that you need to give as a woman (provided he’s earned your respect already).

So, how do you show your love and respect? I have some suggestions
1) Show your love and respect by leaving him alone, or letting him go away to accomplish what he
deems necessary. Even if it is for days or weeks.
2) If he is within your vicinity, bring him a snack at an appropriate time. Like a sandwich with his
favourite filling, or a steak or kebabs or veggie sticks or a yummy soup. You don’t need to ask him
what he would like. Just bring him something – like, obviously not when he is full already. Use your
judgment.
It’s important not to do this just for the sake of it. You can do the right thing at the wrong time and it
will have the opposite effect. He may just think it is an annoyance.
3) You can make him a drink. A cool lemon iced tea. Or a hot tea, depending on the weather.
Whatever he likes. Help him to refuel and recharge. Men really appreciate this because you’re giving
him your feminine love and support. You are taking care of him. What’s that big Facebook fan page
about “women bringing men sandwiches”?
This way, you’re still showing him that he is appreciated – that he is loved. You’re still able to
deliver your feminine care without being pushy and obtrusive about things. But do it, unqualified.
Just bring it, and leave him to his work or thoughts.
4) Show your support and appreciation for what he is doing. Give him a kiss and a brief touch on the
shoulder/chest – whatever you like, and say “Thank You. I appreciate all that you do to take care of
us/me.” Acknowledge his hard work – his desire to achieve a result. Women need to understand that
for the masculine – it’s all about where you’re both going together. Where you’re going to end up.
It’s about direction.
This is something women must make a point to appreciate in men. Every woman must appreciate
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men (or her man) at a different level. They are unlike us, and that is how it is meant to be.
Men and women are here to complement each other.
On that note, here are 5 Unconventional Ways to Make Him Love You MORE.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
Ultimately, no matter what you do – it’s about what you do but even more importantly, WHY you do
it. Don’t do anything just for the sake of doing something. Giving a man sex is one thing which
women do thinking it will get them somewhere. It can, but it depends on the nature of your
relationship and on the individual situation.
I’m so excited to let you know that we have already launched the Commitment Control 2.0. Click
here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
Now, over to you. What do you think of this article? Have you got any quick tips for comforting
a man? Anything that would help other damsels?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Be A Real Lady
July 25, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Have you seen one lately? A lady, I mean. I had to scratch my head a few times to think of one. There
are the ‘traditional’ types of ladies, such as Audrey Hepburn and a more modern example – Kate
Middleton.
It’s wonderful to be a classy lady, but I believe our society no longer values the ‘uptight’ women who
are always trying to please and be perfectly elegant.
I mean, just because one is a lady doesn’t mean she is to be restricted in life. It doesn’t mean she has
to be untouchable, and unable to get herself dirty. Confining oneself to strict ladyship only is terribly
one-dimensional and annoying for one’s friends, family and acquaintances. (Click here to take the
quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Firstly, to “define” our subject of interest:
Meaning of a Lady: A well-mannered and considerate woman with high standards of proper
behaviour. A woman who is regarded as proper and virtuous.
If you’re on this blog, my guess is that you’re probably already somewhat a lady. Nonetheless, here
are some tips to get you further on your way to ladyship:
1. Be generous with expressions of gratitude such as: ‘Thank You’ and ‘I appreciate that’.
2. Don’t say that you need to go to the bathroom; just excuse yourself.
3. When in doubt, dress modestly.
4. If someone smiles at you; smile back.
5. Do try to bring extra guests to an event, party or function. But ask politely first.
6. It is imperative that you develop good posture, which isn’t too hard to achieve.
7. Do say that you need to go to the bathroom, and excuse yourself.
8. Whatever you do, do it with Poise.
9. If a gentleman offers to pay for your dinner, politely accept and say ‘Thank You’.
10. If somebody gives you a lift somewhere, say ‘Thank You’.
11. Don’t be demanding of favors. Rather, inconvenience yourself than burden others with your
demands.
12. Don’t engage in casual flings purely out of personal desperation for sex.
13. Don’t keep f*** buddies.
14. Rather your skin be as white as snow than as orange as this.
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15. Don’t get fake breasts.
16. Don’t reveal your age, weight or bra size.
17. Respect a man.
18. Model Audrey Hepburn.
19. Reveal your age, weight and bra size.
20. Listen more than you speak.
21. Don’t talk on the phone in movies, in lectures, or at the dinner table.
22. Don’t respect a man if he doesn’t deserve your respect.
23. Wait for people to finish their sentences before you speak.
24. Don’t complain about the weather. You cannot change it anyway.
25. Don’t interrupt other people’s conversations. Politely wait.
26. Wait to be served or to ask a question, even if it is a quick question.
27. Don’t discuss religion or politics at the dinner table.
28. Don’t speak in a foreign language when there is another person or other people around who do
not understand it.
29.Politely report and express your disappointment about a crappy meal/being given something you
didn’t order to a waiter; don’t crack it at the waiter.
30. When in Rome, do as Romans do.
31. Be on time.
32. Apologize for being late.
33. Call if you are going to be late.
34. Respect other people’s opinions. Don’t shove your views in their faces as gospel.
35. Don’t be tyrannical.
36. Hear others out before assuming your way of doing things is the superior way.
37.Believe you are number one.
38. Shine the light upon others.
39.Be modest in character.
40. Don’t think you are number one.
41. Don’t laugh at other people’s misfortune.
42. Give other people credit if they have helped you (even if they don’t know they helped you). Give
more than they “deserve”.
43. Assume every day is a new beginning.
44. Don’t burp or fart out loud in front of people.
45. Think before you speak.
46. Don’t scare people (within context).
47. Don’t wear the same jacket as everybody else.
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48. Don’t carry weapons.
49.If you say you will do something, follow up on it.
50. Honor anyone who has ever helped you. And never forget that they have helped you.
51. Wear the same jacket as everybody else.
52. Be charming.
53. Don’t tell sexist or racist jokes.
54. Always RSVP to events.
55. Don’t use call waiting. Use an answering machine instead.
56. Don’t lead men on.
57. Don’t flirt with men you’re not interested in.
58. Always leave a tip. (Oops).
59. Have a tidy appearance.
60. Keep good personal hygiene.
61. Have messy hair.
62. Recognize inconsistencies in personality for what they are. Inconsistencies. A chance to re-align
your values. These do not define a person.
63. Know the value of femininity.
64. Respect your neighbors and close the windows and doors when you are getting frisky with your
man. (common sense is not always so common).
65. Treat people as equals.
66.Make mistakes. Be obvious about it.
67. Honor your mistakes.
68. When leaving a social function, always say goodbye to everyone you spoke to.
69. Win some false friends and true enemies. And know you’ve succeeded anyway.
70. Be reasonable.
71. Be unreasonable. Reasonable people are stuck in their own limited version of reality.
72. Think carefully before you do something you regret. Instead, ask yourself: “what do I REALLY,
truly value in my life?”
73. Ask yourself: “where’s the good in this?”
74. Remember, you are MORE than your behavior.
75. Accept the features you have been given, and in turn, accept other people’s features.
Unleash your inner goddess, click here to download the “Goddess Report”.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…
Now over to you. Yes, you! ?
So what does being a lady mean to you? What tips have you got for us? Any questions about my list?
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Confusions? Feel free to type away!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Problem with Saying “I’m Sorry”…
August 6, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

The Problem with the Words “I’m Sorry” – Saying sorry
Many would tell you these are the two most important words in relationship, and that saying sorry is
very important. Some will tell you that you should use these words more, rather than less.
My response is: “really?”
I disagree. The words “I’m sorry” are relatively unimportant for the long-term, in your relationships.
Many women use these words too much. Women also have this tendency to feel guilty too often; thus
the use of the phrase “I’m sorry” (though this is not true for all).
I don’t think there is such a thing as using the words “I’m sorry” too little – I think rather, that there is
such a thing as caring too little to make a change or to treat your partner better.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Many women lash out and cut deep with their words, and then torture themselves with guilt. And
then say sorry. And then lash out, and cup deep with their words, and then torture themselves with
guilt. And then say sorry. And then lash out with their words, and then….
The pattern still exists. The same thing happens, continuously, over and over. You have to break the
pattern, and develop alternative ways to deal with a problem, or even a new authentic temperament.
You’ll find a larger proportion of women than men in the feeling guilty clan. Men feel it too, yes. But
they don’t generally live in this emotion as much as women.

Sorry as a cover up
The words I am sorry are often used as a cover-up. I’ve done it before, and I’ve seen others do it too
– this is how I know. The words “I’m sorry” are often just that – just words. Words in themselves
mean little without true resolve to change something, or to do better next time. (read my article about
he misses you but…)
There was a time in my relationship where I had not treated my man fairly, and I was saying sorry –
and in the middle of it, I had to stop myself. Later, I thought hard about it. I thought hard about the
words and why I was really saying them.
I came to a conclusion that, throughout my life, in certain relationships, I had said I was sorry out of a
need to re-gain the other person’s acceptance. And to desperately try and re-salvage lost connection.
In other words, I was still coming from a wholly selfish place.
Do you know what I mean?
It’s like, I hurt the other person to start off with, and now I want to take even MORE from them by
hoping that my apology will bring them closer to me?! This is fickle.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
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Sorry as a way of serving guilt
So, after stopping myself midway through the apology, I started to ask myself what would be a better
way of doing things. I realised that, often, the words “I’m sorry” were helpful (depending on who the
person is, and what they value), but never made the REAL difference in repairing something I’d done
that was hurtful.
The real difference goes something like this: we mess up somehow; and act in a way that is less than
authentic and less than acceptable. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am
I on Facebook?”)
And rather than hating yourself for it; rather than grieving, rather than indulging in guilt, the better
thing to do would be to even say nothing at all, but to truly listen to the other person’s pain, and their
experience. And just be with them. Whether it’s your man, your mom, your sister, your best friend, or
your colleague.
Once I’ve done that, from a place of honesty and sincerity, as a true woman, it is a must to proceed to
grow and to love greater. This means that repairing lost trust is purely YOUR responsibility – Up
until a point where it’s clear that the other person isn’t interested in trusting you at all anymore. IF
that even happens. Which is rare. In most cases, a person who is hurt just wants you to care more, and
love them more. Even if they seem to be pushing you away. (read my article about how to solve a
relationship problem)
Just to clarify for the purposes of this post, caring and/or ‘loving’ someone ‘more’ doesn’t have to
mean that you suffocate them, but that you come from a place of authenticity and you place yourself
wholly in their shoes, and listen and care – without question. No strings attached!!

Putting “I’m sorry” in to context…
That being said, for a small few, I believe that there are a number of people who say sorry
authentically. And of course, it’s possible to say sorry purely out of 100% consideration, compassion
and love for the other person.
I think that the words “I’m sorry” said in this way takes a high level of selflessness.

Childhood conditioning…
The problem for many is that as children, we had mommy or daddy take us by the hand, lead us up to
little Johnny or Sarah, and force us to say “I’m sorry” when we broke their toy or called them a
meanie. Even when we didn’t want to say sorry. Even when we didn’t mean it. Even when it wasn’t
coming from the right place in our hearts.
And this is ingrained in to us over and over and over and over throughout our childhood until it
became a natural and subconscious reaction to something. Sometimes, as a matter of etiquette, saying
“sorry!” is fine.
For example, if you step on someone’s unsuspecting toes on a crowded bus, it’s only good to say “oh
sorry!!!” Because you don’t know that person as well; you’re less likely to be in a long-term
relationship with them, and it’s good manners to do so. Just to indicate some consideration towards
them.
The words I’m sorry are not as important as our intentions, our resolve, and what we have to give.
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Some people just say they are sorry because they feel they have to.

What is more important than sorry?
Honestly, there are a number of things that are more important, and will have a greater effect and
influence upon your relationship and life than using the “I’m sorry” phrase. I’ll list a few below:
– Working on yourself. Constantly striving to strip away your fears and masks so that you can present
yourself with authenticity and character. When you do this, you’ll often say the words from a place of
total authenticity, and they will MEAN more to the other person.
– A humble intent.
– Your actions in the long-term, after the thing you did or said that may or may not have caused hurt
to the other person.
– True compassion.
Have you downloaded the copy of “Goddess Report”? If you haven’t yet, click here to do so.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
So do you agree with my views?
Do you think saying sorry is important? What other words or actions could someone say to you or do
that would have a greater and better impact? Has anyone ever apologized to you and it didn’t feel like
it came from the right place? Perhaps you thought it didn’t help because they didn’t mean it?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Most Women Don’t Know about Finding and Keeping
the Man of Their Dreams
August 10, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

There’s a myth that all you need to do is be a nice girl or a “good person”, and then, everything you
want will follow, and line up for you. Including a handsome prince who adores you.
This, in fact, is untrue. Don’t you know of anyone who is a really nice person, and yet still didn’t get
what they “deserved” in life, their career, or their love life? I do. If I had a gold coin for every time I
heard someone say: “Why do BAD things happen to GOOD people?!” Do you know how rich I’d be?
So, the conventional idea of just being a good person is enough really needs to be challenged.
Perhaps there is another path; a secret path or a forbidden rule of success in dating and relationships
that we are never told because it’s taboo. Remarkable men and loving husbands don’t come in to your
life and STAY in your life without commitment on your part. Commitment to continuously being
the kind of woman who that kind of man would want to be with.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
So this means there can be no: “this is how I am, accept me or leave”. Or “This is how I am – deal
with it”.

Is there a shortage of GOOD men?
Many single women bemoan the fact that there aren’t enough good men. This ONLY needs to be
true for you if:
1) You SETTLE for this belief; or
2) You are not showing up as the kind of woman who is sure to attract the man of your dreams.
If YOU do not take the time to see the good in men, you are settling for a false sense of superiority.
People in this position tend to be quite self-righteous. I hear it all the time from men and women: “oh,
I don’t see why a woman WOULDN’T like me.” “Oh, men are PIGS.”
YOU will only attract mediocre men when dating or a mediocre man out of your current partner if
YOU don’t do whatever it takes to get the relationship or man of your dreams. People end up in
unfulfilling relationships because they have terrible (low) standards.
And I’m not talking about the kind of standards that lead you to say “oh well, I have high standards
for men!” And be really proud of it and then you sit on your butt and do nothing. WAITING never
got anybody anywhere.
Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…
No-one ever got a good man for just bitching and whining. (read my article about why women fail to
attract men)
If we did, it would be easy. And if it was easy, everyone would have a fulfilling relationship for
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the long-term. And if everyone had an ultimately fulfilling relationship, then the fulfilling
relationship would be devalued.
Some women let good men go or force men away, because of a lack of humility (among other
things). A lack of character. One must push through resistance to grow, and to become MORE as a
woman, so that you can attract a good or better man. And when you DO do this, guess what happens?
You suddenly become deserving of this good man.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

The rule of success…
This is the taboo solution. The forbidden rule of success, as simplistic as it may sound. This is what
most people would rather not hear, and most parents would rather not tell their children. After all, it
produces a much warmer and fuzzier feeling to hear that it would just all come together for us if we
were just nice, good people.
The truth is that it’s not enough to just be a ‘good’ person. You can be a ‘good’ person or a ‘nice’
girl, but have poor standards. A poor outlook on relationships.
Like anything in life; once you begin to do something, to strive for something such as the ultimate
fulfilling relationship – you will be met with resistance.
So, as difficult as it may be for some women, if you tend to complain about being single, or complain
about your husband or boyfriend being lousy – it’s time to stop complaining and raise the standards
you have for yourself.
Even if you attract a wonderful man and fall in love, 3-9 months down the track, when all the fuzzy
feelings wear off, you’re going to have to find a way to grow and keep this relationship with this
person you love so much. Again, if it was all so easy, we would all have it.
It’s like having good money management: if you do not invest, your money is being devalued, year
after year.

Here is a quick example:
If you are a 10 out of 10 woman – will you date a man who is a 5/10? And I don’t mean looks. The
answer is of course, a No. Because you know you deserve better. Not only this, but you would
naturally ATTRACT better.
Do you know what naturally attracts men? Click here to find out the 17 Attraction Triggers.
JUST maintaining the status quo is not an option if you want the best. Whether that be in your
relationship or in your life in general. You must always be bringing more to your current situation; to
be improving it.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
Over to you now, lovely. Yes you! ?
What do you think?
Do you think there are lots of good men out there?
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Or do you think there is a shortage of good men?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Dressing Feminine In The Workplace â€“ Will You be Taken
Seriously?
August 15, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Black, grays, browns and ‘smart’, neutral colors are common for a normal woman’s working
wardrobe. Something simple and neutral; but the issue and questions at hand are:

Can you dress like a girly girl and be taken seriously in the workplace?
Does dressing ultra feminine and girly do damage to your professional career?
I’d hasten to assert that the way a woman dresses influences someone’s first impression of you, as
with anything; but that being taken seriously in the workplace really has nothing to do with how you
dress, but how you act and who you show up as. Please share with us your thoughts, experiences and
opinions about ultra-feminine dress at work down in the comments section below. (read my article
about how to be a lady)
Here is Oli’s story, a lovely reader who wrote in to me about this issue, to tell me all about how her
change in wardrobe affected her time at work, and the surprising responses from men when she
decided to change her work wardrobe to an uber-girly and/or feminine look:
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)

******************************
“Hi Renee,
Wanted to share an experience with you.
Over a year ago I decided to start dressing very feminine to work. I thought hard about what I had
read over the years and followed; that to look polished and powerful and to be taken seriously
particularly by men at the workplace, one had to avoid wearing girly dresses, avoid florals because
they could undermine your authority and well wearing pink including hot pink to work and other soft
feminine colors will make others at the workplace take you less seriously than they should. Well I got
sick and tired of this and said to myself, if I am going to be all woman then I intend to be all woman
at the workplace as well.
Anyway, I gave my work wardrobe a new look. I started wearing hot pink to work, high heels and
feminine dainty footware, laces, lots of frills, feminine soft colors, sensual fabrics, wore mostly skirts
and dresses, wore lots of florals…
The results over this time have been sensational. Before I go on I have to explain. I head a department
full of men. My work is media related and you would think the dress code is relaxed at my
workplace. It is not. The dress code is quite conservative.
Anyway all the men, including those in my department would pull seats for me to sit on and look
aghast that i would be left to stand. They would rush to open doors for me. Offer to carry anything
heavy. Honestly I felt like a princess (who happened to be a fairly strict boss as well)… Ha, Ha..
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There was something else that amazed me however. Its that there was absolutely no loss in authority,
simply because I choose to wear hot pink or florals to work. I know for a fact that I am respected for
what I do at work. So then I thought to myself it isn’t true then when a women dresses very feminine
at work, she gets disrespected just because she looks very feminine.
I admit there were a few men and believe it or not women, who misjudged me because of the very
feminine way I would dress until I opened my mouth and we got down to business.
I remember within this time my dept. had an intern, a young lady who always dressed in jeans and t
shirts. She surprised everyone when she suddenly appeared to work wearing very dainty feminine
clothes. She did that for about a week. Believe it or not, I saw exactly the same reaction from
surrounding males. They started to treat her like a lady, in every sense of the word, becoming extra
thoughtful and protective of her.
Anyway the reason I brought up my ‘experiment’ is that I would be curious what other women would
think about the style of our work clothes and if indeed wearing clothes that reflect the masculine
really do women any good at the workplace or if wearing very feminine clothes at work hurts
women’s
careers.
I would like to add that I made sure that my clothes were very modest looking. (The intern’s were
feminine and modest as well).
By the way, the reactions of other women initially was not too good. Then in a few months I noticed
that the other women, started wearing softer more feminine colors to work.
And that made me smile. I felt very happy.
Thanks for your lovely blog.”
Oli.
If you haven’t yet, click here to download the “Goddess Report”.
What about you, lovely?
Do you dress very feminine to work?
Do you think it’s a good idea for women to do this?
Do you think dressing feminine undermines a woman’s authority in the workplace?
Do you think men and/or women take women less seriously in the workplace if they dress very
feminine?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Warning: Pick Your Friends Carefully
August 17, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Warning: Pick Your Friends Carefully
Do you have any dreams? Do you have wishes? Any desires or planned outcomes? Do you have any
goals in life? And do you have anyone around you who’s pulling you away from your goals and
desires? (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Do you have in mind the kind of relationship you’d like to have?
Do you have a picture in mind, of who you would like to be, represent or become?
Now…..who do you spend most of your time with? Who is in your friendship group? Who is your
closest friend?
We all eventually become like who we spend our time with. It’s subconscious, it’s under the radar
and it has a huge impact on our lives. So much so, that it will determine whether we’ll end up happy
or depressed, wealthy or poor, healthy or sick. Your influences are infinitely important! (read my
article about how other woman can ruin your happiness with a man)
Yes, that means that if you persistently hang around a bunch of rude, angry people, you will
eventually end up rude and angry. Yes, this also means that if you hang around overweight, unfit
people, eventually, you will become overweight and unfit, too.
Haven’t you ever been with a close friend or boyfriend/husband, and you both said the same thing at
the same time? Or were thinking the exact same thing?
Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…
I know of a woman (a friend of a friend) who spends a lot of time with her significant other. One
night, they were asleep in bed together, and she woke up from a dream she had had, only to find her
husband had awoken from exactly the same dream.
You’ve seen couples who look alike, right? In some close couples, this is particularly apparent in
their later years. They have the same facial expressions and mannerisms.
We all do this subconsciously, as a way to feel more connected to the people around us. Especially
the ones who mean the most to us.
There is a story of how a group of women living together in the same place/environment for a while;
eventually find their menstrual cycles become synchronised. This has been known as the McClintock
Effect.
If you’re on this blog, you are most likely a woman who values growth to an extent. You are most
likely a woman who values learning and becoming more. You probably also understand and
appreciate the value of becoming closer to your feminine core, and becoming more woman. If,
however, you spend lots of time hanging around with people who primarily value certainty (comfort),
and prefer to keep the status quo, then forget about your dreams, because these friends will bring you
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down.
One of the fastest ways to get to where you want to go – to become who you want to become, is to
surround yourself with people who are already where you want to be. If you surround yourself with
what some would term ‘shallow’ and/or egocentric women who are bitchy; you’ll end up becoming
like that, too. (read my article about finding your true purpose as a woman)
Who do you think most people like to make friends with? People who are at the same level as them,
or below them. So that they feel good about themselves.
Don’t hang around people who don’t honor your dreams, your soul and what your represent purely to
settle for SOME sort of connection.
We all need love but most of us will settle just for connection. Are you in a friendship group where
you can’t share your true passions? Are you passionate about becoming a truly feminine yet strong
woman, but afraid to share this with your friends?
Get a copy of the eBook 17 Attraction Triggers and find out what attracts men naturally.
Today, make a promise to yourself: Honor yourself and choose your friends carefully, because you
will become who you spend your time with.
So, over to you: are you happy in your current friendship group?
Do you feel supported unconditionally by your friends?
Who do you spend most of your time with? Feel free to share with us your thoughts below.
And you might want to go for Part 2 of this topic.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Options When You’re Stuck with Bad Female Friends
August 23, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

You would know by now that who you spend time with is who you become. That means that if you
spend a lot of time around people who are negative and spiteful, you will eventually become negative
and spiteful too. This is a follow-up post to the post Warning: Pick Your Friends carefully.

Proximity
Most of us will encounter bad friendship groups, bad friends or bad influences in our lives due to
proximity. You may work with a group of people whose conversations are negative or bitchy, or
whose values do not align with yours. You may simply have family members who do not add a lot of
value to your life, or who feel like an absolute pain to be around. Schools and Universities are also
another great source of random “friends” you meet because of proximity.
So, what does this all mean? What do you do? If you already have a friendship group that you’ve
realised are bad influences, what are your options? What about childhood friends whom you have
known forever? What about parents or brothers or sisters whom you love but have a ‘heavy’ energy
that makes you wish you weren’t spending time with them? (Click here to take the quiz on “How
High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Given that the tendency to become who we spend the most time with; the next logical question is:

Should you leave your friends?
The short answer is no. You do not have to leave your friends. The point of all of this is that you must
pick your friends carefully, and be mindful of whom you spend the most time with.
However, if you find that you have been spending a lot of time around people who are not the kind of
influences you want in your life, here are your options:
1) Influence them, and become a greater influence in their lives than they are on yours; or
2) Take them out of your peer group or influence.
3) Stay knowing that your life will never be as bright as it could be. (Don’t pick this one)
Let me explain.

Option 1
With this option, you don’t leave your existing friends; instead, you lead them. Provided that you
have determined that you can give them hope. Don’t lead your friends simply because you believe
your values are superior, but rather, if your friends are in a bad place, or aren’t fulfilling their
potential, or are being unfair to the people around them; you can provide your care and love. (Click
here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
There is a gray area, where you can stay a good friend to them, but stop spending as much time with
them, if at all. You can always care for someone and be there for someone without having to spend a
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lot of time with them. This is a bit of a grey area. You may only choose to do this with family or
childhood friends.
LOVING a friend and being a TRUE friend doesn’t have to mean that you make that person or that
peer group the main influence in your life and spend a lot of time in their presence. It just means that
you will be there for them if they ever truly need you, but that your time is better spent elsewhere.
To be honest, your life is too short to just settle for an average connection with another – for
breadcrumbs – a feeling that you have ‘company’, for fear of feeling lonely, or being SEEN as a
loner.
By making solid choices, you then allow yourself more room to grow.
By leading your friends, you get growth. Also; by forcing yourself to find better influences, you get
growth too.

A note about leading your friends
You must be sure within yourself that you are prepared for leadership. If, say, your friend(s) have
some bad attitudes about life that don’t serve them, you can care more and offer them solutions, and
them help them create the life of their dreams.
This, however, can be a very difficult task. Many people will listen to you when they’re in your
presence, but as soon as they return home, they may resort to their old patterns again. Old patterns
that have taken them years, or decades, to cement in to their life. Be mindful of this. You must have
(or must develop) strong leadership qualities in order to do this. It also takes some time to fully
influence someone.
Think about a change in your own life you may have once “tried” to make, and it took days, months,
even years to fully change. Worse still, for most who try to change an area of their own life, they
never fully get there anyway. Weeks go by without anything really “changing”.
Think about the typical news years resolution. When was the last time you knew of someone who
kept their new years resolution?
Or what about the person who is going to quit smoking? Or lose weight? How often does this ever
truly eventuate?
So, if you are like many people, and have so little influence over your own life, then it certainly will
be infinitely difficult to influence someone else with totally different belief systems and ideas.
Though not impossible.
Leading your friends and peer group is about bringing a more compelling picture of the future and
communicating to them in a clear and precise way so that there cannot be any miscommunication.
Do it to contribute to those whom you value, not for your own need to feel superior or smarter. If
you can repeatedly communicate this message to these friends without having doubts, then those
individuals will eventually align themselves with you or with more empowering beliefs and/or
energy! ?

Option 2
With this option, you decide that you will take this friend out of your influence and/or peer group. On
this path, you send that person love, and move on and take another path. You may just need to give
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them space.
People come and go in your life. You may not be able to keep every single friend all the time, in the
way you’d like. Leaving a friend behind does not have to mean that you don’t care. For me, I only
make this decision when even my own resolve to lead them over and over has proved uneventful.
Some people just simply have no good reason to change, even if they know they ‘should’.
Don’t stay joint at the wrist for fear of loneliness. Love is not lost just because you don’t have as
much contact with a friend.
People always have their own ambitions and desires and fears. They are not always (usually not, in
fact) at the same stage of life as we are, from moment to moment. We can’t always expect our friends
to grow and make the choices we want them to make. They sometimes need their own kind of
growth, and sometimes that means making major mistakes and have up and downs in life. We need to
remember to respect that and remember that a life that is flat is not a life worth living.
So give your respect to other people’s decisions. If that friend comes back into your life, welcome
their presence, but don’t settle for their negative or destructive influence in your life.
Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…

Option 3
You are worth too much to do this. Honor yourself. We have all been given only a short time on this
earth, so, do remember to not just settle for little crumbs of connection. You are not this kind of
woman! Otherwise you wouldn’t be reading this.

Nurturing your differences
If you ever find yourself in a situation where you are friends with someone whom is very different to
you, this does not mean you have to leave them! If you feel inspired by them, loved by them, and you
both nurture your differences, as long as this friend is not pulling you down or a bad influence in any
way, then there is no problem with such a friendship.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
If you haven’t downloaded your copy of the Goddess Report, click here to do so.
What are your thoughts? ? Have you ever had any bad influences? Or been in a bad
friendship?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Secret of Eliminating Female Competition
September 5, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

You’re a woman; so you know what I’m talking about. There are few things that can be as defeating
as the feeling that another woman is better than you. Specifically: more radiant, prettier, taller, a
better catch, a better lover, sexier, or having higher status. It’s easy for most women to succumb to
the feeling of jealousy.
First, I want to tell you that it’s OK that you have that feeling. It’s not evil, or wrong. I’d have to
search far and wide to find a woman who (if she was totally honest with herself) hasn’t ever felt sad
or upset over the thought or perception that another woman is (or might possibly) be better than she
is. If ever. I am no exception.
(Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)
Here’s why: No woman who is feminine at her core is truly happy unless she is giving her feminine
gift to the world. We all, man or woman, want to give our feminine or masculine gifts, and if we ever
feel as though we cannot do this, it dampens our spirits, defeats us and it can be crippling.
One of the best gifts of femininity is radiance. Radiance encompasses integrity, beauty, compassion,
personal happiness, charm, sexiness, honesty….etc etc. True radiance is not something many women
currently have, as this modern society causes many women to lose their natural radiance through
work, pressure to chase masculine hobbies or ambitions, being overwhelmed by too many
responsibilities, being fed with b******t from trashy magazines, television or radio, and on and on.
The overwhelming feeling among many women is that they are not enough, and it’s just not possible
to be truly radiant when you feel this way. It’s a big encumbrance. When you feel like you are not
enough, it’s easy, and very possible, for you to start feeling upset or defeated over your perception
that another woman has everything you don’t, at every little external trigger. Then you become a
walking gaping sore. The slightest trigger and you succumb to the feeling of low self worth. (Click
here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?)

Living life this way is pretty crap, no?
Most women deal with the feeling that they are not enough by acting pitiful, controlling their man,
acting and feeling inferior (almost as if their existence is not meant to be), expecting to (and letting
people) treat them badly, bitching about (or actively trying to destroy) other women who are a
‘threat’, making the people around them suffer by doing depression, getting bigger boobs, shoes with
a bigger price tag, blonder or faker hair, bigger and more plastic lips… and on and on.
While you think your competition is that woman over there; your real competition is actually just
hopelessness – unempowered, sitting on the couch, feeling undeserving, and thinking that she has no
control or power over the situation.
Your competition really is not Jan, or Hannah, or Sarah, or Miss stuck-up. It’s hopelessness. It’s
passiveness. It’s mediocrity.
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Stop comparing yourself to every other woman whom you may think is prettier, higher status,
smarter, or who has a better body, and start comparing yourself to nothing. Are you really worth the
lie? The hassle? But it’s a good way to get connection with yourself, and to feel sorry for yourself.
The secret to beating female ‘competition’ is knowing that the competition is not them; it’s
hopelessness. This is why it’s important you have high standards.
Most people try to feel certain and avoid disappointment by feeling as though they could never
‘compare’. Rather the devil you know than the devil you don’t know, as the saying goes. By feeling
as though a good life, a good boyfriend, a good family, is beyond them. Want an exercise in futility?
Think this way. You could never ever feel empowered by doing this. You could never ever feel great
about yourself.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…

What is life but feelings?
You are playing a game you cannot win. To ‘compare’ yourself to Miss A or B is to drive yourself to
a dead end. There’s no way you can ever win. Ever. It’s just an illusion. So, know that no matter how
great you are, there’s always going to be someone prettier, hotter, taller, younger, older, smarter,
having a better career, or having higher status.
As you read this sentence, another 2 dozen babies are born into this world, younger than you. You
can’t ever ‘compare’.
And for those of you (which is all of us) who have ever compared yourself to someone whom you
considered to be ‘lower’ than you, uglier than you, fatter than you, less intelligent than you – know
that the high you get from this is ephemeral.
The key is to focus on what you can do, and what you can control. You can always contribute more,
give more, love more, live more and be more. And that makes you ultimately worthy.
Work daily to become better than you were yesterday.
Speaking of working to become the better you, click here to visit the list of our programs.
What do you think about this post? Do you think women are too competitive? Have you had
any bad experiences with competitive women you can tell us about? Do you often find yourself
comparing yourself to other women?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Dark Side of Femininity
September 7, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

If you consult any source specifically about femininity or any dating sources that discuss the
importance of a woman’s femininity, you will find they teach that Femininity is soft, gentle kind,
innocent and caring. Whilst femininity certainly comprises these things – most people consider only
the Light side of Femininity.
Think good housewives, think princesses; we’re taught to be a good person from when we’re kids –
but sometimes this is all just not enough to attract the man we want.
The reality is that there is so much more to Femininity! Traditional ideas and concepts of femininity
confine women to a particular way of acting. Hence for many women, they find that they are not at
home being this ‘dark’ facet of the Feminine. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I
Actually?”)
To be blunt, you need to be both dark and light, to survive in this world. How many times have we
heard of stories of a goodie-two-shoes girlfriend, staying at home whilst the boyfriend cheats on her
behind her back?
Being a nice girl is simply not enough. It may be a pleasant experience for a while, but guys will get
sick of you.
What you need to do is to tap into the darkness of your femininity. Dark and light exist in both
masculinity and femininity. There is a Dark and Light Feminine, and there is also Dark and Light
Masculine. (read my article about surrendering to masculine energy)
Feminine energy is an absolutely phenomenal gift – both for women to experience within themselves
and for the men and women around them to behold. As such, it frustrates me much for people to think
only of the girlish and innocent side of the Feminine.
This may sound bizarre and slightly ‘new age’, but there is more to you than most of us think, believe
acknowledge or understand. Many of us reject something within ourselves or within others if it
doesn’t fit a particular mold, or if it doesn’t suit who they have shown up to be over the years. What
happens then is that you are locked into one way of doing things. This ultimately leaves both men and
women completely dissatisfied and unfulfilled.
For example, you are never simply just a mother, a daughter or a best friend. You are also a lover, a
chef (if this is a part of you), and many other things.
The majority of women are unaware of the Light and Dark Feminine and how liberating it will be for
them to embrace both. They are also unaware of how the Light and Dark energies work, as well as
how each one attracts and fulfills a man, or how absolutely crucial these two facets of femininity are
in an intimate relationship. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Some men and women feel ultimately dissatisfied and even leave their spouse because of the very
restrictions that being one ‘type’ of femininity or masculinity causes. It confines an otherwise
beautiful and passionate relationship to boredom, and ultimately, either one or both partners will feel
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unfulfilled at best, and/or lose interest in their spouse at the worst!
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…

Dark and Light Feminine The Program………
By the way, I am nearly finished with a New Program called ‘Dark and Light Feminine’. As I
approach the final chapters, I am extremely excited for the release of this new program!
I am also interested to know what questions you may have about Dark and Light Femininity, and
what you would like to see covered in this comprehensive Program. It will be released within the next
4 weeks and will delve deeply into how to discover and embody the light and dark side of your
femininity, as well as how to attract the light and dark masculine either in your current man or in a
future man. I will also be releasing more information about Dark and Light Feminine – the Program,
and what it will cover in each module/section prior to the Release date.
For now, you can get the 17 Attraction Triggers and capture your man’s attention.
So, please leave a comment below this post telling me about your thoughts, opinions, or concerns
(any concerns or confusions are welcome) about Femininity, being a woman, about men, or your
relationship. I want to make this program as comprehensive as possible for you.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Every Woman Should Look Up to Her Man
September 12, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

You’re carrying a few new heavy items into your home; your man helps you. No big deal, you think.
It’s a man’s job to help.
He’s been out at golf all day. He comes home and wants to talk about every single outstanding shot
he made. You’ve been at home all day, cleaning the house. You really can’t be effed. Plus, you’ve
heard it over and over again. You’re sick of having to make him feel good because YOU don’t feel
good right now.
(Click here to download a copy of “Goddess Report”)
He comes home from the gym after a long workout and flexes his muscles in clear view of you. He
obviously wants your attention, admiration and approval. He wants you to appreciate his strength or
his body.
But, you think: “if I give him too much approval, too much attention…..he’ll get a big head!“
The real meaning of getting a big head is: egotism or conceit.
Admiring a man and him getting a big head are two different things. Many women confuse the two.
Somehow, sometimes, the thought of the one we love feeling great about themselves is felt as a threat
to our own position in the relationship or our autonomy. The thought of our partner feeling like they
are the best/invincible/the ultimate catch can make some women or men feel as though they might be
left or cheated on.
The truth is, we all already have so many potential sources of pain; so many reasons from our past to
feel like we are not enough – not tall enough, strong enough, fast enough, pretty enough, talented
enough, funny enough…….You don’t want to add to that (or even remain neutral by not admiring or
giving appreciation and admiration). This doesn’t mean you need to drool over everything your man
does, in fact, this is a bad idea.
But what you do need to do is give him even more reasons to feel good about himself. A man already
has so many external challenges: in the business world, in sports, and from his mates.
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted

Should he just ‘man up’ and stop needing your admiration?
Just as you need love and attention, your man needs to be admired. Women who think that a man
ought not to need her admiration, or that admiring a man means she will be put down or below him,
is misguided.
There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…

The Hunter mentality…
Men think differently, and they have, in their genetics, a hunter mentality – from 2 million years ago.
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This means that when your man conquers something, does something (no matter how small),
accomplishes something, helps you with something – makes life easier for you in any way, he wants
to see you rejoice and acknowledge him genuinely and from a place of love. Taking away this
privilege in a relationship is simply taking away his right to fully feel like a man with you. (read my
article about men and dirty socks)
Why bother being in a relationship if you are not in it to take care of the other person? If you don’t
take care of your lover’s needs, the relationship often becomes unfulfilling, at best. A nightmare at
worst.
We come together as man and woman to serve each other. And men need to feel appreciated. If you
have ever felt that looking up to a man would mean less for you, then I kindly ask you to reconsider.
Why would you want to be with a man you don’t admire anyway? Where’s the passion in that?
If you are a confident woman and know your value, then putting the spotlight on your man wouldn’t
even be a problem for you because you would understand that another’s spotlight doesn’t have to dim
your own. It doesn’t take away anything from you.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
I’m not saying for you to do this with just any man. Many women make the mistake of falling over
themselves and selling themselves short for a player, or for a man who treats her badly.

What if he gets a big head?
Whenever I hear a woman say this to me: “uh, if I do that, he’ll get a big head”, I ask her: “do you
love this man?”
Inevitably, she will say yes.
“Well”, I say: “are you really loving him, when you say that?”
Confused face.
See, many women think that once a man gets too much confidence, or if she ‘allows’ him to get a big
head, then he’ll take the attention off of her, or leave her, or cheat on her. It’s a fear many women
have. Though in most cases, if you are meeting your man’s needs this fear is unnecessary.
Once you date and/or marry a good one – admire the man of your choice! He’s a Man. Do yourself a
favor and give yourself and him the ultimate gift: let your man feel like a man around you. Give him
the feeling of being a man. He’s much less likely to leave, cheat, or “turn” into a terrible man
“because he got a big head“ if you care enough about him to just let him feel amazing about himself,
over and over again.
Let him feel amazing about the little things he does for you. His small (or big) accomplishments that
you may take for granted. his body. His golf game. His small gesture of carrying in your groceries.
His biceps or back. His new business idea.
Give your heart and soul to a good man, and differentiate between the not so good men and the good
ones (I’ll get to that topic soon on the blog). You want to be adored and cherished, right? Dare I say –
be made to feel like a princess? Your man wants to be made to feel like a king!
The very thing you fear is the very thing you must do.
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What if he is not deserving of your admiration?
What if he is not deserving of your admiration? What if he is not showing up to be the man you want
him to be? What if he is neglecting finances, his health, fitness and/or marriage? This is where a
woman’s love and her femininity has to be enduring. Every woman will experience this to some
extent in her relationship. (read my article about how to turn down a guy)
Admittedly, many men exude less than admirable traits. Many men don’t command much respect
from women.

There are two things you must remember if you find yourself in this situation:
1) Treating a man as a better man than he is will encourage him to become better.
This reinforces positive identity, among other things. As long as you are being honest with yourself
and are sure that this man has good intentions. This will not work with everybody. And –

2) Remember who he is inside.
If you give your admiration unconditionally, you will have a better chance of him doing what you
want him to do; him fulfilling what you want in the relationship/finances, etc than you would if you
simply withheld your love, admiration and affection, or made him feel terrible. This is something too
many women do – withhold.
If a woman admires a man only when he shows up with “the goods” – the ‘final’ result, then, clearly
this woman values her own certainty more than what she has to GIVE in her relationship.
This is not to say that you need to spew admiring words all the time. It’s not to say that you always
have to compromise yourself for him. It also doesn’t mean you have to always be available! Words
are cheap in comparison to enduring and consistent actions or loyalty. Belief and admiration for a
man can come through a woman’s touch, body language, smile, and elegance. If a man treats you
badly – this is a whole new subject, which is beyond the scope of this post.
As a woman, I can understand the need for certainty, the need for support (more true for some
women than others), but admiration, if given ONLY when it’s easy, when she’s shown up with the
goods, or when you feel like it; is fickle. It’s not loyal. I also understand that even subconsciously,
women want a man who has already proved himself worthy – whatever that means to you; but in a
relationship, you cannot expect him to always have everything sort out. My feeling is that a lot of us
subconsciously, at one time or another, want perfections from our spouse.
It may be hard at times to feel attraction for a man who is not fulfilling his potential – part of
being in a relationship is being able to see into the man himself, rather than just judging what he does
or does not do.
Even the most capable, affluent and confident man wants the woman of his choice to admire him,
respect him, and look up to him, as sick as that sounds to some women.
Do you have misunderstandings with your man and you wonder what if you know how he thinks?
Click here to check out our program Understanding Men.
What do you think, lovely? Did you agree with this post? Do you believe or see that this is true?
What do you think of the idea of admiring a man?
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By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Donâ€™t be a Woman Who Tries to Fit In
September 14, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

It’s cool to complain in a group of girlfriends. It’s cool to bitch and back-stab, because we’re so much
more perfect than so-and-so, right? It’s cool to get together and complain about men, and talk about
how many jerks there are out there – and then sit there befuddled, because you don’t know what to do
about it.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It’s cool to ruthlessly chase a career, and it’s cool to place your man second to said career.
It’s cool to get blind drunk and fall on the floor every Saturday night, week in, week out.
It’s pretty cool to dress in revealing clothes. It’s cool to sleep with lots of hot men. When did it
become an ‘achievement’ for women to sleep with lots of different, good-looking men?
‘Sex’ is easy to come by. Money can buy it. Heck, it may even come for free with the right box of
cereal.
But what happened to the Ladies? What happened to women with high standards? What happened to
the women leaders?
We live in a society where we’re taught to be cool. To fit in. Social norms are the rules and the fat of
the bell curve is where we should belong.
The great thinker, Tim Ferris once said that there’s more competition in the middle of the bell
curve…than there is at the top. Be ahead of the curve.

But you risk being UNcool when you leave the fat of the bell curve.
It’s UNcool to be very emotional in public.
It’s UNcool to admit defeat.
It’s UNcool to admit vulnerabilities. (Click here to download your “Goddess Report”)
It’s UNcool to have unconventional dreams and believe in them.
It’s uncool to be authentic, because standing up for yourself and having absolute certainty may
actually make others feel threatened by you because of their own lack of certainty – thereby, leading
you to feel less connected to and loved by other people, causing most to sacrifice their dreams for
fear of other people not accepting them or not loving them.
See, ‘fitting in’ works for momentary pleasure. But standing out, and having solid values is what will
give you ultimate fulfillment. The worst thing is to live your life the way others expect you to. To do
what everyone else is doing because otherwise, you’ll be a social outcast.
Fitting in leads to mediocrity. Mediocrity leads to a life that may be OK, but is certainly not going to
be exciting, passion filled, and red hot and spicy.
A woman who fits in rarely attract high value men, click here to learn the 17 Attraction
Triggers and know what triggers a man naturally.
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Questions:
Are you one who fits in? Or do you prefer to stand out?
Who do you know that has been outstanding in one or many parts of their life by not fitting in with
the crowd but instead believing in themselves?
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Every Woman Ought to Know About Trusting a Man
September 20, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Let’s try a thought experiment: Think of someone you trust 100%, and still trust. If you don’t trust
anyone 100% right now, think of a moment in your past (perhaps as long ago as your early
childhood), when you trusted someone fully. It could have been a fleeting moment, it could have
been for quite some time. You will most likely have trusted at least one parent 100%, when you were
a small child.
Question: about this person whom you trust 100% (or perhaps 98%, if you feel you cannot trust
anyone fully). What if another person you respect, love or trust came up to you and started telling you
everything that the person you trust 100% had done wrong, and gave you numerous pieces of
evidence to prove that you absolutely could not trust this person at all?
Would that make you less certain about that person you trust 100%?
Would you call up that person you trust 100% and start questioning them? Would you feel sick to the
guts from what you had heard about them? Would you be afraid?
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Back to the person you trust 100%. If you were honest with yourself, could you find a plethora of
reasons why you could not trust him or her? Even without somebody else throwing reasons in your
face? I bet that you could also find many references to back up the conclusion that they can be
trusted, as well if you wanted to.
In a world where virtually everyone has felt as though their trust has been betrayed; it can be hard to
find certainty or trust in anyone at all, especially when you focus hard and frequently on it.
Everything from what is reported on the news, to people telling bad stories, can cause us to see that
nobody can ever be truly trusted. A lot of women also refuse to get in to a new relationship after they
have been ‘burnt’ or lied to in a past relationship. And even if they do, when they get in to a new
relationship, their lack of trust in men in general cripples the current relationship.
Granted, there are some men (and women) who have hurt, disappointed or lied to their spouse or
friend so much that the bad association becomes impossible to reverse; leaving little reason for the
other person to ever want to trust again even though it may actually be very possible to trust that
person again and rebuild the relationship.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
The point is that whatever you focus on, you will find. Even if you feel you are with the most
trustworthy man in the world, or best friends with the most trustworthy person on earth; I am certain
that you could, if you wanted to, give me at least 5 reasons why you may not be able to trust them. It
could be as simple as them forgetting to follow up on a trivial promise.
It could be your husband forgetting to feed the dog. It could be your man repeatedly doing something
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small you keep asking him not to do. It could be your best girlfriend telling a white lie to protect you.
It could even be that your man made a careless joke about you regarding something very personal to
you – but he didn’t even think twice about it. (read my article about how to overcome jealousy)

Do these things alone render somebody untrustworthy? Why then! No human
being is trustworthy.
There are always millions of reasons why you should or should not trust anyone. Especially a man,
because women and men are inherently different, and what you consider trustworthy behavior as a
woman may not always be to him.
But here’s the truth: trusting is a choice. It’s something you have to commit to, even when you feel
so uncertain that you feel crippled. Even when your current man does something that reminds you of
your ‘crappy’ ex boyfriend. This is not to say that you should ignore obvious warning signals that
something is not right, or put up with bad treatment. There has to be a balance.
Considering you can never ever truly control anybody, especially your man – the best you have is
influence – you must ask yourself: Do I value a beautiful and passionate relationship more than I
do my own desperation for certainty?
Many of us also fear regret. ‘If I trust him and he lies to me….then….? Would I have wasted my
time?’
Do you want to know what make a man pull away? What attracts a man to a woman? Click here to
learn about the 17 Attraction Triggers.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
One final question for you (yes, you!):
Do you think it’s better to die giving all you have; and to die risking opening yourself to the one
you love; than to live your life in distrust? Which is worth more? You must choose one… ?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Light and Dark Feminine: A Quick Contrast
September 26, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

As mentioned in the earlier post; The dark Side of Femininity, Feminine Energy has both a dark and a
light dimension.
From the e-mails, comments and responses I have received since I first posted about the dark side of
femininity, I have seen that a lot of people are curious to know exactly what the dark feminine is. The
majority of us are aware of what the light feminine is – it has been well talked about, nurtured and
praised by society as well as in books.
Many people are expressing that they are confused as to what dark femininity is, how to embody it
and why it is so crucial for women to embrace their dark side. I talk extensively about this in my
program “Attraction Control Monthly”.
The dark side is not really encouraged by society (and there are sound justifications for this). With
this in mind, I thought it would be good to divulge a bit about what dark femininity is. Instead of
discussing pure theories, I wanted to just give you a quick example of each, so that you can get a bit
of a feel for what both the light and the dark feminine really are.
For the light feminine, the example I’m going to use is Kate Bosworth. Here is a quick video of
her:

Just as a teaser, I’m going to give you three traits that are common to the light
feminine:
1. Angelic
2. Conservative
3. Feels love
For the Dark Feminine, the example I’m going to use is British actress Liz Hurley. Here is a
quick video of her…..

Here are three traits that are common to the dark feminine:
1. Devilish
2. Liberal
3. Plays with Desire
Over the past 9 months, and in my research on both the light and dark side of femininity, I’ve come
to a conclusion about a common denominator for everything that is true to the dark feminine, and
everything that is true to the light feminine. One of the major differences lies in the value systems of
both the light feminine spirit and dark feminine spirit.
Do you also want to learn the things that attracts men naturally? Click here to get the 17 Attraction
Triggers eBook.
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A quick Question: Can you notice the differences between the light and the dark feminine?
It’s really not just about sex or at all about your physical looks, as many people might think. Light
and dark also exists in the masculine energy. Out of curiosity, some men love to fight. Is this light or
dark masculine, what do you think?
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Cost of Being A One Dimensional Woman
October 4, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

If you want to have men attracted to you and committed to you in the long run, then you have to
become more than just a one dimensional woman.

In deed, you have to become “multi-dimensional”.
If you want to lose commitment from a man, and lose the passion and attraction he feels for you, then
the quickest way to do is, is being one dimensional. In other words, be “boring”.
One of the biggest mistakes many women (and men) make in their relationship is to be continually
showing up as one kind of person, or the same person over and over. This is kind of like the nice
guy who is always just nice, or the kind and caring woman who is always just kind and caring.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
How would you feel if you were to eat the same food every single day for the rest of your life?
How would you feel if you were going to be confined to only one location for the rest of your life?
My point? It’s that we all need variety. The human body needs variety. We get sick of what is always
familiar and available to us.
This is so important in an intimate relationship… let me explain why.
If you’re always showing up to be “one type” of person…whatever that type may be, then you’ll get
boring eventually. It’s what I call…being “one dimensional”.
People who are one dimensional can’t see life from another angle. They’re stuck in their own limited
idea of their own identity.
(Click here to take the “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?)
Boredom and relationships don’t go too well together. In fact, boredom is one of those silent killers
that don’t really appear in front of your face, but sits in the corner and does all the damage.
If you are not multi-dimensional, or don’t have many sides to you, then your relationship will
eventually become boring. It may be fine at the start, (most relationships are…) but give it some time
and boredom will set in.
When boredom kicks in, then the relationship is in trouble. Passion dissipates, as the relationship
spirals downwards towards an end.

This is why embodying different parts of yourself is so important.
Being a feminine woman, the most important personalities you need are the light feminine and the
dark feminine. Having both will give you depth and prevent any boredom from settling into your
relationship.
Do you want to learn what catches a man’s attention? Click here to get the 17 Attraction Triggers.
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By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Solve A Relationship Problem
October 17, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

How to Solve a Relationship Problem
There’s a lot of relationship advice on this blog, and there are a number of forums, blogs and
websites out there that aim to give you answers about your most pressing relationship questions, life
questions and aim to solve your relationship problems.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
When a woman is stuck, doesn’t know what to do (none of us are really taught how to relate to
others), if she has no quality advice or guidance from the people in her life, the internet is often a
logical and quick solution. But here’s the truth: no knowledge or information out there is going to be
the actual catalyst to better your situation. You are. It’s all fine to say you ‘know’ something – but
knowing it intellectually is absolutely useless. Knowing it is doing it. Resources are fantastic – we all
want them – but different people use them differently – or not at all.
In the dating and relationships arena, where everyone has an opinion, where there are a number of
discussions going on, and advice offered – you absolutely must know the following absolute truth:
There are very few absolute truths in relationships. There are very few absolute truths in life.
Whatever advice you read, always question it. Apart from my advice, of course (Just kidding). And
by question I don’t mean treat it with suspicion (although this has its place sometimes, too) – I mean,
always build your own mental puzzles. Always reflect. For example, if a source says you should
never sleep with a man before the third date or on the first date (many sources do), and that this is a
huge mistake – but you’ve done it, and things aren’t going so well in your new relationship at the
moment, it’s easy to attribute it to the fact that you slept with him too early. It’s easy to just start
going nuts and to drown yourself in regret, but the truth is – it’s very possible that that is not actually
the reason things aren’t working out so well. (read my article about relationship advice you should
never take)
Don’t let external sources derail your focus. No-one knows your relationship as well as you do. No
one knows you situation as well as you do. Build your own mental puzzles and come to your own
solutions with the help of books, courses, other people, life experience and whatever else you want.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Another example: Say a source says that you shouldn’t ask a man where your relationship is going –
and you have; what do you do then? Drown yourself in regret and worry? No no no…..no. Even if it
feels like that in itself caused problems. Even if this advice is sound. Even if it might be true; doesn’t
mean it’s true in your situation, and doesn’t mean you have to fall on your knees and think there’s no
hope for you.
Moreover, even if everyone is telling you shouldn’t have done this or shouldn’t have done that –
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doesn’t mean it has to be true for you.
It’s like women saying all men cheat. Well, what about John Wooden? Who stayed with his one
woman Nellie for 59 years, and vowed to keep his devotion to her – (even after her death), and wrote
a love letter to her each month on the anniversary of her death, and placed it under her pillow?
Well, that throws that statement out the door, doesn’t it?!
Again, there are very few absolute truths in life.
So…..exactly what do you do when you encounter a relationship problem?
Here is what you need to do: Ask better questions. The answers are not in the answers, they’re in the
questions.
Example? Sure. When your man is not being attentive, and doesn’t seem to give you the attention
you’re wanting, instead of asking why the hell he is not in tune with you and doesn’t care about you;
instead of asking what’s wrong because you’re so pretty and nice and why would he treat you like
this, and instead of throwing in the towel or acting pitiful (Hey, we’ve all done it) – ask yourself:
What would be a better way to get his attention in a way that serves both myself and him?
Better still, seek some understanding of what life is like in his shoes.
(Click here to read more about our Understanding Men program)
When things go wrong, when you feel like you’ve made a mistake, and especially when and if you
start mulling over every action you’ve taken with a man, and wondering where you went wrong – just
stop. Pick yourself up and keep moving forward. Keep asking better questions. (read my article about
what if he is heavily in to video games)
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
Apart from that, keep your faith and hope. Relationships can be so taxing, confusing, complicated,
painful and tiring. Yet, hope is everywhere, if you will just see it. And finally, read this blog –
because readers of this blog are hot ?
If you have time, click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass for FREE!
On that note, I wanted to ask you these questions:
Can you think of any absolute truths?
What do you consider to be an absolute truths when dealing with men or in life?
Something that you cannot argue with?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Thereâ€™s No Such Thing as a Home-wrecker!
November 1, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

There’s No Such Thing as a Home-Wrecker
It always disappoints yet amazes me the number of women and men who blame and hate on “the
other woman” or “the other man”. Yes, affairs and cheating are heart-breaking, and for most couples,
it’s the kiss of death.
It makes me cringe when I hear of the wife or girlfriend screaming at the other woman, blaming her,
and asking how could she/he do this!? Don’t they have any respect? What normal person with morals
would tempt a husband or wife?
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Though I understand the pain of being cheated on (I’ve been through it myself), and I can understand
that in those moments of vulnerability and pain, that we want to lash out at the “other woman”, it’s
actually got nothing to do with the other woman.
There is no such thing as a home-wrecker simply because if a third party can enter the relationship
bubble, then your relationship was weak to start off with. There is no such thing as a home-wrecker
because if it was all based on another person ‘tempting’ our partner, or entering our partner’s
proximity with bad intentions, then no relationship would ever work out, and we might as well never
have an intimate relationship, and they would never be worth it, and we could all remain single. (read
my article about if you keep doing this you will always be single)
This is like constantly fearing you’re going to be robbed. Imagine what this would do to your state of
mind. You may not always actively worry about someone stealing your man, but if underneath you
have the idea that other women are threats to you, then your whole world is going to be unbalanced,
and you will ultimately experience suffering within yourself and in your relationship.

Tell me, what exactly is the point of being in an intimate relationship if other people
can threaten your position as husband/wife or girlfriend/boyfriend so easily?
The problem is that a lot of women fear the apparently more attractive woman having the ability to
take their man. Take a look at the brouhaha surrounding Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt.
Take here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”
It’s easy for women to look at another woman, and think that her beauty, status and enchanting
disposition are a threat. Then the jealousy ensues…..and the controlling behavior surfaces…..and
worse still; women start to cause themselves suffering and pain. Regardless of whether or not
someone like Angelina Jolie or the gorgeous girl next door have bad intentions with your husband or
boyfriend, a successful and passionate relationship will thrive and remain strong.
I understand that another woman disrespecting your position as girlfriend or wife is disappointing,
and yes, a lot of women do get a big rush from seeing if they can steal a man from a woman, and this
is not right. I’m not making this behavior OK.
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However, it’s ultimately about the relationship, and the man you are in a relationship with. It’s his
decision to value the relationship. It’s his perception and values that matter in this situation. As soon
as you blame the other woman, not only is this not classy, it completely strips you of your power as a
woman. Power to learn and grow and do what’s best for your relationship. If you blame a third party
for something that is ultimately your own responsibility – your relationship – then all hope is gone.
You are supposed to have the power in a relationship, not a third party. A woman who knows the
power of femininity knows this.
Other women are simply not threats and should not be to a loving and passionate relationship where
there is a lot of attraction already. Ultimately, if we choose to see other people as a threat to our
special relationship, then we cannot be empowered. We cannot do anything about it, and we’ll end up
in disappointment.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
Hint: Know who you are in a relationship with. Don’t get in to a relationship with somebody who
you know doesn’t value their relationship as first priority.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Do you think the notion of a home wrecker is an out-of-date idea?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Boring Women Versus Crazy Women
November 7, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

There’s a tendency among many women to just be nice. These are the kinds of women whom we call
pleasers. Boring.
Pleasers are the kinds of women who are so afraid of losing love, so afraid of being judged, so afraid
of being talked about behind their back (by the way, this is always going to happen – to everybody).
So afraid of being alone, that they will do anything to please. Anything to be in everybody’s good
books.
There’s an old saying: “you can’t please everyone”. This is true but also misses the point. Don’t
please anybody. That’s not the point. Pleasing gets you nowhere because pleasing is about You.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Guess what? Ironically, it’s the most quiet, the most kind, the ‘pleasers’ who end up hurting people.
Because they’re so afraid of losing love that their main focus is on getting that love and acceptance.
These people go behind people’s backs to satisfy that itching fear of loss. (read this article about fear
of being alone)
Sadly, we became pleasers at a young age. Sitting at our school desk, being told to ‘si’down!’
‘shuddup!’ ‘do your homework!’ ‘don’t disturb others!’ ‘how dare you talk back to me!’. And if you
grew up in China, it’s a whole lot worse.
Do you know what happens to boring women? they end up feeling lonely because they’ve obstructed
their own growth by being safe. And life always eliminates you if you don’t grow. We used to be
lucky to live to 30 – we barely existed for anything other than procreation. Now? We’re flying people
to the moon and back. We talk on cell phones. We are here to grow. In order to grow, you will end up
upsetting some people. If you were to always try to make everyone happy with you, you will be
miserable and alone. Oh, and boring.
(Click here to get the “Goddess Report” for free)
The problem with not being boring is that you risk something else. Something that might be a whole
lot scarier than just not getting the approval of other people. You risk challenging others. You risk
creating a fuss. You risk being talked about. A lot. You risk people calling you crazy. Yes, for most
average people, if somebody comes along and doesn’t seem to be normal, who is a little different;
they’ll label you crazy just to feed their own certainty and significance.
Here’s the irony: we’ve been taught to pull ourselves in line so human beings can have certainty; so
that we can apparently have a better quality of life and be more agreeable. However, a bit of crazy is
necessary for a woman to be alive. That is ultimately the biggest cost to you as a woman when you go
into a pleasing mode and become boring – you lose that sense of aliveness and that femininity that is
so charming and such a gift to everyone you come across. You become dead inside.
We’ve been conditioned to not be leaders and to listen to ‘authority’. Well, now, anybody can be an
authority if they have the courage and hunger for it. The world is changing. Crazy isn’t such a bad
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thing if you’re coming from a good place, if you truly care about people. The world needs women
who aren’t pleasers. Surprisingly, trying to please others all the time rarely contributes something
positive to their life in the long-run. To be a good friend, a good lover, you can’t let fear rule over
you.
Yes, you may feel lonely for a little while and lose some loose friends, but soon enough you’ll attract
the kinds of friends who challenge you, cherish you and love you for being authentic. As well as men
who deserve you.
One more thing: men don’t like women who are pleasers. At least not the kind of men you would
truly respect anyway. Guess what kinds of men pleaser women attract? Men who like to take. Men
who disrespect you.
Do find it hard to understand men? Click here to enroll in our Understanding Men program and
decipher how he thinks.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What is your opinion on this? Do you think that often, women try to please too much?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How To Be A Classy Lady in 7 Steps
November 21, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
Traditionally, a classy woman means to be stylish, superior and elegant, respectable and lovely.
However, I find the traditional definition and ideas on what it means to be classy can be confusing.
So I am here to hopefully explain once and for all, what it means to be classy.
Let’s re-define classy in a better way: a genuine, high value woman who holds herself and thinks of
herself highly regardless of life circumstances, and despite what other people may think of her.
In slight contradiction to that, however – A classy woman does not judge herself regardless of what
mistakes she might make. It’s a slippery slope – once you start making mistakes, you might judge
yourself, and if you’re unlucky, others might judge you, and your confidence starts to diminish –
sending you into deeper low self-esteem or bad self image.
So it’s kind of like, once you start off being a mistake maker, or once you start off being (or feeling)
low status, you feel worse and worse, and because you feel worse and worse, and you show up less
classy.
So the truth is – there are two aspects of being classy – there is the internal aspect and the external
aspect. The external aspect has everything to do with how you show up, how you hold yourself and
your habitual facial expressions, and it’s also about how you dress.
The internal aspect is the harder one to master because it takes bravery and trust in the process.
Regarding the internal aspect of being classy – it’s all mental and emotional. So, to be classy from the
inside-out is about your freedom to not judge yourself; it is about you opening in love and loving
where you are at – and loving where others are at, regardless of how judge-worthy they might be (or
you might be).
You can’t dress high status and ignore the internal aspect – you will ‘look’ classy and high status, but
as soon as people speak to you all hope is on the way out.
A classy woman also knows that aiming for perfection is pointless because there is so much
perfection in imperfection. Moreover, because of these attributes, a classy woman can handle all
social situations and conversation with confidence.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value Am I on Facebook?”)

That being said, here are the 7 Keys to becoming a classy woman.
1) Hold yourself as a high value, classy woman.
It doesn’t matter what happens…face the world with eyes wide open and shoulders pulled back. Hold
yourself like you matter; because you do. You matter because you have something to give to the right
person or people. You were born for a reason. Even if you don’t feel very confident inside, even if
you feel shaky inside, just keep on breathing! Breathe and breathe some more, and know that nothing
is bigger than you even if it feels bigger than you.
You cannot be high class if you don’t THINK you are high class. You have to start by believing you
are top stuff. (If you’re wondering how to do that, please see the next dot-point). It’s your job to
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market what you have, and to market yourself, you have to believe you are ‘It’.
Marketing yourself doesn’t mean to yell and shout about yourself (far from it). Marketing yourself –
is all about holding yourself highly, and acting as such. (read my article about the contrast of light
and dark feminine)
Walk like you are a part of this world; and walk like you belong here. You are grounded in
earth…imagine yourself standing in the grass, and imagine your legs are the heavy roots of a big,
beautiful tree…you are rooted to this earth, you belong, and you matter.
Once you believe you matter, you start to believe that you have value, and when you have value, you
start to give out value to others. This, of course, is very much about the internal aspect of being a
classy woman. But it’s the harder aspect to master, which is why we want to learn about it.
A high quality, classy woman is a woman of value and a woman of value is one who values the
happiness of others, and who is considerate. People will rarely perceive real value in you unless you
add value to their lives. Think of what a typical low value and low quality woman looks and acts like.
Usually, this kind of woman feels so insignificant in this world, that she becomes obsessively
significance-driven and she is habitually unable to listen, to care for or to help others. She may even
frustrate you with anger because you simply can’t get a word in and let’s face it, it’s HARD being
around someone who doesn’t care about you at all.
Here is what a high quality woman is NOT: She is not someone who is constantly sucking value
from others.

2) Develop rituals that support a high self-worth.
A classy woman is a woman with a high sense of self-worth and who also projects herself that way.
And high self-worth only comes from knowing you are worthy.
However – you can only truly know, and feel, with certainty that you are worthy when you face
enough and give enough (to yourself and others) that you have little choice but to give yourself
utmost respect. (read my article about do beautiful woman intimidate men)
I’m talking about emotional resources here. Some people like to call it emotional fitness: a woman
who can hold her own yet give her heart in the face of grave fears. Emotional resourcefulness is your
ability (or your desire) to breathe through and handle anything that faces you with love and
vulnerability. With love and vulnerability will come strength.
So, develop rituals: whether that be a daily practice of gratitude, A daily resolve to push a little
further on your spiritual path with your spouse or your children, a daily practice of viewing life as a
playground rather than a battleground and looking for the evidence to support that belief, a daily
ritual of giving love rather than judgments – it’s up to you.
These rituals are a way to make you actually feel great about yourself. Not just empty self-talk. You
must think Gold thoughts to become Gold.
Example: you can use this as a measure of your sense of self-worth and confidence: If you were
dropped in the middle of a daunting social situation, say, the red carpet tomorrow in among the most
respected, poised and famous leaders, philanthropists, businessmen and women – would you be
comfortable, and looking forward to the event? Would you believe that you too have something of
value to bring to the occasion?
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(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

3) A high class woman rarely blames people (although she can tell the truth about
someone’s character).
There are, of course, situations in which a woman will feel and seem crazy, needs to raise her voice
and get angry and that is fine. You don’t want to be one-dimensional.
However, the point here is that blaming others comes from our resistance to painful emotion that well
up inside of us. We want to avoid pain, or we are scared of taking responsibility. So our instinct is to
blame….because retaliation feels better than crying in a moment where we feel like we failed…or
like we weren’t enough.
It is much better for you to admit that you feel like you failed than it is to blame others…why?
Because admitting that you have the feeling of failure is vulnerability – it is you reducing the
resistance you have to life and to emotions altogether. It is soft and it is real. Blaming others (or even
yourself), is a lazy and fearful way to face life – it is never high value, and it’s never classy.
For more on how to be High Value, see my article on 19 Ways of a High Value, Feminine Girlfriend.
There is a difference between telling the truth about someone’s character and blaming someone.
What is the difference? The difference is that when we blame someone, we are acting out of fear and
our intention is to retaliate. This is all fear.
Telling the truth about someone’s character can be done with love or even with objectivity, and once
it is done it is done. Blaming and criticising is sometimes done to avoid revealing our own selves…to
push someone away, or to ‘cope’ with pain and uncertainty.
I am not saying that we should all be perfect and never find a reason to blame someone because we
all have moments where we just have to criticise, and we all have moments where we have stooped
low. But this is where having rituals that support a high self esteem will help: when you have real
esteem for yourself; when you consistently make yourself do difficult things, when you consistently
make time to appreciate and be grateful and when you make time to truly connect with yourself and
others, you start to get closer to the truth of humanity: that we are all one. We are all different, yet we
are also all one. No amount of blaming will change that.
If you notice yourself wanting to blame, criticise or be hateful…that’s a good reminder to feel. Sit
down, speak out loud about what hurts you, what is making you sad, and what is making you angry.
Go deep – say to yourself or to someone that you trust how you really feel. Don’t pretend. If you are
scared that you’re not enough – that’s okay – just say it – admit it to yourself. and allow yourself to
feel like you are not enough right now, or that you feel uncared for and unloved.
It’s not the feeling – it is our resistance to the feeling that is inevitably damaging.

4) Great Posture.
Probably one of the most important attributes a classy woman must have is great posture. I’ve done
a video and post on posture (with the help of my Hero, my Man, David). You can see it here: 3 Steps
to Good Posture Instantly. The reason posture is so important is because it affects how others
perceive you a lot more than you could imagine. If a woman holds herself highly, she usually has
great posture and people are drawn to this subconsciously. It’s one of the quickest, fastest and best
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ways to market yourself and to feel better about yourself. As humans, we are all drawn to people or
things that seem to be of high value, and to humans who project themselves as high value.
We want the best because it means a better experience, a better quality of life, more safety (at a
primal level, mostly in our subconscious).
If a woman walks around with her shoulders slumped, people subconsciously pick up on this energy!
Even if they don’t consciously know your posture is bad. Go check out the video now. Go! Here it is
again: How to get good posture.

5) Authenticity, authenticity, AUTHENTICITY.
Contrary to popular belief, being classy and elegant isn’t about “self-control” or holding things in.
It’s not about being a stoic.
Always be authentic. You could have just lost a dear family member, your dog could have gotten run
over, you could have had a big issue with your best friend, you could be down about losing your job,
or just life’s problems, and that is all fine – as long as you are authentic.
You can be grieving or experiencing emotional suffering, and still be classy. All you have to do is
acknowledge the pain, perhaps share your feelings with friends, family and your lover, but still hold
yourself with grace and poise.
To actually be authentic, you must value being authentic more than you value having a nice ‘image’
or another kind of ‘identity’. This identity problem consumes a lot of people. For example, a lot of
women are actually feeling hurt at a given time but pretend to be the happy mother, friend or wife,
because they don’t want to have the identity of being silly or overly sensitive (in this masculine
world, we tend to look down on a woman’s natural and biological gift of wide-ranging emotions –
and our ability to feel these emotions).
Drop the need for a nice image. It’s exhausting. More than ever now, people are starting to want what
is real. Secretly, deep down (behind the masks that many of us put up) I think we all prefer to be
around what is real. In the old days, it was a lot about ‘show’ and keeping ‘face’. Now, things are
becoming more transparent. Also, we are sick of living in a fast-paced environment where people are
always climbing the corporate ladder, valuing ‘things’ or money.

6) Care beyond what is comfortable.
Caring takes extra energy; people who care are generally very passionate people. Not impulsive, but
passionate. Sometimes people confuse impulse for passion – it is just impulsive, not passionate.
Care about life, about the way your words touch someone.
Care about the way you welcome people into your home – care about how warm and welcome they
feel in your home.
Care about you hug your lover, your family.
Care about being better.
Care about engaging more with life.
Care about loving deeper.
Care about being kind (to the people who deserve your kindness). And be kind because there’s no
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other way to live.
This requires a kind of care for what you are doing, for who you are, and a general care for the world,
and other people. It’s rare. But I feel that you will be a richer woman for it. Very few people care
beyond what is comfortable

7) Dress modestly where it fits.
Don’t turn up to a classy function with too many body parts popping out of your clothes. Sure, I
understand that you may not have dressed for attention – sometimes you dress in the clothes you
dress in because they were the most convenient items of clothing at the time. However, leaving some
bum cheeks for all to see or leaving some nipple for all to see is something only for the bedroom. I
know that some women have larger breasts – yet regardless of breast size, small or large – a woman
can choose to put them on a show or not. (read my article about dressing feminine in the workplace)
At certain times, or on certain occasions (social or private), it’s fine to show leg or cleavage.
However, you must take a few breaths and allow yourself to be calibrated to the situation at hand.
You might feel like wearing something sexy – but as well as feeling what you feel like wearing – you
have a responsibility to feel for what is appropriate for the event you are attending.
Even if you feel like dressing revealingly, consider how that might come across to other people – and
consider if you might be doing it to take value from the situation. Sometimes, when we desperately
want attention (which is normal at some stage in life), we can begin to take a lot of value from people
and social situations – all the while convincing ourselves that ‘this is just who I am’.
And yet – who you are ripples out to others. Who you are adds value or it takes value. So what I try
to remember is that being calibrated is more important than taking what you want from a situation.
Being out-of-whack brings with it consequences that you might not want to experience.
It is also important to know…If a woman has a nice figure – people can actually tell, even if you’re
wearing a turtleneck and tracksuit pants! Even if you’re wearing a paper bag! It’s just that it may not
be as “eye-catching” because the vie for attention isn’t obvious.
Make sure there are some nicely tailored dresses and pants in your wardrobe that are form-fitting,
well-made and good quality. Even if you can only afford one or two pieces. It’s worth it.

Bonus: Let Love flow through you.
A bonus key to becoming a classy woman: let love flow through you. Let love flow through your
hands, your words, your body, and your actions.
The way we hold ourselves can encourage stress, fear or relaxation and love in others. Sure, you
cannot help being stressed out at times. But to be classy, it also helps to remember that our energy is
felt by others, and it affects others. So, it’s nice to take responsibility for the energy that we put out
into the world. When we put out love, we tend to get love back. When we put out stress or hate, we
get much worse back.
I understand that sometimes, we get angry. Sometimes, we get very stressed. But I feel as though
classy women not only have the ability to access their vulnerability – but when they are engaged with
people that they love and respect – they also have a gentle flow of love that seeps through their
actions and their words.
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She might be strong, but she’s also grounded in love.
She might be confident, but her confidence shines as love. Love for herself, love for her family, and
love for all of life – even the painful moments. She loves where she is at – even if she hates feeling
right now. Feeling is hard, but the more we feel, the more we become ‘love’. And the more we
become love, the more classy we feel like to everyone around us.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
Do you admire anyone in particular for her class? Is there a particularly classy person you would like
to mention? tell us about her in the comments! We’d love to know, and we’d love to learn more from
you!

Here are some possible examples of women with class:
Catherine Zeta-Jones
Kate Middleton
Michelle Pfeiffer
Natalie Portman
Nicole Kidman
Lucy Liu
Drew Barrymore
Julianne Moore
You ?
If you haven’t downloaded my Goddess Report… click here to do so.
What do you think makes a woman classy? Please add your thoughts and advice in the
comments section for what makes a classy woman so that we can learn from you. Peace and
Love,
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
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Why Marriage Vows Are Not Important
November 29, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Every time some cheating or infidelity story hits the front-page news, there are conversations (of
course). And in these conversations, there is inevitably a number of people crying “people don’t
honor their marriage vows anymore!” “The world has changed!” “no-one sticks to their promise
anymore!” “Doesn’t a marriage vow mean anything anymore?!!”
Well, actually – no, they don’t. And they (vows) never really have, when it comes down to it. The
vows themselves are hardly worth a thing. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Don’t you think people like Bill Clinton and Tiger Woods remember they said their marriage vows?
Don’t you think they KNEW they had something at stake? Namely, millions of dollars, a reputation,
losing the affection of their wife? What about feeling their children hating them at times?
We all KNOW,(women and men) intellectually, that we have something to lose when we are
unfaithful. No-one is valuing their marriage vows in the moment(s) they choose to be unfaithful.
This is because, it’s not the VOW that matters. It’s not that promise to ‘forsake all others’. It’s the
daily promise that matters. It’s the actions, rather than words. Words are easy to utter. Babies can do
it. (read my article about the power of words)
It’s the promise of both parties (and even just one member of a relationship can change the
relationship) to give DAILY. Not just a once-off ‘I do’. Not just a sentence or two.
Who CARES? In moments of unfaithfulness, people are thinking about what they’re MISSING. And
you bet there are a tonne of men and women missing, craving, wanting things that they don’t feel
they can have in their relationship. Feeling trapped. Unloved. Feeling no attraction. (Click here to
take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Are You?”)
Relationships are a constant, daily, 150% mind-body-soul commitment! And it IS a lot of work. I
challenge you to think of something that could be harder than maintaining a lifelong passionate love
affair/relationship/marriage. And unfortunately, I hardly ever meet anyone who is truly invested!
Few people are truly ready for the ride. And ladies, if you think women are the ‘victims’ here, think
again. Women are often just as selfish, and not committed as men. Despite what information the
trashy media try to feed you. In fact, the media knows that the majority of people attracted to and
interested in the gossip and ‘cheating’ news are women. These stories are written to attract your
eyeballs.
And because we are taught to think only of ourselves in today’s society, the vast majority of us
simply have developed no emotional fitness whatsoever to get through, and not just survive a
marriage or long-term relationship, but to have it thrive.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Think about how rare it is for a relationship to work out, let alone last a life-time alongside the ‘I do’
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phrase.
It’s hard. A lot of people want it to be easy, because WHO really wants to think that they have to
come up with new strategies, surprises, to fill their partner up with daily, for the rest of your life? It’s
a whole lot easier to just have casual relationships – and often, more appealing, for most of us! We all
just want it to be ‘EASY’ and romantic, and to think it will just last. Because (I know, I
know)…..it’s really not sexy to think of your intimate relationship, and the feeling of being in love as
something that has to be worked on. We think being in love should just come ‘naturally’, like it does
in the first 3-9 months where all the feel-good emotions are circulating. How wrong!
Relationships are no exception to anything else you have to work hard at. (read my article about how
to find a man and have a lasting relationship)
To think that you are going to Love without pain, is a lie. Love and passion will be painful,
sometimes it will hurt like hell. But just in case you think I’m the bearer of bad news – I’m not.
Because all the effort and commitment on the part of each spouse (man or woman) is truly worth it.
That is only if you are truly in it though.
Relationships magnify emotion. This is what drives us in to them, or out of them, and even to ‘never
have a relationship again’.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Daily promise is worth ten million times more than a marriage vow. And that’s why it is so rare for a
marriage or relationship to work out. It’s a rare human being that can – and will commit to a daily
promise. Too many of us focus entirely on what we are missing. This is natural to us as humans, and
worked many thousands or millions of years ago, but now we need spiritual and emotional fitness.
So (especially women), if you think that marriage will be your ultimate key to security or happiness,
the best way to chain down a man (oh yes, women actually do this), to get what you ultimately want,
you are mistaken.
By the way, I’m not against marriage. I’m simply saying that pointing to a ‘marriage’, or ‘marriage
vows’ as a safety net is not a good thing to do. Nobody really cares about or wants to keep the
VOWS. They want to feel something, vows or not. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Do you think this is true?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Feminine Peeves – Men & Their Dirty Socks
December 6, 2010 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Before I knew my man was a man and not a woman, I used to be upset by my man leaving his dirty
socks on the floor. I was confused when I noticed that his idea of cleaning the house was equivalent
to half my ideal level of cleanliness (if that).
I really thought perhaps he was just a person with ‘untidy’ habits. Well, yes, he would be…….if he
was a woman.
Some time ago, when I first started this blog 12 months earlier, I published an article on reasons to be
feminine, and somehow got on to how I love the fact that my man leaves his dirty socks on the floor.
A few lovely and respected readers responded to me saying that they like the article, but that they just
could not agree with that because they didn’t feel that they should NOT expect an “adult” to NOT
pick up after themselves.
Fine.
But here’s the thing: adult is not the right word to use here. This is still measuring a man’s behavior
with a feminine ruler. The fact is that men will be men. They are hunters by nature, and mostly could
not care less about DETAILS (unless their job requires it, or they’ve been conditioned otherwise).
Noticing details is in the female nature. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am
I?”)
They’re not leaving their dirty socks on the floor repeatedly to piss you off, and they’re not doing it
because they’re not as ‘proper’ as you, or not as ‘responsible’ an adult as you are. They’re doing it
because it is not in the male species – the male nature to take note of details.
I realized this after I asked time and time again for my man to please vacuum the corners of the house
as well as the main parts when he was doing the vacuuming (which was very rare an occasion, as I
preferred to do this myself) – I wondered why he just couldn’t do that. Even after I asked. Then I
realized I simply could never expect that of him, and why should I? I choose to be with a man, not
with a hairy woman.
If your man doesn’t seem to “respect” your rules for cleanliness -it’s not because he doesn’t love you.
Or because he’s lazy. It’s because he’s doing what comes naturally to him. The more you insist he do
things your way, the more depolarized you with both become in your relationship.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Your man is more focused on the outcome of his work, his mission(s) in life and his golf game. He’s
more concerned about keeping score, providing, feeling like he can provide, making sure he won’t let
you down in a way he feels no man should let a woman down, and getting your love than with your
rules for cleanliness. If he wasn’t, you wouldn’t be with him. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I
Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Men mostly work in modes. The majority of women work in the flow (even though they can also
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work in modes if it’s required). Men will do what it takes to get the job at hand done (IF he sees the
point in it!!), but he can’t do the dishes, think about a problem at work, talk on the phone and mind a
3 year old at the same time like we ladies can.
For men it’s work. Or relax. Work. Or relax. It’s not this, this, that, and that, plus this, as well as this.
And that.
So (newsflash), he’s most likely not going to care about the dirty socks on the floor (or in any other
uncouth locations) until it becomes urgent or important – for example: until he doesn’t have any
more clean socks to wear: and then the mission becomes this: find all the dirty socks, and wash them
so he can wear them for work, or golf on Saturday morning.
And if you still insist that he follow certain ‘cleaning rules’ in the house, my question to you is this:
What do you value more? Your relationship, or having it your way?
I’m not saying men should just be able to trash a house. That’s not the point. The point is that if your
man does this, it’s not because he’s just a lazy person. Some men do value cleaning. In which case,
you’ll find some other issue other than dirty socks which might bother you. And this doesn’t mean
that men don’t appreciate a clean house to live in. It’s just that it’s likely he won’t value cleaning as
much as you do.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
I know it sounds crazy but I feel affection for my man when I see his dirty socks on the floor. I love
him too much to get nasty over 10 seconds worth of extra effort of mine to deal with something that
only comes naturally to him. Over time and through your leading example, you’ll notice that he’ll
also celebrate the things you do naturally as a woman that initially drove him crazy.
I’m sure there are a lot of things you want to gain more understanding about men’s nature. We have
put together a program Understanding Men, click here to get more information.
You know, it IS possible to laugh about the things that once made you cry, or made you angry.
Do you think your relationship is worth that?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Deal With Loneliness As A Feminine Soul
January 9, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Loneliness is not something that strikes the poor, unpopular, or unattractive. Loneliness is a feeling.
It’s not a situation. Being alone is a situation. Feeling lonely – or, feeling alone is an emotion anyone
can feel, regardless of their social or family life, and regardless of fame or lack thereof.
It’s so important for women to feel connected. If you don’t feel connected, it’s going to be hard for
you – or any feminine woman for that matter – to feel feminine and radiant.
Often, when you feel lonely, it can feel embarrassing. As if you’re unpopular, unwanted, dumb,
always wrong or ugly. Some people even justify their loneliness with being too beautiful or
successful, as if no-one can be around them because people are too jealous of them. The truth is that
we have – all of us – felt lonely before in our life. I have. I know all my friends and family have. I
know people who read this blog have felt this way.

Dealing with Loneliness
Before I talk about how to deal with the feeling of loneliness, it’s more useful to know why we feel
lonely. We can justify it with all sorts of reasons. For example, that ‘they’ haven’t done enough for
us. He or she treated us badly. ‘He’ commandeers all our time.
Nobody cares. No-one cared enough.
Or we could blame ourselves. We could say we’re too stupid, too old, too goofy or nerdy, that we
never know how to converse with people in social situations, that we always say stupid things, that no
one understands us or that we always say or do the wrong thing. No one seems to have interests in
common with you.
None of it puts you in a better state and none of that – blaming ourselves or others – helps at all. It
never will.
So why do we actually feel lonely? Where does this feeling of loneliness and (perhaps accompanied
by) depression come from? There are two main reasons you feel lonely.
1) The belief that other people don’t have our best intentions in mind. Believing that people are bad,
or that you cannot trust anyone; and
2) The feeling that we are not connected. Not connected to others or ourselves, and the feeling that
we cannot connect.
You can be very alone; you could even be a hermit and still not feel alone, or feel lonely, because
you feel you have the ability to connect at any time. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
How can that be? I mean, we all know most people haven’t cared enough or know people who prefer
to exclude others. It’s hard for most people to find people who truly care. Hell, even family can care
little – or less than people who are not members of our family. And it can be even worse when you
want to follow your heart, and your family just wants you to do things the way they want you to do
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it!
Sometimes the people we thought cared contribute to us feeling like we are fools for ever thinking
they cared. So, don’t we have a right to feel lonely? And isn’t it just a feeling that’s a result of the
truth?
Well – it is and it isn’t.
If you have an underlying belief that people don’t care, and that people would rather step all over
you, or that you don’t have the capacity to connect with others or be on their wavelength, you’re
naturally not going to be open to friendships and new social situations, and people pick that up, even
if only subconsciously. Most of us just don’t really know that we’re harboring this terrible belief that
people are out to get us – and it creates a blockage between you and other human beings. (read my
article about why people fail at connecting)
Obviously, this is contextual. You don’t want to assume people have your best intentions in mind
when walking alone down an alley way at 3 am in the morning.

How to overcome the feeling of loneliness
So, to stop feeling lonely as soon as possible, ask yourself this question, and ask it every time you do
feel lonely:
What do I value more?
1) My feeling of loneliness – and defending that feeling; or
2) Creating a beautiful connection with myself and other human beings that will make both them and
myself feel loved and happy?
If you value your feeling of loneliness, you most likely value it because you perceive that it meets
your needs better, and likely also because that’s what you’ve always done, so it feels safe. (read my
article about mediocre women and negativity)
If you value connecting with others, inspiring yourself and others, you will focus on what you can do
to get yourself out of that situation, because one thing is for sure – this affects more than just you. If
you feel connected, loved and able to trust others – then it’s likely that 1,2,3,4, 8, 10 or more other
people will also feel connected, because YOU are. If you’re connected, it’s likely that someone else
also feels connected, and then you’re inspiring and inspired. Then you’re connected and you won’t
feel lonely.
If you feel lonely, and choose to always sit around entertaining that feeling (we’ve all done it before),
then not only are you neglecting to give yourself a gift, you’re also neglecting others who need you.
Many people out there are just waiting to meet a caring friend.
This is not to say don’t feel lonely. You need to feel, and allow yourself to fully feel. But allowing
yourself to feel is different to feeling and doing nothing about it.
You are a lot more social, courageous, lovable, charming and energetic than you think or feel, at any
given time.
However, this all takes courage. It’s all about overcoming fear and valuing your sense of connection
more than your feeling of loneliness. If you like the certainty of loneliness, then do loneliness.
If you love others, and you truly care about yourself and other people – do what it takes to do
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connected. Instead of doing loneliness.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

How to feel connected
The second reason for feeling lonely was a lack of general feeling of connectedness – or a feeling that
you are unable to connect with others and/or yourself.
If you have this feeling, here is how you can start to feel connected, and re-energize yourself so that
you can feel feminine, loving and loved. There are three ways:
1) Other people
2) Other living things/animals and yourself (feeling for yourself).
3) Memories. Memories of feeling connected and loved.(remembering back to a time when you did
feel connected and loved, and drawing inspirations and energy from that to help you feel that it’s
possible).

A little anecdote
In my life, I’ve dealt with (and are still dealing with) a few women (especially older women) who
have pushed everyone away from them because they insisted that everybody was an ‘outsider’. Even
if they desperately wanted to open their heart – and have it opened by someone, they couldn’t,
because no matter how much anyone did for them or felt for them, they refused to see or believe it.
They see things that aren’t there. And they interpret blatant acts of authentic caring from others as
‘they want something’ or ‘it’s just some sick joke trying to fool me in to trusting again’.
So, when you next feel lonely, remember that there ARE people who have your best intentions in
mind out there somewhere, and more importantly, that you will inspire that intention in others you
never thought would have it if you do it first yourself.
If you have time, click this link to read more information about the 17 Attraction Triggers and get
your man’s attention!
Over to you now, What do you value more? Connection or loneliness? ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Searching for Momentary Pleasure is Killing You Softly
January 16, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Think about this for a moment: would you rather win 5 million dollars in the lottery this weekend, or
work hard for the next 12 months to make $100,000? 5 million is 50 times the amount of $100,000,
and you would have a lot more spending power with 5 million than you would with $100,000.
So which one would you rather? With 5 million, and provided you know the right investment
strategies, you would never have to work again, and you’ll have a lot more freedom. However, with
$100,000, you’ll most likely have to work more and make more money.
Now, let me tell you this. Most lottery winners who win millions (sometimes multi-millions, end up
in debt within 5 years. BOOM. They had LESS money than they did when they won the lottery. And
– they are more depressed. A lady in New Jersey actually won the lottery twice (to the tune of
millions), spent 5.4 million dollars in 2 years and now lives in a trailer. A man who won millions now
lives on food stamps and social security.
Somehow, most people who win the lottery lose all their money and more, and become more
miserable. Yet, the person who works hard to make $100,00 typically can live better, and make more
money. Success builds success. When you’ve worked for something (no matter what it is), typically,
you improve exponentially.
The problem is that winning the lottery may mean instant significance and certainty, but no pride.
Where would that come from? How can you feel pride when you’ve done nothing? When you’ve
actually challenged yourself to grow, and earned something, you have a sense or pride that can never
be taken away from you. Yet, instant gratification (as the title suggests) is instant and temporary.
Let’s try another example in a different context….
Have you ever met somebody who couldn’t stop talking about how great she is or how fantastic her
life is? You know, some women just repetitively talk about, and post about (on Facebook, for
example) their next lavish dinner, incredible lover, wonderful adventure, or outstanding
‘achievement’. A lot of it is a ‘fly under the radar’ way of saying ‘LOOK AT ME! I NEED YOU TO
THINK I’M AMAZING!’ (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on
Facebook?”)
On the surface, there’s nothing bad about this, and it’s just innocent sharing. However, you can
always tell the difference between the ones who do it to share and connect and the ones who are
doing it to make themselves feel good/superior or to try and make others feel bad or feel less around
them, can’t you? I bet you can. It’s just a case of ‘my life is so much better than yours’, and ‘I’m so
much hotter than you’.
See, they don’t realize that people know, deep down, WHY they do what they do. Us humans are
really attuned to these things because we have to be aware of the people around us who may not have
our best interests at heart. The animal part of us has done this for millions of years. People smell
subterfuge from a mile away!
The interesting thing is, it’s that very tendency of these women to have their happiness revolve
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around getting better this and better that (whether that be clothes, experiences, looks or
‘enhancements’) that makes them blind to the fact that people know they are insecure and unfulfilled.
People know that they don’t really have high self value. Their constant need to feel significant and
worthy (and subsequent search for reasons to feel this) gives them a false sense of superiority and an
inclination towards pretentious behavior.
(please note: I don’t see anything wrong with buying clothes as they enhance your feminine radiance,
etc – it’s all about the reasons behind the actions).

The constant search to feel better than other people is fleeting
This constant search for significance that most women have is something that has to always be kept
up with. It’s HARD work, because the pleasure is fleeting. It’s like, one has to post a picture of their
lavish cruise on Facebook with the tag line “it’s a hard life” week after week because if they don’t,
then the experience really isn’t THAT great. Or the experience doesn’t actually make them happy
(surprise!). Do you see what I’m getting at here? (read my article about finding your true purpose)
I know a woman who spends 6 months out of the year traveling around the world on cruise ships, in
the most expensive cabins, going to all different parts of the world, yet every time I ask her, ‘how
was your trip?’ I am surprised to hear nothing positive. Ever. Only complaints, and what was
negative about it. No, I’m actually not kidding. This same woman talks almost solely about how
wealthy she is, and how low class and terrible everybody else is. (Click here to complete the quiz
“How Feminine Am I Actually?)
Yet, nothing makes her happy. She’s just not fulfilled. Interesting……
I’ll ad to this list the woman who won’t stop talking and talking about the man or men who said
they were hot and wouldn’t stop calling her and chasing her. But when it’s time you want to tell
your story, and share something of your own; suddenly, her ears disappear?
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

The repetitive search for significance
The search for significance (perhaps superiority if you prefer) is empty. It’s not fulfilling. Especially
for feminine women! Deep down, we really want to be connected, to radiate love and to love and be
loved.Yes, we all still must have a way of feeling special. That’s just the human nature of it all – but
there are many different ways to feel this, and most people go for the cheap path. The cheap path
being the quickest way to mask the feeling of inferiority.
I have a typical example. A woman is spending time with her boyfriend in a bar or restaurant, and he
has a very attractive female friend. Automatically (without even stopping to think, because her
patterns are so ingrained) she starts saying bad things about the attractive friend, or expressing her
distaste at something she said, wore or did, or playing down her attractiveness. (read my article about
how to attract men)
The fastest way to feel significant is by tearing someone else down. It’s easy, it’s like reaching for
the microwave dinner every night on end instead of making fresh veggies and steak or something
that’s going to truly nourish the body.
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The best way to feel significant is through contributing and through growth.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Pride is forever
That empty feeling that comes from not feeling worthy enough, and knowing you haven’t really
made yourself do anything is inevitable because we all need to contribute and grow to be truly
fulfilled. It’s just much harder, and counter-intuitive to do things this way. Easy is easy.
The search for significance to make yourself feel good about your life doesn’t last. PRIDE is forever.
Pride is something you always have, which means you have your own resources and don’t need to
constantly take from others. (note: pride being: a sense of one’s own value).
Pride comes from knowing that you can and have made a difference (to yourself and to others). Pride
comes from knowing that you care (first and foremost about yourself, and about others). It’s a
knowing that you are ultimately valuable and worthy because you ADD to the lives of your loved
ones, rather than taking. This kind of feeling can surpass everything!
The reason the constant search for easy significance leads to emptiness is because deep down, even
though we may feel good every now and then about what we’ve done for ourselves, we know we’re
traitors to what really matters and what’s truly lasting – that is: contribution, love – nurturing your
relationships with those around you, and whatever else is truly lasting in life. Contribution and
growth leads to ultimate fulfillment!
The rewards you get from chasing significance are never that great. But when you’ve truly added to
someone’s life – when you’ve really made a difference, the rewards come back to you ten-fold. These
kind of rewards knock you off your feet.
Yes, even if you’re in a room full of ‘models’. Even if you are a high-school drop-out. Even if other
people are looking down upon you for whatever reason – THAT is when pride has it’s value, because
if you’re always striving for significance rather than contribution, you will have that knee-jerk
reaction – that instant need to fight back, and take back what you feel has been ‘taken’ from you.
You become a ‘walking reaction’, vulnerable to every trigger of your lack of self-worth.
What you give you get to keep (especially for yourself). What you fail to give, you lose forever.
Every woman can benefit from feminine pride, as can the people around her. This is not to say that
having monetary riches, beautiful clothes and a bachelor’s degree have no value at all. It just depends
how you fulfill your own needs, and whether that’s what you rely on to feel good, as well as what
your own values are. There are a number of very intelligent people around who are ‘educated’ in the
traditional sense of the word, and who make lots of money but don’t feel the need to flaunt it because
they already feel good enough within themselves.
They know their worth. Having pride means you have your own resources, and don’t always have to
be digging for attention, or manipulating people, or lying to people in order to get them to give you
the reaction you want.
Do you want to discover the 17 Attraction Triggers and get his attention. Click here to get the eBook.
Finally: Do you agree with this post? I want to know how you fulfill your sense of pride? What
do you think is the best way to feel that you’re worthy as a woman? Leave a comment below,
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and I look forward to hearing your ideas!
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Stop Trying to Do the Right Thing
January 31, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Question: Would you steal $1000 to buy medicine for your mother if she was dying and her life
depended on this medicine?
What if stealing the money is the last way on earth to come up with $1000?
The alternative is that you will lose your mom.
Would you steal the money?
Hang on – didn’t we all get taught that stealing is bad/wrong?
All of us have to face tough decisions. How do we decide what to do?
Is there a right decision and a wrong decision? (Click here to complete the quiz “How Naturally
Feminine Am I Actually?”)
This reminds me of another tough question I heard many years ago.
Would you sacrifice your own life to save 10,000 starving African children?
Your relationship with a man is another area where tough decisions tend to pop up.
Do you stay quiet and not say anything because you don’t want to hurt a man?
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Do you not speak up about how you feel for fear of burdening him or seeming like a crazy bitch or
because you are so scared of losing him?
Do you sometimes decide to not say – or DO – anything at all in a tough situation for fear of being
rejected, unloved, judged or laughed at because you believe it’s the ‘right’ thing to do?
Another example: It’s the same in our friendships. Sometimes, when you love someone, you may feel
like you should not speak up and tell the truth for fear of hurting them. So, do you speak up and
potentially offend that person – or worse still – risk losing their acceptance and love?
Is there actually a “right” thing to do?
Is it the right thing to do to stone a woman to death for adultery? What if you were born in a culture
and society where that was the norm?
There is the age-old question of what is ‘right’ and what is ‘wrong’. It’s true that us humans have
differing ideas of what the ‘right’ thing to do is in different situations. However, the real question is
not ‘what is the right thing to do in this situation?’ Because the answer that we come up with will be a
result of what we have been ‘taught’, and of our past experiences.
There’s a better question:
“What would I say or do in the current situation if I was coming from a place of total care and
love for this person and my relationship with them?’
For example: I’m sure you’ve known of (or at least heard of) women going back to a man who was
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‘safe’ (in other words, ‘BORING’) OR a man who repeatedly treated her like a doormat because she
‘loves’ him. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
No. It’s not because she loves him. It’s because it’s safe. And easy.
You can love somebody totally, and give to them without having to ‘be with them’. But that takes a
whole new level of courage.
See, what a lot of us tend to do is do what we think is RIGHT – but what we’re really doing is what is
safe and ‘acceptable’. Right = acceptable.
I remember a time in the past in my relationship where something really tough and painful was
happening and we both felt hurt and unappreciated; both my man and I were suffering, and I elected
to just ‘shut up’, and let it be because it was the ‘right’ thing to do, and I felt like I couldn’t do
anything. But that only lead to more suffering, because what I was really doing was taking the easy
way out (safe) and not caring – if I was caring for him and for our relationship, I would have done
something entirely different than just not saying anything at all.
To put it into perspective: if you thought you heard a man next door to you beating up his wife – but
you couldn’t be sure – and had no proof of it, what would you do? Do you stay out of it because it’s
“not your business”?
We’re in this society where we have to ‘fit in‘, and that is so encouraged that we don’t really know
what caring IS. It’s either ‘acceptable’ to do, or not acceptable to do. In fact, caring is often not even
in the picture.
Is it the right thing to do to ‘ignore’ your husband’s extra-marital affairs or stay married ‘for the sake
of your children?’
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What you need to do instead of doing the right’ thing
A lot of dating and relationship advice out there is based on a give and take mentality. Give and take
seems to be the ‘smart’ thing to do so that we don’t get humiliated, hurt or ‘used’. I am in total
support of women taking care of themselves first because giving so much that you’re neglecting
yourself is a terrible way to do things – it’s bad for you, and it’s not inspiring for others. (read my
article about the relationship advice women should never take)
However – what I would like you to do from now on is not to do the ‘right’ thing – whatever that
might be to you, but instead, ask yourself:
‘What would I do in this situation if I truly cared about this person, this situation, and our
relationship?’
The key is to stop doing what’s right and to start caring. It’s about courage.
Click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass for free.
One final question: Can you do or say the ‘wrong’ thing if you are coming from a caring place?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Your relationship with a man is another area where tough decisions tend to pp up.
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Make it Easy for Your Man to Succeed
February 6, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Let’s try a quick guessing game (a game I learned from one of my mentors Seth Godin).
I’m thinking of a number between 1 and 5 (inclusive).
What do you think it is?
Now, click on the number you guessed (only one number please): one, two, three, four, five.
Got one?
Some women by now are confused, but you may also be delighted. ?
Now, in case you haven’t figured it out already (you would have), men hate to fail. Or to be made to
feel like a failure. Oh, they might seem all capable on the outside (and of course, they are capable),
but the fear of failure is something all men have. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
That fear is magnified when it comes to a woman he loves. And the woman who is impossible to
make happy is not doing herself any favors. And that’s a lot of women out there.
There’s rarely a better feeling you can give a man than to have him feel like a man around you. If a
man is losing all the time with his woman, or being made to feel like he can do nothing right, or that
you’ll only be there loving him WHEN he gets it right – then you have an unhappy man.
So here’s the point: make it easy for him to succeed. No, I don’t mean fake an orgasm. I don’t mean
screaming in delight if he takes you to McDonald’s for a special first dinner date. I mean: don’t set
him up to fail.
************************************************************
Quick example:
Wife: ‘Hey, can you please mow the lawn for me?!”
Husband: ‘sure, just let me finish this thing I’m doing.’
…………………….. 2 hours later:
(Sounds of lawn being mowed)
Husband: ‘Hey, what are you doing?! I said I’d mow the lawn!’
Wife: (sighs, hands on hips, rolls eyes) ‘Well, you didn’t do it so I’m doing it myself!’
************************************************************
Be authentic, and have good intentions. Make it easy for him to win. If he goes out to get you some
food, or does a last minute trip for an ingredient you need, and he gets the wrong thing; it’s not his
fault. Part of making him succeed around you is believing he has good intentions.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
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He wants to make you Happy….
I think you know what I mean if I was to tell you that many of us women subconsciously feel (and
know of) a man’s hurt if he is not able to make us happy. We know how powerful we are, and how
quickly we can disappoint him, and cause him to be disappointed in himself! So, for whatever reason
(mostly out of fear), we may withhold our reactions. We withhold our love. We withhold
appreciation. We withhold our delight. We withhold our feminine, loving energy. (read my article
about how to be your feminine self)
Sometimes, women don’t even give their man a chance to be of help, or make them happy.
My guess is that if you’ve been in a relationship with a man, in the past, you’ve withheld your
delight, your acceptance, your love, or your excitement over something he’s done before. You’ve
probably made it impossible for him to succeed with you at times.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

Avoid making him Wrong…
Don’t make him wrong. It could be even as simple as openly accepting him telling you that you are
beautiful, instead of shaking your head or launching into a list reasons why you are not beautiful.
Is your love conditional? Eg: “feed the dog, and THEN we can have sex.”
You can give him the gift of feeling like he’s succeeding by (unconditionally) expressing your
genuine gratitude, by giving him your genuine smile, by deeply appreciating the things he does for
you and your family on a daily basis that seems so ‘whatever’ to you now.
He already has so many (big or small) challenges and failures to think about. You don’t need to be
another source of this feeling for him! Helping him succeed is part of being valuable to him as a
woman.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Have you got any suggestions for helping a man feel good and successful around you?
Do you want to avoid misunderstanding your man? Click here to take our Understanding Men
program.
Please ‘like’ this post if you like it, and share it with any women you believe need to hear it! The
universe will repay you ten-fold for your contribution to women. ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Secret to Being Your Real Authentic Self
February 14, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

If a girl has large breast implants, peroxide hair, collagen in her lips and carries a Chanel bag, is she
being herself? Her friends might say, “Oh, well that’s just her! That’s what she does!”
I say it depends.
We’re always told to be ourselves. “Relax, be yourself!”
What on earth does that mean?! How do you “be yourself”? Does that mean dress how you’d like to
dress? Does it mean say what you want, when you want, however you want?
Well, it could…
The only problem is that nobody really tells you what being yourself actually means – and if you go
to actually be yourself, often you’ll feel that the support from your friends, colleagues, and family
may not be there when it counts.
It’s ironic because many of us are taught to just be our precious selves. And then – when we go do
something that’s true to our heart, and true to our souls; people often question us or imply that what
we are doing is the stupid thing to do, and that it’s not acceptable. (Click here to take the quiz
“How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

Wait. Didn’t you say I should just be myself?! This IS me!
So much for that notion.
Here’s the thing: Sometimes, what people are really saying is: ‘Be yourself!’ As long as it sits well
with my values and rules, and doesn’t make me feel like I’m less than you are.

Society’s limitation
See, on one hand, we’re told to be ourselves, and to follow our passion, but try asking any average
person – randomly on the street – a close friend – what their true passion is, and most of the time
they’ll tell you that they just don’t know. Most of us don’t.
Why is that?!
This is because we have been conditioned in this society to function according to somebody else’s
rules. Many of us have lost ourselves because we haven’t been in an environment that supports us
finding ourselves. And because of this, your authenticity is limited.
Do what we’re told. Get the best job. And most of the time, we get so good at doing the things that
are prescribed to us by society that we lose touch of ourselves and forget who we really are.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
It’s all based on somebody else’s values, rules and restrictions.
Actually, you are a lot more than your school grades, your degree, your job or your ‘profession’.
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There’s a whole lot more to you that’s even more exciting than any of that.
From a young age, at school we’re told that we have to do this subject or that subject, and we have to
go to college and we must aim for this job or that job, this or that grade. And if we get high enough
“marks”, then we should go for a certain career. If we get low enough marks, we should go for a
certain career.
We cannot be ourselves, because we have to conform. Or else we’re kicked out of school, we get
detention. (Click here to download your “Goddess Report”)
And in much of Western society (as with may other cultures), if you don’t do a certain ‘thing’, then
you’re not accepted. The same can happen in our families. If we don’t do certain things, then love is
taken away from us.
Our family wants us to do something, we do it. Many of us are taught that significance (being
‘important’ – according to someone else’s rules) is how we get our love. And we don’t get love
unless we do that, so we do it. Even if we hate it, or it’s not true to us.
The truth often is, whether we’re ‘accepted’ or not, and whether we get love or not – depends on how
much money we make, or how ‘important’ our job or position is!
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

Consequences of being ourselves at an early age…
I used to love rolling down grass hills at school in my precious school blazer and school dress. I
would get grass all over my self and I loved it. I loved seeing how fast I could go. I was being me. I
was being spontaneous. I wasn’t hurting anyone. I wasn’t destroying anything. You think me doing
that was OK? No, of course it wasn’t. I had to pick up rubbish during my lunch breaks for a whole
week for doing that!
One of my best primary school friends (my first crush) loved to run around and jump in rubbish bins
for fun. You don’t want to know how long that lasted.
Our friends tell us they love us, but if we go and do something that’s true to us, or achieve something,
or say something that makes them feel like they are less than us – they may subconsciously or
actively try to pull us back! That’s why it’s so important to pick your friends carefully. (Please note:
this of course, does not apply to all friends)
Your family can do this. Lovers can do this.
Now, I know this may seem a bit depressing, but it actually isn’t. It doesn’t have to be depressing
because by being ourselves, by being authentic, and by being liberated – we inspire others to do the
same. I do videos for the blog, and it’s scary as hell, since I’m I know there are plenty of people who
will hate what I do and what I represent. However, there is a real tolerance (or better still: celebration
of) authenticity and being yourself when you’re making others feel good too.
Remember that quote? ‘our deepest fear is not that we’re inadequate, our deepest fear is that we are
powerful beyond measure.’
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“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your
playing small does not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other
people won’t feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born to make
manifest the glory of God that is within us. It’s not just in some of us; it’s in everyone. And as we let our
own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from
our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.” – Maryanne Williamson.

So, how do you get to that place of authenticity? How do you free yourself and start being who
you really are?

There are two ways to start becoming who you really are:
1) Be Spontaneous. When you’re being spontaneous, all the fears and the doubts and the restrictions
placed on you as an adult goes away. Have you ever seen a child walk past and do a crazy dance or
jump in the middle of the room? This is what spontaneity is. When you’re spontaneous, you’re not
being restricted by what you think you should or should not do.
2) Stop acting, reacting, and talking from your conditioning and old patters. When you’re not
acting from your old patterns, you are free to be, say, and do who you really are. You’ll also be free
to finally let go and feel what you really feel. You can grieve. You can cry. You can scream.
To do this, start by listening to yourself carefully when talking to people, at social events, at work,
on the train, and with your friends. Take careful notice of how you are responding to difficult
situations. I know for many of you, the scariest times are when you’re dating a man, or around a man
you really want to be with. In this situation, authenticity is more important than ever.
Situations where your fear is bigger than ever….and don’t act the way you’d normally act. Just feel.
Just stop. Decide upon what you really feel and think. No matter how scary that feels.
Authenticity and being yourself is about being free. You don’t have to conform or fit in. You don’t
have to watch what you say or say things out of your desire to please others. You can just be. Say
what you really want to say (but not to hurt others).
And please, please, don’t reject others for being who they are. If they like to do something that seems
crazy to you and they’re being authentic, instead of judging them, get curious. The more curious you
are, the more you are able to learn.
If you are not learning, you hinder the path to finding yourself, because you’re trapped in a tiny hole.
Audrey Hepburn was being herself.
So was Mother Teresa.

Back to my first question:
If a girl has large breast implants, peroxide hair, collagen in her lips and carries a Chanel bag, is she
being herself? Her friends might say, “Hh, well that’s just her! That’s what she does!”
My answer is that most of the time, a woman like this is afraid. She’s scared of not being accepted.
She’s scared that she’s not enough. She’s scared that how she was born is not enough. She feels she
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needs to look a certain way, be a certain way, act a certain way, to get love. She’s confined and
restricted, and this negates freedom which leads to a lack of authenticity.
By the way, society also teaches us that we are one kind of person. Please remember, that you have
more than one, two or three facets to you. You are dynamic. You are more than one kind of person.
You are light feminine and you are dark feminine. And deep down, there is a soul, that is uniquely
you.
Can’t you tell when a person is acting up? Can’t you tell when someone is BS’ing you? Can’t you tell
when someone is telling you something to get you to think of them a certain way? So they won’t lose
your acceptance?
Freedom is your birthright.
Do you want to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers? Click here to learn more.
Please, leave a comment and share with us your journey to being yourself, and share with us what
you do to become who you truly are. Thank You. ?
One more thing: May I ask you a favor? If you got anything out of this post, if you enjoyed it, please
like it, forward it to a friend, or share it. Thanks. ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Mediocre Women and Negativity
April 4, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
“I would rather have a mind opened by wonder than one closed by belief.” -Gerry Spence.
In our culture, we are bombarded with negativity every day. If you watch the news (I stopped
watching any Television and reduced my ‘news’ intake about 4 years ago, although I still read the
news selectively) you will know that we are always given reasons to fear. The news and the tabloids
are always giving us reasons to be fearful. (Click here to download your “Goddess Report”)
If you believe what is fed to you by the news, and the useless magazines, and you don’t make an
effort to feed your heart and mind with loving messages, you probably think you can’t trust anybody.
On the news every day there’s stories about who’s cheating on who, or what celebrity is in rehab, or
who is going through a divorce, or who got murdered by her husband.
Growing up, and growing old, we are trained to look for what is ‘wrong’ in things. We’re encouraged
to look for what’s missing, where somebody has failed, or how somebody’s intentions aren’t genuine,
because we live in a world of fear and conflict. Most people act out of fear, and we are encouraged to
be skeptical, negative and to protect ourselves.
Settling for a belief that dis-empowers you and the people you love is gutless.
It takes no courage, for you, as a woman, to see the bad in people, in a situation – in anything! It
takes no courage to be a pessimist, to criticize, or to think the worst of people.

Being realistic vs having courage
The problem with being negative or “realistic” – (which really is another word for seeing things in a
way that makes you powerless so you can justify not taking any action) is that it’s easy to do, and we
start doing it ALL the time out of habit, without consciously being aware of it. Instead, acting from a
place of pride and self-respect or love would be the better way to go about things.
The reason why there’s plenty of mediocre advice out there is because this is what most people do.
They become “realistic”, when, they’re really giving themselves a reason to turn cynical, or as I like
to say, giving themselves a reason to keep the status quo – so they don’t inspire change in
themselves, in their relationship or in others.
This takes no emotional muscle, and it takes zero courage.
This is what most people do. Most people do what is easy.The average woman will look for the bad
in things, so don’t cheap out on yourself with pessimism.
See, people tend to think that by noticing all the bad things in a situation, or in their boyfriend or
husband, they’re doing themselves a favor – because we’ve all been taught to be “smart about things”
(in other words, be careful, and watch out for when things will go wrong, and when they do – RUN).

Reacting to the behavior of men
It’s just all too easy to look at someone else’s behavior and just put it down to them being an idiot.
Especially men. However, this is the attitude of an averagewoman. It’s an attitude that leads to
mediocrity. Do you really want that? Do you really want an average life? Or an average relationship?
Do you really want to just be a mediocre person? Or to have mediocre standards for yourself? (Click
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here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
A relationship that’s just ‘OK’? A life where you ‘survive’ – in other words, you just ‘get by’? This is
where cynicism and negativity will get you. Nobody ever achieved anything great, and nobody ever
achieved true happiness by thinking badly about things.
Scared and cowardly people sit in their corner pointing out what’s ‘wrong’ with things.
I know of a relationship ‘guru’ who once said men are supposed to be givers in relationships.
I’m sorry? I’ve got news: no-one is supposed to be anything in relationships. People do what meets
their needs, and if you want to impose rules on any man – make sure you can meet them yourself
first. My bet is that you don’t even always meet your own rules.
And the more rules you have – the less happy you will be. In general, the more rules we have about
how things ‘should’ be, the less likely we are to find and maintain that loving relationship that we
want. (read my article about stop doing the right thing)

Easy is not rewarding
If it was easy, we wouldn’t grow. And we ALWAYS have to grow. What happens if we are not
growing? We’re dying. If everything was easy, and we didn’t have to challenge ourselves, then we
could ALL have super boyfriends and husbands, and we would all ‘get the job’, or live that great
lifestyle, and we know that’s not the truth.
And if you want a great relationship and a quality man, you cannot look for the bad in things; you
have to look for the good.
This is called courage, although most people would tell you it’s stupidity or naivety. I call this
attitude mediocrity.
This doesn’t mean you should ignore the truth – no, you have to acknowledge the truth, see it for
what it is, and then see itbetterthan it is, so you can do something about it. If you see it as just a
crappy situation, you’re not going to be driven to do anything about anything.
Breeding mediocrity
And this is how mediocrity is bred.
So, instead of calling someone a ‘man-child’, or a commitment-phobe, instead of saying he’s just an
a**, just stop for a minute. People do things for a reason, and we cannot help ourselves by settling for
these mediocre beliefs. You know better, don’t you?
I’m not telling you to accept bad treatment. Not at all (and there will be men out there who want to
take advantage of you). What I am suggesting is to have high standards for yourself, and to not trap
yourself in dead-end patterns or beliefs that lead you nowhere closer to the life and love that you truly
deserve, and certainly don’t lead you to understand yourself or other people any better.
Remember that quote: ‘An eye for an eye will eventually make the world go blind’?
It’s true, but most importantly, it makes You blind.
And soon enough, alone. (read my article about how to deal with loneliness)
In relationships, and with men, you simply cannot afford to punish (passively or actively –
emotionally or physically) and to see a man as less than he is.
Don’t settle for beliefs and conclusions that dis-empower you! You are worth more than that!
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You don’t HAVE to settle, or to point the finger. Every day you get to choose. You get to choose
what mindset to have, and you get to choose to hold yourself to a higher standard.
This is not to say that you don’t accept that there will be men (or women, or whoever) out there who
want to take advantage of you – it means you see it for what it is, but do not get dis-encouraged by
focusing on everything that is bad.

So from now on, here is what I want you to do:
The better way to see things would not be to pretend everything is great and buy in to the whole silly
positive thinking idea – the better way would be to see things as they are, (acknowledge the truth),
and then find a way to make it better.
Want to learn what attracts men? Click here to discover the 17 Attraction Triggers.
I’ve had my turn, now please share any mediocre beliefs or thought patterns you can think of.
And share with us how you overcome negativity.
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How to be the World’s Most Confident Woman
April 12, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

How to be the World’s Most Confident Woman
Alright, so that’s a big promise, I know, to be the most confident woman in the world, but I know it’s
possible for you, otherwise I wouldn’t bother writing this.
Let me just ask you: what is life like without confidence? What is the quality of your relationship
without confidence? What do you achieve in your life without confidence? How do you FEEL, on a
day-to-day basis without confidence? (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I
Actually?”)
The answer is: crap. Confidence is everything. If you don’t have unshakable confidence, then you’ll
probably never live your dreams. Not only that, you will find that a lack of confidence means you
don’t offer much value as a woman. If you know my work, you know that I talk a lot about becoming
a valuable woman, but that’s just too big a topic to delve in to here.
To put it simply: confidence is the difference between you getting what you want and deserve in life
(whether it be that career or that special man) and you never, ever getting what you want and deserve.

Comfortable is not confident…
What you really want is to feel CERTAIN about who you are and what you stand for. We don’t want
‘comfortable’ here, we want confidence. Feeling comfortable with yourself is just not enough.
Comfortable is another way of saying ‘yeah, I’m content, but as soon as something comes along that
challenges me, I crumble.’
If you don’t learn to develop unshakable confidence, you can’t have the quality of relationship that
you want, you can’t achieve your dreams, and without confidence, you tend to feel more jealous and
depressed than other women.
I’m sure you would agree with me when I say that the feeling of jealousy and depression is an awful
way to feel. Believe it or not, some people just get used to feeling this way, and they don’t know
any different – but you really don’t want that. And I certainly don’t want you to feel this way!
Moment of truth: worse still, if you don’t learn how to build confidence, you’ll become less and
less confident over the years, and you’ll lose that spark – that beautiful radiance that confident
women have. I mean real confidence, not that in-your-face, fake-ass confidence and attention seeking
that comes from a place of paralyzing fear. I’m talking real, authentic, feminine pride and confidence
that just draws people to you like bees to honey and gets you what you want and deserve in life.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
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Just quickly, what do you think confidence really is? What makes a woman
confident?
Confidence really is knowing that you have high worth. As well as knowing that you have value
to add.
Confidence is a feeling of certainty that lies deep within you. Certainty that you are worthy, that you
will do good and/or perform well.
Now, I just want to quickly mention that we all have scenarios and things that we feel more confident
with. However, there will always be situations that crop up in your life where you don’t have the
same level of confidence as you would in another area of your life.
The goal is not to have perfect confidence at all times, because as humans, we all fear that we are not
enough; it’s just about whether we live there (in that state) or not.
I’m not going to tell you to engage in positive thinking, and to keep saying to yourself that you are
capable, worthy and wonderful when you’re just ‘saying’ it, and it’s just words. You may be able to
keep saying ‘I’m great at such and such’, or ‘I’m the best at such and such’, and it may work for a
little while, but it’s not sustainable.
You need REASONS to feel confident. And more importantly, since confidence really is a feeling,
you need to always be building up the feeling of confidence and draw out the confidence within you.
This is what will give you a sustainable base to work with.
Confidence is built through pushing through what is uncomfortable. I don’t care whether you’re
lacking confidence at work, or whether you lack confidence with men, it’s all about pushing through
what is uncomfortable so that you become better.
For example, if you feel uncomfortable and insecure around beautiful women, and you tend to prefer
hanging around women who are less pretty than you are because it feels comfortable, I suggest you
go and find some very attractive women to hang around. Plus, don’t forget, we become who we
spend our time with.
Let me ask you this: how confident are you that you can brush your teeth every night? Do you
worry that you might drop the toothbrush or brush the wrong way or brush your eye instead?
What about putting on your bra?
What about tying your shoelaces? How confident are you with these things?
The reason you feel confident doing these things is because you’ve done it so many times that you
don’t even think about it. Serena Williams is totally confident hitting a ball with her tennis racquet
and getting it over the net, but somebody else may not be as confident with it because they’ve never
really done it before.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

Here’s what you need to do…
So here’s what I want you to do: right now I want you to pick only 1 area of your life and work on
becoming more confident in this area, because here’s how life works: the more confident you are
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in one area in your life, the easier it is for that confidence to spread and influence your
confidence in other areas of your life.
It’s much harder to be confident in 100 different things than just one single area of your life. You just
don’t have the time or energy or focus on becoming really confident in 100 different things.
So we need to start with one area. It could be small, as small as tying your shoe laces (for all those
who don’t know…) or it could be as big as a complex dance routine.
We need to master it, because it’s through mastery that we get to realize our own ability and
confidence. And the way we’re going to master it is through learning and taking action. Learn
everything you can about it and take action so that you become competent and confident at it.
If it’s putting on make-up, for example, I suggest you look on YouTube for videos that will show you
how to be great at putting your make up on. And then, actually put your make up on and try different
looks. (read my article about going without make up)
If it’s being confident speaking to people and making friends, I suggest you study communication,
but MORE importantly, actually go out and start speaking to people – ANYONE, even the check-out
chick or the bartender or the old man next door, to get you uncomfortable, and so that you practice
connecting with people.
Confidence is you knowing that you CAN – even on a bad day. And that comes with practice and
repetition.
Once you become absolutely confident in something – just one thing even, however small, that sense
of certainty you develop inside of you and that confidence will transfer to other areas of your
life. You’ll realize that you have more confidence inside of you and you can draw it out during times
when you really need it.
By the way, I am sure there are dozens of things you’re confident with right now, this moment. But
the reason why you’re not as confident as you deserve to be or want to be is because you’re not
focusing on them.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

So here’s How…
So let’s do a quick exercise.
Get out a piece of paper. I want you to write down everything that you can do confidently. I mean
everything you can think of.
I really mean, everything, like…your ability to walk confidently without tripping over, or your ability
to swim 20 meters without drowning. Maybe you can do a particular dance move, maybe you can
cook a certain dish better than anyone else, maybe you know a little magic trick that brings a smile to
people’s faces every time you perform it, you probably have many other skills that you have
forgotten about.
I want you to keep writing and don’t stop for at least 10 minutes. Whenever you finish writing
something, think of something else and write it down.
Go now and don’t read the rest until you come back. (I’ll hold you to it!)
Ok, welcome back. Now this will be your list that you will draw your confidence from. I want you to
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add to this list whenever you can and anytime you don’t feel as confident as you wish to – bring this
list out and read every single item on the list back to yourself. (read my article about the power of
femininity)
Go through the whole list again and again and draw out the confidence that you have within you.
And remember this confidence list is something that is ever growing, it doesn’t stay stagnant. And if
you just keep adding to it a few times a week, you’ll realise very soon that you’ll become much more
confident overall in every single area of your life.
And one final tip I have for you is this: I am aware that some of us don’t allow ourselves the feeling
of confidence even when we deserve it.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

So here is the final thing I want you to do:
Drop your rules. The more rules you have for feeling confident about something, the less confident
you will feel. For example, you may have the rule that you have to be having a ‘good day’, and FEEL
radiant and beautiful before you will allow yourself to feel confident. This is not sustainable! In fact,
by feeling confident, you actually become that radiant!
Some people have the rule that they cannot feel entirely confident about something until they’ve done
it 100 times. Some people feel confident about something after doing it well just once.
If you want to give yourself the gift of being confident, allow yourself to feel confident with
something as soon as possible, and even when you think you “shouldn’t” be confident. Always refer
back to your list and draw out the confidence you have within you. Also, learn the 17 Attraction
Triggers by clicking this link.
OK, that’s it for now. Please leave a comment below, sharing with us what you have learnt, and
letting us know of your tips for becoming more confident!
By the way, can I ask you a quick favor? If you got anything out of this post, please ‘like’ it on
Facebook or share it with a precious friend. Thank You. ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Pleaser Women Always Lose Out – The Difference Between
Pleasing and Giving
April 25, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Pleaser Women Lose out – The Difference Between Pleasing and Giving
I see a huge problem among us women, especially when women are in a relationship. This problem is
the problem of pleasing all the time. Most women would pass this off as ‘oh it doesn’t apply to me’,
I’m a cool woman and I would never be one of those silly pleasers!
However, in my experience, many women like to think they’re not acting like pleasers, but they
actually are. Part of this comes from not really understanding the difference between pleasing and
giving. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
And more often than not, truly giving to someone is counter-intuitive. It’s not something many of us
have been taught. And many women mistake pleasing for giving.
The trap: Your own feminine mindset. What is valuable to men in a relationship is not the same as
what is valuable to women. Most women will read this and nod, yet continue (for the rest of their
lives) to give to their man in the same way they always have, which is in a way that the man
perceives little value, and wonder why the relationship is failing, why they’re becoming another
divorce statistic, or why their man is withdrawing or leaving, or cheating. (read my article about how
to deal fear of being alone)
It’s not anyone’s fault. How are we supposed to know what we’ve never been taught?
Anyway. In your relationship, being a pleaser is a very quick way to destroy the attraction. Most of us
would just rather ignore the loss. Denial is a common option. Denial feels certain, after all.
If you want to be a treasured friend to somebody, being a pleaser won’t get you there.
Pleasing and giving are two very different things. But they do have one thing in common: each of
these actions fulfill 1 or more of our 6 human needs, and as such, I believe there is no truly selfless
act. Even if a man dies for his wife – dying for someone is one of the most self-sacrificing acts there
are. However, even in a situation like this, we are serving ourselves in some way. However small.
What I’ve noticed is that most of us operate more from a pleasing place than a giving place, and we
are not consciously aware of it.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

The real difference: Pleasing vs Giving
Pleasing is about you. When you try to please someone, you’re coming from a place of fear – fear of
loss of love, and desperation or neediness, and you are looking for something in return; whether that
be a reaction, or approval, or to get out of trouble (a mistake I’ve made) and a sign that you actually
‘did ok’.
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Note: it’s not that you can’t ever need or want somebody’s approval or have fear – the point is that
you don’t want to live there, and consistently act from that state of emotion.
Giving, however, comes from a place of pride. Giving is what you do when you truly care about
somebody, and their future, and what they really need – not what they want, and not even what they
seem to want or say they want.

Examples of pleasing…
1) A good example of pleasing would be: the woman who makes plans with her friends, but when her
man calls to meet up, she changes her plans with her friends because, inside, she feels bad for saying
‘no’ to him. Why? Because she feels she might lose his love. Poor friends! (read my article about
don’t be a woman who fits in)
2) Another example: Stacking up too many plans with loved ones and “doing too much” for the
people around you. You are attending to so many demands and ‘requests’ of your loved ones that you
can’t keep to your plans and end up late for people or having to cancel on people – and worse still,
you are so much of a pleaser that you are way too scared to call up and say ‘I’m so sorry, I’m going
to be late by 30 minutes’ (and make sure it doesn’t happen again) that you end up disappointing
people because you kept them in the dark.
So much for ‘pleasing’.
3) The classic example of pleasing: parents giving their children everything they want (or almost
everything). And saying that they do it out of love. I’m not saying they don’t love their child; but this
act itself, more often than not, comes from a place of not wanting to lose the child’s love, affection or
even the attachment of the child. After all, the more dependent someone is on you, the more safe they
are. At least we sometimes trick ourselves in to believing this.
Too bad children are so dependent on you. Until they’re not.

The ‘K’ Word
The classic phrase used by a pleaser is: ‘keep him happy’ or ‘keep her happy’.
A lot of women strive to ‘keep’ a man happy. Can you see what I’m getting at here?
If you’re not a pleaser, there’s nothing wrong with the word keep, because you’re genuinely keeping
someone – in the sense that you give so much to someone that they’re a raving fan of you – but a
pleaser woman’s ‘keep’ is very different from a high value woman’s keep.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Pleaser women become low value women
We all value givers, even if their actions make us angry and resentful at first, because givers are
valuable women. I mean truly valuable. However, we don’t truly value pleasers. People who seem to
value pleasers are people you don’t want in your life. They’re most likely leeching off your
insecurities and your desperation for love and approval. It’s easy to manipulate pleasers. We don’t
ever respect people we can manipulate. Let alone value them.
Giving is an act, a message, a gesture, done from a place of pride – knowing that giving won’t take
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away anything from you. Giving is something you do because you already have so many internal
resources that you can afford to give to others. See, pleasers have little to no internal resources (little
value), because the ‘feel good’ moment from pleasing only lasts so long and it’s like a bottle being
emptied the minute it is filled, and then needing to be filled, again and again.
I can attest to the difference between pleasing and giving because I’ve done both in my life. I’ve gone
and pleased people and felt the awful after- effects. It never works out – even if it does for a day. In
fact, I’ve ‘pleased’ – only to find that those ‘friends’ I wanted to please actually didn’t really value
me. No wonder. I wasn’t even valuing myself!
I’ve given so much also, that I recognize just how rewarding the act of truly giving is. I’ve given in
ways that no-one would expect me to. I can say that it always works out. Like I heard once: “what
you give, you get to keep. What you fail to give, you lose forever”. Giving adds to your sense of
pride, but pleasing never does.

So what is giving?
Examples…
1) Giving could be making someone else feel significant, giving them resources to feel good and to
feel appreciated, rather than trying to ‘keep them happy’ out of fear of losing them. So, you give to
them despite your fear of losing them (and therefore your actions are coming from a place of
resourcefulness and high value, rather than fear).
2) Giving could be telling your man that you need time to yourself, to re-charge so that you can come
back to the relationship with more to give, instead of seeing him every time he says he misses you.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
3) Giving could be not having sex with your man at all this time, rather than laying there like a dead
horse while he does his thing, like he’s having sex with a blow-up doll or a rigid post.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

How to give instead of Pleasing:
Now, learning how to truly give to a man (or to anyone at all) is not something you can easily learn
overnight. It’s a big topic, much too big for this article in itself, and it’s a learning process.
Nonetheless, here is a start on what you need to do to become a giver rather than a pleaser:
1) Get out a piece of paper, right now. Write down every decision you have made (or that you can
remember) out of a need to please someone in the last month. Next to each of those decisions you’ve
listed, write down the consequence of that decision. How did you feel after making that decision?
How did the person you wanted to please react? Did the reaction you wanted last? Did the reaction
you hoped for even occur at all?
2) From now on, instead of focusing on how you might ‘upset people’, what you must do in this
moment to prevent someone from being unhappy with you, or how you might ‘disappoint people’ or
‘make people dislike you’, start using some new language. As soon as you notice yourself reacting
out of fear, ask yourself, what would really benefit me as well as this person right now? What would
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truly benefit our relationship? (Click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass for free.)
For example, you may be scared to speak up in a situation where you feel your opinion is not as
‘clever’ or ‘right’ or that by speaking up, people will ostracize you. In fact, truly giving to these
people would be to actually stand up with certainty and either share, or tell the truth. Whatever the
situation calls for.
By the way! I just want to ask you a question: can you share with us why the word ‘keep’ in the
phrase ‘keep him happy’ is dangerous? Share with us below, your experience with pleasers and
givers. Looking forward to hearing from you.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Ways to Fail at Connecting with People
May 1, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Three Ways to Fail At Connecting with People
It’s a common paradox among women (and all humans, really): we want to connect, and we want
more friends and we’re aching for connection and intimacy, and yet, we find ourselves lonely and
even worse – scared to connect. (Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)
So if failing at connecting with other human beings is something you feel you’d like to achieve
today, do the following:

1) Be more concerned with your image than you are about being present with the
person.
Care more about saying the ‘right’ thing or the ‘witty’ thing. Be more concerned with not saying or
doing the ‘wrong’ thing than you are with actually connecting and giving to that person, or people.
To connect well and be good at socializing, you must value connecting more than you value
looking good.
To connect well and be good at socializing, you must value connecting more than you value
perfection.
Perfection does not equal Connection
The very nature of human interaction is that you will make mistakes, maybe look stupid to some,
misunderstand someone (or have someone misunderstand you), and say something that isn’t in sync
with that person.
The nature of connecting with humans is that it’s not perfect. Presence is more important that
perfection. Gift others with your full presence, because when you’re fully present, you’ll be able to
respond, connect, and be in tune with what is needed in that situation, rather than doing what makes
you ‘look good’ or sound smart.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

2) Discriminate who you want to connect with.
Connecting with human beings is not a process of elimination. You can’t always eliminate people
who aren’t ‘worthy’ of your attention without even acknowledging them or speaking to them first.
To become great at connecting, and creating rapport with people, you must be able to connect or
create even a base level of rapport with people you don’t think are worthy of your time, or whom you
feel you don’t have anything in common with.
Sure, some people, you’ll connect with, and they will have so little value to add that you will be
bored out of your mind when you spend time with them.
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Sure, some people you will try to connect with, and they’ll be nasty, rude or judgmental of you. Some
people just want to complain, complain complain. And you probably don’t fell like you want to be
around people like that.

Connecting with all different people makes you more as a woman…
However, the point is not to force yourself to become best friends with, or connect with people who
are a drain to connect with, the point is for you to be curious about people and about connecting, so
that you connect with more people, and so that you ultimately learn more, and become better at
connecting, and so that you can have a greater appreciation of everyone you meet.
This is how you become a whole woman; a woman whose femininity is full. (Click here to take the
quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
We don’t become great at socializing by connecting only with those people who are ‘like’ us or who
don’t challenge your comfort zone. The skill of connection and creating rapport is not discriminatory.
You need practice.
I’ll say it again: Practice.
We all prefer to spend most of our time with people who are most like us, and there’s nothing wrong
with that – but being able to connect deeply with people in social situations requires that you’re able
to (and most importantly – willing) to create rapport with anybody.
So, just because you have a PHD doesn’t mean you can’t connect with a person who works at
McDonald’s and who can’t spell.
Just because you choose to remain celibate before marriage, doesn’t mean you can’t value connecting
with someone who believes in sex before marriage.
Just because you’re primarily light feminine (LF), doesn’t mean you can’t connect with someone who
is dark feminine (DF).
Just because you’re polite doesn’t mean you can’t connect with someone who seems curt.
Just because your net worth is 10 million doesn’t mean you can’t connect with someone who makes
$30,000 a year.
Just because you’re skinny as a rake doesn’t mean you can’t connect with someone who is obese.
Just because you never step out-of-line doesn’t mean you can’t connect with someone whom society
would deem to be a ‘criminal’.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

3) Spend more time judging people than you do being curious, or caring about
them.
Ok, so we can be honest here. I have judged people before, and so have you. And other people are
always judging you. Doesn’t mean you and I have to continue doing it all the time, though!
The problem is that when you and I judge others, we can’t connect with them. That’s our loss.
I go by the belief that no matter who it is, no matter how they present, no matter how much they have
hurt me, I always have a world to learn from everyone I meet, if I really want to learn and become
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more as a woman.
Some time late last year (2010), a lady came on to the blog (right here) and started telling me all
sorts of things about how horrible I was, and how little I knew about the world, and how I was
living in a fake ‘rosy little world’ and that I basically knew nothing.
This hurt – because I absolutely have not lived an entirely rosy life. People seem to assume that
if you’re happy – then you’ve never experienced any deep pain or had any painful experiences
like they have, which is of course, untrue.
But I stopped for a second and I realized that behind all this is probably a soul who is hurting.
So I reached out to her (emailed her), and I found out that she was very angry, and she couldn’t
open herself to any men, (or anyone for that matter), because her and her sister were both
repeatedly raped when they were little girls, and that her sister had actually died of causes
relating to the rape.
In return for my gesture, she gave me a beautiful gift: the gift of trusting me with her story, and
the gift of connection.
Last time I heard, she is a happy reader of this blog ?
Connecting only with the people who are ‘like’ you makes you a scared little kitten sitting in the
corner, who learns nothing.
The more you connect with people when it makes you feel uncomfortable, the more you’ll also be
able to connect with the people who mean the most to you, because the more compassion you will
develop, and the more empathy you will develop.
This doesn’t mean you have to like everybody, or be friends with everybody. It’s good to have
passion, and to have things you hate as well as things that you love. I just don’t want you to restrict
yourself and be doomed to feeling lonely and insignificant because of your own inhibitions.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Just to re-cap: In order to fail at connecting with people, you need to:
1) Value looking good or saying the right thing more than you value connecting with people (being
present).
2) Discriminate who you make a connection with.
3) Spend more time judging people than you do being curious or caring about them.
Remember that we all have a lot more in common with each other than we think. The problem is that
we all also have a need to feel significant – different from others.
To feel important. MORE important. Special. Yet, the truth still remains: we all have a lot more in
common than we think. The more focused you are on being and feeling significant, the less
connection you will have with people.
Click here to read more about the 17 Attraction Triggers.
Thanks for reading. How do you think people sabotage their own desire to connect with
people?
Do also share your stories of times when you’ve gotten out of your comfort zone to connect. The
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more examples, the better. Thank You for your contribution. ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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So what if somebody finally says you’re hot?
Are you happy?
If so, for how long?
Do we have to upload a tonne of photos of ourselves posing in every humanly possible position in
our bathroom on to Facebook to get to this point of being labelled hot? Or to prove something?
Or what about wear as little as is possible to snare attention from men that is only given because the
amount of skin color glaring at them is more than the amount of covered area on your body?
So what if a bunch of men out at a party tell you, you’re the hottest woman of the night?
By the way, who are these men, and what are their intentions with you?

Be careful. Don’t get hooked.
Attention can be cheap.
Women who always get hooked are cheap.
Think of Tiger Woods’ mistresses as an example. He’s rich, he’s famous, he’s powerful and he has
influence. And he’s highly ‘sought after’. Why not, right? I mean c’mon, what woman in her right
mind would pass up a night (or 100) with Tiger Woods? Gee, I couldn’t even fathom what woman
would!
‘Attention’ from one from the world’s most famous athletes is worth gold, isn’t it?
Oh and then why not tell the whole world you got a piece of him?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Hot vs True Radiance
Sure, all of us would like to be considered hot, and all of us should take good care of ourselves and be
healthy so that we look as great as we deserve and feel as good as we deserve to feel.
But to have been considered hot as your goal?
What about doing something that matters?
One day, your body will age – usually sooner than you’d like. Then what?
Plastic surgery?
Lip injections?
Facelifts? To continue the cycle of considered-to-be hotness? (read my article about lasting
youthfulness and radiance)
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Hotness and Happiness
If someone finally says you’re hot, will that truly make you happy?
There are tonnes of beautiful, gorgeous, sexy women in the world (famous or not). We are
bombarded with tonnes of these pictures every day. And by the way, hot sexy women in Hollywood
get built up, and tore down all the time.
What the world is really lacking is not hot, sexy women who are willing to “put themselves out
there”. What the world is lacking is truly attractive and radiant women whose genuine happiness and
energy is a gift to all.
What will really touch people, and more importantly – what will really touch your own life – is your
radiance. Your happiness. True radiance is beautiful in every sense of the word.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

What you really need
Strive for radiance; for giving a gift through your beauty, and your femininity in all it’s forms, not
just to be considered the ‘hottest’.
When would now be a good time to realize what would truly make you happy?
Our culture – the media, the news – tries every possible way to get women to live in fear. Most of us
have been influenced, even brainwashed, to harbor the belief that being the hottest will get you
happiness.
We’re fed daily – even hourly (even without our permission) – pictures, videos, “news reports” on
“the most beautiful women in the world”, as if it means everything. Who cares? At least if we take on
the belief that that is true, the cosmetic companies can sell more and the media can cash in on your
fears.
Is being hot really the goal, or is true radiance the goal? Where your radiance, and your high level of
self-value and your beautiful feminine energy, happiness and compassion will touch everyone you
come in contact with?
Then, being hot is the icing on the cake. And being called hot will be cheap in comparison to the
feeling of touching others, and inspiring others with your genuine radiance. (read my article about
how to be feminine)
Disclaimer: this is not an article about “not worrying about your appearance because brains are more
important than beauty”. No. How you look is very important. I believe every woman should take
great pride in how she presents herself.
But does your life revolve around getting that piece of attention and being called the hottest?
Does it revolve around getting cheap attention from men?
If it is, you have a hell of a lot of pain ahead of you.
So, do you really want to be the hottest? Or is what you really need to love and be loved? To worship
a man and be worshipped by a man? To gift yourself and others with radiance and happiness?
I will venture to say that the media (and other things) has lied to you. It’s influenced you to think that
what you need to do is be the most significant and sexiest girl, but that’s not what you really need.
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(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
Don’t get hooked. What we want and what makes us happy are two very different things.
So, don’t get hooked. Don’t be cheap, and don’t sell yourself short to some ‘attention’.
?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What to Do about Passive Aggressive Women
The woman whom you had such a great connection with yesterday, but all of a sudden, won’t even
look you in the eye if your face is half a centimeter away from hers.
The woman who is giving off the impression that something is wrong through her body language, but
isn’t telling you what it is, and isn’t even giving you an opportunity to do something about it.
The woman who won’t even talk to you or acknowledge you. (Click here to take the quiz on “How
High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
The woman who has her back to you when you’re talking to her.
The silent treatment.
The rolling of the eyes.
The hostile body language.
The woman who just doesn’t seem to care about you or the friendship you had with her anymore
(because dealing with the problem that has arisen is 1,000 times harder than it is to just not care about
you anymore).
The bitch face her and her friends pull when you walk into the room.
The woman who slams doors to get some power.
The woman who gives ambiguous instructions, requests, statements or answers.
The woman who clearly doesn’t understand you, what you do, or why you do it, but couldn’t give a
rat’s butt about asking you about it and trying to understand. Judgement is much safer.
The woman who moves things, says things, and organizes things in a way that seems to give off the
impression that you or something you are doing is bothering her, but when you ask her about it, you
get a curt and reluctant “no! Nothing is wrong!” and then she either walks off or tries her hardest not
to talk to you again.
(An extreme example): the woman who threatens to hurt herself or somebody else when you confront
her about something.
“What. the. hell.” Seems to be the only possible answer when you’re faced with a situation like this,
since you feel so trapped and dishonored as a person.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

It’s much easier to make you wrong
One of the most painful things about being in this situation is that usually, women who act this way
are making you wrong, and making you out to be a villain, without even considering that they
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themselves, have been far from perfect in their actions towards you. Even if they do acknowledge
they could have been better in their actions – they nonetheless repetitively act from a place that
makes you bad and them perfect.
It’s much easier to outsource blame for their own shortcomings and ill intentions.
Often, you know, they could just “not like what you wear” (which is just an surface justification for
their own insecurities), perhaps they don’t like that you don’t value the same things that they do in
life (ie: maybe, they like bitching a lot of the time and you don’t), perhaps their guy friends go on
about how gorgeous you are when you’re not around and it makes them feel bad. Perhaps you just
trigger them to feel bad about themselves, for whatever reason.
Usually, these women tend to surround themselves with women who are equally insecure and illmeaning, and so the influence of their “friends” make it much harder for you to get through or solve a
problem with them.
However, to be fair, I have to say that all of us have been passive-aggressive at certain times in our
lives. It’s just that some women act from that state continuously and out of habit, out of ease and out
of fear.
It’s hard because you probably feel like they have bad intentions (though I could debate the theory of
bad intention and whether it truly exists, but that’s for another time). They give off a vibe that makes
you feel excluded.
Two words to describe these situations:
Draining and Frustrating.
Just to be sure, passive-aggressive is defined as: being, marked by, or displaying behavior
characterized by the expression of negative feelings, resentment and aggression in an unassertive,
passive way (as through procrastination, sullenness or intentional inefficiency and stubbornness).

Getting the truth out of people is a difficult task
If you are anything like me, you prefer people to just come up to you, and tell you what is going on,
or just for them to tell you what the problem is, or you prefer to actually be in the know, so that you
can move forward, reconnect the friendship/relationship, grow and learn something.
Here’s the problem: it’s going to be hard to get this (the truth, or their feelings) out of many women,
especially if you are not very close to them. Many women won’t throw their fears to the curb in order
to deal with a problem related to another woman whom they “don’t like”, don’t have a lot in common
with, or feel threatened by.
It’s much easier to just make you wrong. Prepare for this to happen. This doesn’t mean you should
expect it from every woman, it just means that you aren’t going to be able to solve this problem in
every woman in the world.
My feeling is that many women are going to be way too scared to confront their fears and actually
deal with it because it’s just ‘too hard’!
And it’s worse when these women get into a group because as I’ve established before, we become
who we spend our time with.
It’s very easy to do the following things when you’re confronted with a woman (or two) who are
being passive aggressive:
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1) try to get power and significance by controlling something that’s related to them and getting
revenge.
2) yell at them.
3) blame them.
4) Confront them in aggression
5) Make them wrong.
6) be passive-aggressive, too.
7) Blame yourself, and think you are the bad person.
8 ) get all hoity toity.

The Solution
Here are the steps to take…
1) Understanding. Ask yourself what is missing in their life for them to continually act passiveaggressive towards you. Usually, they want to feel important and certain about themselves. And
usually, they don’t feel particularly important or certain about their worth. (Click here to take the quiz
on “How Naturally Feminine Am I”)
And sometimes, they’re just plain scared. Once you have understanding, you can act from a place of
compassion, and actually do something about the situation, rather than just letting it rot. Even if it
doesn’t work out – you become a better woman through your efforts.
2) Give them what they need, not what they want. They may say they need such-and-such, and it’s
easy for you to just take what they say literally and withdraw and then do nothing about it (which
could lead to passive-aggressive behavior on your part, too). However, what they really need is to
feel important, significant, and to have their identity re-affirmed. Hard to do, I know.
Sometimes they just need to be appreciated for what they do or what they have already contributed,
to know that you care, and to be made to feel safe around you.
3) Do not make them wrong. This will perpetuate their pattern. So, focus more on your feelings and
the situation than blaming them.
But here’s the bottom line: What you decide to do is nowhere near as important as the meaning you
choose to place on the events and the person you become as a result of the events – you always must
take the high-road. There is absolutely no benefit in hiding from problems, or from confrontations,
like they are.
So when do you drop out, give up, and stop trying to influence them? This is entirely up to you. How
long you decide to put yourself in to being the leader and initiating a better relationship between you
and them is your personal choice.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

A story of a housemate…
I want to leave you with one (of many) examples in my life, where I had to deal with this.
I once had a female housemate who I had moved in with. I didn’t know her prior to moving in. We
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interviewed each other, and she was in a hurry to get a housemate in, and I was also in a hurry to find
a suitable place. Before I moved in, it was clear that we were opposites, however, we seemed to
manage to get along well – enough to make the decision to be housemates.
At the beginning, we had great conversations and some talks about very personal things. However,
over time, we began to not talk to each other very much, and we were both busy so we also didn’t see
each other much – despite living in the same house.
Things were fine for the first 3 weeks. And then I attended a birthday gathering of hers. There were,
of course, other women at the gathering. I didn’t get the best vibe from some of them. And it seemed,
to me, that after that day, my housemate was suddenly more cold to me. Things went downhill from
there.
We both did continue, at times, to make an effort to talk to each other, but when I am in my own
home, I tend to be quite reserved and quiet. It became more of a business relationship over time, and
our differences were clear:
I have extremely high standards for myself when it comes to health, fitness and cleanliness.
She wouldn’t always clean up properly after herself, spent most of her spare time watching television
and making excuses as to why she couldn’t go for a run or do the cleaning or get off the couch. At
night time, she would have long and loud phone conversations, complaining about how terrible the
quality of men is, that there are no good men, and just generally having a complaint session about
other people and calling them names.
She would often be really depressed and not even look at me to say hi, and then when she was in a
great mood, she would then talk to me. When she was depressed I would pick up on her mood and
just want to get out of her way.
Her lack of cleaning did bother me, but not too much. After all, when it got too messy it only took me
10-20 minutes to clean up after her.
As time went by, as it became clear that we were very much opposites, the tension got to a point
where it was too much (as it always happens). We had a heated misunderstanding when talking about
kitchen utensils and cleaning utensils.
I proceeded to tell her that if she had a problem with something I was doing, that she could just tell
me since I would sometimes find my stuff moved, or I would pick up on her trying not to talk to me,
and even trying to ignore me at times. I had felt for months that she had concerns but wouldn’t tell
me anything. She denied she had anything to tell me.
Yet at the same time, when I was talking to her, she would have her back to me, and wouldn’t say
much and definitely didn’t look like she wanted to say much.
And that same day, about half an hour after that misunderstanding, while she was on the phone to a
friend, I hear the front door slam loudly, while I’m crying in my room, thinking about what I could
have done wrong, and getting very stressed over the tension.
Of course, seeing me this way, David (my man) immediately proceeded to look for a new place for
me to stay. I was too upset to even think about finding a place because I wanted to fix the situation I
was already in with my housemate.
Anyway, a few hours later in the day, I received a call from David, telling me that he had happened
across an ad on the internet – my room had been listed for rent on the internet that very day, stating
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that it would be available for a move in two weeks from that date.
I was floored. My housemate had not told me about it, but I thought that perhaps, given some time
she would tell me about it. So I waited a few days, to see if she would approach me about it. She
didn’t, so I confronted her on the 3rd day.
Before I even said anything, she launched into a few minute-long justification of why it had been put
up. Saying she had not gone behind my back. (??) And that she was ‘just looking’ to ‘see what’s out
there’, and that her friend told her to put it up.

The (almost) resolution
After talking it through, we came to the conclusion that she thought I was the perfect housemate –
always paid on time, always cleaned, respected the house, was quiet and observed all the
requirements we had talked about when I moved in. However – she wanted somebody more ‘likeminded’. She said, like-minded was that we would do some things together, like have a meal or go
for a walk along the beach. Fair enough.
She also proceeded to mention that she needs to be told what to do by people, and it took her a week
to work herself up to talking to me about something. From this conversation, we decided that we
would be more open to each other and make a point to connect with each other. (read my article
about the best revenge to bad girlfriends)
So I thought, OK, great, we have made a little bit of progress. She also promised to take the ad for my
room off, of her own accord.
That was a Tuesday. By Monday afternoon the next week, the ad was still up. She again had not
approached me about it. On top of that, in the preceding days, I had made a point to talk to her and
initiate conversation, but her response was disappointing, to say the least. She just wasn’t bouncing
back at me with any more conversation. She was keeping it very business-like.
When I asked her about why the ad hadn’t been taken down, she told me she had asked her friend to
take it down for her because she didn’t know how to.
The point is: if it was important enough to her, she would have found a way to talk to me about our
problems. And if she really wanted to take the ad off, she would have.
She was indicating, through her actions, that she didn’t value fixing the problem over being
comfortable. And she made it harder for me by continuously denying things. It became obvious that
she simply did not want to deal with the problem, rather, she would prefer to get somebody else into
the house than deal with our issue (which she hadn’t even brought up in the first place before she
placed the ad up without notifying me about it).

Here’s what I learned from the experience:
1) In order to help the process of her feeling comfortable around me, like her, I was going to have to
accept (rather than reject) my own lazy side, and accept the part of me who likes to feel bad about
myself (a massive challenge for me). This was really seeing the situation for the gifts it brought to the
table. I believe this experience was put in front of me for a reason.
2) I had, at times, been too busy judging her for her laziness, the way she talked about (and treated)
men, and her passive-aggressive behavior to actually form a deeper connection with her, which
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contributed to the whole problem.
3) That my resistance to connecting with her because of our differences, and because I felt like I
didn’t want to be ‘brought down to her level’ by associating with her most likely made her feel like
she wasn’t enough, which made the situation worse. Her passive-aggressive behavior was already a
result of feeling diminished and scared.
4) Going by ‘rules’ – ie: paying all my rent early, religiously cleaning up after myself, keeping to all
the house requirements, and being quiet, really isn’t what she wanted or needed. In fact, that kind of
thing really isn’t what people perceive value in, even though it may be important to them that you
pay your rent on time. What she wanted, since I was living in, and renting a room in her house, was a
friend.
5) Either I expend lots of energy influencing her, and myself, to form a good connection with me so
that we can live amicably (which was hardly worth it since she had so many other women in her life
feeding her ‘reasons’ for her actions, her judgments of me, and influencing her to make the decisions
she was making already – why would she sacrifice the love of a number of existing friends who were
meeting her needs over forming a connection with a person she hardly knew?) OR
I was going to have to decide to leave the house and in the meantime, take leadership and form
common ground and a connection with her.
6) Confronting her with the intensity that I did about the ad being placed on the internet may have
been justified, but it was not necessarily helpful in preserving a relationship.
7) Ultimately, since I was living in her house, I felt I was working with a situation where her power
was greater than mine, so whilst I would continue to form the connection, I didn’t really want to
LIVE within her proximity.
Given the situation, (we were talking about somebody who had placed my room up for rent without
telling me, it was not worth my energy. I have a bigger mission to work on than to chase her for not
taking the ad down.
That is just one example from my own life of dealing with passive-aggressive women.
Take your time to read more information about our 17 Attraction Triggers eBook. Click this link to
read more information.
Do you have any experiences to share with us? Please share in the comments section below your
ways of dealing with passive-aggressive women. Looking forward to hearing from you. ?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How you are Nothing Compared to Angelina Jolie (and other
subconscious messages)
May 26, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

According to this trashy video, I ought to be worried about a half-naked Angelina Jolie in the shower
with my man, whilst filming a scene of a movie.
Clue: the point is not about her being naked in the shower with Johnny Depp (or your man). The
point is the message they are sending:
“you should be worried about this ‘super-human’ woman when she’s around your man. Because, you
know, feeling scared and feeling bad about yourself is….well, good. (Good for us anyway).”
“You should be insecure in your relationship.”
This may seem extreme, but this is what women are letting themselves be subjected to every. single.
day.
Watch for the underlying message. Or don’t read or listen at all. They don’t deserve your
attention. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It might be a facebook add encouraging you to get lip enhancements because, God Forbid, your lips
just aren’t “full” enough. It could be a report about how all famous and successful men are unfaithful.
Or it might be a news report about how so-and-so failed miserably at something important.
Never mind the success stories (there is a tonne of them by the way). They are not spoken about. And
they wouldn’t report it. Because that might just make you too happy, and give you too much power
and inspiration.
Keeping you under control serves them better. (read my article about how to stop worrying about
what other people think)

What goes in (input) = message
In other words, what you let go into your mind = the message you are sending to your brain, your
nervous system, and your habitual thinking patterns.
What you let come into your mind affects you more than you realize.
If you don’t believe me, observe a 7-year-old child after she watches a show like Hannah Montana
and the Jonas Brothers Show.
And then observe her behavior after watching a show like Tom and Jerry.
And keep in mind: many parents actually limit their children’s intake of trashy tv and media.
However, most adults don’t even bother limiting the messages that come into themselves. You are
being affected just as much as that child. Unless you make a conscious choice not to.
Who knows, such messages that come into your brain repetitively could cause the disintegration of
relationships or friendships that matter to you. It eats away at your sense of confidence. (Click here to
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take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Reasons to feel bad everywhere, every day
The above video is no different to an article proclaiming Megan Fox’s superiority, or a video
worshipping Victoria’s Secret model Miranda Kerr’s beauty, that should make every woman bow
their head and feel humbled, or less beautiful.
They want you to buy into the ‘they are super and I am a nobody’ message.
If you are confident, these statements shouldn’t even bother you, but the point is about the
subconscious messages that are out there everywhere, whether it be on television or in a magazine.
You should at least be aware of how it might affect the people around you.
Now, more than ever, every single one of us, men or women, have a multitude of reasons to feel
insignificant, inferior, and like we aren’t beautiful enough, or at least, not without makeup!
Gee. I mean, how could you walk out of the house without makeup? You lazy woman!
This is L’oreal talking. Not you.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Who has the right to influence you?
One question: who are “they” to tell you, or influence you to feel like crap about yourself?
Who on earth has the right to do that?
Nobody, of course.
You were born beautiful. You were born enough. Period.
Angelina Jolie is Angelina Jolie. So? She’s only superior to us if we let her be.
I get emails from women detailing their problems with jealousy, their crippling fear around other
beautiful women, and they feel far less successful than a stranger they don’t even know in
Hollywood. (read my article about how to be a goddess)

The mess that is projected on to us
It’s so easy to succumb to this mess. And that’s what it is: a sick and twisted mess, designed to sap
you of your confidence, your genius, your radiance and your immovable sense of pride.
And don’t tell me you don’t have any of that, because you do. It may just be buried.
Now, this is nothing personal to Angelina Jolie or Megan Fox, or any other famous woman I have
mentioned. Each of them deserves to shine, they are indeed beautiful and I am sure they are good
people.
However, this is not about that. This is about an epidemic of unnecessary fear – that is plaguing
women, perpetuated by sources that don’t care, causing women to obsess over things that don’t serve
them, and to sabotage their relationships, partly because of the influence of some trashy, mediocre
viewpoint expressed in a “beauty” or gossip magazine.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
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Why are women addicted to this gossip and media?
So, if this is so bad for us, why do we keep going back to it? Why do we let ourselves live in fear?
Why do we let ourselves (shamefully) diminish our own sense of self-worth, with the help of a bunch
of corporates who wouldn’t care if we lived or died?
The answer is: fear.
Fear is in us for a reason. Over millions of years, we have evolved from less sophisticated creatures
(reptiles), to become who we are today. As we have evolved, we have developed new layers of the
brain on top of the most primal part of our brains – the part which psychologists call the “lizard
brain”. The lizard brain is the part of us that is there for our survival. It helps us stay alive so that we
can have babies and propagate the species. Survival is the main point to this part of our brain.
This part of our brain LOVES the gossip and drama that the magazines deliver to us, and this part of
our brain LOVES fear. Why? Because this part of our brain tells us that fear is there to protect us.
And we are being exploited by our culture to believe that we should feel fearful, not just when we
truly should, but every minute of the day!
This part of our brain, and the obsession it has with fear, is so powerful that given the right external
stimuli (such as above trashy video), it will convince us that we are in fact, right to give in to fear not
just when we should, but every single minute of the day, and with every other beautiful woman that
comes in to our sphere.
The media idolizes beautiful people, such as Angelina Jolie, or Salma Hayek or Halle Berry, not
because they are better than you, but because the media knows that it feeds us. If they encourage us
to let our own fears control us, then they have succeeded, because if our fears make us feel protected
and “in the know” (laughable!), then who are we going to go back to to keep feeding that fear, to get
the drama and entertainment, and to “protect ourselves”?
I’m glad you asked.
Why, the media of course!
It will sure take care of us and let us know which woman we ought to prepare to fight off our man!
The trap: sometimes, for example if you are about to get assaulted or raped, your fear may serve
you, but the fear you are being subjected to (or CHOOSE to be subjected to), by advertising for large
corporations who care little about anything but getting you to invest your need for drama and fearfeeding in them.
A suggestion: choose to get hooked by sources that matter. Sources that tell the truth, and clear your
mind of trash. Sources that show you who you really are, and what your potential really is, rather than
showing you nothing but your gravest fears.
Your outer beauty and your image are important. You should aim to look and feel your best, but this
is a whole different message: “you should feel like crap next to Angelina Jolie”.
Do you often feel insecure? Do you fear losing your man?
If you do, it’s not the real you talking. It’s the media, the news, whatever.
Here are some suggestions to not get trapped like most women, and to start living a happy,
meaningful life:
1) Consciously make sure your thought process (and what influences your thought process) is best
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suited to putting you in a great mental and emotional state.
2) Stop feeding your addiction to feeling bad, or to knowing every piece of gossip: turn the TV off
and go for a run. Listen to an uplifting audio, or dance to an uplifting beat.
3) Find and continue to follow sources that are inspiring. Take a look at these sources:
Follow The Feminine Woman on Facebook
Crazy sexy Life
Makes Me Think
Think Simple Now
The Positivity blog
Consciously infiltrate your mind with messages that show you your worth, rather than diminishing it.
And always remember: your attention must be earned.
Most media, news or radio platforms simply have not earned it.
If you liked this article, please ‘like’ it on Facebook or share it with your friends. Thank You. ?
By the way, there are specific triggers men’s attraction. Click here to learn about the 17 Attraction
Triggers.
Do share any thoughts you have on this issue, and please do share your thoughts on the news
media and the messages thrown at women today. I look forward to hearing from you. ?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Most Women Reject their Femininity & How You Can
Stand Out from the Crowd
May 31, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

If we as women, are truly feminine at our core but reject it, we can sometimes find ourselves in
dating situations where the man doesn’t commit, even after the relationship got sexual. Especially
after the relationship got sexual. Wanting a woman for sex is one thing, but wanting a woman for a
relationship, that tends to happen when a man perceives high value in a woman.
If you are truly a feminine woman at your core, but don’t know how to let your femininity surface,
then you might be wasting a lot of your energy just pushing down your natural drivers, for the sake of
being enough or gaining society’s acceptance, perhaps.
And even if you think you are happy, something might feel like it is missing some day. Why?
Because you’re rejecting a part of yourself. Being able to claim your feminine energy is at the heart
of your own happiness, and most definitely the happiness of your relationship. (Click here to
complete the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Our culture rejects a woman’s authentic femininity and has replaced it with ‘image-related’ ideas of
femininity as well as masculinity. This can make things very hard for us.
So if you’ve ever felt like it’s incredibly hard to be feminine in today’s world, many women I speak
to feel the same, and you are not alone.
Most women are more than happy to get dressed up, buy clothes that are on trend but clothes they
don’t need, and wear bucket-loads of make up. This is not femininity. This is a trigger, and ‘cue’ or a
‘sign’ of femininity. It definitely has enormous value.
However, there’s a problem when this becomes the only idea of femininity. (read my article about
how to be feminine)

Being a woman doesn’t mean you are feminine
As the common argument goes: “as long as I am a woman, I am feminine!” Being a woman and
being feminine apparently go hand-in-hand.
That’s like saying that starting a business means it will succeed, or because it’s an orange, it must be
sweet.
Sure, most women are indeed very feminine at their core, but just because you’re a woman doesn’t
mean you show up as feminine.
I have met women who were obviously soft, flowing, feminine souls in their core (or so I felt they
were), but on the outside, they were intense, domineering, abusive women…and that wasn’t natural
to them, because they were doing those things to be enough. To feel important. Not because they
were just being themselves.
How would I know this? I don’t, necessarily. But this is just what I see in the world and it’s what I
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believe.
I test these women sometimes, and respond to their domineering, aggressive outsides without an
attempt to be open and to soften them…sometimes, they begin to respond with a cover up of what
their actions were for. I believe this is because they know, inside, with their infinite bodily
intelligence, that their actions were a facade. They weren’t being who they truly are.
I learned from people like Tony Robbins and David Deida that we are all either more masculine,
feminine or neutral at our core.
That is – we are all either more masculine, feminine or neutral at our core, and when this is
suppressed, either by choice or through conditioning (usually a combination of both) we become dead
human beings. Think of people waiting on the seats on the subway in the morning.
Imagine the look on their faces, especially women. (Click here to take the quiz “How High Value
High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Imagine their posture. How are they holding themselves? Are their shoulders slumped? Are the
corners of their mouth sloping downwards? Are their mouths tight? Are they sensual or are they
rigid? Or are they free? Do they smile or acknowledge you with their eyes or do they avoid looking at
you?
There’s a reason why many women have trouble letting their true selves shine through, and it’s a very
sad thing. That reason is:

How feminine energy is conditioned out of women
In many parts of our society, femininity and emotionality is made wrong. This starts in schools and
with some parents. You can’t be like this, you can’t be like that. Sit down, shut up, wear the same
thing as everybody else. Do the work. Get the result. Get an A. Suck it up. Please us. This is how you
should do it. Get that career. Get in to debt. Die. (Whether literally or not).
And for a multitude of other reasons, women cover up their femininity, and just stop caring about
themselves and others.
What happens when a woman’s emotionality or authentic feminine energy is made wrong? She
covers it up and becomes a lifeless being. Some would say women become more masculine, and this
is true sometimes, but my feeling is that women tend to become lifeless, lonely robots, masculine or
not.
You could shake them up in a life-sized blender and they wouldn’t move an inch.
Women who are in this habitual state make themselves miserable, and make others around them
miserable. It surfaces as ‘depression’, ‘anxiety disorder’, learned helplessness, an I don’t care
attitude, or “I’m just career-oriented”.
What it really is is a part of us dying.
It’s easy to just say “well I don’t care”.
Until we do care.
Or, I guess, until life forces us to care.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
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Emotionality and authenticity is the core of femininity
The nature of femininity is that there is life. And there is emotion and authenticity, there is
unpredictability and vulnerability, and there is sexuality. To be feminine you cannot be afraid of your
own ability to feel, to enjoy and to influence.
Think of a woman, standing in front of you, smiling big. She’s smiling so big, and her smile is so
energetic, you can’t help but smile back, but if you don’t smile back, her energy heals you. But this is
not just a smile. Any woman on the street can pull a smile, and the majority of women pull smiles
that are practiced.
A smile for the sake of a smile.
A smile that is pulled so that you can’t say I snobbed you off.
Going back to the woman. She’s smiling, right at you, all the while, her eyes are lit up, and she’s not
shying away from the joy and the infectious energy that her smile brings. She’s irresistible. And I
don’t mean sexually (though she is likely sexually irresistible too).
I mean, her energy is irresistible. When you’re around her, you feel more alive. You feel nurtured.
Once she’s in your life, you really can’t imagine life without her. She’s a special friend or a special
lover.
If she’s sad, her tears fall unapologetically. If she’s hurt, you can see it. If she’s angry, you can see it,
and you can feel it.
Most important: she’s not rejecting her feelings.
She’s not rejecting parts of herself.
This is scary for many of us women today. We think authenticity is wrong, because it has indeed
been made wrong. Women are raised today to go for the kill. That is not a problem in itself but it is
when women feel rejected for being truly feminine.
The scary thing about this is that many women have sweet-talked themselves in to believing that
feminine energy is wrong. It’s not ok to feel vulnerable.
We are taught to please and to conform from a very young age. But I’m glad to say that I do see the
tide turning. And I am personally also extremely, extremely blessed to have a handful of girlfriends
who are feminine, authentic and real in my presence. They gift me with their authenticity, their tears,
their laughter and their affection (thanks JF AND YT).
It’s also very hard when there are also some men out there in the big wide world make a woman’s
emotionality wrong.
“Stop being dumb”.
“What a crazy bitch”.
“Why are you so emotional?”
This is not about being an emotional wreck (although you are free to be that too). It’s about showing
who you really are as a woman, and feeling what you really feel. If your life is always about getting
things done, pleasing people, achieving something, keeping to the ‘rules’, pretending you don’t have
fears, and you are always up to your neck in responsibilities, your femininity is probably being
suppressed. (read my article about the secret to being yourself)
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Feminine energy is scary
Women who freely express what they’re feeling scare a lot of other women. Why does it scare them?
Because they have rejected this about themselves. They’ve got to be ‘in control’. There’s nothing
wrong with that either.
But my question is:
How free do you really feel when you put encumbrances on what you can or can’t be?
How free do you really feel when you put restrictions on what you can or cannot feel?
How free do you really feel when you make your very own essence as a woman wrong?
I see women everywhere, every day putting other women down for being real and feminine. A
spontaneous laugh that is authentic and silly; that expresses true joy and vulernability is scowled at.
A woman screams once more than is ideal on television and she’s just a nuisance.
A woman who is not afraid of her femininity, her sensuality and sexuality and ability to enchant is
unfairly labelled a slut or treated as an outcast, though maybe all she’s doing is gifting people with
her energy.
A lot of women do often project something that is fake (fake feminine) – some women cry
repetitively to get attention, or scream to get attention. They try to get something from men, as if men
should just be there at their beck and call.
This is not real or authentic, and it’s not feminine. It is just manipulative and a sign of desperation.
I have a really goofy side and a childlike girly side that would make many a modern woman sick to
the stomach. But I don’t make it wrong, because I don’t want to suppress different parts of myself. I
also have a masculine side if the situation calls for it.
To be human, and indeed, to be a human female means to allow the full expression of yourself and
your femininity.

Here is what you can do to become more feminine:
1)Look toward the men (or the man) in your life and allow them to influence you. consciously allow
yourself to feel happy, excited, and attracted to masculine men or the man in your life. Masculine
men have a wonderful gift to give you, and that is realizing your own feminine energy (warning: do
be careful! Some men will want to just take advantage of you).
If you feel yourself rejecting their masculine energy (you’ll usually feel it in your body), ‘wanting to
keep it out’, or not allowing men to influence you (like so many women do for the need to not be out
of control, or for the need to be independent), just remember that that is a part of yourself you are
rejecting.
If you feel yourself rejecting men or their masculine energy (usually out of fear – move your body to
a different position, or rapidly change your posture and you will feel different.
In return, you will feel men and women expressing their appreciation for your energy.
Allowing a man to influence you could mean acknowledging their presence and their masculinity and
what a gift that is, because men these days also reject their own masculine energy. It could mean
letting a man you don’t know open a door for you or letting your man put a big smile on your face.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
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Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
2) Consciously notice yourself when you are rejecting other women for being feminine or for being
themselves. A huge warning sign! If you reject other women, or you judge them, you’re not being
smart or superior, what you are really doing is dis-owning a part of yourself, and you’re not free. And
what happens when you’re not free, is you cannot be feminine and you become tight, controlling and
dead.
This is probably a bit tiring, for you.
3) Surround yourself with feminine women and celebrate their feminine energy.
4) You must hold the belief that your feminine energy is a gift. It’s you being authentic. It’s not
selfish, it’s not stupid. It’s a gift to yourself and to your man, and to any other men in your life. Just
as you would love and appreciate a masculine man of integrity who is present, humorous and
confident, other human beings feel your feminine energy as a gift, even if they can’t consciously
define it as feminine. These 17 feminine attraction triggers that I’ve put together are a door way to
your outer and inner feminine essence. Click here to get it and get the first volume of Attraction
Control Monthly for free.
Now, over to you. Please share your thoughts and experiences. Let us know of any thoughts you
have that could help other women embrace their femininity.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Relationship Advice Women Should Never Take
June 12, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

The Relationship Advice YOU Should Never Take
I’m going to assume that you have read articles or watched videos in the past on dating and
relationships, and I’m also going to assume that at some point, reading any given piece of
information: a blog post, an article or an eBook on dating, relationships and men, has made you feel
powerless as a woman. (Click here to download your copy of “Goddess Report”)
You are not alone.
The great thing about the internet is that it allows us women to go and read information, and get some
free advice on things that bother us. We can get at least some minimal help, or a new perspective on
ourselves, our friends, relationships, the dating world, and men.
I have read a number of articles online, too, but there is one thing that makes me fume from the inside
out, kind of like my guts are on fire and they’re about to burst through my skin.
It’s when dating and relationship ‘experts’ give you advice that is designed to get you to expect less.
Sometimes, even your friends will give you advice that is trying to get you to expect less.

How ‘experts’ can make you LESS!
See, there are a plethora of inconvenient truths about humans, and about men and women and dating
and relationships. It’s painful, learning these truths. When I started working with people one-on-one,
and learning and studying relationships and men (which is one of my greatest passions), these truths
hit home, and it did hurt, sometimes.
And of course, there are always going to be truths that make you feel sad, or fearful, and defeated and
angry, and even make you lose hope in men (even though you shouldn’t).
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Inconvenient truths vs Inspiration
But there is a huge difference between focusing on an inconvenient truth as it stands by itself, and
looking at it from a perspective that gives you more power as a woman, and allows you to actually do
something about it.
Even if the truth makes you feel uncomfortable. Just like in another area of life: aging. We all have to
deal with it, it might be nice to stay young forever. However, you can’t stop the aging process, but
you can slow it. And you can certainly focus on and look for reasons and things that make your
experience as an aging woman even better than living life as a younger woman.
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How bad advice can hinder your ability to find and keep a great relationship
However, what some dating and relationship ‘experts’ say is actually going to hurt your ability to find
a fulfilling relationship. (Click here to complete the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly
Man?”)
Why?
Because a lot of advice out there is designed to get you to expect LESS. Advice that encourages you
to expect less is:
Advice that is designed to get you to calculate what you are getting from a man, versus what you are
receiving.
Advice that gives a statement or shares an inconvenient truth, but doesn’t give you a way of doing
something about it.
Advice that encourages you to lose your courage.
Advice that encourages you to not have an faith.
(read my article about how to make a guy want you)
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Examples of advice that gets you to expect LESS
So, are you wondering what this kind of advice looks like?
I’ll tell you what advice that is designed to get you to expect less is. It’s statements or advice that
look something like this. Here are 3 examples:
1) Men will take whatever they can get from you, if you’re willing to give it away freely
(sometimes true, sometimes not true).
2) Women have ‘unrealistic’ expectations of love, relationships and men.
Ah, ok. Thanks for that…
This is like you grabbing your purse, and putting $3.50 in it, and going out and looking to make a
cool new purchase, and then coming home empty-handed, and bitching about how there’s nothing
good out there.
Really, this is only true if you are a low quality woman, and there are plenty of women who are low
value out there, just as there are many men who are low value. Good men and good women are hard
to find, but easy to find if you are high value.
To briefly prove my point, allow me to quote the charming Ryan Gosling (yes, a real-life quote):
“I mean, God bless The Notebook. it introduced me to one of the great loves of my life. But people
do Rachel [McAdams] and me a disservice by assuming we were anything like the people in that
movie. Rachel and my love story is a hell of a lot more romantic than that.”
Coming from a guy.
In my real-life experience, I have learned that romance and outlandish expectations of love and men
are not ‘unrealistic’. It’s just that when the going gets rough, people want out, or they give up. And
the moment they give up, they lose their faith, and when they lose their faith, and give up, of
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COURSE the fairy tale is lost!
The fairy tale doesn’t just come to you. And when you don’t have faith, even if it showed up, you
wouldn’t be able to identify it, let alone live it, or keep it.
To get the beautiful and inspiring story of lasting love and passion, you must be a great enough
woman to weather the bad patches, and to love your man through and through, flaws and all. This is
easier said than done for most women.
3) When a woman gives her body to a man, then exactly what more is there that she can give?
Example of such advice here. As a woman who has only had serious, long-term relationships lasting
at least 3.5 years, I have never given my body to a man who I was not in a serious, committed
relationship with, and I believe women ALWAYS must treat their bodies with respect.
But, this statement is out of whack.
If you buy in to the idea, that as a woman, you can’t give anything more to a man after you’ve given
him your body, then I have to ask you: do you really have such little respect for yourself?
And, by the way, if you buy in to it, you’ve just been conned in to expecting less, because what
you’re really saying is this: “alright, relationships are a game of power and I am so small, and so
insecure that I must calculate what I’m giving versus what I am receiving”. This is gutless.
Easy. But takes no courage.

Don’t be ‘most’ Women
See, advice that is designed to get you to expect less is suitable advice for MOST women. It’s
suitable for the average woman. You are not most women. Leave the low quality men for other
women.
You deserve better.
(read my article about what kind of man is right for you)

Dating advice vs Relationship advice
Now, dating is different from being in a relationship. But the principal still stands: if you date with
the idea that you have to calculate everything, and if you date with the idea that men will always take
more than their fair share, then you may just miss the one man out of 100 that doesn’t.
All because you didn’t believe. Or have faith.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Ego and advice
I must also warn you that many dating and relationship advice experts out there let their own egos get
in the way of their advice. No hard feelings towards the ‘experts’ who let this happen, I have also
made this mistake before, since I am human and I do have a big ego, but a lot of people aren’t even
aware of how their ego is affecting their ability to help you.
You should be aware of this.
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‘Expecting’
Now – I want to make this clear. I don’t believe in ‘expecting’ things from people. Sometimes, we all
do it subconsciously, but I simply don’t believe in coming from a place of ‘expecting’ or
‘entitlement’. Not simply so that we won’t be disappointed, but because I believe we must start by
giving and contributing rather than jumping in to get something, which is the place that most people
operate from, subconsciously or not.
And I don’t mean ‘giving’ as most people would have it. Giving comes in a multitude of different
forms. Giving also depends on the context.
You never get anything just by expecting something.
The above examples reflect exactly a lot of the beliefs women have these days. We want more in life,
but outside sources will often influence us to expect less. That’s the job of society. That’s mediocrity.

The expectation of disappointment
I believe that many people mean well (or at least they think they mean well) when they encourage
you to not get your hopes up in any situation, but the point is that THEY are also influenced by the
expectation of disappointment.
And do you want to know the WORST thing about being influenced by the expectation of
disappointment? The thing that will stop you from having the relationship of your dreams?
You aren’t living up to the best version of yourself, and because of that, you won’t attract a great man
into your life.
How can we be at our best if we expect disappointment to be around every corner?
The expectation of disappointment isn’t even the question. The question is what power do YOU
really have?
And what are you willing to do, to value, to give up, to learn and to question, in order to get what you
need?
Any advice designed to get you to expect less will pull you backwards. I don’t care if you are called a
dreamer, an idiot, a loser – a weird psycho – don’t ever believe in advice that is designed to get you
to expect less, because ultimately, that doesn’t inspire you, and you will never take action or set high
standards for yourself in this state.
You will never become the best you. And it’s ONLY the best you, who will attract the BEST man.
And only the best you will deserve the best man.
However, if you’re inspired, you’re much, much more likely to attract and/or achieve what you want
from yourself, from life and from a relationship with a man.
I choose to believe, and have faith. And I hope you do, too.
If you have some time now, click here to check out more about our different programs.
-XxX(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Attract High Quality Men Without Being Low Value
June 20, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

How to Attract Men
I’m about to show you what really attracts men to you – and not just what attracts them – but makes
them really WANT to talk to you, approach you and ask for your number, take you out, and be
around you.
I don’t intend to show you how to attract just any low quality male (although any attractive woman
will have all kinds of males wanting a piece of her), I am going to show you what will draw men to
you so that you will be more confident around men and be able to have more men to choose from,
which will bring you closer to your Mr. Right. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
To be brutally honest, most women have no idea what attracts men. They think that if a guy looks at
her, whistles at her, buys her a drink, or says she’s “hot”, that she must be a highly sought after
female and that she is attractive to men.
Yes, she may be – on the surface. However, what really attracts the kind of man who is genuine or
who has a deep and lasting attraction for you is a whole other story.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Most women don’t understand what attracts men
The tragedy is, if you don’t learn what truly attracts a man, you’ll probably have to settle for a lower
quality guy, and end up a divorce statistic, even if you are able to get him to marriage.
If you don’t learn what I’m about to introduce to you, you’ll become another one of the hoards of
women who don’t understand what attracts men on a deeper level that fulfills him (and you), and
you’ll become one of those women who keeps having failed relationships, ‘boring’ relationships, and
who never finds happiness with a man.
Because it’s one thing to attract a man who thinks you’re “hot”, “a perfect 10”, or thinks you are just
FAGT (‘For a Good Time’), but it’s another to attract several higher quality men to choose from, and
then to truly fulfill one high quality man (who is worth it) forever, who will have attraction for you
for the rest of his life. (See my article on why men aren’t attracted to you… perhaps you intimidate
them?)

There is no shortage of good looking women
There’s no doubt about it; there are plenty of good looking women out there, especially good looking
women who are willing to ‘put themselves out there’, to get some cheap attention. And hey, there’s
nothing wrong with surface, cheap attention, but we gotta remind ourselves that that’s all it is. It’s
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short-lived, and the men giving the attention are just responding to our sexual energy.
However, there IS a shortage of deeply attractive women. By attractive I mean the kind of woman
many men want because she’s so delicately beautiful, loyal, genuine, authentic, sexy, compassionate
and exciting.
If you want to be just good looking, and surface level attractive, sure, there are plenty of men out
there who will be willing to stuff around and be there just for a good time.
However, being truly attractive to men is something that is counter-intuitive for most women.

What really attracts men
So, what attracts a man to a woman?
On a surface level, it may be her looks. The signals of fertility, of femininity and of reproductive
value.
However, what truly attracts men is an energy. It’s your unique feminine energy of radiance and
authenticity. Your vibe.
Think about it from your own perspective for a minute: have you ever seen (on the street, on
television or in a movie), that kind of man who stands tall, is confident, genuine, masculine,
charming, strong and centred, totally present with you when you’re talking to him; the kind of man
who is not willing to take anyone’s crap?
The kind of man you felt instantly drawn to, and whom you couldn’t HELP but feel attraction for?
The kind of man you’d give anything to be around?
He’s rare, I know. But can you even imagine him, if you can’t think of one you’ve met before?
What makes him attractive?
I mean, people talk about how men need to be tall, dark and handsome. And many women say they
prefer a man with more money, but this is all LOGICAL.
Attraction is not logical, and attraction is something you just can’t help but feel.
The same applies to men.
So – how do you get that energy, that delicious energy and attractiveness that will draw men to you
like bees to honey?
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Here’s How:
First you must get in touch with your feminine energy. No, this doesn’t mean act girly, ditzy, and
wear pinks and florals all day long (although all these things have their time and place).
It means to remove the layers of conditioning that you have that makes you close up, shun what
society and/or feminism or even friends may have taught you about men and dating and relationships,
and become the authentic YOU so that your radiance can show up.

Here is how you cultivate your radiance, and therefore, your attractiveness to men:
1.

Give your presence and accept each moment as is.
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Men respond to you when they can feel your authenticity. Some men don’t care about it – in which
case, it’s a good thing, because your authenticity will repel the men you don’t want in your life. They
probably wouldn’t make a great companion and lover to you anyway.
When you’re single, what’s most truly attractive about you is not just your pretty face or your healthy
body – it’s the feeling that you’re the type of woman who doesn’t wear masks. You are here, present
and you accept each moment and each emotion, no matter what your old rules or judgements say.
Your unique energy of presence is only really there when you remove your masks to avoid life, and
instead let life live you. Presence is just that. you’re here with life and you’re letting life live you.
You respond to life, and accept life rather than always trying to be ‘worthy’. You’re here, and you
were born, so you’ve already done everything you need to do to be worthy.
So, through your presence, you will begin to see your unique radiance show up, in a way that no
other woman can ever reproduce, because it’s your unique presence.
2. Openness. Something most women do not realize is that men crave, absolutely crave to be with
a woman who is open to them. This world is full of women who are closed off (for good and bad
reasons), and what this signals to men is that you’re not interested in them, and that you’re just in to
yourself. (not like, up your own ass, but that you’re retreated inside yourself rather than being
engaged).
Now, as a woman, I can totally understand the need to close off to men, because if you’re too open,
creeps may try to creep their way in to your world, and that can….well, creep you out.
What openness is not
However, most people think being open means being revealing. Y’know, revealing “details”. This is
a WOMAN’S way of being open to other women. We connect, share and reveal stories, details and
‘things’ in our lives and in other people’s lives to share and create bonding and TRUST with other
women.
This is not the way to be open to a man. Sure, when you start a relationship with a man, you might
want to reveal details when the context calls for it, but when you’re wanting to attract him, and have
more men to choose from and feel more confident around men, you need to understand exactly what
openness means for a man.
Here is how to be open: acceptance.
I’ll say it again:
Acceptance.
Most women simply don’t understand how important acceptance is to a man. Accept men.
You can start by accepting ALL men. Even if you don’t have any interest in them, at least accept
their existence quietly to yourself. This will help you to remove some barriers that you might have
built up against men. No matter how much you’ve resisted or judged men in the past, find one thing
you can appreciate in a man, even if you do it quietly without him knowing. I don’t care if it’s a lolly
pop man or a man at Subway making you a lunch roll, your taxi driver or a lawyer doing your will for
you – it doesn’t matter, accept all men from all walks of life.
You wouldn’t believe how often men feel that their hard work (which is something they pride
themselves on) goes unappreciated and unnoticed.
Once you give men an energy of acceptance (which really means openness), you will be very
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surprised how much male attention, energy and attraction comes your way.
DISCLAIMER: now, please remember that as valuable as your acceptance is, what we are trying to
do here is cultivate your emotional resources so that you are more able to give value to your man in
the future, by being able to accept and appreciate him for who he is. BUT – do not go around, talking
to every man. In general, (yes I’m generalising here) men over-infer sexual interest when women talk
to them with a sense of receptivity, EVEN IF the women are only being friendly.
So, use your gut instinct and don’t try to just go around giving every man your acceptance because
you subconsciously think it will get you the attachment or relationship you want – because it won’t.
Accepting men will only attract more men to you – and so you need to also be able to discern which
men to show your acceptance to, and you need to be able to walk away and turn cold if you need to.
Remember this acceptance thing is not an all-round rule to always live by, it’s just some guidance to
help you cultivate acceptance inside yourself for men, so that you can draw on this for the right man,
because at the end of the day, acceptance is a very important type of value that you can add to a
man’s life.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
Yes, men need to feel accepted by women, but they also need you to walk away or say ‘no’ if you are
not interested in them.
So here is what I want you to do to show up more attractive:
1) I want you to get dressed in to something you feel good in. Find an outfit that you love to wear.
This is not about looking crash hot, it’s about feeling great in it.
And I want you to take a walk down a busy street, preferably a strip of shops by yourself. Yes, by
yourself, and I want you to start interacting with men.
But as you walk, I want you to be in a peak state of happiness and high energy. I don’t mean for you
to be jumping up and down on the spot like a crazy person (although that has its time and place), I
mean for you to be in a great state (mood)…
The best way I can recommend you do this is with music. Use music that you know makes you feel
instantly happy, excited or sensual, or happy. Grab your smart phone and take it with you.
Or, you can just draw on memories from your past of moments of happiness. Think of a time when
you were feeling loved and cherished. Know that if you’ve had it once, you can have it again. Know
that there is love in the world, and for as long as you can give love, you will receive it.
If you can, find and download music on to your device that makes you feel at peace. Calm and happy.
If not calm, then sensual is great too. It will get you out of your head and into your body.
And the reason I want you to find music or do something that puts you in this state is because you can
then go out and get a different kind of ‘feedback’ to the energy you’re used to giving out on a day-today basis.
What kind of feedback do you think the average, not so attractive woman gets?
Not much. Maybe a few looks, if she is physically gorgeous. But most men are probably repelled by
dull energy, or a defensive, hard woman.
By giving out this new vibe, you get to see just how well true radiance works to attract men to you (a
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new kind of feedback), and in the future, you’ll also remember that your radiance is what will draw
men to you, not your closed up, “woman on a mission” type energy.
The “woman on a mission” is great, by the way. Let’s name her “Mimi on a Mission.” Don’t just
discard Mimi on a mission. She’s wonderful and she’s productive and she’s a high achiever. But you
can just let her know that if she wants you to attract a high value, masculine man, then what she
needs to understand is that high value men usually have enough ‘achievement’ and ‘mission’ going
on in their own lives – and so, they aren’t looking for it in a woman; as it’s not value to them.
Woman on a mission can be value in a long-term relationship, but for attracting high status,
masculine men, she can let Attractive Alice have the stage for now.
2) And I want you to practice living in your unique feminine energy. Walk down the street, or go
shopping at the grocery store, and make eye contact with one or two men (not every man! Some
might be taken and you giving that kind of energy might trigger some mate guarding in his woman,
lol.) So feel the situation as you go. As you make eye contact, I want you to respond to the situation
with your full presence.
So, you may smile warmly and genuinely, or stop, make brief but fully present eye contact, and smile
and say “Thank You” if the situation calls for it (for example, if you’re buying something at the
butcher’s and a man serves you and hands it to you over the counter). And I want you to actually feel,
and notice the energy exchange between you and every man you exchange energy with. There might
not be an energy exchange – in fact, it might just be a man who truly just wants to connect or just
wants to do a good job for his customer, and isn’t interested in sex or anything.
If you’ve resisted this energy exchange with men in the past, you will feel it in your body. Let
yourself feel good, and allow his masculine energy to be there. Don’t be afraid of being present with
men, even if it makes you want to cry.
If it all gets too much, you can always just go home!
In turn you will likely start to realize exactly how attractive you REALLY are. And all just because
of your presence and radiance.
More importantly, practice receiving their energy. The reason I am getting you to do this during the
day and on your own rather than out at a bar, is because you won’t be in a situation where there are a
bunch of people around who just want to pick up.
Also without the oftentimes ‘dead’ energy and desperate energy that you feel at night clubs and bars,
you get to be free to be more comfortable, and to just feel what it’s like to be you.
So as you receive and exchange energy from men, let yourself be open to them by showing, whether
through words or actions, or a facial expression – your appreciation for them.
Remember it’s not “just a smile” that will do the job. Attracting men is about an energy; your unique
feminine energy, radiance and authenticity.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

One last thing…
As we know, men are stimulated by certain triggers.
Certain triggers that cause them to feel more attraction, feel more desire and therefore be more likely
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to fall in love.
Well, I’ve been busy putting together a new program that walks you through the 17 most potent
attraction triggers for men. These are scientifically proven, hardwired triggers that every single man
has within his DNA.
So by understanding these hardwired triggers and putting them to use yourself, you will become a lot
more attractive and desirable to every single man you meet. They will find you irresistible, and be
subconsciously drawn to you.
Click here to discover more about these 17 Attraction Triggers.
So anyway, go ahead, do what I have suggested today. It’s very important that you start taking
action…
Also, come back and let me know how you went and any pointers you may have for other women
from your own experiences.
What are your thoughts on this topic? Share in the comments section below. ?
P.S – here is what Aimee Gargus, from New York, had to say in an email to me about this article:
“Renee,
I absolutely LOVED this post!!!!! I read it, went out on my lunch hour to get some green tea, and pay
my cell phone bill. While paying my bill I had a gentleman compliment me on how nice I looked, and
even asked if I was married and would like to be…;) It was fun, flirty, and a great ego boost. The
bonus was he was around 30 and I am 42!”
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Don’t be like other women who fail to attract men…
No, it has NOTHING to do with your physical beauty or lack of “physical beauty”.
Haven’t you seen and known women who are “average” looking but are able to attract high quality
men, and other women who are more physically gifted, only to be rejected again and again by men?
What’s going on there?
As you probably know, too many women in our society are failing to attract men. Or at least the
“right” type of men. This may have happened to you too.
Think back for a moment… have you ever wished that a particular man would hopefully feel
attracted to you? And hoped he would just want to spend more time with you? Maybe you tried to act
a certain way around him or tried to ‘impress’ him to get his attention, but eventually you found out
the unfortunate truth… he somehow WASN’T attracted to you? (And you don’t know why!) (Click
here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

Here are the top 3 reasons why so many women fail to attract men…
Failure Reason 1
Women are afraid of being women
That’s right, women are actually scared of being women.
How many times have you seen women who are uncomfortable just being themselves?
It’s almost like they don’t have their own permission to be themselves…
Perhaps you know someone, intimately, who has done this?! (ie. YOU?)
Well, it isn’t really your fault. Sometimes, by being an authentic woman, you can really get yourself
into dangerous situations if you were to bring attention to yourself (I’m sure you know other women
who have been taken advantage of by men!)
You see, men have preyed on women for as long as we’ve been around on this Earth. (Not all men,
thank god!) So it’s totally justified to not be comfortable being a woman. (Click here to take the quiz
“How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
But here’s the problem…if you’re not comfortable being a woman, (and men are attracted to
women), then how are you going to be able to attract men? How will you be seen as attractive to
men? How will men find you desirable?
They can’t.
No matter how much you will them to find you attractive, and no matter how hard you try to impress
him, in general, you won’t be able to attract good men if you’re not 100% comfortable being a
woman.
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So it’s time for you to get in touch with your true feminine energy again and be ok with the fact that
you ARE a beautiful woman.
And of course, it’s very important for you to stay safe, but don’t let that stop you from being the
woman that men are attracted to. (This article shows you how to make a man want you and only you)
Failure Reason 2
Women have been raised to be masculine by our society.
Many women today live a very masculine life. They take on a masculine job, speak in a masculine
tone of voice and act and hold themselves as if they are competing with other men.
There’s nothing wrong with this by the way, it’s a woman’s birthright to achieve the results she
wants; in fact, just as good and better results than men are.
However… being in the masculine energy will instantly kill the attraction that most men will feel for
you. Why? Because they’ll feel like you’re just like another “guy” friend and there would simply be
no polarity.
And he will pick up on this instantly.
Think about a time when a man was eyeing you, you could feel him eyeing you, and you could feel
him trying to get your attention, but you were repelled. Now, you may not even be consciously aware
of it, but you had already – within the first 1 second of seeing him – picked up on his energy and
make a judgement about whether he was suitable or not.
These reactions are wired in to us as women. We simply cannot be mating with every single male –
he has to be giving off signs of having good genes, and great mate potential.
Men do this to you too. And when you are in your masculine, men feel it.
For attraction to occur between a man and a woman, there has to be the masculine-feminine polarity.
And without it, you can still be great friends…but achieving attraction…is impossible.
So, most of us women (who have learnt to get a good paying job, secure that career…etc) need to
come back to our feminine core and spirit when it comes to men. It’s that femininity that sometimes
so many women have lost touch with… that will be most attractive to men.
This is not to say you need to give up your career, it just means that you can’t always live in your
masculine mode all the time. You have to achieve a balance between femininity and getting results in
your career/business.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Failure Reason 3
Women Don’t Understand What Naturally Triggers Men to Feel Attraction!
You see… we live in a society where most of us are utterly confused! Research shows that all of us
are being bombarded with over 10,000 sales messages every single day. No wonder we sometimes
get unsure about what to do! There’s simply too much clutter around us!
Have you noticed that common-sense has become rather uncommon?
And worst still, a lot of us women have lost our natural “womanly” intuition and we are confused
about what actually makes men attracted to us and what doesn’t make men attracted to us.
With all the assault of advertising in this 21st century, they’ve really tried to confuse us and keep us
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feeling insecure so that we collapse under their control. (I’m talking about the media here, the big
corporate industries who only care about their bottom line of sales…)
It’s time for us women to take back control and empower ourselves. It’s time for us to re-discover
these “Natural Attraction Triggers” that men are genetically hardwired to react to.
Once we discover and put these “Natural Attraction Triggers” to use, us (the lucky ones) will never
run out of men who are attracted to us, who want to be in committed relationships with us, and want
to take care of us for life.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
And by the way, you don’t have to be “physically gifted”.
Attraction Triggers work regardless of who you are, (or who you’re NOT), your age, your height and
weight, regardless of whether you think you have the ability to attract men or not.
They work because it is genetically hardwired in men to seek out these specific triggers. (Click here
to find out what attracts men naturally with the eBook on 17 Attraction Triggers)
These “Attraction Triggers” are like nature’s scientific laws, as consistent and as reliable as the law
of gravity. It doesn’t matter if you apply them, or if I apply them, they will work.
And if you do apply them, then they will work for you as well.
Men are “Genetically Hardwired” to React to these Attraction Triggers… (Click here to find out the
17 Attraction Triggers that triggers a man’s attraction naturally)
It’s a fact. Us human beings have all evolved from earlier, more ancient forms of life. Starting as sea
creatures, and lizards, to mammals to what we are now – homo-sapiens.
You don’t have to like that fact, but you’ll have to live with it.
But here’s what’s interesting…because we have evolved from these earlier creatures, we all have
parts of what psychologists call “the lizard brain” inside of us. That’s right, every single one of us has
it.
And this lizard brain is responsible for our survival and reproductive instincts. It is there to make sure
that us as a species will live on and pass our genetic information on to the next generation.
None of us could have ever arrived here in the 21st century if we didn’t have (and use) our survival
and reproductive instincts. (In fact, those animals which do not have these instincts have become long
extinct! Because they cannot survive without the lizard brain.)
Think about the smell of a female dog in season. That smell would attract and catch the attention of
all the male dogs in the area. The male dogs would get so excited that they would literally fight over
who will mate with the female.
This is not because they choose to fight, it’s because they’re genetically programmed to do so in
order to mate with the female.
Imagine the queen bee… once she matures, she flies around on her “mating flights” and emits her
queen pheromone or scent that attracts many different (up to 50) male bees to mate with her.
This scent is a trigger for males to get excited and pay the ultimate attention to the queen bee
(because the males die after mating. Sad, but true).
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So we can say the same about human males having these triggers for attraction. There is a list of
“Attraction Triggers” that will automatically make men’s blood boil with excitement.
Let me just give you a quick example of an “Attraction Trigger” for men
The way you walk (your gait), can instantly make men desire you, but unfortunately, most women
don’t know the first thing about the “attractive feminine walk”.
You see… It’s all about the hips.
They’ve done research and what the scientists have found is that when men look at a woman walking,
the first place their eyes land…is on the woman’s hips.
And instantly, the man gathers information about how fertile the woman is, as well as her genetic
structure. And it is through this information that he will either be “turned on” or not.
You may already know that the wider a woman’s hips are, the higher the chances of her being fertile
and having a successful child birth, and therefore the appearance of wide hips are a strong “Attraction
Trigger” for men.
No wonder on the catwalk, the stick-thin hipless “supermodels” walk with that overly-exaggerated
hip shunt to give the “illusion” of having wider hips. (Even though these skinny supermodels have as
much of a set of hips as a match stick…)
But the good news is that you can use this knowledge also to make yourself more desirable. (I’ve
gone into a lot more detail about this and also included exercises for you to implement to master this
in my program, so if you want to know more, keep reading…)
Of course there are many other potent “Attraction Triggers” and together (when used
synergistically), a man’s reproductive instincts will kick in and I will guarantee his blood will pump
faster ‘uncontrollably’ underneath his skin.
It doesn’t have to make any logical sense, it just works.
And for all the skeptical people, yes, there have been literally dozens of proper scientific research to
show and prove how effectively these triggers actually work. (And the truth is, all these attraction
triggers are based on our instinctive need to reproduce, and are literally hardwired into us.)
These attraction triggers are proven by science, tested in the field, and ready for you to implement
today to instantly make yourself the epicenter of desire in any room.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

So here’s what I have done for you…
I’ve done all the research for you and I’ve condensed everything down to 17 of the most powerful,
most usable and actionable “Attraction Triggers” so that you can immediately use them to make men
trip over themselves with desire for you.
I’ve put down what these triggers are, and most importantly, the action steps for you to take right
now to use these triggers to not only get the attention of any man you choose, but also to put him
under your “love spell”!
Think about becoming at least 5 times as attractive as you are right now, doubling your sex appeal,
and having a hypnotic influence over any man.
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(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The 3 Keys to Creating An Outstanding Surprise
August 3, 2011 | by David Shen | Link | Original Link

Here is Why It is Vital that You Make it A Habit to Create Surprises in Your
Relationship..
If you stop bringing surprises to your relationship, then eventually and inevitably, the attraction and
the passion will die. You will lose connection with your intimate partner, you will no longer have that
fun, flirty atmosphere that you probably would hope for. (Click here to take the quiz on “How
Feminine Am I Actually?”)
You’ll live life in the “same old” ways and nothing will bring much excitement to your day. Your
partner will feel the same way towards you. Everything becomes too familiar, and nothing is new…
And worst of all, it will become more interesting and more exciting for your partner to spend time
with other people and NOT you.
Now, I don’t know about you, but I certainly don’t like the idea of my partner enjoying time with
someone else MORE than time with me… and I’m sure we can all relate to that. So I don’t like the
idea of my relationship being so weak and fragile.
However, if you do make it a habit to create surprises in your intimate relationship, on a regular basis,
then you get the opportunity to create and maintain the attraction and passion any time you wish.
Our brain loves new things. Every time, we stumble across a novelty, dopamine is released in the
brain. This is one of the “excitement” or “feel good” chemicals in your brain. So if you bring
surprises into your relationship regularly, then you can maintain and build on the “feel good” factor.
You and your partner will be happier in the relationship, less likely to stray and look around, less
likely to be keen to spend time with other “new” people, and more likely to come back to the
relationship and be fulfilled.
You will be able to maintain that flirty freshness to your relationship, years and years into the
relationship, without much effort. And you will create for yourself a relationship that other people
will envy. (Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)

Here are the 3 Essential Keys to Creating an Outstanding Surprise…
Key 1 – Use the Power of Anticipation
Think back to those moments as a child, waiting for Christmas Morning to come so that you can rip
open your presents. Why were you so excited? You hadn’t even discovered what your presents were
yet!
It’s because when we anticipate something, we feel the emotions already in our body. If it is good
anticipation, then we start to get excited, even if we don’t know what’s coming to us. We just have
this positive expectancy about it…
So when you go and create a surprise for someone else, you want to get them to anticipate something
good happening. That doesn’t mean you have to go and spill the whole surprise, it just means you get
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their juices flowing, tease them with an appetizer.
It’s like a quick trailer for a blockbuster movie. You just get a taste, and you draw out the excitement.

Key 2 – Use the Power of Misdirection
Misdirection is in essence, guiding someone’s focus onto a certain topic, and then at the same time,
creating that surprise moment.
It is one reason why magicians or illusionists are able to create such wonderful illusions. They
misdirect the whole crowd and make the switch when nobody expects it. This is what surprises are,
something that you didn’t expect. So learn to be a bit of a magician, and learn to guide other people’s
focus where you want it to go.
Remember, misdirection is a very powerful strategy to create ANY effect you wish.

Key 3 – Reveal the Surprise with Love and Care
Love and be cared for are the ultimate emotions that I think us humans ultimately seek. So in other
words, in whichever situation, love and care is something that we would always want to feel
and experience.
So this is why, if you were to create an outstanding surprise, then you need to make sure that the
person feels loved and cared for during the whole process.
Focus on the little details and make it perfect. Remember, the ultimate judge of your surprise is the
reaction from the friend or lover who you are trying to surprise. So my rule is, do whatever it takes
to get the biggest, sweetest reaction you could possibly get.
Remember, at the end of our lives, we’re not going to remember all the events of our lives, but we
will remember the moments that STOOD OUT. Those outstanding moments that we couldn’t ever
forget. So when you’re creating a surprise, keep in mind that you want to aim to create such an
impact that the memories will last a life time.
Also, if you haven’t learnt about the 17 Attraction Triggers that will instantly get a man’s blood
boiling uncontrollably, then you can discover all of them right now for only $7. It’s probably the best
dollar you would have spent in your entire life. Click here to find out about the 17 Attraction
Triggers.

Quick Favour…
Please, just take 2 seconds to wish Renee a happy birthday! It will light her up more than you can
possibly imagine.
She has really given this blog her heart and soul and it would really mean a lot to me (and her of
course), if you could send her some love! Remember, she doesn’t know that I’ve posted this yet, so
let’s put together a HUGE surprise for her!
Thanks deeply once again! ?
David
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The Fastest Way to Push A Man Away
August 5, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

The Fastest Way to Push a Man Away
The fastest way to push a man away, (or to fail with men in general), is to make him feel blamed.
“Oh, so you FINALLY call me?!”
“How could you do that?!”
“But ya didn’t pick up yer socks like I asked!”
“You started it!”
“You just expect me to be perfect!”
“But you’ve let yourself go! All you do is sit on the couch.”
“You never listen!”
A dirty look.
A condescending look.
When you feel hurt, or misunderstood, or scared as hell in your relationship, sometimes the last thing
you want to do is take responsibility for your own emotions, and for the way you feel. It is just easier
to blame, and often, it really does feel justified to blame a man, at least in the heat of the moment
anyway.
And in these heated moments, it’s really easy to forget what is truly important to you. And then,
wham! You just threw your values out the window, in just one second. And hurt the one you probably
love the most.
(By they way, on the topic of feminine, click here to find out how feminine you are deep down in
your core by doing my quiz here. I’ve carefully designed these 8 questions to show you exactly how
much you are living in your feminine energy and what it really means for you.)

Knowing something intellectually vs really doing it
Your job is not to discipline a man.
We all know this, YOU know this, intellectually. But here’s the problem.
It feels TOO GOOD to point out where he’s gone wrong. So we forget our values, and instead we
take the lazy option or we do what feels good in the moment (by the way, do you ever truly feel good
afterwards?) No. it’s an illusion – that blaming and letting someone know how they were wrong is
going to make us feel good.
It’s like many things in life, isn’t it? We find ourselves failing to achieve what we really want
because of our contradictions.
We promise to be faithful, but then we cheat on him.
We say we want to be successful, but we sabotage the job interview.
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We say money isn’t important to us – but when it really comes down to it, and we’re challenged on
the money side of things; we act like desperate fools.
We say we want a great relationship, but the things we do every day are destroying that possibility.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Getting what you want from him…
So when it comes to a man, it’s also intuitive to repetitively point out his flaws or how he’s hurt you
– it feels natural to us, because in that moment, it really does feel like we might get what we want
from him.
It doesn’t.
It’s like with children. Many parents expect that by always blaming the child, beating the child, or
always making the child wrong, will make the child “learn”.
Sure, the child might OBEY you, or get “good results at school”. But they are not doing it for a good
reason. They’ll be doing it out of fear or to please you.
And worse still – the child develops a bad association with YOU. Not THEIR OWN behavior.
Perhaps that’s why we find children going behind our backs and doing what they are punished for.
Interesting, hey?
(Some men are naturally more commitment friendly and some are more commitment phobic. Click
here to see how commitment friendly your man truly is through this special quiz I put together for
you…)

When you make a man feel bad about himself…
The same applies with a man. Most women think that it’s so easy for a man to just leave them or
cheat on them.
Well, of course he can. And of course it’s that easy for him when he feels blamed most of the time.
Of course he’s going to withdraw or leave and prefer to drink or be with his buddies or play golf
rather than being with you. To him, being around you just makes him feel bad, and misunderstood.
It’s not a blame game.
As Nelson Mandela once said: blame is drinking the poison and expecting your enemy to die.
Blame, and pointing the finger feels good for a moment – but it’s like bad eating habits. It feels great
to eat that chocolate or that tub of ice cream every time you’re feeling bad and need a chocolate fix –
but when you’re fat and your skin is breaking out and you feel unattractive – it doesn’t feel so good
then, does it?
I know from personal experience.
It feels (convincingly) good to blame a man or go to him and repeatedly try to make sure he gets the
point that he’s not doing things the way you want him to or to bring him down for not meeting your
standard – until you end up with a man you can’t respect because you’ve emasculated him so much,
and made him feel like he’s trapped – or until he leaves you, cheats on you or he puts his work above
you (which is what most men would do) – a place where he feels he can succeed.
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If your goal is to feel good about yourself in the MOMENT or just to get something for yourself
(selfishly) – you’ll blame and criticize and point out everything he’s doing to make the situation bad,
or to make life hard for you.
If your goal is to have a loving relationship, and you really value LOVE – you’ll do something very
different.

So what’s more important to you?
The dirty socks, or love and passion?
The dishes, or love and passion?
Him being punctual, or love and passion?
How misunderstood you feel, or love and passion?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

You don’t have to stay and take bad treatment
You don’t have to STAY with a man that is not treating you right, and nor should you bend to bad
treatment from anyone – but blaming and scolding and withholding, when it’s done all the time, over
and over, just makes YOU look bad.
And it just makes a man feel bad towards YOU.
And you really want to avoid doing this with a good man (who may be easy to take for granted).
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
It just makes you look like a low quality mate, who’d rather sit there complaining rather than being
active and doing something about it or, – even better, (alternatively) try to influence a man from a
place of poise, pride and confidence.
I want to leave you with a statistic. For those who think making a man wrong is OK because he
‘deserves’ it:
A study was once done on smokers. 70% of smokers, when they have been told they will DIE if they
continue smoking, still continue to smoke. That’s 70% of smokers who have been told they’ll die if
they continue smoking.
Human beings respond a lot more to positive reinforcement and loving rewards than negative
reinforcement or blame.
Hint: an example: instead of withdrawing or saying nasty things to him when he turns up late, try
being happy when he’s actually there with you. Here’s how you can deal with men pulling away in a
high value way.
So, what do you choose? Love and passion? Or blaming?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
See Related Articles
THIS is Why Men Don’t Call More Often…
How to Deal with Fear of being Alone and Him Leaving You?
Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to Deal with it
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How to be High Value Even if He’s Pulling Away
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Why Men Go Hot and Cold & 5 Things You Need to Do…
August 15, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
At the beginning, he comes on strong – he pursues you relentlessly, buys you gifts, compliments you,
plans dates and outings, makes an effort to make you feel special….and then, months down the track,
it stops. He pulls away.
He stops complimenting you and starts to seem distant, he says he’s ‘too busy’ or ‘under a lot of
stress’, he stops planning things and even becomes more passive, or says he’s not sure about his
feelings for you, and goes hot and cold.
Now, this is not the path every man/woman relationship always takes, but it is certainly the same path
many women have had to go through.
So –
What on earth happened?

When a different part of him surfaces…
You probably feel confused, unloved, ‘duped’, and you probably have other men who are willing to
give you attention, right? So why does this man – whom things were so great with at the beginning –
suddenly seem like a completely different person?
Well, it’s partly because he has become a different person, and so have you. (Click here to take the
quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Here is what happened:
When we are in lust, or even when we fall in love at the beginning of a relationship, our instincts are
at work – a primitive part of the brain, a part that some call the ‘lizard brain’. This is the part of the
brain that is in every living creature – of course, reptiles included. It’s there to help us survive.
Survival is paramount, for this part of our brain, and so is baby making.
When you are very attracted to someone at the beginning, you (and them) subconsciously put out the
‘best’ parts of yourself, whether you like it or not. At this stage, you are driven by your instincts. At
this stage, the man claims he loves babies, children and prams, and the woman is crazy about the
man, wants sex a lot, and is far easier to make happy.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

What happens when a man and a woman fall in love?
Here’s an interesting conclusion from a recent study:
When men fall in love, their testosterone levels lower. However, when women fall in love, their
testosterone levels are increased (creating more equal testosterone levels in the man and the woman)
and because of this, at this early stage of the relationship, men and women differ far less than they
normally would in their behaviour and interactions.
So what does this tell you?
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It tells you that after a few months, even 3-9 months, your instincts aren’t such a strong driving force
anymore, and the other parts of your personality, as well as the other parts of your man, start to
surface.
We aren’t putting on our best show anymore. And not only that – but because your behaviour and
your biochemistry starts to become more and more different after the initial period, he (the man)
starts to meet a resistance (which I will talk more about below).
And, we might like to think that we can control this kind of thing, and not be ‘phony’ at the start –
but a lot of the workings of the lizard brain occur without us having any control over it.
I’ll give you an example.
Have you ever promised yourself you would do NEVER do something EVER again, like, say, never
lose your temper with your man again, or never eat a chocolate candy bar again, and
then….ultimately, you do?
And after you do it, you think “hang on, what am I doing? Didn’t I promise myself I wasn’t going to
do that?!!”
Of course, you have!
We all have.
This is the subconscious part of your brain simply going for what feels great at the moment. Kind of
like getting a quick fix in the moment of an emotional difficulty.
Click here to know how to stay high value when he pulls away

How and why a man’s behavior changes after spending some months with you
So what happens is that over time, in your relationship with a man, even though things seem so great
in the beginning, over time, as your instincts are no longer such an enormous drive (of course, your
instincts still drive you a lot, just less so than when you were first driven by intense lust and
attraction), it becomes much harder for the man to make the woman happy. You become far less easy
to make happy.
It’s harder for him to WIN with you.
At least it feels that way to him because now you’ve got reality to deal with.
And – now you are both seeing the other parts of each other. Not just the ‘Mr. Perfect’ you saw at the
beginning and not just the ‘Little Miss Perfect’ YOU!
Because NOW, it’s not new anymore, maybe those feel-good brain chemicals are not running like
mad, and now you actually have to work at it – which is a hard reality to deal with, for many.
Even if you truly have good intentions, and want to work on something – it’s hard to know what to
do.
And it’s hard for a man to know what to do!
Since a man wants to make you happy (this need is at the core of him), this is like a blow to the guts
for many men, and they may get confused, withdraw, and start to feel less inclined to take things to
the next level, partly because they are not being made to feel like a man anymore.
And if he doesn’t feel like he was able to please you – or if he didn’t feel like he was enough for you
– he will feel hurt.
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This is hard for a man to take.
If a man feels like he’s not able to make you happy, or if he’s afraid you will be impossible to make
happy – he’s going to pull away, get confused, or even leave, or run hot and cold.
Even if he genuinely loves you.
He’s probably had past experiences with women where he was hurt – we’ve all been hurt in an
intimate relationship before, and he’s just a bit scared. Not willing to admit it, but scared nonetheless.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

Men have to come on strong
See, if a man really desires you OR if he is falling in love with you, he HAS to come on strong. It’s
part of how nature works. He wouldn’t secure a mate or pass on his genes otherwise. This is how it
works in the animal kingdom – and it still works similar to us humans, even though men have
become a lot more passive in this modern era.
So, he has to come on strong to form a bond with you – regardless of whether or not he is in love
with you. On a primal level, this helps him to secure you as a mate, and it leads, hopefully, to
procreation and babies.
You and I wouldn’t be here right now, if our male ancestors didn’t make their moves and pursue
females strongly. (Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
So even though you feel hurt, and you’re scared of losing him, or you think he’s being a moody
bi*ch, or perhaps you feel like you’ve done something wrong – it’s just a part of the natural cycle of
your relationship.
Now – back to what I said above about reality setting in.
Reality sets in for both of you after the initial period, and what happens is the man then feels some
resistance.

Meeting the resistance
If you are a member of Commitment Control, you would already be aware of what commitment
resistance is, and how to overcome commitment resistance in a man.
However, just for now, all you need to know is that a man usually meets resistance at some point in
time in the relationship with you, which really just means he meets his own fears and conflicts.
This is where YOU come in, and where what you do as a woman, in your relationship with him (or
any future man for that matter) is absolutely crucial.
Not all men are commitment ready. Take this quiz and see if your man is commitment friendly and
commitment ready.

Men and women and their differences
The point is that men and women are completely different, and if you want to stop your man from
running hot and cold, you need to understand how men work (men and women even use different
parts of their brains more than the other sex), you need to understand what is truly valuable to men,
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and how to become that valuable woman he’s going to long for, miss, and want to commit to and
make happy for the rest of his life.
And if your man is running hot and cold, or if you have dated a few men that have all run hot and
cold, and you don’t know what to do to stop him running hot and cold – you’re going to end up
feeling rejected, humiliated, and attached to a man who is just wasting your precious time and youth,
which is incredibly important to us as women.
We’re all here for a limited time only, right? We don’t have a lifetime to waste.
So the longer you go without understanding men and not knowing how to deal with him pulling away
after coming on so strong – the more of your own time you waste, and the more pain you experience
in your relationships.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

What makes a man commit to you
Remember that a man will commit to you when he subconsciously and consciously feels that you are
a valuable woman to him (in other words, when there’s plenty of connection and attraction in the
relationship). Most of us want a lifelong mate who is high quality, so you can’t blame him for that.
Many men have commitment resistance, but if you know how to overcome it – it never needs to
happen again in your relationship.
To become the kind of woman MEN see high value in, requires you to have a deeper understanding
of a man’s DNA, how they have evolved over millions of years, what they truly need, what they feel
will fulfil them, what is valuable to them, and what will make a man feel like he couldn’t live without
you.
It’s not hard to get a man to want to devote himself to you. This happens when you become a woman
who actually understands men, unlike nearly all women out there who don’t understand men at all.

The path to a long-term relationship is different for men
So if you’re thinking this all just sounds like men want everything to be easy, and won’t ‘man up’
and stick things through, I understand. It really does seem to be the truth when you look at it initially,
but when you get a little understanding of how men work, you realize that your perceptions are not
100% true.
They are true to you as a woman, but not really true from a man’s perspective.
See, for you as a woman, attachment will often feel completely natural. You want to go further, take
things further, get a man to open up, and maybe create a future together.
Men want this, too. However, men work differently to women. So they need to feel a different thing
to what you feel in order to want to be with you all the time, and be deeply committed to you.
They take a slightly different path to you as a woman.
Before he will be willing to step up to the plate and continue with the deep connection you had in the
beginning, he needs to feel like a man with you.
Remember the research I talked about above? About how when a man falls in love, his testosterone
levels actually lower? Well, as a general rule, being connected to you and being in ra elationship with
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you (a woman) for an extended time, doesn’t really make him feel like a man, at his core.
Yes, being with a feminine woman CAN make a man feel like a man, and naturally would, but
talking with you, having intimate conversations with you, engaging in loving exchanges with you
over and over for a long time can feel like suffocation to a man.

He needs to feel like a man first
In fact, the need to feel like a man is like SURVIVAL to a man. What has he got, as a man, if he
doesn’t feel like a man?
And the same with you. Think about it. If you’re truly feminine inside, what does life feel like if you
don’t feel like a woman – radiant, beautiful, connected, loved and loving, free, and expressive?
Crap. It feels like crap. This is why women go spend thousands and thousands of dollars on things
that will enhance their looks – because inside, they want to feel radiant, they want to be noticed, and
appreciated, and they want their beauty to be appreciated. – all these things are part of feeling like a
WOMAN.
The same goes for men – men will do crazy things to just feel like a man.
Get addicted to golf. Go to war for seemingly unwarranted reasons (at least to a woman anyway). Go
quiet. Not call for several days.
See, we women frown upon this, but there’s always another side of the coin. For example, men often
get hurt and frustrated by us spending hoards of money on what they would deem to be pointless
things – such as new cups (when we already have 50 at home), new shoes (when we already have 256
pairs in the cupboard) – it’s pointless to men.
I am not saying the above behaviours I’ve described are GOOD behaviours – and I’m certainly not
saying they are sustainable ways to feel like a man or a woman.
So – what’s my point? My point is that if your man is pulling away from the relationship, he is
pulling away so that he can feel like a man.
What he does may be selfish, it may hurt you like hell, and you may not LIKE it – but at the bottom
of it all, he wants to feel like a man. All the better if YOU happen to be that feminine woman who
makes him feel like a man.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What to do if he has come on strong and is now going hot and cold:
So if right now your man seems to be running hot and cold and pulling away, and you feel scared,
taken for granted or confused, here is an action step you can take:
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
1) What you have to do is acknowledge that a man will pull away at some point in the
relationship. Men have evolved over millions of years to be HUNTERS – to bring home food, to kill
beasts, and to work in a group with their comrades to achieve a result – ie: kill the food, and bring it
home.
Men are not originally made to be in a long-term relationship with you (we were made to procreate,
have sex and pass our genes in to tomorrow). But of course, humans have evolved far more than
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other mammals, so we are now capable of having long-term relationships.
None of this means he’s not going to be in a relationship with you and nor does it mean he CAN’T
be. Of course he can. It’s just that you have to fulfil what his base level need is FIRST – which is to
feel like a man (I’ll get to this in a second), so he feels safe to progress with you.
So once you have acknowledged that his pulling away doesn’t have anything to do with YOU – it’s
him wanting to feel free (feel like a man), and take a break from the relationship, you can then
proceed to free yourself from suffering and from feeling rejected, to then get in a better emotional
state so that you can work from a position of power to make the relationship (or your future
relationships) better.
2) Give him space. Give him time. He needs it to re-charge and to feel like a man again. Give him
the space and time he needs. This is going to begin the process of getting him to associate you with
the feeling of being able to be feel like a man.
3) When you’ve gone ahead and given him this space, take out a piece of paper. Do it right now.
Get out a piece of paper and write down every single thing you are afraid of. Are you afraid of not
being good enough for him? Are you afraid he is going to go back to his ex? Are you afraid he
doesn’t love you? Or that he’s cheating on you?
Write down everything you fear (write each fear beneath the other so you have space for the next part
of the exercise). Write down everything. And just when you think you’ve got everything, write down
a few more things you fear. Keep writing until you’ve got nothing left.
4) Now look at your list. There’s a lot of fears, aren’t there? Now, next to each fear you have
listed – write down a new meaning for that fear. For example. Say you fear that he doesn’t love you
and will reject you again. Your new meaning could be (my new meaning would be):
“I cannot be rejected. Even if a man rejects my love, I have infinite love inside of me. And even when
I do feel rejected, I can still love, because I am a feminine woman who is full of love. No-one can
TRULY reject me, because I am far better than that. It’s impossible to be rejected. It’s an illusion. I
am only rejected if I BELIEVE people are rejecting me.”
Another example: say you fear that you are not as good as his ex-girlfriend. Your new meaning
would be, instead of: ‘oh I could never compare to his ex girlfriend because he’s so obsessed over
her.’ Your new meaning could be:
“I have everything I need within me right NOW to be more than enough for this man, and even more
than his ex is. I know that even if he does the thing I fear the most – which is leave me – I am far too
powerful a woman to diminish myself because of this. I will be a better lover for the right man for
me, even if this relationship doesn’t work out.’
5) Now read over your new meanings. And from this day on, EVERY time you feel the fears
coming up again, abruptly break your emotional pattern (your recurrent fears), and go back to your
list and read over your new meaning. EVERY time! No exceptions.
And from these new meanings you give to your fears, you will be able to increase your value as a
woman, because you won’t be doing things from a place of desperation or neediness.
When you do things from a place of desperation or neediness, you end up just extracting value from a
man’s life, rather than adding value.
And it doesn’t matter whether you end up with this man or not – what matters is that you have this
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understanding and this strength inside of yourself to become a better lover – for yourself (so that you
can attract that fulfilling relationship), and for your current man or your future man.
An important point to note: when you give a man space, and you do the steps I’ve given you above,
and while you give him his space, you work on yourself and work from your newfound
understanding of men, you’ll notice that he will probably call you first and ask how you are, and not
only that, he’ll want to make plans to see YOU, because he feels your presence differently.
You start to go from feeling like more of a burden to him to feeling like more of an excitement and a
‘drug’ for him. The kind of woman that makes him feel like a man – the number one thing he needs
to feel.

Becoming a woman who men are dying to commit to
I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg you to be his
one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s FREE. Click
HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
And if you want to take things further, and really get a deep understanding of men, join our
Commitment Control members area. You’ll have so many ‘ah-hah’ moments, and you’ll see what life
is like through a man’s eyes (something most women will never be aware of), and you’ll be able to
get a man to beg YOU for commitment.
You can literally get a man who wasn’t totally feeling it for you, and feeling like he’s ‘not ready’ to
be committed to you, to having him wake up and wondering how stupid he was to not make a full
commitment to you.
Our Commitment Control 2.0 is now available again. But before you jump to take the course, I
suggest that you watch the Commitment Masterclass first. If you haven’t watched it yet, click here to
register to watch it for free.
Until next time, take care.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
See Related Articles
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
Your man tells you to “F**k Off”. Now what?
The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs “Space”
12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You
The Fastest Way to Push A Man Away
How to Deal with Men Pulling Away
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How to Make a Man Want Me and ONLY Me?
August 28, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Deep down, it’d feel nice to have a man desire you and ONLY you forever, wouldn’t it?
Does it sometimes feel to you like men are just not satisfied with one woman?
Do you fear that perhaps he feels attraction for other women even whilst he’s in a committed, longterm relationship with you?
There’s little else that’s a painful as the feeling of loss in life. And especially when it comes to a man.
Like, why would you even want to EVER have a relationship if you thought you were going to lose
his attention to someone else?
You wouldn’t.
And here’s the thing – lots of times, when you ask men themselves, even THEY will tell you that it’s
impossible not to feel attracted to other women whilst they are in a committed relationship with you.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
So, how on earth do you deal with THAT?
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted

You cannot just take what men say as “Gospel Truth”
I mean, if he SAYS it, it must be true, right?
Not quite.
There’s something I have to tell you.
And it’s something I talk about in my program Commitment Control 2.0. You cannot just take what a
man says for granted.
If you do – if you just take it for granted that he will feel attraction for other women whilst he is with
you – or if you take for granted that he will always be looking for something else – then what kind of
relationship will you have?
And honestly, how does it feel to YOU – knowing that he’s always going to be out feeling
attraction for other women?
What are you going to do? Just turn a blind eye to it like most women?
No, no no.
I’m about to show you what it takes to get a man to be madly in love with you and ONLY you, and if
you take what I’m about to teach you and use it, you CAN and WILL experience that kind of love and
security and passion with a man that you’ve always wanted.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
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How to Get a Man to Desire you and ONLY you
Here’s the secret to getting a man to desire you and ONLY you. The general rule that applies here
when you want to get a man to be in love with you and desire you and ONLY you forever, is that
your mindset changes everything. Or your psychology, as some call it.
As many highly respected success coaches would say, success in anything is 80% mindset (or
psychology) and 20% strategies.
And if you don’t learn the mindset behind having a man want you and ONLY you, and if you don’t
understand WHY most men simply don’t perceive one woman can meet all of their needs your
relationship will probably fail.
80% of long-term relationships and marriages ultimately fail. So it’s important you as a woman to
have the right mindset for making yours succeed.
So here is how you can get yourself out of a rut and get a man to desire you passionately, the
way you deserve:
1) Understand that most men don’t REALLY think that they can’t be satisfied with only you.
And it’s not that he REALLY thinks that he cannot be only attracted to you. (Click here to find out
the 17 Attraction Triggers that makes a man naturally attracted to you)
What I mean when I say it’s not that he REALLY thinks that he cannot be satisfied by only you, is
that it is just his perception. It’s not really the truth. The TRUTH is in how much you meet his needs
and how much you fulfill him. A man may VOICE it this way, but it doesn’t have to be true for
YOU, in your life.
When a man says he can’t be satisfied with only you – or when YOU think his behavior dictates that
he feels this way, what’s really going on is that he simply doesn’t PERCEIVE that all his needs can
be met by just one woman.
And that doesn’t have to be true forever, even if it is true in this MOMENT.
And this PERCEPTION that he may have comes from his own pre-conceived ideas about women and
about relationships in general. this PERCEPTION comes from his past experiences.
But this PERCEPTION that a man has is something totally different to the excitement and
fulfilment he could actually potentially have with you.
Men pick the idea up from popular movies, their peer groups, their father, their parents’ bad divorce,
the media….the experiences of their guy friends or close relatives, etc.
By the way, it’s not just men. women often doubt that one man can meet all of their needs. I used to
doubt it too – until I met my man. and he owns me. he owns me completely.
He has turned me into a raving fan, and I wouldn’t have it any other way, because he always meets
my needs in new ways, at such a high level, that I don’t even have space for another man in my mind,
my body and my soul. He has taken over my brain – even years and years into the relationship.
It’s really not hard at all for a man to come to the conclusion that no one woman can meet ALL his
needs.
We all only have one chance. one chance at innocence in an intimate relationship – and once we lose
it, we can become so hurt that it feels impossible to be fully satisfied with only one man. or one
woman.
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I’ve heard from (and heard of) many men who have been married just once – and afterwards, they
just don’t want to marry ever again. Ever. But haven’t we all said ‘NEVER again!’ to something, and
later on, down the track, we find ourselves changing our minds?
Isn’t it true? We all start off as teenagers falling in love, and we get so consumed, and we fall in love,
and we get hurt – and it’s like; never again. No thanks.
Many of us (men or women) have the idea that we can’t really be truly satisfied with one person (or
attracted to) only one person.
So many men and women have been burnt in relationships, and we are fed so much crap, from
disillusioned adults – from stupid media, that we tend to have really low expectations just to protect
ourselves.
We don’t want to get too involved or open ourselves to one person or tie ourselves to one person just
to avoid getting hurt. or being humiliated.
Until that bombshell comes along. Or that prince.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

To have the Relationship you want, you have to come from a Position of Power
You CAN’T just take what men say for granted. This gives you no power, and moreover, it’s a really
low-level place for you to be, as a woman. The best man/woman relationships have a powerful
woman in it who believes in her ability to influence men. (Click here to take the quiz “How High
Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It’s not resourceful, and it’s DEFINITELY not going to get you that relationship you want, or that
man you want so badly.
This is what most women do. a man tells them something, or they get an idea in their head from other
women about men, and they take it as gospel truth. well, it’s not hard to sit there and just be ‘told’
what reality to adopt in your own head.
It’s what most of us do. but little do we know that people and events are influencing us every day.
especially the people closest to us. And especially the man or woman we feel the most attraction for.
Think about it, haven’t you had one of those moments where you were SURE something was the
truth, and someone or some idea came along and made you change your mind?
For example, have you ever had a really bad day where you thought “gee, nobody really cares about
me at all”, and on that day, a stranger did something really kind for you – without asking anything
back – and it really changed your perception about people?
And you were kinda like: ‘oh. Maybe people aren’t so bad after all!’
Once you let what others say be your ‘truth’, because they said it – you are instantly powerless.
Why? Why are you instantly powerless? Because you basically let the quality of your relationship
with a man be at the mercy of his less-than-true preconceived ideas about relationships.
Which are, by the way, probably encouraged in him by people or media who don’t actually care
about him.
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As a Woman, You are Always Influencing The Men Around You
See – you instantly increase your attractiveness and desirability when you have the courage to
acknowledge that just because someone says something doesn’t mean it has to be true.
You can take the lead as a woman with your FAITH that you can fulfill a man so much that he is so
filled up with attraction for YOU that all other women are like a piece of poo on his shoe to him.
After all, haven’t you heard of men who have been stuck to a woman (their wife) like glue for LIFE?
madly in love for life?
Here is an interesting scientific finding that will help you have hope that a man can really desire
you and only you for a lifetime….
In fact, researchers have proved that some men and women are still madly in love with their beloved
after 20 or more years of marriage. The pathways of the brain associated with romantic love (intense
attraction) were still lit up as much as they are lit up for couples when they first fall in love in the
initial months of the relationship, and in some cases, these couples showed more activity in the area
of the brain associated with romantic love and intense attraction.
You’ve been in love before, haven’t you? You know, that feeling where you are obsessed with one
man and cannot get him out of your head? Well, you can have a man feel this for you not just for a
few weeks, not just for a few months, but FOREVER.
So, would you at least acknowledge that this kind of relationship exists?
Because if you don’t, you’re just shooting yourself in the foot when it comes to relationships. (See
my article on the 3 reasons why women are failing to attract good men)
Women everywhere, every day, are experiencing this kind of bliss in their relationship!

Shouldn’t you be able to relax and just be yourself?
It doesn’t have to be exhaustive – fulfilling a man. I know it does feel exhaustive sometimes, kinda
like you can’t just relax and BE YOURSELF, right?
But the real change is not in the EFFORT you put in and the constant racking your brain and
‘TRYING” to keep a man interested. It’s really not about putting in more ‘effort’ as such.
The REAL change is in your mindset.
Kind of like why for some people it’s so easy to stay slim, but for others, they cannot get the weight
off! Right? We all know someone like this.
And some people can NEVER lose weight EVEN if they are working their butts off PHYSICALLY
at the gym EVERY NIGHT.
Why is this?
It’s because of their mindset.
Mindset dictates your decisions and actions subconsciously.

The truth about why so many men don’t feel happy with just one woman
Do you want to know the truth?
The truth about why so many men simply don’t want to commit to just one woman? The cold hard
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facts about what most women out there are like?
The facts are this: most women are completely and utterly BORING. They’re always the same kind
of person!
And the same is true with men, isn’t it? It’s not just women, it’s men, too. Men can be really boring
to be in a relationship with! Especially when you’ve been together for a while.
And it’s not their fault! It’s not their fault that they are boring.
The reason for why so many men and women are boring to be within a relationship is that in our
society, most of us become one-dimensional people, and are always the same kind of person because
we BELIEVE that we are only one kind of person. That’s why it’s so important to avoid being a onedimensional woman.

Most Women are One-dimensional
And we are RAISED to be one-dimensional at school, and often by our family and peers.
People always ‘BOX’ us in to one category and limit us to one identity.
For example: we are the sexy one, the quiet one, the ‘gentle, kind-hearted’ one. The daring one. The
‘smart’ one. The ‘elegant’ one.
But the truth is that you are a lot more than just that. You are a lot more than JUST elegant, for
example.
And often, if we do something that’s slightly different than what we normally do, people or our
“friends”, are all like: “you’ve CHANGED“. (in that dreaded negative tone, like changing is the most
evil thing in the world).
And as a result, it’s incredibly hard and feels unnatural’ to be multi-dimensional.
YOU are light feminine AND dark feminine.
Once you embody ALL parts of yourself, you will find that men are lining up to devote themselves to
you.
Why? Because this way, they never lose their freedom by being with you!
You don’t restrict a man because you’re being a one-dimensional woman!
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Some experts say that women can become the kind of woman that makes a man ‘give up his
freedom’ to be with them. Well, the truth is that NO man is ever going to give up his freedom to be
with you. Not a masculine man on earth will ever give up his freedom. Freedom is at the heart of
being a man; it’s at the heart of masculinity.
A man wants to genuinely commit to you for the right reasons (ie: because he’s a raving fan of you)
when he feels more freedom by being with you than he does by NOT being with you.
Embodying your light and Dark feminine is something I talk about in depth in week 2 of
Commitment Control 2.0.
If you want to avoid being one-dimensional, and have a man devote all his attention to just you, click
here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass.
2) Respect yourself enough to KNOW that you can be enough for this one man FOREVER. Once
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YOU have this confidence, you will start to see him change, and you will attract something
completely different in a man. And if you are single, you will attract a completely different kind of
man.
Most of us have no idea how much influence we have over a man when we have the courage to
acknowledge that we can and already have it within us to be more than enough for a man for LIFE.
After all, it feels MUCH safer if you just think you can’t do it.
Because then you can never fail. And oftentimes, not failing seems a much more attractive idea than
looking like a fool, doesn’t it? if you just take it for granted that men will always be looking for
something “more” outside of a relationship with you – you can sit back and avoid being hurt.
But by doing this, you just end up powerless and miserable.

The Action Steps for Making a Man Desire you and ONLY You
So here are the three action steps to stop your man feeling dissatisfied with only you, and get him
to desire only you and commit all his attention to only you:
1) stop ASKING him about whether he is attracted to other women, and stop FOCUSING on his
possible attraction to other women.
Where focus goes, energy flows. The peak performance coach Anthony Robbins said that.
So the more you focus on the possibility of his desire for other women, the more likely you are to
lose him to another woman. And the less power you claim for yourself.
And, the more likely you are to just push him away. Because it’s exhausting to be with somebody
who is always looking out for possible reasons that they are not enough for you. Imagine yourself
being with a man like this!
Instead, focus on a new truth: you CAN be the dream woman for this man that he may not even
feel exists right now.
The kind of woman that juices him and makes him unable to have room for any other woman in his
mind.
Every single time you notice yourself looking for signs that he might be attracted to other women,
INSTANTLY bring your focus back to YOURSELF and what you can do. (See my article on HOW
to attract men without being low value)
2) Every time you notice yourself feeling insecure about other women – or about him not being
satisfied – Stop what you are doing, and excuse yourself to go to the bathroom, or jump up and down
on the spot – whatever you want.
Change your physical state. Do something crazy to change your physical state. do ANYTHING just
to change your physical state, because fear is physical.
And you cannot make the right decisions or be the woman he wants when you are coming from a
place of fear. Anytime you are fearful, your heart rate is raised, your body’s whole biochemistry
changes.
This is why it’s important to simply change your physical state – changing your physical state also
changes your emotional state.
3) Start telling yourself a different story.
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We all make up stories in our heads as a way of justifying our suffering, or as a way of justifying
what we don’t have, or what we haven’t achieved.
A lot of us have stories that are complete lies that we tell ourselves.
Stories like: “Men are always dissatisfied.”
Stories like: “My relationships never last longer than a few months”.
Stories like: “Men are never satisfied with ME. But they seem to be satisfied with OTHER women.”
Stories like: “I’m not the kind of woman men are irresistibly drawn to.”
Stories like: “Men always leave. No matter how much I try to fulfill a man, he always leaves or he
always wants something else. I just can’t keep him interested!”
We all tell ourselves silly stories that are untrue. So you need to tell yourself a better story. For
example, say the story you habitually tell yourself is:
“oh, I was never considered that beautiful, I’ve never had enough love from any man and my
relationships never work out. I’m no Megan Fox, I could never be enough because he’s always going
to want someone hotter, more popular, or younger.”
Remind yourself that that is bollocks. Megan Fox has been MADE OUT deliberately, to be a sex
symbol, so of course, most people see her that way. Of course, MEN see her that way.
It’s the same way people box everyone in to little capsules of what they think they should be.
You have the capability to be a Megan Fox because all you have to do is stir a man’s physical AND
emotional desire.
Stirring a man’s desire and triggering his attention are things you can learn. You just have to tap in to
that part of yourself.
So, your new story could be:
“I am more than enough for this man. I have always been enough. I know the truth, I’ve just been
lying to myself. The truth is that I have everything I need within me right NOW to be more than
enough. Sexy enough, smart enough, poised enough, beautiful enough – all of it.
And I have access to this power within me right now, TODAY. Not tomorrow, or next month, or next
year. But right now, TODAY.”
Doesn’t that feel nice?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

So here is what you need to do right now to make sure that you are on the right
path to having the desire of the man YOU want on YOU and ONLY you forever:
RIGHT NOW: you need to ACT so that you get this all in to place in your life, and so that you can
be the kind of woman who has all the attention and devotion in the world from any man you want.
You need to write down what your old story (or stories) you’ve been telling yourself is:
Whether it’s that “men are never satisfied”
or…
“Men are horribly complicated creatures that are difficult to work out”.
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(And you really need to dig deep here, a lot of our most negative stories are etched deep in to our
subconscious, after telling ourselves the same story for years and year on end).
And once you’ve written out the old story you’ve been telling yourself, you need to write down what
your NEW story is, and start telling yourself the new story.
For example, your new story could be:
“I am a ridiculously attractive and irresistible woman who always has something new and better to
bring to the table. All I need to do is get a bit more understanding of men, and stop telling myself lies
about my own capabilities and desirability.”
And once you’ve written this new story down –
You must acknowledge that most of us have just never been taught what truly attracts men and makes
them go crazy with desire for you day after day, year, after year.
The same way most of us have never been taught how to start and maintain a business; how to initiate
and take control of our destiny. That’s why 90% of all businesses fail within the first 5 years.
In fact, most of us have totally lost touch with that natural femininity and intuition needed to be
successful in courtship and relationship with men, because we’ve become one-dimensional.
So if you want to go deeper, and take things to the next level in your love life, come on over and
learn what 99.9% of women out there will never know about men and relationships. Click here to
watch the Commitment Masterclass.
Until next time, love and femininity to you!
Share with us in the comments section below, what your beliefs are about the possibility of
being fulfilled by one person for life. Do you believe it is possible?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Get out of Pain in Your Relationship Right Now
You would already know, intuitively, and through experience, that being in a relationship means you
will inevitably experience pain.
This doesn’t mean you should expect pain around every corner, and close up and stop opening
yourself or stop trusting because of it. It just means the pain will be there. Pain is a part of life.
Anytime you open yourself up to another human being intimately, you are opening yourself to the
possibility of feeling pain as well.
That is why so many of us avoid entering relationships fully – it tests us more than anything else in
our lives, and magnifies our emotions, and magnifies our fears. So many of us just dibble dabble; and
as soon as it gets too painful, or it gets too scary, we pull away, blame the other person, or leave;
maybe thinking another man or woman will be better for us. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I
Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
There are reasons why over 80% of long-term relationships and marriages ultimately fail. Because
intimate relationship is the area of our lives where we have the most fear.
So, we will always have the possibility of experiencing pain if we are truly loving somebody – but
when it gets really bad; is when we give ourselves no possible way – no personal power – to deal
with it; so we end up in consistent and eventually PERMANENT suffering; rather than just feeling
our pain.
So we MUST strike a balance between actually letting ourselves FEEL our pain, and letting it get out
of hand, which just means prolonging it until you eventually start to feel completely helpless and
bitter.

You must focus on what you CAN control
In our intimate relationships we have no control over the other person. As a woman, you have no
control over a man. If control is what you want, I encourage you to get some handcuffs and a
basement. And then prepare to be miserable.
But it is our focus on this uncertainty; this fear; of the lack of control that we have that paralyzes us.
Any time we are focused on what the other person is doing or better still, NOT doing for US, we get
pain.

All of your pain comes from withholding your OWN love
And any time you, as a woman, feel pain in your intimate relationship, is because you are
withholding your love. You expect he should just do something for you. You’re trying to justify why
he should be doing this, and how he’s hurt you. And what a bastard he is. Maybe, he is being a total
prick. But that doesn’t help YOU experience less pain or suffering.
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You get pain because you are denying yourself of love; and you are denying your own ability to love,
as a woman. So it feels like there is no love there in existence already; which is a lie.
You’ve read this article for a reason. Because you’ve experienced pain before in an intimate
relationship (we all have), or because you’re currently in pain, and would like to get out of this pain.
(read my article on how to open up to love)

Do you really want to stop experiencing Pain?
Or, if you are like most people (like the average woman), perhaps you’re in a lot of pain and it’d
KINDA feel nice to be out of suffering, but it also feels certain and safe to feel this prolonged
suffering so you’ll read half the article and click out of it, because it’s “all too hard”. So you don’t
REALLY want to stop suffering.
You’re really committed to suffering, rather than stopping suffering.
I would like to suggest that everybody would love to get out of pain, but not everybody would like to
grow. So we just keep doing the same thing that we always have; causing ourselves more pain. If
that’s what you want to do, click here and do this instead.

How to stop feeling pain and suffering right Now
Alternatively, if you are truly hurting, and want to get our of that pain, there is a way.
Here is what I want you to do:
1) ask yourself, “why am I hurting?”
And you might say, well “I’m hurting because HE didn’t do THIS!“
Or you night say, “I’m hurting because HE LEFT ME!!!”
And if you’re very self-aware, you might say: ‘I’m hurting because I feel like I have no control over
this situation.’
And if you took it to a higher level than that in answering this question; you would know that the
reason you are hurting is because you are withholding love. You’re withholding your own gifts.
As a woman, and as a woman who has a feminine essence, you will get pain any time you withhold
your love. We THINK it’s because we got hurt by this guy, or because ‘life shouldn’t be this way’, or
because ‘we DESERVE’ more than that, or because we were disrespected….the list goes on. But the
real pain we feel is when we are not giving our gift.
Our gift being – giving from a place of resourcefulness. We can ALWAYS control what we have to
give; but we cannot control what other people do not give to us.
Think about it: pain is a part of life: but if you really want to get OUT of that pain, can you really get
OUT of it by focusing on what you CANNOT control? No.
But you can focus on what you can potentially control, with is your own actions, and the meaning
YOU give to any situation.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
2) Think back to a time when you really helped somebody. Was it your Mom? Your Dad? Maybe
your grandma or grandpa? Your son or daughter? Or maybe a beautiful friend. I want you to think of
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a time when you helped someone you cared about; and you actually SAW the results you got from
helping them.
Maybe your girlfriend was hurting, and she called you up to tell you, and you went there
straightaway, you had a girl talk, and you put a smile on her face.
Maybe your Mom was worried about something, and you told her that there was no need to worry,
and that you love her.
Maybe your grandma was sick, and you stayed with her, spent time with her, and it put a smile on her
face.
Hey, maybe you helped a stranger pick up their coin from the street or you helped a lost person find
where they needed to go, and they turned to you and thanked you.
Think of a time. Not just a time when you GAVE to somebody, I want you to think of a time you can
remember that you helped that person, and they actually felt that you helped them, and returned your
help with their gratitude.
How does it make you feel, thinking about this experience?
In that moment, were you resourceful?
Were you strong?
Or were you weak?
How does the ‘you’ who helped that person so much compare to the ‘you’ who is in pain in her
relationship and hurting right now? There’s nothing wrong with hurting, but there is something
wrong with consistently putting yourself in a place of pain because you lie to yourself by thinking
you have no power in the situation. (click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
So, do these two people (the one who was helping and the one who is in pain) breathe differently?
Stand differently? What words do they use?
3) You must call on the part of you who showed up when you were giving to that person you care
about without expecting anything back. In that emotional place; and in that emotional state; you also
have the power to influence your own focus, and thoughts; which in turn influence your own pain and
suffering.
So call on that part of you, and focus on what that part of you would focus on. That part of you
KNOWS that there is incredible power in focusing on what you can control; focusing on what you
can give; rather than focusing on what you can’t control; and what you are not GETTING.
4) Now, write down on a piece of paper, and stick it on your wall:
‘If I want to experience the love I deserve in my relationship with a man; I need to acknowledge
that I must have the resources within myself to give love first’.
Put it somewhere you will always see it. Go ahead, do that right now, or I’ll come and hassle you
every day until you do. ?
5) Most women in this modern day world deal with their pain by becoming masculine, and taking the
lead with a rigid strength and determination of a man in their own lives. This can really be a great
thing – but it’s only great when you also allow yourself to feel.
Most women, in the process of becoming more masculine to get through life, forget that they are still
feminine at their core – and that it’s totally OK to feel vulnerable and to feel hurt.
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The less you let yourself grieve, and hurt, and cry, the less powerful you will feel, because you’re
making your own feelings wrong – and when you do that – the energy always goes outwards, to other
people, because you can’t take the pain of denying yourself of the right to feel, and to hurt.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Here is what I want you to do right NOW to make sure you have the resources to get yourself
out of emotional pain in your intimate relationship:
1) So, if you feel tight and rigid and you’re just going about your daily life with ‘what do I need to do
next’, ‘oh my God, I have to do this’, ‘ahh, I can’t stop, I gotta do this’, or if there’s a voice in your
head telling you it’s wrong to feel pain, or that you should be ‘over’ it and stop being an idiot – you
still feel pain underneath somewhere.
And because of your not letting yourself feel it – you cannot move forward. This is when pain ends
up being long-term suffering. So it’s ironic, that to get out of suffering, often, we actually have to
allow ourselves to FEEL our hurts and our pain.
Whatever it is that you are feeling; and whatever pain it is that you feel; go right now, stop, and let
yourself feel it.
Do this DAILY.
Always remind yourself, every day that it is OK to feel. It’s OK to feel anger, ecstasy, happy for no
apparent reason, it’s OK to feel disappointment, hurt, rage, vulnerable, and scared. (read my article
about
To really get out of pain in your relationship for the long-term, you must keep practicing the above
steps I’ve given you.
2) Lastly, remember that whenever you feel pain – it’s not that there is something WRONG, it’s that
this is an area in which you need to grow. And you can grow by getting your own resources back;
from your own well of feminine love; from the place inside yourself that has plenty to give.
Write this down above your desk, or on your face, or as a note on your computer screen (yes yes I
like that one! Always visible):
“Whenever I feel pain – it’s not that there is something WRONG, it’s that this is an area in which I
need to GROW.”
And just some encouragement: cause I know you might be thinking: ‘yeah, but even if I do this, it
doesn’t mean I will get the love and commitment I want from this man’.
When you come from a place of giving in your relationship; a man feels your presence in the
relationship differently. When you are authentically just radiating love; you completely break HIS
state. And you have FAR better chances of having the love and commitment you want from the man
that you want, than you would if you were just being and feeling miserable.
Thanks for taking the time to read. I know you’re busy.
And if you have more time, click here to register here to watch our Commitment Masterclass for
free.
Please, kindly share with us in the comments section below, how you need to grow in your
relationship right now, and what actions you take to get out of pain in your relationship. ?
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(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Hello lovely!
It’s Renee here from TheFeminineWoman.com. Today I am going to share with you an interview
with a woman who isn’t just an inspiration to me personally, but an inspiration to hundreds of
thousands of women (and men) all around the world.
Let me tell you why she’s such an inspiration. In 2009, she won the sexiest vegetarian award for
people over the age of 50, and guess at what age she won it at?
She won the award at the tender age of 70. Now That is incredible. She beat her competition who
were 20 years younger than her, in other words, she was rated sexier than women who were 20 years
younger.
To me, that is mind boggling. And in the last couple of years, she’s been on national Television, and
she’s been interviewed again and again by a range of different people and organizations, because
people are just FASCINATED by how great she looks in her 70s.
And I’m also SO excited about Mimi’s recently published book titled “live raw”, and I’ll give you
some details of it later on in the interview.
In fact, Mimi has been kind enough to offer a free copy of her book “Live Raw: Raw Food recipes for
Good Health and Timeless Beauty” at no cost, and at the end of the interview I will reveal how you
can get your hands on a copy of this amazing book that I have myself, and I just LOVE to bits.
So for all of you listening wondering who this super woman is, her name is Mimi Kirk and below she
shares with us some of her secrets of how she has achieved lasting youthfulness and radiance for
well, forever.
And I know a lot of women are stressed or worried about aging and the media seems to portray this
idea that you get less and less attractive as you age, so I really think Mimi is a perfect LIVING
example here to show you that you can be attractive, and drop dead sexy at any age you wish.
Click here to download the “Goddess Report” and unleash your inner goddess.
So go ahead, read the interview, and if you would like to win a FREE copy of Mimi Kirk’s book:
‘live Raw: Raw Food recipes for Good Health and Timeless Beauty” – just leave a comment below
this post. I will be picking the winner name randomly out of a hat in the next week, and the winner
will be announced here in the comments section!
RW: What do you think your secret was to actually beating other women who were 20 years
younger than yourself? I mean that is no easy achievement by any measure. So what was your
secret??
MK: I think I won because I was the oldest in the contest and didn’t look it. I’m actually still
surprised I won over women so much younger than me.
RW: I know that you’ve been practicing a raw food diet for many years now, and I think you
became a vegetarian at the age of 30? What initially gave you the inspiration to follow the
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vegetarian or raw food path?
MK: When I realized that what I was eating was once a live animal, it just turned me off. People love
their domesticated pets, but never think other animals are just as important. Giving up cheese took
longer and then I became vegan when I realized the cruelty was just as bad. I think compassion for all
living things is a good practice. I was only latter that I realized eating a vegan diet was so important
to my health.
RW: Do you think genetics or lifestyle play more of a role in youthfulness as we age?
MK: I believe as we age more genetic diseases can appear, but I don’t think we should think genetics
are the only thing. With proper diet we can keep many family diseases away. I think I am proving
that to myself on a daily basis, as I am not getting what my parents or siblings have or had. For
example, I went raw because I started to feel arthritic pains in my joints, my doctor told me my blood
pressure and cholesterol were high, so I looked for an answer besides drugs, and I found raw food. I
have no more pains and my bp and cholesterol are regulated. Living proof raw food works.
RW: So just for all the women who aren’t too sure of the distinctions between raw food,
vegetarian, or vegan, can you quickly explain to us what the difference is between you know,
vegetarian, vegan, and a raw foodist?
MK: Vegetarians do not eat animals, or as we say, “anything with a face”. Vegans do not consume
animals or and products that are derived from animals, also, vegans do not wear leather. A raw
foodist could eat raw meat and dairy and some eat sushi. A raw vegan will not partake of any animal
products an that includes honey. We eat a plant based diet, nuts and seeds and fruits. Our food is not
heated over 115 degrees in order to keep the enzymes alive in the food we eat.
RW: I know a lot of people say that raw foods have more enzymes and other nutrients that you
don’t really get with cooked foods. Is this the main reason why raw foods will keep you young and
help your body from breaking down?
MK: Yes that is true. We stop producing enzymes in our thirties so we have to make sure we have
enough to digest our food properly. Disease starts with food not being digested properly and moving
thru our bodies quickly. Raw food give our body hydration, enzymes, and the best possible vitamin
from the food we eat.

Mimi Kirk

RW: So could you possibly share with us all the benefits you’ve experienced after starting a raw
diet? I mean I think I remember you mentioning in one of your videos that you’ve noticed that
your teeth got whiter, I mean that’s something that you don’t think of, so what other benefits have
you experienced after starting the raw diet?
MK: Any little arthritic pains were completely gone. My blood pressure normalized, and my energy
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level was completely amazing. I just felt decades younger and my skin looked younger also. I also
lost weight.
RW: So I’m just curious, what would a typical day of food look like to you?
What would you have for breakfast, lunch and dinner? Because I know that a lot of women are
thinking right now… raw food? And all they can think of is eating salad leaves all the day. But I
know there’s a lot more to the raw food diet than that. So what do you have for breakfast lunch
and tea?
MK: I usually start with a green juice or smoothie. It starts my day out with amazing energy. It also
holds me until lunch. My daily food intake varies. I like to make sure I get all the vitamins I need to
keep my body at peak health. I adore salads and feel lots of greens really nourish me, so I like salad
for lunch and a sandwich. Not the normal kind as I either make a raw bread or use lettuce leaves,
chard leaves or nori (seaweed) sheets to roll in things like hummus, or pate’, avocado, sprouts,
tomato, and thinly sliced red onion.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
RW: What if you’re at a social event? How would you eat when you’re at an event where things
may not be completely raw? and would you ever go out to a restaurant and eat? Or are you
concerned with you know, how they prepare their food?
MK: I do not let food get in the way of social events. I’m there to be social. If I think there will not be
food I can eat, then I eat ahead or after I get home. I just don’t make a big deal of it. I do eat at
restaurants as I travel quite a bit. It might not be organic, but I can always find raw food. A salad that
might have chicken on it, I ask to replace that with avocado if they have it. I also see what veggies
they are serving, and ask if I can have them raw. I’ve rarely found it a problem. Sometimes my
friends wish they had ordered what I did because the chef made something special. If I’m concerned,
I put a few nuts in a zip-lock bag to tide me over.
RW: I’m just curious, a lot of women have food cravings and sugar carvings sometime during the
day. Do you ever have those food cravings that most women have?
MK: I use to have more, but once I balanced my body with raw food, the craving subsided. I love
sweets, but now I eat healthy ones and don’t crave them as often. I’ve learned to satisfy any craving I
might have with a raw food substitute. Actually that is one reason I wrote LIVE RAW, I started to
figure out the foods I loved before going raw, and experimented until I found the right combinations.
RW: So what kind of snacks do you recommend for in-between meals? Because for many, it’s easy
to just grab some chocolate or whatever is easy and available. What would be a good nutritious
snack to have?
MK: I make crackers in my dehydrator and love to take them along when I travel, great with raw
hummus. I make kale chips for my salty cheesy desires and raw cookies. I actually love cut up
veggies like cucumber, carrots, celery, and red sweet bell pepper. It’s actually one of my favorite
snacks. I also find berries of all kind satisfying.
RW: And what about alcohol? What are your thoughts on alcohol?
MK: I use to enjoy wine, but only if it was good. I did not drink just to drink. I will sometimes have a
glass of wine, but never seem to finish it. As far as hard alcohol, I would drink a margarita, but not
any more. I think like is to be lived and enjoyed. As long as someone does not over do, I’m not
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opposed. But I don’t think hard alcohol is really that good. If anyone is trying to overcome any
disease or illness, I would advise them not to partake of either wine or hard alcohol. I have drinks in
my book I call mocktails, there are non-alcoholic and my guest seem to love them.
RW: Do you take any supplements?
MK: Only recently, and on and off I will take a B12 supplement, D, and Omega 3. I’m still
experimenting with these three.
RW: Here’s a good question from one of my readers. what keeps you motivated to stay active?
Some women find themselves discouraged and they give up too soon.
MK: Passion. One must find something they love to do so when they wake up in the morning they
feel excited. Age should not stop anyone as long as they are healthy, and that is why I take care of
myself and eat the right foods. Good friends, interest in learning new things, love of self and others
can keep anyone motivated way into their later years. I just know that when I see older people having
a hard time walking, I want to try and keep myself in good shape. I love to travel, and I want to be
around for my children, grandchildren and great grandchildren so I’m very motivated to stay active. I
also think when you feel great and love what you do in life; you want to stay around for a longer
time.
RW: Some women want to know how you pick yourself up out of depression spots, and what you
do to stay happy and stay positive?
MK: I don’t find myself in a depressed state because I feel so good all the time because of my diet.
However, like many people, I’ve had my ups and downs. I have an inner faith to trust life’s process. I
try to look at things as a challenge and not a problem. A challenge allows me to feel I can do
something about the situation as opposed as a problem that can keeps me stuck in the problem. I
believe things happen for a reason so I encourage myself to be grateful for what I have and try not to
dwell on the negative. I love to watch funny movies, and I always laugh at myself. I learned to
meditate when I was 30, and believe over the years I know how to go to that quite place and learn the
truth. I have faith in life and myself.
RW: Apart from your raw food lifestyle, are there any other tools such as skin care products you
use that you would attribute to your radiant wrinkle-free skin?
MK: I love 100% organic pure virgin coconut oil. I use it on my face and body. I am not wrinkle-free
but it doesn’t bother me. I show signs of aging on my face like everyone else, but I don’t seem to
mind. The alternative would be botox or plastic surgery and that is not something I’m interested in
doing. I think beauty is radiated from the inside out, so I do my best to be compassionate, loving,
kind and non-judgemental. I believe that is what people really see in a persons face.
RW: Some women want to know: how do you keep your breasts from heading southwards without
surgery?
MK: I think exercise helps if one starts early. Mine are just a little “southeast” and I say “so what”.
I’ve given birth to 4 wonderful children and I’m 73 in September. I have other things to think about.
Get a good bra and just love yourself.
RW: One of my readers asks: you’re dating a much younger man….how do you handle insecurity
about the possibility that he may find younger ladies more attractive?
MK: We met when he was 45 and I was 64. I would say, If he was looking for a younger woman, that
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would have been the time to do so. We are in love, he is an amazing man in every way, and
completely supportive. Anyway, he can’t leave me, he likes my food too much, and of course, we
have lots of fun together. If a man were only looking for physical attraction he would not be the kind
of man I would be interested in.
RW: I know that you are widowed…And I am wondering how you dealt with the grief that
followed your husband’s passing?
MK: it was a shock and grief for sure. I was 29, and my youngest child under 1 year, and my husband
was killed in a private plane crash. I was devastated. No insurance, and no job as I was a stay at
home mom at the time. A friend told me about meditation and I believe it was the major experience
that helped me through difficult times and changed my life profoundly. As a mother, I also knew I
had to do the best for my children. They were my motivation to create a good happy life for all of us.
Today looking at all of them, I am proud of my accomplishments. They are all quite amazing, loving,
wonderful people. Life goes on and I’ve learned not to waste time on things you can’t change and
focus on the things you can.
RW: Do you still feel as attractive to men as you did in your younger years?
MK: I still feel like a sexy woman, but I only have eyes for one man now, so I don’t really know if I
am attractive to men at my age. I know my boyfriend thinks I’m attractive so that’s all that really
matters to me. I think I could be attractive to a man at any age if he liked who I was as a person, and
not so much how I look. A wonderful thing happens as one ages, we become truly ourselves, free of
insecurities, free of worrying about what others think of us, and we can have a love affair with our
self and finally not be concerned if we are as attractive to a man as we were when we were younger.
What I can tell you for sure is that I’m having a wonderful life in my 70’s.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
RW: Mimi I know you’ve had four children – Did you find getting back to your normal weight
after having children easy? Were you on a raw diet lifestyle when you were pregnant?
MK: I was not a vegetarian when I had my children. I was eating the standard diet at that time. I did
not gain much weight with any of my 4 children no more than 25 lbs. Many pregnant women today
gain too much weight so it might be harder to lose afterwards, but I had no problem. I do think if I
had even done more exercise at the time and continued it, I would even be in better shape than I am
today.
RW: So if you were to give the Action steps to all the women reading right now, what are 3 action
steps they can take right now in their own lives to become more healthy, attractive, and more
radiant?
MK: My first and foremost advise to anyone is to start the morning off with a green juice or
smoothie. A basic one would be ½ cucumber 5 stalks celery, 3 big handfuls spinach or other dark
leafy green, and 2 apples. You can juice or blend, but when blending, you need to add water to
desired consistency. You can also juice then add that to the blender with berries, banana or other fruit
in season. I suggest you love yourself just the way you are even if you are working on things you
want to improve. I also think being non-judgmental, compassionate (don’t eat animals), looking at
things in a positive manner, and laughing as much as you can keep you attractive and radiant. And
don’t forget to give and receive love every day.
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RW: Alright, thank you so much for your time, Mimi, I truly think that you’re an inspiration to so
many women. I really do appreciate spending time with you.
So, how can people get in contact with you and how can they go and get your book?
Because I love your book and I know there’s probably a million cooking books out there but if you
want to follow a raw diet and look and feel amazing basically forever like Mimi, this is the book for
you. I highly recommend it, so Mimi, where can people get a copy of your book from?
MK: You can find LIVE RAW on my website www.youngonrawfood.com/live-raw if you would like
an autograph copy and a lovely necklace I designed as a gift. Or you can order one not autographed
on Amazon and other booksellers. I am also on Facebook and Twitter
RW: And lastly, what plans do you have for the future? And How would you like to be remembered
by all the fans that you have around the world?
MK: I am always reinventing myself over the years. And I’m excited to see what’s next. I think
because I’m so positive about life, things seem to come my way. I am in complete gratitude on a
daily basis. Because my life is far from being over, I’m not sure how I would like to be remembered.
I’ll keep you posted and we’ll talk about it at my 100tth birthday party.
Thank you mimi. I hope you stay healthy and radiant for the next 10, 20, 30 years.
By the way if you want to learn more about being attractive, I have written a 17 Attraction Triggers
eBook. Click here to download and learn what attracts a high value man.
(I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right now it’s
FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your man
to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to be More Confident With Men Right Now
September 26, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Don’t let your lack of confidence kill your relationship with a man
I know sometimes relationships and dating with men is scary.
In your career, you have so much more control, and with friends, if something doesn’t go right – you
will eventually find more friends. (Click here to complete the quiz “How High Value High Status Am
I on Facebook?”)
But in an intimate relationship with a man, rejection can feel like death. In an intimate relationship
with a man, if you open yourself up, he could leave or take advantage of you. At least it feels that
way sometimes, doesn’t it?
That’s because as humans we are wired to seek out a mate – to pass on our genes, and to have our
children be taken cared of, and so we get SO invested when we love or are in love with someone. To
lose it feels like you might as well die, at times.
Rejection – though we don’t want to think about it consciously, is another reminder that we may not
pass on our genes. At least it is to our subconscious mind. And it’s another reminder that we might
not get to experience that thing that we all want: LOVE.

Confidence is critical to your success with men and in a relationship
This is why confidence is crucial to your happiness and security in a relationship.
I hear from far too many women that they aren’t confident in their love life – or that they just cannot
find confidence when it comes to men. (Click here to complete the quiz on “How Feminine Am I
Actually?”)
What could be worse?
Honestly, that feeling that you’re not enough, that feeling that no matter what you do, it’s never
enough?
And I don’t believe you deserve to feel NOT confident, so I’m going to give you tips to build the
confidence you need to have with a man.
If you take what I’m about to teach you about HOW to become more confident with men and
USE it, you’ll start to feel more love from the man you’re with.
And if you’re single, you’ll start to see more men wanting to ask you out and take you out.
See, if you don’t have confidence, you are basically ruining your chances of being loved and cared
for fully by a man that you want.
Without confidence, you increase your chances of being left by a man, you increase your chances of
being cheated on, and the likelihood of a relationship failing for you is high.
I know that sounds kind of dramatic, and it seems like a downer to think that you have to be confident
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to get the love that you want.
Like, why can’t you just be down sometimes and still be loved, right? Well, it’s not as much of a
downer as you think.
The reason is because, being confident is really about giving to YOURSELF first. And if you’re not
giving to yourself first, then you cannot possibly give to a man.
It’s not about being confident so that other people can love you more and admire you more. It’s about
gifting yourself with confidence so that you can approach your love life with more to bring to the
table.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Without Confidence; Attraction dies off, and the Relationship Dies off
The reason a lack of confidence is such a relationship-killer, and the reason why confidence is
especially such an ATTRACTION killer is because, when you’re not confident, you usually act from
a place within yourself that TAKES value from other people, you usually act from a place within
yourself that sucks life, energy and resources from other people’s lives without even knowing it.

A lack of Confidence in Yourself Leads to You Sucking Value from a Man
When you’re not confident, when you’re insecure; you tend to look EXTERNALLY, to OTHERS for
reasons to feel good about yourself.
And nobody wants to always be dealing with the problems of a partner who has no confidence!
A little bit is OK; if that person loves you. For a little while, they might give you wings to fly. But
after a while, it’s like: ‘screw that.’

Settling for being Insecure OVER Being Confident
Who really wants to be dealing with somebody who sucks life away from us? Life can be painful
enough already.
So it’s CRITICAL that you give yourself the GIFT of feeling confident, and don’t just settle for:
‘oh, I’m insecure because of this thing my mum used to say to me…’
This doesn’t mean you can’t have bad moments. I want you to be able to have bad moments. I’d
seriously be upset if you were with a man who just up and left you the minute you had a bad moment.
It’s more about just realizing how your viewpoints and actions affect a man, how it affects HIS
quality of life, and how it ultimately affects the way MEN treat you. (read my article about mistakes
women make with men)

The fake confidence of ‘pretending’ everything is ‘OK’ and that you have no
fears…
A lot of women (without knowing it), try to become more confident with a man, and in doing so, they
subconsciously start thinking that they have to pretend everything is ‘OK’, and they think that they
have to ‘have it together’ all the time.
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No! No, no no.
A PART of being confident is acknowledging that you are scared as hell, a part of confidence is
knowing that fear is a part of life, and a part of being confident is being OK with the fact that you
have insecurities.
It’s when you constantly SUCK value from other people and use ‘I’m insecure’ as an EXCUSE for
sucking value from people’s lives that it gets really hard for a man.

It only takes a man a few seconds to feel your bad energy from your lack of
confidence
By the way, if you’re just dating: it only takes him one date (or one second!) to feel your bad energy
coming from your lack of confidence. Maybe that’s why he didn’t call back?
Does this all make sense?
I’ll give you an example of how a lack of confidence makes you project a bad energy to men.
Scenario 1:
You sit down with a man over dinner, and you talk over dinner, and you’re having a great
conversation, and at some point, you admit to him, that yeah, relationships are scary, and you
have fears, but that you love to open yourself to loving a man and to a relationship with a man far too
much to focus solely on your fears.
Scenario 2:
You sit down with a man, and try to act like you’re not scared. You mull over almost every little
thing you say to work out whether it was the right or wrong thing to say. And, you analyze everything
he does and try to work out whether he likes you or not.
Which do you think adds more value to his life?
Which do you think would more likely inspire him want to be with you?
In both scenarios, you have the SAME fears – Let me get this straight.
Your fears are STILL the SAME. Ultimately, fears are all the same. The fear is that you’re not
adequate, and that you won’t get love. Whether you make this fear out to be that you’re ‘just shy’, or
that ‘you’ve never had any luck with men’.
We all have this fear. It’s not just you.
And often enough, we may go through a time where we think ‘I’m not afraid of anything anymore!’
and then of course, life goes on, and yet again you reach a point where your fears are triggered. If
your fears aren’t ever triggered, and you never push through them; you’re not growing, you’re just
dying.
You may try to act ‘popular’, ‘cool’ and ‘nice’ and like the kind of woman who never complains and
is never disappointed. But the fears are still there.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
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Shift the focus….
Shift your thoughts for a minute from interacting with a man to just friendship.
What about with a friend?
What is more valuable to YOU as a friend?
1) The girlfriend who ‘seems’ confident and self-assured; who never really opens up to you but is
always chasing attention from men, popularity and sex ie: she fakes confidence by never opening up
and admitting she has fears; or
2) The girlfriend who is actually willing to CONNECT with you and acknowledge that she has fears,
and that that is totally OK?
Again, part of being confident is in being OK with your own fears, and not judging yourself for it. So,
which girlfriend earns your trust, really? Which girlfriend are you more likely to VALUE in your
life?
Which one of these girlfriends are you more likely to want GIVE to?
It’s the same principal with having a relationship with a man.

Authenticity gives a Man a chance to feel safe with you and Take Care of You…
See, the difference between scenario 1 and 2 above, is that in scenario 2, you add VALUE to the
man’s life, because you’re ‘OK’ with your fears, and that in turn makes things far easier for HIM to
deal with.
Why? Because you’re being authentic.
He can, in turn, actually have the chance to take care of you! HE can in turn, feel safe with
YOU! Why? Because you’re not acting from a place of fear, so you don’t trigger HIS fears. Know
what I’m saying?
Oh YES, HE has fears too! Even the most attractive, successful men and women have the same fears
as you.
We all have fears.
They’re NOT going away.
You can work with the fears – you can quiet the fearful voice.
But fears will always exist.
They’re resilient buggers!
So, in thinking about the second scenario, honestly, it’d probably be more fulfilling to sit at home
with your pot plant because in the second scenario, you’re constantly trying to validate yourself
externally. This is what a lack of confidence does to you – you end up constantly trying to control
everything; rather than just being able to relax and make things happen in your love life.
YOU’RE not even OK with yourself.
You’re not even OK with your own fears – you can’t even forgive yourself, how can a MAN trust
you in a relationship with you?
How can HE feel safe enough with you to actually pursue a RELATIONSHIP with you, if you act
like the woman in the second scenario?
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The Secret to REAL Confidence with Men
Real confidence is not necessarily those women who are all ‘out there’, ‘popular’, willing to wear
sexy clothes and ‘willing to speak their minds’.
Real confidence is knowing your worth – it’s knowing that you have value to give EVEN WHEN
you feel at your lowest!
And with a man, that’s certainly true.
So, when it comes to having confidence in dating or a relationship with a man –
How do you know if what you’re doing is not going to turn him off??
How do you know if what you’re doing will keep him IN the relationship with you?
What do you do if you feel like you are hanging on every word a man says, or every action he takes,
and that this dictates how happy you will feel that day?
How do you get the confidence to be yourself without fearing that he’ll get angry, leave you, or judge
you?
Well, you cannot possibly know that EVERYTHING you are doing is going to be the right thing to
do to get what you want from him EVERY TIME (he’s a human being, and not always predictable,
not like a TV remote where you can press the channel and the right channel automatically comes
on!), but you CAN have certainty within yourself to the extent that what you’re doing is the best you
can do at the time.
And having this CERTAINTY within yourself will allow you to be able to handle every upset that
happens in your dating life, and in your relationship, because you’re no longer coming from a place
of FEAR.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Having CERTAINTY and Confidence within yourself allows you to bounce back
from relationship and dating upsets…
And ever better – when you have that certainty (which is really just confidence) – you will be able to
bounce back from relationship upsets much faster, much better, and of course, you’ll actually be able
to repair the bond with a man and make it FAR STRONGER than it was to start with!
A woman who is not confident cannot do this, because when you’re not confident; and when you’re
in a terrible place where you’re fearful, you usually make TERRIBLE decisions. But decisions made
from a place of confidence are usually the decisions you thank yourself for.

So, here are some action steps to start feeling confident:
1) MAKE yourself DO something.
Make yourself do new and uncomfortable things – and then keep getting better and better at them.
Master something new.
Do that thing you said you always were going to ‘get around to’ doing. Was it a dance class? A gym
membership? Was it taking up a new course? Just mastering some new concept? Or taking up rowing
or something fancy like that.
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Why? And how is this going to help? Because doing new things is UNCOMFORTABLE.
You don’t build confidence by doing what was comfortable the day before today, and continue
doing that the rest of your life.
That will get you death (less and LESS confidence – to the point where you’re scared to even leave
the house!). Not confidence.
You’ll make it in life, if you live this way. You’ll get to the end of your years, but probably would
have been miserable and lacking in confidence most of the time.
Once you start to make yourself DO something – you may not believe me right now, but you will
when you do it – you’ll start to feel more certain in your worth, partly because you’ve changed your
physiology.
Making yourself get out of the house or the office and do something uncomfortable has a far reaching
effect on your physical body, which also affects your thought process, your mood and of course, how
you treat men. When you repeatedly put yourself in a place that is uncomfortable, and you stop
running on habit all the time; you start to build emotional and physical muscle that adds to your
feeling of confidence, and ultimately, adds to your ability to start and maintain a passionate
relationship with a man.
This is because you are now actively doing something different than what you did the day before.
Confidence is built through doing things that are inconvenient, uncomfortable and scary.
So do it. Pick one thing and do it TODAY.
I do this all the time. I spent some years justifying to myself why I could just sit at home, avoiding
social situations, and not learning or doing new things. I was being a loser, really. Thought I was
somewhat cool – really, I was just scared.
I still did ALL the things I’d always done – which were; run a lot; keep up physical fitness, study my
Law degree – but in all other areas of my life (my friendships, my relationship), I was totally not
confident; simply because though I had achieved a lot; I was still just doing what I’d always done –
and over time, what was once HARD, was now easy.
So I wasn’t growing.
And then I decided. I made a decision to take on dance, to take an expensive (and results- oriented
personal growth seminar) and commit to it.
And I can tell you, the emotional state I was in at times made it very hard to continue on with that
commitment.
For example, I am someone who has grown up being told that dancing is BAD and that I shouldn’t do
it – that it was bad to do things that would ‘seduce’ men or make me ‘feel sexy’.
In fact, I was punished for doing these things. So, beginning dancing with a room full of women who
had danced before while I hadn’t – sometimes I pressed on in those dance classes with tears in my
eyes.
But afterwards, I was on top of the world. And NOW – that on top of the wold feeling has STUCK
with me, because I continue to MAKE MYSELF DO THINGS. No matter how hard they are, and no
matter how much TIME they take out of my day.
And that on top of the world feeling I got from doing what was uncomfortable transferred to my love
life. I had the RESOURCES to bring more love, excitement, passion and femininity to my
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relationship.
2) Notice the words you habitually use to describe yourself when it comes to dating or your
relationship, and if those words totally suck, replace them with new words.
For example, do you often like to remind yourself and other people that you are ‘shy’? And because
of this reason, you can’t meet men or get them to approach you?
Well, you’re not shy, you’re scared.
Notice how ‘agreeable’ and ‘under the radar’ that word ‘SHY’ is?
No one can be on your back for being shy, so it’s a great word to use to keep justifying why you are
having no luck with men or in the social scene. Because people will more like be like ‘oh, poor you!
You’re shy!’
So, you’re not SHY.
You’re scared.
Don’t be afraid to tell yourself that.
That’s ALL that it is. You’re fearful, you’re scared, you’re jittery, you are afraid that you won’t be
loved and accepted.
Shy is just a glossy word for FEAR.
So start replacing the old words you use to describe yourself with ‘I’m scared’.
How will THIS help?
It will help by forcing you to see it as it is. Not just lying to yourself and telling yourself a bunch of
fluff.
You’re giving yourself a great gift by doing this, because you then get to decide if you want to move
forward.
The words you use to describe yourself are powerful. Words are one of the most powerful things us
humans use in our lives – and we can either use them to create a change or use them to lower the
quality of our own lives (in this case, your love life).
Using the word FEAR will put you in an uncomfortable place that forces you to NOT turn back! And
to make something happen in your love life!
It’s like people who like to say ‘Oh I’m you know, not SMART enough to do that!!’
No, you’re scared. We can all be smart enough.

So this is what I want you to do right now to make sure that tomorrow you are 5
times more confident that you felt today:
1) call up a friend, or sit down and speak to your mom or a family member.
TELL them you’re scared.
Sit them down and say ‘hey, you know, I’ve been thinking….I have just had no CONFIDENCE with
the man in my life. And the truth is…
I’m just scared. I’m scared as hell that I’ll be rejected. I’m scared that I will be hurt.’
Force yourself to actually verbalize the TRUTH.
And tell that person that you are OK with being scared, and that you will do something new so that
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the ‘fearful’ voice starts to go away.
2) Ask this friend or your family member to HOLD you to your decision (the decision you made
above) to make yourself do something UNCOMFORTABLE and challenging.
Tell them exactly what you need to do in your life so that you can stop approaching your love life
with fear, and start gaining CONFIDENCE. This will all help you IMMEDIATELY to get you on
your journey to developing that inner certainty that will also transfer to your love life.
Confidence in one area of your life breeds confidence in other areas of you life, too.
Click here to discover the 17 Attraction Triggers.
Lots of love to you – have fun with it, and tell me how you go.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Reasons Why you Haven’t Found the Right Man Yet
October 24, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article Updated 2019

Learn how you may be ruining your chances of finding the
right man for you
You’re single and attracting a man who wants a committed, loving relationship with you seems
impossible.
If you have not had a boyfriend in a few years or more, or if you keep ending up in relationships
where the man goes hot and cold, and the women around you are getting their happy endings, it can
seriously make you think, can’t it?
It’s easy to start worrying –
What if you’re not enough?
What if you don’t have the qualities to keep a man interested?
What if…..(touch wood) you’ll never find a man who wants the same things as you do?
Well, none of these things are true.
It’s not that you are not enough, it’s not that you do not have the qualities to keep a man interested,
and it is CERTAINLY not that you will never find a man who wants the same things you do.
This may piss you off, but there are men out there waiting to devote themselves to you.
Most men are not stupid and unwilling to commit as many women like to make out that they are. In
fact, men actually DO want to commit and have a relationship with you. See this video on 3 Reasons
All Men Secretly Love to Commit. (video made by my husband)
It’s just that they need YOUR help.
They need you to help YOURSELF.
They need YOU to become the kind of woman that is easy to want a relationship with, because he
feels COMPELLED to take care of you and love you forever.
Most men don’t have a whole lot of cognitive awareness of what they truly need or want in a woman
in order to fall in love with her and commit to her….until she shows up in his life. So your job is to
know the dating game well and show up as the ‘one and only’ kind of woman rather than the ‘one of
many’ kind of woman, so that men will actually come to you and ask you out and want to commit to
you.

Here is the bad news about meeting the right man for you:
If you have not met anybody who is ‘right’ in a while, and you feel down about it, the likelihood is
that you will not ever meet a man and have your ideal happy ending.
Instead – what will happen is you will probably ‘settle’ for someone who seems ‘good enough’
because inside you are starving for love and for intimacy and feel willing to settle for any man that
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seems like he might provide the intimacy and security that you want, even if he is the wrong man for
you. (Click here to complete the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
How do I know this?
It’s simple.
I know this because I’ve learned from people who are smarter than me – for example, research has
shown over and over that most people have the same thoughts they did yesterday, and most
people have the same thoughts they had last week, and most people have the same thoughts they had
last month, last year….
In other words, most people never change.
And this applies to how you think (your mindset) towards your relationships and men as well.
As Einstein once said: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results is the
definition of insanity.
Even a simple change in mindset could lead you 50% closer to meeting the right ‘HIM’.
By the way, there are exactly 7 signs that a woman is low value to men. Do you know what these
signs are?(And how to avoid them like the plague?) find out here.
So here’s what I believe: if you don’t know WHY you are not attracting the right one for you – and
you don’t know how to make the changes within YOURSELF to be able to attract the right man for
you – you never will attract the right man for you.
And I really want you to attract the right man for you – because I know it is possible, and because I
know that life being single is lots of fun at times – but you never get the beauty and the JUICE in
your life that you can get from opening yourself to an intimate relationship with a man.
One of the best ways to find the right man for you is to gain AWARENESS!
Once you have the gift of AWARENESS of why you have not yet found the right one for you, you
could step out and find him faster than you ever imagined.
The good news is that the change doesn’t have to mean a lot of EFFORT. EFFORT is useless to you.
You could bang your face against a brick wall 30 times and that’d be really cool but you’d still end
up with a bruised and battered face afterwards.
Even though you put a lot of EFFORT in to it!
I believe what you and I really need is the vulnerability to truly love and appreciate a man and
the awareness to know that entering a relationship always means you will experience pain – and
being OK with it.
What you also need is to be open minded enough to understand and appreciate a few things about
what men find high value and worthy of committing to, rather than making men wrong and blaming
them (or blaming yourself, because neither sex is to blame – we all just need to understand and
appreciate more).
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say? Click here to find out right now…)
So if you want to avoid being alone for the rest of your life, you need to read these reasons:
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3 Reasons why you have not met the right one yet:
1) You actually want to be alone.
You may not THINK you actually want to be alone, because you keep wanting that special someone
in your life; but you actually do.
I put this reason first because it is common. You may LOGICALLY want a relationship, and
logically want to find the right man, but beyond what your logical mind says – you’re actually
more interested in living life alone, because it’s easier that way.
Yes, I said it’s easier that way.
You actually perceive that being ALONE, and being ‘independent’ meets your needs far more than
being in a relationship ever would, so in actual fact, you’d never really give up your need to be alone.
So many women want a relationship, but they’re so scared that if they get involved with a man and
truly love a man, that ALL their fears will surface, and they’ll have to deal with not only their OWN
fears, but the fears and desires and the NEEDS of a man.
When you’re alone, you don’t have to OPEN yourself.
You can do whatever you want, whenever you want!
You don’t have to be vulnerable.
And the trouble is, vulnerability is one of the primary things men want from you.
They need to see your vulnerability in order to enter in to a relationship with you.
Your femininity and your vulnerability moves a man far beyond what a good ‘bum’ or a nice pair of
legs does for him.
So what we really have here is a contradiction.
You want a relationship and to find the right one, yet –
You are actually stopping yourself from having it.
Your LOGICAL mind says you want a relationship, but as a human being, you’re still an animal in
most respects, so you are not driven by your logical mind!
You’re driven by something else – more so your subconscious perceptions about what being in a
relationship with the right man would mean to you.
And what is in your subconscious often comes from past hurts with other men, or even male
members of your own family.
So, you might very well start to get involved with a man, but as soon as he does something that
pushes your hot buttons and makes you squirm, and makes you feel insecure, you’re no longer
focusing on how much love you have inside of you that you have to GIVE – which would give you
confidence, instead you sabotage the relationship by pushing him away.
He does something that upsets you, so you start to focus on how he’s going to leave you or get sick of
you or break up with you over qualities that you think you lack.
And of course, a man feels this, so the relationship starts to die after 3-5 months because it’s not
blossoming as a relationship should, in actual fact, the relationship is falling victim to your fears and
HIS fears.
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When one person chronically feels like they are not enough, the relationship suffers.
(Note: it’s perfectly fine to feel like you’re not enough at times, because we all do! But huge issues
come when we LIVE in fear that we are not enough – because it causes us to shrink and hide away,
rather than add value to our relationships!)
It goes like this: as soon as he does something that triggers a fear inside of you – you do something
that scares him and pushes him away.
We SAY we want something, but our subconscious mind drives us to do things that sabotage the very
thing we want.
It’s a contradiction.
Somebody wants to be successful, but inside, they’re really afraid of losing the love of the people
around them when they become successful.
Somebody says they want a relationship – but they don’t want to be vulnerable.
Somebody says they want a relationship, but they are not willing to commit to anything.
So how can you change this?
Here is a step to change your own contradictions so you don’t sabotage your own path to finding the
right one:

YOUR ACTION STEP:
Every time you are dating a man and find yourself acting our of fear and sabotaging the relationship,
bring the focus back to feeling loved, worthy and loving.
Of course, you cannot properly do this if you have overwhelming emotions that are taking over you,
so, prioritise feeling first. Feeling is important, but at some point, you have to get back up and
become emotionally resourceful.
So take a moment to think about all the things the moments that you have felt loved, worthy and safe.
Think about being with someone you love deeply.
Think about someone who embraced you lovingly as a little girl.
Think about a time when you felt immense pride for yourself.
Think about a time when somebody told you that you were nice, generous or beautiful. This will
allow you develop some emotional resources to stop sabotaging your relationship or your love life.
Most importantly, thank yourself for being YOU. You are perfect as you are, you always have been!
You have to consciously focus on the things that are going to benefit you and ALLOW you to
effortlessly find the right one for you. I bet money on the fact that even those of us who have had
horrible lives can find at least one moment in their past – ONE memory that they can hold onto, to
help them melt their fear and instead feel loved and worthy.
All the resources you need are already there, in your past, so don’t forget them.
But don’t make this mistake:
If you want to feel emotionally resourceful, try not to dwell too long on disempowering, bad quality
questions questions like:
“What’s wrong with me?”
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“Why am I the only one who doesn’t get a happy ending?”
These won’t help you be in the right emotional state to find and meet the right one. They’ll just take
you around and around in circles.
As soon as you find yourself focusing on these things, bring the focus BACK to loving, happy
moments from your past, moments where you’re felt proud of yourself. Basically, never
underestimate the power of an imaginary friend. When all else fails, be your own best friend.

2) You keep playing the game of being the ‘one of many’ kind of woman rather
than the ‘one and only’.
Have you ever felt that you keep attracting the wrong kinds of men? Maybe you feel like you have no
problem attracting men, but keeping them is the issue?
Have you ever felt like you have the ability to attract men to you, but the ones who want you are the
ones YOU aren’t really interested in having a relationship with?
Perhaps you find you end up with the bad boys who aren’t really relationship material?
Maybe you want a commitment but you keep attracting men who don’t want to commit to you?
And this keep happening again and again?
Well, the reason for this is that most likely, you’re playing the game of showing up as the ‘one of
many’ kind of woman, rather than the ‘one and only’ type of woman. Men will subconsciously
categorise women that they meet into two different categories (and they often pursue them with the
same intensity in the beginning).
These two categories are:
1. The one and only; and
2. The one of many
In our politically correct western world, often, women waste their best years showing up as the ‘one
of many’ kind of woman, due to peer pressure and due to society’s pressure to ‘put out’ and not
‘waste your years with just one person’. People tell you, “don’t settle down too young! Have fun
while you can!”
But do these people really care about you? Often, these people are parroting stupid phrases they think
make them sound cool. Think about it. If you have found your perfect 10 as a woman or a man, why
would you keep searching? What, you keep searching for the sake of searching? Well that’s very
smart isn’t it?
The reality is – there’s a huge price to pay for going through lots of people. There’s also a price to
pay for appealing to men’s sexual desire from the first moment you meet them. This price often is
that you’ll be categorised as the ‘one of many’ kind of woman. And that’s partly because for a man to
fall in love with you, and see you as the ‘one and only’ type of woman, he needs to feel your loyalty.
There’s no loyalty in jumping ship all the time or viewing the dating world as a meat market ready
for your sexual pleasure.
When you’re the ‘one of many’ kind of woman, it becomes very hard to reverse time, very hard to
change the basket he subconsciously put you in, and become his one and only. You can in theory
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change the basket- because you’re capable of anything you want – but the problem is that when you
were the ‘one of many’ woman from the start, this usually means that there was not enough
emotional connection and emotional attraction to begin with, in order to start off as his one and only.
Here’s what I believe. I believe that it is futile to try to short-cut the very organic process of naturally
building emotional attraction and emotional connection. To try to short-cut this process by appealing
to men’s sexual desire, costs us emotional commitment from men.

YOUR ACTION STEP:
So, the best thing to do to get men to want to commit to you fast, is to start with a genuine desire to
connect. As you may have heard before, in relationships, it’s the men who are the hopeless romantics
– the ones who fall in love faster than women, and the ones who truly see their ‘one and only’ as
different from all the other women. (As such, what men value in a relationship is emotional
connection and emotional attraction).
This doesn’t mean that women don’t fall madly in love (and not just lust), because we do – but
women have been shown through research to be a bit more pragmatic than men in love. We look for
his provider value and status and resources, whereas men (when they meet the right woman), just like
to fall in love and commit to the right woman.
So, start with a genuine desire to connect with men. Appreciate the masculinity in every single man –
look for their masculinity – even if it’s just a passion for video games and he doesn’t have a high
paying job. Seek to connect and appreciate – for yourself – to add value to yourself and to appreciate
the world. Stop appealing to men’s sexual desire or trying to be sexy, because, guess what? The right
man will not give a damn – when you’re the one and only woman, he cares about you, because he’s
emotionally attached to you.
When you’ve already established at least a 7 out of 10 level of emotional connection and emotional
attraction (is in, he feels a 7 out of 10 level of both these things and so do you), then of course, you
can bring out the sexual side – just don’t try to appeal to his sexual desire very early on, because it
can ruin the process of building emotional attraction and emotional connection.
If you want to know the 5 secrets to Becoming His One & Only and have him fall in love and beg to
commit to you, then get my FREE DVD “Becoming His One & Only”, you won’t regret it. I made it
for you, and because it’s FREE, you really have nothing to lose. Check it out here:
www.bhoodvd.com.

3) You are not interacting with enough men.
I know how hard it is after a long day/week of work to make the effort to talk to anybody, or to meet
men. But you don’t have to work harder! All you need to do is interact with more men during your
daily running of errands, at the post office, in the grocery store, or even in the coffee shop. (in the
elevator even?)
As you know, men generally find it very hard to approach women because of their fear of rejection
by women – and this fear is paralysing for them at times. So, to help men come towards you, simply
remove this fear for them first.
How do you do that? Well, if you do feel he’s a decent guy, just give him a slight look of acceptance
FIRST. You can do this through your eyes, as an accepting look, or you can do this through your
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smile as an accepting smile.
This will help you engage with more men and remove their fears of approaching you. Now,
obviously, you don’t want to do this with EVERY man, because you will attract even the dirtbags
your way – and you really don’t want to risk getting assaulted or raped.
So, use your intuition and if he seems like a lowlife, then consider him a ‘pass’. Your body already
has all the intelligence it needs in order to discern a man’s value in the first few seconds of laying
eyes on him. So use that innate intelligence and don’t be silly and smile at every Tom Dick and Harry
because some Tom is going to jump on it and think this is his lucky day (maybe it’ll be the last lucky
day he will have!)
If you’re interested in learning how to attract men, then I have something very special for you. I’ve
made a guide called ‘The 17 Attraction Triggers” and you can check out the 17 triggers and
Attraction Control Monthly by clicking here.

What to do RIGHT NOW to bring Mr. Right in to your Life:
So, right now, if you still haven’t found your Mr. Right. Here is what I want you to do.
Close your eyes.
Imagine him. Imagine him…what he looks like, how he stands, how he smiles, how he
talks….imagine what he values. Imagine his personality.
Feel inside yourself how nice it would feel to have this wonderful man in your life, who just takes
your life to the NEXT LEVEL.
And then ask yourself this question:
“Where is this man?”
“Where does he spend his Saturday afternoons?”
“What are his passions?”
“What does he do for fun?”
Imagine where he is, and TAKE ACTION NOW, and GO where he would be.
If he is a spiritual kind of guy, go to a self development seminar.
If your Mr. Right loves football, go to a football game with a girlfriend.
And even if you DON’T get a conversation started with a man at the place you think your Mr. Right
might hang out – at least you get to observe what this kind of man is like. You get to observe the
football loving kind of man, for example.

Every Time you don’t get Asked out is a Chance to Learn
Let me just say one last thing: it does not matter whether you DO go out and a man DOESN’T ask for
your number.
Why?
Because EVERY TIME you go out; every time you step outside of your comfort zone to do
something, you take home a beautiful gift: you get the esteem of knowing that you did something
uncomfortable, and you get to learn.
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You get the gift of learning.
And you’ll be surprised how far this learning will take you on your road to finding Mr. Right.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Stop Worrying What Other People Think of You
November 7, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

“What are people thinking of me?”
“What if they don’t like me?”
“Should I have worn that? Was it not appropriate?”
“What if these men don’t find me attractive?”
“Did I screw everything up?”
“I feel so awful about the way I acted.”
“What if they all turn against me?”
“What if he doesn’t like me?”
“WHY doesn’t he like me?”
“What do they really think about me?? How could I find out?”
Women are good at this. In fact, I’ve never known a woman who hasn’t been good at this. But, being
good at something that is bad for you is rarely actually good for you. Even though you might think it
is. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Women worry themselves sick, and (literally make themselves physically sick) worrying what others
might think of them and putting themselves through guilt for things that aren’t even their fault. And
with facebook and twitter and our lives becoming so public these days, a lot of people are having
trouble overcoming social anxiety.
This is what happens when you go EXTERNALLY to look for a way to feel sure of yourself. It’s an
external answer to an internal problem. And it’s not even a good answer.
Here’s the thing: we all want to be loved.
The only problem is that, in trying to get that love, we try to be like everyone else. We’re afraid that
if we do this or that, they’ll judge us, and think poorly of us. So we try to please. Isn’t that the way it
is?
In order to get the love of our peers, we try to blend in, in order to avoid standing out. (read my
article about how to be confident with men)
If we stand out, they might judge us. If we stand out, if we express what we think – if we don’t wear
any make up when they wear a whole Revlon counter – if they don’t like our new boyfriend – we
might die. Socially.
Or so you seduce yourself in to thinking.
And then we go home and wonder why we feel miserable. Why we have trouble falling asleep. Why
we’re so scared to approach or meet NEW friends, or new people.
It’s because we’re not being ourselves. It’s as if we need permission to be.
We don’t.
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As far as I see it, you either be yourself (be authentic), or you fit in. Most people fit in.
What do you choose?
If you choose to be yourself, good. Keep reading. If you choose to fit in, this isn’t a place for you.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Here’s how to stop worrying what others think of you…
There is only one way to truly stop obsessing over what other people think of you. I was shown
exactly how by my man David; both through example, and through discussion. And I feel forever
indebted to him for this lesson.
The only way is to know for SURE, within yourself, WHY you do what you do.
This could mean: knowing what you stand for or knowing your own true intentions.
In other words: you can NEVER go OUTWARDS to look for a way (for YOU) to accept your very
own self. And expect to feel better.
You can never look outwards, to others, for acceptance. This habit destroys us. It’d paralyzing. How
can you do anything? Or take any action, if you fear what others might think of that action?

It’s never about what you DO (people confuse being judged for what they DO with
their true INTENTIONS)
That’s why it’s never about what you do; i’s about your intentions. And if you know for sure your
own good intentions; then there’s nothing to worry about. (Click here to quiz on “How Feminine Am
I Actually?”)
An example: In recent years, like most people, I’ve been invited to events or parties, and on one
occasion, I was invited by the host – but when I arrived there, I was not even greeted, ignored when I
approached the host to greet them, and left feeling somewhat dumbfounded, wondering: ‘why didn’t
they talk to me? What’s going on? Why the hell did they invite me anyway? What did I do? Did I do
something? I can’t believe I wasted my time!’
And drove myself crazy thinking about it – until I learned this strategy on how to STOP.
So?
The only solution was to KNOW, deep in my heart, my own true intentions; and that I have good
intentions. Regardless of what others think.
This is kind of like a longer version of the term “know thyself”.

Judgments are cheap (they’re everywhere)
See, judgments are cheap. Because people are doing it all the time. There’s no shortage of judgments.
It’s the easiest thing for a human to do; pass judgments. And they’ll never stop. You could be a
Mother Teresa and people will still make up stuff about you and your intentions. You cannot escape
judgments. Even you make judgments. We all do.
Would you pay$10,000 to get punched in the face by someone who doesn’t care about you?
No?
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Oh, really?
Well then, don’t pay the exact same price in your health (stress, tension in your body, anxiety, worry,
which can make you very sick) over what some people who don’t even care about you are thinking of
you, and what judgments they are making of you.

Here’s the exception…
On the other hand – if you struggle socially and worry about what people are thinking of you – and
you ARE in fact deliberately out to try to feel good about yourself by making OTHER people feel
bad – then you might deserve to be rejected socially. And you might worry, but that still wouldn’t
really serve you.
Instead – CHANGE. Start having good intentions.

Anything that is done from a place where you want to TAKE from other people’s
lives is a bad intention.
But if you are merely just BEING YOU – and you are not out to hurt people, or make them feel like
they are ‘less’ than you, make them feel guilty or hurt, and if you’re not out to destroy anything –
then what do you have to fear?
It’s your responsibility to remember your own intentions, and take confidence and certainty in that at
times when you really fear what other people are thinking of you.
But here’s the key: only YOU know your true intentions. You could have totally good intentions, and
a man doesn’t want to date you, or people don’t want to socialize with you because they’re unsure of
you, they’re unsure of themselves, or just because they were taught by their aunt Betty that they
should stay away from people who wear pink t-shirts, or because it’s too far out of their comfort
zone, or because they feel they have nothing to add to your life. Yes, it’s true!
If you go and have a conversation with someone, and try to connect with them and end up sounding
really weird – and what you have to say doesn’t resonate with them; should you deserve to feel bad?
Do you deserve to put yourself through that worry and that stress over what you could have done
better to get them to LIKE you?
No!
All you can do is keep moving forward, keep growing, and keep knowing yourself.
Just a reminder: remember, this is NOT about coming across as, or BEING the ‘nicest’ person!
(because this is again focusing on the action). You could also have great intentions and your actions
are perceived as mean. That’s totally fine. After all, people who are nice all the time are boring as
hell.

Focus on what you CAN control rather than on what you cannot control
Some of the world’s most well-meaning leaders and philanthropists have a trail of people judging
them and thinking poorly of them.
People will think what they think. You can’t control that.
Better to focus on what you CAN control, versus what you CAN’T control. And what you can control
is your own focus and intentions.
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(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
So here is your exercise: every time you notice yourself worrying what others are thinking of you,
ask yourself this question:
“Am I coming from a good place in my heart?”
And if you answered ‘no’, then it’s time to correct your intention.
You may want to check out the list of our programs. Click here to go to the page.
Question: What would you classify as a good intention and a bad intention? The more examples
the better. Share with us below. I’m looking forward to hearing from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What if He is Heavily in to Video Games?
November 29, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

This is a great question from a longtime and lovely reader of mine, Masaleen:
“Hey Renee!
Hope you’re doing well. I’m still an avid fan, and you and David become a cuter couple with every
video.
My struggle is this. Recently I’ve been feeling a bit estranged from my man because he feels I don’t
understand his love of video games, and wishes I did. I do my best not to make him feel
controlled; letting him play when he wants to, and with his friends, etc.
But having him need me to see and appreciate the “depth,” “inspiration,” and “heart” he feels some
games have is going too far for me. He even wishes I would play a bit so that I would stop assuming
he’s doing something shallow and meaningless. Is it not enough that I leave him alone when he’s
playing and never complain afterwards? I’m not silently seething either; I’ve come to accept his need
to play.
But now I feel controlled and unappreciated, simply for not seeing gaming the way he and his
buddies do. I am NOT his buddy, I am a woman and his lover and I have no interest in games. Is this
an inadequate way of thinking? Should I try harder to share in and understand his hobbies, or am I
wise in staying out of his masculine interests?
I feel many women struggle with men who love video games a LOT. I don’t know if David loves
gaming, but for most women, I know whose men love it, it is frequently a struggle for her in some
way.
Whether you want to address me directly or answer it in a post is up to you, but I would LOVE if you
shared your insights on how women should handle men and their love, sometimes obsession, with
gaming. It can be an extremely delicate subject for men, making them put up their defenses easily, so
it’s not easy to deal with the issue.
Thanks for your time, Renee. I really appreciate all you do. You’ve contributed to helping Mike and I
stay as strong as we are (because don’t worry, we are still madly in love;)”
~Masaleen

*******My Answer*******
Hi, lovely Masaleen!
Thanks for your email. And yes, I can relate to this. I laughed so hard when you said he wants you to
appreciate the “depth” and “heart” that some video games have (no disrespect to men and their love
of video games, that’s just that I’m a woman and that just sounds so hilarious to me) lol, anyway –
Years ago, David used to play video games a lot. Sometimes until late when he had to wake up at 6
am the next day for work! I feel it was his way of escaping from a job that he felt trapped in and that
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he hated. (Click this link to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
So –
You’ve obviously struggled with this in the past, way before you emailed me – what I’m saying is,
you’ve struggled to understand why on earth he has to be so “involved” and distracted by video
games and can’t give you the deep love you want.
To you as a woman, most video games are not full of depth, or heart.
I understand.
You’d rather he came over to you and gave you his full presence and loved you so deeply (instead of
playing video games at that moment anyway) you don’t know which way is up, or down.
I think intuitively, us women know that video games are just a shallow way of expressing their
masculinity and feeling successful. After all, you have to turn the game off and go back to real life
sometime soon enough.
And We’d rather not be around him when he does it, we’d rather see him do something more
‘constructive’. Even if our man is already successful and constructive out in the real world, it still
hurts to be around him when he actually is playing video games instead of giving you attention.
Not to mention being asked to play WITH him.
(David used to ask me to play video games with him as well, and since I wanted intimacy with HIM
instead, it felt like my needs were being dishonored). So I can relate.
FIRST I’ll touch on understanding him, then I’ll give you my thoughts on what ‘steps’ to take. (read
my article about why he takes me for granted)

Understanding Him
1) Video games are an easy way for men to feel successful. It’s kind of like women emptying their
bank accounts to buy all these clothes and shoes and accessories and make up that they hardly ever
use or wear, in order to feel beautiful and magnify their radiance. (Click here to download the
“Goddess Report”)
When in fact, the best way to magnify her radiance would be to become a woman who radiates love
from within. No amount of clothing is ever a replacement for that.
And all the while, her man is getting all stressed out and feeling disrespected because she’s out
spending all this money rather than giving him the love and appreciation HE wants, which would be
one of the real secrets to actually making her more beautiful to him (at least in his mind, anyway).
It’s a classic example of men wanting women to think like men and women wanting men to think like
women.
It’s no different to women trying to drag their men along shopping with them and getting hurt when
he walks off for hours or looks so ‘absent’ and dumbfounded whilst she’s shopping for stuff and
wants his opinion on what she picks up to try on (which, if you’re like me, is usually half the entire
clothing store!).
See where am I going with this?
On the one hand, he wants to feel more connected to you, because he feels you don’t understand him
on his level, so he’s trying to ‘make you more like him’. He feels this will make you ‘understand’
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him, and develop a connection, and a ‘commonality’.
But, he’s forgetting that it’s not what you have in ‘common’ that attracts you to each other and made
you fall in love in the first place. It’s your differences. It’s the masculine/feminine polarity.
If you start playing video games with him all the time, soon enough he’s going to find himself
repelled by you and feeling less passionate about you.
Just as you would if you had a man who tagged along on every shopping trip. You would like it at
first, but then you’d start to see him through a different ‘lens’. It’d feel different to you. You’d lose
the attraction. (Click here to take the
So in terms of understanding, you don’t want to take away the pleasure he feels by playing the video
games. Let him have that. It makes him feel good, and it’s a quick way to feel successful.
If you try to take away this good feeling from him, he’ll just resent you for it. It won’t benefit the
relationship. And, no matter how ‘immature’ his video games habit may be, it’s not your job, as a
woman to tell him what to do, and to teach him about the consequences of his habits.
You can do it, but just be mindful of the consequences. It’ll feel good to you at the moment, but it
will also just work against you and make your relationship go backwards.
(By the way, the more you approach the situation with understanding, in the future, if you seriously
feel like telling a man what to do, he’ll be far more open to it because he can already trust you as a
valuable woman in his life who understands him).
Remember in past emails how I said that masculine energy thrives on challenge?
Well, video games provide a quick way to overcome challenges and magnify his masculinity (in his
mind), but it’s only on a very surface level.
So, what you’re doing so far is good in that you’re not making him WRONG for doing this.
That’s the first step. Not making him wrong. Acceptance. Otherwise, you’ll just build resent between
you both.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

So, here are the next steps you can take:
1) Sit with him for 10 or 15 minutes and watch him play the game.
What’s the point of this?
The point is to see him overcome an ‘opponent’. If you can even pick up when he does that. You’ll
have to look carefully.
If I ever do this, sometimes I miss his ‘victory’ moments because one: I don’t get the game and two –
as a woman, I’m not really as in tune to these kinds of things.
He just wants you to appreciate his successes (yes, they’re very superficial), but fighting it won’t
help. At least it won’t until you’ve made him feel that you understand him, at least on some level.
(read my article about how to comfort your man)
And when he ‘shoots’ someone dead or whatever triumph he overcomes, just say something like
‘woah….that was cool….’ or ‘well done’.
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It will make him feel appreciated and understood.
Because his own woman is recognizing his ‘victories’ (however fake they are!)
And don’t sit there for hours doing it. You don’t want to dishonor your own needs as a woman.
That’s not good for either of you. It also does nothing for the growth of the relationship.
After the 15 minutes or so are up (don’t obsessively time this, you want to be GENUINE about it.
And really put yourself in his shoes.)
Then get up and say, ‘you know what, I’m going to read a book’, or ‘I’m going to call a girlfriend
now’, cause I’m feeling a bit lonely.
If he tries to get you to stay, you don’t have to. Honor your own need for intimacy.

Here’s your second option:
2) the second option I have for you is more playful (or you can use both steps I’ve given you).
Here’s what I would do if it was ME.
When he says ‘come play with me, you’ll appreciate the depth and the heart of the game!’
I’d do what I do very often when these high tension situations pop up – I’d turn around and be
playful, and maybe even literally poke him with my fingers, and say:
“oh yeah!? come shopping with me and my girlfriends for the day! We can buy some pretty dresses
and look a wide array of soaps oh and maybe even shoes!
You’ll see just how pretty and DETAILED all the clothes are! I can even SHOW you! Sometimes they
add lace detail AND floral and buttons AND silk on to the ONE cardigan!”
And I’d do this just to break his pattern and make him go ‘huh?’
no thanks….lol.
It just changes his state, it gives his brain a ‘jiggle’ in a fun way, and it breaks the pattern of him
trying to get you to do guy things with him, and is ‘gets the ball rolling’ toward him starting to
understand more of where you’re coming from, because you’re actively implying, in a playful way,
that if you were to ask him to do girly things, it would repel him, too.
It kindly reminds him of your differences. And that you shouldn’t force each other to be the same.
Without you having to go and literally TELL him:
“look. We’re not the same. This is the wrong way to go about it.’ which will just make him resent
you for telling him what to do.
And make sure it’s done in a playful way.
If you can’t do it without feeling resentful inside, don’t even bother (I know you wouldn’t Masaleen,
I just had to put this in so other women would know).
The key is to get to his level and establish some connection in a way that actually also helps you also
escalate the attraction in the relationship.
Because these two things (connection and attraction) are often in contradiction.
The more connection or ‘commonalities’ you have, the less attraction you’ll have. (Click here to learn
about the 17 Attraction Triggers)
So it’s like a constant (but fun) balancing act when you get into a relationship with a man.
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And also take your time to check out our Understanding Men program. Click here to read more about
this popular program.
The more the balance tips towards attraction and passion, the more you’ll have attraction, but perhaps
the more fights you’ll have because you’re so different.
So that’s all I have to say about that. Let me know how you go with my tips.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Lots of love,

P.S – please leave ANY tips you have of dealing with a man who is obsessed with video games.
Also, leave any stories or experiences you’ve had with men who are obsessed with video games.
Thank You! ?
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Truth about the Words “I’ve Already Tried That”
December 10, 2011 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Have You “TRIED” Everything?
Article updated 2018

I hate it when I get an email from a woman asking for my opinion on her dating or relationship
problem and she says “I’ve already tried so hard to make it WORK” or I reply to an with a
suggestion, and she returns my email with “Yeahhhh I’ve already tried that!”.
I hate when people say that!
Why?
Because it’s what I used to say. Apparently, I thought that “trying” to practice compassion for a night
with my man until I reached “the end of my rope” meant its value as a method or its value as advice
had worn out. Not so.
Now I look back and think: I TRIED compassion? the very thought is laughable. And I’ll explain
why…

The words “I’ve already tried that” mean one or all of the following:
1) “I don’t really want to make the change/”I don’t really want to do it”. I want the other person to
“go first”.
2) I want to justify why I should NOT continue putting the effort in. (Click here to download the
“Goddess Report”)
3) I’m not willing to do whatever it takes to find out what the advice, method or suggestion really
means. (I’ll just take it as I mean, Thank You. I’ll assume, maybe, that compassion just means
forcing myself to “TRY” to understand someone for a night. Meanwhile, I’ll be rolling my eyes and
thinking my man should shut up and listen to me and give me what I want).

Here is what I learned:
Don’t lie to yourself.
There is no try.
There is only do.
And do means giving 110%. The majority of the population live in the “try” part of everything that is
important in their lives; and that’s why they don’t have as great a quality of relationship, or as great a
job, or as great a quality of life as the people who don’t live in the ‘try’ part. Anything worth it in life
takes commitment on your part. And yes, that includes finding your dream man and maintaining a
lifelong, passionate relationship.
I think we are only qualified to say I’ve tried EVERYTHING or I’ve tried that when we have not
stopped and continued to give it our best EVEN WHEN we thought we had nothing left in life. Even
when we are exhausted and feel misunderstood and taken for granted. (Click here to find out more
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about our popular program Understanding Men)
Otherwise, the word try is simply a justification for a poor effort.
And justifications don’t JUST come in the form of the word “tried” or “try”. They come in the form
of “too tired”. “Too depressed”. “Too manipulated by those around me.” “Too disadvantaged”.
I think a lot of people try to short-cut in relationships like I used to. They think that doing something
for 50 seconds means they should get their desired result (whatever that may be). Truth is, results
have to be earned. Not demanded.
And then what happens is we become DESERVING of what we wanted in the first place.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Kind of like this:

So, about 4 years ago, when I realized I was telling myself a bunch of lies and hurting my man and
those around me – I DECIDED that I would never use the word try in my vocabulary ever again. I
hesitate to say that I’ve been successful, because we all slip up, but I think I might have been pretty
close.
Because my love life has never been the same again, and neither has my life in general. (read my
article about how to attract men)
No try.
Only DO.
If you don’t believe me on this “try” thing – I want to know; where are your car keys?
Why?
Because I want you to go and TRY to pick them up, wherever they are. No, I don’t want you to pick
them up!! I want you to TRY to pick them up.
And let me know how that goes.
And, if there’s one principle I know works in the long run, in all areas of life, it’s this:
Demand more from yourself than you demand from others. Hoards of women out there are
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demanding more from men, their friends, their family, than they demand from themselves. This is
called “taking”. And nobody likes a taker. Especially in the area of human relationships. (read my
article about how to become a classy woman)
And then, suddenly, you become deserving of all the great things in life. While other people are
wondering why you are so “lucky” to have such a great relationship, or so “lucky” to have such a
great job, or so “lucky” to have well-behaved children, you know, it has nothing to do with luck.
(Lucky is a bit of a loaded word, I think).
And, this is the best gift you can give yourself. To demand more from yourself. It makes you
passionate. It makes you a “great catch”. it gives you a thing called self-respect. A thing called poise.
A thing called grace and honor. (Click here to complete the quiz on “How High Value High Status
Am I on Facebook?”)
Worth DOING for, do you think?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What do you think of this post? Share your experience with us in the comments below. Thanks
for reading!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Growing Apart in a Long Term Relationship
January 24, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

I have always been a big fan of Heidi Klum, she’s a busy woman, always doing something, a woman
with great energy and a genuine love of life.
So I am sad to see Seal and Heidi divorce; I have been inspired by their relationship in the past. It is
one that has been frowned upon by jealous white men and some groups because of the racial
difference – but what I always loved about them was that they looked so passionate and
loving. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

On ‘Growing Apart’:
On another note, they’ve said that they have had ‘the deepest respect for one another throughout our
relationship and continue to love each other very much, but we have grown apart‘.
When it comes to relationships, the truth is that, it is rare for any long term relationship to work out –
not because they cannot work out, but because people aren’t truly educated about how to make a
relationship work. To make a relationship work, you have to know consciously what will make it
work. You can’t just do what you’re used to doing for the last 25 years of your life. (read my article
about what if he takes your for granted)
You can’t just do what Sex and the City has taught you.
For instance. I spoke to a lady a while ago. She told me about a fight with her husband.
He said: “GOD! You are sounding JUST like your mother!”
She says:
‘Well, what do you expect me to sound like?!!”
No. It doesn’t work this way. This is her saying: “well, I have habits that I’ve gotten from my mother,
and I’m set in my ways. Accept them.”
No.
If you want love, if you want lasting love and passion, subconscious bad habits are worth nothing to
you.
You have to always be consciously bring MORE love, joy, sensuality, passion, attraction, and
sexuality to the table.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…

Most of us are ruled by our subconscious
Most of us are ruled by our subconscious, and our subconscious makes up a myriad of experiences
and associations from the past. For most of us, it’s made up of the BAD experiences. And we react to
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an innocent current event, or a really good current situation with memories of past bad experiences.
This is the power (albeit a sometimes bad kind) of the subconscious. And it is in the subconscious
mind that associations with our partner are built. And in the end, it’s inevitable that that man or
woman we were so infatuated with in the beginning becomes the person we want to be apart from.
(read my article about secrets to great relationships)
Why?
Because we are not consciously putting in the passion, the love, the playfulness and the time and the
compassion to make it work.

The ONLY reason Why Seal and Heidi Grew Apart
There is only one reason why Heidi and Seal would have grown apart, at the core of it.
The only real reason two people grow apart is bad associations.
What do I mean by associations?
I mean this:
Have you ever had food poisoning?
Did you want to eat that food that ‘poisoned’ you again?
When I was 11 years old, I went to an All-You-Can-Eat restaurant for my birthday. And, you know,
when you’re a kid, you compete with all the other kids at who can eat more (well, at least that’s what
we did anyway).
So I got in to the pumpkin soup. I ate 5 big bowls of it. By the end I had pumpkin soup all over my
face.
I went home, and felt very full. I didn’t sleep well that night. I kept tossing and turning until amongst
the dozens of tosses, I tossed up something unexpected – pumpkin soup. All over my parents’ carpet,
in the middle of the night. They were the unlucky ones who had to clean up my vomit in the morning.
Do you know how long it took me to eat ANY kind of pumpkin again? NOT just pumpkin soup.
ANY kind of pumpkin.
12 years. AND – do you know the reason I ate it?
Because David’s (my fiancee’s) mum made it, and he was there with me. So it built up a WHOLE
new association with pumpkin. Now, I roast pumpkin, I make pumpkin soup….I LOVE pumpkin.
But I never would have if I didn’t have an opportunity to build up positive associations with pumpkin
again, through my enormous positive association with my hero, my fiancee, David.
In fact, for 12 years, just looking at pumpkin in the supermarket made me feel sour in the mouth.
And, I had to turn away. The association was that bad.

The ONE thing to focus on to make it so that your partner doesn’t want to leave
you
So what am I saying?
I’m saying, the exact same human mechanism of bad associations occurs in our relationships.
I’m saying that, when it comes to intimate relationships, your associations, and your MAN’S
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associations matter more than anything else, in making sure your partner never leaves you.
In the first 3 months, IF you’re madly in love, and your partner is madly in love with you, and
someone comes up to you and asks:
“So do you want to break up with this person?”
You would look at them incredulously and say “no! Are you crazy!?”
All because your associations are great. He’s madly in love with you, he’s bringing his best self to the
table daily you are madly in love with him, you are bringing your best self to the table daily – of
course your associations are great.
You are BOTH filling each other up, meeting each other’s needs at the highest level, making each
other feel loved and significant and desired – the associations that are being built at this stage are all
positive, beautiful associations.
But, a year down the track, and all the other parts of you and your man come out.
His plates aren’t cleaned like you expected them to be from the previous night. He said he’d clean
them. So you blame him. He feels unappreciated, hurt, disrespected, or worse of all – BLAMED.
What happens?
He thinks of you = he feels blamed.
It’s not so bad if it happens once.
But, over time, these things start stacking. And blame may not be the only bad emotion he associates
with you. Now it’s blame, hurt, disgust, EVERYTHING.
This is why we can still LOVE someone, but grow apart.
Now, with Seal and Heidi, I don’t know what their patterns were that lead to the breakdown.
I’ll be really daring and hazard a guess. I say that the most likely case scenario is that the bad
associations were partially built up through either one or both of them not feeling like they are being
put first by the other. And that was a large contributor to the bad associations. (Click here to take the
quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Heidi is a busy woman, Seal is a busy man. Both of them have demanding careers. They have a life
outside of their relationship, which is fantastic.
But it’s when your partner doesn’t feel the like the most significant and important person to you –
when work seems to come before you – that you really start to associate them with different and
worse feelings.
And what happens is this:
At the beginning, you were 0% likely to leave your partner.
After 3 years, you are 30% likely to break up with them. But you still have positive associations;
enough for you both to get through.
After 5 years, you’re 60% likely to break up with them, or leave them.
After 7 years….all it takes now, is one fight.
One remark of disrespect.
And we decide it’s over.
Who want’s to be in a relationship where they associate more bad feelings than good with their lover?
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Nobody.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

The non significance of marriage vows
Many people in the media have been saying that they thought Heidi and Seal would last, partly
because they renewed their vows every year. Well, this is why marriage vows count for nothing,
when up against past bad associations. I wrote a post about it once, here.
It’s the daily conscious, compassionate and loving commitment to making each other’s associations
positive, and not bad, that matters.
I am also excited to let you know that the Commitment Control 2.0 is already out. Click here to
register to watch the Commitment Masterclass.
Leave me a comment below, I’d love to know what you are thinking. Maybe let me know your
thoughts and experiences with bad associations in relationships. xox

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Is it Wise to Pick A Man Who Loves You More Than You Love
Him?
February 2, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2020

On a primal level, it benefits women to pick a man who is far more in love with her than she is with
him, because that FEELS like he will stick around, and so we (and our babies) can have all his
resources.
However, this is the exact thing many men hate about a relationship, and commitment to a woman.
Research shows that men fall in love faster, and way harder than women do. And, research done by
the well respected Anthropologist Helen Fisher, also shows that MEN are far more idealistic about
love and relationships than women are.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man”)
Are you surprised by this research?
Research shows, also, that women on the other hand, are more pragmatic:
“Hm….is he willing to give me marriage and babies?”
“Is he the tallest and smartest one I can get?”
“Is he rich enough to get us through the 18 years of all our children’s lives?”
“Is he the richest one I’ve got on my contact list?”
“Is he willing to spend money on me?”
“I’m in love with another man, but he is very busy with work and doesn’t seem to stick around. A
safer bet would be to go with the ‘cute’ one who will stick around.”
“I’m not as passionate about him as I am about Daniel, but at least he’ll stick around.”
The problem is, the whole premise behind “choosing a man who loves you more than you love him”
is that it makes men feel like crap. It breaks hearts, it makes them never want to commit to another
woman again.
If I could count the number of times I’ve heard stories about men who fell in love, and it was their
first love, and they were willing to give her everything, and they DID….but then, after 5 years of
marriage, they find out that she’s run off with another man or gotten pregnant to the bad boy…If
you’re interested to see this for yourself, start with this discussion page here.
Men need to fall in love with you from an evolutionary perspective, because it encourages them to
shell out their resources to just one woman for the long term. If they are not in love, they are not
likely at all to shell out any resources. They have sex with the woman and then leave.
Here are the Two Traits Of Women that Men Routinely Fall in Love With.
But if he is in love, he shells out more than just dinner and a movie. A little bit of money is easy to
shell out. But falling in LOVE makes men shell out a bunch of other resources that normally feel
unnatural to him – emotional resources. For a number of years.
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At least the children will have a caring and involved daddy. Good for wife, and good for children.
When I was 18, my mother and her friends told me to pick a man that loves me more than I love him.
I scrunched my nose up. Something didn’t feel right to me, hearing that. It felt selfish. It felt so
guarded and such a miserable way to live.
Many years later, if you were to ask me: is it wise to pick a man who loves you more than you love
him?
Well, my answer is, yes, and no.
Yes, if you treat relationships as a transaction. (“what is this man worth to me? What can he GIVE
me?” “is he willing to have a long term relationship with me?”) (Hey, many women do this.)
No, if you want to live a blissfully happy, passionate and fulfilling life, where other people look at
your relationship and envy you.
I choose the No.
You might be wondering why I give that reason for the ‘no’ answer.
My answer is because: it is only through YOUR authentic emotional vulnerability to a man that YOU
get to feel the full pleasure and bliss of what an intimate relationship has to offer: magnifying your
emotions. And it is this way that HE gets to feel great with you too.
It can’t work long term unless you both have INTENSE emotions towards each other. After all, that’s
the purpose of intimate relationship: to magnify our emotions, and make life more delicious.
If you’re not both responsive to each other and invested, you encounter a lot of trouble: trouble that
can and will really hurt one or both of you!
Not to mention, when you choose a man from a place of wanting to take as much as you can (ie: you
don’t want to run the risk of caring or investing too much emotion in a man), the only men silly
enough to tolerate it are the ones who aren’t very smart.
This is because these are the men who simply aren’t very attuned to a woman. They don’t know what
they’re getting themselves into and they don’t see, hear or feel the warning signs.
Being completely vulnerable to a man, being completely in love, actually gives YOU incredible
pleasure, and provided he is also in love with you, you both get to grow together and develop a
loving, beautiful, lasting and passionate relationship.
This is why, women who date for resources get very different results than women who date for true
love. Here’s an article on Women who Date for Resources Vs Women who Date for True Love.
When you are choosing a man from a place of total pragmatism – or even a sense of guardedness,
entitlement or closure – you attract only the man who can tolerate that in you. And usually, that’s a
very silly man (he’s also likely to be the kind of man other women do not want!)
When You choose only pragmatically, or just logically, and not because you are truly in love – and
not because you just want a RELATIONSHIP for the sake of a relationship – it’s you who eventually
suffers. It’s a transaction, it’s not a relationship.
We don’t live only 15-30 years anymore, like our ancestors did. Back then, the strategy of picking a
man who loves you more than you love him worked. It got the species procreating, it allowed you
access to resources that helped you and your babies live.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
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and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
But, here’s the problem: We live some 60-120 years now! Now, it’s not the transaction, and what we
can GET from a man that makes us giddy and happy in our relationship.
Now, we want happiness. Transactions between a man and a woman aren’t designed for happiness.
We are capable of evolving beyond this transaction thing. At least that’s what I believe in.
To be happy in a relationship, you have to be vulnerable to a man. Not only logical about his
WORTH to you.
Being invested in a man? That takes courage, though. Because, with vulnerability also comes pain.
I’m ok with that, aren’t you? Pain is a part of life. We try to avoid it like it’s the devil. Actually, it’s
not: it’s a gift. Without allowing yourself to feel deep fear and pain, you cannot experience deep love
and passion. (read my article about how to be submissive for love)
I suggest you value your long-term happiness, rather than what’s easy; and choose a man who you
are obviously in love with, and whom is also obviously in love with you. This is how you raise
securely attached, truly resourceful and happy children. because the real resource in life doesn’t just
come from a man’s money, it comes from the quality of the bond that you both have together.
I say this because I’ve learned by living through it. My sons don’t get raised by money. They get fed
healthy food through money. But that money that puts food on their table is not what raises them into
good, securely attached, resourceful, non-drug addicted, healthy and high achieving men.
Of course, as a woman, you will always choose the best man, who has the better provider qualities
(that you personally value), to be in a relationship with. There is nothing wrong with that, and that’s
instinctive whether you like it or not. It’s there to help you.
The question is though:
Why are you really choosing to commit to him long-term?
Are you making the decision to commit to a man for the long term because he loves you more than
you love him?
And are you looking to just keep the man around, because if he loves you more, then he WILL stick
around?
Because he won’t. Soon, he’ll be another male statistic that feels used by women. And then he may
also go out into the world and use other women, because he’s so angry and resentful.
He’ll get tired of desiring you more than you desire him. Being more invested in the relationship than
you are. He’ll want something else.
It’s much like what I say about the 80/20 rule of contacting a man: if you only put in 20%, and he
always puts in 80%, you might feel in control, but that lost 30% is a massive deficit to your
relationship bank that will show through soon enough. It will exhaust him and he will begin to resent
you if he’s silly enough to tolerate it for too long.
I choose to say it is not wise, for your own long term happiness, to choose a man who is more in
love with you than you are with him.
I don’t want to make my values your values, too, though. They are my values. And that’s how I chose
my husband (whom, by the way, I met and fell in love with when he was dead broke.) Isn’t it
interesting though, that now, many years later, this is the exact same man who has given me a credit
card that I never have to pay back? It is something I never would have just expected from him. He
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gave it because he wanted to.
(Just remember that although broke or jobless men may at first look like a red flag, broke or jobless
men CAN still be high value.)
So what do you think? Would you prefer to choose the man who is in love with you while you like
him just ‘enough’ to be with him?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Make Men Fall in Love This Valentineâ€™s Day
February 12, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Note: This offer is already expired

Article updated 2018

Hey there, it’s Renee here, founder of TheFeminineWoman.com.
Happy Valentines day!
In this video, i have two important insights I want to share with you to help you find love, attraction
and experience that passion that comes from a fulfilling relationship. (Click here to complete the quiz
“Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Now, I know that, if you’re single, Valentine’s Day is the one day of the year that you can really start
to feel like you’ve failed somehow, or that there are no good men around.
I also know, from when I was single that on Valentine’s day, it’s very easy to look at that woman
getting sent flowers at work, or that woman that’s getting a lavish dinner out with her romantic
boyfriend or husband and feel deeply lonely or jealous.
Now, here’s what I believe.
That romance is only as far away as you want it to be.
So today I want to give you two important insights to follow to attract more high value men to you,
so that you can be the woman who is worshipped and adored, because that is what you truly
deserve.
If you are watching this, and you’ve been lonely on valentine’s day for years, or you’ve been feeling
like there are no good men out there, for goodness sake you deserve better.
And I just wanted to tell you this: if you feel like you’re losing hope, if you don’t have the love and
the passion you want in your life right now, that can change in a moment. Yes, that’s right, in one
single moment. I promise.
All it is… is a little key insight, a little new piece of awareness that will change everything for you.
Here’s what i truly believe. You have everything you need within you right now to bring good men in
to your life.
Successful men with high status and high esteem, not those irresponsible immature men who can’t
handle a real woman. (Click here to take quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on
Facebook?”)
And, in all honesty, men are actually hardwired to fall in love with you, they just need you to start
acting like
the woman that they CAN fall in love with.
Because yes, although every man is different and every woman is different, there is a common trait to
all the women men fall head over heels in love with.
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And that’s what I want to talk to you about today. I see it as my gift to you this Valentine’s Day, and
I hope you enjoy it.
So stop everything you are doing right now, put away any distractions, and just listen.
It’s not rocket science and I promise you’ll get a lot out of this video.
The first insight I want to give you in order to have high value, high status men fall in love with you
is this:
use your feminine vulnerability.
You may want to write this down on a big piece of paper and stick it up somewhere. Your Feminine
VUlnerability is something that i want you to remind yourself about on a daily basis.
The truth is, Men cannot fall in love with a woman who is NOT vulnerable.
It is literally impossible. The male Brains are not designed that way.
And if you’ve been aware at all, you would know that women are getting less and less vulnerable
these days.
In this modern world where women are encouraged to go out and climb the career ladder and become
as ambitious as men, it is more and more difficult to establish that sexual polarity; that sexual
attraction.
Women tend to become better and better companions and FRIENDS to men, rather than the feminine
women that men will fall in love with.
Remember it’s your feminine vulnerability that triggers the hardwired response in men to fall in love.
So here’s how you show your feminine vulnerability, because I know it can be very hard to come
across as vulnerable when you are single and really taking care of yourself and being completely
independent.
The secret here to showing your feminine vulnerability is simply not being afraid to be hurt; and
being open to what life has to offer.
I’ll say that again. Because I know that many of you are deathly afraid of being hurt by a man, and it
is this fear that is actually hurting you, and hurting you the most.
Showing your feminine vulnerability is not being afraid to be hurt, and being open to what life has to
offer.
There’s a saying and you’ve probably heard it before. You have to love like you’ve never been hurt
before.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Well, they never told you why you should love like you’ve never been hurt before. The reason is, it
makes men fall head over heels in love with you.
Men are hardwired to respond to your feminine vulnerability. In other words, they simply can’t NOT
find you attractive on some level.
Of course, when it comes to men, you don’t want every single man to be attracted to you and you
want to disqualify some men.
But, to have a man fall in love with you, you have to have the attitude that ‘getting hurt is a
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possibility and I am ok with that’. It may be hard, but it works.
After all, it’s part of being a high value, high status feminine woman.
Femininity is all about life energy, so in your heart, you know already that life has painful moments
and it has exciting moments and it has beautiful moments and it has scary moments, but you cannot
have one of these and not the other.
You cannot have one of these emotions and expect to not feel the others. Even when you’re in a
stable relationship.
I believe that you owe it to yourself to be OK with that, and to be open to all the experiences and
emotions you may feel.
To deny yourself of the possibility of feeling pain is to deny yourself of being a high status feminine
woman.
Now, if you’re wondering what this feminine vulnerability looks like or how you might express it;
it’s you being fully present in every moment in life, and surrendering to emotion and interactions
with men and in your life without trying to be tough-skinned.
And this is something you can do right now; today.
I’ll give you a quick example. Reese Withersppon in the movie Cruel Intentions, shows us all how to
do this perfectly.
And it’s no wonder she was the one that Ryan Phillippe fell madly in love with, not any of the other
women that came and went in to his life in that movie. None of the other women around him were
vulnerable.
Watch the scene from Cruel Intentions (in the video above) to get a quick glimpse of what I’m
talking about. Watch how she has this incredible openness to life, and the way she is receiving life
and Ryan Phillippe’s character with a complete vulnerability.
I am sure you get what I mean by feminine vulnerability.
I think it is a fantastic movie to learn from and I suggest you dig it up and watch it. the title of the
movie is Cruel Intentions.
And this how you know you are getting in touch with your feminine vulnerability:
You know you’re getting it right when men look at you with that look of curiosity, like they can’t
help but not look at you or watch you. Watching you with a sense of intensity is the key.
And by the way, it doesn’t matter HOW you look, you can feel like you’re not looking your best and
still, men will respond the exact same way, because what he is responding to is your vulnerability,
not your looks.
Remember men are hardwired to respond to this.
So, go ahead, take that and use it in your life today, this valentine’s day.
And finally, here is my second insight this Valentine’s day to help you attract a high value man who
worships you and adores you.
Because, if you know my work at all, you know that I don’t believe this whole thing about attracting
or manifesting
your Mr. RIGHT. I believe you deserve Mr He’s going to take care of you and Worship you forever.
So here’s my second very important insight.
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Get yourself a really good education on Men & relationships.
Look, this is the kind of stuff that is never taught to us in school, which I think is just plain cruel.
Feminine women all over the world are now taught to fight and break through walls and get things
done, and kicking butt and we are denied information that helps us attract a man that worships us.
It’s ridiculous, but you know, it’s how it is.
So, unless you have an education on what goes through a man’s mind, what makes him feel he can’t
live without you and what repels him, what makes him want to commit deeply to you and what
makes him run the other way, then it’s going to be hard for you to attract that man who’s going to
worship you.
See, as women, awareness and knowledge in men and why they do the things they do is the one of
the best gifts we can give to ourselves.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
So if you want to avoid making mistakes with men, and take your relationship to the next level, get
your man to commit even more, and become a feminine high status woman that men fall in love with,
then listen up.
Valentines day is a very special time of the year for me. So i have a gift for you.
Below this video, you’ll find my gift to you. This is just a way for me to say thanks for spending your
time watching this video.
So i hope you take these 2 important key insights on board, because I truly believe you can attract a
man who adores you and worships you.
And if i ever get a chance to work with you, i look forward to it and it would be my privilege.
Do you want to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers? Click here if you want to learn more.
But for now, take care and I’ll Talk to you soon.

.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What is Femininity & How to Be Your True Feminine Self
March 2, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2020

Become the real you…
“What is Femininity?”
The fact that we have to ask that question says a lot about how difficult it can be to begin letting your
femininity show. Most us who are over the age of 5, for example, don’t need to ask “what is a foot?”
or “what is an apple?” because it’s obvious to us. Femininity isn’t obvious to us. And it’s frustrating.
Many women find it easy to start the surface version of femininity: buy lots of dresses, wear make
up, buy lots of shoes.
But what does this do? It merely makes us LOOK feminine. (Click here to find out “How Feminine
Am I Actually?”)
All some women need to do after that is just open their mouths and speak, and the label of
“femininity” can disappear. That’s right, being a woman doesn’t mean you show up to other people
as a feminine woman.
Does every man seem masculine to you? I doubt it.
Femininity and masculinity is an energy that you embody for yourself as well as give to others. (read
my article about one masculine skill you should have in dating)

So what is Femininity?
I have been meaning to write this post about what femininity is for so long. I wrote about 5 drafts of
it and it’s been sitting in my drafts for months and month on end. In fact I think I started the first draft
over a year ago.
Then I scrapped it, put my head in my hands and said what I usually say to myself when I’m trying to
answer a question I don’t yet have the answer to – which is:
“You can’t truly know and understand what something is until you’ve earned it.” And by earned it, I
mean, truly LEARNING something, through my own life experience. So that it’s authentic.
I’m happy to say I learned. But in case you don’t want to know all about that….
Here is the short answer to what femininity is and how to be your feminine self:
Femininity is what you show to the world through your actions when you no longer feel like you
are not enough.

The long answer…
It’s you being more of yourself. The real you. The authentic you, beneath the layers of walls you’ve
built up to protect yourself from pain.
Femininity is what you show to the world through your actions when you no longer feel like you
are not enough. Not beautiful enough, not strong enough, not smart enough. Not sexy enough. It’s
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the energy you give out when you are not trying to be something other than yourself.
Because for as long as we feel like we are not enough, we always wear MASKS. And it’s these
masks that make us act fake and try desperately to prove ourselves to men, or make a naturally more
feminine woman act in ways that aren’t true to herself and her own heart.
As for how to show up as your feminine self: stop trying to GET love from men. Know that you are
already worthy of it.
And stop trying to get love from women. And stop trying to GET love from your parents.
You ARE already enough.
Give love first. When you give it first, you are the real you. You are vulnerable, and authentic, and
you are living true to your feminine essence.
Feminine energy is life force. It’s the energy that is moved by love in intimate relationships.
The only way you can give love first, is to feel like you are enough.
By the way, the same is true for a high value masculine man.
If a man stops focusing on what he has to do to be ‘enough’, to be the strongest, fastest, funniest,
richest, biggest, most successful, and maybe have the biggest penis, and instead knew he was enough
already, then his true masculine essence would show up more. Because he is being more of
HIMSELF.
There’s nothing worse than being with a man who thinks he has to keep trying to prove himself to
women, no? How can he be your man if he keeps thinking he needs to do this and that to get your
acceptance?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
******************************************

Here’s how I learned what femininity really is
I always knew that true feminine energy shows up when you remove your ‘masks’ and get to your
true feminine core. But I didn’t know what those masks were. The idea sounded great.
Years ago, maybe 10 years ago, I started becoming more feminine by wearing ribbons in my hair.
Then I started speaking softer and sitting around wearing lots of dresses. (having two sons eventually
made that impossible. The constant chasing them around made it very impractical to wear any kind of
dress or skirt, unless my husband was out with me!)
That was great and all, but it didn’t really do it for me.
It was only when I had a really, really bad few days that I “got” it.
I was feeling lonely. Of course, I wasn’t actually lonely. I was feeling lonely.
And the worse thing was, I had everything I wanted. My career was where I wanted it to be. I had my
lovely dogs. I had close and treasured friends. I had (and still have) an amazing relationship. I have a
fiancee (now husband) I am in love with; and we have a passionate, wonderful life together.
But something was missing and it was driving me crazy.
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The Problem of Emptiness…
That thing that was driving me crazy was that I was feeling so EMPTY of love.
Empty of praise.
EMPTY of acceptance. And appreciation.
But I didn’t have the answer as to WHY. I just knew I felt really, really bad.
And the longer I ignored it, the worse it got. You probably know what this is like. And really, I just
feared the emptiness. I didn’t want to feel it and be reminded that I might not be enough for those
around me. (read my article about our deepest fears)
So what did I do? Well, as disappointing as it is for me to say, I started taking it out on the ones I love
most. My parents (who I really had zero relationship with and I was refusing to acknowledge that). I
took it out on my man.
I made up a story in my head of how everyone else was wrong and that I wasn’t getting such and
such from them that THEY should be giving me.
What a joke. What a laughing stock I was.
I thought they owed me something – they owed me acknowledgement. They owed me praise.
But the truth was: I was in pain because I wasn’t giving my gift. I forgot that as a feminine woman,
I AM love.
And my true gift comes from my feminine core which is love. I wasn’t being true to who I really am.
And I realised that, I was looking for outside reasons to stop FEELING.
Feeling pain, feeling fear.
As such, I lost that very precious feminine radiance.
But the problem is…..actually FEELING things fully through….and breathing through the worst
emotions we have…and allowing them to well up in our bodies…is KEY to being more of your
feminine self.
We might think we feel jealous, angry, and critical and taken for granted….but all it is, at the core of
it, is FEAR.
Fear that we are not enough. That’s it.
And when we feel like we are not enough….man or woman, we cannot be truly feminine or truly
masculine.
(And yes, feminine energy is NOT always high value. It’s NOT the only important thing in your
relationship with yourself, or with men! It’s crucial that you have a deep masculine energy within you
as well.)
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
So this is what I was doing: I was running around, trying to make others pay for the loneliness I had
created within myself.
Which, by the way, is a complete illusion. No one is ever truly lonely, are they?
Even the most isolated and lonely of us can find ways to feel connected – whether it be through
capturing memories, re-living old memories, or just giving thanks and having appreciation for the
men and women who have been in our lives in the past.
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It’s no real substitute for a deep, trusting connection, but these things work wonders in filling you up
and in adding value to your life.
Are there a hundred people out there you could find right now to start a conversation with?
Absolutely.
Are there thousands of people waiting for you to remind them that they are enough? For sure.
Are there hundreds of people you can touch with a painful life story of your own? Yup.
Are there thousands upon thousands of men out there, waiting to connect with a woman who has
the courage to truly be herself? A woman who has the confidence he craves to just let him be a
man?
Why, YES.
So I started making up in my head that I wasn’t getting enough from the people around me. And my
relationships got lonelier. I felt LESS love from everybody around me, and I felt less and less love for
myself.
Which is the most painful thing to experience, isn’t it? Because others can always love you, but you
still don’t feel loved because you don’t love yourself. And then it’s only YOU who can take
responsibility for this.
It wasn’t until one day, it got so bad, I actually woke up for two days in a row, and first thing in the
morning, I called my man up and started complaining and crying down the phone about a problem in
my life outside of our relationship, that he knew nothing about and that wasn’t his responsibility that
I realised: I was making up a problem out of nowhere.
There’s nothing wrong with calling a man up and crying, or even making a problem out to be bigger
than it is.
By the way, it’s OK (and even attractive) for women to cry any damn time.
So – it wasn’t just that I was making a problem bigger; it was the fact that I was making up stuff and
distracting myself to avoid facing the fear that I am not enough, and actually feeling that.
I was trying to take from my man, hoping I’d get the praise and appreciation I wanted; but really
should have been giving to myself first. Or even giving to HIM first.
So when I felt myself getting way out of hand, I excused myself, got off the phone….and finally LET
myself feel the emptiness and fear I was feeling.
That was an interesting day…

Women and Avoiding Emptiness
And it is this EMPTINESS that every single feminine woman on earth is trying to avoid.
We hate emptiness when we are in our feminine state, we hate the emptiness that makes us feel
lonely, because the feminine energy is all about filling up with love.
And the loneliest women, the ones who feel the most empty, are the ones who read romance novel
after romance novel to try and fill that emptiness up.
Or we eat ourselves to numbness, trying not to FEEL the emptiness. Or we resent and hate on men,
we blame others, making THEM not enough and making THEM wrong, just so we can MAKE
ourselves feel something other than emptiness.
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Or we spend too much money on clothes only to forget that we even own that new beautiful blouse
just a week after purchasing it new.
Or we hate on other women for experiencing the love that we want for ourselves.
Or we try to bring down another beautiful woman, finding any flaw we can in their make up or
clothes, so we don’t have to face the pain that we feel when we don’t feel like we are enough.
And it wasn’t until for the first time in a long time, I let myself feel the pain of emptiness, that I
actually started to fill up with love and joy.
Why? Because the emptiness allowed all the past fears that I had ignored to come up and be heard
and felt. I started to fill up with the freeing feeling of connectedness and love….I went back to my
true state.
I went from being a numb robot to being more free and when I was free, I was able to be feminine.
I started to feel free. And when I felt free, a funny thing happened. And this is true for every woman.
Suddenly, I could give my gift. I could GIVE love, instead of trying to GET it from others.
I felt attractive. I felt loving, I felt resourceful. I didn’t feel numb or desperate. I didn’t need to tell
my parents (who weren’t acting as my parents and not ready to give me any love or acceptance)
about every single achievement I had; I could instead, simply just make them laugh, or share happy
memories with them.
Of course, eventually I realised that my relationship with them was very toxic. But that’s a story for
another time.
Suddenly, I didn’t have to buy new clothes, subconsciously hoping that I would be more loved by my
man that way. I could simply buy new clothes just because I wanted to express more of myself, and
give more of myself. Not take more approval.
It didn’t matter, because what makes me enough, and what makes me be myself, and what makes me
my true feminine self, is me feeling like I am enough.
Then, all the masks are stripped away.
All the striving melts away.

See, when we feel like we are enough, as human beings…
Now, when we date as a high value woman who feels like she is inherently enough – we no longer
choose to follow advice that chains us to our fears, and therefore chains us to being passive, rather
than interactive and engaging with men.
This is why I don’t generally advise women to lean back. There are dangers to leaning back, and it’s
most definitely not a “feminine” thing to do, even if it may help some of us women in the very shortterm to feel more “in control”.
When we don’t make dating decisions out of fear, we no longer try to not call a man back for X
amount of set hours, or for at least ONE whole day….
Just because then we will feel more in control, and then he might love you more. Here’s what will
make him love you more.
When we are free from the chains of fear and the need to desperately control our own emotions…
Not only can men actually fall in love with us. (Yes, men fall in love with imperfect, vulnerable
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women).
We no longer try to prove that we are not like other women and not crazy by being in total “control”
of our emotions.
We no longer feel that we have to ACHIEVE something before we are worthy of being loved.
And then we can just be who we naturally are, whatever that is. Masculine or feminine.
And as a woman, when you can just be – you can connect with ANYONE you want to connect to.
You can free yourself from the straight-jacket of stupid dating rules and connect.
You can connect with feminine humans. And if you desire to, you can also connect with masculine
humans. Because you are free to exist as both.
You can form relationships and friendships easily. And that is when your femininity will really show,
because for femininity to survive, it is all about CONNECTION, being connected to life, and to
existing as love, rather than trying GET it and take it from people in the form of approval from
others.

So here are 3 Action Steps to becoming more of your Feminine self
1) Any time during the day or night, if you feel lonely, sad, or angry, instead of instantly going to eat
something, bury yourself in work, or call someone up to get them to make you feel better and end the
conversation abruptly when they DON’T, or start looking through people’s Facebook photos to see
how you compare to other women….let yourself FEEL.
Feel the fear, feel whatever anger it is that you feel.
Let yourself feel by crying. Go somewhere private where you can be with yourself.
By the way, I don’t mean, just go write in a journal or just sit in a dark room staring in to darkness, I
mean, scream, cry, breathe through the PHYSICAL pain that you feel.
Yes, it will be physical. AND the longer you’ve rejected your emotions over the years, the MORE
physical it will be.
So let yourself feel that. You don’t have to cover it up, and it’s not wrong. And, no, you won’t die.
You’ll still be here tomorrow and no one will curse you for feeling….or screaming…or crying. or
just being angry.
If you, as a woman, do NOT let yourself feel anything or cleanse yourself through crying, you
become a robot. You get sick. Your feminine organs become tight and the energy that would
normally go to your reproductive capacity will go to protecting yourself and wearing your armour.
As a woman, if you do not just let yourself feel, you can’t be yourself, you lose your sex drive, and
you hold resentment in places in your body, and all signs of life start to disappear.
Your face no longer lights up. Your smile becomes fake.
And then your energy shows up as basically non existent. You may become more masculine if that’s
the only place you feel worthy to exist. And your energy will be stifled instead of free and flowing.
And believe me, when you’re free, you will attract more men than you can handle.
2) Every morning, make it a ritual before you go to work or go to college, to put on some music and
dance. Don’t do a routine! No routines.
This is what I HATE about dance schools and teachers sometimes. Everything has to be about a
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result. You have to be fixed to a certain choreography. You have to dance and make some routine,
even if you don’t perform at a concert!
Just dance in whatever way your body feels it should dance. Dance to release your pleasure and your
pain. Dance to move and be healthy.
It’s simply about letting your body move. You don’t have to perform! You just need to be, and flow.
Do it every morning. Use the kind of music that you know will make you want to move your body.
Some days you’ll feel more crazy and want to dance like you would at a club. Some mornings, you
might want to dance slowly and sensually. Whatever your body wants to do.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
3) This is the hardest step.
Remind yourself that it’s your task to consistently keep opening more and more to your own fears,
and let yourself be present with life. Be present with fear, Be present with joy. Be present with
ecstasy.
Even be present with shame rather than avoiding it entirely. So you can investigate the shame, give it
a name, and thank it for trying to “help” you – but that now it’s out-lived its usefulness in your life.
Allow those things to flow through your body and be real to you. Don’t stuff everything down just so
you can keep pretending.
It’s a journey. And it’s a journey you will be on for the rest of your life. Luckily, it also allows you to
grow more and more beautiful every day.
By the way, I post bite-sized content frequently over on my instagram now. You may want to check it
out if you like simple content!
Would you like to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers? click here to find out more about this eBook.
That’s all. Leave me a comment below, telling me your thoughts, and your experiences. I look
forward to hearing from you. -xOx
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What to Do If A Man Just Wants a “Casual” Relationship
April 2, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

If a Man is sending you Mixed Signals, read this
The following is a question I received from a Commitment Control member named, “Angel”. Both
David and I share our responses. Enjoy it. If there’s anything you feel Angel should do or know, feel
free to post your thoughts in the comments section below the post.
>>>>>>>>>>>> QUESTION
Hi David and Renee,
I have been receiving Renee’s emails and has subscribed to Commitment Control. Although I didn’t
finish all the videos yet, it is really very helpful for me in understanding men and relationships in
general. However, with my “man”, it is just difficult to understand him because he’s sending me
differing signals.
For a better understanding, let me share with you our story:
We were previous co-workers but when we both ended our previous relationships last year, we
started a long distance dating (I was in Afghanistan and he was in Iraq).
He is American and I am a Filipino. We are deeply attracted to each other and I feel we connected
well too. Until I requested for some more time with him.
He said he only wanted a light (read for him: open) relationship, which I didn’t agree. I told him, I am
looking for a serious relationship that could lead to marriage and have made it clear to him from the
start, which he made me believe is what he also wants. So when he persisted and still met me when I
moved to Dubai in Oct last year, I thought he already agreed on an exclusive relationship as he
dropped his other girl that I know he was seeing when he was in Dubai (his FWB girl).
With his work as a Business Development Manager, he came to Dubai from Iraq four times between
Oct 2012 – February 2012. In his 2nd visit in December, he told me the magic words, I love you. And
while he was with his family in the US, he told me that his visits to Dubai is incomplete without him
passing by to be with me. And although I haven’t met any of his family and friends, when we go out
together, he refers me as his girlfriend and even when he visited me at my work, he introduced
himself as my bf, although I only introduced him on his first name. He even trusted me as his
business partner in his new e-marketing business. This made me believe that we are bf/gf already.
However, on his 3rd visit in January, things changed when he met another Filipino girl at a bar (he
asked my permission to give her his number as he said he can convince her for a 3-some). I jokingly
told him if he can convince her, I can try. (He’s been asking me if I could as he said it’s his fantasy).
When the girl met him at the Sisha bar the next day, and I joined them (I was surprised but acted
cool). He asked me if we can have a 3-some. At that time, he was under extreme stress (he lost $10K
in Boston on his way here from his Christmas vacation), I gave in and said if it will help him destress, I could. But when I was alone at the massage parlor after his sisha (he arranged for a massage
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for me and the other girl, and I was the first since there’s no available slot), I changed my mind and
told him via SMS that I can’t take it. When he didn’t respond, I followed them to our hotel room. I
didn’t see them making out but I felt they did as he was upset when I cancelled the massage. But
since he knew I was upset, he told me to rest and he let the other girl go. I thought she’d never come
back.
But he told me that night that she’ll come back the next day. He said he just want to have sex with her
for a night and told me that we are friends with benefits only. I was crushed. I told him all along we
are bf/gf but he said we are not. And even when I told him I am hurt with what he is doing, he told
me I am selfish and all.
Anyway, because I don’t know where to go (I didn’t want to go home yet as I know my friends will
suspect and I couldn’t face their questions yet), I paid another room and stayed at the same hotel
while him and the other girl was in our room. I left my things in the room since he promised that it’s
just a one-night stand. I agreed on the set-up. And I left my things to let the girl know that I am still
with him, although he may have told her otherwise. But the girl was cool with that. To me, she’s just
a slut who’s looking for an American, hoping one will take her seriously for her American dream.
(I’m always good in seeing one). I know he won’t believe me though, so I didn’t bring it up to him.
He said she’s just cool with being a FWB and it’s a one-night stand anyway.
It was a difficult phase in our relationship. But the next day, the girl did leave and we are back at each
other. Although this time, he made sure we are just friends with benefits. He told me that he’s dated 3
girls in Boston where he is planning to move after his work in Iraq ends this March. He is leaning
more on the surgeon from Harvard although he admitted they didn’t have great sex.
I was crushed but I stayed, hoping he’ll change his heart.
While in Iraq, we stayed in touch and he even apologized to me and sent the girl whom he had a onenight stand an email telling her he has deep feelings for me and that he shouldn’t have done what he
did. So I thought we were OK again.
In his last visit here in February (4 Days) from Iraq to move to US permanently, we still met.
Physically, we are very attracted to each other and we connected spiritually (we meditate a lot and he
shares his dreams to me). So I am not surprised that after a misunderstanding before he came here, he
still asked me to be with him.
But then again, the next day after he arrived, he asked me if he can meet the other girl for movie. I
was so furious and reminded him of his apologies and how sorry he was that he hurt me and yet, here
he was again asking me to see her. He got mad too and blamed my being greedy and selfish.
It was the worst we had. We threatened each other. But when he noticed how hurt and angry I was (I
never showed anger towards him, as by nature, I am patient with those I love the most and is not
easily angered), he changed his mind and even called the other girl that he can’t hurt me again and
cancelled the date and we went to a dancing class where we had a blast. But in the evening, he was so
furious he said he could have been enjoying with the other girl instead of putting up with me who is
tired and needy and selfish. We fought again and he only subsided when I let him call her to join us
for dinner. She accepted so we went to see her.
But the next day, I left. Because I know he will ask the other girl to be with him again, which he did.
But the next day (his last day before his flight the following day), he invited me for lunch and we had
a very emotional parting (I told him I am letting him go and I will be happy if his relationship with
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the surgeon will lead to marriage). He was emotional and he apologized again and promised me he
will take retreats and see a psychiatrist as we both believe he’s being addicted to women (he is an
alcoholic but he managed to stay sober for 3 yrs and is now a non-smoker for 3 yrs too). He has this
“addiction” but now it is with women. Before he left after lunch, he told me I am the most beautiful
thing that ever happened to him as I can handle his anger (his another issue since childhood) and his
addiction to women and I love him unconditionally. He told me he does love me but couldn’t marry
me. He however promised to stay in touch and that we will remain good friends.
With us parting already after lunch, I didn’t expect him to ask me to stay with him on his last night
but he did. I was with him at his favorite sisha bar and we went back to his hotel together and even
went with him to the airport the next day on his flight back to US. He kissed me and asked me not to
change. That he’s ashamed of what he did to me and that he’s really very sorry.
We continued communicating like a couple in a long distance relationship and just prior to his 10days retreat earlier this month, he told me again that he loves me. He even said that he told his
parents about me, about my simple but happy childhood, and his favorite story about our family’s
dog hero, when he cried while I was reading him that story I wrote.
However, he surprised me again when he asked me if I can be his secret lover, no matter who we end
up with in marriage. He told me he needs me and wants to keep me as his lover. I said no, that I
deserve to be his wife. I told him I’d rather leave if he must insist. He said he can’t make me happy
and I deserve a better man, not someone like him who has hurt him and couldn’t love me the way I
love him.
But when I asked him to see the possibility of having an exclusive relationship as we are clearly
attracted to each other and that we somehow connect, or we need to stop if he doesn’t want to. He
promised he’ll think about it during his retreat. Then he started to act like my bf again, keeping in
touch, telling me he misses me and telling me he loves me. He even sent me photos of him on the
airplane prior to take off on his flight to the retreat center.
But when he came back the other day from the meditation retreat, he told me he’s decided to give his
potential relationship with the surgeon a chance. That although he loves me, he can’t see us being
married because I am too needy. When I responded to him that I accept his decision but that it’s
goodbye, he still stayed in touch and he even asked us to be intimate again as if I didn’t said goodbye
to him. Unfortunately though, although my mind tells me to let go, I couldn’t resist him.
But now, I am feel all confused and hurt. I really love him but I ask if he just wants me physically. He
even brought up the 3-some again and asked me if I am still OK with it if we date long term again. I
of course told him I can’t do it.
I don’t know what to do. Is there still a chance with us or are my girlfriends right to tell me that he’s
just using me or keeping me as his option if things don’t go well with the surgeon?
I will really appreciate your advice. From David, as man, you can give me more insight as to what his
real intentions are or why he acted that way, apologized, did it again, and still comes back to me and
yet couldn’t see us as a married couple.
With Renee, was it right that I stayed? What must I do?
Confused,
Angel
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> RENEE’S RESPONSE
Hi Angel,
This man is marriage material. You should keep him.
I’m kidding.
Honestly, this man is not sending you “differing” signals. He is sending you a clear signal: he is not
committed to you. (Click here to complete the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
That does not mean that he can’t be, it just means that he is not fully committed right now.
Now, as BAD as that sounds, and as much of a complete prick this man seems like he is, in all my
time working with women, and talking to men and studying male psychology, I’ve learned this:
No matter how THIN you slice the pancake, there are always two sides.
So it’s not just that he’s a jerk.
You are running your patterns and he is running his.
Right now, you deserve each other. And I say that with good intent.
Just a small aside: I HATE when internet dating experts get a question like this and spend several
paragraphs basically just saying “he’s a prick. Leave him”. Because that is not advice. (read my
article about relationship advice women should never take)
Anyone can give that advice and that doesn’t help anyone long term. Because their mindset has not
changed. And mindsets are stubborn buggers, because humans are creatures of habit. We think
basically the EXACT same thoughts we thought yesterday.
Clearly, you COULD have left him ages ago, but you haven’t, and there’s a reason for that. So me
saying leave him is not going to help.
First of all, this man is playing low value, and so are you. He is willing to settle for any girl who
seems somewhat willing to have sex with him, and you are willing to settle for a man who does not
take your feelings in to consideration.
In fact, this man doesn’t even really know what it is he wants.
I think the most painful part of all this if it was me, is the fact that he is accusing you of being selfish
when he himself does not appear to be aware that you have feelings too. Although, from what you
have told me, you are not really communicating your true feelings to him anyway, since your actions
say to him that you are willing to “go along” with whatever his heart desires.
(read my article about why you haven’t found the right man yet)

So, what to do? Three simple things:
1) Ask yourself: what is the FEELING I am looking for when I keep running back to him EVEN
AFTER he apologises and makes the same mistake again. And again. And again.
Do you feel special, to be the one forgiving him?
Do you feel finally acknowledged?
Is this what LOVE looks like to you? (read my article about what is love)
Is it a rush of excitement that you get from all the drama and the uncertainty?
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If you can sit down with yourself in quiet and just think until you get to the bottom of it, you will
probably find that inside, you don’t feel worthy enough for real love, and a real commitment. (Click
here if you have time to watch the Commitment Masterclass)
I have no judgement here. I have felt like this before.
I just want you to aim higher than this.
2) Once you’ve figured the answer out; find another way to meet your needs. The best way? Give the
feeling you are looking for – whether it’s appreciation, praise, the feeling that you are special and
important – give that to YOURSELF.
The only way to do this is to get to the bottom of it, take step 1 (above) first, and then reassure
YOURSELF.
Don’t wait for somebody else to do it, although it’s always nice.
When you do this, you will find that you can cradle yourself and take care of yourself far quicker
than this man could, at least right now.
3) Regardless of whether you decide to stay with this man or not, start saying a big fat “NO”. “NO
THANK YOU”.
“THANKS. BUT NO THANKS”. And say this in response to his requests for threesomes.
Or say: “No, I am not interested in a threesome. The idea scares me. And it would hurt me.”
That’s the truth isn’t it? Of course it is. So, do say that to him.
Why would you want to be honest?
Because then he will see that there is actually something to take care of.
Right now, he can’t see much. Because you’re pretending. So stop pretending.
Be honest. You’re telling ME you don’t want to – and you’re dishonoring your own true heart desires
just to feel loved.
Little do you know the number of men out there waiting in line to love you in a way that will light up
your heart…
See, this man is attracting a bunch of pushover women; women who don’t really care about him
anyway – so it’s not good for HIM for you to be doing this and needless to say, it’s also tearing you
apart.
So stand up for yourself. I understand that standing up for yourself is something that is easier said
than done, so here’s what I want you to do.
Think back to a time when you really did stand up for yourself. Maybe back at school? When you
were a kid?
What did you do?
Did you say something? Did you throw your fists in the air? Maybe yell at someone?
Or perhaps if you were a very boisterous kid like me. When I was only 10 years old I yelled at a
stranger on
the street for insulting my mother (I’m protective of the ones I love).
Perhaps you haven’t done that before, but I am CERTAIN you have stood up for someone you love
before. Maybe your mother or father, or a sister or brother. Or even a pet.
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You need to realise that this woman I’m talking about – this woman who stands up for YOU – for
ANGEL is there, inside of you right now, waiting for you to hear her and acknowledge her and trust
her to know that there is better for you.
That it will be OK, even if you do let this man go and even if you DO have to live through the fear
that there may not be another man around the corner ready to take care of you (that’s not true but I
respect that you might feel that it is).
There are times in my past when I felt weak and didn’t stand up for myself because I felt hopeless.
You probably already know about this. My ex boyfriend was cheating on me. I tried to push the
relationship forward even after I found out.
Just because I didn’t trust myself to find someone better. And most importantly, I didn’t feel I was a
great catch (this is many years ago now).
And I can say now, with great pride, that it’s a nice feeling to know I have all the options in
the world, and so do you.
So think on to a past event where you stood up for yourself, and tap in to the drive within you,
and use it now. You don’t have to tell him off. Just say a simple no.
What you want and what you NEED as a woman (stability, security, along with a number of other
things as well of course) is COMPLETELY OK.
IT’S NOT SELFISH.
What is selfish is you playing along with something that you don’t really want, and wasting your
time and this man’s time.
Don’t delay.
Don’t read this and then just fart around. Do these things now.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> DAVID’S RESPONSE
Hey there Angel,
OK, the first thing I do when I look at a problem, is to simplify it. Make it less confusing. As
long you’re confused, it’s hard to see what’s going on, what’s happening and it’s impossible to solve
anything. You need clarity.
When I read your email… It was obvious to me what is happening. You are running patterns that
women run,
which is to ask for commitment and a secure future, and he’s just doing what men do best, which is
resist commitment and seek out freedom.
It’s not your fault, it’s not his fault, that’s just the basic level of how men and women operate.
There are huge differences between men and women, HUGE.
But it’s your job to understand the dynamics of men and women, so that you can become more
evolved and no longer get caught into these relationship patterns and traps.
To make it worse, there are parts of all of us that contradicts with the other parts of us. He is
saying one thing, but also saying another with his actions.
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A mentor of mine once said, see the pattern, don’t just hear the story. The pattern here is that
he would probably never be exclusive with anyone; with the patterns he is running right now
with women.
His true intentions? Here it is… he wants to feel the attraction and desire. He intuitively knows that if
he enters into a committed exclusive relationship, then attraction and desire may fade and
disappear. That’s why he has so much resistance to commitment!
He is a high dopamine person who gets his high from seeing and meeting new women. And the way
he acts… it’s just to preserve and protect his own feelings of attraction.
If you ever want him or any man for that matter to commit to you in an exclusive relationship, then
you
have to work on building attraction. I know I’ve probably said that a billion times, but it’s the simple
truth and don’t overlook it.
If you can make him feel deep attraction, then he won’t have a need to go around seeing other
women.
But of course that’s the hard part. It would take a lot of energy and understanding in order to
know what to do. And it’s not a simple case of “should I leave” or should i Stay…
What you really need, Angel, is to keep growing and learning about men, and relationships.
Keep practicing your knowledge and skills in attraction and connection. This man will come and go,
but your skills and awareness will stay with you for a lifetime.
As we say in our program “Understanding Men”, knowledge is power, knowledge in men is
power with men. (Click here to find out more information about the program Understanding Men)
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Final message from Renee and David:
If you want to join Commitment Control 2.0 as well, click here and register to watch the
Commitment Masterclass first.
Got something to say about this? Think Angel could do with your opinion? Share it in the
comments section below.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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When is it the Right Time to Sleep With A Man?
April 8, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
We live in a politically correct world right? In other words, it doesn’t matter how soon you sleep with
a man, right? Wrong.
But, not for the reasons you think. Not because men have double standards. But for your happiness
and relationship success. (Click here to get your “Goddess Report”)
Men will ‘categorize’ women in to either one of two categories, whether we like it or not. They still
do it. You are either a ‘just for a good time’ girl, or wife material. This doesn’t mean that men are
right, or that this is a good way or categorizing women; it’s just what commonly happens, on a
surface level, and you need to be aware of it.

Pre-framing your relationship with a Man
And, the sooner you sleep with a man without building ATTRACTION first, the harder it is going to
be to develop a committed relationship with him. Why? Because the beginning stages of a
relationship or courtship are when the FUTURE of a relationship is pre-framed. (Click here to find
out if you’re “Dating a Commitment Friendly Man” by completing this quiz)
What I mean is; if you sleep with a man early, it’s highly likely that he will only see you as someone
he sleeps with, not someone he marries; and he might be more likely to keep expecting that. When
it’s done, it’s hard to change the original ‘terms’ you created for the relationship at the start. There’s a
reason for this, and it has to do with how men are built; how their brains are wired, but I won’t go in
to that stuff here.
Is this fair? Not at all. It’s downright painful at times, for a woman to be in this position, or to make
such a move and then find herself in a position she never intended to be in, but it’s how it is.
I don’t believe in holding back sex out of fear that he will run. That decision is coming from the
totally wrong place. And more importantly, I don’t believe in feeling guilty over sleeping with a man
too early. Neither of these two things are in the least bit relevant, or useful in your life. We’re aiming
for happiness and passion in your love life, not feelings of guilt or just becoming overly controlling
about what the “right” decision is.
So what is best for you as a woman, is to start off with awareness of how men think in this area, and
then make the right decisions for your own life, through true awareness. (read my article about
understanding men)

When it comes to men and your choice of when to sleep with a man, you need to be
aware of only these two important things:
1) Men want to have sex, but what they actually NEED is to feel attraction. That is what they are
looking for, underneath the many cries for sex, sex, sex.
So, sex is rarely what they really want. As a woman, its your job to remember that, for your own
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happiness, and not expect men to tell you that.
Because too many women do not know this, and then they don’t know what else to give a man, so
they feel pressured to have sex with him (which they do), and then the man leaves, which is very
hurtful the day after, when you are left feeling used.
2) If there is not enough attraction between you and a man, he will be more likely to push for sex, and
with much more urgency.
If you want to be a High Value, High Status woman, you need to realize that if you are not focusing
on building attraction with men, you will find yourself having slept with men, but most of them
would have run; only because there was not enough attraction. (Click here to learn what are the
17 Attraction Triggers)

The Question Is: How Soon is too soon to sleep with a man?
To be frank: the question is not WHEN should you sleep with a man, or how SOON is too soon to
sleep with a man. The question is: how much attraction is there between you and the man that you
are dating?
That’s the simple secret to men: Attraction. It’s not sex. After all, if it was sex, why would men
actually turn DOWN offers of sex from hookers? I was recently in Singapore, and mistakenly ended
up in a hotel in the red light district after a mistake in booking a hotel (a long story) and to my
dismay, for the two nights I was there, every morning and evening I would look out the window, and
witness many young women approaching men with offers of sex (at a price of course), and a majority
of men turned down the offers for sex.
Most single men can afford a night with a hooker, especially in parts of Asia where I was, yet I
personally witnessed one man after another, turning young women’s offers for sex away. (read my
article about the side effects of birth control pill)
Men must just want sex, right?
No.
Men want to feel attraction.
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…

What if YOU want casual sex with a man?
So, what if YOU just want to sleep with a man, you ask? Well, that’s up to you. That’s your decision.
Perhaps, if you have already decided that a man is not marriage material, that you want to just have
casual sex with him. That’s your choice. But you DO have to be aware that, even though this might
seem safe and convenient, what you are doing, effectively, is tarnishing your own ‘associations’ with
sex by settling for what’s comfortable and convenient at the time. A 5/10 experience.
At our core, what we want, is not just some sex, or just a good time. We want something deeper,
something infinitely passionate, something that makes us feel alive. The longer you go with just a sex
friend, rather than opening your heart and being vulnerable to the right man, and the longer you have
sex with someone you are NOT passionate about and would NOT die for, the more you imprint
associations in to your brain of mediocre, ‘ok’, experiences, and that in turn effects the energy that
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you put out in to the world, to another man who may be worth spending the rest of your life with.
(read my article about how to make a guy want you)

So what is the solution?
This is the solution: keep your focus where it benefits you and your future relationship the most:
focus on creating attraction with men. Then, everything else will fall in place naturally, and it will all
feel ‘right’ to you.
Become that woman who is irresistibly attractive, playful, fun and fascinating, so that men are more
interested in committing themselves to you than just having sex with you.
The situation is right when a man is compelled to keep contacting you even when you haven’t had
sex.
And this is ESPECIALLY true for a man whom you want to spend the rest of your life with.
Attraction is the truly valuable experience that a man wants, not just sex. If you want to become an
expert at doing that with men, click here to join Attraction Control Monthly also learn about the
17 Attraction Triggers.
Attraction and passion FIRST; then sex. Once there is enough attraction, sex will happen at the
right time completely NATURALLY, without you having to beat yourself up with guilt over
‘sleeping with him too soon’ or laying awake at night wondering when is the ‘right’ time. It’s for
your own future and benefit.
And when you prioritize the feelings of Attraction between you and a man, you let the tension build
up slowly, and everything will be a much better experience for both of you.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
Now over to you: What are your thoughts on sex with men? How soon is too soon and what
recommendations do you have for other women who are unsure about when they should and
shouldn’t have sex with a man?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Makes A Woman Boring & How Not to be Boring to
Men
April 11, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

As a woman, you’d rather be labelled a “selfish bitch” than “Boring”. Here’s
Why…
Article updated 2018

I’ve been thinking, and when it comes to bad labels, you much rather the people you care about label
you a selfish bitch than label you “boring”. Why? Because boring people are last in line when it
comes to reproductive success. At least that’s the impression boring people give. Uninteresting,
unstimulating, “safe” people are rarely sexually attractive. They’re just boring.
In my experience, they also command the least respect and the least popularity.
At least a selfish bitch might be selfishly exciting or at the very least; cause someone to have strong
feelings about you. That’s better than someone not caring about you altogether.
But BORING? No thanks.
Have you ever noticed that some of the most selfish, crazy, egocentric or even arrogant people still
have people gravitating toward them? Whereas so-called “nice” men and women end up alone. Does
the phrase “too nice” ring a bell? To me, too nice = boring.
By the way, a selfish person is rarely a selfish person with everybody. Even the most selfish people
have unselfish sides, but it usually takes a certain type of person to “bring out” their less selfish side.
Now I’m about to get a tiny bit ‘evolutionary thinking’ on you in the next paragraph. If you choose to
pay attention I promise it will pay off.
From an evolutionary perspective, the ‘nicest’ people (especially nice MEN); the people who like to
please people, only have to be nice because they don’t have too many mating “options”. Why is this?
Well, because, people who have many, many ‘options’ and potential suitors at their door rarely even
have the brain space to go out of their way to please people. There simply is no need to please,
because there is always a 10/10 option out there for them. Their life is far too exciting, and the other
high status people they hang around are far too engaging.
So, whether you truly are a ‘bad catch’ (you’re not!) or a bad potential mate or not, being overly
‘nice’ and agreeable STILL sends this subconscious message to people: I don’t have too many
options at my door.
And here’s the thing: sex is at the bottom of pretty much everything we do. It’s the underpinning of
why we do what we do. Survival and reproduction created us. We are here to continue to survive and
procreate. Without these two drives, we are nothing. And these are the two strongest drives within us.
As much of a bitch as you may seem when you publicly slap a man and walk off after he said
something demeaning, you are also exciting. (a woman named Stephanie who emailed me recently
proved this. She slapped a man she met at an art gallery for telling her she has a ‘very nice hourglass
figure’ the first time they met. And in fact, it was the MAN she slapped who e-mailed me for advice.
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I later got talking to this lovely lady as well, who is full of depth and a strong sense of self-worth). By
the way, they later started dating and roughly 2 months later, are STILL together as we speak (thanks
for the updates Stephanie).
So, having said all this – it’s ok if you’ve been boring before. I went through that stage, and I think
we’ve all been through it. Sometimes fear gets the better of us and we become ‘paralyzed’ and can’t
be alive and present with life. (read my article about boring vs crazy women)

But here’s the question: What actually makes a woman boring and how not to be a
boring girlfriend?
I’ve done a lot of thinking about this subject because I intuitively knew that boringness is the last
thing you want to be as a woman. So I’ve narrowed it down to 5 simple things that make a woman
boring, just for your reference:
1) The tendency to avoid being noticed in social situations for fear of people judging you.
2) Having the mindset that “mistakes are bad”. This belief usually goes under the radar, in your
subconscious. You may not think you hold this belief, but your actions show that you do.
Just in case you’re interested – this belief is not really YOURS. You picked it up at School.
Mistakes are one of the most valuable things in your life. Every time you make a mistake, you give
yourself a beautiful gift – the gift of becoming an even more experienced, wise and interesting
woman because you’ve learned more about what ‘works’ and what doesn’t work in life. If you
choose to, you become more, as a person. (Click here to get your “Goddess Report”)
In reality, you don’t need to avoid doing the wrong thing with men – what you truly need, is to fail
faster. But not use “it’s ok to fail” as an excuse to constantly devalue yourself for a man! It might be
a hard thing to do – but it works.
3) Holding the belief that you shouldn’t ever say ‘bad’ things about others. I know your grandma
meant well when she said: “if you haven’t got anything nice to say don’t say anything at all”, and
there definitely IS truth in that (thanks nanna). But the problem comes when you take it to the
extreme and don’t ever voice your honest opinions on another person’s way of acting, or another
person’s belief.
In order to be a valuable person socially – your thoughts on another person’s values and habits
actually set you apart – and show that you have the energy, and the PASSION in your life to actually
stand for something. Passion is an incredibly attractive thing, in case you haven’t noticed yet.
And of course – the other valuable thing about having an opinion is that it bonds you further to other
people who share your values too. If you’re an “agreeable” person and give “equal respect” or “equal
kind treatment” to EVERYBODY, you’re hardly going to develop a connection with many men – or
even women, because there’s no depth to the relationship or friendship.
A lot of us want to avoid being the ‘mean’ or judgmental person, but that’s boring because you’re
rejecting a part of yourself. In the end, what excites us, and what draws other high value, high status
men to YOU is what’s exciting about you. And when you think about it, what excites us humans is
the juicy, controversial stuff. (read my article the power of words)
So you don’t have to be a woman who beats up her man or torches his car – but there’s a reason why
the media hardly ever runs and articles on the ‘happy couple’ – because those stories are too boring to
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us. Sad and a bit sick, but true.
So should you sit there bagging other people? No. But you SHOULD express your honest, authentic
feelings and opinions, and use that as a way of bonding to others. Don’t just bitch with bad intentions
because you’re green with envy or like to see others fail. That makes you the low value person.
4) Talking about yourself all the time. Gosh it’s frustrating to hang around people who can only ever
muster up conversations about themselves, isn’t it? Especially when you are in a group. And the
problem is, most of these people don’t even realize they are doing it.
You want to aim for a conversation that adds value to YOU as well as others. If you want to talk
about yourself, fine – as long as you have interesting, great stories to tell.
5) I saved the best one til last – a lack of passion. If you’re not passionate, you’re not alive. If you’re
not alive, you’re not very engaging or energetic; you’re boring. Which means that fewer men will
want to commit their life to you, and people will not find value in spending time with you. If you
want your phone to be buzzing at least sometimes and if you want men to pursue you – get
passionate. Start giving yourself the gift of feeling alive. Imperfect, but alive.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

So, How Not to be Boring in a Relationship?
There are a few actions steps. But I’m only giving you one to start with.
Become a passionate person.
How do you become a passionate person? It’s simple: Care. Go first. Just care about the things you’re
not used to caring about. For example, other people. Or just care more about learning from people.
Learning from their life experience. Or even sharing and talking with other people whose stories you
can learn from.
Do you want to experience something in your relationship, like for example, more fun? Give it first.
Add that value first. You want a friend to appreciate you more? Appreciate them first. You want
people to notice your efforts more? Notice other people’s efforts first.
Counter-intuitive, but it works!
You want a man to approach you or be warm to you? Smile at him first. Don’t expect him to know
what you are thinking. (He’s a MAN!)
So how does doing any of THAT make you passionate?
It makes you passionate because you’re putting yourself through what is hard. You’re not doing what
most people do – which is to sit there and complain or DEMAND that something happen TO you –
you’re moving through your own comfort zone and demanding more from yourself, which
automatically makes you FEEL more. It moves you.
People aren’t passionate not just because they’re not passionate – but because they never make
themselves DO anything. So they are not ALIVE.
And when you do that, it makes you passionate because it’s a physical thing – moving through
emotional difficulty is also moving through physical difficulty. You experience it physically and
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even if your MIND does not remember that it was hard – your BODY does. And the energy you put
out to the world will be more passionate.
Learn the 17 Attraction Triggers, click here to find this out.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
So I’m curious: Do you agree? What do you think makes somebody boring?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull
Away and Go Cold
April 17, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

How to Talk so He Will Listen to You
Have you ever gotten involved with a man, and 1, 2, 3 or more months down the track, you just
couldn’t help asking him where the relationship is going?
Maybe you got involved with him sexually, and he kept coming close and then pushing you away.
Well, if you’ve tried to voice your feelings and be honest with a man only to feel like he just
disappeared, it’s not your fault. And no, it’s NOT needy to have the desire to know where the
relationship is going. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Why It’s OK to Want Security
It’s what you naturally want as a woman. Just like men try to push for sex, and they naturally want
sex, you want to know where on earth a relationship is going! You want security.
And, there’s a good reason. If you, as a woman, didn’t look for security in some way, then how
would you and your children be protected and safe?
Our ancestors needed security for us to be here today. They sure seeked it out, and that biological
NEED for a woman to seek out security is still there within you.
So there’s nothing wrong with it!

Men and Women Don’t “Communicate” Very Well
Only, here’s the only problem with getting that: men and women don’t “communicate” very well.
That makes expressing your feelings and needs to a man difficult.
I’m absolutely SURE you know what I’m talking about.
You’ll go ahead, be totally honest about something you feel, and tell him what you feel – and at
BEST – he’ll look at you with a blank face, not even acknowledging what you said. Silence.
This is hard! And the more blank and quiet he IS – the more your heart beats faster, the more angry
and scared you get – and then what happens? You keep talking, because HE isn’t talking!

Did He Not Hear You? Does He Not Get It? Why Can’t He Say Anything Back to
Me!?
At that point, you’re probably thinking inside your head “OK I obviously haven’t explained myself
properly and he doesn’t understand what I’m saying so I better explain it in a better way until he
GETS it!” and so you keep talking some more – right?
Constantly talking until a man understands is a natural desire of women, but rarely works in creating
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a deep bond with your man. A good example of this is in the recent movie ‘Crazy, Stupid Love’
where Julianne Moore is trying to tell Steve Carrell that she cheated on him and he doesn’t say
anything, so she screams “why aren’t you saying anything! You know that only makes me talk
more!” and he responds by throwing himself out of the car.
So, even though talking more about your feelings makes you think this will help him “GET” you –
this is FEMININE Logic. When you actually do this, he just shuts down even more. And it’s NOT
because you did the WRONG thing (you can’t do the wrong thing, at least not here, in the feminine
woman community).
(By they way, on the topic of feminine, click here to find out how feminine you are deep down in
your core by doing my quiz here. I’ve carefully designed these 8 questions to show you exactly how
much you are living in your feminine energy and what it really means for you.)
You can only make a MISTAKE, which is very different to doing the wrong thing), so it’s not
because you are flawed (you can’t be flawed, that’s impossible!), it’s because HE IS A MAN.
No matter how much of an asshole he is – no matter how COLD that look on his face is, it STILL is
not because you have done the wrong thing or because he hates you. He’s just a MAN. Something
you are not. And never will be (sorry to disappoint) ?
He is built for a totally different thing than you are as a woman, even though you are both
human. You already know this, intuitively. It’s time to start acting on it.

So what I have for you today is one of my best kept secrets of making a man relax and stop
everything he’s doing and listen to you. Most of my best stuff is kept for members of my programs as
it’s taken me literally months, even years of trial and error and expensive seminars to get a hold of
this knowledge.
But, I know it’s important for you to feel like you can express your feelings without feeling like he’s
going to get angry at you. So I’m about to share this strategy with you, and hope that unlike most
women, you have the courage to put it in to practice.
It’s only a small thing, but most women wouldn’t do it, because they’re too selfish and blinded by
their own false ideas of what a man SHOULD be like.
I’ve kept this strategy with me for so long because I wanted to get it tested, and I use it myself (I
never give you advice I don’t use and have not tested myself) and so do all my close girlfriends with
their man, and it works wonders.

YES, there IS a way to communicate your feelings without pushing him away
To DO this though, you first have to realise one thing:
He is most likely going to feel BLAMED and CRITICIZED even during the times when you are
not blaming him or criticizing him.
Expect that he will feel like pulling away from you and that he will feel criticized at least 3 out of 4
times you try to communicate with him. Until you prove to him that you are not like other women
and you won’t BLAME him. If that’s too much to handle, then perhaps you should try a relationship
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with a woman instead?
That he will feel like you’re complaining, or that he will feel criticized or blamed is the RULE.
Your best bet is to understand it, and expect it. Not because you’ve done anything wrong, but because
of the way you, as a woman, communicate. He doesn’t communicate the way you do, so even though
you’re making sense in your own head, and you feel innocent, he doesn’t quite get it.
So, remember that as a rule. It’s as true as 1 + 1 = 2.
Any man who has ever had any kind of a relationship with a member of the female species in the past
will naturally feel blamed and start to pull away when you try to bring something up about your
relationship, UNLESS you do what I’m about to show you.
That’s WHY it’s so hard to communicate your feelings to men. Because they hear your words and
feel that you are complaining, or criticizing, or blaming, when all you’re trying to do is hope that he
would take a moment to UNDERSTAND you as a woman!
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away
And the worst thing is – the more you genuinely try to express yourself, and he doesn’t understand,
the more emotional you get.
I’ve done this so many times and ended up bursting in to tears just because I wasn’t trying to do
anything BUT express myself to him, hoping he would understand.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t work that way with men. And I learned that enough times through seeing
the love of my life’s face go blank and cold and seeing him walk away after I innocently tried to
express my “Needs” to him. (read my article about the fastest way to push a man away)
This kept happening until I discovered this simple sentence to say to my man (whom I like to call my
superman, if you don’t mind me sticking a word of admiration for him in here, because he is just
THAT amazing)
So, knowing all this, how do you go ahead, express your feelings and emotions and needs in a way
that he would be more than willing to hear you?
Well, unlike what pretty much all other experts say, which is “don’t have the talk” or “don’t ask
where the relationship is going” – which just leaves you clueless because then you start to think the
ONLY alternative is to shut up and go quiet, and say nothing at all – which NEVER works because
you’re still fuming and hurting inside with stuff bursting to come out…
True? There IS a way.
This is what I want you to do:

BEFORE you say anything at ALL to him. Stop yourself, and say this simple
sentence first:
“Hey, it’s not your fault, and I’m not blaming you, because nothing is EVER your fault, but
because I love you/because I respect you, I feel it’s important to let you know that I feel [insert
authentic feelings ie: anger, scared, fearful, hurt, sad, out of control]”.
This disarms him. He can relax and feel that YOU understand HIM first. You are meeting him where
he is at, as a man. You’re effectively getting inside his mind without him knowing, and saying what
he needs to hear from you before you go ahead and share your feelings.
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And, if you do this in a genuine way, he will RETURN your gesture by being willing to understand
you, too. As I say in my program Understanding Men, understanding men first is one of the quickest
ways to stop wasting precious time and youthful years and get men to line up outside your door,
waiting to date you. And you can bet your knickers that your girlfriends do not understand men as
you do after you take the program.
So here’s the catch to using my sentence: don’t USE that line as a justification for actually going
ahead and blaming him. Don’t point the finger. Don’t sell yourself short like that. You are a woman
of high value, so don’t DO that!

HE is never to be Blamed, and you are never to be Blamed
By the way: is it true that nothing is ever his fault? OF COURSE, IT IS. And you truly have to
believe that with your soul. Just like nothing is ever YOUR FAULT either.
If that sounds weird…I know how you feel. After all, you felt so blamed for so much, growing up.
And not to mention how much at fault you feel for your past relationships going wrong.
But think about how FREEING it is to no longer have to blame anyone – most importantly
YOURSELF. If you can’t NOT blame anyone – at least start by not blaming yourself.
See, this is what I believe, without a doubt in my soul:
Nothing is ever a man’s fault. Nothing is ever MY FAULT. Making someone at fault is to tie them up
with chains, because you’re trying to control them and push them in to a corner. Do you really want
to do that to a man? Or to yourself?
This doesn’t mean you don’t take responsibility -not at all. You should always take responsibility.
But by responsibility, I mean CARING for your man, and caring for yourself. That’s what
responsibility is. It’s caring.
BLAMING and saying someone is at FAULT is just a LIE. Would you go to the police office and say
you murdered someone, when you didn’t? Would you lie like that?
No?
Well, don’t lie and blame yourself or a man. Make it a policy that there is no pointing fingers at his
hurtful actions, or at yours.
It’s only a way to make yourself feel secure when you feel like you are not good enough inside.
When I was much younger, I used to blame people – my parents, my man, myself – until I realised –
1) I was actually a miserable, angry wreck by doing that; and
2) I was lying to myself. Thinking it was everyone’s responsibility to make me feel better.
That rarely ever comes, and if it did, if someone did say that to me, I wouldn’t feel good anyway. It’d
last 5 minutes and then I’d be back to my miserable, blaming self.
Anyway, back to my point:
You can’t claim to LOVE someone and blame them.
Simple.
Just like Nelson Mandela said: “Blame is drinking the poison and expecting your enemy to Die.”
Coming from a man who came out of prison, being falsely imprisoned for 27 YEARS. If he can say
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that, if he can have that viewpoint after everything he went through, so can you.
After all, you probably haven’t had people come along and falsely imprison you.
So there’s another thing about this:
You have to believe what you’re saying.
Don’t get up after reading this email and go: “oh YES! A way to trick him in to listening to me talk
about how he shouldn’t have done this – and how he was WRONG to do that!”
Don’t do that. Don’t be a loser like that.
Don’t search your memory bank for all the things he should not have done that other time at that
place when this happened and that happens. Unless you enjoy being a low value woman.
What you SHOULD do is express what you’re actually feeling. Which is usually something like
anger, hurt, sadness, guilt, lonely and scared.
If you stop for a minute and think, you’ll realise that is the truth of it all. It doesn’t matter how much
he has hurt you or how much you have hurt him or how much your ex hurt you – the truth is still in
your actual feelings at the moment.
Anger is anger. Fear is fear. (read my article about fear of being alone)
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

What to Say to Him Next…
A word of warning when you say this simple sentence to him:
When you do this, it’s possible that he will do something that frustrates you. Something like this:
Which is, offer suggestions of what you can DO, even after you’ve expressed that you’re simply
feeling scared or lonely.
For example, if you say: “I feel lonely”, and he says something insensitive along the lines of:
“Well, why don’t you just call your best friend Sally?”
Or “Why don’t you go out and make some new friends?”
If he does that, say this (again, in a genuine way, DO NOT say it if you don’t truly believe it. Wait
until you really feel it inside before you say it. You’ll be pleased with yourself if you do.)
“Thanks, I love that you’re so willing to go out of your way to help me – but you know, there’s
actually nothing to be fixed here. It’s just my feelings as they are, and my feelings will pass as
quickly as they came. I know that sounds crazy, maybe it’s just because I’m a woman and we’re
naturally crazy, but there’s actually nothing to be fixed right now.“
This might make him laugh or smile.
It might mean he’ll look at you with this confused look on his face. Whatever. At least you get to
feel more in control of your communications with him.
Tired of misunderstanding with your man?
So go ahead, and use it, and also let me know how you go!
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
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now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Also! Share your thoughts on this article with me below. I look forward to hearing from you.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.

See Related Articles…
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
Your man tells you to “F**k Off”. Now what?
The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs “Space”
12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You
The Fastest Way to Push A Man Away
Do something about your man pulling away…
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Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then
Disappeared
April 27, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

Quickly find out Why Men Talk About a Future With you,
Then Disappear
Imagine a long-lost friend you really liked but haven’t seen in years. Imagine you bump in to them on
the street while you’re shopping on a Sunday afternoon.
You stop in your tracks. “Heyyyy! Oh my goodness!! It’s been YEARS! What have you been up to?
What are you doing here?”
You guys talk and talk continuously for almost 10 minutes, and at the end, you are so happy to have
bumped in to this friend and you say: “Hey, let’s exchange numbers so we can catch up”.
Your long lost friend says, “Sure!” And she pulls out her cell phone, takes your number down, and
then you do the same – you type in her cell phone number in yours.
You guys part ways with a warm, friendly smile and a promise to catch up for “coffee” soon. (Click
here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Question:
Does it happen? In real life? Does it actually HAPPEN?
Does the long lost friend call you?
Do you call him? or her?
Sometimes, yeah.
But mostly, no.
My guess is that the breakdown of times when it DOES happen is about 20%. And 80% of the time
“stuff comes up”, and you guys don’t catch up again.
Do you get home and plan “I’ll call her in a week or so for a catch up”….and a week later, you
remember to do it….but…you don’t know…you just didn’t feel that motivated to contact her. Or
him.
And now it’s been 3 years and you guys still haven’t done that “catch up”.
Have you had an experience like this?
Yes?
Well, you just got the answer to your question: why do men TALK about marriage and babies with
you and then disappear.
Yes, what happens with a friend IS different to what happens with men, but principal is still the same:
People make PROMISES when it suits them at the time, and then they do not deliver on them.
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It happens a lot. “I’ll call you”. And nothing. Not a sound.
“We’ll catch up next week”. And you don’t.
It’s because we would LIKE to me Mr. or Miss ‘Promises and Performs”, but, as it turns out –
doing what you SAY is much harder than saying what you might DO.
NOW here’s the real, key question:
Why did HE do that? Why do MEN do that?

I mean, why SAY they want marriage and something long-term and then disappear
off the face of the planet?
There are only TWO possible core reasons.
1) Because he wanted to feel more passion, and attraction in his life, and he really DID want to
provide that to you, (he DID have good intentions) but in the end, he just felt too incapable.
He might have SAID something like:
“I can’t do this anymore” or
“I’m so busy” or
“You need someone better”
BUT – what he really MEANS and what won’t TELL you is this:
He’s scared. He doesn’t want to not be able to make you happy as a woman, because as a man, he’d
rather DIE, or lose two legs, than feel like a failure in front of you. Or feel like another man could
provide so much MORE.
See, what I’ve learned through counselling hundreds of women from all over the world – and
learning and observing men, is that MEN intuitively SENSE that they need to be able to PROVIDE.
If they can’t provide, they have to live with the feeling that they have failed.
Question: if you were a man (and I mean a man, not a woman – so really see it from a man’s
perspective right now, not just your own, feminine thinking)…
Would you feel just LITTLE BIT like death inside if you had to face the reality that you couldn’t
provide for a woman?
Whether emotionally, spiritually, emotionally, physically?
If you answered yes, great – you’ve just got inside a man’s mind.
2) The second reason:
Because he wanted to have sex with you, and he thought he could get it if he promised marriage and
babies. Does that sound bad? Yes?
If it does, can I make a suggestion?
I know it sounds bad – but here’s the thing: if men didn’t have a desire to seek out sex, you wouldn’t
be here.
You wouldn’t have access to chocolate (wink). AND – your mum and dad wouldn’t be here.
AND – you would NOT be attracted to him. You know bad boys? And alpha males? Well, I don’t
care how much you try to say you don’t want one of those – it’s in the female human’s DNA to
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SEXUALLY mate with the bad boy.
You might reject that sexual desire in yourself – but you can’t deny the sexual attraction to a bad boy,
even underneath all the attempts to resist them, because you’re really afraid that they will just leave
you if you get involved with them.
That’s why some men become the bad boy. There would be no purpose to being a bad boy if there
was no benefit with women.
So, give yourself a gift: start having some compassion for men and their desire for sex. It’s not
wrong. Once you skip along with their desire for sex in your arm, allowing it to be an acceptable part
of your life and an accepted fact about men, instead of pushing AGAINST their desire like you’re
pushing a 2-tonne truck off the highway (hint: you couldn’t do that, just as you can’t push a man’s
sexual desire off the highway) – you’ll attract way more FAITHFULNESS and COMMITMENT
from a man, because he’ll feel safe with you.
Just because a man wanted sex with you doesn’t mean he JUST wanted sex.
What he was really seeking was the feeling of attraction.
Men WANT sex, but what they NEED is attraction.
They want to feel something in their lives – some aliveness, some attraction and energy – something
that gives purpose to their life, because guess what? A masculine man’s life is pretty straight-forward
and one-dimensional. Not much feminine energy in a man’s life. Which is what he’s really seeking.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

Why He Can TALK Marriage and Babies so Easily:
It’s not you. It’s not men.
It’s evolution.
If you are really SEXUALLY attracted to a man, when you first meet him, do you try to put your best
foot forward?
Imagine for a moment, you happen to meet, in PERSON, the most sexually attractive, successful,
charming, handsome, loving and masculine man you can think of. Who is he?
Name him quickly in your head…
Do you try to smile and be happy and exciting and seem healthy, maybe even COOL?
Or do you sit opposite him at the dinner table burping and farting and spitting?
Exactly.
(Hint: if you chose the last option, there’s no hope for you).
That is sexual attraction at work. That’s evolution at work.
Human beings are compelled to unconsciously put their ‘best’ selves forward when they are sexually
attracted to someone.
So, yes, we’re basically liars.
Because what happens 2 years down the track if you get in to a relationship? The other parts of you
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start to come out.
You don’t try to put your best foot forward all the time anymore.
Because there’s no need to.
The less sexually attractive someone is to you, the less you care to make any promises or put
your best foot forward.
So, why do we do this?
Well, because if we didn’t, we wouldn’t pass our genes on. You and I wouldn’t be here today.
If we can ‘hold out’ and be our best selves long enough for mating to happen, or long enough to keep
a relationship to raise a human baby until it is at least 4 or 5, then we’ve done our job.
At least according to that evil dude named Evolution.
So as a woman who wants to have a family, and a loving man in her life, what do you do about this?
I’m glad you asked, because you really DO need to do something about it. You don’t want to waste
your life away attracting men who run off on you.
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away

Here is what you do:
1) You STOP ignoring your intuition.
Look at a man’s body language as he’s speaking to you.
Don’t just listen to his words.
Watch his body. Watch his eyes carefully, and not so much that you look like a stunned rat.
Trust yourself. You were born a woman, and you are smarter than that.
Right off the bat, I can tell if a man is genuine or not, by reading his body language. And you need to
get good at that, rather than buying in to your own story in your head that he means what he “says”.
A WARNING: A lot of men KNOW to SAY they want a long-term relationship if they want to get
easy sex.
They know the trick. Many women are suckers for men who seem like the ‘reliable’ ‘father-type’ – a
lot of men already know that and play on it to get sex.
Just like women dress in mini skirts and barely-there fabrics when they want some easy attention.
Most men can’t help but stop and stare. Those women got what they wanted. The attention doesn’t
last, but hey, the men looked, right?

Here’s the truth I want you to know:
You KNEW he didn’t mean it when he said he would give you babies and marriage.
You just WANTED to believe him, and that’s OK. I understand.
Sometimes in life, it’s better to believe in something than to sit around with doubt. And that’s not a
bad part of you.
It’s GOOD that you have the ability to believe. Just got to balance it with some practical thinking.
But let’s admit: it made you feel good to believe him. To feel hope, for a minute. And that’s ok.
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Only, it’s not OK if you want a committed relationship, is it?

That’s where step 2 comes in to it:
2) You get REALLY good at attracting a selection of mature men in to your life.
You need to know that not all men are worth your time.
Learn to ELIMINATE the men who are not genuinely wanting something long-term. And that also
means you need to stop “going with the flow” and trusting every man on his word.
Do you want kids?
Do you want your daughter and your son to have a father who is SERIOUS, who will stick around,
and who will be a dedicated Daddy? Or do you rather go with Mr “Good Enough” – only to see your
children’s father disappoint them because he just wasn’t truly committed?
Do you want to have a kitchen with bright lights and a family sitting around the table, enjoying being
together?
Then don’t ignore the need to attract a mature man.
Don’t settle for a man who seems ‘OK’ enough because you think you might not find anyone
BETTER.
You WILL.
My students have done it, and they do it over and over again.
See, it’s JUST as easy to attract a bunch of mature men as it is to attract the low value, uncommitted men, if you just start thinking differently.
It’s not rocket science.
By now you may be wondering if these kind of men exist.
Of course they do.
Not just in my fantasy, but in real life. And, in my life of course. J
Only, these men come at a price: that price is: YOU getting better at attracting them; because these
men only want high value women.
The best only want the best. The idea is as simple as that.

The one thing you need to do is this:
Increase your value so you find better and better quality men entering your world.
High value men only want high value women.
Ask yourself this question every time you feel desperate and weak, like you’re about to lose
him:
Where would I WALK – where would I GO – how would I HOLD MY BODY – if there were 1,000
men waiting outside my front door right now?
I guarantee that your whole aura will be different.
Your posture will be tall, you’ll feel more OPEN and feminine from the eyes of men, and they’ll start
to WANT you like bees want honey.
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The idea is simple: men love to be around women who hold themselves as high value.
It’s like anything – we run from the desperate and give to the grateful, the wealthy, the happy, the
people who are truly giving inside.
And here is how you know when you are getting it right: when you will seem more high value to
men, using this visual of 1,000 men standing outside your front door:
You’re getting it right when your breathing starts to slow down, your heart stops beating so fast, you
take a deep breath in, and your body is not so full of tension.
You’re REALLY getting it right when you start to feel a big smile creep across your face instead of
being so scared.
You’re free then, to be the best version of yourself.
And to instantly tell if a man is mature or not in your first few conversations, I have several
unobvious, INNOCENT QUESTIONS to ask a man in conversation to find out if he is mature or not
in my home study course Understanding Men. Click here and find out about this program.
Your friends will wonder how you can be so good at reading men.
If you want to stop wasting your precious time on men who don’t give you what you want,
Understanding Men will allow you to stop doing that.
Skip over to check out the rest of our programs, click here to find out more about our different
programs.
Also, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right now
it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
Take care.
One last thing! Share your opinions and thoughts on this below. I love hearing from you!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
By the way – I have two great stories of women who have taken my information in Commitment
Control and stopped getting bad results in their dating world. Their stories are humbling and
heartwarming. You can find their short stories here: Eva and Diana’s story.

See Related Articles…
Why Men Pull Away when you Need them the Most
Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It As A High Value Woman
How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull Away and Go Cold
The Very Real Pain of When Men Pull Away
THIS is Why Men Don’t Call More Often…
Learn to Deal with Men Pulling Away in a High Value Way
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Why Do Men Really Fall For Drama Queens
May 6, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2020.

Do Men REALLY Hate Drama?
What does it cost you to just accept the conventional wisdom that:
“Men don’t like drama.”
Well, I can suggest this: it costs you one or all of these two things:
1) The ability to express your authentic feelings to a man because you’re afraid he will run, thinking
you are a “drama queen”. Pretending everything is ok rarely makes everything ok, does it?
2) It costs you a very important part of yourself: the drama queen part of you that actually makes
things/problems/events BIGGER than they really are.
With number 2? It’s in the nature of the feminine energy to make things BIGGER. You didn’t need
me to tell you that.
Otherwise, where did the words “drama queen” come from?
Do you know who ACTUALLY hates drama from women? Or uses the term “drama queen” as a way
of putting a woman down?
Women.
And that’s two types of women:
The first type: the woman who thinks she needs to be strong, tough, STRAIGHT, right, ‘head
screwed on’, ‘never needy’ and totally awesomely LIKED by all men. But, usually, in a
relationship with none of them (alarm bells?).
The second type: The women who HATES other women for being drama queens, when really, they
just feel jealous or threatened inside.
Why?
Well, because they perceive that drama queens steal attention from them. Or perhaps that drama
queens are getting attention: something they don’t feel they have. The drama queens seem to get all
the attention. Doesn’t mean it’s a good type of attention, but it’s still attention.
Might I suggest, it’s WOMEN who perpetuate the idea that men don’t like drama. And we’re good at
it, aren’t we?
After all, if we keep telling all our friends not to be drama queens, then we can reserve some of the
attention for ourselves. And, TALKING and bitching about another person who is a drama queen in
effect, is still bringing attention to ourselves, right? It’s just from a different person. (read my article
about boring women)
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There’s a purpose to being a drama queen:
There’s a purpose for why the feminine energy actually makes things bigger: it’s because people pay
attention when you dramatise things. The Anthropologist Helen Fisher has said in her book ‘Why We
Love’, that tears actually serve a purpose. It’s very hard to fake crying, according to Helen Fisher,
and it serves a purpose because historically, when women are upset, and crying, people would come
to their aid, and the tribe would not like that one of their women is not happy (one unhappy woman
can affect dozens of others in a group, wouldn’t you agree?) and they would rally together with that
woman and get revenge.
On the other hand: when there were no laws, the MALE way of dealing with pain in a relationship
(especially when he’s been cuckolded) is to kill. Women kill and abuse men too. However, most of
the time, women’s retaliation is more inconspicuous and complicated than that.
Women use tears, bitching, dramatising. Also, a lot of a woman’s pain, anger or hurt is expressed
through the way she ignores or doesn’t ignore someone – in the way she hands them a cup of tea or a
glass of water. DRAMA.
And, it works.
It serves an evolutionary purpose. That’s why we women are sometimes so annoyed by it (because
we are naturally compelled to react to it) and also so driven by it.
I’d suggest to you that it’s much like hearing a baby cry. If you’re anything like me, you can’t help
but respond to it by either wanting to take care of it, coo to it, or get irritated by it. Babies don’t have
such high pitched wails for no reason. It’s so that we would do something to stop them from wailing,
otherwise it will drive us crazy if it keeps going.
What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…

Feminine energy NEEDS Attention to shine
Feminine energy NEEDS attention to shine. If we don’t have it from a man, we look for it. What we
FEEL we don’t have, we seek out. The LESS attention we have, the more we want it, and the more
desperate we can seem to get it. (Note: often, we already have attention, we just don’t think we do, or
we take it for granted).
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
On the other hand, if you were to say to a frown, masculine man: “YOU need more attention!” he’d
be confused, back off, or be OFFENDED. Annoyed. I did say masculine man. Lots of young boys or
men still crave attention (perhaps from the people they feel they never got it from), but the masculine
energy doesn’t thrive on attention; it thrives on challenge.
See, masculine men make things smaller.
Ever tried to tell a man your problems and he cuts you off short and says “well, just do this.” or
“well, why did you do THAT?” or “Why don’t you change this?” Problem solved, right?
No! Problem not solved! Not at least in the mind of a feminine woman. (Click here to take the quiz
“How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
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Good or Bad Attention?
Now, the attention that drama queens get – is it a good attention?
Not if you’re dramatising things because you want validation all the time. Because then people just
feel like you want to TAKE from them.
Not if you’re doing it because you want to take. Not if you’re doing it because what you’ve learned
along the way is that you can get attention around the CLOCK if you’re dramatising and
making out that there is something wrong all the time.
I don’t blame you, I have made this mistake, and it’s a mistake that’s easy to make when you’re
feeling down and don’t want to get yourself out of the rut.
But, hey, if you always reject the drama queen inside you, then who’s going to take care of
her? Nobody, right?
If you reject her completely, then how can you have any fun at all? How can you be real?
This drama queen of yours; she’ll just be sitting in the corner, feeling unloved, and feeling
unappreciated. And most of all: feeling judged. And feeling worthless. (Click here to get your
“Goddess Report”)
What I really don’t want you to do, is reject the part of you that is a drama queen. We all have one.
The longer you suppress it, the more ‘tight’, rigid, and controlling your whole aura will be to men.
Because you’re spending all the energy just making a part of yourself wrong. (read my article on
passive aggressive women)

So do some men hate drama queens?
Some men don’t like drama queens, yes. But only if they don’t understand it. Only if they don’t get
that the feminine energy makes things bigger, and more serious than they are. Those men can be
frustrating to deal with because they don’t want to understand your feelings, they just want to get the
conversations over with ASAP.
So if you are wondering how a man could fall for a drama queen at all, and how “drama” can actually
serve your relationship, I’ll give you a good example. Julia Roberts in the movie The Mexican. It’s a
funny scene at the start of the movie, you can check it out here:

What men really hate – and it’s not Drama
What do men really hate?
They hate being a scratching post for gossip and hateful talk that doesn’t make them feel like you
care. That doesn’t actually involve you giving him any energy, or trust, or openness.
When he’s in the living room, and you enter, not even looking at him, talking in the opposite
direction about a woman at work who is a total bitch to you and how much you wish she would leave
the office and never come back (how does that involve him again? How does that even involve your
relationship together?)
A man wants to feel YOU. If he’s your man. If he likes you at all.
And the thing men really hate is feeling like you are just taking from them. Just blaming him without
giving him any energy or openness about your feelings. Just taking, taking, taking.
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The solution?
Express yourself, express your real, raw, emotions, whilst being totally THERE with him. Involve
him. Don’t BLAME him and therefore SEPARATE you both.
Make it so he knows you’re a part of him, a part of the team and that yes, you might actually need
him around. That he is important to you.
TELL him you’re hurt, that when that happened it made you feel afraid, unloved, ANGRY, shocked.
I’ll tell you a secret: men like your authentic expression of emotions, even if your emotions seem out
of control – IF they understand it and IF they are attracted to you.
Why?
Because, it means she is invested in HIM.
Here’s the best way to look at it: what’s the first thing you do when you lose interest in a man? You
stop caring. You stop investing any emotion in HIM. So you ignore him, stop replying to texts, or just
use him for company every now and then.
If you struggle expressing your feelings with men, then here’s an article on how to be vulnerable
without being NEEDY. Just to help you understand the true distinction between high value
vulnerability and low value vulnerability.
And there’s also a very helpful video by my husband on High Value Vulnerability, explaining why it
is the one specific emotional trigger that all men are hardwired to commit to – for life. You can get
access to it here.

What if you’re still in the first 3 months of dating a man?
If you’ve only had a few dates with a man, don’t think you’re entitled to a whole bunch of attention
just yet.
Remember what the point of dating is? It is to build attraction and connection. We teach you how to
do that in our home study program Commitment Control 2.0. You can also register to watch our
FREE Commitment Masterclass by clicking here.
Don’t be like a lot of women who feel desperate: act like a man should be committed to you after the
first date and if he doesn’t call you 5 times THAT week, that he is “making excuses” or “avoiding
you” or “being selfish”.
It takes time to EARN the opportunity and the right to be that dramatic. It has to be an organic
progression.
You need to prove your high value to him first, when you are dating. That’s the task for both men and
women when they are dating. It’s not dependent on sex – it’s just the way we learn who is worth our
time, energy and investment for the long-term.
If you don’t like the idea that we all need to show our high value first before we expect anything
back, I have a gentle suggestion: don’t attempt to be in a relationship with a man. Don’t even bother
with them. Just be by yourself. (which never works out, by the way, because deep down, we all crave
the joy of being in a relationship with lots of attraction and connection). After all, he has to prove HIS
value to you, too.
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One more example…
And, some of the most popular and well-loved movies of all time are based around a dramatic
storyline. Take the movie Vicki Cristina Barcelona for example. Penelope Cruz’s character was very
dramatic. She was an extreme example of an emotional woman. But she’s also endearing, on some
level. We can relate to her even if some of us hate her because we can’t stand the thought of being
that out of control.
It’s interesting that in the movie, her ex still kept allowing her back in to his life and rescued her and
spoke to lovingly of her even after they broke up. It’s not because men always love dealing with the
drama; it’s because as imperfect as she seemed, she was still real and authentic to herself.
This is not to say that you should aim to be like her character in every way. After all, she’s an
extreme example. But the way he took care of her gives you an idea that even a woman of that level
of emotional crazy managed to secure this man’s (Javier Bardem the actor’s) emotional commitment
for some time.
I think there’s a message in that.
If you think it’s just a movie and that it’s fictional – spare me. All movies (even fictional storylines)
are based on life as it is.
If you liked this article, leave me a comment below telling me what you think! -XxXBy the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Having Too Much Baggage: The New Excuse for Being Gutless
June 4, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Having too Much “Baggage” is now the New Excuse for being Gutless
For a little while, several years back, I did manage to convince myself that I had too much baggage to
be involved in a relationship. (Click here to take the quiz “Are You Dating a Commitment Friendly
Man?”)
It’s exactly the same thing as saying:
“I am not ready for a relationship right now.”
“I am not ready to have children.”
As for the statement that I had too much baggage, I realised that (excuse the bad language)
everybody is screwed up. We sometimes like to think that we have the most baggage so that we have
an excuse not to do the scary things in life. In reality, other people are just as scared.
And as for the statement that “I am not ready” – nobody is ever ready. Ready for what? Ready for
everything to be totally functional? Nothing ever functions the way we want it to. Functionality is for
prison (and even then not everything is functional).
Assuming that you are ready assumes that you have control over everything in life, and, in actual
fact, humans have far less control than we think we do. We also have a lot more control than we think
we do (once we educate ourselves and stop lying to ourselves about relationships and the important
things in life). But in actual fact, our subconscious decisions act much FASTER than our rational
thought.
We make decisions and take actions irrationally, and then justify them in our heads. (read my article
on stop doing the right thing)
And, assuming that you have too much baggage is assuming you will someday be rid of it and be
‘perfect’ for a relationship. Really, though? You can never be totally perfect for anything, and neither
should you expect a man to be totally perfect for anything (though a lot of women do) and you can
never avoid having bits and pieces out of place, or quirky habits and crazy, irrational thinking. Things
happen, you make mistakes and you will also get hurt. It’s life. It’s also a part of love and dating.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

So here is what I learned along the way:
Saying I have too much baggage was another way of saying: “I am gutless.” “I am too scared to open
to love because it’s too scary.”
It was MY reason to sit in the corner in the fetal position and choose SECURITY over love. But
security is an illusion. And a moment-to-moment illusion at that. It’s an illusion we create in our
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minds that disappears as fast as it comes.
What I’ve learned, after being together with my love for so long, and starting at such a young age, is
that loving another person is almost never about whether you are ready, or whether you have too
much baggage. I learned that that was my selfishness getting in the way.
Loving another takes courage, and it’s simply not for everybody. This is why, after being in a
relationship for a while, being single starts to seem so appealing.
And if it’s not being single that’s appealing, it’s staying in the relationship out of comfort that is
appealing. Being there, but not really being there. And I think that is selfish.

So here’s the solution:
Open in your fears. The moment where you are most scared, open. Be and live as how you were
made to live. As love.
The moment you think ‘oh gosh I have way too much baggage’ is the moment you need to stop, just
stop reacting and BE THERE with a man, or with a friend, or with yourself. That is your best
solution. Scary, but it works.
And, sometimes, it helps to be a bit kinder to yourself when you’re talking to yourself in your head.
One of the reasons why we want to avoid being in a relationship and use the ‘too much baggage’
excuse is because WE are judging ourselves the most harshly when things don’t go right. Or when we
do something or give something to a man, and it exposed our insecurities and our feelings of shame.
And that’s painful. And it makes you tired to keep judging yourself for everything. (read my article
about how to be confident)
So when would now be a good time to talk to yourself a bit more kindly?
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
Want to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers? Click here to get the eBook.
If you liked this article, please leave me a comment below telling me what you think. Thanks for
reading ?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Difference Between Not Talking & Truly Listening
June 15, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Men need to be listened to as well. Common sense, right? Just not so common in action for us
women.
As women sometimes it’s in our nature to just go up to a man and try and make certain that he hears
what we’re feeling and hears our words even if we repeat the same thing over and over again using
different words. In the end, after we’re done, he doesn’t feel listened to at all.
Then, if he complains that he doesn’t feel listened to, he runs the risk of us seeing him as less of a
man. This starts a cycle of isolation for the man. (Click to complete the quiz “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
It took me a few tries to get what the difference between listening and NOT talking is. I thought that,
if somebody told me I wasn’t listening, then to solve that problem, all I’d need to do is STOP
TALKING. Wow, was I wrong. (read my article on how to respect a man)
Instead of not talking, I discovered what listening actually is:

Listening = actually caring enough to switch from selfish to compassionate.
Not talking and compassionate are two very different things.
As such, describing listening with the word listening doesn’t do it justice. What I think we really
mean when we want to be listened to is that we want another person to be compassionate towards us.

A new word for listening – Compassioning.
Even if you stop talking, the other person can nonetheless feel if you are not actually listening
(compassioning; it’s a new word I’ve personally given to listening).
If a man says to you: “You’re not listening to me!” and you respond with “I AM listening!” you’re
actually not listening at all.
If a man says to you: “You are not listening to me! I’m not being listened to!” and you go silent and
think listening means shutting up, you are not listening.

Here is more on what listening is, as I have discovered:
Listening is when, a man says:
“I don’t think you respect me!” “I don’t feel like you care about me!” or “You never appreciate what
I do!”
That you HEAR HIM. Not his words. HIM.
And instead of saying: “GOSH! I DO RESPECT YOU??! What more do you want!” or “What! How
can you say I don’t care about you?! Where did you get that idea from!?” or “WHAT?? Even after
everything I have done for you, you think I don’t CARE?!”
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Listening is when – you say from a genuine place….”yeah, I know. I know.” with genuine
compassion. (By the way, compassion isn’t felt by other people in your words. Compassion is felt
when you are compassionate.)
Another example of listening….When he’s intense and curt or acting like a boy and you say “Gosh
that’s an awful way to feel. Especially about the person who is supposed to care the most about you!”
Or “I’m so sorry that you feel that way. That must feel awful.”
Or “that must be really frustrating.”
If you can say these things…you are suddenly on a man’s side. He will go “Ah. Finally. A woman of
value. A woman who GETS me.”
What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…
Believe it or not, I’ve found that most women are far better at talking than they are at listening to
men. ESPECIALLY to a man where women have the most fear, and also the most criticisms of men.
We just THINK we’re listening, when in fact, he doesn’t feel listened to. (read my article on how to
talk to a man)

Here’s a measure I use on myself to see if I’m actually listening:
If you are justifying to him how mush you ARE listening, you aren’t listening. Because if you’re
listening, you don’t even notice the need to justify or calculate it.
AND
If at any moment, the words coming out of your mouth are defending YOUR intentions, or your
actions, or your position, you are sure as hell not listening and a man sure as hell doesn’t feel
listened to.
Here’s what I learned from starting off as a really, really bad listener: If you have to defend yourself
and say “I am not like that” when he tells you how he feels about you or something you did, you’ve
created a battle between you both. You’re under the illusion that he wants to fight you. When, he
doesn’t. Nobody ever really wants to fight you. A man is either calling out to you, or giving you a
loving communication.
What I taught myself over the years is that unqualified, unconditional listening means listening, even
when that person is blaming you. Even when he seems angry at you.
I’d like to think I’ve been 100% successful at listening yet, but I don’t think I can say that’s true. It is
something I strive to do, though. And it is important to me.
Listening is simply something you do because you love to give, and listening is something you do
with your BODY, your heart, and most of all, your unconditional compassion. Not because the other
person will give you something you want for appearing to listen to them.
Take some time to register to watch our Commitment Masterclass. Click here for the registration
page.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Find a Good Man & Have a Lasting Relationship…
July 4, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Learn the Most important Factors you Need to Know on How to Find a Good Man
Article updated 2018

To find a great man and have a lasting relationship with him, you Need:
….To be willing to sacrifice the immediate gratification you might get in any man who seems
available to fill your loneliness.
….To learn to love the parts of a great man that scare you the most.
….To be willing to forget what your family and friends THINK is best for you. It’s your life, not
theirs.
….To be willing to change (or positively influence) your friendship group. They are the ones who
have the most powerful influence over your thinking and your choices in men. note: if all your
friends are single, or single and angry, you want to give this point some extra thought.
….To be willing to give 3 times the value before you ask for anything in return from a man.
….To be willing to accept the possibility that perhaps, what most men want the most in a relationship
is NOT sex. See this article for more.
….To be willing to seek out a great education on men, dating, and relationships. This is an area of life
nobody teaches us about (very cruel I believe). And what we THINK works to fix or maintain a
relationship is usually not correct. Your relationship needs deep care and thought, and what works to
maintain passion and love is usually counter-intuitive.
….To be willing to stop trying to control everything and analyze everything but instead…start living.
Your femininity will shine, and you will start to attract better men. (Click here to take the quiz on
“How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
….To be willing to seek out an understanding of men, instead of demanding they understand you
first. Understanding Men benefits you the most. Not the man. It benefits you by allowing you to
make better choices in men, waste less time, and to be able to be an enchanting goddess to Men and
attract the best men out there.
….To be willing to not take advice from the type of women around you who have more judgments of
men than appreciation of men.
….To be willing to sacrifice comfort and being fake for what is Real.
….To be willing to value something more than just your own selfish wants.
….To be willing to consider that fact that…you’re usually a little bit more Afraid of having a
relationship than you are Motivated to enter one.
….To be willing to accept that yes, a great man wants to see your vulnerability, not just your body.
….To be willing to actually care. When it’s hard. Most women simply don’t have the courage to do
this. And it takes practice. I believe true love is worth this and more.
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….To be willing to accept that we don’t automatically ‘deserve’ a great man, we earn a great man by
transforming ourselves first. (Click here to get your “Goddess Report”)
….To be willing to put as much energy into the List of who You have to become to attract a great
man as you did put into the list of what You want in a man.
….To be willing to make friends with, and learn from the women who have already attracted a great
man. They are not your enemy, and you don’t need to be jealous of them, even though seeing what
they already have that you don’t yet have, may magnify your deepest fears and pain.
….To be willing to get to the End of this post and not cry: “but when is it time for MEN to do the
work in a relationship!!” – maybe it’s time to stop feeling like you lost out and start appreciating that
you tried along the way and it didn’t work out the way you wanted, and that is OK.
If you want to learn more about what attracts a good man, click here to find out the 17 Attraction
Triggers.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
Thanks for reading! Please add your advice and dot points to this list below in the comments
section. I look forward to hearing from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Dangers of Rori Raye’s Circular Dating in the Real World
July 10, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Do You really want to start circular dating?
Find out the Dangers of Rori Raye’s Circular Dating…
Article updated 2018

You may have heard of circular dating. If you haven’t yet, I’ll let you know what it is quickly.
Circular dating is: a term coined by Rori Raye, relationship author of Have the Relationship You
Want. Dating several men (at least 3) all at the same time. You accept the date with the man who
calls first, and do not shuffle times or even think about manipulating the schedule in order to get dates
with the man you like best, or dates to the most fun places.
There’s another level to Rori’s circular dating though, as Rori says on her blog:
Circular Dating as a Tool is not about “dating.” It’s about interacting with everyone – man, woman
and child, so you can practice my tools of opening up and allowing love in and being vulnerable and
sharing your feeling state – until it becomes automatic and your self-esteem soars. (Click here to take
the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
First I want to say that my appreciation goes out to Rori, simply because I kow that her Circular
Dating tool comes from a place of empathy for women. I appreciate her for truly considering what
it’s like for a woman to be ‘attached’ to just ONE man, and feeling him not coming forward and not
committing, and her resolve to looking to find a solution to that problem for us women.
Before I get in to my answer for this…I want to first say that, the very concept of circular dating, as
Rori Raye puts it, is quite muffled to me. It is not always clear WHY you should circular date. So my
answer to you here is the best I’ve got based on what I know about circular dating, and I have
certainly spent some concentrated hours studying her theory over on her blog, and her REASONS
behind advising you to circular date. (read my article on do beautiful women intimidate men)
Now here’s my answer to should you circular date? According to 3 different situations:
Number 1: for women who are curently single.
Number 2: for women who are in a dating relationship for 1-5 months and he’s withdrawing; and
Number 3: for women who are in a long term relationship of 5 or more months and he’s not
committing.
Number 1: you’re currently single. My answer: Sure. circular date. It’s not any different to just
dating men. Circular dating is a fancy way to put it. Why should you stay and wait for one man when
you are single? You shouldn’t.
Number 2: for women who are in a relationship for 1-5 months and he’s withdrawing. Ok. Think
about it. If you are in this situation, why would you want to circular date?
Well, first of all, you probably don’t want to, because you wouldn’t be reading this for a solution, if
you really did want to just go and date other men, you would have done that already and you
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wouldn’t be indecisive about it.
The fact is, you are already invested in this one man, whoever he is, and would like him to commit to
you, but he isn’t, so you might consider Rori Raye’s circular dating to get yourself out of a fearful
place. And to satisfy your cravings for some certainty in your life. I understand, I have had the same
thoughts in my past.
Here’s the thing:
In a 1-5 month relationship, you are still dating and you cannot expect an exclusive commitment from
a man UNLESS you have both discussed it. Or, UNLESS, you and the man have somehow preframed the relationship in a way that indicates you are both now exclusively committed. So the
question is NOT should you circular date? There’s two questions you can ask yourself:
1) Are you staying in the relationship and sleeping with him, hoping that he will eventually feel
ATTACHED to you because of it?
Because if you are doing this, you are sending out signals of Low Value. So stop it right now, and
start being authentic. Your value is NOT in just sleeping with a man. Remember, a man will commit
to you when he’s emotionally attached or in love.
2) is he REALLY not committed to you? Or is he just not as committed to you in the way you
WANT right now?
Because, when you and I, as women, sit down and think or worry about how committed a man really
is, we usually only see it from OUR perspective. Especially in the 1-5 month stage! We are invested
pretty quickly. It is in our biology; we want pair bonding as soon as possible.
1-5 months for you as a woman might mean you’re thinking you are already in a relationship that is
leading to marriage. For HIM though, he may not have even thought about a deeper relationship
commitment yet, because he is a man. Not necessarily because he’s a douche. (Click here to complete
the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man”)
In reality, sometimes, the man really IS committed. In his mind. And at his pace, and in his way. Men
can actually choose to never marry a woman and be completely, head over heels in love and yet
without a single doubt be committed her. A man can not call for 4 days and still be committed. Hard
to accept? But it can be true, depending on your situation.
Lots of small things can indicate commitment on his part. It’s just that, men don’t understand women
in general, and they just have no idea WHAT you want or HOW you want it – AND the problem with
that is, they WILL NOT give it to you when you simply go TALK to him about what you want,
because he probably can’t hear you. Instead, he hears:
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Complaint. Criticism. Unhappy woman.
“Hmmm. Ok. Awesome. I AM OFFICIALLY UNSUCCESSFUL IN MAKING THIS WOMAN
HAPPY. I might just go to work and forget about it all. Yeah, I like that idea. In fact, I give up. What
do I do now? Who is going to show me what she needs in a way that doesn’t feel like I’m being
emasculated as a man? Or maybe I should stick to casual sex. Then I don’t have to worry about
making a woman happy and feeling like nothing I do is ever enough for any woman.”
Now, another thing: maybe a man is dating you out of convenience and he is still in to his ex or he
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just wants easy, comfortable sex. Well, if he is doing this, then it’s time you left and started dating
others.
And finally…
Number 3: for women who are in a long term relationship of 5 or more months and he’s not
committing.
The answer is a simple no. Don’t just get up and state that you are now circular date, if what you
want is happiness and commitment.
Here is why:
The biggest problem I have with circular dating is that it is FEAR meeting FEAR. And it’s a fearful
tactic used to solve a fearful situation.
You are responding to his fear with your own fear.
You feel that time is running out. Or you feel…that by being emotionally invested in this ONE man,
that you have gotten the short end of the stick. Or you feel….that if he’s going to fluff around, that
you should have the “right” to go date other men and get your ‘needs met’.
And he is not committing out of fear. If you have taken my home study course commitment control,
you would know that this fear is called Commitment Resistance. What you need to do is get a little
insight in to how to overcome his commitment resistance, which basically starts with having
compassion and empathy for him as a man, no matter how hurtful the situation is to you.
Also, I know that being with a man who isn’t fully committed in the way you want feels painful, I’m
not going to tell you that your feelings are wrong. Because they are your feelings, and they are real to
you, and I sure as hell have felt that way before. So I wouldn’t make you wrong for that.
But my question is: What will you truly get out of circular dating?
Will you get CERTAINTY that some man will commit to you? Of course not. You can’t control any
man, and you also cannot always control everything. No matter how organised your life or your ideas
of how dating or having children or having a relationship should turn out, things happen. The
unexpected gets in the way. (read my article on commitment phobic men)
Looking back over the last 10 years, haven’t things been rocky? Has everything gone to plan for you?
No?
Then why act as if you can make everything go to plan? Why start trying to control everything?
Why not instead, start living and loving?
Some women plan to have a baby and be married by 28. That happens, they get married at
28…..which is great. Then they try for a baby expecting it to happen and it doesn’t happen for 5
years, or they end up being told they are infertile. Is it their fault? No. It’s just that, you need to
accept (as I have, painfully on many occasions) that we are not in a game of control here. We are in a
game of living and growing.
Control is an illusion we create to try to find some security in this crazy world of confusion and pain.

CONFIDENCE from Circular Dating?
And that’s what circular dating (for Rori’s reasons) IS. It’s a form of trying to control a man through
a fearful tactic. It’s not working WITH him, it is working AGAINST him.
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I date other men, because YOU don’t commit right now in the way that I want.
AND – Will you get CONFIDENCE from circular dating, as Rori Raye states that you will?
Not at all! Confidence doesn’t come from dating different people and taking whatever first offer
comes (as if you have no power other than to sit there and wait for men to pursue you). Confidence is
a feeling of deep certainty within yourself. A feeling of self ownership that no amount of constantly
dating other people will EVER replace. And confidence is earned by doing the hard. Not the easy.
There is NO shortcut to confidence. That’s why we crave and admire the people who are self
confident. Because somewhere inside, we know exactly how HARD they worked for it. And their
body and mind and their actions are congruent with their sense of self ownership.
Do you admire people who have the ability to go to the toilet and do their business? No. That is pretty
easily done. But we admire people who have a deep sense of confidence for one reason: there IS no
short cut. It’s not like biting our nails or going to the restroom.

More Sanity Through Circular Dating?
So if you circular date, will you get SANITY and peace from all the drama of your man being cold
and distant? I don’t know, maybe. But most likely not. Because it isn’t just him. Drama and
uncertainty comes from you as well. It comes from the story that you tell yourself in your own head,
and therefore experience in real life. It’s interesting, how perception can change everything in a
heartbeat.
I would not recommend circular dating, for Rori’s reasons in any scenario. I recommend, if you want
to, to date different men when you are single. No problem with that at all.

Get a COMMITMENT from a man Through Circular Dating?
But here is the trap you don’t want to FALL in to:
Do not start circular dating to get a commitment from a man.
Why?
Because to get a commitment from a man there are TWO ways to get it;
1) to Inspire it, and then his commitment is Always 100% genuine and he does it because he
WORSHIPS you.
2) to force it (or passively force it, as through Circular Dating), and you know you always did it the
cheap way. (read my article on how to make a man commit)

The 5 Big Dangers of Rori Raye’s Circular Dating
To finish off, I want you to make your own decision. I am not here to tell you what to do. I want you
to choose. so that you can make your own informed decision about whether you should circular date
or not, Here are the flaws that I see in circular dating for the reason Rori gives to do it in the first
place:
1) Unfortunately, circular dating makes you a passive woman. Here’s why: “Accepting the date with
the man who calls first” leaves YOU on the EFFECT side of things.
Here’s the thing. In life, there is CAUSE and EFFECT. Most of us, simply because we are human
beings and we aren’t always rational and logical, we THINK we are on the EFFECT side of things.
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We think that for example, if a man is not contacting us, then there’s nothing we can do to INSPIRE
him to make the move and contact us. Wrong. I have the privilege of teaching you how to do this in
Commitment Control 2.0. Find out more, click on this link to register to watch our Commitment
Masterclass.
The problem with being on the EFFECT side of things is that you’ve not solved a single thing in the
first place. You are still being passive. Assuming that your power is only so strong as going out to
date different men and taking whichever date you get first is not power. It’s being passive.
****************************
The best way to solve all this if you are really looking for a solution would be to get VERY clear
on what kind of man you are looking for and then become the woman that man would want to be
with. (This is the secret behind attracting the right types of men!) Not only will that kind of man
be irresistibly attracted to you and your energy, you won’t have to look far and wide to find
him, he’ll find you.
****************************
Of course, it’s easier said than done, because often, we feel desperate since time is ticking, and we
think that the next easiest man with resources who comes along and gives us some attention should
be who we settle for.
Being on the EFFECT side of things assumes that you have little power to inspire commitment and
more intense feelings of attraction in the man you want. That is pure lunacy. You have far more
influence to enchant any man than you could ever dream possible. It simply takes you to start being
on the cause end of things, rather than the effect end of things, and being passive.
And it’s not about controlling men. It’s about inspiring them as the goddess that you are inside.
2) According to Rori, you circular date “so you can practice my tools of opening up and allowing
love in and being vulnerable and sharing your feeling state – until it becomes automatic and your
self-esteem soars.”
Here’s the thing: opening up, and “allowing love in and being vulnerable and sharing your feeling
state” has nothing to do with circular dating.
If you want to open, you do it right now. You do it as you read. You do it as you walk…
You read something that touches a nerve, and you let yourself break down. You walk past a mother
and a baby, and you wish you had that, and you allow the emotional wound to open and to allow the
burning feeling of yearning in your heart to fire up.
You walk past a man loving kissing a woman’s head, and you open and let yourself be inspired by
that moment of love.
You are with a man who is not giving you the attention you want, and you allow yourself to open
either alone in the dark or WITH him, and you cry or you feel intensely hurt and angry, simply
because of life. Not because of HIM. It’s not him. It’s life – It just isn’t working out the way you
want right now. And that really, really hurts.
And you open by showing that, experiencing that truth. And sharing it firstly with yourself, and
perhaps with him.
See, opening has nothing to do with circular dating. Open now and you will either get rid of the
man you currently love, or you walk out on the street as an open, beautiful woman and because of
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that openness, you will attract a good man.
3) If you’ve been reading my work for a little while, you know that I teach that in order to attract a
man who doesn’t just casually take care of you, but who worships the ground you walk upon, and
would DIE for you, you need to be High Value and High Status.
Well, Rori Raye’s circular dating is just another tool that is being offered to you as a way to advertise
your ‘High Value’. That’s all that it really is. A quick way to create some High Value for yourself.
Hoping he will commit. Here’s the problem with circular dating in this situation: it’s good for a split
second, but it is also very quick to irritate and scare the men around you.
Just because your ONE man doesn’t commit, doesn’t mean another man committing to you through
circular dating is a GOOD thing, because YOU haven’t necessarily changed. It’s just that your tactic
has changed.
By the time men see or hear that circular dating is what you want to do, they can’t appreciate your
value anymore, because you’ve lost it, because they associate you with being the woman who made
them feel PRESSURED in to doing something. Or the woman who left when it was hard. And all of a
sudden, you probably seem like a fearful woman who needs to date other men to feel confident and to
try to TAKE a commitment from the best man that she can get it from.
4) Circular dating uses force to get you out of desperation. Circular dating is NOT a solution based on
a true understanding of men. It’s based on a selfish way to get your own needs met without
considering him. You are trying to force him (or some other man) in to a commitment by trapping
him.
5) Circular dating is essentially a tool to confine and trap a man, when it is done out of fear. And this
is SO frustrating for me to hear because the one thing masculinity desires is FREEDOM.
And a man wants to feel fee WITH you. He doesn’t want to feel you trying to trap him. Men have
spent millenia running from Low Value women who try to just trap them out of fear.
Essentially, if you circular date to get a commitment, the man will feel everything as a restriction of
his freedom. Wouldn’t you agree? You’re trying to get your current man, or ANY man to COMMIT
to you.
If you want to get it in that way, no man will ever feel free with you and you will be single and
childless forever.

Circular Dating: Has it Actually Changed your Mindset?
Let’s see. He’s not committing. You need a commitment. Or so you think you do. So you go date
other men to get that commitment.
Now here’s my question about that: does circular dating CHANGE the way you approach your
relationship with this current man in the first place?
Are you assuming that some other man will be better? Well, what if he is? Can you rely on that? No.
Most likely, you will go along and have the exact same problem with another man, because your
underlying mindset and BELIEFS about men and dating and the world have not changed at all.
Which means that you will attract the same kind of man.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
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FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
My conclusion is this: Date a lot of men if you are single and if you are open to that idea. But do not
circular date to get your current man (or some other man) to commit. Force doesn’t work. It’s simply
trying to solve fear with fear. And that is not solving anything.
Attracting men does solve something. Don’t use your fear to meet this man’s fear.
If you are currently in a relationship for 5 or more months, well, you attracted your current man for a
reason. You can’t bail out saying “HE’S NOT COMMITTING!” and in turn, turn your back on him
because you’re scared. You attracted him for a reason. He didn’t just fall in to your life. You attracted
him!
On some level, what you do – the energy you put out to the world and to men, is returned to you
multiplied.
He’s not only NOT committing because of him – he’s also not committing because of you, and the
way your relationship together makes him FEEL. He’s fearful and so are you. For whatever reason.
As author and speaker David Deida says, we always attract our reciprocal. If your current man is
fearful of committing, his fear matches your fear. My guess is that, at the heart of it all, you do not
want to circular date at all. You just want to feel free. You want to feel like you can open to a man, or
to men, and to give your gift of your feminine energy and love and be loved without feeling afraid
and restricted. And, the only person restricting you is yourself.
Well, you don’t need anybody’s permission. You have now.
What you need to know is: if you choose to open now and not WAIT for some new men, you won’t
even have the problem anymore. The quality of commitment and the quality of men you attract is a
direct reflection of how committed and open YOU are and how much of a quality woman you allow
yourself to show up as.
Your barrier is not men, it’s yourself.
Here is the bottom line:
Don’t make decisions out of FEAR. The moment you make a decision out of fear, you just made
the wrong decision.
If you want to circular date, be absolutely SURE that you are not doing it out of fear, or to get a
commitment from a man. Unless you want to become low value.
If you are committed to becoming a High Value woman, and really want to inspire a deep and
passionate commitment from a man, it is not a dream. It is possible. I don’t have ALL the answers.
But I certainly have some, and I can show you how to inspire a deep commitment in Commitment
Control 2.0. Watch our Commitment Masterclass and learn more about this program and the three
words that inspires your man to commit to you; click here to watch this video now.
Or you can check out the list of our programs by clicking on this link.
Renee.
xoxox
P.S – Have you tried Circular Dating? If so, what were your experiences? Do you want to try
circular dating? Your experience may help hundreds of other women make the right decision,
so do share your experience with circular dating below.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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6 Keys to Respecting A Masculine Man
July 29, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

What does Respect Look like to a Man?
Article updated 2018

Everybody knows men crave respect in an intimate relationship with a woman.
But it’s not always automatic to give it. Lately I’ve been toying with the idea that respecting a man is
not 100% always a woman’s conscious choice, specifically in an intimate relationship situation.
(Click here to complete the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Here’s why: I feel deep respect for my fiancee, and it’s not logical. I don’t TELL myself to respect
him. He earned it by not being willing to be a passive man. I FEEL respect. It’s in my gut, it’s in my
heart, and it exists as a part of my body. It is a part of me, almost like the lifeblood that runs through
my body.
However, I have also chosen to GIVE respect to him even when I was scared.
Do you feel the same? Do you think that respecting a man is not your choice? Perhaps it is something
you have to FEEL for a man?

Men who Command a woman’s Respect Automatically
I believe there are some men in the world, a smaller population of men, who command respect from a
High Value woman automatically. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am
I on Facebook?”)
For example: we walk past them in the street and it’s just the way he carries himself, the way he
walks past you without checking you out and instead is fully focused on his mission in life; and he is
true to that mission 100% and know his place in the world – you can’t help but respect him.
A woman who holds herself as Low Value might just chase after him and try to sleep with him and
hope he will marry her, but a High Value woman will silently acknowledge him under her breath and
give him respect instinctively.
A lot of men don’t deserve your respect; they talk a lot and do little, like many women do anyway.
(read my article on the ideal man)

Respect in a Relationship with a Man
But when it comes to a relationship with a man, here’s what I suggest. You may not respect him
fully YET. But give him the benefit of the doubt for one month.
You have to give yourself the chance to FEEL respect for him and give him a chance to be the Man.
Unless of course, he is completely useless as a man in a relationship. Some men just like to walk
through life getting easy sex and not caring about anyone but their Mom. IF they even care about
their Mom. And they like to just check you out and they have no idea that human beings have
feelings; and that we have a soul, deeper than just being a piece of meat.
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These men are probably not worth your time.
And – you don’t have to respect any man who is not worthy of your respect OUTSIDE of dating or a
relationship. But when it comes to dating and having a relationship with a man, respecting a man
matters, for the health of the relationship between you both.
BUT – here’s why suggest giving the man you’ve chosen to date, the benefit of the doubt and respect
him:
If you don’t start off respecting a man in any way at all, he can’t trust you, and the foundation of
your connection falls to pieces. He can’t be the man you want him to be in the relationship, because
you don’t even believe in him. You’re not giving him that gift. And if you don’t believe in him, he
won’t trust you, or commit to you fully. He’s going to doubt you and feel afraid.
If instead, you start off dating a man coming primarily from FEAR – you can’t show respect or feel
respect anyway. You’re not even there yet, because you are too fearful, and too much in survival
mode.
Another thing…
The majority of women in this world prefer to marry UP. To heighten their social status, to be more
financially stable…to be with a man who is more intelligent than her and makes more money than
her. It’s instinctive. It doesn’t mean you can’t marry a man who makes less money than you do –
provided you respect him and are really attracted to him, it doesn’t matter.
But biologically, women are driven to seek men of status; and to seek men of higher status than we
are.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Men know women seek High Status Men
And here’s why that matters in relation to respect: men know intuitively, that women prefer to seek
men of High Status. They know that intuitively. They can’t always SAY that, but they do know it.
Which means, if you are criticizing him, and if you are pointing out everything you think is a flaw,
and if you CAN’T let him take YOU places and make decisions, he will automatically feel
emasculated, and he won’t commit fully to you.
He might be casual with you, but he won’t commit fully to you.
There’s no reason to. He doesn’t get one of the most crucial things he wants from a woman; respect.
If you don’t respect a man – your eyes show it, your body language shows it, the words that come out
of your mouth show it. So he feels it. And if he feels that you don’t trust him; that’s a sign to him that
you don’t see him as a valuable, respectable man. (read my article on how to find a good man)

Be Honest With Yourself about the Type of Man You REALLY Want
Although I am almost certain that respecting a man mostly isn’t your choice (though I’d like your
input on this one), I DO believe that in the beginning stages of a relationship, you are both quite
unsure and don’t know each other that well yet; so you need to give him the benefit of the doubt. And
when you DO this; many men will step up to the plate and BE that strong, powerful man for you;
earning your respect, but in any long term relationship, you can’t just call him weak or emasculate
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him and EXPECT him to be the man you want him to be.
This is why it’s crucial for you to NOT just go for any man who seems willing and available to
HAVE a relationship with you.
Not only are you hurting yourself, you’re hurting him.
If you want an Alpha Male, if you WANT a High Status man, don’t pretend that you don’t. Be honest
with yourself; be authentic. Don’t cheap out and go for a man you’re not really attracted to because
you feel desperate for a relationship. I have done this before, and I was essentially a complete fraud. I
was to scared to go for a Higher Value man; and I guess for good reason: I had not BECOME a High
Value woman myself yet. (read my article about alpha male)

Is Respecting a Man Really Your Choice?
I still believe that if you are choosing to date a man; that you need to at least have the courage to
respect him first for one month, unconditionally. But don’t expect respect in return unless you are a
High Value woman, either. And unless you genuinely choose to be there dating him.
It’s become obvious to me that many people throw the word respect around as if they own it. They
say: “oh I don’t respect that person, I have no respect for them; they did this, and they did that; oh
what a loser.” – well, nobody respects you either.
Don’t claim you don’t respect people just so you can feel all high and mighty for a minute. People
can feel that empty clawing for a moment of significance and self importance because you feel like
you are small. Genuine respect is felt. Genuinely give respect where it is due, and if you are unsure
whether to to give respect; give them the benefit of the doubt.
I am aware that there are plenty of people out there who prefer to sit on the couch and do nothing
their entire life and who have no respect for anyone. Well, they don’t even respect their own
existence in this world; they don’t even respect the life they’ve been given.
If you are able to give a man that you’ve chosen to date respect to start with, then, over time, you will
see, and learn more about him. And you can make your decision from there. (read my article on the
right time to sleep with a man)

Here’s where you can start with men. How to Give a Man Respect:
9 times out of 10, in the relationships I observe today, it’s the woman who wears the pants. And the
man remains passive. In reality, he’s scared as hell. His testicles are in her jar, up in her secret little
hiding cupboard.
Unless you are a naturally masculine woman, this isn’t your natural place. It’s not your place to
emasculate a man and not trust him to do anything, or make any big decisions, or feel the need to
point out what the should do and where he went wrong.
So try not wearing the pants for one month with the men you meet.
Don’t be passive either; that doesn’t work. I know that most women who hear this will go and be
passive instead; and start operating from another extreme.
But – don’t sit there waiting for a man to do everything; you can give a suggestion, but trust him
enough to let him make his own decisions for you both about where to go, and YES – let him make
every mistake under the sun in his life without telling him what to do.
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The reason you don’t want to do this is the reason you have to do it. Because it scares you.
That’s what it means to be with a man; allowing him the opportunity to be a man for you, and to
make his own mistakes. He will want to do better for you when he sees that you will accept him even
when he stuffs everything up. That’s the way men test women.
And if you feel you are too scared to do this; try anyway. You can always leave the relationship if
you want. You won’t die from it.
So with all this ‘Talk’ about respect, respect, respect, you might wonder; what IS respect, and what
it means to respect a man. I’ll give you some suggestions.

How to Respect a Man:
(Choose from these options based on whether you’re just dating a man for 1-5 months, or in a long
term relationship. I trust you to choose.)
And if you are more masculine that’s fine. Ignore these; because you may not want a relationship
where the man is masculine and you are feminine. Choose another type of relationship that is true to
you.
1) Respecting a man means to not wear the pants.
2) To give him the gift of your joy and not withholding your joy out of fear.
3) To respect the fact that he has an ego, and this ego needs to feel good. You have the choice to
laugh at that and say to this: ‘what a joke’ – that’s up to you. But it all depends on how much you
genuinely want a relationship and want true love, and not just a significance trip for yourself. People
can feel the difference between these two, by the way.
4) When he makes a mistake, don’t say: “I told you so.” or “Remember when I TOLD you NOT to do
that?!” Find something more compassionate to say. He’s a human being.
5) Smile and enjoy the fun when he forgets a turn off or goes in the complete wrong direction. Oh.
No? Do you prefer to roll your eyes and cross your arms and shake your head and tell him where to
go? If you do, them I ask; do you choose a loving and passionate relationship, or do you choose a
dictatorship?
6) Want the BEST for him by actually wanting him to trust his OWN word first. NOT yours. He can’t
feel safe to trust yours until he is man enough to trust his own and follow his own path.
*************
I remember an acquaintance of mine, they are a couple. His wife was extremely controlling and
would say condescending things, and it was clear she never wanted the best for him; but just to keep
him close. My fiancee and I would talk to her husband about a new business idea of his around our
dinner table, and we would give him ideas and suggestions, and he would ponder them; during that
time his wife would keep yelling out objections.
Whilst her husband was pondering new ideas with us, we’d discuss them with him and then he might
say: “actually, I think I’ll follow David and Renee’s reasoning and listen to you.” and she would blurt
out: “What?! NO! Listen to your WIFE!”
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
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now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Here is my conclusion on How to Give a Man Respect:
When in doubt, and you’re just dating a man and he is not committed; give unconditional respect for
one month. Genuine, real respect. Don’t wear the pants. If after a month and you’ve done this
genuinely, and you are not more attracted to him, and you’re not ‘feeling’ it, then leave.
And if you’re reading this and you’re in a long term relationship or marriage, you do it for 90 days.
Yes, 3 whole months.
Take the Understanding Men program, click here to read more information of this program.
Thanks for reading. I’m still wondering; do you agree that to respect a man, you have to FEEL
it in your gut?
Do you believe that respecting a man is not your choice?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Deal with Depression Without Positive Thinking
August 18, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

I can’t put into words how much disappointment, hurt, sadness and pain I have felt throughout my
own life. I don’t know your hurts and your struggles, only you know that. Only you can speak for
yourself. (Click here and get your “Goddess Report”)
But what I’ve decided through my own pain is this: it didn’t really matter WHAT the “problem” or
“cause” was…it really didn’t, because, sometimes, life sucks and stuff hurts. Even when you like to
look like nothing hurts you, and even when you think it shouldn’t hurt you.
It’s true that sometimes life sucks. And….I get angry. And lose hope. I am sure you know what I
mean. But the cause of our pain is irrelevant…because pain is always there and is a fact of life,
whether we like it or not.
Many years ago, when I was finally encouraged into a path of self-transformation (sounds so airy
fairy), I always got fed the idea that you need to “keep moving forward”, or something like that.
Do you know what I’m talking about? Lots of advice on how to deal with depression, or how to get
over hurt or regret or sadness, goes something like this:
“just be strong”
“I know you’ll get through”
“talk to a friend”
Sometimes, our best friends can say to us: “oh that person just said this or did that to you because
they feel bad about themselves. Don’t WORRY about it.” (huh? Don’t worry about it? Sometimes
that advice works, sometimes, it doesn’t.)

Just Think Positive?
Or there’s the age-old advice: “Just think positive”.
Well, unfortunately, thinking positive does not change the fact that something hurt.
Thinking positive is just a THOUGHT.
But think about having a broken heart. It’s physical. You can feel the pain in your heart.
There’s nothing healing or ‘fixing’ about telling yourself: “that didn’t hurt and all is well”, because,
sometimes, NO, not all is well. That doesn’t mean everything won’t end up OK in the end….it just
means, sometimes, all is not well. And sometimes, all certainly does not FEEL well.
And positive thinking ignores the fact that things hurt, and things feel bad. Positive thinking doesn’t
change how your BODY chemistry is in that moment. Because it’s just a thought.
Unfortunately, depression and sadness is never just a thought. It’s in our bodies. We have
experiences, and we hurt from them…
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
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Depression has turned in to a self-indulgent Excuse
Having been through my own ‘ self-indulgent’ depression – which in my own mind back then meant
enjoying the BENEFITS of depression and sadness because it got me quick attention and sympathy
from other people – now, sitting here writing this, I believe I have actually come across the cure for
depression.
I don’t believe in taking medication for depression, even if you have a chemical imbalance. Maybe,
in some extreme cases, medication is necessary. I’m willing to consider that. I am no doctor, but I do
believe that most chemical imbalances can be fixed with time and dietary changes AND actively
changing what you focus on habitually. I’ve personally experienced that you can change your
chemical ‘state’ by changing the habitual ways you hold your body and the habitual ways you react to
things.
I want you to know that….my cure works for me, and I believe it works especially well for the
majority of women in the world. It has certainly worked for the women I have private consultations
with. After using it, they feel lighter, freer and it’s like the pain has disappeared.
Because it’s worked so well for me, I want to share it with you too.
That’s if you really want the cure, of course. Maybe you want depression, and I can understand that.
I’m just not willing to settle for that myself, so I hope you are the same and that you take something
from my own experiences.

The cure for depression and sadness is to NOT cure depression and sadness
Depression is not the problem. The problem is using depression and enjoying it so much that you
WANT to keep it.
Here is what I learned, and I hesitate to say I’ve been successful at implementing it ALL the time, but
I learned this:
The only way to deal with depression, the only way to get through the pains of life, to get over
the ‘hurts’ you have, is to feel them.
It’s just one word, really.
FEEL.
Remember when your grandmother told you “never cry over a man”? (Click here to take the quiz
“How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Grandma is awesome, but I just don’t find this helpful.
Maybe you’ll decide it’s best not to cry over him, in front of him, if he does something douche-like
(something BAD) but even if you don’t want to cry. It doesn’t change the truth.
And for me, with what I’ve been through, I don’t care about maintaining ‘pride’ when I’m alone. The
truth is, that whatever happened REALLY made me want to cry. It REALLY hurt. My body knows
it. So why should I deny it, especially to myself?

Stop ‘Controlling’ your emotions and bottling things up
There’s a really big problem with bottling hurts up, as a woman. And it’s especially bad for women.
And that is that: you start to hold yourself like a corpse. Too much past hurts ignored, piled up. You
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can’t breathe properly, you sit at your desk all hunched up and eat food and eat more food and then
eat more doughnuts and when that gets old maybe you’ll smoke cigarettes or drink by yourself alone
at night…..all to try to numb yourself and take away the pain.
Imagine your whole body getting crushed by a collapsed building. Well, that’s what bottling things
up can make you look like. It makes your energy weak, and rigid.
Give yourself a gift: stop lying. Stop lying to yourself. Start feeling.

“Keep moving forward”?
Do you believe that you should control your emotions or just “keep moving forward”?
Well, do you really believe that? Or are you trying to just survive because you just don’t know what
else to do?
Warning about controlling emotions: You start equating Vulnerability with insecurity or weakness,
and vulnerability is neither of those things!
Here is what I learned:
Whether YOU like it or not, YOUR BODY knows more about your hurts than you do.
Emotional pain is not just emotional. Emotional pain is VERY physical. Have you ever felt your
heart rate beat faster when you’re worried or stressed?
Have you ever had that experience where you got some bad news, and you felt shaky or lightheaded?
Have you ever seen your father or mother stressed? And they let out a sigh every 10 seconds? This is
the body reacting to emotions or emotional pain.
Emotional pain will stay in your body if you don’t release it. Your BODY remembers it, even if your
mind doesn’t. And it all adds up to make up how you present yourself to the world. Your body is
tight, combative, ‘closed’….
I’ve spoken to women who have been abandoned after 5 years with a man, or lost a family member,
or miscarried a baby, or they’ve just decided to try to pretend it didn’t happen and gone stone cold
after being hurt badly in relationships….and it doesn’t matter if it’s been 10 years, or 10 days, or 50
years after that hurtful thing HAPPENED, if you don’t let yourself be vulnerable and just feel the
pain, your body punishes you.
Sometimes, if you THINK you can just get through, and try to look tough, you probably can….on the
outside.
But you really can’t do it without also suffering the consequences. And those consequences go
something like this:
– You lose your femininity, because you just look tough, and like you could be beaten with a bat and
nothing could hurt you.
– You become a fraud, because you’re pretending that things don’t hurt. No, things DO hurt. And,
they hurt often! I learned that I had to respect this fact about life. Stuff hurts, and there’s pain, as
much as I try to block it out, there is always going to be stress or pain at some point.
– You forget that life IS painful. It’s meant to be painful. It’s also meant to be beautiful, joyful, a
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miracle….but it’s also meant to be painful.
– You can’t make the best decisions about your health and your relationships, because you’re in a
constant “trance”. You know what I mean, don’t you? When we block things out, we go all foggy in
the head and live in a trance-like state, like a robot.
– You can’t be even 50% as attractive as you could be, because all the pent-up emotion resides in
your body, and the tightness shows! Tight women are…not very attractive, and sometimes, scary.
(read my article on how to make a guy want you)

When somebody has done you Wrong…
Now, if someone has done you wrong, or if you feel intolerably depressed, hurt and melancholy, you
may not WANT to show it to them, you may not WANT to show it instantly. And that’s fine.
But what you HAVE to do….is find a place to feel. It could be alone, it could be with a dear friend,
or your mother or sister. You have to feel. Break down, and feel everything.

Our biggest problem is not depression… it’s thinking that we shouldn’t have
problems
The biggest problem you will EVER create for yourself in your life is NOT depression. Depression
and sadness is not our problem. I believe our biggest problem as women is believing that we should
NOT have problems.
Even worse…that we shouldn’t have deep feelings about things.
Believing that we should not let depression and sadness overcome us.
I believe we really should let it overcome us. And let it overcome us until it’s done.
And then you get to the other side. And on the other side, is joy, whether you like it or not. No one
moment lasts forever. Things pass….but only if you honor their presence.
You have to honor grief, and depression and humiliation and sadness, just as much as your honor
elation, sexiness, excitement and feelings of achievement.
Here is why:
If you really are hurt and feel depressed, or feel whatever awful feeling under the sun, and you
actually LET that feeling HAPPEN, soon enough, whether you like it or not, it GOES AWAY.
The only way bad feelings go away is if you FEEL them.

The Nature of Life and Feminine Energy…
That is the nature of life and of the feminine energy as well. If you let yourself feel, and continue
feeling when the pain seems completely intolerable, there’s a surprise on the other side. You feel
lighter. More free.
We weren’t made to have a perfect life. We weren’t even made to have a happy life. In fact, human
beings as we are today – when talking about our basic instincts – were not originally designed for
happiness. Our instincts were designed for something else: survival and procreative success.
That’s a bit boring and scientific, but it’s helpful, if you’re willing to respect that fact. (read my
article about how to achieve asting radiance)
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The “Oh, what’s Wrong??” Epidemic
I think we live in a society where feelings are made wrong. If we cry in front of people, people ask:
“what’s wrong??” Well, in reality, nothing has to be wrong. Usually, nothing IS wrong. Though we
like to look for what’s wrong.
Sometimes, it’s just sadness coming up from 2 months ago, 2 years ago, sometimes, 30 years ago.
And whilst people think what’s WRONG is that we’re crying, I believe what’s really wrong is that
we THINK something has to be wrong to cry.

Reasons to FEEL?
The silly illusion is that we have to have REASONS to feel. If we cry, there has to be a good
REASON. Well, actually, there’s a lot to cry about. And it’s totally ok to feel whatever you feel. The
longer you go without feeling it, the bigger the price you pay later on when it’s all pent up.
It is only through your deepest depression that you can come out the other side, and find the greatest
joy.
If you numb yourself, soon enough, your greatest dreams will actually come true and you won’t
notice it. Because you’re numb.
I believe: we NEED our struggles and our depression so we can appreciate how blessed we are.
One reason I even started this site was because I turned in to Miss Stone Cold Wall. Years ago, I
couldn’t cry. Something would happen that would LOGICALLY be hurtful, in my head, but I would
sit there, unable to feel anything. Wanting to feel something, but feeling nothing. And do you know
what? That turned out to be the biggest pain of all.
I have deep gratitude for my man David who had to deal with that part of me, very early on in the
relationship. And he taught me that it was ok to feel. I hope that now, you can also appreciate that it
is ok to feel….and feel anything.
I learned just how powerful it is to let yourself feel everything. This is what feminine women are
designed for. We notice subtle changes, we feel like death one minute,and can be laughing
hysterically the next minute. Do you see many men doing this? No…

The Bad thing about Feeling everything…
Having said all that, there is a problem with ‘feeling’, though.
It’s something you already know, but I know it helps to be reminded of it.
If your core is feminine – if you’re a feminine woman, you don’t WANT to feel by itself. It becomes
easier when we are around other people, to feel. The feminine energy will often close up and become
cold and hard and bitchy and hateful and angry. There’s a reason.
One way feminine energy is increased is through connection with others. We open when we connect
with others.
And I’ve found, we open more with people who make us more vulnerable. And usually, that would
mean with a man in an intimate relationship.
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If You are Single it’s Tougher…
Which means…if you’re single, it’s going to be hard to OPEN to your emotions, and to FEEL.
But, it works.
It will loosen your body, and teach you to be vulnerable.
Vulnerability is powerful. Yet, it’s intersting how we all try to avoid being vulnerable. Contrary to
what we all accidentally make ourselves believe, our friends and a good man wants us to be
vulnerable. People can’t connect with you if you’re not vulnerable. People don’t love you for being
‘capable’ and stone-cold.
Men cannot connect deeply with you if you are not willing to be vulnerable.
We all secretly know pain and struggle, yet we all outwardly hide it.
I think it’s time to let yourself feel, and allow yourself that vulnerability, if not for anything but just
so you can breathe, and feel like a woman again. Not a robot.

This will make it easier…
I cry a lot more than I used to these days. Both out of sheer happiness, and incredible sadness.
But, if I ever get to that place of Miss Stone Cold Wall again, I find 2 things always work:
1) Running. Running is harder than sitting, and it puts your body under stress, which piles up along
with your emotions, so if you run, the faster you run, the more likely you are to burst out crying. The
stress will trigger that. Don’t worry if people see you. They will only want to take care of you, if
anything.
Or just run in a quiet place.
2) Put on a song that will make you feel something. Coldplay is usually good for this!
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

You also don’t need reasons to be stupidly HAPPY…
P.S – just as you shouldn’t reject feelings of depression and sadness, you should escalate and really
MAGNIFY feelings of happiness.
Just as you don’t need a reason to Cry, you also don’t need a reason to celebrate, or be stupidly
happy. For that, also use music that makes you want to dance and jump around like a child for no
reason.
It’s funny how people in our society think we need ‘reasons’ to be stupidly happy or stupidly
depressed. I don’t think we need reasons for either.
We have a lot of programs and you can click here to get more information about each of these
programs.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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If You Keep Doing THIS You will Always Be Single
August 30, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Find out What Habit will Make you Feel Lonely Forever
Article updated 2018

Sometimes it’s hard and disappointing when you feel like you are dating men, but you are not finding
any that you are actually attracted to.
Have you ever wondered how to find a good man when you feel like you are losing hope?
If you have, then maybe you will relate to this.
I have a question. Is it that you are not attracted to the men you meet and date? Or is it that you are
too busy judging these men, and too busy looking for their flaws, to feel any attraction for them?
When you judge men a lot, you can’t be authentic and feminine. When you’re not authentic, you
aren’t the most attractive woman out there, that’s for sure. Because all your judgements are masking
your true attractiveness. (Click here to get your “Goddess Report”)
And when you don’t feel attractive, you are never going to attract a good man.
“He laughed really weird.”
“He’s not tall enough.”
“I want someone like Channing Tatum.”
I’m not suggesting that you should settle for a less attractive man than you can have. Not at all.

Are Your Standards REALLY too High?
Maybe your friends tell you that your standards are too high.
Rarely are people’s standards too high. That’s a lie. The truth is usually that they are just too scared.
They have felt judged their whole life, maybe by men, so now they feel underlying resentment with
men. And now they can’t be themselves and can’t stay in their feminine energy because they’re so
uptight, looking for reasons why any man is not right, or not good enough.

Developing Total Innocence with Men
It’s going to be hard because you won’t notice yourself doing it all the time, but stop judging men.
Even the short ones. Even the ones who don’t make over $100,000 a year. I have often noticed that
the women who get the most from men are women who simply have no judgments and approach
almost every interaction with men with a total innocence.
That’s right, a total innocence. What I mean by that is, you don’t look for FLAWS before you even
start a conversation with him.
Think about children. Do children run around judging everybody? Or do they just want to have fun?
Does the little girl in you who loves to play run around harbouring a bunch of unnecessary judgments
about men? No, she doesn’t. You do.
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Here is Why You Are not Dating Men you Are Attracted to:
Some men won’t be your type, that’s fine. But again, do you keep dating men and find that you’re not
meeting the ones that you are attracted to? (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
That’s because of 2 possible reasons:
1) you have too many judgments of men, so you are not showing up as your most attractive self,
because you’re too busy judging and looking for flaws, which means of course, you won’t attract the
kinds of men you really DO want. You’ll lose hope and start to get scared that you will never find the
one for you. And then live in resentment of the women who do.
2) you want a man that would make you feel more worthy than you already feel on a day to day basis.
And I’m sorry, but love does not thrive on that weak base.
To find love, and to find that fairy tale, just let go of the memories of being told you are not pretty
enough, not tall enough, not short enough, not successful enough. (read my article about how to
attract your ideal man)

Men don’t Love You for Achieving Things
Let go of the feeling that you’ve got to ACHIEVE something before a man will love you. Men don’t
love you for achieving things. That’s a LIE. They love you for your feminine energy. They fall in
love because you don’t act like a man and try to achieve everything just to be enough in this world.
Men want the real you. The authentic you that laughs and has fun even with the shortest, ugliest,
dumbest man on the planet.
I’ve coached hundreds of women from many countries, and I think I’d have to be REALLY stupid
not to notice common actions, feelings and patterns among women. Here’s one of the many things
I’ve observed and helped women with:
More often than not, we don’t want a tall man. We think we do, but we don’t. And that thought is
destroying your feminine energy and your attractiveness.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

What You Truly Want…
A tall man might be NICE, but…
What you TRULY want, is to feel deep attraction, passion, to feel safe, secure, loved AND excited.
And I am just telling you what you already knew but you forget too often: to have passion, attraction
and security, the man doesn’t have to be tall or rich. You just THINK he does.
Because you’ve seen too many men who are short, poor and unconfident be unattractive because
THEY don’t feel like they are good enough for you. So you have developed this association with
short, poor, unconfident men.
Not every man who isn’t rich or tall feels bad about himself.
If you constantly feel that you NEED to have a tall, good-looking man to compete with other women,
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to impress your family, and to do better than your sister did, you will never find the love that you are
craving.
Because what you are looking for is NOT a relationship. What you’re really looking for, are reasons
to feel worthy. Maybe a taller man will make you feel worthy. Maybe a stronger man will make you
feel proud and worthy of your mother’s love or your sister’s love.
But if that’s what you keep looking for, all you will find is a deep, black hole of emptiness. You will
find that you are lonely and still single.
Long-term relationships are a spiritual path. What this means is, you have to have the courage to love
a man even when you’re scared that he is not good enough for you.
No man is going to be good enough for you in every single moment, because he is a human being.
Just like you are.
He is going to stuff up, make you feel awkward, do things that scare you. That’s what you sign up for
when you enter a long-term relationship.

Here’s How to be Beautiful to Men
If you want to be beautiful to men in an otherworldly way, stop judging men. And they will stop
judging you. Be innocent in every interaction. Assume that almost all men have some worth, some
value in this world. Because that’s who you really are. That’s what you WOULD do, if you weren’t
feeling fearful of men. You are not the fearful bitch. You are a beautiful, authentic woman who
knows how to use the fearful bitch on the rare occasion that it is needed, but you do not have to
constantly LIVE in that place. (read my article about femininity)
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

You Don’t Have to Settle for Less than You Want
One last thing: no, you don’t have to settle for less of a man than you want. All you have to
remember is:
1) Stop judging men and looking for flaws. Make innocence and acceptance of men your first
reaction, rather than judgments. It’s hard, but it works.
2) By telling yourself that you want a man to be better looking or taller, you’re lying to yourself.
That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have and won’t have a tall man, it just means, if you keep looking
for looks, status, and riches, that’s what you’ll get – you’ll get a man who thinks his only worth to
you is looks, status and riches. And that is a s**t relationship if I may say so.
What you are really looking for is a feeling. A feeling of passion, excitement, that also comes with
security and love. You need to know that all you ever want is a feeling. Not the perfect looking man,
and not the man who acts perfectly. Learn the 17 Attraction Triggers and be single no more, clicking
here.
We no longer live in a pre-historic age, where the SLIGHTEST bad move on a man’s part means he
won’t be a good provider, or that he won’t be able to protect you. Although your instincts tell you
that’s the truth.
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Nowadays, hardly anything threatens your life. You are free to look for love and excitement. You no
longer have to look for flaws first, and obsess critically over a man’s actions or pitfalls, like your
female ancestors did.
Try it. Men won’t be able to pull themselves away from you. (read my article about making a man
want you)

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The One Masculine Skill Every Feminine Woman Must Have
in Dating
September 22, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Learn the Important Masculine Skill that you Need as a Feminine Woman…
Article updated 2018

The upside of being very feminine? Men will be attracted to you. The downside? Well, what I’ve
learned is that if you are ALL feminine and don’t cultivate masculine skills, then you get hurt a lot
easier and spend too much time getting what you DON’T want in life, you waste a lot more time, and
as an aside, you become a less valuable long term partner. (Click here to complete the quiz “Am I
Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Being all feminine carries with it the danger of being too one-dimensional. Just like completely
masculine men are a pain in the butt to be in a relationship with, because they lack sensitivity (I’m
sure you can relate to that) a completely feminine woman without some masculine essence is difficult
to be with for a man.
But this post is about your happiness. For, we can’t be good to others without first giving to
ourselves. Which means that, having some versatility to go to your masculine energy when YOU
need it, is most valuable for you.

What is the One masculine skill you have to master as a feminine woman?
The skill of elimination. That’s right, elimination. And by that I mean being able to eliminate men
from your dating circle, or from your life altogether. Being able to not get hung up on one man who
is flaky, dishonest or only there when it’s convenient for him.
At some point in the dating period, you need the objectivity to assess or decide whether a man is
going to be good for you or not, no matter how much your emotions are telling you to stay hung up
on him.
Emotions are great, you know how much I love them, and how much I advocate feeling them, and
honoring them, but at some point, you must cultivate your masculine ability to separate yourself from
the situation, decide, and eliminate.
Here’s the truth about being very feminine: We just HANG ON to everything! Once one person
comes in to our lives, it’s hard to let them go, even if having that person in our life is bad. And that’s
true whether it’s friends or a man. (read my article about how to be feminine)
As with anything, there are downsides and upsides. And this is one of the possible downsides of
having a very feminine essence.
I’ve had a couple of friends whom I know weren’t the best of friends, whom I knew deep down were
a bad fit for friendship with me, and who would never be on the same page as me and have the same
beliefs as me, but couldn’t let go and in the end the whole friendship breaks down worse than if I had
decided to so called ‘eliminate’ them in the first place.
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Another aside: if the word ‘eliminate’ sounds insensitive to you, you most definitely have a more
feminine essence (or are more in your feminine in this moment), and you most DEFINITELY need to
learn the skill of elimination! Even if it feels unnatural to you most of the time, you NEED to
eliminate SOME of the time! So as uncomfortable as it is for me to talk about elimination (it makes
me feel slightly unattractive and weird in my body to use that word), I know it needs to be done.

How to Eliminate Men
There are three basic steps to being very good at eliminating men, and not wasting time with the men
who aren’t worth opening your heart to.
1) Actually become clear with the kind of man and relationship you want, and then become the
woman that man would want to be with. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value Am I on
Facebook?”)
2) Decide what kind of treatment you are really willing to settle for. If then, a man actually treats you
badly, give him one chance (also telling him that it hurt), and if he does it again, eliminate and move
on. In fact, sometimes one chance is too many, it just depends what he actually did.
3) Consciously and deliberately associate pain with wasting time on the wrong man, rather than
associating temporary pleasure with just ‘having a man’ in your life. Too many women I work with
would prefer the comfort of having some man in her life, and associates too much pain with letting
go.
Disclaimer: this post is NOT about ‘waiting for the perfect man’! This post is about meeting more
men, and eliminating more men, which makes the whole process of getting to your ideal man faster.
However, if you’re not meeting very many men at all, then, you wouldn’t be any closer to meeting
the right man, and you would probably want to hang on to whichever man seems interested.
Meet lots of men, and eliminate lots of men. You can’t find your ‘one’ without this.
And, enjoy the empowerment that comes with making the decision to eliminate the men who are
wrong for you. It’s not that they are bad men, it’s that they are the wrong man for you. (read my
article about knowing the right kind of man for you)
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Elimination Gives you Incredible Power as a Woman
When you, as a woman, choose to eliminate a man who is wrong for you even if he’s been good to
you in the past and is willing to give you marriage and babies, you gain incredible power. I strive to
do this in any area of my life where it’s important to do so. In friendships this is especially hard, but I
strive to apply my own elimination rule.
Even with my work, and with my customers. If I sense early on that one of my members is not the
type of person that I want to work with, I choose to take her out of the course and give her her money
back, without her asking. I just let her know I made this choice and wish her all the best. And I do it
often.
Some people thin that’s harsh. I think it is smart; we only have one single lifetime, which means, no
time wasters, especially when you work hard on being a good catch. No matter how low your self
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esteem is, a bad egg should be let go and set free from your life.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
What do you think? Is it too harsh to eliminate men? Thoughts? Comments? What about
eliminating friends?

P.S – Remember, elimination is a very masculine thing to do. It takes considerable effort to begin
doing it, but there are invaluable payoffs. Learn more things about men from our Understanding Men
program, click here to read more about this program.
P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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He Says He Misses You but Does He Really?
October 5, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

What do You do When he Lures you in to travelling to see him and then abruptly
tells you to LEAVE?
Article updated 2018
I’m on my honeymoon at the moment which is blissful and I’m so happy (there’s just something
about seeing my man wearing his wedding band that makes him THAT much more handsome than
he already is!) A woman’s thing perhaps?
This was supposed to be my private time but I have a big answer to a big question today… I chose to
answer Diana’s question publicly because it is simply so COMMON and it also makes me mad so I
had to get more awareness out there to women in the world about this kind of scenario that is not so
typical when you are IN the situation, but also happens to many other women that we don’t know of.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> QUESTION
Hi Renee, I subscribed to your emails a few months ago and firstly I just want to say thank you. Your
advice is unlike anything I’ve read before and I really value it. Secondly, I am having a tough time
right now – in fact I feel like I might be going crazy.So although I know you must be inundated with
emails, I would be really be grateful if you could tell me what you think.
I split up with someone a few years ago – well, he finished with me quite abruptly and painfully. I
was heartbroken and never lost the sense that things were unfinished between us. About a year ago he
made contact with me, just by email, as I had since moved to another country.
Then as a fluke we bumped into each other whilst I was visiting Shanghai the day before Christmas
Eve. After this the contact increased and when I was back in Singapore he emailed to tell me he had
finished with his girlfriend and that he felt something for me.
Over the next few months (bearing in mind I am trying to cut a long story short) we opened up to
each other. He lead this, as obviously I had been hurt and didn’t want to show my cards too quickly.
But he sent me pictures of us when we were together, of a present I’d bought him that he still owned
and he told me things that made me believe he really cared about me. He said that there was
something different about us – that we are always close even when we’re not together, and possibly
always would be. He said he couldn’t stop thinking about me and at one one point he backed off
slightly and told me he was scared of his feelings as he was finding himself missing me when we
don’t even live in the same country.
Regardless, he told me to come and visit him so that we could spend time together. So I arranged my
trip and by this point we were emailing each other several times a day. He said he’d take time
off work and we would talk about how excited we were to meet up. And just in case this is a detail
that impacts your view of what was going on here (as I would really value your honest opinion) I’ll
let you know that he also sent me intimate pictures of himself, which felt completely natural as I also
believed we were extremely close.
But by the time I got back to see him, something was different. I met up with him for one night and
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then he backed off. In fact he seemed slightly cool even before I got there. We had planned to spend
all this time together but he was being elusive, so it got to the point where I was calling him to say
”what is going on!” – which is something I would never normally do. But I needed to know – as here
I was on a three week holiday following months of anticipation.
After fobbing me off for a few days he eventually told me that I should leave him alone. He said he
was wary of meeting up with me again since I would have to go back to Singapore. I told him that I
had never felt like this about anyone before and he said ”I don’t want anything right now.” So I know
– I should move on, which I am trying to do.
I have blocked him so he cannot access me on the internet and I would like to believe that I am
getting on with my life as much as anyone could. But on dark days, when I am feeling bad about
myself I still wonder what this was all about.
Maybe he met someone else or maybe he just went off the idea. But his behaviour was so extreme
and so contradictory I wonder if he could ever have felt anything in the first place. I feel as though he
lured me back into his life just so he could humiliate me, or feed his ego. But this is so far removed
from what I actually feel in my heart. I really did think there was something deep and loving between
us.
Can you see what was going on here? Did he just use the fact that I live in Singapore as an excuse to
turn me away because he just wasn’t that into me after all? Was this about sex – hence the pictures?
Do you think he actually enjoys hurting me? Or do you think he just got in too deep and didn’t know
how to back out gracefully? Can anyone be that unsure of their feelings?
I suppose I want to know if there is some rational, masculine explanation for this that will stop me
feeling like I’m just not good enough. I have never heard of anyone behaving like this. Thanks
Renee, Diana.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hi Diana, I happened to read your email and I find that you are being totally genuinely vulnerable
with me, and I am compelled to reply to you.
Diana, ok. Where to start… I need you to understand one thing, and if you only take away one thing
from this response I’m giving you here, I want you to know this:
You are asking me about HIS actions, but this is probably not as useful as reflecting on our own
mindset and actions as we can change those if we want. Our own actions and perceptions are a more
empowering place to start than going externally and looking at what the man did or has done.
What is true is that, if you are at ALL interested in changing the relationships you have with men, it
will help if there is no confusion between just easy attention from a man and real love and attraction.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man”)
I know that you feel incredibly confused right now, and you want closure, and I’m about to give you
the closure that he refused to give you, but I need you to stick with me as I will get to that part in a
minute.
You said he seemed to tell you things that made you think he cared about you. Here, I’ll paste it:
“But he sent me pictures of us when we were together, of a present I’d bought him that he still owned
and he told me things that made me believe he really cared about me. He said that there was
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something different about us – that we are always close even when we’re not together, and possibly
always would be.”
This man (I don’t know his name, and anyway I’m so pissed at him that I don’t care, he can be called
assface as far as I’m concerned), this man, feels SO desperate to be desired by a woman – SO
desperate to feel the feelings of attraction, that he used the idea of you giving him gifts before you
broke up as a way of luring you in again. (also read my article on signs he is not an alpha male)
He’s very OBVIOUSLY been reinforced by other women in the past with these things that he does.
He has learned, that some women will respond to sweet words, kind words, ANY enticing words, and
as a result, maybe desire him in return, or give him sex.
Now – if you are reading this newsletter, REMEMBER this – Whenever a man you are only dating or
getting to know asks YOU to go and see HIM in another state, or another country, the majority of the
time, you should NOT do it. Generally, if you have not been dating steadily for 5-6 months, it is a
sign of low value as a woman to go and fly to see him.
There are exceptions to this rule, but these exceptions are very few.
I mean, if you had 1,000 men standing outside your door; handsome and successful, would you be as
inclined to fly to see him? Of course not. And that’s a clear indicator that your decision also comes
from a lack of perceived options in men. (Click here to complete the quiz on “How High Value High
Status Am I on Facebook”)
A man who totally WANTS you, desires you, will seek you out, come to you, and pursue you.
I do not believe that any woman should fly to visit any man in another state or country, when they are
just in the early dating stages.
Here’s why: I’ve worked with enough women to know two things:
1) Your situation is very common and it makes me MAD; so many women fall in to the trap of
thinking a man is totally in love with her because he flew her to see him, or just because he asked her
to go to see him, and really, that’s not how men think at ALL. That is not the action of a man in love.
2) As a woman with a naturally feminine core, it FEELS far more right, genuine and REAL, if a man
is willing to travel out to see YOU. You know it’s true, too! So do not deny that gut instinct. Because
it’s there for a reason.
Masculine men will pursue you rather than asking you to come and see them, if they are genuine
about you. They can also potentially fly to meet you if they genuinely want only sex, too. But at least
that way, if he flies TO you and he only wanted sex, you feel far less humiliation than if you had to
fly to him, and it turned out he just wanted sex, true?
If it’s true, nod and say yes out loud, because I want you to remember that.
I don’t care if he spends $10,000 flying you over there, showering you with gifts, taking you out to
dinners. It is happening to a lot of women, every day, I get a story like this in my inbox very often,
and men are willing to pay in order to feel desired by a woman and for sexual play or a weekend of
passion.
And then they can say ‘get out’ to you immediately after, and not care, and completely detach
themselves from you faster than you can blink. As you have witnessed.
So I mean, right now, if you’re either thinking ‘this happened to me before and I learned from it” OR
you’re thinking “damn, I’m not getting flown around having nice dinners in different states!” I have
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one thing to say – it doesn’t have to mean ANYTHING.
A man can do these things and never be committed, never respect the woman, AND never worship
you or want to die for you. Getting a true commitment from a man, on the other hand, well – that’s a
whole other level. It’s a whole other ball game.
If you are reading this, I believe that you deserve a man who doesn’t just love you, but who Worships
the ground you walk upon, and that’s what I help you get to my in program Commitment
Control. Find out more information about this program in our Commitment Masterclass, click here to
watch the webinar.
*********************************************************************************
*************************************
If you want a true commitment from the right man for you, you HAVE to sacrifice cheap
attention from other men who SEEM interested in the short-term.
*********************************************************************************
*************************************
If you’re wondering how to tell the difference between a man who only wants casual fun and a man
who has more interest in you OR might be falling in love?
It’s simple. Let him do the work to come to you. Let him drive to you, and fly to see you, or drive to
see you. AGAIN – he can still fly to you and not be emotionally in love. He COULD be, but he could
also just be wanting something temporary. But at least he desires you more than a man who just gets
you out to meet him. And at least you feel better that way.
As a woman, you have FAR MORE OPTIONS than even the most attractive man out there, and you
need to get that.
It’s true no matter how BAD you feel about yourself, and no matter how shitty you feel right now.
It’s not just true because you’re more pretty than another girl, it’s true because of EVOLUTION!
Something that you can’t change!
A fertile egg from a healthy woman is worth $30,000. A sperm? Nothing. Nil. Not a squat.
It’s simple and objective science that tells you a little story you really need to be listening to right
NOW.
You hold all the reproductive value, even if you are 55 and your eggs are no longer viable, being a
female still means that you have far more sexual power than a good looking man. The demand for sex
from ANY man is simply greater than it is even from the world’s least attractive women. If you want
to look at it from a Demand and Supply perspective, you can.
Now the reason I even MENTION that is because I want you to understand something about MEN,
not so much about yourself (although that comes naturally as a part of understanding this). Men will
do a lot of things just to feel desired, to feel attraction, and to get sex.
Honestly though, they think they are wanting sex, but what they really want to feel is
ATTRACTION, but most of them are not consciously aware of it. And then, when they themselves
didn’t allow the attraction to build up and pushed for sex early, sometimes they resent the women
they date for the lack of attraction. Frustrating, hey!
*********************************************************************************
***********************************
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AND – I’ve said it before, but I feel like I have to repeat myself to every woman I work with.
Many MEN are very good at using WORDS to lure women in to casual sexual relationships
that us women otherwise would not get in to.
*********************************************************************************
***********************************
This seems like bad news, right? But there’s even more bad news. I mean, it would be GREAT if we
could sit here and just say he was the douchebag and move on with our lives, but that’s not true.
As women, we have to take a really good look at ourselves, and a look at all the ways WE lure men
in to giving us cheap attention perhaps because we feel lonely.
I mean, cheap attention that a woman may want is no more classy than a man getting quick and cheap
sex. You have to understand this! Because in a woman’s body, all the things we do seem SO
“HOLY” and justified, and like WE are the victims of men, and it’s just not true. None of this makes
Mr assface the only bad guy here.
So Diana, you also fell in to this trap. Are you wondering why?
*********************************************************************************
***********************************
As I said, none of this is about him. It’s about your pattern that you picked up in childhood that
says: people who coax me with words and give me intense attention REGARDLESS of whether
it is backed up with ACTIONS, are people who actually care about me.
*********************************************************************************
*********************************** That is your blueprint, and it is damaging you.
And I worry that it is not only damaging you but the ASSOCIATIONS and BELIEFS you have about
men, dating and relationships.
Now here’s the good news ? You’re way better than this, and this is a tiny kink in the road on your
way to becoming a High Value, High Status woman who only attracts and CHOOSES from the best
men.
Unfortunately, we really have to take responsibility for who we attract and date. It doesn’t just
‘happen’ to us. They come in to our lives for a reason, and this man’s behavior was behavior that you
were actually reinforcing indirectly; so he had EVERY reason to think he could continue it.
Now for your other questions, because I know that closure is important to you right now.
Do I think he enjoys hurting you?
No. I don’t. But he might enjoy the power that comes with having you being willing to go over there
to meet him. He might enjoy the perceived power that comes with you sleeping with him.
He probably also enjoys feeling like a woman REALLY likes him and puts him FIRST, before even
herself, or her own feelings.
And of course, the absolute CERTAIN thing here in your case is that he enjoyed feeling desired. He
probably doesn’t ‘get’ much. I mean, I wouldn’t go near a man like that who is that flimsy, and
unmanly, but then again, I’ve also had the opportunity to learn from my own bad mistakes I made in
the past, going for the wrong type of man, and having low esteem for myself.
Your next question: Was it just about the sex?
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Yes. And no. Yes because whenever a man sends you dirty pictures of himself, unless he is really
committed to you and would give his life to you, it’s because he wants sex.
Trashy? I guess so. Also silly, considering women aren’t nearly as stimulated by a dirty picture text
as men are. It’s also not just about sex because he enjoyed the casualness and excitement of you two
getting together like this. It’s some variety, it’s some novelty.
Your next question: did he use you living in another country as an excuse? AND – Can someone
really be that unsure of their feelings?
Well, yes it was an excuse. Some men will say anything to rid themselves of a woman that they
do not want a commitment with. It’s best to be careful, and really learn to understand men
before you get yourself in to this painful place in the beginning. Otherwise, it robs you of
reproductive years and more of your precious life.
And YES – someone can definitely be that unsure of their feelings. But someone who is that unsure is
usually NOT in love. The “unsure-ness” and his UNCERTAINTY comes from having gotten in to
this fling with you for the wrong reasons in the first place. That’s why he’s unsure.
Being in love is clear, obvious and undoubtable. Romantic love/intense emotional attraction is a
DRIVE, not like lust. This man wasn’t in love, and may not ever fall in love, looking at how flimsy
and uncentered he is as a man. Maybe that is just my judgement, though, because we ALL have that
mechanism wired in to us to fall in love. But yes, some of us more than others.
**************************************
My conclusion to you is this: Look inside you, not to him. I’ve given you some closure here, but only
at the end of my response because the questions you were asking me about his behavior are the type
of questions that reinforce your already existing pattern of needing to feel humiliated and used.
Yes. I said needing to feel humiliated. I can relate to this, as I have been through it.
Let me tell you what I mean here. Sometimes, growing up, some children learn through the way
someone close to them treated them, that humiliation is a safe emotion to go to.
So what is happening here with you is that, you are going around in circles with the questions you’re
asking me. And you’ve done it your whole life. It’s time to stop.
See, what this man wanted is obvious, from an objective standpoint. But your interpretation of his
actions are the issue. You are seeing the entire situation as a reason to feel bad about yourself. And
guess what? As much as you don’t want to hear it, you DO want to feel bad about yourself. At
least right now.
Because, for many of us human beings, sometimes, feeling bad about ourselves has become our base
level of emotion/our equilibrium.
We developed the pattern in childhood and now feeling bad about ourselves feels SAFE, CERTAIN
and in CONTROL!
I suggest taking a step back and put your hand on your heart, and slowly start breathing in to your
heart. Spend 5 minutes doing that, to get connected to your heart, which knows and believes in love.
And to get yourself out of your head where all the damaging thoughts and patterns are running
around like a rat on a conveyor belt.
Diana, do you actually have faith that love and passion exists? Or are you too busy wondering
whether you’re good enough for any one man to genuinely fall in love with your one and only?
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Having faith in love and passion and ‘the one’ is the answer. For that, you WILL be rewarded. You
will NOT be rewarded, however, for constantly wondering how good you are, or whether you’re
good enough, or whether someone enjoys hurting you or not. Some men will, but one thing’s for sure
– when your ONE comes along, you will be CERTAIN in your heart that he DOESN’T enjoy hurting
you.
If you believe in true love, then it shows in your choices. Right now, you don’t believe in it. Perhaps
you think it’s too good to be true. BUT, you still WANT love and passion, and a relationship with a
man, so what to do?
Well, in the meantime, you will settle for less, and go for cheap attention or “appearances” that a man
cares, rather than true love and true care.
Two things for you to do:
1) Stop making feeling bad about yourself the first thing you go to in order to cope. You are
continuing an old cycle, and replaying an old, creaky, squeaky record in your head that is NOT
serving your future.
2) Make it your priority to be High Value and High Status and to SHOW UP as that High Value,
High Status woman.
When you put your focus there, you will attract men who treat you like a goddess. When you’re
ready to be High Value, I’d be glad to take you on board commitment Control, where you will get a
clear idea on how to show up as a High Value, High Status woman. (Click here to watch the
Commitment Masterclass and learn more about being high value)
Remember, as I always say, we ALL have incredibly limited time on this earth, and your life could be
taken from you one second from now. Stop allowing yourself to feel bad about yourself.
Remember that moment years ago where you were SO proud of yourself? Remember that? Go to that
moment. Whoever that girl was, feeling so proud of you in that moment that you’re thinking of right
now, is the woman you really are. Don’t be lazy, be real.
Respect yourself, because you are a superstar, yet you are not allowing yourself to be.
Love,
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P.S – if you are reading this and you have an opinion about it, or have some advice to add,
please do! Your opinion or advice could make another woman’s day, so thank you in advance
for sharing!
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Is this Man Going to Propose or What?
October 15, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Find out…will this Man Propose or Not?
Article updated 2018

This is a question from a lovely lady, Penelope.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> QUESTION
“Hi Renee,
I hope you had a wonderful honeymoon!
If you could spare some insight on my situation, I would really appreciate it. I feel just a tad foolish
considering your last mail out.
My boyfriend is from UK. I am from Spain. He is working in Beijing currently. We had been
dating in Spain for 7 months before he had to come here for work.
We ended up pursuing a long distance relationship and I came to Beijing for 2 months to visit
him early this year. It was very hard for us to have the long distance relationship. He could not come
to stay with me long term in Spain as he is american and his big work opportunity is here.
We skyped every day and night since last march. (And before the first trip).. We met in hawaii for a
lovely vacation. I thought that it was the perfect opportunity for him to propose to me in person, (as
he had done so many times online)…and he did not.
Once back in Spain, I was sad and he was begging me to come to Beijing once more to stay with him
and eventually Elope (as we had planned) and then after one year of him working we could move to
London together, (where he is from).
Man, I feel really dumb listening to what I am writing…anyway.. Now I am here (in Beijing). I have
been here for one month. He works VERY long hours so I hardly see him, and I am taking a course
here and university courses from Spain to keep myself busy.
Only I feel terrified. I spoke to my sister today and she said she would not travel long distance to a
man without a ring. This made me feel cheap. Reading you’re last mail out didn’t help either. He
does love me, I love him. I think we are a happy couple basically. Did I doom the chance of a real
marriage by coming here to him? (He even sent my father a letter saying how he we were planning
to elope). My father did not want me to come here as he is old fashioned and said I was
acting “desperate”.
He has done all he can to make me feel at home here. Only thing is, after all that it took me to come I
am second guessing myself. I guess because he has not proposed. After all the online
proposals…which I do not really understand other than I know he is saving to pay off student loans.
If you could shed some insight if you have a few moments, I would really appreciate it.
Thanks so much!
Penelope.”
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Related Post: How to Get him To Propose and Marry You Without Looking Low Value
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hi Penelope,
First of all, thanks! I had a wonderful honeymoon ?
It is interesting that you say your father is old-fashioned and he said you seemed to be acting
desperate. I don’t think he really means that you are acting desperate, I just don’t think he knew how
to articulate what he meant (from a MAN’S perspective) in a better way, at least not in that moment.
But if your father could, I’m sure he’d say something a little more insightful, because here is what I
really think he meant to say….
He meant to tell you that in general, if a man is masculine, it just FEELS better for him to travel to
you.
HOWEVER – I don’t think your father understands the full situation, or YOUR situation, and nor
does it seem like he has bothered to fully understand. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine
Am I Actually?”)
Listen, you are not in the same situation as my reader Diana (to whom my extremely controversial
response is right here).
Remember, everything is contextual! There are some hard and fast must not do’s in dating, and some
must Dos, as I share in my programs and emails, but in general, most things are contextual. ie: “it
DEPENDS…..”
See, in Diana’s case, she went back again to a man who had already hurt her, and who had never once
backed his WORDS up with ACTIONS. And not to mention the intimate sexual pics when they were
not even dating. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Now, in your case, your man has backed up some of his words with actions, but not many
CONCRETE actions. Right now, most of his promises are in the form of words.
He has mentioned to your father that he intends to elope with you – but he still has not proposed.
So this makes it a simply difficult AND frustrating situation for you. And your sister’s response is
irritating and insensitive! You are her sister! Not someone she can blab to about how much BETTER
she would deal with the situation than you have! Maybe I’m reading this the wrong way, you know
your sister far better than I do.
Still, what you did is not cheap. It may not have been the BEST and safest decision for YOU, but it
was not cheap (and neither is the SAFE decision always the right decision). As Anthony Robbins
always says, “if you want a safe life, go to prison”.
Again, your situation is not the same as Diana’s. First of all, you have been dating this man for 7
months, which is longer than normal. Most relationships end by 3-5 months. The fact that he decided
to commit to long distance means something.
The fact that he talked to your father about marriage means something.
However, let me ask you this.
*********************************************************************************
******************************
Are you aware that for the majority of men, proposing takes a lot of working up to?
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I mean, a hell of a lot of working up to. Men have fears and thoughts about this that you can’t
even dream of, in your own body, unless you make the active effort to be in a man’s for a day.
*********************************************************************************
******************************
A second, more important question:
How aware are you REALLY of the position that he is in?
I want you to gain a true, heartfelt, understanding of HIS position before you take any drastic actions.
He’s moved to another country to work real hard, very hard, as it seems. It has probably taken over
his brain! (read my article on What You Should Know About Trusting a Man)
I am not one to recommend like some other dating coaches, that you leave the instant he hasn’t put a
ring on your finger, that is (would be) simply ignorant in your situation.
*********************************************************************************
******************************
After all, men have their tests of women, too. He could very well be testing how serious and
committed YOU are. See, us women too often simply forget that our commitment to a man
counts, too. Not just his.
Often we are so blinded by our own fear that we have NO idea that the man we are seeing is
hoping and WISHING that you would prove to him that you might just be the first woman
EVER to be willing to accept him and love him, no matter what.
*********************************************************************************
******************************
(If THAT sounds totally unreasonable to you – then you just got exactly why committed relationships
are often not worth it for many men. Many women are just not worth a good man’s time.)
Let me tell you, in the many years my superman husband and I have been together (I just LOVE him!
And can’t wait to see him) there have been many times in the past where we had to pull through
similar situations together.
He would be working his ass off, on his mission and didn’t FEEL like he had the resources to be with
me in every way that I wanted. He was there, 90% in the way I wanted, but we women always look
for what we are missing, true? Because we want security.
And mine is not the first relationship to have a shared difficult yet beautiful journey towards
marriage. Some of my members in Commitment Control have had the same experience. Just
because a man seems to take some time, doesn’t mean you just up and leave or that he is the
wolf in sheep’s clothing.
You have to think about it carefully.
But, David proposed to me, in a way and with a ring that I could previously only dream of (it
exceeded my expectations). And we are now married.
Now, I am not saying that your man is definitely going to propose to you, but I AM saying that what
you do between now and the next stage of commitment (him being even more committed), is very
important. It is CRUCIAL. Many women stuff their chances with the man of their dreams by
simply being too desperate, too impatient and too selfish. Sometimes, patience pays off.
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Not always, sometimes. I mean, being overly patient with a man who sends you dirty text pictures
after only dating a week would be a bad idea.
So Penelope…He loves you, you love him, and I think it’s obvious. For the purposes of my response
I’m going to assume you deeply love him and genuinely want to spend your life with him.
However, before you start to feel more and more cheap (which you are not), and before you start to
have regrets that are uncalled for, here is my advice to you:
1) Gain a heartfelt, “in HIS shoes” perspective. Really sit down, and ask yourself, “have I put myself
in HIS position?” “if I was HIM, what would I feel like is missing from my life?” Because if you
know what a man (or anyone for that matter) feels like they are missing from their life, you get to
understand far better why they are not able to give you what you are wanting.
Maybe he is so focused on his work that marriage slipped his mind. It is NOT unusual for men to do
this. Because he’s a man, he’s not you. And never will be.
Next, put yourself in HIS body, HIS, not Penelope’s!! There’s a huge, enormous, gigantic difference!
So literally BE your man. BE him. And then go to yourself (Penelope), and ask HIM “am I genuine
about marrying this woman?”
I believe that in your intuition, you know. And I also believe that if you put yourself in his position,
you’ll be in far less worry and far less pain, because you’ll feel more in control and not to mention
compassionate.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
2) I do not know how old you are, or whether you’ve had any kids yet or not, and whether you even
want them or not. So, depending on your current age, and situation, you need to decide on the
opportunity cost for you.
For example. What does it ultimately COST you as a woman, to be there with him, when he’s made
only INTERNET proposals…? It always costs you something to be there, but does the benefit
outweigh the costs to you?
I mean, if he is just being a flimsy guy, then you want to leave and say to yourself “we enjoyed our
time together, and he wasn’t the one, and I’m now one step closer to the one.”
If he’s not being flimsy (and I don’t have enough detailed information to decide whether he is being
flimsy or not) , then maybe what you need (and a lot of women need), is…have a guess??
PATIENCE! And heartfelt understanding. Don’t mother him, just go about your business and make it
your priority to seek to understand him. Make it your STANDARD, so that you can not only be a
better woman, but so that you can be a better judge of what you need to do for yourself next. Whether
that be going home, or staying for a while enjoying your time together with him (which he might
appreciate, rather than being pushed for marriage).
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
3) Find a way to test to see how much he cares, and how committed he really is. I have my own
special instant test you can use in my program Commitment Control, to see how much he cares.
My husband David also has three commitment tests which will further help you decide how
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committed he really is.
And then, get the secrets to escalating his commitment and devotion to you. There’s a classy,
Feminine and High Value way to do this, and I wouldn’t teach it any other way. You can learn more
in Commitment Control; click here to watch our Commitment Masterclass.
Love,
Renee.
P.S – got an opinion on this? Got some advice for Penelope? Leave it in the comments section
below so that other women can learn from you! Your opinion or advice could make another
woman’s day!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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A Warning about Girlfriends who Don’t Compliment You
October 20, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Do You Have Girlfriends Who Don’t Compliment You? Here’s why that can be a
problem…
Article updated 2018

Choosing great girlfriends is just as important as choosing a great man. One affects the other. You
become who you spend your time with.
How do you feel when you get dressed up all nicely for a night out with your girlfriends and one of
your close girlfriends totally ignores it and doesn’t compliment you? And not only that night, but
every single night for years prior to this – she just never compliments you. How do you feel?
Let’s be honest here. I’m not talking about being self obsessed – this is not about fishing for
compliments because you want to take from others, or getting angry because no one is giving you the
attention you think you want. This is about your friendship with that particular friend.

Sharing Feminine Energy
See, one aspect of feminine energy is that it’s about sharing energy. That’s why we women can talk
for hours, it’s a sharing of energy! We don’t need to solve a problem, we just need to talk! And, that’s
natural for the feminine women of the world. Compliments are the same. It’s a way of sharing
energy.
And more importantly – complimenting and praising each other as women is important because
genuine praise is a gift you generously give to another woman that is worth far more than the effort it
takes to give it.
Only, when a friend never compliments you – maybe she only compliments certain women whom
she thinks are better than her, or women whom she secretly thinks are not a threat, or only women
with black hair – whatever. The sharing of compliments should be universal for women. But often,
it’s not.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

A woman who doesn’t Compliment is not Genuine
I’ve thought about this. Personally, I can’t stand not complimenting other women or supporting them
through praise; women who are kind and are beautiful; I feel it’s stifling not to compliment, and it’s
not genuine! (unless they’re not kind and beautiful of course; because they have an ugly nature and
want to hurt others, and then I wouldn’t be hanging out with them anyway).
Not complimenting is not genuine because it’s just that: not genuine! If we were honest for a moment
– we can ALL see and acknowledge radiance, happiness, beauty, and just an all-round great woman.
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You can’t Trust a Woman who Doesn’t Compliment…
See, what I’ve worked out in myself, is that I can’t fully trust a girlfriend who doesn’t give other
women, or give me compliments. I also cannot trust a girlfriend who only compliments on
achievements (like career, job, money) and not things to do with my radiance. (Click here to
complete the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Feminine radiance that is genuine is really a gift – and it should always, always be celebrated and
complimented.

Compliments on Achievements are a Different thing…
Achievements, though they are wonderful, are a masculine thing – when a woman congratulates you
on that, usually, it’s a sign of respect. That’s a sharing of masculine energy and it doesn’t serve
female friendships as much as complimenting. It doesn’t bring two women closer and it doesn’t
create a bond where there is trust NEARLY as much as genuine compliments do. Would you agree?
Here is why the woman who doesn’t compliment is untrustworthy: because she is already feeling
extremely insecure. That’s why she is not complimenting. You can’t trust a woman who perpetually
lives in and operates from her insecurities. Firstly, it’s a selfish thing to do to live in your insecurities.
I say that because I did it for a long time myself, and watched as people got more and more annoyed
with me, and sadly, witnessed myself becoming a taker and a leech on people’s time and attention,
rather than being a giver. It sucks to enjoy your own problems too much.
And secondly; the woman who doesn’t compliment has no resources to enjoy other people’s radiance
and feminine energy anyway!
See, what leads to an inability to compliment other women is a lack of resources within a woman
herself. ie: she doesn’t feel pretty herself, she is bitter because she always felt second to other
women, she felt oppressed and deeply hurt by other women growing up, or her parents just never
complimented her and rather, put her down, so she is uncomfortable with compliments altogether.

What to do when Girlfriends Just Don’t Compliment…
Here’s what I suggest if you have acquaintances or friends who don’t compliment:
1) I suggest that when the time is right; complimenting all of them genuinely.
A lot of women at first DO secretly think nicely of a woman, but their mind quickly searches for
FLAWS! Don’t allow yourself to be this kind of woman; in other words, a fraud. Be the real you.
By the way –
Of course, don’t compliment for the sake of it. You want to naturally allow yourself to
COMPLIMENT rather than WITHHOLD. (read my article on Mediocre Women)

Not withholding is more important than digging for a random thing to compliment
on.
What I learned humbly through my own experience is that getting along with other women is a skill.
We too often say “oh women are jealous, I get along better with men!” True, women are the worst to
other attractive women.
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But that’s no reason to settle for a lonely life without feminine energy around you to light you up!
Surprisingly, you’ll be shocked how much other great, feminine women can do for you and your love
life. The more feminine girlfriends you have, the more support you have, and the more your well of
emptiness fills up and you don’t have to grab at a man to try to get HIM to be in the role of a
girlfriend for you. Which he’ll hate anyway, unless he’s more feminine. Or the new age type guy.
2) Compliment and give yourself acknowledgement, so that your own radiance can shine. One
thing’s for sure. You need your own acknowledgement more than you need anyone else’s!
Here’s what I am training my own self to do:
Whenever I feel myself worrying about something I did, or something that happened, I consciously
give myself a compliment for what I’ve already done.
If you feel you made a mistake at work somehow, then acknowledge yourself for making progress in
the past anyway. Everyone else is stuffing up as much as you are, believe me!
If you feel you wore the wrong skirt today; remember there’s always tomorrow to wear something
more appropriate and acknowledge and compliment yourself for noticing that wearing that skirt
wasn’t the best choice.
When you can acknowledge yourself, you can acknowledge others, and create friendships and bonds
that you deserve. And more importantly, NEED in your life.
One small aside: Don’t get too upset with women who don’t compliment you. More often than not,
this is also a woman who cannot RECEIVE compliments from you about herself. And she will refuse
to believe you, and might even hate the person who compliments.
Women like this I can almost guarantee you; they are suffering. A woman who cannot compliment,
or always looks for ways to bring another woman down is quietly suffering. Probably more than you
think.
The question is: Do you want to be the woman who criticizes this type of woman? Or would you
rather be compassionate? The latter does a lot more for your attractiveness and radiance. It’s your
choice.

Forming Bonds with Other Women is more Important than You Think…
Always remember: choose your friends carefully. In this masculine charged world that many of us
live in, it’s more and more important to form bonds with other women and to share feminine energy;
just TRY with the women who don’t compliment.
Look to acknowledge her, and compliment her. If she still chooses to lag behind and feel bad for
herself, then you’ll be far better off being a good friend to another woman who is feminine and who
lights you up – and whom you can light up in return. (Click here to get my eBook on 17 Attraction
Triggers)
Just don’t fall for the myth that achievements are what life is about. It’s not! Nobody ever loves you
for achieving things. People love you when they feel connected to you. When you spend your life
chasing achievements and neglecting friendship, you are doomed for sadness.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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Renee. xoxox
What is your opinion on women who don’t compliment? Have you had an experience with a
woman like this? How did it turn out? How did it make you feel? I’d love you to share so that
other women can learn from you.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to
Deal with it
November 5, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
This is a great question from a wonderful member named Katie G.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> QUESTION
Hi Renee,
Congratulations to you and David on your wedding!
So. I finished both programs, Commitment Control and Understanding Men, a couple of months ago.
I loved them: what I learned from you took my relationship from “eh, we’re not really there yet” to
the next level so, so quickly! In fact, my boyfriend and I are getting set to move in together, and this
weekend he was telling me how hard it was going to be, when the time came, to shop for an
engagement ring for me (I have picky tastes). A total 180 from how things were before your program.
So I owe you a huge thanks!
Anyway, I do have a question, and I’d love a little extra guidance from you. It’s about this thing that
plagues me: why men pull away. Because of what I’ve learned in your programs, I no longer flip out
when this happens. I don’t like it, but I understand it and don’t take it as a sign that my relationship is
about to implode on me. But… my boyfriend doesn’t fit the mold when it comes to withdrawal.
He’s fairly new in my city, doesn’t know very many people. So am I. So we tend to spend a lot of
time together, most days of the week… not to mention he’s getting all set to move in! So when he’s
pulling away, he doesn’t actually go off on his own. He still wants to hang out with me, do things
with me. He just does all this in a very disconnected, unengaged way. He’s pulling away, but he’s
with me.
And it drives me crazy. I would much rather he take a few days to himself, do his own thing, and
come back to the relationship renewed. But he just doesn’t do it, and I don’t know how to handle that.
Spending time with him when he’s all disconnected is hurtful to me… and it changes my feelings for
him when he acts that way. I know that’s probably unfair but I can’t help it. I had a difficult
childhood with neglectful parents who saw me more as an inconvenience than anything else, and
when somebody even just seems not to care much about me, my head and heart automatically pull
away. It’s not a conscious decision I make.
He always seems to come back to the relationship his bright self again, but I feel like these periods
erode away at the foundation of what we have together. It means the time we spend together isn’t
always as full of attraction and connection as it needs to be, and it taints my feelings for him. But I
don’t know what to do about it!
For instance, he’s been pretty withdrawn most of the week and wants to spend time with me tonight. I
sort of non-commitally agreed. I think I’m going to tell him I’d like a night to myself tonight. Give
him some of the space he wont seem to take for himself.
But can you give me some tips for handling this in the future? How do I create that bit of necessary
space when I sense he needs it? I don’t imagine it’s a good idea to tell him “you’re acting withdrawn,
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call me again when you’re your normal self” or to reject him and tell him I don’t want to hang out
with him without explaining why. I guess I can become suddenly “oh, so busy” when he’s in a
withdrawn period, but I think that will be difficult to pull off when we live together.
Your programs and the blog have all been so massively helpful, I know you’ll have some good
advice for me.
Thanks, and congratulations again!
– Katie G.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hey Katie,
Congratulations on seeking answers and looking to understand men more. Nothing lights me up like a
generous woman who really wants to, and seeks to understand men. Because – I know that any
woman who does this is going to experience a lot less heartache in her relationships with men. When
you understand men, you stop feeling as anxious and stop acting all needy. But most of all,
understanding really gives us more than our fair share of power as a woman. (Click here to take the
quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Yes, I can say that I know how FRUSTRATING your situation is.
It seems as though you are implying that he prefers to ‘hang about’ with you, yet not give you his full
presence. It’s irritating when a man does this – in fact, personally, I find that I get stressed if ever my
man does this, and it completely BAFFLED me, I used to stand there, arms facing towards the sky in
desperation, wondering “what is going on?? Leave me alone or BE with me!” Otherwise, I star to just
feel suffocated.
Yet here’s the funny thing. This man loves you. It’s just that this particular way of showing it that he
practices, means a lot more pain than love to you, and I understand. But just know that he actually
loves you, otherwise he wouldn’t bother spending time with you.
No matter how hen-pecked ANY man is, he will NOT just hang about with a woman for lengthy
periods if he doesn’t enjoy your company, because men are built to run away and go empty
themselves of the feelings of ‘connection’, as you learned about in depth in Commitment Control.
(Check out out Commitment Masterclass here)
They physically can’t hang about with you unless it’s fulfilling their needs somehow.
Now for your questions.
You’re not asking the right questions my dear! This isn’t about throwing space his way – although I
totally understand how you got that idea.
What you need to do is understand. Yes, it’s the long way to do things, but it’s the right way to do
things. And, there’s much more fun and love for you at the other end of the ‘long way’.
So I’ll start dissecting this for you.
It’s quite simple.
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Don’t Assume you know what he Needs without Considering His Position First
1) Don’t give him unwanted gifts. Ie: don’t forcibly give him space from this emotional place you are
in right now! You only want to give it because you’re fearful, which is not really giving.
Would you like it if for your birthday, all you wanted was a new bracelet, and what you didn’t want
and never wanted was meat pies, and YET your best friend bakes you three meat pies just for your
birthday because she couldn’t STAND the thought that you couldn’t have meat pies and felt that you
NEEDED that? I mean, she did it without even ‘getting’ where you’re at and what you even like?
No way! You’d be like, what are you doing? It’s incredibly selfish, right? She’s in effect, just taking
from you.
What I’m suggesting to you is that you forcing space on him in this way is not what he wants. If he
wanted it, he would take it for himself.
You’re thinking he’s like you. You’re thinking he’s a woman; and women often have difficulty
asking for things DIRECTLY, or taking action directly; it’s just not how we communicate. Definitely
not primarily. We communicate indirectly.
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away
You you think you’re ‘picking up’ on a need, when the need is not there. It’s called projected
empathy. You would like a man to anticipate your needs, so you do it to him, thinking he wants it
too. But he doesn’t.

It’s not Fair: He Doesn’t KNOW he’s Hurting You
2) He has NO IDEA that he’s hurting you, and that’s not fair. You’re just acting frustrated and he
probably half feels that, but at the same time, wonders what the hell is going on and what he did
wrong.
I can almost guarantee you that he doesn’t get what’s going on. He’s a man, and if he’s masculine at
his core (which he is, because he wouldn’t have attracted you otherwise. It’s obvious from the way
you write that you’re feminine at your core) – the fact that he’s masculine at his core means he’s
insensitive by default.
Even the most sensitive men are insensitive. Men don’t get it. You have to teach them that something
hurts you.
As a feminine woman, it’s your job to communicate that you are hurt by something. Now, when
you’re dating in the early stages, you have to EARN that right (to do that), you can’t just come out
with ‘the crazies’ right off the bat. So, I don’t know how long you two have been dating, but you
seem serious already, so I’d say it’s ok for you to communicate that you’re hurt or angry.
It doesn’t have to be with words (though it can be), it can be with your body, your eyes. Now I give
you strategies on how to communicate fears and needs to a man in Commitment Control, but for the
most part, when I work with women, I don’t want to give you every single darn step – that would
mean you being inauthentic and you would have learned nothing. (Click here to get your “Goddess
Report”)
I want you to know that this is a process of learning and relationships are an art, there is science to it
– especially dating, but when you’re past the early dating stages, you have to fall in to your own way
of communicating, and being willing to stuff up and make mistakes and to hurt and be hurt, and be
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real. So feel free to express how this is hurting you, but not in a malicious way!
In fact, if you wanted to use words, you could. He just won’t be as responsive to words.
I can give you a starting formula on how to communicate that it hurts, and that you want him
PRESENT, and totally THERE with you.
You MUST start by reinforcing him when he IS present with you. Be the happiness and joy that you
truly are inside, in your heart, when he does that (I know you probably routinely hold back a little,
like most women, because you want to test and you always want more). But if you don’t show the
contrast between your happiness when he IS there, present with you, and the unhappiness you feel
when he’s aloof and being Absent Adam, he won’t get it.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

The Assumption that he Actually Intends to Hurt You
3) I suggest to you that your feelings for him don’t actually change when he hangs around you in a
non-committal way. I suggest that you are angry because you assume (unconsciously, and with
reference to your painful childhood) that he is doing this to hurt you. When he’s not.
As I said, he has no idea that what he’s doing is hurting you. You’re the only one who can
communicate that to him.

He’s there with you but he’s not THERE with you? Totally Normal
4) You mentioned that your man doesn’t fit the mold because he’s with you but he’s absent at the
same time. He does fit the mold. This is normal for a masculine man, although it feels painful to you,
and to all women.
Literally, the time that a man can spend totally PRESENT while he’s WITH you, is extremely low.
He’s not designed that way!
I think that more than anything, the most hurtful issue here is that you are expecting something where
you shouldn’t be.
See, what I figured out in my very slow (but eager and seeking answers) brain over the years is that
we get hurt and disappointed when what we GET or what we experience does not match what we
originally expected.
Which means, you think that if this man isn’t giving you constant attention when he’s WITH you,
then….there’s something to be scared about…and, there actually isn’t, my lovely!
What you need is more and more GOOD female friends to spend hours with, and share time with.
(read my article about picking your friends carefully)
My last words to you: I know how difficult this is. And sometimes, it’s going to suck. But that’s part
of what you sign up for when you enter a relationship with the opposite sex: stuff that’s a bit sucky,
and stuff that’s insanely joyful and passionate. And yet – this is something you need to laugh about
and start to love in him. Because if he was connecting with you whilst he’s with you all the time,
you’d start to lose attraction for him. Really, you’d start to find him rather like a pile of vomit – that
you are also about to vomit in to.
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It’s NOT attractive to you when a man is always connected. Where would his ability to be empty and
to focus be? Where would his manhood be?
I mean, if he was a ball of oxytocin like you and I are, you would have turned your nose up at him,
rather than caring so much about him that you’re emailing me for answers. Enjoy the fact that he’s
being who he really is at his core. He may not always be present, but he’s being a man, and he’s
committing more and more to you! What a relief!!
If you’re reading this and would also like to see your relationship go one step further with a man like
Katie G’s did, Commitment Control will get you there. Click here to watch the Commitment
Masterclass.
If you liked this post, I’d love to hear from you in the comments below. What do you think? Do
you agree with this? And have you also experienced what Katie is experiencing here? I look
forward to hearing from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.

See Related Articles…
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
Your man tells you to “F**k Off”. Now what?
The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs “Space”
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Learn How to Deal With Men Pulling Away
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5 Simple Signs He is NOT An Alpha Male
November 15, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2019

The following are examples of what I feel an alpha male would not look like. Having said that…

Beware of these if you are in a Long-term Relationship!
If you are in a long term relationship right now, take these 5 indicators lightly. They do not apply to
you all the time, because when you spend THAT much time with someone, you realise that we all
have moments where we slip in to different roles and he might have done something once or twice
that indicated he was a beta male but really he isn’t. (Click here to complete the quiz “Am I Dating
a Commitment Friendly Man?)
And that is normal, and natural and there’s nothing wrong with that. Just like you show up in your
masculine energy sometimes, no matter how beautifully feminine or motherly you are 80% of the
time.

If you’re dating…
This post is for you if you are single and dating and want a strong alpha male and want to sift through
the men who perhaps won’t be that strength for you when you need him to be. I don’t know about
you – but I know when I was dating, it was INCREDIBLY helpful to have signs to go by, before
wasting time with someone who isn’t right for you.

What is an Alpha Male?
In today’s day and age, because most of us do not live in tribes anymore, the alpha male might not be
as OBVIOUS, so that’s why I believe signs are more important.
Thousands (even millions) of years ago, it was obvious who the alpha male was; he was the guy who
lead the tribe, who got the pick of ALL the women, and fathered most of the tribe’s population!
But of course, other men hated that because they didn’t get the opportunity to pass on their genes; one
man commandeered all the female reproductive resources; so of course, the society we have today
works MUCH better for most of us; where, for some of us, we can be UNEMPLOYED and still pass
on our genes.
Hell, we can live off the government, be on drugs, and still Pass on our genes. Not good; but it still
happens.
Yet; as a woman, you can feel whether a man is a dominant or submissive man, right?

Here is how I define an Alpha Male
In today’s day and age, signs that a man is an alpha male are signs that he has a strong masculine
energy; that he is not afraid to be dominant and to hold his ground.
Just because a man is an alpha male doesn’t mean he can’t have a well developed feminine
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energy, too. Remember that! It’s simply because he’s more multi-dimensional.

Dominant, BUT in what Way?
Now for some men, they’ll be the ‘dominant asshole’, which isn’t necessarily a bad thing; it depends
how he shows up as that asshole. And some women still like this type of man, and it works for them,
which is great!
Or, you get the (rare) enlightened man who is spiritual and still very clearly alpha; or has a strong
masculine energy. These men are rare; and it takes a well developed feminine energy to create
attraction and develop a relationship with this type of man. (Get your “Goddess Report” here)
And sometimes, it’s hard to tell what man is what, so that’s where some indicators come in really
handy!

Here are the 5 indicators that a man is not an Alpha Male:
1) When socialising and talking, he often talks in a way that puts other people
down.
For me, there really is no faster indication that this man has a very weak masculine energy. Not only
because he’s insecure, that’s not even half of the reason! The reason why this is a sure-fire indicator
that a man is not an alpha male is because alpha males are far more centred and focused than that! In
order to look to put others down indirectly or directly, it just shows his lack of ability to focus and the
lack of direction in his life.
Men who have a sense of mission, and who are focused, don’t have the brain space to look for ways
to gossip and TALK about how other people are less than, or are losers.
Plus, lengthy discussion and gossip is something women do. Look out for this one. I really can’t
stand men who gossip in a way that puts other down; because I can feel their lack of authenticity.
Sure, sometimes we all have to gossip and maybe tell it like it is; but there’s a difference between
telling it like it is and having most of what comes out of your mouth be a put down or criticism of
other people. Gossip is a form of sharing of feminine energy – not a strong masculine energy.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

2) Other women don’t pay attention, and aren’t interested in listening to him when
he speaks.
An alpha male more often than not, has the ability to engage people and is not afraid to engage
people. Always take a man out with some of your girlfriends. Firstly; if he cares about you; he won’t
avoid it.
If he just wants sex, he’ll try to avoid it. If he comes along, observe what he’s like with your friends.
It’s not a secret that if a man is standing and talking, and a few women are looking at him, his
attractiveness to women automatically goes up incredibly, studies have proved this, and it is in the
subconscious female mind.
It’s a kind of ‘pre-selection’; ie: other women are willing to give him the time of day; other women
like him, which means A LOT in the female mind when it comes to choosing the best man. It also
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helps you feel more secure choosing him.

3) He seeks approval. A big one.
Any man with a strong masculine energy will listen to a woman’s opinion, but take it in to
consideration.
An alpha male is so strong in his choices; and he is so stable in his own choices that other people’s
opinion only count for so much. HIS choices matter the most.
If he’s seeking approval from other women especially, then observe carefully.
The way I learned this was through my ex. This is a very extreme example. It’s almost….too weird to
share. But I’m ok with that.
I used to have to reassure him that his jeans looked ok on him. Not once. Not even twice, and no, not
three times, but over and over again! Yikes!
See, I know what a bad idea it is to be the man in a relationship when it isn’t natural for you (and it
definitely wasn’t natural for me). Thank Goodness I now know better. (read my article about how to
get out of your painful relationship now)

4) He never knows where his keys and wallet are.
Ok so I know this seems a bit silly, and it’s not meant to be taken really seriously. However, in some
contexts, this can e very telling. You can test this out with a (literal) and fun test, if you are far along
enough in the dating process to be able to do this. Have his back turned to where his keys and wallet
are and in a playful voice; ask him: “without looking around, where are your keys? And also where is
your wallet?”
Are you wondering what this has to do with anything? Well; A LOT! Think about it….masculine
energy is very directed. A man can’t be a hunter, or fight at war, or take charge of anything if his
mind and eyes are lazy and wandering all over the place; he has to have some sort of direction.
I don’t care how long ago men were hunters; it is in their DNA, males have (over the course of
millions and millions of years) trained themselves to properly and efficiently hunt.
And a man who is mostly living in his masculine energy and who has a strong masculine energy, will
KNOW where he keeps his keys! Why? Because his keys are the reason he can GO or drive
anywhere, in the direction he wants to go.
If he loses things all the time; do you feel good? Do you trust him? Or do you just think he’s cute?
Remember that masculine energy is directional – it knows where it’s going; and if it doesn’t, it finds
out – or pretends to know, at least for that moment ? A man with a weaker masculine energy most of
the time; won’t mind you telling him where to go, and he’ll relax and enjoy that. An alpha male or a
very masculine man will probably ignore you instead if you tried. And thank goodness! Finally! A
man you can respect!

5) The complainer.
You already knew that in your gut though, didn’t you? The man who complains about work, about
his boss, about his ex, about his mother, and his father. Men are perfectly entitled to complain every
now and then. But sometimes some men would rather complain than trust their own ability to do
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something about the situation – and too much complaining just doesn’t get the job done.
The man who has a bad shoulder injury and goes on and on about it. Oh, and ENJOYS telling the
story of how bad it is and how it happened over and over and over and over and over again.
Complaints complaints complaints.
So…..Where or when does he have any time to actually take the problem at hand and deal with it?
Well, he’s not even looking to deal with the problem. He just wants to blurt a bunch of complaints
out. Good for him! But maybe not so good for you if you want a passionate relationship with him!
Talking through things and being hurt and upset or even complaining is what you and I do together,
as women, because our natural feminine instinct is not to solve any problems. Connection is the
lifeblood of the feminine.
We just need to connect, talk, and 2 hours later; wa-la! We feel better, and it’s like that other problem
didn’t exist. (what was the original problem again??)
The bounce returns to our step and we are ready to move on to the next thing. If a man is more
towards the alpha male on a spectrum of Beta -> Alpha, then he will not complain all the time, but
rather, eliminate (move away from), or SOLVE the problem.
Not solving the problem would make many men feel like less of a man, and so they wouldn’t usually
gravitate towards complaining as their natural happy place.
I was grateful to finally find a man who didn’t complain, after dating just a few men in my life.
Looking at my husband’s personality, I cannot remember even once where he complained about
anything. And of course, I adore him for it, and I know that if he did happen to complain about
something, then it’s definitely something that I need to address, because he’s not droning on all the
time.
When I realised he didn’t actually complain – like, ever, it was like a huge light bulb went off in my
head (and in my heart); this taught me A LOT about the past men I dated, and why I felt less trust in
them, and consequently wanted to always take charge and be the man in the relationship.
By the way – it’s not that a man can never complain, of course they can. It’s whether or not they have
a pattern of going to complaining and that pattern strips them of their sense of capability and courage
as a man. At the end of the day, an alpha male needs to lead his tribe – and complaining usually
won’t get that job done, especially in high stress situations.
Here are 10 Telltale Signs he is A Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine Alpha Male.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
And, the best thing about this is that I can trust him to be a man; so I can relax and be a woman. If
you’re looking for a passionate relationship where you are taken care of, this is an important one, so
look out for it!
Before I found my husband, men used to try to lure me in by telling me how bad their ex girlfriend
was and how they don’t have enough sex and how their work is crap…and this is without me even
asking; so their complaints were not really in context of an ongoing conversation!
They were random, inauthentic attempts to get my attention. No thanks! Next!
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There are a lot of other indicators that a man is not an Alpha Male. Have you experienced any of
these Signs with the men you’ve dated? Share it with us! Do you have any comments to add to the
mix? Leave a comment below sharing it with us. ?
And one last thing: If you are looking for ways to screen out immature men, I can give you all the
right questions to ask a man to test him and how good his character is, click here to check
Understanding Men program.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The 6 Rules You Must Know BEFORE Buying A Man Any
Gift
December 10, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
If you’re like me, you love giving gifts. It’s just a nice feeling – ESPECIALLY when you like and
respect that person. Hey, sometimes buying gifts for someone else feels 100 times better than it does
buying something for yourself.
It’s nice to put a smile on someone else’s face, isn’t it? But in all honesty, when it comes to men that
you are romantically interested in; be careful. You may think buying and giving gifts nothing big,
but, it does matter; especially when you are only dating and not sure if he is committed to you.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?)
The way you go about buying and giving gifts matters, and more importantly, WHAT you give and
HOW you give the gift sets up the right dynamic between you and a man, or it doesn’t. (Read my
article on creating an outstanding surprise)
What you give and how you give it can make you seem low value or high value in a man’s mind.
That doesn’t make you less, though, it just makes him less attracted to you – and consequently,
makes you less attracted to him (which sucks for you, too).
If you are buying for a male friend, you can THEORETICALLY go all out, because you’re not
romantically interested in him. But personally, I don’t even do that with my male friends that I
consider to be like a brother.
There’s a reason: it’s because in my BODY it doesn’t feel authentic to do this; it just doesn’t feel like
I’m being the real ME.
I know my true gift is in being there in ANY man’s presence at ALL – and being happy, open and
radiant. Your radiance and openness is a gift bigger than the size of the number on the price tag of
your birthday or Christmas gift.
When it comes to buying men gifts, in the past I’ve made so many stupid and embarrassing mistakes
that are pretty much too embarrassing to talk about. And it can be difficult knowing what gift to buy a
man on any occasion – these days, so many of us already have everything we need, and it’s easy to
buy something you think would be valuable, but a man doesn’t find to be a good gift.
And if you read through these 6 rules and realise you’ve made these mistakes, it’s cool, woman! You,
me and every other female on the planet has made, or IS making such a mistake big time.
No problem, mistakes are a gift. Without mistakes, you can’t fully feel the satisfaction from getting
things right.

Here Are Your 6 Rules to Follow:
1) Spending more doesn’t make you more valuable as a woman.
So…why choose the more expensive option? Why spend a tonne on a man when you’re just dating,
even if you have as much money as Paris Hilton? Is there even a good reason?
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See, if you subconsciously want to flaunt your ability to spend a lot, then you’re not really in your
feminine energy – and a man can’t feel you as a woman who enjoys being taken care of. Flaunting
your ability to spend a lot doesn’t touch a masculine man – it will touch a more submissive man, or a
man who is LOOKING out for a rich woman.
Hey, if you really, truly DON’T want to be taken care of, and you prefer to be the one taking care of
HIM, then you can go ahead and ignore this rule.
But if you want the man you’re romantically interested in to be your hero, and to ADORE you, just
don’t spend more for the sake of looking good. In fact, where you can, spend less.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

2) Buying more items reduces the value of each gift you give.
The idea is simple. Us humans generally like to acquire, to own more, to feel the satisfaction of
‘owning’ material goods in our life.
So this rule is VERY counter-intuitive in practice. But…think about it: if you have 50 items of
jewelry, does it make every piece more special?
Or do you still keep one or two favourite pieces that you wear over and over again? You grow
attached to a few of the jewelry items; that’s generally what happens.
A man (and anyone, really) will remember the gifts you give that mean something to THEM. They
won’t keep in their memory many years down the track ‘oh that person used to fill up my Christmas
stocking with 100 items that are useless and meaningless to me!’
The more of something we get, the less valuable it becomes. And this happens subconsciously.
When giving gifts, it’s more important to make an emotional impact on someone than to get a
reaction of ‘woah!’ from them in reaction to the sheer VOLUME of gifts you’ve given them.
Remember that saying: “less is more”?
Hard to remember this in a context where you’re buying gifts for someone, but IMPORTANT.
When it comes to gift giving, if you are going for the whole feeling that ‘yes!’ I am awesome and I
have the money to buy a man TONNES of gifts!
Then..the message you are really sending is: “I get my feeling of self-worth by PROVIDING for you.
I’m the man.”
I am of the belief that when it comes to being romantically interested in a woman, the masculine men
in the world around you will find you more endearing and want to take more care of you if you either
1) Get him nothing at all, and just receive what he gives you.
Or 2) make a simple purchase that is meaningful and leave it at that. It could be a mug, or you could
make a lamb roast (yum, lamb!) Don’t flaunt riches. Don’t flaunt ‘provider’ abilities. You don’t need
to.
You are far more vulnerable than that (that did read vulnerable) ? – you rather him do THAT for you
– is that right? Really, are you truly attracted to a man whom you need to buy things for and take care
of? Answer honestly for yourself.
If yes, then do things that encourage him doing that to you by NOT buying more, and not buying
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more expensive.
Your ability to react to and enjoy anything that a man gives you is far more interesting than your
ability to give expensive gifts.

3) If you give a gift, make your gift either 1 – useful or 2- sentimental.
When it comes to gift giving….it’s tempting to buy a man several items of clothing…or a cologne or
another wallet…because these are the easiest options and it’s what every other girlfriend is giving her
boyfriend and it saves time and thought on your part.
If you want to get him ANY of these things, make sure that it has a context and that it’s not just an
‘extra’ on top of all the other clothes he has or wallets he has just for the sake of ‘acquiring’ things.
For example, if you have been dating a while and you know he’s going hiking in January and has no
hiking gear, then a pair of hiking pants is nice because they serve a particular purpose for him in
January, and it shows you understand him. (Click here to complete the quiz “How Naturally
Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Most men like things with a purpose (tools, etc), or things that are sentimental. Unless a man is very
feminine, he doesn’t give a damn about buying more and more clothes and gathering more and more
things unless those things serve a clear-cut purpose in his mind.
Most are also not interested in pointless, fluffy, jingly things.
ie: You might appreciate cupcakes. But men aren’t moved by that. It just doesn’t ‘touch’ them if you
give him cupcakes as a gift. Avoid it! (yes I see women doing this often!) he might enjoy eating
them, but it won’t really touch him deeply.
ie: You might like cute lunch bags – but buying him a plastic zip-up lunch bag with a cute little
soccer ball printed on it that a 10-year-old boy could also use – he won’t appreciate it (yes, that’s
actually also a real story. And the woman’s husband responded to the gift by saying ‘well, that’s not
very manly!’). He’s stating the obvious.
Now, I thought twice about putting in the word ‘sentimental’ here, because a lot of women will take
that and RUN with it. ‘Yay! I can get him a nice photo with ‘I love you so much’ printed on
it!!’ Well…if you are married or have been together a long time, this gift is OK.
But not when you have NO idea where your relationship with this man is going! You have to wait to
give such sentimental gifts. (read my article on How to Get Him to Propose)
If you have been together less than 6 months, stay away from sentimental gifts unless it’s the first
time you are doing something like that and you are sure that HE has already done something like that
for you at least two or three times.
Now, by sentimental, it depends on your relationship situation. If you are in a long-term
relationship or marriage and you really ALREADY feel like the WOMAN in the relationship,
and you feel adored – then do what you want!
Just be mindful and conscious all the way. Be conscious of WHY you’re choosing to buy a gift.
Do you really need to get something extra?
If so, why are you getting it? Are you getting it because you feel you must, otherwise he will think
you don’t LOVE him? If so, it’s the wrong reason to get the gift!
Are you getting him the gift because you think you should in order to show him that you are
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interested in him, although, inside, you’re aching for him to do for you, and don’t actually LIKE
being the one giving gifts to show your interest?
If you don’t feel adored yet, and he is NOT committed yet – then, whether you are dating or
having something long term, your focus still needs to be on establishing the dynamic that you
want with a man.
ie: not being the MAN in the relationship (unless you want to be). So keep sentimental gifts to
something small like a key-ring with a personal joke or personal photo attached, or a mug with a
special quote or photo on it.

4) The less time you have spent dating, the better it is to buy less and spend less.
This is to help set up the dynamic that HE is the man in the relationship, and not YOU.
Look, you can make this mistake and maybe things will still work out if you and him are very
compatible. It’s just the better choice, but if you’ve already made the mistake, then just do things
differently next time, that’s all!

5) When in doubt about whether you SHOULD buy anything at all, buy nothing at
all.
And just make or buy a nice card to wish him happy birthday or happy Christmas.
There’s no need to buy something just because you think you should.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

6) When and if he buys you something, make your reaction to the gift honest.
But do not criticize him (that’s not honest). It doesn’t matter if a man gives you something and it
makes you want to burst out crying (I’ve done this before. And it only brought my husband and I
closer, and he felt far worse about it than I ever did!)
If a man wants to make you happy, you have a good man. If instead he just calls you a bitch and
never comes back because you cried over the present, well good! He wouldn’t have come back in the
first place anyway!
It was either going to be this Christmas or some other random reason for him to take off. Some men
are just not compatible with you like that; and some of them…well, they have a weak masculine
energy like that.
Unless you were intending to criticize him and be a bitch about it. That’s just not a good choice on
your part. Whatever he gives you, just know that it’s a start that he tried to give you anything at all.
Thank him, always thank him for giving you anything, but don’t pretend it’s orgasmic if it makes you
want to cry. If it makes you over the moon, BE over the moon, if it upsets you, let it upset you! If it
surprises you, LET it surprise you!
You’re a woman, it’s OK to be real and to feel with a man. That is what I believe, and I’ve done
things this way for many years, and it’s never backfired on me.
You don’t want to do this with friends or others, but with a man, it’s OK. Men are funny creatures,
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you’ll be surprised how much the best men out there don’t mind you making them think and work out
why on earth you didn’t like their gift. They’re stronger than you think, and not as sensitive as your
Mom or your girlfriends.
Click here to check our popular program Understanding Men.
Now I am handing it to you. Share your thoughts about buying men gifts. Do you have any
personal rules that you follow? IE: you always spend less than a man, or you never buy a man
gifts? Share your thoughts so other women can learn from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
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10 Signs of a Commitment Phobic Man
December 26, 2012 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
As a woman, it’s not hard to get stuck in a relationship with a commitment phobic man! Even if
you’re high value, sometimes you unfortunately make the mistake of getting involved with a man like
this (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man? “)
I truly believe in patience and understanding when it comes to men – yet sometimes, no amount of
patience and understanding will get a man to be the man you crave him to be. And that’s ok.
But before I say anything else, I just want to suggest that you don’t blame him, or yourself. Even if a
man has all of these signs, which will sometimes happen, that doesn’t mean that you should blame
him or blame yourself. in fact, if a man has all 10 of these signs, then perhaps the best thing for you
to do is to feel your anger and hurt, rather than blame anyone.

Commitment Phobic is JUST a Term…
Now, when it comes to the term ‘commitment phobic’ we have to realise that it’s just a term. It’s not
the best term – I’m not one to use it in my work – but I use it here, because I know women resonate
with this term, and this is a common term which resonates with people.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Commitment Resistance Versus Commitment Phobia
Here’s the thing you need to understand. Commitment resistance is different to commitment
phobia. Commitment resistance is not a long-term thing like commitment phobia is. I would like to
use the term “commitment phobia” and “investment phobia” interchangeably – because, what
commitment phobia really is, is a sense of overarching inability to invest emotionally in someone;
especially people in general.
And if someone has commitment phobia or investment phobia, that can be signs of emotional damage
to that person or trauma, or it can be a sign that that person has deep-seated patterns of fear when it
comes to relating and being close to anther human being.
Commitment resistance – that’s something that pretty much all men will exhibit at some point in the
relationship – regardless of whether you are his one and only, or one of many woman.
What I would like to suggest to you is that when it comes to commitment phobia, we often label
men’s behaviour as commitment phobic even when they are not actually commitment phobic, they
are just showing signs of commitment resistance, which every man will do at some point.
Even if you truly are a man’s one and only woman and not just one of many, he will probably show
commitment resistance at some point. And that doesn’t necessarily mean that he is commitment
phobic.
If you want to learn how to overcome a man’s commitment resistance, we share step-by-step how to
do that in our Commitment Control 2 Program.
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The thing we have to remember is that men have a different agenda to women. Both sexes have
agendas – just different agendas.
More importantly, men and women both have fears when it comes to a committed relationship, some
of these fears are human fears and we all have them. Yet often, men can have VERY different fears
than women do about getting into a committed relationship. For example – as a woman, if you ever
fell pregnant, would you EVER in your life – fear that the baby you’re carrying inside you is not your
own?
No. of course not. Because you carried that baby. Yet men have this innate uncertainty that a baby is
not their own, built inside them from eons ago. And that uncertainty…is something that drives a lot
of their mating and relating habits.
So how do we decide whether a man is commitment phobic or just commitment resistant?
That’s a good question.
Some of these 10 signs I’m about to give you could just be signs of commitment resistance, and
therefore there’s no cause for alarm.
I’ve chosen 10 signs that are most likely to reflect an actual commitment phobia, but please be
aware that sometimes, there’s a chance that even if your man exhibits some of these signs, he is not
necessarily commitment phobic, but just exhibiting temporary commitment resistance.

Look for whether he is willing to invest in you emotionally
So – and here’s the important part of all of this – what I really want you to look for is whether this
man is willing to be emotionally invested in you.
Even a man who is madly in love with you and will still commit to you if sex is taken out of the
picture, can have commitment resistance. And this can be due to what stage of life he feels he is at,
his lifestyle, how he perceives his own success levels…things like that.
Let’s take my husband David for example. I remember many years ago, after we’d been together for
several months and madly in love, when I was sussing out his commitment levels to me – I actually
asked him: “would you stay with me if I got sick and could never have sex again?”
Quite a question isn’t it? I was really looking for a commitment, haha!
He thought about it carefully for a while (after all, it’s a big risk for a man to invest in a woman when
there’s no future possibility of sex). And he came back with a heartfelt ‘yes’.
And that’s because of what I meant to him, and what he means to me. I am his one and only and he
has said that from quite early on (maybe 6-12 months into the relationship). We fell in love, and what
we experience together is true love.
Despite all this – I still remember my husband having commitment resistance. Because we just
had different relationship timelines!
If you are interested in becoming a man’s one and only – I have a free DVD coming out about it
soon!
Some people don’t believe the ‘one and only’ kind of love exists. In fact, they don’t even want to try
to believe it. Too risky. They would have to be too vulnerable to believe it. And too many other
women would judge them for being a ‘princess’ or being too ‘idealistic’.
But many women out there know this love is true because they experience it every day with their
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man.
Despite my husband’s initial commitment resistance, he was always deeply emotionally invested in
me and the relationship. I could tell because he put all the effort he had into making this
relationship work. He stopped at nothing to ensure that this relationship would work out for the long
term (that was a huge gift for me after being cheated on by my ex boyfriend…)
So when it comes to looking for signs of commitment phobia in your man, I want you to look for
whether he shows he is willing to be emotionally invested in you and the relationship.

To help you, here are the questions I want you to ask yourself…
To find out whether he is willing to invest in you emotionally, here are some questions that will help
you…
Does he care about your happiness?
Does he care about the people and the animals that you care about?
Does he care about what makes you laugh and cry?
Does he care about your health?
And does he invest emotional, physical and mental energy in making sure that you are happy in
the relationship?
Does he invest emotional, physical and mental energy in making sure that the relationship will
stand any tests and challenges?
Is he fearful of investing emotionally in people in general?
Does he have shiny object syndrome? (in other words, he likes to meet new people and soon after
meeting them, he gets sick of them and wants to move on to the next person?)
Is he more a taker than a giver? Takers are experts at not investing in people. It takes no work to
take from other people. It takes vulnerability, emotional risk and care to invest emotionally in
someone.
Here are the 10 typical signs of a commitment-phobic man:

1) He gets sick of you, as well as sick of having sex with you early after beginning a
relationship, even if you’re in an ‘official’ relationship.
I understand that women AND men can get sick of having sex with their partner. There is a term for
getting sick of having sex with the same person over and over – it’s called ‘the coolidge effect‘.
Yet, despite our biology, when you are invested in someone, and when you love someone, you want
to connect with them. And it is this desire to connect and want to be close to them that also drives
your desire to have sex with them over and over and over (not just sexual desire or lust or horniness).
Men (and women) with shiny object syndrome, will often treat their partners like a commodity – in
fact – they don’t know how to connect to their partner’s heart and soul. They are often inattentive,
lack attunement to others, always seeming to need something from the world, and they’re insensitive.
This could be a sign of shiny object syndrome – watch out for shiny object syndrome.
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2) He is reasonably active on social media, but never shows signs on social media
that you two are an item.
This can be a sign of temporary commitment resistance, so don’t jump to conclusions immediately
that he is commitment phobic or investment phobic.
When a man is reasonably active on social media, but doesn’t seem to show signs of making it
official with you on there or allow you into his world on Facebook etc, it could be a sign he is not
invested in you.
For example, does he mind being seen in pictures with you?
Facebook, instagram and other social media is a tell-tale place for making sure that a man is
interested in you and is proud to have you in his life.
Why? Because if he is proud and happy to have you in his life, he doesn’t fear you appearing in his
news feed, tagging him in things, or commenting on his updates. (Click here to complete the quiz on
“How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook”)
Because social media can be such a public place; if he has other women, or if he puts you low on his
priority list, he may avoid adding you on Facebook and instagram because it’ll be easy for you to
bring issues up and inconvenience him.
Warning: There are some men (perhaps womanizers) who might gladly add you on social media, as
more women commenting and liking his updates means he receives higher status and higher regard in
his social circle or among his Facebook friends.
It depends on the man and his blueprint of the world.
So, it’s up to you to work out whether he uses social media as a way to have women make him look
good, or whether he actually uses social media and deliberately avoids interacting with you on social
media or avoids ‘friending’ you for fear of ‘issues’ that arise from that, that might complicate his life.

3) He is in his late 30’s (even worse, 40’s), and has never been married or in a
serious long term relationship.
A man has plenty of time to find the right one and to settle down. Unless a man is just really shy, or
he has unfortunately lost a long-term partner, the best men can get snapped up really quickly. There’s
always exceptions, but in general, boys and men of value are quickly snapped up by women, and vice
versa.
People who have high relationship value and who are high value in general – these people find each
other – so is this a man who isn’t one to invest in people, or has shiny object syndrome.
Does he have fears getting close and actually being vulnerable to other humans?

4) He talks about women in a way that actually makes you feel uneasy or queasy in
your gut.
This takes a little bit of patience on your part. You need to stop and actually start listening to what he
is saying and how it makes you feel.
If the way he talks about women makes you feel like: ‘hang on…what the hell….’ and yet you have a
voice in your head making excuses for him such as “oh well maybe he’s just…” stop it.
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A man that genuinely doesn’t talk nicely about women, has possibly got a backlog of resentment
towards women, or never felt like he was worthy of women and may have spent many years feeling
like he could not handle them.
Which means there is a good chance he doesn’t feel like he could handle you. Some men are just
downright bitter and angry towards females and see them as a pain because they have felt rejected by
women a lot, or they’ve been burned by women. (I’m looking at you, MGTOW!)
See if he says things like: “WOMEN! You can’t live with them, you can’t live without
them!” or “all women are sluts (as some groups of men online say)”
And when he says those things, is he serious? Because sometimes men will joke about these things
and you need to know the difference.
Some men who say things like this end up getting married only because there’s really no other choice
or option for them. Not because they fell in love and truly love a woman. Remember, marriage does
not have to be a sign of true underlying emotional commitment.

5) He rarely asks you about your life, or how you are.
And if he DOES, it seems more like a pleasantry to you (something he mentions just for the sake of
mentioning)….and he doesn’t really listen to your answers. (read my article about Casual
Relationships)

6) He ignores your birthday (even when you tell him that it’s your Birthday soon)
and ignores you around Easter and Christmas.
I remember a client of mine once telling me about a guy who she probably knew deep down inside
was not ever going to commit to her. He IGNORED her birthday even when she told him that her
birthday was coming up. The day came and went…nothing from him. Not a single word out of his
mouth. And yet she still told me….:”But…but he TOLD me I’m his GIRL!!”
Question is: if someone tells you “Oh my dear, I’d NEVER set your house on fire!” “I’d never hurt
your family and set your house alight!” and one day, you come home, and he has burnt your house
down…do you believe what he said?
Do you believe that he would never do that?
Or would you believe the actual facts: that your house has been burnt down right in front of you, by
this man?
For most men who are willing to commit or will commit in the future, your birthday is an important
event for him.
In the beginning stages, he may not spoil you, but at least he’d make an attempt to call you –
not just to wish you a happy birthday – but to ask you how your actual birthday was. Again, look for
whether he has the ability to invest in you – texting you a ‘happy birthday!’ doesn’t take much
emotional investment on his part. However, asking you: “how was your birthday?” is a step up from
that, and a bit more likely to signal emotional investment.

7) The story his mouth tells is almost always more enticing than the story his
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actions tell.
Don’t be dumb, because you are not dumb.
So don’t let a man’s words fool you. I understand, as women, we all make this mistake at least once –
we all fall for a man’s words at least once; and that’s because we are designed to.
Nature didn’t make us to be smart all the time; it made us to be more willing to have sex with the
man who got to our ears by sweet talking. women fall for words. I still do sometimes and I have to
not remind myself – but detach myself from a person’s words, and look at his actions.
So, yes, try to cultivate the ability to detach from words and observe a man’s actions, because any
man with a brain knows that they can use their words to sweet talk a woman. It’s an evolutionary
strategy – this is so that he could pass on his genes and propagate the human species.
Be good to yourself. And give the right man for you, more time with you!
Do that so that the right man can wake up next to you every morning and kiss you on the head with a
goofy smile on his manly face.

8) He often responds to you with defensiveness or deflects questions with verbal
abuse.
Defensiveness and verbal abuse – these two things are extremely difficult for a woman to have to
deal with in a relationship, and these are the last two things I want YOU to have to deal with.
Ideally, a man would be centred and strong, and would take full responsibility for himself, and would
think things through rather than act snide or abusive. If he’s doesn’t value committing to you or the
relationship, then of course he’s going to avoid taking any responsibility for the relationship
and deflect your genuine concerns with abuse.
You and I both know that some men were not raised very well, or had bad childhood experiences;
and as a result, their patterns of relating (or not relating) are ingrained, and it’s going to take a lot of
work for you to change him if that’s even possible given the environment he lives in.
A persistent, long-term show of lack of responsibility taking is a prime example of a man who isn’t
investing in you.
One thing you need to be careful of – if you grew up with abuse, YOU might think this is love. You
may not know love in its real form. Because that’s the only way you know love from the way you
were treated.
It’s a terrible thing to get stuck in a relationship like this and find out 30 years later that you only
ended up with an abusive man because of your own childhood – what a waste of years.

9) He blames you a lot.
Some men just blame women for things that go wrong in their life. You know, often, men set out to
do something that is important to them in their masculine world, and then (in their perspective),
somehow a woman comes along and ruins it all…now, this is normal. Feminine often women draw
men out of their mission, or their boring, dead masculine world and into relationships. But you know
what? If a man truly loves you, he won’t be bothered by this for too long, because he is invested in
the relationship with you. He values you.
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See – If a man’s consistent reaction to problems in the relationship is to blame you, or constantly
point out where you went wrong, then you have a problem.
This man might simply not want to take responsibility for anything in a relationship. which means he
doesn’t really care about the relationship; he cares about protecting himself. It happens! It’s
unfortunate, but it does happen.

10) He looks down on other married couples.
If a man talks badly about fellow men who are married, or who are taking care of children, then it’s a
pretty good sign he doesn’t care much for a deep commitment with a woman.
And it’s a good sign that he is turned off the idea of family and prefers to be alone.
For example, if he sees men with babies and says things like: “I don’t envy you!” or “I’m glad I’m
not you!”.
Or…he sees married men and talks down at them, like they are less than him, and are stupid, or dumb
for making the choice to be married – then you know this man identifies strongly with being detached
and un-invested in anything that is vulnerable or requires emotional energy.
And that concludes the 10 signs of a commitment phobic man…
Please remember, no ONE sign here is a definite indicator that a man is a commitment phobic.
Any random one or two signs could just be isolated signs of temporary commitment resistance, not
fear of investment in relationship/commitment phobia.
I cannot say for SURE what combination of the above 10 definitely indicates that a man is a
commitment phobic. Remember, look for whether he is willing to emotionally invest in you. (Learn
how to inspire a man to commit)

What To Do Now:
For now, I think there are 2 important steps for you to take.
1) Check in with your gut. Does your gut feel like this man is genuinely invested in you and in the
relationship?
2) Understand that we don’t live in a society that really values relationship, vulnerability, loyalty and
connection. So it’s easy for you to get confused about a man’s actions and assume that if he gives you
a bit of attention, then he loves you. So, you really owe it to yourself to learn everything you can
about men and relationships and commitment. Nobody teaches this at school – that’s why we do what
we do.
3) learn how to show up as the ‘One and Only’ in all men’s lives. Go ahead and get a copy of my free
DVD here titled ‘Becoming His One and Only’.

Now over to you – help the rest of us women out and let us learn from you! What
signs have you noticed that indicate a man is a commitment phobic?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 Insights into Men that Will Ease Your Worries
January 12, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018
When it comes to understanding men, there are two important things I want you to know.
Because I find that it’s very easy to forget all the little details and everything else when you are
stressed out or upset about your relationship issues. And it’s helpful to remember these basics before
you make decisions you will regret.
Before giving you the five insights into men — (click here to take the quiz on “Am I dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?“) — I want to lay a quick but important foundation with you.

Here are the two most fundamental principles:
1) Most of the things you worry about to do with men are actually not anything to
worry about.
You see, we worry for our reasons, with our feminine hormones and feminine brain. We think that he
is not calling, for example, because we haven’t shown enough interest in him – and so we call him
and chase him out of fear; rather than thinking it through first. Yet, the bottom line is that if he wants
to call, he will eventually.
As women, we read other meanings into things and think: Oh, did he say that because he actually
meant something else? Does he really mean what he said? What does it mean when he said he has a
meeting at 5pm? It means he has a meeting at 5pm and men usually mean nothing more than exactly
what they said.
We also tend to worry…”what if he leaves me for Fiona? What if I don’t compare to other women?
What if I am not interesting enough and what if Shelley is prettier than me and he will leave me for
Shelley?
No. A man is not going to leave you for a prettier woman! it does not work that way. Men leave a
woman if they do not feel any emotional attraction for her. They leave if the woman doesn’t show up
high value (and high value is mostly about your radiance, your responsiveness and how alive you
are).
In a similar vein, we think our boyfriend or husband didn’t do that thing for us because he doesn’t
love us enough or care enough. But really, it’s because he didn’t feel, see and hear our request in the
form of our emotions – ie: in a way that would impel him do it for us because he is suddenly able to
connect to our need for it to be done (because he’s felt our emotions in relation to it). It’s usually
not because a man doesn’t care, but our feminine brain interprets his actions that way.

2) Men are not bigger, stronger, faster females. They are men.
This means that we always have to be open to questioning the meaning we automatically place on
what men do. You see, we assume we know why people do things, and we assume we know why
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men do things. Usually, we are very wrong, especially when it comes to making assumptions about
men.
If you can have this level of openness and humility – then you have an infinite capacity to understand
men, and as you understand more, you can feel infinitely confident with men and worry much less.
This doesn’t mean that men can’t do what women do and vice versa. It just means that a woman
might be the better person to breastfeed the baby because she has an innate gift and biology for it.
These innate differences go beyond social constructs, and it’s the innate differences (not our attempt
to reject these differences) that causes emotional and sometimes, physical attraction.
For more on accentuating your femininity Click here to get your “Goddess Report.”
But through all my own struggles, here’s the best thing I’ve discovered:
Male and female differences cause us pain, yet at the same time, the universe made sure that
women are well taken care of…
As much pain as the differences between men and women cause us, evolution has also made us work
perfectly together in many ways. And don’t worry: As a woman, evolution didn’t ditch you. You are
actually far better taken care of than you or any other woman would ever have you believe.
It’s just that taking dating or relationship advice from girlfriends often makes us dumber, and more
stressed. Because most women get women; they don’t get men — which means that 99 percent of
what women think, and the meaning we place on male actions, is completely incorrect.
When you stop taking advice from friends who may not be good at getting out of their own heads and
in to your man’s – when you stop taking advice from friends who may not want the best for you, and
make your own decisions, you may start to see that men actually want to be there for you, commit
to you, and take care of you. Evolution made it this way, but men are wired to take care of a certain
type of woman — a woman they see as high value.
Try to remember: Men are responding to you, and what you do. (and women are always responding to
how men show up around them too). What does this mean? This means that how you show up around
men is crucial to your relationship success. If you show up as low value, or less than you can be, you
will get far worse than low value in return. Sometimes, you get nothing. But when you show up as a
high value woman, you get far more than you bargained for.
Click here to check out the Understanding Men program

What do you Worry about when it comes to MEN?
I can remember the days, when I’d stress constantly about how a man I liked might think of me. I was
also very quick to make terribly wrong assumptions about men that were… well, wrong! Wrong
enough that assuming these things was just ignorant of me.
Have you ever worried incessantly about being cheated on?
Ever worried about him checking out other women? I guarantee you have no idea how much you
totally over-stress issues with men that actually don’t exist, or aren’t true in his world. As a woman,
you are wired to worry when you are in a fearful state.
But as a woman, you also have a lot more power with men than you have been lead to believe. (And I
don’t think that’s fair, which is why I’m here.) You have the power with men more than you know
right now, even as you are reading this. And your knowledge of men is your power with them. This is
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the basis of my program “Understanding Men” (check it out by clicking here).
Once you shift from being in worry and fear to being in love (putting your hand on your heart, and
feeling the power of your heart), you can suddenly change the destiny of your relationship. You can
get the commitment and attention you only dreamed of, simply because in a state of love, you are
able to show up as a High Value, High Status woman – and High Value women get more than their
fair share in relationships.

Your FEELINGS about Men aren’t wrong…but your perception of men is.
This doesn’t mean that your feelings about men are wrong, or that you’re making anything up —
you’re definitely not; after all, they are your feelings. And as a woman, you know that your feelings
are the truest and most real thing in your life. After all, we have feelings about everything!
The thing is, they are your feelings. And you know what that means? It means they are not his —
which means that the man you are dealing with doesn’t do the things he does for the reasons you
think he does.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

When Men “Look” at other women…
I’ll give you a little example. The other day I was driving to the mall, and I stopped at the red light.
While waiting for the lights to change, I looked to my right to see… two men in a car, staring at
something to my left… and they were very concentrated on this particular thing.
I turned to follow their gaze, and saw a man in a car to my left, also staring intently this as-yetunknown thing. Two seconds later, I see two young women in bikinis washing cars.
Now… because I understand men, I can laugh at this and not just roll my eyes in fear and anger. But I
have a question for you: What is your instinctive, gut-level reaction to this? Do you sigh in disgust?
Worry that your boyfriend or husband might look if you weren’t there with him? What are you really
worried about? That he thinks those half-naked girls are better than you? That he wants to have sex
with them?
The answer to all these fears is a resounding “No.” See, it took me a while to get this. Men are
conditioned as hunters (and also just as humans) to take note of changes in their environment. So to
them it’s actually like, Oh. There’s a bikini car wash in Melbourne, Australia? That is novel! Oh, OK
then! Lights change. Moving on now. Half an hour later, most men will have forgotten all about that
bikini car wash and the girls there.
They’re wired to look. I will be truthful: some men might want to have sex with those women, but
those men are usually the men who consistently feel a lack; they are the men who don’t feel that
women desire them, they are the desperate men. They are the men who feel deprived. The question
is: Do you have a deprived man? Do you have a desperate man? If so, your worries might be wellfounded.
We are always obsessed with the things we perceive that we can’t have. So, a man who hasn’t felt
confident with women, a man who doesn’t feel desired by women or high value; is going to get
desperate for sex because he is not ‘full’ within himself. His life is lacking already, so any easy
perceived opportunity means a lot to him…does that make sense to you?
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Are you Attracting Desperate Men?
The worry really is: Why did you attract this particular man into your life? If you have a man who
always seems to be looking around for sexier women…then you have a legitimate concern. What
should you do? Well, we need to first of all acknowledge that 1: he may not be a good catch, or 2: He
needs to feel more abundant feminine and sexual energy from you.
Sometimes, some men are losers. Other times, (more often than we’d like to admit), we are not taking
enough responsibility in our relationship to give him the value that he wants; and we get stuck in
worry, fear and blaming him.
We need to consider why we attract the type of man that we attract. if you do have a man who is
always sleazing around…why is he in your life? The answer is possibly because you are desperate for
something as well — maybe attention… maybe variety… maybe the (so-called) security of having a
man who is not as good a catch as other men. Maybe you’ve felt your whole life that you’re
undeserving of a high value man, or maybe somebody unfairly made you feel inferior to other women
(which is never true), so you feel deprived on some level that you don’t get enough attention, which
is why the first man who seems to give attention to you, will do.
It’s not your fault. It’s just what you’re going through. But once you become aware of this belief and
relax into the reality that it doesn’t serve you, you can dismantle it and start showing up in ways that
better express your true worth — and attract better men.
Regarding the bikini car wash: Would you be surprised if I told you that men would look with the
same concentration at a row of 10 rabbits running across the road? And that they’d look with the
same level of detachment and lack of emotion?
If it does surprise you or make you angry, or you just don’t want to believe me, that’s OK. That’s
what we do as women; we make things big in our minds, and we want to be reassured and convinced.
Again and again and again.
Click here to read my article about Femininity and How to be your Best Feminine Self here
Right now, I’m going to share those five insights about men you should know before worrying
yourself sick.

Insight Number 1) Men judge you far less than you think they do.
Most of the time, it does not serve men to judge women. It only serves a man to judge a woman when
the woman is showing up very low value (and he needs to deflect her from his life ASAP).
More often than not, men are not judging you. Men don’t think of you the way other women might
think of you. And other women can be harsh with their judgements of other women, because of
competition. Women sometimes need to look at the flaws or inadequacies of other women to alert
themselves – and the men in their lives – of the imperfections of her competition, so that women use
denigrate their rivals and avoid losing access to their man.
With women, the smaller she feels, the more she needs to be judgmental – to keep threats at bay.
Biologically it doesn’t make sense for men to engage in judgement of women – because if a man is
really judgemental, then he will lose sexual access to women. And sexual access to women isn’t
always easy or available to most men (Women mostly call the shots when it comes to sex).
He is likely more worried about whether you’re open to having sex with him, or if he has feelings for
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you, he’s more worried about impressing you, or he has already forgotten what you said shortly after
you said it.
This is because masculine men are generally more interested in having sex with you and/or enjoying
being around your beautiful energy than they are focused on judging you.
Now, if you know me and my work at all, you know that I firmly believe there are very few absolute
truths in life — and that everything is contextual. So I want to clarify, and say that yes, some men
will judge you – but most men won’t. And you will feel that it you just pause and feel where he is at.
Yet the ones who actually spend time judging you and talking negatively about you are usually the
world’s smallest men, they are not the rule, they are just jaded, emotionally closed, and perhaps
fearful men who wouldn’t try to ‘get’ you anyway, out of fear of rejection.
That wasn’t me judging men….that is just how it is.
From boyhood on, masculine men spend their entire lives trying to be enough to be worthy of a
high-value, high-status woman’s attention. Most men’s lifelong inner experience goes something
like this:OK. I’m a male. I like females. I like them a lot. If I want to be worthy and enough in this
world, I have to prove myself, and earn my own respect and others’ by making enough money, being
funny enough, etc.
That was my attempt at speaking like a male, which, as a female, is the best I could muster. But I
think you know what I am saying. As women, we don’t have to do nearly as much to get sex and
attention.
But if you’re anything like me, you’ve spent quite a considerable amount of time in your life trying to
do things to get a man’s attention when you could have worried a lot less, simply enjoyed yourself,
and that would have done the job.
Because men don’t care about all the little details you think they do, or judge you for them. As far as
I can tell, men will simply be repelled by you (because your type of energy is not what they’re
looking for), or be indifferent to you because they’ve already met their one and only, or try to
impress you because they are interested.

Insight Number 2) Men don’t leave you because you weren’t good enough
Men leave for many reasons, but mostly it comes down to how they feel when they are with you.
They usually leave because there was no good reason to stay with you. Meaning, the relationship
didn’t add enough value to their life, that it was worth staying in.
Sometimes men leave because they felt bad enough about themselves around you enough times that it
was time to call it quits.
Remember this: commitment naturally takes value from men; much in the same way as men’s
consistent, seemingly never-ending desire to have sex with a woman can take value from women
For a committed relationship to be worth it to a man, it has to add value to his life – and that means
he needs to be with a woman who is emotionally free, who lets herself be High Value, and whom he
is emotionally attracted to. (physical attraction is never enough for a man to get into a relationship
with a woman).
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Insight Number 3) Men don’t actually want you to hold everything in and pretend
everything is OK.
Move on from this terrible belief, and do something silly — like actually expressing yourself! Now,
don’t take this too overboard if you have only had one date with a man… you need time to prove
your value to each other before you can even think about unleashing “the crazy.”
But believe it or not, soon enough, if a man is masculine and you have attracted this masculine man
into your life, he won’t mind you expressing yourself. In fact, he’ll mind your holding everything in!
Holding things in is not good if you want a commitment, and it’s not good if you want your man to
be a better man. It is also not attractive. Holding emotions in is like not letting yourself do a shit. You
can only do it for so long until…it all bursts out in a horribly epic manner. Yes, feelings work like
poos. You have feelings whether you like it or not – and holding them in all the time is disrespecting
yourself.
Sometimes, unleashing your feelings is inevitable (because you can’t keep a shit from 2 weeks ago
inside permanently) – and you have to go through that stage in order to become more responsive in
real time and calibrated in your relationship.
Yet knowing all this…you MUST NOT blame or criticise. I don’t care how angry and hurt you get –
no blaming!
I would rather you yelled “I’m hurt. I’m hurt. I’m angry. I’m scared!” over and over and over and
over, and became so angry that you cried. Men can recover from an emotional burst (even feel
relieved after living with a contemptuous, cold woman for months), but it’s harder to recover from a
woman trying to keep him down and make him feel small – because that restricts the one thing men
want to feel with you – free.
Also, holding feelings in doesn’t keep the right man around. The right man wants you to be alive,
responsive and to share yourself. Remember, I said express, not blame. If you want more on this, see
my article on being expressive without blaming:
https://www.thefemininewoman.com/2012/04/talk-to-man-so-wont-pull-away-or-go-cold/
If you want a man to love you for you — well then, you need to be you. It’s not helping you to reject
yourself when all you’re truly yearning for is to step out of your own shell, and start expressing
yourself fully.
You don’t have to act like a little girl, but you can use the 5-year-old-girl you once were — who
simply played, and expressed, and did silly things — as a stepping stone to finding yourself. You’ve
probably disowned her… and she doesn’t like it! Try inviting her into your world again to pull you
out of your shell and loosen your body up.

Insight Number 4) When your man doesn’t do what you wish he would, you can
almost always be sure that it is because you haven’t communicated your needs to
him (in a way that he understands).
You may think this means I’m putting the blame on you. No, not at all. In fact, when I discovered
this, it felt like a gift, a well-kept secret, and a reason not to worry. It felt like: Thank God, maybe
many men actually do want to be there for you? They want to be your hero? And this is not just your
boyfriend, but even male friends and relatives.
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What a novel concept that other women could never tell you!
Men respond most to primary emotion. Ie: men respond to raw emotion and vulnerability. If there’s
something that you need so much that is makes you cry genuinely, then he will be more likely to get
what you need for you.
This is just how things work – don’t speak Chinese to an African man who doesn’t know Chinese.
You best to speak his language if you care. Raw emotion speaks to him the most.
The only catch: Men don’t want to be there for an unresponsive woman! Women who don’t reward
them with their responsiveness or feminine energy. So, respond or reward your man — through your
eyes, your gestures, your body movements, and your smile — basically, with your willingness to stay
connected in love.
Just beware: The longer that you have withheld your responsiveness or gratitude…the longer you
have withheld your happiness and loving energy from a man, the longer the path you will have to
regain his trust.

Insight Number 5) Men wish YOU Understood them deeply.
Because when you truly understand them, you stop worrying, and getting hurt and upset all the time.
When you’re hurt and upset all the time, your feminine energy doesn’t show up. You’re tight and
controlling. And that is not pleasant from a man’s perspective — or anyone’s perspective, especially
your own.
And look: When you understand them, men can give you what you need, and be the men you want
them to be for you. There is an incredible allure to women who understand men, because these
women are usually higher value, less defensive, and more radiant because of the lowered stress that
comes from understanding men. Men are drawn to this kind of allure like bees to honey, and they
want to commit to you just to own that allure — to own your soul for life.
But the key to getting that genuine commitment from a high-caliber man is not make-up. It is not a
slimmer body. Men don’t care about these things; these are the feminine brain’s solution! What men
care about is a woman’s energy.
Remember that! Open your eyes… and take a look around at all the attractive, successful men
committed to far less attractive, perhaps jobless, and perhaps very overweight women!
The key to men is understanding them. You see, men who are masculine at their core (about 80
percent of the males in the world, according to various researchers) often don’t have many words,
especially when it comes to their feelings. They don’t talk all that much about how they feel, and
many don’t even understand what that word means in many contexts — which is like a foreign planet
for you and me!
We get feelings, and we can speak about them well. But when you try to talk to a man about them, he
might just go quiet or look blankly back at you. You can’t turn him into a woman, so the very best
thing you can do is to put in the loving thought and care to understand him. The more you are willing
to do this, the more that men will approach you for the right reasons (not for sex), and the quicker
relationships will start to fall into place for you.
Now I want to make you an offer. I want you to experience the freedom, self-confidence and joy that I
have through understanding men, so I’ve created a course on this very subject with my husband (who
is my Hero). It’s designed for you to become the goddess you were destined to be with men, and it
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will eliminate your anxiety, confusion and mistakes with any man. I invite you to join me and my
other members in the exclusive Members Area, where you can start “Understanding Men.” Click
here to read more about this popular program:
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
January 23, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
My question to you is this: is it true that your boyfriend or husband takes you for granted and only
makes time for you when it suits him? Or is it that it’s too easy for you to feel like you are not
special? (Click here to get your “Goddess Report”)
In other words; are you making up the story that he only fits you in when it’s convenient for him, in
your head?
Here’s why I ask: feminine women seek attention; we thrive on it and we need it to feel feminine
(many women will sell their souls for some attention from men) – BUT it’s not always beneficial for
women to seek it out because it’s a dead end trap; most attention is cheap and short-lived. It can come
and go as fast as it comes.
So maybe the truth is that YOU have a RULE about how much attention you OUGHT to receive in
order to feel loved?
And, that is very dangerous. To you. The more rules you have for how you feel loved, the less love
you will find.
How many people are you going to let go of because you are more like a 10 year old girl in a
relationship who stomps her feet in fear when a man appears to actually have a life outside of you?
(Why can’t I be loved for who I am?)
And how long are you going to pretend that you cannot already exist AS love, radiating love and
warmth, WHENEVER you choose to, and not have your happiness dependent upon how much
attention other people can give you?
Here’s the truth: Maybe, you have more spare time than he does. Maybe, you get bored more easily.
Maybe he is more active than you are and enjoys always doing things and you’re more of a home
body.
Here’s a fundamental truth about men: they don’t have that much attention to give you. And if you
want him to give you attention, you need to train him to do that by positively reinforcing him when
he does give you attention.
Eg: he FINALLY calls you – what you DON’T do is say: “OMG, FINALLY you call.” This is a
major downer for him to hear/feel from you.
He doesn’t notice the time; he’s busy, he’s working, he’s focused, he’s being a man; all those things
that actually cause you to be attracted to him. Remind yourself of that.
I’m here to suggest something important to you: that you actually just want a man who is truly
PRESENT with you. Who is intensely masculine, who owns himself and gives you deep
attention, not cheap attention. But to GET that, guess what? You must be the other half of the
equation. This kind of quality presence from a man demands a high quality and highly evolved
kind of feminine energy (the type where you choose to exist as love even when you feel
UNloved).
Would you agree?
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(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

If it really IS true…
There’s another side to this problem. Maybe a man really IS only letting you in his life when it suits
him. It happens, and it happens a lot, to a lot of women. It’s happened in my own life. As I’ve said
before, sometimes, we really are somebody else’s back-up option.
But this is usually obvious; because usually what happens is he keeps other women around, talks,
calls and texts other women, you guys break up and when those women are off the radar, he asks for
you back, and you go back – sometimes because secretly, you don’t feel that you have many other
options (You DO).
I wanted to ask; do you really believe that he is only making time for you when it suits him?
If you do, and you STILL want to be with him – then it’s time to make him feel a sense of loss. This
is not selfish, it’s something you have to do with everyone in your life. Friends, relatives, coworkers…we are ANIMALS….we are going to take things for granted, not because we are bad
people, but because someone up there, or evolution (whatever you believe in), made us that way.
It’s our own responsibility to train others to value us. We are not babies, we are responsible adults,
aware and conscious of our own relationships and aware of our own ability to SHAPE our
relationships and teach others to value us. (Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High
Status am I on Facebook?”)
On the odd occasion in life, we might find someone who is evolved enough to not take us for granted,
and actually values the idea of not allowing him or herself to take you for granted. These people are
rarer than rare. I’ve only met one; my husband. But my boyfriends before him were not that way.

How do you make a man feel a sense of loss?
You stop being desperate for his attention, and fill up your need for attention elsewhere.
That’s the first step.
The next step is to NOT respond when he “comes back” out of convenience. Make him work for
what you guys have together.
People WILL come back to you if you are/were High Value enough in the first place. If you added
enough value to their lives, they will fight for you. They will feel loss. It’s natural and it’s human
nature.
NOTE: I didn’t say” DON’T RESPOND. I also didn’t say REJECT HIM. I said: don’t respond
WHEN he comes back out of convenience. When is he coming back out of convenience? How
would you know? You may not know to start off with; but you will learn through life experience and
through having the courage to be present with your own thoughts and actually looking at the situation
objectively, putting all anger aside.
Look; there’s a difference between doing this from a nasty, malicious place. I am well aware that
90% of women who read this dating advice will jump up and down and go ‘yay!!” and think this is
PAYBACK and ignore that man out of a feeling of payback for the terrible feelings they feel about
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not being put first.
I don’t intend this advice for those women.
I intend it for you.
Do it because you KNOW something about human beings; that we will, from time to time,
accidentally take people for granted, we will get self involved, that men might do that to you. and just
like the mammals that we are, we need to be pulled in to line by a well-meaning lover, or friend who
cares enough to preserve the value of the relationship by not being available when the other person is
contacting us out of convenience.
This is what I would want my own friends to do. Indeed, my man does it for me, and I respect that.
The final part of the puzzle is: are you courageous enough to actually train others in what it feels
like to lose you?
Because many of us aren’t. We fear we don’t have other options, if we were to be too unavailable for
one particular person. We fear that they would hate us and leave us. Well, sometimes, they’re going
to hate us. Again, we are animals. We’re not logical, ever-so-perfect mammals. Anyone can hate you
whenever they want, without notice. Even you hate yourself sometimes, don’t you? But you are not
dying from it are you?
If you’re not, then why not give this a go?
If you want to get a better understanding of how to understand men, click here to check out our
Understanding Men Program. Or check out the rest of our programs by clicking this link.
Have you ever done this with a man you were dating? Maybe you’ve done it to a friend? Have
you got any reminders/tips for other women on how to do this with dignity and self respect?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
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Are Men Intimidated by You or Just NOT Attracted to You?
February 8, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

Find out…Are Men Intimidated By You? Or Are They Simply Not Attracted to
You?
I remember several years ago, being about 20 years old, and I was out with a group of girlfriends.
None of the men seemed interested in me. At least not compared to the number of men who were
interested in my friends. I felt devastated. The men seemed interested in my girlfriends, but not me. I
couldn’t figure it out. Not that I was trying to actually figure it out; I was too busy feeling sorry for
myself.
One can’t get clarity when they are feeling sorry for themselves.
On this particular night, one nice young man did come up to me and introduce himself. He asked
what I was doing with myself. I said: “I’m studying Law.” Which I was.
And I’ll never forget his reaction. He pulled his head right back and stepped away from me, taking
one step back, literally. And he said ‘oh’. ‘Woah. Ok.’ From that day on, I noticed that whenever I
told men this, this particular reaction was not uncommon at all.
At the time I secretly smiled. Heh, finally, I feel some sort of power in my life – I’m doing a LAW
degree and you can’t compare to that!
I remember walking away from that club where I was at, and weeks later, started to tell myself the
boring story about how men don’t want to be in a relationship with me because they were intimidated
by me. I was actually totally clueless, because it was none of that. It wasn’t even that I was
‘successful’. It wasn’t that I actually intimidated men.
The reality is that attraction occurs when there is polarity.
Polarity happens when there is opposite energies, it didn’t have to be that way, it is just how it is in
our universe.
Looking back, I now realise that it wasn’t that men were intimidated and THAT is why they didn’t or
couldn’t be in a relationship with me.
It was that there was no room to be in a relationship with me.
They had no perceived positive rewards for their efforts to court me, because I put out a tonne of
masculine energy.
It was that I walked around, living my life from this place of thinking that my worth came from being
career minded and successful. And that became a habit; so much so that when I spoke to men, my
body was tight, I wasn’t trusting, I was fully set on directing my own life.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Nothing wrong with that, right? Of course not.
And yet – it pushed the better men away, because I didn’t need their direction.
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I wasn’t soft, I was hard and trying to just be enough.
I bought in to the false idea that ‘men commit to women who are better; women who are achievers’ –
which leads to the reality that:

When we think this way, we will always be insecure
As women, our appeal to men in a relationship has nothing to do with how much we achieve; it has
everything to do with our soul; and our heart as a woman. It has everything to do with how kind,
loyal and feminine we show up. (Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually”)
Achievements for appeal in a commitment relationships are for men; men compete with each other to
achieve more and therefore gain more status. Because we all secretly know unconsciously that
women trade up and compare men all the time. As Jada Pinkett says: ‘no woman wants a man other
women don’t want’.
In other words, women go for the man with the most status they feel they can get. We choose the best
man we believe we are worthy of.

Why we need to question our statements of ‘men are intimidated by me’.
If men are intimidated by us, fine.
But if we keep that story in our heads…then we are simply avoiding facing the fake stories we tell
ourselves and other possible realities.
Realities such as:
1) Because we spend so much energy directing ourselves in our career and life, in other words –
using this masculine energy in ourselves….a man can’t be attracted to us because we’ve already put
out so much masculine energy in the world. There’s NOTHING wrong with using our masculine. But
when we go in to the dating world assuming that our worth comes from this; well, we don’t get to
complain that men aren’t attracted to us and that there are no good men. (Click here to take the quiz
on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man? “)
2) Or the other fake story we often tell ourselves: that…we prefer living with the internal story in our
minds of ‘they’re intimidated by me’ than feeling with our deep, inner yearning in our heart and body
for a fully directed man to enter our life.

The One Truth I discovered..
Here is an inconvenient truth.
When we women say; ‘men don’t court me because they’re intimidated by me’…
Men actually just weren’t attracted to us. It doesn’t mean we AREN’T attractive; it just means that
we didn’t show up that way in the eyes of men.
I hear women saying to me: ‘but, men are intimidated by beautiful women!! It’s true!’
I say ‘so?’ why not be more approachable then, if we really value relationship and connection and
opening to a man? You can always wear a sloppy item of clothing and dull your attractiveness on the
outside – but that wouldn’t change your inner radiance and would make you actually more
approachable.
It depends whether we value the tired old ‘stories’ in our heads about men or whether we value
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bringing the kind of value to the table that men SEE as value for a long term relationship.
I’m well aware that for a strong woman in her 30s who is finding it difficult to find and meet a good
man who is not a jerk can feel disillusioned. Angry. Hurt. Sad. Pissed. Humiliated.
There’s a lot of pain and humiliation surrounding not finding a man for most women in this world.
We just try to cover it up with stupid stories like:
‘Men are intimidated by me’.
‘There aren’t enough good men in my town.”
“There’s a shortage of men in my town.”
No. None of those things are ever true. But we have to survive somehow; and to SURVIVE, we have
to tell ourselves an internal story that makes us feel good enough that we can walk out the door in the
morning and actually live our lives.

Are Men Actually Intimidated by You?
So, are men intimidated by you? Mostly not. Maybe in the corporate world where they’re not
thinking about dating you.
Even if they are intimidated by you, that usually only counts for a small percentage of the reason why
they are not wanting a relationship with you.
And even if they are, what does it matter? How is men being intimidated by you even relevant to
your love life? What matters is whether men are attracted to you or not for a relationship. So WHY
are we really focusing on the silly story of ‘oh yeah well men are just INTIMIDATED BY ME!’.
Simply because we feel sad and hurt that we are alone. And instead of feeling our pain, and feeling
our oneness with everyone’s else’s pain – people who also share our pain because they are human –
we decide it’s more important to have a ‘cool identity’ and the idea that we are so important and
significant that oh my gosh, men can’t even date us because we are so crash hot and so much like a
super woman.
Attraction is the thing that lights up his life and lights up yours.
THIS really means that to get in to a relationship; we need to uncover the mask we wear of ‘being
intimidating’ to men and reveal our true spontaneous, alive, and innocent feminine self inside. Of
course, provided we are feminine inside; which is most of us.
I believe that our BS – ing ourselves with a story about men being intimidated by us only closes us
down to men further, and makes you a smaller and smaller woman with less and less love in her life.
I know this because I have been there and felt it. It feels awful. It took me ages to learn that my own
silly story was destroying my ‘light’ as some weird new-agey people might describe it! (poking fun
here).

The Honesty that is REQUIRED for you to find ANY Man…
But what if this kind of honesty with yourself is required for you to find a loving relationship?
I want to ask you today to have the courage to be honest with yourself, instead of remaining a small
woman for the rest of your life. I want you to feel the power that comes with being incredibly
feminine and attractive; and not falling for the silly ideal that you have to be masculine to be worthy
in this world. No.
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You could have failed school and many men would love you (perhaps more men than you think).
You could be a bimbo and men will love you for it.
You could be a stay at home mom and be provided for financially fully by your husband, and while
other women are seething, HATING you for having this apparent fortune, your man adores you to
bits.
It’s other WOMEN and dishonest men who perpetuate these myths about what you have to be in
order to be enough for everyone in this world. And by the way, these women are acting from their
fears. They’re not necessarily showing up as open, loving women, they’re women who are feeling
disillusioned but too scared to feel their fears; because facing our fears is more painful and harder
than ignoring them.
Nobody loves you for being successful, for being intimidating, or for being more ‘powerful’ in
society than other people are. That’s the silly illusion that we’ve all fallen for at certain times in
our lives.

The Price you pay for telling yourself that men are intimidated by you..
If we don’t tell ourselves the truth, we have a far HIGHER price to pay: the price that comes with
regret. Regret about pushing men away and valuing our stores instead. Regret about not being
as vulnerable and open to a relationship as other women were.
But mostly, regret about being a liar. Regret that it’s us who has to look at ourselves in the mirror and
suffer through what we wish we had done or had not done. See this article on why men pull away.

Here is the price we pay for telling yourself the BS story that men are intimidated
by us:
1) We will never actually become more attractive. Instead, we stay closed and guarded which will
repel more and more men away from you.
2) We don’t get to feel the power that comes with being able to attract any man you want.
3) We may never have our own children (if you want your own children, then this could be a huge
and urgent worry for you).
4) We will never grow, instead we will remain closed, guarded and eventually, totally bitter.

Men are attracted to Femininity, not Success…
Men are men. Most of them are proportionally more masculine in relationships. Which means they
are attracted to femininity. And that is emotionally attracted to femininity as well as physically
attracted to femininity. (See article on what is femininity and how to become feminine)
What am I getting at here? What’s the ‘answer’ in all this?
The answer is that even if we did a law degree, even if we run our own business; the truth and the
‘story’ we want to tell ourselves if we are courageous enough to admit that we WANT a man, is that
there’s a reason why we don’t have one.
In the context of this article, it’s because we value our own significance more than we do a
relationship.
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Did you also notice, I didn’t say “you are not pretty enough.”
I didn’t say: “men don’t think you are sexy”, they probably do think you’re sexy. It’s not hard to be
sexy to most men. Sexy is easy to come by.
I am talking about men not being attracted to us. Which is a totally different thing. Attraction is a gut
feeling; it’s NOT a judgement.
See, when I say men aren’t attracted to you, do you feel rejected?
If you do, that might be because you think there’s no hope, and that men are judging you. They’re
not. They just don’t feel attracted to you. And that’s just their FEELING. Nothing more.
The good news is, men are always responding to WOMEN. They’re responding to YOU. Which
means, how you show up in the dating market is crucial. If you’re always showing up as the ‘sexy,
successful’ woman; then men will want sex, but not commit to you.
It’s important to tell yourself the truth and acknowledge that, unlike what other women would have
you believe; LOOKS aren’t important; but ATTRACTION is, when it comes to finding a man. And
ANY woman can be attractive; she just has to be feminine. Dark and light; whatever she wants to be.
The missing ingredient in any case is still ATTRACTION and being ATTRACTIVE to men.
What’s the real reason men seem turned off?
Did you wonder why, in my above story, the men backed off when I said I was studying Law?
If you were, great!
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

I was a Hard Woman, not a Soft Woman…
The answer is NOT because I did a Law degree. It’s because of my energy. And my energy is what is
behind what I said. It’s the way I said it, and the way I go about meeting my needs every day of my
life.
Is it any wonder men don’t approach me? My energy put out intensity. My vibe was that was that of a
hard woman, wearing masks to cover up her attractive natural energy. How could men be attracted to
me? Much less approach me and want a relationship with me?
Back then, I thought my worth was in my achievements.
Now, let me just say, doing this is not wrong: you can choose to put out ANY energy you want. You
can turn yourself in to a man if you want, and there would be nothing wrong with that at all. It really
just depends on what you want in your life.
To guide you through what I’ve finally come to learn myself, I’ve put together the 17 Attraction
Triggers that guarantee to get any man’s blood boiling. Some of these triggers are primal, sexual,
some of them are emotional. They will help you feel closer to your true self, your true core and feel
more feminine and attractive. Here’s the link to 17 Attraction Triggers.
Finally, I’m very interested in hearing your opinion on all of this. What are your thoughts? In
fact, what is your true experience of dealing with men out there in the big wide world? Do you
agree or disagree? Share in the comments section below so that other women can also learn
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from you!”

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Other Women Can Ruin Your Happiness With a Man
February 14, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

Learn how other women in your life can ruin your happiness with a man
I’m sitting here on my couch in my new house on a Wednesday evening, with the fan blowing in my
face and a little baby kicking away in my belly. As I sit here after an interesting experience I had
today, I felt the need to write to you about something that is very important for you to understand as a
woman.
And that thing to understand is the danger of other women influencing you.
Does that sound dramatic?
Well, that’s because it is. Other women can effectively destroy your relationship with men, or any
man.
I can’t tell you just how POWERFUL an influence other women’s talking, other women’s opinions
and other women’s thinking has over you. It’s a drug!! Women have been influencing each other for
YEARS, millennia in fact, on their views on men, with their complaining and their misunderstanding
of men. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually”)
Gossip can be a good thing, it actually serves a good purpose among humans, but the bad effects of
gossip are just as intense as the good effects of gossip.
One woman complaining about men at a Sunday brunch catch up can bring down the rest of the
women at the table, and potentially the other women’s relationships and marriages with their man.
I’m telling you now: what other women say with you in their proximity affects you, affects how you
act, whether you like it or not.
And when you spend a lot of time with single women, chances are, you’ll stay single because of that.
We become who we spend our time with.
We also adopt the habits and judgments of those we spend our time with. It happens subconsciously
without you being aware of it.
You know what I’ve learned? It’s funny, people talk about how men are this and men are that, and
how men are jerks, but through my own conscious appreciation and compassion towards the male
species, I’ve come to learn that your relationship with the MEN in your life makes all the difference
in the quality of your life.
Honestly, without the men in my life, the quality of my life wouldn’t even be 10% of what it is now.
Men can make your life more comfortable….they can support you, worship you, do things for you
that you can’t even imagine. And even worse….you haven’t really been allowed to imagine, because
other women around you have probably talked your ear off with a bunch of garbage about men. Gosh
I hate that!
Honestly, the majority of advice your girlfriends give you about men is coming from a place of
ignorance about men.
If you understand men, you have less stress, and more men around you to come to your assistance.
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It’s not even about quantity though! ONE man can rock your world, and make your life blissful
beyond measure.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

The Key to Mastering Relationships With Men
The key to mastering men is this: knowing that your fears are the very thing that rob you off the
security and passion you want with a man.
That’s right. I’ve learned that our female fears (fear of abandonment, fear of being cheated on, fear of
men having bad intentions) robs us of the very thing that we wish we had.
I’ll give you a little example of what I mean.
My husband and I just moved house…and my husband is super busy working, moving 95% of all the
old belongings from the old house to the new house, planning more things for us for Valentine’s Day
(which is tomorrow, at the time I’m writing this letter to you), and getting the new furniture we need.
He needed me to make a call regarding our old gas account. Of course, we have no phone connection
at the new place yet so I had to go to his mum’s place to make the call.
I love my husband’s mother, she’s adorable and very helpful. There is one thing though: she doesn’t
understand men. A familiar story, even among the kindest and most wonderful women of the world.
Here’s what happened: I text her to make sure it’s OK I go over to make the call, and she greets me
happily. I walk in, and after our initial chat she says:
“Why doesn’t David make the call?”
I inform her: “he’s extremely busy today, doing a million different things.” (mind you, he tried
calling yesterday but they must speak to me because the account was under MY name!)
She says: “I don’t think he’s busy. He’s always playing golf.”
I say: “Huh?”

Just don’t get sucked in to your own BS…
And in the last 2 years, I made a conscious decision not to get sucked in to my own BS anymore. I’m
sick and tired of my own BS fears and all the hard-wired anxiety that sometimes comes with being a
woman. So I made a decision that I wasn’t going to get sucked in to my own BS. In other words; I
won’t get sucked in to my fears, as much as I can consciously do so.
So, after she said it, I stood there and watched my own thought process happen unconsciously.
I knew what she said was not only grossly untrue and irrational. What she said was a reflection of her
own frustrations with not feeling listened to and understood (not just by the men in her life), but by
the women in her life.
So I watched my own inner talk that came up as a reaction to her talk about my husband…
Here’s what it said:
“Oh. She thinks he’s not busy? She’s implying that he’s lazy! OMG what if he really is lazy and I
haven’t known about this?”
Then I went back to real-life logic: first of all, lazy is the last thing my husband is. His drive and
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ambition is exactly the thing that drew me to him. Without him, I wouldn’t have the life I have today.
My husband just moved an entire house by himself. He stays up at night to help me sleep, he right
now is out getting me a new internet USB stick and buying me a Valentine’s day present. Not to
mention taking care of customer needs and dealing with his own business.
What the hell is wrong with me? Why would I even doubt the only person in my life who has never
given me reason to doubt him?

The joke is on You…
Then I realised: the joke.
It’s The Joke.
The Joke that the female brain plays. No matter what you do as a woman, no matter how GREAT
your man is, your own feminine mind always has its criticisms, fears, and you always seem to have
reason to doubt a man. It’s constantly succumbing to these fears that makes your life miserable.
I got sick of it. I don’t know if you can relate to this.
I think it’s important to acknowledge that the fears and worries are there: our creator put them there,
to help us survive.
And, get THIS: The MORE women criticise, the LESS happy they seem in men’s eyes.
The LESS happy a woman is, the more stressed men get. The more stressed men get, the more likely
they are to try and fix the problem for the woman.
In a way, nature has made men unconscious slaves to female happiness. (Click here to take the quiz
on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
But don’t be too quick to run out and manipulate this tendency in men: they can only take so much.
Isn’t it the same with you?
It’s simple human nature. It’s as simple as 1 + 1 = 2.
If a man is constantly stressed around you, he feels bad around you. The more he feels BAD around
you, the more he associates the bad feeling with YOU, and with being with YOU.

The temptation of other women around Him (that doesn’t have to be a reality in
your life)
Very soon, the little blonde secretary at work seems kinda tempting, after all – she seems so
BUBBLY!!
Very soon, that tall brunette who seems so relaxed seems like a warm and welcome relief from the
unhappy woman at home.
Very soon, that voluptuous redhead seems like the answer to all his stresses.
Very soon…any other woman’s smile seems far more valuable than the complaining, unhappy,
unenergetic girlfriend.
See the bleak picture?
Wouldn’t you feel dissatisfied too, if you were with a man who had no time for you and seemed to
ignore your needs and refuse to understand YOU?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
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now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Other Women’s Misery LOVES Your Company…
So I stood there, listening to my inner thoughts. And realised what I truly wanted: Misery loves
company. Do I REALLY want to share in my husband’s mother’s fears about men? She is not
successful with men herself.
I on the other hand, have a devotional man in my life.
I want to warn you: other women WILL hate you for having compassion towards men. Because
you’re not feeding their own misery!
Some tribes of women in this world love to get together to complain! (See my article on jealous
women)
My advice to you is: don’t get SUCKED IN to other women’s fear about men!
Other women’s talk and gossip is powerful, like a drug. It can make or break your relationships with
men.

Not all men are Great (obviously)
YES. Some men don’t want the best for you. But I don’t believe you’re THAT stupid, to not know
when a man really does have bad intentions for you. You may ignore it, and make bad decisions
sometimes, but you are definitely not stupid.

Looking for Evidence that a Man Cares…
If a man cares and you can find evidence of it (make sure you look for that evidence when you’re in
good spirits, looking for ‘evidence’ that a man cares when you’re depressed never works because
you’re wearing your depression glasses and that clouds the truth).
If you can find honest evidence that a man cares, you are NOT losing out!
Most of the time, if a man is dating you, he’s probably doing his best to love you and show his love
for you. Remember that your rules for love and not the same as a man’s rules for love. Judging a
man’s care and love for you by your own ruler is dangerous.
But the truth is that men need YOU. You have to train him to feel good with you by doing one thing:
VALUING HIM MORE THAN YOU VALUE YOUR FEARS.
That’s right, you have to value a man MORE than you value your fears.
And those fears include everything from: fearing that he doesn’t love you, fearing that he is in love
with someone else, and many more.
The reward you can potentially get for doing this is extraordinary. You can have a man be so inspired
by being with you that he turns himself from being a couch potato in to a millionaire.
It’s SO funny. I remember a bitter woman (who used to be in my life) who used to say to me in her
frustrated state: “AT LEAST YOU HAVE DAVID IN YOUR LIFE!!”
I used to say to her, which annoyed her even more: “I love David. I always have. I actually truly love
this man. I loved him when he drove a 1988 Magna that took more pisses than my 6 month old pug.
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Even when it blew up on the freeway and smoked and put my life at risk. I loved him when he was so
embarrassed about making no money and not being able to provide for me that he considered
breaking up with me. I loved him when nearly every woman in my “family” told me I needed
someone better. I loved him when other women used to roll their eyes at him. I will STILL love him
even if he makes the worst decision in the world and leaves us with nothing (which he wouldn’t,
because he’s not all about himself), but I’d love him and support him anyway if he did.
I loved him when he wore $5 jeans from Target and $2 runners that were about 8 years old.
I loved him when other women criticized him.”
In other words, I EARNED my relationship.
I used to get a blank look from her. She didn’t want to hear that.
It’s like people saying to a successful woman: “oh you’re so lucky. You make a lot of money.”
Well, VERY LITTLE money is made by accident.
Even if you win the lottery, you still deliberately bought the lottery ticket.
You didn’t EARN the lottery win, but you didn’t win it by accident.
The same goes for loving, lasting and passionate relationships. It’s not a luck pot that got dropped on
that woman’s doorstep. She’s almost ALWAYS doing something that the so called ‘unlucky’ woman
is NOT doing.
The difference between the woman with the sparkling ring on her finger and the woman who is
pouting and resentful that she doesn’t have the sparkly ring is Understanding Men.
As a member of my course Understanding Men, said in her feedback today:
“You may find a lot of your secret hopes about men confirmed and your worst fears disconfirmed.”
So if I could make a suggestion to you, and you would allow me to, I’d appreciate the opportunity to
do so.

Make THIS your Standard…
Make it a standard in your life to understand that your criticisms of men are the very thing stopping
you from having the love that you want. They are there to fool you out of a blissful life. What used to
work for your female ancestors to get men back to them and providing for them millions of years ago,
no longer works.
We are a more evolved society now. What works is POSITIVE reinforcement.
Not criticism, not your fears, and not withholding your smiles, your energy, your girliness and your
approval.
In fact, I suggest practicing approving of men when you don’t want to approve.
Say a man you like makes a stupid joke to get your attention. If you are actually interested in him, try
feeling the pleasure in having him try to win you over with a joke rather than seeing the failure in the
“un-funny-ness’ of the joke.

Men Are from the Stupid Factory…
Look, as my husband says: men are made at the Stupid Factory.
In fact, one day I remember him being in a lingerie shop with me, and he made a joke at the checkout
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and the ladies behind the counter laughed so hard, and asked me: “where do you find a man like
that?!” and he interjected by saying: “at the Stupid Factory.” They thought it was gold.
It IS funny, that he says men are made at the stupid factory. But it also has a real truth in it. Men are
stupid. Women are crazy. It’s cliche, but there’s a truth in it. I’m OK with being crazy some of the
time and I’m ok with my man being stupid some of the time.
If I let myself get sucked in to the idea of perfection, I’M the one who suffers. And when I suffer, so
does everyone else around me. And why would I want to perpetuate the suffering of my family and
friends?
EXPECT men to do dumb things. Love them anyway. Melt their fear of failure with your willingness
to overlook his imperfections. Let them make a mistake in front of you and you smile or have a
giggle about it. And watch him stare at you in amazement, as if he’s never seen this breed of woman
before. I can almost guarantee you, most men haven’t met this breed of woman before.
The annoying women in a man’s life usually starts with his mother not trusting him. Then a man
moves in succession on to the next woman in his life, who also doesn’t fully trust him. Not just that
he won’t cheat on her; but HIM. Trusting HIM.
And if you see him making a mistake, you can give him HONEST feedback, which he might
appreciate. But don’t criticize or say something like: “OMG you fool.” or “you idiot.”
Do you really actually ENJOY emasculating men for your own selfish satisfaction?
Or would you rather be an ocean of feminine power that fuels a man and makes him more?
By the way, I don’t advise you not to say those words of criticism so you can avoid hurting him. Not
at all. I’m advising you to do this because when you stop being critical like that; YOU are happier!
You’re not getting sucked in to your own fears anymore! And you’ll start to feel more feminine,
more happy, more free, more powerful, and more open.
It’s true.
There’s a lot more power that you have with men that you don’t know yet.
Do you think getting the right man for you to be faithful to you is hard? Impossible? It’s not.
In fact, I share the route to getting total faithfulness from a man in my Understanding Men Program.
Click here, if you are interested in the Understanding Men program.
Do you think that if a man says he won’t commit, that he actually MEANS that? He doesn’t always
mean it, and the only person to override that fear he has of commitment is you. Nobody else.
Do you think that just because other women have made you feel bad about the way you look or the
way you act in the past, that MEN judge you the same way? Not at all. You can be attractive
whenever you want, and have ANYTHING you want; all you do is have to make a choice.

Make it your standard to value LOVE, more than your fears, if you are single.
If anything, for a whole 60 days, just notice your own fears talking, and bring out that courage inside
yourself to walk in the opposite direction to those fears. That fear is animal hard-wiring you don’t
need anymore. It’ll serve the purpose when it is relevant, which it is not, most of the time.
If you can comprehend even ONE thing I’ve said here, I trust that you are also smart enough to
actually KNOW when your fears are worthy of being listened to. You’re not that stupid. Trust
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yourself to tell the difference.
Some men aren’t worthy of your time, and that’s ok. It’s ok to move on from him. But it’s also ok to
stay with a man who cares, but seems to be doing everything wrong at this point, if you are willing to
do your part.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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“Isn’t SHE Pretty?” He Asked Her…
March 14, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

“Isn’t SHE Pretty?” He Said…find out this woman’s story by reading her email
below
This is a question from a wonderful reader who is just lovely. If you have some input for her, and if
you have anything you want to tell her, it is much appreciated! Please leave your comments on the
situation in the comments section below the post.
“Hey Renee, I’ve been a longtime reader and subscriber of your blog and newsletters! I also got the
17 Attraction Triggers and they’ve been a huge help with my confidence. You’re doing a great thing
and hope things are going well for you. ?
I have a question. I’m really scared to ask because I don’t want to seem annoying, but it’s something
that I’ve had trouble understanding for like…YEARS and I tried other advice that didn’t really help.
So it’d be nice if I could fix whatever I’m doing wrong.
So…I’ve been having a hard time understanding why my ex still thinks highly of his ex and trashes
me a lot. To give a little background, we’ve known each other since high school (we hung out with
the same group of friends).
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
We lost contact then met again years later and started dating. We lasted for 4 months. Things went
fine at first, then stuff got in the way. Eventually he met with an old friend from years ago. He told
me she was a good friend. He invited me out with them. Well, when I met her, she was pretty shy and
didn’t look me in the eye.
So we get to subway. During that time, he would say how pretty and awesome she was. He had me
go out and check to see if they were open. When I came back out they were having a great time. She
wasn’t so “shy” then.
So we go in, order, I pay for the stuff. She was hanging onto him and whispering in his ear as he
ordered her sandwich. I knew something wasn’t right but because by that time he said I made a big
deal out of stuff and that I was crazy and negative all the time (for calling him out on things that got
him and me in trouble)… I didn’t want to look that way so I didn’t say anything.
He then had the audacity to ask me, “Isn’t she pretty?” and she was smirking. Then he asked, “Don’t
we look alike?” He said they were blood cousins. I knew he wasn’t telling the truth but again I got
scared. I didn’t say anything all the way home. He said, “Thanks for making her day.” I don’t recall
saying much. I was pretty silent. Come to find out, he was cheating on me with her. And told all my
friends how bad of a person I was and saying how wonderful she was.
They aren’t together now but he still thinks highly of her even though she hits on his friends, caused
him to get beaten up (because other guys wanted her), and basically lose his friends. So I thought
maybe I was just a bad person and so I began to just not say anything that bothered me.
A recent example, I dated this guy. He just got out of a 5 year relationship…2 kids…we hit it off. He
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still keeps in contact with his ex so he can stay updated on his kids.
Anyway, we hit a snag because I began to get scared that he was still in love with his ex. So I would
get insecure and negative especially because he’d bring her up all time. And it wasn’t just about the
kids.
It was about how he paid for her nails, her pregnancy, how she was, how she hurt him…all that stuff.
He confirmed my suspicions when I got angry and said he was still in love with his ex. He was silent.
That scared me. So I began beating myself up saying I was a loser and just a distraction.
He then deleted and blocked me off facebook. I’m on bad terms with all my exes, except 1. I believe
it’s because I’m insecure but I also believe that at times it was for good reason. I get very scared that
any guy will leave me and that’s where it comes from. Because that’s all I know.
The minute I have a bad moment I’m gone. The next girl can get away with that and he falls for her
more. I just feel like a terrible person.
Sorry about how long this is. I want to change.
Thank you.”
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hi Kylie,
You are lovely. You are kind, gentle and non-demanding. And no, you are not a bad person and you
are not annoying.
Now if you can, answer me this: is that ALL you are? (Click here to complete the quiz on “How
Feminine Am I Actually”)
What if I told you, you’re an ass-scratching, money-grabbing, flaming, USER of a bitch?
What if….I told you that you are insensitive and think you’re God’s gift to men? I know. You
probably won’t feel as comfortable with that. Which is why I’m saying these things to you.
You need to swing the other way. Go from quiet girl to flaming bitch, somehow. Yes, somehow. But
I’ll get to that. And I’m not talking about the principles in ‘Why Men Love Bitches.’ I’m talking
about something else.
You know what I used to think? I used to think I should be nice (I never really was nice actually, I’m
a giving person, but I’m far from nice, but I still thought I should be nice and thought I was coming
across as nice).
The problem is….the WORLD we live in is not always nice. Especially the dating world. We need
good knowledge and skills to navigate the dating world. (Click here to take the quiz “Am I dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”) I don’t say this to be negative. I say this because it’s the truth.
We live in a world full of human mammals, barely able to meet their own needs and understand
themselves, let alone take care of you or the other people around them. Most people are lost in their
own world and have no idea how other people are feeling or how they are affected by their actions.
This doesn’t mean there aren’t amazing people out there who WILL take care of you. There
definitely are. But they are not the rule.
Now, 99% of our human DNA is EXACTLY the same as that of Chimpanzees. That 1% of what’s
different about us is still large, but the 99% is even larger wouldn’t you agree?
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Happier When Other People Think They are Better Than You??
Now, in human mammals, every new interaction and friendship or relationship, very quickly, when
two people come together or meet, there’s a subconscious, under-the-radar sussing out going on. You
know what that sussing out is? It’s us working out who is going to be the dominant one in the
relationship, and who will be the submissive one. Now, this doesn’t mean that you always
MAINTAIN these dominant/submissive roles, and we can all sure get past that. But you are not yet
past that, which is why I bring this up.
You’re putting yourself in the submissive ‘you’re better than me’ role straight away, and
REPETITIVELY. And in your case, it’s a ‘I’m happier when I’m less than you’ submissive role. It’s
a ‘I’m happier when I let you control what I think of ME’ submissive role.
See, submissive in this case doesn’t mean you get dominated by a man in bed, it just means, the other
person has more influence over you in the interactions than YOU have influence over you. Which is
definitely the case in at least MOST of your relationships, and I can tell just by reading your letter to
me.
How do I know?
1) because I’ve worked with hundreds of women from across the world with a similar problem;
2) from a number of things you said in your letter. One of them this: “So we go in, order, I pay for
the stuff.” Why are you ordering the stuff? Why are you paying for the stuff? I don’t care if they pay
you back, the question is why are you in that ROLE? The role of DOING things for a couple of loserish doikswotches? (just a random word I made up months ago, hope you don’t mind).
3) You LET a man tell you that you’re the crazy one causing all the troubles. You ALLOW him to
speak to you like you are the bad person. You are NOT the bad person, and anyone reading this can
tell. (Plus being crazy isn’t so bad…)
It’s SO hard sometimes when you get stuck in a situation, it’s hard to SEE for yourself, what is
REALLY going on, unless you have a giving and honest friend, or unless you really stop and step
outside your own body and have a good look at yourself. I know, I had to go through this. It’s part of
being human.
Listen – if you’re a woman are you’re a feminine woman by nature, you are going to be crazy. At
least to men. Because men don’t see the world the way you see the world, and because a masculine
man may not get upset where you would, he thinks you’re crazy, but that’s NO reason for him to
blame you.
Further – it’s DEFINITELY no reason for you to LET him control your own thoughts about yourself
like that.
If it makes you feel better, I’ve done far crazier things than you describe here. and I’m fine with it.
Even if people think I’m the bad person, I’m fine with it. Because I know a woman is not alive if she
doesn’t let herself be crazy.
The pushing down of the crazy leads to a dead and unattractive woman. You know, the masculine,
rigid women you see walking down the street who can’t smile?
Sometimes, when you suppress it enough, the expression of your frustration becomes pathological
and it becomes abusive. And I can’t stand it when women are abusive.
Now, it’s my turn to ask YOU a few questions:
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What feels so safe about being the person who goes and gets ‘the stuff’ while they are farting
around?
What feels safer about being the submissive and quiet person in this situation?
Something about doing that meets your needs. We need to find out what it is. Or you do.
Now, the women reading this think you’re the nice one in the situation. And I know why; you’re a
beautiful soul, you mean no harm and you want to do right and be the GOOD person in a
relationship, and I honour you deeply for that and I’m grateful for people like you in the world.
But there’s something else I also know…and that is that, you’re not all that kind and good….as well
as being kind and good.
At the end of the day, as nice as you are, as submissive as you are, you’re still doing whatever you
can to meet your own needs and to get what you want out of a situation – and this is the way you’ve
learned how to do it – by letting others control the way you see yourself.
ONLY, here’s the problem with what you’re doing: it is upsetting you – and it adds no value to the
people in your life. You’re becoming the woman people kick around and leave in the dust. But the
catch is – you want to be there.
Otherwise you would have changed already. Your statement ‘I want to change’ indicates to me that
you KNOW you’re causing your own problems (we are all causing our own problems, mostly), yet
the way you wrote ‘I want to change’, is not strong enough!
Saying you ‘want’ to change is like a human being who weighs one tonne about to die, saying ‘I want
to get up off this couch’. Near impossible. It’s not in your body, it’s a lazy statement.
You can’t change, unless you decide this and start focusing on this: Being the kind, un-annoying,
sweet and wonderful and agreeable person who lets others tell me how I should feel about myself is
NO LONGER THE WAY I will meet my needs.
Again, you can say that in your HEAD – but it won’t change anything. You need to get OUT there
and do something different.

Showing up in Neutral Energy, not Feminine Energy
Here’s what you need to do differently: We’ve discussed the first part of your problem. Now to the
second part: You’re actually showing up in neutral to masculine energy in your interactions with
men.
I can feel that very clearly in the way you write. The reason that doikswotch of an ex-boyfriend of
yours asked you ‘isn’t she pretty?’ in front of you, is not only because he’s a sick bastard (at least at
that moment he is), it’s also because some part of him is trying to scream out “I WANT FEMININE
ENERGY!! I’m not attracted to you!” The other girl isn’t prettier.
Even if she is in HIS mind, she may not be in another man’s mind. Now, who cares that he’s not
attracted to you? I don’t. And you shouldn’t either, ideally. You don’t want a man like that (or maybe
you do).
I’ll assume you don’t, which is why you’re emailing me for help. I’m SO glad you got the 17
Attraction Triggers, they are a great starting point to bringing out more of your feminine energy. And
better still that they are helping you feel more confident.
Now for moving away from your neutral energy, you’re not only not showing up as feminine as it
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seems, you’re showing up as very blaze and ‘in the middle’, showing up as more androgynous than
feminine or masculine.

Neutral Energy and avoiding being the bad person
You’re being silent and AVOIDING being the bad person. Do you know what happens when we
avoid being the bad person? We spend most of our daily physical and mental energy (unknowingly)
PUSHING down that darkness inside of us, and it becomes like a disease. There are other feminine,
emotional, dark parts of you that are waiting to be expressed.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

The Tigress vs the Tortoise
You can’t be a tigress inside and pretend you’re a tortoise. A tigress is young and fertile and
expressive and takes what she wants, for her and her cubs. A tortoise is cute but neither cuddly nor
particularly non-cuddly. It just is. A slow, aging cute little creature that doesn’t do all that much
but hide in its shell when something threatens it.
I’m not sure how you grew up. Maybe you were told ‘children should be seen and not heard’ and
took that quite literally. Not every child reacts the same way to being told that.
Maybe you learned that the only way to feel safe and to survive would be to be agreeable and dull
yourself. The thing is, feminine energy is not dull. And dullness is not attractive – and the less
attractive you show up to be, the less choices in men you will have.
You CAN have any man you want. That’s the truth. But it can’t BE the truth in your reality when you
show up as dull and less than you could be. Your exes were a reflection of you. They were just as
fearful as you and just as untrustworthy as you.
You may be agreeable, but because you weren’t holding your own, you weren’t trustworthy; you
weren’t making for the best partner you could be. But here’s the bigger problem? You’re not dull.
You’re waiting to burst inside. So I ask ‘when is now a good time to burst?’ There are a few ways
you could do this:
1) Go around yelling at people. I don’t recommend it. This is abuse, rather than really getting all the
‘stuff’ out.
2) Think back on ALL of those past memories where you’ve felt taken advantage of, dismissed,
laughed at or humiliated. They create blockages in your body and in the expression of your feminine
energy/feminine flow.
When you go back to them, feel all the pain associated with them and let it come out. If you need to
(as we women often do), sit down with a friend and talk about it – even argue about it. Sit down with
a family member – when you argue about it, or talk about it, it forces more of the negative blockages
out and forces you to cry and splutter and do ALL the things you wish you had done IN THE
MOMENT when you felt so hurt by those people in the past (like your ex-boyfriends).
3) Identify with the part of you that is the Tigress. A good starting place is to watch Penelope Cruz in
‘Vicki Cristina Barcelona’. She’s what most women sit and admire but are too afraid to be.
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You don’t have to stab a man like she did. Though I doubt Javier Bardem minded THAT much, he
was still speaking highly of her after that incident. But she is an extreme example of feminine energy
expressed as it is, with no boundaries.
She may be too extreme for you; I get that. But you need it. You need to go there for a little while,
just to CHANGE the physical and biological state you’ve kept yourself in for so many years.
More than anything, you NEED to be uncomfortable. Being submissive and thinking poorly of
yourself is comfortable now. It’s your equilibrium. Why not try giving a man your bitch face? Why
not try being a bitch to your exes? That could mean ignoring them and moving on.
In fact, to me, that’s not even bitchy. But for many women, ignoring someone is too insensitive.
When I say bitchy, I mean, do something that you would normally think is too harsh or too
insensitive.
See, your exes might try and take from you, as they have been able to do in the past because you’ve
let them.
Your task now is to break that pattern so strongly that you are uncomfortable, even scared. It’s a good
thing to be scared and uncomfortable when you do this, it means change is starting to happen.
4) Learn more about feminine vulnerability. This is something I’ve discussed in my free newsletter,
so go back to some old emails, read some of my posts, or you can learn about it in my programs
Understanding Men or Commitment Control.
When you’re ready, why not join us in commitment control?
There is a wealth of information, and many, many more answers to dark and light feminine energy in
there. There is also a lot on getting men to take care of you and commit to you. We also teach you
more about showing up in your feminine vulnerability and encouraging a deep devotion and
commitment from almost any man.That’s why we created the program, because my man and I hate to
see women staying with crappy men for all the wrong reasons. You can watch our Commitment
Masterclass and learn the three words that will make your man commit.
Do you have something to say to Kylie? If you do, it may be a great help! Let us know your
advice and thoughts in the comments section below. Your thoughts may help many women
reading this. Xx
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Deal with Fear of Being Alone and Him Leaving You?
March 20, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020.
If there was one thing I could have every woman understand about herself; it would be that our
biggest fear is that we will be abandoned. With friends, this fear exists, with parents, it also exists, but
nowhere is this fear more intense than dealing with men. (Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine
Am I Actually”)
Now, there are women in our population all over the world who are just more masculine; and it’s in
their biology, not necessarily choice. A lot of women put out masculine energy by choice, but inside,
they are really a flower waiting to bloom. But there is a small population of women who are born
more masculine; it’s in their chemical make up.
What percentage is this? Roughly 10%, if you go by the well respected David Deida’s work. So it’s
still quite a lot of the population.
So I will not speak for them; as I am not them and it wouldn’t be fair for me to assume what their life
is like.
But one thing that became apparent to me as I embarked on my life mission to help women
understand men, and help women attract and keep a man that worships them, it is this internal barrier
of what I call a fear of abandonment that we carry around that stops us doing that very thing we want
– attracting a truly present and caring man.
The fear exists to protect us; yet it’s also ACTING on this fear without THINKING that pushes men
away.
Let me make this very clear: high value masculine men mostly don’t mind that we have this fear of
abandonment. What they don’t like, and can’t RESPOND to, is HOW we as women express the fear.
so in other words, how our fear manifests in our words and body language.
Many times, we can express it in anger, frustration, blame or criticism. Because it’s just so much
harder to say: “I need you.” or “I’m scared you’ll run off. And if you run off, I’ll be scared and
alone.”
And that’s actually not our fault. It’s actually proof that the fear is THAT ingrained and hard-wired in
to us. It’s in our body. If you were to think honestly about it, you’d realise, that this fear of
abandonment comes up VERY often in your dealings with men, or in your relationship with a
man…and if you were super, super honest…
You’d probably acknowledge that you (like most women) respond to this fear through a fight or
flight response. Fight or flight response doesn’t have to be a response to a physical danger; fight or
flight is JUST as strong and intense when we feel we are presented with an emotional danger/threat.
See this page here for more amazing info on the fight or flight response and how emotional fear can
come in to the picture: http://www.thebodysoulconnection.com/EducationCenter/fight.html
This fear of abandonment is of course, something I also have. I am no stranger to it. It’s the angry
friend in me. It’s hard to admit she’s there; because you know, sometimes, I just want to be OK. I
don’t want to have fears; I just want to be ok. Don’t you get sick of your own fears too?
THEN, I realised that the fear of abandonment can be turned into a good thing. In fact, the fear of
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abandonment can make you more beautiful!

The Problem is more serious when you won’t Admit that the Fear of Abandonment
exists
But what’s hard in my work is communicating to women that they DO in fact, have this fear.
Do you know what I mean?
As much as we all know deep inside that we have this fear, the fear itself is SO intense, real and
ingrained and difficult for us to deal with, that we have found a dangerous coping mechanism,
encouraged by our mothers, female teachers, mentors and – close girlfriends; and that is denying that
the fear is there.
Instead, we settle for another, much more fake meaning in our lives:
“I’m an independent woman.”
“I can make my own money! Men are useless creatures!”
“I don’t need a MAN! F*** you!” (not an indicator of the fear itself at all, right?)
“Men are assholes!” (translate: I’m terribly hurt and disappointed that this man isn’t the right man;
that he isn’t reassuring me that he will never abandon me).
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Men have Equally (if not more) Intense Fears with Women
Men have their fears with women, too. Fears that are just as intense as ours, or even more. I’m not a
man, so I won’t articulate it well. My husband articulates them for the male population in our
program Understanding Men. And as more women have taken that course since we launched it, I’ve
noticed more and more women respect that men also have fears. And it puts them at ease, just as it
did when I first learned these truths.
You see, with how cold and unemotional men seem sometimes, it really does look like they fear
nothing. Yet, all is not as it seems.

How Can you Tell a Woman has this Fear of abandonment?
The next time you see a woman acting disrespectful or what you might consider slutty around your
man (or a man you like), or try to take attention for herself from YOUR man, don’t hate her TOO
much. She’s got the same fear as you. She just shows it differently.
Are you wondering how this fear of abandonment is expressed by women? It’s usually undetectable,
UNLESS you’re aware that women have this fear, which you now are. Here are some ways that
women try to deal with the fear of being left:
– Plastic surgery. My man will readily tell you (and I trust no other man on earth more than him to
give the most genuine and carefully researched answers on dating and relationships than him.) that
women who are obsessed with plastic surgery make it harder for men to come forth and marry them
or take care of them, because the plastic surgery is an attempt to be LESS vulnerable. Ie: it’s a way to
seemingly decrease the RISK of being left by a man.
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– Blaming men.
– Over-eating.
– A sense of entitlement. (which usually happens when enough resentment towards men has built up
over a woman’s lifetime that she is no longer willing to give anything at all, and assumes that men
should take all the responsibility.) This is why I think ideas such as the 80/20 rule of contacting men
has become more widespread.
– Expressing resentment for men by using cutting words. Women are GREAT with words. Only,
words do hurt. And it’s our weapon to hurt a man who seems to have threatened to leave us, when in
fact, maybe he hasn’t anyway! We just interpreted it that way because we were blinded by our own
fear before we had a chance to observe his actions.
– Smoking, drinking, insomnia, substance abuse (all the things any human being uses to deal with
underlying stress or constant fight or flight response in their body).
– Sleeping around with men because everyone else is doing it, and then breaking down years later,
because she can’t handle shutting out her fears anymore. What she really wants is to trust a man, but
somehow, she just hasn’t been able to. It’s perfectly fine to access a slutty part of yourself (although
I always recommend only with a man you love), as long as you also allow yourself the chance to
open to a deeper love with a man, so you experience both dark and light parts of yourself. Some
women don’t, though. They just sleep around, thinking that’s the answer…when their soul is aching
for a deeper love.
– Complaining. Complaining isn’t good or bad, as I mean to use the word here. It just is. It’s a
coping mechanism. We do what we need to do to survive. Complaining sometimes seems to work.
– Going to her children to meet all her needs, and neglecting her husband/boyfriend. See here’s
the thing about children: they seem to need you and depend on you for many years, which they do.
However, that need doesn’t look the same throughout a child’s lifetime, and eventually they become
more independent and have a life of their own.
Children just seem less risky a place to meet our needs (if we have children) than opening ourselves
to a man, who could leave us or cheat on us (which in the female body, feels the same as being left).
Those are some examples. By no means all, just some.

Can you ‘get over’ the fear of being abandoned?’
Of course not. That would be like telling a young infant not to cry, ever. Impossible. An infant cries
to get people to tend to it. Infants are vulnerable. So are women. So are men. Women are just more
consistently emotionally vulnerable than men. NOT more emotionally vulnerable, just more
consistently emotionally vulnerable. (Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?”)
You can’t 100% GET OVER any fear. Fear is always there; because it helps us survive. Without it,
we’d be dead. Fear serves just as much of a purpose for us as does joy, elation, and emotional or
sexual pleasure.
When it doesn’t serve us is when we are chained to our fears. Then is becomes dysfunctional.
So you can’t 100% ‘get over’ or ‘get rid of’ the fear of being left by a man. You can just practice a
relaxation response repetitively enough that you lessen the frequency and intensity with which your
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brain and body is HIJACKED by that fear of abandonment.

You and I both fear Abandonment…
You and I as women most likely both experience the fear of abandonment. Only, we might express it
differently. It’s up to you to become aware of how you cover up the fear, and the consequences
you’ve suffered in your life from letting that fear dominate your life.
My bet is….
If you are still single, or if you are having problems in your relationship…it’s directly related to how
you express this fear or react to this fear within yourself.
You see, my husband now understands that I have this fear…but it was not an automatic
understanding for him – it took years. And any man you date or get in to a relationship with, won’t
necessarily GET that you have this fear.
BUT – and here’s the beautiful thing about MEN:
Men can’t help but respond to genuine vulnerability and helplessness in a woman. Here’s an article
on how to be vulnerable without being NEEDY.
So here’s what I recommend every woman do to turn her biggest fear in to her biggest asset:
Express your fear in a form of genuine high value vulnerability. In fact, if you would like to
investigate this emotional hot button within every single man in this world that inspires him to
WANT to commit to one woman want to take care of her and ONLY her for the rest of his life, read
this.
So, it’s important to learn the distinction between true vulnerability and neediness. We all get needy
at times, nothing wrong with that. However, when our fears are expressed in the wrong way, the
neediness becomes toxic and it causes you to show up as a perpetual value-extractor.
If you don’t want to become a value extractor, try to remember that your job is to not automatically
always go to a fight or flight response with men.
Now, what does a fight or flight response look like?
It looks like blaming, interrogation over the phone such as “where are you?” “where were you?” “are
you cheating on me?” “are you with HER again?” “what are you DOING?” “Why didn’t you call?”.
It could also come in the form of payback ie: passive aggressively acting from a place of ‘well if you
ignore me, I ignore you.’
You could also obsessively check his facebook or email or phone or bank account. You could also
express your fight or flight response by accusing him of cheating on you or lying to you. You could
also simply take out your fear on your children or your girlfriends or family.
Instead of all this, you can try RESPONDING (rather than reacting) to your fear of being left by a
man by bringing him closer. Here’s an example; Try saying with your body and your words with
gratitude “It’s so nice to hear from you!!”, “I’ve missed you.” or “how are you doing? Are you
well?”
Remember that often, acting from your fears causes you to push away the VERY thing that you want:
a deep love with a man that you trust.
I have more answers for you to help you eliminate anxiety with men here.
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Have you struggled with a fear of being alone? Or of being left by a man? You’re welcome to
share your experiences below this article, which will also help other women. I believe that the
more women talk about this among each other, the more support we have. And the more
support we have, the safer we can feel when we need it. I look forward to hearing from you and
reading your comment!
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
xo Renee.

If you also get frustrated when a man pulls away or goes quiet, you can try reading my article, ‘Why
Men Pull Away and How to Deal with it‘ too.
P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.

Other Related Articles Here…
The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs “Space”
12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You
The Fastest Way to Push A Man Away
Why Men Go Hot and Cold & 5 Things You Need to Do…
Why Do Men Pull Away?
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Why Can’t I be Loved for Who I Am?
April 4, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

Why Can’t you be Loved for who You are?
People often exclaim ‘Why do I have to DO something to find a man/woman? Why can’t I be loved
for being ME?’ – You can.
The catch is, you must relax and actually BE you. (Click here to complete the quiz on “How High
Value High Status am I on FB?) Not the you that you think you should be. That’s not really YOU.
You must choose to stop spending your life saying and doing things just so others will think you are
cool and accept you. It’s not the being loved for who you are that’s difficult!
When you are Truly who you are, you’ll naturally attract people who love you and repel people who
don’t love you. And that’s a good thing. It’s having the Courage to be who you are at your true core
that is difficult. That takes years of practice because we are so used to using Masks.
Start by watching the way you talk to people. What are you saying and why are you really saying it?
Then start feeling your own body when you’re interacting with men and women. Are you tense? Are
your shoulders slightly shrugged? Is your tummy tight?
If you find any of these things are happening, then you’re not being you. You’re not relaxed into the
moment, in the present. It’s very hard to be real when your body and mind are tense.
Get my eBook 17 Attraction Triggers
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What to Do When You Feel Threatened by Other Women?
April 10, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
I’d like to say that there are reasons you shouldn’t feel threatened by other women. Reasons why you
should not compare yourself to other women.
I’d also like to say that there are a bunch of reasons why you are in fact, better than that woman at
work because of this reason.
But you already do that, right? That’s what humans do. When we see some other woman has
something we think we don’t have or can’t have….we try to justify why we don’t need that thing that
the other woman has. Or we try to focus on what WE have that’s better.
“Oh she’s young and good looking…but she’s dumb.”
Nice. That would always do a great job of making you feel better about yourself, wouldn’t it?
Nope. It’s an awful way of dealing with things. “She’s a dumb person so NOW I get to give myself
permission to feel better about what I think I don’t have…that I could very well have but don’t even
see.’ We’ve all been whores to ourselves like this before. The interesting thing is…the person we’re
most betraying is ourselves. We think we’re denying some other woman something, but in fact, we’re
denying it from ourselves.
Ever noticed it’s the same old vicious cycle? You start the same cycle of comparison and selfjustification tomorrow. Next year. Next decade. And hopefully not…until the day you die.
Of course, there ARE reasons why you COULD feel better than another woman at something. You
can always find those. But what you CAN’T always find….is the freedom to let go of that – to let go
of the need to treat fear as your friend.
(Click here to download the “Goddess Report”)
For me these days, what causes me more pain, is seeing other women get caught up feeling not as
good as other women. Because I used to be there, and I HATED it. I hated not feeling good enough
and I hated feeling helpless because another woman’s hair or boobs or legs were better than mine.
Nowadays, I have a different focus…I almost can’t care about other women being prettier than me or
being better than me…because I’ve finally learned to accept that in doing this, I’m OPENLY
accepting suffering into my life. I’m literally opening my arms to fear and saying: ‘take hold of me!
Make me a miserable bitch who can’t be friends with other women because I’m so small and so
closed and so fearful.’

The Illusion that another woman has more than You…
See… the illusion is that you feel bad because some other women have more than you or are prettier
than you. That’s the ILLUSION. But there’s a cruel magician behind that illusion, keeping you
entertained. And that’s…. miserably entertained. Not a good entertainment. (See my article on
dealing with jealous women)
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You don’t feel bad when other women seem to be more than You
The truth; is actually this: you don’t feel bad because other women seem to have more or be more.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status am I on FB?”) You feel bad because
you accept the idea that you are actually more deserving of love when you look a certain way, act a
certain way, or achieve a certain something.
You also feel even worse than bad because you unconsciously accepted the idea that you CAN’T
experience LOVE.
And what a disaster that is…because feminine human beings just want to experience love. And
EXIST as love. Masculine energy is all about feeling freedom from constraint. Feminine energy HAS
to exist as love in order to fully live and be truly happy, not just excited or momentarily on a high.
So what you do when you compare yourself to other women and feel bad about yourself and then
hate her is you deny yourself the opportunity to experience love. You lie to yourself.

Do Prettier women have it better?
You think prettier women have it better. Or you think that more successful women have more
exciting lives.
You think that skinny women get more male attention (damn those horrible bitches!)
You think younger women are always more attractive than you.
But that’s what YOU think in your fearful state. And it’s wrong. It’s the silly cruel magician waving
his red flag saying: ‘it’s time to let your fears take over your life now!’ and you are playing his cruel
game with him, willingly. You sit there actively, succumbing to it.

There’s always prettier women
Truth: there are always prettier women. Always. There are always women with a better figure. I
don’t care if you think you’ve got the best figure ever. Some other person could come along and
totally trash your figure and say you’re ugly just because they want to make you feel bad. Or for
some other reason. What are you going to do then? Yell at them and say “NO! I have the best figure
ever! F*** you!”
Not really. I mean, you could…but you’d just be fighting like children fight over who should keep
the 20 cents they found in the mud in the playground.

It’s not that you shouldn’t feel threatened…
I don’t write this so that you can walk away and say ‘I SHOULDN’T feel threatened’ and block out
your own fears. Absolutely not. After all, your fears will always exist. We can just get better at
directing our focus elsewhere, and choosing to be more of ourselves instead.
But what I have to suggest to you is this: your only way to get through this kind of pain is to be more
of yourself. And what that means is, CHOOSE to exist openly as love, an open celebration of love
and life. You can’t kill every other pretty woman, or every younger woman…and why would you
want to? They are a wonderful gift to this world.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
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They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Your only way to move beyond your own self-induced suffering is to be an open, raw, celebration
of YOU. That’s all you ever wanted.
How SURE can you be that prettier women are happier than you?
Some other woman is frightfully jealous of you, as you sit here, reading this. She’s jealous that you
seem so confident, or she’s jealous that you’ve already had a child, or she’s jealous that you have
more free time or that you make more money than her or have more friends than her. Whatever she
conjures up in her head.
By succumbing to the fear cycle all the time, you miss the real important thing: other women who
seem to have more than you don’t necessarily suffer LESS than you. But that’s the illusion that we
give ourselves. (See my article on how to become the most confident woman on Earth.)
Your only solution is to be more of yourself. And that means doing these things:
– breathe when you’re interacting with others.
– Ask yourself how their beauty can inspire you to become more beautiful, and therefore more of
yourself. A lot of times, what you see as simply ‘good genetics’ is actually that woman’s open
femininity and attractiveness; something she practices from within.
(Get my eBook on 17 Attraction Triggers)
For me…When I moved on from this years ago, I felt best when I made friends with and connected
with the women who seemed to be prettier than me or have more than me, because I knew I had to
openly live through that fear with a raw vulnerability.
The crazy thing is; when I did this, I found out I had made a bunch of successful and pretty friends
who were timid themselves. Or who felt I was prettier than them or had a better boyfriend. “What?!”
My selfish brain didn’t get that at the time. Then I realised we were all playing that stupid game of
“But I thought YOU had a better life than me!!?’
So I’m curious…If you were to open raw and be more of yourself, what would you do differently
today?
If you were existing as love, what would you do right now that is different from the typical thing you
do as a routine every single day of the week?
Would you contact that woman who seemed to reject you and suggest a catch up or ask how she is?
(maybe she was just busy?)
Would you choose to move on from the vicious cycle of ‘they have more than me!’ and realise
instead….that everything you ever ‘get’ is threatened by loss?
I’d really love to hear what you are thinking after reading this, in the comments section below!
Thanks for reading ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Donâ€™t Expect a Man to Put more â€œEffortâ€• in to Your
Relationship than You
April 14, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Whenever I suggest something like this, I risk a whole hoard of women hating me. Enough women
hate my message as it is….and yet, it’s when I suggest this that I really feel women digging their
nails in to me as if I have betrayed them and I am working against woman.
Quite the contrary. When I say this, I say it from a place of understanding of masculine men. (Click
here to take the quiz “How feminine am I actually”) I say it because I intend for more women in
the world to have more happiness in their relationships with men.
I do my best to communicate my best intentions in every piece of writing that I do, but I’m not able
to clearly communicate everything to every woman reading.
All I want is for women to experience the same freedom from their fears I have learned to experience
in my interactions with men. And stop feeling like victims and actually keep a good relationship with
a man, rather than break up with a man, later realising that the man did care about her.

How is it REALLY, for Men?
Here’s the thing about men who are born with more masculine hormones; and are therefore, in
nature, masculine men.
Relationship is not their specialty. It simply isn’t.
Men care about having a relationship, and want a relationship, but they don’t come with the
instinctive understanding about how to communicate and express love the way women might.
(Click here to get the “Goddess Report”)
Women are simply overall, better intuitively at understanding relationships and developing closeness
with other humans than men are. Now, there are a lot of cold and callous women out there who don’t
have the compassion to have any relationship at all. They couldn’t even hold a relationship with a
frog. But that’s their own fear taking over their life, and they are certainly not living in their feminine
energy, that’s for sure.
Men want relationships, but they may not know how to go about it. They don’t generally talk about
relationships with other men, sometimes they don’t even think to do that. It’s great for the men who
do talk about it, but most men just don’t. See these 5 insights on men that I wrote about…

Why Men Just Aren’t as Intuitive when it comes to Relationships…
A single man might think about a relationship and having one, say 1-10% (maximum) that a single
woman would.
See, for many women, it’s generally well understood that if we have a good relationship; then we are
successful. Other women look at and observe our relationship. We compare relationships, we
compare mate quality, we compare how much another woman’s man does for us compared to what
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our man does for us…
For a MAN – (and this is from a male’s perspective), nobody cares if he has a great relationship apart
from his woman. For a man, his success is judged by how much he has achieved (money, status,
career, influence, social dominance, etc).
Now think about this:
WHO thinks about relationships more? Men or women? Women.
Who do you think is going to be more successful and in tune to relationship problems? The person
who thinks about it more or the person who thinks about it less?
That’s for you to answer.
Here’s the really interesting thing: for women who don’t have a happy relationship in their life just
yet, Many of them read books that involve romance. They watch movies that involve romance. They
FILL UP their need for relational happiness with romance novels and dramatic movies. Or they talk
about their relationship; or about the single life with their friends.
And yet….do you see many single men with romance novels?
Didn’t think so.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Relationship is OUR Specialty
For a feminine woman; we are driven to seek out relationships. It IS our specialty. We read subtle
body language, subtle tones in spoken words (feminine energy actually hears primary mood and tone)
and we can talk for hours.
But get this – unless he’s been trained or had experience – men won’t even notice subtle body
language or subtle changes in a woman’s tone of voice, and even if he does become conscious of it –
he can’t compute in his mind that you want him to actually come forward and work out what you
mean, (in other words, give you more attention and reassurance that he is there for you).
For example. You’re out at a party one night, and a woman who has always been a bitch to you
comes up to you and makes some snide remark that is passive aggressive like ‘oh you look soooo
CUTE!’ in a condescending tone. After she leaves, you say to the man you’re with “oh my gosh, did
you hear the way she said that?! She’s such a bitch!” and he looks blankly back at you, not
understanding what you mean and not seeing what just happened.

As Long as Everyone is Fed…
See, all these little details in communication between people are not a man’s domain. He doesn’t
care, as it doesn’t coincide with his life’s mission; which is to win, to get something done and to get
to the point.
A lot of men think that as long as he works hard to provide, that this is enough, and the woman
will be happy. Obviously, women know that’s not true.
To a man, this is effort. This is HIS form of effort. Not yours.
To a man, if a woman is upset or angry, and he sees that everyone is well fed and seems to have
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access to enough resources….his brain can’t understand her being upset! SHE must be crazy!
She must be…she’s crying in a situation that I wouldn’t cry in. That’s how men think.
What I am suggesting you try to understand is this:
I’m not saying Men don’t put EFFORT in, I’m saying, men may not put effort in to a relationship the
way YOU want him to. That can take a man time to learn.

Women get by on Subtle Relations and Communication… Men Don’t
Now, by the way, sometimes, if you’re lucky, a man might have picked up on this subtle energy from
the nasty woman saying ‘oh you look soooo CUTE!’…usually though, he wouldn’t have. And you
are left feeling lonely because he doesn’t understand the devastation you had to just go through with
that awful woman.
It’s quite funny really. Communication between women (especially OUTSIDE of the work force, and
outside of other masculine environments), mostly occurs in an ‘implication’ type of way…we imply
what we mean, we make suggestions or go around in circles beating around the bush (talk about our
feelings rather than list a problem directly) until someone else paraphrases what we’re saying…until
someone indicates that they are willing and able to understand our words and thoughts.
This doesn’t happen with men. Men are direct. And what I’ve learned is, what a woman thinks is
direct is STILL not direct in a man’s mind!
See my article on the one masculine skill all women need in dating…

Women Communicate Indirectly
And it’s a huge frustration for many, many men, dealing with women….wishing and wondering why
women just can’t TELL him what it is that she wants…but if you were to ask a feminine woman, we
don’t WANT to do that.
We can learn to do that…but we have massive resistance to doing that, because it’s not natural in our
physical body; OR because we feel that the directness will get us hurt, or hurt a man’s feelings.
It took me years to realise this…I can now communicate my wants to my man more directly if it is
needed (not always, I prefer to be indirect and see if he picks up on it…luckily, after so many years
together with my husband and a ridiculously good understanding of women, my man picks up on
around 50% of my ‘implied meanings’) ie: “it’s starting to smell in the kitchen… it’s actually starting
to smell a bit like trash.’
And he will almost always say: ‘I’m taking the trash out now.’ And we look at each other and laugh,
because I still couldn’t find it in me to say ‘take the trash out now David’. My instinctive way of
interacting is indirect communication. It’s like I don’t even think and what comes out of my mouth is
an indirect communication…
I’m just (very subconsciously) hoping the person I’m talking to cares enough to figure out what I
mean.

Why shouldn’t you Expect a Man to put More “Effort” in to your relationship than
You?
I believe that the very desire in us women to have men put more effort in to a relationship is a lie.
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That’s what we SAY we want, but what we really MEAN, is that we just want to know we have a
man’s commitment. We want him to tell us we have his commitment, repeatedly, for the rest of our
life.
Yet, men are often far too clueless about women’s need for reassurance and security to ever pick up
on our NEED for that, that we get more and more frustrated, and the more frustrated we get, the more
we try to ‘talk’ about things with a man….which leads us to think that our talking is ‘working’ on the
relationship..but it’s not.
Talking to another FEMALE is ‘working’ on your relationship or friendship with HER…it’s not
classified as working on a relationship with a man.
Sure, sometimes, talking to a man, in some contexts, will work to get a certain result.
But…it’s the way we communicate that makes most of OUR OWN efforts to make a relationship
better with men a waste of energy.
If the other person cannot receive your communication in a way that they need to hear it..you’ve
already failed at communicating. And it’s not fair to assume that men should just get us. That they
should just get what we are saying.
(Again, men usually use words ONLY to hold conversations that have an actual POINT.)
We think he should talk to us more or show us more love…but what you have to understand is, all
this talking and demanding that he put “more effort” in to the relationship doesn’t work in your
favour, with men.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
If more commitment and more love is really what you want, then you need to understand these three
things:
1) Relationships are YOUR domain, not his. If he’s masculine. He NEEDS you, to be patient
and to reward EVERYTHING great that he ever does, in order for him to start and do more of
the right thing. He needs you to be there for him in that way.
Most men are totally happy alone. So they don’t often ‘get’ what is a good thing to do with a woman
and what is a bad thing to do…
Have you ever noticed that very masculine men rarely feel the need to ‘call up’ their male friends to
talk? Have you ever noticed that men get by without really contacting a lot of their circle of friends?
Masculine energy is at home alone…so they can go years without contacting family members or
friends and still be ok.
My father was like this. My husband is no different, either. Masculine energy is at home being by
itself. It’s ok living on an island for days, weeks, and months alone. It’s ok to meditate in a cave for
days on end and forget about contacting you (really).
And here’s the shocking part: A LOT of men won’t even understand that you needed him to contact
you when he was away or working.
2) ‘Work’ and ‘Effort’ is not what you need to put in. Understanding is, compassion is. And,
almost always far more compassion than you think.
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Most women’s idea of work is to talk and discuss and to dramatize things, hoping that her man will
give her the response she wants (usually, more of his presence, more of his love, and reassurance that
he loves her and won’t leave her).
Effort can mean anything. Work can mean anything. You could could put lots of ‘effort’ in to
scratching your butt for an hour every day, but who would that benefit and what positive
consequences would that have?
And don’t talk to me about how my advice is killing women because some men are just a**holes.
This is taking what I am saying out of context. If he’s truly an a**hole and you don’t want to be with
him, then you can choose not to be with him. I’m saying: having compassion for males is
INDEPENDENT of your selection of a certain male, and whether you choose to be with a sleazebag
or not.
The most basic spiriutal advice that anyone (and any book) can give is to have compassion, even for
the people who have hurt you. It doesn’t mean I’m telling you to be patient with a total assbag. It just
means; try developing some compassion even AFTER you’ve broken up with him.
It’s just a little try, that’s all I’m asking of you. After all, a little try is actually more than most women
will do when it comes to men. Because it’s too scary to open to the possibility of compassion for
*gasp* a MAN.
It’s funny how people make the mistake of thinking compassion is for the other person. It’s not;
compassion is for YOU.
So:
Trade ‘talking and discussing’ as your idea of ‘putting a lot of effort in’ for simple reinforcement
of men’s good actions with your happiness!
3) If you want a masculine man, then expect relationship problems. Expect fights and expect
extreme frustration. The more masculine a man is, the more different you are, so the more
clashes you will have. (But don’t NOT expect bliss and the happiest time of your life).
If you want things to be easy, then don’t have a relationship.
If you want things to be easy, then a wussy man might be what you want. If not a wussy man, then
maybe a more feminine man. And even then, you’ll find it hard if you are feminine inside….because
every cell in your body is actually hoping and willing for this man to be more masculine, have more
direction, and be more present with you.

Men need YOUR help…
But if a very masculine man is what you want…you have to understand and respect that he needs
YOUR help to be in the relationship with you. This idea of how to ‘help’ is something I go in to in
my Understanding Men Program.
In this program (my personal favourite of all our programs), I show you many ways to be closer to a
man…from how to open him up to how to still be a woman and have your connection needs met
without a man pulling away from you.

The takeaway from this article is this:
Men need your help to be in a loving relationship with you. This ‘help’ comes in many forms. The
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BEST place to start is by positively reinforcing all the GREAT things he does in a relationship with
you, yes, even if it is small.
Thanks for reading! If you have any opinions or comments…leave them below! And if you
liked the article, leave a comment just saying hi! I love hearing from you!

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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6 KEY Differences Between a Little Girl and a Real Woman
May 12, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
You may already be a woman in some areas of your life. One thing is for sure…the area of intimate
relationships is the place where most of us show up as little girls and little boys.
Ironically…at the same time, we demand a man out of our partner. Or we claim that the dating
market is full of little boys.
The truth is…we wouldn’t be so enthusiastic to say there are tonnes of little boys in the dating market
if we were showing up as a woman. Because a woman notices the little boys, but her attention is too
diverted towards the Real Men to complain about the boys.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
First things first: it’s OK that you’re showing up more as a little girl than a woman, if you feel like
you are. If you don’t acknowledge the little girl, then she will never let the woman appear. She will
resist the Real woman in you until you give her the acknowledgement, love, and nurturing that this
fearful little girl needs.
The little girl serves a purpose, and that is to keep you safe. Little girls are afraid, and usually deeply
afraid. And intimate relationship is the area of life where she kicks and she screams. A lot. Or she
holds back.
Afraid little girls don’t produce much attraction in a Real man. Afraid little girls produce tonnes of
attraction in a boy, because boys go for what is easy. A real woman shows a sleazeball how his
sleaziness makes her feel, so boys (who can be sleazeballs at the same time) know they can’t get their
way with a real woman.
It’s pretty obvious that a Real Man (mature man) is not going to want a little girl. So, as I have
learned myself…before you ask for a ‘mature’ man, you need to look in the mirror.
We are ALL very good at pointing at other people and saying ‘Oh yeah, THEY do THAT.’ But we
don’t really look at ourselves. And in my experience…the problems we experience in intimate
relationship (ie attracting bad men), is almost always our own doing.
I am exactly the same. I find I’ve had to work hard and be very conscious in order transcend my own
limiting ‘girl like’ patterns. I would say that my man is more man (more mature) than I am
woman…but the reason I can even be a woman at all is because he sees through my BS. I simply
CAN’T be anything else but the better version of myself when I am around him.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
And this is what I am asking of YOU today…
I’m asking that you love and accept the little girl, and make her safe. But now it’s time to make the
woman show up more…because she’s already inside you.
Just for the record…the only reason I can even write this post is because I will say that I started off as
GIRL as they come. Yup, I used to kick and scream my way through things. And it’s because I came
from such a low place that I’ve now been able to look back and see how I was digging my own grave
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in my relationships.
Great men, REAL men are hard to attract and not easy to keep. In the end you just have to decide
whether he is worth you moving through your own fears in order to live a greater quality of life. And
I say life because…the quality of our life and how happy we are depends on how happy our
relationships are.
If you have ever wondered what a real woman might look like…here are my opinions.

Here are the 6 KEY Differences between a Little Girl and a Real Woman
KEY Difference Number 1)
A little girl criticises and complains when things aren’t how she wants them. A woman expresses her
hurt and vulnerability, and perhaps then does what she can to change the situation herself.
Changing the situation herself could include; loving her man through his fears instead of reacting to
everything. Which inevitably leads both of them to more pain.
KEY Difference Number 2)
A little girl is obsessed with the idea of ‘equality’ and ‘compromise’ in a relationship with a man.
Personally, I hate compromise. Because I feel the constriction in my body when I ask for it. I feel
myself closing. I feel that I am creating my own suffering and my man’s suffering when I ask for a
compromise. That’s not a relationship; it’s a business deal.
A woman recognises that whenever she demands equality or compromise that this is her fear driving
her to ask for that. She does the fearless thing instead; she knows that compromise and vying for
‘equality’ is a child’s game that might lead to CONTENTMENT and safety, but NEVER to ecstasy,
and certainly NEVER, to an infinite life with a man.
KEY Difference Number 3)
A little girl stays with an abusive man who can’t really love her, because it feels familiar and she sees
that constricted, bad treatment as a secure way to live life. A woman will feel deeper in to herself and
recognise that there is ‘more’ our there in this infinite world. In fact, more accurate it is for me to say:
she is fearless enough to BELIEVE in that something more out there.
Yes, fearlessness is not only a man’s thing. Don’t make the mistake of thinking feminine energy
means you can’t be fearless. Is a mother fearful when she needs to be there for her family? No. A
grown mother needs to do what she needs to do to protect her young and to love her man.
Key Difference Number 4)
A little girl is afraid of ecstasy as well as extreme pain. A woman allows herself to surrender to life’s
rules (which are the Essential rules of the Feminine Energy): surrender to both extreme pain AND
extreme ecstasy and you will live an infinite life. Settle for anything less and you are bound to
experience suffering.
A woman knows AND allows herself to FEEL excruciating pain that is emotional, physical, or
mental. Yet, she also allows herself to feel extreme pleasure without restricting her body’s pleasure.
(Hint: a woman also embraces other people’s extreme pain and extreme pleasure)
Any guess as to what a Real Man is looking for? He’s looking for a woman who is unafraid of her
pleasure or pain. This is depth. And that’s what woman is; depth. A little girl is surface. Any deep
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emotion is something she RUNS from. She’s superficial and fake.
I’ve come to realise that most of us are fake. We’re just doing what we can to please others and not
be rejected by them. Fake has a place when it has its place. But it’s useless if what you want is a deep
and passionate relationship with a man that lasts. (See my post on boring women vs crazy women)
Key Difference Number 5)
A little girl doesn’t recognise when Life repeatedly send her the message that it’s time to bring out a
different, or more Evolved part of herself.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
A woman uses her consciousness (a form of Masculine energy, actually), to reflect on a situation and
to surrender to the loss of usefulness of an ancient part of herself. It doesn’t mean that ancient part
won’t have a place at some point in the future. It might, it might not.
But Life is always changing. Which means we must surrender to the messages that beg us to change
with it. Complaining about the same thing you complained about yesterday means you are miles
behind the next Real Woman who has already adapted.
So you can’t expect to attract better quality people in to your life if you refuse to adapt at all! Real
Men come with a price tag! They come with a list of Requirements of what they like in a woman.
Life throws these situations at us a lot. And I’d take a wild guess and say that most of us a VERY far
behind and need to catch up on the newer parts of ourselves that are needed in order to move on to
the next stage of life.
That 15 year old teenager is only useful in a 35 year old’s body for so long. That 15 year old is fearful
of other women as competition…the woman however, is not afraid to say: ‘I know the value I have to
add. I’m willing to add this value to a man who is worthy of me.’
KEY Difference Number 6)
A little girl feels entitled and deserving in the dating world and in her relationships (which leads to
being desperate). for example “HE should be doing this for ME!’ No. First ask; am I showing up as
the kind of woman who would attract that better treatment from a man?
‘Am I even the kind of woman to attract a Real Man? Or am I a little girl who is only attracting little
boys right now and that’s why I’m dissatisfied and angry?’
A woman knows that deserving is a loaded word. A lot of people in this world supposedly deserve
something. How often do we REALLY get what we think we deserve? Hardly ever. We only truly
get what we deserve when we do what we do just because we WANT to, not because we are counting
how much we get back.
Love,
Renee.
If you feel you are ready for Mature Man, we show you step-by-step how to Understand, and how to
find a Real Man who will worship you and take care of you forever, in our program Understanding
Men. Click here to get more information about this number one program.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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Do you have anything to add to this list? If you do, go ahead and add to the discussion below. I
would be grateful, and so would other women reading your additions.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Get Him To Propose and Marry You Without Looking
Low Value
June 30, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

How do you “Tell a Man” that you want marriage?
I got Mia’s problem in my mail box recently:
“We have been dating for 3 years, the majority of which were spent long distance. I recently
relocated to be with him, and I want him to propose. He seems to be more focused on buying a
home for us than a ring. I’m confused because I have told him that one of my goals is to be settled
into a home with a family of my own. Part of me thinks this is his way of setting everything up
“perfectly” before we get married, but I’m not certain. I’m not sure how to bring this up because I
don’t want to pressure him. If I did, I’ll never feel right about the engagement and marriage
because I’ll wonder if he only did it to pacify me. I love him, and am very happy being with him. I
do not regret moving, and we’ve discussed marriage. He knows that I want to marry him, but I’m
beginning to feel impatient.”
MY RESPONSE
Hi Mia,
Your man will only propose marriage in order to PACIFY you if you try to force him in to marrying
you, or you bring up marriage as if it will be a fight to get it on your behalf in the first place.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Interesting, hey?
What if you could have him not do it to ‘pacify’ you and have him do it because he genuinely
worshipped you and it hit him that you needed marriage?
I’ve been exactly where you are, and I, too, felt in my body like it was some kind of uncomfortable
push to get to marriage..until I figured out the truth about how men work when it comes to marriage.
Here’s the thing: when you’ve spent long enough with a man and you’re starting to feel like you’re
getting the short end of the stick unless he proposes or somehow settles down with you…it’s easy to
start feeling like there’s some tension or fight in the air to GET to marriage.
This ‘fight’ is the last thing it has to feel like when you want marriage. (See my article on why men
don’t want to marry…)
It’s just a woman’s thing to feel this way…because we don’t automatically know how to
communicate our need for marriage to a man because we don’t inherently understand how a MALE
needs to hear our need, we only know how WE would need to hear it.
This is an example of how communication problems occur between men and women. The key is
knowing HOW to make him understand that you want marriage, and know HOW to ask.
You know, I have seen this same problem not only with myself, but I’ve seen it over and over and
over (this feeling of impatience and not knowing how to ask for more commitment ie marriage) in so
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many women across the world from different countries, that I am convinced that we women
intuitively GET that men can be put off by marriage.
BUT – they’re put off marriage because of the way the majority of women tend to go about it.
Think about it. How do most women go about asking and getting things?
Well, they PUSH. Take this common example: a woman’s best girl friend has a beautiful engagement
ring. She doesn’t have that herself so, she rushes home to tell her man how Sandra her best friend’s
fiancee got HER this big fat engagement ring, yet SHE herself has not received such a thing.
No WONDER we worry about pushing a man away when we want to ask him to propose. The
problem is NOT that we want more commitment from men, the problem is how we go about asking
and expressing our need for more commitment. (Reminds me of this lady who doubted whether her
man would EVER propose.)

When you Want a Man to Propose here are the good and bad options for going
about it
When we want something from a man, there are two general ways of going about it:
1) Using some kind of indirect or direct force (not physical, though this might happen for some)
2) inspiring it.
How do you think men become inspired to propose marriage to you?
They become inspired to propose to you when they feel your genuine NEED for it.
This doesn’t mean you say ‘look, honey, I love you, but I need marriage otherwise I can’t be with
you anymore’.
This is a lot better than saying ‘I can’t stay with you any longer unless we get married’…this is, after
all, the dreaded ultimatum.
And that is a sign of Low Value. You only need to issue an ultimatum when you don’t have any value
to give. An ultimatum is not anywhere near the effectiveness of delivering the message to a man that
you need marriage to feel secure and free as a woman.
And, by the way, to the people who are now thinking they can go and tell their boyfriend in words ‘I
need marriage to feel secure and free’, you need to understand that THIS is not likely to be 100%
effective, because you need a lot more than just a statement with words to encourage a man to do
what you need him to do.
Would you be inspired to have sex with a man then and there if he said: ‘I need sex to feel good in
the relationship.’ Note…I didn’t say would you be OK with a man saying this to you – you might be
ok with it, and that’s GREAT!
But what I SAID, was would it inspire you to have sex with him then and there?? It would if he was
irresistibly hot, sexy, and attractive, right? Of course! Because him being irresistibly hot, sexy and
attractive is a sign of him being High Value, and that means he’d be adding value to your life. As for
an in depth, step by step guide on how to ask for more commitment and how to ask for marriage, this
is something I put together for you in the new Commitment Control 2.0.
Click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass, an introduction webinar for the
Commitment Control program.
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This idea of getting a man to marry you only needs to be tough if you, like most of us, act under the
false assumption in your subconscious that the only way you know how to ask for it or tell him you
want it, is by pushing for it or forcing it.

Here are some example of pushing for it (or nagging):
“Honey, we’ve been in a relationship for 3 years, it’s about time now….!!!”
“Honey, don’t you love me enough to marry me?”
“You don’t love me otherwise you’d marry me”
“All my friends’ boyfriends have proposed, except you…”
And Mia’s idea that her boyfriend might just do it to PACIFY her does NOT come from her
BOYFRIEND’s attitude to marriage, it actually comes from HER viewpoint of the situation – and
how she feels.
Innately, she feels that it’s difficult to ask for marriage, and doesn’t know HOW to communicate to
her man in the way he can hear it best and choose to marry her, and that’s why I want to assure Mia
(and you the reader) that there is a better and safer way to ask for more commitment and marriage.

How to make sure he proposes because he WANTS to
If you know how to appeal to a man’s GENUINE need to take care of you, and not feel forever like
you cheated yourself and him out of a truly romantic union (because you PUSHED for marriage), you
need to appeal to his innate masculine need to take care of you.
Every masculine man can’t help but come forth and take care of a woman who truly, actually needs
it. I’m not talking about a bimbo faking it – I’m talking about men responding to your genuine need.
So, here is what I suggest you do: Dig in to the deepest part of you. The part of you that YOU trust.
And ask this part of you WHY you want marriage. Ask the part of you who is truly vulnerable. Why
do you need or want marriage, and don’t be afraid of the real, raw answer.
If you do this, you’ll get closer to the authentic part of you, and if you get to this part of yourself, then
you will NATURALLY bring out the authentic desire to marry you in your man.

Getting to Marriage is NOT something you need to go to war for
Marriage is not something you have to go to war for.
If you find you only want marriage because every other woman around you has it and you don’t
really need it, but you think you should be married, then you may want to re think why you even
WANT him to marry you.
You might be able to be just as happy and feel just as safe with him without being married. The key
word here you’ve used is pacify. I mean, parents use pacifiers on babies in order to keep them quiet.
We don’t want a man proposing marriage in order just to shut a woman up.
This Woman’s Boyfriend actually already WANTS to give her everything!
This woman’s man actually wants to give her everything…he seems to be showing that. But Mia’s
feminine brain is blinding her to this reality! (As it often can in the feminine mind).
Here is what I mean… Men very, very rarely understand indirect communication. This is
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unfortunately the mode of communication you’ve used to try to get him to understand your need for
marriage.
Here’s how I know – it’s when you said to me:
“I want him to propose. He seems to be more focused on buying a home for us than a ring. I’m
confused because I have told him that one of my goals is to be settled into a home with a family of my
own.”
This is as indirect a communication you can get. And I LOVE this example right here because men
get DIRECT communication, not indirect communication….and he has taken your communication
directly, and yet you are confused?!! I can’t help but giggle about this because this is a typical malefemale difference and problem.
You’re confused? Don’t be, because he’s buying you a home because that’s what you’ve told him
you want. You can’t get any closer to cause and effect in this case. And that’s how the masculine
brain works.
(Click here to find out more about how men thinks in our program Understanding Men)
He’s also mistaking YOUR communication. He thinks you’re a man, you think he’s a woman. Story
of every masculine and feminine couple out there!
You’ve literally told him you wanted a home….and he’s literally gone and got that. Even though
what you really mean, deep down, is MARRIAGE.
If you had told him directly that you want to be married, maybe things will be different (depending
on the emotional quality of your communication ie: did you say it in frustration, or did you say it
from a place of genuine need…) and perhaps he would actually understand that you need marriage.

How my student got her man to marry her in 7 Days (the phrase to use)
Around this time last year, a student of mine contacted me in absolute tears and frustration, because
she couldn’t get her man to marry her. She KNEW her man was committed to her, but the problem
was that she really wanted marriage but they hadn’t gotten there yet.
After one session with her, and giving her one line to say to her man, she contacted me 7 days later to
tell me that they had gotten married. What I got my student to do first, was to figure out why she
wanted marriage. (It’s usually the exact same reason for almost all women).
And then I kindly asked her to express her need for marriage to her man in a certain way, using these
exact words: “I’m scared…” And the fact is that…that was the exact truth for her.
Her man could HEAR and FEEL her need for marriage from these words.
By the way, if you haven’t yet, click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass.
To you who is reading this..Don’t ever forget that you’ve come equipped with a feminine nature and
you must always become increasingly aware that men think, see, feel, and hear things completely
differently to most feminine women.
Your frustrations simply come from your biological differences and not putting the effort in to
understand men so that you can get what you want in your relationship.
Understanding men is the simple most rewarding task I’ve ever embarked upon. It simply feels good
to understand another human being (in the case of men, sometimes it’s not just another human being,
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it’s another species) ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Love, Renee.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Itâ€™s OK to Need A Man, It Really Is!
July 8, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
It’s ok to need a man.
It’s ok because you choose to need a man.
It’s ok to be a mature woman and make that conscious choice to need the right man. A good man.
It’s ok to admit that you do (or have) needed your father. Or at least imply that your father is
protective. Which is to openly imply that you allow your father to be in a role where you need him.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Why isn’t it ok to admit that you need a man who isn’t your father? Just because it isn’t cool amongst
your tough, “independent”, fake girlfriends? Just because a man who isn’t your father might be more
likely to hurt you? Betray you? Or worse, make you feel used?
Well, having that mindset is a very small way to live your life. Sometimes blood family betray us the
most and the people who aren’t blood, who we were most scared to trust; surprise us the most with
their dependability. It is certainly true in my life.
So why is it ok to need a man? And more importantly, why is it so taboo to admit that? I believe it’s
taboo because in general, most women in history and now, don’t have a good understanding of men
(with the exception of our female ancestors in hunter gatherer tribes, where women probably
respected the role of men more, as women and men were naturally assigned different tasks in those
days, and perhaps accepted each other’s biological and genetic strengths a lot more).
And so in the past, when a man did something that his woman didn’t like, they automatically
assumed the man intentionally wanted to hurt them, and they blindly influenced the next generation
of females to be “self sufficient” and make a Masculine Man LESS important in our lives. Just so
they could get back at the men or somehow ‘protect’ themselves.
Why do we need to do that?
Why do we need to make men less important the minute we feel hurt by them?
Is this REALLY the ONLY alternative to SHOWING him that he hurt us?
Or would that just be too honest and too authentic? And fakeness is more desirable?
Many people prefer fake to real, that’s their choice. But why should it be Yours?
Most of the time, men don’t even know they’re hurting us unless we make it known to them. (See this
article…) Many men are just not that emotionally sensitive. Some are, many are not. They are built
differently; which means they may not even know what is hurtful to you; since most of what would
hurt YOU would never hurt them. The truth is that, yes, some men intentionally hurt women. Not all.
But I believe you are smart enough (or at least have the freedom to research and understand men so
you KNOW which ones are genuine and not) as a woman to choose the right man to trust and need,
and learn from your mistakes when you’ve chosen the wrong man.
We don’t have to encourage each other not to be vulnerable. That in itself is already betraying our
own sex. Because to live is to be vulnerable.
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(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
The right man hurting you is DIFFERENT to the wrong man hurting you.
The right man hurting you could just be that he is being a man and didn’t foresee how his actions
would upset you.
The wrong man hurting you would be bad because he never cared for you in the first place. It is up to
you to choose the RIGHT man who cares for you, and not blame the man for your mistake in choice.

Self sufficiency is overrated…
Self sufficiency is overrated. Self sufficiency is a lie. We need people. We’ve always needed people.
We can’t make our dreams reality purely by ourselves.
We are lonelier when we act like we don’t need a man.
Men are ALSO lonelier, and more addicted to other substances and behaviours when we don’t allow
them to feel needed by us. To get anywhere you need others, whether explicitly or not.
You’ve had people influence you in your life, male or female.
You may not depend on them to pay for the roof over your head and the food on your table, but they
may have once said something that inspired you, that kept you going when you most needed it.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
As Helen Fisher, the Anthropologist who has studied the human brain in love says: “‘Men and
women are like two feet; they were built to put their heads together.”
It took me years to fully surrender to my Hero, my husband.
And as a result of surrendering to him, and surrendering to the uncertainty of trusting a man, I am
MORE of ME. I am more radiant because I know he is there to protect me and I don’t have to hide.
I’m more of me because I’m not walking around wearing armour.
Since being with David, I am far less caught up in other women’s BS that they feed each other (eg:
you need to follow fashion trends, or the popular ‘leave him!’ the minute he does something remotely
to hurt a woman’s sensitivity).
Because of surrendering to my need for my husband, I am stronger because he shares his strength
with me. I am 100 times more courageous. I am smarter, because he thinks objectively, which
balances my sometimes erratic and often emotional thinking. I am more evolved and authentic,
because he sees right through my BS if I ever dish it out, so I can’t live behind armour.
I know that a lot of women don’t want to need a man, or pretend they wouldn’t secretly like to be
married because they are trying to protect themselves.
And to that here’s what I want to say –
Getting Hurt doesn’t make everything you had a Lie
Even if my husband did cheat on me one day, would that make the strength he shared with me in the
past a lie?
No.
What is a LIE is me telling myself I don’t need him, and closing off to him. Good men really do fear
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their woman closing off to them. Women don’t often believe this (or even act like they care to even
TRY to believe it).
See – I don’t CHOOSE to need a deadbeat, a douche, and I don’t need a narcissistic man, but I need
David, my Hero. The only right man for me.
What is a lie is me pretending that by myself I am more of a woman. No. I’ve made the choice to
need my man, and because of that, I am more radiant than I would be without allowing myself to
need him.
And I believe that women everywhere would be MORE radiant if they allowed themselves to need a
good man.
Sometimes, you might be more radiant alone; you might feel more radiant being single. Very few
things are true in all situations.
But what I really wish is for you to consider the possibility that your radiance (your feminine energy,
your level of attractiveness, and sense of emotional freedom) would increase by allowing yourself to
need a good man.
You don’t want to need a murderer, or a narcissist, or a dead beat, or a dumb man, but you might
choose to need a good man. A devoted man. And that is your choice.
Needing a Man is not what is WEAK…
People think needing a man is weak. (See my article on how to become more confident with men)
I believe what is truly weak is not ALLOWING ourselves to surrender to our deepest desire to have a
protective, strong, caring, masculine man in our life.

Here’s what I believe…
If it’s something we yearn for behind closed doors, and if it’s something we yearn for when we lie in
the dark alone in our bed at night, trying to fall asleep, then it’s real. And there is absolutely nothing
wrong with that!
It’s weak to pretend that what naturally exists as a biological need in our bodies does NOT actually
exist.
Honestly, how long can you pretend you don’t need to go to the toilet and deny yourself of that innate
need?
Eventually, it all gets compressed and it has to be let out somehow. Your biological need to go to the
toilet won’t wait until you find a restroom if you hold on for days on end.
It finds its way out.
Even if you don’t consciously know it, but pretending you don’t need a man creates the same kind of
compression and is then let out in other, pathological ways.
It could be your judging other women who have passionate relationships with a protective man, it
could be through the use of illicit drugs, it could be through hurting others in a myriad of ways.
Suppressing any natural need of your own usually equals more hurt than you cause others.
It’s weak to be defensive about this need.
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We are all vulnerable.
Just to be alive is to be vulnerable.
Trying to be overly self sufficient doesn’t change this truth.
And by the way, it’s when you try desperately to be self sufficient that you turn the best men away.
Usually, good men who want to take care of a good woman don’t feel emotional attraction for
women who won’t allow themselves to need him. This self restriction isn’t what attracts men
emotionally.
(Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers that naturally hooks a man’s attention to you)
You may still attract men sexually, but they may leave repeatedly. Because there’s nothing to take
care of.
When you, as a woman, don’t have the freedom and flexibility to allow yourself to BE that
vulnerable part of yourself, your energy becomes tight and masculine. And men can feel that from
you, whether you want them to or not.
If it’s ok to surrender to this need by reading 50 Shades of Grey, or any romance novel, why isn’t it
ok to choose to need a man for real?
If you don’t need your man, he will eventually seek out a woman who does need him
Here’s the uncomfortable truth: If you are in a relationship with a man who is masculine at his core,
and you don’t NEED him, he will at some point, unconsciously or consciously, seek OUT the energy
of a woman who DOES authentically need him.
Because he enjoys feeling needed. And because it makes him feel alive to feel genuinely needed by a
woman.
My observation is that the bitchiest women in the around, and the nastiest, most spiteful women in
the world are the women who have rejected the part of themselves that wants a romantic relationship
where they can rely and depend upon a man.
OR the women who are with a man with a weaker masculine energy than they want often also fall in
to the same boat, in my view.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
What is your belief? Do you think more women need to surrender to needing a man? Why?
Why not?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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He Pays for His Ex Girlfriend’s Bills but Won’t Pay for Mine?
July 24, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018

What to DO when your Boyfriend is still emotionally Attached to his Ex
A question from Kira:
“Dear Renee,
After reading your writing for awhile now, I’d like your input on something.
My boyfriend still shares his cell phone family plan with his ex girl friend, who he split up with two
years ago. They work together she can easily pay him. Additionally, I manage his bills and pay it
online for him.
After about a year I brought it up, but he said he felt bad that it would be more expensive for her, so
he wanted to wait awhile. Several months later, same thing.
Recently he’s said he would, but that when he asked her she cried (or was hurt). He becomes very
upset when I bring it up, refusing to talk about it. He always says he hears me and he will do it, later.
Today I wasn’t able to drop it so I said, why can’t you do it today? He became so upset he walked
away from me.
Lastly, he has mentioned that he wants his own phone bill when he takes her off. In other words, he
won’t put me on it.
Other than this, our relationship is going fine. I don’t understand, and I’m hoping you can shed some
light.
Thank you,
Kira”
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY RESPONSE
Kira,
Most women reading this would totally relate to your feeling let down by this situation (at the least).
As do I.
You want to understand, so I’m going to tell you why this is happening.
At the end of my response, I will give you the way you can get him to start taking more care of you
than he does his ex girlfriend.
Let’s think about this – You are asking a man to willingly cause a vulnerable woman to cry by
withdrawing his ex from his phone bill. His ex girlfriend, specifically.
Once a man has once fallen in to the role of taking care of a woman like your boyfriend has, it takes
understanding and respect for the masculine nature to get him to change that and start doing it for
you.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Once that ‘taking care of’ and ‘committed’ button has been TRIGGERED in a man (as it has clearly
been triggered already by his ex girlfriend), it’s very common for it never to stop; even after he dies.
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That is how powerful the commitment trigger is.
And BECAUSE it’s an EMOTIONAL trigger in a man, this trigger can only be tied to ONE woman.
Again, I will give you the strategy how you can get it to be you very soon. But you can’t jump to the
strategy without understanding first. You’ll just make him hate you more and pull away from you
cold. So read carefully.
He’s still emotionally committed to her in this way, because she triggered this in him.
This is the same reason why many women have A LOT of trouble getting divorced men to stop
running to take care of their ex wives even if they are in a new relationship…it’s because it’s not that
logical and most women try to CONVINCE a man to stop taking care of an ex using ‘logical’ verbal
arguments. Does NOT work!
It has to be an emotional association with YOU.

The commitment trigger in men is really that biological AND emotional.
It’s not logical. You can’t tell a man: ‘you should not have this woman on the same phone plan as
you and pay for her share because you are in a new relationship.’
It’s the same way you can’t say to a man: “BE ATTRACTED TO ME NOW!”
Because Attraction is NOT logical.
And when he says he ‘feels bad’ taking her off, he means that.
Exactly that.

You can’t take away his need to be her Hero
Exactly what he says. He feels bad. He doesn’t want you to get him to do something that makes him
the bad guy. He’d rather be the Hero. A man will do anything to be a Hero (if he’s the driven type of
man and in touch with his masculinity). This is why superhero movies have an audience.
Yes, paying a woman’s phone bill can be a small feeling that he is her hero.
He’s another every day guy who has committed emotionally to his ex girlfriend.
And your boyfriend gets annoyed when you ask him to let go and stop doing this because it’s like you
letting go of your biological need to have children (you have it even if you somehow got conditioned
to think you didn’t. Every feminine woman has this biological drive).
I always thought my husband David was kidding when he said that even if I left him for another man,
he would STILL take care of me financially…he wouldn’t withdraw anything that he currently pays
for. He may not be with me (that’s for him to decide), but he will take CARE of me. And; he meant
it. He’s driven to do so; it’s not really a logical choice, for him. For some men, who take care of a
woman out of OBLIGATION might withdraw commitment and support.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Not a man who has genuinely had his internal ‘commitment’ button triggered by a genuine feminine
woman. And my husband gives everything he has to me, almost nothing to himself. I used to think he
was only just generous, and he is.
But this kind of behaviour also not uncommon for a masculine man who has had his internal
commitment gene triggered…
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Ever noticed that FAR MORE divorces are initiated by WOMEN? (There could be a number of
reasons for this – I’m not naively saying it’s ONLY due to what I’m talking about here, but I am
suggesting it is one possible reason).

Here’s how you are UNKNOWINGLY contributing to your own Problem…
Kira, I know that was hard to hear. But it’s not your fault. Fact is, it’s very easy to fall in to this role
with a man.
ANY woman could fall in to this position. Even the women who can apparently get any man they
want.
This is where you’re contributing to your own problem:
You’re willingly carrying the masculine energy by being the ‘go getter’, the ‘manager’ by taking care
of his bills online for him.
So, he ASSOCIATES zero internal emotional drive to take care of YOU.
It’s no different to the ‘nice guy’ desperately wanting his girlfriend to give him a blow job, being
nicer and nicer to her, when inside, she just wishes he’d be a little less boring and a little less nice so
she COULD feel enough attraction for him in order to do that.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

What you’re doing is not Wrong… it’s just not right for what you DESIRE in a
Relationship
NOW – before you think that what you’re doing is the WRONG thing to do – it’s NOT. It may work
for some relationships for other people.
Only, it isn’t working for you. Otherwise you’d be fine with him still being semi committed to his ex
girlfriend in this way.
You’re being his manager with the phone bills, so he is NOT in a care taking role with you. I am
suggesting that you fell in to a different role with this man than his ex girlfriend did, and so you bring
out a different side of him than his ex girlfriend does.
You actually want a passionate relationship with a masculine man where you can carry most of the
feminine energy, that’s the feeling I get from your writing. But you’re ENCOURAGING the opposite
through the role you’re taking up.
You could say you are carrying the masculine energy by managing his bills, and he is relaxing, sitting
back in his feminine energy, letting you do it.
This is not wrong, it’s just not a good place for you, considering what you want in your intimate
relationship.
So you can’t ask for him to sacrifice the part of him that wants to be a hero for this other woman. You
simply can’t, because you’re willingly saying, through your actions, “I’m taking care of YOU,
boyfriend”.
Now, the question is; how often are you showing up in this masculine role with him? And in how
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many other areas of his life are you doing it? Only you can answer that.
Maybe it’s just with the bills, but I am not sure. I am giving you the best answer I’ve got with the
facts that I have right now.
See…this habit of thinking that helping a man is the way to get him to like and commit, is the SAME
mistake I see time after time, over and over, in many women, in every country across the world. It’s
getting old, which is why I’m doing everything I can on this website to show women how to stop this
mistake!
It’s an innocent mistake that is costing many women on this earth the opportunity to have a deeply
passionate relationship and to be worshiped by her man.
Helping a man and managing a man’s finances permanently doesn’t make him feel passion for
you, and it certainly doesn’t bring him closer, and in no way does it make him MORE
COMMITTED to you.
In order for him to Worship you and commit deeply –
You’re going to have to NEED him more than his ex girlfriend does.
And to begin to need him, you’re going to have to let your feminine energy show up more, and stop
taking the ‘manager’ role.
Now, you’re going to have to NEED him more than his ex girlfriend needs him.
AND, here’s a note about that: it’s not a guarantee, and it’s not a competition. I’m not trying to get
you in to some bitch fight or tough competition, pitting yourself against his ex.
Because she fell in to this role with him for a reason….it served them in the past.
And the role you fell in to with your boyfriend serves YOU both in its own way.
You have to ask yourself whether you’re willing to surrender to Masculine energy or not. To let go.
To feel free to be who you really are at your core (if you’re truly feminine) – my assumption through
the information you’ve given me is that you are the more feminine type of woman, you’re just falling
in to the masculine energy.
Again, it’s not your fault. None of this is your fault. But if you want more personal power, I’m
giving you a helping hand.
For all I know, your man could do with some relationship advice BUT he is not the one emailing me.
So I am not advising him.
It’s not a GUARANTEE:
Once a man has started taking care of a woman in his past, it takes some deep care and understanding
on your part to pull him away from that (and personally, if it was me in this case,I wouldn’t want to
rob him of that feeling of being her hero, so I’d either choose to need him more and STAY with him,
or leave and find my own man who wants to take care of me).

Why have you unconsciously chosen to carry the masculine energy?
Now I wan to ask you….why are you managing his bills?
You can answer that for yourself. I am going to guess…I believe it might be because you think
THAT is the way to get him, to keep him. And it is not. Again, this is why I do what I do….because I
believe more women need to understand how men truly are built…how their biological commitment
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buttons can be triggered or turned off by different women. This is also the reason why men marry
some women and not others.
A man won’t commit to a woman who doesn’t need him.
A man WON’T commit to a woman who doesn’t need him.
I repeat that because it’s so important.
He might STAY in a relationship so he can get access to emotional connection, and because it’s
comfortable (people do this all the time, males and females). Often it’s best to stay in a mediocre
relationship until something better comes along, for many people. And I’m sure you have witnessed
this.
But staying in a relationship doesn’t mean a man is committed and it doesn’t mean he will be your
hero, and stop being his ex’s hero. Unless you’re more vulnerable, and you trigger his masculine
energy associated with YOU.
This is why your FEMININE energy is so important!
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am?”)
You can influence almost any man to do anything….if you add enough value by living in your
authentic feminine energy. Not trying to be the man.
It’s MUCH easier to trigger a man’s sexual instinct than it is to trigger his Commitment Gene for
MOST women, because they don’t understand men. And of course, this is not taught in schools.
Well, I believe your intimate relationship is THE most important area of your LIFE! If you’re not
happy in your relationship with a man, you’re not happy altogether. Full stop.
For me as a woman, I take a lot of risks teaching any of this, because it’s just not cool in amongst
women’s groups to deliver the news that you can’t EXPECT a man to stop taking care of his ex’s bill
as a matter of logical request. It’s not cool, so I risk being the outcast (hence why so many women
hate my work).
But I’m here to serve, and I want you to know that there IS hope to get your man more committed to
you than he is to his ex, and even more, – you can have him willingly being your hero and be sure of
his love only for you….it just requires your willingness to work with how males are wired, not how
you think they SHOULD be wired, and what’s convenient for you.

OBJECTIVELY speaking, both sex OR Commitment are just as easy to Trigger in
a Man
But let me tell you, objectively speaking, it is JUST as easy either way – you can trigger men to
commit, or you can trigger men to desire sex with you and be with you out of comfort and that’s it.
All based on which you choose to do. The power is in your hands. They are switches you can
willingly and actively turn on or off.
Only, both of them requires sacrifice.
You need to show up in a different role than what you have been used to for these past decades.
So let me show you how to do this.
I will do this by asking you a question.
(If you are NOT Kira, but you are reading this, stop reading because it doesn’t apply to you.
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I’M KIDDING. Please do this exercise WITH me and Kira, because it applies to EVERY
woman who wants a relationship with a masculine man who takes care of her.)
Has there ever been a moment in your life where you relaxed and just allowed a man to do something
for you?
It doesn’t matter who the man is. Your father, your brother, a stranger, a bum on the street, and ex
boyfriend…
And do you remember feeling uncomfortable in that moment, but surrendering and relaxing in to it
anyway. Maybe you only relaxed in to it because you felt you had no choice but to need his help (and
THIS is what we are looking for! The feeling that you NEED the help).
I want you to focus on that moment.
Breather as you were breathing then.
Feel the intense vulnerability it took for you to let him do that for you…feel the guilt you felt about it.
Feel everything.
And then, feel what it felt like to let go of the guilt and let him do it.
Now, there’s a chance that you didn’t do this at the time and instead you BLOCKED it all out.
DON’T do that.
Blocking things out is the ENEMY of true feminine energy. I want you to feel, to let go, and to
surrender to needing a man’s help.
It could have been as simple as him opening a door.
Can you do that for me?
I promise no one’s watching and it’s ok to do this.
No one is going to hurt you.
No one is going to tell you off for doing this. If there is someone telling you off in your voices in
your head, tell them to F*** off.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
The most IMPORTANT STEP
Once you’ve done that, now go back to that moment and focus on the MAN. Focus on how HE really
felt, helping you.
Because you probably didn’t let yourself focus on that way back when this incident happened.
Focus on how proud he was to have been an unknown hero just for a split second, for a girl who
needed him.
Focus on how wonderful he REALLY felt for the opportunity to help a woman genuinely needing it.
Focus on how RIGHT it is that you were simply letting yourself receive his help.
And how beautiful a thing that is.
Isn’t it nice to be the blossoming flower that opens with color and joy when someone gives you a little
extra water?
Isn’t is nice to feel *GASP* – RADIANT???! And Feminine??
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You tell me.
This is where you need to be, in order to inspire your man to take care of you. Whether he still pays
for his ex’s phone bill is irrelevant for now.
It’s too small a matter in comparison to your ability to tap in to this role, to tap in to your radiance
and openness and willingness to be in your feminine energy.
And if it turns out that he is too emotionally joined at the hip to his ex girlfriend, and still wants to
take care of her even after you do this for one whole month or more….
Be grateful. Thank him for being a man.
And more IMPORTANTLY….Thank both of them, for delivering you the message you needed in
order to be lead to your own Hero one day soon.
I truly believe every experience we have is calling for us to listen up to the secret lesson within it.
Don’t miss such a golden opportunity. Don’t miss the lesson by hating her and trying to force him to
stop taking care of her – you’ll miss out on that beautiful relationship you so deeply desire.
And always remember, your knowledge with men is your power with Men. If you want more, click
here to get more information on our Understanding Men.
And to get almost any man to be committed to YOU (because True commitment can only for one
woman, as I say in one of my Free Email Newsletters), join us in the Commitment Control 2.0. As a
preparation for the membership, you can click here to register and watch the Commitment
Masterclass.
Love,
Renee.
P.S – if you liked this Q and A article, please do leave me a comment letting me know what
you’ve learned. Also tell me what you think, give your opinion, or let me know how it made you
feel. I love reading your comments! ?
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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THIS is Why Men Don’t Call More Often…
August 12, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
My man and I openly discuss relationship topics and the differences between men and women very
often. We are both very passionate about it and this mutual passion is one reason I can write this blog.
One day recently, my man David and I were having a conversation about why men don’t call and
how women chronically over analyse when he doesn’t call – a conversation that just made me laugh
in amusement.
I laughed in amusement because no matter how many times I have a new realisation about how
different a masculine man is to a feminine woman, it’s always funny. It’s funny because what’s
reality for a man is reality for a man and what is reality for a woman is reality for a woman and
what’s silly is how both sexes try to make each other the same.
(By they way, on the topic of feminine, click here to find out how feminine you are deep down in
your core by doing my quiz here. I’ve carefully designed these 8 questions to show you exactly how
much you are living in your feminine energy and what it really means for you.)
I do stop laughing quickly, though. Because incredible pain and suffering comes for men and women
who want a partner with the opposite sexual energy than themselves, yet every day they do things to
try to make their boyfriend or girlfriend the same as them.
As women we expect men to think like women. That’s like asking a whale to think like a giraffe.
One is a sea animal and the other is a land animal. That very fact makes their motivations different.
It makes their daily life different.

So Why Don’t Men Call More Often?
Reason 1) He is not interested in pursuing anything more with you.
If you feel like you want closure as to why he doesn’t want anything more; the most basic answer I
can give you is that there wasn’t enough attraction between the two of you in order for him to break
out of his man-world to pursue a long term relationship with you.
Attraction and Connection are what it takes for a man to commit further to a steady relationship.
Without those two things, a relationship serves no purpose for a good, masculine man. Other than to
drain his time and resources (even one woman can take all a man’s emotional and mental resources).
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
Reason 2) Reason 2 is what the rest of this article is about.
Well, sometimes, men call very often. Any woman who has had a man be in love with her knows this.
The calling frequency doesn’t last. Not necessarily because he’s no longer in love, but just because
the nature of the relationship has changed.
But no matter HOW in love a man is with you, at some point in your relationship with a MALE, (if
you want a long term relationship with a male), he’s going to be calling LESS than you wish he
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would. If you stay together for enough years, and you give each other enough compassion and love,
one or both of you will come to understand the other’s needs, and the HURT you feel about him not
calling might occur less frequently. And HIS frustration over your need for him to call you may turn
in to something he lovingly remembers to do.
Key word; remembers. Yes, calling a woman is a hell of a lot of work and effort for men. And for
good reason.
Feel free to let out some anger over this if you want. Feel free to even hate me for delivering this
information, I understand the magnitude of which this absolutely sucks.
You letting out your anger might not change the fact that calling is WORK for men, but at least it will
lower your stress hormones over this and allow you to relax.
After doing that, I do invite you to come back and read.
My conversation with my husband David went (something like) this:
ME: SO many women have this problem of a man not calling them. *sigh in compassion and
understanding for women*
DAVID: Looks at me.
ME: Look at him.
Pause.
DAVID: Well the reason men don’t call is obvious.
ME: Uh huh. So why?
DAVID: Because he is doing something important. (Insert serious face)
Pause.
He turns back to his emails and computer screen.
I start giggling.
He turns back to me.
He smiles.
ME: “BUT. From a woman’s perspective, we’re thinking, WHAT could be more important than
calling ME???!!!!” (insert poor me face right here).
My husband works with women, too; helping them around the world get the commitment and
relationship that other people envy. So his next reaction encompasses a deep understanding of women
AND the frustration of the every day male.
DAVID: Hmph. Smirks. Then smiles and says “Women!”
Turns back to his emails.

But can’t he be more Considerate of MY Needs?
As a woman, reading this, right now…you’re probably thinking: “he’s doing something important.
So what. What the hell does THAT mean. That’s besides the point. I’m hurting here.” “How
insensitive!!”
And I’m here to suggest to you this:
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What my husband said is every bit the point.
At least from a man’s perspective.
He didn’t mean: ‘you are not important.’ or ‘the woman is not important’.
Although him not calling DOES give that feeling to a woman.
He means the MAN was doing something important to HIM.
What David meant when he said men don’t call because he’s doing something IMPORTANT is this:

He CAN’T call you because of these reasons:
1) Men tend to operate visually and it’s hard to talk to you on the phone therefore, he’s not that
motivated to call. This isn’t about men being pervs. It’s about men being programmed for 84,000
generations to be hunters…men generally operate best through their visual senses, NOT their
auditory senses.
Talking on the phone is an auditory act…he can’t flow with it as well as you can.
Women however, have been using their auditory senses for that 84,000 generations or more to talk to
each other. We like the phone, we can spend ages on the phone just babbling.
Men use the phone usually to get from A to B.
A and B could be something related to work or it could be related to organising a date, or to get a
piece of information, or to deliver information.
If the PHONE helps a man get from A to B then it suddenly becomes the best thing in the world.
2) He is used to you sounding unhappy on the phone.
If you want him to call you and every time he DOES call, you’re trying to imply through the tone of
your voice that you’re PISSED because he isn’t calling as much as you’d otherwise like, guess what
happens?
He felt terrible on the phone with you, so it made matters worse.
They DO use it to chat, but usually they do this the MOST when they are first falling in love with a
woman…and this initial in love phase passes. (You can still be in love, but it’s a little bit different).
3) He simply doesn’t value calling as much as you do. And it’s not his conscious choice; it’s how
the masculine brain works.
Why?
Because his brain is involved with something ELSE that is important in his world.
And when he is involved with something else….he’s not thinking about RELATIONSHIP. He can’t
allow himself to be in a relationship without him first getting the important thing done.
With the exception of a time when he is in love.
When you are in love, you expend a lot of energy doing things you don’t do when you are not in
love; you expend energy on chasing and ‘wooing’ that person.
For example; you stay up all night talking to each other, you take notice of things about that person
you wouldn’t normally take notice in other people, you forget to eat, and sleep, at times. Men call
more often than they would when they have just fallen in love.
This all takes a lot of energy. And this energy expenditure is not something that is designed to keep
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going forever; it’s designed to progress to the next part of a relationship; which is baby making and
baby raising. This is the process of pair bonding.
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away

What’s ‘Important’ in a Man’s World can Feel like Life or Death in a Man’s world
And let me add, what is IMPORTANT in a man’s mind CAN be the difference between life and
death. For HIM.
Let me explain.
When a man is focused on business or anything related to the progression of his rank in society
(sports, work, entrepreneurial related tasks); it IS life or death. I’m not 100% sure men would
describe it the way that I am since I am a female, but that’s how I’m describing it to you in order to
help you understand.
It’s that important to him. But it doesn’t mean YOU are not important.

RELATIONSHIP is not the masculine priority.
‘Relationship’ in this case refers to calling to show that he cares. He often just forgets to call, and he
does not have any bad intent when he forgets.
Do YOU have bad intentions when you make you both late to a party because you spent 3 hours
getting ready?
I’ll just remind you of that one: he doesn’t have any bad intent when he forgets.
Do you have bad intent when you spend hours getting ready for an important party? Do you intend to
hurt or piss off your man by spending far too long putting on make up, or doing your hair, and
changing your mind about outfits?
The same lack of bad intent exists when a man is interested, but is doing something important.

How YOU as a woman view it and how it’s Different to a Man’s Point of View
To a woman, it is RUDE to suggest that you didn’t call because you were doing something important.
Why?
Because we imply meaning in words.
When someone says that they were doing something IMPORTANT and that’s why they did not call
us, we think they are communicating that something else is more important than US. And that we are
no longer loved in that moment and that person might abandon us.
It makes women angry.
It makes MEN confused.
A man’s confusion over this is JUST as innocent as a woman’s anger over this.
Neither of us have bad intentions with the other person, we are just being a man or being a woman.
The fact is, if a man doesn’t call for a few days or a week, or just a few hours, AND we are in an
established relationship with him, we feel hurt. But we only feel hurt because of the meaning we
place on his not calling.
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RELATIONSHIP for masculine men is not number one.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
It CAN be.
But I believe that takes time and the building of trust between two people.
If you want a long term relationship, you must be willing to have patience with a man. They are not
as instinctively driven to connect as females are. Unless they are actually more feminine inside their
physical body.
My honest belief is that in a committed relationship; for the relationship to work, both people must
put each other first. But if you don’t put each other first….the other begins to feel less significant and
safe in the relationship. This becomes a huge problem.
And yet, though I believe this, I believe you have to ARRIVE at this place, after a journey together.
You don’t usually START off there. You have to earn each other’s trust.
You can’t subconsciously demand that of a man 3 months or even a year in to the relationship.

So How do you Encourage him to call more?
There are many ways to encourage him to call more.
The one suggestion I will make today is for you to do what is counter intuitive:
ENJOY every call he makes. Openly. ENJOY it so he can HEAR your enjoyment.
When he HEARS your enjoyment, he starts to have it ‘click’ in his mind that you actually enjoy it
and he gets to feel successful rather than be told he’s a dick for not calling for a week.
Do you feel like Punishing him for not calling?
This is the common response from women. I’ve worked with enough women to see this pattern.
I’ve also been that woman.
It doesn’t work.
So enjoy the call; and that’s any call!
Counter intuitive, but definitely helps you a better catch than 99% of women out there.
Do you want answers to the questions you have about men? Click here to get the course
Understanding Men.
Have the men you’ve dated in the past called MORE often than you’d like? Or LESS often than
you’d like? Share your story with us!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
See Related Articles…
Why Men Pull Away when you Need them the Most
Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It As A High Value Woman
How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull Away and Go Cold
The Very Real Pain of When Men Pull Away
Why Men Go Hot and Cold & 5 Things You Need to Do…
Learn How to Deal with Men Pulling Away in a High Value Way
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How to Radiate Deeper Femininity and Attract Men You Can
Trust
September 3, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Listen to yourself when you are talking.
Listen to others in a social situation, trying to fit in and ‘have a good ol’ time with the mates’.
Listen to friends, to your lover, to your boyfriend.
The words we speak are mostly blind to what is really going on inside.
Words often try to minimize our own vulnerability and ability to feel.
We say ‘Oh it’s okay…”
When our real feeling is that we hate that person.
We say ‘Oh maybe he was just….a little…forgetful. Or busy.”
Well, what if we actually are angry at him?
And what if that anger serves you?
Would you be open to the idea of letting yourself feel that anger?
I certainly hope so.
For the purpose of this article, I am going to assume that the men you WANT to attract are the men
who see your vulnerability and want to take care of you. Forever. And adore you.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
If you want the depth of love you crave, try to listen to yourself when you are talking. What are you
saying?
You may consider that you do often say what you think people want to hear.
You may consider that you say things or engage in your own thoughts to try to dull your emotions, or
gut instinct, as if they are wrong (?!)
You may consider that you sometimes say what makes you look GOOD.
You may consider that many of the words you say are spoken to make yourself look cool, smart, in
control, and consistent (feminine energy NEVER is consistent, though). We change with the weather.
We change with other people’s emotions. We are naturally responsive creatures that have had that
intelligent responsiveness conditioned out of us in order to go to school, go to work, fit in to a group
of ‘average’ friends…
It’s not you.
No, it’s the way you were raised. It’s what this society teaches us to be.
In this society, we are taught that looking good is more important than being who we really are in our
true nature, whether that’s masculine, feminine or neutral.
What you’ll realize though, is that, in order to be in your authentic feminine energy (if that’s what
you are, underneath all the masks), then you’ll need to talk less and FEEL more, because talking
often stops you from feeling. Once you feel more, and talk a little less, you are and WILL be
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naturally more feminine because you are being more of yourself.
This is the way I have learned to become more of who I actually am, not who I think I SHOULD be.
I struggle with talking BS, especially to my parents; mostly to my parents. Because they were the
ones I felt I had to impress and please.
Those times when I actually have the awareness to remember and pull myself up on my BS, I let go
of the talk. I just connect instead, which is what we really want. Interact with my husband. I smile, I
dance, I ask him about HIM, I kiss him, and it flows, the way it is designed to flow between a
masculine man and feminine woman.
(Click here and take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
Disclaimer: Please don’t think this is the answer to having more approval from or even more dates
with men. SOME men will run from you when you do what I am suggesting; when you remain open
and vulnerable; and that’s what we want!
We want to get rid of the weaker men who will just run because we are not willing to settle for
anything less than a man who at least tries to respond to your vulnerability with total devotion.
In order to weed out the men who aren’t serious, just BE. The right man will come eventually, even if
that’s a newer version of your existing boyfriend/husband.
What we say is not as powerful as our desire and intention to connect. When we want to connect,
what we say sounds different to what we’d say if we were trying to present perfectly.
So, feel that which you actually feel. Don’t avoid it. Avoiding feeling it just takes you away from
your authentic energy.
Now, I’m not saying don’t talk. I’m saying, listen to yourself talk if you want to radiate deeper
femininity.
Certainly, when it comes to connecting with girlfriends, talk can be the most valuable thing in the
world. It CAN be. But right now, we’re talking about interacting with a man.
Deeper femininity attracts deeper men. Men you can trust.
But to appeal to the men who want to go deeper, you have to be willing to eliminate the men who
aren’t interested in anything beyond sex.
So, give yourself the space to feel deeper. Don’t avoid feeling your anger (yes, avoid blaming people,
and avoid spraying old pent up emotions at a man as if it really is his fault). But remember that anger
can be valuable, just as sadness and hurt is valuable.
Your emotions, no matter how much other people told you that your feelings aren’t important or to
‘stop’ feeling them – they are here to protect you. They affirm your existence. Maybe that’s why it’s
so hard to feel them, because it’s almost like saying ‘hey! I matter. My boundaries and my desires
and my hurts matter!” and that is hard to do when we were raised to keep things surface and keep
emotions inside.
Society demands us to avoid feeling the deeper emotions that would cause men to want to take care
of us (vulnerability is what makes men devote themselves to you).
Instead, we’ve become accustomed to covering things up with words and actions that we think make
us ‘fit in’ or look good.
Surface femininity (dressing and acting solely for the approval of others) attracts surface men. (What
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is fake & superficial femininity?)
But first, you have to be willing to trust the light that is feminine energy that you were born with
OVER trusting the garbage that you sometimes use to cover up the vulnerable, real you. (See my
article on how most women reject their own deeper femininity)
It’s that light of you, the spontaneous you, that men crave, and it’s not always pretty. And it’s
definitely not predictable or in control. You have to be ok with that, at the very least.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
Love,
Renee.
Men are naturally attracted to these 17 Attraction Triggers, click here and start attracting the
man who adores you.
P.S – When you start to respect and honour your own deep desire for connection, and when you
embody your vulnerability with men (or people in general), you can start to get annoyed with surface
people, and people who hide away. You start to dislike the surface culture. Remember to be patient
with people. You don’t want to make what they do ‘wrong’, because that keeps you in the old cycle
of fear or separation. Just respect that it is there for a reason, and people are like that for a reason.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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This Does NOT Make You ‘Wife Material’
September 18, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
My assistant Jenny forwarded me this question the other day:
“I met my guy in Feb 2013 from Okcupid. In March 2013 (3weeks later) he asked me to be his girl.
In April 2013 he asked me to move into his house. Aug 3, 2013, he broke up with me.- I cooked,
cleaned, washed clothes, etc. I am wife material I know that much. Around May he started to back
off, but I did not see the signs because I was still on a love high. QuestionsWhy would he give up a good woman? (he said I am everything he has been looking for)
Was I to available and what exactly does that mean? (he said I was a little clingy but he understood I
was in a new area)
Why did he have to lie to get away? (he said he felt bad when he would leave me and go out)
Why does he still want me even though he doesn’t want me?
When he broke up with me – he said he is not ready for a relationship and he is depressed and doesn’t
know what he wants.
I HAVE SO MANY QUESTIONS FOR YOU I WOULD LIKE TO CALL YOU AND PICK YOU
MIND IVE PRINTED AND READ ALL OF YOU STORIES I DONT NO WHY I WANT HIM
BACK – HE WAS GOOD TO ME PLEASE HELP”
Hi Bernadette,
I’ll answer your questions and then give you further illustrations at the end.
“Why would he give up a good woman?”
There are a few possibilities as to why:
1) He liked you a lot, and genuinely felt you were wonderful, but was too scared to commit (or didn’t
have enough reasons to commit). And what you had to offer wasn’t what HE needed in order to
overcome his commitment resistance.
2) He told you what you wanted to hear (you’re “everything he ever wanted”) because he knows that
we CAN fall for a man’s words, rather than his actions…all so that he could have the convenience of
having a girlfriend and regular intimacy until he got sick of it. Even better if you live there and took
care of the cleaning and he didn’t have to work that much for the good company and sex.
3) You were his ‘One of Many’ rather than ‘The One.’ My husband David teaches about this very
important insight about men in our Commitment Control 2.0.
Click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass.

You rather be ‘The One’ than be Wife Material
And on that topic…the truth is that David and I believe that you rather be ‘The One’ and learn how to
show up as ‘The One’ than just ‘wife material’…wife material is ok…you can sort of take it as a
compliment, but it is like the ‘level down’ from being ‘The One’…because when you’re ‘The One’,
the man is madly in love with you…not just ticking off the boxes that say you COULD be good for
marriage.
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When you are ‘The One’, there’s no choice but to have you be his one and only woman for
life…marriage comes easy for you then.

Were you too available and what exactly does that mean?
This is irrelevant. Being too available is not an issue if two people are falling in love (which I don’t
believe you both were, from the information I have). Do you ever see two madly in love people
counting the minutes and days they spend with each other and obsessing over not being too
available?
Or is that more for people who feel like the relationship is not secure, so they resort to fantasizing
about whether they were too available so they can justify why the relationship didn’t turn out to be
what they wanted in their fantasy land?
I don’t believe that being too available is the question. (See my article on being taken for granted)
I believe the better question to ask yourself is this:
“Did I add value to that man’s life? Or was I giving whatever I assumed would be valuable to him
without even questioning if it was High Value in his mind?”
(Click here to take to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)

Why did he have to lie to get away?
I’m not sure how he tried to get away or what you mean EXACTLY….
But the answer is because people will lie to get what they want, if they developed any brains at all
while they were growing up, most of us have the ability and the ‘smarts’ to do this when we want
something.
Does this mean he had to be so immature about it? No, not at all. What he did was NOT right.
But it is what it is. You have permission to hate him for it.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Why does he still want you even if he doesn’t want you?
Well, you haven’t given much specific information here.
But my answer is because humans are full of contradictions inside. We fear success, but we want it.
We want a relationship, but we’re not willing to be vulnerable. We want to lose weight, but it’s much
more comfortable to eat instead of exercise whenever we think “I really SHOULD lose some
weight”.
What you guys had together sounded too convenient for both of you. He got intimacy and good
company. You got a good company, intimacy and some hope that you guys might be in a committed
marriage or relationship sometime soon.
This is NOT the best way to start off a long-term relationship.
It just seems like you both went into it to take something. More specifically, something that felt
convenient at the time. It doesn’t sound passionate or loving at least by the way you’ve described it.
That’s a WARNING sign that it’s that kind of relationship where you both just entered with
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transactions in mind.
Relationships shouldn’t be transactions..think about when you’re in love. When you’re in love you
don’t ‘count’ how much you’re getting back or say ‘well if you’re not gonna commit to marriage I’m
not gonna commit to regular sex with you’. You only do that when you want each other for
something – sometimes people just use each other.
Again, that’s not right or wrong. It is just what it is. People do what they need to do to get by in this
life…it’s not always pretty.
You do have a choice though. What I do here is I encourage you to want the best and be High Value.
Only THEN do you get to CHOOSE from the best men and not try to settle for men who run away at
the slightest mention of responsibility!
As for any further insight into what else COULD have been happening with you guys based on the
little information that I have…here’s what I have to say…
I’ll give you a quick illustration.
You meet a guy.
You date him for 2 months.
You decide not to have sex with him until you’re comfortable.
By the end of the 2 months, you both still haven’t had sex and you break up with him.
He then asks an imaginary mutual friend of the both of you these things:
“Why didn’t she have sex with me?”
“I know I’m hot enough, I make enough money, and have a big enough dick for her to sleep with me,
that’s for sure.”
“PLEASE HELP SHE WAS GETTING WARM AND I THOUGHT SHE WAS GOING TO HAVE
SEX WITH ME BUT SHE NEVER DID.”
Think for a moment. What would you say to this man asking this question?
What would you feel, reading his question?
I’m not sure what you would feel about him exactly, but I could take a few wild guesses if I wanted
to. Perhaps you’d open your mouth wide in shock thinking how could he just focus on the sex like
that?? Didn’t he even CARE about her?
Yes? No? Do you feel what I feel about this hypothetical man’s questions?
Most women would; at least if they read his questions carefully and thought about the questions.
Women would hate this man’s questions because of a few reasons:
1) He wins the competition for who is Captain Selfish Today.
2) He makes a bunch of assumptions about the woman (a completely different creature to him).
3) He doesn’t look like he ever had enough compassion towards her.
Back to you, Bernadette…
First of all, I thank you for asking direct and succinct questions. This is great and easy for me to read!
I do have a question for you though…
What makes you think HE felt you were a good woman?
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Is it because he invited you to live with him? Is it because he asked you to be his ‘girl’?
There’s a difference between feeling like he has a convenient partner and feeling like he has a good
woman.
And then it’s a whole other WORLD to feeling like he has a woman who is ‘wife material’.
It seems all so confusing, doesn’t it? Why did he ask you to be his girl, invite you into his home, and
then randomly disappear?
How frustrating and confusing.
But here’s the funny thing…if I was you, I wouldn’t feel so upset about this. Why? Because if I was
you, I’d see that you were playing the exact same game as he is. You were both playing the game of
‘what can I TAKE from this person?’
He told you nice things to your ears, invited you in, and all these things seem like a commitment, is
that right?
Well, maybe he was at one stage being somewhat committed. Maybe. But here’s the thing about
men…
The smart ones (most of them are reasonably smart when it comes to giving up their precious time,
money, and single status)…they suddenly become VERY cautious. VERY scared.
Did you care about him?
I’m not sure if I believe that you cared THAT much.
You say: “please help he was good to me”
I’m assuming you mean….”he seemed close to committing to a relationship with me and giving up
everything he ever knew to be with me. OMG what happened to that? I wanted his commitment? I
thought I was worthy of his commitment?!”
Well…were you good to him?
Do you think washing the dishes and cleaning is being good to him?
And by being ‘good’, I really mean:
Did HE perceive VALUE in what you were doing for him?
It’s an interesting question worth asking yourself.
After all, aren’t these questions you would like a man to ask himself about YOU? Wouldn’t that be
nice?
It’s a much braver question to ask yourself than “why did he give ME such and such” (or a few
different variations of the same question).
And doing the cleaning and washing doesn’t make you wife material.
A few things that make you wife material is how much light and dark feminine energy you show up
with. Whether you are both of these energies across the spectrum.
What matters is whether YOU have the kind of feminine energy he would commit to.
Sure, cooking and cleaning might give a woman a few more points in a man’s mind. But the men
who are the most sensitive to their wife’s needs and the most in love and the most in tune with their
wife MIGHT even wish she didn’t do it and rather he paid a cleaner to do it for them. Why? Because
a woman is more free when she doesn’t feel like she constantly MUST clean.
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It’s fine if she’s happy cleaning and cooking. But it’s when it all gets too stressful that you can’t be
feminine (instead, you’re more uptight and rigid and angry about the dirt and dust and the lack of
ready-made meals)…that men tend to see that perhaps you’d be better having it done for you.
If you want to check out the list of our programs and find the program that would suit your situation
best, click here.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Think You’ve “Given too Much” to a Man? You Probably
Haven’t.
October 1, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
“I gave too much and didn’t get anything back.”
This is a common line. It’s also a lazy line. As well as an arrogant line.
When we say this, we’re just angry.
It’s something we say in an attempt to feel better about losing a man’s attention, or losing him
altogether.
(Click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass)
Here’s the problem with that: You’re not giving anyone ANYTHING unless they perceive value in
what you are giving.
I’ll give you an example. I have a good school friend of 15 years. We both had a mutual friend in
school days – I’ll call her ‘F’. We had problems with F. My friend of 15 years and I used to talk
about how we were good friends to F – patient, forgiving and understanding.
And yet, our mutual friend still didn’t want to talk to us or be close to us – basically, she didn’t really
see us as her friends.
Years later, I realised…this person didn’t perceive value in good friends (at least good friends in the
way I defined it). At least that wasn’t the predominant part of her showing up for most of her life. She
perceived VALUE in people who would make her look more popular, seem cooler, and more worthy
of attention.
People that make you look more popular don’t have to be friends. They can even be enemies.
Usually, when you’re in trouble, these people disappear.
I wasn’t that type to make her look more popular. I love staying home, having deep conversations for
hours, and I love being with only one other person (more intimate) or with a small group of people I
am familiar with, rather than being a part of the party scene.
The mutual friend of hours spent most of her time ‘going for it’ – getting the degree that made her
more successful and higher status than other people, getting the superficial friends who would also
enjoy popularity rather than depth with her, etc… There is nothing bad about this; that’s the way she
is, and it’s just what it is.
But it definitely didn’t make what I thought I had to offer her any VALUABLE to her.
What she wanted was what seemed cool and got her more popularity. That’s fine. It just means that a
woman who was able to facilitate that would be a ‘better friend’ to her and SHE would perceive more
VALUE in that than what I had to give.
This idea is true than with MEN!
It doesn’t matter how much WE think we are giving to a man, what we give is usually what is High
Value in a WOMAN’S world, but the man couldn’t care less, and doesn’t value it.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
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Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

We must be Sensitive to his response to us
Here is how you can truly have the pride to say you’ve given something of value to a man: Whether
you’ve GIVEN something that is actually valuable should always be measured by his response.
If we merely assume that we have given a lot and gotten nothing BACK – we are not even
embodying one of the very fundamental parts of being a woman and that is – being connected to, and
sensitive to the person we are engaging with!
You can’t just sit meekly in our own world, pretending that we are the victim of ungratefulness all the
time.
Just because our mother or aunt Betsy said “always give a man steak and chips on a Friday night and
wash his dishes every Wednesday” doesn’t mean that you doing what aunt Betsy said is actually
giving anything.
It makes us happier, and better to those around us when we actually become sensitive to:
– other people’s response to what we are doing
– how they feel when we do something we think is good
– their reactions to what we are saying
– how our presence affects them (whether it affects them at all)
What it could mean, however, is that we’re actually TAKING value from the man and being needy.
Needy because we subconsciously expect something back from him when he doesn’t even perceive
value in our ‘gifts’ in the first place. (See this article)

We all make the mistake of giving the wrong thing…
All humans have and always will make the mistake of assuming that what we give is valuable. We
are naturally that selfish and frustrated. But it doesn’t make it work with men, you know? It’s your
choice, though. You always have a choice.
Be High Value in the eyes of men, and be proud that you’re sensitive to what is working in his world
and what is value to HIM.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?)
OR
Blindly do what is easy and intuitive for you, but quite possibly see him walk away and never return
when you get angry that he isn’t giving back. Why would he give back when you never gave him
anything in the first place?
The same mistake is made by men, by the way. Men give what they think is value to women when
it’s not.
For example. A lot of men think grabbing his girlfriend’s boobs is going to make her be open to him
and lead to intimacy of some sort. Many are confused when they do that and his girlfriend not only
gets annoyed – she does the OPPOSITE of what he wanted (her openness) – ie: she actually closes
off to him.
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But don’t be too fast to point the finger at men.
That just makes us lazy.
We don’t get what we want by pointing the finger. People don’t change because we pointed the
finger.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
People only change their actions towards us when we change ourselves.
On the other hand, if we really become attuned to what is value to a man, we can be proud knowing
that we are earning a great relationship; rather than being lonely and bitter about giving something
that wasn’t really giving anything in the first place.
What a waste of energy that is – especially the victim mindset that comes with this way of thinking.
If you are interested in knowing what it is that a devoted man would feel is High Value, the answers
are in my program Understanding Men, click here to learn more information about this popular
program.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Attract a Man who Gives you EVERYTHING
October 10, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
A diamond ring.
A big set of arms to hold you tight and close with.
A nice house.
Marriage.
Beautiful children.
Why would a man ever give any woman any of these things?
There are 3 reasons.
1) To keep her around and convenient until he finds ‘the one’.
2) Because she is everything. His whole world. And because he loves her so much.
3) Out of obligation.
Which reason would you prefer? Reason 2?
Well the only way you can ever have a man who provides you with these things is if you are truly
being who you really are.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Not who you think you assume you should be.
When you’re being who you really are, you won’t feel desperate for a diamond ring. You won’t need
a nice house. You won’t need the strong set of arms – (not out of desperation). You’ll be the woman
who gives the vulnerability that naturally attracts those loving arms and protection.
And the only way to have a man propose marriage to you, give you a diamond ring, or love you to the
end of the earth and back, and look at you in that way every woman wants to be looked at, is if you
are being yourself.
Related Post: How to Get him To Propose and Marry You Without Looking Low Value
Who are you?
Are you the tough exterior you really bullshit yourself to believe that you are?
Are you really the intellectual genius you wish you were more of?
Are you the sexy, gorgeous woman you try to be in facebook photos? (or are you already radiance but
don’t give yourself permission to be UNLESS you look a certain way?)
Are you really the girl who can’t be happy for other women to have what they have?
Are you really the child who tells herself the stupid lie that one day, her parents will give her the
approval and love you’ve been seeking your whole life?
Or are you just you; everything you ever needed – whenever you wish to be, at your own choice,
spontaneously, without NEEDING someone else to give you something?
The only reason you want many of the above things (the ring, the house) is because you believe it’s
going to GET you something that will THEN make you more worthy of love and attention. (See why
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you can’t be loved for who you are)
Very few women are really themselves.
If they were, my gosh!
They’d be staying home, dipping strawberries in chocolate, dancing with each other, raising babies
together, laughing together, crying in each other’s laps. Making friends with the women they were
once threatened by, or obsessed with.
Even more – they’d finally tell themselves the truth:
No one ever wanted you to be who you think you should be. They just say they do, because they’re
not really being themselves.
Everyone secretly wants you to be who you really are.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Then – you can relieve them of the need to stick around for a person you really are not. That is not
very fun for people.
OR you can relieve them of the tension and terror they feel every time they are with you, because
deep down, they just only want to be connected to you.
Who is that woman that you really are?
Well, here’s a question to help you find out:
Do you secretly hate what you do every day? Beneath your knee-jerk, secretly bitchy, scared and
defensive responses, don’t you actually hate what you “do” or try to “DO” every day?
(What you do every day isn’t necessarily your day JOB, it’s the indulging in the ‘woe is me’ stories,
it’s the stories you tell yourself about ‘other’ people and the bad stuff that they do, it’s the eating
sugary snacks, it’s the comparing yourself to other women, it’s the excessive shopping for clothes,
it’s the habits).
Even if you DON’T hate it, well, what would you rather be doing? In your heart? At your core?
If you can’t answer that….then that’s a good sign you’re very deeply stuck in the approval seeking
toilet.
Because when we ask our true self, the real woman underneath, she always knows –
Do you know why you can’t answer that question? It’s because you’re actually searching for the next
coolest or most prestigious thing you think the people around you would need you to do in order to
approve of you more.
That’s never certain, it always changes. That’s why you can’t find the answer.
If you had your choice, would you rather be doing something other than working in your job?
It’s ok to say sitting on your butt. Because when you do get to do that, finally, when you’ve done it
enough, your natural self will realise that the desire to do that sitting on your butt is only a result of
having to BE someone other than you for so many years; and then you’ll rise up from sitting on your
butt and start being more of you, naturally!
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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So, well, what would you be doing every day if you had the choice?
Would you be a deeper woman, spending your days with other women, friends, family members,
maybe other mothers…simply sharing, and not chasing a career?
Would you lovingly embrace a man who wants to make sure not a single inch of you has to stress
ever again? EVER? Instead of freaking out because you think you’re SAFER taking care of your
self?
Or would you rather go along your own self created story about yourself, about what you OUGHT to
be doing…whatever that is?
Just in case you were wondering…
A man who would climb mountains for you and build the eiffel tower for you is the man who is also
being himself…inspired by YOU, the woman who is really being who she really is.
For as long as you’re just chasing the fake persona of yourself,you will be in relationships that feel
empty, and pointless.
Do you want to know what naturally attracts a man? Click here to find out the 17 Attraction Triggers.
P.S – Everything you ever wanted to be is already here, right now. The deepest, most devoted
men are looking for You. They’re WAITING for women who are courageous enough to just
BE.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Most Feminine Women Make the Least Sense
October 28, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Women aren’t supposed to make sense.
To men.
We can make a lot of sense to each other (women to women); and that’s important for connecting
with girlfriends.
But the problem is that we deny ourselves the deliciousness that is living in our own true nature – the
sensuality, the sexuality, the attractiveness that is truly US, when we decide that we should actually
make sense to men, and mean everything we say and know what we’re talking about.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I on Facebook?”)
(A small aside: if you told a man who is masculine that he “doesn’t know what he’s talking about”,
I’m guessing he would be offended. Anyone in the masculine energy, even a woman, would be
offended by such a remark).
The funny thing is, even when we TRY to know what we’re talking about, we often don’t make sense
to the men in our lives. Because we mostly talk from an emotion and we talk based on how we feel in
the moment. That moment can pass very quickly.
My husband likes to look at me in confusion when I run upstairs to tell him something, and mid
sentence, I make a remark about how beautiful and green and lush the trees across the road are right
now.
Feminine energy changes often.
There are plenty of women (including myself) who feel scared to be changeable as much as we truly
are. Because hey, it’s NOT honoured in our modern society.
In today’s world, you get ridiculed – especially by women, if you change a lot.
News: we are supposed to change. It’s ok to change. It’s ok to not know what you’re talking about
and find that part of yourself amusing. Have the courage to find it amusing.
(Click here to discover the 17 Attraction Triggers that naturally attracts a masculine man)

This is what happens when WOMEN talk…
When we women talk it could be from any random emotion from any time in our lives. We can bring
things up from the past, from decades ago, and a man has totally forgotten it but WE haven’t, because
we attached an emotion to that memory.
Unlike us, men have a tendency (again, have a tendency) to speak from a perspective of detached
observation. They tend to say what they SEE. With their eyes, in the present. (see my post on
understanding men)
This is why they sometimes hurt the women around them by saying things that are totally detached,
VISION based, or OBSERVATION driven.
They’ll say things like…
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“I don’t care.”
“Your face looks fatter.” (My Dad said this. Thanks, Dad. Great thing to say to a woman who is 3
months post pregnancy)
“You should not eat that. It will make you fat.”
…..And when they say these things, they simply mean what they say.
They don’t secretly mean “I don’t care. Stop talking about it. I feel passive aggressive when you talk
about it. In fact, I feel ALL sorts of things when you talk about it.”
It’s just that. They don’t care. End of the story.
But if we say she has an ugly such and such..we are being judgemental, most of the time because we
feel some kind of aversion to that woman, or some sort of distrust or bad association with her.
As I understand it, men mostly don’t mean anything else. Only exactly what they reported with their
words. This doesn’t mean they don’t also communicate from emotion sometimes. They do for sure.
But the emotions they actually FEEL are different to what WE would feel saying the EXACT same
thing.
And usually, if a woman starts talking to a man because she feels a certain way about something, it’s
kind of like talking apples and oranges. This is why talking to a man can be hurtful – their responses
suit what THEY would want as a man, not what a woman would want. (This is also why men get hot
and cold)
Men just report things as they are. I love them for that.
Women…we talk and share based on what we feel. (We talk to bond, whereas if we need to get the
job done, we can talk for the purpose of getting the job done, but that’s not necessarily where we live
most of the time).
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

You must be at Peace with your Changeability
And what I believe is this:
YOU should be totally at peace with the fact that you don’t mean everything you say. You should be
open about it, and you need to trust it. You should be ok making little to no sense to men.
And in actually being ok with it; that involves:
– Laughing at yourself when you find yourself talking in circles to a man and he looks agitated or
confused.
– Telling a man this: “I’m going to tell you how I feel right now. It’s going to make little sense to you.
There’s no problem to solve. BUT it would make me ecstatically happy if you could just hear me; feel
ME, and do only that.”
– Not letting men bully you in to talking for a point, or reason. They don’t understand you, yet. And
you need to tell them as directly as you can, that you are a woman and you are different. And it
makes you happy to talk about anything and everything without those things having any point AT
ALL.
If he gets annoyed – that’s totally fine, I mean YOU get annoyed with the fact that your man doesn’t
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like to talk as much. Men and women get annoyed at each other. But that’s ok…because without the
differences we wouldn’t have Attraction. And without Attraction, we wouldn’t feel alive.
I have a friend whom I love to death. She is the perfect example of a very feminine woman who has
attracted a very masculine man. I was with her recently. In the past she had said it was great that her
boyfriend stayed home 2 days a week and she LOVES him staying home, BECAUSE he helps her
around the home (vacuuming and dish washing).
When I asked her about the exact same thing weeks later she said: “I hate him staying at home. He
does nothing.”
I cocked my head and my mind. “Huh?” I thought.
“But I thought you said…..”
Then I stopped myself.
Irrelevant. Totally irrelevant.
She feels differently today than she did a few weeks ago about the exact SAME issue.
And that is the essence of her communication.
And I should understand that if I choose to go home and think to myself: “she’s not loyal. She’s not
honest. She can’t make up her mind.” then I am actively saying that it’s not ok for her OR me, to be a
woman. It’s not ok for her to be on a cycle and sensitive to the natural changing energy of the
moment or day.
I’d be actively saying: women have to be constant. We have to be level-headed. It’s not ok to be
crazy.
I don’t want to do that! It’s helping no one. We are not really crazy unless we are truly mentally
insane. We just seem crazy to men, because we live in our bodies a lot and this causes us to be more
centred in our feelings and our bodies than in objective logic.
I don’t want to stifle my friends’ nature that they were born with by trying to make them in to
a MAN – like almost all of us are trying to do in today’s society; because the masculine is
worshipped and the feminine energy minimized.
People are scared of the feminine energy because it’s not productive and not constant.
(Click here to register to watch the Commitment Masterclass and learn what makes a man commit to
a woman)
The more we try to dull ourselves and our natural changeability, trying to be more “logical” for the
sake of being worthy, and not just to serve and be more productive – the less able we are to attract a
masculine man. This is because a lot of masculine men already provide themselves with all of that –
the ambition, the success, the financial killings. What they need in you is what they can get through
the relationship with you, the access to a deeper bond and a deeper purpose that he cannot have
without you.

But what about INTEGRITY?
What about integrity, you ask?
What about a woman’s trustability, you ask?
Well.
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We trust the people who are LIKE us.
We don’t trust the people who aren’t.
This is why intimate relationships between a man and a woman is so tough going.
Men think women are nuts and can’t be trusted.
Women think men are insensitive bastards who would screw every woman they see if they had the
chance (which is not true unless he’s very desperate).
When it comes to your girlfriends….you can trust them if you feel in your gut that they have good
intentions for you. And this trust takes time to build. You need to honour each others changeability.
When it comes to men….You can trust the men who have the same values as you, and you can trust
them when you’ve earned each other’s trust over and over throughout the long-term.
That’s what I believe.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?)
Of course, if you are truly willing to do this; you will become happier. Because that part of you is
there for a reason. You will eventually figure out what that reason is when you allow that part of
yourself to surface.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
What are your thoughts on being changeable? Are you ok with being like that? Or do you find
it difficult to allow that part of yourself to surface?

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Keep a Relationship After Repeated Breakups?
November 16, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Good day Renee,
I have no idea where to start with this mail.
I met Matthew when I was 18, that was 7 Years ago. We have had a very up and down relationship.
We have two wonderful little boys together.
For the first two years of our relationship was a fairy tale, and from there o, we have been arguing
and fighting ever since. Everything will be fine for like three days and then for three days its arguing
and fighting again.. It’s very exhausting.
This is my problem,
We were together for about 4 years when my little one was born, we lived in Centurion and was very
happy.
At the same time my mother (Whom I don’t have a very stable relationship with) was going through
a tough divorce and she had also had twins the same age as my eldest.
I told Matthew that even though I don’t have a very good relationship with my mother, I need to help
her. Matthew did not want to move to Jhb to live with my mom, but in the end we ended up living
there, helping her as much as I possibly could. Matthews working hours are very unstable and he
would go away on business trips for days at times. I at the time did not have a job and was looking
after my new-born baby, my older son (2 years at the time) and my mother’s twins (also 2 years old).
My mother seemed to be very grateful at first but turned into the person that I disliked very soon after
that.
She would not appreciate anything that I had done and was expecting a lot more that what I could
offer at that point.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
Long story short, me and my mother had endless arguments and fights, and that hurt me very deeply.
Matthew could see that I was not happy and told me that he never wanted to move there too begin
with. I just thought that if we could help my mother she wouldn’t be under so much stress and that
maybe it will help us to build our relationship.
I WAS WRONG – SO WRONG (But Matthew told me in the beginning how it was going to turn out
and he was right.) Matthew and I used to argue a lot about how my mother would make me feel and
that caused tension between us. Matthew started working very late and hardly came to my mom’s
house, because things were so uncomfortable.
Whenever he used to come from work I would be so excited to see him, I would run to the car,
wanting to give him a BIG HUG and make him some coffee while he tells me about his day, but it
wasn’t like that – he was irritated and wanted to be left alone. He didn’t talk to me much, we never
actually spent time together, and we did not even sleep together for weeks at times. I am a very
emotional person and Matthew is the opposite, he didn’t have a very loving upbringing and holds all
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his feelings to himself, he tries not to feel any emotions. This drove us apart. As I needed him to be
there for me while I was going through this terrible stage with my mother, and I needed to feel that
everything was going to be ok, as long as we have each other. After a few weeks, I started
withdrawing myself from him, I think mainly I was scared of what could happen to our relationship.
Maybe I was selfish. I was only thinking about my own feelings, about my own issues. I don’t know..
(Do you want to know how to comfort your man? Read this article)
Back to why I decided to email you……..
We ended up moving back to Centurion. We found a nice place, and things were starting to look up
again. Then financially we could not afford all the things we used to. So things were a bit tense.
We were not connecting at all. We didn’t have anything to say to one another we didn’t laugh we
didn’t play with the boys like we used to. Everything was just so sad and I felt lost, I felt like I had no
place on this earth, and the worst of all was that I was depending on Matthew.
Then a couple of weeks went by and we went to one of my old school friend’s baby’s first b-day
party. The boys had so much fun, and I enjoyed it. Matthew did go with me.
One of my friends family members (Pieter) were also there, and told us that they were going to have
a braai at the friend’s house after the party we should come with.
Matthew agreed and we went.
I felt awkward that evening. I had a rush of feelings and emotions coming over me. I was
overwhelmed.
We had a good evening and went home.
The Monday morning I received an sms from Pieter saying that he was working in the same area that
we were living in and if it would me ok if he came over for coffee.
I got hold of Matthew and asked if he was ok with him coming over for coffee. Matthew said it was
fine. Pieter came for coffee and it was a bit awkward as I had all these mixed emotions again when I
saw him.
I felt confused and I told him that he needed to go as I had a lot of things that I still needed to do.
After he left I thought to myself (WTF am I doing!!!!?????) I mean I love Matthew so much and here
I am feeling all these weird feelings for another man.
Pieter came to visit again the day after ( I did tell Matthew that he was coming over – Matthew
insisted that Pieter must stay for supper) Pieter left to go and fetch his daughter (Yes he was much
older than me but definitely didn’t look his age) and came back when Matthew was busy making his
famous Chicken Curry. We had supper and they left.
Matthew asked me if something was going on between me and Pieter because he said that he noticed
the way we looked at each other. I did not want to hurt Matthew, I said that there is nothing going on
and that how can he think something like that, the guy could be my father. A week went by where I
ignored Pieter’s sms and phone calls because I was really confused and didn’t need him to confuse
me any more than I already was.
Matthew told me that I needed to be honest with him and tell him if I have feelings for Pieter.
So I did, we sat down and I told him that I do not know where these feelings came from or why I was
feeling like that. Matthew told me that I needed to decide between him and Pieter.
There were a lot of things going through my mind, Pieter seemed to care about me, he made me laugh
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and made me feel good about myself. Pieter was not struggling financially and I was left with a
broken heart because I knew that I loved Matthew, but at the same time, he didn’t make me laugh, he
didn’t make me feel special, he didn’t talk to me at all.
In the end I chose Matthew. Pieter didn’t stop calling or sms, he was hurt (so he said) Matthew ended
up calling him and telling him to come and fetch me because I actually wanted to be with Pieter. I
was crying because I was confused and didn’t know what was real and what wasn’t real. Pieter came
to fetch me, I was hoping that Matt would let me go if he saw me getting into the car but he didn’t
stop me. So I figured that he has made up his mind as well. As days went by I started feeling that this
was a big mistake, that Pieter didn’t make me happy and that I wanted to be with Matthew. I tried
reaching out to Matthew but he ignored me for about 3 weeks. I went for an job interview, I got the
job and got myself a little bachelors flat in Centurion and after Matthew found out that I was no
longer living with Pieter, he came around to see the boys and spend some time with them, I would try
and talk to Matthew and ask him to forgive me and that I was wrong, confused and that I loved him. I
told him so many times how sorry I was. After a month or so, he started coming over more frequently
and we agreed to try again. We sat down and I told him what I needed from him in our relationship
and he told me what he needed.
After about 5 months, things didn’t change and I was starting to feel that Matthew was not actually
happy, we would argue and fight about small things and I just gave up.
There was a new lady that started where I was working (she is also much older than me) and we
started becoming friends. I would tell her about my relationship with Matthew and she would tell me
things that she had experience with. She started telling me that he won’t change and I will never be
happy with him if he doesn’t change and that her ex-husband had a similar personality to Matthew.
She told me that if she could live her life all over again, she would have left her husband a long time
ago and that she would have done things that made her happy. She told me that I will be happier if I
wasn’t with Matthew (She kept saying that I needed to experience life on my own while I’m still
young and that I must depend on Matthew. Then a week after I told her that it made sense to me what
she was saying and that I was going to tell Matthew, she said that she wanted to move out of her
sisters place and move in with me. I thought that would be a good idea, because then at least I can get
a bigger place, pay half the rent and the boys will then have more space to play and everything won’t
be so cramped.
I went home and I told Matthew that I am unhappy because things are not changing and that our
relationship isn’t getting any better. It’s getting worse. He asked me just to try and hold on to our
relationship. But I had already made up my mind that we were not going to last. That night was the
last night he slept next to me.
Roshene (The lady from work) and I found a very nice place in Thatchfield Gardens and I started
living my life. I think I got a bit out of control because ever since High School, I’ve only been with
Matthew, he was my everything. So when the boys had a weekend with Matthew I would go out
dancing and having fun with friends. (Read about Relationship Advice Women Shouldn’t Take)
Matthew was not impressed at all and he started hating me for what I have done to him. I could
understand that he was feeling hurt. Every time I would talk to Roshene about how I think I made the
decision to early and that I do love Matthew and I think we just needed time alone to find each other
again, the more she would confirm that I had made the right choice and that I must not let Matthew
get to me and that he will act the way he is doing because he doesn’t want me to live my life and that
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he is hurt and that I should go to court to get maintenance from him and things like that. I told her
that Matthew was paying their school fees and he was buying their food and the little ones nappies, I
wasn’t going to ask him for maintenance. She would tell me that I needed to go out, meet with
friends, have fun, forget about my stress etc.
After about 6 months, Matthew would act really weird around me, he would be so angry towards me
and I would say to him that even though I did hurt him, I can’t change it. That we needed to find
common ground and be civil towards each other even if it’s just for the boys. Matthew agreed and
we were civil towards each other.
I asked him if he thought that we would ever get back together and be a family again. He said straight
out that we will NEVER EVER be together again, that I have hurt him too much and that I was the
only person that he has ever trusted (He has real bad trust issues, he doesn’t even trust his own
parents). And I let him down and he doesn’t like the person that I have become and he isn’t happy
with what I’m exposing the boys to.
I was very confused and hurt. I knew that I had hurt him, and that is a mistake that I made twice…. I
mean how can he think that I am serious if I asked him if we could try again… I was so stupid..
Anyway, this is where the S@#T hit the fan………
I was at work and we spoke earlier that day to confirm his weekend with the boys and the next call I
got from him, he was shouting and screaming and telling me how I’m such a f-up as a mother and
and and and…. I had no idea where that was coming from????????????????????????? I asked him to
just calm down and tell me what happened. He told me that it didn’t matter and that he knew the truth
about where I am on weekends and what I did and what I used to do and I just so like WTF???? I
asked him who gave him this info, and he refused to tell me, so I said to him that if this person really
care about what I was exposing the boys to and was so concerned about their wellbeing, why did that
person not come and talk to me about it???? And eventually I got it out of him… he said that
Roshene had sent him a sms that I was giving the boys medicine to make them sleep and that I would
have sex with different guys all the time and that I have slept with every guy at
work………………………. I was gobsmacked…. I could not believe that the person I would confide
in will go behind my back and tell the father of my boys such BULL!!!! And no I didn’t give my kids
medication to sleep, they were prescribed Celestamine because they had very bad sinus infection
(From Roshene refusing to smoke outside), it was unbelievable to me, I was so upset, I mean I trusted
her, and then behind my back she goes and tells him lies about me knowing that I felt that I didn’t
make the right decision to leave him. Matthew asked me to not say a word to her. I had to promise
him. So I did.
That afternoon he came around because I said that we needed to sort this out because I can’t have him
believing all these lies that she had told about me, I was hoping that she would have come home that
afternoon so that we could all be open and honest. But she never showed up. We spoke a lot and he
asked me to be 100% honest with him. He asked me how many guys I had been with and I told him
in the year that we were apart (2 guys) he asked me a lot of questions and for the first time ever
didn’t feel that I needed to lie to him. I felt that I could be honest, and I figured that if I wanted to
make things right with him, that this was my chance, for him to see that I had nothing to hide from
him. He was hurt, as expected. But said that he understood. Matthew has only had 3 serious
relationships in his whole life. The year that we were apart, he went out getting so drunk, almost
writing off his car, he was drunk on most weekends but he did not once kiss or sleep with another
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girl. Matthew believes that you can just sleep with someone if your heart belongs to someone else.
And I think that’s what hurt him the most, the fact that I did sleep two other guys (But Matthew
confirmed it more than once that we would never ever get back together, and the only way I thought
that I would get over him was to sleep with someone else. I was wrong again)
Another thing he told me was that in Dec last year when I was away on holiday; Roshene invited him
over to our house because she had something that she had to tell him (the sms that he showed me
looked rather urgent). So he went on telling me the events of that night. That he got there and she was
in her pyjamas and she had cooked supper for them. They sat on the couch and they were talking
about me, I am not sure what was said, but Matthew said that she was making him feel
uncomfortable, so he got up to make himself coffee. She then came from behind and folded her arms
around him and when he tried to turn away from her, she tried to kiss him. He told her that whatever
she had in mind was not going to happen, first of all because it is in my house, second of all because I
trust her and third of all because it’s just not right.
She then backed off for a while and after supper he said that she told him that the only way to get
over me is to sleep with another woman, and she is older (45) and that she has a lot of experience.
He told me that he has already explained to her that he is not that kind of person and then she got all
over him and told him that she hasn’t been with anyone for over 2 years and if he would then
consider just sleeping next to her and hold her because she needs to be touched and and and
(disgusting)……
At that stage I could not show any emotion because if I had to react Matthew would not tell me
everything. I was hoping that she would walk through that door, but she didn’t come home for 3 days.
I smssed her and told her that she is quick to make s@#t but she runs away from the consequences.
The next morning she burst into my office grabbed my arm and I told her that we are in our work
space and that she can’t do this right now, she can go home and we can talk about it. She called me
names and was swearing and I just pushed her away and walked out of my office, she followed me
out to smoking area and was shouting and I said to her that the whole building can hear her making a
fool of herself and then she stopped. She walked away. She came home that night and she asked me if
we could put our differences aside and start over again because she didn’t want to move back to her
sister’s place and that she loves my boys. I told her that there was no way in hell that I would do that,
she got a bit physical but realised very quickly that I was not going to stoop to her level. I told her
that she must rather move out.
Till this day I have not told her that I know about what she did.
Matthew and I have been back together now for over 7 months and we are happy, there are some
things that make me upset and I know there are a few things that make him upset. I do not want us to
walk down the same path as we have done. It seems that doesn’t know how to get over what I have
done, how I have hurt him. He doesn’t trust me at all. He has every reason not to. But like I said to
him last night, I know that what I did was wrong in many ways and I made the same mistake twice. I
told him that I was very sorry and that I can’t change the way he feels about that. The only person
that change the way he feels about it, is Matthew. I wish that I could go back and change it, but I
can’t, I will regret it for the rest of my life. I know in my heart that we belong together and that I will
not make the same mistake again. But I can’t get it through to him. He doesn’t believe me. I even
asked him if he feels so strongly about all this, does he want us to rather go our own ways and he said
no, he said that he loves me and wants us to be a family, he just doesn’t know how to get rid of the
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pain that I have caused him and how to trust me again, he doesn’t feel confident within himself
anymore.
I told him that we both need to consider each other’s feelings, we need to compromise and we need to
trust each other..
Please Renee, please tell me what I need to do to save our relationship, I am so desperate, I will do
anything.
I love this man with all my heart.
–D
***************************************************
MY ANSWER
***************************************************
Hi D,
I am responding to you because I really believe you love this man. And I don’t want to see you guys
break up again.
This is the kind of thing that happens to most people in their relationships. It could have easily
happened to me, before I ever attempted to evolve myself (and I will hopefully always attempt to
evolve myself).
What is something that you believe in with 100% certainty that is also outside of YOURSELF?
(Outside of yourself = something that serves other people as well as you, not just something that
serves only your own needs)
I ask because the repeated breakups – the horrible ‘friend’ – the sleeping around – all the things that
have caused you and your man suffering have happened because there’s no certainty about anything
within you.
You have gone along with the current.
And in your case, you’ve gone along SPECIFICALLY with the current thing that coincides with your
fears the best.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
You trusted the evil friend because of your fears.
And you break up with the man you love because of your fears.
Remember my 5 Rules I send out to my newsletter readers? The 5 Rules for Dating and
Relationships?
One of them was: A decision made from fear is the WRONG decision.
That’s my first thought I have for you.
If you want to move forward, you need to stop making all your decisions from fear and start making
decisions upon something that you believe that is greater than yourself.
There’s nothing you believe in or hold on to that is greater than yourself right now.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
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I believe this is a cause for immense suffering not just with you – but with so many people including
myself in the past.
You are a loving, and lovely woman. And yet – you’re simply out of touch with yourself and with
your man and possibly with your children. I can only assume you’re also out of touch with your
children.
When we think only of ourselves we immediately lose touch with everybody. It’s a painful
experience. I would know.
When I say out of touch – I mean, you talk like you have no idea of the power in your heart and in
your reproductive organs.
You need to go back in to your body first and foremost.
When you’re there, in your body (and not in your head) – when you’re eyes look upward, you’re in
your head and that’s NOT the place I want you to be in.
Go to your heart.
When you’re there, ask yourself, if there anything that your love for this man CANNOT overcome?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Believe in something Greater than yourself to save your relationship
What is a belief you can hold on to from now on that is greater than yourself?
Belief you can hold on to that serves your man, your children, AND your relationship?
Something that is NOT based on fear?
I have a suggestion to get you going….
What about the belief:
“No one can love this man or my family as much as I do”.
Or
“As long as I radiate and give love, even when I’m not RECEIVING love, I am more than enough
for this man.”
Or
“I have EVERYTHING I need within me right now to turn my relationship around.”

Now for the actionable steps…
In your letter you said:
“I told him that I was very sorry and that I can’t change the way he feels about that. The only person
that change the way he feels about it, is Matthew.”
You CAN change it.
You are not that weak and you don’t have that little influence over this man.
Are you a strong and loving woman? Or are you happy to lose this man and continue with your story
of misery?
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This man has opened himself up to you repeatedly and you’re telling me that HE is the only one who
can change his hurt?
This is not true.
He’s really just reaching out to you.
He’s wondering if you really LOVE him or not.
The only way you can change this is to be wiling to STOP blocking out your own regret over your
past mistakes.
And then, once you’ve felt the true pain related to your own mistakes, you can stop being weighed
down by them.
Then you can start to tell him, repeatedly, HOWEVER many times Matthew needs to hear it,
something like:
“I only ever love you.”
And look in to his eyes like he is God.
And repeat.
And when he doesn’t believe you, that’s when you really just must stick to what you are saying and
remember your love for him.
Because he will hate you for what you did at times. And it’s even ok if you let yourself feel the hurt
related to his hate for what you did….whether you do it in private or around him – that is up to you.
The thing about looking in to him like he is God….it’s hard to do it when he ISN’T being God to you
isn’t it?
When he’s not acting like an Alpha Male, it’s hard to see him that way.
But I promise you, that if you believe that your man has a masculine essence inside…if you keep
SEEING him as God….he will eventually become that for you.
If you don’t have the strength of heart to do that, even when it’s hard, then maybe he isn’t for you.
All the best.
And by the way, if you haven’t watched the Commitment Masterclass yet, click here to register and
watch it for free.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Heâ€™s not â€˜Making EXCUSESâ€™, You Just Havenâ€™t
Inspired His Commitment
December 3, 2013 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
The word you use to describe another person’s actions is everything.
I believe that the words you use, make you do amazing things in your life or terrible things. Because
the words you use reflect the intent you infer upon others. In other words, you could be assuming
hostile intent in a man when most humans truly have positive intent (at the very least, positive intent
to make themselves feel a certain way). And of course, the words you use reflect the meaning you
place on things. And that meaning could be ruining your relationships or inspiring them to fill up
with more trust and freedom!
This is why I don’t like the word ‘excuses’.

If you say a man is making ‘excuses’ here is the big fat lie you’re really telling
yourself:
– This man has an obligation to me. (No man really does, we just try to make them feel obligated as a
last resort to get what we want.. No human has an obligation to you unless you want to write a legal
document to trap people to your side.)
– This man is lazy.
– I KNOW why this man isn’t committing. (Not really. Usually, women don’t understand why a man
isn’t committing, and nor do they care to show the man that they are willing to appreciate and
understand his fear of commitment.) So, most women don’t really know why a man isn’t committing
until they try to understand men. And that takes a lot of emotional discomfort, mental discomfort and
vulnerability and willingness to drop your own defences. Until you work so hard to understand men
that your spine shivers with resistance and fear whilst doing so, you don’t understand him. You
only know what is familiar to you, which is your own worldview for the past however many
decades you’ve been alive.
– I am entitled to a commitment (mostly not true. I don’t believe any woman, including me, is
‘entitled’ to a commitment unless she’s willing to be vulnerable and stop blaming and to stop
guarding herself from hurt as if it’s going to help anyone. Just as I don’t believe any man deserves an
open woman, or good sex or respect unless he is willing to push through his own fears even when he
feels like he has nothing left.)
So let’s consider that perhaps there’s a better meaning than ‘men make excuses.’ Generally, in any
situation where there’s some kind of a connection with you, the truth is that they want to be
understood for who they are, and they need something to inspire them to commit to you. Something
beyond obligatory rhetoric.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
As a woman, it’s very easy to stamp our feet and expect a commitment just because WE want a
committed relationship.
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But for most men, more commitment to you, means a lot more vulnerability on their part. Not just
yours. Men have to be, do, achieve and risk a lot to commit to you – even if they truly love you.

Think of it as you helping a man commit to you by meeting him where he is at
So we have to kind of meet a man where he is at. Verbalise and voice his feelings about commitment.
This will inspire him to trust you.
For example. You can say things like:
“Yes, I understand if you think that marriage and commitment isn’t very appealing in this day and
age, even though I believe in marriage myself.”
“I know you work very hard for your money. I admire the hard work you put in every day, and I
would never take advantage of what you’ve worked that hard for.”
This helps you speak his language, and reach him emotionally. By showing him you’re willing to
understand and feel what he feels! This isn’t manipulation, it’s giving. It’s simply a gift, of meeting
him where he’s at so that you hopefully can also help him see that you won’t be taking advantage of
him, in fact, you truly want to connect with HIM.
Just like… you cannot talk sense to a baby. All they will do is cry back at you. That is their only
language. Crying.
You can’t ‘talk’ a man in to committing, or ‘oblige’ a man in to committing. Unless he’s got no other
options, or is a very scared and unstable man.
Ultimately, what you need to be willing to do is be vulnerable.
And what does willing to be vulnerable mean?
It means feeling, regardless of the way he responds. (not verbally bashing or unloading old
resentment on him).
If you’re vulnerable, you’re vulnerable. True vulnerability exists. That’s it. It exists. It’s just is. It
stays until it’s fully felt and taken care of. Anything else CAN feel like manipulation to a man. And
many women have used tears kind of like a manipulation – just to force more resources out of a man.
You don’t serve other people by not showing your vulnerabilities
We think we’re serving ourselves and serving other people by closing down and hiding our
vulnerabilities. But we aren’t. We are least of all serving ourselves because when we aren’t
vulnerable, we attract people who don’t love us for who we really are. The more masks you wear, the
weaker the man you attract.
And the weaker the man you attract, the weaker the “commitment” he gives you, even if he gives you
a ring, and even if he legally marries you.
Commitment is more than marriage. Commitment is an ongoing, daily willingness to spend his
emotional, physical, financial and mental resources on you.
And like anything in life, if spending any of these resources on you is terribly unrewarding, he will
go elsewhere. And you’ll be back at square one.
Remember, it’s OK to be vulnerable.
That’s what I’m suggesting you allow yourself to do. I don’t think it’s wise to be vulnerable to
everyone. You can’t do it with everyone, you can test people to see if they will handle it or not.
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And by vulnerable, I mean remove all the protective layers you’ve put up to ‘show’ the world who
you are. I mean get to the the layers beneath the mask, the layer beneath the layer, and the next layer
beneath that layer, and remove the next layer, and then remove THAT layer as well….until all there
is, just you, lying there, so vulnerable that you feel like a part of you is dying (because that’s kind of
what is happening when you remove masks and become vulnerable. You lose a part of your image or
identity and reveal the real you).
Many men need that vulnerability in order to connect to a woman and be bonded to her.
And you don’t have to be that all the time.
It’s just a part of you you might want to allow to surface. Remember there are different parts of you –
including the so called “masculine” parts, and all parts are ok. That is the reason your vulnerable part
is ok. Because no part of you is wrong. If you’re abusing people; that’s wrong.
If you’re blessed, you might be able to hint at vulnerability to a man and he will get it. This is
exceedingly rare, from what I know of men. Most men I have heard of (through working with their
women) need serious visual and emotional embodiment of vulnerability in you before they “get”, in
their heads that there is vulnerability here, and that he is needed.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Be willing to express….NOT Abuse
Sometimes they cannot tell the difference between tears from crying. So you need to be really willing
to express and embody your emotion.
Again, not abuse. Don’t abuse a man with blaming words, if you can help it! I don’t think abuse
usually serves anyone, do you?
Your vulnerability is not abuse. But blaming others is abuse. And being passive aggressive after
many years of closing off to the world is abusive. It’s OK….we have all done this. I promise you that
we have all abused someone before – usually those closest to us. And you have also been on the end
of someone else abusing you. But it’s good to end the cycle, by starting with yourself.
Then, he gets to be your hero.
But to attract your hero, you have to the heroine – courageous enough to be vulnerable.
Vulnerability is courage.
The mask isn’t. The mask is easy. It’s what you’ve always done to survive. Now is the time to be
ready to do things differently.
I’ll admit, this is hard.
It’s so hard because when you feel vulnerable is not necessarily when men actually SEE you as
vulnerable (and therefore respond in the correct way), because most men need an obvious call for
help, or an obvious sign of vulnerability before they will associate YOU with vulnerability. Take for
example this scene in Crash. I cry every time I watch this because it is accurately reflecting what is
true in real life of men and women: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1yXXGXhdkg
David (my husband) and I teach how to show High Value vulnerability in version 2.0 of Commitment
Control, coming out very soon. Click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass for
free.
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(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Please leave a comment below, and share a past memory of vulnerability you have shown or
NOT shown, and let us know what happened. I’d appreciate it deeply.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to be Truly Feminine & Be Guided by Love, Not Fear
January 1, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Happy New Year!
I have found that we are most lonely and depressed as women when we make all our decisions from
Fear. Essentially, for a woman, that looks like this: being dictated by our ‘heads’; making decisions
from our heads, not our gut or our heart.
Heady decisions are decisions made from old patterns. Patterns are a survival mechanism, and
therefore come from Fear.
Most of us live a year after year, guided by a series of millions of fearful decisions.
I would take a guess and suggest that most of us are guided by Fear hundreds of time each DAY.
The best relationships and friendships, I feel, are the ones that inspire you away from fear in to love
and give you more internal resources to do more for others you love outside of yourself.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Because, after all, that’s all we have.
I feel that everything else is an illusion.
Money, nice careers, exciting moments, nice clothes, nice holidays, everything, is threatened by loss.
Everything we get and achieve is already being lost.
Our bodies are older each second…
The only thing we have is love.
I hope that in 2014 you as a woman allow your gut and your heart to guide you more. Not your head.
A life lead by ‘heady’ actions leads to incredible suffering. I have felt it often and it’s a hard cycle to
break.
I hope in 2014, you give yourself the gift of knowing that Love is all
we have. In fact, our ability to ‘do’ love, is all we have.
I am guessing that you are more than your past decisions show you to be.
You may ‘achieve’ a lot, but like most , of us, still feel lonely and feel that something is missing, so
there is a never ending stress in your gut, your jaw, and your shoulders. Think about it, are you
familiar with this stress I am talking about?
Maybe vaguely?
Maybe you know it well.
It’s probably there a lot more than you know.
And you are not alone.
This stress and tension gives us the false idea that it will go away on its own.
It doesn’t go away until you break your heady thoughts and go in to your gut or your heart. There,
lies the true you. You can trust the things you feel, do and say from this place.
I hope that in 2014, you will make more decisions from the well of love in your heart than you make
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from your head. You are most powerful and loving and unforgettable when you feel and act from
there.
When you have moment where you feel unworthy, remember that this is your pattern guiding you to
be separate from others. It’s easy to feel unworthy.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
It gets us cheap, short-lived attention.
But that attention we get is an obligatory attention from the people around us. It hurts them, and it
hurts us.
I feel that what truly fulfils us as women, is our own ability to breathe love and BE love.
Approval from others comes and goes. And once it goes, we go straight back to that dreaded empty
feeling.
Seeking approval leads to years of suffering. Once you get the approval, it’s a drug, you have to go
back for more, because it always disappears as fast as it comes.
But Love is always available to you, that’s something that you can draw from within yourself when
you are ready.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Click here to download the Goddess Report.
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Men Pull Away When You Need Them the Most
January 23, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
What’s more scary than being with a man who suddenly disappears when you are hurting badly over
something in your life?
This lady named Sarah left this question on the blog in the comments section:
“Renee, I love your articles they always make so much sense! I have a problem with my boyfriend.
Ive known him for three years, and he is a very rough around the edges, ‘tough love’ kind of guy. He
seems to be caring and loving and calling a lot mostly when things are good.
But as soon as I am going through a very difficult time and need him the most to be my rock, he pulls
away and disappears? WTF? He knows this upsets me because I’ve expressed it, but there’s always
some excuse.
Right now I am going through a very difficult time because something happened with a family
member, and right on cue, he pulls away. For the last 3-4 days he hasn’t called to check up or see
how I am doing, He just texts me one word “morning”, and that’s it.
This time I am not even going to ask him why. I am over feeling this way, I want a man who is
emotionally mature to be there for his woman, especially when he claims he loves her
soooooooooooooo much, like he says he does. Your articles are true for the most part, and we need to
have compassion for men, but sometimes they really are just selfish douchebags…and we need to be
strong enough and trust our intuition when we know something really isn’t right, and stop making
excuses for them…especially if you’ve noticed a pattern.”
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> MY ANSWER
Hi Sarah…
Thanks for your wonderful comment.
I know that feeling when your stomach churns and sinks inside when you feel the most vulnerable,
and the man who claims to love you is just not there. I’ve been there many times in my past
relationship before I got married.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
There’s two parts to this problem you find yourself facing.
1) You feel you shouldn’t stay with him because you’ve noticed a pattern – a pattern of perceived
abandonment.
2) The fact that he pulls away when you need him, which I have a very good explanation for, but also
another message.
I am not a man. However, there’s a small message I have for you, and it’s a message of hope and a
possible reason behind your man pulling away.
A lot of men feel the pull to isolate themselves during a crisis in their own life. I know you’ve noticed
this on some level, behind your fear about your situation. This tendency that masculine men have is
not like women, who have a tendency to want to group together with a trusted female friend or
several female friends, to connect deeper in order to get through tough times. Many women (unless
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they are perhaps more masculine in their hormonal make up), THRIVE on this connection to get
through.
This actually helps them. Very much. We tend to enjoy and feel a drive to seek out social support
during tough times. Whether we actually do reach out for the support or not, we have an overall
tendency to do that.
Just because we have a tendency to do this, doesn’t mean that we always do this, sometimes we want
to isolate ourselves. But usually this is because of some sort of fear – I’ve seen many women actually
take this isolation approach also, but it is to avoid letting people judge you in bad times.
Again, I am not a man, but I have a vague idea that for a man, this kind of connection that females
thrive on during relational crises or problems, actually TAKES value from him in his attempt to get
through the tough times. In other words, feeling empty of connection with others is a helpful thing for
males. That’s the way their masculinity is served.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?)
It’s an approach that is not so healing for females. Though it seems to be more common these days
because we live in a world where so many of us have got the idea that in order to be loved we have to
‘be someone’ in this world. And so we develop many patterns that separate us from others, even
being women!
So if you have a close friend to go to or a very trustworthy and supportive group of friends to go to,
all the better, and how wonderful! But not every woman has this pattern of behaving.
So, while females may not go to other people for connection and support and a chin wag during tough
relationship issues with family because of FEAR – men don’t go to others in relationship crisis
simply because it doesn’t serve their masculinity.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

But WHY can’t he be there for YOU?
Do you wonder why though, that he can’t still be there for you even if he wouldn’t want extra
communication and relational support from you during a familial crisis?
Here’s the basic answer….
We Human beings in general, not just men alone, do a thing called ‘projected empathy’ – a habit we
all make when we are too far up our own butts. It is the habit of assuming that you ‘get’ the other
person and you ‘get’ what they are feeling. Men and women do it a lot to each other, with deathly
consequences – like unnecessary break ups and loss of respect from each other.
This tends to lead us humans to GIVE what we THINK is value to that other person based on our
own subjective unconfirmed idea of what the OTHER person is going through.
Your man appears to possibly be doing this. He may not be. But he also may be.
But because he is a rough around the edges male, there is a very high likelihood that he is doing this.
I remember once my husband (whom loves his father very much) was concerned about his father’s
well-being and hadn’t heard from him for days. Right on cue, he went silent for many hours, and I
was like ‘WTF!’, exactly like YOU. It hurt, but I was able to get through by attempting to just BE
with his pain, his emptiness.
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Sometimes, men do the weirdest things. They go silent when you’re the most in pain. It’s quite the
conundrum.

But Life is no Straight Line
Now, life is no straight line…of course, I believe there are many women who go silent in crisis. Just
like there are many men who do. But I am giving you my answer based on my own observations and
what I believe I have learned of the male species.
It just appears to be the case that females have a TENDENCY to want MORE connection, talk and
communion during a family crisis or work problem, or an other relational upset, whereas men do a
Houdini or it seems like the cat got their tongue.
At the end of the day though, your choice to stay with him or not would be only yours.
If it turns out that overall, that you believe you wouldn’t be breaking up with him for the SOLE
reason of running away from your fears – and you don’t serve the others by being together, then you
can comfortably break up with him and open yourself to another man.
If you identify his ‘pattern’, and yet, you know inside, that you would be leaving him or threatening
him to leave him out of your own tense fear, anger and frustration, then you could be throwing away
a beautiful future with a strong, capable man who has good intent with you.
It’s up to you. Most people’s relationships don’t work out, and that’s because we make too many
decisions from fear, constantly. I talk more about this in my article Is it Wise to Pick a Man Who
Loves You More than You Love Him?

He could also feel afraid of the way you are Expressing your Need for Him to be
there
Sometimes, though, men just don’t feel compelled to be there. I know you’ve expressed to him your
need for him, but as women of this day and age, we usually do this in a way that repels men. Without
even meaning to.
In your case, he might pull away on cue because he doesn’t feel like a man with the way you’re
asking for him to be there, so what’s the point in being there? Men usually only commit deeper when
they feel more like a man for doing so – otherwise, the relationship only takes value from them.
So the key is to understand how to ask a man indirectly to be there for you in a way that inspires him
to feel more like a man. David and I help you to do that in the members’ Area of our program
Understanding Men.
(Click here to go find out more about this program)

How much do you REALLY care about each other?
Sometimes men are completely and utterly all about themselves and they simply only want you for
the physical intimacy and random excitement and fun. But that doesn’t mean you’ve been taken
advantage of, it just means you were hoping for more commitment from the wrong man for you.
Or it means that you were too scared to do more to attract him deeper into a relationship with you.
And regardless of how you see it, he’s not the asshole, because for him to want to only take value
from you and not commit to you, you also had a pattern that encouraged that behaviour in him.
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In the end, to truly care about each other takes time, and it takes both of you developing more and
more courage – it is not easy being in a man/woman relationship. They aren’t fair, and they never
will be fair.
Click here to know how to stay high value when he pulls away
If you like the idea of fair, then you can contemplate the idea of having an intimate relationship with
another woman. Some people do this because it’s easier to relate to another female than it is to relate
to a male..it’s less scary, perhaps!
So, if you really love this man and you really have to courage to go deeper and care just a little bit
beyond your own edge, do so. You won’t lose. Because the more open you are to pain and
uncertainty, you’ll only become more for your next man, and the next man will go deeper with you
because you’ve developed that depth through mastering a thing called Emotional Courage. ? I hope
that helped!
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Thanks for reading. Write me a letter back sharing your feelings about this. I’d love to hear
from you.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Related Articles
Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It As A High Value Woman
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Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to Deal with it
How to Deal with Fear of being Alone and Him Leaving You?
The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs “Space”
Click here to know how to stay high value when we pulls away
The Very Real Pain of When Men Pull Away
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4 Steps to Maintain High Value When He Doesn’t Call or Text
January 30, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
If you have been dating a man for less than 6 months, then it is likely that you are still in the process
of proving your value as a potential mate to each other, so you’ll need to be aware of how to maintain
that high value if you truly love the man you are with.
High value. It’s the reason people try to play games, get plastic surgery, it’s the reason people try to
be mysterious. Being mysterious and playing hard to get is really just an attempt to preserve our
value as a mate. Because value matters. It’s everything when it comes to attracting the best mate you
possibly can (men and women need to prove their value to each other).
Attracting the man for you is absolutely crucial as a woman, so even more reasons for you to
maintain your high value. If you don’t give yourself the chance to explore what high value is in a
man’s mind, there’s nothing wrong with that, but ultimately, the more we all ignore this idea of value
and what it truly means in dating, the more likely we are to end up in a more painful place than we
could have imagined. (There exactly 7 signs a woman is low value to men. Do you know what they
are? Here are 7 Common Signs a Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.)
Why do men pull away?
Men pull away for many different reasons, but what matters is whether you’re his one and only or the
one of many woman. Men can pull away whether you are their ‘one of many’ or the one and only.
However, usually, if you’re his ‘one and only’ woman, you will feel in your gut that he does care,
even if him pulling away right now is scary and uncomfortable.
If you’re the ‘one of many’ woman, well, that makes things harder for you because in such a case,
usually, there wasn’t enough emotional attraction and emotional connection to build a proper
relationship and emotional commitment in the first place.
Sometimes, they pull away because even though they do LOVE you, that’s what they need to do as a
man – see, men subconsciously know and feel, that relationship and closeness with you doesn’t make
him more worthy as a provider. Emotional closeness doesn’t necessarily pay the bills or get sh*t
done.
Relationships and emotional closeness can often feel more intuitive to us as women than it does for
men. For men with a masculine core, it’s more intuitive to move towards a feeling of emptiness –
something that brings back the equilibrium in his masculine core. The masculine energy (which we
all have within us) generally seeks to feel empty, whereas the feminine seeks to fill up.
Can you feel how these two things could be in deep conflict with one another? As you already
know, we all have both feminine and masculine energy within us. So you may also feel the need to be
empty often yourself. However, men with a masculine core do seek to feel empty, and gravitate
towards that.
So allow him that space for your own sake. With this space, you will get to at least not act desperate,
and even explore your own feelings (which I’ll talk more about below). Allow him the space for now
so at least you don’t have to go into desperation and feel controlling.
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If You FEEL Scared and Desperate Inside…
So let’s say you are feeling desperate inside. Drafting text messages, too afraid to send them. Sitting
there obsessing.
Or just sending abusive text messages.
Or Instagram and Facebook stalking him.
Or stalking him in real life.
You want to stop. But you are so IN it you just can’t stop.
WHY isn’t he making contact? WHY isn’t he responding?
Well, I’m here to tell you, that it is OK to stop. To stop right now. To just stop obsessing.
Sometimes the most high value thing you can do is to just let go of control, for now. Give yourself
permission to let go of control and feel yourself and connect with yourself first. Because when we
don’t feel ourselves – often we’re just avoiding the difficult emotions, and this causes us to be very
tight, closed off, unbalanced and controlling.
This need to control things is the exact opposite of what the universe is asking you to do. Instead,
sometimes you need to just surrender to your feelings. Surrender to what is hard – and do the work to
connect with yourself by acknowledging exactly how vulnerable you feel. Own your feelings. Build a
healthy, accepting intimate relationship with your own deepest, most vulnerable feelings (that you
seek to avoid).
This will reduce the tension in your body and allow your body to relax and soften.
You see, sometimes, men – or your intimate relationship – can bring up the absolute WORST stuff
inside you – stuff you didn’t even know you had inside you.
Getting invested in a man can bring out a scared, dark and lonely woman who you’re afraid to admit
exists inside of you. But it’s really not just you. A lot of it is just normal stuff that happens to most
women, because dating the opposite sex comes with emotions and risk. And these things can
sometimes make us feel a little crazy. So, you are not alone. Many women before you have tragically
felt the pain of a man who withdrew from her.
Many women have had bleeding hearts because they loved a man and he disappeared for good.
But at the same time, also remember that sometimes, we THINK he is pulling away, but he doesn’t
actually feel like he’s pulling away. We just don’t feel secure in the relationship yet, so we feel
vulnerable, and sometimes we can interpret his actions as a threat to our security. (And I’m about to
help you figure out whether he’s pulling away/not calling you is more permanent or not, so tune
in.)

First, get to an emotionally resourceful place
Whether your man is pulling away for good reasons (for example – to feel like himself, like a man
again after being very emotionally close to you, or to do what he feels is the most important thing as a
man), or because he’s not really interested, what matters is YOU. What matters is that YOU get to an
emotionally resourceful place as soon as you can.
What matters is that you do your best to add value to yourself and connect with yourself and your
feelings like we just discussed, so that you can show up high value, rather than low value.
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(Remember, showing up low value is a universal human experience, we’ve all done it in varying
amounts, so please do not judge yourself or think this is bad…it is just a journey. And it’s OK to
make mistakes and learn from them.)
The first step to getting to a more emotionally resourceful place is to first cleanse yourself of
emotions you are not truly allowing yourself to feel.

It is OK to feel ANY of the following things when a man isn’t contacting you:
I want you to know that it is OK that you feel ANY of these things when a man pulls away, becomes
distant and cold, and just goes quiet:
– Hurt
– Abandoned
– Terrified
– Anger beyond belief
– Abusive
– Feel like screaming at the sky (not a bad idea)
– Hateful
– Jealous
– Obsessive
– Like your heart is being smashed in to pieces.
It’s all OK to feel. Becoming invested in a man is serious business and if it goes wrong, it true that it
can hurt like hell. It’s just not okay to unleash your hatred and anger AT him or other people, as if
your pain is their fault (again, this is a way of avoiding your true vulnerability). Anything is OK to
feel, just not to unleash. And if you do unleash, keep in mind that that would be abuse.
It IS possible to feel anger and hurt and jealousy around a man, as long as it is truly JUST feeling
because you’re feeling, and not because you’re hurling your feelings at him to hurt him.
It’s OK to feel many things around a man if it comes down to that, as long as you don’t close off, and
you remain connected to his heart and your own. But that takes a lot of practice. And if you have any
pent up anger form the past that is now simmering resentment…you’re probably not going to be able
to express anger from a place of love and heart-connectedness until you’ve dumped the “waste”
product that is old pent up anger.

Here’s What Steps to Take to Maintain High Value:
1) Start retreating to somewhere quiet and safe, and feel EVERYTHING.
Once you’ve spent days, maybe weeks, just taking certainty in feeling everything (and connecting to
yourself this way), you are able to ward off the stress and tension you built up and able to relax more
in to who you really are – love. A feminine woman who feels a little more balanced and at peace.
Ultimately, what you are looking for when a man isn’t in close contact with you is a feeling of safety
and certainty. We need to MEET that need for certainty, by getting you to retreat to somewhere safe
to feel everything. Your feelings are your friend in this scenario. This will replace other so called low
value behaviours for now. It will give you the strength and the base for building higher value within
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yourself.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
Obsessive behaviour and low value behaviour happens when you still have residue feelings from the
past that haven’t gotten out. Obsessing over him in ANY way is simply a way of blocking out the
feelings.
You won’t deny that as a woman, it’s absolute ecstasy to be able to feel ANYTHING you want, and
not be made wrong for doing so, right?
So if that’s true, then you need to muster the courage to provide yourself a safe place to feel.
– in a hot bath
– a hot shower
– a cold shower (very good for removing your masks if you breathe through all the tension and relax
your muscles)
– in a dark, quiet room with a teddy
– under the covers.
– with a trusted parent or family member.
It’s almost as if when a man doesn’t turn out to be the man we wished for, that it’s not OK for us to
acknowledge our investment in him and actually FEEL the feelings. Well, let me suggest to you right
now that it IS OK to feel.
Sometimes, instead, we make him wrong because we’re angry that we got “humiliated” by getting
involved and he didn’t reciprocate that depth that we yearned for.
Well, it is not humiliating to have been involved, and it is not stupid to have feelings over someone
who doesn’t care about you, because by labeling it stupid, we don’t learn the lesson it is here to teach.
I don’t believe in that popular quote: “never lose yourself while trying to hold on to someone who
doesn’t care about You”. To me, that feels like total BS. It just fosters more ignorance of our own
feelings and encourages more blocking out of feelings.
That’s too superficial. The reality is, there’s a chance that you’re not hurt by this MAN directly
anyway. Your hurt very well could be residue from your past. And that needs to get out. You need to
be present with your feelings before you can become more balanced in this relationship situation.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and
right now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can
get your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
The certainty you seek by obsessing over him is a need that can be met through valuing feeling
your feelings. Your feelings are here to serve you!
Don’t burden yourself or your relationships with what is residue from your past pains and betrayals.
Do your very best to have the courage to feel unfelt anger and hurt from your past.
2) Go back to a moment in your past where you felt infinitely beautiful.
Think back to a moment where you felt infinitely beautiful. Maybe you were a little girl, dancing
around the garden in a dress. Maybe someone you love embraced you lovingly and called you
‘beautiful’. Go to that memory, and really visualise it and hold it close. Let the beauty and the
freedom of this memory melt into every cell in your body, reminding you or your true worth and
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value.
Let the memory nurture your heart. Let it touch the deepest place in your heart, the place you feel the
deepest yearning for love and attachment.
That beauty is who you truly are. You have plenty of radiant and alive energy to give to any man you
bloody well wish. You may have just forgot you had it.
Every time you feel the fear and the tension of ‘where is he?’ ‘why isn’t he calling?’ ‘why doesn’t he
do what he says he will?’ – go right back to the beauty and aliveness that you were before you got
hurt for the very first time in love.
This is internal resources. Draw from the good memories. Don’t discard them or forget them. Draw
from them to melt the fear in your body. Fear doesn’t always serve you in relationships, even though
your internal patterns have convinced you that fear is good.
What I would like you to see is that when you are full of the radiance and love that you already are,
you will automatically approach situations in a more high value way, because you will feel
ENOUGH.
Why?
Because in THAT place, you are not in desperation. You are not dragged down by the burden of
anxiety. And so, you’ll see and feel men’s true motivations more clearly, because you’ll have more
space to do so.
3) Identify whether you are the ‘one and only’ or the ‘one of many’ woman.
There’s nothing more important than this. You see, men subconsciously categorise the women they
meet into two categories. The ‘one and only’ type of woman, or the ‘one of many’ woman. This is an
idea that we gleamed from researching into men’s two different reproductive strategies (and women
also have their own two different reproductive strategies).
How men treat the women in these two baskets is like night and day.
Sometimes it can be difficult to accept, but if we were truly are his ‘one of many’ woman, then it’s
going to be hard to get him to text or call for anything other than easy sex or easy companionship.
And it’s going to be hard to get him back again, because the ship to being the ‘one and only’ has
already sailed.
As painful as this can be for all of us as women, the truth is that at some point, you’ll rise above the
pain, and realise that next time, you’ll know that if you truly want a commitment from men (any man
you wish), your job is to show up as the one and only rather than the one of many.
This is why I made my FREE DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only”. And right now, you can
have it for free. Yes, I’m serious. To get your copy, head over to www.bhoodvd.com. I made this to
help women everywhere to not fall into the trap of the one of many kind of woman – because it is
incredibly easy to do so in this politically correct world.
Unfortunately, what you already know inside is true: To be the one and only requires that you appeal
to a man’s emotions, and build emotional attraction and emotional connection, rather than let shortterm gratification and sex shortcut that very natural, valuable and organic process.
So my question to you is – what does your gut instinct say? Do you feel like you are this man’s one
and only? Or are you more likely his one of many? How committed is he to you emotionally? Do
you feel that HE feels a deep and inseparable bond with you, his one and only woman? Not you, but
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him? Does HE feel it?
As a woman, you’re naturally very intuitive and very smart, and if you don’t let your thoughts and
fears and justifications interfere, your gut intuition will tell you the truth. It’s usually the first feeling
that comes. It comes pretty quick, it’s fleeting and easy to ignore, and it’s near your tummy/gut, and
it’s the message you feel before your mind starts analysing and talking.
If you feel like you’re the one and only, then all you need to do is to now is feel through your
emotions, so that you can grieve. There’s so much to grieve in this lifetime, even though we usually
like to avoid that process. Once you’ve grieved, you will feel more empty and less likely to act out
and deliberately try to punish him or hurt him and hurt yourself.
Then, your job is to appreciate yourself, appreciate your body and your emotions for trying to protect
you. And then, appreciate him. Appreciate him being who he is – appreciate him for being a man, for
doing the best for himself (and possibly you, too!), and appreciate the lessons he is here to teach you.
Usually, couples can get through these painful periods and you can too. And then your final step is to
move onto step 4 (below).
What if you’re the one of many? Well, Your job will still be to feel and to grieve. Except that for
you, you may need to acknowledge that he won’t care much for you beyond sex. Next time, your job
is to do the very best for yourself, by showing up as the one and only right from the start (because
men will categorise you very quickly and subconsciously).
There’s no other way to get into the deeply committed relationship you want. Don’t short-cut the
process of building and experiencing emotional attraction and emotional connection with men. Look
to develop connection with men – and trust in the process of simply connecting.
If you’re the one of many, should you reach out to him? Should you try to build attraction and
connection? You could, in theory. But you have a hard job ahead of you. And it’s very hard to change
the basket you were subconsciously placed into. Men commit deeply to their one and only, and often
give crumbs to their one of many. I wish it were different, but it’s not. And so to win this game of
dating – it’s best to know men’s minds more than they do their own. Get a copy of my FREE DVD
while you can.
If you would like to go deeper and learn more, and find out tests you can use to see if your man is
committed to you, then I have exactly 4 tests you can use in the platinum version of my DVD
“Becoming His One & Only”. For now, trust your gut instinct. It is there for a reason and it is there to
serve you.
4) Use Push and pull strategies to re-build attraction.
If you’re pretty sure that you’re his one and only, then when he does contact you, to be high value
you can do so by using a concept I call ‘Push and Pull’ in my program, Commitment Control.
It is a way of showing that you are high value.
I’ll give you a quick example of what to say:
“You know what I love about you?”
He says….”What?”
You say: “Absolutely nothing!”
This Push and Pull strategy is meant to be playful, and it automatically begins the process of showing
up as high value because you have the courage to engage in playful banter (what we call high value
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banter).
See, when we feel desperate and lonely, we CANNOT say something like this one I just gave you
above.
And when we feel desperate and lonely, we say and do funny things and we sometimes run a higher
risk of acting low value.
One final thing you can do…
Consider reading my guide called “How to Stay High Value when he pulls Away”.
If it feels to you like he is distant, and you still want to reach out to him and not give up and maybe
get some CLOSURE, then I have some safe strategies to use that make you show up as high value
without losing anything. I have a guide called “How to Stay High Value when he pulls Away”.
You can learn how to stay high value when he pulls away right here. I’ve gone through all the
common situations in which men pull away from you as a woman, and given you guidance on what
you can do, and how to stay high value.
If you’ve been dating regularly for longer than 6 months, and want to know why he pulls away and
doesn’t contact you, try my article Why he Pulls Away when You Need him the Most and Why
Men Pull Away & How to Deal with it as a High Value Woman.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Other Related Articles…
12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You
The Fastest Way to Push A Man Away
Why Men Go Hot and Cold & 5 Things You Need to Do…
Learn How You Can Deal With Men Pulling Away in A High Value Way
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The Root of Ecstasy is Also Attachment
February 10, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Have you ever heard the popular quote by Buddha:
“The Root of Suffering is Attachment”?
It is highly possible that most of the self help books out there that have become popular, are written
by masculine men, or women with a masculine essence. I feel like this quote by the Buddha is very
true.
BUT the opposite is also true.
The root of ecstasy is ALSO Attachment.
You could try telling my almost 9 month old son who still loves his breast milk that the root of all
suffering is Attachment when he latches on for a feed. It wouldn’t work, though.
I believe this advise comes from a masculine soul, and whilst a woman would also notice that this
advice may be true, the problem is that it doesn’t make us grow and become more free in the core of
our feminine energy.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
The masculine essence has to push aside love to feel empty.
Every woman on this site has experienced a man pulling away. In fact, any woman at all, has
experienced a man pulling away. This is mainly because pulling away allows the man to feel empty
or to achieve or to pursue his life’s purpose. And he forgets that you’re still attached. And this hurts
us.
But – to feel empty would allow the masculine soul to achieve.
And to achieve is a wonderful thing for masculine human beings. Without it, they get less respect,
which they crave.
So, in a way, this advice serves the masculine soul, and in SOME cases, it serves women – perhaps
women who really do need to detach and to come out of a relationship where they feel hurt or have
gotten hurt. Detachment is valuable in this way too, for women.
But if you spent too much time on this masculine extreme and don’t allow yourself to attach to the
right people, and to good things, it starts to destroy our feminine soul.

CONNECTION is the lifeblood of the feminine.
Feminine energy needs connection to exist. Connection makes us feel alive in our femininity.
And YET – with connection, comes attachment of some sort for us. Tell me if this isn’t true for you?
Masculine energy does not grow through connection. Masculine men, if they are true to their soul,
need to detach in order to pursue their life’s purpose. For example….men who meditate for hours,
days, months, maybe YEARS on end…with no contact with their girlfriend or wife. It hurts the wife,
but it certainly may not hurt the man. That detachment is necessary for the man to grow in his
masculine essence.
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For any man to be attractive – to be the kind of man that makes women swoon, he has to show up
with incredible presence, and this presence is only trained in to a man who has had enough emptiness,
enough challenges and enough detachment to pursue his achievements. So I really respect that
detachment serves masculine men a great deal. It’s healthy for them.
As such, Buddha’s advice may speak to a person who is masculine at their core, and serve that
person.
However, if you are a woman and if you do take a lot of self help advice, try to be careful what you
listen to.
It’s ok to choose carefully what advice would serve you most of the time, and what advice would
serve you in only a select few cases. For example, this quote by Buddha might help you heal from an
abusive relationship.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Attachment to negative Emotional Patterns create suffering.
Whilst attachment may make you suffer – what I believe creates suffering is actually attachment to
our Negative emotional patterns of survival. These negative emotional patterns of survival are what is
ingrained in to our nervous system through interactions with our parents by the time we are very
small – some experts say around 2 years old.
For example, if you were abused as a child, then what feels safe (allows you to survive in your
environment) to you might be a man who has a potential for abusing you. It might hurt you, but at
least it’s safe. So your nervous system believes.
If what was ingrained in to you was a pattern of distance – then you’d feel safest when keeping a
certain distance from people.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
And I believe that our negative patterns for SURVIVAL aren’t always designed for connection with
humans, and this connection is truly what you crave, if you are a woman with a feminine essence.
Some people have developed a pattern of survival that means they are safest when connecting with
people, and if that is you, then that is a much better pattern than the pattern of safety through abuse.
So, as women, we may get attached to a man in a relationship that is bad, but it’s not our attachment
to the man that creates suffering, it’s our attachment to our own negative patterns of seeking approval
in order to survive, or attachment to the pattern of abuse that actually causes our suffering. Or some
other negative pattern.

The Root of Ecstasy is also Attachment!
There is every bit of ecstasy in Attachment. I feel ecstasy when I am one with my husband, and I feel
ecstasy when loving and connecting and sharing with my son. I feel ecstasy when sharing
vulnerability with a close girlfriend. But that ecstasy cannot come without attachment.
No attachment is permanent. This is true. But if it was permanent, we wouldn’t know the ecstasy of
it. We’d take it for granted.
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
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Nothing we experience is permanent. But I feel that I would rather have the ecstasy of attachment
than to detach, as long as the people and things I am attaching to are at least somewhat willing to be
as vulnerable as me.
To think that this quote by Buddha – the root of suffering is Attachment assumes that detaching
would end that suffering.
Perhaps Buddha means that you need to acknowledge that things are transient.
In my bias, I feel like detachment MIGHT end our suffering, but only if we ALSO end our own
negative emotional patterns of what feels safe.
And this advice would hold no truth to the person who is in love anyway. They are too attached and
this is a wonderful thing. Who wants to die, not having experienced being madly in love? That kind
of ecstasy brings attachment with it.

The Danger of following a Masculine Path…
It would hurt us even more if we were to simply try to detach and take a very masculine path in our
lives ON TOP OF not noticing and breaking our negative patterns that we developed to ensure safety
from a very young age.
For me personally, to detach – This would ruin who I am at my core.
To detach, in many instances (not all), would mean I’d have to deny love and the beauty of
connection in many moments.
It would be me actively denying who I really am.
And that would perpetuate me wearing masks to cover who I truly am, or to protect myself when to
let go of the armour would give me connection with others.
And I would be wearing that mask of fake masculinity to deal with my fear of abandonment or pain
that comes with attachment. That would essentially hurt anyone with a feminine core. You’d be
living a life that you THINK is ‘great’, but inside, you’d feel that something is missing.
It’s kind of like this…let’s say that as a little girl, you may have wanted a rainbow coloured tu-tu and
ballet shoes and a sparkly halo for Christmas – just for the pure joy of experiencing being feminine
light itself, because that is the core of you – only then to have a parent decide that that isn’t for you –
and instead your mother or father buys you a science book because they felt you were better served
by ‘going somewhere’ and being a scientist one day.
While that’s nice, and you might have an interest in being a scientist – the truth is that if you have a
feminine essence, then you would feel more ecstasy, more excitement and be more connected to other
peers of yours if you were given the tu-tu and the sparkly halo.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
This isn’t about us not being able to detach and pursue masculine endeavours.
We can do these things just as god as any man can.
But hurts us. We might enjoy the empty chase of achievement and significance. But it always has that
feeling of ‘something is missing’, if we are denying your true feminine core just to pursue masculine
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things because we think it’s safer to live our life that way.
If I may, I would love to try making a suggestion to you?
Try asking yourself: do you feel more ecstatic and alive at the thought of your favourite song coming
on and dancing your heart away spontaneously to it?
Or do you feel more ecstatic and alive when someone comes over to you and says “hey, I bet you
can’t eat that whole jar of wasabi!”.
If you feel like the first thing – dancing your heart away to your favourite song would make you feel
more alive, and excited, then you probably have a more feminine essence.
And if you have a more feminine essence, then I would suggest to take advice about ‘detaching’ in
the right situations. Don’t turn your back on connection and attachment – this is where your heart
truly shines and this is where you can be radiant, alive and free.
It seems that in our world, masculine people naturally always unintentionally try to get more
feminine people to be more like them – that is, more masculine. And more feminine people try to get
a person who is masculine as their core to be more feminine. This is why we need to be more
connected to which self help books and advice are serving our core and which are fostering our
masculine energy.
This trying to get the opposite sex to be more like us seems to be quite true when you see families
where a son or daughter is very out-numbered by siblings of the opposite sex. For example, a lone
son raised by a single mother and 3 sisters! A man like this is often more connected to his feminine,
which is great, but it’s no good when this boy who is masculine at heart is made wrong from a young
age for seeking out challenges or danger, which naturally foster the growth of his masculine energy.
Do you find it hard to get why your man acts the way he does? Click here to read about our program
Understanding Men.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Should I Put More of the Blame on Men for Failed
Relationships?
February 24, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

“If the woman is being stupid and he’s being a jerk admit to both. It’s as if you’re were siding with
the guy.”
“Blame the men from time to time.”
“Men are wrong, too!”
I hear these statements from hurt and frustrated women from time to time.
This letter is to you if you have ever felt like you are being asked to do ALL the work in a
relationship with a man.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
This letter is also to you if you have ever felt like men need to take more responsibility for their
actions in relationships.
Here’s what I want to say to you –
All that is irrelevant. How much men do or don’t do is irrelevant. Men won’t necessarily admit they
were wrong when you demand it of them anyway. They will possibly resist it. Because you’re just
wanting your own significance over him.
And the same goes for men, trying to blame women.

Blame encourages weak Commitment – or pushes him away
Blaming doesn’t usually get the result you want. Sometimes it does. But he would likely be
correcting his actions out of guilt and fear, than out of true devotion to you.
What you say you want is for men to DO more in relationships, or to take responsibility, but what
you are really doing is using this statement to try to protect yourself from feeling your pain.
It’s armour.
It’s fake and it attracts a man only on a superficial level. If you have this pattern of blocking
everything out in many other areas of your life, this could be the very reason that you are not finding
a man who is willing to take care of you – because you’ll only let people in so far.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)

It’s completely OK to be Angry
Sometimes, when we are angry, we just want the other person to take responsibility, so that we don’t
have to feel like we have failed.
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Sometimes, it feels BETTER and safer to make CERTAIN everyone else knows where HE went
wrong, and where he should have done more to keep the relationship, because you tried so hard.
BUT do you understand that your frustration that you felt the very first moment he ever frustrated
you or ANGERED you, is actually ok?
Do you know that it’s actually ok to feel that anger? And not suppress it for so long that it ends up
coming out as blame and trying to suppress others because you have felt that your feelings were
suppressed in the past?
After a while, when you spend too much time pleasing and trying to be nice to men….your pain over
unexpressed REAL feelings comes out as blame. What else can you do right? Other than to take a jab
at another person? Preferably the man you were with?

Can you actually express your anger to men?
NOW – whether you should express that anger or not to a man depends on what stage you are at in
dating. And it depends whether you have both proved your value to each other or not. Those are the
specific, tricky questions I try to give answer to in my programs.
Maybe you just don’t trust him enough yet. In which case, express by yourself, to yourself, or with a
trusted friend or parent or pet.
If it were me, I tend to go with expressing over not expressing. It made me lose one or two men, but it
brought the right man; my husband, closer to me.
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away

Wearing the Armour of BLAME
Maybe what we want when we blame isn’t a man. Maybe what we want is retribution? Which is fair.
But it’s not infinite. It’s not loving. Which is what your heart truly desires.
The armour that we wear….it’s Fake.
Fake attracts fake. A man may give up on you because the armour is too much – what’s the use in
taking care of you if you won’t even let him? It doesn’t matter how vulnerable you feel on the
INSIDE, it doesn’t add any value when you show up in your relationships with all this armour.
When was the last time you truly surrendered to your pain, instead of pulling away from a man?
When was the last time you truly surrendered to your pain and your hurt, instead of talking residue
from your past to your girlfriends – which hurts them, too?

The Armour – It Keeps you Single
And it’s the exact armour that keeps you single, on your own, angry, and afraid of growing old alone.
I understand, it WOULD be nice to have a man who is willing to not walk away from you and
actually BE there for you when you’re at your worst, every once in a while. I know, I have been
there, and it is the most terrifying, frustrating thing in the world. All you want is some security that he
understands and is not going to leave you or hate you for having needs.
But BLAMING men, or A man, is simply old stuff from your past
OR
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It’s the refusal to surrender to your own fear that you failed and are not enough.
(NEWS: Feeling like a failure is ok. No matter how many times you fail, you are not a FAILURE, it
doesn’t define who you are, because you are infinite, and you can start living that at any time and
decide to change from fearing failure to welcoming failure so that you can move on, and become
better, more open and more sensual).
Plus…what you think of as FAILURE, could be someone else’s idea of courage.
So when would now be a good time to feel what you really feel, rather than blame?
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

You are ageing…
I don’t know if you have any loving, beautiful children, I don’t know how stunning you might be, but
none of it matters, because everything you have or gain is eventually lost. Time takes children away.
Time steals your looks. Time steals your reproductive capabilities. Quicker than you’d want to
acknowledge.
Time grinds away at your joints, your bones, and you start to regenerate less. You’ll be an old woman
soon.
One day soon, you and I will both be old, wrinkly women, sipping our tea and even having urinating
accidents. Possibly talking in circles. Which I already do, anyway.
BUT…
Do you want to be old AND alone?
Or would you rather grow old AND have infinite love in your life?
You don’t even have to have a man to have infinite love in your life. You can have that now, if you
feel your anger and pain until it’s done.
Then your body will relax and you’ll flow.
I rather have urinating accidents AND a man to support me through them, and still see me as his
princess.
The only way to have that is to DROP the urge to blame and start being the real you.
The real you invites a man in, it signals to him that you are open to him, and that openness signals a
little bit of loyalty to him, which opens him more and makes him trust you more and want you more.
But the blame….the retribution that we want to gain only pushes people away. In fact, it scares
people.

Signs you are wearing a lot of Armour – so men can’t be let in
Have you ever said any of these things? It’s a sign you might wear armour and that it is naturally
pushing men away.
– “I’m in my 30s or 40s, but I don’t look my age!!”
– “He left me, but I’m pretty and all my friends tell me I’m attractive”
– “why should us women be the ones to make the men comfortable? Two people in a relationship..
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both need to make an effort to understand one another.”
– “All the good men are taken.”
– “Men are so weak these days”
–“That girl is pretty, BUT…”
If you find yourself saying these things, know that it is not wrong to say them.
It’s just a way we protect ourselves, it’s a veil, to stop us from feeling our own anguish.

Anguish will always find You…
Anguish might make you angry, but I am sorry to tell you that you must feel anguish in order to
attract a good man. If the extent of your emotional depth as a woman stops at the above statements, if
you’re that superficial all the time, and no man ever sees, hears, and feels your yearning or your pain,
then you don’t get a commitment because he is not being allowed in.
It’s not your fault – it’s simply a pattern of survival. I know a lot of people seem to make feelings
wrong. But it’s usually a lot less than the number you’ve made up in your own head. People are more
ok with an honest expression that we anticipate.
For sure, you shouldn’t let nasty, mean, callous men in. But most men want to do good. Admit that to
yourself.
Use it as a mantra or something. Mantras are a reasonable start.
They won’t make a real difference in the quality of men you attract, because a mantra is only a verbal
statement. What makes a difference is you acknowledging your own pattern of avoiding the pain of
perceived failure, avoiding the pain of anguish, avoiding the pain of guilt, and avoiding the pain of
not feeling like you are enough.
And there IS a lot of anguish you might still have over past failed relationships. It’s ok to feel it.
It’s ok to not feel it as well, and chant that ‘MEN need to take more responsibility for THEIR actions
in a relationship!”
Do you have thousands of questions about men? Find the answer in our program Understanding Men,
click here to find your answers.
You can keep doing that. Nobody will stop you.
But I don’t put blame on men because I don’t even put blame on women.
Blame is a pattern we have within our actions before we enter any relationship, so you see blame
everywhere, because that is a regular part of your world. You read something, you feel blamed. You
feel angry.
FAULT doesn’t EXIST
But nothing has ever been your fault. Fault doesn’t exist. It is a notion we use and your loved ones
use to protect their own selves from their own pain. It was never about you, even if you were an
abuse victim. You couldn’t defend yourself, just as I couldn’t as a child, and that’s not right, but you
need to know NOW that you were never to blame, and you never did anything wrong.
So there is no need to make men wrong just so YOU feel less wrong. That’s a form of abuse.
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Depth of Character is Key
Having the courage to feel makes you real. And when you’re real, you have depth that invites a man
in further. To take care of you. Not just to skim the surface and take some casual sex from you.
At the end of the day, wishing and hoping men would take more responsibility will hurt you. It
blocks you from finding your dream man.
Because you’re actually just angry at men from yesterday. Or Yesteryear. And that residue passes on
and is sensed by other new men you might meet, UNLESS it is expressed openly in terms of your
true open heart, raw feelings.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)
What you refuse to feel, you will continue to confront. Repeatedly.
So instead of trying to shift ‘blame’ on to men (which invites superficial commitment AND can be a
form of abuse), tell us here, what is it that you really feel? You are safe to express it here. Swearing
and cursing permitted.
It’s good to practice this in a safe space.
Love,
Renee
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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A Letter to Men: How to Understand Women & Why Your
Relationships Fail
March 8, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

We love men here. Our intent is not to put the blame on you, as you are not to blame. We want you to
know that we respect the man you are today, and honor you for being a man. If you find feminine
women hard to understand, know that it’s not hard at all. Here is your manual to ensure that your
future relationships don’t fail:
1) We LOVE that you can solve our problems. Your solutions matter to us, and we know that you are
a great problem solver. Yet, most of the time, when we are talking to you, you solving our problems
feels terrible in our gut, because what we need is to get our emotions out and breathe a sigh of relief
when you are strong enough to be present with the storm and let it go by.
ANY man can offer to solve our problems, and indeed, a lot of men do. But much fewer men can be
present through our storms and feel in to our heart.
2) Women often communicate straight from an emotion. You communicate truth, but our Feminine
truth is our emotions. So if we say; “Oh my GOD! It’s TERRIBLE! What happened tonight at the
party was HUMILIATING!” – you responding by Telling us that “it is not humiliating” feels a
LITTLE bit better to us than you walking off because you are too scared to be with us.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
However, what’s MUCH better is if you realise that you may know that the Truth may be that it
wasn’t humiliating, however we didn’t mean exactly the words that we said. Our words come from a
feeling, so we are sorry if we forget to say “I FEEL humiliated.” the truth is that we do feel
humiliated even if it isn’t the truth and even you would rather we weren’t burdened by that feeling of
humiliation.
3) ANY feeling we have will pass. We are sorry that it’s so scary when we are upset. Yet, it isn’t
about you. It seems like it is; indeed, I know that it feels like it is about you. But no feeling we have
is permanent. It passes. The more humour you find in our feelings and share that humour with us, the
quicker they will pass, because we feel less of a need to hold on to bad feelings just to try to get your
attention and presence.
4) I know your default thing to do as a man is to seek sex without strings attached. We know also,
that plenty of women out there are willing to give you that unattached sex. But we would respect you
more if you also admitted that unattached sex, when done several times with the same woman can
hurt her deeply, as her hormones are different to your hormones, and she can get attached quite
quickly, without any conscious intent of her own.
Yes, she ‘should’ know better and control her own actions, I agree. However, you’d be more of a
man and more trustable if you took women’s feelings and inherent differences into account when you
go about your conquests.
5) A man who lives for himself only is a turn off to the best women. The pleaser women and the
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shallow women might like you. But a man is far sexier when he is able to and willing to take other
people’s situation and feelings in to consideration and act accordingly.
6) Getting a woman to trust you can be hard on your part. I’m sorry that it is hard, but as hard as it is,
in the end, if she trusts you, at least most of the time (because it can’t be all of the time and in every
single moment), you will own her in a way no other man could.
7) We will often communicate our needs indirectly. You hate it, but you love it. You might stop
having sex with us if we told you everything directly, straight out. The polarity would be gone,
because we’d be in our masculine energy more.
I know you don’t want to have to ‘dissect’ every woman’s actual needs from her vague
communications, but for the woman you love, you’d do anything, right?
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
8) We really don’t have any bad intent, however – It’s scary for when you need time to yourself.
Because time to yourself could mean days, weeks, even months without close contact.
I know it seems needy. But the more a woman TRUSTS you, and the more a woman wants you, the
harder it will be for her to NOT feel fear and pain whenever you are absent. If we are uptight and hurt
when you return, we are very sorry, it’s just that the entire time you were gone, we felt like we were
going to die. Literally.
9) We are sorry that we bring up the past a lot. We don’t do it to be mean, but we do, too… It’s just
that….we remember details about things you’ve long forgotten, because we attach an emotion to
certain memories and fat chance that we will forget it any day soon.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
10) Many people will disagree with me on this. But over time, I feel I have learned that a woman’s
faithfulness to you as a man is in direct proportion to your ability and willingness to show up as the
Alpha Male.
The deeper and stronger your masculine energy (which takes practice to gain), the more faithful any
woman will be to you. Including the hot ones. Including the beautiful ones.
11) When we say “leave me ALONE! I hate you!” and walk off, we don’t actually mean leave us
alone.
Sometimes we mean leave us alone. But other times, our bodies are aching for that delicious feeling
when you come walking after us anyway, saying: “come here! Don’t you walk away from me.” – and
if you look very closely, sometimes, you might see a little smile sneaking its way on to our face when
you DO follow us.
12) We know there are bigger, taller, stronger, richer men out there. But one big reason we even pick
on those things (how rich, tall, handsome, confident a man is), is because we feel the man’s
masculine energy isn’t strong. The weaker a man’s masculine energy, the more picky we get. And
most of us do not know this consciously ourselves, so most women will just say: “he’s too short.”
“he’s too blonde for me.”
13) The richer, better looking men might get a lot of sex with a lot of women (which is what you
want), but it is the most masculine men who are more likely to get a woman’s true devotion; where
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her heart and body are yours for LIFE.
I know that the amount of sex with the highest number of women matters. But it really doesn’t in the
end, does it? Quite possibly, the same old emptiness and boringness of life will follow you around
until the day you have attracted a devoted woman in to your life.
14) It’s hot when we point out how great another man’s skills are at something and you puff your
chest out and look deeply in to our eyes with a look that says: “think he can do good? I can do
better.”
Weaker men get upset and walk off when we do that. And that scares us very much. Not to mention it
might be a turn off.
15) Women will screw around with you, muck up your ‘well thought out plans’ and accidentally
disrespect your timetable. Expect it. You can’t control everything.
16) We have two X chromosomes.
Remember that the next time you think we lack integrity. Remember that the next time you think we
are lying just to f*** with you.
We are not lying. We are being very truthful – to our emotions, that is. You are free to date another
man, remember that!
17) Whenever you find yourself in a conversation with your woman thinking “YES! This
conversation is going somewhere for ONCE!” – it probably isn’t.
We talk to you just for the enjoyment of connecting, sharing and talking; because it’s energy. That’s
what women do – we share energy and we talk. Connection through talking makes our body feel
alive and like butterflies are flying in our tummies.
Our conversations rarely have a point or purpose from a male perspective. We LIKE it that way. It
makes us happy and it makes us giggle. You like us happy, don’t you?
18) Everything women want requires a lot of your energy. But everything men want requires a lot of
energy, too. Your struggles and pain with women are not worse than our struggles and pain with men.
They are just different.
19) Here’s a possible test to see whether you’ve got yourself a good, High Value woman. Use it a few
times though before you decide she isn’t relationship-worthy, because it will take her time to trust
you enough to respond lovingly. (Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I
Actually?”)
When you find a moment where you don’t know what you’re doing with your life, or you are
uncertain of something, instead of pretending that you know what you’re doing (we always pick up
on it if you don’t), say to her with total certainty and direction in your body: “I don’t know where I
am going at this moment.”
If she freaks out or criticizes you or closes down, try again, a few times. Give it several months,
maybe a year. Maybe more. If she still responds badly, maybe she is better off being some other
guy’s girlfriend.
20) Whenever you need to leave us or go do something important for an hour, a day, a week, or even
months…it makes us feel so much safer and loyal to you if you come to us with total direction and
say: “I’m going now to do some work. I will be back in such and such time. I may even love you still
while I’m gone. (wink at her or kiss her).”
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I know that it’s hard for you to learn to say that, as it’s not in your nature unless you’ve practised it
many many times.
But how much does her loyalty and trust in you actually matter to You? Is it at least worth a little
effort?
21) None of what I said above is true. There’s a practice run for dealing with the changeability and
perceived lack of integrity of women in relationships. In reality, we are like the weather. You can’t
ask us to rain. You can’t tell us not to storm. And you love it. Because the more predictable we are,
the less desirable we are. And so be it. What you do with it is up to you.
Click here to join the Understanding Men program and gain better understanding of men.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Sneak Peek in to the First Chapter of my New Book
March 20, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

I’m not sure you would have expected this kind of writing from me.
It’s not from my usual angle, and it’s written differently. But it is the way I was ultimately lead to
start writing this book. In it’s finished state, this book will be written as a ‘general and thorough’
book, going through all the biggest problems for us women in our relationships and dating.
Click here to download and check out the first chapter…
The book will address what to do in dating AND in long term relationships. I will attempt to deliver a
guide for women to have a Superior Understanding of Men to all other women.
And I will make an attempt to help women tap in to the infinitely feminine and attractive Goddess
within themselves. The kind of woman who is High Value, High Status, and who can have any man
she wants and be confident that she matters, and that she is ‘IT’.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
Because you are.
But the question is – WHAT are your thoughts and feelings about this first chapter?
Please leave your constructive feedback in the comments section below this POST!
Here are my questions I’d love you to answer and give me feedback:
1) Where do you see this first chapter leading to?
2) Do you feel you want to keep reading?
3) Any suggestions for improvements?
I know it’s different from what you’re used to reading from me. It’s ok if it’s too whacked-out. Just
let me know your thoughts. They matter to me. Thank you very much.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
Love,
Renee.
-XxX(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Your Job is to Overcome the Need to Blame Him
April 16, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

In our most basic un-evolved state, we as women tend to blame the man in our life for our problems.
If we try not to, we do it indirectly anyway. And that’s because, as you already know, what we resist,
persists.
Guilt is such a big emotion for most women, and it is wired in to us like you wouldn’t believe. So,
subconsciously, we can work very hard to try to get someone to come closer to us or do something
for us by blaming them to induce guilt in them, because in our world, guilt motivates US to do things
differently; so we think it might do the same for other people.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
And as evolution has it, men respond to blame and feel responsible. That’s why they hate feeling
blamed. They’re drawn in to feeling blamed. I believe men were designed to respond to a woman’s
blaming by trying to make it up to her (if they love her), at least some of the time.
Here’s the problem with that.
No matter how much evolution wanted men who are in love with their woman to fix whatever she
blamed him for…I’m not sure evolution had long term relationships in mind. Humans now live in to
their 90s and beyond. That means that we must learn to confront and question behaviours that make
us feel better in the short term, but destroy our relationships in the long-run – and blaming is one of
those behaviours.
Human relationships used to be short-lived. We now live too long, and are presented with a challenge
most of us don’t overcome: the challenge of making a relationship last not only long enough to see a
child grow to be somewhat self sufficient, but the challenge of making a relationship last decade after
decade. Sometimes even more than half a century.
Our INSTINCTS (such as the instinct to blame people around us even indirectly, or passively
aggressively let our grump mood cause pain for our lovers) weren’t designed for a happy
relationship. Instincts are designed for survival – And survival or the need to just keep our head
above water is not so relevant as it was many thousands of years ago.
All I can say is this – if you WANT to not have men always walk out on you after a short time with
you, then regardless of whether or not you as a woman were ‘made to blame and it’s in your nature’,
if you REPEATEDLY do it, it’s going to create massive resentment that will eat away at your
precious relationship, and he might even want to leave.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Because here’s how things work:
You’ve probably been on the receiving end of this unfortunate truth before, but here it is – when we
as humans are being blamed, we feel devastated. We feel scared. We feel vindictive. We feel angry,
and we feel lost and unsupported and hated and abandoned. Even men at times. And he will associate
these bad feelings with YOU, not with HIS own so called ‘wrong doing’ that you are blaming him
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for!
This is so important to remember and to feel in our bodies. When we blame, that person feels badly
towards US, even if they DO feel badly towards what they did or didn’t do.
Unless the man is very, very invested in you, then he can feel a lot of guilt about what you seem to be
blaming him for. And even then – he can’t feel badly towards him own so called wrong doings
without also feeling gradually and increasingly repelled by you.
And here’s the hard thing – when someone is going through a hard time in their lives, they may cut
out the close people because they associate the closest people with their PAIN. Which means we
MUST take extra care not to cause our loved ones pain by blaming them.

Don’t Assume anything is Anyone’s Fault
It feels right for me to say to you this: don’t assume anything is anyone’s fault. If you do, often you
end up looking like the idiot and feeling sick from your own poison – because that’s what blame is’it’s poison. It kills people – it kills their hope, their dreams and their DRIVE.
Do you want to be the person who delivers that kind of pain to people?
Maybe you do Because I know many of us have a need to get power and see others suffer.
I’m sure you’ve been on the receiving end of having people feel badly towards you just because you
were involved with them at the wrong place at the wrong time? How did that feel?
Imagine how it would feel to have the police knock on your door tomorrow, saying: “You are under
arrest for attempted murder.” when you’ve done nothing. That sick feeling you’d get is not something
you want to spread to a man, not even if it’s less severe than being falsely imprisoned.
Ultimately, blame serves no use in most situations in today’s world. Next time a man seems angry at
you, ask yourself courageously, ‘could he feel blamed for something?” – you don’t even have to have
blamed him for anything, as his ex wife could have blamed him all the time and now you’re the one
paying for what happened in his past.
It feels awful doesn’t it? That’s why I am suggesting you commit to having the belief in your body
that no one is to blame.
Instead, when you instinctively go to blame someone; realise this: There are only feelings of anger,
betrayal, fear, threat, insecurity, and failure – and all these things are probably what you REALLY
feel, in your true depth, BENEATH the surface fight or flight response that makes you lash out and
say something like
“But YOU were doing THIS!”
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

When someone is blaming YOU
This is even more important than not blaming others.
I know some men have a pattern of blaming women for all their troubles…nice feeling isn’t it?
If someone is blaming you, always remember to tell yourself: “this is not my fault, and it’s not
anybody’s fault. It just is.” It all feels like agony, but it isn’t my fault.
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I know you may feel blamed anyway, but acknowledge that feeling, thank yourself for having it,
because it means you care about the relationship you are in, so it is not all bad. But if you go around
feeling blamed, you can’t be classy, you can’t be your potential, you just end up suffering and
causing the people you love more suffering.

What to say if you’re being blamed
If someone is blaming you, try breathing. It is conductive to life.
Then, say: “I know you are hurt and angry. You don’t deserve to feel that way.” – this meets the
person where they are at, and at the same time by saying they don’t deserve to feel that way, you are
giving them the gift of assuming they are well intentioned. If you can do this, you’re well on your
way to becoming High Value – because most people cannot handle giving someone else this kind of
credit, even when they claim to love the other person.
If you’re willing to go one step further, then you can start breaking your man’s pattern by using
humour or saying things that build up his Masculinity, rather than tearing it down. I give many tips
and examples of how to do this in my programs.
Click here to check out the list of our programs.
Love,
Renee.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Be Willing to Be Affected by A Man’s Problems in a High
Value Way
April 27, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

I can remember a long time ago, my husband and I were talking and I was feeling very frustrated,
trying to tell him that I was upset about our relationship was affected when he was in a period of
intense work mode.
Those intense work modes can last a while, when they do come, and I inevitably feel scared at some
point during those times, because his attention is all taken up, and even the slightest interruption on
my part could cost his work. Also, in those times, my usual ways of getting his attention don’t work
as well.
(Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers and learn to attract a man naturally?)
He said to me intensely: “Are you saying that you don’t want to be affected by what happens in my
Life?”
And I just stood there and his words hit me like a truck. Wow. I don’t remember much of our
conversation after that. I spent quite some time thinking about what he said for months afterwards, at
random intervals.
My husband is very passionate, and he is that kind of person who never has bad intent. It took me a
while to realise that about him, and to trust that about him, because I was around a few people who
had bad intent whilst growing up – and after having that influence me and many bad experiences, I
did start to mistake good intent for bad intent in GOOD people (have you done that before too?)
Seeing as my husband doesn’t have bad intent, it’s important that I reassure you that he didn’t say
what he said in a bad way; he said it in a curious but passionate way, it was a bit of a rhetorical
question. I am aware that when these words are said by somebody else, they may come with
bitterness behind them – that’s not the case here.
He said it because he knew I was better than I was showing up to be. I like that he forces me to
become a better person. I’m blessed. I thank the universe for bringing him to me.

Our Lover’s Problem is our Problem
But when you think about it, this is where we often fail to have a relationship last. We show, through
our actions, that our lover’s problems are not our problems.
Well, if our lover is our lover, then we must allow his problems to be ours too.I’m taking a risk
saying this, because I know some women will take this to mean that they need to stay with a
‘wounded bear’ to ‘fix his issues’ and ‘help him through’ in the hope of landing him and having him
propose marriage.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
That’s not what I mean. I mean, a lover supports. Even when it causes them discomfort. A lover can
courageously be with you or you with them – even through the problems we think we don’t deserve
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to be affected by.
Related Post: How to Get him To Propose and Marry You Without Looking Low Value

What is YOUR Limit in a Relationship?
So what is your limit? Do you have one?
Sometimes, the less often you’re willing to be affected by a man’s problems…the less you will likely
find yourself in a long term relationship.
I remember a single woman in her late 40s, who had felt she’d missed out on the chance to have her
own children and was hoping to maybe adopt. She said to me “the men were so nice in my
20s….then when I got in to my 30s and 40s, they started coming in to the relationship with issues and
they weren’t about me, the issues were related to their ex’s…and I just thought, I don’t deserve that!”
I remember feeling too, that I didn’t deserve to be treated a certain way, and I guess it’s good of her
to decide what she doesn’t want in a relationship. That’s strong of her.

Fear, Entitlement and Laziness
But there’s also another place this decision could be made from – and that’s fear.
A pattern of fear and entitlement and laziness.
At some point, we must decide to grow out of our sense of entitlement.
This really is another way of trying to get significance rather than choosing to connect with another
human being deeply and passionately.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

True Empathy for Men stops Mistreatment from Men
If you’re scared that you may facilitate a man’s abuse or bad behaviour, I believe you won’t facilitate
that automatically, when you gain True Empathy and understanding of the man you are with.
Not understanding men is one of the fastest ways we destroy a great relationship.
The lack of understanding can leave us wide open and vulnerable in a stupid and unnecessary way. In
a way that is based on neediness, rather than heartfelt, connected, High Value Vulnerability.
(Click here to take the quiz “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
We get ourselves in trouble, and we get ourselves hurt when we get too scared to understand the
world from a man’s point of view. Because we can’t help but make the mistake of putting our own
reasons on what a man does. We think HE is doing what he is doing for OUR reasons.
They almost never are!

Do You want a Passionate Relationship or do You want Comfort?
So I wanted to ask you, do you want a passionate relationship, or do you want comfort?
Comfort and real relationships only go hand in hand once in a while. I believe real relationships
require at least one person in them to LEAD the other in to a world of acceptance, connection, fun
and depth.
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That means CHOOSING to let a man’s bad stuff affect us – but not in a way that makes you turn
around and say “well I’ve been affected by YOUR stuff” – they are the words of a victim who has no
emotional resources.

How to Handle a Man’s Life Problems in a HIGH VALUE Way
By choosing to let a man’s bad stuff be a part of your life in a HIGH VALUE way, this is what
you might do:
– Take responsibility for establishing the connection again when he’s gone off or hurt by something
(even you)
– Really VALUE actual connection, not immediate self satisfaction from holding him at a certain
distance or criticizing him
– Using humour to clear the air of (most often unnecessary) tension and stress between you two
– Having Empathy, not complaints
– Being the life energy that you were born as (being all the socially judge-worthy parts of you like:
girly, playful, random, fun, and weird)
– Giving your man credit and appreciation for the areas of his life he is struggling with
– Admiring the parts of him that you genuinely feel admiration for; not withholding this beautiful
feeling you have inside.
But if you want comfort, maybe staying single will help you achieve that.
It’s up to you!
But it robs you of the life you will forever know you COULD have had.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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‘Doing’ more is Not the Hallmark of a Good Woman
May 8, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

When we feel the need to be enough and ‘do’ as much as the next woman, girl or mother, are we
really a better woman?
And do people really care anyway?
No, the people who really care about you won’t care whether you do more or not.
Only the people who compete with you to feel good about themselves and for variety will care. But
they don’t care about YOU, they care about their own good or bad feelings, in that moment.
Since becoming Tyson’s Mummy, I realised that I felt this peer pressure (but self-imposed of course)
to ‘make’ all the food at his 1st birthday party.
And for what? Just so I could be one of the mums who ‘made’ all the food?
Just so I could be a good competitor and compete in someone else’s race?
And would that make me a better Mum to Tyson?
No.
The only thing it would do is put my body under more pump and stress to get everything made and
done by myself.
And haven’t you been at those parties where the host was unable to have a conversation with you at
ALL the entire duration of the party because they had made themselves so stressed?
Outside of the mothering circles, there are other areas in which women feel some sort of pressure to
‘perform’.
– In the bedroom
– Bigger cleavage
– Less signs of ageing
– More children; bigger family, more power to the woman
– More college degrees
– Higher paying job
– Better position at work
– Less make up
– More make up
– Better wedding
– Faster labour
– Longer labour
– Taller husband
None of this necessarily makes us or our lives a gift to everybody else. It doesn’t make us more
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spiritual.
It merely makes us more compliant to somebody else’s competition.

Women are not a gift to the world when they do more.
They are less of a gift when they do more. There is no higher or spiritual benefit when you enter the
competition to ‘do’ the most in one’s lifetime.
Because nobody’s life is guaranteed.
And tomorrow is not guaranteed.
And you are not happy when you are a pleaser.
And neither is anybody else.

Maintaining the status quo of surface emotions
It’s something that we do to just maintain the status-quo of ‘surface’ emotions.
It doesn’t help us grow spiritually. By keeping the surface emotions the same, it makes our life more
convenient, but not more infinite. The more stress a woman has, the less feminine energy she can
radiate as a rule.
And competition and ‘doing’ more comes from a constricted breath.
It’s not full and flowing and infinite.
It is constricted and fight or flight. It’s so that we can prove something.
And so that we can issue pre-emptive strikes at others who MIGHT judge us.
But we don’t have to prove anything, because the people who are watching are not watching for you.
They are watching for themselves.
The people who really care about you, really care about YOU, not what you do.
And worse still, as a woman has more and more stress over the years, her body begins to look the
picture of stress. When we are like this, we don’t look open to men. We don’t seem kind to others.
Our lives aren’t a gift to others.
I suggest that you are not an expert at all things.
CERTAINLY, trying to be the expert at too many things just to compete makes us competitors, not
necessarily good competitors either. That kind of competing will only create further gaps between
you and potential friends.
When you finally breathe and stop trying to ‘do’ everything, you can relax iintoyour true energy and
nature. And just be. And if you feel pressure to do a certain thing, remember this.
Your life being a gift to everybody is worth more than you trying to ‘do’ more to look good to
phantom people or even dead people from your past.
And I remember a quote from Anthony Robbins saying:
“What you GET will never make you happy. But who you become will either make you very happy,
or very sad.”
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
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Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What makes your life a gift to others?
Well, think of Mother Teresa.
Would you say that her life was a gift to others?
I would say mostly, yes. And that’s because she wasn’t busy with pointless things that don’t mean
much in the end. She was genuine in her expression of love.
I believe her actions were probably guided by love.
And that energy of love rippled out as a wonderful gift to many strangers around her.
And it’s when we choose to do things from a place of love….if LOVE really leads us there, then it’s
right. It’s infinite.
But proving something, and competing in some other woman’s competition who doesn’t care about
us is not infinite.

Are you Playing Small?
The idea of keeping up with other women and what they are doing seems right.
I guess it is because we have to fit in somehow.
But, it’s playing small.
Don’t play small.
Because you aren’t small.
As a woman, you weren’t born to be small.
You weren’t born to conform to and follow other women’s fears and insecurities.
When in doubt, and if you are stressed, try to choose the courageous route.
The route that express more of your love, whatever that is for you.
It COULD be making all the food at a dinner party of your own.
It COULD be teaching somebody you don’t know something that you know a lot about.
It COULD be running in the olympics.
It COULD be raising children.
It could be writing.
It could even be becoming an exotic dancer.
And it could be nothing but existing as you.
Each person is different.
And that’s ok. It’s ok to drop the tension, because you are a gift when you have the courage to drop
the need to prove something and start to just BE.
Not the route you’re lead to by your non-breathing, hyperventilating, competitive, ‘smaller’ self.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
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Isn’t being a Gift to Others the Same as Pleasing?
No. Because pleasing is not a gift.
Pleasing is the fake thing we do to stay safe.
And to do things from a place that makes us feel safe is not the same as doing or expressing ourselves
from a place of freedom and love. Pleasing comes from a stressful state in our body.
Being a gift to others is where love will lead you.
And that could mean doing anything…that is your unique expression of love.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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A Different Perspective on Why Male Partners Abuse Women
(& how to stop it)
May 16, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Warning: Abuse can be a very serious and very sensitive issue for many women… If you are already
in an abusive situation, the perspective of this article may not always serve you, so please take
caution in how you interpret this article.
If you are in an abusive situation, then for your sake do everything you can to get out of there if you
can. You are too important to be continually subjected to abuse, whether that’s physical, emotional,
or sexual.
You can review safety tips and guidelines for addressing an abusive situation, including getting help
and support, understanding the warning signs of emotional, physical, emotional, verbal, and sexual
abuse, at the following websites.
http://www.helpguide.org/mental/domestic_violence_abuse_help_treatment_prevention.htm
http://www.thehotline.org
With that warning out of the way, let’s take a look at this different perspective on why male partners
abuse women.
(Because I believe if you want to really fix a problem, you have to understand what this problem
really means for all parties involved.)
Abuse is defined as: ‘use (something) to bad effect or for a bad purpose, misuse.’ ‘To treat with
cruelty or violence, especially regularly or repeatedly.’
But the truth is, women abuse men just as much as men abuse women. Perhaps not as much physical
abuse as mental and emotional abuse. We as a society don’t tend to focus on mental and emotional
abuse simply because the bruises and scars of emotional abuse are not as obvious and easy to notice.
Not to mention abuse is just as prevalent in same-sex relationships.
I recently received an email from a lady who had been physically and emotionally abused by her
girlfriend for over 10 years. She had gotten herself into a place where she had no perception or
concept of what a healthy relationship really is. She had even asked me whether getting slapped by
her partner on a daily basis or getting kicked out of her own home was normal or not.
Needless to say, I told her to get out of there.
(Perhaps I will talk about what constitutes a healthy relationship in a future article…)

If you are being abused as an adult, but you can’t seem to leave…
As adults, if we are abused by a man once, it may come as a shock.
But if this happens over and over as in a chronic cycle of abuse, we are not only making a choice to
stay in that relationship but also we are choosing to reinforce the pattern of abuse.
In other words, we are “helping” the abuser by being in the role of an easy abusee or victim.
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I know that kind of sounds bad… and I’m not pointing the finger at you. I’m only saying this because
I’ve been through hell and back and I don’t want you to suffer the same.
I know you too can break the cycle of abuse and create the space in your life to invite healthy and
nurturing relationships to enter.

How does a woman get herself in that situation to start with?
One of the biggest reasons I think women get themselves in chronically abusive situations is because
she had not been honest and truthful to her emotions.
When we don’t attune ourselves to the real emotional and physical pain that lives inside of us and we
simply block it out – then we run the risk of choosing abuse and be willingly abused. We can’t stand
up for ourselves if we aren’t able to feel ourselves. We can’t communicate our pain if we don’t let
pain surface and be felt.
This is true of both physical pain and emotional pain.
If a man abuses us, and we are repeatedly not attuned and responsive to how his words and actions
make us feel – then we are doing ourselves a dangerous disservice; we are choosing abuse and we are
choosing the safety of the abusive pattern that we are in.
Any more than once, or twice, and if we stay – then we have a bad emotional comfort pattern that
favours staying in abusive situations. (The longer we stay, the worse the pattern becomes.)

Should we just simply blame the abusive man?
In this society, we typically just blame the man who has been abusive. Fair enough, it’s never OK to
abuse another and of course, he should stop. We all need to look after the women and the children of
this world.
But simply by shaming and blaming the abuser, this never reduced the incidence of abuse overall. In
fact, it may actually make the situation worse for many.
Blaming and shaming never works long term. But it does make people more resentful and create
separation in the world.
Not to mention that the woman, (the abusee) will probably continue her pattern of attracting abuse
into her life, whether in the form of a new partner or at the work place etc.

But she never asked to be abused…
A couple wakes up together in bed at 7am. It’s another work day.
They’ve been together for the last 5 years. Things aren’t great, but they’re not bad enough to do
anything about it.
The woman gets up out of bed, yawns and stretches.
The man sits up and says to the woman: “have you exercised this morning? what’s that on your
face? You need to clean your face, it’s dirty. You smell, wash yourself!”
He’s a little harsh don’t you think?
The woman never asked to be verbally abused like this… but instead of speaking up about it, she
rolls her eyes and stays quiet.
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She holds her emotions in. She doesn’t want to upset the status quo.
She doesn’t want to “upset” him.
Yet her very behaviour is perpetuating the pattern and cycle of abuse. (This couple had been doing
this for the past 5 years.)
Her lack of energy bouncing back at him makes him want to push forward harder.
She betrayed herself by not standing up for herself.
And no, this wasn’t the first time this verbal abuse has occurred.

What if she was truthful to her feelings?
What do you think would have happened if she didn’t ignore her emotions? What if she was attuned
to how the verbal abuse was making her feel?
What if she broke down crying? What do you think would have happened? Perhaps the guy would
see her vulnerability and see if she’s ok. Or perhaps he couldn’t care less and she would finally have
enough pain to get out of that abusive relationship.
What if she snapped back at him in anger?
Either way, it would momentarily break the pattern of abuse. Either it would force them to mend the
pain, or have enough pain to break up and move on.

Becoming attuned to ourselves is your gift to yourself.
Very few of us feel and acknowledge our own power to attune ourselves to how a man’s EVERY
word, EVERY action makes us feel.
IF we were to become attuned to all of our feelings, to the inevitable pain or pleasure that a partner’s
actions made us feel… then we’d already have left, or done something to sever the pattern of abuse.
We wouldn’t just “hang around” to keep the status quo.
We are strong when we also attune ourselves to men and are responsive to men’s words and actions.
We are strong when we teach them how to treat us through true attunement in the relationship and
true responsiveness in the relationship.
More on attunement and what weakness and strength is
here: https://www.thefemininewoman.com/2014/08/makes-woman-weak-strong-vulnerable/
That problem isn’t necessarily just the obviously abusive partner – it is us who are staying with the
obviously abusive partner too.
Because by choosing to be the abusee over and over again, we choose our pattern of staying with the
abusive person, and in turn, we are facilitating the abuse. We are practically “abusing ourselves” by
staying.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

What is the strong position to take that would NOT facilitate abuse?
In every situation there is always a strong position you can take that will result in the best outcome
for everyone.
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This position isn’t always intuitive, and certainly isn’t always easy. Rather, it requires you to be
courageous enough to stand up for yourself.
What if you paused, and let the feelings sink into your body? And perhaps allow the feelings to travel
from your throat, to your heart to your feet… and really feel the hurt on every level possible.
What if you expressed these emotions, from the knots in your belly, to the tears that are buried deep
under our masks and shells?
What if this path of feeling pain and opening to pain is the path to ultimate freedom and joy?
But too many of us attempt to push down our emotions, use logic to make the abuser think better of
themselves. (Essentially, the woman’s self-esteem lies in HIS hands and she is basically asking for
his approval… which again sets up further abuse.)
(The longer we haven’t let our bodies and hearts be vulnerable in a human relationship, the more
numb we are to a man’s true intentions) find out more on how to be strong, feminine and vulnerable
here.
Well, if you expressed your pain and hurt and stayed with it, (not in retaliation as anger, but just
hurt), then one of two things will happen.
1) Either the man will respond with more abuse, for which you’d know without a shadow of a doubt
that he doesn’t care about you, and that your job is to respect yourself and leave.
Or:
2) The more likely outcome would be that the man will react to your vulnerability. He would soften
in response to your vulnerability and become more caring in that moment.

Does he have good intent?
It’s very interesting to understand sometimes why men lash out and abuse in the first place.
Sometimes as women, we don’t really get to see his real intent behind the abuse. (Of course, every
relationship is different, and I’m certainly not defending anyone who is abusive in your life.)
And men might not do this consciously as such but sometimes when men ‘lose it’, despite seeming
relatively calm and non abusive in the past, is because he wanted to feel the woman’s trust, respect,
devotion and vulnerability towards him.
Sometimes, to a man, reacting in a verbally abusive way or in an emotionally abusive way was the
only way he knows how to try to feel her as HIS woman.
To exert his dominance, to create that polarity (although a bad way to do it), to metaphorically
penetrate the woman’s emotional walls.
Of course, there are so many better ways for any man to create polarity, and break through a
woman’s walls.

Studies show that low mate value men more likely to abuse
In a study done on men’s mate retention strategies, they found that there was a high likelihood of low
mate value men using verbal insults as a high risk (as in, high risk of losing their woman) mate
retention strategy.
High mate value men (or men who see themselves as high mate value) just don’t use that strategy.
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They don’t need to. (They have other value and resources.)
You see, ancestral men had the problem of trying to keep women sexually faithful. Otherwise, they
risked humiliation in taking care of another man’s child.
Verbal, emotional and physical abuse was one effective but high risk way of trying to keep a woman
sexually faithful because it brings her self esteem down.
WHAT has this got to do with men wanting to make women more vulnerable?
Well, women are vulnerable when they deal with men, but they are vulnerable in low value ways, or
in strong ways that make her a total goddess.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
And this HIGH value vulnerable way is the way I’m vouching for. More or high value vulnerability
in our free masterclass: http://shenwademedia.com/optin/commitment-masterclass-register/
What are the ways women are vulnerable to men?
Women are vulnerable when they respect and devote themselves to a man.
We are vulnerable when we are attuned to how he makes us feel, as well – but this is a goddess’s
vulnerability – she owns herself, and isn’t afraid to lose ‘something’ in a relationship.
We are vulnerable (but weak) when we WANT something out of being with a man, eg: we go into
the relationship for what we can ‘get’ out of being with him – and the relationship never began based
on love and care.
But when men abuse to try and make a woman vulnerable – essentially they are trying to possess a
woman OR they are trying to make her open to him.
Men try to make women open to them?
Some men indeed unconsciously abuse to try and make a woman more vulnerable and attuned to
them – and this attunement would hopefully invigorate the relationship and make it a relationship
where the two partners were actually relating to each other and caring for each other – not just a
relationship based on what’s comfortable; and based on repetitive patterns of comfort, however that
shows up.

Women are more vulnerable to abuse when they go into a relationship to ‘get’
something
A lady once said to me; ‘why would women want to understand men? That shit doesn’t work –
because women are going into a relationship to fill their need for love and self esteem anyway – so
why would they care about understanding men?’
Well, as it turns out…that’s very dangerous.
More dangerous than most of us can predict.
When we are needy of something – we are automatically putting ourselves in a weak position – we
are at the mercy of their bad or good response.
We can only HOPE for a good response and take it if it comes.
If we are delivered a bad response – well, it doesn’t change the fact that we went into the interaction
to get a man’s love and approval – and unless we change THAT – then we will stay in the cycle of
abuse – just as the lady in the scenario above did.
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HOW to never get involved in an abusive relationship again?
Here are the only steps you’ll need to NEVER go deeper and deeper in an abusive pattern with a
man:
1) Relinquish your thoughts and attune yourself to him. Your thoughts belong to you already. Instead,
stay present with him, feel in your body – not THINK – but feel in your body – which is a well of
reliable source power – how he makes you feel.
2) Respond authentic to your feelings, while holding his gaze or presence. Demand nothing less than
his full devoted presence, especially when he is hurting you and you can feel it. Scream the hurt in his
face if you need to.
3) If you demand a man’s full presence with your wide open, attuned and vulnerable response – and
you do it consistently, and you feel his energy shrink away from you – not wanting to take care of
you – by then you should be able to get up and leave in some way, because you would have allowed
yourself to feel the pain or hurt – or whatever it is that his responses made you feel.

Feeling and being attuned to pain and pleasure is our answer
Feeling and being attuned to pain and pleasure is our answer.
Give the gift of your presence, and open your body and heart to the infinite source of awareness that
is in there.
Your thoughts still serve you – but they can be a very weak source to rely on.
Logic doesn’t inspire a man to take responsibility for committing to you and caring for you.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Your emotional vulnerability does – or does not – and thereby helps you eliminate the lesser men.

I shouldn’t be responsible for his actions!
Shouldn’t I just be responsible for my own actions in relationships? I shouldn’t be responsible for his
actions!
I’m not here to tell you what you should do. I’m not here to tell you how much responsibility you
should take on.
But let me ask you this…
If you didn’t wash yourself for a whole month, would that perhaps affect your relationship and those
closest to you?
Of course, it would!
We all affect each other whether we like it or not. And in our intimate relationship, it’s stupid to think
that we’re only and solely responsible for ourselves and our own happiness.
If we are that careless about our lover’s needs and happiness, then we probably shouldn’t be in that
relationship in the first place.
I hate that people think it’s only men’s responsibility to stop abuse.
This is insulting to the goddess that we are inside.
Just as it’s not only women’s responsibility to stop her abusing a man in a relationship. (the reality is,
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just as many women abuse men in our society as men abuse women, perhaps not as much physical
abuse. But don’t words cut deeper than fists?)
The truth is, all of us are responsible.
You are not a victim. You have all the power within you to shape your life for the better or for the
worse. It’s a hard and painful path to choose to take responsibility – but it releases you from
suffering, and from being that victim.
It’s time for all of us to take on a greater responsibility for not just ourselves but those around us. And
only then will we get to experience a fulfillment and joy that comes from caring for something
greater than ourselves.
Why wouldn’t you want that?
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!

P. S. To learn more about gifting men with your authentic vulnerability and how that attracts a man
who devotes himself to you, we go in to depth about that in our Commitment Masterclass.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Positive Thinking can Cost us our Life & our
Relationships
June 5, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

‘I haven’t found a job in 8 months, but I know I will, it’s OK.’
‘I’m 45 and I’ve never had children and I have always wanted them. It’s OK, there’s still time.’
Positive Thinking is thinking.
It’s not feeling.
It’s merely a coping strategy.
And much to my frustration, depending on when and how we use positive thinking, it has the
potential to rob us of our lives.
Why?
Because it’s not living. Thinking is not necessarily living.
Feeling and experiencing and opening to the realness of what’s actually happening IS living.
Opening to being vulnerable to people and to the moment is living, as it requires courage.
Positive Thinking is a form of thinking.
But even more damaging than that.
Have you watched the Commitment Masterclass? If not yet, click here to register and watch for free.

Positive Thinking is used as a way to Block things Out
Positive Thinking is often used as a way to block things out.
Eg: ‘We’ve been dating 8 months and he still has his dating profile up. I know I am probably
worrying over nothing. But it is disrespectful, it almost hurts.’
Well, in this case, we’re not worrying over nothing. We are simply steering ourselves in the direction
of avoidance of understanding of the man’s position, and therefore blocking ourselves from valuable
time wastage and blocking ourselves from living our lives in a High Value way.
Worrying about his dating profile still being up is legitimate. It is a worry and we worry because it
hurts. The worry isn’t a lie. Pretending we shouldn’t worry by diminishing our feeling doesn’t make
us more alive. It just holds the hurt at bay.
But telling ourselves we’re worrying over nothing is a trick to keep us lazy and somewhat blinded.
To keep us from actually feeling anything.
And in some cases, it keeps us from seeing the truth.
The truth could be anything really, but a positive thought isn’t helping when our lives are not in
danger and when we are safe in our own space to feel and practice empathy.
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Positive Thinking could cost us our Relationships
There is positive thinking.
And then there’s presence.
Positive thinking can be about ourselves, or we can try to think positively for a mate or a friend, to try
and stop them from stressing. In this way, positive thinking can be a gift at times.
But what about our presence and what about practising living as the other person? That takes a desire
to want to understand the other person, rather than stay in our own little world of positive thinking.
What if the other person really just wants someone else to feel their pain? Maybe this kind of
empathy is a higher currency than helping them to think positively.
Why try to help someone by positively thinking with them and for them, therefore minimising their
emotional truths and intensity in the moment, when we can feel their pain with them?

But, what if Nobody is there for You if you start to experience Pain and Pleasure in
Full?
I know you ask, BUT – who will be there for ME when I really, truly fall in to a heap of my emotions
and who will pick me up?
I know, it is hard. But we have to start somewhere. It will be wonky at first. But we can’t encourage
people to truly be there for us and not fake be there for us if our primary and only way – of dealing
with things is to think positively.
If you feel positive thinking is really good still, that’s OK.
It works and should be used sometimes.
I just don’t like it as an all-round method of practise because again, it is used a lot not to make us
more alive and to give us more empathy for the person we are positive thinking about. It also often
isn’t used to help us actually move through a bad situation and ask ourselves;
‘How can I add value?’
‘What am I not seeing here about this situation?’
‘What are the needs of the other people involved that I am not empathising with here?’
Instead, it is used to keep our status quo of old emotions.
It does nothing but encourage our lazy patterns of not wanting to feel – feel about our own life and
feel IN to other people and their world.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Use Positive Thinking when it is Valuable and Necessary
As for blocking things out and thinking positively to cope, in many situations, there just is no choice.
So Positive thinking can really help. We can use positive thinking to keep the status quo when it’s
necessary.
Perhaps we can’t feel our real emotions in a particular situation right now. Hence, we need to hold off
until we feel safe, and positive thinking will help right now.
I can understand that, and I think it’s GREAT to use it then.
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Positive thinking used from a Place of Fear…
I just don’t like using it from a place of fear.
Like any strategy, it doesn’t matter how good the strategy is, it can possibly backfire on us when we
use it from a place of fear. That costs us our lives.
We can choose to LIVE or to have half-lives.
I respect that you and I were both probably encouraged to express positive emotions and not bad ones
from our parents. A lot of parents seem to not want to deal with a child’s difficult and heavy
emotions, as it scares them, too. As a result, we learned that Positive Thinking will ensure that the
people around us will be more likely to keep liking us and stick around.
If we’re a positive person, then we get love. Right?
Well no. We might get approval and superficial acceptance. Not Love.
Because apparently, people don’t like dealing with people’s difficult emotions.
But I say that what we REALLY don’t like is people’s difficult emotions directed AT us, we don’t
like people’s emotions creating a threat to our relationship with them, making us feel divided and
separate, and making us feel as if we are the problem. Nobody likes to feel blamed.
But difficult emotions like fear, jealousy, rage, envy, hate…are ok. They are just emotions.
Speaking of bad emotions – Here’s why Positive Thinking is so damaging:
It’s because, if we reduce our responses to life’s situations to a set of positive thoughts, we inevitably
block bad feelings and Real Truths out. And once we do THAT – we block out the Real Joys in life,
too; because a habit of blocking things out isn’t automatically discriminatory.
As Brene Brown mentions in her talk on Vulnerability, when we numb pain, we also numb joy.
In other words, we can’t block bad stuff out and keep the good feelings in and experience THEM in
full force.
We are stuck in a half life of ‘meh’ emotional states.
In THEORY we could CHOOSE to NOT block out the joys and to experience good things FULLY –
but most of us aren’t that disciplined and conscious. We like to think we are, but we don’t have that
much control over ourselves. Our old childhood patterns have been ingrained and reinforced and
practices for far too long.
Ad so our biology ‘body memory’ as I like to call it, knows more about our well-used habits and goes
straight to them, disregarding our apparent ability to exercise conscious choice.
This is especially true when we are in a fearful state; because that’s when we are really challenged.

My definition of Living
My definition of Living is to fully experience life with openness, not with fear. This openness means
being our vulnerable selves. Not our half selves We have to be willing to open ourselves for real.
For example; instead of having intellectual discussions with a man because that keeps our emotions
safe and contained, we actually act on the buried spontaneous desire to put on pink underwear and do
a dance that follows no routine but our own silly moment of spontaneity. (NOTE: This is not a
strategy to be used in EVERY scenario, it is good in some situations, but it may not be the best in
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your situation, I used it to give you an example of what I mean).
And to fully experience life, we must feel openly – that involves the body; our biochemical state
(many people choose to use drugs to experienced an altered state), when we can experience any state
we want to at any point if we choose to, without drugs).
Being open means NOT blocking out how our every chosen word, every chosen action, night hurt
others, makes other hate us, or makes other more of a raving fan of us, and makes people around us
feel like we are a gift.
We are always affecting others.
And the most important ones are the ones we already trust to some extent, and the people closest to
us.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Openness is not something you give to everybody
I talk about the value of openness and vulnerability. But A lot of people won’t like you for it anyway.
There are plenty of people in the world who don’t understand it, don’t want to understand it, and
would rather separate themselves from others. I think that is OK. We just need to learn that there are
people we choose to give our presence and openness and vulnerability to, and there are people we
don’t give it to.
Maybe we need to block out how some people affect us.
But everything we block out still lives inside waiting to be expressed somewhere.
To finish…
Positive thinking is just thinking.
And more than that, it’s not even thinking.
Positive thinking can be a form of blocking out what is real.
While other people are experiencing life fully, what of us who block things out?
In the case of us who have always wanted children but our age makes it too late, we are denying
ourselves the chance of truly feeling the pain related to not having children. And if we do that – what
if it really IS too late? What if we have to feel THAT pain? Well, we don’t have much of a choice.
We can keep blocking it out, and keep on that way until we die.
That is fine…if you choose to positive think about it, that’s fine. It has its consequences, and that is
what I am trying to demonstrate in this article.
BUT – if you stay open and feel the realness of the ‘stuff’ behind the positive thought – that comes
with consequences, too.
You just need to choose which consequence is better for you.
I just feel that sometimes, positive thinking makes my body and my emotions smaller. It’s
unexpressed stuff going on in there and that makes me feel sick. But that’s me.
And what about the job seeker?
In the case of the job seeker who may YES, eventually find a job, what’s wrong with really feeling
and letting it sink in that the reality is that no employer has picked them up yet, and for good reason?
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What’s wrong with opening to that reality?
If we opened to it, and felt the pain, at least then, we’d be free of the tension of positive
thinking…and we open a path for asking ourselves a useful question, like, ‘so, what does the work
actually look like fro the perspective of the boss of this company? What would this boss FEAR in the
process of hiring and what would this boss LOVE and feel enticed by in a potential employee?’
If we open to that reality, then we can become more real, and more present, just a better and more
relevant job candidate, and once we’ve felt the pain and the fear associated with the situation, it will
be over; the emotions will be over, they always end at some point, and that will leave more free space
in our hearts and minds for understanding and writing a compelling offer that actually
compassionately adds value to the potential employer, instead of being so in to our own selves that
we settle for ‘oh, somebody will hire me!’, which could cost us an entire year of our life, having no
job and no income.
I believe this is true of positive thinking:
For most of us, it’s simply a tool for blocking out negative emotions; it’s actually a response out of
fear. It’s not an open, full response.
And that PRACTICE of blocking real feelings out and labelling it ‘Positive Thinking’ can lead us to
live an emotionally impoverished life because it’s merely a coping mechanism and not a way of truly
living.
Have you checked the list of our programs available? Click here to learn more information about our
programs.
Do you believe in Positive Thinking? Do you use it? What do you think of it?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s free.
Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S.
Connect with me on social media!
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Most Valuable Thing a Woman can Give to a Man
June 16, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

If you’ve ever asked yourself…’What do men want in a relationship?’
Article updated 2018
What makes a woman high value so that she can have almost any man commit to her?
(Click here to register to watch the “Commitment Masterclass”)
I have an answer below.
I can remember the handful of times I came to the realisation that I had been a taker and not a giver in
my relationship with my husband.
It’s an experience like no other. Because it’s exhilarating. It’s freeing.
But before I felt exhilarated, I felt lonely as hell in that realisation and especially in the process of
changing myself.
It’s lonely to realise you take more emotional resources than you give. Even if your husband is
supportive of you and loves you despite your lack of attention to how much you tried to take from
him.
And it’s lonely to realise that most of the process of changing yourself is indeed, done alone.

You can’t depend on others to change you. And you can’t depend on other people
to change first.
So if you’ve ever wanted someone else to change before you change, which is everyone of us at some
point, I understand. Sometimes you just feel safer not making a decision. Because you want
company. And we’re built to have and seek company.
The most valuable thing you can give a man is emotional resources.
You know I talk about about being a High Value woman.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
When we’re High Value, getting commitment isn’t a problem.
Well, when we’re Low Value, we take emotional resources.

But what does giving emotional resources really mean?
It means a lot of things.
But first off, it starts with not acting from a place of feeling blamed.
Because when act from that place, we act malevolent towards the person we’re in a relationship with.
Haven’t you felt the annoyance related to this before too? Have you been on the receiving end of
some self important person feeling blamed and making you pay for it when you weren’t intending
to blame them?
The people who get angry and try to take emotional resources from you (women often do this passive
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aggressively) when they feel blamed – and yet, you were just trying to make a helpful suggestion?
The person who felt defensive and blamed when you were trying to make yourself more transparent
and understood to them?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Acting out when you feel blamed takes resources from the world
If you are in a relationship, and it seems that he (or she) is saying something about what YOU do…
Try to see if you feel like becoming defensive. If you do, then it could be that you feel blamed,
shamed or humiliated, or threatened.
In reality, if that person is communicating to you, it matters, and you matter to them. The fact that he
or she is communicating to you is a sign they are coming to you, perhaps willing to trust you – and
you guys can go deeper together again in the future.
But if we react to every communication as though it threatens our life – we are essentially taking
resources and making it about us.
Just because someone asks or SEEMS to ask us to do something differently – we find that threatening
and we are too emotionally lazy to change ourselves. We’d rather make somebody else change.
In this case, apparently the problem is men and they should be the ones to change. We want to make
others go out in the cold and change themselves first because we are not courageous enough to ‘go
first’.
Well I don’t know about you, but I don’t want to be that person. I feel it’s not who we really have the
power to be. Why leave this world having been a an angry little taker of resources?
Why leave the world when we’re old, only knowing ‘reaction’ (instant gratification) and not
‘response’ to other human beings?

Don’t Live SMALL
Why leave the world being less that you can be?
There’s really nothing else to do.
Every goal we achieve fades.
Get angry at men for doing something to hurt us because we didn’t have the emotional resources to
respond appropriately at the time, this is a recipe for our own suffering.
Take, take and take some more emotional resources from others by asking them to listen to us FIRST
– more fuel for living small.
Acting from feeling blamed….rather than giving our no-strings-attached presence, which really
means in the PRESENT because anything less is in the past or from elsewhere…is terribly counterproductive to ANY relationship.
That’s what acting from a place of feeling blamed is.
DISCLAIMER – THERE’S NOTHING WRONG WITH FEELING BLAMED.
No feelings are wrong.
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It’s our choices that make or break our relationships though.
We have the choice to watch our feeling as they come up, and give them space rather than trying to
reduce them by attacking someone else, or extracting resources from someone else.
It’s the willingness to be careless enough to ACT from that place of feeling blamed that is damaging
because it’s not honest hurting of another person.
We all hurt others, but when we act form feeling blamed, we essentially kill the other person
emotionally. Because wallowing in feeling blamed seems to be, from my experience, a fight or flight
response.
There’s nothing wrong with sharing with a friend that you felt blamed. It’s not even that feeling
blamed is wrong – not at all. It’s fine to feel blamed. It is GOOD feedback telling you that your
parents hurt you.

Cultivate your Own Emotional Bank
It’s the fight or flight attack response because we feel angry that someone else is trying to take
resources from us. – this is where we need to have our own emotional bank to draw from.
What is an emotional bank?
It’s our own emotional resources with which to pull from.
So – instead of reacting in a conversation the moment we feel blamed – we breathe and feel his heart
instead.
To cultivate emotional resources, we must give when we don’t want to.
It’s creating something where there’s nothing.
Just because.
THAT – nobody can take from you!
THAT – is class in action.
As soon as we act from a fight or flight state with somebody who doesn’t warrant that response from
us (a high percentage of people, because very few of us have our lives physically threatened) we are
taking resources from them in some way.
Now, most of us in the world lack emotional resources. I don’t know whether it was the way we were
parented. Or perhaps that we also don’t live in close-knit tribes anymore and such antisocial
behaviour doesn’t have dire consequences and regulations by our tribe members…I mean, we go
home to ourselves at night (a large number of us), and we go home to the same old family and rarely
to we seek out honest feedback from others about what our actions look like to them and what do our
actions make them feel.
Nowadays, we have to cultivate our courage to do that. It doesn’t just come because we’re part of a
larger tribe of 50-100 people or more.

Do we assume everything is about US?
Maybe it’s just that we think everything is about us. But it isn’t. Even when somebody blames us.
Maybe it’s just fear…if we act out of fear enough, all we end up doing is acting out of fear.
So I’m here to tell you that I feel like the best thing we can give, and the thing we can be most proud
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of, is how much emotional resources we can give.
And you know what’s so great about surrendering to doing this?
I mean to be able to do this, you may have to relax in to the fear and the uncertainty and the
loneliness of the journey of changing by yourself (because change IS mostly something we choose to
do by ourselves, nobody can make that decision for us).
The great thing about surrendering to the pain we need to surrender to in order to BE emotionally
resourceful, is that it’s euphoric – because it’s change. Our biochemistry changes as we are willing to
surrender to our bodily and emotional alterations and not resist something different (ie having to give
to others instead of expecting them to give to us)…and each times we reach the other side, novelty,
and success, and euphoria awaits us.
And the best thing that awaits us?
Connection.
Actual connection.
Cause in reality, we connect or we don’t.
We make friends, or we fake friends.
The loneliness of change, from a stage of being emotionally UNresourceful to being emotionally
resourceful is short-lived.

What about people who do want to keep taking from me?
And to the people who constantly do want to take from you – when you have enough emotional
resources to be fully present with people, you’ll naturally sense them out soon enough and you’ll
make healthier decisions about who to spend your time with.
It’s our habitual (not momentary) laziness of NOT being present with adult people that sometimes
gets us in to abusive relationships when the man tries to use us. And gets us in to relationships with
people who actually don’t give a crap (less people than you think, really). A lot of people do care.
Especially if we are willing to care about them first.
So, it’s easy to achieve our goals in life that involve making ourselves feel worthy of love.
But what about being emotionally resourceful enough to just love somebody else?
Moment to moment?

If you’re still HERE, You’re a Success
What about being emotionally resourceful enough to know that if we are here, if we’ve made it to
whatever age we have made it, that we’re already worthy of love?
(Click here to download your copy of the “Goddess Report”)
Even if you’ve been hurt over and over again by the people who were supposed to love you? The
cure (in the real world) is not to make others change. The cure is to give first. To have the courage
not to act when we feel blamed.
Because no matter how unworthy we feel, we have to be aware that if we consistently act from that
place of feeling unworthy – and that act comes out of a place of NOT wanting to share and
connect….and instead it comes out as – ‘I won’t give you the gift of intimacy with me until I feel
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attractive enough. Strong enough. Smart enough. Sexy enough. Un-threatened enough.’
Then, we’re taking. We’re trying to take something from an innocent person. Somebody in our past
who oppressed us…somebody whom we couldn’t yell at for being mean to us at the time. Now some
unsuspecting lover is taking it up their butt.
The world isn’t fair…but we can always put a little more love in to it.
Can’t we?
If you haven’t checked out the list of our programs yet, click here to check them out.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Bring Out your High Value & Unique Feminine Energy
June 28, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

What is Your Unique Feminine Energy?
Article updated 2018
You have a powerful feminine energy deep inside of you.
It is incredibly powerful, beyond what you can imagine right now. Unfortunately, most of us do not
embrace our unique feminine energy.
See, we all as women, have many different personalities and energies within us. That’s completely
normal.
It doesn’t make us weird or have split personalities, it just means that we are more than how we’ve
learned to define ourselves.
(This is one reason why men who are not already in love with one woman (their mind and body is
committed to one woman) have a tendency (key word – tendency) to want to experience sex with all
different women – it is to experience the different energies of different women.)
So, the more we reject different parts of ourselves that are dying to be expressed inside, the less
whole we really are, and the less valuable we are in relationship to men, generally speaking.
But what if you’re a woman who is afraid to embrace her feminine energy?
Well, that’s almost all of us.
Sometimes I think, although women are keen to get rights and become equal with men; in the
process, we’ve started to compete with men and we’ve sometimes become too obsessively identified
with the directed go-getter in ourselves – the masculine energy.
This is a wonderful thing – but it’s not wonderful when we obsessively identify with it JUST because
we feel desperate to be seen; acknowledged.
I mean, imagine if the men of the world who naturally identify more with the masculine energy began
to compete with women in their radiance and beauty. Some men do, and in my view, it is not the
most pleasant experience to be around them.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)

The Divine Feminine Energy Needs to be Seen – for its Radiance
Because to be seen for something we’re not is a painful cycle. The truth is – feminine women desire
to be seen. Because in our core, we are light. We are energy. We are flowing, changing energy of
love. And that deserves to be seen and loved.
That is simply a characteristic of the feminine energy.
Although, it has been made wrong or ‘weak’ to many of us. In other words, it’s not ok to simply wear
a dress or smile and receive love. Instead, we have to over-exert ourselves to become something that
we are not so we can fit in.
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So because simply being light is made wrong or undeserving of love, we think the masculine energy
is the way to be identified and seen. Yay! (not really).
We try to achieve status and ‘win’ things. We think that to be worthy, we have to become the top of
the rung, or to dominate people. This significance seeking is the driver of masculine energy.
Feminine energy is more driven by connection.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Feminine Energy vs Masculine Energy
If we’re truly feminine inside, what we really want to be SEEN and appreciated for is our love energy
– in our soul and in our body, and if we try to be ‘seen’ for our achievements and the way we
dominate a field, rather than being seen spontaneously as a woman who is alive and expressive and
loving, those of us who are more feminine inside might begin to feel angry, resentful, and like
something blissful is missing.
I for one, appreciate the masculine men of the world who don’t sway from who they truly are. The
directed men who are that way because they just ARE. They were born that way.
The ones who are strong willed but don’t force themselves on us. Those are the men who enjoy being
who they really were born to be. They don’t feel it’s wrong to be who they are.
I feel these men as a gift – mainly because it IS a gift. They were born that way. And they haven’t
tried to twist themselves out of shape, they haven’t covered their true desire for challenge and for
freedom with layers of ‘must please people by being super sensitive and radiant and unthreatening’.
Essentially, if we are being something we are NOT – we risk taking value from others, because we
are wearing a mask out of fear. Fear is sensed by people. And we only develop our masks to get
approval and to fit in.
The men and women of the world who are cool with being who they truly are, usually don’t take as
much value.
Why?
Because they aren’t entering in to relationships with an exchange in mind. ie; I do this for you in the
hope that you’ll give me approval in return.
I will be something I am not – because I’m afraid of losing love if I don’t do this.

How to show up as a high value feminine woman?
So this is the first step to being your high value; it is to now begin the process of making every single
part of you ok. It’s the process of making every feeling you have ok.
So essentially, 2 aspects:
1) Make every single part of yourself ok. The sexual parts, the angry parts, the overwhelmed, ‘can’t
do it anymore’ parts, the masculine parts, the feminine parts, and the depressing parts. All of you.
The people you see around you that you judge and hate? That is or has been a part of you at some
stage.
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2) Honour and respect every feeling you have.
When you make different feelings ok – you don’t go out and start resenting men for triggering you to
feel that way (which takes value), you let the feeling happen because you know that this is life, and
feelings happen. They’re meant to happen in relationships and it’s not his fault.
Men aren’t the perpetrators. Our hatred and resistance of our own dark emotions is the perpetrator.
We can’t resist the emotions that make us feel the least capable, because if we do, all that is at the
other side is a snarling, defensive woman for others to deal with. When we resist our vulnerability, all
that is left is actually a combative, self-defensive response – because our bodies are in the midst of
perceiving a threat to our safety.
The real safety, unless we are in a real life dangerous situation is to feel how scared we are behind
our tension and our need to blame men. Why? Because once the feeling is felt, and our bodies see
that we are actually not about to die from letting the feeling happen – our bodies are free to go to the
next feeling. What feelings you let happen will pass.

How to Use Your Feminine Energy so that You Can Connect Deeper With A Man?
First of all, let’s look at how you can connect deeper with the feminine energy inside of you, because
when you can access more of that femininity, then there’s more of you to be able to connect deeper
with masculine men.
So step number 1 in bringing out your divine feminine energy.
1) Surround yourself with lots of women and let their energy inspire that same energy inside of you.
Even if you haven’t made it ok to be like that in decades. Meet with and chat with lots of women.
Open, free women are your best answer.
You are still able to have your closer, more special friends, but you must socialize with women of all
different energies and backgrounds. And open your body when you’re with them. Stay out of your
head if that’s your habit – and stay in your body. Let who THEY are inspire and bring to life the parts
of you that are dormant.
This way, you can relate to them – because you’re mirroring their energy, AND you get the gift of
lighting the fire in the personalities in yourself that you’ve killed out of self judgement.
For me, the hardest part to be was the extroverted part of me. When I was young, I was very
expressive and extroverted. My mother was like this. She had a gift of being able to talk to anyone
without judging herself. I was like that, too as a little girl.
Until I hit my teens and I was all like ‘Nup. Gotta stay closed now. People aint safe. Gotta be on
guard now.’
What do you do when you meet women who don’t seem to make good friends?
Well, there’s still value in them. But they quickly lose their value if they exclude you and make you
wrong for being the way you are even after repeated attempts on your part to connect with them.
It’s ok to exclude people from your circle. The idea is not to make friends of everybody. It is to seek
diversity and embrace diversity beyond your comfort zone. So, perhaps make friends with women
you normally would judge.
This is the first key to bringing your unique feminine energy and high value to life.
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The second part of bringing out your unique feminine energy
2) As you interact, notice when your belly knots up with closed judgement and fear. It’s ok to have it.
But it might be nice if you asked yourself; ‘is it needed right now, with this woman?’
She might be able to gift you with her energy and you might be able to gift each other.
Hanging around men all the time doesn’t help fuel our feminine soul.
Being with other feminine souls will, though!
And the best thing about it is that once we do this, we naturally become more attractive. Attractive is
love energy and aliveness. This DOESN’T mean being happy all the time! Depression and sadness is
still aliveness. That is if you let depression and sadness be felt until it is gone – rather than using it in
the long term to snatch attention from people habitually.
I used to do this. And yes, it took a lot of value from others.

Feminine Women need to be with Other Feminine Women
In the days where we lived in tribes of 50-100 or more, often, the women had the freedom to be with
each other and socialize. And the men would be with other men.
By doing his, men would become more masculine and women became more feminine. Feminine
energy begets feminine energy and masculine energy begets masculine energy. Nowadays, we go and
work and drudge through a work day our soul hates – and it makes our authentic energy dormant.
It’s like we don’t have time to do the things that light us up anymore.
And then we come home to a man – and hope that since he’s our ‘best friend’, we should feel alive.
Not really. Part of being high value is getting the feminine energy from our girlfriends and being
open to new friends so that we are free to not rely on a man for EVERYTHING.
He can’t be everything. He can’t take every role. Plus, you don’t really want him to become a
girlfriend, right?
We will have more passionate relationships when we don’t expect our man to take the role of our
girlfriend, mother, dad, sister, and lover…the relationship then has the chance to be more passionate
when WE naturally bring our energy and aliveness to the table because we’ve already filled ourselves
up with the fuel we need.
By the way, I’ve put together a short quiz to see how much you are living in your feminine energy…
Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”
By the way, tell me about some women friends you have and admire! What qualities do they have
that you admire? What you admire in another is what you are often afraid to be yourself. So by
writing it here, you can remind yourself that you already ARE the woman you admire.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Lots of Love as always…
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Ensure Other Women Can’t Take Your Man Away
from You
July 11, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Dear Friend,
When you are in a relationship with a man, sometimes you forget that he has fears too.
You think you are the one who needs to be perfect to keep HIM around.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
And so you trust neediness.
You trust your need for approval.
What some others might called ‘over-functioning’. Over functioning IS seeking approval.
Most of the secret ‘things’ you think you can do to be a good enough woman to keep him around is
shit he can pay someone for. Washing the dishes, vacuuming, cooking breakfast and dinner, cleaning
the house. Paying his bills.
And most men would indeed rather pay someone for it if they could, because women are a threat to
their need for emptiness and freedom, which takes a lot more value from them than the simple
spending of his money does.
So you don’t need to try to be the perfect woman, then?
Well, let’s explore.
Surely, if your mind constantly seeks out the ‘answer’ or the ‘behaviour’ that reflects the perfect
woman, you’ll know how to act to get the love you want, yeah?
But that gets you in a relationship with a man who is a boy or a man who might abuse you in some
small or big way. Because you are primarily in it to get something. Something like self esteem, love,
approval.
And when we are in something to get something, we get very, very easily hooked in a pattern – and
then become unable to see how it is damaging our lives.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Approval is a resource we seek.
But this resource is like a time bomb. Only a matter of time before you retaliate against the person
you seek approval from, because your self esteem then depends on them.
Then the relationship begins to die. But the problem is, when we sought for approval, we set up the
equation of inevitable demise ourselves. It was never the other person. It’s how we show up.
Most of us are seeking approval a lot more than we should.
And ALL of us seek approval sometimes.
It is how much our patterns in relationships with men or even friends is about actually seeking
approval, seeking their love, pleasing them, suppressing our real selves, and needing approval.
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So what is the real answer?
Wouldn’t you like to know?
It’s in being high value.
And being high value is something that will attract high value in return.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value Am I on Facebook?”)
In other words, be a fountain, not a drain.
When we exist as love rather than go out to do things for people just to get their approval and love in
return, we take value.
An interesting thing will happen when you do this. You will see that the world will give more value
to you when you do cultivate value within yourself and become this emotionally resourceful.
Think about banks…they are very happy to lend you money if you already have a lot of money, but
what happens if you are broke? They’re not so happy to lend you any money. Unless you are in the
US, they will give you more credit cards if you are broke.
See, if we seek approval a lot, we don’t have a relationship, we have a simple exchange. Real
relationships are not about exchanges. Sacred relationships are not based on exchanges. Exchanges
happen in business. Unless you want your relationship to be about business?
If we want relationships, which is what every feminine woman wants in her soul, then as women we
need to choose to know that we are already love.
We choose to go from “I’m not loved enough.”
To “I am already loved.”
What that looks like is unique to you, friend. If it wasn’t, any woman could just steal your man
away couldn’t she?
Do you know what attracts men naturally? Click here to find out the 17 Attraction Triggers.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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10 Reasons Why We Should Feel and Share our Pain
July 27, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Have you ever thought, ‘If I can avoid feeling pain, why shouldn’t I?’
Or even thought , ‘Why feel pain if you don’t have to?’
You don’t have to, really. It is our personal choice. In fact, we as humans naturally have a drive to
prefer comfort over pain. Most of us in the world spend our lives striving for comfort – physical and
emotional comfort, rather than anything more or less.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”)
That’s a great thing, we need periods of comfort in our lives… however, when we become fearless to
pain, and perhaps even surrender to it, our lives become just a little more infinite.

Pain serves us in a way that nothing else could.
Disclaimer: if you are frustrated by people who bemoan their pain and problems and act like ‘woe is
me’ – I get you.
Those people is not what this article is about. And our annoyance at those people can make us out of
balance and out of touch with the people who share pain openly, without trying to be an attention
suck.
There’s a difference between these two types of people.
Whilst there are severe pains in our lives that really don’t go away, but instead, possibly get less
intense over time (like losing a child, or a parent), there are many reasons why I believe pain is
necessary to be felt.
Here are some 10 reasons to choose to feel your pain and share your pain.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

1. Feeling our pain makes us alive.
Anything we do to dull the pain dulls our sensitivity to sensations and then dulls the pleasure on the
other side after feeling the pain, too. Ever heard John Mellencamp’s ‘Hurts so Good’?
Yeah. Surrender to your pain and cry and hurt, and somewhere on the other side, even if months later,
your body feels good. There’s no choice. The alternative is living like a robot.
I am not certain of the exact scientific mechanism behind this, but I know that our bodies are always
trying to keep ourselves to an equilibrium. I know that when we genuinely feel our own pain, at
some point, pleasure sets in. It’s physiological.
I’m no scientist… so I can’t offer you a complete peer reviewed research into this, but I say all of this
because I have seen so many women vouch for doing so. And of course, I’ve seen and felt the
impermanence of pain. When we feel it, it eventually lessens and we get the reward of greater
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sensitivity to pleasure simply because we were open to pain.

2. Avoidance of pain leads to mediocrity
Because if we don’t let ourselves be open to feeling pain or fear or terror, what we are doing is
choosing mediocrity. Mediocrity to me is a constant search for comfort. Comfort is good…but it
comes at a big price. A price we usually may not realise we have paid until it is too late.
Think of it like this. You make a new friend whom you really like. And as happens in all good
friendships, somewhere down the line, a conflict comes up. And for fear of the discomfort of the risk
of losing that new friend, you avoid thinking about and considering how to deal with it and instead
you pretend it’s not there.
Of course, what we resist persists…so the underlying conflict comes up again.
Until one day, we’ve spent so long avoiding the discomfort that the friendship is ruined altogether.
What could the alternative have been? Well there could have been a few courses of action depending
on your actual circumstance.
One alternative could be considering how to approach the kink in the friendship whilst honouring
your feelings as well as your friend’s feelings. And it might have been difficult to go through…but
instead of going for comfort and the safety of not opening yourself up to the risk of losing your
friend…you get the opportunity to build a deeper connection and stronger friendship and loyalty
(leading to an infinite life over a comfortable life).
I’m just saying…the potential outcome is more ecstatic than the mediocrity that comes with avoiding
discomfort.

3. Pain brings out your femininity.
Feeling and sharing our pain – it brings out your feminine energy. What do you think about travelling
out in to the ocean on a little boat and saying to the ocean; ‘hey dear, stay calm, like you were
yesterday? Have you ever tried? No, the ocean doesn’t listen. And neither should you if your feelings
are strong enough, they’re strong because they’re demanding to be honoured as a part of who you are,
and they demand to be felt.
What we resist, persists. Ever felt like if you started crying, you’d never stop? I think we all know
what that feels like…
That happens when we avoid the pain of crying and opening to emotion for too long. It comes out
disproportionate to the current situation.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I?”)
No matter how calm, the ocean always changes its mood. No matter how unforgiving, ruthless and
destructive its waves are, the ocean always calms.
This is feminine energy. It’s how it’s meant to be. If we deny our biological changes in feeling in our
belly and our chest…it hurts. And we store up so much emotion that by the time we express it, it
comes out as abuse to the nearest unsuspecting person, unfortunately – it’s usually the ones we love.
Because they are the safest.
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4. Surrendering to pain helps you de-stress.
For example: Crying helps to keep you healthy. (Who would have thought?!)
So there you go. Your body is telling you all by itself to feel authentically. Because it needs you to.

5. Pain helps you do the thing that matters – which is emotional growth.
When we try to show we are doing well by thinking positive – to avoid people hating us (or to avoid
losing friends) for having pain, we keep the world as it is (status quo). We don’t grow as a person.
Growth comes when we have the courage to not endure – endure implies that we suppressed it. But
FEEL the pain, be fully alive and receptive to the pain.
And this is a daily practice to be open to pain at various moments in the day, and not to lie to
ourselves.

6. Avoiding pain makes us boring.
Because habitually not feeling pain makes us boring.
Those cheery people that you know? The ones who you are fond of but can’t call on when something
is upsetting you? Because they feel it’s wrong to acknowledge their own pain – so how can they deal
with yours?
They make having trusting, lasting friendships difficult because there’s nothing to relate to; they’ve
blocked out all that makes them human.

7. Avoiding pain causes distrust.
Because pushing our pains down and making them wrong makes others feel like they can’t trust us
nor be close to us.
This is really simple. If we judge ourselves for having vulnerability (feeling our pain), then we judge
it in others because we perceive it as something bad. By judging this in ourselves and others, we are
already pushing them away, being less open and acting less like a trustable ‘friend’. This tension will
be felt. If someone openly shares a part of themselves and feels like it is being rejected by us, then we
run the risk of them not feeling comfortable with us in the future.
When we are more connected to our pain, then it builds trust. Eg; if you tell me everything GOOD
about your life, but you won’t share your let downs and your hurts and pains, then I can’t fully trust
you. Because you’re not risking anything.
So it’s like this: ‘If you aren’t willing to risk me judging you, if you don’t risk me hating you, if you
don’t risk us experiencing relational conflict, I can’t FULLY trust you. I might trust you a little
intellectually. But not on a gut level.’
Trust isn’t intellectual. It’s very much felt in our bodies, and sometimes it’s simply a gut level
feeling, isn’t it? Tell me if it isn’t true for you.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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8. Sharing pain creates deep bonds.
Because sharing our pain and feeling it openly (without doing it just to hoard attention) creates
deeper, stronger and more lasting bonds.
How are strong and close bonds created?
Hint: not in the good times. They are created in the bad times. This article reviews a study that shows
that people who were strangers initially began to get closer when they shared vulnerable, not
necessarily cheery information with one another. These participants asked each other questions such
as ‘when was the last time you cried in front of someone else?’
The participants in a study were contrasted with others who shared ONLY ‘surface’ and ‘factual’
information with one another such as their favourite holiday or TV show. Check out the study if you
want.

9. You become more courageous by feeling your pain.
Because feeling our pain is a courageous thing to do, and you can congratulate yourself for allowing
yourself to be open rather than closed like so many others out there. It’s a good thing, and it’s
something you should be proud of yourself for. Courage is a label I feel we all would like to identify
ourselves with.

10. Pain helps us become one with the world.
Feeling pain, our own, and other people’s pain makes us more connected to other humans.
Disconnection from pain means disconnection from humans, animals…the earth – whatever you want
to be connected with in your heart.
Click here to register to watch our Commitment Masterclass and find out the three words that makes
a man commit.
What do you think is the BIGGEST benefit from feeling your pain? Do you regret not feeling
your pain more?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Smart Women Seek to Appreciate & Understand Men
FIRST
August 10, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
One too many a woman has protested my advice in anger, stating that we shouldn’t have to
understand men, because what are men doing for US? Why can’t men understand US first?
But Renee, what about the fact that not all men are the same?

And what about the fact that understanding men is being a
man pleaser?
I’m going to answer these valid questions, because I understand the hesitation to ‘go first’ and
understand them, when your world seems to be full of men who aren’t good enough to be in a
relationship with.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Women need to be protected from potentially being taken advantage of by men,
right?
Actually, understanding can accomplish that.
I don’t like to think of things in terms of self-protection only, because I believe in true vulnerability
in relationships, but if we are here trying to protect ourselves from men in our relationships, and
that’s WHY we get so angry stating that MEN should understand women first…then ok…let’s talk in
terms of self protection.
And that brings me to my first thought:
Quite frankly, ignorance is not self protection.
Demanding that others understand us first, is not self protection. It doesn’t GET anyone else to do
anything for us out of love, it only gets other to do things for us out of guilt – which ends up
backfiring on us a lot because trying to guilt trip a person or demanding things from them is actively
being insensitive to them and even trying to cause them pain and suffering.
And people can’t love us; let alone like us or commit to us if we try to make them suffer.

And ignorance of men is simply a casual walk to death in our relationships.
In my books, not seeking to go through the pain of understanding is a recipe for death in a
relationship.
It’s just so easy to say ‘men should understand us’. I know we wish we felt safer to go first and
understand them.
But if we are smart, which I know we are, then we KNOW that self protection in the highest quality
form happens when we actively, genuinely, see the world from the other person’s point of view.
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Why?
Well, because then we can anticipate & predict their actions, know their motivations, be familiar with
their worldview, and respect their needs rather than fearing their actions, fearing their motivations,
and fearing their needs.
Understanding men helps us be confident with men, to sit back and not have the same anxieties that
other women do, and to stop acting possessive and needy – which really makes us feel depleted
inside.
When we make decisions from fear like this and choose to expect understanding, which nobody
really owes to us, they’re always the wrong decisions. Because we don’t live in a world that warrants
a fight or flight response like this 24/7. Unless we are in a highly abusive relationship – even then,
reacting in fear often fuels the abuse anyway.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Avoiding vulnerability is avoiding relationships with men altogether
You know what? I believe that avoiding understanding of others is an active way of avoiding
vulnerability; and that doesn’t work in relationships. STRONG relationships are built when at least
one of the people involved are willing to be totally vulnerable to the other.
After all, it’s easy not to trust totally invulnerable people; or people who are constantly trying to
cover up their vulnerabilities; there’s a word for people like us in that state; and that word is ‘fake’.
Fake is ok sometimes. It’s just disastrous to make it a habit with everyone in our lives.
So, seeking understanding is genuine vulnerability. A lot of people ask me; what is vulnerability?
Well, this is one way of being vulnerable. To seek understanding.

I assure you that you will be ok if you choose to understand
And I just wanted to say; everything will be ok if you choose to understand a man first. As hard as it
is to try to understand another person’s world, you are not silly enough to get taken advantage of just
because you sought understanding.
You are not that weak. Let other people believe that; your life is too precious for that garbage.

But what about if we don’t talk in terms of understanding men for self protection?
I remember once, I had a conversation with my husband and I asked him; ‘what is the one skill you
would want our son to have at the age of 16-18?’
He thought about it and said:
‘The ability to see the world from other people’s point of view.”
Then he asked me ‘What about you?”
I smiled, and said; “I was going to say the same thing.”
As parents, we want our child to have the greatest quality of life possible, and of course, we want him
to be as safe as possible.
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And we know that, for example, when it comes to dating women, the worst thing he could have is no
understanding of how women work.
And it’s not just a matter of; “oh man, he NEEDS to know how women work so he doesn’t get
HURT “- it’s a matter of him being a strong person because he went FIRST, and because he can have
better interactions and better quality relationships (the thing that really matters in life) because he has
been present and attuned with women; attuned to their feedback and to their internal motivations – ie;
what women are getting from acting a certain way and what women are getting from interacting with
him.
This helps him towards a quality of life that is infinite – because, he gave himself the resources to go
first, and giving ourselves resources and understanding means we are not at the mercy of our own
stories in our head about how the relationship should be, versus how it REALLY is.
If I do my job as a mother well, then hopefully, he values going first, and when he’s present and
attuned to a woman’s needs, he will be more aware when a woman is bullshitting him, he will
understand the real reasons behind her actions despite the verbal “reasons” she gives for them. At
least some of the time. I am aware that he has many years ahead of learning and he hasn’t even begun
yet.

The opposite of seeking understanding?
The opposite of seeking would be to shut off, go numb or just be angry, or even just be apathetic and
not care. And regardless of if my son’s physical body is alive or not, apathy is active death. I don’t
want my son to die.

But not every man is the same!
Correct. That’s even more reason why we must seek to understand.
There are basic and different filters through which to seek to understand men. One of these filters is
in relationships is the masculine/feminine filter. 80% of men are more masculine at their core, and
when a man and woman meet and are attracted to each other, this core comes out just naturally.
If we want attraction to continue, it’s an important filter through which to see things.
But there are also many other filters through which to seek to understand a man’s behaviour and to
see why he is the way he is and what he might need in a relationship with you. Including the inner
child filter, the parenting filter (how his parents’ treatment of him shaped his personality), the filter of
the three human brains (lizard brain, mammalian brain, and human brain), and many other filters.
I use some of these filters in my member’s programs, and our members find them helpful in their
relationships with men.
(Click here to take the quiz “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Is seeking understanding of men going to mean changing myself and becoming a
pleaser?
Absolutely not to the question of becoming a pleaser.
Absolutely, yes! To the question of changing thyself.
Of course it will change you. It changes us all. It’s a whole new world to delve in to. A fascinating
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world, and world of frustration and surprise and ‘ah hah’ moments.
Most of all, it’s a world of confidence and relief. Relief that our past patterns of anxieties related to
men are not relevant anymore.
Relief that women have just as many mating and mate selection habits that cause men pain and hurt –
ie: women aren’t the victims here; as is so popularly thought among modern women.

Does choosing to understand men first make you a doormat or pleaser?
Only if you aren’t attuned to him. I mean attuned, not ear-tuned, hearing what he says, which will
only confirm a false ‘story’ about him in our heads.
Attunement to a man is the answer to the dilemma of pleasers. Attunement is being responsive in
your interactions with him.
It means he says; ‘you look so beautiful baby, oh my god, there is no other woman like you, you are
so sexy!’ and you are so attuned to him that you see that his words are speaking beautiful music to
your ears, but that your gut feels his body language which is just sending you warning signals of;
‘sleazeball! Sleazeball!’
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

We are pleasers because we are numb
Pleasers, including myself in the past, have become numb and confused. This numbness is not
particularly safe; though it feels safe; and it IS safe at times.
When it becomes a habit though, it is a recipe for getting walked over; as with numbness, we are
never in tune with how the other person is really feeling.
All we hear is their words.
Remember the quote: ‘‘a man falls in love through his eyes, a woman through her ears” by
Woodrow W?
Yeah. It happens when we don’t want to understand men (also when we are feeling desperate for
love), and all we have to judge their intentions is what they say, and our lazy stories in our heads
about being loved.
It’s ok, every woman has been there. You aren’t the exception, and it is so ok if you are there right
now. If you are, it’s just permission to enter in to the new phase of your relationships.
As the saying goes, actions speak louder than words.
We’ll take it one step further… Patterns speak louder than actions. So look for the patterns in his
relationships and behaviour and you will see clearly. I know you will.
Would you love to know the answers to your questions about men? Click here to read more about our
program Understanding Men program…
What is something you’ve learned about men, or about yourself, that has helped ease your
worries? What are your honest views about understanding men first?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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What Makes a Woman Weak VS What Makes Her Strong &
High Value
August 30, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Article updated 2018

Weak is what we feel when we are in the process of resisting vulnerability.
And we feel weak precisely because we are in the process of resisting being vulnerable.
Everyone is naturally vulnerable. Some of us just spend our lives pretending we are too good for that
stuff. We judge the emotional women. We judge the women who are more concerned with love and
family life versus glamour and physical appearance. By the way, here’s an article I wrote on How
Most Women Reject their Femininity & How You can Stand Our From the Crowd.
And men? Well, men are vulnerable too…they just don’t express it the same because they are
naturally emotionally more narrow than women, or because, well, society doesn’t allow them more
status if they reveal their emotions.
It’s not for everyone. It’s not for most people; vulnerability. But it might be for you. Because
vulnerable people are more likely to see straight through man’s shit, and more likely to keep real
friends, not followers.
Best of all, vulnerability gives us the gift of owning ourselves, and not getting hooked by other
people’s judgments, and attempted manipulations of us.

One of ‘those’ moments
I was about to snap back at him because I felt humiliated. But I stopped; something told me to wake
the hell up.
I had rushed to the gym, and before I left home I reminded myself to cut the tag off my new t-shirt.
You know what happened next, don’t you? I forgot to cut the tag off and went to the gym with the tag
still on.
I’m cool like that.
I went about my work out, headphones in, and 10 minutes into my work out, a man came after me
and tapped me on the back; I turned around, and he started to talk, but then pointed to his ears to
suggest to me to take my earphones out of my ears. I felt confused at that point, and scared.
What was this man so urgently trying to communicate to me?
I said; “Earphones?” he then pointed to my neck area, and I instantly knew he was pointing out my
tag.
“Ohh!” I said, touching the tag behind, and looking towards him. “Thanks!” I said.
Then I proceeded to put my water bottle down so I could pull the tag off. Just after I said thanks and
the man was walking off….he laughed heartily and LOUDLY. As he did that, he asked; “Do you
want me to help you take it off???”
I said, “Oh no thank you, that’s OK!”
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I noticed a gut reaction came up from a feeling of adrenaline when he walked off laughing…(like, he
laughed??? Roarrrr) a visual reaction played in front of my eyes for a millisecond, of me turning to
him and sarcastically saying; “Oh it’s funny, is it?”
But some ‘thing’ in my head called me out on my gutlessness. Instead of saying such a nasty thing
back to him, I made my body turn to him and forced myself to make eye contact and responded with
what I said above (“Oh no thank you, that’s OK!” ) instead.
I spent 10 more minutes working out. In those 10 minutes, my mind and body were feeling and
thinking about different things.
My mind was like “Meh just keep going, hold out, look calm…it’s just a freaking tag. No need to feel
humiliated.”
Yet, as I had stopped myself barking back a nasty comment to him and surrendered to my slight
feeling of embarrassment and humiliation, I realised even though I was thinking so many things; my
body was feeling free, because the moment I engaged with this man, and that moment where I looked
him in the eye, I was attuned to him and felt HIM.
(Click here to take the quiz “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
I’ll tell you the implications of this in a moment.
But the thoughts in my head going ‘look calm and capable, it’s just a tag’, – all that ‘stuff’? It’s from
my past.
It was irrelevant talk to try to mask my vulnerability; to avoid feeling embarrassment. It was in the
past. It (the stuff) didn’t have a clue, as the mind often doesn’t when it comes to human emotion.
The mind tries to stop us from surrendering to real relationships, to our gut; our pelvis, and our bodily
sensations.
My wide open body though, which was actually ready to actively and vulnerably FEEL
embarrassment related to the situation was surprisingly free; because the moment I chose to look him
in the eye and engage with this man, rather than recoil out of fear of being vulnerable and feeling my
embarrassment was the moment I realised…this is what it’s all about.

Confidence in relationships is vulnerability
This is confidence.
This vulnerability thing, it’s actually what gives us confidence.
This feels like freedom. This feels like radiance. This is the very definition of success. Anyone can
take anything away from us. They can take away our money, our career at the drop of a hat, we can
lose jobs, partners, have acid thrown on our pretty faces, have our life collapse right before our
eyes…but no one can take away the feeling that we own ourselves; and that we are capable.
You know what I believe capability is?
Capability in our relationships specifically, is vulnerability.

The two Types of vulnerability that are important for healthy relationships
And in this interaction with this man at the gym, if I chose, I was free to be vulnerable in 2 ways and
2 ways that matter to ALL of us:
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1) Vulnerable in the sense of I was attuned to him, the man. Not to my ‘head’ which was not the
present, it was the past.
2) Vulnerable in feeling exactly what the interaction made me feel.

Every feeling is OK
It’s OK to feel embarrassed. Embarrassment is OK; and not to be resisted. Once I felt it, it was gone.
It didn’t keep confronting me.
Rejecting emotion is to assume that we are inhuman; not ‘alive’ – another word for a bitch or
a pretentious prick.
But wait, there’s more to this story!
After my initial interaction with this man, I happened to walk over to the drinking tap at the same
time as him, and we met again. I took one earphone out, as I smiled at him and he smiled back.
The moment we smiled at each other, he said to me; ‘I’m actually one of the personal trainers here at
the gym, I wasn’t trying to hassle you.’
I looked in to his eyes, knowing that what I know of men through my work and study, most decent
men don’t at all want to be hassling douche bags…and I said; ‘Oh, I didn’t feel hassled, just
embarrassed!’ as I smiled. And he laughed heartily again at my humour about it, and walked off
again.
And as he walked off, he said ‘Oh I just saw the tag and thought; she might wanna know about that!’
He wanted to be useful. Okay maybe he wanted to talk to me, even. But he wasn’t trying to be
obnoxious. But lets say he was, right? Let’s just pretend for a second that he was meaning to be
obnoxious. The way I consciously chose to turn my painful embarrassment into humour completely
melted my own fear, and made my vulnerability something joyful. In that moment I realised I created
a mature interaction between myself and this man.
Yes I was proud of myself. As someone who grew up feeling embarrassed and self conscious a lot,
this was truly a gift from not only my vulnerability, but my conscious awareness of my vulnerability
and how to use it well.
(Speaking of vulnerability – do you know what is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every
Single Man in this World That Inspires Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take
Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Attunement to a man and to our feelings is vulnerable
As I smiled and filled my bottle up at the tap, I thought; he laughed…and if I wasn’t willing to just
‘be’ with him in that moment, and be wide open, I would have withdrawn, and avoided him (the
opposite of vulnerable), and dragged on this feeling of embarrassment by hiding away. Or I would
have ignored him or just assumed he was laughing because he was a total loser, getting off on my
embarrassing incident.
But because I (hope) I allowed my trembling insides to fully open to this interaction, I suddenly
realised that yes, there might have been some very horrible, judgemental people in my past…but
being able to feel this man’s heart by allowing myself to relax, I was able to see him for truly who he
is.
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I felt it. I knew it.
I felt that he was a genuinely good guy who really thought he was helping me out. Wow.
Do you know what I felt in that moment?
It was one of those moments that defined my life from then on. It taught me that being vulnerable is
what made me completely strong; and completely capable of having a relationship with a man I
wanted, and didn’t have to just ‘settle’ for some half committed man…because I suddenly felt what it
was like to allow wide open vulnerability sweep over every cell in my body, my gut, my pelvis…

They say ‘pain is weakness leaving the body’
And do you know when I actually felt weak?
I felt weak shortly after my first interaction with him, where my mind kept telling me to ‘act
calm…it’s just a tag’….because that IS weakness.
It was weak and I FELT weak because I was totally resisting being wide open to my feeling of
embarrassment, just in that moment. But for the rest of the time…I felt free.
And when I was open to embarrassment, suddenly, it didn’t matter anymore…because my senses
were perked then…and because my senses were well, sensitive, as they should be, I could also feel
the beauty of gratitude for this man, of relief, of humour, of this man’s happiness for feeling like he
helped me…and most of all, I was able to sense him based on who he is in the now, and not judge
him based on a dude from my past.
I think in sports they say ‘pain is weakness leaving the body’, well, I believe it’s true of emotions.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

Why does resisting vulnerability makes us weak?
The reason resisting vulnerability makes us feel weak is because resisting vulnerability is all about
being separate from others, and not willing to truly connect, eye-to-eye, and be totally attuned to that
person; or be attuned to just people; animals, babies, our children.
United we stand, divided we fall.
We let ourselves fall when we forget that we are a part of something. We are each other. We are all a
part of someone, of something, of…things that we can’t even describe.
And we ARE weak when we are invulnerable and unwilling to feel; because people are less likely to
relate to us and form strong, loyal, trusting relationships with us.
Interestingly, in an article on scientific American, the author pointed out how humans became so
successful at being the dominant species on the planet; ‘surely one important key to our success to
date is our unique ability to cooperate in large, well organised groups – at a rate and more
expansively than other animals.’
We were made to thrive together; we have just segregated ourselves.
Who do we need when things turn to crap in our life?
We need a man, friends, family, our pets, our children. That’s who.
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And who isn’t there when we are trying to avoid our actual feelings?
Well, most people aren’t there.
People can’t get in if they tried.
Sometimes it’s because they themselves hate being around you when you’re vulnerable as it reminds
them of their own immortality and lack of control.
A lot of times, it’s because of the way we communicate – ie; we don’t communicate vulnerably. We
expect people to read us and know us and just ‘be there’.
Imagine being an 80 year old lady….almost your whole life, your whole existence is behind
you….and yet you feel strong and ready for death, because…you’ve surrendered to the
inevitability of disintegration. This is strength. And one day, it is ALL we will have, you and I.
Our existence isn’t guaranteed; and wide openness is what is valuable, and makes us high value, and
less able to attract douche bags.
Your vulnerability is your strength. In some cases, it’s all you’ve got.
It’s what makes you real, whole, responsive, in tune, capable, and connected and loved, and able to
connect with anything and anyone that you want.
It is also what makes you able to feel people’s bad intent, if they do deliberately want to hurt you. It
helps you see who really cares. Because your senses become perked to how their actions really make
you feel…your gut and your authenticity are able to serve you now.
United we stand, divided we fall.
But we can’t unite and have a sacred relationship without this strength of vulnerability.
Who was the last person whose lack of vulnerability hurt your heart very deeply?
Who was the last person you connected deeply to?
And by the way, have you watched our Commitment Masterclass? Click here to register and watch if
you haven’t yet.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
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this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S.
Have you also dealt with your man pulling away? Do you know how to react if it happens?
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away
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How to Communicate & Get Closer to An Angry Man
September 19, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Our intention to stay connected to a man in an argument is worth gold.
Our intention to hold on to resentment and the need to be right in an argument is worth nothing.
Anyone of us can live our lives from the place of needing to be right. And many of us do. It is a
terribly mediocre existence, though, because it is never ending – so the pattern of needing to be right
will continue as long as you exhaust yourself trying to be right. It is a doomed cycle and it is the path
you need to take if you prefer to be an underachiever.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I?”)
Now to communicating with an angry man.
If he is severely abusive, and you are in enough pain from it, then you need to get out of there and be
alone for a while to reflect on the patterns that you both run that causes the severe abuse between you
two.
IF however, your man is an otherwise good human being, but he gets angry easily, then it is very
fixable for you.
You are a woman, and that means you have a lot of value to add to his life by nature. It is just getting
back to that real nature of yourself that can be scary and risky.

Why are men so angry?
Why are men so angry?
To no fault of their own, and to no fault of women, men get angry at women because they perceive
what is happening in the relationship to be a threat to their need for (the feeling of) freedom. And
freedom is not going out with his mates without you hassling him. That may be one aspect of it, but
that’s a very superficial gift of freedom we can give if we want to.
The really valuable gifts of freedom run a lot deeper than that.
As you may already know, the masculine energy in all of us seeks freedom. Men who are masculine
inside seek it a lot; not when they are in their feminine; but moreso when they are in their masculine.
The best men from a woman’s perspective are the men who know that they already ARE freedom,
and don’t need to ‘seek’ it out, constantly.
The reason we like men to exist as freedom rather than act like everything feels like a constraint to
him is because it doesn’t take Einstein to know that once you think you’ve gained freedom,
something happens. Life happens, and the perceived freedom is taken away. The freedom that needs
to be sought out all the time is short lived. For example…
A man finally has an opportunity to feel empty, and the kids come asking for him to play.
He finally feels empty and free, and his woman gets pissy because he’s not hanging out with her.
He finally feels empty, and his mother needs help with something.
He finally has no-one asking for his attention, and the boss goes on acting like a dick.
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So the only real thing to do is BE freedom, and live as untouchable freedom. For a man.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

What you must choose to understand about men to communicate well with them…
Again, the heart of men’s anger is that they feel trapped somehow. So we need to look for what might
be trapping him if we care about him. If we don’t, that’s fine, but if you are a caring type of woman,
then you could try to read further.
A relationship, for men, is often felt as a responsibility or a burden, simply because in their masculine
energy state, they want perfect freedom from ‘stuff’ and things happening. They want emptiness and
focus, or to feel the emotions of freedom – for example, watching a football game (*rolling my eyes
playfully*).
Essentially, WE inspire and invite men in for longer and for a lifetime, or we don’t.
But women are the reason men ever are even attracted to the idea of being in a deep, passionate
relationship.
It is a woman’s inherent high value from a man’s perspective.
The higher our value from a man’s view, the more likely she will attract a man who wants to devote
himself to her and the relationship.
This is the value that you have already within you. It’s just whether you choose to use it or not.
Feminine women seek perfect love – lots of attention, praise, reassurance, and communication, and
praise and reassurance and communication. Sounds a bit needy doesn’t it? If it does, you’re on the
way to understanding things from a man’s perspective.
But it’s not needy if we ask for these things in a way that adds value, which is very easy to do. Find
out more about doing that, click here to register and watch our Commitment Masterclass for free.

So if they are so angry about the loss of freedom, why are they with us?
Usually, if a man chooses to stay with you, it could be because your energy is right for him, or
because the value of being with you outweighs the costs to his freedom.
Maybe because a woman gives him life.
But none of this means he is always going to find us a wonderful thing to have around. A lot of the
time, he will feel like we are annoying, frustrating, crazy, or unfathomable.
It’s actually not about you….he might even love you, but the general feeling is that women need a lot
of attention. And men don’t always have that much attention. Most of them don’t even understand
after 50 years of marriage, that their wife actually values his undivided attention. That’s how clueless
they can be. And of course, that also shows how much women aren’t willing to communicate directly
– instead, doing all sorts of odd things to try to command a man’s attention.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
What can we do to get closer to a man even when he is angry and fighting?
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Here are my steps to getting closer to a man and having him want to be with you
more and more.
1) Just breathe into your pelvis deeply, and relax into your body. In this place, you are out of your
anxiety and out of your head, which is useless for connecting with a man. It’s useful for intelligent
conversations, but not for connecting with a man.
Remember that our skill and desire to connect with a man is high value in today’s world. And more
importantly for you – your desire to actually connect – which brings inherent risks because you’re
surrendering to deeper involvement and surrendering to something uncertain – it’s going to get you
actual commitment.
Commitment doesn’t happen unless we surrender to truly connecting, and commit to noticing our real
ears of connecting.
So, TRY to get the feeling in your gut and body that you want to connect with HIM.
So that means, realizing that when we feel like using him as a scratching post, a sound-board, or an
easy target for blame, we must stop and choose connection.
CONNECTION, not comfort and release from your fears of connecting with him. Make that choice.
You’ll be very courageous for doing so.
2) Respect his anger, give his anger as much respect as you do your own. His anger is often just as
real as yours. It may not always be valid, and he may not always so called have a ‘right’ to be angry
with you, but it is still his feeling. And I believe feelings deserve space and respect.
Give him space to be angry. Ask him why he is angry. If he says ‘why do YOU care?!’ or ‘You don’t
want to know!’ or ‘I don’t trust you.’, stick to your willingness to give him space for his anger whilst
you somehow try to stay present and listen (it’s very hard, but the pride and confidence we feel for
doing it afterwards is worth far more).
I know you want to be understood too. You will have your time. If you are so angry and hurt that you
find you can’t be present with his feelings – you won’t be the first woman. You’re not alone. In many
relationships, the woman’s feelings naturally take precedent because we can be so over-powering
with our emotions.
But how can you ever have your man want to try to understand you unless you try to breathe and
relax in to giving him space to be listened to first some of the time? Or what if you don’t lead the way
and be a living example, first? People are the average of the 5 people they spend the most time
with…so be the encouragement of gentle understanding through your own example.
So if you are compassionate, loving, and courageous, he will learn to trust you and over time, he will
approach you in a more relaxed way, too, because that’s what people do for us when we give them so
much understanding, and when we have so much respect for the world they live in.
3) Trust courage, not defensiveness when he tells you what he’s angry about. It’s about meeting him
on his level.
Say something like ‘yeah, I’d feel that way too, if I was you.’
It is potentially utter freedom, to have a woman willing to put herself in your position, as a man.
4) If it all turns to shit, you have done a good job today. You always do a good job, because your
intentions are pure and you don’t intend to hurt anyone.
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It’s ok if the argument escalates, and you both get caught up in your lizard brain reactions and
nobody is feeling loved and understood by anybody, because you already have what it takes to
change that at the next appropriate time.
You are doing okay. It’s okay to forgive yourself. It is not your fault. The fact that you care about
your man (or just generally are conscientious enough to care) about your relationship is enough.
By the way, our program Understanding Men gives you a comprehensive answer to many of your
questions about men.
Click here to read more about our Understanding Men program.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
What has it been like for you, dealing with an angry man? Share your experience with me below this
article.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Masculine Jobs Can Affect a Womanâ€™s Beauty and
Feminine Energy
October 5, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
I know that you have a busy day. Just give me 60 seconds and let’s to this quick little exercise. Think
about a time where you felt incredibly beautiful. and feminine.
Even if you don’t feel beautiful now, you are courageous enough to feel what it was like to feel
feminine and beautiful in the past.
So, just focus on a time where you just felt beautiful and feminine. I don’t mean attractive, I mean,
beautiful and feminine. Attractive is too objective a description for what I’m talking about here.
How did you breathe when you went to that time when you felt beautiful and feminine? How did you
feel, in your body? How did your skin feel?
In my bias, I feel that when we feel beautiful and feminine, we generally feel a softness in our body.
A feeling that our bodily energy is circulating freely, and in a lively way, all through our body, giving
us beautiful movement, and swaying hips. This is soft, not angular and directed. It’s also alive.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”)

Contrast with feeling in control and powerful
Now, take a quick moment to do this 30 second exercise. Contrast the feeling of being beautiful and
feminine with the feeling of being in control and powerful. What was the image you had of yourself,
when you thought of being in control and powerful?
Was there any tension in your muscles? How did your body feel then? And how did your skin feel?
(Do please share in the comments below, what images you instantly got in your mind when you
thought of feeling powerful…)
Share:
What were you doing in the image in your mind?
Where were you going?
What are you wearing?
What is the look on your face?
For me, I’m walking down the street in a tight, mid length skirt, wearing heels, with tidy hair and nice
heels. I’m walking down the street like I have a mission and like I’m in control of my own finances,
career, and destiny.
Now, this is all very innocent.
This feeling of being powerful and in control is a gift that has been given to us through women’s
liberation, and through our female ancestors wanting equality in earnings, voting, career…and
whatever else they wanted equality in.
Moreover, this feeling of being powerful is a great gift we’ve given ourselves, showing all women
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everywhere that we are strong enough to provide for ourselves if we choose do to so.
Nowadays, we have more choices than ever, and in America, women CEOs made 40% more than
their male counterparts in 2010.
Only, I have a problem.
I have a problem with thousands of women in my surveys, telling me that they are missing someone
special to spend their life with. Telling me also, that getting commitment from men is harder than
ever.
You are also suggesting to me in your survey responses that you are successful in your career, but
feel deeply alone inside.
So, essentially, every opportunity has a cost.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

The opportunity cost of being in control of our career, finances and lives
With the opportunity of feeling strong and in control, our sisters and daughters get wonderful futures
that they don’t have to rely on a man to give them.
That’s great, only, the big costs with that are:
1) It’s very difficult, once we have practiced embodying a certain masculine energy, that we can then
go and practice embodying different energies such as surrendering to our softer, flowing, feminine
energy and letting ourselves be open to the strong direction of a masculine man; because we have
learned to meet our needs by being in that habitual practice and we dis-own the softer, flowing
energies.
2) If we are born more feminine than we are masculine in our DNA…our hearts and souls are
actually suffering from not having that freedom to be in our feminine. In our biochemistry (roughly
80%) of women are feminine in their core, and as much as we CAN influence our biology, we can’t
really change our DNA, as we’re born with it.
3) Doing masculine things, (you know, that feeling we went to in that exercise before – being in
control and powerful?) can dull our bodily energies and create great stress for our feminine hormonal
balance, and our beauty. Feminine energy doesn’t thrive on challenge, and when we throw ourselves
in to this highly challenging environment, we get good at doing things that involve focus and
direction, BUT it doesn’t create the optimal environment to allow us to develop our feminine energy.
There is a study right here, that is of no surprise to me, it’s something we knew all along:
The higher the level of stress hormones in a woman, the less attractive her face was rated by men.
Now, at the end of the study, it says; ‘our study shows that if a woman wishes to look attractive, she
should try to keep her stress levels down’.
And in another study done in Australia, they found that the stress of being in a job that we don’t like
is much worse than having no job at all. Again, the STRESS of being in a job that we do not like is
worse than the stress of having no job at all!
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Doing masculine things gets us good at being masculine
Doing masculine things gets us good at being masculine. I know that is not very scientific to say that,
but I believe we all can see that as human animals, we just get better and better at doing what we
habitually do.
Can I give you some theory on this, too?
Masculine energy become greater, more masculine, through challenge. So, it thrives on
CHALLENGE. Often, though, challenge creates a stress in the body that men who are masculine can
become extremely skilled (and sexy) at dealing with.
The better men get at dealing with this, the hotter they are to us.
However, women who are born more feminine at their sexual core….our feminine energy doesn’t get
enlivened with challenge or stress.
But…a lot of our jobs involve a lot of challenge and constant ‘go, go, go’ type of stress. Even the
kind of jobs that cause us to have to push our emotions down can be problematic, unless we go home
and actively make the time to re-live those emotions and let them flow through our body so we don’t
end up with a back-log of fight or flight responses.
So, whilst our jobs are super important and career-minded women are wonderful and
inspirational…neglecting our feminine is quite costly for our intimate relationships.

Doing masculine things can create disease and dull our beauty
When I spend time consulting with women in high powered (sometimes very public) careers who
haven’t have as much time for their relationship as they do for their career, some part of me thinks
about something I heard once somewhere. Something along the lines of….when women spend a lot
of their day working with men, it can start to cause stress in their bodies and this can potentially also
cause disease in their body.
Often, these jobs become all that we know, because we meet so many of our needs this way. And this
is the problem we have as women. The problem is NOT that we work in masculine careers. It’s that
we meet all our needs (eg; the need for significance and feeling worthy) through our masculine
career…which, by default tends to put the needs of our core, our heart and our soul, on the backburner.
From experience, back when I did my Law degree, not only was I more ‘tight’ in my body and more
prone to illness, but I just wasn’t feeling as happy. Clearly I was meant for another career.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)

Back to feeling powerful and in control
You remember that feeling of being on control and powerful? Remember what it feels like in your
body?
Well, it’s a directed feeling, a lot of the time. It’s the feeling that you’re going somewhere, that the
energy in your body is constricted and gathered in to a tiny ball of energy, when, in your natural state,
all the feminine energy within you would be flowing to your toes, your nipples, your lips, your eyes,
your hair, and mainly, the energy would gather around your hips and bottom and thighs.
To do anything that requires masculine energy – most careers are masculine oriented, especially
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careers that have a lot of status attached to them such as being a lawyer, and careers where you have
to meet deadlines, manage and direct people, and career where you have to fix things.
This can be healthy, and it’s very good to be able to be feminine and to be masculine. There is a
beautiful gift in being this free to be both.
Only, sometimes, having a career and feeling powerful can feel totally obsolete and it can get old.

What about the freedom to identify with being a total Goddess?
What about the freedom to identify with being a total Goddess?
It IS very important to many women to have a high status job, or just a good career altogether, so that
they can provide for themselves. Only, we tend to attach a lot of our identity TO that job – and so, in
that process, we dis-own our native feminine identity.
What about your freedom to be and feel like a feminine goddess?
Authentic women’s power is not only in her ability to be in control of her life, you know?
If you’re in or near my generation, you probably grew up with this image of powerful women being
CEOs and politicians. This is great!
However, the kind of power that makes us feel truly powerful is the depth of power that we access
when we don’t deny our core drivers and core needs.

The alternative isn’t a submissive woman, but an attuned goddess
The alternative isn’t a submissive woman, but an attuned goddess.
If you’re more feminine at your core, real power is felt when you are able to surrender to your heart’s
true desires rather than following the shell you might have created for yourself over the years to be
enough for people.
Real power is felt when we surrender to a man who we trust sexually and spiritually. Out of choice,
we choose to be taken, made love to so that every part of your body is wild with pleasure and the
deliciousness of surrender and trust.
This is a beautiful gift that a powerful woman can give to herself and to her man.
Unless we are truly masculine at our core, often, the ‘power’ of being in control and the ‘power’ of
having command over our finances, over our lives, our destiny, and the fight we fight to get there, is
just such an unfulfilling kind of power when it’s not coupled with the power of a woman surrendering
to her deeper drive to love a man deeply.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

Being in control is even better when coupled with the power of feminine surrender
Being in control is even better when it’s coupled with the power of feminine surrender.
The reason being in control and having financial and career and managerial power can be even better
when coupled with the power of a surrendered, but open and beautifully juicy woman is because, at
the deepest core of our feminine, we are actually meant to be in tune with our feelings, emotions,
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senses and intuition.
When we can cultivate our feminine energy too, we open the door to becoming a higher value woman
for relationships (just like a man is more high value to us in a relationship when he also has a well
developed feminine energy and sensitivity).
What do you think you will choose?
I know from my own life that I can’t try to chase my law career without this NAGGING gut feeling
that my soul and my heart are meant to love a man so deeply that he just can’t do anything but want
to be with me.

What you could do to re-enliven your connection to your feminine identity
What you could do to re-enliven your connection to your feminine identity.
If you relate to this article at all, thanks for reading!
If you want suggestions on what to do, I want to remind you that you are a unique soul, and although
I can give generalised advice here, you are still unique.
But for a practice, you can try to renew your connection to your emotions and senses, EVERY day,
for at least 15 minutes.
Do something that brings to life your sensitivity to your intuition or your heart knowingness.
Something that enlivens your senses to pleasure or pain, or both.
You can do this with someone you trust, or by yourself.
This kind of practice could also mean sitting in a quiet room and re-living the criticism from your
past relationships, or re living the pain you felt with your relationship with your ex, or with your
father or mother…and feeling what that really felt like to be with that person…so you have the power
to not be with that kind of person again in the future.
Just renew your bodily memory and skill at connection to sensitivity and your feminine energy.
Another daily practice could also be dancing for the sheer sake of bodily enjoyment, it could mean
painting your naked body with colourful paints, or it could mean sinking in to a hot bath.
Meanwhile, click here to register and watch the Commitment Masterclass for free.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Vulnerable Craving Hearts Attract Devoted and Trustworthy
Men
October 22, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
After work she eats until she numbs herself.
When she’s numb from food, she reads a romance novel, maybe watches dramatic TV.
When she gets frustrated enough at living love through a stupid-ass novel, she hates other women
who have loving husbands to distract her from her true craving for a man.
When she becomes too fat for her own ideals, she begins an exercise regime just to feel good enough
about herself to keep her authentic craving for a man at bay.
When she hates other women long enough for having what she believes she doesn’t have, she uses
work to feel good about herself.
(Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”)
‘That bitch has got a man and beautiful kids, but I’M successful.’
But still the truth is this… our running from our craving is really just a stupid strategy and story that
we adopted somewhere along the way that helped us deal with the fact that in our heart, we have a
desire to surrender to a trustworthy man.
And, our distraction strategies work. We can’t always feel all our truest cravings – we wouldn’t be
able to live our lives and still feel safe.
And there’s a problem with surrendering to our truest nature and our truest heart’s desire.
Because if we wanted a man who rips us open and causes us to surrender in love that badly, then
what if other women judge us for being who we really are?
And more – what if we get hurt? What if my heart gets broken? What if I then had to face all the
feelings of inadequacy that come with love?
What if I’m truly NOT enough?
Our living out of our true craving magnifies other’s emotions, even in men.
And our fakeness, living a lie and superficiality can always be confirmed by the people round us who
prefer to keep us where we are, treating us, perhaps, like the unemotional beings that we appear to be.
Inside, we’re not though. We are raging, we are hurting, we are craving to surrender to a man, we
have deeper love to offer almost anyone but we struggle to show it, AND sometimes we want to kill,
sometimes we hate, sometimes we love so deeply it feels like it’s too much for our bodies, sometimes
we really just want to be the mommy or the cheerleader we secretly always wanted to be, or the
bubbly goddess, but hell, other women will hate us or reject us for it, maybe. Because bitchy.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
So we turn to substitutes.
Substitutes for love, which is at the core of WHO we are, even though how we all want to show it
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may come out differently, and uniquely.
I’ve used substitutes, and sometimes I still use them when I’m scared.
Love is hard because it is. And what IS isn’t enough these days. We have to ‘have’ something, we
have to ‘be’ successful, we have to ‘be’ worthy. Or something.
You know those women who deny that they want any relationship, but the way their denial comes
out, in itself, feels aggressive and defensive to you?
(That’s how intense our core wants us to exist and offer the love that we are.)
We are all those women who deny we want to experience love, or could potentially have been.
16 year olds are this woman, and 75 year olds are this woman.
Women in marriages can be this woman.
Waiting and waiting some more. Waiting with food, waiting with friends, waiting with movies,
waiting with novels, waiting with superficial sex with the hottest guys.
Because waiting distracts us, and makes us feel worthy for long enough that we don’t have to sit on
the bathroom floor in despair over our true heart’s craving for a man.
(Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”)
Food never replaces his loving presence.
Work never replaces his embrace.
Porn never substitutes for his penetration; trustable emotional and physical penetration.
Romance novels never compare to a real life love story that’s so imperfect is becomes perfect.
The men who devote their heart and soul to us are the ones who are ready to meet our vulnerable
craving, loving hearts. Anything less and he chooses another who exudes open hearted craving and
loving.
In my belief, the devoted men are not looking for the breast implants, not the make up.
Not the well conditioned hair.
Not the perfectly sculpted bum.
Not the tanned skin, not the long legs.
Not the perfect freckles, not the exotic face.
Not the perfect dress or bikini. Not the perfect smile.
Just perfectly vulnerably existing, open hearted craving for a man.
Are you ready to believe that?
It’s ok if you’re not. It is waiting for us when we are ready.
When we are ready, we can drop the importance of the make up and the cute clothes and designer
purchases, and instead, just crave openly through our bodies and our gait, our breath and our eyes,
and the devoted man who is sensitive to our existence and strong enough to protect, will come
forward and claim us, for that’s what he needs.
Find out how your vulnerability can inspire men, click here.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
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FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Love,
Renee

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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To be a “Feminine Woman” is to…
November 4, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020.
Feel pride when you are proud without trying to squish it and make it tiny, feel pride deeply, for it is
freeing.
Feel pretty, when someone says you’re pretty, deep in to your heart without trying to pretend you’re
not basking in the glory, for pretty is a beautiful gift you give to men and women and to the world.
Click here to take the quiz on “How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?”
Feel humiliation, deeply, for it is there to remind you to connect deeper with humans the next time.
Feel desire, deeply, feel craving deeply, for it is reminding you that you actually exist and you
actually need other humans.
Feel sexy, feel it deeply, from your throat and heart right down to your uterus, for that is how woman
you really are.
Feel worship and awe deeply, for the most present and strong man you’ve ever witnessed, for he is a
gift to the world. He is real.
Feel pain, feel sorrow, deeply, and know that, the more courage you have to feel it deeply, the more
sensitive you will be to the freedom and ecstasy on the other side.
Resist your feelings, resist the pain with men, and you pay for it with the exact ever-lingering
humiliation and loneliness, not deeply felt, but lingering on the surface, and coming out as
defensiveness and closure, pushing everybody away.
You are radiant, and that’s part of who you are.
And it’s OK.
Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers that gets any man’s attention.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Not Wanting to Manipulate Makes us Manipulative
November 24, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
“But I just don’t want to manipulate him like that…”
Said the woman who preferred to keep a clean conscience.
Just like most women, you probably don’t like to be called a “manipulator”… because no body likes
a manipulator…
After all, wouldn’t it be too selfish for us to have what we really want? And wouldn’t we have to
manipulate others in order to get that?
Imagine a salesman trying to pull you over in the street, only being keen to close the sale. We hate
people like that… why? Because they’re only EVER in it for themselves. Our concerns are brushed
aside.
(Click here to take the quiz on How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?)
However…
Just the other week, I was shopping with my husband for a suit. After half a day of disappointing
window shopping, we stopped by a large high end department store.
The lady who greeted us was delightful, upbeat and most of all, actually helpful. (A rare quality of
any sales professional)
She didn’t just show us suits, she educated us on certain design elements, the fabrics to avoid, as well
as general things to look for in a quality suit).
And half an hour later, we purchased an expensive suit right there on the spot – one that costed more
than we had initially prepared for.
Throughout the whole time, we never felt like she was being pushy, we never felt like we were being
manipulated. We were actually happy to spend the money.
We knew she was a sales person, but we enjoyed her and remember the experience fondly.
Why, though? (The answer is in the rest of the article)

We are ALL manipulating people around us
The truth is that we are all manipulating; unconsciously or consciously.
The definition of manipulate is: control or influence (a person or situation) cleverly or
unscrupulously.We are human beings, and we are always influencing people around us whether we
like it or not.
If we aren’t influencing people, it probably means we are dead and forgotten.
People associate bad things with the word “manipulating” because they’ve had bad experiences with
entitled people who just want to take value (remind you of anyone?)
What if someone “manipulated” you and in the process, still loved you deeply and even added value
to you?
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
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They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Not wanting to manipulate causes us to block our own honest wants
Not wanting to manipulate causes us to block our own honest wants.
So people make the woman who wants to get married “wrong” for “manipulating” , they make the
man who wants sex wrong, the business person wrong for charging money.
And the deeper truth, in my bias, is that the more we focus on not manipulating… and the more we
focus on making “manipulators” wrong, the more we block ourselves.
We block our capacity to…
Add VALUE in the most authentic way (which we unlock easily when we relax beyond the stress of
not wanting to be a manipulator)
We block our own need to crave something that’s true to our wants.
We also block our man’s need to crave our authentic soul and spontaneous gifts. And in the process,
we worry if he wants other women…no wonder, when we are only blocking our truest and wildest
gifts out of fear.

Not wanting to manipulate comes at a COST
Not wanting to manipulate comes at a cost – and that is – time and effort spent focused on our own
physiological rejection of manipulation comes at a cost.
Not wanting to manipulate is a distraction.
Not wanting to manipulate is a distraction from total acceptance of what is and especially, what
COULD be, if we were courageous enough.
So, what happens when we relax in to acceptance of our fear of manipulation?
AND – more importantly, what happens when we relax our fight or flight reaction to something that
seems manipulative?
What happens THEN, if we were really sensitive, is that, instead of creating more stress in our body,
we come to the infinite reality that we love far too much to hold back our gifts just for the sake of
being ‘fair’, ‘just’ and un-manipulative.
What if you manipulated your man – and you added so much more value in the process than you
could whilst trying to be un-manipulative?
What if you manipulated your man and broke him out of his everyday monotony to experience a
juiciness that can’t be possible without YOU?

Trying not to manipulate is self serving
And yet – trying really hard to not be manipulative is always simply self serving… it attempts to keep
your un-manipulative saintly goddesses image at the cost of yourself and those around you.
The actual realisation is that we aren’t really trying to avoid being manipulative…
And the deepest courage we can have is to realise that we love so much that we exist AS love and
thus there’s no way we could be manipulating because we add so much value to begin with.
To exist means that you and I take value, or we add it. We are always either adding value, or taking
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value.
There are lots of value takers, but there are also value adders. Then there are the people who really
get it – the people who constantly look to serve those around them – no matter what they get in return
or if they get anything at all (think mother Teresa who influenced millions).
AND – lo and behold – GIVING to people without expecting back automatically means you’re
influencing them.
Because at the end of the day…

The more we try to avoid manipulating, the more we manipulate.
The more we try to avoid manipulating, the more we manipulate.
It’s a cycle of rejection of our truest desire and his desires.
Inside, we want ALL of a man. We want his presence, his adoration, his love, the best unbounded
sexual creature he can be, we want his time, his compassion; basically we want his soul; like a totally
selfish bitch (kidding).
But to want that and to be deserving of that – we have to be devoted and faithful enough to GIVE of
ourselves in this exact way – EITHER inspire this level of devotion from our man OR to help him
have so much faith in you that he has no choice but to worship the beautiful expression of
immeasurable love that you are.
We use phrases like ‘don’t manipulate’ to distract from our ability to give value to a man.
And when we stop offering our deepest gifts and values to a man, we actually become more
manipulative not less.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Not manipulating is a manipulation to keep the status quo
Not wanting to manipulate is a manipulation to keep the status quo.
And when we distract from our truest wants – we become so very manipulative, because we are only
avoiding manipulation so that we can manipulate the situation to our emotional comfort level.
And when we aim for our own emotional comfort – we are by default insensitive and unreceptive to
other’s feelings and perception of what value is (or loss, really).
Trying not to manipulate and the status quo.
Sorry for saying something politically incorrect like this – but you know the people who try very hard
to keep the status quo by not manipulating?
And the people who try very hard to defend themselves as ‘not wanting to snag a man’ and ‘not
having to find a husband’?
Coincidentally, those are the people who are the least willing to add value; perhaps because they
prefer comfort.
Perhaps they haven’t realised that by adding value, they can have everything they’ve ever wanted.
And having what we need – and sometimes what we want can sometimes be the precursor to being
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able to give more to others.

Instead of focusing “not manipulating” focus on offering value.
We either create value and offer that to those around us, or we extract value from those around us.
We can’t help but influence all those around us, the only question is, are you adding value and
thinking about their interests?
And if you’re really great – are you able to perceive what their life is really like and see what THEY
need from you in order to go deeper with you in to relationship? So that you can both share a richer,
better life?

BE the immeasurable value that cannot be replaced
So…the only way to live your life is- at least in my opinion – is to BE value in your own authentic
way. Your own authentic way can NEVER be replaced (because your actions naturally come from
your unique biology and life experiences, nobody else can replicate that).
Perhaps, choose receptiveness to men’s perception of what they are inspired by women; and be
willing to give your unique contribution to a man you’ve built some trust with, to the people you
love, to the people who crave that kind of contribution from your unique soul.
Not every woman who is loyal to her heart’s desires and wants is an entitled “princess” or a
“taker”…
It’s just that some women really live as living, breathing, open giving goddesses and some live as
snorting rejections of their authentic cravings… and spew language of ‘that’s so manipulative!’…
Disclaimer: giving value doesn’t always mean we get the same value back; that’s why it’s so
important to be as attuned to men as possible.
Attunement is the key. We need to gauge what is value to him, gauge whether he is ready to receive
our gifts, and whether we need to move on.
If you want to learn the 3 simple words that can inspire your man to commit to you, click here to
register and watch Commitment Masterclass for free.
P.S – the biggest difference between being a taker and a value adder is genuinely caring – getting out
of ourselves. When you care, you never have to worry about being a taker and if you were, you
acknowledge your mistake and feel even deeper as to what people need from you.
Have you experienced feeling like you’re a manipulator? Have you experienced feeling used
and taken value from? I love to read your story below.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Think casual sex is harmless? Think again.
December 26, 2014 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
What do you suppose men sacrifice when they sleep around a lot?
A committed relationship? Maybe.
Click here to find out if you’re Dating a Commitment Friendly Man
A good reputation? Yes, men can jeopardise their future potential to have a high value mate through
perpetual promiscuity (See the book social Psychology and Human Sexuality, 2001).
But more importantly – what, on a reproductive/biological level, do men sacrifice?
Quality.
They sacrifice quality.
And that’s quality of the women. Many men who sleep around don’t mind this; all they are looking
for is novelty in experience anyway. Almost any willing woman will do.
It’s still a sacrifice – in terms of a relationship and in terms of a reputation for the purposes of having
a relationship with a high value woman though.
Of course, the ACT of sex carries with it very little sacrifice for a man. In fact, it’s all gain to the
male limbic system. Get in and get out – hopefully. Unless she stalks him.
But quality is still the sacrifice for a promiscuous man – and that’s why men will try to get the
highest value woman they can for a relationship – and have low standards for casual sex.
Women might be attracted to promiscuous men and have sex with them. But the kind of man who is
being promiscuous is not generally having sex with 10 women who are rated 10s every week.
The more a man is eagerly looking to sleep around, the lower quality women (low mate value) he has
to settle for in that act.
Another way we can think about it is – it is generally assumed among the male community that high
reproductive value women are extremely hard to ‘hook up with’, in COMPARISON to lower mate
value women.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

What do women sacrifice when they have sex quickly?
And what do WOMEN potentially sacrifice, if we sleep with a man quickly (as in, before enough
attraction has been built up)?
According to scientific research reported in the book ‘Social Psychology and Human Sexuality’ –
women potentially sacrifice their reputation, and risk being viewed as having lower mate quality.
Of course, we don’t live in tribes of 100-200 or more any longer. So, reputation damage isn’t as real a
threat to females as it may have been many years ago.
Women in one country can fly across the world and sleep with many men, and then fly home and not
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risk any damage to their reputation, don’t you think?

Risk factors for women having unattached Sex
However, three risk factors of sleeping around, or unattached sex still remains, for most women –
1) Once we do something, regardless of whether we don’t EVER tell anyone we did it – our
neurology has experienced it and something internally still DROVE us to make these choices.
And if we mainly practice unattached sex, because we are avoiding the deeper parts of ourselves that
truly want to surrender in trust to a trustworthy man – our body can, over time, train to send messages
to men that we are ‘the one of many’ rather than the ‘one and only‘.
And all men naturally categorise the women they meet in to one of these categories – based on how
the woman shows up.
As we know, what we practice persists. Our body language doesn’t lie.
High value men looking to devote themselves will be able to read what a woman is all about through
our body faster than we even get the opportunity to verbally tell them anything about ourselves.
Get my FREE DVD “Becoming His One & Only” here.
I know it kinda sucks to hear it – but no matter how ‘UN-easy’ we feel inside, because we would turn
down most men…what our bodies practice becomes the energy we send out.
2) Risk factors of women having unattached sex number 2. MEN talk to each other when they get sex
easily. (ground breaking information there!)
I have a theory about this. I theorise, probably dumbly so, since I’m not an expert – I theorise that
men do this gossiping about easy sex to warn each other (their own sex), just like women gossip
about ‘jerks’ who make bad or abusive boyfriends – men spread pictures, videos, and gossip about
women they have casually slept with.
This is possibly because on a primal level, in our tribal days – this information was CRUCIAL to the
future reproductive safety of all men – why?
Because it warns other men not to invest their resources in the women they have gossiped about,
since paternity cannot be determined.
(Paternity – meaning no one really knows who the father of the child is, since the woman hasn’t
established trust and commitment with one steady guy, or doesn’t seem to have).
If human males were chimpanzees though, they’d all crowd around and take care of the baby – even
if 10 of them had sex with the same lady chimp, because there’s always a CHANCE that the baby is
theirs.
Although, male chimps have measly fathering skills compared to human males – and that’s partly
why they need to ALL invest a bit of paternal energy.
So, just as women in a certain context, protect each other from low value mates of the opposite sex,
men do the same in their own way.
Paternity is serious business.
For a man, incredible humiliation and “life-destroying” (to use a real man’s words) emotions can be
felt surrounding the possibility that he might have invested time, money, effort and resources in to –
gasp – ANOTHER man’s offspring.
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In fact, I’ve noticed a scary phenomenon.
Men tend to get more insensitive to the women who have sex because she doesn’t know what else
value to add. (Click here to take the quiz on How High Value High Status am I on Facebook?)
In other words, some men become more disrespectful and insensitive towards the women that they
get easy sex from.
If you’re on my free newsletter list, you’d have read that one thing not to do in dating is to overtly
seek a man’s approval. This can be in the same ballpark as making sex easily accessible.
For an example of the potential consequences of having casual sex without trust and commitment in
the relationship, men may spread lies about women (I read once about a woman who had sex with a
guy without his commitment and overheard him telling his flat mate that he had had anal sex with her
which was totally untrue. That was when she decided to never do it again).
3) Women sacrifice their true nature for casual sex, sometimes. What I mean is – women are not
biologically inclined to have sex with men that they don’t trust. To quote Michaela Boehm from this
article.
If women are having sex with men that they are HIGHLY attracted to – ie; a man who DOES show
up as capable and trustworthy, then the danger might be that she really DOES love him and want a
commitment. But, by then, he could have categorised her as ‘one of many’, depending on how she’s
showed up.
If she’s had sex EARLY – but she’s showed up as his ‘one and only’, then there’s no problem for the
woman – the deal is already sealed.
But if a woman has not done that – then…she could really find herself hurt – and based on the reason
that she wasn’t attuned to where the man was at, and how he really FELT about her – whether he
truly had any feelings or good intentions for her or not.
Sometimes, we really have to WAIT to have sex with a man, until enough emotional attraction has
been built up (the reliable sign it’s ok to go ahead) so that it gives him time to show he’s not really
interested in anything more than sex, or that he is interested in taking the relationship further.
Find out more about showing up the ‘one and only’ and embodying high value vulnerability in this
FREE class (it really has the best secret for showing up as the one and only right before you are about
to have sex, as an attempt to change the course of the
situation): http://shenwademedia.com/optin/commitment-masterclass-register/

Surely, all this is about the man and not about us as women?
Yeah, there are total losers out there, and we have all heard stories about them, or even experienced
crap with them.
But WHY isn’t this just about men taking responsibility?

You might choose to take responsibility for when and how you have sex
Women simply risk paying a price for having sex before enough attraction and commitment has been
established, and therefore the man has had a chance to be tested (by her) to see if he is willing to
invest himself (find out tests for commitment here).
If you’re a woman who’s NOT interested in a man’s commitment – still consider how and if having
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casual sex affects how you show up in the future.
With every opportunity there is a cost.
It’s not that sleeping around has a cost – it’s that everything has a cost.
Even if you had all the money in the world to buy all the nice clothes you wanted – you’d end up
with a huge cost in your time, as time will need to be used up and spent to decide what to wear
because there’s so much choice.
If we have less options, there’s less cost in time as there’s less choice.
NOT sleeping around has a cost. Shitting has a cost. Living has a cost.
We have to choose what we do carefully. Especially sex and relationships. Our bodies aren’t
designed to sex men for our egos and for the fun of it – without feeling some sort of pain or shock or
‘being taken advantage of’ at some point.
It’s not even about being ‘easy’ or about being judged…that doesn’t matter because people will judge
you whichever way serves their own ego.
What matters is why we do what we do; and are we REALLY emotionally attuned to the potential
outcomes of our sexual choices?
Are we APPRECIATING that everything we do offers ourselves and the other person more value –
or repeatedly takes value from ourselves and others?
Are we even attuned to whether the man is actually emotionally invested in US – even if WE feel like
we are emotionally invested enough to open up and sleep with HIM?

Being more attuned to our tension than to his true intentions
As a woman, like me, you might have felt that men tend to push for sex, sometimes, even the good
ones can make you feel a little bit of that.
But the biggest concern I have for you is –
Are you attuned to a man’s true intentions and emotional feelings about YOU when you decide to
have sex before you truly feel comfortable?
Or are you more attuned to the tension of; ‘I gotta have sex with him in case I lose his attention
permanently.’?
Your body’s attunement to his actions and how they truly make you feel emotionally are FAR more
valuable than your tension over losing him if you don’t have sex with him.

To live authentically, we might choose to courageously honour our deepest, truest
desire
To live authentically, we might choose to courageously honour our deepest, truest desire.
The real question is – does your heart, deep down, want a totally devoted, committed and loving man
who looks at you like there’s no other woman on earth? (permission to fall in a heap whilst admitting
this, and you won’t be the only one).
If you say yes – and many women deny this true craving because they believe that this doesn’t really
exist – but if you say YES – then, think about how men experience TRUST with women.
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Why men CAN lose trust for women who have sex quickly
Why CAN men lose trust for women who have sex quickly?
I want to take that one step further.
Men can lose trust in women when we have sex before there is mutually felt emotional attraction; and
preferably, investment on the man’s part. because, well, if he hasn’t had the TIME to develop
emotional attraction towards you – then, what value is presenting to him in that woman, from a
man’s perspective?
He may perceive no long term mate value in her at all.
Simply short term value, perhaps.
I wrote an article a while back about when is the right time to have sex with a man, and I’m grateful,
because it got good feedback. In that article, I mentioned that genuine attraction must be felt by both
the man and the woman and it must be obvious – before we should be willing to sleep with a man.
That’s just my bias though. I very much respect that not everyone wants to make this choice – and I
also respect that some women need to have certain experiences at certain times in their life – and that
is just a part of their own evolution.

How devoted and loyal men test women in the dating market
How would a high mate value man TEST women in the dating market?
How would a devoted and loyal man test women in the dating market?
When high value men look to enter in to a committed relationship – KEY – COMMITTED
RELATIONSHIP – he has a whole host of factors to test a woman for.
One important thing they must test for is a woman’s potential sexual faithfulness, and they must also
test for a woman’s mate value.
The higher a woman’s mate value – generally, the less sexually accessible she is (for reference on
this, see the book: Social Psychology and Human Sexuality 2001).
So, one test is how easily a woman lets herself be accessible sexually to HIM personally. And her
reputation and body language and how she HOLDS herself will also give a man cues as to how
faithful and loyal she will be to him in a relationship.
IF to HIM – it seems as though sex happened before he had a chance to build up attraction and
investment in her – then, she’s just too untrustworthy; because his fear might be – if she can do it so
quickly – she HAS this capacity; I’ve seen it an experienced it first hand.
And because of that – I fear putting my valuable, hard earned status and resources in to her – for the
biological fear that I could be stupidly investing my resources in some other douchebag’s child.

Why should there be a difference in mate value based on sex being ‘easy’?
Why SHOULD there be a difference in mate value based on sex being ‘easy’?
Well, first of all, there doesn’t have to be a huge difference in our value if we have sex easily and a
man’s value if HE has sex quickly and easily.
After all, my whole life, I didn’t see much value in promiscuous men and would never date one;
unless of course, he presented with a lot of high mate value and I trusted him. That seemed so rare
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though.
In reality – men pay a price for promiscuity and so do women.
It’s just that the price we PAY – may be too close to our truest heart’s craving for us to ignore it and
go for easy sex anyway.
Our price has a high cost in terms of how many layers of ‘masks’ and ‘blocking things out’ we
might have to do in order to actually sleep around.
We sometimes have to protect our vulnerable heart’s true craving, in order to have sex with a man
before it truly felt SAFE.
For instance, I have always wanted a man’s soul, his world, everything – if I denied that; I’d have to
pretend I didn’t want that. That feels like shit.
EGGS VERSUS SPERM – the high and low value of each
Eggs versus sperm – there’s a value difference in egg and sperm.
The real place all this taboo sexual judgement comes from is based on something very biological.
The value of eggs versus the value of sperm.
Of course, within the sexes, there’s less valuable eggs (according to men) and less valuable sperm
(judged by women).
And, overall, sperm has little value in comparison to eggs; and eggs have higher value by nature.
Simply because of supply and demand.
Roughly 1,500 sperm are produced by a fertile man every second. (WOW!)
They want to get rid of it.
Just like a breastfeeding mother whose breasts become painfuly engorged with milk for her child –
she has to get rid of it by feeding her baby to relieve the pressure of the milk.
Sperm is the same. It kinda just keeps getting produced, whether a man likes it or not. Women can
eventually stop breastfeeding, but men, well, their sperm just keeps on ‘a comin, and the pressure
needs to be relieved.
On the other hand, on average, each woman releases one luscious egg per menstrual cycle.
Kind of a big difference.
The pressure men feel to expel the excess sperm is almost daily – maybe several times a day for a
young lad, but for women – her need to have sex depends on many things; not just the daily routine
production of viable sperm.
For example, it depends on if she’s ovulating, if there’s a lot of female competition around, on
dopamine and excitement, and on whether there’s a highly valuable male that really turns her on
(comparatively rare).

The COST for either sex if conception occurs?
Well, if conception occurs and a baby is on the way; a woman is left totally vulnerable for the next 9
months at LEAST. Add on breastfeeding and the physical exhaustion for years afterwards when
chasing a toddler.
If conception occurs – the only time a man is potentially valuable by default is WHEN he’s making
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the baby.
After that; whether he invests his resources depends on how much attraction there was, and it
depends on how much he loves the woman and how invested he was before they conceived.
Also, it depends on his values as man, of course.
Some men are nice and stay with women simply because they feel that they have to – not because
they are madly in love.
For information on the 2 traits of women that men routinely fall in love with, click here.

If women have sex quickly in a low value fashion it sends a low value message
So – if women have sex easily in a low value fashion; regardless of contraception – it still sends a
message to high value male mates that she should be avoided for RELATIONSHIP.
Not sex. Relationship.
It’s harder for her to get the devotion from a man; UNLESS there was investment and attraction from
the man already established.
This poses an uncomfortable issue…(*purses mouth*)

What about the times when a woman actually WASN’T being “easy”?
But what about the times when a woman wasn’t actually being “easy”?
This is very hard for women, because, for those women that only sleep with a man – even quickly –
when she genuinely feels an emotional connection with him – we may TOTALLY not be easy in our
world because we love him – BUT – we very much risk losing a man’s TRUST.
This isn’t something to fear, it’s something to understand. Don’t forget that even if you feel sad about
this – there are also many other men out there that you’ve made sad in the dating world with your
female psychology.
It’s not a war – it’s about our genuine, heartfelt desire to put on a set of male glasses and feel their
world.

She was a VIRGIN and he STILL thought she was easy?
Take this story (UNBELIEVABLE).
A reader of TheFeminineWoman once emailed us saying that she met a man online, and built up an
emotional connection with him through online contact – even though they had not been on many
dates before. She fell VERY hard for this nerdy, nervous man.
Then, she slept with him.
Then, he disappeared for a bit, and when they got in contact again, he said; “you seem like the kind of
girl who does this a lot”.
She was a VIRGIN.
In her mid twenties.
So, in her own words, this lady ‘knows the art of not having sex’ – (to use her own words).
HE – this man she fell in love with, basically didn’t believe her and lost trust in her and well, he left.
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In my mind, I would hope that he would have the ability to feel her heart and know that she possibly
loved him – but that doesn’t change his biological tendencies as a male.
Now, there are other little details to this story, of course.
But the crucial details are:
1) This woman developed a strong enough emotional connection (in her mind, not necessarily
reciprocated by the man), that she was willing to sleep with him even though she was a virgin.
2) This man lost trust in her for a long term committed relationship – meaning, he couldn’t bring
himself to invest his resources in her, for the very basic, historical, biological fear that many men
have – that he would risk utter humiliation and a total waste of his resources, because if she could
sleep with him this quickly – then she could potentially do it with other men easily too.
3) the most IMPORTANT point: we need to be perceptive and attuned to a man’s level of emotional
investment in US – EVEN if WE are feeling totally emotionally in love and involved. We need to
feel him; and his level of emotional commitment. Not his level of lust. But his level of emotional
COMMITMENT.
Get the down lo and tricks on HOW to do this here.

Wouldn’t men ideally be man enough to overcome this fear?
Sure, ideally, men would most definitely be man enough, self confident enough and attuned enough
to overcome this fear – or perhaps not even fear; but the aversion to – committing to women who
sleep with them quickly.
(As I see it – often, this is not even a fear for the man – because he never got invested enough in the
woman to feel fear – it’s simply an objective decision on his part)
IDEALLY – even if we were ultimately promiscuous, a man would be man enough, alpha enough –
to OWN our soul so much, that we would have no choice but to remain faithful to him, because he
adds so much value to our life.
But – you know, ideally a lot of things…
Ideally this, ideally that.

What matters when we want commitment is our high value to MEN
What matters here is our value to MEN – as a mate – if we are looking for something committed, and
if we are courageous enough to go with our true heart’s craving of having ALL of a man – to have
him give us EVERYTHING – his soul, his time, his attention, his life, his money, his trust, his love,
his devotion, his children – my gosh, EVERYTHING.
It’s gutsy to acknowledge that we want that and accept nothing less. That’s why many women don’t
do it; it’s just; scary. And it’s scary because if we ask for total devotion; we have to give it right back.
It’s a high standard of relating to a man. We have to be real.
So, in my silly observation, what happens is that – we play this silly game of sleeping with men
because we don’t know how to ask for his soul.
Or maybe, just maybe we sleep with men because we really wanted to.
We have a right to do that. There’s a thing called contraception and equal opportunity.
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But – well, biology still exists in men.
Their forefathers conditioned their own DNA to look and seek out high mate value women for long
term investment and commitment.
Ultimately, it is your choice.
If you haven’t watched the Commitment Masterclass yet, click here to register for FREE!
P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Real Pain of When Men Pull Away & How To React in A
High Value Way
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So truthfully, why does he pull away?
Remember, men pull away for good reasons.
Understanding why men withdraw after getting close to you.
Every woman has infinite radiance…

So truthfully, why does he pull away?
Article updated 2020
Sometimes when a man pulls away, it’s because there was no actual emotional attraction in the first
place.
When there isn’t enough attraction and connection in a dating situation, things will fizzle out – no
matter how much we want to hold on. Because that’s what a strong relationship is built upon –
emotional attraction and emotional connection.
In these situations where there’s not enough connection and attraction right from the start, it usually
means that we should let it go. Usually, when the relationship was based on sex and even
convenience in the beginning – it’s a good sign that he’s pulling away forever. Why? Because men
fall in love and commit to the woman that they see as their ‘one and only’, and not the ‘one of many’.

Men can pull away whether they are committed or not
But aside from that, very often, men pulling away isn’t a bad thing.
See my comprehensive article on why men pull away and how to deal with it as a high value
woman…. Click here.
Men can pull away whether they are committed or not. We just have to distinguish between whether
he is ghosting us or still committed to us, but just pulling away because as a man, that’s what he has
to do to re-build his testosterone and his equilibrium.
We as women just tend to think a man pulling away is a bad thing – it’s our perception. We perceive
him pulling away as scary, as threatening and horrible. And of course, we see it as a bad thing
because we think we shouldn’t have this problem in a relationship.
Further still, we think having this problem is wrong.
It’s not.
It’s not wrong. It’s usually a warning or a test. It’s either a warning that this man was never
committed to you, and just sees you as the one of many type of woman from the start, or a test for
your relationship to overcome, and that is completely normal.
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So it is not wrong for you to have the ‘problem’ of a man pulling away, even if you’re in a committed
relationship. This is because men and women have different motivations, different perceptions of the
world, and they value different things.
This doesn’t mean that our values and wants cannot mesh together and create beauty in the world –
they certainly can. But not without also having clashes along the way, which are 100% normal in
man/woman relationships.
Both men and women, when they spend a lot of time together, just hanging out, can start to want to
move away from each other, because at some point, the other stops resonating with them and stops
filling them up.
Truth is, sometimes what we want is the security of having a man around, but what we need is the
influence of good girlfriends or feminine energy in some form, to fill us up.
See, often, your man will need to pull away in order to gather his masculine energy and to feel like
himself again. Sometimes, you as a woman might even want to pull away, in order to feel like
yourself again. However – this fact may not change how scared you do feel when a man pulls away.

Remember, men pull away for good reasons.
Men pull away for very good reasons. Because it’s what they need to do to be true to their natural
rhythm and equilibrium in their masculine body.
When men become involved with a relationship and go deeper, it’s natural to have them pull away –
even after marriage and many years together.
Time together or marriage doesn’t guarantee a man will do what is convenient for us and convenient
for our feelings.
A man pulling away – It’s a continuous thing that will happen over a woman’s lifetime if she chooses
to be with a man. However, with trust and understanding built up over the years, yes, he may pull
away less and less. Especially when he hasn’t got important things asking for his attention, or
buffalos to kill.
So try to remember when men withdraw – it is a part of our man and woman journey together. It’s a
warning or a test. A test for your relationship to overcome.
I have found that it is when I had children with my husband that he started to become extremely
responsive and didn’t pull away as much – not directly as a result of loving me more, but because his
masculine brain perceives that we need to communicate (as a team) very often, for the purpose of
responding to our kids, working out logistics, proper organisation between us, and doing the right
thing by me and our kids.
Don’t get me wrong. The times we spend in love and together are always inevitably cut off because
he has “sh*t to do.” it never means he was less committed to me, it just meant he had to get work
done.
He is a man, a provider and a conquerer at heart. He has a masculine core, and a primarily masculine
essence. Therefore, is only natural that he would go where his biology demands him to go.
As much as being in a healthy relationship with a high value woman can make a man more as a man,
truthfully, a relationship and emotional attachment would never be enough to make him a high value,
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masculine man in the long-run.
And most high value men know that. They know that it’s not being attached to a woman emotionally
all the time that will make them more as a man, regardless of how deeply moving and inspiring their
relationship with you is. At some point, he has to re-charge his masculine energy and rise to
challenges outside of his relationship!
Click here to learn how to stay high value when your man withdraws and pulls away…

Understanding why men withdraw after getting close to you.
But will you ever be able to trust ANY man to be more responsive to your calls, feelings and
requests?
Yes, of course! And yet – he might still pull away, he will just be more responsive if he trusts you.
The way to get a man to be more responsive is:
1) Build trust between the two of you; and
2) You must communicate your need for him to reassure you of his devotion in an authentically
vulnerable way. Often, if a man doesn’t perceive a clear need for something from you, he won’t
address it, because most men are ‘thicker’ than women and they need obvious signals before they act
on something.
Not only that, but in order for him to truly want to make sure you feel secure when he pulls away or
works on his mission, in the beginning you will need to be generous in showering him with
responsive appreciation for his efforts to be present with you.
If you feel a little appreciation and relief by his presence – don’t hide it.
Show the incredible joy and gratitude and love you have for when he shows up in your life. Don’t
hold it back out of fear or because you don’t want to be emotionally generous. No! You need to give
him this feedback and be emotionally generous! Try not to communicate from resentment – it’s
something you will come to regret.
See, when you are able to feel that he is willing to reassure you of his commitment to you – and that
he’s just busy working on providing or doing important things – what happens is that you can also
start to relax and trust him.
The tricky thing is that sometimes trust has to exist between you before you can get a favourable
response from him to your needs.
Generally, a man will stay MUCH closer to a woman if there is a lot of attraction and connection.
Emotional attraction and emotional connection. If you remember nothing else today, remember these
two things.
A part of an unbreakable connection is building trust.
It’s hard for women to trust men.
It’s also hard for men to trust women.
We all have many conflicting wants and interests. The lack of trust is normal – until it’s built up over
time.
We as women want to take a man’s resources – time, attention, money, commitment. That naturally
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requires that he trust us in order to give those precious resources.
Do you understand that, as a woman, it feels very intuitive to you to want to take time, resources,
love, affection and attention from a man – but that it also feels intuitive to a man to feel that these
very things that you want, is a huge, huge job for him?
It takes enormous energy to give to a woman as a man – and that doesn’t mean that yours and my
needs as a woman are wrong, not at all.
It means that it helps us to simply understand that what we are asking for is not a walk in the park. In
fact, it even helps to just meet a man on his level and say: “Hey, I know that I can seem like a lot of
effort and maintenance at times. I’m sorry…I just miss you. I just really enjoy my time with you.”
Does that feel like a lot of self sacrifice to say something like that? Good! Because that’s what it’s
supposed to feel like when you’re giving value, having the courage to meet him where he’s at and at
least having the courage to enter the conversation he’s already having in his own head.
You will gain his trust.
Remember though – even when there IS trust – pulling away is a normal and natural part of being a
man.
But when you trust him and he trusts you – you will feel less scared when he pulls away and it will
feel like he pulls away less – because you have trust in him.
Also here are 4 Steps to Stay High Value When he Doesn’t Text or Call.

The important reasons why guys pull away, especially in the early stages?
There are several reasons why men pull away.
One major reason is biological – because men who are born more identified with masculine energy
don’t base their identity on ‘relationship’ with a woman. And because intimate relationship doesn’t
pay the bills or earn him money. Because in order to focus on the job, he can’t be thinking about your
feelings right now.
Instead of basing their identity and worth in their intimate relationship, often men base their identity
(not always deliberately – but moreso intuitively), on risk taking, proving themselves, and on their
individual capabilities and achievements.
Risk taking is a necessary endeavour for a masculine species. It’s what they must do in order to stand
out to females and be worthy of reproduction.
Research has shown that much more so in boys, risk taking behaviour lights up pleasure centres in
their brain. This starts very young.
I may try to get my 7 year old son to not jump off an extremely high ledge (and I do mean extremely)
– but he still jumps off, while my heart is screaming in fear and other parents are looking at me as if
I’m neglectful. (And his sense of his own direction and seeking out challenges is so strong that, even
if I tried to stop him, he would grow to resent me, his mother, very quickly for doing so.)
Not only does he have absolutely no sense of danger like I would, he seems to welcome it – at the
potential risk of his own safety.
Closeness with a woman is good for some time for a man – until he needs to get back to his body’s
natural rhythm and equilibrium, to being a worthy man who is able to provide, conquer and kill the
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buffalo. We all have a bodily need to return to our natural state, where we feel more like ourselves.
This is why pulling away for most men is normal at some point.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

Why does your boyfriend pulling away hurt so much?
Men pulling away hurts so much because (even though we are all made up of both masculine and
feminine energy), most women live in a feminine sphere where sharing emotions, resonating with the
ever changing flow of emotions is celebrated, and we live in a feminine world where emotional
closeness is celebrated and sought after, for our own sense of safety and our own social value.
It hurts a lot when he pulls away, because we love them and closeness is our form of love. But if we
were really honest – it hurts because emotionally, men and women need each other. We don’t always
rely on him to survive – but we rely on the connection to feel full (which we don’t always have to,
but that’s a conversation for another time).
But how often do we let ourselves truly surrender to the fact that it hurts, (and it hurts because we
love them?) And how often do we let ourselves feel the emptiness of his absence? Perhaps it’s too
hard to admit that we have this deep pain and this deep longing for him, even to ourselves?
But what if this emptiness, this pain of missing him (and allowing ourselves to fully sensitively feel
that we miss him), is the secret to bringing him closer?
You see, something I learned is that acting out of fear robs me of the full experience of life – it takes
away the opportunity to re-build my desire, and my gratitude for having my man in my life!
Sure, I might feel ‘safer’ if he sticks around a lot – but I don’t feel infinite! I don’t feel infinite by
trying to blame him and making him feel wrong for pulling away.
Often, we just get angry because he’s not present. We reject the part of ourselves that truly admires
him and allows him to be a man. And in doing that, we rob ourselves of the opportunity to build up a
passion and to desire him more.
Instead, our anger and resentment serves only to keep things safe (like they are in prison) and
comfortable. Comfort isn’t good for a passionate relationship.
It’s good for boring relationships. (Which many people suffer from every single day.)
The danger comes when instead of acknowledging that we love him because that feels scary and
weak (My GOSH isn’t it truly scary to surrender to the uncertainty of truly being vulnerable to a
man?) – and so we use our anger to make him wrong, close off our love (pretend it didn’t affect us)
and blame them for pulling away.

The damage of just reacting in anger or closing off
It’s dangerous because none of those things comes from love. And often, none of it comes from the
core of who we are. The core of us is authentic and feels the pain of him pulling away – it feels the
loss and the anger and the hurt and the shock.
But not without the love.
We may feel anger and hurt and loss and shock – but a lot of women base their reactions only on
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these emotions and close off to the pleasure of their love and devotion for this man.
You already have experienced I am sure, that when you feel pain – there comes pleasure at some
point. Even the people experiencing the deepest pain in the whole world – losing a child – could
probably not deny that at some point in the endless grieving process, they felt pleasure at reliving old
memories with the child they lost.
Am I saying that you should brace yourself for losing him? NO! LOL. I am saying that it’s ok to
grieve, in fact you should grieve, if you’re a good woman. Even if you are trying to kick your legs
and scream to avoid it.
If you refuse to grieve, you will find it much harder to ever be the one and only woman to a man.
Here’s an article on how your refusal to grieve makes you and ‘one of many’ type of woman.
You see, even though the prospect of grieving is overwhelming, your body is smart. It’s not here to
let you fall into the depths of hell forever. It will help you balance out the pain with pleasure if you
let it; if you grieve naturally. Remember, there is a lot to grieve in this life – even if you and I would
prefer to conserve energy by blocking out the grieving process for seemingly ‘not grieve worthy’
stuff, like a man pulling away.
Let’s draw a comparison.
You know those annoying people who are chronic attention seekers?
Well, all feminine women deeply desire attention, and to be acknowledged and to have their deep
feminine radiance felt by men and women.
But chronic attention seekers are annoying to you – why? Because often, their pattern of chronic
attention seeking comes from not actually feeling all the attention they do already get. When you
don’t allow yourself the feeling – when you reject it – your need for it persists because your body
never had the sensation it needed to make you feel full.
And chronic attention seekers are annoying because they won’t allow the full spectrum of experience
in their bodies. They reject the true infinite radiance and beauty of themselves. They just can’t let
themselves do that.
So they repetitively show up as people who want to ‘take’ value rather than give value. Because they
don’t surrender to their own sensitivity, and they don’t surrender to all of life. They don’t surrender to
that goddess that they already are.
So they become addicted to surface attention.
They want the attention of other people. it could be other women, it could be anyone. Even other
women’s boyfriends or husbands. In fact, better if it’s from an already ‘taken’ man – because the
stakes are higher and that must mean she’s really irresistible if he’ll risk his woman’s happiness to
give another woman attention.
They’re annoying because they don’t have integrity. They also don’t have honesty in expression.
But they don’t have honesty in expression because they won’t allow themselves to surrender to their
true infinite capability in being feminine and radiant.
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Every woman has infinite radiance…
That’s right… every woman has infinite radiance.
But not every woman allows herself to be that – and so she stunts her value with her ‘dabbling’ in
feminine energy rather that surrendering to life.
She doesn’t allow herself to be infinite and feel the full array of emotions. The true and real deeper
cravings we have are often buried deeply in our bodies.
It’s the same when we show up trying to ‘take’ from a man.
Instead of being honest, we just show anger – because we’re impulsive and like the thrill of being
significant more than we value the true need for connection in our hearts.

This is one reason why men leave…
This is one reason why men leave. It’s essentially because we are repeatedly refusing to surrender to
what’s true of our body and our heart (you can feel what’s in your heart by breathing deeply and
getting away from your head).
If we are honest and sensitive – we know that we don’t only feel angry when a man pulls away.
We also love and care and surrender if we choose – to the emotions of emptiness and craving for
HIM.
No man who loves a woman, would truly want to leave a woman who can allow the full spectrum of
feelings to happen without blaming him.
However, he would want to leave when we make him wrong. And often we do that because we first
of all made the feeling of needing and wanting him wrong, in our own body. It’s too much to handle,
so we make it wrong rather than sitting with it.
(And this type of internal conflict and emotional self sabotage is mean and unfair to yourself.)
It’s mean. It’s mean to deny our real wanting and our secret desire to trust him – those are the reasons
why he would even be with a woman – unless he wants the ease and comfort of just a woman to exist
in his house so he doesn’t have to be alone or look bad in front of family and friends being single so
long.
Of course, men stay when they are truly trusted and wanted. Every woman intuitively knows this.
But not every woman prefers “outside-my-comfort-zone” passion to the comfort of self-inflicted
suffering.

Guys leave when we make blame and anger the ONLY correct response…
Men also do want to leave when we make blaming him and getting angry the only right response to
him pulling away.
But the blaming and the closing off to him to punish him – and the ‘revenge’ response where we say
– ‘oh FINALLY you call’ when we does get in contact…those come from the masks we wear.
When a man meets a woman, he will subconsciously place her in one of two categories. They are the
‘one of many’ category or the ‘one and only’ category. If you’re a man’s one of many woman, then
you can be almost certain that there won’t be a future with him.
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It’s important to not fall into the trap of being the ‘one of many’ woman by showing up as the ‘one
and only’ woman from the start. That’s why I made my FREE DVD ‘Becoming His One & Only’.
Yes, you can have it free, and you can get your copy here: www.bhoodvd.com.

How to know when you should just give up on a man?
Good question.
I cannot give you a direct answer for this; as every person has different values.
My belief is that you do not ever give up on a man out of fear. You want to leave him after checking
in your your gut and feeling whether he truly wants you, chooses you and is committed to you. You
are not here on earth to just be the ‘next best option’ for a man. You’re here to be the one and only
kind of woman.

Here are 3 good reasons to leave your boyfriend:
2) You feel in your gut that you are not his one and only.
Remember, if you are not his one and only, then you are his one of many, and the amount this man
invests in you will never feel enough.
2) You didn’t get together because you fell in love. Many people get together out of convenience.
He will keep you around and invest the minimum of effort in you until his one and only comes along.
If you are sensitive and honest with yourself, and you know you got together out of convenience, then
think about whether it serves your growth and your partner’s growth to still be together.
Still consider that you can make a relationship work with anyone.
But getting together out of convenience is a lie to your soul and to his. It’s essentially avoiding being
with and respecting the deeper desires of yourself.
3) You (or him) got together just to get something for yourself out of it. Now – when we fall in
love, we give naturally.
If you both wanted to take from each other blindly from the beginning – without caring about how
you affected the other partner’s feelings and well-being – it’s a sign the relationship started badly and
inauthentically.
If there was never a stage where you felt courageously able to dare to do anything for your partner –
that spells trouble.
Sometimes, women get together with a man simply for ‘in-between’ avoidance of her loneliness. This
is an insult to the better man for her. I believe in staying open until we meet a good one – not just an
in-between one.
Life is too short and already too painful to suffer through ‘a good enough man’ to avoid feeling some
kind of pain – a pain which serves us to know ourselves and our true wants even deeper – and asking
for nothing less.
Click here to know how to stay high value when when he pulls away
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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Your heart always wants connection
We used to be surrounded by people. We lived in tribes for thousands of years, for goodness sake.
It is normal to crave connection – only, we are too quick to think that it’s only a man’s connection
that we crave. It’s deeper and deeper connection with humans in general.
If we feel that desire to connect – suddenly, we are powerful – because we are not avoiding – and
from this place we can make choices to connect with other women, pets, and all sorts of different
women and groups who would light up our lives.
But when we resist the pain – we cause him and ourselves endless suffering because we are refusing
to honour who we really are.
We don’t want to be authentic and feel our natural drive to be intertwined with another human being
deeper and deeper and deeper – no matter what ‘stuff’ comes up. Because it’s too real.
Because our egos get in the way – our fears also get in the way.
Like almost anything – the natural pain is asking and calling to be felt – because it is trying to serve
us – to call us to be who we really are. Not who we think we should be.
So work with the pain, feel it openly and find alternative solutions to filling yourself up with a variety
of sources of connection.
What we need is never the constant presence of a man.
What we need is true and real connections with human beings, animals and with ourselves.
We start by not making ourselves and our pain wrong – and not making our men wrong for being
men. By the way, I’ve got this article on the signs you are in a healthy relationship.
Do you want to know what’s keeping your man from committing to you? Find out from the
Commitment Masterclass, click here and register to watch for free.
Click here to learn how to stay high value when your man withdraws and pulls away…
Can you tell us more about your experiences with a man pulling away? Your experiences can
really help other women to heal and understand themselves!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media!
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
See Related Articles…
Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to Deal with it
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
Your man tells you to “F**k Off”. Now what?
Learn more why men pull away
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Why It’s OK (And Even Attractive) For Women To Cry Any
Damn Time
March 10, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Isn’t life better and easier when you don’t cry?
Aren’t you stronger and cooler than the damsels in distress who cry to get their way? Isn’t it better to
have things handled?
People will like you more if you’re a non-crying cool girl, right?
Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine am I Actually?”
Bullshit. On the surface, people will like you more because you’re agreeable and don’t reflect their
own difficult emotions back to them. But if you keep things superficial all the time, who can really be
there for you when you are down?
There’s nothing wrong with being superficial when life calls for it, because in a world so heavily
populated, we are constantly around people who could feel threatening — people we don’t know very
well, and people we don’t want to know very well. But there is something damaging about choosing
not to feel loss or any other emotion that you routinely avoid, thereby making superficiality and
numbness your second-by-second, daily habits.
What is the importance of crying, anyway? When you allow it to happen, over time it gives you
greater sensitivity. When you have greater sensitivity, you experience the depth and richness of all
emotions. Without the willingness to cry, you risk living as a perpetually stressed and closed human
being. And when human beings (more so women) are stressed and closed, they aren’t as inviting and
as attractive as they could be, because part of what’s attractive about women is how open and unstressed they appear to men.
A small aside: Don’t think of all this as “trying too hard to attract men.” Think of it as giving your
gift: a gift that’s more true to your essential core, a gift that’s more aligned with your authentic
energy — which is easier to access when you’re not stressed.
Crying is extremely important for your health, and for your ability to relate to a man and to yourself.
For example, it’s no surprise that scientists now report crying makes nine out of 10 people feel better,
reduces stress and keeps the body healthy. They even suggest that tears may be a way for the body to
cleanse itself of chemicals that build up during emotional stress.
What’s wonderful also is that crying may be a way for us to induce physical contact with another
human being (the very reason we sometimes avoid crying, for fear of intimacy and having to face our
real selves). And touch, of course, is also known to improve our health.
Notice how you feel when you touch someone (or have gone without touch for a long time). There’s
something about not being touched for a while that makes us feel dead, and something about touch
from a friend or a lover that makes us feel vulnerable and connected (I can literally feel the effects of
the “love” hormone oxytocin when my husband and I simply touch hands).
Click here to take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”
If you’re not crying regularly, something is very wrong and inauthentic; and I mean wrong in the
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context of your relationship with yourself and your relationship with other humans. Here’s why: The
ability to cry — in pleasure or pain — shows how alive and responsive you are.
The practice of crying (or at least regularly feeling loss, or any emotion that you know you habitually
avoid), is a powerful place to be, because it means you’re present, not dissociated or numb. It means
that you’re on the ball, and able to make good decisions informed by your body — because your
body doesn’t lie to you — as opposed to decisions informed through the stress of “over-thinking”
them.
Crying shows how open you are, and how open you are is proportionate to how many genuine men
you attract into your life. Not just men, but friends, too. It shows how open you are to what’s real and
raw. It shows how open you are to your feelings.
If you can’t be open to your feelings, then you generally can’t handle anyone else’s either. For
example, people who are habitually closed — or worse, hateful or resentful — often don’t keep loyal
relationships because they’re not even able to be loyal to themselves, to their own feelings.
Notice that I say habitually closed, because it’s not being closed that’s damaging in itself. It’s the
perpetual practice of being closed that is bad for us because it deprives us of living authentically.
More specifically, the more we keep our own emotions at arm’s length, the more we diminish or
destroy our ability to handle a deep and devoted relationship. This is the definition of superficiality.
When we don’t cry, or when we’re unable to let ourselves cry, our energy is closed, and we are
avoiding the deeper places in ourselves. There’s nothing wrong with this; at work, for example, we
often need to be superficial. But this fact in itself should be enough, at times, to make you cry. For
example: Why can’t I punch that annoying customer in the face? It can be frustrating, or even painful.
We live in a society where we have to suppress emotions, especially at work or at functions. This
alone is frustrating enough to make me cry.
We are human beings, and human beings, with the possible exception of elephants, are the only
species known to produce tears for emotional reasons. We need to be able to cry. We need the
honesty and the freedom not to judge ourselves for crying, even in public. Sometimes, in public, I
have tears in my eyes. And it’s OK.
Your Daily Practice: 15 Minutes Feeling What You Avoid The Most
Am I suggesting you go out and cry in public? No! I am suggesting that each day, in a safe place
where nobody can hurt or distract you, you put aside 15 minutes to bring up a memory, a song, a loss
in your life — and feel it. For what purpose? For you and the people you love, so that you have a
more infinite quality of life. If you’re numb, it doesn’t matter how many sexy holidays you go on;
your quality of life will be shit to average, at best.
Most of us keep a few particular emotions — especially loss — far away, unless they’re forced upon
us. But loss is everywhere, every second. And if you are open and sensitive to loss in its many forms,
you have character and strength. You naturally have a more expansive quality of life because you’re
sensitive, and sensitivity across the board means a greater openness to pleasure as well as pain.
Many people go through life hardly ever crying, just going through the daily motions and forgetting
that they are human. Many of these people, because they push any uncomfortable emotion down and
away, also treat their loved ones like shit.
You’ve been around people like this, right? People whose eyes are perpetually absent when you’re
talking to them, people who consistently judge others just to avoid their own raw emotions? People
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who blame everyone else just so they can avoid their own feelings of failure? Jump onto Youtube and
read the video comments; the haters there are these people, who perpetually avoid their own rawness
and realness.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Is It Necessary To Cry Each And Every Day?
So, am I saying that you actually need to break down in tears on a daily basis? Well, not exactly.
Because if you’re an overachiever, you might be upset with yourself if you can’t do it. What I am
suggesting is that you put aside fifteen minutes of your day in order to feel emotions, like any of the
following, that are crucial to reducing your stress and improving your attractiveness and your ability
to have a devoted relationship:
loss
ecstasy
pleasure
pain
anger
yearning
desperation
self-loathing
humiliation
embarrassment
Incidentally, even feelings like ecstasy can bring up tears. But because pleasure in various forms is
made wrong for many people from early childhood, sometimes we shy away from it — without even
realizing it — for fear that allowing ourselves to feel it would make us disgusting in some way.
I honestly believe, without any hard scientific evidence to back myself up, that tears are the external
sign of our self-erected walls melting. It’s a process of going from “separate self” to “connected”
and/or “authentic self.” Sometimes, crying is a sign of saying “YES” to openness — and “YES” to
life.
But the most important reason we need to feel what we habitually avoid every day is that if we don’t,
we become hardened. We lose touch with our lives. And when this happens, we lose everything: We
lose ourselves, we lose our value as open, alive, and therefore attractive and sensual women. We lose
our ability to be sexy and spontaneous and pleasured women. (We become dull, uninviting, and
uninspiring). We lose moments — and the richness — of life.
When we are numb, we become the irrelevant idiots who treat life as if there’s always “more time.”
We think it doesn’t matter that we’re getting older because “I don’t look my age.” And we treat our
children and our lovers as if they will always be there.
But when we give ourselves permission to feel loss, to cry, to breathe into ecstasy, pleasure, shame
and humiliation — and to overwhelm jealousy and hate — we eventually get to the place where we
realise, not just intellectually but in a visceral way, that nothing we have is guaranteed. Not even our
existence.
Nothing we have is everlasting, except who we are. Everything — money, lifestyle, gorgeous
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boyfriend or gorgeous children — can be taken from us by forces beyond our control. So, if you were
to approach all your interactions, your life, and even yourself with this understanding, would you
show up differently? If you could recognise that loss is everywhere… that every single day, every
single moment, is gained and lost… it would be painful — but isn’t it also empowering?
Whether you can open to your emotions and cry makes all the difference to how deeply attractive,
graceful and mature you are. It makes all the difference to how well you treat yourself and others, and
how much depth of character you have. So don’t search for things to make yourself “feel better.” This
is what most people do. Allow for things that make you feel loss.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
Fifteen minutes a day. Go.
Then leave me a comment so I can experience what you did. Really, you’d be giving me a gift, too.
Do you want to know what’s keeping your man from committing to you? Find out from the
Commitment Masterclass, click here and register to watch for free.
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How To Go From Self-sufficient Single To A Connected Couple
April 18, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
I was sitting on the couch of a good girlfriend of mine. Our toddlers were playing together, and the
house, a cozy two-bedroom, smelled of the traditional Chinese food she had just made for dinner.
Francisca’s older boy was in his room climbing and jumping on things, as 8-year-olds are known to
do. Then her husband came home, and with as much love as a human male could muster, swept his
younger son up in a big hug. The little boy looked satisfied and safe in daddy’s arms.
Click here to find out if you’re dating a commitment friendly man
As Francisca and her husband shared an affectionate moment, murmuring to each other in their native
tongue, I looked around this humble home, filled with the warmth and hopefulness of family. And I
thought, How does one get from self-sufficient and single… to this?
While I have my own beautiful family now, I can still feel the jealous longing of my single self for a
family that seemed so far away. Coupledom: Where was it? What if every other woman was lucky
enough to have a great man in her life, but I was somehow destined to be the one no man wanted to
love and be willing to give his life for?
Geez. What a gloomy, gray thought to have… Francisca giggled, bringing me back to the present,
and filled me in on their exchange. But long after the play date had ended, I was still wondering, How
does one get from single to a committed relationship?
Well, I believe that some couples are “meant to be.” There are a lot of things in love that we can’t
explain — you know, certain good stuff just happens, and certain bad stuff just happens. We can’t
explain everything, but we can help ourselves to get what we want. We can stop wasting time and
find our “one and only.”
Contents
Here are two states of mind that will increase your confidence — and skill — in finding a good
man faster:
What it really means to value connection
How can we get to a devoted relationship faster?
Surrendering to connection
Practicing responsiveness

Here are two states of mind that will increase your confidence
— and skill — in finding a good man faster:
1) The strength to habitually value connection with men — at almost any price. Not separateness, but
connection… and not no-strings-attached sex, which isn’t necessarily connection because it’s usually
an exchange (it’s short-term, we go into it looking to get what we want, and the man often does the
same). We, humans, are capable of doing separateness, and we are capable of doing connection. I
believe that one solid reason we stay single is that we “do” separateness more; we, unfortunately,
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trust it more than we trust connection.
2) The trust and almost-arrogance it takes to offer one’s feminine openness and responsiveness to the
men of our choice. (Almost-arrogance means that you actually have to believe that your feelings,
thoughts and responses in a given situation matter very much — as much as the other person’s, or in
some cases more, depending on the moment.) Doing this is so powerful and palpable that men will be
asking you out and willing to love you — even if you haven’t been on a date in years. The problem is
that we don’t do it often enough.
Asking some women to offer their openness is like asking them to willingly jump off a cliff. It’s that
scary. But unlike jumping off a cliff, this is scary and compelling. Your openness and feminine
energy are the secret; Miranda Kerr or Naomi Campbell’s looks are not the answer when it comes to
men.
Why don’t we practice openness? There are many reasons why, but the consequence is what concerns
us most: We want communion… sacred, passionate sex… and a devoted, trusting relationship — but
we don’t do the things that are necessary to have them. Yikes!
Let’s be real: True connection is hard. So when you don’t trust connection, offering feminine
openness is hard. And it’s especially hard when the foundation you’ve formed to meet your needs
consists of qualities that make you separate and successful. Those ways of meeting your needs can be
addictive and hard to give up.
The reason true connection is hard, and lasting relationships aren’t as common as a blue sky, is that
we are too lazy to connect consistently. We want our sense of importance and significance, dammit!
We want to feel angry, right, important, in control, in power.
But oftentimes, we have far less control than we can possibly imagine. We do have the opportunity to
influence things, but we can’t control as much as we lead ourselves to believe. To be clear: This is
not a ticket to “go with the flow,” or surrender, sit back and let things work themselves out —
because, of course, the opposite is also true: We can sometimes control more than we allow ourselves
to think we can.
Becoming a mother brought the reality of this lack of control home to me like a knife to the heart. I
will give of myself to my son and I will raise him, but I can’t control whether someone drives his
plane into a mountain, who he picks as a wife (if he picks a wife at all), or how he directs his life
energies once he is on his own. In a similar vein, we can try to control how we look and the shape of
our bodies, and we can do this very well, but we can’t control whether other people still think we’re
ugly. So what am I really saying?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
We are naturally sensitive to our own needs. Hence, we want individuality… importance… love for
ourselves… attention for ourselves… the better end of the stick… control… the freedom to make
decisions without thinking about how our actions affect a man… But at the end of that, we are left
with just ourselves. There’s nothing beautiful or bigger than our single selves in it. It’s fun and great
while it lasts, and then… just as fast as we gained a sense of individuality and importance, we lose
that feeling and have to chase the next hit of control, individuality or self-importance.
Learn how you can become the high value Goddess, click here to download the Goddess Report
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What it really means to value connection
Valuing connection isn’t as simple as “believing in connection.” It’s practicing it. It’s relaxing into
and through the feelings of adrenaline that impel you to put up your defences, yell insults, and push
men away…
Instead, for example…
It’s having an argument, but relaxing into the pain and vulnerability of it rather than finding
ways to manipulate the situation to get the better end of a compromise…
It’s saying, “You are hurting me right now. But I still want to trust you,” to the right man…
It’s standing up and living for something or someone other than yourself…
It’s zoning in and feeling what it’s like to be the man you’re with, rather than zoning out…
It’s about living your life — and showing up in relationships — as though being sensitive to the
needs of the people you love is just as important as being sensitive to your own.

How can we get to a devoted relationship faster?
1) We surrender to the physical sensations of how connection feels in our bodies — and we choose
connection every day, even when it’s uncomfortable; and
2) We choose responsiveness, which helps us respectfully sift through the men who aren’t right for
us.

Surrendering to connection
If we are able to choose connection, then we naturally become closer to our high-value selves. And
here I mean high value in the eyes of men who want a relationship; women will think you’re high
value for all sorts of reasons that men never will. So for the purposes of being good at romantic
relationships, we must consider what’s high value from a male perspective.
Often, our environment conditions us to go the anti-relationship route. Society teaches us to do things
that make us feel the independence of our existence is all-important. And while being sensitive to our
own needs is important, when we do it at the cost of connection and passion with a man our heart
truly desires — it can have horrible consequences as we grow older and get set in our ways.
Of course, all of us have a different biology. For example, some women will be more driven toward
goal-oriented activities than others, while some are more loving, in general, because they have more
oxytocin. What you need to know is that there’s a bell curve, and women’s individual biologies, and
the genes that cause them to be more feminine in their sexual energy, for example, or more loving,
determine where they place on this curve.
Click here to take this quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?”
So, you don’t have to pretend to want the things that other women want. You just must not lie about
what your heart truly wants. Think about what you’d want if you had all the opportunity in the
world… all the love… all the experience… all the attention… and all the men… And don’t pretend
you don’t want something because you never thought you could have it anyway. That kind of practice
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— the practice of lying to yourself — has dire consequences (although it may originally have served
a purpose).
We just have to think about the costs of our current ways of acting, the costs of the habitual ways we
meet our needs — and whether they are conducive to having a passionate and trusting relationship or
not. If we choose to fill our own needs in ways that make us separate, then we’re self-sufficient,
which is great. But it’s at the cost of being the kind of women who naturally attract, keep, and seek
out loving, close relationships — and thrive on them.
This is why it’s very important to value connection. Even if we’ve been alone for years, we must
begin by making choices like these:
Talking to the check-out person at the supermarket
Owning a pet
Connecting with other people’s young children
Looking men in the eye, and appreciating their existence and what they have to offer
Holding the gaze of other humans to elicit our own vulnerability and theirs, so that we
condition ourselves for intimacy — and, of course, overcome our need for the (cold) comfort of
separateness, which, as you already know, is easy to do by avoiding eye contact.

Practicing responsiveness
This is, quite simply, a tough gift to give yourself and men. Responsiveness is, in some situations, a
dark feminine energy that isn’t valued in our society. To be responsive means we need to value our
emotions — real emotions, not only the socially acceptable ones.
If you’re sitting in a restaurant, for example, and he says, “You look ugly,” you do not just look down
at your plate of spaghetti and pretend that everything is OK. It means if he says something that hurts
you, you respond with the vulnerability and anger that’s called for while maintaining connection with
him… and you do this unless or until it becomes clear that he does not deserve it. And if he never
deserved it in the first place, you can walk straight out of there. I’m giving you permission.
This is a far cry from our common response, which is to close off to a man (which can really hurt
him), then go bitch to our girlfriends (like they can actually do something about it). They might give
us some oxytocin by saying “Oh, what a jerk,” but they don’t cure the perpetual disconnection.
You see, by valuing our own emotions, we also value the well-being of men. In giving our
responsiveness, (hopefully) we are motivated to keep doing it because we understand that for a man
to become a better man in the relationship, he needs — and I do mean needs — your responsiveness.
This means that you do not zone out if you want a devoted and real relationship. With
responsiveness, you start valuing being sensitive — to you and to him. Because it’s only when we
care enough to connect, when we truly no longer want to be separate and alone, that we solve our
own singledom.
So, as always, it’s your life and your choice. But those are my thoughts for you today.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s free.
Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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Have you enjoyed being self-sufficient and single more than being in a relationship in the past?
Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers and get your man’s attention without being low value.
You may also click here to check the rest of our programs.
Love, Renee.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How to Be Radiant Beyond Your Wildest Dreams and Have
Any Man You Want
June 20, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
Until a woman is 25 or 35, radiance is mostly given to her on a platter — young skin, healthy hair,
flexible body, white teeth and a fresh face. That’s the physical stuff youth naturally endows us with.
Very quickly though, we begin to lose this effortless bounty, and the world begins to seem as if it is
populated by millions of glowing 18-year-olds.
Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”
If you’re anything like me, you’ve felt panic somewhere along the line about losing your youth. It’s
actually a good thing, a heads-up, a harbinger of things to come — and it forces us to focus more on
growth, or on renewing our efforts to stay in youth. This first panic hits us all at different times. And
it hits some harder than others, depending on our values, and what we were taught, and how we were
encouraged as children.
We get older still… 30, 40, 50, 60-plus… and eventually there comes a turning point where we either
desperately try to “keep” young — which potentially makes us look like idiots — or we choose to
relax into our lines and our scars and our cellulite.
This is when, through no choice of our own, we may start to consider an ageless question: What is
endless, mesmerizing, mind-boggling beauty? What gives us deep radiance, beyond the surface?
This is what matters to the men who are actually worthy of our time.
And what can we do to achieve this holy grail that so few women ever achieve (through no fault
of their own, since society doesn’t even acknowledge that this kind of beauty is possible)?
You can’t be radiant to every man. Some men are horrible, and can’t stand the thought of any woman
over 20-something. Who — what human — can live up to that? And these men have issues. You
don’t want them. But how can you unlock your own depth of radiance for the men in your life who
are worthy?
For reasons unbeknownst to me (since before I met my husband, I feared nobody could ever love me
or want to take care of me), in my husband’s eyes, I am the most beautiful woman, and in my heart, I
know that his view of me will last for as long as life allows us to be together. He will be here,
thinking the same way of me 50 years from now, if we live that long. (Having kids makes me think I
might die early of a heart attack. But that’s OK; it’s all worth it.)
And I tell you this about my husband, not because I don’t doubt my own radiance (I doubt it A LOT)
but because I want you to know that I write knowing that kind of stability, attraction and love from
the right man is possible! I really do know that this exists. And you can have it, too!
If you know my work, and if you read my book — which will be out in the next year or so — then
you will know that radiance is the key to acquiring men. (I’m kidding; radiance is the key to
attracting good men, not acquiring them!)
It’s a feeling. Once you get there, it truly is a feeling of infinite hope and power with men that very
few women experience consistently. It’s a feeling of certainty inside, knowing that you’ll always
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have the ability to mesmerise the right one(s), and gift them with your deep radiance for as long as
you both shall live.
Would you like that?
Maybe you’ve experienced it at random intervals in your life… a little glimmer of hope. Or if you’ve
allowed yourself to live as the goddess you really are, maybe you already experience this
inexhaustible power on a daily basis.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Look, let’s get one thing out there: Being a woman is a great advantage. Being a
man is a great advantage too.
However… being a woman naturally makes you an energetic, beautiful, incredible specimen to men
— in ways that they themselves cannot be — which is the very reason they want you.
Masculine men generally don’t want to devote themselves to an energetically neutral or boring
person (I’m generalizing because there are men who feel they want a safe woman who has a lot of
commonalities with them, and who are therefore unthreatening). Again in general, masculine men
look for radiant women who enliven them, and make their lives come alive and seem worth living!
Sorry if you think no human being alone should ever make life seem worth living. I believe that there
are many moments in life when being close to another person fuels one’s inspiration to do more and
be more!
And we as women, with our genuine radiance, can give men this feeling, that “it’s so great to be in
communion with this woman! I feel alive, and this connection is so valuable that I somehow don’t
find the freedom of being single as crucial as I used to…” which could mean the difference between
his committing to us, and falling in love with us, or not.
The very best men in the world will worship the radiance that comes from your heart — not just the
physical radiance we talked about earlier, the stuff of youth. But the most important thing to
remember is that the power and permanence of this radiance comes from wanting to live in it for
yourself. When you do it for love and approval from others — or to get something from men as a
replacement for meeting your own basic needs first — you risk crushing your hopes and even
damaging your health.
Nobody comes out of those situations feeling powerful and confident, much less like an infinite
human.
So I repeat: Meet your own needs first. Give yourself that gift of radiance (which I’m getting to
here), and then you can give to men out of a genuine enjoyment of giving, and being alive. Yes, it
takes maturity and a willingness to do things differently than your body feels is comfortable and safe.
But you must do it for yourself to gain the great prize of walking through life with incredible
confidence in your natural womanly radiance and beauty.
I don’t care how much money you have… how many holidays you have… how much sex you have…
or how many men try to pick you up. Those are all superficial distractions to avoid the deeper
suffering that every human being, rich or poor, experiences. Who you are, and whether you own your
one-of-a-kind individual radiance, surpasses any material wealth or facade you can make for yourself.
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And nothing in the world compares with the infinite feeling of confidence in yourself as a freely
flowing, powerfully strong, and non-boring woman. (And by non-boring, I mean: not avoiding
sensitizing yourself, not avoiding your natural bodily pleasure, not avoiding sharing your gifts and
opinions, and not avoiding the naturally dark and politically incorrect areas of life.)

How to develop and bring out your sparkling, glittering radiance
Sit down in a peaceful place. Nature, whatever nature you like, is great for this — a grass patch, out
in the back yard with the chickens, near the edge of a cliff, or under a beautifully fragrant tree. As a
feminine human being, much of your naturally sexy and inspiring radiance resides in your pelvic area
and in your thighs or legs. Most of your food energy goes to making your reproductive organs do
what they need to do to continue the cycle of life, so there’s a lot of energy there!
Feel the energy travel gently from your tight areas (usually in the “traps” — the neck, the
shoulders…), right down to the base of your feet. As you breathe and bring the energy down, maybe
stand up and allow your hips to sway like the breeze, until you find a little bit of movement that feels
good to you. And as you’re allowing your body to move in the way it wants (still allowing the tension
and kinks to dissolve from your upper body and neck, etc.), feel where your deepest love is:
Do you feel it most in your heart? Or maybe somewhere else? Where can love be felt? Where does
love come from?
Doesn’t matter where you think it should come from. It matters where you feel it comes from in
you… you and only you. Nobody else will ever be able to be you. It’s a miracle that you are here at
all. So wherever is right for you, wherever you can locate love energy, is the right place. Now feel
how this connection to love softens your whole body.
An easy way to do this is to feel yourself in an argument with a person you love. You are insulting
each other, causing each other stress. Suddenly, you decide to look deeply into their eyes… and as
much as you hate them in that moment… you have a choice to soften and let your energy go to a
place inside of you that can love them.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
Feel the physical state of your body if you choose to continue with the stress of the argument. in
order to continue from a stressful place with the argument, you have to relax nothing, and breathe no
more deeply to stay there. It’s pretty gutless (Ask me how I know!)
If instead, you were to move toward this person and softly put your hand on their hand, and maintain
touch and eye contact with warmth, my question is: Which part of your body would you need to relax
for this physical action to be possible and genuine?
To insult someone with hate energy, you need to be under stress. (You can also insult someone
without their feeling it as an insult; it’s all about your body and whether it is communicating softness,
love and openness, or hate, closure, fear, unwillingness and resentment.)
To love someone, you need to be in the process of slowing your heart rate, and you need to breathe
deeply into your belly. This is incredibly freeing, and the best gift you can give yourself. I won’t even
get into how great it is for the other person, who may not have had anyone love or try to connect with
them like that at all.
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Then, if you could touch this person in any way, and show your love for them with your eyes, your
energy, your disposition and openness to connection — where would you feel that source of love
inside yourself?
For this person to feel your love and desire to connect with them, for who they are, all of their
imperfections included — you need to access your own openness to the place inside yourself where
you can love from. You actually have to be willing to melt your own self identity (your image and
rules for how you SHOULD be), through the courage of breath and the courage of feeling what
comes up.

I want to ask: Do the insults and the loving gestures feel like they come from the
same place in your body?
Feel how emotional it can be to even “go there,” to this place where you can access and show love.
Because it’s real and wild — the kind of goddess that you are or would have been before you had to
do the daily grind, or do things you don’t want to do.

You came here to this earth for powerful reasons:
You came here to love one man deeply — and to grow in your capacity to love him deeply.
You also came here to protect children who are yours, or the children of those who are close to
you.
You came here to love and praise girlfriends, no matter how painful it can feel to point out
another woman’s radiance, like you might lose something.
You also came here to smile at the right men, and enliven them with your energy.
You came here for sacred sex with a trustable man.
You came here maybe to love animals and nurture them.
You came here to be a full expression of life. So, don’t dull your energy in order to not be
judged!
I’m just wondering, do you feel the power in these purposes? Even if your “other reality” is going to
work every day, or dating abusive men, or dating men who don’t really feel it for you, you came here
to do more than sit in a shit pile just because there may not be hope for anything better.
Well, there is. And when you relax into this radiance, you might just find that you have the power to
say “No” to the men who aren’t genuine with you. You might just have the power and confidence to
say “No” to the men who are (often not intentionally or deliberately!) treating you as a meantime girl.
You might have the power because being connected to your infinite radiance and love means that you
are resensitizing yourself. And when you resensitize yourself, it often becomes impossible to ignore
how a man is really treating you, and how his actions really do make you feel — no matter how
convincing a story you’ve been telling yourself.
So, when the right man comes along, allow yourself to locate where love is in your unique and
beautiful womanly body. And if you’ve been dating a man for some time, and at least a little bit of
trust has built up between you both… allow yourself to act from that place of love.
See how it feels.
Have you experienced this place of love in your body? Let me know in the comments below if you
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found this post helpful or not.
If you want more and deeper on this topic, check out this amazing video my husband made: ‘What
exactly IS Feminine Radiance?‘
Wonder what hooks a man’s attention? Click here to find out the 17 Attraction Triggers.
Please do not use this as a rationale to chase a man who doesn’t value you or put time into your.
Don’t use it as an excuse to chase a man you already intuitively know is not interested in continuing
a relationship with you. You deserve better than that, so use this guidance well by trusting your gut.
Listen to your gut.

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Rareness of Loyalty and How to Find It
August 18, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2018
It can take courage to feel that somebody in our life is not in fact loyal; they are just one among the
people hanging around us.
There’s a plethora of people who don’t let themselves feel the devastation and the loneliness that
comes with having a sudden and accurate perception that their social network and even their family
may not be loyal.
Do you want to find out if you’re dating a commitment friendly man? Click here to take the quiz!
Many people block these valuable emotions out; and then go and watch reality TV to feel good about
their life. Loneliness is an authentic, painful feeling…the problem with loneliness is that if we
actually feel it – we have to surrender to pain.
So, if you are there already – if you already let yourself feel lonely – not so you can emotionally
punish other people or just for the sake of complaining for attention; you are a courageous woman.
You are in a better place than most people, if you can feel this and do something about it.
So…what if you feel lonely because people aren’t keeping promises or being loyal to you? For
example…
When the man you love is emotionally unstable, volatile….or disappears from your life.
When previously good friends turn in to people who abandon you.
When friends value the best option that comes up over being with you.
(My husband wrote an absolutely incredible article on the 5 things every woman ought to know about
men. Check it out here.)

Loyalty is value
Loyalty is value; like money is value. Except loyalty is worth much more – it’s very rare to attract
loyal people in one’s lifetime. Many lovers and many friends will be far more loyal to their own rules
and values about how you should be – not to your soul; to your journey.
Loyalty is also the opposite of ambition. That’s why it can feel hard in a relationship with an
ambitious, driven (though sexy) man, because it always seems, no matter how much he loves you,
that his mission is more than the relationship. Although, interestingly enough; you actually want him
because he’s ambitious. Ambitiousness is a trait women have evolved to crave and want in a man; the
ambition solved the survival problem of not having enough reliable sources of food, protection, and
reliable shelter for her family and children.
Loyalty is also a virtue that is unable to be embodied when a person values instant gratification over
depth, character and genuine relationship. Sometimes, (and I’m assuming you’ve known people like
this before), people start chasing the next best option, and get addicted to life’s next chaotic moment
so young and so early in their life that developing any meaningful relationship eludes them forever.
Loyalty is harder to give when one perceives that they are bored and life is boring; yet don’t listen to
the message that the boredom is sending.
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Stimulation and new options are more appealing than the tiresome virtue of feeling boredom or
loneliness. I did say loneliness; please don’t equate it with neediness. They are very different; one is
taking value, the other is felt authentically regardless of whether we can get anything back.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Loyalty is a highly evolved human value
Loyalty is even harder to give for most humans, because…it’s an evolved emotion, and it’s an
evolved value, that goes beyond the self. It’s not about me. Loyalty: It’s about us. It’s about what we
build together. It’s about being vulnerable to each other. That’s loyalty.
And vulnerability is value to both men and women in relationships – I want to be clear that
vulnerability is not just something that men like in women. We just like it expressed in different ways
to each other.
Loyalty can’t be faked.
If you are the loyal type of person, then it’s possible to pick whether or not someone also has that
value in the first few times you meet them.
It doesn’t matter if someone markets themselves as a very loyal lover and friend – a lot of people do
market themselves like this – how often do you encounter these smooth talking people, only to find
that as soon as things get tough or that you aren’t stimulating anymore, they emotionally check out
from the relationship?
Or disappear altogether?
Loyal people have a feel to them. And disloyal people have a feel to them. They are very different.
Don’t you feel the same?
Loyal people know themselves; you can’t be loyal if you are all over the place and disconnected from
the core of who you are; you can’t be loyal when you block these things out.
Take the quiz on How Naturally Feminine Am I, click here.
Loyalty also can’t exist when a person refuses to consider the consequences of following their
impulses and immediate gratification. See why it is so rare for humans to be loyal? We are often
impulsive – or to put it nicely – spontaneously pleasure seeking beings.
The friend who suddenly has another “better” option crop up, and you had already made plans with
them.
The man who valued the instant gratification of a woman who offered him sex or validation, over
staying present and working on it with you.
The friend who is lazy and scared; so can’t come to see you when you had previously made plans to
meet them.
A person who is loyal will often give it selflessly, simply because that is what they value. It’s a
practised state; something that requires faith – and depth.

The problem with loyalty: it didn’t get our genes passed on
It takes a strong person to give loyalty. Loyalty didn’t get our genes passed on over the millions of
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years that we humans have existed. Loyalty could have costed our ancestors greatly.
let’s say you have the problem of finding reliable food, and you decide to stay loyal to an emotionally
unstable cave man who could simply decide off the cuff not to get off the cave man couch that day to
hunt for any food.
Yeah. Loyalty to that dude over any length of time could have costed your entire genetic future; your
genes may die out permanently as you and your children could starve or be more vulnerable to
predators.
And all you get is the memory of your loyalty. Of course, we don’t have such survival problems and
food problems today; although we are still strongly attracted to non lazy, ambitious men.

Loyalty is not always glamorous
Loyalty is not glamorous. People will often joke or sneer at a woman or man who is loyal; as if they
are losing something by being loyal to someone who doesn’t seem worthy of it (but could very well
be).
Loyalty often means sacrificing glamour and popularity for depth.
I believe truly loyal people are not afraid of befriending pain. They’ve been there, they’re not afraid
to go there.
There’s a difference of course, between a high value person who chooses to gift someone with their
loyalty and a person who seems loyal, but is only sticking around somebody because they feel like
don’t have any other options.
A loyal person perhaps, can recognise when they weren’t loyal, and can apologise, and deal with that
situation. That is also important.
A loyal person can handle their lover’s hurt. (that includes women being able to handle their man
being hurt by her). This is something I have found painful to deal with in the past in my own
marriage with my lover…when he was hurt, do I value my feelings of failure and guilt over hurting
him? Or do I value feeling and sharing his pain, so he gets the gift of knowing that I do in fact care,
and always will care?

How or why would someone become a loyal person?
Loyalty can be learned, often through many painful experiences – we find that loyalty is all we have.
We can’t scamper around looking to take value from the world for too long before we begin to
experience some crushing pain and rejection.
Loyalty can be offered when one has self esteem, courage and confidence, which a small number of
people truly have.
If your ego doesn’t come first, then loyalty is easier to offer. (Another problem: men with large egos:
we like them because of their egos. So just remember that; life is full of contradictions.)
If you can make fun of yourself, die for what you believe in, give up the very thing that your nervous
system just CAN’T give up – for someone you love and trust, then you are loyal.
Your oldest and deepest rules about how people “should” be, for example, are a huge barrier to you
being able to offer loyalty.
If you think your man should somehow text you back always, within 2 hours, yet he doesn’t text back
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all day for legitimate reasons – and texting you back would have cost him his focus (which feels like
life or death in the masculine brain) – then you lose your relationship in that moment and possibly
forever if this is repeated long enough.
Click here to learn in depth about what men deeply crave from you

Loyalty is choosing to love that person as a soul; no matter their circumstances
Loyalty is not pleasing someone when you fear someone leaving you – that is simply fear.
Loyalty is feeling what it’s like to lose everything and everyone around you – knowing they are dying
slowly from the moment they are born.
Loyalty is feeling loneliness – so that you have room for the ones you love – because when you
distract yourself with superficial parties, facebook comparisons and superficial friends and superficial
cosmetic make overs – you don’t get to feel that pain. You get to indulge in the illusion of actually
having something, having a full life, being someone, and being popular.
When all of us are just as human as the next. All of us are going to die. No amount of popularity or
superficial masks will ever, ever change the truth.
More than anything, loyalty is beautiful. Because it is sacrifice.
Let’s say your man is being screwed over at work; not getting a raise he was promised, never having
his skills appreciated and it is costing you both income and health.
Yet – he refuses to leave the work place; after years of enduring being there.
What would be loyal in this situation?
You getting angry over his weakness for not leaving?
Or you understanding that no matter what; he has reasons for what he’s doing, and you can nourish
his soul by seeing him as the best man around even when he’s down?
If you thought getting angry was the more loyal option, well, it isn’t.
And you either choose to be loyal and gift his soul as I described, so that he can gain the internal
resources to reciprocate and give back to you – or move on because you’ve clearly chosen the wrong
man. if you want to know whether your current relationship is worth your effort, then consider
checking out this article I wrote – the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

How to choose the right people to be loyal to
Very often, when we look at ourselves, (especially as women, because we operate from guilt so
much) – we begin to realise we could be doing more or being more; and this is not an unhealthy
thing.
I want you to have the strength to choose the right people to be loyal to. I don’t want you to be a
pleaser.
So how do you do that? First you test to see if somebody is willing to invest in the connection with
you – of course, you shouldn’t expect someone to open up a great deal if your connection with them
is still beginning. What you’re testing for is if they value the connection/reciprocation when you are
vulnerable to them or open to connection with them.
This is called the reciprocation test. And if you want to learn more about inspiring a man to be more
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loyal to you, join our members in the commitment control area.
Here is what you need to do:
Find out if someone is willing to give proportionate loyalty back to you when you offer your
vulnerability first. In other words: Give something first. By doing this – you get to learn about people
when you give something; you get to see if they are at all serious about getting to know you or
reciprocating.
How to do this? Eg: if it’s a friend, you treat them to a coffee or dinner first, because you enjoy being
a giver (because that’s who you are); and if they never care enough to say a big genuine thank you, to
appreciate it or to return the gesture…or worse; lose contact with you; then you get to see that this
person isn’t in the right place to give you loyalty.
In fact – if someone is only in it to take value from you – they will never reciprocate. If they have
decent values; or are interested in the relationship with you to any level, you’ll see an attempt to
reciprocate.
What about if it’s a man you’re trying to test?
Well, if it’s a man: you give something first such as listening to him, paraphrasing what he says and
trying to understand his position. And then, you share a short story or a fear, and see if he’s willing to
give you his presence and time.
You can also show a vulnerability: that you are sick and can’t meet him because you can barely move
from the couch but invite him to watch a movie with you; if he can be there when you can’t offer sex
then he has some loyalty.
If a man is interested in you as a person, he will be able to offer his presence – not just compliments,
not just flowers or a meal, not just sex. The key is presence.
Not even taking you to see his family or friends. Presence. Presence is the hardest to give –
this matters more than flowers and a nice dinner out; as exciting as they are ? and I know it’s always
nice to be treated to those things that require a man’s money.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Don’t lose hope too quickly
I am curious: how often do you feel that people really give loyalty? How often do others – men or
women, children and even parents – really show loyalty?
In a world where people are focused on taking what they can from others without realising how
taking just empties the friendship or relationship bank account…what are we to do?
Try to recognise if you have a habit of experiencing a knee-jerk reaction of anger and hate when
someone is disloyal.
Sometimes, people are the reciprocating kind of people; people who do want to be genuine and
develop a relationship with you; but they are going through a period where they can’t give that, or a
period where they don’t value relationships.
Just because one human can’t give it; doesn’t mean every human being is like that. There really are
gems out there who are loyal, just like you. Have the courage to believe.
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Only the catch is: they actually want loyalty from you, too.

What can we do to attract loyal people?
What can we do to attract a loyal friend, or a loyal man?
Here’s what we can do:
– Be a person who is willing to get out of herself and add value to others first. People will naturally
be attracted to you. For those who don’t know my work: value is not money; in fact, if someone
wants your money – or values money over a relationship with you, then you need to re-consider
them. One of the highest forms of value that you can give is simple genuine connection: it could be in
total silence; it’s just the intent to connect, not to impress, or dominate, or compete as most of the
world tries to do – it’s an intent to connect.
– Be discriminative of who you’re willing to give to – loyal people naturally get to this point anyway,
because they realise most people are crappy. Other loyal people feel it if you feel the need to be
friendly, open, flirty and to gain status and approval from everyone. That’s not loyalty, it’s something
else – it is fear and superficiality and being insensitive.
– Meet different people in different places. If we keep ourselves safe and holed up, holding on to past
bad boyfriends or bad friends…and wasting valuable time and energy on what isn’t working, it’s our
own life that we waste. And the time that could be going to investing in people who do value loyalty.
(ask yourself: “If I had 5 other friends, 1 or 2 of whom are loyal, would I still chase this friendship or
person?” Better still – ask someone else that question and get them to answer it for you. We often
can’t be honest with ourselves, so the reflection of others can be handy.)
– Ask yourself: “Have I spent more time asking for what I want and need in this relationship, more
than leaning inward to truly understand where my friend/lover is at and what they want to experience
with me?
– Be loyal first. Relax in to desperation and temptation and the desire to always chase what’s new and
exciting, find out what you’re really feeling and face it. Sometimes these seemingly flashy and cool
things in life come at a big price.
– Never make decisions out of fear or a lack of self esteem. It’s the least resourceful place to enter in
to a relationship or friendship from.
– If you are impulsive, which (I know what it’s like to be impulsive), focus more on infiltrating your
body with deep breath and relaxation, and in the process, becoming a sensitive person. Sensitivity is
important for relationships to last. Our impulses can have huge consequences – especially if we say
things out of anger, self doubt, resentment, envy…
And finally, don’t be loyal if you don’t want to be. Sometimes, we are not ready. We don’t have to be
loyal. Loyalty is not for everybody in every stage of life.
And if you really are a loyal person, and value loyalty at all costs (ie: being loyal yourself, not just
demanding loyalty from others)…remember that disloyal people exist as a contrast…if there were no
disloyal people in the world, we would not see the value of loyal people. Disloyal people are also
valuable for that very reason.
If you haven’t watched the Commitment Masterclass yet, click here to register. Find out how three
words can make your man commit to you.
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Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Are men really more attracted to airheads over the strong and
successful women?
October 17, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
Are men really more attracted to the flighty type of women over the strong and successful type?
Veronica asks Trevor: “I saw a study the other day that said that men are more attracted to dumb
women, and that intelligent women are seen as problematic in a relationship. Do you see this as
true?”
Trevor: Well, men like to be right, and intelligent women can take that feeling away in a
relationship.
Veronica: groan.
****
This conversation reflects exactly the kind of views many people have in the world, based on my
experience. Specifically, the view that a woman being intelligent is a problem – only because the man
wants control over her or because he has a big ego. Even men sometimes think this way.
I’m sure that this is true in some cases. However, like most difficult topics, people don’t think deeper.
Most people who have this view of men haven’t thought about it further than that.
What Trevor really meant when he said ‘men like to be right’ is:
Men are the ones who try to be in control all the time, and men are driven to like the higher status that
being in control brings. It is also the masculine equilibrium where their body feels the best, and most
natural: it is consistent with the masculine person: being in control makes a masculine person more
masculine, it doesn’t make him more feminine.
Remember Christian in 50 Shades of Grey? “oh I exercise control in all things, miss Steele.” It’s kind
of a hot moment. And it’s portrayed as hot to the audience, in the movie.
So – if the woman in the relationship is having to be the intelligent one, then she’s likely to also be
wanting to be the in control one in the relationship, or at least in that particular moment.
That’s no ‘problem’ per se – it’s just not as attractive and inspiring for a high value, successful man.
It doesn’t make him fall in love, want to commit and it doesn’t make the sex passionate and mindblowing.

Why do men, in some circumstances, feel more attraction for a less successful, less
intelligent woman, if the two are compared?
Think of the damsel in distress. She’s not being smart, even if she is actually smart in other contexts.
Think of the dumb blonde, and think of the airhead, or the ditzy girl. She might not be acting very
smart, but she’s amusing, and for many men she’s a turn on, and if she’s radiant and comfortable
being out of control of life, then she’s very attractive.
Having to be intelligent and not being willing to be out of control go hand-in-hand. It’s one thing to
BE intelligent. It’s another to want to exert dominance and control as a woman. They carry different
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energies.

Is it true that men have less attraction for the strong and successful type?
I want to be clear on definitions: I am grouping together intelligence, strength and success as similar
traits for the purpose of this post, as they often go together.
To answer the question of why men do feel more attraction for the less ‘smart and successful’ ones, I
want to establish one thing:
A lot of people tend to think it’s because..‘he’ (the man) cannot match an intelligent woman’s
intelligence. Maybe he’s threatened! Maybe he wants the sex to come easily and conveniently,
without having to think. Maybe he just doesn’t think much of himself and what he has to offer, so he
wants a woman who totally relies on him, to have perceived control.
This may be true on one level. However, when you think about it further, you realise that these aren’t
reasons pertained to attraction: these are reasons related to a man’s personality and values – not
attraction. And attraction is the topic we are currently talking about. (I will address why some men
choose more successful and in control women shortly).
Regardless of a man’s personality, the principles for attraction remain the same: in men and women,
differences cause attraction and passion. So, for attraction to occur, in general; you’ll have a radiant
human being (not in control, as radiance isn’t in control), and a strong and present human being who
is attracted to the radiant human being.
Two highly radiant humans aren’t usually attracted to each other, and neither are two very present,
masculine human beings – there has to be differences for the ‘spark’ of attraction to exist.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

The other layer of truth…
There is another layer of truth to this question of why men feel more attraction to the woman showing
up as less intelligent than the woman who is showing up as smart, successful and in control.
That layer of truth involves accepting that in many cases, a woman’s actual intelligence is not the
problem – women are taught to believe that it is the problem, and so they sometimes get angry at
men, blaming them for not being able to ‘handle’ a smart woman.
Well, that’s good for the smart woman’s ego – but it’s not good for being truthful about the matter.
The truth is that when we use our smarts and success as a ‘mask’ to be worthy of the very love that
we crave, we can’t be attractive and inspiring to the men we want to be attractive to, because it’s
impossible. Masks don’t create attraction – they create distance.
If we as women were being who we are (which came effortlessly before we started using success to
make ourselves feel worthy), then attraction would not ever be a problem.
Have you seen the movie Avatar? Isn’t it just a beautiful movie?
Remember Neytiri, the main female character? Remember how grounded, wide and wild her
feminine energy was? Yes, we are not of her ‘species’, but she had that natural energy of a tribal kind
of woman who had something to fight for, something to believe in that she truly, naturally cared
about. It wasn’t that she spent her days being something she is not.
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She was and is so sexy, and so inspiring, because she’s unapologetically present with her own depth,
her instincts and her natural feminine nature.
We have lost a lot of that for the sake of bringing in an income and for fitting in to today’s world. It’s
ok, it’s necessary; but it’s not necessary to be ignorant of this fact and its potential consequences.
You see, being feminine all the time is not high value. It usually doesn’t serve a woman to think that
if you were to ever be in your masculine, then you’d suddenly lose your worth to men. It’s not about
being feminine all the time! You need masculine energy within yourself to be whole and balanced
and to actually show up as a high value woman.
However, wearing masks of strength and intelligence not only takes away our authenticity, it also
means that we aren’t in our true relaxed nature. And if we can’t relax into who we are beneath the
fake masculine masks or the fake feminine masks, we can still be good looking, but we wouldn’t be
our infinitely attractive selves.

A man’s lack of attraction to smart and intelligent women isn’t about the
intelligence…
Men’s feelings of attraction towards a not-in-control, apparently dumber woman has nothing to do
with the fact that the ‘smarter’ woman possesses actual success and intelligence. It has everything to
do with the fact that the woman places her identity and feelings of worth in being and showing up as
that successful and intelligent personality when she is with HIM.
So, it’s great to be intelligent (who doesn’t want to be??) but there’s a cost to it when it comes to
attraction.
Remember: It’s about how the woman shows up around her lover, or around men in general.
And remember – we are talking about attraction. Attraction as a natural, normal part of life, isn’t
something we cannot control.
We don’t get to control that attraction occurs when two opposite energies exist, or when two people,
same sex or not, are in opposite roles.
This does not mean that your man will always be attracted to other women when he’s fallen in love
with you! It just means that you can’t expect him to fall in love with you, or want to make love to you
for being intelligent.
Being ‘smart’ or having the identity of being smart (and not being willing to develop other parts of
her that are completely vulnerable and out of control) that makes a woman less able to get a
commitment from a good man. Not only that, it makes it harder for that woman to show up as the one
and only type of woman and have high value men fall in love with her.
Men don’t fall in love with your intelligence. Some men may be excited by your intelligence, but it
will never make a man fall in love. Falling in love is an emotional process and it’s about inspiring the
right emotions within a man. On that note, if you want the 5 Secrets to Have and Man Fall in Love
with you and BEG you to be his one and only woman, check out my DVD “Becoming His One &
Only”. We also have an online version of this if that’s what you prefer!

What about smart, intelligent women inspires less feelings of attraction in men?
Smart women, like all humans, have a personal identity – a concrete subconscious idea of who they
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think they are.
If they think they’re smart, they have to fight tooth and nail to maintain that identity.
One thing I have heard Anthony Robbins say a few times now, is: “the most powerful force in the
human psyche is people’s need for their words and actions to stay consistent with their identity – how
we define ourselves.”
The problem is not a woman’s intelligence. It’s that her main identity is that she is smart and got it
handled, and she boxes herself in to that identity in most areas of her life; with men too. And this can
present a problem, because she needs to feel worthy before she can surrender to the scary, changing
nature of relationships and connection. She really doesn’t like uncertainty.
And the lesser known truth that some of us women don’t want to admit – is that she wants to
dominate people, to avoid being out of control. She wants power, more than connection, more than
she values her own vulnerability. She’s got something to prove (This can be a little dangerous, as the
more you have to prove things to people, the less real relationships you will attract).

How the intelligent and successful woman can mistakenly neglect her love life
So, this kind of ‘intelligent and successful’ woman meets virtually all of her needs by being smart
and intelligent, and in the process, she rejects any flighty, cat-like, youthful and feminine, bubbly and
out of control personality inside of her, even in her relationships with men. It is like a total resistance
to letting her body surrender to this type of personality – which can exist inside of her during out of
control moments.
She assumes the other non intelligent parts to her should not exist and if they do, then she is not
enough, or deserving of love. She closes up, in other words.
After all, other women can judge us and laugh at us when we have a stupid moment. They feel like
they’re not enough themselves if they were to be like that, so they ridicule us for seeming stupid.
Smart women can become smart and intelligent at the cost of their vulnerable radiance; and this
causes problems where attraction and getting a commitment is concerned.
Go here to join our masterclass on securing a commitment from a man
And most women who have read up on this, now know that closing up doesn’t inspire attraction (of
course, there are many situations in life where closing up is something you should do), and if you are
in an abusive or toxic relationship, then you don’t want to be open and vulnerable to that person.
However, if you are in a healthy dating or relationship situation, there’s absolutely nothing wrong
with letting go of control and letting other, unexplored parts of you rise to the surface. Remember, the
more parts of you that you can access, the more whole you will be and the more value you will add to
ANY man in your life!
On that note, here at the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

“Why should I have to dumb myself down for a man!”
“Why should I have to dumb myself down for a man!”
You’ve heard other women say this, haven’t you?
Well, when we say that, we’re not really saying that: we are saying: “I don’t want to feel like
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everything I’ve worked so hard for actually makes me not enough as a human being”.
But isn’t it funny that nothing can make you not enough?
How can YOU, ever be not enough? Look at what you’ve contributed to the world, to the people
around you, already, just by existing.
We are born enough. YOU were born enough. Each human is unique and primed to add their own
gifts to the world.

BE more flighty and out of control?
I’m sure for many of you smart ladies out there, you just hate hearing that you might be to be
‘dumber’, more ‘flighty’ or out of control.
But isn’t it funny that I am not actually suggesting that?
I’m not saying you have to dumb yourself down to get a man. That still assumes that being the smart
and successful version of you, is the wrong thing to do and that it is a mistake in dating to do that. It
is not! It is still ok to be this way!
You can be as smart and intelligent and ass-kicking as any other human!
I’m only asking for your consideration: Can you let yourself be less in control?
You just can’t reject the other ‘out of control’ women inside of you anymore, the ones whom you’ve
ignored and left in the corner alone.
Don’t you think it’s detrimental long term, to favour some parts of you and then starve the other
parts? Some of them are little girls still, needing acceptance and permission to shine on just as much
as any other part of you.
You know the parts of yourself that you probably reject, right? The parts that your dad may not have
liked? The parts of you that mom didn’t like because you were being too much of a “drama queen”?
(really, you were just more work when you were out of control and that’s inconvenient for parents).

How men develop emotional attraction for you and fall in love
The thing with attraction is that in order for a high value, intelligent man to be attracted to you – I
repeat – a high value man – he’s not going to be attracted to you for being intelligent, and he’s not
going to fall in love with you for being intelligent, unless he genuinely enjoys being less in control
and intelligent than you.
Your intelligence is more likely to create a friendship, rather than a mutually exciting and passionate
relationship.
And this is even more true if the man has reasonable intelligence, comprehension of the world,
direction and success in his own life.
Great men who are confident, intelligent and take responsibility, don’t fall in love or feel emotional
attraction for a woman if a woman is wanting to be intelligent and in control all the time, because she
doesn’t display any real emotions that he is able to connect with, dive deeper into, and be fascinated
by.
There is just ‘nothing there’ to incite feeling of deep connection and attraction in him, even if she is
good looking.
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And the real emotions as well as your ‘out of control’ airhead moments are a sign of aliveness; of
radiance. He already has enough intelligence and control in his life, it’s not of ‘value’ to him, to try to
get that in a woman.

What IS intelligence, actually?
Ahh. Now we’re talking. In politically incorrect terms.
Well, broadly speaking, intelligence is about survival, and sex. That is, getting sex and passing on our
genes.
Intelligence is a sign that someone can reliably provide resources. And of course, intelligence also
encompasses the skill of resourcefulness. Ie: money.
This takes ‘being in control’.
This takes objectivity (a highly masculine-energy oriented trait).
And so, traditionally (and biologically), women are attracted to intelligent men for the resources they
can secure.
Men who admire a woman’s intelligence, and choose marriage to her, sometimes have to dull their
own highly attractive, male ego and need to dominate and have control in his life.
And the cost is attraction in his relationship.
It’s not wrong, it is just what it is.

What if you date men who are less intelligent than you?
Now – if you are much more intelligent than the man you are dating, he might be attracted to that in
you – attracted to your objectivity, to your sense of being in control. This can create attraction, of
course, as you’re in control and he is less so.
However, often, the men who are attracted to the successful and in control ‘you’ are the cuter ones.
The ones who are softer, sometimes without a purpose. So, they’re inspired by your direction and
strength
You could ask yourself: Do I find a whimsical, less ambitious and confident man (who is much less
intelligent than me) attractive?
And would that bring out my sexual passion, and make me feel grateful for what I have?
Also, would I enjoy being the one to make many of the decisions?
Would I be jealous of the woman whose man does everything for her, kisses her forehead and looks
at her like she’s his ‘one and only‘, watches her like he can’t take his eyes off her – while I have a
softer, ‘less intelligent than me’ kind of man?

The airhead, out-of-control parts are worthy too!
So, while being intelligent and successful and showing up that way can never be the wrong thing to
do – it’s just your journey, what you might want to consider, is that the ditzy, out of control
ladies/personalities inside of you have been disowned – for good reason. You had to be smart and
make a life for yourself.
But you can’t disown all the other parts of yourself any longer.
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What a woman – you – might want to do is to trust the out of control, sensitive parts of you to come
out, and to connect, because they are so much better at inspiring a man’s love and devotion to you, so
much better at creating sexual fun, sexual attraction, wildness, out of control beauty that can only
happen with a man and a woman who are total opposites (but also have commonalities through life
when the passion ebbs and flows).

Does this mean that highly intelligent men do not want an intelligent woman?
An intelligent, high value man, would love nothing more than to find a successful, intelligent woman
to take care of, who is also energetic, feminine, youthful, bouncy, sexy, and emotionally open.
Highly intelligent men do want intelligent, successful women! But the woman is only ‘high value’ for
a relationship in a man’s world if she is just as beautiful and feminine as she is successful and
intelligent. (Remember that the highest value men have to invest a lot and risk a lot to be in a
committed relationship).
She has to let herself be as beautiful as she is intelligent. If not, more beautiful than she is intelligent,
for a successful, intelligent man to perceive high value in her for committed relationship.
Note: I said beautiful, not good looking. Beauty is your feminine radiance.

Being smart and successful gives MEN a huge reproductive payoff, not as much for
women
Remember that by comparison – being intelligent gives men a greater reproductive payoff (more sex,
more mates, better quality mates) than it does for women.
Some people consider that intelligence is a masculine trait, which women and men both have. It
doesn’t mean women shouldn’t have this trait, it just means that men respect this trait in you, rather
than wanting to take care of, or have sex with this trait in you.
Women who spent most their social and relationship time in objectivity and wanting to be respected
and intelligent, tend to trigger respect in men. But that is only respect, not necessarily emotional
attraction and fascination.
In research done by David Buss, professor of Psychology at the University of Texas in Austin, all
over the world, women largely prefer the more intelligent man.
Guess how much men were found to value intelligence in a woman? By comparison, not as much as
women find it high value in a man!
Go here to attend our masterclass on securing a commitment from a man.
Thank You for reading!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Is there a High Value way to deal with Judgemental Assholes?
December 1, 2015 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Is there a high value way to deal with judgmental assholes?
“I can tell she’s judging me. She doesn’t like me because I am not in control like her and don’t have
everything figured out and I go with the flow. I see it in her face. And then, I can’t be myself at
work.”
“You mean you’re walking around on eggshells?”
“Yeah!”
That was a snippet of a conversation I had with an acquaintance.
There’s a lot of talk about getting people to stop judging everybody all over the internet. It’s
everywhere. You can’t judge someone for being single, you can’t judge someone for doing parenting
differently, you can’t judge someone for using too much make up.
If you do, you’re a “judgmental prick”.
Take the quiz on “How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?” here.
But this is futile. When we ask and demand that others stop judging us, we are still hooked into them,
and invested in their judgement. Which means, we’re invested in someone who may not even care
about us.
In the process, we forget about ourselves and lose touch with the fact that we make our decisions for
a reason. Some of us make more researched and more careful decisions than others, but we still all
make our decisions for a reason.
I mean – there are judgmental people around you right now, who really may not even give a crap
about connecting with you. Yet we are spending misguided energy on ‘trying’ to keep them from
judging us.
People who judge us a lot are not interested in connecting. They are interested in feeling safe and
worthy and small.
So – what can we do about judgmental people?
It’s not enough to hope that people will stop judging us. It’s also not enough to make them wrong for
judging us.
Judgement are necessary. Judgement are to be respected for what they are:
An attempt at protecting our own identities, or if we have low self esteem, or live in fear, judgement
are to push uncomfortable emotions further and further away.
This serves a purpose. It’s definitely not inspiring – but it serves a purpose for some people to be
judgmental.
For example, judgement also keep us closer to the people who we truly connect with. We do things
our way – and you ‘weird people’ continue doing things your way.
You can’t stop other humans from dong this, and you can’t always stop yourself, either. Even the
kindest people on earth have had moments of being judgmental.
So, for you and for me – there’s no need to please. We are all running out of time too fast. We’re
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getting old. Our loved ones are getting sick and dying.
And we worry about a natural human impulse?
Or worst, we worry about the judgement of people who don’t give two hoots.
It doesn’t matter.
Humans have a long history of gathering with like-minded people and living in tribes. In tribes you
have to fit in. If someone judges you a lot, and tries to make your choices wrong – then clearly they
are not meant to be in your tribe – they’re not meant to be your friend.
Treasure that message. You may be a beautiful, sensitive woman, which you are for caring about
other people and their judgement – but you’re denying the people who truly matter to you, the bulk of
your energy and your gifts. Because you’re worrying about people who do not matter.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know
What They Are (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

I’m happy when strangers judge me
There’s a part of me that’s happy when I feel strangers judging me. Because in the things that truly
matter, I take pride in my choices, I have researched my choices, and I have my family to support me
(a very tiny one at that).
And even the choices I make impulsively, stupidly – the idiotic things I do – they’re my story, and
my responsibility. It doesn’t matter if someone else thinks I’m a failure because I always remember
this:
In most cases, no matter HOW perfect we try to be – people will not make the nicer judgement about
us. They will make the most convenient judgement about us. That’s right; whatever judgement is
easiest and most convenient, they will make about us anyway.
For example, for someone who is being lazy, or who isn’t interested in caring about you, or for
people with low self esteem, the most convenient judgement to make about you will be the judgement
that makes them look good, and makes you look bad.
Let it be. They are not you. You are not them.
Let them have that illusion that they are so much better than you. They need it more than you do.
Sometimes, people really do need that to keep them where they are at in life. Don’t try to take that
away from them. You’re higher value than that. You’re stronger than that.
It’s not a stranger’s or an acquaintance’s job to not judge me.
Other people’s job is to judge me. It’s my job to deal with it and respect that they need to judge
others for whatever reason.
They’re going to make a bad egg in my life if they judge me a lot – what use is there in me really
trying to fit into their mould?

People close to you should not judge you
However – it’s a problem if our husband or best friend, or mother judges us.
THAT is a no-no.
The people you’ve accepted in to your tribe need to care about you, as much as you care about them.
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The people you choose to put your trust in, need to feel you and connect with you, and you need to do
that for them – maybe even more so. The more present you are for them, the more value you can add,
and the more rubbish you can see through.
If they don’t care enough to overcome impulsive judgements of you, and if you don’t care enough to
overcome impulsive judgements of them, then they should be downgraded to a stranger or an
acquaintance. Not a friend, or a lover.

Why would you want to NOT worry about people judging you
when it’s so painful?
I won’t deny that we all have a desire to be socially accepted.
But often, we strive for social acceptance in the wrong context.
For example, we strive to be accepted in a group of friends who never cared about us. When we
should be getting up, leaving, and finding better social circles.
We should NEVER worry about judgements from a place of scarcity, and fear.
We should never strive to ‘fit in’ just because we have no one else. That is mediocrity – and that’s
what we do when we are constantly afraid.
Just breathe.
Let your body breathe in whichever way it naturally wants to.
I’d prefer the agony of loneliness than the fakeness of a fake lover or fake friends.

What if you truly LOVE someone and they judge you?
What if you truly love someone and they judge you? That’s OK, if you truly love and care for them.
It’s always ok when there’s the strength of only love.
And, it is your choice.
Because when you truly love someone, and you put your energy and focus in the strength of your
love when you interact with them, then you can open them beyond their own little suitcase of
suffering that is their judgements of you.
The most judgemental people are creating their own suffering the most. It’s a terrible cycle of
suffering.
Why would you judge when you could open your arms, stand under a tree, and feel the depth and
infinity of the earth that you are?
Only because repetitive suffering is safer than feeling how infinite we really are. And how one we are
with the ocean, the earth – how we truly ARE the ocean and the earth.
This is where you come in.
If you truly do love someone, and they judge you, then you get to make the choice – take the high
road and open them beyond their judgements? (Which would require that you show your total
acceptance of them?)
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Or leave them behind?
Both decisions are ok. It depends on the context and on the history of how they have treated you.
Whether they even ever made you feel like they care about you.
Don’t choose to be small and low value if you have the choice. Don’t chase acceptance. Instead, give
love and acceptance to a few people who deserve it.
And, choose carefully. Every ounce of worry spent on insignificant people, on strangers, is less
energy left over for the people who would be loyal to you.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled, “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s free for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only

P.S.
Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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Getting Lured in, Tricked & Dumped By A Man On Facebook?
January 26, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
He pursued this 47 year old woman on Facebook for one year. She fell in love with him! She
discovered that he was pursuing other women, and he disappeared.
What advice do you have for Yasmin?
What would you do?
>>>>>>>>>>>>> Question
Hello Renee,
First I want to thank you and let you know that I truly enjoy reading your notes.
The reason why I finally got the courage to email you is because I got something bothering me very
much about this man I met through Facebook and I am too embarrassed to talk to my friends about
what happened to me.
I am a 47 yr old married woman, I feel confident that I am attractive for my age, I work out, am a
dance instructor and passionate about Arabic/belly dance…My husband and I have been having
marriage problems. We have been married for 25 years and feels as if our relationship is growing
apart, I am starting to lose interest in him.
So, two years ago this man started following me on Facebook, he is from another country. He started
by saying beautiful comments on my pictures and posts, sending messages to my wall, texting me via
messenger, every morning I received a good morning sweet note, every night a good night kiss note
and on, and on, and on…
It took me a while to answer his messages, I would answer a couple then stop because I wasn’t sure
how to react or feel. This has never happened to me before, or at least I forgot the feeling of someone
pursuing me so intensely.
Eventually, of course, I started chatting, and answering his sweet emails. I felt that I was on cloud
nine, I loved it! I thought I was in love!! (with a stranger).
We started talking on What’s Up, long beautiful conversations about all and nothing…I wanted to
meet him in person and he told me the same.
After long, maybe a year or so I started noticing other women liking his posts.
I got very curious and started looking into the profiles of these girls. My heart broke to see the notes
he had sent to mainly one of them; he was also in love with her! the notes to her were before I met
him and then they seemed to be less and less as time went by, but every now and then he would write
a note to her. (I even wrote down the dates of the notes to compare with when he started writing to
me). On other girls I saw his comments as to how beautiful they are and so on…I was so
heartbroken!
It took me a while to text him and tell him that I had read his notes to other women, and how I had
naively thought I was the only one receiving them.
He texted me back saying: Always be happy princess, take care of yourself. Never again did I hear
from him nor does he ever make any comments on my posts.
I am mad, frustrated and hurt for almost innocently thinking I was his only one.
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How could I have ever believed and fall in love with a total stranger and specially on Facebook.?
…Do you think I did the right thing by letting him know? How do I get him out of my mind? It is
painful because he is someone that got in my head, that no matter where I go or what I do, he is still
in my head! ugh!!!
I hope I made sense of all this non-sense and I sincerely would appreciate any advice on this.
Thank you very, very much!
Yasmin
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That
Inspires Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her
and Only Her? Click here to find out right now…)
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> My response
Hi Yasmin,
Thanks for your kindness and for your email.
This is not a situation anyone wants to be in, and yet it is a situation anyone could be in.
Click here to take the quiz on How High Value High Status Am I on Facebook?
I want you to know that it isn’t your fault and that I totally understand how frustrating it must be that
he got into your head – all for nothing. Costing you all this energy, hurt, worry, anger.
A year is a long time to get caught up in this. It concerns me (the time frame).
I want you to know that my response is based on what you’ve told me, and on my beliefs, as well as
my experience working with many women from around the world.
But I am just one person writing back to you based on having read an email from you. I am not you.
So – Always think for yourself, use my words if you feel they guide you, and throw out anything that
doesn’t sit with you right now.
This situation brings to mind two important problems:
1) You entered this situation from a place of disempowerment. A lack of resourcefulness. It seems
like you became involved because you felt a lack of attention, appreciation and importance in your
life, and this man has capitalised on that, just as you capitalised on his flattery and attention.
2) There needs to be more integrity and commitment to your husband. As without it, it leaves you
extra vulnerable (in a low value way) not just to this strange man on Facebook – but to everybody.
You could consider that if you don’t find it within you to commit to your husband, (or to a cause
beyond yourself if you want to separate from him), you will be easily manipulated, being privy to
other people’s wants – and other people’s taking advantage of you.

When a strange man can access you on Facebook…
Firstly, were your Facebook posts public?
As I’m wondering… how did he come to even find you or have access to anything that you post? I
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am assuming your profile picture was public? I’m sorry if I’m wrong.
This is important – why is any strange man able to access any information about you, let alone a
picture of you? Your face and its image are precious; not just anybody should be able to have access
to your profile picture on Facebook.
I’ve seen your face in gmail from your email – you are a beautiful woman. Don’t share yourself with
just anyone.
If it was by accident that he found you, I understand, but then my concern is that you were in a place
in your life that was so un-resourceful that you didn’t block him off when he tried contacting you.
(I’m here to try to help you get to a resourceful place – but after all, it’s something I have to help
myself with daily, too. It is not easy. It is a commitment to yourself.)
The fact that you felt opportunistic in the moment. If you don’t feel love and passion with your
husband, and you are unsure what to do about that (or whether to do anything at all), then you were
of course vulnerable to any strange man’s advances.
The first step, based on my rules, is to make everything private. You don’t need any random man
contacting you. Be careful who you let in. You are a high value woman – a high value woman, in my
definition, isn’t easy to find information on.
She is more mystery than she is known.
A High Value woman is more mystery than she is known.
Put a high price on information about yourself, on access to information about yourself.
This speaks to the right men.
The high quality men will judge you on this on Facebook. Men will pick up on whether a woman is
still dabbling in giving her energy to other men, and whether she’s still seeking attention from other
men (unable to fully devote herself to one man).
Leaving posts public is a way for people to consider that you may want strangers seeing your stuff
and giving you attention.
Some high quality men are sensitive to this. Thankfully. They should be, as if a woman does this,
then he is wary of committing to her at all – why would he, when her eggs are in a few baskets? It’s
risky for him to put all of his eggs in her basket if she’s still seeking attention and floating around on
Facebook.
Do you think you might benefit from making your Facebook and information exclusive?
If you do, you could try to keep your life and yourself private and only for the people whose
intentions have passed your bullshit radar.
The next point is…
Yasmin, it is lonely being in a marriage where you are losing interest in your man. I feel it would be
lonely and I am sorry if this is indeed how you are feeling.
I do want to ask, are you and your husband truly not right for each other?
Or are you at a point where you need to grow and find new ways to connect with him, or to show him
how his disconnection from you hurts you?
It is all too easy to think we are losing interest in somebody.
The harder road is to take responsibility. It is the road I suggest though, because it is the way that
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adds the most value to who you are. Who you are is all we have in the end.
Do the right thing, take responsibility.
it isn’t your fault that your marriage is in this place, and neither is it your husband’s fault.
But it’s not about fault – it’s about responsibility. It is our responsibility to do whatever it takes to
remain devoted to the man we love – make the life changes necessary to be fully able to gift to him.
This will give you renewed purpose. I’m not asking you to do it forever.
This is my belief: most women wouldn’t choose to agree with me on it.
Look into your husband’s face, see his eyes. See the man he is. Feel him. Is he worthy of your
commitment for 5 minutes to do this? After so long together, does he not deserve you to feel him,
connect to him?
Take this quiz and find out if you’re dating a commitment friendly man.
Maybe he doesn’t, but that is up to you to assess. I will entrust that to you.
You’ve committed 25 years to this man. You married him, you kissed him and said your vows,
you’ve trusted him and maybe even cried with him. You’ve been through things together. he has
committed 25 years of his life to you, as well.
Do you know what that is?
That is incredible.
Some people never get any commitment from another human being, let alone 25 years of marriage. It
is not something to take for granted. It is, I believe, something to be so tenderly grateful for – every
human being always has other options, other people interested in them.
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
Yet, you guys committed a quarter of the average human life to each other.
What does it mean to you now?
Does it mean anything?
(I’m not religious, by the way).
Sure, if you and your husband need to part ways, that is perfect too.
If you consider these questions and find that don’t want to throw your marriage away, then try to reconnect with him, just look into his eyes, touch his arm.
Feel him as the human that he is, alive and breathing, and ever vulnerable, just like you.
And as for rekindling your passion? I have a lot of information on that – it is too much to go into a
lesson on that here. You can check out our courses on attraction – or email our team who might have
a couple of great ideas for you.

Integrity, Loyalty and Commitment
And now about integrity and commitment, the second point.
I believe any long term relationship that is loving and passionate – the kind of relationship other
people envy, has at its core, two people of integrity.
I don’t believe (objectively speaking) that any relationship is immune to infidelity – because without
any choice to have absolute loyalty to our man or woman (yes, it is a choice), anyone could become
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be a cheater.
And anyone could just momentarily decide to value their own needs over committing to their man or
woman.
Loyalty is a choice, and integrity is a choice. You and I choose them because we value them, or not.
Both loyalty and integrity are against what the human body wants by default – or when it is lazy and
going with the flow.
(Read more on loyalty here.)
Both loyalty and integrity are against what we would do when we are looking to fill our own needs
and not considering others.
Both of these values require a person of extreme strong character and self sacrifice. And I don’t
believe these traits are beyond any of us. I don’t always have these traits, but I think I strive to have
them. I am also blessed that my husband has more of it than any human being walking this earth. He
inspires me, and there will never be another like him. I didn’t know they made men like him, but they
do!

Getting tricked by the story of how things are “in our head”…
Some would say that relationships do not ever work when you have one or two people going into it to
fill their own needs – to take what they can get. This is also what appears to have happened with you.
You needed the story. The story that someone was madly in love with you, and so you believed you
were also in love with him (which I wonder if this is really true or not). I believe, from the
information I have, that you were in love with the story, not him.
What this means is – based on my personal experience – as I’ve done the same thing too – that you
were more sensitive to what you were getting out of the situation than you were to where he was at.
As I write this, I’m afraid that it might come across as if I’m analysing this heartlessly, but I assure
you that is not what I mean to do.
As I write, I feel the pain that we all feel in relationship – who hasn’t been in a situation similar to
this? If not in dating, in other areas of life. It is simply a human thing. It is not a failure. It is a human
thing.
We get sold into terrible situations when we are not truly present with other people, when we don’t
question what perspective they are coming from as they enter our life.
I’ve done it before, and the worst thing is when you really have that lightbulb moment ‘a-ha!’ you
realise the person isn’t who you thought they were, but that the signals were there all along, but you
missed it because you weren’t looking, you were….sold instead, on a story in your mind.
We’re all vulnerable to this. Part of the journey of being a woman is learning to trust that the story in
our head about love can’t be trusted. We have to really objectively look at a man’s actions and intent.
Hah. Objective. Since when is anyone objective in matters of relationships? That’s what I mean, it’s
hard to do, but it makes you smarter and so it is worth it.

Only what is real can be trusted
Only what is real can be trusted. And what is real can be sensed in the moment, when we are present
with someone, and if we choose to think about where they are coming from.
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What isn’t real is what happens when two people come together out of a desperate need of something
from the world, based on something they feel they haven’t got (for example, attention, the feeling that
they are good enough and sexy enough, and have plenty of opportunities in dating).
Because…then, it is not about the two people involved; it’s about the selfish needs of either person.
Each member of the relationship is sensitive mainly to themselves only.
I believe that if you began your relationship loving your husband, and you truly did love him and he
loves you, then there is possibility that you should stay and choose to commit yourself fully, no
hesitation, just full out giving to him and trusting that he has good intent – for 3 months.
If you do this, then you will have regained a purpose outside of yourself – the purpose of rebuilding
your relationship and the passion and love you have for one another. It is not hard to do, if you truly
believe it is possible, and if you want to do it.

How could you have believed and fallen in love with a total stranger? Especially on
Facebook?
Well, the answer is simple. It’s just that you got something you wanted at the right place at the right
time, with the totally wrong person.
The way in that you were responding to him, and the way that you describe your feelings during the
process makes it look like you were just being opportunistic.
The opportunity to get the attention came along, so you took it – from a stranger.
And his actions towards you seem manipulative and opportunistic.
When we are being opportunistic and trying to get what we want out of something – we cannot and
do not question the other person’s motivation as we are desensitised by our own “need”. This is what
I believe. I wonder if you feel the same as you read this?

How can we avoid this happening again?
Sometimes in life, certain shit just happens. We can’t avoid everything. Don’t be too hard on
yourself. One day you’ll share this story with another young person who needs to hear it and who will
value your story.
But if you are interested in reducing the chances of getting into a situation like this, I suggest finding
a purpose larger than yourself. Believe something greater than yourself. You have to dig really deep
for this, and you have to truly believe it.
This purpose will help you gain confidence and certainty.
It will help you to gain the strength necessary to know you have plenty of options with men. There
are men out there who will shower attention on you because they are not picky, and they are
desperate and bored.
Then there is a rare man who will connect with you, and love you truly. Is that man already your
husband?
If you have a purpose outside of yourself, it may also help you meet your own needs for significance,
for connection and love a bit better.
So – what do you believe in? What or who would you die for? Feel deeply about it.
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What to do now?
Nothing specific you need to do – other than commit to finding a purpose beyond yourself; to give
you real strength.
Just trust that you have all the options in the world. Men are everywhere. You are a woman. Men will
always be wanting you, finding you beautiful, wanting your feminine energy.
(learn more about feminine energy here).
And carry this belief and certainty around with you.
Nobody can ever be you, only you can. There is only one you, and no one can leave your mark or
your beauty or energy – only you can.
This makes you perfect for the man who is perfect for you.
And never forget: any attention you get is short-lived and cheap, especially from strangers as it is
meaningless attention.
The only attention you need is your own and that of a man that you trust – the depth and meaning you
gain from this will massively out-do any half-assed attention from snorting pigs (a type of men) out
there preying on you and other women.
Do you want to find out the 17 Attraction Triggers? Click here
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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19 Ways Of A High Value, Feminine Girlfriend
February 15, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
When I was 10, I liked a guy called Shannon, but Shannon didn’t like me; he liked my friend Tilly
who wore skirts.
When I asked her why Shannon didn’t like me and liked her, Tilly said I was a boy and Shannon
would like me if I wore a skirt. 10 year olds named Tilly are smart.
When I was 13 walking down the river bank with my best friend at the time, who has since passed
away, a couple of boys walked past and said to us ‘nice tits, ugly head’. I didn’t have any breasts, I
was flat chested and my friend was the total opposite of flat chested, so I assumed he was saying
‘nice tits’ to my best friend and ugly head to me. Was I being too negative? Maybe.
Then, when I was 22 studying my law degree, a male law student acquaintance said to me “your body
looks your age, your face looks old”. I still remember this for a reason – cause it sucked to hear it.
Now you can take a guess at one reason why I got interested in the topic of relationships, dating and
men. Because I had a few erm…unanswered questions in my mind.
So these tips are as much for me as for anyone else who gives a damn about love, sex and the art of
intimacy.
Choose 3 of these that appeal to you, and do them. You’ll be better than 95% of people in
relationships for doing so.

1. Always, always consider things from his perspective.
Why? Because it makes you smart, and able to see very quickly if he cares about you; or is hanging
with you for the wrong reasons. This is an essential skill to become good with people. Try hard to
understand where another person is coming from, feel what problems they might have. Try to see
what their motivations are. Prepare to be wrong about this more often than not. But the point is not to
be right. The point is to start. To care. Eventually, you might get 10% better at it. That’s an enormous
difference from most humans, who never try.

2. Re-sensitise yourself.
Both of my sons (and I believe possibly all newborns) came into the world highly sensitive. I would
leave my older son in a room with his father for 5 minutes while I hung up the washing, and if he
cried for me while I was gone, I was dumbfounded that I could simply walk back into the room, and
he would stop crying, sensing my presence.
These babies, innocent and free, also don’t tolerate anything less than full love and connection. How
many of us keep this capacity for sensitivity and connection after childhood?
If this vulnerability and trust that we are born with is broken, which it is for most of us, we lose
innocence and purity, we can also become thick skinned and stupid in relationships.
This is not to say that we should be like a newborn, but that we should try to have a capacity for
sensitivity and a capacity for trusting others and the capacity for feeling untrust.
So consider re-sensitising yourself with feeling deeper beyond the superficial patterns you run,
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breathe, dance, appreciate your feminine body, and be courageous in questioning the things you most
resist questioning.
Most of all, feel. If you are a woman who never cries or who cannot cry, it is necessary to feel deeper,
in order to deepen your relationship, to have something real with a human male, rather than
something imagined.
Being soft or kind is not the same as being a feeling, vulnerable human being. Being kind doesn’t
always create deep connection, but being able to feel deeply does – because once you can feel deeply
with yourself, eventually you can deeply feel others – their pain and their pleasure, and that is
priceless.

3. Do touch him physically lovingly, showing presence and sensitivity and softness.
The reason this tip is in here is because it I’ve noticed it feels feminine to men, and it takes courage to
do it from a caring place – we can be mindless, going about our day-to-day, and forget to connect
with him from a soft and sensitive place. Some of us aren’t sensitive at all.

4. Care about yourself.
(You can’t be high value to anyone else if you don’t care about yourself).
Breathe. Give time only to the things that are worth it. Eat well. Exercise, and start living life like
you’re a fit woman. Not a world class athlete – I mean a fit, energetic woman who enjoys being alive.
(And if you are depressed and don’t want to be alive, try to eliminate the crappy aspects of your life).
If you can’t, I understand. It’s hard. The next thing is to…think more resourcefully and ask other
caring humans for help too).

5. Play.
Be playful and move and throw pillows and wrestle for fun. Connect with him in these multi
dimensional ways – one caveat: I mean to do this in a way that you enjoy and that gives you pleasure.
Men in general love a woman’s pleasure. It’s horrible that so many of us are ashamed of our own
pleasure: because it triggers other women’s jealousy.

6. Blow jobs.
Only in the right context! With the right man. A man you trust. Don’t give blowjobs to men you don’t
have any relationship with. If you’re already in a trusting relationship, and you’re sure that this man
truly cares about you and is fully committed to you, then blowjobs would be appreciated. Remember
to only give it to a man who is worthy of your vulnerability. There’s a whole article about it here…

7. Be feminine for your own pleasure first.
Let the natural feminine energy arise out of pleasure in your body. This is genuine. Dance naked and
then sing and move your body in the ways it naturally wants to move, for pleasure. Then, connect and
share that with him. No, pleasure is never just about sex. Consider what you deeply enjoy, what
makes you want to connect with others, what makes you laugh, what makes you cry. Then truly be
free and let go, sinking into pleasure.
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8. Don’t assume every man wants feminine energy.
Some men want to BE the feminine energy. If you do assume all men want feminine women, you
could be trying in earnest to feed a horse to a fish, and you’d have good intentions there, but the fish
wouldn’t perceive any value in your offering. See this: 5 telltale signs a man has crippling low self
esteem.

9. Don’t assume feminine is best.
Be careful if you assume that all you have to do in life is be feminine, and that will make you better
than other women. That’s not usually true; feminine doesn’t work in many contexts of your life,
perhaps in the workplace, even if it works very well for attracting high value men.
Feminine and masculine energy is only one lens through which to see your dating life. Being
feminine is great, but being attuned to a man is just as great. Being feminine cannot solve every
dating or relationship problem – I know many gurus have given you that impression, but as great as
feminine energy is, to think that being feminine is the holy grail – well, that’s a terribly myopic view
to have.
Here are 3 Undercover Ways to be More High Value Over Other Women & Get Him to Choose You.

10. Show him that you’re willing to trust him
Show him that you’re willing to trust him, but don’t hold back your expression of lack of trust when
you don’t. Essentially: show willingness to try to trust, and relax into trusting him when you really
do, but communicate with non-blaming “I’m not feeling very safe right now” as feedback when he’s
not being considerate or is making a scary decision.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

11. Polarity or commonalities!
If you are not interested in wild intimacy, and depth and passion – maybe a relationship with a strong
feminine person and a strong masculine person in it is not for you. And that’s fine – it’s just
important for you to know that if all you want is an average, functioning relationship where you are
both best friends, then being feminine may not matter at all – being a team player and being agreeable
may be more important.

12. Sex is not the ultimate value you can give, really!
Unless he has got it in his head that he just has to have physical sex with you and everything will be
great.
Connecting to him, putting connection above all else, sharing your feminine energy, accepting him,
allowing him to be human is the real deal. Giving him sex for the sake of not losing him is never
what it is about. Don’t make yourself do this because you’re fearful there are no other options. It
causes stress and dishonesty in your body. At least tell him that you feel scared to have sex with him.
Read more on how men view sex here.
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13. You are either ‘the one and only’ or ‘one of many’ to a man.
It’s hard to become the ‘one and only’ if you guys have already been friends with benefits for a
while, and then you want him to be your committed boyfriend with a soul to soul connection.
To get to girlfriend status, be selective and avoid having sex out of fear that he will leave if you
don’t. Avoid having sex if one part of you wants to and the other part dreads the consequence.
Instead communicate your fear of the consequence. You are more trustworthy this way.
Sex is still a thing you allow men access to – unless you’ve already established trust, love and
commitment with each other. Not being sexist or unfair to women here. Read here on the two traits of
women that men routinely fall in love with
You are the woman, you have the womb. Men don’t. Sex means something to you, and it can mean
absolutely nothing to men (unless you are their one and only). Want to know how to show up as the
one and only woman, rather than the one of many woman? Get a copy of my FREE DVD “Becoming
His One & Only” here: www.bhoodvd.com.

14. It’s OK to dream.
It’s OK if you dream of having a man so strong and manly that you’re willing to travel the world with
him, supporting his dream, allow him to order you around with love. Just love that you secretly want
that with the right man. Don’t be shy about admitting it to the right man; what you are in nature is not
wrong, even if society wants you to be more asexual.

15. Give first
To add to your mate value, when you want something from a man – say, more of his time, more
sensitivity – try offering that exact thing to him first. Be able to offer what it is that you demand from
him. Or – simply think about what value you can add to him before you ask for more commitment
and investment, so that you become deserving of that commitment.
Many women criticise and complain to try to get a commitment (to no fault of their own; we all learn
behaviour from others growing up). You can choose to criticise, you just don’t get to feel the pride
and self value that comes with taking the high road if you do.

16. Vulnerability
Vulnerability. Consider trying to relax beyond your patterns in relationship; because your patterns are
what you normally just do on autopilot without thinking. Patterns aren’t vulnerability. Coping is not
vulnerability.
Vulnerability is different to that. High value vulnerability is what you are when you’re open enough
to calibrate and adjust yourself to the moment in a relationship. It’s what you are when you feel hurt.
It’s what you are when you realise you’ve lost control and have to surrender to what life is essentially
giving you, or forcing upon you.
To show your vulnerability first; stop thinking, slow down, and feel.
Here are 4 Top Secret Ways to Access Your High Value Vulnerability.
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17. Be loyal.
Be so loyal it is painful. Men who have at least an average level of intelligence absolutely value
loyalty in a woman. Loyalty is something I am convinced that men are primed to look out for in a
woman, because they don’t bear children, and therefore can’t know if children are theirs or not –
unless they find and choose a loyal woman. These women feel to men like they are the right woman
to invest in for a man, especially over disloyal women who take their feminine energy to other men,
chronically seek approval and attention from others, or who are women who simply aren’t willing to
be vulnerable.
Here’s a little example of loyalty. Take for example a female dog who is otherwise absolutely loyal
to her owner on any day. And on the one random single day she ovulates within he cycle, she breaks
through the fence where her owner has fed and kept her for a long time, and runs off because she saw
a male dog/mating opportunity.
We are not dogs, but we are still mammals who release only one egg a month (think scarcity) and can
act out at times and not take responsibility for our need to be loyal, just as men can. Own your
subconscious sexual disloyalties and direct that wild, wonderful energy positively to the right
relationship with the right man.

18. Defensiveness; it’s not good.
Yes, objectively speaking, defensiveness serves a purpose, but it doesn’t always go well with love
and connection. It’s hard not to be defensive, but the point is to try our best to practice feeling deeper
and breathing instead. When all else fails in your relationship, remember to put connection first.
Are you interested in finding out whether you’re in a healthy relationship? I created this article for
you on the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

19. Take a cold shower.
(Read about Cold Water Therapy/thermogenesis here). It’s what I do when I want to feel badass; it’s
a quick way to feel accomplished. Feeling accomplished is necessary for a bit of self respect and self
love – that good stuff that sexy relationships need to be built upon.
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P.S. If you haven’t heard of our program Understanding Men yet, click here to
check it out.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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The Truth: What Men Are Looking for When They Push You
for Sex
April 25, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Sex is the thing that women are obligated to do with men if they want to keep a man around.
I’m kidding.
Sex is the thing we think we have to do with men to keep them around.
We feel pressured.
Who doesn’t know a woman friend who gave a blow job or had sex with a man to ‘keep him happy’?
When a man is in love, he can have zero sex with a woman and still stick around, whilst being
emotionally attracted to her and faithful to that one woman.
Still, why do women feel pressured to sex a man?
When they get all touchy feely towards us, when they talk dirty to us, we feel the pressure instantly.
We tense up. We think they are wanting sex.
Are you dating a commitment-friendly man? Click here to take the quiz on Am I Dating a
Commitment Friendly Man?
We might be right in one sense, but that’s only from our own perspective.
Because in our perspective, if he is successful in gaining our trust in the moment; then we might
actually want to have sex. And sometimes, we don’t want to want to have sex. Which really means:
we refuse to open in this moment. And neither should be have to open just because we feel pressured.
When we look from a man’s perspective, we would see something different.

What do men actually want?
To start, I want to say that there are men who are single-minded and desperate – that’s a rule in our
world. And I believe these desperate men definitely will push you for sex just to get the sex itself,
because they’re desperate for an ejaculation, or for validation, to feel good about their existence, or to
just milk a woman for whatever he can get.
That’s the truth.
There’s the base layer of truth: men do want sex when they’re pushy for it.
Then there’s the deeper level of truth: that men actually want a woman’s openness and feminine
energy more than sex. The men who don’t see this level of truth won’t agree to this. Because they
can’t see it yet.
To just want sex – that’s the most superficial way a man can approach a woman. It is a way, but it’s
the most superficial way.
Yet – that is not the truth of why men are pushing for sex when there’s a connection established
between him and the woman.
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In a casual sex situation, men only care about the sex
In a totally casual sex situation, men only care about the sex, because they haven’t formed much of a
connection with you yet (if you guys ever will).
So, the more single-minded a man seems to be – the more careful you have to be. A lot of women
give in when their bodies aren’t ready – you shouldn’t.
In a casual sex situation, men don’t care if you’re open to them or not – they are only there for the
sex. And men can have sex with a tree, they can also have sex with someone they hate…so, if the
relationship is purely sex oriented – then this advice does not apply.
But if your connection with a man was about any more than just sex for both of you – men care about
your openness more than whether you have sex with them.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Men actually want a woman’s openness
The reason we feel like men want sex all the time, is not because they DO want sex all the time.
It is because men are always trying to get women to ‘open’. And we interpret their advances, their
touching etc, as a push for sex with us. That is not necessarily true.
To ‘Open’ means to not be separate from the moment and from connection with him.
We pull away out of fear that he just wants sex.
But what if, instead, we didn’t pull away? What would happen? What if we just stayed with that fear
we felt and melted into whatever emotion came next? (no separation from the moment)
What if we allowed a man to ‘open’ us? To influence us? To connect with us?
Well then; men might want sex; because that’s the natural progression of things.
But men’s deeper desire (which not every man can articulate) is to have you belong to him.
The sign that a woman belongs to a man is her openness to him (not to lots of different men).
Do I really have to say out loud that men want to own a woman and a woman wants her man to own
her?
If a man owns a woman, she feels safe. But it takes a courageous woman to be willing to be owned.
And a courageous man to ‘step in’ and take ownership despite the fact that a woman will say a bunch
of things that she doesn’t mean.
I would even suggest that men’s actual desire is for a woman to be open to him – not to have sex with
her.
It is not about sex.
It is about a woman being open with her energy. To translate: to be open and energetic and faithful to
him; open to his influence and open to him having command in her life.
A woman who is taking her energy everywhere – trying to take attention from a bunch of different
men, is usually not being faithful and selective with whom she shares her energy with. And we lose
out on the good men when we do this.
Out of a need for “freedom” and equality – we sacrifice the passionate, deep connection that comes
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with men wanting to own us and us relaxing into our desire to be owned.
This is often what men are trying to get from a woman – faithfulness; a feeling that her feminine
energy is going to him only, not just to any random douche on the street.
Is there something really wrong with allowing a man to have command and direction in your life, if
he does it out of love?
And if his ability to command you (FOR you) is better than your own?
Absolutely not.
If it were so wrong, 50 Shades of Gray wouldn’t be so damn popular. We are too afraid to live out
our fantasies.

Why men would want more than sex
The reason men actually want more than sex is because he is much better off having a woman who is
open to him than he is if he were just pushing for sex – because if a woman is not open to a man (if
she’s closed off or judgmental of him), she’s probably off having someone else’s baby (this is from a
man’s perspective).
Remember, men don’t know if the baby is theirs or not – a large part of what they do and how they
see women and treat women in the dating world is based on this fact; their bodies and biology are
based on this fact.
Never forget that; become obsessed with learning about that; it’s no small fact.
On the surface, men can look like assholes who want to take advantage of women; but once we learn
about their biology; and their fears – we start to realise that we can take just as much advantage of
them, and they feel just as shamed by us, they just don’t tell us because how manly is it to tell
everybody?
It’s always easy to see men as the bad guys; but never forget that as a woman; we naturally take value
from men, too. We just don’t see it because we don’t live in their bodies.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

What would happen if you let yourself open to the right men?
What would happen if you let yourself open to the right men?
(NOT to every man. There are douches out there, and I don’t want to you think you should go around
offering your energy to them. Be very careful. Be very selective. You don’t have anything to prove to
anyone.)
Your openness would potentially make a lot of men fall in love with you. Because the openness is the
ingredient necessary for relationship oriented connection and emotional attraction.
And the ones only interested in sex would disappear. Fast. (YAY!)
Learn more about why you should be worried when a man comes on strong here.
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Strong woman vs weak woman
What is a strong woman? A strong woman, in one definition, can be a tough and self sufficient
woman.
But it takes a strong woman to have the courage to give a man more than sex.
It takes even deeper courage to be willing to trust that what a man wants is not just sex: it’s feminine
energy; it’s your acceptance and love and openness to him.

To be high value means to trust that men actually want more than sex
To be high value means to trust that men actually want more than sex.
Can I ask that you consider beginning to trust this? Because, if we believe in our bodies that men just
want sex, then we enter the dating world with a low value energy. And our bodies show it.
And, if we have a lot of casual sex, our bodies become less and less open and luscious. So we really
have to be careful with casual sex. I don’t care how much women hate this and want to get rid of the
double standard; I care how much more damage it causes women’s bodies.
Our natural state is to let things progress to sex when we open and trust a man. That doesn’t always
happen nowadays; so we often ignore our biological drive, so it trains our bodies to close down and
not be attractive to the good men who actually want to take care of us.
I know it’s hard; because older women tend to pour out their past baggage trash all over you – saying
that men just want sex, and all that.
But really – that’s not true. Men just want sex if that’s all you are brave enough to offer.
Be brave; don’t give him sex out of pressure; you have permission to trust another way of thinking:
that men want your feminine energy and your openness. (it doesn’t require physical sex!)

Don’t let men just pursue you for sex
Don’t let men just pursue you for sex. That’s the key to be high value and attract high value.
My husband talks a lot about high value vulnerability; use it. (and we invite you to learn in depth
about how to show it in the members area here.)
I know it’s hard, but try your best not to get caught up in the fallacy that sex is the ultimate goal of all
men, all the time.
There’s a reason why men fall in love; and they fall in love when we dare to show our high value and
our vulnerability (which is something we all have), and when there’s plenty of attraction and
connection in the relationship.
Part of being open is being brave enough to share or show your fears about sex and dating with him.
Part of sharing your high value vulnerability is being ok with being human; and sharing that. There’s
no faster way to weed out the desperate men who just want sex.

Where women have misunderstood men
“Men only want one thing!”
“Men only want you for sex!”
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You know, these statements can be seductive to believe.
Women misunderstand men when they think they just want sex. Especially when a man has chosen to
commit to being in a monogamous, committed relationship – sex is especially not the only thing he
wants.
Why?
Because he wants a woman’s trust and a woman’s energy. Trust is sexually inspiring, it is a turn on –
especially when the woman is sexually open to her man.
And trust is deeper than sex; a woman’s trust makes the sex better, if the option of sex is there.
A woman’s energy is a way of giving him a reason to be happy to be alive today.

Imagine this…
Imagine this…a man who inherited a lot of money, and because of his financial status, knows every
pimp and has round the clock access to all the prostitutes in his city; but when you see him out with
the women, none of them are particularly happy around him; they are just hanging out with him, and
are sexually available to him, that is all.
Versus a man from the suburbs who has nothing – no car, no money, but who shows up at the same
bar that the first man frequents, and within an hour, he has 3 women around him open and happy,
laughing and enjoying their time with him because he is entertaining and funny.
The second man is an example of a man who ‘has’ a lot more; not in the number of women, but just
because the women he attracts are open and show more attention and care towards the man he is.
This is also to remind us that a man can buy sex. But men can’t buy openness and
responsiveness from women.
By being an open and responsive woman – you are not only upping your own value, you are
encouraging a man to up his. It’s a cycle that feeds itself. You are doing a brave thing for the world,
and for the evolution of men and women.
Of course, the onus can fall on men as well – the less present a man is willing to be for you, the less
open you are to him – it works both ways. I just don’t believe in sitting on our asses pointing the
finger at men, when we have the option to take the high road and take responsibility.

Why else is sex not the only thing men want in a relationship?
There’s another reason why sex can’t be the only thing a man wants in a relationship.
I’ve heard some women say that we always want deeper. We are never fully satisfied for long. And
so we’re searching for deeper; I believe there’s a truth in that.
So of course, a man wants more than just sex in a committed relationship.
And, those men who spend time just chasing sex – often get to a place where they are over it. They
simply get over the novelty and are ready for something deeper.
And the men who don’t get there – they don’t find a deeper purpose beyond themselves.

So why do men want openness and surrender?
Because it is sexually attractive, and it makes him feel safe that a woman is trustworthy and faithful.
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Look – it’s true, there are men who may think, after all the openness and surrender you show, that he
still needs sex to feel OK about himself. However, that is an old pattern of his – it’s not the truth in
the moment.
What genuine men want more than anything else is a woman’s willingness to open beyond her
tightness in to her beautiful femininity – her awareness that she needs to surrender emotionally to
herself, her fears, and to true connection.
This feminine emotional softness, a woman’s willingness to let herself breathe in, connect with him
and emotionally experience the moment, is valuable. It’s a sign she can and will be open to trusting
him – which is high value.
A woman’s full trust is so hard to obtain – regardless of the number of years a couple spend together.
Because women and men don’t naturally trust each other (because our motivations can be totally
opposite) and because trust comes and goes with each moment; and depending on how high value a
man is, over time he gets generally more trust from his woman, or generally less trust.
And if a woman doesn’t trust a man she’s with – what’s the point? They aren’t inspiring anybody by
staying together out of comfort.
The tightness that many of us exhibit today due to the stress we’re under, and the masculine skills we
activate habitually, men often have very little feminine energy left to experience from their woman.
Very few women allow themselves this surrender today – it is hard to allow ourselves this, because
it’s hard to find someone we trust enough, and because we are busy being busy.
Never forget though, for a man to become more trustworthy, you sometimes have to step in first and
show your willingness to trust him.

But do men really want to deal with a deep, emotional woman?
Well, every man has within him the capacity to deal with an emotional and deep woman. I believe all
men have the ability to recognise a deeply radiant woman.
Some will reject a woman like that.
Many men will rather sit and watch TV than deal with a woman like that.
This is what lazy men are like.
I am not trying to tell you every man is going to respond well to your openness and depth – depth is a
gift you give to the people who can handle it, and who are ready for it.
Certainly not every man is ready for it. Just like not every woman is ready for a deep man or a man to
lovingly direct her life.
But the message I want to send is this: in their deepest heart; a man wants your openness.
Openness is also responsiveness – and responsiveness inspires commitment.
Not every man has that depth though. And that’s OK. It’s even more OK that you walk away from
them.
You shouldn’t try to share with him your depth for too long before you move on.
If a commitment is truly what you’re ready for; if you’re that open and ready to be responsive and
vulnerable, men will naturally want deeper relationship and commitment with you.
Therefore, if you try for a few months or more, and he is still distant and your gut feeling is that he
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isn’t committed – move on! You don’t got 10 lifetimes to leisurely twirl around your fingers here!
We only get this one life.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 Secrets to have your man fall in love with you and beg you to be
his one and only. Click here to find out more details.

So what does all this mean in your life?
It means that you could inquire into the possibility that men want something deeper than just sex.
It means that your value is endless – for the rest of your life.
You can stop thinking that make up and looking pretty is the answer.
You no longer have to give sex to please a man. You just have to be genuine, open, responsive and be
OK with being as alive as you’re brave enough to be.
Instead of becoming preoccupied with your feeling of being pressured to have sex: just reveal your
true self, slowly but surely – a good man will respect that.
Also, when you do feel pressure, figure out where that feeling of being pressured is coming from. Is
it from your own way of seeing men? Or is it because a man really does just want to push you
for sex because he is silly enough to think you’re an easy woman?
Men rely on you to control the ease of which you have sex with them.
It’s like men with lots of money showering gifts upon you on the first date. What the hell? That’s
totally out of sync with where your relationship is at.
You may keep the gifts, but ultimately, do they mean anything to you?
No chance. They mean nothing other than an ego boost – because he threw his money at you for his
own feeling of self worth, and you did nothing to earn his affections.
You’ve seen this happen. Even on YouTube – the awkwardness of an over the top fancy proposal to a
woman who doesn’t want to marry him.
The awkwardness of us being bought tonnes of gifts – flowers, jewelry, and yet he’s an absent man. It
all means nothing when you don’t earn it or when the relationship doesn’t naturally progress to that
place.
The same goes with sex; it’s meant to be sacred, and men rely on you to keep it that way.
Or, you should inquire into the infinite possibility of “what’s beyond giving a man sex?”
Isn’t it fun to trust that it’s OKAY to be all of you? The alive one who men really fall in love with?
Isn’t it inspiring to feel, to be alive, to just stay connected with life?
OK. That’s all from me.
Do you wish to have a better understanding of men? Take our Understanding Men program, click
here for more information.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
Article updated 2020
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How Can One Be High Value In A Society That Keeps Us
Insecure?
May 26, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Got sent a link to a Daily Mail article today…on the tragedy of somebody’s dental veneers of all
things. Then, I see to the right of the page an article of photos about 61 year old Bruce Willis filming
an ad with tonnes of young, gorgeous, sexy women barely clothed…
The writer used words like “….But Bruce Willis is also a man. While shooting an Italian commercial,
the 61 year old looked like a kid in a candy store as he got close to a gorgeous woman….at one point
she kissed him on the cheek and at another he went in for a smooch too…”
Yeah, so the writer is trying to – like lots of media outlets – capitalise on the fears that keep women
stressed out, small and low value.
Well. Actually no, thanks.
No.
They can’t do that. Shut up is what I was mumbling to the computer screen.
Bruce Willis – without anyone knowing, could also be a very happily married man. Not every boy is
raised to be a serial cheating liar. Many men are really in love with their woman and happy to be
faithful because they are genuinely fulfilled.
And just because there’s attractive women everywhere doesn’t mean a man is destined to
betray his woman. After all, it could just be very much like observing pretty cakes. One has pink
icing and the other has blue. Wee ha.
Don’t let the world make you think that you should never trust anyone. There’s a time for not trusting
anyone and there’s a time for relaxing and giving people a chance. Many men, really just want to do
the right thing.
I was angry that the writer (being a woman) was willingly triggering other women’s insecurity over
and over, just for the sake of it. And the goal, like many, is wanting other women to stay feeling
insecure. To manufacture insecurities in other women and make their lives more fear driven and
miserable – seems evil, but it exists – often.
The writer writes that just so that the daily mail could continue on as the daily mail – a trashy, sleazy
British magazine that women love and hate.
Admittedly, life can be boring without these gossip columns – what would a bored mom or lonely
college student read to fill the void? The Financial Times?
This is one reason why we have an epidemic of beautiful, naturally high value women who line up to
buy excessive amounts of toxic, expensive makeup, or even go under the knife in order to keep
themselves from feeling the pain of getting older.
Women go under the knife for new breasts – which is one of the biggest violations of womanhood
I’ve ever known. The idea of replacing ones breasts purely for aesthetic reasons is a violent act – and
a violent act of rejection of our feminine body as it is. Can you believe we are now living in a world
where this is a norm and something to be congratulated upon?
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I am generalising here – I understand that many women undergo this procedure for many reasons –
not just aesthetics.
And yet – I always wonder what our breasts and bodies are thinking when we do that boob job? What
does it think? How does it react?
Is it saying “Why? Why wasn’t I enough? Wasn’t I functioning properly for you? But I’m here and I
am your breasts and I feel womanly, so why don’t you also feel womanly? Plus, I can really nourish
and comfort many babies if you chose to have them in this lifetime.”
It doesn’t have to be like this. We live in a world full of people who profit from our insecurity. How
do they do that? They make us more insecure.
It’s not only for profit.

When we are insecure, we are easy to control
One thing I believe we could try to remember is that people who are insecure/fearful are much more
easily kept down. People who don’t feel high value; worthy and confident are much easier to control.
In my country, I see this everywhere – people pressured into keeping small and average, people are
not keen to question certain medical procedures (as compared to say Europe), people being pressured
into medical procedures when there was actually nothing wrong with them to begin with.
Our bodies are always trying to do the best they can for us.
Our friends can also try to keep us down; if we have terrible friends to begin with. Friends can try to
stop us from being brilliant – so that they don’t have to feel their own terror, lose us, or meet a higher
standard.
Sure, we all have fears, and I do believe in connecting with people’s fears to meet them where they
are at – sometimes we just need to be understood in order to feel free to branch out from a fearful
state.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Most people make most of their choices in fear
The thing is that people do operate from fear – most people are making most of their decisions from
fear.
However, as a customer myself, and as a note to you…I wonder if you would consider that there is
nothing more wrong than feeling like you weren’t born enough.

Actually, you are everything…
We are all necessary in this story of life; we all have beautiful gifts that are unique to give to the
world. We each have beautiful and personal art inside of us, ready to be expressed every day.
We each care. Sometimes more than we are willing to show.
We are each intelligent and intuitive – from the day we are born. Only, that intuition cleverly gets
pushed out of us, so that we end up dumber. When we were never meant to be.
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But our society oppresses us by triggering our fears and keeping us down – so that we end up happy
to sit back, be small, feel like we’re not enough, and as a consequence – we are unable to take
responsibility for ourselves and our decisions, let alone take responsibility for our relationships and
our children.
We forget that we are brilliant – and instead, we hand over responsibility to other people, or we are
content with blaming others for our situation.
In dating this is obvious, too. Sure, the dating world is tough; that is how it is. But to blame
everything on men? That is to say that we are willingly lying to ourselves.
We are all born enough. That’s the condition of birth; we are enough. It’s everything else and
everybody else who encourages us to live life as if we are small.
Isn’t it paralysing to live with insecurity?
Isn’t it violent to be given a chance at life; only to live it as if our unique soul were absolutely
nothing?
Actually, you are everything. Especially considering most everyone around you is living and decision
making from fear. You matter; you are everything.
Click here to take the quiz on How Feminine Am I
If not for you, then for everybody else. You are everything. That’s the rule. Otherwise you wouldn’t
have been born.
I believe we have a responsibility to other women around us to feel like we are enough.

Being High Value means taking responsibility
One necessary path to becoming high value is to trust in yourself to take responsibility. Start taking
responsibility for yourself, for your current situation, for your relationships.
Be OK with wherever you are at. Like I had to be when I was homeless, a face full of acne, boyfriend
cheating on me and ignoring me, having no good friends and an eating disorder to boot.
What I have learned in recent years (the painful way), is that I really have no choice, (if I want my
family to not live a mediocre life), but to take a disproportionately larger responsibility than
everybody else in any situation that means something. I can’t expect to put everything in the hands of
others.
It’s me taking responsibility; or else.
And, this is no different to me deciding many years ago, to take responsibility for my relationship
situation, for my sense of self worth, and for my choices.
It’s problematic to do this though – as most of us learn that when we take responsibility, others are
sometimes ready to blame us. Others are ready to take value from us; because we are high value.
But is there really any other way to live?
Why would we waste our life living small, and not taking responsibility?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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Thoughts for feeling High Value in this world
Here are my suggestions for feeling high value. Even just for your reading entertainment.
1. Being high value is a choice. Just choose. Every day, change your self talk from “I don’t have
the energy” to “I am the one who has the energy to…” or change the self talk from “he’s taking
me for granted” to “Is he taking me for granted? Or is this actually not about me? What is it
really like from his perspective? (Maybe I should think carefully about that)”
2. It’s OK to be wrong. Enjoy being wrong. You can’t get more right if you don’t relax into being
wrong – it’s OK to be wrong. It’s also funny to be wrong. Not to be taken so seriously.
3. Know that it’s OK to be strong. It’s OK to stand up for yourself; to question things and to
accurately describe and observe what is really going on. It’s basically OK to exist and have
feelings, surprisingly.
4. Be happy for other women to be sexy and beautiful. Remember that their beauty and
sexiness can be recognised by you because you also have it. It doesn’t solely belong to them; it
is yours to embody. Be as woman as you like, and don’t apologise for it. Ask your hips – I bet
they agree with me.
5. Stay connected to all of life. Minimise the amount of time you spend distracting yourself on
your phone. Stay connected to moments – you need pain and you need pleasure, in order to life
a beautiful life and to make good decisions for yourself. It’s people who shut off from
everything who get manipulated, controlled and end up feeling taken advantage of. (Not
referring to me in the past or anything). Consider staying connected – because your body will
provide you with messages and answers that you’ll need to have better relationships – to choose
great men. Your body will feel pain and hurt when someone intends to hurt you or take from
you – that’s a message you can’t afford to shut off from, just for the sake of comfort.
Related post: What to Do If He Takes You for Granted
One disclaimer to staying connected to all of life – if you are in an abusive situation; you will perhaps
benefit from shutting off. Please do not connect for the sake of connecting and pleasing because you
are afraid to lose a man who is abusing you. As always, seek professional advice, and especially
advice from someone who truly cares, if there is that someone. Leave a comment here if you are
unsure – there are so many women reading here who are smarter than I and who can give you good
input.
If you are curious about what goes on your man’s head, and seeks to understand him, click here to
take our Understanding Men program.
Love,
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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High Powered Career, Trust, and Your Relationship with Men
July 13, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
As a graduate student with a double degree in Law and Arts, I perfectly understand the desire to keep
a well-earned career. It’s a woman’s birthright.
But what if you and I just asked each other why?
Why do we do the hard work and choose the high powered, kick-ass careers in the first place?
Well, the answer, based on our survival instinct – is to just make some damn money to survive.
And status.
But money. We need money to make a life for ourselves. Money is a good tool to have.
But what about when we’ve made enough money? What is it about then?
What if we have a well established career, and enough money in the bank? Why do we continue the
job then?
It could be because it’s the ‘thing to do’ – and we wouldn’t know what to do with our life if it wasn’t
our career.
It could be because of a need to gather more resources (money), because of a sense of duty to the
team, a sense of guilt, maybe because we fear what life might be like if we worked a little less,
because we’ve got children to provide for, etc. There’s lots of reasons to continue a high powered
career even when we’ve got enough money to last a while.
There’s nothing wrong with having a high powered position – it’s empowering for women.
The only problem comes when we work so hard so frequently and become so good at being able to
take care of everything in our life that men either don’t sense room for them. Our energy is so closed
from being stressed all the time that we can’t open emotionally.
Sometimes we are such experts at what we do that we also just put out an energy of ‘I only trust
myself’ and ‘I’ve got my own way’ – expecting it not to have a cost in our dating opportunities.
Well, as awesome as it is to have our own way, it has a cost.
Not just in the sense of costing us a relationship because it may not cost us the status of a
“relationship” at all.
It may just cost us the kind of men that we deeply want.
Because…

“Where are all the good men these days?”
We wonder “where are all the good men these days?”
And the answer is – they’re everywhere.
But the very fact that we’re even asking where they are can mean that our high powered position
sometimes causes a kind of closure in our bodies that stops committed, admirable, capable men from
finding us relationship material.
I didn’t say men wouldn’t be interested in sex or find you sexy – they still will, but I did say that the
closure our high powered careers can cause in our body can lead us to come across as the ‘one of
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many’ kind of woman over the ‘one and only’ kind of woman. This is why I made my FREE DVD
“Becoming His One & Only”. You can get your copy for FREE here: www.bhoodvd.com.
As a dominant, high value man – you want a woman who has the willingness to surrender to you –
you don’t want a woman who puts out her own directedness preferentially over your own – because it
leaves no vulnerability and no room for her to trust him.
This trust allows for him to be inspired to commit. It adds so much more value to him romantically
and for him to want to commit to you – than you having some walls up because you only trust
yourself.
No this isn’t about letting a man dominate you – and yet, it is, in some ways. And what is so wrong
with that – unless he has bad intentions for you?
If women won’t admit to wanting to be taken by a dominant man – they’ll just go and read 50 shades
of grey to experience their body’s true desire. Right?
So what does this mean?
It means that there’s a huge cost in our love life if we allow ourselves to put out blocked off and
closed off energy because good, sexy, dominant men don’t feel compelled to enter a relationship with
a woman who doesn’t feel willing to let herself melt into her emotions and sometimes, into his
masculine dominance and direction.
This is also what attraction is – this can be the beginnings of how we fall in love. We don’t realise it,
but a lot of women fall in love with the men who put out the signs that they are capable, intelligent
and resourceful.
If we put that energy out in the dating world – what do you think will happen??
That’s a serious question. I think it’s important for everyone to think about.
When we ‘become’ our high powered, dominant position – we spend less time in our relaxed, natural
sexual energy that is just waiting for a man to come and take us somewhere that we’ve never been
before.
Also…
Then there’s the issue of choosing our career to meet our human needs over choosing a relationship
to meet our needs. (investing in our career over relationship)
The career makes us feel worthy, and it is easier going to a career to feel worthy than it is going to a
man or relationship.
Ie: we go to our career to cement our illusion of ‘safety’ and ‘importance’ in this world. And hey, fair
enough – it feels more risky and scary to meet those needs in a relationship than it does in our career.
Because we truly have to invest ourselves emotionally, and take a risk, emotionally.
By the way, if you want to understand the truth about how to show up so men everywhere will fall
madly in love with you, here’s a beautiful article on that by my husband David, The Two Traits of
Women that Men Routinely Fall in Love With.

When our career meets our needs too well…
Essentially, if our career meets our needs so heavily – and we’re not willing to invest our needs in, or
invest vulnerably in a relationship with a man – we aren’t relationship material (from the man’s
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perspective), even if we do want a relationship, because there just isn’t a calling for a high value man.
There’s no room for him; therefore he doesn’t perceive value in entering a relationship and staying
committed.
Take the quiz on “Am I Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”

High powered career can equal trusting your own path in life more than a man’s
Let’s say you’re a CEO of a big company (well done girl!). You’re 36 years old – you’ve got things
down pat – you work 11 hours a day. You call the shots – people trust you people listen to you –
people come to you for advice.
What is happening here?
Well, you’re so good at what you do, and you do it so regularly, that it has become your identity.
So instead of equally identifying yourself with showing up as a freely vulnerable, open, feminine
woman; you’re potentially allowing the pointed “get things done, got things handled” energy in
yourself to become so well-practised that a man would see that immediately through your body –
because your body trains for CEO position every single day.
Nothing wrong with that.
But what if you want a high value, dominant man?!
What if you’re looking for a manly man?
You don’t want a second-rate man, you want a dominant one?

You don’t have to give up your career to have a dominant man
Well, all this does not require that you give up your career.
But what it does require is two things:
1. The awareness that your career is what your body does every day, and how you appear to men
is likely to be a woman with a strong ‘direction’ in your life. That means that the surrendered
feminine energy and loving affection a lot of dominant men are looking for is just not showing
up there in your body.
2. That if you don’t want to give up your career, you need to be willing to at least try to give up
your direction and open your body’s energy to be expressed – valuing his direction and
masculine strength for the sake of your relationship – even if he is not as intelligent as you are –
and even if his direction in life is not as strong as yours – all this for the sake of having a
beautiful relationship develop for you over time. For the sake of love. For the sake of having
masculine/feminine polarity.
And then there’s the thought that we need to know when to trust ourselves and when to open to
trusting a man.
This isn’t to encourage fear – it’s to encourage active thought about where to invest yourself. And to
not do something just because you’ve always done it.
Example: “Do I invest 80% in myself and my own strength and dominance? Because I know mine is
better than his? Or do I give up my dominance; my need for control in the relationship, and be willing
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to surrender to my feminine softness, to allow his intelligence and direction to grow in accuracy?”
This is the challenge for intelligent and driven women. A lot of men may not be as intelligent as you
are – and you may have to willingly open yourself to his lesser intelligence in certain areas in order
for him to come better.
No one is saying you should hide your intelligence – not at all. This is just to say that the ego in
insisting that you make him feel inferior or make it known that you are more intelligent or more
‘right’ means a big potential cost in his investment in you and the relationship. Because you’re not
open to his investment – at least it doesn’t look that way to him.

Why should I invest in a man?
A good man might try to solve your problems.
A very good man might try to open you beyond your walls.
A stellar man might, out of love and care for you, and for the polarity in your relationship; walk
straight through your ego and stand up and say ‘stop it. Here’s my d***’. And proceed to whack it
out. It takes a confident man to do that though – as you have to have the courage to see through the
things women say, and to acknowledge that women often just want to feel your strength of direction
and your masculine energy.
Sometimes (but not all the time); to get the stellar man/the high value man, we have to be patient and
love the men they are before that. A stellar man was a little boy once, too. And we’re all a bit stupid
before we’re smart.
If you have a man who is giving you early signs that he wants to make a relationship happen with
you, and he wants you to trust his goals and his path, and you still hide and refuse to open to his
direction and advice – instead choosing your own because you’re so used to doing everything ‘better’
than anyone else can do for you – that’s where we need to consider where to draw a line.
Surrender to the unpredictability of trusting him, or not?
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Be brave, or not?
The problem is not the career – it’s the way it keeps us practicing taking care of ourselves and only
ourselves, because we take charge too well every day at work.
This is a good skill to have. But it’s even better to access the flexibility to surrender to a man’s
direction – and for that to happen, we need to show through our body that we are soft and able to be
entered; that there’s room in our life.
“I want a man who understands my commitment to my work…”
The problem is that a lot of women run their personal life well – they have a high powered career,
they teach yoga as well, they maybe even have their own business, and their requirement for a
relationship is:
“I want someone who understands my commitment to my work.”
Which means: “I’m used to doing my own thing and I don’t feel safe enough to give it up for a man.”
That is essentially saying: I value what is safe, I value my own significance.
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It can also be saying… “I value what I’ve accumulated in my life more than I value a relationship.”
Certainly, no woman who says “I want someone who understands my commitment to my work.”
means to say that she values her career more than a relationship, but really, she kind of does.
Especially when men seem so unreliable; untrustworthy.
But isn’t it only fair to ourselves, that if we invest in a career, that we are also willing to invest
in a man?
“I choose us…”
Téa Leoni in the movie ‘The Family Man’, rushed to her boyfriend (Nicolas Cage) at the airport in an
attempt to stop him when he left for his career, saying: “I choose us.”

All this really is a sense of…
“I choose us.” VS “I choose me.”
Choosing ourselves (our own direction) out of fear encourages selfishness and separateness. To not
be vulnerable is fearful and often selfish.
Now, I don’t use the word selfish as if it’s a bad thing. It is not. It is just what it is. We are all selfish
in one way or another – it’s just that in the case of an intimate relationship, to hold back yourself and
to not offer yourself – that will kill any relationship potential quickly.
It really is as simple as understanding that choosing to have the illusion of safety and control in our
lives – by valuing our own path the most, or valuing our own closed off approach when he wants to
enter you and feel you totally bare emotionally as a woman – will cost you the dominant, high value
men.
Dominant men know they can find the most feminine, radiant, soft, ‘willing to trust’ women – so why
would they settle for a woman who shows any less trust, radiance and femininity?
By the way, feeling you totally emotionally bare is him wanting to see you. In other words, that’s
actually you, being you. Emotionally vulnerable is you, surrendering to you. That’s all this really is –
it’s melting into you – rather than living from this place of taking control.
It’s you, letting your man drive; letting him own your very soul.
It’s hard. Many of us prefer to try to go for approval over doing this.
If we don’t want second rate men, men who are too soft and gentle, and as women often call
“boring”, then for them to be attracted to us we need the willingness to surrender to our body’s
softness and be ready to be open, right now.
We can keep the awesome career – always.
We just can’t keep our habit of only thinking of ourselves and wonder where all the good men are.
And thinking of ourselves only includes choosing the separateness that often gets labelled “self
sufficiency” ie: trusting our own direction – because that robs a high value man of the very thing they
want with a woman – and it robs you of a commitment.

What is the very thing a high value man wants?
Your willingness to trust.
That is an unselfish thing to do – because it’s vulnerable. And because it requires feeling beyond
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ourselves.
Low value men have no interest in knowing you for you. They are only interested in getting
something out of you, and then moving on. Some men like to accumulate women in their life – and
they get bored of women quickly – I’m not suggesting that these men are safe for you to trust,
because I don’t think they are.
I am saying this so we may all hope to understand more of what high value men who want to be
present for us actually want.
What if you trust yourself more than him? What if you are better than him?
I understand, a lot of men today don’t have a core strength and sense that they’re going somewhere
meaningful. They can seem soft and boring.
They can also seem unsuccessful, and not driven.
Translation: women want resources – and soft men don’t give the impression that they have
resources.
And yet, if we don’t choose to trust a man – if we don’t choose today – to go out there and give the
man we’ve chosen a chance to ‘enter’ our soul – to enter us – and see who we really are – our
emotions and fears and vulnerability and all – there’s no passion or relationship, really.
Because there’s no meaning – a man might as well settle for casual sex with the women who are
willing. Why invest when there’s no gold to invest in? Why take the risk of being in a committed
relationship – and it is a risk for men; biologically it is very risky.
That’s one reason why women and men cheat on each other – because men aren’t getting the
woman’s surrendered trust and the woman isn’t getting her man showing himself as high value, as
dominant and ‘take no BS’ kind of guy.
These two things should ideally work together.

We MUST choose what to value in this life
We must choose what to value in this lifetime. If we choose selfishness (separateness over deep
connection), we will get poor quality of relationships. Regardless of how much money or opportunity
we have.
(I am not suggesting you should disregard yourself. Never! You need to feel your own emotions fully
and with presence. Else you can’t feel anybody else’s – you become insensitive.)
If we choose to be sensitive to ourselves as well as a man – it opens up a world of love and passion
and infinity.
Instead of saying: “You go do your thing and I’ll go do mine.” we say: “I feel in to where you want to
take us, and I’ll ride with you.”
We must have high standards for ourselves – we can’t choose to stay inside our little crab shell and
say ‘nah, you must be better than that in order for me to trust you!’
Instead, we must choose to say ‘I’m scared to trust you more than I trust myself, but let’s give this a
go. Here’s my hand – take it. Oh by the way, did I mention that I’m scared?”
It’s okay to admit that you’re scared. In fact, it got one of my clients married in 7 days. They were
engaged and the man was dragging his feet for a long time, not having the gumption to just up and
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marry her.
Again, choosing our career to meet our needs over being with a man or choosing our own direction is
a recipe for poor rewards in our relationships with men.
It’s a sacrifice that has to be made.
For example, I have my two children with me 24/7. And I love it! Only, there’s limited productivity. I
have their nap time to work. Aside from that, I have to try my best to get 5 minutes of uninterrupted
work sometimes. But if my 3 year old wants to sit next to me and say ‘mummy!’ every 10 seconds so
I can see him shoot a zombie, and every 10 seconds is not unusual, then do I ask him to stop? Or do I
choose to value my work time instead?
If I ask him to stop – that would be reasonable. But – that sacrifices my relationship with him, even
though it’s good for my productivity. But I choose him. I choose him, and I lose productivity. That’s
a choice. A conscious one.
I don’t have to choose him every time. After all, I have to get some work done!
So – the idea is that I’m well aware of the costs to my choices – and I better be. I’d rather not be at
the end of my life, realising I just went along with my habits, and didn’t choose consciously.
The powerful thing is that I’m not just a slave to my patterns; because I know that I have a choice and
I can perceive the costs of choosing work over watching him shoot an imaginary zombie. And vice
versa.
Now, a mother-son relationship is different to a woman/man relationship, but not much different. The
idea is still the same. You do whatever it takes to value the relationship; no matter the sacrifice.
Too many people value convenience over relationships these days. It is dangerous for our future – it
leaves us lonely.

Valuing convenience and separateness
Of course – men have to prove themselves too – and you shouldn’t give up what you’ve worked so
hard gaining for the wrong man.
This isn’t even about limiting our being selfish per se, it is about our drive to be separate from others
– valuing only what’s important in our own world, rather than being other-sensitive.
Doing separateness is almost always going to feel safer than doing ‘us’.
But being vulnerable would be going beyond self – and going into the realm of relationship.
How can we have a relationship when we are selfish, valuing closure and safety?
Even us who have the ‘in a relationship’ status aren’t in a real relationship if they practice mostly
selfishness.
So this isn’t me saying “you’re selfish when you choose a career”, it is me saying – do you choose
your ‘self’ only, or are you vulnerable and open enough that you will actually let yourself feel what
HE – a man needs – from you, in order to give you the beautiful committed relationship you’ve
always wanted – with a man who is dominant (manly) to top it off?
The great men are repelled by the women who say (in a closed off way) insist that “I’ve got my own
way in this life.” Not because they are threatened, as the feminist would have you believe – and not
always because they don’t want the best for you – but because they need to feel your trust.
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But how do you know when to put more eggs in the relationship basket than the career basket?
Well, the answer is to be willing to let yourself open to a man – and not blame him for not being
strong enough or evolved enough.
You have to ‘go first’ and offer a little trust.
It is like treating a new friend to lunch instead of insisting on splitting the bill or hoping ‘they’ will
pay – because you’ll learn a lot more about that new friend if you were to open and let them show
you if they value you enough to treat you to a meal next time, or even reciprocate you in other ways,
if they have no money.
You can only learn more through offering your own trust (vulnerability) – you can’t learn more by
blaming, remaining closed.
Offer trust first.
You value him; so even if his goals in life and manly strength isn’t “up to par”, you choose to value
‘us’ – you choose the relationship. You let him develop and give him an opening to become the man
you need, by showing him that you’re willing to be open to him.
A lot of women value the convenience of their own direction, because it’s safe; because it’s what
they’ve always done. And, I understand.
Plus, it’s easy to criticize men for not being dominant when we’re so good at dominance and
direction and decision making ourselves.
High price to pay though.
We pay for convenience with lifelong emptiness.
It’s quite possible, that when we open ourselves to showing that we’re willing to trust a man – that
with the fuel of our feminine energy/openness – he might very quickly become more dominant, and
more trustworthy than you ever imagined a man would be for you.
And if he doesn’t, you might try again.
If he’s still closed off – you are free to move on.
So…what do you value?

Remember how we got on to the career path…
A lot of us would rather invest in our career than in a relationship.
By invest, I mean, be vulnerable to a man – truly put our eggs in one man’s basket.
And how many women are in a high powered career 9-5 because love calls them to be? How many of
us do that because it’s our heart’s calling?
Some of us, yes. Not all of us.
More than likely, some people told us when we were young that it was the right thing to do – and to
not ‘depend on a man’.
Well, you don’t have to depend on a man. All this is about is a bit of openness and trust.
I feel that other people telling us to rely on ourselves has been an assault on a woman’s intuitive
messages.
It assaults her relationship with herself; and therefore it threatens her ability to have a relationship
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with a high value man because she’s been encouraged to value herself (her sense of emotional
security) only.
“Men can’t be relied upon. What will you do if he leaves you?”
Well, what will you do if you lose your job? That’s no more or less likely than losing a man. What if
you lose your life? That could happen in the next second, minute, hour, week, month or year.
So what then?
You gonna live as though every man will leave you?
We talk about men leaving us as if we have no influence in the matter – that’s another way of saying
“I’m so afraid that I will never invest a relationship or trust anyone other than myself.”
In FACT – I believe it’s not hard at all to have a man fall in love with you, and not want to leave you
– simply because it’s really not that hard to be the kind of woman that adds value to men. Once you
understand, you have incredible power – incredible options.
Relationship is everything.
Again – this isn’t me saying you shouldn’t work. Not at all – it’s me saying that it’s okay to invest in
a man – and to understand that putting so many eggs in the basket of career as if it will make
everything okay – is dangerous. It’s dangerous for our heart.
We need money to survive, but we need relationships to actually live.
I Choose ‘us’ as Téa Leoni said.
Have you heard of our program Understanding Men? Click here to learn more about this program.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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Check These 7 Things Before â€œThe Commitment Talkâ€•
Threatens Your Relationship
August 7, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020.
I was crying for an hour. I had assumed that enough years spent invested in my man would mean
he’d automatically propose marriage. I had fantasies that he would propose on his own without me
EVER mentioning marriage; because that would mean I was like, extra awesome.
Hah.
I didn’t yet realise that there’s ways to get a man to commit that are genuine. I thought I should just
go along in the relationship until he automatically proposed, in his own time. (Lol. I didn’t
understand then, that men’s relationship timeline and women’s relationship timeline are vastly
different).
So what was I to do? Well, I felt scared. I had to work this out on my own. Why hadn’t I thought
about it earlier? I had assumed marriage would just come, because he loves me.
He had told me that despite no engagement or marriage, that “no man could be more committed to
you than I am.”
See, when we are in a fearful state; women always wonder…what if? What if he leaves? What if he
abandons us? Especially if I trust him completely and I even have his children…
We all have these fears.
I have always been in love with this man, which is one reason why it was easy to spend many years
with him without engagement or marriage.
And I now understand that a man has to feel your need for commitment or marriage in a genuine
way. They don’t always know that we want it. They don’t KNOW until they see and FEEL us
wanting it. And this is not manipulative unless you are manipulative. It’s simply called adding value
to his life. And adding the value that he perceives as value.
Fast forward and we’ve been married now for several years. And yet, speaking with many women
from every corner of the world, having going through the commitment process myself with my
husband, has taught me that “the relationship talk” backfires on a woman; unless she has added a lot
of value first.
Adding value includes things like: establishing trust, creating moments and memories, vulnerability,
creating Connection and Attraction.

Why “the talk” backfires on us and pushes men away
The “talk” about “where this relationship is going” is risky for a woman to try unless she’s thought
carefully first.
If commitment was already there, and we felt his commitment, then the talk would happen less. So if
we decide to use the commitment talk; what exactly do we risk?
We risk these TWO things:
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1. Taking value before he is ready to give it
2. Trying to make an emotional process logical.
And commitment to a relationship – but especially true devotion from a man, is emotional. It’s not
logical.
I’m always surprised when I hear women say that men commit to a relationship with you due to
logic. They obviously haven’t researched this enough. NO. Men aren’t logical when they emotionally
commit to you for life. It is purely emotional. In fact, women are the ones who are the more
pragmatic ones when it comes to settling down and choosing a mate (said the anthropologist and
researcher, Helen Fisher).
About risk number 2). Commitment; but especially devotional commitment that is real and not just
because a man has no better option; is emotional for a man. And by default, men resist commitment
unless/until he’s forced to commit due to obligation (which just feels awful for any human), or the
woman is showing up as the right woman – the one and only kind of woman who is naturally
amazing at alleviating his fears that it overrides his commitment resistance.
Whether a man feels compelled and excited to commit to you or not – that is mostly about the value
of a woman. Is she generous at heart? Is she emotionally generous? Or does she just try to ‘take’.
Emotionally take, that is.
Sometimes we want commitment when we aren’t wanting to show vulnerability or make a real
investment in a man. And investment would mean being fully vulnerable to our man. It wouldn’t
mean rotational dating or engaging in ridiculous dating rules like the 80/20 rule of contacting a man.
You know….men have fears too. So many of us are far too resentful about men to ever want to
acknowledge, appreciate and understand this. Our years of pent up anger and hurt render us literally
incapable of holding space for men’s fear and feelings.
And as a woman it’s all too easy to expect things of a nature that we don’t realise are actually taking
a lot of value from a man. Like talking about emotions all day long, for example. Sitting and talking
about emotions, etc, don’t generally add a lot of value to a man unless we’ve already added a lot of
value first, or unless he’s in love with you.
Are you dating a commitment friendly man? Take the quiz here.
And men try to take from us, too. Some men assume that by existing; they are entitled to certain
things from a woman. They want things in return too fast (like sex) – without realising that they were
never attuned to the woman’s feelings in the first place. Sometimes, men think a woman likes them,
even though he was just a ‘mean time’ man for her.
We all get stuck in these situations because we’re not present enough with our day to day moments.
We have to be present – otherwise we end up having the ‘where is this relationship going?’ talk, and
try to ‘get’ a commitment through talking and convincing, when you can never convince/talk a man
into falling in love with you or devoting himself to you.
You just can’t.
But there’s more to it.
The reason why “the talk” doesn’t work is mainly because of the factors that motivate us to actually
have the talk in the first place.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
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Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

What are the things that make us have the talk?
Why are we motivated to sit down and have the “where is this relationship going” talk? Three main
reasons (we aren’t all motivated by all of these reasons at the same time)…
1. We feel we’ve spent long enough committed to him that inside of our feminine way of seeing
the world, we feel that we deserve his commitment in return. This may be true; we may have
spent more than long enough committed to a man that we technically deserve his lifelong
commitment – however, what if the problem isn’t that he doesn’t want to commit, it’s that we
were always the ‘one of many’ woman in his life form the start?
You see, unless you’re the one and ONLY woman to him – he will just give you barely enough
just to keep you around. That’s what happens when you are placed in the ‘one of many’
woman basket.So, no matter how entitled we feel to a commitment, in this situation, the only
way we will get it is through force or through appealing to his obligations in life. Not because
we are his one and only. (If you haven’t got my program “Becoming His One and Only: 5
Secrets to Have Any Man Fall in Love With You & BEG You to be His one & Only, go here:
www.bhoodvd.com.)
2. Second reason we are motivated to have “the talk”: we have bottled up needs and emotions
from past moments in the relationship that we pushed down to be “nice”, or because we were
trying to present our best selves, in the hope that he would like us and commit more.That’s
potentially a lot of unexpressed emotion that you haven’t had the privilege of expressing to him
(and finding out whether he’s willing to be there for you).That’s also a lot of unexpressed
emotion that HE hasn’t seen and therefore had the privilege of deciding whether he will be
present for you.And that unexpressed emotion always, always comes back out, usually in ways
that strip value from ourselves and others (like having the talk!). Biologically you can’t block
out emotions.
3. We are and have been un-attuned to ourselves and to him. So we don’t actually know how he
feels inside, and how things are from his perspective. Which we would know if we put
ourselves in his body or were present in the moment with him regularly.Though we usually
have no ‘bad’ intent by having”the talk”, sometimes it does comes out of the blue from a man’s
perspective and from his relationship timeline, and it stems from a past of non attunement to
our partner.
Instead of being present (because we’ve had past trauma that leads us to not want to do this); we
approach the relationship in ways that don’t include him and create far more distance than
connection.
We stay in our own world of emotional safety and instant gratification. This is problematic because it
doesn’t allow us to assess the situation properly, and it doesn’t allow us to see, hear and feel him and
where he is truly at.
Often, a man hasn’t been ready to commit to us for a very long time – and won’t be for a while, but
we ignore it, hoping to take value from him (keep him around) and be sexy and good enough that it
will ‘make’ him commit. Again, this is about ourselves, not about the relationship and not about
understanding him. It’s kind of like just being in our own little world, unaware of where h’s at!
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Would you want to have crazy un-abandoned sex with a man because he said it’s time you guys did
so?
No. Right?
Like, WTF?
For you to have that kind of sex; and to trust him with your total bodily openness that men generally
want; you have to feel ready. He can’t just ‘talk’ you into it. That makes you do it out of obligation.
And though doing things out of obligation can make you feel accomplished and worthy, it’s never
from a place of emotional freedom.

Sitting down and having a “talk” about where the relationship is going takes value
Now, I know that some women are going to feel like I’m putting all of the responsibility on the
woman’s shoulder for driving the relationship.
It may feel that way to you, and I wouldn’t blame you for feeling that way. However, what’s the
alternative to taking responsibility for your relationship? Blame him and try to make him take more
responsibility by verbally stating that he should take the responsibility (before the relationship has
even escalated to that point)? Thereby wasting MORE of your own precious time?
Or would the better alternative be to try something new, take responsibility for adding value first, so
that you get to find out faster if you should walk away, or stay?
That’s up to you. I don’t suggest you to ‘add value’ first so that you can tire yourself out – I suggest it
because it’s actually the smartest way to figure things out, protect yourself and get to know who a
man really is.
You see, sitting down and having a “talk” about where the relationship is going absolutely takes
value from a man.
UNLESS – we’ve already proven we are the right woman, and we’ve added a lot of value to his life –
THEN he can handle the talk a lot better, because he won’t be feeling a if it’s out of the blue, or feel
unsafe or fearful; and he may not be incredulous which men can be when women try to ‘expect’
commitment where the relationship hasn’t escalated to that point.
Now, of course, there are low value, toxic men who blame women for everything and who take zero
responsibility for their role in your life. I understand that. However, those relationships were usually
never good to begin with (minus a short period of simple excitement in the initial 3 months, that
completely wears off and never comes back again).
Let’s figure out why the commitment ‘talk’ can actually backfire on you.
I am about to generalise. But it’s important to kickstart our understanding.
Women fear abandonment from men. We fear men abandoning us – mainly emotionally, but we also
fear him having sex with other women which is a type of abandonment.
We want to keep a man closely tied to us; and we want his resources spent on us. We’re gold diggers,
sure, that’s ONE part of us as female humans. On some level we all are gold diggers, but on another
level, we’re simply feminine souls who desire and require a lot of emotional attachment and
emotional commitment from one man. Because if women weren’t like this – we’d be doing a bad
thing for the future of the species.
Just think – most of a woman’s calories actually go toward maintaining her reproductive system. Her
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ovulation, her menstruation – and all the subtle differences in female behaviour during her cycle.
To carry a pregnancy and to have a baby and raise it is a task that requires more calories than you can
fathom. Our bodies come equipped with this intelligence that surfaces in our behaviour – whether we
want kids or not.
There are women who never want children and they still fear abandonment and try to get a man to
commit! True?
But get this – for a man who is high value, resourceful and successful; to maintain you maintaining
the pregnancy and accessing the calories for bearing and raising the kids – is even more calories
spent than you. If he emotionally commits, everything else has to come second, and most or all of his
caloric energy will go towards providing.
So, if you ever wonder why men have commitment resistance, this is one major reason: they take
commitment seriously. It HAS to be to the right woman. And the right woman is never the woman
who takes far more value than she ever adds. (The same is true for women right: what woman wants
a leech of a man?)

Our fear of abandonment leads us to having the talk
Our fear of abandonment leads us to having the talk. Sure, there’s other reasons we ask “where is this
relationship going”. Like, oh, because we’ve invested so much time and energy in a man already; and
we rightfully want to know if he is willing or open to returning our commitment to him in the form of
his commitment.
Really – a lot of this should be certain from quite early on in a relationship. Here are 10 Signs of A
Commitment Phobic Man.
If a woman is attuned to a man and he is attuned to her, then ideally, she should have been able to
feel whether he was interested in committing to her long-term perhaps a few months into the
relationship.
Unfortunately, a lot of women don’t know. It’s not easy to know. And it’s never your fault for not
knowing. All we can do in this life is learn as we go; and try to do better. That’s all that matters.
When we didn’t check in with ourselves to feel whether he was committed or not, a woman can end
up having to get ugly and push a man for a commitment, because:
She wasn’t aware of where HE is at, and she wasn’t giving him moment by moment feedback for his
actions; and she held back her responsiveness out of a lack of trust for him, or out of fear; or
She forced a relationship with a man who was never interested in committing his resources to her in
the first place, because she was his ‘one of many’. Sometimes we sit in denial and ‘hope’ that man
will eventually commit and that we’ll be the one he’ll finally settle down for.
A very normal and innocent mistake!! Yet it’s a massive waste of time and it gives away sexual and
emotional resources to the wrong man. But that’s okay…it’s just how it works sometimes.
About number 1 again). Remember, commitment is gradual. There are no short-cuts like leaning back
or rotational dating to try to manufacture a scenario where he will be inspired to ask for exclusivity
(when perhaps you never cared to showcase your intrinsic value in the first place).
Your high value vulnerability and mutual responsiveness between yourself and a man inspires that
gradual commitment. Your responsiveness and mutual hyper-attunement to each other escalates his
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investment in you. Without hyper attunement or mutual responsiveness between you both… all you
have is an empty relationship going nowhere.
So, rather than taking short-cuts, or following silly rules, firstly appreciate the value of attunement in
your relationship with a man from the start.
You can also learn how to fast track his investment in you right here.

Commitment never arises from “the talk” – true commitment is a gradual
deepening of a man’s investment in you
A man’s increasing commitment is built moment by moment.
And most of us have learned to basically shun a man’s commitment.
In fact, I’ll say it again. Most of us have learned to shun a man’s commitment. Translation: we have
learned to avoid giving our responsiveness because responsiveness makes us vulnerable.
Unfortunately, it is our vulnerability that ultimately invites or un-invites his commitment. In fact, if
you’d like to learn more about the one specific emotional trigger within every single man in this
world that inspires him to WANT to commit to ONE woman, take care of her and ONLY her, then I
have something for you right here.
Men commit more when we’re vulnerable – OR they don’t. What that means is – your vulnerability
shows you his intent.
However, “controlling” your emotions is the very last thing that would make her high value for a
committed relationship, because even though you should never use your emotions to abuse a man – it
IS the moment by moment vulnerable feeling that makes us real, and trustworthy.
If a woman holds everything in – she signals that she is fake. Not to mention – there’s literally
nothing to commit to, because it seems to a man like he is not needed. And he will go elsewhere to be
needed!
If you want to understand the distinction between being actually vulnerable and being needy, check
out my article on How to be Vulnerable Without Being NEEDY.

Men need a reason to commit.
Men need a reason to commit.
Just like the saying “Women need a reason to have sex, men just need a place.”
We need a reason to have sex, men just need a place.
That “reason” to have sex is not a logical reason. I don’t mean to say that you have to give him a
reason to commit. That “reason” to commit is who you are, and how high value you show up.
Generally, men and women are inherently motivated by different things in relationships.
We are all unique, sure, but remember, I am generalising for the sake of understanding.
There are many people in the world who have become so resentful that they have turned to calling
themselves ’empowered’ because they don’t want the difficulty of this.
Women demand that men should meet their standards.
And, understandably so. We want fairness and equality because life is inherently unfair and unequal.
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Especially when it comes to finding a mate.
So, we have a few bad experiences with men who don’t commit to us or treat us badly, and the pain
gets too much, and emotions stack up – one upon the other until it turns in to resentment and we try
to take what we can from a world that owes us absolutely nothing.
instead of calling that resentment and hurt for what it is (resentment and hurt), we turn into entitled
creatures who demand that men be the givers in relationships and call ourselves strong and
empowered.
We say: “men should put effort into the relationship too!”
Well, yeah, I agree that they should. But if we aren’t the right woman for him, then why SHOULD
he? If we were the one of many from the start, then what motivation would he have to commit more
emotionally? The only motivator would be obligation, and that’s never what we want as women.
Women never want a man to commit to her out of obligation (it never feels right inside) unless she
feels very desperate and it is her very last opportunity to get a commitment and perhaps start a family.
See, it’s not that men simply decide not to commit one day. It’s that if there isn’t enough inspiration
to do so from the beginning – he won’t.
It’s no different than men saying: “WOMEN should initiate sex and be all over ME wanting to grind
and suck my dick all the time; just like I feel so randy towards her.”
….Well then!
If a man isn’t showing up with value, then why on earth is he entitled to sex? Just because?
Actually, why is he even entitled to a woman being open to having sex with him, and wanting to
consume him with total lust and wantonness?
You know ‘dick pics’? You’ve seen women posting on social media about how unacceptable ‘dick
pics’ are; haven’t you?
Well, women generally aren’t turned on by them. I don’t want to make it wrong if someone here IS
turned on by them; because sure, in a small number of cases, like if a man is super high value and she
is in love with a man, then a dick pic might actually turn her on…but mostly, it is low value
behaviour unless the attraction and connection is already established.
So, here’s the good news: it’s not that hard to inspire men to commit. At all.

It’s not hard to inspire men to commit
Once we’ve accepted that men devote themselves when they are inspired to rather than obligated to,
we can be free to move on to the next part.
I will admit that it is not easy to admit that men commit when they are inspired to. Because we only
have so much time in this life; we don’t have forever as women!
But it’s okay to be angry about this. It’s okay to be angry about him, about her, about this jerk or that
jerk. it’s good to get angry, because when that’s over and done with, we can finally move on and add
value to the right man, rather than be so emotionally guarded from love and show up low value for
the commitment-minded men.
We have to realise that for a man to be inspired to a commitment, means he is committing to a
relationship, and if a woman is not real, then what value can there be for him to commit to?
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A woman either invites further connection and invites a man to come in deeper through her own
realness and aliveness, OR she tolerates a man being at arm’s length until something shifts in either
one of them.
The rule of relationship, true relationship, is vulnerability. It’s being real. Because this sense of
realness or vulnerability is special and it is required for a genuine connection to develop.
You just can’t get around this.
And by the way – marriage is not commitment. Marriage is marriage.
A man could actually never marry a woman and still be totally devoted to her.
I know it’s hard to accept this. But it’s true. A man’s level of commitment doesn’t have to be shown
through marriage; although marriage is a lovely outward sign. It is also a lovely feeling for a woman.
Some married men are the least committed. Why? You would know the answer by now, because
you’ve read up to this point (I hope) – because these men committed out of obligation rather than
having fallen in love and found their one and only.

What is responsiveness anyway?
What is responsiveness?
Well, here’s the thing. Responsiveness is actually a form of value. And when you give this value, it
ups your value as a mating partner.
Example.
Let’s say you wanted help with taking your bed apart at home. You ask a man for his help. Most
women are polite enough and say a ‘thank you’ after he’s helped.
Some women, the ones with the least value to offer, avoid eye contact, and don’t say anything at all
in return for his help.
A higher value woman would give him ultimate generous feedback for his help – with a resounding
‘thanks so much!’
And what’s even better?
Saying something like…”oh my gosh, how awesome is the result of you taking apart the bed? I love
[insert current state of the bed/room here] how it is now!”
This is emotional generosity – something not born of fear.
Responsiveness is about not hiding yourself in order to hoard future attention, certainty and
resources. That’s what women do. They withhold responsiveness to try to secure and prolong a man’s
attention on them.
There’s no need! You have all the attention and love in the world.

What if a man really doesn’t want to put work into the relationship? I don’t want
to have to do all the work!
You don’t want to have to do all the work, I know. Nobody does. Ideally, we’d be surrounded by
inspiring men who want to take the first step and inspire us out of our poor-woman mentality and into
a generous mentality. Right?
No way. Because then we’d never get the growth that comes from being generous.
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We can’t hide away from adversity forever.
And always remember, relationship is the domain of the feminine. Most men don’t grow up so
heavily focused on romance and relationships, and with discussing it for hours with friends…it’s not
in their masculine interest to do so. At least it doesn’t feel to them like it is!
If you want the truth as to why men don’t put more “effort” into the relationship, I have an answer for
you here: Why Men Don’t Put More Effort Into The Relationship?
So the question is…
What if a man doesn’t want to care about the relationship?
Well, you’ll learn if he truly doesn’t by being generous first.
Generosity is a better way to find out about him than resenting. Emotional generosity inspires.
Resentment repels.
Go first. Be responsive. Share yourself. You don’t have to be a pleaser – you just have to check in
with yourself to see if you are holding back yourself, or your gifts out of fear.
If you’re generous and persistent and courageous, you’ll see in time if a man really is uninterested in
the relationship; if he really set on choosing lazy.
And by then, you would have built up so much high value within yourself that you’ll have the guts to
leave; because you’ll just know, that with the value you have to offer, you have all the options in the
world.
So, go for it.
And, before you leave, here are the things to check before you “have the commitment talk”!

Before you ask for commitment, check these 7 things…
1. Does HE (not you) – does HE trust you not to give your energy and openness to other men?
2. Do YOU trust him? If you don’t trust him, then asking for his commitment is ridiculous;
because he needs to feel your trust in order to trust you. And I’m not referring to trusting him
not to cheat on you. I mean does he trust you to stay open to him and not go put your eggs in
some other man’s basket? Or even use food instead of having a relationship with him?
3. Have you ever felt his devotion or commitment? If yes, then you need to consider whether he
may just not be ready to go the full engagement and marriage; and when the time is right; he
will. If you’ve never felt his devotion or commitment in any moment in the past; then what is it
that you’re really looking for? Why do you want a commitment with him? This could be a
troublesome sign that you will get yourself in to a bad situation in this relationship; and
possibly in future relationships too. Why do you want to force it from him if he was never
committed in any other moment?
4. Does he truly care about you; and do you feel that he truly cares about you?
5. Does he have baggage from the past, from being with women who just took him for everything
he has? If he does, then you may have a higher level of commitment resistance to work with
and get over before asking for commitment.
6. Do you give first? Do you truly know what he needs, or are you zoned in to your own wants;
and insensitive to his?
7. Do you guys have Attraction and Connection (the two things that make a relationship amazing)
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at least a level 7 out of 10 between you? That’s 7 out of 10 minimum. If not, then establishing a
connection and trust and attraction makes much more sense before asking for commitment.
Never forget, if you want to be the woman men easily commit to, we have a very special place where
we walk you through everything you need to know to get there. We’ll take good care of you in our
member’s area.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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Dancing Naked, Slut Shaming, and Shit Sex…
September 1, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
She barged into my room without knocking. What were you doing?! She said. She crossed her arms
and looked me up and down. Then her mouth moved up in the shape of a smirk. ‘Ahh, you were
dancing. Don’t think I don’t know exactly what you were doing.” I looked downwards, the 17 year
old me, knowing my mother would never approve of me dancing. I was even looking at myself in the
mirror.
Worse. I was enjoying dancing and looking at myself in the mirror.
Take the quiz on How Feminine Am I Actually? Click here.
“Get that towel off your head!” she yelled. Only sluts wear towels on their head. “What?” I asked.
“I’m wearing a towel around my hair to dry it.” I said. “Take it off immediately. You’re not allowed
to act like a slut in my house.”
“I said you’re not allowed to tie that towel around your head. Ever. Again.”
This sums up a lot of my teenage years with my mother. This was a long time ago. Don’t worry, my
mother and I love each other very much despite our issues.
Yet, you can have a guess, my mum had many ways to ensure I feared the act of being totally
sexually alive, I did what I thought was being a “good girl” to avoid hurting my mother. Who doesn’t
want to be a good daughter, right? Well, I did, anyways.
That sounds all okay – but “good girl” me really was just a closed person, dulling my own wildness
in case I did something wrong.
So, when my husband and I fell in love, the good girl restriction melted away, and made way for all
the wonderful hormones of falling in love and meeting the man I am meant to be with.
Until…
A while after my husband and I first hit it off, I started clamming up at the thought of sex. The old
fears about not being “good” came out.
This is many years ago now, but I remember it like it was yesterday. We had an argument about
something I can’t even remember…but during that argument, in anger, I said something like “what
do you want from me. You only want sex from me. You don’t love me!” And he said back in
frustration: ‘No way, you don’t understand, sex with you is shit!!”
Well, ouch.
Now, just in case you mis-understand us, I’ll confirm…my husband wasn’t being abusive in any way.
He also wasn’t condemning all the sex we’d ever had, it was just his expression in that moment. He
was telling the truth of how he felt at that moment, in response to my accusation that he only wanted
me for sex (because that’s what my mother always told me about men, too). And you know what they
say…”the truth hurts.”
Let’s be honest here…
Women dull their sexuality for other women who are threatened by them. Threatened by sex.
They also dull their sexuality to avoid being hurt, or raped by men. But we can also dull our radiance,
our aliveness and sexuality for other women.
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That is horrible. Because we can’t live like that! We sacrifice ourselves so that others don’t have to
feel the truth. It’s our responsibility, and ours only, to ensure that we live a full life, and I truly
believe we must do this, otherwise, we grow old, and our bodies know we pushed down important
parts of ourselves that have been screaming to be let out, so we become resentful, and fearful of
death.
And yet…
Sometimes women just can’t let themselves surrender to their emotions, and connect with their innate
feminine personalities, and be sexually open to themselves, and be sexually open in a devotional,
sacred way, to a man they trust.
Having sex is not being sexually open. And being sexually open doesn’t mean having sex. Sexual
openness involves (among other things) an aliveness and bodily awareness, and it’s about moving
energy through the body.
It’s hard to let ourselves do that when we fear our own emotions; which is fearing ourselves.
I’ve heard young girls call their friends sluts for borrowing another male student’s jumper.
Anything goes with women when we’re threatened.
Recently, myself and an acquaintance of mine (who I will call Fi) were talking about our high school
days and she told me about how the girls were sleeping around in high school, and she had one steady
boyfriend, whom she hadn’t slept with yet.
And Fi’s girlfriends always felt less attractive than her. So they would call her a ‘slut’ (serious) for no
reason. Fi said to me…”what was all that about anyway…I used to think about it and wonder….is it
just because I’m better looking than them, that they call me a slut?’
We’re competitive with one another, for many reasons.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
And for those of us who are sensitive creatures, who are naturally quite light feminine in energy, and
who want friends, who want to be true and loyal, who want to stay close with other women, we can
dull ourselves for the sake of not making other women feel bad.
And we all know somewhere inside of us that women who are unafraid, who are not asking for
permission, are inspiring, but sometimes threatening.
These women are a reflection of who all of us truly are: unapologetically ourselves. But a lot of us
don’t allow that experience in us because other people have attempted to desensitise us to ourselves,
and we also actively try to dull our own sensitivity to ourselves for the larger societal acceptance.
This is one reason why we’re not as proud of our feminine anymore. We’re all about dulling
ourselves, desensitising and being disconnected, being successful, being independent, and using
makeup and clothing and selfies (attention) to try to feel beautiful when feeling beautiful comes from
moving energy through our bodies.
You know what I’m talking about, right?
Feeling beautiful is just that: a feeling.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
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FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

Naked dancing for connection to ourselves and sexual openness
And here is the crux of it: if you can’t dance naked feeling, caressing (whatever word you wish to
use) your breasts and vagina, loving them deeply, enjoying the skin on skin contact whilst feeling all
that has been waiting to feel – then perhaps you’re not feeling as sexually attractive as you could be.
Perhaps you’re not feeling as open as you could be.
Perhaps you’re not feeling as free as you could be.
And you’re surely not letting yourself be sensitive to your body’s feedback – which is essential for
being able to gauge a man’s intentions. As a rule, the less sensitive you are in your body, the less
sensitive you’ll be to how others treat you; and perhaps to a man’s actions. And the more bad stuff
you might tolerate because you don’t let yourself FEEL it.
And what I’ve noticed is that when we don’t feel attractive…
When we perhaps use make up as a way to hide things…
When we hide from what actually makes a woman feel attractive (like allowing energy to travel
freely through your body, making you alive), we become resentful.
It’s not healthy to pretend we don’t need to feel attractive. Sure, not everyone will think I’m
attractive, but I should definitely have the capacity to feel attractive.
Why? Because it makes a woman feel alive. And confident.
Imagine not allowing ourselves this experience…what would happen as we get older? We get rigid
and resentful and angry. And we feel more and more threatened by other women, even hating them
for having what we reject in ourselves.
So, go…
Connect with yourself. Let yourself feel yourself. And always, stop if it is all becoming too much for
your nervous system and you feel unsafe. The key is to go to a safe place and let yourself be free,
where nobody can hurt you.
Dance all of you out…let the happiness flood every twinkling star in your extremities, let the hurt be
felt, let the sensitivity you have be felt.
This is what it means to be you. I don’t care how you currently feel about your figure, whether you
feel good, horrible, or okay.

Feel your breasts and your thighs…
You go and put some music on – some earthy music (whatever that means), and get naked and dance.
Feel your breasts, feel how incredible they are.
Feel your thighs, where there’s all this feminine energy. Feel how wonderful they are for keeping you
standing, for holding you up, for letting you stand tall.
Feel your vagina, feel how it opens to the world when it’s safe and trusting; feel how it wants to open
and let in only a man who is truly worth it; who is an actual trustable man.
Feel how it knows when to close…feel how it knows when it needs more time to trust a man, more
talk, more trust. Feel how it yearns for more passion and aliveness and more masculine energy.
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Never reduce your vagina to the task of sleeping with a man that you don’t trust, or hate. A lot of
women do this as a way to try to be enough. But that’s not a good idea.
And, never do sex for the sake of keeping a man around. The resistance you feel to sex is real, and
there for a reason.
Dance.
Dance some more, do it naked. Do it song after song, after song. Feeling yourself with your hands
and with your emotions…becoming more alive and more of you, touching the parts of you that make
you feel a woman. Feel love flowing through your hands and fingers as you give your breasts and
vagina the love and devotion they deserve.
They are working hard for you.
And, remind them that you love them. They are part of what makes you vulnerable, and they are also
part of what makes you strong.
As you dance, let the tears flow if they need to, and allow yourself to feel all of you, exactly what you
are:

BEAUTIFUL.
Do you know what attracts a man? Click here to learn the 17 Attraction Triggers.
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated!
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7 Burning Signs a Man is Being Low Value
October 26, 2016 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
It might seem arrogant to deem someone as having low value, or low mate value. And, it’s not easy
to be the ‘mean’ girl, sitting there, evaluating a man’s mate value.
Click here to take the quiz “Are you Dating a Commitment Friendly Man?”
By mate value, I mean the signs that show a man’s overall value as a romantic partner. It also refers
to his potential reproductive success. For example, a strong, healthy and confident man would most
likely have more reproductive success than an unhealthy, lazy, unconfident man.
I know it seems unfair. But without me even saying it, we all make many (not all) decisions to be
romantically involved with, or even be friends with day to day, based on how much value that person
presents.
It happens everywhere around the world. And the best thing about it is that mate value can be
influenced within ourselves. Our mate value can go up or down, if we want it to, and so can a man’s.
And women owe it to ourselves, to evolution, and to other women around her, watching her as an
example, to choose good men. To help you choose a good man, here’s an article I wrote 10 Telltale
Signs He is A Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine Alpha Male.
No need to feel guilty about judging a man’s mate value…
Forget feeling guilty about it. Men evaluate women harshly too – and men understand naturally, that
when they invest in a mate (ie: commitment), that she better be freaking good.
This is not our choice. It’s what we naturally want, when we date: High value for our investment. A
good catch, basically.
No man wants to willingly put his emotions, money, time, energy, resources into a woman who wants
to show up low value. (By the way, there are exactly 7 signs a woman is Low Value in the eyes of
men. Do you know what they are? Find out here).
And, women don’t want to invest their time, energy, money, resources and emotions in a man who
shows up low value.
The world isn’t always kind. And that’s okay.
It’s okay to talk about mate value, and it’s okay to learn about what makes a human male or female,
high mate value.
And, especially when just dating, you are always evaluating a man for his value to you anyway – in
the world of love, this is a harsh truth that we cannot escape.
We don’t want someone with low mate value, only because it doesn’t serve us – and it doesn’t serve
the future generation.
The author Joe Quirk says something about women, along the lines of.. remember every time you
choose a deadbeat you are influencing the future generation – not only in terms of your children, but
you’re telling evolution that it’s okay to keep producing deadbeats, because women will take them.
Men evolve traits because women like it that way. Take the penis for example. It evolved to become
larger because women picked men with larger penises.
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So while you come with inbuilt ‘low mate value receptors’, it also helps to gain knowledge and
skills in the process of evaluating a man.
Now, every woman has different preferences. While one woman might want the leading males of the
social group, others want a more submissive, softer male. Either is appealing to different women for
different reasons.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
What if you don’t feel deserving of the highest mate value men?
For some women, they don’t feel like they are deserving of the type of man they truly want, so they
pretend they don’t want him.
This post is here to hopefully help you make an authentic decision about what your body truly wants
in a man. It’s to say…hey, it’s okay to hold yourself as high value and not say: “I’ll take any man.
Beggars can’t be choosers.”
Don’t forget that I’m just one woman writing this, and it is influenced by my own worldview and my
research even if I try my best to be objective, so always be open to thinking critically for yourself and
your future.

Which man? The most important decision you’ll ever make…
Which man you choose is the most important decision you’ll ever make. And that is for the quality of
your life!
It will influence your future health and happiness, and consequently, the future health and happiness
of all your family and friends.
Disclaimer: a man can exhibit one or two of these signs and still be high value mate. Sometimes, he
has a bad day or a bad period in his life. However, if a man continually exhibits two or more of these
signs, then it could indicate a chronic problem of being low value.
At the end of the day, don’t force a relationship for the sake of it, when you know in your body that
you don’t trust him. If you chronically don’t trust him, chances are, other women won’t either.

Here are the 7 Burning Signs a man is being Low Value
1: He can’t tolerate you saying ‘no’.
Now, to be clear: it requires a good woman, who is not in a fearful state, to interpret properly;
whether he truly cannot tolerate your ‘no’.
What I mean is, sometimes, we mistake a man’s intentions – and this is the rule for all women, not
the exception, because you think with your woman’s worldview, and you see the world differently,
acting from a different place than your man would.
This means that you unintentionally put your own meaning upon a man’s actions, and this is an
entirely normal, human thing to do. And you could have been doing this throughout all your dating
experiences, not realising that there are consequences to grossly misinterpreting men’s intentions.
This is why smart women seek to appreciate and understand men first. Also, learn more about what
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men want from you here.
So how do you really know if he can tolerate your ‘no’ or not?
First of all, tell him ‘no’ whilst being totally connected to him. Don’t do it for the sake of seeming
higher value.
As a woman, it’s easy to interpret a man’s response as not being able to tolerate her ‘no’, when we
are, in that particular moment, fearful or afraid of truly connecting with him or even just judgmental.
In effect, we think he can’t tolerate it, but we pulled away from him emotionally before we could
even have a chance to truly feel whether he is willing to accept our ‘no’.
So, what I’m saying is this: provided you are totally present with a man, and he is totally present with
you – and you haven’t pulled away from connection or eye contact, and he also hasn’t pulled away
from connection in that moment with you – if you say ‘no’ to being touched or grabbed, or say no to
anything else, and he just gets angry at you for not giving him what he wants, then you can be pretty
sure he’s being low value.
If, in response to you exerting your boundaries, or saying ‘no’; he wants to bring you down for it, and
can’t engage lovingly and playfully with you, or even laugh in enjoyment with you when you say
‘no’, then he might well have low mate value.
A self contained, great man will enjoy women saying no to him. It’s fun. It’s push and pull. It’s a
feeling of like ‘finally, a woman who can push back!’
A man who feels like this is his last chance on earth ever to get some pussy might be more likely to
get all upset or angry at you for saying no. Or, even call you names like ‘frigid’ for saying no.
Here are 6 Behaviours You Should Never Tolerate in A Man.

2: He puts you down.
It’s not only silly people like me who say this – scientists say it too. Putting a woman down is an
insecure, low value man’s way of trying to keep her chained to him; reducing her self esteem;
making her feel like her ‘other options’ in men out there are limited.
The smaller a woman feels, the better for a man acting small. The more a man can make a woman
doubt herself, the more likely a small man can make his woman small and close to home, too.
And boom! He’s secured his reproductive future. As I said, it’s not just me, some of the world’s most
powerful researchers have discovered this by studying humans in the dating market.
Women can get stuck in this situation where a man is often trying to beat down her self esteem
because (in general), we tend towards feeling guilty more than men do – and some men sense this
about women and can play on it.
Click here to take the quiz on “How Feminine Am I Actually?”
They keep you “hooked” in to relationship with them by inducing guilt in you. Don’t play that game.
Instead, poke him in the eye and run.
I’m kidding. Just run.
What’s bad about this trait of low value in men is not necessarily that the man has this trait – it’s the
fact that many women tolerate it. You get what you tolerate; so be an inspiration, don’t tolerate being
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treated like a piece of shit on his shoe.

3: He is very concerned about his image.
Everything is for show. I have trouble trusting men like this; as he’s not self contained and of
substance, even if he has the potential to be. And every man has the potential to be.
How can you trust a man who spends more energy painting an image than he spends in his actual
business?
How can you trust a man who spends more energy defending himself than he does revealing himself?
To be clear: it’s not a strict THING men do that makes them image focused. It’s not, say, driving a
Ferrari. Some men drive a Ferrari for the novelty of it. Some men go into huge debt or scam people to
get the Ferrari for the image.
So it’s the place a man comes from inside when he does something. What’s REALLY motivating
him? Often, a man who is image focused, can’t stay connected, because he’s too afraid and feels too
unworthy to connect. He’s focused on image, because he thinks that will make him worthy of
connection.
Men who spend money they don’t have on nice cars, men who start businesses and never commit to
it. Men who start a business for the image but drive the business into the ground within 5 years
because, it was only ever there for their image, not for serving people. A surprising number of men
do this.
It’s harder for any of us, man or woman, to actually care about, and carefully build a business that
adds value to its customers.
And just be warned. For some men; the business thing is just for show, to try to seem high status and
get more sex and more women; but they end up in jail, or old and single.
I’ll be honest. I know of 3 men who have done this. Personally and professionally. One of them I
never liked after meeting him at a Tony Robbins event, but he somehow kept showing up in my life.
Let me briefly tell you his story. He was posting images all over facebook with the women he hired at
his “modelling agency”, with tag-lines such as “this photo never ceases to make me feel good about
myself.” (WTH? Who says that?!)
He was luring potential employees into an “internship” deal, making them think they’d eventually get
paid….but they didn’t. It was bait and switch, and he was being very dishonest. Boy, did he get in
trouble for that. Eventually people found out. He tried to flee the country, but the police found him at
the airport and he was fined and of course his company was liquidated.
And another “businessman” I know of is building a ‘charity’, but is actually on the dole, and living at
home at the age of 31, and when you hear him speak about it and you watch the way he talks about
women, which I have many times over, it is so obvious…the ‘charity’ was a way to lure unthinking
women in, because it gives them this image of not only ‘authority’ (owner of a business), but owner
of a charity!
Don’t we all love a benevolent man.
This is not being negative. This is being aware: We are mammals and have survival and sex driving
us. Some of us are more driven by these things than others. Some of us are more driven by short-term
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gratification than others.
Don’t fall for the image. Some men will risk almost anything, for sex and for the appearance of
status; and status is still for sex; and power.
Look, 90% of male elephant seals die virgins. This is to say, hey, males want to get it in there. For a
male who produces sperm and not eggs (like you and I), the feeling is not “there’s plenty of sex
everywhere”, the default lizard brain (unevolved brain) feeling is that sex isn’t that plentiful.
And the men who don’t feel they have a lot of options, will approach sex and women as if it’s the last
time they’ll ever get it. Ie: Milk the unsuspecting women (who don’t see through their BS) of as
much as they can, and then run. There’s a term for this: “pump and dump”.
I know none of this sounds very nice, but it is important that you are aware. With knowledge, you
become powerful. As a woman, you naturally hold a lot of power when it comes to relationships, men
and sex. Add to that knowledge of men, and you’ve got more power than is fair, really.
Many male animals pursue a quantity strategy in mating: inseminate as many females as they can,
and leave. Human males don’t always do that (especially when they fall in love), but many also do do
this.
They have this tendency written deeply into their limbic system. I don’t find this a bad thing; it’s just
a fact. And because I understand all men have this written in their limbic system; I appreciate that it’s
there for a reason.
The good thing is, a lot of men also don’t do things this way; there are lots of men out there who are
deeply into commitment, and partnership. Just because it’s in the limbic system, doesn’t mean all
men actually operate this way day to day.
But the men who spend most of their resources and energy on their image?
You can see it in the men I just described. For them, it doesn’t really matter if they end up in jail
ONE day, because they’ll get away with doing what they do for as long as they can; and even if they
are jailed, at least having the ‘image’ of high value, high status opened up sexual opportunities for
them. Opportunities which they took, of course.

4: He always chooses friends who are bottom of the crop.
Sometimes, out of fear, he will chronically choose less than average friends. That is to say that he
hangs with friends who are at the same level or below him. Sometimes it is because he feels
mediocre, and because of that, his ego feels afraid at the thought of associating with people who are
‘ahead’ of him.
The key: Look for whether he’s open to opportunities to befriend high value, high status men. The
key is his level of openness to befriend other (more successful) men than him.
Just because he has deadbeat friends doesn’t 100% mean he is being low value. He could be in
transition, from certain friends to new friends, or he could be trying to influence his friends to
become better.
There are men out there who purposefully never make friends with men who are better than him; as
he doesn’t feel good enough, and wants to hide from the reality and the challenge of making
something of his life.
The thing is, there’s nothing wrong with doing nothing with your life. As long as you own that
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choice. If a man’s direction in life right now is to do nothing, then that’s at least showing substance.
He’s willing to sit with ‘nothing’ for now. I think the problem is when you do nothing with your life,
yet think that’s wrong or bad; and pretend you are doing lots.
A man who feels infinite inside yet does so called ‘nothing’ is still ok. Because a man who feels
infinite will naturally add value to the world. A person who deliberately chooses to stay small for
their own entertainment (eg: stay small and comfortable, but make everyone else out to be the bad
guy), is a worry.
Now if you’ve got a really great man, it’s inevitable that at some stage, some of his friends might not
be as accomplished or as genuine as he is and that’s normal; but I’m talking about a man’s active
desire to befriend people who are at a level below him.
I’m talking about him actively avoiding getting close to, or having conversation with any man who he
might perceive as “better” than him.

5: He is quick to criticize other men AND women.
When we feel like we’re not enough; and we’re happy to settle for that exact feeling in our lives;
never striving for more, we want to put others down. And we put others down because we need to; to
maintain our place of comfort. To maintain our familiarity with the feeling that “I am not enough”.
If instead we brought others up, we’d have to acknowledge that the place we’re at is not ideal…and
sometimes, that’s too painful.
So, criticism, putting others down is the tool of a man who feels scared, who doesn’t want change,
who likes to stay small, and who sees the world from a place of scarcity. Other people’s success is at
odds with his own.
I believe a truly successful man (or woman) is willing to learn from others; and knows that if
someone else does well, it is an indication of what is possible for him, too.

6: He is stingy, not just to you, but to other people as well.
You don’t want a man who is so out of touch that he, not being attuned to your feelings, pours out all
his money and lavishes you with gifts – without really knowing you; but attempting to buy your love.
You also don’t want a man who is so un-attuned to you that he seems to withhold everything of
value: connection, attention, and money for example.
Ideally, you would have the gift of feeling a man gradually becoming more generous with you. And
he’d gradually open up to feeling safe enough to share his resources. But, sometimes we
unknowingly get involved with a man who is stingy in general.
This really isn’t about money. I know it seems like it is about money. But think about it. If a man is
not generous to any degree, what is this a reflection of?
It’s a reflection of how he feels about the world, the resources available in the world, and it’s a sign
that he doesn’t feel confident taking charge and being resourceful.
Of course, we can forgive a younger man for this trait, because sometimes it takes time to learn not to
be stingy. Unfortunately, some men do hold on to their stinginess. It sticks with them.
A man who doesn’t feel very capable will be more stingy. A man who isn’t generous keeps himself
small. If he is stingy, he may not be a very resourceful man, as well. There are exceptions, of course,
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and it is contextual. So if a man was once stingy, it doesn’t mean he will always be stingy.
Of course, there are degrees/levels of generosity. He doesn’t have to pour out his money, attention,
time or intellectual thoughts like water out of a tap.
It’s about his openness to sharing a piece of himself or what he has. It’s up to you to gage what level
of generosity you’re comfortable with.
A woman who is okay with a man being stingy is letting him stay small, and it will also influence you
– if you spend enough time with him, you will also stay small and think small.
You want a man so resourceful that he inspires you to become infinite also. This is the thing I’m most
grateful for in my man. I was way stingier than him. He taught me otherwise. I’m blessed and
humbled by him every day (insert 1,000 love heart emojis here).
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

7: More than once, you feel physically ill at the thought of sleeping with him.
Your body doesn’t lie. And I don’t mean, because he has food in his teeth, or bad breath. No need to
stay with a man because your logical thoughts think you should be more ‘open’ to the idea of giving
more men a chance. No need to be too nice.
Remember, every time you let a man in, that’s a ‘vote’ for what traits will be continued in evolution.
Your body knows.
If all else about him is A grade, but you can’t sleep with him without feeling sick, then all you’re
really doing is trading sex for his resources.
Nothing wrong with that, many women have made it work like that in the past, and then dumped the
man.
Just remember though, that mate value for a man includes three umbrella factors: Genetic value,
provider value and spiritual value. Now, genetic value includes health, and provider value includes
things like social value, generosity.
Either way, a man can have great spiritual value and provider value, and be of below average looks
and a woman wouldn’t mind.
But if he is a 10/10 in provider value and spiritual value, but your body is closed off to him because
your eggs are screaming ‘no!’ to his sperm, then you’re just being dishonest to everybody.
Also, here are 5 Telltale signs he has Crippling Low Self Esteem
That’s all from me today.
As always, love and blessings to you all!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
Article updated
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How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More
Beautiful…
January 4, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Can fear of abandonment make you more beautiful?
Article updated
Is there anything worse than dealing with someone who has become completely indifferent to
relationship and life? I mean the people who have numbed themselves so much that they just don’t
care.
They don’t care about you, but more importantly, they’ve stopped caring about themselves. They
choose to be thick and impenetrable. They choose comfort over love. Or they choose mediocrity
over infinity.
They’ve been denying what’s true of their deepest heart for so long that they seem to have
become indifferent.
And having indifference to your own need for attachment (for fear that you might be needy) is like
poisoning yourself. In your attempts to seem non dramatic, non high maintenance, and non needy,
you turn your back on yourself; on your truth as a woman, really.
I don’t mean your ability to logically acknowledge your need for attachment, I mean the act of
surrendering to how deeply you desire healthy attachment. To respect and understand how important
that need is within yourself.

Can fear of abandonment make you more beautiful?
So this brings us to talk about fear of abandonment – refusal to be vulnerable relates to fear of
abandonment.
Vulnerability is beautiful. It’s real.
Fear of abandonment is beautiful only when we make it okay to have that fear (AND all the emotions
that come with it, because the fear is essentially fear of the emotions that we might have to open to
feeling) it is not just a fear of being physically abandoned and left to die. It is the fear that we might
have to feel. And that’s what is so important.
That’s where the beauty is. The beauty is where we are okay with embodying emotions; because to
block things out means to lose calibration to your relationship. (With yourself or your man).
When we truly feel that fear of abandonment and let that fear fill us and make us stronger for having
felt it – we start to realise the gift it is giving us: you will need to find out for yourself what that gift
is. The key is to feel the primary emotion beneath your first reactions and coping mechanisms.
And once you get to the primary emotion, you can then find a better meaning in all of this.
A clue? You may discover that it’s a reminder that anything we have (and any time we have with
loved ones) is only transient; and we are blessed.
Feeling that we’re scared (like feeling other emotions) has the potential to give our life depth,
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meaning and passion.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Greeting moments of fear as if it were your lover…
Fear can guide us if we give it the open armed embrace we would give our lover if we were totally
open to them.
To be clear: don’t act from the fear, yet allow the fear to exist; don’t judge it or resist it. Allow it.
That creates a kind of raw beauty in you, and in your life.
People don’t realise that you can’t be beautiful with makeup. There’s just no way. Chanel and Mac
lied.
You can be good looking with makeup, but not beautiful.
We are born beautiful, but we cease to be beautiful because we become less of ourselves. We are less
of ourselves when we keep resisting. And our body is the thing that resists life, which means that this
bodily closure is obvious to the great, high value men (and people) in the world.
We miss out on the high value men because we refuse to be opened and we refuse to feel our fear and
our pain. We choose people who don’t challenge us, who don’t offend us.
Don’t we remember, that people often think we’re the most beautiful when we’re surrendered?
Because when we’re not; all sorts of strange, grating, and disagreeable personality traits show up as a
coping mechanism…which usually just push people away.

What if we are indifferent to our fears and emotions?
Indifference means we don’t even care to know our fears (and emotions that come with fear). But
that’s irresponsible.
Irresponsibility is one thing that makes us unable to get a man’s commitment, or deepen our
connection with family and friends.
I’m suggesting that there is a thing called High Value Vulnerability. We talk about it with our
members in our Commitment Control 2 program.
Most (not all!) women have this fear of abandonment at certain times. Many deny it. Many don’t
know when it shows up because they’re shut off to it (and to themselves).
And, some others, who are maybe a little more open, know that feeling of fear of abandonment. They
may not like the feeling (I know I don’t), but they acknowledge it’s there.
Our biology wants us to fear abandonment to varying extents, because we have to form an attachment
to ensure our survival and the survival of our babies (to carry a child and raise it). We need help (eg:
we need a man’s resources) if we can get it.
That fear is there to be felt – to remind us (among other things) that we’re getting into something big
when we get close to a man and to be careful and take it slow.
For example. Imagine you had a one night stand, as is quite common these days. But imagine that
instead of being indifferent to it (because some women are able to have sex with no strings attached
nor emotions attached)…you found yourself experiencing regret or fear (feeling scared) the morning
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after.
Imagine…instead of moving forward like it wasn’t an issue; you let yourself feel whatever you felt,
and you cried. In front of him.
Do you think the outcome between you and the man you slept with would be different?
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

The discomfort that being with a great man brings…
A great man will force the ugliest parts of yourself to show up. Now, that doesn’t mean that he would
find those parts of you ugly. I’m referring to the parts of yourself that you have buried away and
refuse to let be seen, for you have deemed them ‘ugly’.
Including the part of you who deeply needs attachment. (Many women try to be a cool girl these days
and act like they can be as no-strings-attached as men, even if they don’t truly feel that detached on
the inside).
Many years ago, when I met my incredible husband, I knew how great he was. We fell in love so
perfectly (we are made for each other) and as I loved him more and more, I was afraid I’d lose him.
How is it okay to lose him? I love him too much to lose him. But like you, we all know we can’t
control everything.
I knew he was better than me, so I knew that to be capable of keeping him, and to be capable of
adding value to someone like him, I also had to become better. I had to not stay closed; gutless.
I hated him for that at times. How dare he open me to taking responsibility for myself, how dare he
open me to a deeper knowledge, and a deeper feeling of love. I was supposed to stay small and safe!
And I can’t say that this old fear of abandonment has fully gone. I am certainly 90% less driven by
that fear than I used to be. This is because my husband and I have both been vulnerable to each other,
we’ve earned each other’s trust, and because as I’ve gotten older, I have decided to take
responsibility for his feelings too.
He is just as vulnerable as I am (in very different ways though, because he has no feelings. (95% of
the time he has no feelings). And that vulnerability (in his way) matters. He needs me. We all need
each other.
(I can talk further about how men are vulnerable to women in a later article if you wish. Just leave a
comment below as a vote for it if you want it).

Hurt and heartbreak is a part of the journey
The other day I heard a heartbreaking story of an estranged mother and son, and suddenly in that
moment I felt afraid that one day, my two sons will break my heart.
Can’t win.
Yet, deep down I know that the bond I’ve created with them is strong enough that they wouldn’t want
to abandon our relationship, even if we go long periods without seeing each other.
They won’t abandon the relationship permanently, they might abandon it in certain moments though.
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And that’s okay. They’re growing up.
Then, it occurred to me…my sons will break my heart, even if our relationship isn’t abandoned. And
that’s okay.
My husband will break my heart (or hurt me deeply), even if we stay together for the rest of our lives.
Just because someone stays by your side (imagine those couples who have been married for 50 plus
years), doesn’t mean that it is a good thing.
Just because someone stays with you for 50 years doesn’t mean you don’t resent each other, because
you’ve been stripping each other of value and abusing each other for half a century. (No no, never
known a couple like that….or have I?)
Of course I have. If you think about it, I’m sure you have too.
It’s not that we need someone to never leave or be away from us.
It’s more that we need to value our sadness (sadness related to the void left by a man when he’s away
on his mission for example), in order to be in love. In order to be feminine. In order to be a
woman.
I mean, do you think that pretending you’re an emotionally independent; cool woman and avoiding
being needy at all costs is a good alternative? Sometimes it is. But not if you want deep polarity and
deep intimacy; not if you do want a man to be attached to you, too.
It is your emotion and embodiment of that emotion that inspires his attachment.
A lot of women don’t value that sadness, and instead they value shutting off and pushing it far, far
away.

Fake feminists?
Have you ever noticed that some of the feminists (who aren’t really feminists) call themselves
feminists but inside, they’re just women using the feminist label (facade) as a way of trying to
justify their journey towards shutting off to men? Cognitive dissonance, anyone?
They call it ‘patriarchy’ and ‘misogyny’, and sometimes patriarchy and misogyny really exist, but
sometimes, it’s made up. Sometimes, they’re just words for justifying our own hate towards men who
didn’t do anything to necessarily deserve the hate (we really just hate a past experience with men).
I think when going down this path that I’m suggesting; is to remember that some women really want
to desensitise their bodies from all the wildly overcoming emotions they might feel if they opened to
men (it’s much easier to just claim that all men are dogs or liars).
And it’s not uncommon today, to find women who would rather settle for having a male partner as
their equal, and keep him at bay, so she can be in control. They have a relationship, but they never
intertwine at that deep place where they truly are vulnerable to each other.

What do we lose by resisting men’s absence?
But what we lose by resisting the emotions that surface during a man’s absence….(instead choosing
anger, or acting like we don’t need him), what we lose by resisting a man pulling away…is grander
than you might think.
We lose the ability to be in love. We lose the ability to feel in love, to feel open and beautiful. The
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beautiful sadness, I call it.
And when we’re in love, we’re beautiful.
But, like many women, I used to resist feeling all the emotions related to fears of abandonment. I
used to resist feeling the shock to my system when he goes away for any length of time. But I still
held on to anxiousness.
And after a while, I realised – wait a minute, haven’t I known this grating anxiety before? Haven’t I
obsessed over whether my husband might cheat on me or leave me, very long ago?
Haven’t I, early on in the relationship with him, worried over if he might get up and leave forever?
Yes I have. History repeats itself.
That obsessiveness was my resistance to opening to him. The obsession is the tension I hold in my
body to ward off natural emotional sensitivity.
Then I realised it was time to do something about this. I couldn’t keep holding on to worry, as that
makes me less. Holding on to worry was a way of resisting the bond that my feelings and fears were
trying to get me to make with myself, and with him.

Feeling fear is different to resisting fear (aka having anxiety over it)
And that resistance? It takes value from me. It makes me small. It’s the wrong kind of worry (as
opposed to worrying about my sons and their safety when they’re doing something dangerous – that
worry is a bit more serving)
Holding on to (resisting) fear of abandonment is bad because it makes me not present for my family. I
couldn’t keep looking for things to make me fearful.
And, worrying and having anxiety is a way of avoiding fear. You may not think so at first, but it is.
Worry is keeping feeling at bay. It’s a ‘go between’ thing where you just keep hanging out at the
‘what if’ without actually working through it, or feeling your fear in real time and learning what to do
about the fear.
I’ve noticed that in any relationship (husband-wife, mother-child, father-child, best friends) where we
have opened our heart consistently, that fear of loss will show up.
And it’s a fear that is intense when it comes to men. Why invest ourselves, why give of ourselves,
if they might just go and give themselves to someone else?
What if I love this person and then they go away, or die?
We break each other’s hearts by refusing love, moment by moment.
We hurt each other by not investing ourselves, moment by moment.
What if some other woman catches his eye and everything dies and goes away forever?
Feeling these things (and sharing them in a sensible, calibrated way) is the very thing that inspires a
man to be closer and stay closer to you. Don’t hold on to defensiveness and anger if these fears show
up (unless the man is very untrustworthy); feel through to what’s beneath the anger.

The cost of not investing yourself in someone
I know everyone wants to say ‘it’s not me, it’s men. I’ve invested myself!’
Usually, these women are right. But sometimes, they are not. Sometimes, they didn’t really invest
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themselves in the way that matters. In the way that creates a deeper and deeper bond every day, every
week.
And men say the same thing about women, too. “It’s not me, it’s women! They’re all s****!’
I know someone who has not invested herself in anyone. And she is 70 years old. She abused, used
and criticized all those closest to her, and now she’s only getting worse…nobody wants to spend time
with her anymore.
Family members from across the world will travel all the way here, only to not contact her, but see
other people instead.
She’s unbelievable to witness. People who meet her have wondered how she got through life – it’s
very rare for people to truly exist the way she has. Most people are more open than that.
She once upon a time made a decision not to invest (be vulnerable to and give to) anybody. But that
never changed the fact that she, like all of us, has a deep calling for human connection and intimacy.
So, without the willingness to acknowledge that and roll with it, what do you think she has to do to
cope?
Well, instead, she strips everyone around her of value, because she still needs things to survive. She
is a leech. It’s left her powerless in a terrible way.

Life is a heartbreak…
Sometimes I wonder. What if she realised these things:
There are always little heartbreaks, along the way. Life IS a heartbreak. Just losing all the
wonderful moments of one year and moving on to the next year can be sad and heartbreaking for
some.
And, there’s always little heartbreaks – at least with the ones you love. You don’t have to be open to
feeling these little heartbreaks with people at work or strangers on the street. Just with people who
matter (you can learn to shut it off).
The past paves way for the future; and a beautiful moment we once had will never repeat itself.
That in itself is something worth mourning.
I had a realisation at some point that yes, like other humans in the world, I had spent too much time
worrying. Too much time anticipating being hurt or experiencing heartbreak.
Hyper vigilant, some might say.
Sure, we should be vigilant in the beginning of a dating relationship, where trust is still being built.
There is always a ‘prove your value to each other’ period when you first start dating. You don’t want
to be taken advantage of, and your love and kindness shouldn’t be open for every average joe and his
dog.
But if we keep worrying beyond that time period, and anticipating betrayal, loss or heartbreak, that it
is a good reminder that it’s just our old pattern. A pattern of anxiety. It is not who we are, deep down
in our belly where we already have all the knowledge we need.
If you want to know how horrible old patterns (or habits) can be, join us here.
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Our job as a woman…
And what I want to suggest to you is that maybe our job as women, when we fear abandonment, is to
not close down in fear.
Instead, stay as open as our body can handle. And engage with total intention to connect with him.
Sure, it sucks to feel scared when he pulls away.
It’s easy to obsess, or become needy, or make him wrong.
Yet, maybe our job is to do the very thing that causes us anxiety.
You get scared when he says he doesn’t trust you? Then stay with your relationship and your
connection with him – ask him why, tell him how he feels matters to you.
You hate social situations because you get anxious? Then it’s a good sign that you should try to do
social situations.
You’re afraid that this man will break your heart? Well then you need to engage even more, in the
right here and right now. With him. Because as you pull away love, you also pull away hope.

Maybe our arms should be open…
Maybe our arms should be open and our palms reached out to engage with our lover. Maybe it’s our
job to feel the emptiness we have when we can’t be with him.
Without that emptiness, he would no longer be important in our life. And he will feel that we made
him less important; he will know that.
It makes you deeper and stronger, but even more so, it makes you beautiful because you are no longer
resisting life. You are instead, embodying life. You’re embodying yourself. When you don’t resist,
you are soft.
Softness is beauty; and it’s feminine.
Maybe that fear that a relationship will end badly…
Maybe that fear that his attention is going somewhere else in this moment..
Maybe that fear that someone won’t value us as much as we’d hope, is the very calling to you that
“Hey, stay open. You can hurt, you can cry, and you can hate, but stay with the resistance in this
moment for as long as you can, and as often as you can.”
That level of emotional openness inspires men to be closer to you than pushing away your emotions
ever will. And, if a man has no intention of being close to you, then you’ll find out quicker.
And if you want to take your knowledge to the next level, take a look at my FREE DVD “Becoming
His One & Only: 5 Secrets to Have your Chosen Man Fall Deeply in Love with You and BEG You to
be His One & Only” here: www.bhoodvd.com.
Disclaimer: What I described in this article is not to be done with strangers, or with a man who
hasn’t invested himself in you emotionally (IE: there was nothing beyond sexual relations between
you both)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
See Related Articles…
Why Men Pull Away when you Need them the Most
Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It As A High Value Woman
How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull Away and Go Cold
The Very Real Pain of When Men Pull Away
THIS is Why Men Don’t Call More Often…
Learn How to Deal with Men Pulling Away
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Is Having Low Value Friends Even Worth It?
January 31, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
“Hi, could you write an article on how to recognize/meet/make friends with similar minded/goodhearted/positive women? Most of my friends tended to be kinda selfish, lazy, admitted being jealous
of me for whatever reason even though I always praised them on the good I saw in them to make
them love themselves, but they mostly focused on the negative.
In the end, I realized I was drained being in their presence. I always gave and gave my time,
understanding and loyalty, and very few times did I get the same care from them. I couldn’t tolerate
being friends with people who didn’t even meet half of the standards I set for friendship anymore (I
live my own standards so I don’t expect what I’m not).
I’m alone now and have my family, but after I ended my crappy friendships I feel much more
energized yet peaceful. I’m not saying good women don’t exist, it’s just that some people are dealt
with the not so good ones.
Also, what are your thoughts on men and women being friends? I personally learned women can’t
exactly be ‘friends’ with men because sooner or later the men (often) starts developing feelings, at
least in my experience.” – Marta.

You’ve asked a very good question, Marta. A very relevant question, I should say, because
friendship isn’t easy in the current state of the world.
Everyone lives fragmented lives, and this is not how humans have been doing it for hundreds of
thousands of years before now. We lived in tribes, where we knew everybody, and what would
benefit ourselves would likely also benefit the tribe as a whole.
Nowadays, our own goals and wants don’t often benefit our friends’ goals. Unless we work together,
go to school together, or share a passion/hobby together.
I have unconventional views on friendship. Many people think it’s great to have lots of friends
around you, and that if you don’t have any friends, you are lacking something very valuable in your
life.
Not only that, but many people who don’t actually have friends try to make out (create an image) that
they have very close friends, or that they have lots of friends because it is sometimes considered
horrifying to be a “loner”.
You’ve noticed this on Facebook, right? Sometimes people try to appear like they have lots of
friends, but don’t be fooled. They may have lots of friends, but really, they are just acquaintances, or
people to hang out with.
Take this quiz to know How High Value Are You on Facebook
I used to think this way too. I used to try to make lots of friends. And I’ve been through times where
I’ve had tonnes of friends, and times where I’ve had none. The times where I’ve had none have been
painful. I adore people.
Having had both experiences (lots of friends and no friends), it’s become obvious to me that what
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you’re describing in your question has truth in it: Yes, most people make terrible friends. This is
partly because again, we live fragmented lives and what would benefit us may not benefit our friends.
And, as we get older, we are more likely to lose touch with our friends, as our interests separate us
more and more, as we all have different interests.
See, when we are at school or college or even sometimes in the workplace, it’s easy to maintain
friendships because you all have a common environment in which you spend a lot of your time.
Especially at school, where we make friends and secure our status and social standing. Then, these
friends either support our social standing and experience, or they don’t and they find another
friendship group within that school.
Ever found that when a girlfriend starts seeing a guy, you’ve shoved into the background while she
and he are courting each other? And that’s the way it should be.
I don’t believe friendship can be as strong as an intimate relationship can be, and I believe that from
an evolutionary perspective, friendship serves to propel us towards attracting better mates, or
attracting lower quality mates (our friends say a lot about who we are and we are the sum of the 5
people we spend the most time with). Who we spend time with is who we become.
What other purpose does friendship serve? Well, it keeps people feeling safe. We don’t want to be
alone, we are afraid of going our own way, or we are afraid of outside attacks from other groups, so
we stick with our friends for safety.
These are important purposes, but these purposes are proving to be unimportant to me, as I get older.
(And also as I’ve gotten better at not caring about haters).
The more important purposes of friendship are simply to grow together, to connect and to support
each other, to know each other’s soul and to make each other feel understood, to build each other up,
and to give to each other.
These friendships aren’t always easy to attract, though. Nor are they easy to maintain; they take time
and energy. in my experience, these friends aren’t the rule, they are more the exception.
I know how unconventional my views are, but I tend to see friendship and think about friendship
objectively.
What is the purpose of friendship? Why do we have friends?
We’ve already established that friendship can propel us towards better quality mates. Haven’t you
heard of groupies? Or groups of women who get dressed up and get the news on tap where football
players are, and they’re showing up at that club to try to get their footballer?
Friendships often come together to chase a mutual purpose. Only rarely (and it takes a rare soul like
you, Marta) do people really look to go into friendship to share, to connect and to add value. It takes
someone who is quite evolved, and quite selfless and emotionally mature to think about friendship
from the perspective of: “How can I add value to this person?” instead of: “Hmmm…how can this
person benefit my own ends?” or “how can I make this friendship stronger?”
To think of friendship from the perspective of what value you can add isn’t easy. You need to be
sensitive to others, and I think that takes practice.
This isn’t to say it’s not ok to take from friends from time to time – as long as you are sensitive to
your friends and care for them as human beings.
And then you get situations like what happened to Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds. Ryan Reynolds
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had a good childhood friend who tried to sell pictures of Ryan’s daughter after she was born.
Friendship is not like an intimate relationship, where often, you invest yourself more, and are more
intimate with your relationship partner than you will ever be with a friend.
We generally risk more and are forced to give more in an intimate relationship. And if you have
children, that potentially adds another depth to the relationship (provided the man is a committed
father).
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How They
Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)

Women being envious of other women
You’ve mentioned that your friends have admitted being jealous (more so envy in my definition) of
you for whatever reason. This is important to address, so let’s do it now.
When two females don’t have a strong connection with each other, and when two females don’t have
deep mutual trust for each other, there is going to be envy and competition.
Women are territorial creatures and we all generally want to get the best for ourselves. We want
resources, attention, popularity, good looks, a great quality of life, a kind heart, marriage, babies and
desirability.
Unfortunately, friends are not blood. And although friends can BE like blood or family, blood is
thicker than water. Each woman will do what she can to pass on her own genes and gather resources
for herself.
We all have different strategies for passing on our genes, but we all do it – whether we want children
or not. I’ve had friends who didn’t want children at all, and are envious and competitive.
(It’s always interesting to me, because the very mechanisms that drive us to be competitive and
envious are the same mechanisms that help us find a mate and pass on our genes. We compete for
attention and significance so that we can attract a better mate.)
Like you, I’ve experienced great disappointment and hurt with regards to making friends, and then
finding that for whatever reason, they don’t want to connect with me as much as I want to connect
with them.
Sometimes, they already had enough friends in their lives, and no real time for me (which is okay).
Other times, in a moment of honesty, I found out they were envious.
I even invited someone I used to call a friend to my wedding dress fitting, and she ended up sitting at
the opposite end of the room while I tried on the dress, ignoring my questions about what she thought
of my dress, and looking utterly miserable.
She didn’t get involved in the process at all. She sat there and ignored the process of the dress fitting
and stonewalled – it hurt. I never trusted her again. Although she did tell me later on that she felt
jealous, her telling me that, didn’t serve our friendship in any way.
At the end of the day, she let her fears get in the way of our friendship and that’s enough for me to
never trust her again. On top of that, when I fell pregnant, she was nowhere to be seen.
There’s nothing wrong with that – I respect the experience I had. I look back on it and know that
that’s just what happens with friends sometimes. When we have less in common, our paths diverge.
And sometimes I think the universe wants that. I don’t think the universe necessarily wants us to
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waste time and energy on friends ‘for the sake of it’, when the friendship doesn’t support each person
inside it on their current path.
Read my blog post about how you can become high value in a society that keeps you insecure
here.

Selfish, lazy women friends?
I want to address what you said here: “Most of my friends tended to be kinda selfish, lazy, admitted
being jealous of me for whatever reason even though I always praised them on the good I saw in
them to make them love themselves”
Feeding a horse to a fish doesn’t add value to the fish.
It is incredible that you try to add value to your friends, and that you want to bring them up – you are
an amazing soul for doing this, as many women tend to avoid complimenting other women because
they aren’t generous. Complimenting another woman perhaps feels like it will take away from their
own feeling of self-esteem – as if credit has gone to a so-called competitor.
However, many of us neglect to remember this: complimenting another, bringing each other up, adds
to our value. Every time we withhold a compliment, every time we withhold attention and love for a
woman friend is a time where we lose something forever.
So, take that risk of bringing another woman up – unless it doesn’t serve at that particular moment.
Some moments just don’t call for a compliment, so there’s no need.
If you have put a lot of energy into bringing your friends up like you say, then I honour your effort.

Sometimes people don’t want high self-esteem…
However, sometimes, when we try to bring another woman up, it doesn’t serve to meet her needs at
her level.
Meaning, maybe a higher self-esteem isn’t what she wants. Because with a high self-esteem comes
responsibility, and not every woman is like you (willing to take responsibility).
And even then, the fact that some women are already jealous of you means that by accepting your
gifts of positive energy, they may have to admit that you shine brighter than them. An admission such
as this is not for the faint-hearted. They also have to be willing to see, admit, and absorb the beauty in
your heart – and that can be painful if they feel small; so it’s often easier to hide from that pain.
And yes, count on many people to be lazy and selfish friends – not because they are bad people; but
because a lot of people don’t truly value meeting their own needs and filling themselves up first by
adding actual value to themselves.
Most people think that being on their phone or watching TV is meeting their needs. It is, but it’s
slowly taking value from themselves each time they do it. This is because TV is a distraction. It is
consuming, rather than creating. If you create something rather than consume something, you are
adding value to yourself (unless you consume for the sake of adding value to yourself, which most
TV isn’t. Most TV is for average people who want a quick way to feel better about themselves, do
you agree?).
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
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man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
How can your friends give to you, when they’re always in survival mode?
How can they give to you when they desperately need quick ways to meet their own need for
significance (rather than investing in giving themselves a healthy self-esteem?) these are people who
don’t have the awareness or the emotional resources to give to themselves; so it’s hard for them to
give to you.
I think it’s a great thing that you’ve come to the realisation that you don’t want to expend your
resources on them anymore, and that they are selfish and lazy (to you anyway), and it’s great that
you’ve acknowledged that giving to them has left you frustrated; because now you have chosen to be
alone, and that is a gift: You can now move on to the next thing in your life.
And yes, do not tolerate mediocrity (negativity) in your friends. Be loyal to them, support them, but if
over a long time they truly choose mediocrity, then don’t bother anymore. We are not here forever,
time is of the essence, and you should not waste your time on friends like that.
Friends will hold you back, unless they are superb friends who truly care about you.
By choosing to have no friends, you put yourself in a vulnerable position that opens doors for
potentially greater things – one of those things is the grit to go through the process of having no
friends. That take courage, and I commend you on that.
Once you’ve given yourself the courage to go through that emptiness and learned how to fill yourself
up in a better way, it makes you less dependent on outside safety and approval. That gives you
enormous power, as you may soon find out.
Take this quiz to know How High Value Are You in Facebook
With friends, you are bound by under the radar rules. Without friends, you get to carve your own
path. Perhaps a whole new path that will lead to true friends.

The price to pay for friendship
“Groupthink” is a real phenomenon, and it affects us more than we think. Once we get into a social
group, we become (to varying degrees) bound by the values and thoughts of the group.
So we need to be careful what friendship groups we allow ourselves to be a part of. If we have been
single for a long time and hanging around single friends, for example, and we want to find a man and
get married, it may pay to start questioning how our friends may have influenced us to not be in a
relationship. What beliefs did our friends unconsciously bestow on us?
The energy of your friends makes a difference too. Notice if your friends are happy for you to have
everything you ever wanted. Notice if they care about your success or not.
Friends who want to stay small are not worth your time. Some people are just not ready to
connect. And you know what? Some people are happy being small, and being with them will only
make you smaller, and keep you in a low place.
If you feel small with them, rather than inspired, then that’s a warning sign. If they want you because
you make ‘easy’ company (like they don’t truly care about you and your future, and care instead
about meaningless outside drama to for example), it’s a good sign that they are not a good influence.
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Are friends worth your time?
We all have limited time and energy. That is emotional energy and physical energy.
Ask yourself whether friends are worth your time. Maybe one or two extraordinary friends are
worth your time, I’m not sure, that is for you to decide. Though I really do mean extraordinary.
However, don’t spread your energy too thinly, and put your eggs in too many baskets in the name of
feeling safe and secure (needing to have lots of people around you), because the more people you
spend your energy on, the less of you that the important people have.
Yes, you take a bigger risk by investing more in less people. However, you lose much more that you
can’t immediately see by investing in bad friends.
If you have this idea that you must have friends, then you’ll be on edge, trying to make friends and
this won’t lead to anything great – you’ll be short-changing your family, or the people who truly
matter to you, of your time.
I’m suggesting that there is value in investing your resources in only the people who really matter;
only in the people you truly trust.

Let go of the need to make friends, and then…
Consider if it’s valuable to you to let go of the need to make friends.
Let go of any ‘idea’ you have that says you have to have friends.
And instead of trying hard to make friends, maybe even invest yourself in a change in the world that
you want to see. Invest yourself in family. Invest yourself in a man – or if you are not in a
relationship, spend the time figuring out who you need to become, so that the man you want will
want to take you off the dating market.
Why would I suggest this?
Well, when we try hard to make friends because we have this idea that we ‘should’ have friends, we
tend to get desperate or overly focused on friends – all the while, missing the gift in not having any.
It’s nobody’s business whether you have friends or not.
You don’t need friends in order to feel like you are enough in this world.
I certainly don’t think less of you for being alone.
I believe that you will be more attractive to the high value women friends out there, when you don’t
have this ‘need’ to make friends.
That way, attracting the extraordinary friends into your life will be natural. You won’t always have to
be trying.
The trouble with wanting friends for the sake of wanting friends is that it takes away from your value.
I do believe there’s other things at play that attract certain friends into our life too. Maybe there’s
things like synchronicity, or something mythical and sometimes, some friendships are ‘just meant to
be’.

Before you go and make friends, ask yourself these questions
So, whilst it’s important to make friends, ask yourself these questions:
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1: Does going through a period of having no friends at all serve you at a higher level? Does it
make you sufficiently uncomfortable; and will this discomfort make you more?
2: In the past, did I truly feel my friends for who they are, and for where they are (thereby
offering them my true loyalty)? True loyalty is respecting and accepting them as they are, and
offering yourself and your resources regardless. This is hard if you are at a better place than your
friends are, or if you are much more aware than they are. Do you see the cost in friendship here? If
you truly want friendship, then you have to be 100% loyal to them, now, as they are; and not
expecting them to conform to your rules of how you think they should be. That’s a big cost on your
part…which is why friendship isn’t always the wonderful thing that everyone makes it out to be.
3: Am I ready to choose friends mainly because I want to connect? Often, we choose friends
based on who will make us feel more significant in this world, and not based on the connection that
we can create and have with them. Young children often choose friends based on connection and play
– this is such a great and innocent place from which adults can choose their friends too.
If we don’t make friends because we truly want to connect, then it’s going to be fertile ground for a
stressful, unfulfilling friendship.
Sometimes, of course, it’s okay to make friends to fulfil a mutual goal, or future vision. I think that is
great too. We just don’t want to latch on to friends to take value, and we need to be wary of friends
who want to latch on to us to take our value.

Can men and women truly be friends?
Of course, men and women can be friends.
Only, they can’t be friends if they are both people who are takers. When we are primarily takers,
rather than being value adders, we tend to want to pounce on value when we see it.
If you’re a particularly radiant and attractive woman, then of course men are going to be interested in
you – but not the men who have integrity and are committed to their family. And there’s plenty of
them around.
Also, if you are a value taker, then you’re going to want your men friends to be interested in you.
And if you quietly want your men friends to be interested in you, they are more likely to be; it’s the
natural dynamic.
So, try to add value to yourself. Be a value adder, as best as you know how to be. There’s no other
way to live.
I wish you the best of luck in attracting women friends in the future. Never lose hope.
What do you think? Do you believe men and women can be friends? Or do you believe one of them
will always be attracted to the other?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Article updated
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The Secret Cost for Women When They Have Casual Sex
(PART 1)
February 16, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
One cold winter morning, Felesha Fox came running alongside her friend, Frances Fox. “Hahaha,
look at all these male foxes chasing after me, Frances! There’s about 10 of them!” Frances, looking a
little embarrassed and scared, turned around to see 10 male foxes or more, chasing her friend Felesha
Fox.
“Why don’t you have even one dashing lad chasing you down, like me?”
“My dear friend Felesha, you are mistaken, I do have one dashing lad chasing me. He’s at home right
now.”
“Pffff. Just one fox? Don’t you want lots of them around you? Look at you! You are as thin as
anything, and you look exhausted! It’s winter time, you need the backup of young lads and you’re a
young fox with your youth and beauty going for you. You see, each one of these lads brings me small
gifts of food…but you speak only of your little Fred Fox at home.” Felesha Fox giggled some more.
Throwing her head high in the air and chortling, Felesha sped along, her tummy rounded and fat, her
legs strong and healthy and left Frances behind. Frances turned her weary head around to see the
other 10 male foxes speeding up to reach Felesha’s heels.
Winter gave way to spring and then summer. As it does, winter eventually came around again.
Felesha had been busy with lots of different male foxes, and Frances stayed strong and steady with
Fred, hunting together slowly to gather the food and information they needed to survive another
winter.
Although they had endured tough times together, they had just enough to survive another winter.
Halfway through the winter, Felesha and Frances crossed paths again.
Frances was shocked. “What has happened?!” she asked Felesha, who was so skinny that her bones
showed through her beautiful red fur. “Your fur is covered in spots, and you look ill!”
“Oh, I’m very sick, Frances.”
“Why don’t you call one of your males for help?”
“I have. They all left me a while ago. I am now alone. I have not seen or heard from one of them!
They are buggers.”
“Oh.” Said Frances.
“Why, look at you, Frances, all fat and plump, with that spring in your step!” Felesha said, looking
resentful.
Frances looked down, not knowing what to say. “Yes…Fred and I, we worked hard together and last
winter we didn’t have much, but I think we have just enough to last this winter the whole way
through!” She said, holding her head high and proud.
With that, they parted ways. At the end of the winter, Fred and Frances were about to marry…they
planned to raise a big family together. With that exciting news, Frances couldn’t wait to tell Felesha
and ran all around town looking for her.
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She went everywhere to find her longtime friend, but she was nowhere to be seen. Until a stranger
walking by asked Frances: “Are you looking for something?”
“Yes! I am looking for young Felesha, do you know her?”
“Oh yes. She died a few days ago. She was very sick and alone, and it got the better of her, poor girl.”
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)
Invest deeply in one man, and reap long-term benefits. Invest partially in several men and reap
short-term benefits, but risk ending up without the thing your heart truly desires.
Here is PART 2 of The Secret Cost For Women When They Have Casual Sex.
The key here is emotional investment and vulnerability. There’s nothing wrong with engaging in
casual sex, but for most women who do it, it can have a grave cost that is too painful for them to
speak about.

If men can do it, women can do it, too!
Why are many people encouraging women to have casual partners these days? If men can do it, then
we should be able to as well. To hell with the double standard!
First of all, casual sex is not new. Women have been doing it for centuries. It is one mating strategy.
That’s it; it’s just a mating strategy.
It is a mating strategy that gets a bit of flack, because women engaging in indiscriminate sex, or even
casual sex, interfere with other loyal women’s mating strategies. That is to say that women who risk
time and emotional vulnerability with one man long term don’t like the threat that women who are
willing to have sex without emotional attachment pose to them.
Casual sex just seems to be gaining more widespread social acceptance, with the cry for sexism to
stop, the cry for judgement to stop, and for equality to spread.
Casual sex is an ancient mating strategy. But the fact that it is ancient doesn’t mean that it does not
have its serious potential costs for women and men.
There is a small percentage of women out there who can truly have casual sex, and see the man leave
afterwards (without investing emotionally in her) – and not suffer anguish, pain and regret over the
casual sex.
I suspect (and I could be wrong) that the women who do this are women who truly have zero
emotional attachment to the sex partner they had, and they were also using their casual partner to get
their rocks off.
If a woman has purely casual sex for any other reason than getting her rocks off, say, because she
enjoys feeling desired, she is possibly about to see her strategy backfire on her, because men don’t
always reciprocate a woman’s reasons for having sex – they don’t always have sex because they
desire the woman. And men’s interpretation of ‘desire’ for women differs from women’s
interpretation of men’s desire for them.
In other words: in search of feeling desired, often, women find themselves left by the man the next
morning – footing a huge cost in the name of fulfilling the hole where they wanted to feel desired.
Casual sex is different to short-term sexual relationships. Truly casual sex (e.g. a one night stand OR
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a courtship where the man has zero investment in the woman) is the area in which I’m focusing on in
this article, and it is also the area in which women stand to risk a lot for virtually nothing.
Women stand to lose more for using sex in the wrong way than men do.

What IS “casual sex”?
“Casual sex” in my definition is sex where one or both partners are emotionally disinterested in the
other. (Often, women infer a man’s sexual interest in her and his attraction towards her as his
emotional interest. Often, women are wrong, and this is another reason why you have to be very
cautious with casual sex. It’s about understanding the world from a man’s perspective).
Of course, there are other definitions of casual sex, but for the purpose of this piece, I am going to go
by this definition.
Now, this isn’t to say that women can’t have sex purely for the enjoyment of it – not at all. After all,
I’m nobody to even suggest what any woman should do with her sexuality, or her sexual desires.
But I’m just here to suggest that in many circumstances, casual sex is like playing with fire.

Should women be sexually liberated?
I first want to address this widespread call for women to be sexually liberated. Sure, sexual liberation
is so very important for women. It could be one of the most important issues for us to focus on for the
sake of women because it encourages them to feel free and happy.
After all, sex can reduce stress.
But wait.
Free, happy, and liberated?
Liberated in what?
This is important. Because, it’s one thing for women to be liberated in their sexuality, and it’s another
for women to feel liberated in using sex to take value.
Essentially, can ANY woman out there be totally sexually liberated, without fully trusting the man
she’s sleeping with?
Is it liberating to sleep with someone who isn’t invested in you in any way? It might be, until you
realise that you can feel bad afterwards.
She can be liberated in her attempts to take value or experience sex purely for physical enjoyment,
but liberated sexually? With a man who doesn’t give two hoots about her? No, that’s not sexually
liberated.
It’s liberating to take what you want sexually, but does it give you character? Does it make you
respect yourself? Does it make you more as a person to use men for the sake of physical pleasure?
I’m not sure, only you can answer that.
Can you be fully liberated if you don’t fully trust him? And by fully trusting I mean, can she: Keep
eye contact with her sexual partner most of the time, their breaths in unison, feeling him for who he
is, and interlocking with him, offering her deepest heart and deepest desires, with total vulnerability?
Can he and she cry with one another? Fully trust one another? Die for each other?
That to me, is liberated.
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But to have sex for the sake of getting a need fulfilled: that’s just being bound by the needs of our
physical body – potentially ignoring the consequences for our emotional world.
It’s short-term thinking, just like how Felesha Fox did it.
Unfortunately, what a lot of society today thinks as liberated, is really just let him or her be ‘free to
get their rocks off with whomever they want, whenever they want, in whatever way they want’ – but
we won’t tell her of the pain a woman might experience afterwards.
Even worse, we’ll make sure that we also invalidate a woman’s feelings of pain, hurt, or regret after
casual sex, because it’s more important to sexually liberate women.
If it’s socially “normal”, then why oh why would women feel bad after it? There’s no reason! She
must be nuts (sarcasm intended).
It’s all with good intent, this equality thing, I know. Who doesn’t want women to be
liberated…there’s nothing better than happy women who feel free and unencumbered by other
people’s judgement.
But we have to realise that it’s not other people’s judgments that are damaging; it’s ignoring our own
deepest yearnings and substituting it for superficial sexual engagements, that’s potentially damaging.
Are we really liberating women by not caring for them enough to share with them the knowledge of
what pain they can experience after indiscriminately engaging in superficial sex?
For example, I get many emails that entail the stories of women who were with men whom were very
good at getting them into bed – that the man’s mating game was so top notch that she had sex with
him the first night she met him; having felt truly excited and desired by the man.
Only, she’s emailing me because she’s in incredible pain the next day, or week, or month afterwards.
Is that liberation?
Maybe she was liberated in the moment of having the sex – which isn’t a bad thing – but I think we
need to be aware of the idea of short-term benefits versus long-term benefits, and how that works in
the context of sex; because in the context of sex, short-term gains (getting a new good looking partner
for one night of great sex), can have long-term costs, just like it did for Felesha Fox.
With that out of the way – here are some important considerations…
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

When was the last time somebody felt you for who you are?
So society tells us to be free to bed whomever. Okay, sure. Seems great! But let’s look a little
deeper…
When was the last time those people (in society) felt you for who you are?
When was the last time “those people” who encourage you to sleep around, gave you guidance from
this tender place, of having felt into you, felt your heart, felt your soul, and recognised who you truly
are?
Does society, and gossip magazines tell you to have indiscriminate sex, whilst feeling into your
heart? Hearing of your past and showing you deep understanding for who you are?
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Most people never have this experience. Most people avoid the people who would pin them down
through love and open them up through their deepest layers like this. They don’t want anybody to sit
with them and uncover their most raw desire for vulnerable mutual love, and the accompanying
yearning that goes along with that.
Many more people are choosing short-term sexual access now, including women, with the strange
socially perpetuated idea that “women should be able to do it too”.
What kind of advice is that though?
Is it really caring?
Or is it some superficial rule, that might benefit some women out there, but not every woman?
And – most people don’t give guidance from this place of knowing who you are (even better than you
do).
Admittedly, many of us try to hide who we truly are; and insist on our independence. But hiding
who we truly are is what leads us to settle for short-term relationships without fulfillment.
This is the kind of separation that encourages someone to feel isolated; and when we feel isolated, we
lose confidence and become more vulnerable to making terrible decisions. Decisions such as
drinking excessive alcohol, and then getting taken advantage of.

Casual sex good for our health?
So many sources seem to be saying to “do it“.
This article explained that casual sex is good for health. It also explained that there was a study done
on college students that concluded that the students who were more eager to have casual sex reported
improvements in psychological well-being, versus those who were more conservative about casual
sex.
And yet; that really tells us nothing. The same students ‘eager’ to have casual sex are the same ones
making impulsive, superficial decisions, without connecting to their heart. Or to another human’s
heart. So, of course, they’re going to report improvements in well-being! They didn’t want to go deep
within themselves, to begin with. It is consistent with their character/personality.
There’s nothing wrong with that. I’m not saying there’s anything wrong with making superficial
decisions – sometimes superficial decisions provide the contrast needed to appreciate a nonsuperficial decision.
Everything has value, if you see it that way. So this isn’t about bashing superficiality; I’m not
interested in that.
The same article tells us that whether we feel good about having casual sex has to do with society’s
expectations about it, and whether it violates your moral code.
According to the same article; if you don’t have a moral code that says casual sex is bad, then your
psychological well-being is not going to be affected by having casual sex.
Well, how do we measure psychological well-being?
Do we measure it upon how a person reports upon their own psychological well-being? The same
person who engaged in the casual sex to begin with?
Well, that’s a poor measure, because we’re often very bad at assessing our own psychological wellwww.TheRedArchive.com
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being; and we are also often very bad at knowing what we truly want. A lot of us are just going with
what we think is good for us; without feeling deeper into our hearts, to feel the truth.
However, researchers are often finding that although people engage in short term sex, they often
prefer something lasting; if they can find it.
And what about cognitive dissonance? (ie: we don’t want to feel our pain related to the casual sex, or
we’d feel like we wanted to die if we did feel the pain, so we pretend it wasn’t bad for us; and report
positively about it?)
So is all this talk about casual sex being damaging for women just a socially constructed idea?
Well, do I have some news on that.
David Buss, a researcher and professor at the University of Texas, has found in his research that
women often have more to lose (than men do) if they make errors in sexual strategies for attracting
mates.
There is plenty of room for error when women use casual sex (non committal sex) to get what they
want, and we must be aware of this and be willing to pay the potential price if we don’t get the
investment/commitment and depth of attention our heart truly desires.
Let’s consider why though. Why do women often have more to lose than men when it comes to sex?
It comes down to the fact that when women offer themselves sexually, it is a higher worth than when
men offer themselves sexually.

Are women worth more reproductively?
Let’s rewind back a few hundred years (maybe 3 or 400 years) before contraception became so
widely available, and before there were so many options for contraception.
Who (man or woman) has sexual property more worthy of protecting and being selective of who can
access it?
Women get entered by a man, and men “enter” a woman. This is how it works physically. And men
have to prove themselves worthy – and deep down, they want a woman to make them prove
themselves before sex. Otherwise, it’s “just sex”.
Sperm is so cheap, and so plentiful, that it can be sprayed everywhere, without concern and there’s
still more where that came from.
And a lot of those sperm are only there to help the strongest sperm swim strong and hard to the egg,
because it’s so hard to survive in the female’s reproductive tract.
All of this biology is pointing to the reminder that men need to work hard to get to the egg. If he
never had to work hard with a woman, it’s scary, to be involved with that particular woman. Find out
more about what fuels a man’s commitment phobia here.
Unsure if you’re dating a commitment-friendly man? Take our quick quiz here.
The ideal way (although not the only right way) for a woman to open to sex with a man was that she
would get to know him for a while, and as she began to trust the man, she would then open to sex
with him. This allows for a natural attraction to build up, and it allows for a relationship to build up
naturally. Nothing is forced, no one is there to just take value – and no one is there to “jump the gun”
and get naked quickly (mainly because it doesn’t feel right just yet).
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But relationships sometimes don’t work that way anymore. Everyone is desensitised to their natural
emotions. These days, emotions are dulled, and pushed down, for many reasons of which aren’t
appropriate to discuss in this article.
If you want more on how to trigger attraction in men, and maintain emotional and physical attraction,
come over here.

More on a woman’s eggs
Eggs are expensive: they recommend that paying an egg donor sums over $5,000 requires
justification, and sums over $10,000 is inappropriate. The reality? Prospective parents are willing to
pay up to $50,00 for a donor egg.
And how much do sperm donors get? Well, that’s complicated. If you’re an open donor (meaning,
parents can be given your details and find out who you are for the sake of paternity), according to this
article, you get $125 per viable sperm sample, and if you’re a closed donor, you get $20.
And you have to jump through a ridiculous (and I really mean, a ridiculous) amount of hoops to get
your measly $20. You have to be at least 6 feet tall, between 18-35 years old, and even better if you
have a PhD (there’s PhD sperm), and you have to provide health information for 4 generations back
in your family and explain any little health problem any ancestor within those 4 generations may
have had.
And that’s only the beginning of the hoops you have to jump through.
Yup. Complicated.

But what does the price of egg and sperm mean?
Still, this modern pricing isn’t entirely reflective of biology.
For example – redhead men are often excluded from the sperm donation process, but that doesn’t
mean they aren’t wanted of high mate value to somebody in real life.
Nobody wants a redhead sperm donor – but this doesn’t reflect the actual market value of a redhead
male per se, it reflects the demand of the parents (redheads make up a tiny percentage of the
population), so why would there be a demand for redhead sperm when most parents have brown hair,
going by statistics?
So the price of egg and sperm isn’t entirely reflective of biological value. I just mention it to give you
an idea from the perspective of the value of sperm versus egg.
I mean, I am a female. I don’t make any sperm – at all. Neither do you. And men are not sitting there
churning out eggs, either. So we each have different value to offer each other in opposite sex
relationships.
But let’s put this another way: The sheer number of sperm produced compared to eggs is enough to
let you know why women not only have a reproductive head start on men, but women are
reproductively more valuable. As a general rule.
A very unattractive low mate value woman still has sexual options. Whereas, a very unattractive low
mate value man has little hope to hang on to.
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What would you do, when you are sure that you DO have value?
Well, you are choosy. You don’t give yourself away.
Then there are considerations like this: men who are tall, dark, handsome, open, kind, athletic AND
smart will have more demand for their sperm than a deadbeat.
And, women who are youthful, open, beautiful, kind, athletic, and smart will get more investment
from men, and more demand on the market.
How naturally feminine are you? Take the quiz here!
However, because men produce so much sperm, and there’s so much excess sperm to be spread
around, and so many men willing to just have sex compared to women – the demand for sexually
willing women will always (from an overall population perspective) be greater than the demand for
sexually willing men.
I mean, who cares if a man is sexually willing – really? Woopdeedoo!
It’s all about whether the woman is ready or not. There’s no mystery about whether men are
generally willing to sleep with a woman.
You’re a woman, so you already know it’s really not hard to find willing men for sex. It’s getting the
commitment that’s hard work.
Here is part 2 and part 3 of this series on “The Secret Cost for Women when they have casual sex”.
What do you think about all this?
Do you believe in encouraging women to have casual sex?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Article updated
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The Secret Cost for Women When They Have Casual Sex
(PART 2)
February 28, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Some women can be detached from casual sex
Article updated 2020
Some women consider themselves progressive, and claim that sexual liberty is a must for women.
Yes, it is. But on an overall percentage, more women than not will experience some suffering after
casual sex (if the man isn’t committed).
The trouble is that women usually have sex with men that have actual value.
Research has shown that when women are looking for short term sex, or casual sex; they get very
choosy and usually mate with the better men because there’s no shortage of willing men for just sex.
Women usually don’t have sex with deadbeats, and that very perception we make in our minds that
the man isn’t a deadbeat (ie: that he has mate value) is dangerous, because a woman’s body has
already formed an internal feeling about him; and going ahead and having sex with him just
heightens the potential loss she will feel when he doesn’t show signs that he cares for her after the
sex.
Losing the commitment or investment of a man we already decided was good in some way, or
even just good looking, can be devastating.
Yes, there are women out there who use men for sex, and I am starting to consider the possibility that
mostly, these types of women are oriented towards the clitoral orgasm and prefer to get off rather
than connect and commit themselves deeply.
I could be wrong though. What do you think?
(To have anything other than a clitoral orgasm, such as a cervical orgasm, you have to be a lot softer,
more relaxed, a lot more trusting, and emotionally open. That kind of orgasm in itself will demand
some form of emotional connection with the man, which renders the woman terribly vulnerable to the
man).
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

What happens when you give away your goods for nothing?
Would you sell or give away your home for 1% of the market price? No?
Under what circumstance would you sell your home for 1% of the market price?
You’d do it if you desperately needed money. ANY money. Any money will do, and then you get
paid that 1%, lose your house and feel miserable about it. You feel used.
This is the same reason many women have such pain and suffering after this very thing happens.
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They are suffering, sometimes crying at the drop of a hat, because they opened up to a man, and he
left.
And we think it’s not something to regret because “it was good sex”. I have mentioned cognitive
dissonance in part 1 of this series, and I think that’s relevant in this context (of when one looks back
and thinks it is good sex).
Here is PART 1 of The Secret Cost for Women When They Have Casual Sex. And here is Part 3.
Good sex is just good sex. Sure, for someone who feels like sex is lacking – good sex means
everything. I understand that.
But perhaps what’s lacking is not “sex”, perhaps what is lacking is our willingness to be vulnerable
to ourselves. To feel beyond the horniness in to our heart. Because in that place, we can potentially
attract something more permanent, and sex won’t be lacking. And we will not just attract physical
intercourse – but attract invisible sex, like the energy of attraction, playfulness, and polarity that you
can experience when you are vulnerable and therefore become more polarised in to your unique
feminine energy.
(To explore and increase your own feminine energy, see more here.)
If you’re wondering how naturally feminine you are, you can take this quick quiz I created here.
I imagine that good sex with just some man is nothing like good sex with the man who peels you
open in trust for him, the man who belongs only to you. And you to only him.
Casual sex seems all fine and good and gives women so much freedom, until they actually do it.
As one honest commenter says: “Hooking up works in theory – it’s more exciting, every experience is
new, all the first kisses and first touches, but when an activity ends with me alone in my bedroom
crying my eyes out because I’ve been charmed, bedded and forgotten about, it cuts to the core. I’m in
my late 20’s and have only just started to realise there might be some logic in this lifelong
commitment thing after all.”
The reality is that for many women, their biology hasn’t caught up with our current social
norms.
So whilst less people are going to outwardly show judgement for a woman for being promiscuous
(because it’s considered acceptable and even awesome to be promiscuous these days), inside, many
women are suffering from being intimate without emotional investment from the man.
What’s worse is when women can’t talk about their feelings honestly.

Men get a good deal, women get hurt?
Men get a good deal, women get hurt?
I suggest not always. Sometimes, men get hurt in casual sex situations (such as his reputation gets
hurt, but nothing like the deep heartbreak and emotional turmoil a woman can feel).
Men can feel guilt over using someone just for the sex – but that’s about it.
Men get emotionally hurt, but much less than women (IF the sex is purely casual). Casual sex hurts
men differently to how it might hurt women.
How DOES casual sex hurt men anyway?
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What do MEN risk through casual sex?
Men risk their families for it (the wife finding out somehow), they risk getting STDs, they risk their
reputation if their social group finds out, and especially if the social group finds out he slept with a
woman whom they do not consider to be attractive.
I would say that men and women get hurt just as much as each other when the sex is not just purely
casual – i.e. they are involved in friends with benefits situation or in a fuck buddy situation; because
men get emotionally involved too, when the sex isn’t just casual.
However, in casual sex where the man is not emotionally invested in her, women almost always
lose something of value.
Let’s repeat that: women almost always lose something of value.
And that value that is lost, is not necessarily the fact that they let the man have sex with them.
The value they lose is the man’s commitment.
Even if she doesn’t need a man to survive anymore (hardly any of us do in the developed world), she
still needs him emotionally. We still need each other emotionally.
And the trouble is, that society doesn’t warn women of this – they just tell women that it’s their body
and they should (technically) be able to do anything they want with it.
But research has proven over and over, even in this day and age, that men desire fidelity highly in a
wife (the woman he commits to). And if a woman opens up to him sexually without her asking for
much of his investment in her, then it will feel to him like she is easy.
So, no, I argue that women are not empowered by giving themselves sexually in a casual way. Maybe
one day in the (far away) future of evolution, that will be the case, but it’s not the case for now.

Don’t men lose “mate value” when they have casual sex?
Just in case you thought women were the only ones who lose something from having many sexual
partners….
From just a biological perspective, a man risks nothing of value.
From just a biological perspective, women risk more value, because of the loss of paternal
investment, and even if she has all the money in the world, she still loses the paternal investment in
an emotional way – which can make or break a child’s future.
And if she’s lost the paternal investment of a high status man then she’s also lost the chance for her
child potentially conceived with him to inherit his status. A child with two caring, committed parents
arguably has more resources on his or her side than a child with one parent.
Although, of course, a child with two parents in an unhealthy relationship could be worse off than
they would be with just one involved parent.
From the perspective of his long term mate value (relationship value), the more women a man
sleeps with without an emotional investment, the more he loses value.
Do you want to know if the man you’re dating is committed or not? This quiz will help you!
So this is not just a woman’s thing. But remember, we’re not talking from a biological perspective
now. We’re talking about this from a social perspective ie: mate value.
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So, the more we (as a woman or a man) open ourselves to be sexually intimate and to intertwine with
another human casually, the more we potentially lower our value.
This is because, even with men who sleep around a lot, women don’t like it and end up thinking
they’re douchebags who just look to take value from women (and risk nothing emotionally), and this
word spreads fast among friends and extended social groups.
Consequently, the man loses social value and mate value: he becomes damaged goods. The more a
man gets involved with lots of women, the more jaded he can become, and the less innocent, which
makes him less fresh and valuable emotionally (for a long term relationship).
And I theorise that we think this way because when we keep letting in the wrong people over and
over, we lose valuable emotional energy and innocence to be spent in the higher value mates.

This is what it’s like when we give away access to our bodies sexually, without a
commitment.
Both men and women risk getting a bad reputation. Yes, men suffer from engaging in casual sex too,
because they become known as a womanizer, and women are less likely to invest emotionally in
them.
But we often forget that. We forget that this isn’t just a cost that women have to foot – men have to
foot costs too. Such as – risking a retaliatory affair by his wife, risking being assaulted or murdered
by the woman’s husband or socially rejected by other men.
Men are also potentially risking costly divorce, risking getting STDs, risking a little bit of money,
time and maybe a little bit of energy. (haha)
But still, often, men will be congratulated and will be encouraged for doing casual sex. The reason
for that is simply biology – men got easy access to something that’s expensive.
Men get congratulated because they got a good deal. It’s no different to us women congratulating
each other on a fantastic bargain on a new dress.
Sometimes women get a good deal from casual sex, I’m sure – such as really good genes for their
offspring. But that doesn’t remove the enormous risk she took to get those genes for her offspring.
Men get congratulated for having lots of sex with women, not just because people are sexist per se,
but because they got a fantastic bargain. Whereas, women let something valuable go, at not even a
fraction of the price. I talk about why this is in PART 1.
Can you see how it is disempowering to encourage women to do it with no strings attached, when she
always has to open in some minimal way, in order to let the man into her?
And we encourage women to be sexually liberated and have casual sex?
Isn’t that ridiculous?
Isn’t it disempowering?
Sure, we should be sexually liberated – but when a man has gained our trust.
In fact, I’d say that we are only truly sexually liberated when we do it with a man that we trust fully,
and when he also trusts us fully.
But if we don’t even have the safety (or the courage) in our life to feel that we actually want to trust a
man before having sex with him, then how are we empowered or liberated?
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When we live in a society that ridicules a woman for wanting to “trust a man fully first” before
having sex, aren’t we swapping one way of oppressing women for another?
We want women to freely have sex, but we invalidate their emotional pain or even trauma related to
casual under the carpet? What exactly do we want to achieve here? Free sex for all, but not free
support for when it goes wrong?
On the surface, it looks like we are oppressing women when we say they shouldn’t have sex casually.
But we are also suppressing women by invalidating the feelings of women who really want to
feel trust before sex. Because these women, then go on to feel like their desire for deep emotional
connection are wrong; or uncool.
We are empowered and liberated when we are connected to what is real, and what is true of
our bodies.
Why do we have such anger over men’s perceived greater power over us that we have to insist that
we are just like them?
Does it have to get to the point where we put a penis on to ourselves just to prove we can be them?

Our anger should be towards men wanting sex without trust
No, our anger should be over the fact that a man wants sex with us without ever gaining our trust!
This is insanity (for most women).
No, we are the gatekeepers of our bodies. It’s our body and we are the best person to take
responsibility for it. That’s the way it needs to be; if we want to have a trustworthy man in our life
who doesn’t just get up and leave the next morning.

What if he buys me breakfast the next morning?
A lovely lady recently said to me, “Oh well, all my friends have had casual sex and one night stands.
But my one night stand bought me breakfast, theirs didn’t.”
OK, but that doesn’t mean anything positive. In fact, it could mean the opposite of positive: think
about it from a man’s perspective: he’s taken value from you, so what would motivate him to buy you
breakfast?
A few possible reasons: because he feels sorry for the woman, because he feels guilty for using her,
or because he feels like he should do “the right thing”.
None of these things means he has any emotional attachment at all. It just makes the woman feel a bit
better about the night before (which is not a bad thing at all), but don’t be fooled by the breakfast on
the morning after. Just because a man spends a tiny amount of money on breakfast (relative to his
income), does not mean he is interested in seeing his casual sex partner ever again.
And it is this emotional attachment in a man that most women want. We all want a man to fall in love
with us deep down; it’s a whole lot deeper (and some would argue better) than having a string of men
who were not attached at all.
A man being in love is the ultimate sign and instigator of his lifelong commitment and devotion.
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It is disempowering to throw away responsibility for our body
Our bodies are ours. Do you think it’s good to ask that men match our care level for our bodies and
take responsibility for being the gatekeepers of sex just as much as women?
Think about it. A man in love will care, but a casual sex partner? Why does he care about being the
gatekeeper for a woman’s body and sexuality? His responsibility at this stage, especially where he
has no emotional investment in the woman, is to do the best for the survival of his genes.
This is not to say that men shouldn’t strive to take responsibility for being the gatekeepers of sex, and
sometimes they do become gatekeepers of sex, but I suspect this is largely when they truly care about
the woman and are invested in her.
So, this is not to say we shouldn’t make men be gatekeepers of sex – this is to give you an objective,
intelligent view of how the world is today. It doesn’t mean we can’t try to hold men to higher
standards – but realise that men act on their biology – they are here with a built in motivator for
passing on their genes, just like women are. Even if they don’t want children.
Ultimately, it’s disempowering to transfer responsibility for our bodies, and for sex over to men.
If you’re a home buyer, do you take it upon yourself to make sure that the seller doesn’t get a bad
deal? Would you offer your help to make sure you don’t pay too low a price for the new house you’re
buying, and make sure that the vendor (seller) gets a high enough price for his comfort level?
No? Why not? Because you’re in it to get the best deal that you can.
And by the way, imagine for a moment that you are the seller of your home. If the buyer of your
home pays 1% of the market price (1% of how much your house is really worth) of the house you are
selling, they might drop the house and run because…if they paid so little, might there be a catch?
Might there be something wrong with the house?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

On Friends with benefits…
I understand that there are cases where a purely sexual relationship is slightly more long-term than a
one night stand or casual sex over a couple of days. And, these are the cases where a woman is more
likely to be getting something in return for her sexual offerings. And these types of relationships are
not what I’m referring to in this article.
Whilst there’s nothing wrong with having a series of short-term sexual partners, or even more than
one sexual partner at a time, the issue here is that these relationships are usually “fuck buddy”
relationships, or mutual agreement relationships where both are in it for themselves, and they are not
giving of themselves (their soul, their vulnerability), they are simply involved in an exchange.
They sometimes sell their soul for sex.
An authentic relationship is based on vulnerability. And over time, as each partner makes themselves
more vulnerable, the relationship becomes more sacred, more beautiful and more trusting.
But these short-term exchanges? The fuck buddies or friends with benefits? A woman can be
involved in these AND receive substantial value back from the man (short term emotional
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connection, sex, money, protection etc).
These relationships have their own shortcomings along with their short term benefits; and those
shortcomings are that unfortunately, we have to know that we’re not risking anything much
emotionally.
And when we don’t risk much emotionally, we don’t reap much emotionally – eg: we don’t usually
get much commitment or a stable relationship from a man.
So we are reducing ourselves to a human taking what we want for pleasure and comfort; rather than
risking ourselves going out into the dating market with a truly vulnerable yearning.
Again, there’s nothing wrong with relationships like this – I’m just hoping that we can all be aware of
the risks and costs involved in a relationship that’s really just an exchange (I give you what you want,
if you give me what I want), and not a relationship.
Ultimately, sex is not free, and love is not free.
At some point, somebody gets hurt.
The man or the woman is going to become more vulnerable than their partner – and the other person
will go: “What is this emotional drama!? I was only in it for the status/sex/company! You were a
mean time man! (or you were a mean time girl!)”
Of course, everyone has a sex drive. What we do with that is up to us. Some people just want to
orgasm. Some people want something deeper.
We can choose to open beyond the need for an orgasm in to yearning and vulnerability for a high
value man, or we can choose to shut off to yearning and vulnerability, reducing feelings of attraction.

But what about women’s rights?
I know everyone wants to believe that women should have the same rights as men when it comes to
sex.
Some women want to be able to have the same social acceptance for doing it a lot and often, with
different partners.
Apparently, if we don’t fight for sexual equality, then we are allowing patriarchy to infiltrate our
world.
Ahem…on that point…
Did you know that in fifty cultures, where “inadequate earnings” is cited as an official legal reason
for divorce, only 1 in 50 of those cultures allows a man to initiate divorce on that ground?
It’s only women who can divorce on those grounds. Does that seem fair? It’s not only women who
get the short end of the stick here, although many tend to think that way.
Talk about rights…people sometimes think women are the only ones hard done by.
But no culture allows a man to divorce a woman based on inadequate earnings! Why don’t we hear
about that more often? So, no, men also have to deal with situations that feel unfair. That’s part of
life.
And as much as we want to deny it…the double standard re: sex exists not only because of society,
but because of biology. Men’s and women’s bodies are built differently.
Sex with a woman is still something that a woman needs to be the gatekeeper on, why? Because
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despite logic, women tend to feel “used”, “abandoned”, “low value” if a man has come in, done the
deed, and run, after sex. I receive plenty of emails with women feeling this way.
Maybe we shouldn’t fall for the widespread political correctness that’s out there. If we try to make
things “fair” and obsess about taking away double standards, we’re also damaging our own chances
of having the love that our heart and body truly wants.
Sure, fairness between sexes isn’t a bad thing in many contexts…but wanting fairness does come at a
cost, that I believe we should at least be aware of – because we can make better decisions this way.
When it comes down to it – No denying what we want (commitment and devotion from a man), from
fear that we might not have it, and no amount of cognitive dissonance will change what biology has
done for millions of years.

Sexual equality takes away what women truly want in a man
When there is so called free sexuality, and women are sexually liberated (in a way that makes sex
easily available), the value of sex goes down. It becomes easy, a commodity, a vehicle for meeting
one’s needs quickly.
We become desensitized to sex.
It is not liberated to approach sexuality without realising that it performs emotional, evolutionary and
reproductive functions deep in our body.
These emotional, evolutionary and reproductive functions are deeply rooted in our ancestry and
biology; and as such, we can’t be silly and act like we can out think these functions – because sex
triggers certain hormones and emotions in our bodies.
Want part 3 of this series? Here is Part 3…
Please share your knowledge and stories below – where other women can learn and connect with you,
too. You’ll be adding great value to the world. I look forward to hearing from you!
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Secret Cost For Women When They Have Casual Sex
(PART 3)
March 20, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Having casual sex encourages women to be afraid to ask for commitment
Article updated 2020
We want a man’s commitment for a reason.
Don’t short-change yourself.
Because there is so much pressure on women to give up sex easily these days, this is even more
reason to resist that push for quick sex from men. Why? Because it’s also a test. Good men also test
how easily they can get a woman to have sex with them.
Not having sex for validation and approval, and not having sex indiscriminately, or too early, will set
you apart from the crowd.
Just because a man pushes you for sex, doesn’t mean you need to actually give him sex.
What if…he’s not actually looking for sex, deep down?
What if there’s one thing more valuable that you can give him?
And, if you bow down to pressure for the sake of keeping him around, then you’ve just perpetuated
the pattern of approval seeking – and in the process, you’ve disallowed another more productive
pattern: the pattern of being okay with asking for commitment.
A casual sex culture also breeds women to be afraid of asking for commitment; because they haven’t
conditioned themselves to be attuned to how they really feel in their body.
Being expected to give in to pressure to have sex too early drives us further away from the ability to
be okay with saying ‘no!’ and to be okay with their own natural resistance to sex with a man.
When we expect women to dish out sex quickly, we lose the responsiveness and emotional sensitivity
that we need in order to ask for commitment from men. We trade that responsiveness for approval
seeking. But this doesn’t get us more emotional investment and depth from men.
Once you do it, the women around you are also given the message that it’s okay to tolerate
superficiality in men, and in ourselves.
Is the “image” of having a man, really worth selling your soul for?
Don’t put your heart’s deepest desires on the back burner, and pretend your emotional needs and
wants don’t exist (or don’t matter) – for the sake of getting “some kind of” relationship. I know
sometimes it helps to just have a man “around”; but never forget your heart’s desire for a man to fall
in love with you, and devote himself entirely to you.
If admitting this would make you angry, or cry, then that’s a sign you’re on the right track. It’s when
we can’t surrender, that we can’t live.
It’s okay to want to have a man around, but never forget your heart’s yearning.
I’m sure you know that in today’s society, many women are sleeping around because they feel men
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pressuring them, and they think they have to. Women are also sleeping around because it’s socially
encouraged.
But for most of the female population, this is slowly killing their natural radiance inside.
Why? Because it reduces their deeper yearnings to nothing.
Do you want to know how feminine you actually are? Click here to take a quick quiz.
These deeper desires, the aching for a good man’s commitment and love, are covered up with masks
such as: “F*** you, I can do with my body whatever I want, it’s MY body!”
But that’s just another way to avoid vulnerability. And we need to practice vulnerability as much as
possible.
Many women have a yearning for a deeper love and commitment than they are getting, even in a
committed relationship. And I think what we need to do is show women everywhere that this
yearning is okay, and that this yearning can be wildly deep and never-ending – leaving us vulnerably
aching for more of a man than he might be able to give at times (and this is the way it should be).

We need to be letting ourselves sit with discomfort!
I don’t know when we all decided that discomfort was a bad thing. Why is it bad to save yourself for
one man, and allow that yearning and that aching to remind you of what matters, instead of using
meaningless fillers in the meantime? Or even just using people to get your sexual needs fulfilled?
Sure, it’s not “wrong”to get your sexual needs fulfilled either…only, it is bad when we forget the
desires that lay in our heart.
Making ourselves vulnerable to one man – creating the pure and deep attraction between two
vulnerable and tender humans, is the long term game that is worth it.
Remember Felesha Fox? She was the ever so popular main character in PART 1 of this 3- part series.
If you haven’t read about Felesha Fox, go and read about her now. She will remind you of why you
need to play the long term game in relationships, not just the short term game.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

What ever happened to being loyal?
Whatever happened to loyalty? With women’s demand for equality we have encouraged women and
men to stop being loyal. Being loyal is hard work but it gives depth and meaning.
We might hate the pain of yearning for just one man, having sex with only one man (and waiting for
him for long periods), especially when he’s busy (making money, travelling, working, meditating or
whatever purpose a man has), but it is this yearning that is necessary for getting his commitment;
because he sees value in it.
Or wait…do we not care what men see as value anymore?
Do we not care about men, or ourselves and about the emotional connection enough to be loyal?
What we need to consider is that yearning for commitment is okay.
A bit of discomfort and pain is okay. It makes us feel alive.
We don’t have to just go for sexual fulfillment all the time….ignoring deeper emotional needs.
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Yearning for a particular man to fill that yearning is okay.
Just like Felesha Fox….the women who use the short term sexual and relational strategy for too long,
lose out on the strong connection and commitment that the women who are loyal will gain by
exhibiting loyalty.
Take this quick test to know if your man is a commitment friendly man!
We’ve been taught for so long that we should be independent, and provide for ourselves, that it’s time
we actually took that power of independence, along with the power of our ability to yearn for a
masculine man, and used both.

What do women lose through casual sex?
What do women gain through one night stands or casual sex?
Approval. Social acceptance. A notch on their belt. Sexual release. Connection (often not a deep or
vulnerable connection)
But what do they lose?
They lose the mystery and the gradual build up of attraction that makes a man and woman deserving
of each other’s trust and investment in each other.
I also believe that the short term gratification of quick sex wears away one’s innocence in
relationships and capability to be vulnerable.
It also wears away at our capacity to show up in a way that inspires a man to want to connect deeper
with us. You want the man to say to you: “If I could have sex with you, I wouldn’t yet because I
respect you too much, and you are too nice.” – or something like that.
In the bigger picture, women lose sensitivity to their bodies and they can also lose depth in
relationships.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Being desired is not being loved
Being desired is not being loved. Everybody knows this already.
But it’s not about knowing it. It’s about feeling it.
Feel deeply that being desired is not being loved. It’s important for women, because we tend to
confuse the two.
Feel what it’s like to be deeply loved, and be embraced for your soul, for who you are.
This is different from being desired for your great booty.
Our only reliable protection from being used sexually, is our own body and its sensitivity to how
much connection and trust there is in the relationship.
Also, attention is not love. We tend to confuse these as well. Attention from a man loving our soul, is
love. Attention for the sake of attention, is not love. Any man can easily give away attention to
women – and many do, because they know it might get them sex. Men will give you attention to try
to get sex from you.
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So, again. Feel.
Do you feel this man is loving you? Do you feel that he actually cares? If you don’t, then he probably
isn’t loving you, and he probably doesn’t care for you.
Don’t ignore this powerful knowing, delivered to you through your ancestors, from their knowledge
over millions of years. Don’t disown this power, for the sake of not having to feel alone, vulnerable,
shaky, and scared.
Maybe feeling vulnerable, shaky and scared is the best thing that could happen to you, because
suddenly, you are able to connect to the truth. Instead of trying to chase an idea; or chase the image
of having a relationship.

To the women who think men care (about the women they have sex with)
Just because a woman would have sex with a man because she cares about him (and desires him),
does not mean that men would have sex with her because they care about her (although he might be
attracted to her), but not care.
It’s dangerous to confuse men ‘coming on to you’, as being a message that they actually care. It is
intuitive for a woman to make this assumption, but it is dangerous.
Sex is just for the sake of novelty for a lot of men; and they have zero care for the woman.
It’s just that a woman would more likely care for a man in order to have sex with him – but we need
to be careful with this projected empathy – just because we would care, does not – at all – mean that
men would care for us in having casual sex.
You need to get a man invested in you, in order for him to care. Because then, he risks something!
And because then, he is connected to you, and you to him.
You can learn more about how to get a man invested in you in our members area here.

Men also don’t HAVE to desire a woman to have sex with her
Do you have to desire the chocolate cupcake in front of you in order to eat it?
Do you have to desire the coffee in front of you in order to drink it?
Do you have to desire the bagel you have for breakfast in the morning in order to eat it?
Nope!
People eat our of boredom, to cover up difficult emotions.
You can eat the chocolate cupcake simply because the opportunity has presented itself. You can eat it
because somebody is pressuring you to eat it. You can eat it out of habit.
You can eat your bagel out of habit, and out of comfort. And because the opportunity presents itself.
This is how men can approach sex, too.
Psychologist Pamela Regan studied men and women’s differing reasons for entering into sex with
strangers, and men are likely to report these reasons for having sex with a stranger:
“I think that the reason I have engaged in short term sexual encounters is because I can – to prove it
to myself and to everyone else….by having sex, I feel like I’ve accomplished a goal.”
“My reasoning at the time was purely physical. Having sex is enjoyable and I was attracted to this
person.”
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Women mistakenly think that if a man wants to have sex with her, he must desire her. This is not
always true.
Of course, many men must desire the woman to have sex with her. I’m not saying that men don’t also
feel desire and attraction. I am just sharing with you, HOW men can approach casual sex.
Many men don’t have to desire the woman. All that matters to many men, is that there is a sexual
opportunity. Get in, get out. That’s all. It’s important to remember this.
I share this with you in the hope that we can stop projecting our own values on to men’s actions. Men
can engage in sex for different (and totally opposite) reasons than us.

What if you enjoy feeling desired, though?
It’s a woman’s birthright to feel desired. Every woman deserves to feel desired!
However, feeling desired is a feeling. It comes and it goes, and during a sex drought, it can easily be
forgotten that you once were very desired by many men.
If you’re doing casual sex subconsciously to feel desired; then remember that it is just a feeling you
are looking for.
Nothing but a feeling. You are looking to feel important, desirable, loved, worthy and validated. And
you can make yourself feel that way easily, without the risk involved in casual sex.
You can feel important, loved, validated, desirable and worthy by going through past memories of
moments where you had that feeling.
Often, as humans, we’re very short-sighted and lazy. We forget that we experienced having a
particular feeling many times over in the past, and because we never truly treasured those memories,
or we never were truly present and grateful for those moments in the actual moment, we end up
having to chase the same feeling relentlessly; causing ourselves great suffering.
When we are looking to fulfil a perceived lack, we get stuck there, and we’re on edge all the time,
and 10 or 20 years goes by; and we’re still looking to fill the same lack from 20 years ago. It never
ends.
Men don’t always need to think a woman is attractive in order to have sex with her. As I’ve
mentioned before, men can have sex with a tree. Or sheep, or donkeys.
If a sexual opportunity presents itself, for a lot of men (even the very good looking and high status
men) will go for it, because they have nothing to lose.

What biology though?
When I posted briefly about this topic of why women need to be the gatekeepers of sex on the TFW
Facebook page, there were a couple of people who commented that my view is the wrong view to
have, because it’s slut shaming.
This is not about slut shaming. This is about giving women their power back; and from a place of
knowledge, not from a place of anger about how things should be more fair, and that men should act
more fairly in dating and relationships.
This is about women having their power back, it’s not about putting on more masks to avoid the
truth.
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In fact, somebody said that women aren’t the only gatekeepers of sex, and that men should be too.
That notion is so called “fair”, but it is un-attuned to the actual situation here.
Not only is it un-attuned, it’s very insensitive and dismissive towards men, and ignorant towards
women.
That’s like telling someone they can eat as many chocolate cakes as they want, because they should
be able to, and because they can. Whoops, we won’t inform them of the potential effects on their
health though.
We can’t say “it’s not fair” when that person eating chocolate cakes in excess starts to feel terrible
effects on their health. It doesn’t matter about fairness. Your body doesn’t care about fairness – as is
the case with sexual matters. Sex is inherently unfair for men and women.
Teaching women that it’s okay to spread herself far and wide sexually, is as damaging as it can be;
but many people are doing it in the name of equality.
Yet by promoting this, we are making things much worse for women. Much less “equal”, and much
less “fair”. The game of sex is inherently unfair. And we want to force a naturally unfair process to be
artificially fair? As with all things artificial, there’s a high price to pay.
I understand that women are no longer seen as men’s property so we want our bodies to be our own
property, but our bodies house a lot of value biologically, and if we give away our value freely, does
that raise the value of the body or lower the value?
When we give it away, we trigger men’s biological imperatives too – like his need to run, and his
inclination to see us as less valuable and less worthy of his commitment.
Remember the analogy about giving away our house at 1% of the price in PART 1? Even if you take
up the deal, you’re afraid of the inherent faults the house may have.

But it’s unreasonable to demand that women be the gatekeepers of sex!
Evolutionary psychologist Martie Haselton found that men with more sexual partners experienced a
sharp decline in how sexually attractive they found their partner immediately following intercourse;
yet neither women nor men with less sexual partners experienced this decline.
And we still want men to be gatekeeper of sex? Knowing that men can have this biological response
after having sex with us too soon?
Would you still want to transfer responsibility for delaying sex over to men? Knowing this fact?
We let a man whom we don’t trust, into our body – which there is nothing wrong with. However,
with that sometimes comes a whole host of possible pain inflicted on us, based on that man’s sexual
history (as Martie Haselton’s research shows).

Men’s bodies have deep intelligence, just like women’s bodies
Our bodies know far more than political correctness and equality.
Take a man for example. Biologists have done sperm counts on different ejaculates from men.
They found that when he’s been away from his woman on a long trip and he returns, his sperm count
increases up to 300% (just to compete with the potential sperm his woman could have “let in” while
he was away).
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This is a man’s body we’re talking about, too. A man’s body even knows to do this – and even if a
man logically trusts a woman, his body doesn’t. On a biological level, anyway.
This is to say that a woman’s body knows more, and has a much longer history of knowing, than any
social construct of fairness. A feminist’s nightmare, but it’s true.
So even though we might think that fairness is something to aim for, and that sexuality should be
“equal”, when one has casual sex, our bodies know we interconnected with a man, that we let his
penis in, and once that penis is let in, we risked something grave: the inherently risky task of bearing
a child, breastfeeding it, and rearing it.
Again, we can’t play with fire and expect not to get burned.
There’s no going around this, although I do acknowledge that there are women who are exceptions.
There’s nothing wrong with sleeping around, and you deserve not to be judged for your actions, but
we can’t say “go away” to some biological imperatives without that having a huge cost on our dating
future.

Nobody wants to be accountable in today’s world
So we want men to be the gatekeepers of sex?
We live in a strange world, where people everywhere are demanding political correctness.
Demanding fairness. Demanding equality. But nobody wants to be the accountable one. Nobody
wants to take responsibility for their own actions and for the situation at hand. Everyone wants to
point the finger.
I think a lot of us watch too much tv, and fulfill our needs in low quality ways, because we’ve
become so averted to taking responsibility in our own life. Our culture encourages us to not take
emotional responsibility – and to not think critically.
But it’s a powerless thing to throw responsibility to men for sex.
Isn’t it true that people who refuse to take responsibility always find themselves in powerless
situations?
So of course, with so little power, what’s our best weapon to use to get our way? Anger, blaming
others, and telling others to take responsibility so that we don’t have to feel our pain and be
accountable.
With responsibility comes power. The more we take responsibility, the more power we have.
The more we blame, get angry and divert the responsibility away from ourselves, the more powerless
we become. This is what I believe. How about you?
To end this series on the secret cost for women when they have casual sex, I want to give you an
action step; a method to go by in dating, from now on.

Have a “time rule” for how much time must pass before having sex
Casual sex leaves women vulnerable to deception.
This is because not enough time passes for the woman and man to test each other, to learn the truth
about each other’s dating situation, and to show their true colours.
When a woman decides “I’m okay with having sex on the first date”, she is entering interesting
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territory.
The less “time” you allow to pass before getting involved sexually, the more you risk you take if
you are a woman, and the less you risk if you are a man.
I suggest that we consider changing our rule to “I’m okay with having sex with a man once there is a
comfortable level of trust built up between us”. Or “I’m okay with having sex with a man when there
is a decent amount of emotional attraction built up first”.
And if you’re really old fashioned like me, then maybe you’d want a specific time period to pass
before considering sex – which is a fantastic way to test a man’s true intent.
Should you have a “time rule”?
A “time rule” is when you decide that you will have sex with him only after a certain time period.
You don’t have to voice this time period to him, but you also can voice it to him if you feel it is
appropriate at the time.
You can give it a minimum time of 6 weeks, all the way up to 6 months. It also depends on how
much time you spend together with him. If you spend everyday together for 6 weeks, then you will
probably have the opportunity to build up trust or emotional attraction faster.
If you only see each other once a week, or once every 2 weeks, then 6 months might be a very good
time frame.
The time frame between meeting and having sex is important because…

Short term involvement allows more deception to occur
Casual sex, or sex that happens too quickly – allows more deception to occur. Again, Women risk
more by having sex faster, and men risk less. It’s the opposite for the sexes, not the same! As many
people would like it to be. This is not equal playing ground.
If a woman decides that her rule is she’s an easygoing woman who doesn’t mind getting into bed
quickly, then she leaves herself open to the full spectrum of men’s deception strategies.
What are these deception strategies? LOTS. When the opportunity for casual sex presents itself,
men have the most colourful and successful tactics for getting what they want; because casual
sex has such great value for them.

What are men’s deception tactics to get easy sex?
Pretending he is single.
Pretending he doesn’t have any children.
Pretending he is ambitious when he’s a lazy bum.
Pretending he’s interested in her emotionally (feigning an emotional connection)
Lying about his earnings.
Lying about his assets.
Faking confidence (real confidence reveals itself over time).
Faking good intentions.
Faking care.
Lying or not revealing what happened in his past relationships.
Faking presence.
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Men can create all sorts of things to give themselves a great image. I’ve known men to go to great
(fake) lengths to seem ambitious, altruistic, caring and committed.
If it seems too good to be true, then wait.
If you think he seems like a dick-schwat, wait.
If you feel stressed and pressured, wait.
If you’ve only known each other for one hour, wait.
Wait.
Wait.
And pause. Take a pause, if it doesn’t feel right. And pause for as long as you bloody well want.
Here is part 1 of this series: The Secret Cost For Women When They Have Casual Sex
And here is Part 2.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Your Man Tells You To â€œF**k Offâ€•… Now What?
April 20, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
He got angry and told her to F**k Off….
Article updated 2020
Me & my boyfriend had an argument a few days ago he blamed me for a few things which was silly
things & not true. He was angry & recently been under a lot of stress. Also he lost a close friend of
his.
He was ratty with me from the night before. He said I had started to act like I was at the beginning of
relationship paranoid & not being able to talk properly. At one point he said maybe your getting
bored in our argument. I later said maybe you need to miss me… His response was F*** O** . He
stormed out the door & not heard from him since.
He hasn’t been on Facebook in 2 days which is not like him. I feel empty but I have not tried to
contact him as he is angry & I don’t want him to think he can talk to me like that & think it’s OK. I
do believe he is a commitment phobe. Can you give me some advice & why he said maybe you are
getting bored?
Is that because he is bored? Why he swore when I said maybe he needs to miss me. He has pulled
away for 2 weeks in October & also in July. it will be one year next month he mentioned this a few
days before our argument whilst holding my hand. I’m so hurt & confused. Please help!
—– Jacinta (not her real name)
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Dear Jacinta,
I am sorry you are in this position. I think every woman who has ever been with a male human can
feel your pain. The hardest thing here is being left alone and wondering….”What the hell?” “What
now?” and “What just happened…?”
Let me tell you, this is a good situation to be in. Conflict is normal, and you’re going to have to go
through conflict if you want an enviable relationship with a man. I know it’s hard, but just trust in
the process of conflict; and when you need to cry, CRY.
People who trust mediocrity, who avoid reaching their potential, resist conflict at all costs. Which is
why I’m suggesting that you try to trust the process of conflict.
The key however, is how to act during the conflict so that you don’t end up taking so much value
from the “relationship bank” that the relationship bank account has deficits….and he (and you) just
can’t deal with each other anymore.
Now to answer your questions…
Can you give me some advice & why he said maybe you are getting bored? Is that because he is
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bored?
No. He is not a woman. Women sometimes make insinuations like that. For example, sometimes
women will say “Maybe you are getting bored!” to a man, and inside, it is because she is getting
bored.
Just like sometimes, we ask “Are you cold?” because we feel cold.
Men aren’t women; and it is more likely that he said it because he actually thinks that you are feeling
bored in general and are trying to entertain yourself by saying the things you said in the argument, or
make yourself feel deeper emotions (sometimes we talk or say stuff that’s not true in order to try to
elicit a strong opposing response from a man, in order make ourselves feel deeper).
He could have said it because he is stressed about the death of his friend as well as being stressed and
busy with work; and so his world is full of responsibilities which he perhaps feels that you are not
showing understanding for, whilst he feels that you don’t have such intense responsibilities.
It could also mean he is concerned about how faithful you are to the relationship. You know him (and
your relationship history) better than me though, and I don’t know him at all, so you might have a
better idea of what his actual intent was in saying that you are getting bored.
As for your question “Why he swore when I said maybe he needs to miss me?”
I am not you – or your boyfriend. So I can only say what I can based on the information that I have
from you.
It is possible that he said ‘F*** O**’ in response to you saying ‘maybe you need to miss me’ because
what you said wasn’t attuned to the situation at hand, and because you didn’t say it to connect with
him, rather, as a way to make yourself feel good (about yourself) in a scary argument.
This doesn’t mean that you are in the wrong. There’s no ‘wrong’ with having said that – I have done
exactly the same kind of thing in my relationship long ago in the past. And I remember getting an
intense challenging response from my man, just as intense as you experienced here (my husband was
not swearing, but he challenged me because he didn’t like that I was not being real).
His response was intense enough that I have never done it again (because I have a bad association
with doing that now). By ‘it’ – I mean I’ve never really just said what I think I “should” say to be
significant or in control in the middle of a argument, out of fear of engaging with him fully.
Engaging is a vulnerable thing to do, and I don’t blame you (or your man) for having the
coping mechanisms that you have.
With regards to what you said “maybe you need to miss me” – it’s easy to elicit an angry response
from an already stressed man when you say something like this.
Why? Because you said it to take value, not to connect or engage. It’s about you, not the two of you.
And when anyone – man or woman – tries to take value from another human when they are already
under stress, it often just causes more problems.
It’s just that what you said was not “real”; it wasn’t an emotion of yours. You weren’t engaging, or
deepening the relationship, deepening his trust in you (or your trust in him), and you weren’t relating
to him from genuine emotion.
It wasn’t your openness and vulnerability talking. It was just something you said; that didn’t connect
with him, and perhaps didn’t feel attuned to the situation at hand.
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Attunement…a rare and High Value thing
There’s a price to pay for not being attuned. I know, I’ve done it enough myself to have felt the price
to be paid.
There’s also a price to pay for taking value from men. The worst part about this is that many women
want to be right – they don’t want to understand how they might be taking value from a man (based
on his perspective). Even if we don’t feel like it’s taking value – he might.
And, is it not true that if you truly care, you’d care about that?
It could have felt to him like it was taking value.
I am not telling you this because I think you are in the wrong…I am telling you this because I feel it’s
my responsibility to give you a different perspective on what happened. It’s not your fault. We’ve all
done it! You are not alone. I stand with you in having done this. And it’s okay. It’s not wrong….I’m
just here to hopefully try to help you understand.
Back to what you said.
Just because it can be high value to give a man the gift of missing you (which we talk about in our
program, Commitment Control), does not mean that it is effective and good to say the fact straight
out to him.
Even if you do think he needs to miss you! ?

What could you have done instead of saying, “Maybe you need to miss me”?
What could you have done instead of saying “maybe you need to miss me”?
Well again, this is a hard one, because I wasn’t there to witness it. However, in the future, you could
consider if these possibilities appeal to you.
You could meet him where he is at and say “I know I’m acting like I was at the beginning of
the relationship, and I know it seems like I’m not talking properly, but right now I can’t. I don’t
mean any harm. I’m just scared/stressed/I miss you so much (CRY).
You could say “I’m scared right now.” Or, you could have allowed your body to sink into
feeling your hurt, fear, or uncertainty; whilst staying connected to him – looking straight at him
and being fully open and accepting of him.
You could meet him at his level and feel where he is at, as best as you can.
You could reach out and touch him lightly (indicates your openness and your kindness, which
means you’re dark and light feminine at the same time, as long as you allow yourself to be
soft and allow yourself to connect).(We talk about dark and light feminine in the members area
of commitment control).
You could be brave and ask him if he would like a hug.
Just….connect. Connect, connect, connect. That’s what a true relationship is about. Attune and
connect. Even in the middle of a painful argument. Don’t hold on to fear. Don’t lose your relationship
to fear! You could be dead the next minute, and so could he.
You could also say you are sorry for what he is going through and that if you could, you would
change it. And let him know you’re thinking of him.
Now to your other question: I have not tried to contact him as he is angry & I don’t want him to
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think he can talk to me like that & think it’s OK.
So, because he’s angry, you don’t contact him?
I understand. It’s scary when he’s angry. *hugs*
But what if underneath all that anger, he just wants to feel respected?
What if underneath all that anger, he just wants to know that he is with a woman who is willing to put
herself on the line in order to be there for him?
Let’s throw away society’s rules for a minute.
I know society “tells” us that it is not okay to tell our partner to “F*** O**”. But sometimes you have
to throw rules out. You have to throw the ‘norm’ out. Sometimes, in moments of anger, we say
things.
Being told to f*** o** is not what matters, really. What matters is that you can practice connecting
through painful, fearful times with your man.
And because you practice connecting…this then dictates how well you can both now bounce back
and re-connect, and make that “pathway to re-connection” less treacherous the next time you have to
go through enormous stress.
You may feel he disrespected you in telling you to f*** o**. However, he could have also felt like
you disrespected him by saying “maybe you need to miss me”. That was my feeling; you are running
the risk of him feeling like you don’t care, or respect him.
Is there a possibility that him saying “F*** O**” actually matched the level of hurt and disrespect
that he felt from you in the moment?
Think about it. Is it possible?
He is also under stress.
Maybe his body was under so much stress and that was the best response he could have come up
with.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

How to move forward as a High Value Woman
How do you more forward in a situation like this?
How do you create a relationship that other people envy?
Here are the beginning steps…
The essential question you might want to ask yourself is: “Did he have bad intent? Did he say it just
to make you suffer? Did he say it because he enjoys seeing you suffer or have less self-esteem?”
If he did, then you need to consider how well he has treated you throughout the history of your time
together, and ask yourself, “Was he just really angry in this moment? Or is he always this
disrespectful?”
If he is always disrespectful, then feel that disrespect. Fully feel it. Don’t be numb!
Only through actually feeling, will you have the gumption to either leave him or relate to him through
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depth of character and emotion. Or – even to decide to communicate more vulnerably and more
authentically to him.
Regardless, no matter how much you’ve been taught that it’s wrong to say f*** o** or any other
profanity to someone. You have to disregard society’s restricting and short-sighted rules.
For the sake of having trust, and depth, and respect in your relationship with a man – ”what’s right”
has to be tossed out at some point. We can’t be fussing about what is “right or wrong* forever. If you
feel unsure of whether your man is a good man or not, here are 7 Burning Signs a Man is Being Low
Value.
Rules, passion and love don’t go together.
Rules make for a restricted, but perhaps sometimes more “equal” relationship where passion and
spontaneity and depth of love are not expressed.
Essentially, if you think he must never say that to you – and you let that stop you from making
contact with him now, you are operating from a script. A pre-prescribed, out-dated rule.

Am I a pushover if I say sorry to him?
What to do now? There are a few options. One of them is to just say you’re sorry. You would NOT
be saying this to submit, you would be saying this out of consideration for his feelings, and out of
respect for your desire to connect deeper with him.
This is not a power struggle. This is adulting (being a responsible adult). This is giving. This is
thinking outside of yourself, and putting yourself in his shoes.
It is a gift of your compassion and presence. Only if you want to. I am nobody to tell you what to do.
This is only food for thought; this is not a script or a rule I’m giving you. I’m not here to tell you
what to do; it’s just an idea.

What to do to reconnect with him
Lastly, it’s a great thing that he mentioned your 1 year anniversary coming up together! But your real
task right now is to come from an emotionally resourceful place. Here are some action steps for you
to consider:
1: Feel him and his situation. Feel what he might be going through. Send him love, from wherever
you are. Imagine your love pouring through his bedroom window, embracing him (this is not woo
woo, it’s a way to get you into a state of giving love).
2: Feel your feelings. You don’t want to go in to this with an excess of emotions that you haven’t felt
from the past. If you’ve been angry at him, or hurt, then feel that in private. Get a photo of him, or go
back in to your memory and allow your body and soul to feel. Why would you do this? It takes a lot
of energy, but it is essential. And it’s essential because it allows you to be fresh, and present, and high
value. We can’t be present when we’ve got so many of our own un-felt, unacknowledged feelings
from the past. We simply cannot be responsible adults. I wish more people knew this in our world.
After this, if you make contact, make sure it is from a loving, and open place.
3: Make the move to connect. You can choose a playful route, or you can choose a more serious
route. Think about this. Would being playful add more value to him and your relationship? Or would
being serious add more value? You may not know, and that’s okay. Just make the best decision you
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know how, and choose a route.
Ultimately, it’s the quality of connection and attraction that you and your man have that matters. Not
your rules for how you think he is “supposed” to act, or how you are “supposed” to act.
I commend you for taking this brave step in improving your relationship, and I wish you every
success.
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
See Related Articles
Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to Deal with it
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
THIS is Why Men Don’t Call More Often…
Here’s Your Help When Dealing With Your Man Pulling Away
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5 Advanced Ways To Have Close Relationships That Others
Envy
May 18, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
“He left me. I suddenly broke down in tears. I told him I was so hurt that he didn’t call me after we
had sex for the first time. We weren’t even on a date when I burst out crying; I just bumped into him
at college.” Kristy said to Gianna.
Gianna raised her eyebrows and stopped breathing for one minute. “Wow. Ouch.”
“What? That’s all you gonna say?”
No no, I’m just processing all of what you said right now, Gianna said while letting out a big puff of
cigarette smoke slowly.
Oh, OK.
“I can’t believe you burst out crying. Just like that.”
“Well shit, what the hell was I supposed to do!! I couldn’t help it!”
“No, you just don’t show a guy that you’re hurt like that. They’re dicks, they don’t listen. They get
happy that you’re upset because suddenly they get an ego trip from knowing that you are really into
them.”
“Are you serious? Thanks for the support, geez! And, no, that’s not true, not all men are like that.”
“Hey! I’m just telling the truth! And plus, look at the way you just got treated. THAT’S why I am not
trusting any man anymore. You’re just rubbing salt in your own wounds by bursting out crying in
front of him like that.”
“Uh…no. I’m not rubbing salt in my wounds. I’m letting my shit come up. Maybe you should try it
one day, instead of stuffing yourself full of tobacco smoke every 30 minutes to avoid feeling anything
difficult.”
Gianna rolled her eyes and puffed out another mouthful of cigarette smoke.
“I can’t tell you anything, Gianna!” Kristy couldn’t control the tear that began running down slowly
from her eye. She tasted its saltiness as it rolled over her top lip. Her heart was pounding, she was
beginning to sweat and feeling even more stressed to be telling this to a “friend” who couldn’t even
listen and support her.
“I should’ve known, you can’t tolerate my choices just because they’re different to yours”, Kristy
said.
“I just…I just can’t relate, you know. I can’t relate to letting yourself cry in front of a guy like that,
on random. At college.”
“Ugh!” and with that, Kristy walked off on her supposed friend.
Fast forward 10 years. Kristy is married with her first child on the way; her husband had moved to
the country to be with her, so they could all be closer to her parents. He even buys her things….things
that matter. Like a gym membership and a new car because hers was 20 years old and kept breaking
down.
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Kristy’s husband is there for her. But can you imagine what happened to Gianna? Well, she was still
single, just as she was sure she should be.
Her patterns lead her to a mediocre life of safety. She has cats, but she was sitting on the couch
smoking cigarettes and eating potato chips every weekend, trying desperately to drown out the
feelings of regret and loneliness.
As Gianna was a very slim girl all her life, it was shocking for her to have to accept that she had also
put on 30 lbs in 10 years. She was feeling desperate, after having stuffed down so many emotions
with the cigarettes for all those years.
But…cigarettes. They will always be there for her.
Cigarettes equal friends in Gianna’s world.
A man, though? He won’t always be there for her. Men leave. They leave for younger women, kinder
women, sexier women…who knows what they leave for. But they leave, right?
I don’t know about you, but I’ve witnessed many people claiming that they have really close
relationships in their lives, but these people do not sound very convincing.
It’s not hard to see if a person is the type of person to withhold themselves emotionally (be
emotionally stingy)…and when someone does withhold themselves emotionally; not wanting to be
seen for who they are deep down…it becomes difficult or them to have close relationships.
That’s just how it works. The more we avoid, the less close any of our relationships will be.
We humans are all unique, but we are also all the same in many ways. A lot of us are afraid of being
revealed. We don’t want to be seen…we are afraid of being seen for who we are. So sometimes,
some people keep others at arm’s length. Even the closest people in their life can’t fully be let ‘in’.
What IS a close relationship, anyway?
It’s when the other person knows your soul. (Freaky, I know)
It’s where you can lay bare naked in front of that person, and feel totally accepted. And it’s where
you can do the same for them.
A close relationship is where there is total trust – trust for each other’s intent. Trust that you both
don’t need to avoid conflict with another because both of you will be willing to take responsibility for
the success of the relationship.
Close is definitely not about talking on the phone for hours every day. Why? Just because that could
be entertainment; not closeness. (Of course, talking on the phone for hours can be an indicator of
depth and closeness, just not always).
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know
What They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
Being close is about not tolerating it when you know the other person is lying to themselves.
Close relationships above all, require a kind of humility, don’t you think? I say this because in the
past I was a loser and I had to try to unlearn being a loser, so I could be a better person. I hope I’ve
been successful.
Close relationships melt defensiveness and make vulnerability okay.
Close relationships make crying ok.
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Close relationships make asking for something from the other person a non-stressful event (although
it always takes time and show of high value before you can get to that place with someone)
Close relationships mostly have no blaming.
Close relationships treat each other like family. Not like an enemy.
Give and take doesn’t exist in close relationships. Give and take is for friendships and relationships
that haven’t made it to the close relationship stage. Close relationships are about giving without
calculating what you’re getting back. If you can’t do that – then you might be friends, or housemates,
or husband and wife, but you are not close.
To have really close relationships, one must, at some point in their life, fully felt the depths and pain
of loneliness. (We are all lonely. Many of us just try to keep that loneliness at bay). If one has to have
an excess of acquaintances to hang out with to avoid feeling the loneliness, then that person isn’t
“practicing” what is necessary for having true close relationships.
TV is another distraction from one’s feelings. Just like Gianna and her cigarettes. We all cope
somehow.
But coping mechanisms are there to avoid closeness. Closeness with ourselves. Closeness with
others. Nobody wants to be close because it’s hard work and icky but at the same time we all want to
be close. So we are walking around like frauds. Pretending everything is okay and that we are close
to the people in our lives.
But in reality?
The reality is that many of us aren’t even emotionally close to our children, because of our stressful
lives, our patterns of conserving energy and even patterns of perpetuating distance. We don’t employ
the right strategies and environment for valuing closeness first; and so 20 years go by and we realise
that while we were off making money, it came at the cost of closeness and trust in our relationships.

Here are the 5 secret ways to have exceptionally close relationships…
1: Reduce the number of people you ‘need’ to have in your life. The more you spread your eggs,
the less close you will be with the people you truly like and respect. It’s okay to have no close
relationships. By acknowledging that you don’t have that, and acknowledging the pain and
loneliness, at least for some time (say, weeks or months), you can then come out of that difficult
place with something more valuable than the comfort of avoiding pain; which is: appreciation and
gratitude and depth of character. Suddenly, you are strong, and you don’t ‘need’ lots of people around
to shield you from the emotional depth of life.
2: Love and appreciate the parts of you that you don’t want to reveal to people. The more you
try to hide any part of you; the less closeness you can have with someone; especially men, as they
aren’t always easily able to want to get close to you unless you are visibly feeling your feelings; or
showing vulnerability.
What does it mean to love and appreciate the parts of you that you want to hide?
For example, I find that takers, (people who want to take value from other humans rather than have
an emotionally close relationship), often want to hide the fact that they’re a taker. They are defensive
of their Tina Taker or try to avoid being revealed. However, love that there is a part of you that is a
taker. Love Tina Taker. Why? Because you need to love and appreciate that she is there for a reason
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– ask her why she showed up in the first place. She’s probably there because she’s afraid of dying.
She needs resources, she needs to feel in control, and she perhaps needs popularity and certainty to
survive for the short term.
Yet in the long term, she doesn’t serve you well – another part of you, perhaps Alison Appreciation
needs to come into the picture and let Tina Taker rest. Alison Appreciation appreciates whatever she
has; and she appreciates that we all have to suffer – and it’s okay. Take pride in your pain; take pride
in the courage and the grit and the character and the vulnerability and the confidence you will build
by surrendering to what little you have and what pain you have not allowed yourself to feel.
3: Understand that at the core, relationships are about resources – whether they are close or
not. We enter all relationship and fake relationships for the sake of resources. Fear can often make us
choose to have lots of not so real friends or sexual partners (put our eggs in lots of baskets), but
inspiration, vulnerability and courage can make us choose to invest in just a tiny portion of people.
Neither strategy is wrong. It’s a risk to invest 110% emotionally in only one person. Yet it’s also a
risk to give only 10% emotionally in 50 relationships. Which one do you think is riskier? Investing
10% in 50 people? Or investing 110% in one person? (Or maybe two or three, maximum).
We all have to decide if a truly close relationship is worth the risk and loss. Nobody is more right or
more wrong with their choices – their choices will just either make their relationships thrive or die.
What I feel is that we have to give up ego, we have to potentially give up other friendships, other
suitors….all for the sake of investing heavily in one or two or three people. It’s scary, but it’s brave.
And – it’s loyal.
People who think they can have lots of lovers or lots of friends usually can’t be loyal to a tiny portion
of people. Don’t you think that is true? Because their energy and time will just go to the highest
bidder.
By the way, if you want to know if your relationship is healthy, here’s a guide I created for you on
the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.
4: Be a safe place for the people that you care about. This requires being able to meet your own
needs in a proper (and superior way). Watching reality TV for example, is not meeting one’s needs
well. It doesn’t fill you up, it just distracts you. If you cannot meet your own needs through high
quality avenues, then you aren’t really fulfilled and then become only able to worry about yourself
(and can’t even dream of being a safe place for somebody else).
How do you show that you’re a safe place for another? Let them know that you accept and love all of
them. Better still, do actually show that you love and accept all of them…every single part of them,
without question.
How do you do that? Love and accept every part of yourself first. Every part of you, even the parts
that you judge, no matter how bad, stupid, embarrassing or ditsy is there for a reason…and every part
of you belongs somewhere.
When you accept all of yourself, then you can accept all of others, with humour and love. The reason
this is important is so that you don’t sabotage emotional closeness with rules about how you *should*
be or how others *should* be. Rules aren’t always bad, and rules are important…but we should at
least be aware of when they might be sabotaging connection with others.
Close relationships are not meant to be easy. I know some people make you think that they should be
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easy, but they are only easy when you choose the hard path.
As someone much smarter than me once said…life is easy when you do it the hard way. The hard
way begins with taking the 4 secret steps I’ve shared with you in this article.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)
5: Try to learn to appreciate/embrace conflict instead of avoiding it. Without appreciation for the
role of conflict in your life, you can easily become a pleaser. And as you know, pleasers always lose
out. Conflict and arguments (or serious discussions) will always be a part of closeness. Close
relationships require conflict and vulnerability to grow!
No conflict equals no growth. If you are not growing, then you are dying (said Tony Robbins).
One thing is for sure: we can’t build a close relationships when our first and foremost desire is to
have control/certainty. Neither can we be close with another if our number one need is to maintain a
feeling of self importance. We have to value closeness and vulnerability more than we value
ourselves.
In the name of helping you create closer relationships, we have a report called, “How to love without
being used” when you buy our program, How to Stay High Value When He Pulls Away.
We’ve had tremendously positive feedback and responses from women after they’ve gone through
these two guides and I think you will find many ah-hah moments and profound insights too!
I would love to hear from you – your comments will always be read and they add a lot of value to
other women in the world. Leave me a comment if you have discoveries, thoughts and opinions to
share.
Lots of love to you,
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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4 Top Secret Ways to Access Your High Value Vulnerability
June 16, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
‘’You don’t bleed. That’s why you can’t keep a guy.’’ Erol said to his long time friend, Jacinta,
whilst twisting his foot into the ground to kill his cigarette butt.
They’ve been friends forever and always love to chat about their relationships…
“I…what? I don’t bleed?”
“Yeah, you don’t bleed. You need to bleed in order for him to have feelings for you. I’m
exaggerating, but I’m kind of not, too.”
“What the hell are you talking about?”
Erol chuckled. “Look, I don’t actually mean bleed, that is a metaphor to say, hey, you should make it
obvious how you feel. By actually letting him see how you feel. I don’t mean you need to
suffer…what I’m actually saying is that unless you show how you feel loudly and clearly, a guy
won’t understand it, and he won’t….bond to you. At least that’s just what I’ve noticed.”
“Oh. I get what you’re saying…you’re saying don’t pretend everything is okay…but I tried
expressing my feelings and being you know, vulnerable, cause everyone has been saying I act like I
don’t need a guy and it’s been annoying the heck out of me…so I just told Jake that I wanted to share
a future with him, and he shut the whole conversation down and ignored me. And you are telling me
that I don’t bleed? I felt like I was bleeding at the time!”
“Yeah, I understand you felt that way, but it’s not clear enough I think. That’s just what I think, I
could be wrong.” Erol shrugged his big shoulders and looked down at the ground.
“But I did bleed, I finally told him that I saw a future with him, and that I want to share my future
with him.”
“No, I’m talking about your feelings. Trust me, I’m a dude. That’s not bleeding! You have to bleed.”
Erol chuckled warmly. “See with my girl, Francine, I know I can’t take my mind off her because she
needs me.”
“Ugh. I’m giving up on men. And by the way, I DID bleed. I bled inside; I just told you, that I told
him I saw a future with him, which feels really scary to me.”
“Yeah, I know. But that’s just you starting a conversation. That’s just talk.”
“Conversation!? I felt scared as hell to say that to him! And he didn’t even respect what I said!
“How was he supposed to know that you were scared? You didn’t say you were scared!”
Erol continued, “Why can’t women just make this stuff a bit more obvious? It frustrates me. Women
are so wishy washy and indirect. If you feel scared, say it… let us know. We’re not mind readers.
Most of us guys are pretty thick and we need to see it clearly or hear it loudly. We don’t understand
this indirect BS.”
“How can I be more direct? If I was direct then I might break down crying.”
“So what if you do?”
“Well don’t guys hate emotionally unstable women?”
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“No. It’s not that guys don’t like women expressing their feelings. Guys don’t like surface crying that
is more just used as manipulation and blame. If you were to cry as if you’re bleeding, then they will
respond, if they love her.”
Jacinta looked confused and didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at that.
She was used to her quirky friend being funny, but this caught her off guard.
This reality has hit her hard and it’s completely not what she’s used to.
The subject of vulnerability is getting more attention these days; I’m sure you’ve noticed…
It’s all about vulnerability; because many of us have started thinking about it in this world where
people are not prioritising relationships enough, they are overworked, and so well connected on the
interwebs but under-connected in person.
Many of us are thinking and realising we might be too numb, too un-vulnerable, too rough around the
edges, or whatever else we think we are.
It’s hard to blame anyone for being that way, as once you’ve been hurt enough, it’s kind of a relief to
shut down and tune out.
(Do You Know What the 2 Most Critical Elements of Any Intimate Relationship Are and How
They Will Make or Break Your Love Life? Click here to find out right now…)
Even though there’s nothing “wrong” with having rough-around-the edges moments, there’s
something to admire about a totally real, un-brushed woman who is being raw (and men, too – men
are beautiful when they are being themselves – whatever it looks like). So, we all want to know how
to access that dormant part of ourselves.
And let’s be honest, often, our vulnerability has to remain dormant – because it’s inappropriate for
certain situations, and not everyone deserves to see our vulnerability!
It’s all about being vulnerable. I’m pretty sure I was one of the first to begin talking about
vulnerability (which is of course not true, but I like to think that anyway), and at The Feminine
Woman, we define it as “High Value Vulnerability”.
If you want to learn more about High Value Vulnerability, it is one of the core concepts of our
Commitment Control 2 Program.
Because it’s one thing to feel vulnerable inside, and it’s another to be high value vulnerable. And the
difference between vulnerable and high value vulnerable is that you could feel vulnerable deep inside
yourself and in the moment (you could feel like you risked something by saying or doing a particular
thing), but you may not come across as vulnerable or be perceived as vulnerable to your man, or to
another person.
So to explain…you could feel vulnerable, shaky, or out of sorts emotionally, but you are not really
accessing your vulnerability in it’s raw form. This could be because you developed coping
mechanisms to cover it up, or because it’s just far too painful to go deep into who you really are.
I’ll say that again. You could feel vulnerable inside, but not appear vulnerable because it’s far too
painful to go deep into who you really are. Today I’m going to give you ways in which you can begin
to do that.
And, hey, maybe you don’t want anyone to see you as who you really are, because, well, f**k
everybody, right? All those humans who hurt you in the past can go lick mouse balls.
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So whilst it’s highly valuable for your personal growth to feel vulnerable inside…it’s another to feel
in a totally vulnerable way, to also communicate vulnerably, to connect with another vulnerably, and
it’s another to relate to another human being, or to a man through vulnerable emotion.
And it is this vulnerable communication that will also help men fall in love with you and lead you
towards a committed relationship; a deeper relationship.

Here are 4 ways to do it:
1: Access your primary emotion (the first emotion you have in response to a situation. I like to
teach that your primary emotion is the deepest, core emotion behind all the superficial thoughts or
feelings you have). In order to access your vulnerability, you need to access your primary emotion,
which is harder than just ‘talking’ about your emotions. Learn more about primary emotions here. As
soon as you’ve gone into freeze mode or even just thought something in your mind before
responding, it is already too late to show primary emotion.
Primary emotion is instinctive and it’s vulnerable and it often feels inappropriate to show it. For
example, a friend’s little girl runs up to you and says: “Wow! Your tummy so big! When you gonna
have baby?” and depending on who you are, how much time you spend feeling on a daily basis, and
how you feel on that day, your primary emotion could be to burst out into tears of hurt and pain.
Well, maybe that’s just me. But the best thing about primary emotion is that if you’re at least mildly
used to feeling primary emotion as it comes, and if you’re engaged with life, then after a short
amount of time, it is over. Done. You generally don’t seethe over it; because most of your hurt and
pain is felt.
But the problem is…it’s not okay to burst out crying in “primary emotion”, because you are supposed
to be a “thinking adult” and you should really know not to take a kid seriously. But that ‘not taking a
kid seriously’ thing is an afterthought – it is not the primary emotion.
I suggest that in this situation, it’s okay to let yourself feel a little bit. It’s okay to have tears in your
eyes. I know there are rules about how you should be; but there are also huge costs to adhering to
what you should be, and that is numbness. Once you ‘do’ numbness enough, you end up dead inside,
and eventually, you can risk becoming one of those boring people.
Not only do you end up boring, you end up with a ridiculous amount of past hurts, anger and pain
that you’ll need to catch up with feeling through later on.
Another example of how to access primary emotion is to notice when you feel like blaming someone.
Blame is toxic. When we blame someone, often we’re ‘skipping’ the primary emotion and going
instead to blame to avoid our pain, and to avoid taking responsibility.
So for your own sake, before you go to blame someone – you need to stop and ask yourself what it is
that you are truly avoiding feeling – is your primary emotion just fear? Scared? Are you afraid of
feeling like a failure (which of course you are not, but sometimes we still feel like we are a failure
due to the rules that other people push on to us).
Sometimes we blame others so as to avoid feeling out of control. Blame is the opposite of
vulnerability, and it almost always drains from you and your relationship (unless you do it jokingly
and that’s understood as okay inside of your relationship as a way to get anger out, but that’s a whole
other conversation).
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See my article on Does Fear of Abandonment Make You More Beautiful?
2: Verbalise the deepest, scariest thing about this particular moment. For example, let’s say on a
particular day, you feel bored, envious and angry and notice yourself putting others down too much.
Verbalise the deepest feeling you can (the feeling you are too scared to admit that you have). Here are
some examples, so you can start to access deeper emotions:
“I can’t stand to be me right now.”
“It hurts to be alive.”
“This hurts too much.”
“I don’t enjoy being like this. I feel lonely and terrified inside.”
My hope is that you’ll get a chance to peel back the layers, and get down to exposing your truest,
most surrendered emotion(s). Why? Not because I’m sadistic. But because, this will be a huge,
orgasmic emotional release for you, and it will feel GOOD some time after you’ve done it. And it
will feel good because you can finally be free (until the next lot of pent up emotions).
3: Open your arms to the side as wide as you can, and open your chest out to the world.
Obviously you don’t want to do this in the streets out in public. Do it at home. And when you feel the
right moment, you can consider doing it in front of someone that you trust.
You can try this in your backyard at night, or you can try this with the cold water coming out of the
shower. (Cold showers help you practice being okay with being vulnerable. However, I am not a
medical expert or a doctor. Please research cold water therapy for yourself before trying it – it can
shock your body especially if you have not had much practice.)
Hold your arms out to the sides, and your chest pushed out for as long as you can, until you can’t deal
with it anymore and end up crossing your arms, holding yourself tightly, or end up in the fetal
position (crying is okay too).
It is a practice of surrender. This is surrender instead of the “push” and the resistance which often
surfaces as defensiveness and trying to be combative or dominate. It is surrender instead of
resistance. It is softness and femininity instead of defensiveness.
When you do this, try to notice the flow of feeling. Enjoy being yourself, getting to know yourself,
and remembering all the hurts that you’ve pushed down in the past (so that you become unlocked,
soft and ready to spontaneously experience more joy, ecstasy, hurt or happiness in the future).
When you have become unlocked, you become able to show high value vulnerability in front of a
man more. He will feel more of your softness, more of your deliciousness and more of your
aliveness. It will potentially inspire him (and maybe even women), in a way you never thought
possible.
This is how men become inspired to enter committed relationships – it is through a woman’s softness
of surrender and trust. Trust for whom? Trust for the process of life, and eventually, trust for him.
By the way, I’ve written an article here on the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy relationship to help
you discern the quality of the relationship you are in, and whether it is truly healthy or not.
4: Turn retaliation and self defense into total submission. I don’t necessarily mean submitting to a
man (thought that could be part of it). I mean submission to the flow of life, and submission to the
flow of your own emotion. Your own emotions are here to guide you and show you who you are.
Some people are sure that emotions and feeling emotions make that person ‘less’, or weak.
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Yet – How strong do you think it is to not know who you are? How strong are you if you can’t feel in
real time? We become weakened when we block emotion out as a way to retaliate. It’s okay to
feel…it’s okay to feel the resistance to yourself feeling….just keep accepting the moment and
accessing the emotion.
You can try this first by saying ‘I hate this….this is awful….I don’t want to feel how alive I am! I
don’t want to feel how painful this is! Who will be there to catch me?’ When we verbalise our
resistance instead of retaliate, that is a beautiful, admirable thing because it is the beginnings of a
healthy relationship with our High Value Vulnerability.
This might sound like a dangerous thing to suggest. It might sound like dangerous advice. But think
about it. What’s the only real way to be free? What’s the only real way to stop being low value (ie:
wanting to take value from the world?) It is to feel the vulnerability we avoid feeling. We become
low value when we want to take from the world, and not give back. We want to take from the world
and be stingy when we resist what is happening. We resist, so we become un-calibrated and valuetaking.
I hope you enjoyed this article as much as I enjoyed writing it for you.
Take a look at our Commitment Control 2 Program where we will delve deeply into High Value
Vulnerability.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The One Perfect Thing to Say When a Man Says He Needs
â€œSpaceâ€•
July 31, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

What if your man or boyfriend is needing space in the relationship?
Article updated 2020
“I freaked out. He told me calmly that he needs some space and I didn’t know what to do. I
tried to talk him through this, I begged him not to leave me because I’m afraid he will leave
me for another woman”.
The anxiety of a man needing space. It’s enough to make many women feel their stomach suddenly
drop 1,000 miles through the floor. It can make you feel blinded by fear of the worst.
Unfortunately and fortunately, this dizzy time of worry and stress is so important for the future of
your relationship with this man. It can also potentially be your ‘make-or-break’ moment in a
relationship. Don’t get me wrong, women need space too – men can definitely be smothering to a
woman; making her want to ask him to give her space.
First of all, I want to say that this article is for women who are already in an exclusive relationship. If
you are in an at least somewhat healthy relationship and a man asks for space, yet you don’t take the
opportunity to offer value to him, then you could lose the opportunity to save a perfectly viable
relationship. Before we get into the one perfect thing you can say to a man when he says he needs
space, we need a deeper understanding of men so that you can say this ‘perfect thing’ with
authenticity and care.
See how to stay high value when he pulls away…
Contents
What to say to him when he asks for space?
What does “I need space” mean?
If I give him space, will he come back?
We are wired to fear abandonment…

What to say to him when he asks for space?
The one perfect thing to say to a man when he needs space is a starting point.
Remember that the specific words I am about to give you are only a starting point. Everything else
I’m suggesting to you here makes up for the whole ‘package’ of showing up high value when he
wants space.
So, in giving you this one perfect thing to say, it is just a starting point to get you on the high road.
Words alone won’t fix everything!
This is why, in this article, I go through the mindset, I go through how to deal with the feelings that
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you will inevitably feel when a man asks for space (anger, hurt, shock, fear), and give you the correct
perspective to have to go along with the ‘one perfect thing to say to a man when he needs space.’
Again, words are only a starting point. Body language, actually caring for a man, and your true
understanding of the value in giving him space, will make up the rest of it.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Why would your boyfriend suddenly start saying he wants space?
Sometimes, a man doesn’t just ‘suddenly’ ask for space – sometimes, it’s been a long time coming. In
other words, he has had life stressors outside of your relationship together and he cannot cope with all
of that plus your relationship at once. I am not excusing a man’s choice to ask for space – it would be
nicer if he could stay put in the relationship and stay present with you, but we can’t always have what
we want, and sometimes he just is (painfully) not ready to be there for you.
Sometimes men ask for space because he feels like a woman is taking too much from him without
giving back. And you know what? Every man is going to feel that way about his woman at some
point in time; because this is the natural feeling that men and women have about each other in longterm relationships, when their psychological and biological needs clash.
And you and I will also feel that way about our man at some point in time – it’s just how it is. It’s
how it is meant to be. Doesn’t mean it is right and that we should settle for that feeling in a
relationship – it just means that we should respect this as an important part of the evolution of
every relationship.

What does “I need space” mean?
What does this mean? It means, don’t feel blamed. Don’t blame yourself, and don’t blame him. He
may just need to feel like himself again, he may just want to feel empty instead of ‘connected’ all the
time, so he can connect with his masculinity and his own equilibrium again (because sometimes,
being with a woman for a long time can feel like it’s draining his own masculine energy, and that’s
true of women spending a lot of time with men as well!)
You see, women and men often have sex well together, and raise children together well, but they
don’t always resonate well with each other, because of their hugely different motivations that stem
from evolution and biology. I’m referring to natural biological, emotional and psychological
differences between men and women. I’m sure you know what I mean. Because we don’t always
resonate so well with each other, it can feel draining to be together for long periods of time.
Sometimes, a man may just feel like the woman in his life is taking more value than she is giving
back, and unfortunately, evolution kind of designed men and women to feel this way, when
intertwining our lives with a human who is the opposite of us.
Huh? Yes, evolution designed men and women this way. Let me explain. Often, men’s goals and
wants will be the complete opposite of what his woman wants – simply because of biology.
Because of what we are built to seek out and want from life.
And because of that, his woman’s desires and requests will feel like total value taking. It will
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sometimes feel like the relationship is too much work to him.
But no feeling is permanent and there is something you can do about this.

If I give him space, will he come back?
Our task – if we want to be high status, high value, is to learn to offer so much value to him and his
life, that he naturally becomes eager to be there for you and to love you and cherish you. But even
then – and make sure you listen to this – even then, sometimes it is just not meant to be.
And by the way – it may sound like I’m asking you to be his butt licker when I suggest offering so
much value that he naturally becomes eager to be there for you and to love you and cherish you.
That’s far from the truth. I’m actually not asking you to be nice. I’m asking you to be the best version
of you.
See this article on The Nice Version of You Versus The Best Version of You.
This all just means that the reason I want you to learn to give lots of value, is not just so you can just
catch any man and keep him (because you will be able to as a high value high status woman).
The reason I want you to learn to give so much value is because at the end of it all, all of this is really
about who you become. It’s not always about getting what you want at the moment – I believe the
true reward in life is who you become. It’s not in what you ‘get’ from a man or a relationship.
Because, even if your current relationship never works out – at least you can walk away a higher
value woman – when you have super high value, you can connect with any man you want anyway.
So at least you get to walk away, knowing you took the high road, and there’s no better feeling than
that. There’s no better feeling than having earned high self esteem because you truly gave value as
best you could – and got outside of your own self to do so.
Your confidence is everything when it comes to relationships.

What other reasons might my boyfriend wants space?
Sometimes he needs space because he feels like the woman can’t let down her guard and feel – and
therefore there is no heart or depth of connection in the relationship with a woman who is not
connected to life.
There’s no fun for men in being in a relationship alone, with unresponsive women who are numb and
untrusting. Although, you have every right to feel numb and untrusting. It’s just that if a man feels
that he cannot get his woman to (gradually) trust him and surrender to him as deeply as he wishes –
the relationship isn’t going to feel as erotic and alive. It also won’t feel like it is worth his time as the
attraction and connection are just not there.
And Attraction and Connection is what makes a relationship strong and lasting.
You know, it’s hard for me to say all this to you because I know numbness and distrust serves a
purpose. I’ve been there. I still can go there – rarely, but I can. The world can be a dark, scary and
suspicious place at times, and if you come from a hurtful, unstable background, then yes – numbness
and a lack of trust probably permeate every fabric of your life.
It’s just that doing the opposite of that – activating your (gradual) and progressive surrender to life,
surrender to attraction and to a man – are all necessary for a man to want to dive in and make you his
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very own, forever.

Does he need space or is it over?
You know what? Sometimes men just ask for space – and there’s not a damn thing you could have
done that could have changed the course of things. Sometimes, things are just bigger than us! We
cannot control everything, and maybe that could be the lesson you’re about to learn for yourself.
There could be many reasons a man asks for space…but if we want to get to the core of the issue,
usually the reason men want space from the relationship has to do with value – ie: the relationship is
not adding enough value to his life at this time (and for time leading up to it).
It’s not actually your fault or his fault! It’s just that the timing of your relationship could be wrong, or
the stars don’t align right now. Sometimes he just doesn’t perceive value in a committed relationship.
Yet one thing is for sure: It’s all about value. Human beings enter relationships that provide value
for them, and leave relationships that don’t provide value for them. I know this makes it all
sounds shallow and like we just want people for what they can offer us – but that’s not always true.
What humans need is “signals” or “proof” of value from each other – especially in today’s society
where we often start off as complete strangers and it’s bloody hard work to get any kind of
relationship going, and to build trust and love and attraction (but worth it).
Back when we lived in tribes of 100-200 people, we would already know each other’s value from the
extensive history of being familiar with each other. That’s not the case nowadays – we need to signal
value (both men and women have this responsibility, whether they want to own that responsibility is
another story).
Sometimes, a man feels smothered by a woman who has been “over functioning” in the relationship.
Sometimes, we just get needy (totally normal for any woman, or even man) and he gets angry and
frustrated because he perceives that the neediness is a burden on his life.
(Yes, I know, a man is more spiritual and higher value if he can handle a woman’s neediness and stay
present with her, telling her that ‘all will be okay’ and that he will be here for her. But it doesn’t
always work that way, does it? Sometimes, the actual experience is much harder and more
heartbreaking for us than that isn’t it?)

What to do with your anxiousness when a man says he needs space
Now back to the topic of us getting anxious when a man needs his space
Let us stop and think. What is really happening when a man tells you he needs space? Is it you being
a terrible partner? Are you in the wrong? Are you the problem? Or actually, is HE the problem?
One thing is for sure – you are not in the wrong.
This is not a you problem. This is a human problem. It is a universal problem. This anxiety and the
neediness that you feel when a man pulls away is just how things go in relationships. Women (and
men too) get needy. It is a basic law of how humans work in relationships.
This doesn’t make neediness right. It doesn’t make neediness good, either.
It is definitely high value to learn and practice not coming across as needy. (the best way to do that is
to not act from a place of fear, but we’ll get into that more in our programs)
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It IS high value to respond generously to a man needing space rather than to react out of fear.
But there is no need to obsess over your actions in the past. It is all okay because we have all made
huge mistakes and there is very good reason why women (or men) get needy.

Why do we as women get needy?
As a general rule, women become needy when they feel unresourceful. They feel needy when they
feel like there are enough resources for them (attention from men, commitment from men, money),
and we can get needy when men signal that they are going to pull away…
Because we are imperfect.
Because there’s actually a lot at stake for us.
Because of the threat of loss of resources – mainly emotional resources. We want a man to be
romantically and emotionally all ours.
Because scared. It’s just all a bit scary. And that’s okay. It’s okay to feel all that is scary.
Why else do we get needy? Because for millions of years, women have been vulnerable enough just
by being women that they needed men’s protection, presence and love in order to survive long
enough to give birth to a baby (and continue to nurture that baby).
(Unless of course, a woman has enough resources within her own family that having a man is just a
bonus).
Why else do we get needy? To protect ourselves; to look out for ourselves…to secure resources for
ourselves.
Above all, we can become needy when we want to avoid feeling pain.
It is okay. We are all living organisms that want to survive, and protecting yourself is a part of the
deal.

There’s something much worse than being needy…
Do you know what is much worse than being needy?
Being a sociopathic value-extractor. When you are too lazy, or too resistant to life to care about
adding value back to a man, then that is a problem. When you’re too insensitive to give anything to
others (especially giving emotionally), then you truly do have a problem!
When you want to extract value everywhere you go and you feel entitled to a man’s resources just
because you exist, that is a problem. Moreso it’s a problem for yourself – it is lonely to be a taker.
Simple neediness because you became scared to lose a man, is a simple problem that can be worked
through; and that is what I am here for. It is my privilege to be able to deliver information to you, and
I hope it helps you. (If you want to go deeper and have a world class understanding of men, then it’s
important that you join our Understanding Men membership area).
And here’s is an amazing article on The 5 Things Every Woman Ought to Know About Men.

What is the ONE perfect thing to say to him when he says he needs space?
The one perfect thing to say is this:
“Ok, I understand.”
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And it is the most important thing you will say to him.
When a man comes to you and he says “I need some space”, your most important response is to say
“Ok, I understand.”
Now, we can go further and add more words to this, but the essence of it is that you are
communicating from a mature place, not from fear. Try to say it with a true desire to be mature, high
value and give to him and say it with love.
“I understand.”
If you say this….doesn’t this make you a people pleaser?
Some women might be shocked reading my one perfect thing to say. You might be surprised that I
didn’t suggest that you say: ‘go to hell’ or ‘fine, enjoy your space but I won’t be here when you get
back’ to a man.
I wouldn’t suggest that….and here is why.
I don’t suggest that you make your relationship about evening the playing ground – I aim to help you
connect with a man. Connection is the true desire of all of us deep down, and more importantly –
connection is what strengthens the relationship – not evening the playing ground or having a power
play.
If we choose to be immature, and focus on a man wanting space as a sign that he is “behaving badly”,
then we are weakening ourselves rather than strengthening ourselves. Why? Because we are just
trying to make a last-ditch effort to exert power over him, rather than exhibit a sign that we are a
mature woman capable of putting connection first, not power.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

What more can you say to a man who is asking for space?
Now we can think about other possible things to say after you’ve said: “I understand”.
The key is that you remain in a state where you care enough to connect.
You can say: “I’m going to miss you so much. Yet, it’s ok, I understand.”
Give a little touch on the arm, or something gentle that communicates that you care.
As long as you care…as long as you have good intentions and you’ve connected with him, you’ve
officially done the best thing you could have done in that moment.

How to have the right mindset when a man needs space
Deciding how to react – and much less so, deciding what to ‘say’ when a man needs space is a
serious matter. As I mentioned previously, it is a make-or-break moment!
What does that mean?
It means that the intent you have behind your words, and the understanding that you show when a
man needs space is potentially the last time you will get a chance to build a positive association in the
relationship – positive enough that he will want to come back to you for more, time and time again.
And for that reason – it is important that you respect the seriousness of this make-or-break moment.
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Especially for yourself. It’s easy and understandable to act from fear when men want space – but
if you need to, simply say ‘that’s ok, I understand.” and then proceed to find a place where you can
be alone, sit down, breathe, and breathe again, and just keep breathing…
Breathe in all the uncertainty that you are experiencing. Breathe in all the fear and the heavy sense of
loss you desperately resist feeling. Breathe it all in, and if it happens, let yourself cry.
When you’ve taken the time to feel (which could take a while), it’s important to remember this:
When a man is communicating to you – he is communicating one of either two things (sometimes
both):
1: They are communicating a cry for help
2: They are giving you a loving communication.
As much as you want to protect yourself by asking him for more or getting combative with him, as
much as you want to secure the relationship for yourself, you need to say to him that you understand.
And as the conversation progresses, you could consider doing your best to speak and act from a
giving place – not from a fearful place. You can’t give when you are in a place of fear for what you
might lose. (this is why it is important to practice being emotionally resourceful).

Why is it good to say “I understand”?
Why is it good to say “I understand”?
Because when you say “I understand”, you are being a value giver. You are doing one high value,
evolved thing: connecting with what HE wants. And respecting where he is at.
Even IF you do not fully understand where he is at, it does not matter – what matters is that what you
say, adds value to him, and helps your relationship progress.
Remember back to a time where you felt all alone, like nobody cared. Remember back to an
emotionally difficult time – maybe when you were a child and you felt abandoned.
What is the one thing that would have basically set you free?
What is the one thing somebody could have given you that would have been a godsend?
It is validation for what you are feeling. It is somebody understanding you, and what you felt, with no
strings attached.
This is what you’d be doing for a man if he needs space – you’re simply being an evolved, high value
and confident human being. This doesn’t mean that you can’t feel like screaming inside after saying
“I understand.” But it means that you need to take all those feelings and at least let yourself feel them.

But am I allowed a meltdown?
You may be wondering….but what about a meltdown? Am I allowed to have my own feelings? You
may be thinking…I may tell him that I understand, but inside I feel like I’m about to vomit and I
want to beg him to stay and never leave me.
Newsflash: men don’t always plan to abandon you when they ask for space (even though that’s what
we instantly fear).
When a man is asking you for space it is often a test.
It is also often simply that he needs space and that is all.
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It’s really a test of how much you care about the relationship, or about him, beyond your own needs.

We are wired to fear abandonment…
The challenge when a man asks for space is how evolution may have wired fear into us – we are
wired to fear abandonment. Our primitive brain acts like he’s about to do the world’s worst thing –
for example; go and screw our best friend, or go on tinder and find someone new to chase. But that’s
not always the case.
And yes, horrible things do happen in this world. I’m not here to tell you that everything is always
going to be okay – everything is not always going to be okay. However, with regards to men, even if
you get hurt, rest assured that you are strong enough to get through to the other side.
And many times, the truth is that even though you feel anxious – things really are okay, and your
primitive brain has just had a freak out. Your mind will often have worry and anxiety. But remind
yourself that it is okay, and you now have permission to risk being high value – to risk giving value,
and getting outside of yourself – to give more than feels comfortable.
A lot of people only want the best for themselves and they will not do what is necessary beyond their
comfort zone, to make a relationship work – don’t let that be you. You risk too much.
Just because a man needs space does not necessarily mean he’s about to cheat on you. It means he
needs space – and it means that if you can communicate lovingly to him in response to his request for
space, then you get a chance to show your value to him in a way many other women would not.
Here’s a comprehensive guide on Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It.
And here… on how to stay high value when he does pull away…
And hey, if your worst nightmare does happen…then I want you to know that I am very sorry and
that you don’t deserve that kind of pain. But I also know that one day you will find a way to see that
that very pain will give you a strength that you couldn’t have had before.
To help you understand whether your current relationship is really worth your time and
energy, I wrote an article on the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy relationship.
Also, I hope that you enjoyed this post. I really look forward to reading your thoughts. Do you
have any worries, or are you confused about anything? Please share your thoughts below.
Love,
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P.S. I hope that you enjoyed this post. I really look forward to reading your thoughts. Do you have
any questions or opinions you could add? Please share them below.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media.
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.P.S. One last thing, have you heard of our High Value Banter where we discuss about the 3
rules for “High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
See Related Articles
How to Deal with Fear of being Alone and Him Leaving You?
Why He Pulls Away when you spend time Together & How to Deal with it
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
What Should You Do When Your Man Pulls Away?
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If He Loves You More Than You Love Him, Is It Worth a
Chance?
September 15, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
Hi Renee,
I have been following your blog and it has changed my life significantly. Thank you.
I recently met a guy who I believe truly loves me, the problem is, He has a lot of habits I used to have
but worked really hard on myself to quit.?ex. talking too much)
If I am being honest, am not sure I love this man but I realized I have been too picky with men.
This guy calls me, checks up and tells me he loves me often (too often even).
Should I give him a chance?

Hi “Phoenix”,
I began to reply to you in the comments on my blog, but figured I would respond in a blog post, so
here it is!
This is such an important topic and your question is a good one. Yet I’m going to start by suggesting
that you are either saying one of two things here:
1: You are considering giving this man a chance because of a lack of better options around. (Because
let’s face it, if there was a 10/10 man at your front door right now, interested in you, you wouldn’t
even be considering this man whom you don’t really love)
2: You could be saying that this man actually has ‘potential’ to be a High Value mate, yet, you really
have an issue with being too judgmental of men. And – you being judgmental puts your guard up,
closes you off, and stops you from forming beautiful, spontaneous connections with men.
Which one are you saying? They are two different situations. However, what is interesting is that you
can utilise situation number 1 to potentially raise your value and hope that you will soon enough
attract a man who is High Value (or an 8/10 and above) in to your life.
You might not really desire this man, but ask yourself the question – could you and do you want to
consider spending some time with him, practicing your connection skills, so that you become more
skillful and confident at connecting and playing? All for the purpose of raising your value so that you
can attract the mate that you want?
Some would suggest that this behaviour would be leading a man on. And I guess that could be true.
However, if you wanted to try and genuinely connect with him, and after a short time cut it off (if you
truly feel that you both do not have a genuine, unique connection), there’s nothing wrong with that.
There’s nothing wrong with having given it a go – as long as your intention was to connect. Why?
Because if your intention is to connect, then you would naturally cut him off when you feel the time
is right, and you won’t go around hurting anybody.
A genuine desire to connect with also help you to be more finely attuned to the situation, which a lot
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of people are not these days.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Could your judgement be a possible blockage to connection?
I would suggest that you don’t want to give a man a chance ‘for the sake of it’ . However, what you
said about being picky is smart and important – what if you remove the judgement of his behaviour
completely for a week, and connect with him heart-to-heart, and really have a true intent to connect,
and feel him, and feel how you feel around him?
If you (like many of us women) are too quick to judge men who don’t immediately give the
impression of High mate value, then that judgemental habit can potentially (key word: potentially,
because sometimes you really don’t want to give low value men any chances at all) – but a
judgemental habit can be a blockage to having true vulnerable, spontaneous, heart-open connection
with someone. And you could end up alone because of it.
On the other hand, you need to really reach inside, and feel yourself. Is your body truly telling you
‘no’ to this man? Do you intuitively feel – and know – that he is low value, but you just think you
should give him a chance for no good reason other than it fits your identity of giving things a go?
Because that can be a real waste of time.
The other thing you need to be aware of is just not to jump into giving him a chance just to take value
only because he’s the only man who is currently offering you anything. In this case, the words “give
him a chance” is really just code for: see if you should take the mediocre value he is offering since
there’s no better option in men around?

Do it for the connection, not to take attention and value
Having said that, I am not saying that you should disregard him altogether. You could give him a
chance, but on one basis only: for the reason that you could practice having vulnerable connection
with him until it no longer feels right to continue.
Don’t force a relationship just because he likes you and is being generous with his attention, because
chances are, he may not even truly love you, he could be looking for sex.
You mentioned: “This guy calls me, checks up and tells me he loves me often (too often even)” –
RED FLAG. Where is the red flag? It is in the way you said he might check up on you ‘too often’.
Coupled with the fact that you don’t really love this man, the fact that you’re saying that you don’t
really love this man, this all presents a possible problem.
Here’s what I mean: If you say he’s doing it ‘too often’, then it could mean these things:
1: He is not attuned to you (he doesn’t really care where you’re at), he’s just looking for sex or
something casual.
2: He just wants to take value because he senses that you like the attention, and you liking the
attention means you could be a sexual opportunity. When we are blinded by our own need for
attention, we can easily become prey to men.
No, I’m not pointing the finger here, cause I know that women generally enjoy attention from men –
the only issue with that is when our need to take attention from the world is so great that we ignore
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our body’s messages to us (intuition) and ignore the truth of what’s happening right in front of our
eyes.
Men who are High Value, who are genuinely falling in love, or feeling a real connection with you,
won’t ‘check up on you too often’ in a way that makes you feel like it is ‘too often’ or ‘too much’.
Because they don’t need to! They can have women whenever they want. They’ll sense the lack of
enthusiasm on your part, and they will usually accept it or leave with grace. A High Value man will
simply move on.
Check out this article on The Two Traits of Women That Men Routinely Fall In Love With.
The answer here really is: If you feel like you can go ahead with him, purely for the reason that you
enjoy practising to connect, then you could consider doing that.
Other than that – don’t waste his time and yours, I say, if you’re only doing it for lack of better
options in your life right now. I don’t say that because you’d be leading him on, I say it for your
benefit. I say it because of the fact that you’d only be perpetuating your own habit of ‘settling for
whatever scraps you can get’. That is a dangerous habit to get stuck in, because it keeps you low
value.

Do you have a hole from the past that needs to be filled with attention?
At some point, many of us, (you and I included) have to look deep within, and ask ourselves this:
“Is it him that I want the attention from? Or am I just missing attention from when I was a
little girl, and desperately want to fill that void now?”
If you didn’t receive enough attention as a little girl, or if you DID receive plenty of attention, but
for whatever reason, you didn’t actually let yourself receive that attention to the fullest (which is true
of most women, because we are coy and pretend we don’t need attention so that other women don’t
hate us), then you’re in trouble.
You need to revisit old memories and fill that hole that is labelled ‘Attention from people’ up before
you take the next turn in the dating market. Just so that you feel that you’ve received attention in
abundance in this lifetime.
If you don’t take the time to do this, to add value to yourself, you will keep making decisions that eat
away at your chances of genuinely falling in love and meeting ‘the one’.
At the end of the day, this is what all this stuff is really about: adding value to yourself. That’s the
very best thing you can do, so that you can walk tall, proud and live in a body that you are proud of.
I hope this helped. ?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. Here’s a quiz we created that will help you answer, “How Feminine Am I?”
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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This Is Why Women REALLY Push Men Away
September 21, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020

This Is Why Women REALLY Push Men Away
…Because pushing him away is a lot better than feeling him ‘here’ with us and consequently being
more vulnerable to his betrayal. Especially if we’ve been truly open and vulnerable to him.
…Because we want you to work harder for us.
…Because we are scared to trust you.
…Because outside of our natural desire for sex during/before ovulation, or the beginning or the end
of a menstrual cycle, our desire for sex is lower, and sex takes a lot of energy when we don’t want it.
…Because relationships take courage that we are too scared to have.
…Because some men don’t provide enough value to us in order to warrant us being very connected to
them.
…Because men just don’t understand…until they do understand. And if he’s a good man, he really
will understand one day.
…Because somebody else abandoned us. And pushing people away is a coping mechanism for
perceived eventual hurt. Sorry, it’s just that…abandonment hurts and as a consequence, relationships
just don’t feel as ‘real’ or ‘worth it’ anymore.
…Because men are different to us. Even if women and men are both human. Men are different, and
if we were honest, dealing with that is frightening sometimes.
…Because we want to feel in control. Letting go means losing control, and losing control means
we’ll be judged. By women, funnily enough.
…Because having a man around might mean being more free, safe, and vulnerable. And in feeling
more free, safe and vulnerable, we can also start to feel less capable. And what if we suddenly need
to be all capable again? Better not risk being out of the game.
…Because when we choose to be wide open to you instead of pushing you away, we have to
suddenly be someone we don’t know if we accept or even respect, ourselves. Why be someone we
don’t respect?
…Because being wide open and vulnerable to you means we have to accept ourselves. And we don’t
always accept ourselves.
…Because we got used to wearing masks. Masks have become our way. And it now takes less energy
to wear these masks than it takes to surrender to you.
…Because we want a higher quality man.
I can’t speak for all women, but if you are like most women, inside your heart lies a deep (and almost
constant desire) for love and connection.
Sometimes, there’s also a deep hurt over the love you wanted to experience with another human (any
human), but for whatever reason, you have not been able to.
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In fact, it is the disowning of our feelings that makes committed relationships less possible.
We secretly love relationships. We just don’t feel safe to invest in them sometimes. And – we
need reassurance in order to open up. Tell me, am I wrong? Or would reassurance from a man feel
good to you?
Any reason you have for pushing a man away is ok. It’s ok to feel scared. It’s ok to feel unaccepting
of ourselves and voice that to yourself and release the feeling. Every feeling has a place – and please
give it a place. Allow that feeling to surface, even if it feels so lonely to acknowledge that feeling.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)
I am just some woman on the internet with an opinion. However, I caution you in disowning your
feelings, because in doing that, we tend to repeatedly gravitate towards superficial relationships that
break our soul and make us jaded. Don’t ignore your feelings, and therefore ignore what your heart
truly wants.
Your head might want to work a lot to keep the seat warm at the high flying job that you have, but
how does your heart feel?
Your head might want to sleep with a good looking man, but put your hand on your heart; ask your
heart beforehand – how do you feel, heart? What if you never hear from him again afterwards? What
if you never see him again?
Your head might want this and that, but how does your heart feel? Is it hurting? Is it yearning?
If you ignore your heart and your truest feelings, mediocre relationships will find you.
In the end, the quality of our relationships is all we have.
Which one of these reasons did you NOT relate to? What other reasons can you share for pushing a
man away? Let me know in the comments, I look forward to reading what you write.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)
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P.S. What are some other reasons you push a man away? Can you add even better reasons to this list?
Please add to the list in a comment below. I always look forward to reading your ideas.
You’re a powerful goddess that can change the lives of people around you.
P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Have you checked out our High Value Banter class where we teach you about the 3 rules for
“High Value Banter” to help you create romantic tension and emotional attraction with men
online? Check it out!
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12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From
You
November 7, 2017 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
She sat there, all alone, on the curb, crying. She just had it. She had just lost someone dear to her, and
now she had nobody – nobody to even call her and ask how she is – and didn’t know what to do
about it.
A woman of many family members. A few friends.
And yet nobody was there for her.
She wanted to commit suicide, sometimes. It was all just too hard. She had friends, but they didn’t
feel like real friends.
Her family wasn’t nice to her, and her last relationship broke up, even though she loved the guy. And
when it broke up, people seemed to move further away from her – not closer! When she needed
someone, somehow…they weren’t there.
“What was with that?” She asked.
Why were people abandoning her? What happened to support, closeness and intimacy?
What happened to friendship? And loyalty?
“Do good, loyal people not exist anymore? Or does it just not exist in her world?” She asked.
“I don’t know, I told her. I think you must be talking about me”, I joked.
This was a long, long time ago. I’m still not sure if she was on something, sitting there, on the curb,
balling her eyes out. I mean, normal people don’t burst out crying, sitting on the curb like that. It
usually makes other strangers uncomfortable. Nevertheless I’m grateful for the encounter, and I think
she was the special kind.
And since that moment meeting the girl on the curb, I’ve been both the distant person and the person
with absolutely nobody. This is what I think I’ve learned.
(By the way, what is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger
his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

Let’s put it this way. When you’re the kind of gal who loves relationships, who likes being around
people, and when you’re the kind of gal who hates small talk and loves to go deep, distant people are
a real piece of work.
Why? Because you mistakenly assume that other people are like you. That they also value human
connection. That they value bonding. That other human people actually matter to them. That they
actually want a relationship. That other people actually want friends. Wait, doesn’t everybody want
friends?
No.
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Doesn’t everybody want at least one committed and loyal relationship in their life?
No (well, they might, but people’s actions don’t always show that they do).
Doesn’t everybody want a girlfriend? Or a boyfriend?
No.
Ok, maybe on some level, in a particular emotional state and context, everybody does. But not for the
right reasons. A lot of people want friends or a girlfriend/boyfriend for the image.
And in reality, are not actually willing to invest emotionally in any person.
Investing in people is entirely different from taking what you can get from people.
Investing in people is entirely different from hanging out.
Investing in someone is entirely different from keeping them as a ‘f**** buddy’.
So….
This is for you if you are tired of distant men and distant people. This is for you if distant people
make you irate. This is for you if you have felt hurt by a distant person who you really want to form a
bond with.
For some of us, this distant person is a parent! A sister, or brother…
For others, it’s the men you’ve dated. Men keep being distant, hard to get. They never write an
email, text or call.
If there’s anything I’ve had to learn, through my work with women, and through my own personal
life, it is that many people do not want closeness, for a variety of reasons.
Collecting material things, experiencing “success”, getting attention from new people, constantly
experiencing something novel and new, is important to them.
For some distant people…ESCAPING is important to them. Using people is important to them!
THEY are important to them. YOU are not important to them.
And you know what?
You need to feel the distance that they perpetuate. Feel the distance that the person is creating
between you and them. Absorb the distance. Absorb the pain it causes you, (because if you don’t,
you’ll keep getting stuck with distant people until you do).
You can try a couple of times to reach out to a distant person, but if they still maintain their distance,
you must feel.
Feel the emptiness that their actions are communicating.
Feel. Feel. Feel.
Take the hint.
Get out of your head. Don’t analyse. Instead, feel.
You really cannot afford to block out your heart’s feeling of hurt towards that distant person.
You are a woman. You will probably always consistently desire more closeness than you have in
your life. And even when you get it, you eventually want more.
You really cannot afford to block out your feelings of anger towards that person (you have to feel it!)
You cannot keep creating romantic scenarios of hopefulness when there is none.
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Why?
Because this will make you less and less attuned in relationships.
And being less attuned essentially equals dumbing yourself, and numbing yourself.
The least attuned people also happen to, unfortunately, take value from themselves and show up low
value, because they don’t want to feel what is right in front of them, and calibrate themselves to the
situation. They don’t want to be sensitive.
Being sensitive is often looked down upon. But I don’t believe that. You MUST be sensitive. Be
sensitive enough to feel that person’s communication. A person’s actions communicate almost
everything you need to feel.
Feel it. Don’t blindly waste your time on people who don’t want to invest in you.
The fact that you are a woman, means you owe it to yourself and you owe it to your soul (which
wants deep union and connection), to not numb yourself to distant people, pretending they care.
Why? Because when you don’t feel the distance they create, you end up filling up your life with
distant people. Because you tolerate it. You begin to think it’s normal.
And you don’t like to actually feel the distance and calibrate yourself to the situation, as life
brings it to you.
For someone who values connection, distant people can be a waste of time and finite emotional
energy, and you need to not waste your time like that – please learn to weed them out quickly.
For more information on weeding men out quickly, please see this article.
There is one important thing to establish here. I want you to know that, just because it is a positive
thing to learn to weed out distant people, does not mean that you cannot still love them. And in some
cases, you can still try to reach them, and connect to their soul.
But if you want to learn how to deal with a distant person, my first piece of advice is to really,
genuinely, think about what they actually value. Do they actually value connection? Do they value
someone else more than they value you?
Think about what they need or want in their life right now. And if they are happy to see you or take
from you, but there’s no heart in their actions – and if they don’t return your attempts to connect, or
reciprocate the value you added, then breathe that in and allow that message to settle into your body.
People aren’t always ready to be deep or close or connected.
People aren’t always ready to be in a relationship. People sometimes do not give a damn about
relationships. Some people will always value ambition over a relationship.
Always give value first, and see if they want to escalate the relationship by reciprocating your
gestures and efforts. Try to stay acutely attuned to the situation, like you would stay attuned while
walking a tightrope, in gale force winds.
Respond as needed; do not force things upon a perpetually distant person. It’s not your job to fix
them. Your energy isn’t infinite! No matter how much you want it to be.
Remember that there are plenty of other men, people, and wonderful things you can do with your life
to add value to others. There’s no need to get lost in the labyrinth of drama and ignorance, or beat a
dead horse.
To help you make sense of the people who are perpetually distant, (or perhaps make sense of
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yourself), I wanted to discuss with you the reasons why these humans are the way they are.
These reasons leave little mystery. This is why they are distant. If you have any reasons I’ve missed
why people are distant, please add to them.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Here are 12 secret reasons some people will always be distant in
relationships
1: They don’t want to be revealed
Close relationship reveals us. Bonding reveals us. People who remain distant in relationships can
avoid confronting who they really are, and how they truly feel beneath all of the masks that they
wear.
People like this tend to attract and gravitate towards people who don’t challenge them. People who
don’t want to be revealed tend to select people who will keep reinforcing their cold and distant
behaviour.
Essentially, people who do not want to be revealed, choose social groups where people don’t actually
give a damn about them. If somebody cares enough about you, they will engage deeper with you,
gradually, over time. People who do not want to be revealed are more comfortable in superficial
situations. They don’t have to care about anyone else too much, and nobody else has to care about
them too much. Perfection.
It’s not their fault. Sometimes people don’t want the stress of feeling deep emotions when engaged in
a close relationship. Emotions can be stressful, mostly when one perceives that nobody will be there
to pick them up or validate their feelings.

2: They block almost everything out.
Many people in today’s world block any difficult feelings out. And when one blocks feelings out,
they become less connected to you and to everyone else. When one blocks feelings out, their capacity
for depth is lower.
And hey, in today’s world, people have tv shows to help them escape. So why bother doing the hard
yards for a relationship?
Maybe I’m biased because I have not watched tv in 11 years. Yes, 11 years. My husband, too; he
hasn’t watched tv in 11 years. I believe that’s one of the secrets of our incredibly close relationship.
We don’t watch tv to block things out, so we go to each other to connect and meet our needs. It’s
mutual. And, we see each other ripped open and bare.

3: You are not the type of person that they trust.
This is a continuation of the last paragraph of reason number 1. If someone is distant, but inside, they
truly are a loving individual who would like more closeness, then in order to stay close to you, they
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would need to trust you.
And who do we tend to trust? People with the same values as us. People who are ‘like’ us.
It’s not personal, it’s just how life works….we don’t all mesh well together. If someone doesn’t trust
you, and they’ve already decided that they don’t trust you, then you can either prove them wrong by
meeting them where they are at in life (and validating their feelings, no matter how wrong their
feelings seem to you), or you can accept that they don’t trust you and move on.
Don’t forget that there are two main categories of distant people: 1 – that person is distant in all
relationships. And 2 – that person is distant because they specifically don’t want to be close to you.
To trust you, you would need to be attuned to the other person as well. Yes, we are going back to
being attuned here.
If you are not feeling outside of your own self, and feeling outside, into someone else’s life and
reality, and feeling what they have to go through right now, what their struggles are, then it’s a good
idea to consider that. When you feel others, you can be more attuned and create more trust. I’m sure
you’d like someone to do that for you, too, right?

4: They don’t want to confront feelings of shame
Oh, shame. Such a painful human emotion, that is so often unnecessary. People these days feel shame
over all sorts of things. And it’s not their fault – other people often place shame upon people around
them, because they can, and if someone is prone to feeling ashamed, then it’s extremely, extremely
hard to get close to them.
That’s why some people have a closer relationship with food than they do with people. Because
people shame, food doesn’t. It doesn’t even talk back. And the more people shame them, the more
they eat because the food is the mom. Food is nurturing.
And if someone has a pattern of being ashamed, it probably started very young, and was perpetrated
by their parents, “friends”, caregivers, teachers, and the environment they grew up in.
By all counts, you probably don’t believe that they ought to feel shame for anything that they are or
do in their life. But THEY do.
I wish people understood that there is nothing in this human experience that is wrong. One might be
superbly weird (pointing to myself here), one might be an angry person, one might be a fat person,
one might be a jobless person, and one might have chosen a bad person to marry and feel shame
about that. Yet there is no shame in any of that – it’s all part of the human experience.
None of it is wrong, it’s just what it is. You and I already know this.
But because so many of us have had shame drilled into us, and because shame is just so incredibly
painful and easy to avoid – a person might want to stay distant.
And once they’ve started being distant in relationships, that pattern is hard to stop.

5: They value their image more than they value you.
True friendship is real. True love is real. Unfortunately, in our society, a lot of people are living in an
image, not for connection. Connecting with you and maintaining a relationship may not serve their
ends of achieving the image of the perfect life, or perfect personality.
They would rather keep you at arm’s length because maintaining a facade takes way too much
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energy, and they can only keep it up for so long. So, short and infrequent meetings serve the upkeep
of their image well.
Don’t forget that someone who has had a habit of trying to uphold an image for a long time, will
become more and more distant over time, as an ‘image’ is never real. Humans are not an image. We
are naturally imperfect and broken. Irregularities are real. Imperfections are real. And somehow,
someone made them feel like imperfection, or vulnerability is essentially wrong.
It’s not wrong. But they don’t feel that. So, welcome to their world – but always at arm’s length.
Never close enough to reveal their anger and pain and hurt.

6: They are stressed and overwhelmed, (some people are possibly living a life they
don’t love and are not proud of.)
I think it goes without saying that many of us are living a life that we were ‘told’ to live. We work
long hours, we try to get by, try to fit in and not stand out, we get through the day and we are
stressed. We can barely deal with our own stress, let alone deal with letting someone in to potentially
magnify that stress even more.
Of course, the truth is, when we trust someone, especially as women, we will naturally open up even
in the deepest moments of overwhelm. But that is no less true than pushing someone away because of
stress is true.

7: They have sexual intentions that they need to hide.
If someone wants to get sex elsewhere, then, of course, they want to keep you at a distance. The
closer they get to you, the more guilt they have to feel if they take their sexual interests elsewhere.
Their interests as a separate human organism are at odds with your interests, and their disloyal
behaviour keeps it that way.
A man or a woman who is undertaking suspicious liaisons might well make sure you are far, far
away. So that you cannot reveal them. So that you don’t hold them accountable.
Some people care more about sexual variety than having the depth of relationship and connection.
There’s nothing inherently wrong with that. You just need to respect that that is true with some
people, and be willing to accept that sexual variety is what they need to experience (or think they
need to experience), and make your decisions about how to deal with them, from there.
You can try to help them see that sexual variety isn’t the answer. Yet, while you would be correct in
helping them see that, you cannot change biology. Men and women have innate needs for sexual
variety – it is natural – so, without respecting this as the truth; you cannot help anyone nor influence
anyone to see differently.
Respect what seems ‘wrong’ or ‘immoral’ about them, give that part of them a place. And then show
them why it’s a bad strategy for the long term.

8: They get super anxious around people and don’t know what to do about it.
People get scared around other people. What if I’m rejected? What if I’m not loved? What if I lose
my identity if I enter a relationship with them? What if that person takes advantage of me?
What if it all doesn’t work out? What if I get close to this person and they leave, or die?
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Other people can be scary. Some people cannot even leave the house to try to be social. It’s a real
problem, just do a google search about this.
People aren’t always distant because they don’t want to connect with us. They are sometimes distant
because they want to, deep down inside, but don’t know how (code for: terrified.)

9: They’ve been ignoring the truth their whole life and it’s too late now.
Sometimes people start off treating others terribly, and nobody held them accountable. But even if
nobody holds them accountable, inside, somewhere, most people know they did the wrong thing. But
the more wrong things you’ve done, the more you want to hide. And hide far, far away.
Not only that, but some people choose to be numb to life a long time ago. And now they have gone
too far down the rabbit hole to come back out again. Some people are beyond help, no matter how
much love you have to offer them.
There’s one more thing about ignoring the truth your whole life. As mentioned above, some of us are
living a lie. What does that mean? Well, here’s an example.
Some people made bad choices and walked that path for too long, and feel they cannot walk back the
other way now.
Some people married the wrong person, but stayed there and it’s been too long now to leave.
Some people chose a life and job not because it’s their true gift to the world – but because other
people expected them to make those choices. In other words, some people have lived for approval
and safety for decades, and can’t cope with the thought that they should have done something
different. They should be living a life more authentic to them. They should have spent less time doing
this or that and more time doing what really matters to them.
Sometimes, it’s just gone on too long. And when someone’s been living a lie, it becomes kind of hard
to relate to others authentically. So they have to relate on the surface – and keep you distant.

10: They don’t believe in love/didn’t experience intimate love as a child.
This one is hard. For a long time now, the western world has been a society that doesn’t respect
nurturing and family. And so, many of us have had less love, affection and attention as an infant and
child than we deserved. Some of us have been outright ignored and isolated as an infant. This shapes
our brains in a certain way. It also shapes how we relate to people – or if we relate at all.
Some people want distance because that has become their safe place. They never developed a close
relationship of trust with their parent or caregiver, or they learned that they couldn’t rely on another
human to get what they want, so now, their pattern is to keep a distance.
Having people truly close can bring up a lot of emotions, and perhaps especially so for people who
have learned to keep a distance. This doesn’t always feel like a good thing, depending on who you
are and how you see the world.
I remember speaking to a woman I know who visibly kept people at a distance, and she did it to the
extreme. She lives alone, and has pushed everyone away. I respect her reasons for doing that; it’s not
like I cannot relate.
There was once I asked her: “Don’t you get lonely, living like this?” and she said “No no. Lonely is
better than angry.”
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….so you see, isn’t it true that feeling emotions is a commitment in itself? Some people may believe
anger or any extreme emotion is wrong to embody. And this can visibly damage their ability to hold
strong, intimate relationships. If you want to know what a healthy relationship looks like, check out
my article 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

11: They don’t want to invest in you. They’d rather take from you.
Investment. Some of us invest in other people. Some of us invest in separation (we prefer our own
success and ambition to having deep relationships). Some of us also invest in fear, or pushing other
people away, or judging people, or in the image of success.
It’s hard to invest in people because it feels risky. And so, these people will treat relationships as a
place that they go to take value. Take, take, take, and if they discover that you don’t seem to want to
treat the relationship as a place to go to take value (and rather, just want to have a genuine connection
or relationship with them) they become angry and/or distant.
People like this really exist. We’ve all probably know at least one of them. They don’t seem to know
how to have a relationship. They see everybody through the filter of: “What can I get from this
person?” “How can this person and their status benefit me?”
So, while you want to connect, they want to take.
Do you think that is going to work out long term? To help you, here are 10 Seemingly Harmless
Signs of A Toxic Relationship.

12: Being around you makes them feel inadequate.
Be careful with this one. It’s like the age-old term “She’s just jealous of you!” which is often not true,
and just thrown around to stroke a woman’s ego, and to avoid thinking deeper about the issue at
hand.
This is the last of the reasons, and it is not to be misused. It is not here to encourage people addicted
to the high they get from feeling like somebody else feels inadequate around them.
No.
This is here as a reminder that, for a lot of us today, it is shockingly easy to feel like we are not
enough. And there’s a few reasons for that. The first reason is that we are constantly exposed to
marketing that enjoys us soaking in our fears and remaining small (think news articles, which lie, and
prey on your fears to get you to read their stuff and stay under their influence).
The next reason is that we are often around new people we’ve never encountered before! Walking
past them in the street, seeing them on Instagram, or Facebook. People who want attention at any
price, and they don’t mind triggering anyone’s inadequacies.
We are also privy to feeling inadequate because of the society we live in.
But it’s not only about the society we live in. It’s about the fact that we don’t give ourselves enough
love, recognition, encouragement and caressing. We really have to be our own mother. Caress
ourselves quietly, love ourselves, and appreciate that we exist. Tell ourselves that it’s okay to feel.
Even the ugly emotions.
Only with this self-esteem can we actually bother to keep close relationships, and intimate
relationships where our intention is truly only to connect – not just to, say, leech off someone for
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safety, or to take from someone because they have something that we want.
This is just to remind you to be aware. Be aware that a lot of people, including you and I, will feel
inadequate at times, and if people don’t feel adequate, then how on earth can they be present with
other humans? They are always chasing the safety of their cocoon. Or perhaps avoiding any triggers.
And, you know what? I don’t believe that they are wrong for doing so. This is just how they cope.
Only, it’s obviously not good for having trusting relationships with others. It is horrifying that
relationships seem to be taking this back-seat for many. Relationships are all that matter in the end.
What can you do about people who feel this inadequate? Help them feel adequate. Make this moment
about them. Close your eyes and send them love. Bathe them in love. Validate their existence by
listening and having compassion for whatever they feel. But also, lovingly (key word: lovingly) hold
them to a higher standard. Do not let them use you as a scratching post, to bitch on.
Unfortunately, if you hold someone to a higher standard lovingly, often, this can be when people
leave. You want better for them, but they don’t value that. And so they remain distant. But they may
have you in their memory. The one who cared.
And the best gift you get out of that is that you purged the weak relationships out of your life.
And there’s nothing wrong with letting go. And purging. Never be afraid to let go of someone whom
you know isn’t right to have in your life.
Never be afraid to walk away if that person is just using you, and doesn’t have any loyalty to
you. Do you really want to say ‘yes’ to that?
By the way, one of the best ways to protect yourself in love is to be the one to seek an understanding
of men. I know that it’s really hard to want to try in relationships – sometimes you just want to give
up. I understand. But what if you can become smarter in dating, and protect yourself more, by
understanding men deeply?
What if you can increase your intrinsic value with men by simply showing that you truly understand
them?
That’s what men truly want from you – to be understood. Plenty of women have taken my
Understanding Men course and wish they had done it sooner. I formally invite you to check it out and
see if the program is right for you – check out Understanding Men Program here.
Do you have any more reasons to add to this list of 12 reasons? I know there’s more. Please add to
the list anything I haven’t. ? I look forward to reading your responses.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here’s an article you can learn a lot from Can Fear of Abandonment Make You More
Beautiful?
Other Related Articles…
Why Men Pull Away and How to Deal With It
How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull Away and Go Cold
Why He TALKED Marriage & Babies with You, and Then Disappeared
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
How the Fear of Abandonment Can Make You More Beautiful…
Your man tells you to “F**k Off”. Now what?
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6 Behaviours You Should Never Tolerate In A Man
January 14, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
Cheating and abuse are the first things people think of when they consider what they should never
tolerate in a relationship.
This article is not going to be about cheating or abuse.
Why? Because firstly, whilst of course abuse should not be tolerated; abuse is actually a wide topic –
it goes far beyond just physical abuse.
Sometimes, the behaviours that seem the most innocent on the surface can actually be deeply abusive.
For example, acting like your partner is not causing you any hurt or anger (not being responsive)
when you consciously know you’re withholding yourself (as well as withholding the truth).
Staying together with a partner you don’t care about and are not loyal to for the sake of enjoying a
mutually comfortable lifestyle. Furthermore, getting into a codependent relationship so that you can
milk the other person for your own perceived benefits. These are all potentially abusive behaviours
and it’s a lot to discuss and go through.
So, I reserve the topic of abuse and conversation for another time, where I can thoroughly explore the
issues surrounding abuse.
Secondly, cheating is one thing that is too obvious. I don’t want this article to be about the obvious,
surface stuff.
Sure, you should not sit there and ‘take’ it up the bumholio when you’re being cheated on. However,
it is not true that cheating should always be a deal breaker because it depends on why the cheater
cheated, and what kind of person the cheater actually is. (for example, are they a narcissist?
Narcissists may be the least likely to change. Whereas, a totally good man could cheat (in your
definition of cheating) because he is not yet emotionally bonded to a woman.
Although it is rare, a cheater can change. I don’t think it is the absolute rule that “once a cheater
always a cheater” – but I do think many cheaters probably remain cheaters for a long time.
I believe that there are exceptions, so whilst from one perspective, I believe you should never tolerate
cheating – it’s not that black and white.
Every situation is different, and whether cheating should be tolerated or worked through and
understood by both parties or not, depends on what happened, as well as the real, unadulterated
reasons why the cheater cheated in the first place.
Sometimes people cheat because they perceive that they cannot experience dark and light energy
with their partner, or that they cannot experience the full range of sexual variety with that partner
because their relationship is boring or restrictive. That is an example where a cheater could change –
when their needs are met and when they get what they perceive as highly valuable in a relationship.
And if they are willing to also take responsibility for their behaviour.
Some people cheat because they can, or because they’re not very emotionally connected people (they
treat any relationship as a place they go to take), and they are unafraid of the consequences of
cheating, or because they’re addicted to the experience. Those cheaters may never change without
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intense, permanent alterations to their environment, and peer group.
Of course, sometimes not cheating can be just as bad – one may not cheat on their partner, but for the
sake of their own outdated rules, may stay faithful on the surface to their partner. All the while,
ignoring real relationship issues and building up resentment which is a horrible thing to do to a
significant other.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only Her?
Click here to find out right now…)
Now we’re ready to start on the 6 behaviours you should never tolerate in a man.

6 Behaviours You Should Never Tolerate In A Man
1: A man who doesn’t value connection in a relationship
Why do you have a relationship?
To avoid loneliness?
To get citizenship?
To get rich?
To get a steady stream of sex?
To have children?
Hopefully not. But it does happen, and that’s not wrong. It’s just not ideal for building emotional
attraction and emotional connection.
Why do we have a relationship again?
Hopefully, to connect. I know this is not always the case. In fact, many people have “relationships” to
take, take, and strip what they can from the other person. That’s not a relationship though. That is, I
don’t know…what would you call it? Abuse.
Go to a man who wants to connect. Now, I want to be clear: I don’t mean to say: go to a man who is
willing to call you more often. How often a man calls you is not a reliable indicator of whether he
values connection or not. His choices in life and his behaviour when you are together is a more
reliable indicator, coupled with how connected it makes you feel to be with him.
This is a hard one. Because, sometimes, if one doesn’t value connection themselves, they may not
ever notice whether a man they are dating values connection or not. Because they are not connected
themselves!
So what do we need to do?
We need to zoom out and look at this person objectively. Ask yourself: does what this man does day
to day, reflect a man who values connection with me? Or does it more so reflect the actions of
somebody who is looking for approval, validation, or novelty?
Does this man’s actions, choices and decisions, reflect a desire to value the relationship with ME, and
value what we have together? Or do his actions reflect that his first valued thing is work, or sexual
variety, or comfort, or being right?
Remember, zoom out.
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Hover above him in an aeroplane and consider objectively – without any emotions attached – what
does this man value? Does he value connection? Does he know the importance and the irreplaceable
connection with one important person, like me? Or other individual family members?

2: He lets you get away with being a user, or a bitch
Tolerating a man being horrible to you is no more horrible than him tolerating you being horrible to
him. Why? Because we all deserve (and need) feedback and responses from other humans in order to
function healthily.
A woman not regulated by a smart, evolved masculine man is potentially dangerous to society and
dangerous to herself. Very much the same as a man not receiving feedback from a woman can be
dangerous to society….proceeding to hurt lots of other people, without consequences because, well,
nobody cares to give those consequences.
We’re not talking about punishment here. I’m not saying that a man should punish you for being
horrible, or being a user. I’m saying that you are a human and you deserve to be taught how to treat
others right.
DISCLAIMER: Please differentiate between a man criticising your behaviour and a man giving you
supportive, loving feedback, or simply just having good moral boundaries (which is a positive thing
for him to have).
I don’t want you to think that him giving you criticism to feel superior to you means he is doing you
any good. He may not be. The key in this is that he has to have good intent – he has to have the intent
to want to see you do better.
You need that. I need that. Everybody else needs that. It is a gift. It shows us. It regulates us and
teaches us how to love and relate.
If not, then we can spend the rest of our lives living a terrible quality of life, with nobody wanting to
interact or be close to us, because other people haven’t been responsive or responsible enough to
help teach us what is the acceptable way to treat others.
A man who desires your approval will compromise himself as a man. What a sad and small way to
live. Don’t tolerate it.
A man who values his safety and his bubble will perhaps never demand anything more from you, but
instead will just try to please you. And do you really want that in your life?
I know this may seem like a strange thing to not tolerate. But I believe it is something you should
never tolerate. Why? Because it will lead you to a mediocre quality of life!
If a man wants to stay small or keep you small, then he won’t mind you treating him badly. And he
won’t make you stop treating others badly, either.
Choose a man who won’t allow you to do anything stupid because he wants more for you in this life.
He demands more from you. To hell with his comfort! Who cares about that? Humans are made to
grow in spirit. You and your man should care about each other’s morals. You should both also have
standards for the way you treat yourself and others.

3: Bad hygiene
If you’ve given someone feedback about their hygiene, and they consistently refuse to do anything to
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change it because they “shouldn’t have to” or because they just don’t care, then you have a problem.
The person who won’t change their habits that lead to dirty private parts, or an extremely stinky
body, may not care about other important things that affect you either.
Obviously, someone who is too good to do anything about their lack of hygiene could potentially
mean you experiencing unnecessary symptoms of illness, and that is not something you want to
tolerate or live with.
Illness and bacteria are everywhere, they are a part of us. But illness and disease tend to manifest and
debilitate us more when and if hygiene or living conditions are terrible.

4: He takes no responsibility for his decisions and actions. When something
inconvenient happens, it is always someone else’s fault
If someone blames others a lot, then they are either under a lot of overwhelming stress, or they have
not evolved beyond the very basic impulses humans have, or they just don’t care.
I don’t know about you but I’m over people who just don’t care. I used to want to try to be close to
people who would blame me or avoid taking responsibility for their decisions, but I realised that just
because I care to connect with them, does not mean that they give two flying f*cks about connecting
with me. They may just want to take what they can from me.
Some people really do have long-standing habits of being defensive and cold or even uncaring.
“Well, you should stop doing that! If you didn’t do that then I wouldn’t behave like this!”
Sound familiar?
Sure, perhaps we could have behaved better, but if somebody truly believes what they are saying
when they say, “If you would not do that, then I wouldn’t need to act like this/hurt you/punish
you/degrade you” – then see ya later!
We all have a responsibility to try to take responsibility for our actions. If one is not even willing to
entertain that idea, and they place all the blame on you, then they are not the right person for you, and
you’re probably not in a healthy relationship.
Sometimes, people cannot handle the fact that they hurt you.
Sometimes, people cannot handle the truth if it means acknowledging that they played a large part in
something bad that happened.
Yes, there are times where one party in the relationship has more responsibility than the other: like a
parent-child relationship. Calling the child a ‘problem child’ for example, is not good enough. The
parent has a responsibility to love and influence their child, or deal with the consequences.
The child is just a child: You cannot place equal blame on them until they are at the right level of
maturity or understanding.
Yet in an adult relationship, the lines of responsibility are more blurred. I would not say that our
responsibility in an adult relationship is equally 50/50. This is not a case of, “Well I took
responsibility last time for our argument that left scars on the both of our hearts, so it’s your
responsibility this time”.
That’s not the ideal to aim for, unless you have very little trust in the relationship and are still in the
stages of building a foundation of trust. Then a 50/50 equal playing ground is sort of ok as a rule to
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go by.
However, don’t cling to that 50/50 as an immovable rule, because the ultimate ideal to aim for is this:
Whoever comes to their senses first, takes responsibility. Don’t wait, unless you guys have very
little trust established in the relationship.
Whoever comes to their senses first, takes responsibility in the moment.
And if that person is always, consistently, you – and he never does the same practice of taking
responsibility, then don’t tolerate him.
For example, if you guys have an argument where you both hurled insults at each other, and you are
consistently apologising and he never even acknowledges that his words hurt you – then think about
that. Do you want that long-term? To help you decide whether your current relationship is worth your
time, I wrote an article about the 10 Ultimate Signs of a Healthy Relationship.
Why would I recommend that whoever comes to their senses first takes responsibility?
Because freedom.
Because leadership.
By being a leader, you have way more power in your relationships.
By being a courageous leader, you are able to observe much quicker over a period of time, whether
this man is willing to step up to the plate, and is humble enough to be inspired by your loving actions
or not. (Some men will run and hide when exposed to someone who has confidence and takes
responsibility)
And when you acted the part of a leader, you get to keep your pride and dignity and possibly, even
your self-confidence.

5: A man who shows no agreeableness
Agreeableness is when someone displays behaviours that can be described as kind, sympathetic,
cooperative, warm and considerate.
Has he ever been kind?
Has he ever been warm? I ask specifically if he has ever been warm because one can act kind or
caring on the surface, but little warmth accompanies their actions. Don’t kid yourself. Just because
someone seems caring or considerate (perhaps if there’s not many people being caring or considerate
in your life right now), any surface caring action can make that person seem like a saint.
Don’t kid yourself. Does this man display warmth? Has he ever displayed any warmth towards you,
or animals or towards anyone else?
Do you feel like he cares for you, or for any other person related to him?
Has he ever proven to be sympathetic or considerate of your situation? Or your feelings?
A man who scores low in agreeableness is more likely to have a personality that falls in what is
known as the dark triad. The dark triad encompasses narcissists, Machiavellianism, and psychopathy.
Men whose personality falls within the dark triad are also more likely to stalk (in case you were
wondering).
Important: Most of us are able to actively switch from being cold or nonchalant to those whom we
don’t trust and don’t want to get involved with, to being warm and loving and compassionate towards
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someone that we do love.
I think the key is to look at how warm the man can be towards not just you, but towards his mother,
his father, his pets, his children (if he has children), and his competitors.
Sometimes a cold person can be rehabilitated with new long-term love, with a compassionate person
in their life, and with new experiences and stimuli to change how their brain is wired. I am no
scientist. That’s just what I believe.
But do you want to be the one to rehabilitate him?

6: He has no real passions, or masculine missions
Repetitive patterns of anger is not necessarily a sign of passion.
Resentment is also not a passion.
Learn to appreciate the difference between anger and a real passion.
Yes, anger can be a sign of passion, but not if the anger is done just to give himself an easy but fake
feeling of superiority.
Anger IS passion when it comes from a belief in practising basic morals.
Anger IS passion when it is expressed to show that you are hurting him.
Anger IS passion if it is demanding truth.
Anger IS passion when it is connected to his passion or mission.
Anger IS passion if you’re angry because you truly want better for the other person or your family.
Always look and see if a man has a track record of losing his temper regularly, as a way of avoiding
the truth, as a way of not letting you get through to them, or as a way of manipulating you. Those are
something you should really think about seriously before tolerating.
Sometimes men have anger as a way of coping.
Let’s talk briefly about anger as a way of coping.
Sometimes a man uses anger because he has no other decent way to cope with life – and you
probably shouldn’t just leave him without further thought, because that may not be his fault.
You really need to take the time to consider carefully, whether you being kind by reassuring him
when he is angry, or being loving when he is angry, or giving your feminine healing energy when he
is angry, would drastically help or not.
Sometimes, all our attempts to give ourselves emotionally as a gift can be blocked out or ignored.
These are the cases where you should not tolerate any further. Some people are too far gone to be
responsive to your efforts to give your loving feminine energy.
We all develop less than good ways of coping with life at times. You can help him see that it is a
coping mechanism and let him know that you love him as he is, and that everything will be ok.
We are not perfect. None of us will ever be.
Most men would probably be responsive to your loving attempts when they are angry. And if he
responds regularly and he is getting less defensive over time, or his patterns of anger are getting less
over time, and even surviving the challenges of tests in unfamiliar environments and novel events,
then you can keep going in that relationship until you decide you are done.
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However, remember that any man you meet probably has decades of practising a particular
pattern of behaving.
Any man you get involved with already has decades of patterns of dealing with difficult emotions.
You can try to help or change, with the caveat that NOBODY makes a lasting change without a
drastic change in their peer group and environment, and without you and others not tolerating a
particular behaviour in him.
A man whose anger patterns are something he wants to keep, is not to be tolerated.
A man whose anger patterns were developed to make others wrong and himself right, without ever
saying sorry or considering the other person’s perspective, may be very painful to tolerate for the rest
of your life.
Anger versus passions: I believe that real passions are things you are willing to put effort in to.
Things that you would sacrifice other things for.
Passions are things that you care deeply for.
Passions are things that you go through great discomfort to pursue and achieve.
Passions are beliefs that you would die on the cross for.
Passions scream at us to give something to the world. To create and express ourselves.
Without this passion, then over time, your relationship will lose attraction and passion. You may lose
respect for him.
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s free.
Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

Conclusion
What does it mean to not “tolerate” a behaviour in a man?
Let’s be clear on the word ‘tolerate’. What does it mean to not tolerate the above 6 behaviours in a
man?
It doesn’t necessarily mean that you need to leave him right now. I didn’t write this so that you could
immediately leave your boyfriend. Unless of course, you had already mostly made up your mind and
this article just helped steer you towards that decision.
You might need some time to think carefully. To observe him objectively (not with emotion, as it is
hard to observe correctly when you are caught up in a relationship).
It might mean conducting more research. To make things clearer and simpler for you, I wrote this
article on the 10 Seemingly Harmless Signs of A Toxic Relationship. You might want to check
that out!
Researching further might mean asking other people (who know him) what they think. Do they trust
him? Is he warm? What happened in his past relationships? It might mean studying his Instagram,
youtube or facebook posts and thinking about what impression his posts give to the average human
observing.
Either way, it means to not allow such behaviour to continue existing in your relationship. It means to
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have values and rules for the right reasons.
And it means to stick to those values because you value your time, which is finite. It means that you
value your energy, which is also finite. You don’t have forever to fart around with someone who
repeatedly proves time to be unfit for relationship.
A relationship with the wrong person can teach you valuable things, but only if you pause long
enough to feel what it has taught you.
Of course, remember that I am just some person (although I care). Always use your own gut instinct.
Always check in with your heart, not your head.
And feel for how much you trust a man. Your body was inherited through millions of years of
selection – millions of women before you have given you reasonably accurate feelings about men and
how good or bad intentioned they are.
So, don’t ignore what your gut knows. Be honest with yourself. Are you desperate? Are you feeling
extremely lonely?
If you are in a very lonely situation, then you will be more targeted by bad natured men, and less
accurate in your gut responses because you want something for yourself and (there’s nothing wrong
with that) however, your desperation to gain something can overshadow the truth.
If you want to learn more about how a low value man might show up, read my post 7 Burning Signs
A Man Is Showing Up Low Value.
Thank you for taking the time to read this ?
Would you consider letting me know your thoughts? In the comments below is a space for a small
population of women who think like you, to share their feelings and thoughts. You don’t have to
agree with me, I always welcome your perspective. Thank you in advance!
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P.S. I’ve also put together an exciting little quiz for you. The quiz is called, “How
Commitment-Friendly is My Man?”
It’s only a handful of questions and you’ll get to learn exactly how likely it is that your man will
commit.
In case you haven’t done it… click here to do the short quiz…
I think you’ll love it. Anyhow that’s all from me!
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Polyamorous Relationships: He Wants One. What Do I do?
February 2, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Polyamorous relationships. Do you want one?
Article updated 2020
What if you love a man who wants this type of arrangement?
See PART 2 of this article here.
It seems like more and more people are having to deal with their partner being polyamorous. This is
why it is more important than ever for you to understand and learn more about how to deal with a
man like this.
Or even just understand how to deal with a man who is generally not fully emotionally committed to
you (and wants more than one woman in his life).
What if we need to learn how to get angry?
What if we need to learn more about seeing a man for who he is?
What if we need to remember to say ‘NO!’ and push back on a man when he comes on strong?
Let’s start with some background. This client named Lena messaged me with a real pickle she is in
with a polyamorous man she met online.
Here is how it goes…

(How We Connected)
I met him online; he just exuded masculinity and I was excited to just show up deeply connected to
my feminine core. On our first phone conversation, he told me that at the weekend he would be going
to Sydney. The next week we met at a bar. I felt like I could show up raw, fully myself. He told me
about the painful past he had with his family and I couldn’t help but tear up as I naturally just grasped
his arm.
He later told me that he was polyamorous. He had 2 girlfriends that were long distance (one in
Sydney) and that he cared about them deeply. I expressed that I am monogamous and although I
understand the idea of polyamory that I want to create freedom, variety, passion and more within
monogamy.

(He Became Monogamous)
The next weekend he became monogamous and cut off from these women in his life. He then wanted
to spend almost every day with me and he was understandably very hurt by ending such significant
relationships in his life. I listened to him and practiced empathy. He just seemed to shut down. I felt
anxious like I couldn’t give him what he needed, although it was all way too quick and not entirely
my responsibility that he felt so down. I felt pressured to be with him all the time and because I
wasn’t completely ready for such immediate intensity, I don’t think I was as present and free flowing
as I can be.
After 2 weeks of being monogamous, he told me he missed the other women in his life. I understood
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but was really sad. I hadn’t experienced this level of connection, this level of communication,
presence and raw masculinity in my previous relationships.
We went our own ways because it felt too painful to stick around. Two weeks later, his authentic,
honest, raw personality still taunted my mind. Then one day while I was in town, I caught this man’s
gaze. It was him. My entire body was physically shaking. I felt scared, excited, exposed, surprised.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

(Connection & Showing Up)
We kept talking after that and he told me how both these women had met other people and were still
a big part of his life but not intimate anymore. We started seeing each other again. He told me he was
poly and that he didn’t plan on not dating other people. It may have been foolish but I was so drawn
to him and I loved feeling so feminine and authentic in his presence… confused with his recent
declaration of monogamy and his talks about how his ex had hurt him… I simply asked that he please
tell me if he had been with someone new.
The next five weeks felt incredible. We watched netflix together, made dinner together, and barely
stopped laughing. I can genuinely say that it has never felt this right for me. We connect on so many
levels; he helped me explore power dynamics in my sexuality (that more deeply tap into how much I
love to be in my natural feminine), we had in-depth discussion and debates about psychology and
culture (a topic I have ALWAYS loved), we felt so at home in sharing silent moments… He also
vocalized that he adores how sensitive I am. How I cry at shows, how I empathize even when I feel
afraid, how I have such strong intuition, how I choose to surrender to the sensations in my body…

(The Catch)
He then met someone and slept with her. My heart shattered. I knew this was a possibility because he
had been honest about it, I just felt it was worth the risk. He held me as I cried deeply. We kept
talking and even saw each other again before I traveled for work. The day we saw each other, we just
went for a walk to a park. There is something about his presence that even then made me feel safe,
adored, and seen. It was vividly connected and special.
When I came back from my work trip, he wanted to see me again. I told him I was too hurt and that I
didn’t think I could. He pushed me and told me how much he felt for me. I thought I should hear him
out and of course, I wanted to connect with him too. He said to me “I like the idea of being in
something where there is the option to be with other people but you don’t necessarily act on it.” He
also said that he would like this option for variety in a long term relationship because monogamy can
get stuck and boring and that when he gets married, he doesn’t want to grow apart or end up
divorced, or for one person to be cheating. I genuinely can relate to his concern because I had a 5
year long relationship that was not passionate or alive. .. despite how much I tried. He definitely
made me think about these things. He then said “I realize you don’t get everything with someone you
want to settle down with. I have been in monogamous relationships and been happy, I just don’t want
the feeling of shutting myself down.” Again, I allowed myself to indulge for a moment in the bliss of
being with him. The bliss of being with a man whose flaws make me laugh, who can talk about
anything with me, who makes me weak at the knees with his masculine toughness. One time he was
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so blunt that it brought me to tears; he seemed to respond to me, scooping me up in his arms saying
“aww I forget you are so gentle.” I was delaying the inevitable conversation but he brought it up.

(Now What?)
He told me he wanted me to be the priority in his life. He wanted to make me his primary and have
one other rotating space for dating other women. I know in the poly world, this is a big deal. A big
part of me wants to be okay with it but when I ask myself if I could be okay with it, my entire body
shuts down. I feel weak, violated from myself, devastated and lost. I don’t think I can handle
polyamory and it breaks my heart because I feel like there may not be a way to make it work with this
man within polyamory. This connection is the most right it ever felt for me and not just because of
the euphoric feeling of love but also because it has the meat you need… amazing communication,
feeling like we can be 100% ourselves around each other, compatibility sexually, morally,
emotionally and mentally.
Our connection is worth fighting for to me.
I love this man, I feel like I see and understand him even when it is painful but I just can’t handle
polyamory and I do not know what to do. I am scared but even sitting with polyamory makes me feel
deep pain and I can’t compromise myself to that extent.
Do I stay, showing up as authentically valuable and open hearted as I can? Or, do I walk away
accepting that it may be heart wrenching and that he may not follow?
(Thank you endlessly for reading this, I appreciate this community so much! I can honestly say I
wouldn’t be the person I am today if it wasn’t for this blog and David & Renee)

Hi Lena,
Thanks for your great question. And thanks for the wonderful way you wrote it. It makes it easy for
me to understand and write back to you. There is so much to address here that it’s hard to know
where to start. All the things I could work through are endless.
First, well done on connecting to your feminine core. I can see that this was a good first step for you
and you’ve made good progress. The way you showed up has appeared to have worked some magic
with this guy – putting aside the fact that his actions aren’t commendable.
Let’s start with the very start.

(How we connected)
You guys met online. You say you were excited to just show up deeply connected to your feminine
core.
I do want to urge caution to you on this. Being feminine or connected to your feminine core seems to
be something that new relationship experts are talking a lot about these days, but we often forget that
there’s so much more to relationships and deep commitment than our feminine core.
Which I believe you are learning right now.
Essentially, being feminine makes you desirable to masculine men. It can make you sexy. maybe soft,
and sometimes it might make you seem vulnerable. It produces a spark of polarity with masculine
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men.
But just being connected to our feminine core can make us one dimensional as we get swept away by
the ‘idea’ of being connected to our feminine core, thinking it’s the answer to everything.
So, that’s my word of caution. However, I still want to applaud you for exploring this part of yourself
and experiencing that for yourself. No action you take is wrong. I think you may find, looking back
later on, that every step you take was a necessary part of your overall life story.
Now back to the issue here…

Wanting to be seen
I could be wrong, but perhaps you wanted a new sense of identity and having this man see you as
feminine allows you to feel validated. (Any woman exploring her feminine energy with men has been
there. So please don’t think this is a bad thing. It is all a part of your precious journey in this life).
The trouble with being so incredibly excited about exploring this new identity or the excitement of
showing up deeply connected to your feminine core is that too much excitement can overpower your
natural intuition, as you get swept away by how much attraction a man feels for you.
Every woman wants to be seen. Being seen as a feminine woman is a wonderful experience!
Every woman wants to be seen for the endless beauty that she is. Even the feminists that are working
hard to protect/cover up the vulnerability of this innate desire because they are afraid they may not
actually be seen.
It is a beautiful experience to be seen by a man. And you have successfully been seen very well
by this man.
There’s good news and bad news about having been seen in your situation, though:
First, the good news: now you know you have the ability to show up in a high value way that allows
you to be seen for who you are deep down in your heart. Congratulations!
The bad news: Any man, even the slimiest ones who just go online to look for their next
conquest, can make you feel seen and connected.
Any man can give a woman that feeling of being seen, on a superficial level. And on a superficial
sexual level. Because he is getting something out of it.
A man can form a connection with you just to get sex; and this is also why waiting a while to have
sex gives a man a chance to reveal the truth of who he is and how confident he really is and how
much real substance he has to offer.
Nothing replaces the test of time spent together just connecting without sex.
I am not saying that the connection you experienced with this man was not significant. I believe you
did have a good connection.
The only thing I’m questioning is how much he’s really willing to sacrifice for you: it doesn’t appear
that he is willing to sacrifice enough. Especially not for the incredible woman that you are. And
everybody here can see how wonderful you are. It comes through in your writing.
You see, no matter how great the spark is with this man, this connection is nothing particularly
extraordinary from the perspective of getting a deep sense of long term devotion from a man.
What is it worth being ‘seen’ by a man you only recently met online compared to having a man’s
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complete devotion to you long term? And your devotion to him entirely?
Loyalty matters. It takes time to develop. And it is worth far more than anything else in today’s
world.
But loyalty isn’t common anymore. It is a rare trait in a world obsessed with shiny objects and
desensitized to so many sexual sensations because of porn and the media.
Being seen by men as sexy, feminine and vulnerable is not the same as deeply connecting with a
man or mutually falling in love with a man.

You met online and already has two other women!
You guys met online. He already had two other women! That’s a red flag. One of my first thoughts
was that this man is a master seducer, yet a foolish one. He seems to be engrossed in ‘shiny object
syndrome’. He is bouncing from two women, yet still out scouting the world for more women.
Maybe it’s just how he operates and thinks nothing of it.
But it’s concerning how he doesn’t seem to really see that women (generally speaking) don’t thrive in
a polyamorous relationship.
And the biggest red flag in all of this is how quickly his other two women found other people after he
left them!
And another concern that I have, is how easily he left the other two women after meeting you.
It appears as though he did not leave them out of devotion to you. Desire for you, sure. Attraction for
you, sure. But devotion? I don’t think so.
This doesn’t mean he doesn’t love you, and it doesn’t mean that he doesn’t have the capacity to love
you. It just means that right now I don’t think he has a clue what love is. He only knows how to get
the best deal for himself.
And good for him.
But…where are you right now?
How are you feeling right now?
I think it’s obvious from what you’ve told me. And I applaud you again, for being so connected to
how you feel – but I need you to be even more connected to how you feel and let those feelings be
felt. And to trust how you feel, independently of your mind’s thoughts.
You see, with this hurt and pain, and possibly anger; you can then much more easily develop the bad
association you need to develop in order to say ‘no’ to this man.
Because he seems like bad news.

Some polyamorous people want to take value
In my bias opinion. And it really is biased, because I have only learned from other people’s stories
and have never been through polyamory myself nor been a part of a polyamorous community…
Is that some polyamorous people go into the situation to take for themselves. And they want more
and more and more. Especially the people who initiate polyamory. They want more. The best deal.
Without having to give loyalty, or take the risk of the heavy reproductive costs that come with being
monogamous.
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He came on very strong & you weren’t able to stop him
Another thing I want you to see is that this man came on very strong after breaking it off with his two
other women.
He came on so strong that it made you feel that you were ‘not completely ready for such immediate
intensity’.
Now, this is a warning sign. If you are not completely ready, then girl, you stop that sh*t. And you
stop it for your sake, and his.
My husband has a very good article on 3 Reasons Why You Need To Be Worried When He Comes
on Strong.
When a man comes on strong, he wants you. That’s not always a bad thing. But because he does not
bear the responsibility of pregnancy and child-rearing (or doesn’t associate himself with child
rearing, being a man and all)…
You need to be the one to protect yourself. Sure, he would ideally protect you too. But when it
doesn’t happen that way, you need to put a stop to it.
So, it’s OK.
But next time, trust your gut.
I don’t care how great the connection seems like it is. I don’t care how different and how much more
authentic he seemed than other men, he still needs you to push back on him when you feel you are
not ready.

He declared he was monogamous and then slept with someone else?
OK, so I would say that I feel like you are dealing with a very misdirected man here. But I don’t
know him. So I’d be making assumptions.
Assumptions which I will go ahead and make.
He declared that he was monogamous. And then he met someone and slept with her. Yet, you are
saying that you knew it was a possibility.
Well, I don’t care how much you knew it was a possibility. His actions are still not acceptable.
Why are his actions not acceptable?
Because it seems as though he declared monogamy for either one of two reasons:
1: Because he was taken away by the exciting newness of you and his relationship and had zero
direction nor groundedness to actually wait and think it through.
2: Because he was taken away with the potential sexual opportunity.
Sure, I mean, he can do what he wants. But he is to do it with the women who are ok with that kind of
behaviour from a man.
But are you OK with that kind of behaviour?
I truly believe, from the information you have given me, that this connection is not as deep as you
may think it is.
I think that this man is good at seducing, and he is also great at creating the connection with a
woman that is needed for her to open up sexually.
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So, sure, you guys had a great connection. But how deep was it really?
Was it deep enough that you could exert your boundaries and anger, and he would still be there for
you? You’ll have to test that out (if you still want to).
Was your connection deep enough that he’s willing to sacrifice all other options for you?
Maybe it will get deeper in time. Maybe you guys can make a real monogamous relationship work in
the future. But I don’t recommend you do that until you feel more of the hurt he has caused you.

He is used to women compromising themselves to be with him!
This man is used to women compromising themselves to be with him.
A lot of women out there enter into polyamorous relationships for fear that they cannot get a man to
invest all of their resources on her.
And because of this fear, these women sit back and wait for the man to do whatever he wants, and
she’ll just shut off to her heart’s pain and suffering.
Well, fear not. There is a man out there for you. And all you have to do is be patient.

Where is your anger?
I have a question for you. Where is your anger?
I know that from very early on in our lives, we are taught that anger is wrong.
But just because this man told you up front that he is polyamorous, doesn’t make his actions any less
slimy.
Loyalty is loyalty. And he had none of it from the start.
I don’t know. Maybe you are angry and I don’t know about it. Maybe you have been angry. But I
have no evidence that you have connected to your anger at all in your letter.
NOTE: I am not saying to express your anger AT him, as often, this can be abusive. But rather, I am
asking you if you might want to connect with your anger and feel it. I am not saying to abuse him, but
without some connection to your anger, you may never be fully aware of how men are affecting you.
Your body won’t be aware.
I have a feeling that connecting to your anger would make you more aware of what kind of man you
do not want.
I feel like you really enjoyed the connection you had with this man. Now you have the ability to
connect with anyone you wish. Kudos to you! Not everyone has that skill.
However – it feels to me, and the other women here can tell me if I’m wrong or if they agree…
That you may not have had an abundance of great connections in your life at the time of meeting this
man, or it has been a while since you’ve been with a masculine man, and from this lack of
abundance, he seemed exceptional when he may not be.
It’s always difficult when we are coming from a place of lack of abundance, so I really understand.
I’ve had this experience with friends in the past.
Now is the time for asking yourself if perhaps your connection with him seemed so wonderful mainly
because it was unlike anything you’ve ever experienced before?
And if it is…then just know that you can most certainly have that quality of connection again. Even if
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it is with a different, but more deserving man.

Vulnerability without boundaries
When I talk about the value of vulnerability, it is not so that women can use their deep vulnerability
on just any man. And I especially don’t want women to use vulnerability as a way to feel worthy.
I need you to understand, Lena, that right now, you love this man partly because you have been
sexually intimate with him. Your body is made to attach in this way – to ensure resources for yourself
and to ensure the survival and safety of yourself and your offspring, should you become pregnant.
But do you think this man fully deserved to see you sexually and emotionally bare like this yet?
Some women take this feminine core and vulnerability as a way to do what they think is good and
right. Or as a way to feel significant and worthy around men. That is not what it is for. It is for
connecting with men…it is for forming strong, unbreakable bonds.
Hear me out though…
Vulnerability without boundaries is dangerous.
Vulnerability without a man gaining your full trust first is dangerous.
So let me say this: vulnerability is valuable and useful for forming deep, committed, trusting
relationships.
However, in your case Lena, this man has not gained your full trust. He’s gained some of your
physical and emotional surrender – for the sake of getting you to connect with him, and have sex with
him. But he has in no way gained your heart’s trust.
Vulnerability is something that helps you weed out the bad men. It is also a way to test men.
So always ask yourself: did or does this man deserve to see me so open and bare and so sexually
responsive to the sensations in my own body?
You know the answer best.

Should you be his primary?
Should you be his primary in a polyamorous relationship?
Let’s be blunt, shall we?
When a woman or a man is in love, they will sacrifice EVERYTHING. Everything. Just to be with
that one and only.
Yes, even men. A man in love will sacrifice all other options to be with you.
Primary schmimary.
I don’t care how big a thing a primary is in the polyamorous world. You tell me that you feel weak,
violated from yourself and that your body shuts down at the very thought of entering into a
polyamorous relationship. So, you really don’t need me at all. Your body is telling you what to do.
I just need you to feel the hurt that your body is feeling, even more.
I need you to feel that shut down even more.
If you know you cannot cope with a polyamorous relationship, then stick to that. Don’t ignore it any
longer, because if you do, you’ll eat away at your boundaries until they become a speck of dust in the
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ocean.
You will lose yourself and your power.
Above all, you will compromise your own strength.
And in doing that, you compromise your future with the right man, and the future of your children (if
you want them).
You have no time to waste.
If you haven’t gone through our understanding Men Program, we go deeply in to issues like men and
monogamy and what they really need in long-term relationships that they can’t voice. Click here to
check it out!
See PART 2 of this article here. Polyamory: Why It Would Never Work Long-Term.
Finally…I hope this answer helped you. Now, over to you…do you have any words of wisdom for
Lena? What about any thoughts or advice to add to this?
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
FREE. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Polyamory: Why It Would Never Work Long-Term
March 7, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
If you haven’t read PART 1 of this post, I suggest you read that first. It will give you the details you
need to understand this article.
This post was originally inspired by a woman in a pickle with a man who claimed he was
polyamorous and then turned monogamous to be with her, and then he slept with someone else. Read
it here…
If you want more in depth and recent discussion of the burning reasons why polyamory would never
work long term, read this article: ‘Polyamory: 10 Reasons Why It Would Never Work Long
Term.’

All relationship and marriage setups are valuable
Let me get this out of the way: I am not advocating that monogamy is the only way. It definitely isn’t.
I respect the value of polygyny (a man has more than one wife), polyandry (a woman has more than
one husband), and same sex marriage.
I also respect the role of the levirate (where a man may be obliged to marry his brother’s widow) or
sororate (marriage of a man to his wife’s sister(s) if she can’t have children or dies).
However, these ancient marriage practices usually serve to preserve land or resources in some way.
And in doing so, the next generation benefits.
Polyamory, however, is different. It’s not a marriage arrangement. Polyamorous people believe that
we are capable of loving more than one person, and that our love is not limited (finite).
I don’t doubt that polyamorous relationships can serve people in the short-term.
And I agree; love is infinite.
Well, it can be infinite.
But investment and resources aren’t infinite.
Which is why polyamorous relationships only work (long term) in a utopian world.
And what I mean by ‘work’ is that ultimately, the setup will be put under great stress, because it’s not
possible to remove everyone’s feelings from the setup indefinitely. And that’s what polyamory
requires: people to detach to varying extents from their partners, and from their emotions.
It’s not that polyamory is not potentially valuable, it could be.
I just don’t think it’s sustainable long term as it is selfish in nature, even if the premise is that we can
love a lot more abundantly than we originally believed we could.
I understand that there’s value in removing shame from women and their hunger for sex.
I understand there’s value in removing shame from men who want more love and more sex.
But by taking our needs across multiple partners, and having our partners also take their needs to
other partners, are we really liberating ourselves?
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What do you feel?
What does your gut instinct say?
Are we liberating ourselves by entering a polyamorous relationship?
If you want to know if your relationship is healthy, here are 10 Ultimate signs of A Healthy
Relationship.

Should a woman be the “primary” woman in a polyamorous relationship?
To be the primary in a polyamorous relationship means to be the primary partner in a hierarchical
relationship.
It doesn’t really work in practice, though. You may have a primary partner that you get involved with
alongside your other partners, but because humans are involved, emotions surface (especially in a
romantic and sexual relationship situation), and when human emotion is involved, primary means
nothing.
Why?
Because if the secondary or tertiary partner is upset, then they could become the so-called primary
(attention goes to them) for however long, often at a cost to the primary woman, and if the secondary
partner struggles in the polyamorous situation, then resources can be consistently stripped from the
so-called primary partner for the sake of attending to the secondary or tertiary partner.

A Polyamorous relationship is about ‘me, me, me’
Human beings are amazing at connecting and achieving things together. Our bonds and our capacity
to love ensures that our very vulnerable, very demanding offspring survive.
However, we are also separate organisms that try to do the best for ourselves. Polyamorous people,
like many of us, experience jealousy over their partners/husbands sleeping with another woman.
How can a woman help experiencing jealousy when she has become emotionally attached to a man?!
Unless she is exceptional at detaching…and then, really, she’s just a casual partner, she couldn’t be a
close partner as it is emotions and attachment that make us care and invest ourselves in someone.
In polyamorous relationships, people usually try to work through jealousy and have compersion as
the goal (compersion means learning to be happy for one’s partner gaining pleasure from other
partners).
However, polyamory is simply a way to try to secure more freedom. And it’s also an attempt to
secure more love, sex, excitement and acceptance from more people.
There’s nothing wrong with this on the surface, except that it can be extremely self-serving, detached
and in some cases, naive.
And I am sure that to most people with multiple partners, the attraction is not ‘for more love’ as
polyamorous people like to say, but because there are several people involved with them sexually and
emotionally, they can spread their eggs over several baskets (partners), and things are more exciting
that way, without having to invest fully in one partner.
Essentially, you don’t have to be as vulnerable when you spread your eggs over many baskets.
This is because if one partner doesn’t meet some need that you think you have, then you don’t need
to challenge yourself to take responsibility for this problem and show up differently for your partner
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(so that they can be the person you need), you just take from the next partner whatever you want.

When we try to get the long end of the stick…
Humans have a default setting that makes us want the long end of the stick – we want the best for
ourselves.
This is not to say that all humans always want the long end of the stick, no. Some rare humans are
happy to always give more to the people they love.
But generally speaking, I am of the belief that most polyamorous men enter these relationships to
take value – to extract whatever they can from the world and from women around them.
Men, when they look for short-term gratification, get seduced by the glamour of polyamory , because
the default setting of the male is to gain abundant access to women to secure their reproductive
success.
And, it works….until they realise women are actually not going to make it possible long term. Sooner
or later…someone (male or female) muddles the situation, and many polyamorous people keep
pushing through the muddled situation, in this kind of relationship under the premise that they just
have ‘underlying monogamous values’ from society that should be ignored.
No, it’s not your monogamous values. It’s not society. The very notion is ridiculous. It’s everybody’s
internal protective mechanism. We have emotion for a reason. And you can’t cancel them out for the
sake of polyamory.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

Why would women enter a polyamorous relationship?
I am of the belief that most polyamorous women enter a polyamorous relationship for several
reasons.
Because she thinks in her mind that it’s the right choice (ignoring what her body and heart are telling
her), because she thinks that she has to compromise in order to get her sexual and emotional needs
met, and because she is not confident (nor trusting!) of men and in getting a man all to herself.
Would a woman who chooses polyamory be the type of woman who is trusting, surrendered,
emotionally open? I don’t know. What do you think?
It’s not that I don’t believe some women actually want a polyamorous relationship. Sure they do.
I just think they want it because they want more, without sacrificing too much of themselves. Without
having to be loyal.
But by wanting more in this fashion, they also have to give less loyalty and invest their emotions in
each person less.
When a woman is confident in getting and having a man’s resources all to herself, then she wouldn’t
bother with polyamory.
Why share a man when that man is never going to be in love with you?
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Maybe she doesn’t want men in love with her. Fair enough, that’s a fair reason.
When a man is in love, he is not going to want to share.

Owning someone is deeper, and more passionate than sharing them with multiple
people
If a woman knows she has enough value to give to a high quality man, then why settle for polyamory
when you can own a man completely and have him own you?
(Owning someone is not about owning in the typical sense. Owning someone is about taking
responsibility for meeting their needs! As opposed to making decisions from scarcity, thinking of
yourself mostly and extracting value from several partners.)
Polyamory is not wrong. I just don’t believe it’s a natural desire of women to get involved in it if her
nature is loyal and trusting.
You can’t be loyal when you share your body and heart with several different partners.
You can of course be loving, sexual, and fun and even interesting, but you can’t be loyal.
Because of the lack of loyalty, a lot of women find their polyamorous male partners dump all his
partners when he falls in love with his one and only.

It’s harder for a man to fall in love with you if you are polyamorous…
The arrangement of polyamory makes it so that basically, a man has to emotionally remove himself
from his partners to sustain the arrangement long-term. And if a man is emotionally removed, it’s
impossible for him to fall in love. And when the impossible becomes possible….well, to hell with
polyamory because no man in love is that stupid.
It’s harder (not impossible) for a man to fall in love with the women he is involved with
polyamorously, because biologically speaking, it doesn’t serve men to fall in love with a woman who
is sexually involved with several men. It is far too risky for him.
If he DOES fall in love with one of his polyamorous partners, then he will ruin the so- called
egalitarian polyamorous situation and drive everyone mad with his emotions of jealousy.
Human beings aren’t generally made to be too stupid; we have jealousy not just to be ‘worked
through to have compersion as a goal’, but to ensure that our resources don’t get wasted. It protects
our own emotional, parental and sexual resources.

Polyamory and jealousy
Even the polyamorous people in a longitudinal study by Dr. Elisabeth Sheff, who claimed to never
experience jealousy, eventually come back after 15 years and reported that they finally knew what it
was like to feel jealous. Read more about that in this article.
Apparently, some polyamorous people still remained non- jealous people. And whilst I do believe
that not everybody is built the same, and I am willing to entertain the possibility that some people
may never experience jealousy, I would think that a lot of people have just learned to shut-off from
their feelings, for the sake of a perceived high returns of sex, attention and affection.
I believe that a lot of us would never truly enjoy being with a partner who has never experienced
romantic jealousy in relation to ourselves and the relationship. Sure, we don’t want a violently jealous
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partner!
But it would be nice for a man or woman to be invested enough in us that they would actually care
deeply if we took our sexual desire and emotional affections and shared it.
And some people who go into polyamorous relationships, especially men, generally do so because
they perceive they can get more this way, without pondering the concept of adding more value to
their one woman first.
Often we may find that just by adding more value to the one partner we already love, that we actually
get more love and devotion back. Sometimes the most selfish thing you can do is to be selfless.

You can never give all partners equal love!
Polyamorous people, as I’ve learned in my own research, tend to believe in egalitarianism.
But you just can’t treat all partners equally in practise. This is not a judgement, this is how it is.
Why can’t you treat partners equally in practise?
When you try to make everything equal, you are more removed from your relationships – another
word for it is detached.
In order to give equally, you need to be detached.
And when you try to give all partners equal time and energy and money and attention, you’re
thinking about equality rather than value.
When you don’t look to add value, and rather look to be egalitarian, then you can’t add value to all
partners involved. It’s impossible.
Often, in a polyamorous situation, there is always one person taking more and wanting more, or
getting pissed that a man spent his Valentine’s night with his primary instead of his secondary
partner. And so on Valentine’s night, secondary partner doesn’t get the value she truly wants.
Very equal isn’t it?
It’s never ‘equal’, no matter how much polyamorous people want to say they treat their partners
equally.
The very act of trying to make things equal eventually means everything becomes very unequal,
because one person’s emotional needs will go vastly unmet in the name of treating all partners
equally, and giving them equal love and time. This usually happens at the expense of the others
needing their emotional needs met.
It can never be equal. Because we are talking about human emotions here, which change rapidly and
get triggered rapidly.
Take this story for example.
A lady was married to a man who is polyamorous. Since this lady was his wife and had his children,
she was his so-called ‘primary’ woman. As his primary woman, you’d think she’d get taken care of
the most, emotionally, wouldn’t you? You’d think she’d get the most time and effort from her
husband, wouldn’t you?
Pfffft, no. She didn’t. Why? Because her husband’s other woman was insecure about not being the
primary woman. So this man in this polyamorous relationship was often taking his secondary
woman’s calls during family dinners, interrupting family time, because his other woman wasn’t the
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‘primary’ and she needs her feelings to be reassured and taken care of.
Most of the husband’s time and effort went to the secondary woman, even though a primary
partner/woman is meant to be a person’s ‘primary partner’ in a hierarchical primary/secondary
relationship!
You see how this can never be equal?
Women are made to be sensitive to men taking their emotional resources, time, and sexual energy
elsewhere.
Men are made to be sensitive to women taking their sexuality and time and effort elsewhere.
In order to ‘accept’ your partner’s other partners into your life (or even live under the same roof
altogether), you have to either perceive great returns in your acceptance of other partners for your
partner(s), or you have to block your emotions out, until they just fester too much.
Eventually, that will cause some partners to blow up in resentment, or cause each partner to accept
the situation as it is, and tolerate it because they now have the identity that they are polyamorous and
a progressive, accepting type of person….forgetting that they can, in fact, have total happiness and
devotion with one partner.
Monogamy is not just a belief system – it’s called pair bonding. Nature wants us to team up with and
fall in love with one partner. Monogamy doesn’t mean you have to mate with one person for life. It
means you give your sexual resources to one person for a time. That could be a lifetime, or it could
be months.

Men wanting more sexual and emotional access to women…
Some particular types of men will say anything to gather women in their very own harem or
polyamorous setup.
They think they can give equally, but they can’t. And women know this intuitively because we are
generally sensitive to where a man’s emotional, financial and physical resources are going. We had to
be to ensure survival of our children for the last many years on earth (which is why I suggest women
listen to their hearts and their gut instinct).
We may block out this sensitivity, but it catches up with us somehow.
We all want the best for ourselves. Some of us are less selfish than others. That’s the truth about
humans. We want to get the best for ourselves. But with loyalty, we do the best for each other. Not
just ourselves. And I think loyalty is the trait we are after in a man.
Polyamory might be a great way to experience the variety of sexual intimacy one thinks they need.
However. That can be experienced with one person too. You just have to show up differently, in
order to inspire a different side of your partner.
In order to show up differently, it helps to be together in totally new surroundings. Because new
surroundings trigger different parts of you.
Take how this polyamorous lady described sex with her different partners…
“Sex with John,’ says Nan, ‘is consistent and sweet; he’s an amazing lover. Julio is very
different. Our relationship is newer, so it feels more exciting and less certain. He’s
charming, charismatic and full of energy. We often have sex a few times a day,
experimenting with different positions. If I really like one, I share it with John the next time
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we’re alone together.”
(Read more here: https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2006/jul/09/familyandrelationships2)

Their main partner gets consistent and sweet: code for unexciting. So they/she needs to engage with
different types of people to feel excited.
The real issue here is that it’s not that her main partner is boring or unexciting, it is that neither of
them have taken the plunge to engage with each other in a new way. So their next best solution was
to eat somewhere else.
Everyone has the ability to be different parts of themselves. The most boring men can develop a
dark side. The nicest guys can develop a bad boy energy.
I’m not saying monogamy is the only way.
I’m saying monogamy takes loyalty. Which a lot of people aren’t willing to give. Disloyal people
want what seems best in the short term (for themselves!)
They will never do what’s good for the relationship because their priority is themselves!
So, to all women reading this…how do you feel about choosing to value the loyal man? It’s hard to
believe they are out there when one has never shown up for you. But there are so many of them out
there. Men live to commit to a high value woman.
Also, make the sacrifice of showing that you are willing to be loyal. It’s hard, it’s just as hard for
women to be loyal as it is for a man to be loyal.
But isn’t that depth with one person the thing that makes life rich and worth living (and dying) for?
Here are 7 Signs A Man Is Being Low Value

On the need for freedom…
I understand the need for sexual variety. I understand the craving for a newness. It is a need of
humans. Not just men.
So I understand what a guy is saying when he says “I realize you don’t get everything with someone
you want to settle down with. I have been in monogamous relationships and been happy, I just don’t
want the feeling of shutting myself down.”
(The above statement was from this story in the first part of this two-part write up about polyamory).
What he means is, he doesn’t want to offer himself completely. He doesn’t want the risk that comes
with monogamy.
(If you want to know the story I am referring to here, please see PART 1 of this two part article.)
He doesn’t want to risk himself for a one and only. Maybe he just has never met his one and only.
Maybe he doesn’t believe such a thing exists. It definitely seems like he doesn’t.

There’s a price to pay for going through lots of partners…
And maybe…just maybe, he is paying the price of going through too many women.
The more people you go through in the name of variety and ‘shiny object syndrome’, the less you
believe in the ‘one and only’.
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I do know that there is a price to pay for men and women when they get involved in relationships or
get intimate with lots of people.
You can lose innocence. You can become fearful and jaded. Because you may never have been with
someone who takes risks for you. Someone who lays themselves on the line for you. Being with lots
of people comes with the cost of people not really caring for you that much.
They may say they care, but when it comes to the punchline, how much do they really care?
Will they give to you at their own expense?
They can’t care that much when they’ve never had to make huge sacrifices just to invest in you and in
a relationship with you!
Don’t you want a man who would die for you? I’m sorry, not sorry if that sounds greedy.
But it’s not greedy. It’s normal to want that kind of passion. We only have so much time on this
earth. Why waste it with people who are only half-assed with you?
These are the kind of people who don’t value your heart and soul and would toss it away when
another shiny opportunity comes along.

Monogamous relationships seem like such a risk…
A monogamous relationship seems like a risk for both men and women, in certain contexts. And it is.
It IS a risk.
However, you will always feel that it is a big risk when that one person is not your 10/10, your one
and only.
My husband and I have sacrificed all other options for each other for the last almost 13 years. We’ve
made this sacrifice through our so-called ‘best’ years. Our reproductive prime.
I am very aware of the so-called “options” in partners that other people might think I’ve left behind.
And I’m very aware of the options David has sacrificed to commit solely to me for this long.
But what is life about if it isn’t about each other?
What is life about if it isn’t about the one and only?
What are our souls worth if we can’t give ourselves to one person?
The art of self-sacrifice is to give of yourself to your one and only, so that you can both build a
better future together and have the sacred relationships that other people dream of.

What to do now?
This is just a process of learning to be smarter and one step ahead of men who are in it to take value
from you.
The final thing to do is really focus on learning about men and about relationships. Get relationship
skills. Learn about what men’s hopes, dreams, fears and motivations are, and why.
Consider trying to add value, not spread your eggs. You can never add value when you spread your
eggs in many baskets.
Learn about what men value when it comes to committing to one woman for life. And also learn
about how to trust in yourself to exert your own boundaries – how to say ‘no!’
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A good course for this is Understanding Men. Check it out here:
I know it seems unfair that you have to learn about men. But that’s what smart women do. Smart
women seek to understand and appreciate men first. (See: Smart women seek to understand and
appreciate men first).
I hope you enjoyed part 2 of this 2-part series on polyamory. It is a tough dating world out there
today, but never think that you cannot get the commitment of a man for life. Because you can.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and
right now it’s free for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get
your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The 9 Dangers of â€œLeaning Backâ€• & Why Itâ€™s Not
Feminine
May 25, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
There are many people who strongly believe in leaning back when dating. Since the early days of the
internet, when Rori Raye started spreading her idea on leaning back and circular dating, or rotational
dating, which means dating several men at the same time, the idea of leaning back has spread.
Some people say that you shouldn’t take too many initiating actions with men, and let him chase you,
whilst you still must remain warm and receptive.
Apparently, this is because it’s the natural role of a man to come forward, to work for you, and take
care of you or claim you, as the woman. The idea is that you shouldn’t take this ‘forward leaning’
role as a woman. You should let the man take that role of coming forward, pursuing you as the prize.
Leaning back is not something I’ve advised women to do. And that’s not because I think leaning back
is wrong. Leaning back and mirroring a man can occasionally be useful to re-calibrate yourself. It can
be useful for pulling yourself back when you’re feeling very desperate.
But I’ve done a lot of thinking about this lately, and want to share my thoughts with you. You don’t
have to agree with me, and I am not dissing leaning back. I am suggesting that leaning back has no
longevity in terms of your relationship value, and self-development.
All I am really doing here is seeing beyond the superficial stuff.
Ultimately, as a woman in the dating world, I understand that your concern may be that you give too
much, or that you get taken advantage of, or even that you start to become desperate.
First, let’s look at what leaning back involves.
It apparently involves not having an agenda (lol!) it’s funny because for most women, leaning back is
still about a woman wanting the man to come forward. You still want something from him.
There’s nothing wrong with that per se, but what we have to respect is the fact that most women lean
back to try to ‘make’ the guy do something that SHE wants, and this is not exactly an advanced way
of adding value to the connection/relationship. It’s a taking-mindset rather than a connection-oriented
mindset.
(By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and
right now it’s FREE for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you
can get your man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only)

Here are some examples of leaning back (taken from varied
dating articles)
You do not initiate calls or texts.
You give your man emotional and physical space (you create distance so that he can come forward to
you).
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You do not complain or whine.
You spend time with yourself and invest in yourself.
You feel your feelings and let them come up, without taking them out on him.
You stay warm, receptive and inviting.
You just stay there.
You do not try to fix things for a man.
You let go of attachment to any outcomes.
You don’t focus on the future of the relationship. Instead, you enjoy the moment with him.
You don’t initiate any invites to go out somewhere.
Some people’s idea of what leaning back is, is really just a minimisation of risk on your part as a
woman. It involves insulating yourself from rejection and pain, as well as insulating yourself from the
natural process of calibration (ie: avoid making mistakes! But what if mistakes are what we need to
calibrate ourselves?).
The original Rori Raye describes leaning back as a kind of being in your body, opening up your body
and basically receiving a man as he is, without an agenda.
Generally, Rori Raye’s expression of leaning back seems to be the best expressed and delivered.
(Except that a lot of women truly have a deep longing for a man, and it’s hard to accomplish leaning
back when your love well is trillions of miles deep, unless you truly let yourself feel)
Now that the idea of leaning back has spread, other dating advisors use the term, too. Now it’s
becoming a bit complicated. Let me give you an example.
Supposedly, leaning back is you being in your feminine, and this is supposed to be a good thing
because men want to chase you. They want you to be the prize.
Let’s talk about this first. Leaning back is not necessarily feminine. And, just because a woman
leans back does not mean she is in her feminine.
And having an agenda is not masculine energy. No, not at all. And ‘agenda’ shouldn’t be seen
through this lens.
Agenda is a human thing. We can all have an agenda.
All leaning back means is that you are trying to preserve your value and not act out of fear. Generally
speaking, any action taken from a place of fear can damage your relationship and strip from your
value. That’s not always true, but it’s often true.
The idea that leaning back is a feminine thing is not true. Even if you’re being warm and receptive.
What if a man leans back?
Picture a strong, rich, successful, intelligent, masculine man leaning back. Is he suddenly feminine
because he has leaned back energy? NO! A masculine man can be warm and inviting and still stand
deeply rooted to the earth as a high value, high status man of value.
A man having warm, receptive energy is still masculine if he’s masculine.
So, let’s look beyond the surface here, and stop bastardising the idea of masculine and feminine.
I mean, if you’re very lucky, then you’ve experienced the luxury of being with a man who is not only
highly successful, but is also deeply warm and receptive too.
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The truth is that leaning forward can actually be you being in your feminine.
I know, right? What a shock. It’s not the actions you take with men! It’s the place those actions come
from. It’s whether you’re attuned to a man or not.
Again, it’s not the actions you take! It’s about the energy you put out, who you are and what your
habits are, and the place inside you that your actions come from. This is why I’ve never bothered
with ‘The Rules’.

Here are 5 Things Leaning Back DOES for You:
1: It helps you create a push and pull effect (when you lean back, it encourages a man to come
forward naturally, but it doesn’t mean he will necessarily commit to you).
2: It can help you create a feeling of suspense, if you give him the space to come forward, then he
has the chance to wonder if you are still interested, and he has the chance to miss you (provided he
perceived value).
3: Attempts to raise your perceived value as a mate, but doesn’t work long-term.
4: It can give you a temporary ‘test’ to see how far a man will come when you pull back. Again, it’s
not a reliable indicator of his future investment in you and commitment to you, but it gives you an
idea of how far he is willing to come right now. But that ‘how far he is willing to come’ could only
indicate that he lusts after you, or that he wants sex with you. So, be alert! And be aware that there
are reasons why you should be WORRIED if he comes on strong.
5: It can help you re-calibrate. What does that mean? It means that instead of over-functioning and
leaning forward, you go to the opposite extreme, and from that new extreme, you find new, balanced
footing as you acknowledge the problems that leaning forward brought you. Instead of over-doing it
and smothering a man in desperation to try to ‘catch’ him, you instead try to create space for him to
‘catch’ you.
But let’s be clear: I don’t care how much you truly believe in the idea of leaning back. It will simply
be impossible for you to show up high value, without being attuned to your man and to the current
feel of your relationship together (if there even is one).
And in order to be better attuned to a man and a relationship, you have to be feeling through
everything until you are empty, first. You need to honour yourself and open up (to yourself!) in this
way first.
And by the time you’re empty, there’s a real likelihood that you may no longer even WANT this
man, because you’ve allowed your body’s natural intelligence to be felt and heard. That intelligence
gives you the strength that you need to walk away from the wrong man. And you won’t even have to
fake it or try too hard.

Here are the 9 Dangers of Leaning Back in Dating…
1. Warm and receptive isn’t necessarily good
I understand that a lot of people try to tell women these days that you need to be warm and receptive
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to a man.
The idea makes me laugh. Not because it’s a bad idea. It’s not a bad idea because in dating, it can be
a more preferable thing to do than to be aggressive and controlling.
But just because it can be a better thing to do doesn’t mean it’s the accurate response.
And, because warm and receptive isn’t always the holy grail.
Feminine energy isn’t the holy grail. It is the holy grail perhaps in the BEGINNING of your personal
growth journey, where you are removing old masks, defenses, and an image that you’re strong and
masculine. To become more feminine, and remove these masks, see How Most Women Reject Their
Femininity & How You Can Stand Out From The Crowd.
Beyond that beginner stage, and an intermediate stage of trying to understand men and give to men,
you then become a woman who values attunement. And to be attuned, you have to be capable of
getting outside of yourself, and not retreat into yourself over insecurities and even hate.
Another reason why ‘warm and receptive’ makes me laugh is because of this: What if the situation
doesn’t call for you being warm and receptive???
To be high value, you need to be attuned to the context and the relationship!
Do the right thing at the wrong time, and you get pain…
For example, sometimes in an attempt to be feminine and lean back, you lose all access to your gut
feelings out of devotion to the rule of leaning back!
The truth is that you MUST have the capacity to be deeply receptive, but you should have just
as deep a capacity to be unwilling or even cold, which is the opposite of receptive.
You should ideally have the ability to access these two extremes, and go to them in the right context.
It is through this acceptance of all parts of yourself that you have more value to give. There’s simply
more of YOU to give when you are not one dimensional and trying to be feminine all the time.
On the topic of being the best and most high value version of yourself, here’s an article written by
D.Shen on The Nice Version of You Versus the Best Version of You.
You see, we often lose ourselves in this obsession with attaining the ideal ‘femininity’ and
‘receptivity’. But think about it this way.
Who cares how receptive you are when you have so many strict rules on what you can and can’t do
whilst leaning back?
Who cares how receptive you are when/if your man is sexting 5 other women whilst trying to get into
your pants as well?
Who cares how receptive you are when you have rage pent up from past relationships that has not
been felt through until you’re free of the rage? Is it even really valuable then?
In fact, you can get stuck being in your so-called feminine energy in the wrong place at the wrong
time, and do you know what happens when you do the right thing at the WRONG time? Yes, you do!
You get pain. The wonderful Tony Robbins says that: “When you do the right thing at the wrong time
you get pain”.
When you’re with a man, and he has really wronged you, then you better have the capacity to be
‘unwilling’ around him.
When you are in a situation that calls for you to protect yourself and protect your heart, then you
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better have the capacity to be unwilling.
And if a man has acted with zero integrity, then yes, you should have the capacity to show him that
you’re unwilling, at the very least, for yourself.
If you want a good example where a woman should have been (or could have benefitted from being
unwilling), but she was focused too much on just being feminine, then check out this answer I gave to
a beautiful reader.

2) Even if a man leans forward, it doesn’t mean there is a real relationship…
Leaning back is short term solution to a short term problem… Just because a man leans forward after
you lean back, doesn’t mean anything about the lasting ability of the relationship.
You could essentially be trying to push for an emotionally committed relationship when there wasn’t
going to be one in the first place. You have to know, appreciate and understand the man, where the
man is at, and what his intent is. Not just lean back. Here are 10 Signs of A Commitment Phobic
Man.
Try to ask yourself what needs is he trying to meet by being in contact with you in any way, shape or
form?
And you’d be giving yourself false hope if you leaned back and he leaned forward, feeling like
leaning back is ‘working’.
It works on a push and pull level. Not on a flowing, natural attraction and connection building level.

3) If you NEED the advice to lean back, there’s a problem…
When a woman badly needs the advice to lean back, then there comes an important question.
When did her emotions get so intense and so strong that she started “leaning forward” and overfunctioning in the first place?
And why?
Let’s honour her emotions right now.
Why is the emotion there?
Well, it’s there because it’s trying to tell her something. It’s trying to tell her to stop and feel. She
wants to lean ‘forward’ not because it’s wrong, but because she is afraid of something. Namely:
CONNECTION.
And that is, connection to everything. Connection to a man’s real intentions despite how much she
wants to live in denial. Connection to a man’s soul. Connection to the lack of depth in the
relationship and how this hurts her.
Now back to the emotions that make a woman ‘lean forward’…
I don’t care how much you lean back, if you don’t get to an ‘empty’ place, where you’ve given
yourself permission (or even the external TRIGGER) to actually FEEL all the longing, the hate,
jealousy, anger, resentment, hurt, pain, suffering and fear, then leaning back only counts so much.
Why?
Because you cannot emotionally and physically truly give value to a relationship or to a man if you
don’t process those feelings first. You’ll be too stuck in yourself. You’ll have too many of your own
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issues to think of the health of the relationship with a man.
Women who have pent-up feelings from yonks ago, cannot take care of a relationship because they
haven’t taken care of themselves. (this doesn’t mean they shouldn’t be IN a relationship, not at all! It
just means that they cannot take care of the health of the relationship at that moment).
You CAN potentially add a lot of value to a man by feeling these emotions right in front of him, as
long as it is totally vulnerable feeling. But whether you are ready for that and he is ready for that is
another issue. And whether feeling in front of him really adds value or not depends on your history
with him and where the relationship is really at right now.

4) Women who NEED to lean back usually have bigger fish to fry…
There’s another way to see all of this. It’s a more advanced way to see things.
If you already have extremely intense, leaning forward or aggressive feelings towards a man, you
cannot change that.
Those intense feelings are there for a reason.
In some situations, the best way to learn and become higher value is by making the mistake of
leaning forward and being controlling, and feeling the effects that this has on your success with men.
It can actually help you calibrate.
If you allow your aggressive and over functioning feelings to drive you; yes, you might lose a man
(only in the early stages of dating before enough value has been built up between you both), but look
at it from another perspective.
This is your life we’re talking about here. This is your story we’re talking about here.
Who said you cannot make mistakes?
What if honouring the feelings that you hold deep inside about this relationship situation are more
important than the prospect of losing him?
In other words, sometimes you have much bigger fish to fry than focusing on ‘not leaning
forward’. Sometimes you HAVE to lean forward and make that mistake in order for real change to
happen.
Because people sometimes overlook the bigger, deeper problems in life. Namely, that you have
resentment, hurt, anger, or longing from the past that you haven’t felt or acknowledged.
And sometimes, by ‘leaning forward’ or being controlling, this has a way of giving you the ‘trigger’
or the ‘opening’ for your old bottled up feelings to be released. Which, if they were released, would
give you a new relief in life.
Sometimes, these intense emotions CANNOT be released without another human interacting with
you in some capacity. Even if it seems like a negative interaction.
It could change how you show up altogether. So, instead of showing up aggressive due to old ‘stuff’
pent up, you are relaxed. You are breathing deeper. You aren’t burdened by emotional stress.
And THAT is the number one thing that will free you to show up High Value (Click here to learn
about the mindsets of High Value women).
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5) Leaning back doesn’t automatically guarantee polarity and attraction
When you talk about being feminine, the usefulness of it is that you’re trying to create polarity and
attraction. That’s the main use of feminine and masculine energy. Being feminine is not always high
value.
But just by leaning back doesn’t guarantee that you are creating attraction or polarity. What leaning
back creates is a push and pull effect. Instead of pushing, you pull, and you pull back. So, of course
it’s going to seem like it ‘works’ because a man might come forward in response to the sudden
change.
But is he coming back out of emotional attraction? Or is he coming back because of the surface level
‘push and pull’ effect that leaning back produces?
Is he coming back because he doesn’t want to lose convenient sex?
Is he coming back because he doesn’t want to lose the comfort of having someone ‘want’ him?
And is he coming back out of trust for you?
Something to consider…

6) You’ll only keep a man’s interest if he perceives relationship value, and if you
have high value
As much as leaning back will work on the push and pull level, it’s a false promise to say that it
works, because it is only real intrinsic value that keeps a man (and a woman!) around.
Men need to show up high value for you, too!
And you need to do your best to understand how you can also show up high value for the right man.
(Also please understand that sometimes, no matter how High Value you show up, some men just
simply cannot appreciate or see high value, because they are too far into themselves.)
You’re not going to be able to sustain a man’s interest (and a man won’t sustain your interest longterm) unless you clearly have value for a long-term relationship in the first place. And leaning back is
only one initial way to try to raise your value, but it is short-term thinking and doesn’t add value to
the relationship long-term.
Even leaning back cannot fix a problem of a woman taking value long-term. Why? Because valuetaking is a habit she got into. And that habit started when she decided she would not surrender to her
emotions, (or when she felt entitled), or when she decided that she didn’t want to open to the pain and
vulnerability of life!
By surrendering to our fears, our hurts and anger and our longing, we can get to emptiness.
Not numbness!
But emptiness.
And with emptiness, comes a strange energy of acceptance.
Tell me, am I right?
It’s a form of grieving.
Grieving for not getting what you want right here, right now.
There’s real value in grieving, even if there’s no apparent reason to grieve. Most of us don’t grieve
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enough, myself included.
If you avoid the grieving and try to lean back for the wrong reasons, you’re putting a band-aid
on to fix too deep a problem.
There’s no real shortcut to raising your value as a woman. So, don’t rely on leaning back alone.
(What is the ONE thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say! Click here to find out right now…)

7) The rules of leaning back can kill true engagement
Rules are good when they are good. But if you adhere to all the rules of leaning back, then you’ll
have problems.
For example, let’s just put it generally for now. The people in the world with the most rules of what
to do, say or not do or say, usually have the lowest levels of engagement with others.
Because of rigidity. Their rules blind them to real engagement and connection in the moment. Their
rules close them off.
And that’s what the rules of leaning back will do. They’ll cause you to pull back your quiet
responsiveness…
They’ll cause you to pull back your ability to take little risks (such as inviting a man out to a concert)
– something that he could potentially really appreciate (if done in the right context)…
Maybe you should be asking yourself, what do you want so badly, that you’re willing to kill your
own ability to engage with a man, in the name of leaning back?
What is it that you deeply want? There’s no right or wrong answer, only your answer.

8) Leaning back gives false hopes after casual sex or early sex
Here’s the truth.
There are reasons why women get desperate and controlling (leaning forward behaviour) in dating.
Sometimes it is because she has slept with a man very quickly, without enough emotional attraction
and emotional connection having been built up.
Here’s more on that: The Secret Cost Of Casual Sex For Women
And sometimes the reason for a woman leaning forward too hastily is simply because she’s at a place
in her life where she is desperately wanting to secure a mate.
Sometimes, she just got attached really quickly even without sex. But the real PROBLEM comes
when women try to fix having had sex early on by “leaning back”.
You can’t fix the problem of having had sex before you felt truly ready, except by feeling that and
adjusting your actions accordingly.
And this is after years of not prioritising romance, family, men and relationships.
A lot of women DO try to lean back after having sex with a man very early on after meeting him. It’s
just damage control.
Whether we like it or not, biologically, by sleeping with a man quickly, women’s bodies know that
they’ve given up something of incredible value – sex and potentially, his sperm meeting the egg.
If you’ve given a man “access” to your reproductive capability, without him ever building up feelings
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of emotional attraction and emotional connection with you, then you’re taking risks.
Now, some women are in a place in their life where they really just want casual sex, and that is it. But
these aren’t usually the women wanting dating advice. These are often women who are recently
divorced after being in a marriage for a long time, or they are just women who are truly not wanting
any emotional attachment.
Most women want emotional attachment, and is it any shock to ANYBODY that when they sleep
with a man quickly, that these women suddenly lean forward?
Or that they start to over-function?
Well, if it is a shock, it shouldn’t be.
Leaning back is sometimes, frustratingly, just an attempt to fix something that went the wrong way
too fast.
When your body has built up attachment to a man through sex, it can be very hard to relinquish
“control”. That’s why one might lean forward, because your body is trying to do the best for your
future – it is trying to secure its mating future, in case you get pregnant and need to raise that child.
So, there’s no going around the issue of sleeping with a man quickly and without a level of 8/10
emotional attraction and 8/10 emotional connection built up first.
Leaning back might help him come forward, but in most cases, it’s just a case of him naturally
coming forward due to the law of ‘push and pull’, and not because he is in love, or wants to commit.
Don’t forget that if a man has gotten sex easy, he doesn’t necessarily want to give you up
immediately. Some men will be quick to leave, others won’t. So if you lean back and he leans
forward, you’ve got to really critique his intent.
What does he want? Do you guys have an 8/10 emotional connection? Do you guys have an 8/10
emotional attraction?
If not, if it is less than 8 out of 10, then you need to either focus on building that or you need to really
sit back and think about where he is at and what he is actually looking for. A lot of women are afraid
to do this in case they meet the truth: that he just wants sex.
Regardless of what the truth is…you got this. You are strong enough to handle the truth. You got this.

9) Leaning back is NO replacement for attunement in a relationship
There is NO replacement for attunement in a relationship.
And attunement is where it’s at!
Leaning back is often still about ‘ME’ getting something from ‘HIM’. I lean back to try to get him to
lean forward.
This is a far cry from what attunement looks like.
No amount of leaning back will replace attunement in your relationship and dating.
Attunement is defined by Dictionary.com as: being or bringing into harmony; a feeling of being
‘at one’ with another being.
Now, I want to be clear. You AND a man both have a responsibility to be attuned to each other. But
there is never any harm in leading with your own desire to attune to him, because you will feel it and
know it much faster if he’s a bad egg!
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You’ll also know it faster if he’s the wrong one for you, if you are attuned, or have the desire to
connect. It’s when we get stuck in our heads that we dig a rabbit hole too deep and find it hard to get
out.
A lot of us lack attunement. In fact, we mistakenly think that we ARE attuned to someone, when in
reality, all we’re attuned to is what we want to take from the situation.
As such, it’s much harder to answer the question, “How much emotional connection does HE feel for
you?” than it is to answer the question, “How much emotional connection do I feel for him?”
We have to get OUT of our own bodies to feel someone else, to be at one with them.
And I will place a bet on the fact that for a lot of us, if we were to “lean back”, we’re much more in
tune with ourselves than we are in tune with him. So, in that case, the only value that leaning back
has is to avoid a desperate situation, and to hopefully make him come forward. But it doesn’t add any
value to the emotional connection directly, unless who WE are actually changes.
Even if a woman is wonderfully warm and receptive, and she is inviting and leaning back at the same
time, it will do nothing if she is doing it to ‘get’ something from him. Ie: get him to claim her.
It will do nothing if she leans back to try to ‘get’ him to come forward.
There have been stories of women who leaned back, stayed warm and receptive, and yes, the man
came forward to claim her, but he didn’t want to commit to her. So, we have to keep our eye off the
goal of commitment and getting him to ‘claim’ us, and focus our energy and attention of building
attraction and connection.

Feel outside of yourself to be successful with men
There’s no replacement for your ability to attune yourself and appreciate any situation.
So, the only right way is the long way. Understand men, so that you can see and appreciate what they
perceive value in for a relationship. But more importantly for yourself; you need to have the ability to
feel outside of yourself so that you can see where he is at. (You need to feel yourself, too. You need
both!)

The best thing to do is to Become His One and Only…
The best way to get a high value man for a relationship is to learn how to show up as his one and only
woman, rather than a one of many woman. I have a FREE DVD for you on this very topic!
CLICK HERE TO GET MY “BECOMING HIS ONE & ONLY” DVD FOR FREE.
The promise of this DVD is to give you 5 secrets to have your chosen man fall deeply in love with
you and beg you to be his one and ONLY. ?
If you liked this post, please leave me a comment, I love reading your thoughts and stories.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Things that Make You a High Value Woman To Men
July 20, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
10 years ago, my husband David and I, started teaching people about what it means to be a High
Value, High Status Woman. This was way back before a lot of people started using the term ‘high
value woman’. Since then, a lot more people have been using the term high value, and they’ve made
the term their own, and helped a lot of people, which is fantastic!
However, with so many more people teaching about the term, I wanted you guys to have my
perspective, to hopefully make the meaning of high value woman more complete in your mind. I feel
like the original meaning of high value, at least in the way we meant it, can easily be lost in a day and
age where the term is being increasingly used.
A lot of people feel like being high value is about knowing you are worthy, having healthy
boundaries or having self confidence. These factors are all a part of it, but they just scrape the
surface.

That’s why I want to give you some clarity around this idea of being high value.
High Value is an idea that stemmed from “mate value”. So being “high value” is related to being (and
having) high mate value. That’s how my husband and I came up with the term. In order to attract a
mate, you need to show up high value.
Of course, a lot of us do this naturally anyway, but sometimes we need more understanding of what it
means to be high value, so that you can embody the high value woman traits and clearly stand out
from the crowd.
So, what does “high value” really mean? It means that you are high value in the eyes of potential
suitors, or mating partners.
That is, in the eyes of potential mating partners.
Which is a lot different than just working on having self confidence. So what this means is that how
YOU feel inside, and whether you are confident or not, versus how you are perceived by men, are
different things.
You can totally feel confident inside and yet be perceived from a mate value perspective as low
value.
So we need to look at what men perceive as high value. And certainly, confidence might be one of
those things that can be seen as high value, but that barely scrapes the surface of being high value.
Now, I mostly teach women about being high value in the context of getting a commitment from a
man. And that is very different than what it means to be valuable in the context of short-term
relationship and sex.
You see, a lot of women can appear high value to men in the short-term, and have high value for the
purpose of attracting a man’s sexual desire.
And that is why a lot of women (including myself!) put effort into using makeup and clothing the
best way they can. Some women use plastic surgery to try to signal higher mate value.
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But a lot of that is great for first impressions, but it doesn’t keep men around. Wouldn’t you agree?
So what I’m saying is, showing up high value to a man and inspiring his desire to commit to you, is
very different.
This is not to deny that every man is unique and different, just as every woman is different. We all
have our personal likes and preferences.
However, some signs of high mate value are universal. Some signs surpass all social
conditioning and modern politically correct thinking.
There are definitely general, but important things that make you a High Value Woman in the eyes of
the male population at large. And yes, these apply to men in all cultures and races.
So what we’ve done here is that we’ve broken down this elusive term high value into 3 separate
categories so that it is easy to understand and easy to take action upon.
Here are the 3 keys areas that makes you a high value woman to men…
1: Reproductive & Radiance value
2: Social Value
3: Spiritual value
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)

REPRODUCTIVE AND RADIANCE VALUE
Let’s talk about number 1, reproductive and radiance value. Now, all you ladies who are above 50 or
60 years old, bear with me here, because I know that at that stage of life, you might feel like you are
passed all the “reproductive value” stuff and are in to a different stage of life, especially with
menopause.
However, I wanted to share that having reproductive value isn’t just about being of reproductive age
or being below 50 or 60 years old, it is about having high energy, being healthy, being responsive and
alive and being fit. Fitness and aliveness simply has no age.
And I don’t mean fit like you have to go to the gym 7 days a week, I mean fit to function, as opposed
to being constantly sick and run down.
We actually have a program called the 17 Attraction Triggers which is one of our most popular
programs for many years now, and a lot of these attraction triggers are based upon improving your
reproductive and radiance value.
We’re not going to delve into the nitty gritty here, but I want you to start thinking about what really
reflects a sense of health, energy and radiance in a woman?
I’ll give you an example. Your posture, your gait or the way you walk, all give little subtle signs of
the health of your body and any potential disease.
Here’s the good news, there’s always something you can do to improve this area of your life. You
can perhaps start juicing some vegetables, eat less processed foods and really start to look after your
body and mind.
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SOCIAL VALUE
Now let’s talk about the next category of value… social value. There’s a distinction I want to make
first… You can have more superficial social value, and you can have deeper social value. What is
the more superficial social value?
These are signs that you have people around you who like you or want to hang with you. Now, of
course, people can hang with you for all the wrong types of reasons, so that’s why this is superficial
social value.
Having social value is also being able to converse, and generally having the energy to invest in being
a sociable woman.
Deeper social value is the social value that really lasts long term. It’s the good stuff. Deeper social
value is that regardless of whether you have anyone around you or not – it’s your consistent, genuine
desire to connect with people.
A lot of people have a lot of friends around them, but those friends are only in a mutual relationship
to further their agenda or to look good and seem high status. They are not really close friends. It’s
rare to have truly close friends, at least in the traditional meaning of the word “close”.
As long as you have a genuine desire to connect with others, it doesn’t matter whether you are
paralysingly shy, or have intense anxiety, what matters is that your heart and actions are in the
right place: to connect.
If you have a desire and intention to connect, and are not just in it for yourself, then you will learn
along the way about how to socialise and you will calibrate as you go along.
There’s no right or wrong when you have the best intentions.
The other part of being high social value is being a celebrity in your own life. In other words, holding
yourself as a celebrity.
As we’ve all seen lately with the Harvey Weinstein scandal, some celebrities don’t have much real
value – they are in fact, out to take value. Harvey Weinstein may have had status in his social circle a
long time ago, but for all the wrong reasons.
So I use that word celebrity with a little hesitation, although we’ve been teaching women to hold
themselves as a celebrity for a long time now.
To hold yourself as a celebrity means to act like you matter. And how do you not just act like you
matter, but actually matter in a social scene? You add value to others. That’s the deeper meaning of
holding yourself as a celebrity.
And to help you further, to appear as a celebrity, stand tall and proud to be you. If you do not feel
much pride or confidence, then do one thing that scares you every day. Are you scared of something
but you should really do it? Then DO IT.
You only get depth of pride and confidence by making yourself do difficult things. When you
internally know what you’ve made yourself do, you naturally feel a sense of pride and confidence and
self respect. It’s that internal pride that you’re looking for, as once you’ve got the internal pride, it’s
real, not fake and so it tends to show in your body language.
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SPIRITUAL VALUE
Lastly there is spiritual value. And this is not about sitting in a quiet corner and meditating, nor is it
about acting morally better than others.
It is about your ability to give outside of yourself.
Spiritual value is all about you having a desire to want to meet a man at his level. It is your ability to
get out of yourself and understand and relate to and connect with him. Spiritual value is not about
taking for yourself, it is about US. It’s about being generous. It’s about the team, it’s about caring
deeply, outside of yourself.
Of course spiritual value includes all the traditional images of what it means to be spiritual: like
having compassion.
However, it’s really one dimensional and not to mention frustrating and restricting to try to keep up
with an image that you are a compassionate person all the time. So that’s not what I’m talking about
here.
Being spiritual is also about respecting, deeply appreciating, and connecting with humans and life at
all levels. This means that what you fear, you can also appreciate.
To be spiritual also means to be able to fluidly connect with and act from your heart whether you are
being so called slutty with a man, angry with a man, or being loving and nurturing with a man.
Just because you are angry doesn’t mean you can’t be angry from the heart.
Do you understand what I mean?
So it’s about becoming and accepting every part of yourself so that there’s more of you to give.
Because every part of you has an incredible value to give…and when you can access more parts of
you, then there will be a wider range of value you can offer.
Now obviously there’s a lot more we can talk about on these 3 areas of value.
We’ve been teaching these 3 areas for the last 10 years now in a few of our programs, and we’ve
found that once we are able to break this elusive concept of high value down into these 3 actionable
categories, then things become TANGIBLE.
Does that make sense?
Here is another popular article I wrote on the 3 Undercover Ways to be More High Value over
Other Women & Get Him to Choose You.
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P.S.
By the way, I’ve just published my brand new DVD titled “Becoming His One & Only!”… and right
now it’s free for you to get a copy. Click HERE to find out more details and how you can get your
man to fall deeper in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 Unconventional Ways To Make Him Love You More
September 19, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Article updated 2020
“Become the kind of person that other people want to love.”
This seems like such a weird statement to make. Shouldn’t we just be loved for who we are?
Well, here’s the truth: What makes someone love you more is essentially also what fosters a
beautiful connection with them.
So by putting even just 1 or 2 of these unusual tips to use, you are not only potentially inspiring a
man to love you more, you are actually becoming more and more skillful at creating deep connection
with men (and secretly, with any human!).
And that’s what this is about. It’s about not only doing things that make you more high value and
loveable, but it’s about appreciating and understanding that there are some things you can do which
naturally make a man feel more connected to you, make him WANT to stick by you like bees to
honey, and yes, inspire him to love you more through this connection.
Some people are just more loveable, aren’t they? It has nothing to do with our worth – we are all
worthy, but some people’s behaviour and patterns just make it harder to love them….I’m sure you’ve
experienced this in your own life, right?
What is it they say? Love is a verb. I’d say love is a practise. Just like serving ourselves and being all
about me, me me is a practise. It’s just an easier practice for all of us to retreat into ourselves (into
our thoughts, our wants, etc) than it is to inspire more love and connection.
Love is a harder practise. And it’s a decision you make to practice it, just as serving ourselves is, too.
But it’s not the kind of practise that you’ll regret on your death-bed.
So in this article, I’m not really asking you to be someone you’re not, because the truth is, you
already are everything. You have everything inside of you that you need right now to become the
best version of you.
I’m just suggesting some things for you to consider using in your life, to deepen your relationship
with a man (or a woman if you see fit).
Check these out and see if you’re brave enough to try some of them! And do let me know in the
comments which ones you already do, and which new ones you will be putting into practise soon!
Contents
1: Self deprecation/laugh at yourself
2: Be helpless
3: Offer emotional loyalty before help
4: Compliment him on a big decision he has made
5: Respond with your feminine energy. And lots of it.
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1: Self deprecation/laugh at yourself
We all want to be capable and skillful at something as humans. Why? Because it makes us feel like
we are enough. And at the heart of our desire to feel like we are enough, is the desire to be loved and
even to feel powerful.
Everyone knows the struggle for feeling ‘enough’, because we’ve all been there, we all still feel like
we’re not enough from time to time. Some of us more than others.
But to use self deprecating statements and humour is to kind of rise above all the nonsense in a way,
and it’s a way of endearing yourself to others. It’s a way to say ‘hey, I’m not here to be uptight, to
compete, to be threatening, I’m here to have fun.” (And hopefully to help you lighten up too!)
Self deprecation is also an easy way to inspire a man to relate to you.
How can you not love someone who laughs at themselves? Ok my bad. Some people hate you
regardless of what you do, but laughing at yourself and self deprecation is definitely a way to bond
you to others, and to reduce their defences as well as your own!
How can you not love someone who clearly places connection before their own feeling of
worthiness?
How can you not love someone who is willing to laugh about their perceived inadequacies and
doesn’t judge themselves for it? If you are able to show that you don’t judge yourself, then he will
trust and love you more, because he will feel that you also won’t judge him.
Here’s some examples of self deprecation that will reduce tension, bring down his defenses and
remove yours and a man’s masks. (These are to be used with a man whom you trust to not abuse, use
or put you down. If a man has a history of putting you down and he enjoys it, please DO NOT use
these on him!)

Examples of self deprecation…
Damn. I can’t come up with any examples. But I’m normally a bit daft anyway so who is surprised
here?
“How do you do that? If I tried that, I’d fall flat on my face!”
“Wow that’s nuts, just like me!”

2: Be helpless
One of the most endearing qualities of certain animals, is that they are completely helpless.
I’ll use quails for example. Random, I know. But I use them as an example because we have at least
20 of them in our household, and they are just that: small, super cute and somewhat helpless at times.
They can peck if they want to, they can fly to an average ability compared to other birds if they want
to, but if a fox tries to catch them and eat them…well, the fox has a hell of a lot more power than they
do, and it’s this power difference that also makes them helpless in certain contexts.
The animals we want to take care of the most are often the ones who seem the most helpless. And
because we want to take care of them, we are more invested in them and tend to love them more. And
we hate anyone or anything that wants to hurt them.
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Embodying the feeling of helplessness can be incredibly valuable. Now, I’m not talking about victim
mentality. Always taking the place of the victim is not helplessness; that’s a pattern of behaving.
True helplessness is a spontaneous response to life. This doesn’t mean you should be helpless all of
the time, and advertise yourself constantly as a helpless human, because that’s ridiculous. And so anti
feminist, right?
But it does mean that you should be comfortable with all parts of you, and all feelings that come up.
Who you naturally are is likely somewhat helpless at certain times and in certain contexts. It’s about
surrendering to those times.
I remember many years ago, my husband and I were at the airport waiting for a flight. The waiting
area was quite empty. We’d been together already 5 years and had never been on a holiday together.
Whilst I took a toilet break, I came back and found that he was not sitting where I last saw him. He
was nowhere to be seen.
He was playing a trick on me, and hiding whilst watching me from afar. I didn’t know this at the
time, and as the minutes went by, I kept composure. But according to him, as he recalls it with tears
in his eyes, even to this day, he remembers how helpless and scared I looked for those several
minutes while I tried to stay calm, but inside I was trembling and worried that something bad had
happened to him and that I was going to be left at the airport all alone.
Now, am I like this all the time? Absolutely not. But I certainly am helpless at certain moments, and
that has only added to my bond with my incredible husband.
By the way, just for you ‘double standard’ Nazis out there – can a MAN make a woman love HIM
more by revealing his helplessness? Absolutely. It’s a universal trait that inspires more connection
and love and commitment. But you already knew that.
It might be harder for women to accept the helpless part of men, because inside we already feel so
helpless ourselves at times…and we need his protection. But when we feel safe and secure, when we
aren’t judging him, we can handle those odd moments of vulnerability and helplessness in a man.
I know modern feminists believe that men want to take advantage of women who seem helpless, and
that may be the case with some men, no doubt. But the point of this is not to reveal your helplessness
to just every man and any man – it is to be attuned to him, and feel whether he is willing to allow and
protect your helplessness.
Believe it or not, your total helplessness in certain moments can potentially give men access to their
protective emotions and it gives them access to love in its purest form. Some might say it also makes
him feel more manly.
Now, I know what you’re gonna say – “But I’ve tried to be helpless in the past, and the man was
derogatory towards me! Or critical/abusive towards me” – that’s a very good point.
Well, the point is that there’s a difference between real, raw expressions of helplessness and
superficial ‘shows’ of helplessness that is used as a way to manipulate a man. Superficial shows of
helplessness are the helplessness that you don’t embody.
The simple thing about it is that if you don’t actually feel helpless at the time, then you’re not being
helpless at all.
So ask yourself today: “When was the last time I secretly felt helpless inside? Do I have the courage
to surrender to that?”
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Sure, some men don’t respond to helplessness. Some men and women abuse helplessness.
This is why it is incredibly important to be attuned (to not be stuck in your own head and to feel if a
man truly cares for you or not). This is why it’s important to not show helplessness to virtual
strangers, to be smart about it, and use your gut instinct.
Yes, some people will take advantage of your helplessness….men or women. But if a man does love
you, he will respond to, and love your moments of helplessness.
Also, ask yourself – IS this man the type of man to use me, abuse me, and take advantage of me? If
you feel in your gut that the answer to that question is yes – then DON’T engage with this man. No
matter how much he has to offer you on the surface.
Just because helplessness is a fantastic way to make him love you more, doesn’t mean it is also
safe to do with just any man.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

3: Offer emotional loyalty before help
Sometimes, you need to help a man. Sometimes, you don’t. Often, we offer help without feeling the
situation first. Does he really perceive value in your ‘help’?
I truly believe that yes, men do perceive value in our help, but not before we’ve shown our emotional
loyalty to him first.
Which do you think holds more intrinsic value to a man? Offering your emotional and sexual loyalty?
Or offering assistance to fix his problems?
That’s right. Your emotional and sexual loyalty. A man can pay someone to fix his problems, he can
ask a friend for assistance to fix a problem. If he’s resourceful, he can use the internet to fix his
problems. But generally speaking, if you want a relationship with a man, fixing his problems offers
less intrinsic value to him than offering your true loyalty and devotion does.
Why? Well, because if you go to ‘offering help’ or ‘fixing his problem’ first, what you have to
understand is that one creates more connection between you both, thereby adding to the relationship.
And the other just makes you feel more worthy and in control, whilst possibly making him feel
emasculated.
Connection is worth more than problem solving.
Your loyalty requires courage and emotional risk to give, and it adds value to the relationship and
deepens the relationship, making it sacred.
Whereas trying to help fix a problem (or show your ability to provide for HIM) just makes you feel
more worthy. It doesn’t necessarily make your offering more valuable to a man.
Worthy and high value are very different things. Find out the 3 things that make women high value to
men in this video.
Men can fix their own problems. If at all they can’t, and you are attuned and feel love calling you to
help him, then by all means, offer it. And it may be appropriate to offer your help, I’m not saying it’s
never appropriate, but just be mindful that men usually want to feel capable to fix their own
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problems, and would rather a woman was loyal and loving. Here’s more about what makes a high
value girlfriend.
There’s just a whole lot of value in loyalty in a relationship. The value of loyalty is going up in the
world we currently live in. And when you can provide value, you are naturally more loveable. I
believe humans gravitate towards those with value.

4: Compliment him on a big decision he has made
Take note of big decisions he has made and let him know that you see the risk and effort involved in
making that decision. Tell him ‘you’ve made a great decision!’
Or tell him: “Wow, it took a lot of hard work and energy to make such a big decision. I appreciate
and admire that.”
In doing this, you are opening yourself to a vulnerability that you may have used to be uncomfortable
with. You are giving value, not taking it.
And ultimately, when you give value, you are high value.

5: Respond with your feminine energy. And lots of it.
He says something that pleases you? Notice how it feels in your body, and let that feeling manifest
itself in your voice and actions.
The way he walks makes you feel rocket bursts of love inside you? Then rocket burst with that
feeling.
Does your man’s presence make you swoon? Is something he did just so wonderful to you that you
could dance? Then physically and emotionally dance. Swoon for him and let your body show that
swoon, in whatever way you feel that swoon.
His actions make you hurt? Then let that pain be seen by him. No explaining. Just feeling. That’s
your responsive feminine energy.
To do this, you’ll need to try to remove any blockages that you subconsciously have in expressing the
energy and love that courses through your body at any masculine expression that moves you.
This can be tricky, because most of us have a huge backlog of unfelt emotions, and so when we try to
be responsive, it can come out wrong, or come out as blame or as if we are unleashing everything on
to a man.
So I would say that to get good at this, you might need to feel some backlog of emotions first. That
means to feel through the hurt, anger, and any past pain that you ignored. Sometimes it helps to feel
past happiness as well, so it’s not all just about feeling through the bad emotions (we just tend to
really avoid them).
A lot of men are dying for this kind of aliveness and responsiveness in their woman. A man can feel
far more manly and feel a lot more freedom with you when you’re at least being responsive, as
compared to if you were being ungenerous with your energy and closed off.
Disclaimer 1: You have to connect to the spontaneous energy that moves through your body in
response to a man, not to your habitual patterns of acting. For example…if the primary emotion
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you’re feeling in the moment with a man is vulnerability or scared….but you don’t actually feel that
or show that primary emotion – things might be a bit harder for you with men.
If say, your pattern is that you go to anger before any other emotion – and that’s your pattern, then
you’ll create more distance rather than love and connection. Ask me how I know!
Disclaimer 2: You may not feel much trust for the man you are with, and therefore not want to show
much responsiveness and feminine energy through your body. That’s ok. And I understand that. If
that is the case, then go slowly, and give your energy a little bit first and see how he responds first. If
he opens more to you, then you’ll know you’re getting somewhere.
If he is like a minority of men who don’t care for feminine energy, or who try to oppress your
spontaneous expression of joy or pain (oppress really means to make it wrong), then don’t respond to
that by dulling yourself. Instead, try to appreciate that HE cannot appreciate your feelings or energy.
And make a decision from there.
If you can’t figure it out, just go with what your gut is telling you.
OK, that’s all for this article. Please do leave me a comment below and let me know which of these
you have experience doing yourself, and which of these strategies you want to put into practise soon!
(By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s free.
Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!)

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
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Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 Unusual Signs He Is Madly In Love With You
October 5, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
“There’s two things you need to know”, Grandma said.
1: A man in love with you will move mountains for you.
2: Never lose hope that he is out there, because there is a man out there who will love you that much.
I wanted to add a 3rd thing to that:
3: You can inspire almost any man to love you this much through putting the connection and
attraction first. Any woman who has a man madly in love with her has knowingly or unknowingly
inspired that love from him, through the basic principles that create emotional attraction and
emotional connection. Principles that foster mutual vulnerability, emotional depth and everlasting
love. And that is accessible to any woman, no matter her background, age, looks, or social status.
So as you read this, always remember that you have the power within you to inspire any man to love
you this much. I’ve seen plenty of women do this by using the resources that they had forgotten
already exists inside of them. You can learn more about how to do this by getting a copy of my
brand new (FREE) DVD titled “Becoming His One And Only.“

Now let’s find out what the 5 unusual signs are…
1: He tries to find solutions to every problem you have, even the problems that you
thought were impossible to solve
A man in love can suddenly become outstandingly resourceful in ways that he’s never been before.
And he just cares more to give to you.
As you would probably already know, men generally love to solve problems and feel successful at
solving problems. Yet – at the same time, solving your problem takes energy, and a lot of energy at
that.
So, one certain way to tell a man is in love with you, is that probably at least 70% of the time you
have a problem, he will want to, and work to, solve that problem for you. He’ll especially want to
solve the ones that seemingly, no one else can solve for you.
A man who is really in love with you will care less about spending a lot of physical and emotional
energy on you, compared to a man who isn’t in love and just wants casual sex. And that’s why this
is one of the signs that he is madly in love with you.
This wanting to solve your problem reminds me of the movie “The Box”, with Cameron Diaz and
James Marsden in it. It wasn’t the main point of the movie, but in the movie, his wife had a problem
with her leg that caused her to limp, and her husband was trying to make or provide a prosthetic leg
for her. It is just a typical sign of a man who is in love with a woman. He becomes extra resourceful
and willing to solve your problems.

2: He tries to provide more and better than your ex boyfriend(s) did
When a man has fallen in love with you, that actually means he has developed a powerful emotional
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connection with you over time. And as such, he might eventually come to feel like providing for you
is his ‘purpose’.
This doesn’t mean that he can’t have another purpose outside of you (indeed, ideally, he would have
another purpose or mission), but providing for you is definitely a part of that purpose.
A man who isn’t in love (but is perhaps casually involved with a woman), or who is just with a
woman out of convenience, might provide at least a little something for her. Whether that be a little
bit of help solving problems around the house, or giving her some cash here and there.
And yet, a man who is madly in love with you, and doesn’t just want something casual with you, will
specifically even want to provide more than anyone else has for you in the past. It’s a wonderful
feeling for a woman.
If you feel like a man is giving you crumbs, that could be a sign that he’s not in love, and so now is
the time to ask yourself: ‘is it worth my time and energy investing in a man who is not nearly as
invested in me?’ ‘what price do I really put on my time?’ (and I’ll give you a hint: maybe you don’t
put a high enough price on your time!’)
You see, for men, they inherently feel the need to prove themselves resourceful and worthy of
keeping a woman, her love (and her reproductive resources) to himself. For example – men need to
have confidence, resourcefulness, ambition, emotional stability, to earn enough money, etc.
And this is especially true when a man is madly in love with you. He will want to provide you with
more, and better than you ever had, even if he physically can’t in the near future. It’s the desire
and the effort he puts in to do so. You may not see the fruits of his effort immediately, but he will
want to see you provided for, better than you have ever been. And that is emotionally, financially,
and spiritually. Money is not the only thing a man can ‘provide’.

3: He spends money he doesn’t even have on you
Now, if a man doesn’t do this, it doesn’t always mean that he is not in love with you. This is just a
symbol of a man’s willingness to take risks.
So, it doesn’t mean he’s not in love with you if he ISN’T spending money he doesn’t have. He could
be taking risks for you in other ways. I mean, every man is different and every man is in a different
situation.
But this sign, he spends money he doesn’t even have on you, is along the same lines of risk taking
behaviour. Men and women in love both take more risks, and men often do it in big ways, but there
are other kinds of risks he can take to show he is ready to be vulnerable to you and to sacrifice
something to be with you.
It’s kind of like, you will do things you don’t normally do when your brain has been taken over by
the chemicals of romantic love. To quote anthropologists who study the brain in love, it feels like
“someone is camping in your head”. You will take risks that you wouldn’t normally be willing to
take.
And spending money he doesn’t even have is definitely a risky thing to do. There’s a disclaimer that
goes with this sign though – the money he spends has to be on YOU. For example, a guy going in to
debt to hire a porsche to drive around to pretend he’s really rich, isn’t risking anything for you, unless
you asked to sit in a porsche. He’s just trying to create an image of wealth for himself.
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Examples of this ‘spending money he doesn’t even have’ could be buying you something that you
can’t afford but need, or buying you something that you’ve been wanting but won’t buy for yourself.
Or it could mean taking you somewhere on a trip, and putting it on his credit card.
Ask yourself…
“Is he risking something for me?” (as opposed to just hanging with you when it’s convenient and
when there’s no other options available to him at the time)
“Is he making himself vulnerable to me? (even if they are different to how I am vulnerable to him?)
Again, this sign is specific. If he doesn’t spend money he doesn’t have, it doesn’t mean that you
should try to get him to do that. No way! The real message you should take from this unusual sign he
is madly in love with you, is ‘he takes risks he wouldn’t usually take, for you. To win you.’
Here’s an article I wrote on the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

4: There’s a tenderness when he speaks your name
Use your gut with this one, not your head. This sign is not necessarily something to analyse, it’s more
something to feel with your gut. Is there a sense that he’s more vulnerable than he usually is when he
speaks your name? When he speaks your name, does his voice seem softer and more loving than
usual? Does he say your name differently than he says other people’s names?
When a man is not in love, he’ll never speak your name with a sense of tenderness or vulnerability,
only because the connection and attraction is just not there between you guys.
However, sometimes, even if a man is madly in love with you, he’ll have moments along the way,
where he uses your name in a more detached way, and there will always be these moments in a long
term relationship. So this is not some hard and fast rule that he has to say your name tenderly every
second of the day. It’s more about, are there times where he does?

5: He will care for the people you care about, even if he doesn’t like them himself
You see, when we are in love, we become less selfish. This is why some people don’t seem capable
of falling in love – because they’re just not equipped with the right relational patterns to be
vulnerable enough to fall in love. Some people have been abandoned too many times in their
childhood, for example and they don’t have the innocence and the emotional resources to bond
emotionally with another person in a way that makes them fall madly in love.
Some people also have what we call ‘shiny object syndrome’. People with shiny object syndrome
will find it much harder to fall in love, as they subconsciously value things and experiences, not
vulnerable, human connection.
If you’re with a man and he says ‘I don’t care for your best friend Latiesha, she’s a dickhead anyway,
I don’t like her, but you can be friends with her’ or – ‘your mother’s a b*tch. I don’t want to hear
about her.’ – then maybe he’s not madly in love, or just not in love in this moment.
Remember, this is just a guide. Men are human too. For example, a man can be sick, bedridden, or so
broken down and exhausted that even though he’s madly in love with you, he doesn’t have the energy
to care about your friend Latiesha right now.
And that concludes the 5 Unusual Signs He Is Madly In Love With You.
Always remember that research has proven that couples can remain madly in love with their one and
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only 10, or even 20 years after first beginning their relationship. And yet, even in these cases, there
will be conflicts and hard times in a relationship where in some moments, you’d be silly to expect he
felt like he was in love with you.
Actually feeling in love is not physically possible 100% of the time, otherwise nothing would ever
get done. I remember I teased my husband once years ago. I said “yeah you love me but you’re not in
love with me.” and he said “I’m always in love with you.” – as nice as this felt, I don’t take his words
too literally.
What he really means is that the feeling and attachment he had in our relationship has remained the
same from the beginning. And that’s the truth – once a man truly falls in love with a woman, and he
forms that rare (sometimes once in a lifetime) deep emotional bond with her, it can be hard to ever
change or break that. (and just between you and I, I’m always in love with him too!) ?
By the way, if you want a man to fall madly in love with you, it’s not that hard. It’s about showing up
as his ‘one and only’ woman, rather than one of many. Because unfortunately, in this day and age,
it’s very easy for women to get stuck in the ‘one of many’ basket, and it’s just about how you show
up.
What you want is to show up as the ‘one and only’ type of woman, and everything will come easily
for you from there. And here’s the GOOD news: I’ve got a FREE DVD you can have, titled
“Becoming Hid One and Only”. Go and get your hands on a copy over here: www.BHOODVD.com
Let us all know how you knew a man was in love with you! Other women can learn from your story,
because the best teachers we have are each other. So I’d love to hear your story and your views!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
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Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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When He Stops Chasing You & Being Romantic: What To Do?
October 25, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Hi Renee & David,
I really need your opinion on this. Everyone else I’ve talked to has more or less asked me to fight fire
with fire, and I’m not really that kind of a human.
So, my man and I, we’ve been in a relationship for some time now (is almost 3 years long enough?)
and he was/is a masculine at his core.
So far, however you’ve described a masculine man, he fits that description to a T. I try to understand
that he has that drive in him, the ambition to achieve his goals and I understand that sometimes it
feels like he couldn’t care enough to call me or miss me, but I try to think from his perspective and
that saves us a big fight. But lately, I’ve had difficulty doing so, he has grown kind of cold towards
me and it’s different from how it used to be before.
I remember you talking about when you and David just got together and he spent a lot of
money/resources or almost went broke doing things that would make you guys stay close or
something like that. Well it *was* the same for us, I felt so pampered and loved at the beginning
1-1.5 years, I used to even tease him that he shouldn’t spoil me so much because I’ll get used to it and
you won’t be able to keep up.
He always shrugged it off, but that is what has happened now. It led to a lot of fights, and I started
feeling desperate for his attention. I’ve literally cried in front of him because of this. I’ve also stooped
to literally demanding certain actions for him, and he would do those…But I would not even be able
to enjoy them because I knew that he’s only doing so because I asked him to… There’s no fun in a
man doing romantic things for you, when you’re holding a gun to his head. (figuratively of course).
I just couldn’t take his cold behaviour anymore. Also, FYI, I’m a very emotional person and I’m
pretty much free with my tears. So one night, we were having a fight, and I started crying, and I said
something on the lines of “Well earlier you’d care if a cried, you can’t even be bothered about it
now!” and he suddenly just lost it and he shouted “You know what? I don’t give a shit about you
crying. You cry so much. It’s so melodramatic. I did not sign up for this shit!”
The next day, things cooled down a bit and we had an honest talk and he says that he realizes that he
isn’t like how he used to be before, and he said that I cannot expect him to be like how he was before
because that was him at his very best, trying to impress me and now he’s more focused on trying to
build a better life for us and I should be mature about it. He said that he loves me more deeply now
than he did when we first started off, and that I should remember that on days when I feel unloved.
But shouldn’t he at least try harder at being a better boyfriend? or am I being immature about it? I
also decided that I shouldn’t depend on him to make me happy, so I’ve actually started doing things
that I wanted him to do for me, it does feel nice, like self love. But is this how it’s gonna be from now
on? I understand that I need to be mature and not expect some Disney/Nicholas Sparks romance but
shouldn’t there be some effort on his part? Especially since he knows I want it?
It would really mean the world to me if you could share your insights on this, since my girl friends
just crucify him and ask me to reconsider the relationship, which would really devastate me.
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Thanks again and much love…

My answer…
Hi Krysti,
You’ve asked a good question.
I know how much it hurts to no longer have his attention the way you used to have it. I understand
that the way he is acting triggers your own fears, it makes you feel more lonely, and it also triggers
your own anger towards him.
Despite your anger over this, I want you to know that what you are describing is 100% normal. What
is normal exactly? Your feelings about all this are normal. The way he is acting is also a normal part
of relationships that progress into long-term commitments.
What you have described here, with your man no longer being romantic like he used to, is something
I have experienced with David in certain moments early on in our relationship (yes, in the first 3
years). I remember how in certain short-term periods, I’d wish he would take me out to dinner just
once (and he eventually did on his own, without me asking, when I stopped mentioning it). I
wouldn’t describe him as cold per se (he’s a very warm person), but I remember he has pulled away
for sure. These events certainly didn’t occur out of thin air: something triggered them.
I totally understand why you couldn’t take his cold behaviour anymore. But what is important here is
not what your girlfriends think you should do. What is important here is not “tolerating” his cold
behaviour. Your power comes from understanding why he went cold in this scenario.
Now, this is not like hot and cold behaviour that men and women show in dating. What you are
describing is the typical cold behaviour of a man in a committed relationship who likely feels as
though his woman is no longer offering him value, and to top it off, he feels like she is often
demanding value from him.
(This doesn’t mean that you are in the wrong. Not at all! We are just trying to better understand this
situation together here.)
You know, if you and your man didn’t go through this, your relationship would never get closer. If
you didn’t have this experience, you would never have to grow and understand your man deeper.
So, as hard as this is for you, and as much as I can’t promise you that there won’t be pain, I can
assure you that this is a normal relationship test that you can both rise above and be better for on the
other side. To help you understand what is normal and healthy, here’s an article I wrote on the 10
Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

Use high value ways to get his attention
So what does it mean that you are no longer offering value? Well, let’s think about what is value to
your man. Each man is different, of course, but each man usually also has a penis and a somewhat
male biology (unless he’s a soy boy, haha!).
And with this male biology, what he will perceive as value in the relationship is deep connection and
attraction. What this involves is offering your emotional openness and love (instead of the tension of
stress, fear and needing something to be happy).
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Value to him also includes your offering of feminine energy and responsiveness, your surrender to
connection moment by moment (which helps deepen your connection and renew his deep attachment
to you). All these as well as your acceptance of him that is evident in your body through how open
you are.
This doesn’t mean that you HAVE to be open all the time, I mean, you’re a woman – and all women
should have tension in their bodies at times. If they didn’t, that would be fake and if they didn’t have
tension at times, they wouldn’t be women – but what this is all about is being aware of what value
actually is in the eyes of your boyfriend, so that you can offer your total acceptance when you can
and when it’s right – and being able to stop being needy of something in order to open.
Even if you resent him (which no woman would blame you for, considering his cold behaviour),
for your own growth and to add value to yourself and to your relationship; you can hold his
gaze despite your own fear and open your heart right there and engage.
Have a think about what “value” is to him. anything that comes from love or your sexual energy
could be value. Loving gestures? Your gentle touch? Your accepting gaze? Your sexual energy? Just
a hug? A blowjob? What about feeling your soft body against his? Showing him your boobies? (LOL.
It might break his state that’s for sure). These are just ideas I’m throwing out there – and they must be
used in context. Ultimately, you’re more attuned to your man and you know him better than anyone.
Have a play around and learn as you go.
This is the high value way to get his attention.

What is the low value way to get a man’s attention?
The low value way to get a man’s attention and romance is nagging. It’s also communicating with
resentment (which we all do at times. Hey, life is tough!)
Low value ways to get his attention could be holding back your vulnerability for the fake sense of
being in control. I’m not saying you are doing all of these things Krysti. I’m just sharing here for the
sake of everyone reading (including myself!).
Why are these low value ways? Well, because essentially, these are last resort attempts to get what
you want, without connecting with him first.
To be high value inside our relationship, and to show high value woman traits, we must try to learn to
give the very thing that we want, first. So, right now you want his attention.
Could you try giving your attention first?
Could you try offering him what he perceives as value first?
What that would look like is you feeling out into him, understanding him first. You are not
understanding him by saying what you said here – “I understand that sometimes it feels like he
couldn’t care enough to call me or miss me”.
That doesn’t sound like understanding. That sounds more like an assumption that he has bad intent;
that he “doesn’t care”, and that not really a position of power for yourself, do you understand what I
mean?
From the information I do have, it doesn’t seem like he has bad intent with you. He does care about
you. I think he could just be tired and disconnected from you, just as you are to him.
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You’re melodramatic?!
I know it’s hard to hear him say, “You know what? I don’t give a shit about you crying. You cry so
much. It’s so melodramatic. I did not sign up for this shit!”
However, it doesn’t really mean he actually doesn’t give a shit. This sentence sounds like a very
frustrated man who wants to feel his woman’s openness and love again.
The well known, general idea is that masculine energy wants to experience freedom. So the more that
you can give him the gift of feeling free by loving him and offering your love and acceptance first,
the more you will be able to set him on the path of feeling free with you.
I also don’t know HOW you cry. I’m assuming that you cry because you’re very hurt and stressed.
But in case it’s relevant, I have to address this: if there’s any chance that you have a learned ‘cry’ as a
practice because you think it will get you more of what you want from him, such as investment and
love, then I’d suggest that what’s more important is a genuine cry. And not crying for the sake of
crying or because you’re good at it.
Most men and women recognise a truly helpless, surrendered cry. And this is the kind of cry that we
can’t help but respond to. So it’s best for all of us to not pollute our cry with in-genuine cries for the
sake of crying, if you know what I mean…
Not saying you’re doing that. As I said, I just had to address this just in case it’s relevant.

You’re not the one in the wrong
I’m afraid that some women reading this will throw their arms in the air and say, “Why is the woman
always in the wrong!” and “Why do we have to be the amazing people with value to give!” well, to
this I say, I am sorry you’ve been blamed so many times in your life that you now constantly feel
blamed.
However, the truth is, this isn’t about blame. This is about having enough love, emotional resources
and courage within you to try to understand him first. Smart women seek to appreciate and
understand men first.
When we reach out and take the emotional risk to give first (just like treating a friend to dinner first),
you will get to walk away with more esteem. And that’s something you can control; something you
get to keep.
You can never grow as a woman if you don’t at least try to take an emotional risk of understanding
what value is to your man. When we resort to low value ways to make a man do something, it’s not
wrong, but it certainly won’t allow you to walk away knowing you took the high road.
Just so you know, my husband have I have made a whole program on Understanding Men. It will
give you all the answers to your questions about men, and an unfair advantage over other women.
Understand your man. It will bring you incredible power as a woman (as well as relaxing your
anxiety). Check out Understanding Men here.
Look, most men really just want to do the right thing! And just because he’s acting cold does not
mean it’s the end. Does not mean he won’t give his life for you. It’s just how he is right now. And
that can be changed with the right mindset.
We have created a program called “High Value Mindsets” and you can check it out here.
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He’s doing his best
From everything you’ve described to me in your comment, I can see that this man is offering you the
ultimate resource. He is trying to offer you reassurance and security in the best way he knows how.
This is evident when he says things like: “He said that he loves me more deeply now than he did
when we first started off, and that I should remember that on days when I feel unloved” and “Now
he’s more focused on trying to build a better life for us.”
He IS offering himself to you, and he is offering resources to you. It’s just that the energy he used to
put into being romantic has now been replaced by the energy he has to put into making a living to
CONTINUE TO PROVIDE you with resources. This is a normal and natural progression. It takes
enormous energy to be romantic.
Don’t let your girlfriends and their collective fears and criticisms destroy your relationship, or
destroy how you show up in your relationship! Your relationship is a sacred place.

Will he ever be romantic again in the future?
My first feeling is that this man loves you, clearly. And because of that, I have zero doubt that he will
be romantic with you again in the future, when the timing is right, when he can spare the energy for
that, and when you show up with more emotional resources and value for him.
It’s easier to be romantic with a woman who shows up in the same way she did when they first
started dating! My guess is that in the beginning of the relationship, you didn’t act from fear as much.
And you probably didn’t try to push for things to happen, because you were in love! And when we’re
in love, we naturally give more, as we have more emotional resources to do so! (Of course, if I were
speaking to him, I’d tell him this, too!)
You know Tony Robbins has said: “Do what you did in the beginning of a relationship and there will
be no end”. We all naturally want to give back when someone gives us so much value. So, as much as
I wouldn’t recommend you try to ‘get’ him to be more romantic for your own sake at this point in
time, I will tell you that eventually, the value and the love and acceptance you provide to him will
make him naturally want to make the effort again.

Men and energy conservation
You see, here’s the unpopular viewpoint. And that is that, all smart and well directed men eventually
come to understand the value in energy conservation. When you have to make money, build
something for the long-term, provide for your family and future children…the important time is now,
and you inevitably have to sacrifice energy in other things.
If your man didn’t appreciate the value of energy conservation…would he still be able to focus as
much on building a life for you guys? No.
If he put a lot of valuable energy into chasing you and being romantic for you, that could take away
focus and energy from the current task at hand.
That doesn’t mean he shouldn’t “try” to be more romantic you as you say. Because he knows you
want to be more spoiled. But, again…if you fill him up from your own resourceful place, that will
gradually fill him up and he will naturally want to provide for you.
At the end of the day, if war suddenly broke out and you were both about to be killed; someone has a
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gun to your heads…would this matter? Or would the love you express to each other matter the most?
Well, sometimes it pays to approach life this way. We never know when something bad could happen
and we will forever lose this opportunity to gift our lover with…love.

Appreciate where he is at right now
In the great book “Influence” by Robert Cialdini, he teaches something very important. And that is
that, if you want to influence someone, one of the principles to do that, is that you give to them
first. And if you truly do add value to them, they will actually want to return that gift – but they will
want to give you even more than you gave them in the first place.
You could easily add a lot of value to him right now by appreciating the effort he is putting into
creating a life for you. Look at where he’s investing his energy; and appreciate him and his effort,
openly. This way, you get to meet him where he’s at, and assume good intent on his behalf. And he
will probably be relieved and surprised (in a good way), even if he doesn’t trust your appreciation at
first. If he doesn’t trust your appreciation, you just keep giving it until he does trust you. That’s how
we earn each other’s trust.
So, I’ve given you some ideas on how to add value to him AND to the relationship in my answer. I
hope it helps you become closer to your boyfriend, Krysti. Wishing you a lifetime of love and
closeness.
Also, my husband and I have got a “commitment masterclass” showing you how one of our clients
went from being in a lonely and stagnant relationship to getting married in 7 days! You are free to
join the masterclass here.
Thanks for reading!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
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this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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10 Ultimate Signs of a Healthy Relationship
November 23, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
“You can’t handle the fact that you hurt me!” David said to me as we argued.
“What? Um, hellooo. I’m the master of handling stuff”, I thought.
“YES, I can handle it!” I said to him.
“No, you can’t.” He said. “You cannot handle the fact that you hurt me.”
Sigh. “What exactly do you need from me?”, I asked.
We were in the car, he was driving us to the grocery store and I said something that had hurt him, but
I didn’t think it was a big deal. I tried to brush off what I said. Meh. I thought….it’ll be alright.
An argument ensued. The whole argument was so stressful – it seemed like he needed something
from me that I couldn’t give. I cried in frustration, not quite sure how to deal with this problem we
were having, and trying so hard to understand what the hell was actually going on…and nothing I
tried was working!
We were silent then. Just sitting in the car, both tired from the argument.
“Wait….” I thought to myself. Omg. It suddenly dawned on me….a light bulb went off in my
sluggish brain.
He actually needs me right now, and he doesn’t need me to TALK to him, no… he needs me to feel
his pain. The pain that I – YES I – had caused him, with my insensitivity.
“Oh god…” I thought. This is what it means to take responsibility?
THIS is what it feels like to take responsibility?
No wonder nobody does it!
Update: Here’s a video I have for you related to this topic and I encourage you to watch it and then
read the entire blog post as well.
At this point, as I realised that he just wanted me to at least acknowledge his pain, I could already feel
the weight of his pain entering my body. My body had begun the process of being at one with his
pain. And shortly thereafter, I felt it; the hurricane of resistance to feeling his pain, right there, in my
body. I squirmed in extreme discomfort.
And then I looked him in the eyes, and through his eyes I actually allowed myself to feel the pain I
had caused.
And I think that was the defining moment in which there was no turning back for me. I finally
realised that all he needed was for me to take responsibility and to feel his pain, which I was resisting
like there’s no tomorrow.
That’s one of the hardest things to do, is to feel your lover’s pain. But it’s also one of the healthiest
things you can do. And it’s one of the true things that create the deep trust and bond in a relationship.
From that point on, I really learned what it means to take responsibility in my relationship.
It means to care, to be attuned and to get out of myself for the sake of my lover – and for the sake of
my own intrinsic relationship value.
One of the biggest lessons I learned was to take responsibility. What do I mean? Well for example – I
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learned to take responsibility when I had hurt David.
I spent so long in a dysfunctional, toxic family. Because of decades spent in that toxic family, like a
lot of people, I didn’t have a healthy attachment to my parents (it pains me to say it).
Because of that, I didn’t initially value the importance of ‘quality’ in friends or a romantic partner.
Before meeting my husband David, I just valued having just someone there. I just needed some
remnant of a feeling that I belonged somewhere, because I truly didn’t feel a sense of belonging
anywhere. And so I wanted warmth and belonging, even if it wasn’t real.
Before I met my husband, I was unable to choose people who would actually be good to me. I had a
couple of nice friends in the early school years, but as I changed schools a number of times, and I got
older, I made more unhealthy friendships…and I subconsciously allowed them to be in my life, even
though these people had less than pure intent towards me.
Yep. Of course, it wasn’t just THEM who were toxic – I realised that I added to the toxicity and
unhealthiness of those relationships by staying in them and perpetuating the toxic patterns through
my own actions.
It’s easy to do for anyone.
You see, when my husband David showed up in my life – he seemed like such an alien! An alien
presenting innocence, love and purity in a world full of people who were manipulative, distant or
cared only about themselves.
I even considered leaving the relationship out of fear that he could not be real. Imagine experiencing
a lot of emotional trauma in your life (like many of us do), and not ever having a single healthy
relationship; not a single person you could fully surrender to and trust…and then going out into the
world to start “dating” people.
Could you imagine I’d be well prepared to have a healthy, securely attached relationship? Hah. Of
course not. Over the last 13 years I have had to painfully learn to open up and surrender beyond my
own masks. And you can too!
And in the process of opening up, I learned that connection is all we truly have in the end.
So for me, (someone who came from a toxic background) – I had to make a bunch of mistakes and
learn along the way, in order to stay with my husband. It was an undoing of unhealthy mindsets and
habits, turning myself into a valuable, healthy long term partner for the only man in the world I
would die for.
It took me about 10 years to finally come to recognise what a truly healthy relationship looked like.
Not only that, but it took me a while to practice in my body and develop habits that are truly healthy.
Here are 6 Behaviours you should Never Tolerate in a Man.
We are now very married with two very healthy, beautiful sons. Somehow, I made it. We made it,
with some painful conflicts along the way. And you can too. Sometimes, whether we choose to stay
in a relationship or not, we just need to gradually learn to open and trust love again, rather than
trusting stress, or our past, or trusting what feels “comfortable”.
You see, my early relationships (in my family) were so unhealthy, that it got to a place where I
believed that connection and relationships were not SAFE. Do you know what I mean? What a
horrible thing to believe!
Plenty of relationships are unsafe, yes, but sometimes it’s our responsibility to put a stop to that. A
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relationship is supposed to be the thing that IS safe in this sometimes horrible world. A healthy
relationship is the one invaluable thing that can make us stronger, and braver to go out into the world.
You only have one life. You are not here for long, and you don’t get a second chance. So don’t waste
away your time year after year in an unhealthy relationship, no matter how much you worry that you
won’t be able to get anyone “better.”
So please, give yourself a gift. Don’t waste years of your life in an abusive or unhealthy
relationship because staying there can often ruin your innocence for the next relationship.
If you do one thing good for yourself today, ask yourself this question:
“Am I in a healthy relationship?” And…
“Am I doing my absolute best to BE that healthy, safe place for my lover?”
What you do with the answer to that question is up to you. But in this article I will give you some
guidelines as to what makes a relationship healthy.
First, let’s define “healthy”. According to the dictionary, “healthy” means fit; in good physical or
mental condition. Synonyms for “healthy” include “nourishing” and “beneficial”.
With that said, here are the 10 signs of a healthy relationship.

Sign number 1: You both feel like you add value to each other
Now, this doesn’t always have to be 50/50. Because there will be times when one of you is very sick
or exhausted or just not in the right space of mind to add value that you normally would to the other
person. We don’t always have to look for equality, because that can take away from our vulnerability
and natural gifts.
So what does it mean to feel like you “add value” to each other? Well, value is perceived differently
by everybody. And there is a difference in what is perceived as valuable by men and women. But in
general, it means that the relationship is filling you up rather than draining you constantly. To add
value means to be attuned to where your man is at, and to actively try to give to him what he
perceives value in, in the way that he perceives value in.
For example, let’s say that you feel like being a great, high value girlfriend means to ask him “how
do you feel?” often, and to check up on him often. He might perceive 2/10 value in that. Yet, he
might perceive 10/10 value in feeling your willingness to give him your trust and surrender.
Which is more valuable for you to give? Well that obviously depends on the situation and the
context. But in general, most men who are quite masculine in their core would appreciate feeling
your willingness to try to trust him more of the time (yes, even if the trust is gradual).
This doesn’t mean that you should trust him all of the time, because obviously you’re going to have
times when you trust him less and times when you trust him more. But what he would perceive value
in is feeling the gradual surrender in your body to trusting him.
I’ve written an article on the 3 things that make women high value to men. You can check it out if
you wish!

2: You both intend the best for each other
In other words, you build each other up. You both genuinely want the best for each other.
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Of course intent is something that is difficult to measure, but it’s easy to feel if it’s there. So make
sure you allow yourself to feel for not just your lover’s intent, but your own good intent as well.
It’s great to have a playful banter and rivalry in your relationship, but at the end of the day, you want
to know that your intention isn’t to suppress or take away confidence, worth and esteem from your
lover.
In other words, you not caught in a cycle of making each other small in order to feel better about
yourself.
If your lover is doing something destructive to themselves long-term, then your loving and open heart
seeks to inspire or guide them onto a better path. Because you want nothing short of infinity for them!
On that note, here’s an article I wrote about the 10 Seemingly Harmless Signs of A Toxic
Relationship.
(What Is The One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Single Man in this World That Inspires
Him to WANT to Commit to One Woman, Want to Take Care of Her, Worship Her and Only
Her? Click here to find out right now…)

3: You are willing to face and deal with inevitable conflicts without having to push
them down or avoid them altogether
Here’s the truth, in any intimate relationship, conflict is necessary, I repeat, necessary for that
relationship to grow. And if the relationship doesn’t grow, it dies!
I know it can sometimes be easy to avoid conflict in order to keep peace, but that doesn’t work long
term. Ultimately the purpose of conflict is for us to understand and appreciate each other at a deeper
level.
Men and women are inherently so different, biologically, psychologically, and spiritually.
What makes a relationship healthy is the strength of love that you both grow together AS A RESULT
of going through tough conflicts and painfully challenging times together.
Remember this – Love not tested by conflict isn’t worth anything. You wouldn’t know if it’s real or
not because it’s never tested. You would not have that sense of certainty.
So face those conflicts, and don’t walk away from your lover, no matter how difficult it may be. I
promise you will become stronger, more confident and resilient as a result.
Walking away from conflicts is like saying that you want to get fit and healthy, but you run away
from the difficult exercises at the gym; the exercises that would give you all the growth.
What makes a relationship healthy is fitness – not mediocrity or staying comfortable, because
comfort perpetuates distance, not deep emotional connection.
If your relationship has never been tested by conflict, something is very wrong. Or you don’t really
have a relationship at all. That’s right, if you’ve never had a disagreement, or an argument, that
doesn’t mean the relationship is healthy.
This doesn’t mean you should deliberately start an argument and try to bring conflict up for the sake
of entertainment. No way. What this means is that the natural conflicts that show up (as they do in
every relationship) aren’t pushed down or avoided out of fear of losing that person….because that
way, you just end up in a superficial relationship!
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Sign number 4: You have no need to keep weapons in the relationship
What do I mean by weapons?
Power trips, guilt trips, shaming, anger, aggression, passive aggressiveness, words that cut deep.
Now I can understand the use of some of these weapons as a last resort to try to get what you want in
a relationship. However, just know that these weapons are always desperate and low value ways to
get what you want.
And they are always only just short term solutions to long term problems.
There are much better ways to go about it. You can inspire something different by adding value first.
You can get what you want by adding value first, so much so that it’s reciprocated.
That is the real solution. So always take the high road. In an ultimately healthy relationship, there is
no need to resort to these weapons.
By the way, It’s not that you cannot ever feel angry in a relationship, it is more about asking yourself
this question: “is the aggression and anger used as a weapon to take from the other person?”
“Is it used as a weapon over and over to make the other feel inferior and unsafe?”
If one person is trying to make the other feel inferior, that’s not healthy, that’s toxic.
If one person is trying to make the other feel unsafe and threatened, it is abuse.
If one person is being violently angry over and over, in front of the other person, with no regard to
how it might hurt the other person, and disregarding their pain over it, that is abuse.

Sign number 5: You HOLD emotional space for each other
In other words, you don’t consciously or subconsciously invalidate your lovers feelings. The term
holding space has become rather popular in the last few years and it just means that you give space in
your relationship for each other’s feelings.
You don’t belittle their feelings, you don’t ignore them. And most of all, you don’t try to talk your
lover out of their feelings. Feelings are there to be acknowledged, not ignored.
Feelings don’t need to be solved, they need to be felt.
Ultimately our emotions are here to serve us and it’s important for all of us to feel through our
emotions. Otherwise we hold it all in and eventually it turns into resentment and comes out one day
in a pathological and destructive FIREBALL.
The longer you deny your own anger and hurt, the more you let someone violate your boundaries, the
more “damaged” you become, and the less emotionally “healthy” you become. Which in turn, makes
you less fit for a truly healthy relationship and a secure attachment.
Here are 7 Burning Signs a Man is being Low Value.

Sign number 6: Your relationship is multi-dimensional
It other words, it’s not all about the sweet, ‘light’ energies. You also embrace other parts of yourself.
We all have many different parts to us, and it’s important to be aware and appreciate those different
parts.
For your relationship to be strong, you need to connect the different parts of you with the different
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parts of your lover.
So an ultimately healthy relationship isn’t all just full of light feminine energy and light masculine
energy… because after a while, that gets really boring. If you’ve ever had boring sex, you know what
I’m talking about. In a healthy relationship we have to also embrace the dark energies that exists
inside of every one of us.
And to do that, it’s important to not make any part of yourself wrong or any part of your lover wrong
either.
By the way, It’s FINE to feel like you’re not ready for something. That’s totally OK and I hope you
don’t do something you’re not ready for.
On that note, we talk a lot about light and dark femininity in some of our programs and I think it’s a
concept that you really need to become familiar with. Because ultimately the more you are able to
embrace the whole of you, the more value you can bring to the relationship table.
This progressing into connecting deeply with all parts of yourself and your lover is a gradual process,
and what you want to look for is that you don’t make each other wrong if one wants to do something
dirty and the other doesn’t.
Just because a man wants a blowjob in a particular way, doesn’t mean he’s “dirty”, it just means he
wants to feel fully expressed and alive. Just because a woman has an unconventional fantasy (like a
rape fantasy), doesn’t always mean we should jump to conclusions and say that something is”
wrong” with her, and it doesn’t mean that she should be judged for it. It might legitimately be
something to explore together in the relationship safely.
Through exploration, we might release old emotional blockages that lead us to a deeper truth. For
example, maybe her fantasy isn’t “rape” per se, maybe it’s is to feel a man desiring her
uncontrollably. Or, maybe she legitimately does just have a rape fantasy. Perhaps the real fantasy is
to consensually act out the rape scenario with a trustworthy partner. Who knows, who are we to force
our own rules upon others?

Sign number 7: You embrace each others fears and face them together
In other words, you don’t abandon your lover to face his or her fears alone. You make sure your lover
knows that you are in this together and that you can depend on each other to build each other up.
In order to do that, you have to volunteer yourself to be responsible for each other’s feelings,
especially fear. Because ultimately a healthy relationship requires both individuals to participate
fully. And one person’s fear is going to cripple that process.
You see, we all have deep fears whether we admit it or not. And it’s even more challenging to
identify, feel and respond to a man’s fears because they hold it in much more so than women do most
of the time.
So sometimes in order to do this, we need to know our lovers better than they know themselves.
That’s why we’ve published a whole program called Understanding men, and there’s a section in it
where we specifically talk about men’s deepest fears. If you want, you can check it out here.
This is why I often talk about attunement. Attunement is something that a lot of people bypass in
their relationships altogether, and it’s one of the number one neglected areas that lead to a
relationship’s demise.
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Attunement just means to adjust how you act, and what you say to the other person’s feelings and
situation. Most of us at least try to adjust to our own feelings, but forget to adjust and be at one with
our lover’s feelings.
You can be more attuned to your man by understanding men’s fears. You can develop the capacity
(and the willingness) to be very sensitive to what your man is going through and what he values right
now, in this moment.
However, most of all, you need to be present with yourself first. You can’t ignore your own feelings
and fears and then expect to somehow embrace your lover’s fears.

Sign number 8: You are both emotionally invested in each other’s future
As we mentioned just before, if your relationship isn’t growing, it’s dying. Some relationships die a
painful death. Some die of a slower but soul destroying process.
In order for a healthy relationship to grow, there must be a compelling future. There must be a sense
of a greater future head for the relationship, whatever that may be.
In order to grow together, there has to be a level of emotional investment. Emotional investment
means that if you win, I win. You’re in it together.
It’s not a game of I win you lose, it’s a game of you win I win.
You want to make sure that neither of you are being treated as a “backup option”. I often see men and
women in these situation-ships where one person is devoted to trying to make the relationship work,
but the other person doesn’t value the connection or the relationship.
If someone isn’t serious or was never serious about the relationship and is just dabbling around out of
convenience, that leaves the other wasting their time and valuable reproductive and emotional
resources.
Again, this is where attunement comes in. It is important to be attuned to your partner and where they
are at. Attunement is healthy. Blindly trying to keep someone around out of fear of losing them is not
necessarily healthy. I mean, it’s definitely not “wrong”, but it’s not really healthy.
Stay attuned to not only yourself and how you feel, but to the person you are invested in. Feel outside
of yourself into them. Feel where they are truly at. Feel whether they are truly emotionally connected
to you and emotionally attracted to you.

Sign number 9: You both know that your first duty is to yourselves
You cannot give to another person if you don’t give that to yourself first. You can’t give strength, joy
and love unless you cultivate it inside of yourself first.
So you need to be adding value to yourself, appreciating yourself, reassuring yourself, and letting
yourself know that you are worthy. You have to make it a habit to replenish yourself first, physically,
emotionally, spiritually.
In a relationship, if one person continually feels unworthy, the relationship cannot grow! In fact, the
state of that relationship will be dragged down for as long as that person feels unworthy.
So perhaps it’s time to tell yourself today: “I appreciate you so much. I appreciate you just for
existing. You are a wonderful expression of life and an infinite creation of the universe.”
And most of all, give yourself the permission to believe it.
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Sign number 10: You both have a strong sense of identity outside of the
relationship
What does that mean? It means that you both have ways to meet your sense of worthiness outside of
the relationship, so that you’re not both always feeling dependent in the relationship.
So that you’re not always looking to take value from the relationship in order to fill up. Instead, you
come into the relationship already filled up.
You see, it doesn’t matter how we want to twist it, every human being has a need for connection.
Even the ones who seem like they don’t need it or are very “independent” (people with an avoidanceattachment style, perhaps…)
Every human being also has a need to feel significant….sometimes we try to deal with having these
needs by pretending we don’t have them, or pushing them down. But really? The best way to deal
with needing to feel important and significant is to meet your needs for significance in several ways –
not just within your intimate relationship.
And that concludes the 10 ultimate signs of a healthy relationship!
What can you do now? Where can you go from here?
Well, you don’t always have to LEAVE an unhealthy relationship. The best and most authentic thing
you can do for yourself is to give yourself the space to feel. Give yourself the quiet to feel. This will
give your body a chance to register any intuitive feelings, and any gut feelings you have about the
relationship that you have been pushing down.
Your gut will usually tell you whether this relationship is wrong for you, or right for you. The only
challenge in this noisy, stressful, busy life we all live is to actually be able to feel and hear our gut
feelings.
What if you’re really unsure whether to stay in a relationship? Well, in this circumstance, sometimes
it really pays dividends for you to stay, and to become that inspiring, emotionally resourceful person
first.
Unless you’re in a physically, psychologically and mentally abusive relationship, you might find that
all that is needed in your relationship is for you to have the courage to ‘go first’ and lead by example
with your newfound healthy relationship insights.
You can hold space for your lover, you can alleviate their fears without forcing your own impulses
onto them. But most of all, just give your presence. Presence is a gift. It’s not something you have to
learn. It’s simply a gift of getting out of your own head.
In many cases, your man or your lover will eventually be so inspired by you that he will want to
become better just like you, and he will want to give back to you.
And let me tell you a little secret. When we truly give value to others in the way they perceive value
in, they are motivated to reciprocate to you, and give you more than what you originally gave them.
The most selfish thing you could do is to be selfless.
Have you noticed any of these 10 signs missing in your relationship or a past relationship? Do
share them with me, reading your story and your thoughts is one of the greatest gifts of my life.
Thank You.
By the way, I want to teach you 5 secrets to having your man fall deeply in love with you and beg
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you to be his one and only. These 5 secrets are inside of my brand new DVD, and right now it’s
free. Click HERE to get yourself a copy before they run out!
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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3 Undercover Ways to be More High Value Over Other
Women & Get Him to Choose You
December 27, 2018 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
I know right? That title is soooo preposterous! Well, if it’s preposterous then so be it.
There’s nothing wrong with secretly wanting to compete with other women. In fact, intra-sexual
competition is alive and well. In other words, women are always competing with other women, and
the same goes with men. The only difference is, us women mostly compete in much more covert and
behind your back kind of ways than men do.
And there’s no shame in recognising that. To compete doesn’t mean you’re not a feminine woman. It
doesn’t mean you’re a bad person. In fact, the more you try to ignore this fact, the more superficial
you have to become and the less attuned you become to both other women and men! After all, other
women will still compete with you, even if you don’t want to compete with them!
You see, intra-sexual competition is a part of the human experience, and it’s a game that I want you
to become good at. If intra-sexual competition wasn’t here on earth to serve in someway, then you
and I wouldn’t have made it this far. You and I are the offspring of women and men who have
successfully competed with other members of their own sex. So, give them a nod of thanks, because
you wouldn’t be here today without them!
So imagine this for a second…
You wake up tomorrow morning from a beautiful sleep, and suddenly you notice that you have this
newfound sense of certainty inside of you. No, not confidence – because confidence is often
superficial – but certainty. Certainty that you have the power to make any man look at you not with
sexual desire, but look at you as if you were the only woman in the world.
Imagine a man you perceive high value in. He’s strong, handsome, kind, and capable. He has so
much value that it makes you cry thinking about it.
Now imagine him wanting to make you his own for life. Imagine him wanting to make sure that you
are OK. Imagine him wanting to marry you, to take care of you, be faithful to you and only you – for
the rest of your life here on earth.
Like flipping a magic switch – ta da! – and you somehow know for sure that you are ‘The One’.
Yes, the ONE.
Kind of like Neo was ‘The One’ in the movie The Matrix. But – you’re ‘The One’ with that X factor.
The one whom men can’t quite “figure out”, but are drawn to like men were drawn to Marilyn
Monroe in the 60s.
The one whom men don’t just want to have sex with, but always want to go deeper with – deeper into
a relationship, that is. (Not just THAT kind of deeper!)
The one whom men don’t bat an eye at spending money on.
The one whom men show little resistance to committing to.
Would you want this feeling of certainty if you could have it?
Or would you shy away from such an opportunity, not wanting to risk getting hurt, or embarrassing
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yourself?
Because I know how hard it is to believe when all you’ve known is half-assed men. It’s definitely not
easy to TRUST that a positive experience is out there when you’ve been very hurt in the past, and I
know you have been hurt.
Well, allow me to quickly share something with you. I’ve been doing this for 9 years now, and my
confidence in women being able to inspire men to protect them, love them and commit to them only
grows over time.
It wasn’t always this way. I used to think that men are either selfish or giving – and that we couldn’t
influence whether they were giving or not – and I used to assume that some women just got lucky in
love and landed a good man.
As it turns out, I was wrong.
As time has gone on, I’ve come to realise that for both men and women – it’s not about luck – it’s
how they show up that matters. If you truly are ready to commit to dream love with your dream man,
then yes – there IS something you can do in order to inspire that in almost any man you want.
Of course, if we’re talking about getting a married man to leave his wife and family to enter into a
committed relationship with you – then maybe you’d have a harder time with that! (We get plenty of
emails from women asking us, “How can I make him leave his wife? Lol. It sure shocked my
husband at first!)
And of course, you cannot make EVERY single man on earth want to commit to you and love you
forever, because timing is also important! But you certainly can make many men feel you as the
woman they fall in love with rather than the woman they keep around for convenience and sex.
Here’s a little known secret: It’s just as easy to get men to see you as their ‘one and only’ woman as it
is to get them to see you as their ‘one of many’ woman, when you understand a few simple things.
It’s really not that hard to have men want you deeply and want to commit to you forever.
And I’m about to share with you how you can do this for yourself. Because I believe life is far too
short to sit around and just take crumbs from men. It’s far too short to just be the ‘one of many
woman’ forever.
This is why I created my DVD, “Becoming His One & Only”. And because I believe in this so much,
and I want to see this world full of emotionally resourceful women, I’m making this DVD FREE for
now. That’s right, you can get a copy of the DVD for FREE right now, at www.bhoodvd.com

Secret number 1: Be clear on which competition you are trying to win
Choose your battles carefully.
What do I mean? I mean that most women these days make the disastrous mistake of entering the
competition of who can be the most sexy or visually attractive to men. Or worse, women try to “outslut” each other.
It’s like pricing yourself lower than other women in order to undercut them. The only problem is, you
end up looking like another piece of meat.
Are you really just another commodity. Or do you also have a soul?
The competition you should be entering is the competition of showing up as the one and only, not the
one of many! If you want a committed, loving, passionate and sacred relationship for the long term,
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then act like a woman who wants that by not just leading with your sex appeal. Because it what that
does is it just appeals to men’s sex drive, not to their desire to connect with you and take care of you.
You can still have sex appeal, just don’t lead with your sex appeal from the get go (unless you want
men to just want to have sex with you), because that would be a painful mistake on your part. It’s
kind of like shooting yourself in the foot. Many of us women make the mistake of assuming that in
the context of a relationship, men actually perceive the most value in you turning them on sexually.
(hint: if you want a deeply committed relationship, then it’s best to have the belief that men perceive
value in experiencing emotional attraction and emotional connection with you).
On that note, do you know what the 2 Critical elements of any intimate relationships are and how
they make or break your love life? Find out here!
Hey, I don’t blame you for wanting to be desired – we are all driven by sex! Sex is wonderful and it
gets our genes passed on. Sex (and whether we get sex or not) affects our emotional and
psychological state. However, I’m not asking you to put away your sex appeal forever. I’m asking
you to consider the value in not leading with your need to be desired.
You see, if you’re in a place in your life right now where you want commitment, and what you truly
want is a man to fall in love with you, then the competition you should be entering is not the one of
being sexually attractive, unfortunately.
Instead of leading with your sexiness (which is by the way, very plentiful in this world), you will
need to lead with your desire to connect and attract a man emotionally.
The more you signal your readiness for sex from the first minute, the more likely it is that the men
you want, no matter his quality, will categorise you in the ‘one of many’ category. So does this mean
that you need to actually tone down your sex appeal to men?
Yes, in the beginning, if you’re truly serious about men falling in love with you rather than just
desiring you. A lot of women have expressed to me that they simply don’t believe in this. They don’t
believe that they can get a man if they don’t turn up their sex appeal. They are sensitive to the female
competition out there who are amping up their sexual appeal.
Well, my answer is: what are you wanting to attract? Desire? Or deep romantic love, where a man is
completely and utterly emotionally invested in you and mad about you?
Here’s what I mean: I mean that the energy you put out comes back to you tenfold. So, don’t waste
your time, your reproductive years, trying to put out the energy that you want to get cheap attention
from men. Cheap attention is everywhere, almost any woman can get it.
What a lot of women do struggle to get in this day and age of political correctness, and in this society
that values self sufficiency, is a man being head over heels in love. What most women do struggle
with, is developing a deep emotional connection and a deep emotional attraction.
And it’s not our fault. Our society kind of sets us up to value instant gratification and the novelty of
new partners.
Having said all this – marriage isn’t necessarily the best goal to aim for either. A lot of married
women still struggle getting their man to fall in love, because a lot of married couples don’t
necessarily marry out of pure emotional attraction and emotional connection – they marry because of
many other reasons. Not everyone gets married because they are in love.
So, be smarter than your competition on instagram, tinder, bumble, and match.com. Don’t be a sexual
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commodity. That’s what almost everyone is trying to be.
Not every woman has the courage to engage emotionally with a man from the start, because we
weren’t exactly taught how, were we? Algebra was more important in school – not our relationship
happiness!
So here’s an idea: in your online dating profile (if you use one) lead with the desire to connect, and
put up a fully clothed, somewhat mysterious and classy picture of yourself. (no sexual posing, just
you. As you are. Just a smile is enough.)
And if you don’t use online dating or dating apps, then you know what to do when you meet men in
real life: don’t try to prove you’re sexy. Simply connect. Reach out and connect generously.
If you don’t know how to do that – simply start with wobbly baby steps and you will gain more and
more courage along the way; the hardest part is to start, despite fearing you’ll look like an idiot. Trust
me – you won’t look like an idiot, if your intention is truly to connect.
And if you feel like this shouldn’t be a competition, and you shouldn’t have to compete but just be
yourself, well – sometimes we try to avoid competition to give ourselves the illusion of safety.
I agree in being yourself, but the trick is actually being yourself and taking the masks off.
Intrasexual competition is one of the biggest reasons why you and I are here, existing today. We are
the product of our ancestors who entered the intrasexual competition and did well for themselves. So
you might as well embrace it and at least enter the right competition – ie: show up as the one and only
type of woman from the start.
This is why I made my FREE DVD “Becoming His One & Only”. Yes, you can get a free copy of
that by going here: www.bhoodvd.com
I do want to warn you of something though. It’s not the norm for men to be like this, but I do believe
that there is a small percentage of men who don’t have the ability to feel deeply for you, or for
anyone else. Call them sociopaths or psychopaths, men who fall into the ‘dark triad’ of behaviour or
maybe just men with shiny object syndrome.
So, don’t feel bad if you truly do show up as the one and only, and he cannot connect as deeply with
you. There’s just a small percentage of men who will be like this and it isn’t your fault! But what
matters is that you have the understanding and skills to show up as the one and only. That’s the most
important thing.

Secret number 2: Show high value vulnerability
What is high value vulnerability? Well, let’s put this into context. If we were talking about dating, to
show high value vulnerability from the first date would be to not show up with masks on. So, be the
first woman he’s ever dated who doesn’t show up with masks on.
Obviously, high value vulnerability is a very deep topic and if you were in a relationship and wanted
to utilise high value vulnerability, you’d have a lot more to learn, and we talk at depth about high
value vulnerability in our programs. But for the purposes of this video today, we will be talking about
dating.
By the way, there are exactly 7 Signs that a Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do you know
what they are? (And how to avoid them like the plague?) Find out here.
So what does it mean to show up without masks? It means to not worry about being in control. Here’s
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an example. I was nervous and embarrassed the first time my husband and I went out on a proper
dinner date. Granted, we were young and didn’t have much money, so we did not go on many dinner
dates at all, and instead spent many hours walking around the city or talking in the car instead.
However, this one time was the very first time he took me out for dinner and I was nervous. I was
answering a question he asked and I was waving my hands around whilst talking and I lost control of
myself. Lol. What I mean is, while I was busy answering his question, I accidentally whacked the
fork on my own side of the table and it flew up in the air and slammed back down on the table with a
loud whack. In a peaceful restaurant. I turned red like a bell pepper. I thought “Oh my god. I’m seen
now….” I went a little red, because I realised it was suddenly obvious that I wasn’t in control of
myself. Oh well. It is what it is. He laughed it off, and to be honest, I’m still like that today.
It’s him who first appreciated that in me later on. He laughed about it happily and said “I like that.
It’s a good thing. It shows you’re not trying hard to be in control.”
I’m not the type of woman who is always in control and you don’t need to be either. I remember we
were away on a New Zealand trip one day and I pointed to the beautiful and famous mountain range
over there, called the ‘remarkables’, and I was in heaven looking at them – they were so big and
beautiful, I was in awe of them – I mean they took my breath away. And then I asked him “are these
one of the seven wonders of the world?”
What a totally uneducated, silly question to ask, right? I’m embarrassed to be telling you what a
stupid question I asked! I’ve never won any trivia competition that’s for sure.
So if you think you’re silly and out of control, you couldn’t be as bad as I was….could you? (share
your story with me below if you have a silly story like this!)
You see, some men might be assholes and judge you and ridicule you for not having great knowledge
or great capabilities – but do you really want a man who wants to suppress you in this way? Isn’t that
more of a toxic relationship than a healthy relationship?
Men who always have to be right and in control will always be more likely to suppress your
femininity and vulnerability. So be aware of that.
I know that sometimes it’s a privilege to be able to let go and not have to be in control and know
everything, because many of us women have to direct ourselves and our own lives these days, and get
stuff done. But sometimes we get a little too uptight with having to know ‘everything’, and being in
control….this is just a reminder that you don’t need to be in control to be worthy. In fact, being out of
control is vulnerable, normal, relatable and real.
If you’re in a long term relationship and are curious about High Value Vulnerability, see our program
Commitment Control 2 where we teach you how to embody that. Or, you can check learn about the
one specific emotional trigger within every single man in this world that inspires him to want to
commit to you and ONLY you right here.

Secret number 3: Lead with value, rather than taking value
There is one thing I want you to understand. Most people make the silly mistake of going to the
relationships in their lives to take. I actually learned this from Tony Robbins: he said most people
make the mistake of going to their relationship to take.
And so when you do this over and over, it drains from the connection you have with the other person.
I’m sure you’ve been on the receiving end of this yourself with men at times, haven’t you?
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As women, our primary driver is to seek investment from men. We want resources and we want a
committed relationship. Unfortunately, for men, the default position is to minimise investment in a
woman – UNLESS she is his one and only. Then they will beg you to commit to them.
Here’s an article on 3 Reasons Why All Men Secretly Love to Commit.
So, help a man to feel like he won gold with you by appreciating that it’s important to lead with value
first, rather than seeing a man for what he can give you – for example his money, status, and maybe
even marriage.
So, as painful and disappointing your past experiences with men may be, as much as you would want
a man to lead with value first and add value to YOUR life instead of always just taking, it’s important
to lead with value yourself too. I want you to learn to lead with value. What would that look like?
Well, it’s different in different contexts.
But here’s a quick tip: leading with value for you as a woman in the dating market would mean to
look to establish the two things that truly matter to men (for a relationship): emotional attraction and
emotional connection. These are the things that inspire the need for a deeply committed relationship
(with you) in men. Otherwise, they won’t seek it with you!
Attraction and connection are the two critical things that make a relationship work. So, instead of
investing in your worries and anxieties, how about giving yourself the gift of certainty and
confidence?
Give yourself that gift of certainty in your body by knowing that the important things are to build
attraction and connection, and this equals leading with value. Connect to a man’s soul and practise
appreciating the masculine soul in men, even if right now the only masculinity he is exhibiting is
playing video games. At least he wants to win and find solutions, even if it’s not in the way you want
it to be, right?
(By the way, that doesn’t mean you have to tolerate bad behaviour in men! To help you know what
you should and should not tolerate in men, I’ve actually written an article on 6 Behaviours You
Should Never Tolerate in a Man).
Eventually, if you focus on building emotional connection and emotional attraction – the two most
important things – you will either discover that you’ve created a beautiful, sacred connection with a
man who never wants to leave you, or you’ll discover through your own gut instinct or intuition by
interacting with him, that he doesn’t value connection or you, at all.
You see, when you look to take value instead of give value, you will be much slower to find out the
truth about a man’s intentions. Because when you take, you’re not attuned to the other person –
you’re attuned to your own impulses and perceived scarcities in your life.
It’s much like treating a friend to lunch or coffee. You pay for them, because you get to find out
whether they want to invest in you or not next time – you get to see if they bother wanting to invite
you out again and treat you to a coffee.
When you lead with value by focusing on connecting – you’ll quickly feel and see if there’s any real
connection. And isn’t that wonderful? Who wants to waste precious time? We only have one life.
Here’s another article I wrote on the 3 Things that Make Women High Value to Men.
That is all. Please leave me a comment below, I love reading your stories, your thoughts and your
feelings. And if you liked this article, you’re going to love my new FREE DVD “Becoming His One
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and Only”. Go here to get your hands on a copy of it! www.bhoodvd.com
OK that’s all from me, now over to you. Can you share your experiences with me? I always look
forward to reading your comments and stories here. Have you ever been on the receiving end of other
women competing with you? Is there anything in this article you need clarification on? Let me know!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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10 Seemingly Harmless Signs of a Toxic Relationship
January 20, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Let me tell you a seemingly harmless, but really toxic story.
Imagine two young and healthy people get together, a man and a woman. They are both very
physically attractive (above average in looks in fact) and they both have decent jobs.
On the surface, everyone, even their peers, think that they have a good marriage and above average
lifestyle. They make good money and look good together too. They have everything in front of them.
They’re building a car wash business together, and together they have a whole lifetime ahead of
them.
About their personalities. One of them seems a bit silly, ok maybe a bit nuts (read: abusive). And the
other seems friendly, civil and quiet; he likes his peace. With these two different personalities, they
seem to complement and tolerate each other well.
However, there’s a problem that slips under the radar. They both start this seemingly beautiful
relationship with poor relationship skills.
What does poor relationship skills mean? It just means that they have poor connection with
themselves and with each other. In fact, both of them tend to operate in relationships from a place of
fear and approval seeking, and they feed off each other’s negativity. The worst thing is that their ‘go
to’ place of comfort is not in connection, but in distance, avoidance and disconnection. Not a good
base from which to start a healthy relationship, right?
I’ll give you an example. Her go-to insult is “Oh Joe, you’re SO BORING.” And his go-to response
is: “Hmm. Yes.” – and this happens repetitively throughout a 40 plus year marriage.
Seems like he’s keeping the peace right? Seems decent enough? At least he’s not “reactive” to her
insults that he is SO boring…
Hmmm. Seemingly harmless, right?
But imagine these same two people who find more connection in tv shows, books, food and cigarettes
than they do with each other.
You see, these two people, they don’t have true loyalty to each other, but just a sense of selfish
convenience. They both had this subconscious belief that their job was to stay married no matter
what, because divorce would bring them shame.
You see, it’s one thing to connect with tv shows, cigarettes and food. And it’s a whole other thing to
truly, deeply connect with another human.
Often, what looks like a good relationship on the surface, is really just a toxic relationship on the
inside. Like these two people remaining “married” for the sake of selfish convenience.
These two attractive people, they love each other in theory, and in theory they are loyal to each other
because they’ve never cheated on each other before, but they’re not at all loyal to each other, they’re
just loyal to their own sense of comfort and numbness.
These two people never had the skills to create deep connection and attraction with each other.
Instead, their go to place was to blame and disconnect.
Imagine then, that these two people want badly to have children, but unfortunately, they couldn’t
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produce children after more than a decade of trying to have them. Can you imagine a marriage
between two people like this would have really thrived after such a huge challenge of not being able
to have children, when they both wanted to?
Could you imagine that this couple had a good base from which they would be able to overcome any
adversity?
I mean, the inability to have children is one of the leading causes of divorce around the world. It’s not
an easy challenge for the healthiest of relationships, let alone two people with poor mindsets, beliefs
and coping mechanisms.
So, they stay married because of their rigid rules regarding divorce. For 50 whole years, they remain
married. Where do you imagine these two people are 50 years later? Do you imagine they’d be
happy? Do you see a beautiful, trusting and vulnerable connection between them, because after all,
they’ve remained married for so long?
Maybe not? Well, I know a couple just like this who are now approaching their older years. They
have the deepest resentment towards each other. They can’t even sleep in the same bed without
insulting each other over the other’s bad breath, body odor or loud snoring, and they have virtually no
one around them either. No real friends, and no real family.
One of them is brewing with such deep resentment after years of holding in anger and frustration that
they have become quite senile and ill.
I dunno about you, but illness in your later years is supposed to bring you closer together with the
ones you love. But not in this case. In this case, they simply resent and hate each other more. Even on
their last leg of life.
Some say that everybody’s life is either a warning or an example. I tend to agree. And this is why
I’ve put together the 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship. Because there’s nothing
more urgent than to stop doing toxic relationships. NOW.
I want to give you some steadfast guidelines to go by to see if you’re in a healthy relationship or if
just maybe you’re in a toxic relationship. Hope you enjoy these signs and leave me a comment below,
letting me know which one of these signs you’ve experienced in your past relationships.
Firstly, I speak mainly to women, and my website is written for women, so this article is directed
towards women. But if you’re a man reading this, then just substitute the word “he” for “she”.
Often when we’re stuck in a toxic relationship, we can’t logically pinpoint what is actually wrong
with the relationship, because there’s no obvious signs that it’s a toxic relationship.
OR because we ourselves always had dysfunctional relationships, so now we have become
insensitive to relationship toxicity. In fact, we think the most toxic things are normal.
That’s why it’s important to be aware of the ‘seemingly harmless’ signs of a toxic relationship.
Here we go…

1: You feel like the relationship drains you, it doesn’t fill you
Go ahead, ask yourself, do you have that deep seated feeling in your gut that this relationship
drains you. Forget all of the superficial stuff, ask yourself… Do you feel drained or stressed
around this person? Or do they energise you?
And perhaps you have to ask yourself, do you perpetuate the pattern by going back to that
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relationship to also take value for yourself? For any relationship to work long term, It’s important to
continually add value to the relationship basket, rather than always taking from the relationship
basket.
Your intimate relationship is supposed to be a sacred place of mutual vulnerability, sharing, and
support. It is supposed to deeply connect you to what matters in life: which is connection and
relationship. Your healthiest relationships should remind you of why you’re here on this earth: to
connect. To make art together. To love each other.
What makes us women truly strong and truly successful is the health and quality of the relationships
that we have in our lives. In order for us to shine as feminine women, we need to have strong, loving
and supportive relationships that allow us to feel safe. Otherwise we as women, actually become
more masculine in order to cope and deal with the trauma and lack of safety.
Nothing wrong with having masculine sides to you, that’s healthy, and being feminine is not the holy
grail – feminine energy is NOT the only thing that adds value to a man. However, when we become
so masculine that we can no longer feel what it’s like to be feminine, that’s unhealthy.
Relationships are supposed to inspire us, make us feel deeply, and give us a reason to do the hard
things.
If you’re the type of person who likes to go to your relationship to complain, to take or to put the
other person down….or if you’re in a relationship where the other person only calls when they need
something, they are never there for you, and they seem to disappear without warning when it suits
them, then ask yourself: “Is this filling me up?”
Because as you would know, takers will take, take and take. Until the other person gets to a place
some months, years, decades down the track where they physically cannot take it anymore, and they
stand up and say, “THAT’S IT. I have nothing left for you. I feel nothing for you. I’m out.”
Unless you’re that old couple I told you about in the story. Then you just swallow the toxicity and
reach the end of your life, with every cell inside your body riddled with resentment.

2: You feel like he intentionally magnifies your fears, rather than helping you
overcome your fears
And as you can probably imagine, by exposing your fears, it’s really a way to gain some level of
control over your thoughts, feelings and actions. It also doesn’t have to be this huge act of exposing
your fears and insecurities…
It could be a small snarky remark that pinpoints an area that you are already sensitive about. In an
ultimately healthy relationship, there is no need to magnify anyone’s fears. In a healthy relationship
you actually get your perception of control from the value that you add, rather than the value that you
take.
So If there’s somebody in your life right now who seems to bring up your fears, in whatever way, I’d
like to ask you…how much more can they strip from you, until you turn into a puddle of
nothingness?
How long would it take to repair the damage this is created upon your self esteem? And what are you
gaining from this situation that makes you want to stay, allowing yourself to feel smaller, and become
smaller each and every time you spend moments with them?
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Sometimes, a partner’s anticipatory jealousy can cause them to creatively magnify your fears so that
you can feel bad enough that you won’t cheat on them or take your reproductive resources elsewhere.
Sometimes, it’s not jealousy. Sometimes, people who for one reason or another, feel like they are not
enough – or whom have a pattern of feeling small and threatened, can tend to want to magnify your
fears rather than alleviate them.
Maybe ask yourself: Do you even trust them? Have they EVER been loyal? What are you gaining
from the situation that would make you want to stay, allowing yourself to feel smaller and become a
little smaller each and every time you spend moments with them?
As I’ve said before…don’t fear those who are gorgeous, smart and successful. Fear those who play
small, hide from their brilliance, and want to make you just like them.
Do you know what the TWO critical elements of an intimate relationship are and how they will make
or break your love life? Find out here.

3: He seems to always have an underlying energy of resentment
You see, any type of resentment that lives inside of you affects everything else in your life, especially
your relationships. If someone has underlying resentment, then it has probably been brewing for
years if not decades. And the only way forward, the only way to grow beyond that, is for them to
express and release all the old trash in their system.
Because that’s exactly what it is – old trash. Old anger, sadness and hurt that they have pushed down
repeatedly and never cleansed from their system. And that resentment eats away at them and
negatively affects everything else in their lives.
See, I’m not against having anger. I think anger for the most part can be very healthy. True
spontaneous anger can be valuable in a relationship when you release it in private, or even if it’s
expressed with total connection to each other’s heart. But resentment is a different beast altogether.
Some people’s bodies are so riddled with resentment from being hurt and abused by others, from
feeling small and incapable. But more likely, excessive resentment can come from years of pushing
down genuine anger, that the person becomes ill and unable to have any kind of proper relationship.
Sometimes the most difficult thing for you and I to do, is to look at the way someone speaks (and
even look at ourselves speak) and admit to yourself that their words are full of resentment.
Sometimes you have to trust your gut when it is telling you that this person has a lot of resentment
about a lot of things.
Because often, we can justify resentful energy in someone, and we can brush off resentful comments
from another person, calling it “just a moment of anger, jealousy, or even passion.”
But true anger, jealousy and passion that is useful and valuable in a relationship is expressed with
total connection to each other’s heart. And it doesn’t have this bleak, yucky feel to it, like the feel of
tar schlepping off their every word.
If someone has enough resentment pent up over enough time, then they will have less and less
resources available to make a relationship work with you.
I think sometimes, resentful people have sold their soul for approval so many times, that now, they’re
a walking ball of resentment, waiting to burst into a massive firestorm that may or may not engulf
you as well.
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You can stay and help them through the firestorm. If you want. It depends how much you love them.
But often, it helps to realise that even when we try to help people with our own best intentions…their
resentment can turn on us and hurt us instead.
So what’s the solution here? The solution is to see if there’s enough connection and trust inside that
relationship that maybe this person wants to release some old tension and anger and let you be a part
of that journey without hurting you.
Sometimes, all these resentful, spiteful people have left IS their resentment! It’s become that last
resource that feeds and meets their needs, because they’ve been doing it for so long. And if that’s the
case, they may be too far gone.
Also important to remember is this: if you’ve stayed with a resentful person for a while, chances
are that you now have built up resentment too, and that’s OK! It may just be time to release the old
anger (waste product) so that you can free yourself once again.

4: It feels like he always has to be right and you never feel heard
I’m sure we can all relate to having someone in our lives who never gives you a chance to feel heard.
It’s like you’re talking to a wall. You can’t bring anything new to them, you can’t go deeper, you
can’t discuss ideas, thoughts and feelings.
It’s not that they don’t respond to what you say, it’s that they have their usual reaction before you
even finish what you have to say. They make sure that they never, ever feel the slightest bit
vulnerable or exposed. The common pattern would be someone who criticises you as their first
reaction to anything you say, and never actually spends time thinking about what you said.
It’s like a way to dominate you in conversation. And that is a very toxic pattern to get into.
I can hardly even call that a relationship.
It hurts to engage with people who show up like this. Why? Because these people generally see
themselves as separate from others. They don’t have a sense of closeness and togetherness and they
don’t necessarily perceive the power of connection.
Sometimes, someone will always try to be right out of fear, but regardless of the reason, they want
that sense of control, rather than connection.
Here’s a wonderful article written by my husband on 5 Telltale Signs He Has Crippling Low Self
Esteem.
And just a quick note: Sometimes…that ‘needing to be in control’ person is ourselves. Maybe now is
a good time to reassure the girl inside you, named Cecil Control Freak that her work here is done, and
that everything is OK.

5: You feel like he’s physically there, but never emotionally there for you
Some people, even if they enter in to a relationship, will physically be there in the room or in the
house with you, but they will never fully embrace connection and engagement with you.
It’s hard to get through their barriers or go deep with them. For some reason, they are shut off to it.
Maybe they were a survivor of abuse themselves. Maybe they are too fearful, perhaps they have
adopted bad patterns of intimacy. Or maybe they have too much pent up resentment, anger and
sadness that they know if they truly engage with you, they will have to take some kind of
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responsibility or god forbid, maybe even feel exposed.
So what is left is this feeling of coldness, even if the relationship looks perfect on the outside.
In fact, this happens a lot more than you think, especially in this day and age of social media. People
who are very image focused and not very present in their real life relationships like to project how
good their lives are publicly but it is almost always at a cost to their private lives.
And an intimate relationship will always be private. If it wasn’t, then it isn’t an intimate relationship.
So to end this toxic pattern, think about what patterns you are encouraging with your actions or
inaction. If you keep tolerating this year after year, decade after decade, then can you imagine how
emotionally dead you’d be and how much soul destroying loneliness you’d feel?
Feel how much it hurts in your heart to tolerate this over the long term. Listen to your heart. Often,
your heart will feel the hurt even if you’ve made your mind ignore it time after time.
It doesn’t matter how often he is with you or around you, if he’s never actually emotionally with you
or connected to you, then you don’t have a healthy relationship!
Here are 12 Secret Reasons why Some People will Always be Distant from You.

6: He has a million rules for you, but none for himself
This isn’t just about double standards, it’s about the pattern of being controlling. Ultimately anything
that seems or feels controlling is a value taking behaviour in a relationship.
The more value taking it FEELS to your heart, to your gut and to your feminine intuition, the
more toxic it is to your soul.
Perhaps he has these rules for you because he prefers to make you his pet rather than making you his
lover. It could be a tactic of “concealment” where he expects you to limit your exposure to other
people (and therefore not risk cheating on him with other men).
In fact, the whole setup isn’t about love, it’s about power and control. And a relationship that is based
upon power and control, is a toxic relationship in my books.
But if a man seems to often expect you to follow rigid rules that he has set up, yet he doesn’t have
any rules for himself or his life, then this is more of a pet and owner situation, and I call that toxic,
because what our heart truly wants is to experience love and belonging, and being in such an unequal
situation will eat away at your natural trust in love and connection.
When you lose trust in love and connection, that poisons your ability to engage and trust in
relationships. Don’t let this happen to you, because all we truly have in the end is connection.

7: You find yourself always seeking his approval and validation. Or, he seems to
always seek your approval and validation
OK, so some level of approval seeking is normal. Especially in a growing relationship, where you’re
getting to know each other. But when your only real method of trying to connect is perpetual
approval seeking because the other person doesn’t really care about you, then you have toxicity rather
than healthy. Whenever anyone perpetually seeks approval, this becomes a massive weight upon the
shoulders of that relationship.
With this weight, it becomes difficult to truly connect. It becomes harder to express love freely. I’ve
noticed that the reason why women seek approval is often because there never was an actual
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relationship in the first place, but we just desperately wanted there to be a relationship of some sort.
Often, we seek approval because there never was a relationship in the first place, but we just
desperately wanted there to be a relationship or connection of some sort. It doesn’t just always
happen in intimate relationships, it can happen in familial relationships and parent-child relationships
and friendships, too. Ask me how I know!
Let me tell you that if there was never a real relationship in the first place, seeking approval will
never magically bring a relationship to life. Not to mention that the act of seeking approval can make
a woman seem low value and kill the attraction and therefore perpetuate a pattern of dependency in a
relationship, rather than a pattern of real love and connection.
Try to be aware that when there’s no real connection between yourself and another person – that’s
often a time when we are vulnerable to chronically seeking approval from them. It’s easy to want to
hang on to the people in our lives, and to the men you date, but as much as we feel like there is
beauty in ‘keeping’ them in our lives, there’s also beauty and freedom in letting them go.
The comfort and certainty that you get from staying in a toxic relationship where you’re seeking
approval all the time or he is seeking your approval all the time, is nowhere near as valuable as the
person you will become from having the courage to walk away.

8: Every time a conflict comes up, small or big, he seems to avoid it
In other words, it’s the pattern of being stonewalled. It’s the pattern in the relationship where the
other person would never have the courage to face conflict and instead, they’d rather preserve their
own sense of peace and certainty.
In fact, studies have shown over and over that stonewalling is one of the worst and most damaging
patterns of a relationship, because in order to stonewall someone, you have to value your own
certainty and significance more than love and connection.
Of course, if you’ve followed my work, you’d know that we always talk about how conflict in
intimate relationships, believe it or not, is the instigator of deeper love. You can’t have a deeply
loving and passionate relationship without having to experience a boatload of conflict.
As long as you’re running away from conflict, you are saying “hey, I don’t value the relationship at
all.” And if you stay in that kind of relationship long enough, those feelings and unresolved issues
will just build up in your system. Ultimately that breeds alienation, resentment and contempt.
Everyone avoids conflict at times for varying reasons, and that’s ok. Sometimes we’re in the middle
of something important or sometimes we are too exhausted to think.
We all have stress in our lives and we all need a break sometimes. But if you’re in a relationship with
someone who has a pattern of stonewalling you, that’s not a good sign. It becomes toxic if the other
person is always running away from every conflict every single time…because essentially, they’re
saying “hey, I don’t value the relationship at all.”
And if you stay there long enough, those feelings and unresolved issues will just build up in your
system.
Conflict in intimate relationships, believe it or not, is the instigator of deeper love.
So, does this mean that every argument you have and every problem you have should be dealt with
immediately? Not necessarily. It just means that you don’t want to be that person who abandons the
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relationship and abandons the connection whenever a conflict shows up.
(Learn the one thing you can say to ANY man that will capture his attention, trigger his
curiosity, and make him hang onto every word you say!)

9: He seems to give you money and pay for things for you, but it’s just a way to
create leverage to manipulate you
Who the hell uses money to manipulate another human?! Well, as it turns out, a lot of people do. And
us women are especially vulnerable to being manipulated this way. Because we as women
collectively are a lot more sensitive to the emotion of guilt than men will ever be.
So, in a toxic relationship, the act of giving you money or other resources, isn’t always an act of
generosity but instead, it is actually a calculated effort to guilt you into giving them what they want –
to them, the money is leverage.
This is a very different experience to having a man give you resources out of love, generosity and
care. Ultimately, a truly healthy relationship isn’t about horse trading. It’s not about calculating
how much you give versus how much you get.
Sometimes, people use money to manipulate because they don’t believe they have anything else of
value – or because they don’t want to really connect.
I am not talking about prostitution here or any other exchange, because that is, generally speaking, an
agreed upon exchange of money for services. I’m talking about men (or people in general), who
specifically seek out (and attract) financially vulnerable people in order to exploit and manipulate for
their own entertainment.
What this does is it makes you their little b*tch – and not out of love either.
I know that we all need money and we all value money to a certain extent, especially if we grew up
without any money, or if we are struggling financially. But if someone is using money to get you to
tolerate their dreadful company, to get you to listen to them, make them look good socially, be their
friend, have sex with them, or listen to their complaining…and you actually despise them, but you
keep going back because you need the money, then that is toxic!
I don’t care how much you need the money….there will come a point where it’s not worth sacrificing
your soul for.
Not only that, your soul knows what it’s doing. It’s watching you – even if your mind is not. And one
day, you will pay the price of tolerating this toxicity. By the way, here are 6 Behaviours You Should
Never Tolerate in A Man.

10: He often blame shifts you
“Well Mary, if you hadn’t of annoyed me so much, then I wouldn’t have up and left you and the
kids!”
Why is this one a seemingly harmless sign? Because the person being blame shifted can genuinely
start to see themselves as fundamentally unworthy and unlovable, rather than feeling safe and
connected. Because blame goes in circles and never inspires anyone to want to trust more, connect
more and love more.
For example, if he says: “Oh, well if you didn’t get so upset, then I wouldn’t need to lie so much!”
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then as a woman, it can be easy to feel like we are fundamentally wrong and bad.
It’s also seemingly harmless because often, those of us who have grown up with abuse tend to not see
the real harm in being blame shifted. Sometimes we can assume that we were the “bad person” that
did “the wrong thing” and should be a better person.
Any type of blame is toxic. Blame is poison. Blame is a way to protect yourself at the cost of the
relationship and the other person. See, in an ultimately loving and healthy relationship, it’s not about
who is right or wrong. It’s not about pointing fingers. It really should be about taking responsibility
and dealing with what has happened in a vulnerable way as a team together.
It’s a non zero sum game. In other words, if you win, your lover doesn’t lose. You either both win or
both lose. Blame has no place in an ultimately healthy relationship.
Often, people who tend to feel small, unfortunately don’t see the harm in being blame shifted. Well,
if that’s you, when is now a good time to wake up?
And that concludes the 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship. One thing I’d like to
suggest is to be careful that when you read this article, try not to project. It’s easy to speak of how
other people are toxic to us. It’s much harder to notice our own patterns of adding to toxicity in
relationships.
This is not to say that you’re a toxic person, it is just a little reminder!
Let me know below in the comments, which of these 10 toxic signs you have experienced, AND
which of the toxic signs you never noticed in a relationship but should have!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
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Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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10 Telltale Signs He Is A Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine
Alpha Male
April 16, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

10 Telltale Signs he is a Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine
Alpha Male
OMG, OK, so listen to this. There I was… on a cold winter night in the dodgy end of town. I
wouldn’t come to this part of town even during the day, let alone at night, but anyway.
I was there with my husband and two of his guy friends. We were all in our twenties back then, so we
were youngish. David had gotten some free tickets to some local kickboxing and MMA fights, and I
had never watched fights live before, so I thought I would tag along.
I had no idea what to expect. Obviously being one of the few women in this packed makeshift
stadium, I stuck close to David and a couple of friends we had. By the time we arrived, fights had
already started and it had already begun to get crowded. We tried to push closer to the action, but
there wasn’t a whole lot of space.
And then suddenly we spot this large table that was completely empty. So we moved closer towards
it and we realised that it was a reserved table, but it was completely empty as opposed to the other
reserved tables around. We thought, since the fights had begun a while ago, we might sit there for
now, and wait ’til the people who reserved it came along if they came along at all.
After all, we got a better view of the fights. These are the kinds of silly decisions you sometimes
make in your twenties, right? So we were watching the fights, about 10 minutes went by, and
suddenly I looked up and saw them walking towards us.
It was a whole bikie gang in their leather vests and they were all tattooed, mean looking, and huge.
There was probably 30 of these mountains of flesh walking towards us. Most of them were taller than
6 foot 2 and built like brick walls.
They had these intense faces on, like at any moment they were ready to fight. I guess they call that
roid rage, right? As you can probably imagine, I froze in fear. “Oh God…” , I remember thinking to
myself.
Before we knew it, the whole gang was at the table towering above us. That’s when all four of us
realised who this table belonged to. We managed to hijack the table of the local bikie gang and now
we were under some pressure to handle this sticky situation.
As the leader of the gang approached us, I felt our two friends stand up in silence and nervously took
a couple of steps backwards. “We should have just kept standing instead of sitting here at this table” ,
I thought to myself as the tension in the that moment became palpable.
The next thing I knew, my husband David who was my boyfriend at the time, stepped forward and
obviously took it upon himself to deal with this potentially disastrous situation.
“Hey guys” he said, as he addressed the whole gang. David’s calm and gentle voice broke the tension
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and became the ripple of relief that spread through my anxiety-ridden body.
I watched David with a little bit of ambivalence as he looked into the eyes of the leader of the gang. I
looked at David, and then at the big guy, looked back at David, and thought to myself, “God help us.
I hope this doesn’t break out into an argument, because he looks like he could crush any one of us
with just a hand…”
“Oh, is this your table? Sorry guys. There must have been a mistake. Here you go…” David said
without a ounce of fear in his voice.
And in that moment, my eyes snapped back towards the gang leader, and I saw that the big man’s
eyes softened, and his shoulders relaxed, as he nodded at David. The whole gang of men behind him
also relaxed and nodded too.
As the four of us walked away from the table, we looked at each other acknowledging the fact that
this situation could have turned out a lot worse. After all, the Australian news and media portrayed
this particular bikie gang as a lawless group of criminals.
I suddenly felt so safe that my man had just effectively dealt with the situation and protected us all.
He had successfully diffused the situation.
Who knows how it could’ve turned out if he didn’t have the intelligence, fearlessness or courage to
deal with this in the way that he did. I always knew the man he was, but that night I felt safer than
ever with him.
I realised that not only did my man prove that he wanted to take care of me and his friends, he
actually had the intelligence to approach this huge group of men not with fear, but with a sense of
calmness and decisiveness that I didn’t have at the time and neither did his friends.
I have come to realise over the years that in this day and age, what makes me feel safe as a woman is
not just a man’s size, although size helps us feel protected on the surface. What makes us know we
have a masculine, high value, and evolved man is his intelligence.
Intelligence can solve a lot of problems in this day and age that size and ego can’t. Anyone in this
day and age can pretend to be an alpha male.
A man can get a loan to buy a nice car, get a bunch of tattoos, walk and talk a certain way to appear
like an alpha male. After all, many men want to appear and be alpha because they know that the
strongest, fastest, best men get more women.
However, here’s the truth. It’s only in sticky situations that a man’s true colours show up.
A man isn’t going to make you feel safe in the long-term if he doesn’t have the courage and the heart
to deal with sticky social situations. Also, here are 5 Simple Signs He Is Not An Alpha Male.
The job of an evolved, deeply masculine alpha male is to be a leader. He cares about his tribe and he
has the courage and the emotional fitness to take risks for the sake of not only others, but for the sake
of achieving great things.
Now, this article is not here to put down anyone who doesn’t have these evolved ‘signs’. In fact, to
evolve is actually a privilege. (Yes, of course, it’s also a choice.)
But think about it like this: A lot of people who are starving for food, who have nothing to eat and
who cannot feed their children, don’t have the luxury of focusing on being evolved (although they
still could in theory make the choice to be evolved and it’s very possible).
A lot of people stuck under boulders from an earthquake, simply don’t have the privilege or the space
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to consider evolving or growing, because they have to worry about their survival first.
To be able to evolve means that somehow, you’re not in survival mode, you don’t harbour a pattern
of having your defenses up, and you are not stuck in old rules that may not be serving you anymore.
As it turns out, men evolve in their own time, and so do women. So, just because a man or woman
doesn’t seem evolved, doesn’t mean we should demand it of them. Our job is not necessarily to
judge, if we care about them then it is our job to support them, connect and inspire them.
When we set an example, we give others an opportunity to step into this safe space and to connect
with us, or to shun the opportunity and choose their old patterns, toxicity or addictions. When we lead
by example, it becomes easier for others to follow it.
So, let’s not approach this topic with fear or judgement. If anything, I should probably do an article
one day on the traits of a highly evolved woman. If I’m even qualified to do that, since I’m not
exactly the most evolved person on earth! Let me know in the comments if you would like me to do
an article on that and if you would find that interesting or valuable.
How many of these signs does a man need to have in order for you to consider him an “evolved”
man?
Well, I suggest that if he has three of these, then he’s doing pretty well. Remember that evolving is a
choice and it is a gradual process that occurs over time and in moments. And often, as a woman, you
being the light and the inspiration in a good man’s life will only help him evolve.

Sign number 1: He can see and appreciate the many layers of truth in a situation
You see, in order to do great things, masculine men generally have to have a well developed capacity
to remove themselves from their feelings and be objective, if that’s not already their default state.
Men have an incredible capacity to remain objective, and much more so than most women. And this
doesn’t mean they are superior to women, it just means that men are more frequently more removed
from life, empty of emotion and more able to see patterns and truth.
If a man needs to serve others, then he must let go of old beliefs in favour of what serves right now,
and in favour of the real truth in any situation.
Can you really trust a man who refuses to acknowledge truths from many angles? No. A man like this
tends to be constricted and small, and that’s not his fault. It just means he may feel too vulnerable if
he lets go of old beliefs and he doesn’t want that kind of vulnerability.
So what is a good example of this? A good example would be a man who considers himself
polyamorous and doesn’t believe in monogamy. Maybe he’s grown up with two very unhappily
married parents and consequently doesn’t trust monogamy, maybe he sees polyamory as the only way
in life, or maybe he’s just selfish and wants to have a harem of women and uses polyamory to justify
it.
Whatever it may be, this man is polyamorous and doesn’t believe in monogamy. An evolved man in
this situation would be able to appreciate that monogamy can serve in many situations too.
In other words, he is not holding tightly onto old beliefs to feel safe. By the way, here is an article on
Why Polyamory Would Never Work Long-term.
A highly evolved man seeks to understand multiple perspectives. The truth is not always easy to find,
but he tries to seek it out; he knows that his perspective isn’t the only one.
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This capacity to appreciate objectively makes a man more evolved and trustworthy, and allows him
to observe the truth from many different layers.
His evolved state might feel like a threat to most women, but I believe most women know and sense
deep down that a man like this gives them a deeper sense of freedom, and women trust men like this
more, as they simply serve others better.
So, maybe ask yourself: Does he dodge the truth to try to please people? Does he avoid the truth
because it’s uncomfortable?
Or does he expose the truth (with integrity and connection to people?) I believe most masculine men
know the value of truth.

Sign number 2: He is less focused on short-term gratification; he plays the long
game.
A good example of people who think ahead, and play the long game, is chess players. They know that
in order to be good at the game, they have to be steps ahead of their opponent.
Also, consider business owners. To run a successful business with integrity, he/she has to consider
the future profits of the business, and make these profits sustainable as well as make sure the business
actually brings value to the customer long-term.
The question becomes more like how can I be in business in 10 years time as opposed to how do I
make a killing today in the easiest way possible whilst postponing the problems until tomorrow?
This is a highly evolved endeavour and you have to think long-term to maintain a successful
business, and it takes a lot more resources to build a profitable, long lasting business from scratch
than it does for a man to just inherit riches from his family.
Now, let’s say you have a man who is successful at accruing resources, but he’s not so successful at,
say, thinking long-term when it comes to food and diet. For example, sometimes he eats a little too
much unhealthy food. Does this mean that he is overall weak and all about short-term gratification?
Not really. We’re all allowed some weaknesses. A top businessman can polish off almost a whole
Christmas pudding and still be great at playing the long-game. He may not know as much about food
as he does about business.
Sometimes men only develop the strength to play the long game in areas where he feels it really
matters – like in a competition he really wants to win (chess, business, sport, making money), rather
than in areas that he doesn’t connect so closely to his sense of self worth, like his health and his
figure.
By the way, my husband wrote a popular article on the 5 Telltale Signs He Has Crippling Low Self
Esteem. You might want to give it a read and see if it helps you!

Sign number 3: He is not always defensive or riddled with fear.
In other words, most of his actions and words come from a relaxed body, not from fear and
defensiveness. We can’t evolve if we’re always in survival mode, you see.
I think we are all liable to become defensive in certain moments here and there, but what matters is
that we don’t live there most of the time.
I don’t think that if someone is defensive in one moment, that they are screwed for life. But I do
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know of people who are chronically defensive – like you literally cannot say anything to them, or
approach them with anything and nor can you trust them with anything, because they just aren’t
ready.
In other words, they cannot even be there for themselves, so how are they supposed to be there for
others or really add value to others?
This isn’t always their own fault – some people just have so much accumulated trauma that it doesn’t
take much for them to shut down. Some people who have experienced a lot of trauma have a very
strong and fast stress response when triggered – their stress level goes from 0 to 10 faster than the
speed of light.
That’s OK. They can always evolve beyond that, but men like this aren’t always in a position to be an
evolved alpha male who serves the people around him.
A man who hasn’t had the privilege of working through past trauma or just hasn’t been able to evolve
beyond his own defensiveness or his own fears is not going to make you feel safe.
He’s also not going to have the space for developing depth or rational thought. Not to mention, men
who are in fear a lot of the time end up not being very calibrated in social situations. Here are 6
Behaviours You Should Never Tolerate In A Man.

Sign number 4: He is not afraid to cry.
This means that he’s not stuck in old rules about what he has to do to be a man. I think almost every
woman would fall for a man who is strong, present, capable and driven, but whom also isn’t afraid to
own his feelings, am I right?
A man who can be manly but also cry is evolved because that shows that he’s not holding everything
in and building resentment. It shows that he’s accessible, trustworthy and above all, that he’s not only
one kind of person all the time.
Of course, if a man is always emotional and doesn’t have any real purpose or personal direction that
he is moving towards, then his emotionality will feel off putting. It will feel bad to most women in
relationship with a man like this.
But a man with authority and status, who is also unafraid to show and own his feelings would scream
relationship value and multidimensionality.
Having said that, many men don’t have a lot of feelings in general, and oftentimes, that’s just because
they are men, and not because they are actually pushing down emotions.
Men will be men and are therefore usually more focused on getting things done and solving problems
than they are on feeling their own feelings most of the time.
And yet that doesn’t mean that a man shouldn’t have the capacity to access deep emotions like
sadness or even appreciation.
A man who is authoritative yet can still feel deeply is just as evolved and masculine as any other,
because without the capacity to feel these real feelings, there would be nothing allowing him to
connect deeply to others and to serve other people.
A man who has never had to feel deeply has never had to serve deeply. He may serve on a surface
level, but it never goes deeper than that.
By the way, there are exactly 7 Signs that A Woman is Perceived As Low Value to Men. Do you
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know what these signs are, and how to avoid them like the plague? Find out what the 7 signs are here.

Sign number 5: He sees the value of your feelings and intuition (and even better,
responds according to those)
A man who is not attuned to others, and is too stuck in himself, will tend to disproportionately value
his masculine views of the world and try to devalue the feminine viewpoint, since it’s a different
viewpoint from his own and probably also more emotional and therefore not easy to control.
A man who is not putting all his energy into trying to feel worthy, who isn’t trying to be right all the
time, will probably be open minded enough to zoom out and respect your point of view as a woman.
He will see that as a man, his view of life and situations will be limited by his own male mindset and
viewpoints.
See, many men out there will suppress a woman’s femininity because it feels to him as though she is
not as capable or in control as he is, and that can feel wrong in the eyes of the masculine filter.
However, or a woman’s view of the world is highly valuable in a way that a man’s can never be. The
feminine side of a woman can bring great insights into a situation as well. And if a man is so
oppressive that he doesn’t give you a voice, or allow your more finely feeling nature to bring certain
insights into the relationship, then he doesn’t have good intent, and you could potentially be in a
seemingly harmless, toxic relationship.
An evolved man will acknowledge that you bring to the table a deeper sensibility for the finer details
in terms of relationships, people and social interactions.
Women in general are more inclined to care about not only the relationships they themselves are in,
but the relationships of the people around them. So women will feel and sense what’s happening and
what’s about to come faster than a man would. (unless of course, she’s over-stressed and overworked,
which can drown out her body’s natural gut instinct)
By the way, this sign isn’t meant to be fertile ground to justify an argument about who is more right
(the man or the woman), it is more a point that will shed light on how both perspectives brought
together can create more value in your relationship.
Also, here are 6 Behaviours You Should Never Tolerate in A Man.

Sign number 6: He is not afraid of challenges
Masculine energy becomes more intense and grows through challenge. A masculine man will literally
become more masculine through the challenges thrown at him, provided he’s not seeking silly,
pointless challenges all the time.
And that’s what a weaker male will do – he will seek pointless challenges preferentially and run away
from the challenges that his ego cannot handle.
An evolved masculine alpha male will value the humility that comes with rising to challenges that he
may initially fail miserably at.
He will also choose challenges that build resilience over challenges that make his ego feel good for
five minutes.
Here’s the thing: an evolved man is not going to rise to every single challenge, big or small. He also
has to be able to pick his battles carefully so as to conserve valuable energy, because energy is finite.
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Almost any man will find some challenges worth rising to, and shun others, so just because a man
doesn’t want to rise to one challenge doesn’t mean he’s not evolved by any means.
The more evolved a man is, the more he will become good at picking only the challenges worth rising
to. What challenges would be worth rising to? The challenges that make him grow, the challenges
that are necessary for him to serve his family.
And he won’t be picking such challenges because they’re so easy he knows he could come out on top
of them, he’ll be picking these challenges because it’s right, even if they are enormous challenges
that seem bigger than him.
Here’s an interesting thing about men and challenges: the men who haven’t experienced enough love
and nurturing from their mother or father growing up, the men who haven’t evolved beyond that
stage of needing approval and love first, will to no fault of their own, be more stuck searching for that
love even though it’s never anywhere to be seen.
If they’re stuck in that cycle then they’ll be a little less resourceful than men who were raised by
emotionally resourceful families.
So, rather than branching out and taking on true responsibility and adult challenges, these men will
not feel loved enough, resourceful enough or worthy enough to really choose the challenges that will
propel him to grow.
This could be because they’re still looking for mummy or daddy’s love and acceptance.
There’s nothing wrong with this – there’s a lot of us in the world who struggle in adulthood without
knowing it because one or both of our parents were never really present for us.
A man who is always picking easy challenges, and cannot grow beyond that is probably not going to
be able to lead himself or others very well because he will be more short-sighted and seeking shortterm gratification.
What counts as pointless challenges or easy challenges? Well, competing on who can eat the biggest
burger every week and feeling like a king for eating the most might be entertaining but it’s not
serving others.
Again, an evolved alpha male has value because of how well he can lead, take responsibility, and
serve others. How much you can eat isn’t meant to be a life purpose, you see.

Sign number 7: He seeks to contribute to life, rather than take from it.
An evolved alpha male can never remain alpha without the ability to contribute to his tribe and to the
people around him.
Evolved men usually don’t get their thrills in life by going around taking from everyone to fill a hole
that can never be filled. In fact, alpha males are a resourceful entity within themselves.
Evolved men don’t have a default setting that tells them to seek to extract value from people, because
evolved men are more attuned to where people are at, they aren’t reckless, and they’re more sensitive
to social cues and consequences.
So how would you know if a man is a perpetual taker or not? Well, men (and women) who see the
world as a place to extract value from will simply give you a ‘yucky’ or ‘slimy’ feeling in your gut.
If you check in with your body, rather than being caught up with what a man might give you, you’ll
be able to feel the pain and the sense of yuck inside your body when you are dealing with a perpetual
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taker.
In fact, consider an alpha male’s responsibility to contribute like this: in a pack of wolves, the alpha
wolf has to be the one to think for the pack and protect the tribe. He’s not just there for his own ego.
If a rival pack showed up, it’s the alpha wolf’s job to show up and lead the pack.
Many men like to look dominant and intimidating for their own ego and feeling of status, rather than
actually having the strength and humility to serve others, and this doesn’t necessarily make him a real
contributor or leader.
For example, if a man’s dominance comes purely from using the appearance of his physical size or
strength and not from true resourcefulness, then he’s going to feel threatened and triggered a lot.
A man who is triggered a lot or in it just to feel big and tough for himself isn’t going to serve anyone.
Not only that, but he will also be superseded by a younger or more intelligent male very easily and
quickly.
A man who is looking to just dominate a group for his own feeling of significance is going to lead a
very weak tribe, because he only cares about himself.
And what value is physical size really in this day and age? Yes, tall and big is nice, but without
intelligence it’s not worth much, and an evolved alpha male is ultimately intelligent and resourceful
for his people/tribe.
I’m sure you’ve noticed that men who rely purely on physical size to feel successful, strong and alpha
aren’t very deep, or evolved, are they? They may have the strength, but lack the intelligence.
So, this isn’t me judging macho men. After all, I’m a woman and so I can appreciate big strong men
and I think they are great, but if that’s all he is, then he’s not that valuable to anybody long-term.

Sign number 8: He tries to open you by adding value, not through blind force
We as women have to keep our sexual resources and our emotions somewhat concealed. In other
words, we need to be opened.
Most women aren’t just going to say ‘yes!’ to an offer of sex from a stranger on the street (in
contrast, research has shown that many men do say yes to offers like that from strangers on the
street).
So when we reveal ourselves, when we get turned on and let a man in sexually, it should be a gradual
process, and most good, evolved men would respect that and be attuned to that, rather than trying to
blindly force a woman into sex. In fact, rape is usually but not always a tool used by low value, low
status men. It’s not a tool that high value, evolved men use to get sex.
So rather than resenting women their whole lives, or resenting other men for getting women while he
doesn’t, an evolved, masculine alpha male will look to become more valuable overall as a man, and
therefore be able to have the skills to open women and make them trust him.

Some examples of ways men will add value in trying to open you:
He uses humour/he makes you laugh
He gives you his presence
He cares about how you feel and wants you to feel comfortable
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Some examples of low value methods men use to try to get sex:
He calls you frigid just because you don’t want to have sex with him
He puts you down, stealing from your self esteem so that you feel smaller. The smaller you
feel, the more you are able to be controlled.
He criticises you rather than connecting or trying to understand.
By the way, here’s an article I wrote on the 7 Burning Signs A Man is Being Low Value.

Sign number 9: He connects to the soul in others
To influence anybody deeply, an alpha male would have to really connect to the soul of other men
around him. He would have to inspire – and to do that, he has to reach deeply into someone and
speak to who they are beneath all the surface small talk.
Obviously, speaking to the souls of people is not something you want to do all the time, because it’s
not always appropriate, but if a man has the best intent to positively impact others and lead others, he
would need to have the ability to connect soul-to-soul.
When a man or woman cares to connect to the soul of the people they care about, it’s a sign that they
are not just in it for themselves. When a man can care in this way, he has a whole lot more power in a
tribe, and with his woman.
This power may not be physical strength or good looks, but it’s a spiritual power, intangible yet
meaningful.
A lot of us in this modern world feel like be have to craft a good image for ourselves. When we spend
our life doing this, we don’t have time for real connection. A man is not going to evolve and
appreciate others beyond what they can do for him if he cannot reach outside of himself into other’s
souls.
You see, it’s not about proving anything to anyone, instead it’s about what’s real.
It’s not about the image. It’s about the quality of connections you have in your life.
It’s not about me, it’s about we.
It’s not about my fears, it’s about connecting to each other’s soul. And any evolved, masculine alpha
male would be able to appreciate this.

Sign number 10: He is not too stuck in one identity all the time – he is
multidimensional.
This means that he doesn’t think he can be one person all of the time and expect that one identity and
personality to serve in every occasion.
For example, is the gentle nice guy personality always what will provide a hot sex life?
Well, no. In fact, a primitive, dominant caveman might work very well at serving that part of a
woman who really wants to be opened in to total ecstasy by a dominant man.
A gentleman is just not going to be able to provide that much juice in this scenario.
I really learned about multidimensionality from my husband, David (I adore him so much).
When we first got together many years ago, I thought that being nice was important for almost all
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scenarios. I learned that that’s just not the case.
Everything is contextual. Take for example someone who is being an idiot and treating a man
disrespectfully for no reason. Should he continue being nice and expect that person to be nice in
return? Not necessarily.
That would be silly, un-attuned and a slap in the face to himself. We can simply not expect that being
kind and “spiritual” will work to get through to everyone in every context, because that’s onedimensional.
This doesn’t mean that he should get wildly angry and punch everybody in the face, it just means that
he respects his own anger enough to use the anger wisely as a resource to get through a bad situation.
For example, let’s say that one day you somehow come across a criminal or prisoner. You are a well
educated, upper class individual, encountering an aggressive, repeat offender who is spending a large
chunk of his life in prison.
Let’s say that hypothetically, you have to get through to this prisoner and get him to see something
from a new perspective.
How can you deal with this new situation, or connect with a prisoner who has perhaps grown up in
terrible conditions, perhaps been abandoned by the people who were supposed to love him?
Like many people in prison, they’ve been raised in troublesome circumstances and gone on to be a
thief or a bully their whole life. How can you add value to, or deal with this person who is entirely
different to you?
The answer is you can’t do it by doing what you think should be right in you head. You have to be
multi-dimensional. You have to be able to access the darker sides of you in order to effectively deal
with this person.
It’s completely deluded to think that one gentle, kind and spiritual part of us can effectively solve
every problem in the same way.
“Kill them with kindness” just doesn’t work in real life. It may work in la-la land, but not on planet
earth. Ok, maybe kill them with kindness is valuable in certain contexts, but it’s not effective for
every context.
All of us have to have the multidimensionality to meet people where they are at first, if what we
really want is to be resourceful and to deal with all the problems that we have in life, in a resourceful
way.
An alpha male, a man who is evolved and masculine, has extremely good social skills (social skills
are a sign of intelligence, too) and he is accomplished at being resourceful in some difficult social
circumstances, making the women around him feel safe, protected and free to be women!
At the end of the day, it doesn’t matter how skilled and well developed a man is in one particular
character or personality within himself. It’s not valuable to be the bad boy all the time any more than
it is valuable to be the nice guy all the time.
By the way, if you want to learn how to get a man to beg you to be his one and only woman, I’ve just
published my dvd “Becoming His One & Only: 5 Secrets to have him fall madly in love with you
and BEG you to be his one and only.” Best of all, the dvd is free right now. Go and get your copy
here: www.bhoodvd.com. (There’s also an online version if you don’t have a dvd player!)
That concludes the 10 telltale signs you’ve picked a highly evolved, deeply masculine alpha male. As
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I mentioned earlier, if a man has 3 of these signs, then he’s doing pretty well. A man does not need to
have all 10 of these signs to be a highly evolved, deeply masculine alpha male.
Which of these signs did your ex have or lack? Which of these traits do you wish to see more of
in men?
Let me know if you can add to this list of signs. I’m sure you’ve encountered some signs that a
man is evolved that I have missed!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Men Don’t Put More Effort into the Relationship?
April 29, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
It’s frustrating when men don’t put much effort into the relationship right? You can complain about
it. You can get angry about it. You can call all men lazy or you can inspire him to want to make the
effort by what I’m about to share with you.
So why DON’T men put more effort into relationships? Why do they have such resistance sometimes
when it comes to dating & relationships? Well, let me tell you why.It’s because most men are not
only terrible at understanding, feeling and relating to women – they are not intuitively driven to
create intimate relationships. They’re intuitively driven to create sexual encounters with you, but not
the type of long term committed relationships that us women need.
And that’s not me disrespecting men, in fact I love and appreciate men exactly as they are. I’m just
telling it as it is, and I’ve been saying it for almost a decade now. For most men, relationships feel as
intuitive to them as reading a 74 page instruction manual on using the lawn mower is for us women.
Think about it, when boys are growing up, they never talk about relationships with their buddies like
us women talk to our women friends. You already know this, right? So as a result of this, us women
are much more well versed in the world of relationships than men are or could ever be. So for the
most part, men are simply reacting to the energy of the woman that is in front of him. Men may be
driven towards sex, but they’re not intuitively driven to create a long term committed and intimate
relationship until the right woman shows up.
As women, relationships are really important to us. Our emotional wellbeing, our livelihood and our
self esteem is very often tied to the relationships we have around us. So what I’m saying is that
intimate relationship is the domain of the feminine energy. That doesn’t MEAN that relationship in
general isn’t important to men, not at all! Of course it is! It’s just that most men are not well versed in
that realm of life, and you may have noticed this yourself.
Men don’t have the pleasure and privilege of bearing children inside their bodies, and so they don’t
quite feel the need for attachment as much as we women do, but that’s not a bad thing. Ultimately,
men need to go out, be fearless and do their hunting. However when it comes to relationships, it
almost always comes down to your feminine core that invites, allures and draws a man to you. Its
your energy that inspires a man to want to make you his one and only.
In order for men to take the step to invest and commit to a relationship with you, he needs to feel that
he’s investing in a high value yet feminine and vulnerable woman. That’s the kind of energy he’ll
respond positively to. He needs to feel like he has something precious to hold onto, cherish and
protect. But here’s the good news. You as a woman, have everything it takes to inspire your man’s
deepest commitment and make him want you and only you. In other words, in order for you to have
and experience that deeply committed relationship that us as feminine women all crave, you need to
understand what it takes to become your man’s one and only. That is where all of your answers lie.
And here’s an inconvenient truth: a man will give you all of his time, attention, emotional energy and
resources when you become his one and only type of woman, and he will give you virtually nothing
when he sees you as his one of many. When I say virtually nothing, I mean he’ll do the bare
minimum just to keep you around. That means that he’ll try just hard enough to keep you lingering as
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a resource in his life, but never anything more.
And that’s nothing like the love, the adoration and the commitment that women receive when they’ve
become their man’s one and only. So as you can imagine, there’s nothing quite as important for you
as a feminine woman to understand the process behind being your chosen man’s one and only. This is
why I’ve put together a very special DVD titled “Becoming His one and only”.
Inside this DVD, I want to teach you in detail the 5 secrets to having your chosen man fall in love
with you and beg you to be his one and only. By the way, this DVD is completely free right now.
And no strings attached. So do take this opportunity to get yourself a copy before this opportunity
disappears.
You can get yourself a copy at BHOODVD.com. Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s
my gift back to the community that has served me so much. If you don’t have a DVD player, that’s
no problem, we also have an online version of this, too.
Anyway I hope this article has helped you and I can’t wait to speak to you again very soon. Please
leave me a comment below, telling me if you liked this post or not! I always read my blog comments!

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Is He Serious About You or Just â€œInterestedâ€•? Critical
Distinction.
May 16, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

Is he just “interested” or is he serious about you?
There is a big difference between when a man is just interested in you, VERSUS when he’s serious
about you. To know the difference is absolutely important for you as a woman, and here is why.
A man could be interested in you for so many different reasons. Many of those reasons could be for
his own gain and if so, a man’s interest is kind of cheap.
And because of that, the interest that he may initially show you can often disappear overnight as
well. So interest isn’t actually what we want as women, no matter how good it feels to be desired. We
women who are feminine in our soul, we want more than that, right?
We are built to want more, because having that deeper commitment and investment has been
absolutely essential to the survival of our offspring as well as our species as a whole. So rather than
asking yourself how interested he is in you, ask how serious he is about you?
If he’s truly serious about you, then you will start to see that he spends his time, energy, attention
and resources on you when he DOESN’T have to. That’s the difference.
In other words, he’s not trying to give to you so that he could gain something from you. He gives to
you because he wants to.

What actions would he take if he was serious about you?
Well, he may call you when he doesn’t have to. He may want to hear all about your day rather than
talk about his own. He may buy you things without you ever expecting him to. These are just a few
signs that he’s serious about you. But to really know it for sure, don’t just look for the signs. Feel it in
your body. Get good at acknowledging those instinctive feelings that come up in your body before
your mind has the time to over analyse everything and even talk you out of your intuitive feelings.
See, our biggest gift as women is our ability to be sensitive to people, to vibrations and even to the
ebb and flow of the universe. Men don’t have this gift. They’re naturally not as sensitive. This is why
women’s skin is 10 times more sensitive than a man’s skin. We are designed to feel and be sensitive
to feelings.
On that note, do you know what the 2 Critical elements of any intimate relationships are and how
they make or break your love life? Find out here!
So, I practice a pretty rough and traditionally masculine sport called Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. It’s fighting.
In practice, it’s mostly wrestling on the ground and there are some nasty submissions involved in this
sport such as chokes, wrist locks and arm bars. I know, sounds wonderful, right?
But here’s what’s interesting: When I practice wrestling and grappling with my husband David, a
movement that makes me feel like my skin is being burned and torn off wouldn’t even make him bat
an eyelash. I was shocked when I learned this – I couldn’t believe that he literally didn’t feel the pain
the way I did in this contact sport.
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When he told me that he didn’t feel the pain even in the slightest, I thought that can’t be right.
Surely? But as it turns out, it’s true, whilst I feel like a simple rub of skin on skin is burning me, he
feels nothing at all if the same were happening to him.
And getting back to the point: Your ability to stay sensitive will give you all the clues as to how
serious your man is about you. All the clues. You may just have to practice feeling your gut intuition
a bit more. Now if you want your chosen man to become MORE serious about you, the most
important thing you have to understand is that you need to become what I call his one and only type
of woman.
By the way, there are exactly 7 Signs that a woman is perceived as low value to men. Do you
know what they are? (and how to avoid them like the plague?!) Find out here.

Inside every man’s mind, there are two types of women
You see, inside of every man’s instinctive mind, there are two types of women. There’s the one and
only basket and there’s the one of many basket. How he categorises you depends entirely on how you
show up in his life. The more you are able to show up in a way that inspires him to put you in his one
and only basket, the more serious he is going to be about you in the long term.
And here’s the good news about this. You as a woman have everything it takes to inspire your man’s
deepest commitment and make him want you, and only you. It just requires you to understand the
distinction between what it means to be a man’s one and only type of woman, and his one of many
type of woman.
In order for you to have and experience that deeply committed relationship that us as feminine
women all crave, you need to understand what it takes to become your man’s one and only.
That is where all of your answers lie. Because here’s the inconvenient truth: a man will give you all
of his time, attention, emotional energy and resources when you become his one and only type of
woman, and he will give you virtually nothing when he sees you as his one of many.
When I say virtually nothing, I mean he’ll do the absolute bare minimum just to keep you around.
That means that he’ll do the bare minimum to keep you around as a resource in his life, but never
anything more. But that’s nothing like the love, adoration and the commitment that women receive
when they’ve become their man’s one and only.
So as you can imagine, there’s nothing quite as important for you as a feminine woman to understand
the process behind being your chosen man’s one and only. This is why I’ve put together a very
special DVD titled, “Becoming His One and Only”. Inside this DVD, I will teach you in detail the 5
secrets to having your chosen man fall in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
By the way, this DVD is completely free right now while this video is up. And no strings attached.
So do take this opportunity to get yourself a copy before it disappears. You can also get yourself a
copy at BHOODVD.com
Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s my gift back to the community that has served me so
much.
Oh, if you don’t have a DVD player – no problems, we also have an online version of this too.
By the way, I love hearing from you. My blog is the place where I always read comments, so do
let me know if this post helped you and if you have any thoughts of your own to share – we can
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learn from each other.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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4 Steps to Stay High Value when He Doesn’t Text or Call
June 30, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

There’s nothing worse than feeling emotionally invested in a
man, and in the outcome of your relationship, only to find that
he doesn’t text or call you back.
The anger, the disbelief and the pain you can feel when you’re in this situation is horrible. Let me
first assure you that you are not alone. You are not the only one experiencing this. So, what can you
do if the guy you want isn’t calling or texting back? What can you do to help yourself in such a
difficult and sometimes painful situation?
First of all, you need to know that whether your situation progresses to a man committing to you or
not, depends on two things
1: The value that you bring to the table.
And 2: Whether or not you are his one and only woman;
Here’s what you have to understand. When a man doesn’t call or text, he can either be temporarily
pulling away or permanently ghosting you. Ghosting refers to a person who ends a relationship with
someone by suddenly withdrawing all communication without explanation.
In my work I see this happen to many women, but let me tell you with 100% certainty that a man
won’t ghost you if you were his one and only woman. He may pull away and stop texting you or
calling you for a bit, but he would not under any circumstances, ghost you because you would mean
too much to him as his one and only type of woman.
If you were not his one and only woman, then most likely you would fall into the category of one of
many. This just means, as painful as it is, that maybe he was never that serious. Perhaps you guys
never established a deep enough emotional connection in the first place.
(To learn about how to quickly create an exciting emotional connection with men online and be asked
out at the speed of lightning like our other clients have, go take our class on high value banter!)
You may wonder what would put a woman in the position as the one of many type of woman versus
the one and only. Well, there are a few factors and we can talk about them later on.
However, if you are a man’s one and only woman, there’s still a chance he will pull away. Married
men who are in love can still pull away.
Sometimes, men pull away because even though they do LOVE you, that’s what they need to do as a
man – see, men subconsciously know and feel, that relationship and closeness with you doesn’t make
him more worthy as a provider.
Relationships and emotional closeness can often feel more intuitive to us as women than it does for
men. For men with a masculine core, it’s more intuitive to move towards a feeling of emptiness –
something that brings back the equilibrium in his masculine core. The masculine energy (which we
all have within us) generally seeks to feel empty, whereas the feminine seeks to fill up.
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So if your man hasn’t called you or texted you, it’s important for you to not only remain high value
but also get an idea of where he’s at emotionally.

Here are the 4 steps for you to take in order to stay high value when he doesn’t call
or text.
1) Start retreating to somewhere quiet and safe, and feel EVERYTHING.
The first thing you must do before anything else, is to get to an emotionally resourceful place! You
see, what matters here is YOU. You need you. Your heart, body and mind need you to be there for
yourself.
The first step to getting to a more emotionally resourceful place is to first cleanse yourself of
emotions you are not truly allowing yourself to feel. I want you to know that it is ok that you feel
ANY of these things when a man pulls away, ghosts you, becomes distant and cold, and just goes
quiet:
It’s ok to feel hurt, Abandoned, Terrified, Anger beyond belief, Abusive, Feel like screaming at the
sky (which is maybe not a bad idea), Hateful, Jealous, obsessive, or like your heart is being smashed
into pieces.
Once you’ve spent hours, days, maybe weeks, just taking certainty in feeling everything (and
connecting to yourself this way), you are able to ward off the stress and tension you built up and able
to relax more in to who you really are – a feminine soul who feels a little more balanced and at
peace.
Ultimately, what you are looking for when a man isn’t in close contact with you is a feeling of safety
and certainty. We need to MEET that need for certainty, by getting you to retreat to somewhere safe
to feel everything. Your feelings are your friend in this scenario.
This will replace other so called low value behaviours for now. It will give you the strength and the
base for building higher value within yourself. Empty yourself of residue feelings that never had a
chance to get out so that you can be free to show up high value.
You need to muster the courage to provide yourself a safe place to feel. It could be in a hot bath, in
your car, in a hot shower, or a cold shower (which is very good for removing your masks if you
breathe through all the tension and relax your muscles).
It could be in a dark, quiet room with a teddy, under the covers, or with a trusted parent or family
member. Whatever you need in order to feel.

Step 2) Go back to a moment in your past where you felt infinitely beautiful.
Think back to a moment where you felt infinitely beautiful. Maybe you were a little girl, dancing
around the garden in a dress. Maybe someone you love embraced you lovingly and called you
‘beautiful’. Go to that memory, and really visualise it and hold it close. Let the beauty and the
freedom of this memory melt into every cell in your body, reminding you or your true worth and
value.
Let the memory nurture your heart. Let it touch the deepest place in your heart, the place you feel the
deepest yearning for love and attachment. That beauty is who you truly are. You have plenty of
radiant and alive energy to give to any man you bloody well wish. You may have just forgot you had
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it.
Every time you feel the fear and the tension of ‘where is he?’ ‘why isn’t he calling?’ ‘why doesn’t he
do what he says he will?’ – go right back to the beauty and aliveness that you were before you got
hurt for the very first time in love.
This is called internal resources. Why? Because in THAT place, you are not in desperation. You are
not dragged down by the burden of anxiety.

OK, Step 3) Use strategies such as push and pull to test, calibrate, and rebuild
attraction.
So from this place of being in resourceful emotions, now it’s important to do your best to figure out
where he’s at emotionally.
The best way to do this is by using a strategy called push and pull. And what this achieves is that it
helps you reach out to him in a high value way but also it helps you test where the man is at
emotionally by the way he responds to you.
So in other ways, it’s a way for you to contact him without looking low value or desperate. I’ll give
you a quick example of what you could say:
“You know what I love about you?”
He replies….”What?”
You say: “Absolutely nothing!”
And then you can start other threads of conversation after that. Of course this has to be done in a
playful way for it to have any effect.
But what you’re looking for here is to FEEL how he responds. Don’t overthink it, just feel where he’s
at through the way he responds.
This is really important. My man David would call this high value banter. See, your ability to create
this playful banter is going to help you not only show up in a high value way but to test and calibrate
yourself to where your man is at.
Because when you become emotionally calibrated, then you’ll have so much more clarity as to what
steps to take moving forward. My husband D.Shen has a FREE class on how to use high value banter
so go and check it out now before it’s gone!
We talk a lot about push and pull and high value banter in our other videos and programs. So let’s
save that conversation for another day!
OK, let’s move onto the last step…

Step 4 of staying high value when he doesn’t call or text… Identify whether you are
the ‘one and only’ or the ‘one of many’ woman in the eye of this man.
I believe there’s nothing more important than this. You see, men subconsciously categorise the
women they meet into two categories. The ‘one and only’ type of woman, or the ‘one of many’
woman.
How men treat the women in these two baskets is like night and day. Sometimes it can be difficult to
accept, but if we were truly are his ‘one of many’ woman, then it’s going to be hard to get him to text
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or call for anything other than easy sex. And it’s going to be hard to get him back again, because the
ship to being the ‘one and only’ has kind of already sailed.
If you are to be the one and only type of woman to men, then you need to do that earlier rather than
later in the dating process. I know this may be hard to hear, but as painful as this can be for all of us
women, I promise you that as you allow yourself to feel, you will rise above the pain, and come out
the other side ecstatic and free.
So my question to you is – what does your gut instinct say? Do you feel like you are this man’s one
and only? Or are you more likely his one of many? How committed is he to you emotionally?
As a woman, you’re naturally very intuitive and very smart, and if you don’t let your thoughts and
fears and justifications interfere, your gut intuition will tell you the truth. It’s usually the first feeling
that comes to you. And I believe your gut would know if you are his one and only.
So if that was the case, then all you need to do now is to feel through your emotions, so that you can
grieve. There’s so much to grieve in this lifetime, even though we usually like to avoid that process.
Then, your job is to come out the other side of that grief and start to appreciate yourself, appreciate
your body and your emotions for trying to protect you. And then, if you can, appreciate what this
experience might have taught you, and appreciate him for being a man.
But what if you’re the one of many? Well, your job will still be to feel and to grieve first and
foremost. And when you’ve grieved the loss of relationship you hoped you might have with him, you
can then appreciate that your experience with him will make you better at choosing what you do and
don’t want in future relationships.
Ultimately as corny as it sounds, everything is a learning experience. The only failure is when you
stop learning.
You might be wondering, if you’re the one of many, should you still reach out to him? Should
you try to build some kind of attraction and connection? The answer is you could, in theory. But
you have a difficult job ahead of you. And it’s very hard to change the basket you were
subconsciously placed into.
It’s like the saying, you don’t get a second chance to make a first impression. It’s not entirely true,
but you get the idea.
Men commit deeply to their one and only, and often give crumbs to their one of many. I wish it
were different, but it’s not. And so to win this game of dating, it’s important for you to know what it
takes to inspire your chosen man to make you his one and only.
This is why I put together my DVD titled, “Becoming His One & Only”.
Inside this DVD, I want to teach you in detail the 5 secrets to having your chosen man fall in love
with you and beg you to be his one and only.
By the way, this DVD is completely free right now, no strings attached. So do take this opportunity
to get yourself a copy before it disappears.
You can get yourself a copy at BHOODVD.com. Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s
my gift back to the community that has served me so much.
Also, if you don’t have a DVD player, no problems, we also have an high definition online version
of this, too. Anyway that’s enough talking, I hope this video has helped you and I can’t wait to speak
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to you again very soon.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The Women Men Commit to Versus the Women Men Leave
July 25, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Let me share something important with you.
There is a huge difference between the types of women that men commit to, versus the types of
women that men leave. And the difference is not what you think it is.
I used to know this woman who was absolutely drop dead gorgeous. Everywhere she went, she
turned heads. On top of that, she had a great bubbly personality, so all the guys loved to talk and
interact with her.
Yet, all throughout her life, she kept attracting men and relationships that were subpar, damaging, and
even toxic! She had a boyfriend in high school who ended up abusing her and cheated on her.
She had a boyfriend in university who would ignore her and cheated on her as well. She then found a
boyfriend who was so passive in their relationship that she couldn’t take it any longer and left that
relationship at the age of 29.
It was literally impossible for her to keep a decent relationship for more than a few short years. Yet
she is as physically attractive as any woman can be! (And she had a great personality!)

How does that even happen?
How can you look as great as she did, and end up alone and lonely?
Well, as women, we’re conditioned to try to increase our external beauty as much as we can, but
maybe that really isn’t the answer!
On the other end of the spectrum, I’ve known women who were very average looking in appearance
who easily and effortlessly inspire long term commitment from men. Sure, they didn’t get the
excitement of men drooling over them in the streets as often as maybe some other women would.
But they actually won the ultimate prize.
Maybe the less noticed, and less glamorous prize, but it was the best prize of all: the prize of a man’s
unconditional devotion and commitment. They didn’t just have men lusting after them on the
streets – they had men falling in love with them.and I’m sure you are aware of the difference
between lust and desire and falling in love.
On that note, you may want to read this popular article by D. Shen on why men don’t fall in love
with perfect women.
So the answer here is definitely not in perfecting your appearance, even though we often think it is.
You see, ultimately the difference between the types of women that men commit to, and the types of
women men leave, comes down to a few small factors that you may not even be aware of as a
woman.
So often, us as women, we try our best to fit in, do the right thing and be enough for the world. We
try to look attractive, be intelligent and dress well and we think that this is what men will commit to.
But nothing could be further from the truth.The truth is that your looks and your personality don’t
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really matter nearly as much as you think when it comes to getting men to commit to you.
The little known secret is that men love to commit to the type of woman that they consciously and
subconsciously believe are their one and only type of woman. But what does that really mean?
It means that your man has subconsciously made the decision to seriously invest and commit to you
and only you. There’s only space for 1 woman in a man’s one and only category.
And by the way, marriage isn’t the ultimate sign that you’re a man’s one and only woman. Marriage
CAN be a sign that you are a man’s one and only – but it’s his emotional commitment that will make
all the difference. Men can get married for many different reasons, but they always, and I mean
always, emotionally commit to their one and only.
But marriage and emotional commitment don’t always go hand in hand, and I’m sure you’ve noticed
that. So what we’re looking for here is to get a man’s emotional commitment – because when you get
his emotional commitment – he will never want to stop loving you and protecting you. He will give
you everything he has. He’ll give his energy, money, time and attention.

So how do you become your chosen man’s one and only type of
woman?
Well, one key factor is how “high value” you show up. There are certain signs that make men
perceive you as a high value woman. I’m not going to cover what these are because I’ve already
written tons of other articles and videos on this very topic.
Another factor to becoming his one and only is the display of maternal instinct. This is actually
something that isn’t really talked about. But it is one important element that men factor in when they
look for their one and only woman.
In total there are 5 key points to becoming the woman that every man would love to commit to. You
can learn what these 5 key points are in my new DVD “Becoming His One & Only”. Best of all, I’ll
give this to you for free right now.
See, you as a woman have everything it takes to inspire your man’s deepest commitment and make
him want you and only you, even if you don’t feel attractive or don’t think you have a great
personality.
It’s just not about that! In order for you to have and experience that deeply committed relationship
that us as feminine women all crave, you need to understand what it takes to become your man’s one
and only. That is where all of your answers lie.
Because here’s the inconvenient truth: a man will give you all of his time, attention, emotional
energy and resources when you become his one and only type of woman, and he will give you
virtually nothing when he sees you as his one of many.
When I say virtually nothing, I mean he’ll do the absolute bare minimum just to keep you around.
That means that he’ll do the bare minimum to keep you around as a resource in his life, but never
anything more.
But that’s nothing like the love, the adoration and the commitment that women receive when
they’ve become their man’s one and only. This is why I’ve put together a very special DVD titled
“Becoming His one and only”. Inside this DVD, I want to teach you in detail the 5 secrets to having
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your chosen man fall in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
By the way, this DVD is completely free right now while this article is up. And no strings attached.
So do take this opportunity to get yourself a copy before it disappears.
You can get yourself a copy at BHOODVD.com. Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s
my gift back to the community that has served me so much.
If you don’t have a DVD player, that’s no problem, we also have an online version of this, too.
Anyway that’s enough from me, I hope this article (and video) has helped you and I can’t wait to
speak to you again very soon.
Love,

P.S. By the way, here’s a fun article I wrote on 5 Unconventional Ways to Make Him Love You
More.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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How Your Refusal to Grieve Makes You A ‘One of Many’ Type
of Woman
July 29, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
?? I know many of us have been burned by a man (or men) in the past. However, it’s one thing to
grieve, process and appreciate exactly what happened in our past – coming out of that experience
more aware, emotionally calibrated to men and better at protecting our investment with men in the
future.
It’s another to refuse to grieve, process and feel – instead choosing to blame the male gender overall
for being sh*t. That approach, though easy, just leads to gutlessness and invulnerability.
It also leads to resentment and defensiveness, killing our chances of showing up high value and
showing the world our beautiful femininity and vulnerability. It also leads us down the path of
showing up as the ‘one of many’ type of woman.
The one of many type of woman is in all of us. She can be as sexy and attractive as is possible, but is
incapable of making men feel anything for her, because she’s always held back, always defensive, on
guard and won’t let herself feel. When women don’t let themselves feel, they tend to become too
defensive and closed off.
When women become too defensive and closed off, they shrink their own natural, inborn ability to
deepen romantic relationships emotionally. Therefore, men can’t emotionally commit to them
because men can’t feel anything FOR them.
Every girl who is able to feel deeper, naturally uses her ability to attach in relationships to calibrate
herself to men, choose the right man, and deepen any relationship with any man emotionally.
The one and only type of woman has a special kind of sensitivity and vulnerability about her that any
woman can achieve – even those of us who have been hurt the most. I promise.
If you would like to learn the one specific emotional trigger within every single man in this world
that inspires him to WANT to commit to one woman, and take care of only her for life, you can learn
that secret right here.
So…all this to say that YES, it’s your responsibility to grieve and process past hurts with men. With
friends. With life. Feel them fully. It’s ok to feel. No one else can and should take that responsibility
off you – you can ask others to listen and support you, you can ask people to be there for you, but no
one can FULLY shoulder the burden of grieving for you.
What I learned, the hard way is that there’s usually never a good reason to throw away an opportunity
to grieve.
Yes, grieve even the small, seemingly insignificant things.
The pattern of refusal will only close you off further, dampen your unique feminine radiance and lead
you further away from the deep emotionally connected relationships that we all crave.
I know. It’s hard. But remember, this is for yourself.
Sending you love, ???
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P.S. By the way, if you want more information on how to show up as the one and only type of
woman and have your chosen man beg you to be his one and only, you should really get a copy of my
free dvd “Becoming His One & Only” Here: www.bhoodvd.com.
And if you want to learn about high value vulnerability, read my article “4 Top Secret Ways to
Access Your High Value Vulnerability”.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Polyamory: 10 Reasons Why It Would Never Work Long-Term
August 16, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
There are 10 good reasons Why Polyamory would Never Work Long-Term… yes I will probably get
some flack from the poly communities, but put your thinking cap on and hear me out as to why
polyamory isn’t all that it’s cracked up to be.
Polyamorous relationships are getting more and more popular each day. Social media and dating apps
has changed the way we date and find a partner. It’s caused our culture to value distractions,
selfishness and instant gratification rather than real emotional connection.
It’s caused us to treat the opposite sex like candy, and as an avenue through which we seek to fulfil
our feelings of lust and need for attention. As such, some people have given up on commitment
altogether and turned to polyamory.
So why would these types of relationships never work long term? Let’s figure it out together. Firstly,
I am not saying that monogamy is the only way. It is definitely not. There are many marriage forms
or mating types that have evolved for thousands of years along with the human race.
There’s polygamy, where a man has more than one wife. There’s polyandry, where a woman has
more than one husband (and by the way, in polyandry, a woman mostly marries a man and his
brother or brothers, so this means she marries blood relatives, ok? This was a common practice in
places where land was scarce so that a family didn’t have to split the land between the brothers.
Although polyandry can also occur with different, unrelated men, it is still a closed marriage unit,
unlike polyamory).
All these mating styles have value in the appropriate context. The key is that these ancient mating
styles like polyandry and polygamy were mainly formed to either preserve resources or keep land in
the family name in a situation where resources were not plentiful. So in essence, these arrangements
all benefit the next generation (ie the children).
For example, when many women marry or mate with one man, it is usually because he is resourceful
and powerful, not because he is a deadbeat. Historically speaking, there is a correlation between
powerful men being able to have many wives. With this power, he gets more access to more women’s
reproductive resources (at least in some cultures).
This is especially prevalent in a time when there was no middle class, so you’re either at the top or at
the bottom, in other words there was a completely disproportionate skew in the distribution of
resources.
But nonetheless, this type of mating style or arrangement can benefit women and men, and the next
generation in many ways. This leads me to polyamory. Polyamory is in theory, based on the idea of
egalitarianism, and the belief that polyamorous people can love and give to all their partners equally.
Now this may sound good because don’t we all love the idea of equality? I mean isn’t that what
communist countries promise to their people? And how is that going for them?
But of course, if you have had any experience with polyamory, you’d know that equality doesn’t
work in practice. In fact, sometimes in polyamorous setups you have what you’d call your primary,
secondary and tertiary partners.
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The idea then would be that some of these partners can give you something that others can’t, so it’s
like an open buffet where you pick and choose. What’s different about polyamory is that it’s kind of
an open loop. You have your multiple partners and those partners have their own multiple partners so
to speak.
It’s not a closed loop like some of the traditional poly marriages where you know everyone in that
specific arrangement. Closed loops keep the resources in, but open loops don’t, so what tends to
happen is that you only give what you’re getting back. It’s always a trade. That is an important
distinction to understand.
So in any situation or any relationship where you only add value when you can get equal or more
value back, it leads to it becoming more of a self serving setup than anything else. Nothing wrong
with being self serving but it is not designed to benefit the next generation.
And if it doesn’t benefit the next generation, then it would never work long term. Because life
supports what supports more of life. So let me share with you the top 10 burning reasons why
polyamory will never work long-term.

Reason number 1: Resources are not infinite and neither is investment.
Love is, or can be infinite, in theory. But resources and investment cannot. You cannot invest
yourself in the same amount in all partners at all times. That potentially leaves one or more partners
feeling angry, jibbed, and resentful.
But let’s be real for a minute. Polyamory is really about me, me me. It’s about the self. People say
they can treat their partners equally, but that’s really just a justification for their behaviour.
There is no way you can treat 2 different people equally in practice. It doesn’t matter how much your
love is ‘infinite’, your emotional, sexual and financial resources are not infinite. Remember that as a
women, we usually only release one, at most 2 fertile eggs per fertility cycle, we don’t release an
infinite number of eggs.
Also, your ability to invest in people is not infinite. So you cannot invest yourself in to all mating
partners in the same amount. You cannot treat all partners equally despite your best intent.
Just like communism promises equality in theory but it never works in practice, polyamory is the
same way.
Here’s an example. A man has a wife and two girlfriends. On Valentine’s day, he goes out to dinner
with his wife as well as one of his girlfriends, because he likes to spread his resources evenly.
However, after dinner that night he went home with his wife. This means he spent the night with his
wife, and his girlfriend was alone for the rest of the night, and pissed because he chose to spend the
night with his wife.
This is a true story from one of the women I helped years ago.

Reason 2: When it’s a trade, you stop adding value.
If you have many partners and let your other partners have many partners, then it’s an open loop as I
mentioned. Everything then becomes a trade. You are willing to give as much as you are able to
take.
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When your relationships become a trade, then you stop wanting to add value for the sake of adding
value. And anytime a relationship is based on trading it destroys the trust, the loyalty and the
exclusive value of that relationship. You lose that specialness and significance that comes with
exclusivity.

Reason number 3: It’s MUCH harder for a man to fall in love with a woman if she
is polyamorous.
The reason that it is harder (much harder, really) for a man to fall in love with a woman if she is
polyamorous, is because the nature of polyamory is that all partners have to detach and remove their
emotions from their partners as much as possible, if your ultimate goal is to preserve the setup.
If a man detaches himself, then he cannot fall in love. And if he does, the polyamorous relationship
will collapse because he will drive everyone mad with his jealousy.
It’s also harder for a man to fall in love with a woman who is polyamorous because she has invested
herself in other men, sexually and emotionally. If a woman is sleeping with other men, then a man
intuitively won’t emotionally commit or fall in love with her (although it is not impossible!) because
their bond will not be as exclusive.
The men who start a polyamorous relationship are usually reasonably good at detaching.
Women on the other hand, sometimes think they can detach but it’s hard for a woman to maintain this
detachment long-term. Because, she’s a woman. She carries babies in her body, her body is made for
carrying, birthing and nurturing life.
So, her body is biologically driven towards emotional attachment to a man, so that she can secure
more emotional commitment and resources for herself and for the future.
Remember that the more detached you are from your own feelings, the less you can connect deeper,
and the less men can fall in love with you.

Reason 4: Polyamory is about me, me me.
Now I’m not saying that every single person who enters a polyamorous relationship is trying to be
selfish. Just most of them. Here’s why. The people who say that they want equality, are often the
people who are only happy when it is 50/50 or when they get 60 per cent and the other gets 40.
The only people who would be happy with getting much less than the other partners are the ones who
do not perceive much value in the situation, or who are already invested in someone else.
Equality is often used as a way to appear as though you’re a generous person. But equality is
anything but generous. You can’t make your partners feel like you are generous and giving when
your focus is on equality, because you have to remove yourself in the attempt to try to be equal.
Who really in their right mind, would perceive you as generous long-term if you’re trying to give
equally to everybody in a polyamorous relationship situation? Because they know you are not risking
much emotionally by trying to dish out your resources equally.
To be equal is to be detached. To be detached is to risk nothing.
Also in relation to this point are 6 behaviours you should never tolerate in a man.
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Reason number 5: You can’t own your relationship when it isn’t exclusive.
When you share your partner with others, then you’ll naturally be less invested in them. With less
investment, there’s less fulfilment long term too.
It breeds the habit of not taking responsibility for your partner’s feelings, needs, desires and fears. I
mean why would you want to take responsibility for their emotions when your partner will just go
elsewhere and not invest in you? There’s nothing sacred there right?
The point here is that you can’t own your relationship when it isn’t exclusive. Most people enter
polyamory in an attempt to ‘get’ more but they aren’t always aware of the enormous long term costs
to that decision.
If you truly took responsibility for your partner, then you’d go deeper and find ways to fill them up
and connect with their dark side and well as their light side, so that you could together experience
more of not just sexual variety but love, connectedness and fullness in your relationship.
In fact, very often people in polyamory will start to follow the belief that your problem is your
problem and yours alone to solve. That inevitably causes more disconnects over time.

Reason number 6: You as a woman have to detach and separate from your
emotions to engage in polyamory.
When you detach from your emotions, you have to ignore your own feelings like jealousy and hurt
and yearning for more. And you’ll essentially lose the core of your femininity and the core of who
you are as a woman.
A lot of women enter the situation ignoring their heart’s yearning for deeper love and ownership from
a man. And they know it’s there, but they push it down to please the man or to advance their agenda
in wanting more resources from more men.
There’s nothing wrong with wanting that at all! It’s just that you can’t do it long-term. When you
ignore your heart, there’s a word for that: suffering.
I’ve also written an article on the 10 signs of a commitment phobic man. You can read that here.

Reason 7: Primary partner in polyamory never really means primary.
The “primary partner” in a polyamorous relationship means that that partner is the number one
partner in a hierarchical setup. The primary partner is supposed to, in theory, get priority.
But like one of my very intelligent readers said in my previous post about the downsides of
polyamory: the primary is never the primary until all others are out of the picture.
I’ve read about situations where the primary woman was the wife, but in practice, she was far from
being the primary. That’s because her husband’s other girlfriend was so upset about him spending
most of his time with his children and wife, that he had to often be on the phone with her during
family dinners, comforting her and relieving her of her sadness about the situation.
So his emotional energy went to the secondary girlfriend, not the “primary”. Not to mention that this
interrupted family time. I’m sure the children were very happy about that.
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Investment is never equal. And women know this intuitively, because we are sensitive to where a
man is putting his resources – and his resources mean his time, energy, emotions, money and sex.
On that note, you may want to read this article on ‘Is He Serious About You? Or is He Just
Interested?’

Reason number 8: Because people use polyamory as a meantime solution until they
fall in love.
It’s happened plenty of times: a man says he is polyamorous, and he remains polyamorous until he
meets another non polyamorous woman, falls in love with her, and immediately drops all of his
polyamorous female partners.
If a man was in a polyamorous relationship with his idea of a perfect 10, then he wouldn’t be in a
polyamorous relationship. He would want his perfect 10 to himself.
Here’s an article based on a question from one of my readers about how a man used polyamory to
basically try to keep his options open. My client was quite hurt in the situation and I recommend you
read it if you want to truly understand the way some men use polyamory to meet their own needs
these days, to your detriment as a woman.
Read the article here: Polyamorous Relationships: He Wants One. What Do I do

Reason number 9: Because eventually, jealousy will set in.
There was a longitudinal study done by Dr. Elizabeth Sheff, where she discovered that some of the
polyamorous people in the study at first said they didn’t understand jealousy at all. Literally, they
couldn’t relate to feeling jealous. Talk about dissociating from your feelings, right?
Eventually though, after 15 years, most of the people in the study came back and said that they finally
did know and understand what jealousy feels like.
Just because you are capable of putting your jealousy aside, you cannot forever ignore the fact that
your jealousy was designed to protect you. Your needs are important, because we are designed to
pair-bond and reproduce for ourselves. You may not want children, but you have jealousy to protect
your resources: and your resources is your partner, so your feelings of jealousy will not go away
permanently.

Reason number 10: A lot of women who enter a polyamorous relationship do so
because they don’t have the confidence to get all of a man’s resources to herself.
This speaks for itself. Sometimes women compromise their deepest heart. They cover up their true
desires because they don’t feel confident. Sometimes women cover up their real yearning in their
heart for a full commitment from a man, because she thinks that’s her only option.
And when you come from that place, you can’t have real connection. You can’t be honest – your
repressed anger and sadness will eventually surface, and the polyamorous relationship will break
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down.
Sometimes women feel it is wrong to even want it all. Or sometimes their male partners make them
feel guilty for wanting it all. Sometimes women feel scared to get it all from a man, because she fears
that if she does, then he has more power over her.
Women just don’t always want to surrender. And I understand, but what if deep in your heart, all you
ever wanted, was the freedom to surrender to a dominant, devoted man? How long can you
realistically ignore that for?
If you want even more detail on why polyamory won’t work long term, check out the other articles
I’ve written on the subject (yes, the content in those articles is different to this article):
Polyamorous Relationship: He Wants One. What Do I Do?
Polyamory: Why It Would Never Work Long Term.
I hope you enjoyed this article. I wanted to say that I am in no way saying that polyamory is ‘wrong’.
I don’t want to make it wrong. I just don’t believe it can work out long term for the majority of
people, especially for us women.
Just quickly before you go, I wanted to share with you that in order for you to have and experience
that deeply committed relationship that us as feminine women all crave, you need to understand what
it takes to become your man’s one and only.
That is where all of your answers lie. Because here’s the inconvenient truth: a man will give you all
of his time, attention, emotional energy and resources when you become his one and only type of
woman, and he will give you virtually nothing when he sees you as his one of many.
When I say virtually nothing, I mean he’ll do the absolute bare minimum just to keep you around.
That means that he’ll do the bare minimum to keep you around as a resource in his life, but never
anything more. But that’s nothing like the love, adoration and the commitment that women receive
when they’ve become their man’s one and only.
So as you can imagine, there’s nothing quite as important for you as a feminine woman to understand
the process behind being your chosen man’s one and only. This is why I’ve put together a very
special DVD titled “Becoming His one and only”. Inside this DVD, I want to teach you in detail the 5
secrets to having your chosen man fall in love with you and beg you to be his one and only.
By the way, this DVD is completely free right now. And no strings attached. So do take this
opportunity to get yourself a copy before it disappears. You can get yourself a copy at
BHOODVD.com. Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s my gift back to the community
that has served me so much.
If you don’t have a DVD player – no problems, we also have an online version of this, too. Anyway
that’s enough from me, I hope this article has helped you and I can’t wait to speak to you again very
soon.
By the way, I want to know, what do you think about polyamory? I would love to hear from
you and perhaps even your experiences with polyamory.
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P.S. By the way, if you want more information on how to show up as the one and only type of
woman and have your chosen man beg you to be his one and only, you should really get a copy of my
free dvd “Becoming His One & Only” Here: www.bhoodvd.com.
And if you want to learn about high value vulnerability, read my article “4 Top Secret Ways to
Access Your High Value Vulnerability”.
P.P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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If You Never Initiate, You Will Lose the High Value Men
August 25, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
? Conversation is getting a wee bit silly over in our Facebook group. I have seen some folks
suggesting many times to “never initiate” when dating men.
Where do I even start with this?
If you’re going to latch on to a principle, that’s fine, but let’s get our definitions straight first, because
initiating is clearly getting confused with chasing.
Initiate = cause a process or action to begin
Chase = pursue in order to catch or catch up with
Let’s use our thinking caps – we aren’t mindless women following dogma about what it means to be
“feminine” without ever questioning anything. We are not incapable of thinking critically, right? We
are living, breathing and responsible creatures, I hope.
So if you say never “initiate”, what does that really mean for you and your future?
If you believe you should never initiate in online dating, then how much success do you truly think
you’ll have in connecting with the high value men (who always get snapped up super fast)?
Do you think any truly feminine woman would never initiate? What about “dropping the hanky”?
What about a simple but beautiful smile?
What about women who use the 17 Attraction Triggers?
What about actual, human flexibility and adaptiveness?
If you are a woman incapable or unwilling – ever – to initiate, then that’s a sign that you’re not able
to calibrate yourself in a dating or relationship situation. But I’m sure that’s not really you deep down
inside, is it?
I’ve done a lot of thinking about this, and I’ve come to an insight I’d like to share with you, and
maybe have you bounce back your thoughts to me. I’ll share what I have learned with a question:
What kinds of people need or respond to advice that is basically asking them to be passive? Really,
have a think. What kinds of people?
That’s right. Insecurely attached people – people whose equilibrium when getting close and attaching
to others is insecure. I’m not hating on insecurely attached people, because I used to be one of them
and I know there’s lots of people who share this attachment style out there, and that’s totally OK. It’s
just something to work through once you’re aware of it.
So, do you believe that securely attached people need dating advice that keeps them passive?
They might find such advice intriguing, and it might be nice to think about it, but what kinds of
people really need and thrive upon advice that’s designed to get them to swing the pendulum away
from truly engaging in playfulness with men, and instead towards “never initiating”?
People who are insecurely attached. And why would this be?
Well, it’s because insecurely attached people haven’t had the feeling of safety in emotional
attachment during childhood, an emotional safety, a secure attachment that allowed them to naturally
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and intuitively learn the art of courtship and the mating dance.
When they were growing up, they learned that almost nothing involving closeness and attachment is
safe, nor worth the vulnerability or risk. That’s what insecurely attached or traumatised children can
often subconsciously feel.
In contrast, securely attached children and adults make mistakes yet keep going and learn faster than
others, because they have resilience. They will never stay passive for long (if at all). Because they
just have that emotional freedom, the confidence and dare I say fearlessness to engage with men (or
women, if the securely attached person is a man).

If you have insecure attachment, heal that FIRST
So if you are indeed one of the many people out there with insecure attachment and therefore lack
confidence, I suggest you proceed to heal that rather than trying to use superficial methods to try to
avoid being vulnerable to your own emotions. Because just deciding to ‘never initiate’ won’t help
you heal and won’t put you on the right track.
They will only cause you to stall your progress.
It is only in grieving past traumas, cutting out toxic attachments in your life and seeking secure
attachments that you can begin to heal. (If you would be interested in a program on how to heal
insecure attachment and become more securely attached, let me know in the comments below and if
there’s enough interest, I’ll go ahead and make such a program for you.)

Initiating should not be confused with chasing…
Look, I understand the whole fear behind the advice to “never initiate” – because, you apparently
shouldn’t chase a man. However, chasing, as we established earlier, is not initiating.
If women didn’t initiate throughout history, then they wouldn’t be feminine women. We’d be halfdead, boring robots. Feminine women are initiators in their own way, just as much as men are.
Don’t give me the argument about men being “programmed to love the chase”, because if that’s
where the true value of women really lies, then no man would emotionally commit long-term! The
women would have to be constantly (inauthentically) making herself scarce and uncommunicative in
order to “tantalise” and trigger his desire to “chase”.
And that is where a lot of women lose out. They think they have to make a man chase her.
No. The value is not in the chase, otherwise you’d see men chasing and courting rabbits. The value is
in the emotional connection. Otherwise every woman could “win” a man’s emotional long term
commitment by repeatedly running away to be chased.
That’s not how it works. You win the real commitment of men when you’re a man’s one and only
woman; that’s where all of your answers lie. If you’re not the man’s one and only, then you’ve never
actually emotionally connected with him, and you’re really just one of many.
He will therefore never feel any real emotions for you. Desire maybe, but not the emotions required
to inspire him to commit.
This is also why I made my free DVD, “Becoming His One & Only”. In it, you will learn the 5
secrets to have your chosen man fall madly in love with you and beg you to be his one and only
woman. If you don’t have a DVD player, we do have an online version. Check it out for yourself!
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Initiating does not mean bombarding a man with annoying messages…
I am not saying all of this so that women can now justify bombarding a non interested man with
value-taking texts where they declare to him their undying admiration and love in an uncalibrated
way – that’s not what this is about.
I am saying all of this so that women might direct their energy in a smarter way and with more
efficiency. Your energy should be put in the right places – not in controlling yourself so that you take
no risks and be passive, but in the intent to be playful and connect with men.
This is why it’s important to not just “never initiate” in dating and just lean back, it’s important to be
a woman of value who has the confidence to engage in the mating dance with a man. No one falls in
love by being passive. No one falls in love by chasing someone, either.
People fall in love through engagement with each other spontaneously and vulnerably. And every
man or woman who falls in love has made a multitude of mistakes, too.
So, dig a little deeper, and be patient. Be patient with yourself and with the process of connecting. If
you don’t allow yourself to take a leap of faith and learn how to connect and communicate with men,
mistakes and all – in online dating or in real life, then you’ll never fix the core issue of feeling deeply
insecure or perhaps insecurely attached.
Again, don’t confuse chasing with initiating. The solution to never chasing a man is not to be passive!
No woman wants to chase a man. And I’m not saying you should chase a man, because you
shouldn’t. But you would ideally be able to have the vivaciousness to actually engage and put the
emotional connection first. Especially in online dating.
You see in online dating, the high value men get snapped up so fast and so hard that you’ll be
convincing yourself that these types of men basically don’t exist and every woman who is married
must be unhappily married. (hint: they are not!)
This is why we have an article on the 3 Reasons Why Women Should Initiate in Online Dating.
So, don’t be passive. Don’t let old rules strip you of your ability to actually live and learn. Even if
you have insecure attachment and are an anxious avoidant type, the only way to begin changing it is
to do the very thing you fear you can’t truly do – be human, emotionally engage and connect despite
feeling vulnerable. And of course, give yourself the permission to learn and have your own journey.
If you would like to know how you can actually engage with men in a way that adds value and
always adds to the playfulness of the situation, I recommend you take my husband David’s free High
Value Banter Class.
So many women have been using the text examples he gives and noticing that they are able to
gradually learn how to connect with the high value men better and faster, and repel the low value men
faster.
You’ve got nothing to lose. If you decide it’s not for you, at least it was a free class and at least you
had the courage to investigate a new idea for yourself.
? So, to end this, let’s engage in a little thought exercise. If the goal is not to chase, but not to be
passive, then what is the real goal here in dating, for us as women?
Share with us your thoughts, and once there are some answers, I’ll share my answer too.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Relationship Timeline: Men VS Women
September 14, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
There are huge inherent differences between the relationship timelines of men and women. So as
women, we need to know why the timelines are different and what it means for you.
Here’s the truth: Men can father children pretty much throughout their whole lives. The world
record holder for the oldest man to father a child is a 93 year old Indian farmer. Imagine that!
To us women, that concept can be so foreign because we have our womb and our ovaries, and they do
have an expiry date for doing the job of bearing children successfully. We are the ones bearing
children, growing them from our own flesh and blood.
As a result, we need that deep commitment and we are instinctively driven towards it.
Whether you like it or not, our feminine biology is always driving us towards a deeply committed
relationship, because that’s going to mean the survival of our offspring. It doesn’t matter how much
we logically talk ourselves out of wanting a commitment for the sake of avoiding pain, inside we still
need emotional commitment from a man.
However, for men, they inherently never get that sense of urgency to be in a deeply committed
relationship because they can father children their entire lives.
In fact most men produce about 300 million sperm every day. So there’s no real shortage of their own
sperm to go around, and certainly no urgency to settle into a relationship.
This is the exact reason why so many men are happy to just hang around in a relationship out of
convenience. They don’t want to take the relationship any deeper yet don’t want to leave.
They will stay as long as it’s convenient but resist any deeper commitment. I realise that this seems to
us women like asshole behaviour, but then again a lot of seemingly innocent behaviour from women
seems horrible in a man’s eyes. And that’s because of our inherent differences, preferences and
biological drives.
As you may know, I always say that intimate relationships is the domain of the feminine. What that
really means is that it’s your feminine energy that draws a man deeper and deeper into a relationship.
He may pursue you in the beginning, he may ask you out, but it’s your feminine essence, your
authentic and vulnerable feminine essence that inspires his deepest emotional commitment and
investment.
You can’t really wait for a man to speed up that process, because simply put, most men never think
about relationships. It’s not their domain, it’s not what their familiar with, it’s not what they talk
about to their guy friends (unless they have to).
So I can confidently say that most men are completely inept in the area of our lives called intimate
relationships. And they are especially inept when compared to women as a whole.
And it’s not that men don’t want deeply committed relationships, they do. They’re just not as
emotionally wired and driven to get it because of their masculine relationship timeline. There isn’t
always that intuitive feeling of urgency within men that there is within women.
(And if you’d like to discover more about what makes a man high value and masculine, here’s an
article I wrote on the 10 Telltale Signs He Is A Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine Alpha Male.)
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So, here’s the good news. You as a woman, have everything it takes to inspire your man’s deepest
commitment and make him want you and only you. Most women put proportionately more of their
energy and time on the wrong things when trying to inspire a man to love her more – they focus on
things like make up, looking good, getting to botox to appear younger, or other silly things that hold
little value in the eyes of men when it comes to getting their emotional commitment.
So, as a woman it pays off to be smart. It pays off to put a little care and effort into harnessing your
natural power to inspire men to WANT to deeply commit to you.
Although it requires you to understand the distinction between what it means to be a man’s one and
only type of woman, and not his one of many type of woman.
In order for you to have and experience that deeply committed relationship that us as feminine
women all crave, you need to understand what it takes to become your man’s one and only.
That is where all of your answers lie.
Because here’s the inconvenient truth: a man will give you all of his time, attention, emotional energy
and resources when you become his one and only type of woman, and he will give you virtually
nothing when he sees you as his one of many.
When I say virtually nothing, I mean he’ll do the absolute bare minimum just to keep you around.
That means that he’ll do the bare minimum to keep you around as a resource in his life, but never
anything more.
But that’s nothing like the love, the adoration and the commitment that women receive when they’ve
become their man’s one and only.
So as you can imagine, there’s nothing quite as important for you as a high value, feminine woman to
understand the process behind being your chosen man’s one and only.
This is why I’ve put together a very special DVD titled “Becoming His one and only”. Inside this
DVD, I want to teach you in detail the 5 secrets to having your chosen man fall in love with you and
beg you to be his one and only.
By the way, this DVD is completely free right now while this article is up. And no strings attached.
So do take this opportunity to get yourself a copy before it disappears.
You can get yourself a copy at BHOODVD.com. that’s BHOODVD.com
Again, this DVD won’t cost you a thing and it’s my gift back to the community that has served me so
much.
If you don’t have a DVD player, no problems, we also have an online version of this, too.
Anyway that’s enough from me, I hope this article has helped you and I can’t wait to speak to you
again very soon.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why the 80/20 Rule of Contacting a Man will Likely Make You
LOSE Him
October 25, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
In our Facebook group, there’s been a lot of advice given around from women, and one of these
pieces of advice is to let a man initiate contact with you 80% of the time, and you initiate contact with
him 20% of the time.
This advice is usually given from women in the group (not myself nor David) in response to
questions along the lines of, “Should I initiate contact with a man?”
Some women take this rule further, claiming that they never initiate with a man, and they don’t only
use this rule in the dating stages, but also continue to use it in the stage of a committed relationship.
Seems innocent enough doesn’t it? Seems like reasonable advice? Until you actually think about it
deeper.

The 80/20 is a poor attempt at manufacturing romantic love
Look, I understand that as women, we intuitively feel that it’s better for us if a man is doing the
majority of the pursuing and the initiating. Why? Because we intuitively know that when men are in
love, they naturally take initiative with us and want to pursue us.
However, you CANNOT manufacture this pursuing or initiative taking from a man with an 80/20
rule.
You cannot try to make a man fall in love with you by initiating only 20 times out of 100, or 2 times
out of 10. It does not work that way.
And here’s why…
It is because if you are not a man’s one and only woman, you are the one of many woman, no matter
what you do. When men meet you, it usually doesn’t take long for them to categorise you into the one
of many basket or the one and only basket.
You also cannot force a man to be in love with you, nor force him to see you as the one and only with
some silly 80/20 rule appropriated from other areas of life (where, by the way, it is much more
relevant.)

Men falling in love with you requires 50/50 attunement
See, I want you to understand this. In order for the process of “falling in love” to actually occur, two
people have to be hyper-attuned to each other. The moment you step outside of hyper-attunement,
then this emotionally driven process stalls.
So most decent, high value single men who are looking for a relationship with a real woman, will not
be able to fall in love with you, nor stay with you and court you if you use the 80/20 rule, because
these men are intuitively looking for attunement, rather than blindly chasing tail.
…And true attunement looks much more like 50/50 than 80/20.
When a woman tries to stick to 80/20, you’d find that most high value men are not stupid and will
walk away fast, assuming that the woman is just not interested or worse, playing “mind games”. The
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smart men with many options will move on, there’s no doubt about it.
I was speaking to my husband about this topic, and here were his thoughts. If a man were to chase
80% of the way and the woman only gives 20% back, then that would be a sign that she’s not nearly
as interested. A hyper-attuned man would take that as a huge sign to back OFF.
He may think she’s playing mind games, or intentionally trying to play “hard to get” at the COST of
the existing connection and attraction that he is already trying to establish.
It’s like playing tennis with someone and they only hit the ball back to you once every… let’s
say 5 times. It’s a little difficult to start a rally that way, wouldn’t you agree?
See, smart men are looking for attunement when it comes to love because intuitively they know
attunement is the basis of any real connection and love.
Otherwise it’s just mind games in order to manipulate the other for one’s own gain. Not so smart men
will chase and fall for almost anything.
Don’t get me wrong, there are lots of “not so smart” men out there. There are lots of men who will try
and hold onto anything they can get their hands on. However a relationship that didn’t grow out of
the process of falling in love (AKA emotional attraction and emotional connection) will inevitably
have a short lifespan.
So if a woman deliberately puts in far less effort towards creating connections, playfulness and
interactions with him, a smart and high value man will move on, realising that she is not that keen,
nor worth the effort.
(…Especially when there are other high value women around him who are displaying more natural
interest, vulnerability, and attunement.)
If you want men to truly be in love with you and want to be the kind of woman that men WANT to
invest in, then be real. Don’t base your actions (which should be natural, authentic, flowing, and
appropriate for the time, stage, context and energy of the relationship) on a rigid, boring, silly and
inappropriate rule like the 80/20 rule.
Also, here’s an article I wrote ‘If You Never Initiate, You will Lose the High Value Men.’
Something like the 80/20 rule can (and will) leave a woman completely un-attuned to a man. At the
end of the day, this rule is not about him. It’s not about the attraction or the relationship, it’s about
you and your need for control.

Your emotions have to be revealed to a man if you are going to have a real
relationship
If, as a woman, you’re severely stuck in anxiousness, I understand that an 80/20 rule may make you
feel more in control and less anxious. But it’s one thing to process and deal with your anxiety, it’s
another entirely to avoid it in dating and relationship situations by using the 80/20 rule.
At the end of the day, if you feel anxiety and worry, if you feel ANY emotion that you may consider
ugly, a man can and will be seeing it in you no matter what. That’s part of building deeper, more
trusting and sacred relationships. A man has to at some point find out everything about you – the
emotions you habitually go to – and he’s going to have to see you vulnerable.
Something like the 80/20 rule distracts you from that process and tries to hold it off for a while,
avoiding risk and vulnerability.
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The 80/20 rule creates distance, not connection
The 80/20 rule manufactures more distance between you and a man than connection. This is the kind
of distance that is more about your mistrust of men and humans than it is about the rawness of life.
Sure, you don’t want to get so close, so soon that it turns a man off or takes so much value that you
begin to show up low value.
However, you also don’t want to create so much emotional distance that you come across as low
investment, fearful, and unnatural.
Is it really that difficult to appreciate that men aren’t the only ones who need to invest in a
relationship? Just because they are men, doesn’t mean they are not also human. Just because they are
men, doesn’t mean they are not also vulnerable.
Just because we are women, have been hurt before, or fear abandonment inside, doesn’t give us the
right to place out-of-touch rules upon all the men we date.
Following this 80/20 rule doesn’t make you any more high value for your relationship in the long
term, because it’s not about connection or attraction, it’s about control/certainty.
Nothing wrong with wanting to create a feeling of certainty within your life, but you have to do it in
resourceful ways, not just with 80/20 rules which will never help you nourish an actual HUMAN
relationship with a man, because it’s not about the connection. It’s about a rule. It’s about favouring
emotional safety over the spontaneity and vulnerability involved in human interactions.
Ultimately, we have to accept that human relationships lead you to feel out of control. Real, authentic
human connection is never controlled.
Remember that dating men, and relationships with men isn’t just about avoiding risk and about
certainty. Life is naturally uncertain and out of control.
I understand that sometimes it feels like we are living in a terrible era with online dating. Men and
women are ghosting each other, and seeing or talking to multiple men/women. However, that doesn’t
change how important it is that you show up the right way.
It doesn’t matter how much you want to “be in the feminine role” or get “the most masculine man”
out there, often the most feminine, high value women are the ones who show up the most
spontaneous and yielding.
By the way, here are 3 Reasons Why Women Should Initiate in Online Dating.
Following the 80/20 rule just avoids you having to deal with the real underlying problem – a fear of
abandonment (which can actually make you more beautiful), a fear of making mistakes, of being too
vulnerable, and a fear of the risks involved with getting to know a man and with emotionally
calibrating yourself to the relationship.
Ultimately, if you’re an attuned person, you’d KNOW how much to text or contact a man, and you
would not base your reaching out to him on some “rule” – but based on value. You’ll know when
you’re taking too much value with your contacting him if you get out of yourself, care about the
relationship and you care about him.
Honestly, the 80/20 rule has been incorrectly and ignorantly taken from industries such as the diet,
business and goal-oriented industries. The 80/20 rule or Pareto’s principle has been around for a long
time in different aspects of life, but this is not a place for it.
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At some point, you’ll have to force yourself to become attuned to a man. Better earlier rather than
later, when you’ve already lost him (due to being completely out of touch with HIM and being totally
in touch with inappropriate rules).
Be resourceful enough to put your energy in the right places. Focus on showing up as his one and
only woman, because if you’re not the one and only, then you’re one of many. I’ve made a free dvd
titled “Becoming His One & Only”. It’s free, no strings attached, so you have no reason to not order
it, dive into it, and begin understanding what truly gets men to fall in love with you and commit to
you for life.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Why Being Feminine is NOT Always High Value
November 10, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
? One of the difficult things about doing what I do is that I see women sometimes get attached to
“myopic” ideas that no longer serve them, and especially don’t serve the men that they come into
contact with.
I can’t blame them, I was there once too.
One of these particular ideas is that feminine energy and “being feminine” is somehow everything.
Why? Well perhaps in their mind “masculine men are attracted to feminine women.”
Well, in one sense, that’s true. But when you really think and detach from the idea – when you zoom
out, you see that there is so much more than this level of truth. There’s plenty of feminine women in
the world and plenty of masculine men who don’t find these feminine women to be appealing, and
nor do they find them to be of value in their lives or in a committed relationship.
There comes a problem when you get yourself too attached to this idea, thinking that it will solve all
of your problems.
Since I’m the author of this blog The Feminine Woman (and have been so since 2009), of course, I
think being more feminine is great, especially in a world that values masculine traits like productivity
and goal-orientation. It’s also especially important when many women have now lost touch with their
feelings, their intuition and their sensitivity.
…And yet, I know that as women, we can’t be feminine all the time and expect that to always be of
value to men.
Here’s why:
Just because you’re feminine, doesn’t mean you actually connect well with men or even know
HOW to connect with men.
Just because you believe you’re feminine (lean back, relax, etc) doesn’t mean that’s value in
this particular moment.
Just because you’re now “feminine”, doesn’t mean you haven’t gone so far down the rabbit
hole that you now become a completely un-attuned, uncalibrated person who is only in it for
herself and is now unaware of what a man actually needs or wants to feel in this moment.
Just because you’re “feminine”, doesn’t mean you can truly connect with a man in a multi
faceted way.
Yes, the more feminine you are, the more polarity you probably have with more men. But that’s just
one part of the whole story. If you don’t develop healthy masculine parts of yourself, then you have
less value to give overall.
Don’t get me started on the interesting ideas about what ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ is these days. I
see people say it’s masculine to initiate and so we women shouldn’t do that thing called initiating.
The dogma has taken over so much these days that even the air we breathe has to be “feminine”. It
was never meant to be a dogma, this whole feminine and masculine idea. It was meant to be one tool,
one framework and idea that can solve SPECIFIC relationship problems.
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It wasn’t meant to be an entire lifestyle. We weren’t supposed to start measuring how feminine the air
we breathe is!
Look, just because you want to be feminine doesn’t mean you have to lose your whole personality
and sense of aliveness in the process. Just because you want to be “the feminine one” in a
relationship, doesn’t mean you have to lose your humanness.
So should I never smile at a man first because that would be initiating?
Should I never text him first and wish him a happy birthday on his actual birthday because god
forbid, I’d be “masculine” if I did so?
Look, initiating is not masculine or feminine. It’s just an action. People can initiate in many different
ways. Initiating can take value, or add value – and whether it takes value or not depends on how you
do it.
A woman who initiates from a place where she feels completely unworthy of love inside will come
across differently than when a woman who is highly attuned and free of anxiety.
With all that said, it’s ok to have masculine parts of you. I’ll give you an example. For many years
my husband tried to get me to practice the very masculine sport of Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. For 7 years, I
refused.
It’s called the “gentle art”, but in reality it’s still the sport of submission grappling/fighting. There are
nasty joint jocks and chokes involved and I thought I was too feminine for that violent stuff.
However, I made the tough decision to do it (not that I didn’t cry before the first lesson). And now
that I’ve been doing it for a while, I see what it has given me – not only a positive masculine ability
within myself – but more situational awareness, more courage, the ability to defend myself against
people larger than me, the ability to trust in techniques and tools rather than just fear, or my emotions
(which are of course valuable too).
Above all – it’s given me a feeling of power and the ability to connect with my man (and other men)
on a whole other level – on their level. At the same time, I certainly don’t live in my masculine
energy all day long.
But I certainly don’t reject it now, either.
Think about it. Wouldn’t it be nice if a man could connect with you on your level?
Wouldn’t it be nice if he could understand how you feel instead of trying to solve everything as if
your whole emotional existence is a problem to solve?
Well, it’s kind of like that. You will never be a man if you’re a woman – but you most certainly can
develop healthy masculine parts of yourself through learning from healthy masculine role models.
In a healthy relationship with a man, it helps if there’s that yin and yang to balance each other out.
However, it also helps to have yin and yang within yourself as a woman. You’ll be pleasantly
surprised how much you can only help yourself when you develop parts of you that you rejected
before.
So sometimes the best thing you can do for yourself, is to let go of the idea that you somehow have to
be more “feminine”. Rather, just focus on value. Focus on becoming a woman of value and you will
have men lined up in your life.
Take this as advice from me, the author of The Feminine Woman.
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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The No.1 Trait of Dating Profiles that Men Fall in Love With
December 20, 2019 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Let’s talk about the number 1 trait of dating profiles that men fall in love with…It’s certainly not
photos of you in skimpy clothing or suggestive poses. (Unless attracting sleazebags is a part of your
game plan.)
And it’s certainly not a 47 point checklist of what you’re looking for in a man in your bio. In fact,
when it comes to dating profiles, most people (men and women) have no clue what to put down.
Do I say I love my family? Do I list down my hobbies? Should I mention how I’m not into playing
mind games or anything “casual”? Or perhaps I should just leave it blank. Men don’t read the bio
anyway, right?
WRONG. Men, especially the “RIGHT” types of men ALWAYS read your bio. They do it because
(believe it or not) those men actually want to establish some level of connection with you. In fact, it’s
very important for you to craft an interesting and unique dating profile because it affects how men
communicate to you later on.
My husband David, creator of the High Value Profile & Banter program, gave an interesting
example on this – men are 300% more likely to respond positively to you when your profile exudes
this one particular trait. This was technically split tested and documented. I mean 300%? That is a
huge increase.
So the real number 1 trait of dating profiles that men fall in love with is the element of playfulness.
Your photos ideally need to present an image of playfulness. Your bio also needs to show some level
of playfulness.
And of course, if you’ve been through my man David’s High Value Banter class, you’d know that
playfulness needs to be the underlying tone of your communication with men online. If you haven’t
attended this free class, go to highvaluebanter.com and enrol yourself. It will be the best hour you’ll
ever spend. I promise.
So playfulness is imperative. It’s second to none. Why is that? It’s because playfulness is a precursor
to emotional attraction.In other words, you can’t have emotional attraction unless you have
playfulness first. Just to prove my point, have a think about any TV show or movie where two people
have fallen in love. Trace those back and you would always find these two being playful first without
exception.
Look at Jim and Pam from the Office. Look at Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams in The Notebook.
The examples are endless. You literally cannot have a proper real life or fictional story where two
people fall in love, without the element of playfulness occurring first. So if you are serious about
finding love, especially online, then you would want to lead with playfulness. You want to exude
playfulness. You want to also help bring out the playfulness in men.
By the way, for those of you who are unfamiliar with our work on high value banter, where we teach
women to banter playfully with men online to build attraction, listen up… please don’t confuse
playfulness with sarcasm. Playfulness and sarcasm are two very different things. None of what we
teach in our free high value banter class or anywhere else is designed to have you come across as
sarcastic at all.
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Here’s the difference: sarcasm in itself carries the connotation and intent to mock or to convey
contempt. Whereas playfulness carries a completely different intent – the intent to tease and be
humorous and endearing.
They are very different in nature. (Of course sometimes it does take practice to thoroughly
understand the finer distinctions between the two.) So, don’t ever think this is sarcasm. It is not. This
is playfulness. So you might be wondering… How do I craft my dating profile in a way that exudes
playfulness? Great question!
Start with asking yourself, does my collection of photos as a whole show my playfulness? If not, then
what changes do I need to make?
Of course, not every photo of you needs to be super playful, it’s about the overall feeling of the
photos. After that, you want to have a look at your bio. This is often where it gets tricky because it
takes a lot of energy to come up with a memorable and playful bio that is also unique. So, let me help
you get off to a good start. Start with this…
Don’t be afraid to be silly. Don’t be afraid to step outside the box. Don’t be afraid to be bold, to be
funny or to say something you think you shouldn’t say. If you want to take all the guess work out of
this process of crafting your own high value profile, then I have something very special for you.
This is exactly why my man David created his program High Value Profile & Banter. A program
that has helped so many of the women in our community actually have a wonderful experience with
online dating. Many of these women get asked out within 30 minutes of bantering with a high value
man!
So let me introduce you to this program. Inside this program, he has carefully prepared several video
lessons just on how you can effortlessly craft your own high value dating profile that exudes
playfulness.
He’ll show you exactly what type of images to add into your profile so that you can not only show
your playfulness but also a sense of mystery, intrigue and fascination. (There are 3 primary types of
photos that every dating profile needs, and he’ll show you how to take these images and make them
look absolutely beautiful in the eyes of men, even if you’ve never felt photogenic in your life.)
He will also walk you through his high value bio workshop where he will hand you the 3 proven
templates that work in getting men to become fascinated with connecting with you online.
Template number 1, the appreciation.
Template number 2, the humorous.
Template number 3, pros vs cons.
These 3 templates are incredibly powerful…And you will not find this anywhere else on the internet,
because he came up with these himself through months of trial and error.
If you use any of these 3 templates then I can guarantee you that not only will men remember your
profile but they will also fall in love with it. (Not to mention you’ll learn many small details that will
help you attract commitment friendly men and instantly repel the men who just want hook-ups.)
So as you can imagine… these video lessons and workshops inside of High Value Profile & Banter
will take all the guess work out of what should go into your dating profile and what you should take
out. You won’t have to spend all day busting your brain thinking of something clever. (Plus… clever
doesn’t always mean playful.)
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All you have to do is follow the instructions in the course, and you should have your brand new
dating profile ready to rock in no time. If this sounds good to you, then go check out High Value
Profile & Banter. I’ll put a link to the program below. As always you will be protected by our 30
day “Raving Fan” guarantee which means if you don’t become a raving fan of it, if you don’t
absolutely love it, then we insist you have every cent back.
But do go check out the free High Value Banter class if you haven’t already attended it. Go to
HighValueBanter.com and you can get started there. As always, if your gut tells you that this is
something you need in your life right now, then trust that instinct. It has never let you down in the
past.
OK that’s all. I hope you enjoyed this article. If you want to learn more about how you can craft a
high value dating profile, then check out David’s article on the 3 Things Women Should Never Put
in Her Dating Profile Bio.
If you need more reasons as to why you can not only succeed at finding love online, but actually
enjoy the process and have high value men chasing you for dates online, then check out how our 71
year old member does it! I’m not kidding, she’s literally killing it in online dating!
Lots of love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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8 Shocking Reasons Why Rotational Dating Can Be Low Value
January 24, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Over the last 10 years, rotational dating theory or circular dating has become the stock standard
advice given to women.
“Date more men!” “Build your man funnel!” “Get more men in your rotation!”, they say.
It’s coming up to 10 years I’ve been doing this work with women in all parts of the world, and in that
time I’ve also come to notice some patterns. Which means I have noticed that in the world of
relationship and dating advice, the advice generally falls into two opposing categories.

These two opposing categories come down to:
1: Advice designed to make you feel less, detach more from yourself, your emotions and from
other humans (but it’s disguised as other things); and
2: Advice aimed at getting you to care more, attach deeper and become more vulnerable.
It makes sense that these are the two main categories of advice for women.
Women would respond to either of these extremes at different times in their life. When we have been
hurt by men – it’s very tempting (and seems extremely wise) to take the advice that is designed to
make you care less, and detach more (from yourself, from men, from the outcome, and from
vulnerability).
Moving in the opposite direction to vulnerability (as in, detaching and being less vulnerable) is very
tempting for women, because we are naturally very vulnerable. If we feel revealed, it’s easy to feel
out of control, because we essentially are out of control if we are feeling.
To be a woman means to be naturally vulnerable at heart in a way that men can’t replicate nor
embody. Men are still vulnerable, but not in the same way that women are.
Myself and my husband, D.Shen’s advice falls mainly into the second category. This will hopefully
give you a starting point towards understanding why we believe that rotational dating can be a low
value strategy.
Just to be clear: I’m not here to tell you what to do. It’s your life and you’re free to make your own
choices. So if you feel like rotational dating (the strategy) is what you need in your life right now, go
for it. I trust you to find your own way.
I’m only here for a different perspective.
The concept of a woman dating many men at once (in order to avoid getting too attached too soon)
started off as the term “circular dating”, taught by Rori Raye over a decade ago. Rori Raye was a
pioneer in giving online dating advice to women, and over the last ten or more years since Rori Raye
popularised the term, it has now been re-adopted and re-purposed by other gurus.
So now circular dating can be known as ‘rotational dating’, ‘quantum dating’, ‘multi dating’ or
having a ‘man funnel’ (just between you and I, this last one just sounds dehumanising).
Since some women have suggested rotational dating to other women over and over in our facebook
group “High Value Feminine Women: Attract & Connect with High Value Men” I wanted to shed
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some light on the real life consequences of having a rotation of several men that you date.
Before I do that, I just wanted to say one important thing…

Dating more than one person is not the low value factor
It’s not that it’s bad to meet, talk to and get to know a few men at a time. That can be a normal part of
our journey as women, I believe.
Whilst I believe there can be value in almost everything in the right context – what we don’t realise
sometimes is the cost to some strategies we use.
The danger is when we consciously use rotational dating as a strategy, because often we use
rotational dating to try to fix (a much deeper problem) and we use it out of fear or desperation.
Sometimes we go to rotational dating because we live in uncertainty and anxiety and so we become
unable to calibrate ourselves properly to a man.
If we are going to use it as a strategy, we have to be careful and I will explain why.
So let’s explore the 8 shocking reasons why rotational dating can be a low value strategy:

Number 1) It throws away your natural power as a woman in favour of distraction.
Your real power as a woman is attaching deeper, and thereby magnifying your emotions so that you
can actually genuinely calibrate yourself to a man.
Rotational dating attempts to reduce that level of attachment by nothing other than distractions; it is a
distraction from what is real and raw. It throws away your intense emotion that you experience
when you start to care for a man in favour of a manufactured, fake detachment that rotational dating
promises to give you.
You might feel less intensely and detach more from any one man – but it comes at a huge price – you
won’t have the intense emotion, depth and attachment that is actually necessary for men to fall in
love with you.
You see, as a woman, it’s in your natural bias to emotionally attach deeply, and often before a man
does. (See this post on the Relationship Timeline: Men Vs Women).
As a man, it’s his natural bias to spend less energy focused on committing to you, at least initially.
And these two opposing interests are supposed to be there. If they weren’t, you’d be more like a man
and he’d be more like a woman.
And if the biases were not there, then a man would never fall in love, because your intense
vulnerability wouldn’t exist. And the more men you spread your resources through and rotate
through, the less intense your emotion will be to the right man, which means the less vulnerable you
will be, causing them to hang around in your life but never fall in love with you.
You see, your feminine body and responses are there for a reason. That’s why we as women are
naturally so much more emotionally sensitive than men. It’s not a mistake, it is this way for a good
reason. (It’s not a bug, it’s a feature!)
Your REAL power as a woman is your ability to connect with a man and to inspire emotions in his
masculine world. To do that you need to be vulnerable and attuned, and to be attuned, you can’t
rotational date because it takes that power away from you.
When you’re not in touch, when you’re unable to trust yourself to feel, then it’s easy to become
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distracted by “junk food” like circular or rotational dating. It’s easy to get distracted by multiple
average men giving you attention.
As a result, you lose depth, emotion, vulnerability, heart and authenticity. It’s like choosing to have
multiple meals of junk food instead of looking for a hearty and nutritious meal that your body
actually craves.

2) It’s an over-compensation of a woman’s need to attach early.
Women attach early. It’s normal and biologically necessary for us. It’s in our interest, because we are
the ones who have to bear, breastfeed and raise babies.
There’s nothing wrong with attaching early. It’s our birthright, and we better feel unsure, sad, and
even hurt when a man we love isn’t reciprocating our level of care and attachment in the relationship.
Rotational dating to avoid feeling and weathering the uncertainty of a man’s level of investment in
you – just makes us less calibrated and more distracted.
I can’t stress enough, you have every reason, every right as a woman to attach early, and it’s in your
own biological interests to do so.
I will be releasing a new guide sometime in the future designed to help you understand your
feminine bias of attaching early and how to use that bias to be high value. If you are interested
in this guide, just leave a comment below, letting me know and we will get in touch with you.
So, of course we MAY risk getting attached to the first man we have an emotional connection with!
That’s not a problem. That is in fact the purpose of having an emotional connection – attachment!
Early attachment to a man is not the problem. It is secretly feeling unworthy of love inside yourself
that is the problem. That’s the issue that also ties into to the other big problem – insecure attachment
styles.
Feeling unworthy leads us to develop behaviours that keep intimacy at bay, because instead of being
comfortable being vulnerable and being comfortable engaging with people, we become more separate
and therefore uncalibrated.
Women who operate from anxious attachment or anxious-avoidant attachment have a bigger issue in
romantic relationships. And just by rotational dating won’t fix the problem, because it contracts their
emotions and detaches them more from their feelings over time.
People who feel unworthy inside need MORE feeling, not less. They need to be more revealed and
vulnerable in order to heal, that’s how they will eventually come to understand themselves, their past
and therefore move beyond their insecure attachment style.
Women who have an insecure attachment style tend to be on an extreme when it comes to sabotaging
relationships and over-obsessing because they literally live in this feeling in anxiousness day-in, dayout.
Women who have an anxious attachment style (which was myself), are on another level when it
comes to sabotaging relationships and not trusting men, people, and relationships in general. That’s
a whole other conversation.
But attaching earlier than a man does is perfectly normal and it leads the relationship into a realm of
deeper connectedness, because the woman is forced to feel and be vulnerable. This vulnerability
allows her to inspire a man to fall in love with her!
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And so, the more detached and emotionally removed you are – the less close anyone will feel to you,
let alone a man! I don’t care how buddhist, evolved and wonderful you think it is to be emotionally
removed or detached – nobody will feel close to you or be loyal to you if emotional detachment is
your equilibrium in relationships.
So, knowing this innate vulnerability in women, would you think the best solution would be to go
towards the opposite extreme?
In other words, would it be the best solution to just strategically date several men, some of whom will
just end up being distractions while you pine over the man you actually want?
Isn’t rotational dating, multi dating, quantum dating or man funnelling, just a way to ameliorate the
inevitable conflict and pain that comes with the balancing act of what the woman wants versus what
the man wants in a new relationship?
Would it be the best solution to date a few men whom you may not feel anything substantial for, or
even trust or respect (and nor would they be capable of earning your respect)?
The reason I ask is this: to shun a woman’s pattern of early attachment in favour of rotational dating
causes you to run the risk of detaching yourself TOO MUCH.
That’s the danger of rotational dating strategically, and if you do want to keep a rotation, you must be
careful not to detach too much – because you will lose out on the best man out there who would
provide you with the world.
But to get better at relationships, does not require that we rotational date but rather, grieve and care
more! The point is not to feel less, it is to feel more, because the more you feel, the more you’ll
inspire a man to feel FOR you.
The more you avoid processing your emotions, the more detached and superficial you will become,
leading you to show up as the one of many type of woman, rather than the one and only type of
woman.
So, is rotational dating the happy middle ground solution to the issue of a woman attaching early?
No it isn’t. Attunement is! Attunement leads to you having the ability to calibrate, take it slow and be
honest about how you feel and how this man makes you feel. That is the happy middle ground.
And by that I mean attunement to yourself and to your own feelings in relation to a man, as well as to
where he is at.
The more detached and emotionally removed you are – the more you spread your focus across
several men, the less close anyone will feel to you, let alone a man!
It’s much like friendships. The more popular someone is, the more friends or acquaintances they will
have, but the less close any of those people will be with them.
So, knowing this innate vulnerability in women, would you think the best solution would be to go
towards the opposite extreme and over-compensate for a very natural part of being a woman?
The reason I ask is this: to shun a woman’s pattern of early attachment in favour of rotational dating
causes you to run the risk of detaching yourself TOO MUCH.
Let me use an analogy. This attaching very early thing is like shooting a basketball hoop. You try to
shoot and realise that you threw the ball way too far right. The solution is not to keep shooting the
ball too far to the left from then on.
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The solution is to relax, feel more, adjust yourself, trust the process of learning, and practice.
Eventually, through authentic practice and the vulnerability to surrender and learn – you’ll be more
balanced in your approach, and gain the skill of shooting hoops amazingly well.
The same goes with relating to men. You may feel hurt and desperate to find the right man if you’re
getting older, but the goal is not to feel less by keeping more men for the sake of not attaching to one
man – the goal is to feel more. Feel more how this or that man hurt you. Feel more how wrong your
ex was for you.
Don’t swing too far to the other side (and stay there) to avoid an authentic process that will balance
you out naturally over time.

Reason number 3) Rotational dating ensures that you will show up as the ‘one of
many’ type of woman.
Rotational dating ensures that you will spread your eggs over many baskets and therefore be more
superficial and detached from ANY particular man.
Again, it’s not dating more than one man that’s the problem. It’s consciously choosing to keep a
rotation that is the problem. Because here’s the truth: when you show up in the dating world as the
kind of woman who intentionally creates a pool or “funnel” of many men, then YOU are actively
making every MAN you meet and date a “one of many”.
Know what I’m saying?
Most men will sense this. And that same energy will come back to you.
So this means that the men you keep in your funnel, no matter how high value they are, will be more
inclined to unconsciously make YOU a one of many woman in their life. Because that’s how you’re
showing up. It’s reciprocal!
It was David Deida who once said that we always attract our reciprocal.
Remember, relationship is the domain of the feminine. We actually subconsciously and consciously
lead a man further into emotional commitment with us through our authentic vulnerabilities! Our
authentic vulnerabilities is part of what makes more men put us in the ‘one and only’ basket, rather
than the ‘one of many’ basket.
You don’t want to be the one of many if you can help it. You want to be the one and only.
This is why I made my program and dvd, “Becoming his One & Only”. If you want to learn more
about the 5 secrets to have any man fall in love with you and BEG you to be his one and only
woman, just go to www.bhoodvd.com and you never know, you might find that you can get your
hands on “becoming his one and only” for free!

4) Rotational dating doesn’t guarantee a mindset of abundance
A woman once said to me: “Renée, I started a rotation of men because I wanted to feel more
abundant. I didn’t want to feel more and more desperate, feeling like there’s no good men out there
for me.”
My response was – is a 5 out of 10 quality of connection with 5 men who are about a 6 or 7 in quality
still abundance? Or is it just more of a distraction?
What about having abundance through the depth of investment and connection? Isn’t depth of
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connection and depth of investment with one good man worth so much more, and wouldn’t it give
you so much more meaning in your life than connecting with several 5s or 7s?
What about the depth of connection you miss out on with one person when you choose to have a
rotation?
Would having mediocre attention from 10 men who are merely “interested” in you matter more than
having devotion from one man who is in love with you?
Using rotational dating as a way to not act from scarcity doesn’t guarantee that you will feel
abundant! And here’s an analogy to help you understand that: it’s like playing a game or sport with
the mindset of trying not to lose rather than trying to win. There is a big difference.
And as any athlete would tell you, that mindset is the kiss of death to their career!
So, another question for you: does 10 superficial conversations equal in value to one deep
conversation?
Do the 10 superficial conversations even carry the same depth of meaning that one deep conversation
will?
Using rotational dating as a way to not act from scarcity doesn’t guarantee that you will feel
abundant!
Do you think that Audrey Hepburn or Charlize Theron would need to have a rotation? Sure, they can
date multiple men if they want to, but would they HAVE to rotational date men in order to keep their
vibe high?
Would they HAVE to as a strategy?
Probably not. They’re not that desperate, because they probably are aware of their value.
Let me ask you this: would Jason Mamoa or Ryan Gosling need to keep a rotation of women to feel
abundant and to avoid feeling insecure? And if they did do that, wouldn’t they feel more slimy to
you?
Of course they would, because they’re using women. It’s distraction, and it’s also value-taking.
A part of Ryan Gosling and Jason Mamoa’s HIGH value is that fact that they actually are invested in
the one woman/married to the one woman! Their exclusivity and ability to invest in a woman and her
family makes them overall higher value.
Let’s be honest here. There’s nothing wrong with using strategies in dating, especially in the
beginning stages of dating – we’re all trying to present the best part of ourselves. As long as the
strategies are used to build a deeper connection and a deeper emotional attraction – which gets you
closer to your goal of a long term relationship with the right man.

5) If you have low relationship value, having a rotation won’t change that, it will
only make it worse
From the perspective of the high value and commitment-oriented men out there, a woman of low
value to men will only look worse when she tries to raise her value by dating lots of men.
Let me explain. If you only have 2 out of 10 overall value, and you focus on building a rotation,
here’s what will happen. When you try a rotational date, you are only going to attract 1s, 2s, or at best
3s and 4s to date you and be in your rotation.
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This will only magnify your low value to other high quality men.
However, if you are a 2 or 3 out of 10 as a woman, but you focus on cultivating actual relationship
value for high value men – your relationship value will increase by a lot.
If instead of focusing on high numbers of men in your rotation, you focused on having the skills to
build connection and attraction, and if you focused on cultivating loyalty, maternal instinct, and
compassion within yourself, you will raise your value in a way you never knew possible.
You could go from a 3 to a 7 and even to a 10 easily in the eyes of the right man.
Why? Because it is these traits within you that make a man fall in love and give you the 20 out of 10
relationship experience, which will be the ultimate value in your life.
It’s not your ability to be chased after by lots of average men. And to any man who falls in love with
a woman, in his mind, she’s a 10. That’s just how men are.
I used to know a friendly woman named Maret at my local gym. She was friendly, she was great at
weight-lifting, and she was a stellar cook.
It’s an interesting thing because the first time my husband met her, he genuinely thought she was 50
years old. Just to give you an idea of how she was showing up from a man’s perspective. Later on, we
found out she was a 35 year old and she was single.
This lady named Maret; she was looking for a long-term relationship, and she was lonely. She started
crushing on several guys at the gym and she would tell my husband and I all about them.
She started crushing on a guy who was about an 8 out of 10. He was a good looking, fit, ambitious
man. And when that guy rejected her, she very obviously started lowering her standards.
She moved onto a guy who was about a 5 or 6. After her and this guy developed a friendly
relationship, she made a few discrete attempts to strike up conversations and connections with this
guy, but it turned out that he also rejected her.
She then started crushing on a guy at the gym I’d never expect any woman to go for – I apologise for
being very non PC, but he was about a 2 or 3 out of 10 in objective mate value.
So I didn’t catch up with Maret for about 6 months and randomly in conversation with one of mine
and Maret’s mutual friends at the gym, I asked him about her. I asked him if Maret and Stu (this 2 or
3 out of 10) ended up getting together. He laughed and said “pffft, he didn’t even like her.”
My mouth opened wide in shock. Wow. That was disappointing for me to hear. As a woman myself I
hoped for nothing but the best kind of relationship for Maret. I wanted to see her happy. So, this news
was disappointing, but also a life lesson: if men don’t perceive that you have value to them, you can’t
even get a low value man to be interested in you.
So, this is to say that your value and rotational dating have no relation to each other. If you are a
2 out of 10, you’re not going to get 8s or 10s falling in love with you or tolerating your rotation,
because they value themselves more than that.

6) Men asking you for exclusivity or marriage is not the ultimate goal
Women, especially women in their 30s and beyond, often feel like they risk a lot by dating one man.
They feel like they don’t want to get attached to one man, only to have him leave her high and dry
one day. So rotational dating until one man so called “steps up” and asks for exclusivity is a nice kind
of safety net, right?
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Well, no. And here’s why. It’s because exclusivity and engagement doesn’t always mean what you
think it does in a man’s mind. Just because in the feminine mindset, exclusivity or some kind of
official relationship equals value, doesn’t mean it’s actually a good thing.
On the surface, a man asking for exclusivity seems to mean more security and more resources for a
woman. But he could be asking for exclusivity for himself.
Rotational dating as a strategy is effectively just trying to short-cut the process of falling in love.
And it cannot be short-cut.
It’s women trying to secure resources and some kind of security blanket in case they get burned by a
man. But this strategy of rotational dating or quantum dating doesn’t achieve long term security for a
woman, because the only true long term security is if a man is in love with the woman, because if
he’s in love and she is too, then you create an actual pair-bond.
That pair bond is more valuable than a relationship born out of labels, convenience or just the man
and woman trying to hoard someone’s resources because they feel desperate.
If you have any understanding of men at all, you may have figured out that men can ask for
exclusivity for many reasons! They sometimes also marry women for many different reasons! Some
of those are very bad reasons.
Men could ask for exclusivity because they want to stop you from taking your resources elsewhere,
and not because they are in love with you!
The only thing that has real value is the pair bond and the emotional connection and emotional
attraction.
So even if you end up falling into a so called relationship through circular dating or rotational
dating, the quality of the relationship may be much lower than if you CHOSE to value connection
and attraction.

7) If you’re not feeling confident, rotational dating is not even a solution
If your real issue is that you don’t truly love yourself or feel confident inside, and need men’s
attention on you to “keep your vibe high”, then go and actually work on that deep feeling of
unworthiness, rather than distracting yourself with rotational dating!
Rotational dating can’t fix the internal problem of unworthiness.
Let me ask you this: a lot of women treat rotational dating as a way to keep their vibe high and to
ensure that they feel good about themselves and so that there’s always a man pursuing them.
Well, what happens when you ARE finally exclusive with a man, and you have this habit of
feeling low vibe, unnattractive and unconfident?
Are you suddenly going to just start feeling bad about yourself because you can’t go and date all
these other men?
When you’re exclusive, you can no longer multi date, so if you didn’t fix that underlying problem of
low confidence or being triggered easily to feel unworthy, you’ll still have the problem within you
when you’re exclusive.
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8) Smart men will see through the rotational dating strategy
Smart men will intuitively look for attunement. Which means they will look for a woman who is
sensitive, nurturing and therefore capable of being ‘at one’ with him and available for deeply bonding
to HIM.
If he senses any threat to his long term ability to trust you, or any deliberate attempt to manipulate the
situation and to create distance, he may leave.
Men who are smart, who operate from secure attachment and who are secure within their own
masculinity wouldn’t bother with a woman who chooses to rotational date in order to ‘weed out low
investment men’ and try to make herself more scarce.
Smart men just know intuitively to place value on a woman’s ability and desire to remain LOYAL.
I’ve heard women in our facebook group say “date more men. The more the better.”
Well, there’s a huge price to pay for doing stuff like this! We’ve already established that for men,
loyalty in a woman matters greatly for whether he sees her as his one and only woman, worthy of
committing to.
If you show up with dating multiple men as your priority from the start, there’s no way a quality man
can see you as loyal.
With this multi-dating strategy, there is simply zero care for being loyal. Essentially, in order to
protect yourself from low value men by rotational dating, you also unintentionally write off the smart
men and the truly high value men.
The low value or insecurely attached men may not see through this strategy. Desperate men, men
who don’t feel they have options cannot see past women giving them attention.
They also cannot see through easy sexual opportunities or manipulative women – regardless of the
100 red flags in front of them.
Of course, because these men are insecure, they will take any sex they can get or any attention they
can get at almost any cost to themselves. They will also get sucked into the game playing that the
strategy of rotational dating is.
Because insecure men perceive that they have less options, they will be more likely to tolerate a
woman refusing to let go of all the other dating options until she is engaged.
They will also feel the pressure to get engaged to you when you refuse to stop rotational dating,
whereas a smart, high value man with actual value within himself would have instantly felt that you
were withholding things from him out of fear.
So I wanted to leave you with one final question. Rotational dating might (on the surface) serve your
sense of certainty. However, do you think that quantum dating, multi-dating, whatever you call it,
makes you a woman of value TO MEN? Really have a think about it.
Consider what costs you might incur to your future dating life if you choose this option. Best of luck
out there in this modern dating world!
By the way, I also have an article on the 9 Dangers of Leaning Back and Why It’s Not Feminine.
Again, it’s ok to date more than one man if that’s just how things have happened for you. You can’t
control everything, and sometimes it happens. But you can consciously influence choosing to keep a
funnel of men and you can influence whether you show up as the ‘one of many’ type of woman or the
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‘one and only’ type of woman.
Best of luck out there in this difficult dating world!
This was just my perspective. But I do hope my perspective helps you move forward and make good
choices for yourself and your dating life.
I’d love to hear from you. What are your views on this topic? How do you feel and what are your
experiences with circular dating or rotational dating?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Women Who Date for Resources VS Women Who Date for
True Love
April 7, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Are you searching for true love, or are you searching for resources?
There’s a huge difference between a woman who is searching for true love, versus a woman who is
searching for resources.
Why? Because there’s an enormous difference in the type of man these two types of women would
attract.
There’s also a difference in the amount of fulfilment, power and success they would both feel with
men and dating.
Of course, true love is a resource in and of itself. However, when you’re searching for true love, by
default you actually ADD value; you give value and resources, because you are actively valuing
connection.
However, when you search for resources from men, connection is no longer a priority for you (if it
ever was). You go into the dating world looking to take value, and it becomes more about what you
can get.
So by default, that takes away the connection and love you will inspire men to feel for you and with
you.
Now, let’s not make the mistake of thinking that women who are searching for resources are wrong,
because they are not. They are not wrong – it’s just a different strategy.
Plenty of humans use the strategy, so it is not new, nor is it wrong.

The younger you are, the more inclined you are to value true love…
As women and as humans, it’s a general truth that the younger we are, the more innocent we are. Our
minds are fresh and our approach to love is more innocent; generally speaking.
The world fascinates us, and we don’t approach it with the attitude of “I’ve been burned before, so
I’m closing off” or “I’ve been used before, so everybody should be here to serve me now.”
What I’ve noticed is that sometimes, when ladies get into their 30s and 40s, we can get to a point
where we feel a huge sense of urgency to find a man.
We start to believe that true love is a luxury that time won’t afford us.
And I don’t believe that this is solely a mental thing. It’s our biology speaking to us.
And this is the danger. As we grow older, we might have more value to offer, but we also become
more at risk of becoming the woman who is searching for resources rather than true love. This is
because you consciously know that you need to hurry up and find a man who is “the right fit” or is
“suitable” for getting married and/or raising a family.
You’re looking for resources, in other words. You’re looking to take value.
Of course, this is not the mindset of every woman in her 30s and 40s – this is just a generalisation.
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Separation from our parents as babies shapes us to choose independence over
connection
Unfortunately, on top of the sense of entitlement or urgency we may feel as women, we do live in a
world that truly pushes women to end up in the category of “searching for resources”, because our
society actively encourages us to not value family, romantic love and connection from a very early
age.
I know there’s Disney movies that carry with them the message that you should ‘find love’.
However, the message from Disney movies can be easily overshadowed by our daily experiences
with our peer groups in school and elsewhere.
Allow me to briefly explain. Think about this for a moment:
We are pulled from our families very young (often when we are only a few months old) to go to
daycare, kinder, and eventually, school. If you’re lucky, your parents didn’t have to (or want to) send
you to daycare or kinder.
However, many parents don’t perceive that they have a choice whether or not to keep their child at
home, allowing the child to be the velcro baby that many of us are as infants and toddlers.
So from very early on, there’s this dynamic of separation that permeates through our human
relationships. And emotional distance (read: “independence”) becomes our equilibrium.
And of course, this becomes the fuel for anxious or avoidant attachment styles for many of us.
Of course, many families remain “close”. But I question how close a family can be, when you spend
a third of your life away from your family, forced to fit in with and be relying on friends who are not
your blood, and who often cannot be trusted?
You may find a few friends who can be trusted and who want the best for you of course, but we all
have a few friends who never wanted the best for us.
In many different contexts of life, women are in competition with each other (or at least feel that they
are in competition with each other), and if you’re not blood or family – you really have to have a
reason, a common context or goal, in order to hang out together and form a lasting (real) friendship.
Not to mention that when you’re at school, very often, you have to spend a lot of your energy trying
to weather the social storms as well as seeking the approval of your peer group.
And of course, over time, the encouragement to “be independent” and the messages given to us by
feminism (which permeates through schools), influence us.
This influence passes through schools and home, and eventually the “group-think” of your social
circle takes over, and you become another one of these women who feels that a career is most
important, because sadly, you can’t – and shouldn’t – rely on any man!
So, from a young age, we practice a thing called emotional distancing – to survive. We trust
relationships and love (with men) a little less than we should.
We are shipped off before we feel ready to break that attachment to our family, which can damage
our attachment style, and we get placed into an environment that feels exciting, but doesn’t actually
make us happy.
Now, how does all this apply to you, as a woman dating in current times?
It applies dramatically. It means that most of us in the industrialised world have been conditioned to
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put separation before true attunement and communion.
We have been conditioned to put money, career and social status before connection, femininity and
true love with a man.
There’s nothing wrong with wanting higher social status or a career. They are a part of being human,
though not everyone values those things.
Yet, when society glorifies casual sex, money, status, popularity and achievement – you’re bathed in
everything that can put you out of balance as a woman. Not to mention that getting too obsessed with
these things can sabotage your attempts at finding true love (from a very young age.)
So, in some areas of the world, it’s no longer cool to want to find true love and real connection with a
man at a young age.
The kind of connection our grandfathers and grandmothers had, where they were truly there for each
other through thick and thin – the kind of connection that was based on love rather than transactional
value or exchanges.
So, in some areas of the world, it’s no longer cool to want to find true love and real connection with a
man at a young age.
The kind of connection our grandfathers and grandmothers had, where they were truly there for each
other through thick and thin – the kind of connection that was based on love rather than transactional
value or exchanges.
Now, we are finding ourselves in our 30s, stuck with the shock realisation that a lot (not all) of those
high value men were taken very young, and very often they are taken by the women who WERE
choosing to value relationships, family and connection over independence and career.
I don’t know about you, but I have found that in the western world, if you fall in love and settle down
young, you’re sometimes considered to be not “fully exploring your options” and “wasting your
youth away.”
So we are actively encouraged to have casual relationships for a number of years, to make sure that
we don’t get tied down too young or look too silly next to our super cool, clever and independent
friends.

Why you should be the kind of woman who is searching for true love…
The good news is that it doesn’t matter about our looks, age or social status. Great men, or men who
are looking for a wife – men who are searching for their one and only, still value the kind of woman
who shows up as the one and only.
And those traits that put you in the ‘one and only woman’ basket will never change. Also, what puts
you in the ‘one of many’ basket will never change.
So you can start showing up as the one and only at any time, and at any age.
The key to truly having everything you want with a man is to show up as the kind of woman who is
searching for true love. In other words, be the one and only woman.
The one and only type of woman is different from the ‘one of many’ type of woman. If you are
searching for resources, then you are a ‘one of many’ kind of woman – because you are not going to
make any enduring emotional connections with men.
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That’s what happens when you want to take value before you want to connect.
The one and only type of woman is different from the ‘one of many’ type of woman. If you are
searching for resources, then you are a ‘one of many’ kind of woman – because you are not going to
make any enduring emotional connections with men.
That’s what happens when you want to take value before you want to connect.
By the way, here are 3 Reasons All Men Secretly Love to Commit.
You cannot date for both money AND love
When you get to that point of just searching for resources – when you get to the point of just valuing
men who are willing to shell out resources before they’ve built up any deep emotional connection
with you – you automatically filter out the men who want to emotionally commit and connect with
you.

You cannot date for love AND money – you just can’t.
You cannot value both at the same time, because they are by nature in contradiction with each other.
So your best bet is to choose what you value the most, and go with that, knowing that it
fundamentally changes the types of men and relationships you will attract into your life.
You see, if you value true love, you will be willing to be a part of a team with a man, rather than vet
men based on what they have to offer you in resources up-front.
I know there’s ideas circulating out there on the world wide web that suggest you can have both love
and money.
And in theory, you can. But when you’re a woman DATING to find a man who truly loves you and
puts you first – you cannot go into it looking for resources over love.
Because if you value resources over real love, a man can’t (and won’t) fall in love with you, and you
will never be categorised as the one and only woman.
If you want to learn more about that, check out this article on The Women Men Commit to VS The
Women Men Leave.

Men being infatuated with you is not the same as being in love with you
Don’t get me wrong – men can still spoil you and become infatuated with you if you are the ‘one of
many’ woman.
But they won’t feel romantic love for you. This is because falling in love is a two-way street. It
requires nothing less than full attunement between man and woman. And attunement doesn’t exist
when you value resources over love, because you’re looking to take value.
By the way, there are exactly 7 signs that a woman is low value in the eyes of men. Do you know
what they are? (And how to avoid them like the plague?) Find out what they are here.
You see, people who are in love don’t go into the world looking to take. They give, naturally. They
are radiant. That’s the emotional state that being in love inspires in people.
This is why strategies such as the “80/20” rule of contacting a man backfire on women. When you
expect a man to put in 80% of the effort to contact you, check up on you, and invite you to do
something or share an experience together – you lose attunement with him.
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Creating rules for how men should be stops the flow of love. Choosing resources and your sense of
certainty over attunement (which is required for romantic love to exist), does come at a price.
You have to value one more than the other when you are searching and dating men. This is because
your inner desires and biases will show up when you are dating and talking to men.
Men will sense the tension of your “needing” and your “urgency”. And guess what happens when
men sense this? You can quickly become a target for the narcissistic, manipulative and toxic men.
They may even try to take advantage of you.

Care about HIM more than his resources
High value men NEED you to put connection first.
That’s how they want it, because that’s how they fall in love with you.
If you mistakenly believe that men value sex more than anything else, you may very well try to shortcut the process of him falling in love, by having sex out of fear or anxiety, before any true love has
been built up between both of you.
By the way, here’s an article my husband D. Shen wrote on The Two Traits of Women that Men
Routinely Fall in Love With.

We are more than just our surface level desires…
I am a woman, and so I intuitively “get” the need for resources. We as women look for more
generous, ambitious men and we are naturally more pragmatic than men are when we are searching
for a mate. This has been proven by the anthropologist Helen Fisher.
However, most of us also have a heart and soul. And I say most of us because, well, a few of us
humans (man or woman) actually don’t have a soul.
Not only do most of us have a soul, we are more than just our fears, our desperation or our anxiety.
We are a spiritual species as well. And that part of us allows us to form intangible, broadband level
connections with men.
There’s just a special quality in women (and men!) who are innocent and courageous enough to value
connection first, because these women are the ones who inspire men to fall in love and take care of
them – not just for a few months until some new woman comes along – but forever. And that is
for. ever.
Again, there’s nothing wrong with seeking resources from a man. You just need to be aware that
when you do that, you will be in short-term relationships where you won’t have anything more with
that man than transactional fulfilment rather than soul fulfilment.
You may also always have this underlying concern that other women will come and take a piece of
his money, status, and time away from you. Because a part of you knows that the real security is not
present: the hard-earned, organic glue that is emotional connection and emotional attraction.
So, life is a journey. We all know that. And inevitably, any woman with a soul gets to a point where
she wants something deeper. Something that is intangible. And that intangible thing is true love.
Real love and connection that lasts through the tests of old age, joblessness, economic depression,
and imperfection. On that note, here’s an article about why Men Don’t Fall in Love with Perfect
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Women.

The credit card I never have to pay back…
My husband sometimes shares with the women that we teach that he has given me a credit card that I
never have to pay back. Of course, sometimes women are shocked when they hear this.
And it is his request that I never ask him whether I can purchase a particular thing, because he finds
that a waste of his time.
Just for the record, I rarely – if ever – purchase anything other than food for my family using that
credit card. But I know it’s there if I should ever actually really need it.
Upon first thought, this all sounds like a lovely privilege right?
However, appearances aren’t always what they seem, and it wasn’t just a stroke of luck – because
these privileges and offers weren’t there for me when my husband and I were homeless, and he was
driving a Mitsubishi magna from 1856 that took more pisses than he did.
For a number of years, I paid our bills 50/50.
I paid our rent 50/50.
I even gave him my hard-saved up money in the bank to FIX his old, broken down car, which he
needed for work, travel and normal daily activites. Shock, horror…some women around me looked at
me like I was stupid when I did that.
(And I don’t recommend that you do that unless you already trust a man).
So, the 50/50 situation – that’s the way it was. For years and years – even after we got our of our
difficult situation.
Sure, he tried to spoil me and paid for a beautiful dress here and there (which was ridiculously
expensive for him), but our bills and grocery shopping were paid 50/50.
Of course, it may not surprise you that a rare few women also looked at me in shock back then!
HOW could I date a man who drove such a car? It was such an eyesore.
If I had chosen to listen to other people around me, perhaps valuing status and money – or immediate
resources over love – then I may be in a very different position.
Don’t get me wrong – I’m sure that had I had a certain set of life experiences that were different than
what I have had – I may have just as readily valued immediate resources in a man before love. And
there’d be nothing wrong with that!
There’s nothing wrong with having either approach!
But I do believe that we should be conscious of what we’re choosing and valuing – because these
unconscious values dictate how we show up, and how men will categorise us when they meet us.
So, I’m not here to tell you what to do – I’m just some woman!
And I respect that there’s a place for either approach – valuing true love or valuing resources. Either
one of these approaches will lead to you being the ‘one of many’ woman or the ‘one and only’
woman.
If you want to learn the 5 Secrets to have any man fall in love with you and beg you to be his one and
only woman, you should check out my DVD “Becoming His One & Only”.
I’m here to suggest (if you would allow me), that regardless of your age, it’s ok to value connection
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with a man first.
You CAN value how ambitious and resourceful he is.
You CAN value his generosity.
But not more than you value HIM, and your connection together.
No matter your age, your looks, income or social status, you don’t have to be afraid of real love,
intimacy and connection.
You don’t have to be afraid to be emotionally vulnerable and to remove your masks so that you
become bare, real and authentic.
Money comes and goes. Good looking men can come and go. The only thing that has real, lasting
value for your future and your future children – is the quality of your intimate relationship with your
man.
Money doesn’t raise children.
Status doesn’t raise children.
Emotionally resourceful couples raise children.
And these emotionally resourceful couples are only as resourceful as the quality of their love and
connection.
Always remember that the high value, commitment-minded men will intuitively look for your
willingness to be attuned to and at one with them.
These are the men with a soul, the ones who will expose your resistance to intimacy, attunement and
love. They will test you and demand that you choose LOVE through your fears.
I hope you enjoyed this article.
Here’s an article I wrote on the 10 Telltale Signs He is A Highly Evolved, Deeply Masculine Alpha
Male.
If you want to figure out how much your man cares about you, you can read my article ‘Is he Serious
About You? Or “just interested”? Critical Distinction.
Please leave me a comment below, and let me know how you feel about this post. What has been
your experience with valuing resources over true love, or perhaps valuing true love over resources?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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Should A Man Provide for A Woman 100%? Or is 50/50 OK?
May 1, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Should the Man Provide for a Woman 100%? Or is 50/50 OK?
This question, or some variation of it, keeps circulating in my facebook group for High Value
Feminine Women.
Due to the fact that this question produces polarising discussion, there’s always a small number of
women who inevitably insult other women for having 50/50 relationships.
I understand. Some women have been through the wringer with the wrong kinds of men, and after
having these experiences, they assume that because their ex boyfriend who asked for 50/50 used and
abused them, that the problem is the 50/50 setup, and that any man who suggests or wants a 50/50
setup is looking to use a woman financially and sexually.
Again, we see women settling for surface, basic thinking.
Ladies, the problem is not in the 50/50 financial setup.
The problem is in the fact that you don’t have the emotional commitment that you want from the
man.
And you probably don’t have it because you and this particular man are not romantically in love,
forming an exclusive bond together that is impossible to break.
Yes, these bonds exist. And they can exist for you.
However, when you have enough bad experiences with men out there, you forget the heart of the
issue. You understandably become hurt and frustrated, and start pointing the finger at the wrong
things, like money or 50/50 financial setups.
You can start to believe that if a man doesn’t provide 100%, then he’s not the man for you, and he’s a
low value man.
This is not true. A high value man could be in any kind of financial situation and still be a high value
man!
Everyone knows that women want resources. We all want resources.
However, when we single out being 100% financially provided for as the ultimate value, and decide
that if a man is not willing to do it (or can’t do it) it must be a deal breaker – then we are doing
ourselves a disservice by only attracting, or looking for a transactional relationship.
And in that situation, we aren’t looking for love.
So, if that’s your rule, then don’t expect to find love or emotional commitment. Expect to find
monetary resources and transactions, nothing else.
Because it is only when we date for, and look for love, that we can attract a man’s full emotional
commitment to us.
Emotional commitment begins with love and connection. Here is an article I wrote on Women Who
Date for Resources VS Women Who Date for True Love.
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Rules for men equate to a lack of feminine radiance
In order to attract love into your life, you have to BE love and embody love and radiance.
If you don’t, you miss opportunities to fall in love and find emotional commitment.
Any woman who has rules for men to provide for her 100% is not embodying love. Nor is she
feminine. She’s just got some rules!
That is not what feminine energy is. Instead it’s something called closure and separation.
You must respect that your rules for how men should be are YOUR rules.
You essentially want something for yourself, in order to minimise your own vulnerability and risk.
And having such an energy automatically creates a feeling of separation between you and any man.
You create a wall between yourself and the divine connection that your heart wants to experience
with a man.
There’s many women out there who think it’s empowering to have such a rule.
But what if it’s not actually empowering?
What if, instead, it’s automatically severing any intimacy, love and bonding you can achieve with
every high value man you meet?
The more rules you have for men, the less radiant they will feel you to be.
The less rules you have, and the more you connect to men first, the more radiant and mesmerising
you will be.

Value comes in many forms inside of a committed relationship…
There are lots of different kinds of value inside of a committed relationship where the man and
woman are in love with each other.
And this becomes especially true when you have children.
Often, I see women who are single without children who are very big on this idea of being
financially provided for 100% by a man.
After feeling quite shocked at repeated insults and judgements thrown around at other women who
have 50/50 relationships, we thought we would address this topic and provide you with an answer.
Please check out the video discussion my husband David and I made for you on this topic.

The goal is not always to get to a specific number…
Let me first start by saying that the aim is not to get to a specific number in the relationship. You
don’t necessarily have to aim for 50/50, 40/60, 90/10 or 100%.
It’s much more important to just feel the situation and respond to how things actually are in reality.
Each relationship enters its own rhythm and whilst you might start off paying 50/50 bills with a man,
you may at some point in your relationship journey end up being provided for 100%.
I am provided for 100% by my husband. However, it was not always like this. And I never had any
rules that stated that it is a man’s job to “protect” and “provide”.
I desired to be protected and provided for, like many other women out there.
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However, I did not value my rules for how he should be, before I valued him and our connection.
My husband came to this decision to provide for me 100% (and more), by himself. He chose it, and
he always maintains that I “earned it”. It was never a trade. It was never a rule.
And that’s what a lot of women don’t understand, perhaps because they don’t want to understand, or
perhaps because they’ve never experienced true love with a man.
You want resources. However, the real resources you want comes from a man being in love with you.
Not from having your own selfish rule about how HE should be for you.
There are lots of other types of value within a relationship that have little to do with money.

If you have a rule that men should provide 100% when you date, you are a value
extractor
If you focus on what men should be and do for you, and you end up going into a relationship with a
man with this rule and “standard” for how he should be providing for you financially 100% and no
less, you are basically being a value-extractor.
This means that you will have no relationship altogether, because you set it up as a trade from the
start.
If you enter the dating world with rules that a man has to provide 100% (as that’s his “role” or “job”),
then you are a trader.
You are not being feminine, contrary to what many women believe.
Connection drives feminine energy. Not rules and trades.
Connection is the lifeblood of the feminine.
Again, there’s nothing wrong with being provided for 100% by a man.
But there will be trouble for you and for your love life, if you choose to put rules and expectations on
men.
If you enter a relationship with a trade in mind, that might provide you with comfort and excitement,
but it will never fulfill your soul, and it will never raise your children. No amount of money will raise
your children for you.
Resourceful, in love parents within a resourceful relationship raise children. You see, standards are
meant for ourselves. We are meant to hold ourselves to high standards, first and foremost.
Why?
Because this is how we inspire others, especially men, to do more for US. That’s the high value
woman’s way of getting everything she dreamed of from a man.
You are supposed to be the person who holds yourself to high standards. That’s the only long-term,
sustainable way to have a high value relationship.
You see, not only does being a value-extractor detract from your own value as a woman, when you
have a transactional relationship, you will never feel emotionally secure in that relationship.
You’ll be worried about other women wanting to ‘level up’ and steal your man. You’ll be worried
about your man falling in love with someone else.
This is because somewhere deep down in your heart, you’ll know that real security in a relationship
comes from the quality of the connection and attraction in that relationship, and not through your
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“rules”, “standards” and “expectations” for what men should do for YOU.
By the way, do you know that there are 7 common signs that a woman is low value in the eyes of
men? If you want to know what these 7 signs are (and how to avoid them like the plague), you can
find out here.
You see, this topic of whether men should provide 100% financially is very triggering for a lot of
men and women.
It appears as though some women use this expectation that men SHOULD protect and provide, and
provide 100% financially for a woman as a way to feel superior to other women and compete with
them.
I sincerely hope that competing with other women is all they are really doing, because entering the
dating world or entering a relationship with such expectations to be financially provided for can not
only get a woman into a lot of trouble with toxic and bad quality men – quality relationships simply
do not begin this way.
Not to mention that if you as a person are smaller than the money that reaches your hands, the money
will never stay with you. It will always leave you somehow.
As my husband states in this new video above, when you’re dating, you should not just assume that
ANY man owes any woman protection or provision.
“Protect” and “provide” is apparently a man’s “role”, according to some women.
But if you box a man into a role, then not only do you automatically usurp his freedom to be and
experience other parts of himself with you – you’re essentially starting off the relationship as a valuesucking leech who expects men to conform to the role that you have created for them.
Let’s get this straight.
If a man OR a woman goes into the dating world with a bunch of rules for how the opposite sex
should be for them, just because they happen to inhabit the body of the opposite sex, then they are
showing up low value.
A person who is showing up low value is a perpetual value-extractor, who is unattuned, and
insensitive to how their rules and expectations affect or hurt other people, especially men.

Why does having rules for how men undermine your relationship success?
Because when you follow your rules, you cannot have attunement.
Attunement and rules don’t work together in synergy.
A woman who values her rules and expectations for how men should be is a woman who is
insensitive and unattuned.
And the same goes for men, by the way! A man who has a bunch of rules for how YOU should be as
a woman (for him), is generally very thick, unattuned and insensitive to how you actually feel and
what you actually value.
These types of men have no grip on reality. Wouldn’t you agree?
And this lack of attunement is what is going to lead you to be used by men.
Your rule for him to provide for you 100% won’t protect you at all.
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The more you want to take from men, the more likely you will get used by men
I’ve noticed that some women believe that if they enter a relationship with 50/50 in mind, then that
allows men to use her and abuse her.
This is highly misguided.
Why?
Because what protects you from being used by toxic or cheap men is actually being attuned and being
generous. And that’s any kind of generosity; not just financial.
Generosity allows you to actually TEST a man to see where he is at.
Being cheap, being emotionally lazy or fearful and full of expectations actually holds you back from
true connection to a man.
I know dating is hard sometimes.
I know men have hurt you in the past.
I know there’s many men out there with bad intent.
And I’m sorry what you’ve been through with men out there.
I understand – as I’ve been hurt, lied to, and cheated on myself (not by my husband).
However, I also know, like many other women inside of emotionally committed relationships know,
that there’s plenty of wonderful, smart and good-intentioned men out there.
And these smart and good-intentioned men would NEVER just provide financially for you from the
first date for the sake of it.
They also would not 100% financially provide for you for the sake of a rule that you picked up along
the way. They are not that stupid.
Smart men will be testing how you respond to their gestures to treat you, and be generous with you.
They won’t just hand their money over like it is nothing at all, no matter how “rich” they are.
In fact, the more truly rich and wealthy a man is (self made, rather than getting lucky with a rich
daddy), the more he cares about your intent around his money, because he worked hard to earn it.
He’s the real deal, and he wants nothing less than the real deal in his woman, too.
So – be prepared, because smart men will be testing you.
Often, it is the men with crippling low self esteem who are looking to manipulate others with money.
And these men will give you money in a way that feels ‘off’, or unbalanced.
And guess what?
The more desperate you feel as a woman, the harder it will be for you to discern whether his gestures
are off-balance.
Not only that, but the more desperate you are, the more you want to take value from men – the easier
it is for you to be manipulated.
So here is my humble suggestion: whatever your values are, whatever your standards are, don’t settle
for surface thinking and surface empowerment, because surface thinking blinds you to the truth.
Dig deeper. Take more responsibility for connecting to men and feeling where he is at.
1,000 of the most empowered rules for how men SHOULD be for you, will never increase your
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intelligence, sensitivity, attunement or relationship success.
And if you are a woman who has formed a deep emotional connection with a man at any point in her
life, then may I ask you a question?
Is that emotional connection worth more to you?
Or is money worth more to you?
Love,

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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3 Reasons why it is High Value For Women To OFFER To Pay
On the First Date
May 7, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking I’ve lost the plot.
Maybe you’re thinking I’m anti-woman or that I don’t want the best for my fellow sisters out there.
Nope.
How could I suggest something so absurd?
Good question!
Because I’ve learned through painful experience that if you want to invest in the right people (or the
right man) it’s important to think outside the box.
Over the years I’ve realised that there is something very intelligent about offering to pay on the first
date.
No, I’m not suggesting that you become a provider.
I am not suggesting that you act like a man.
I’m not suggesting that you must pay.
I’m suggesting that you OFFER to pay.
It’s an offer. An offer (the verb) is defined as ‘to provide access or an opportunity’.
That opportunity is a chance for him to step up, or prove his real intentions with you.
It’s just an offer.
It’s not masculine nor feminine, it is human.
I’m not suggesting that you even offer to pay for a lunch or a lavish dinner.
I’m talking about a coffee or a cup of tea.
I’m not a fan of lavish dinners or lunches for a first date anyways. First dates like this tend to be full
of pressure and have an “interview” vibe to them, that is not conducive to creating emotional
attraction and emotional connection.
However, if you and a man have already gotten to the point where you genuinely feel ready and
willing to meet each other in person for the first time, then there’s every conceivable reason as to why
it’s not only high value for you to offer to pay, it’s actually intelligent and can be self-serving to do
so.
Yes, self serving.

In relationships, sometimes the most selfish thing you can do is to be selfless.
I’m suggesting that this strategy can actually help you eliminate the bad quality men faster.
But aren’t MEN supposed to show that they are willing to pay for the first date?
You may be thinking “I’m a woman, and I WANT to be pampered.”
Yes, of course, and so does every other woman out there.
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But have a little think about this…
If you were to take a look around the internet in places where men are talking about women and
dating, you’d find many alarmed men who have realised over time, that so many women they date
just want a ticket to a ‘free meal’.
Can you imagine for a moment, (perhaps think unconventionally or have some compassion), and can
you imagine how frustrated these men are that so many women they meet seem to be looking for
this?
Just like in women’s forums, you see and hear frustrated women talking about men sending them
dick pics or talking about sex on the first date.
Men have their frustrations, too.
I know many women are not ready to hear this. That’s OK. But my suggestion is here for you when
you DO feel ready.

So, here are three reasons why it’s high value for you to offer to pay on the first
date.
1) It shows that you’re not there to just take value.
Most women are used to (or even expect) the man to pay on the first date, and there’s nothing wrong
with that. He’s the man after all, right?
Most good quality men will pay (which is always nice and allows a woman to feel at ease and relax a
bit with him, slowly opening to trust him).
You see, I believe the majority of decent men who are serious about you and not just “interested” will
not let you pay on the first date even if you offer, but especially if you offer to pay.
However, the majority of decent men are also smart and sensitive to whether a woman is there to just
take value for herself or not.
Just because he pays for you, doesn’t mean he didn’t pick up on value-taking energy (if it was there).
I’ve said it before, you have to care about the man more than you do about his money to truly be a
high value woman.
A truly high value woman has intrinsic value. She isn’t going around looking to take from men so
that she can compensate for what she feels that she lacks in her life – whether that be status, money,
popularity or competitive worthiness.
Most commitment-minded men aren’t stupid.
They do feel you. They do test you.
They test you JUST as much as you test them in the early days.
And you want to be able to stand out as high value, rather than a value-sucking leech (sorry for the
negative terminology, but I’m sure you’ve experienced value-sucking leeches in your own life before,
haven’t you?)
You see, I respect that a lot of women would never take what I am suggesting on board. And I
suspect there’s a decent reason for that.
Reasons such as fear.
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Fear of the unknown.
Fear of being someone they never imagined themselves to be.
Fear of not being “feminine” enough because we feminine women are supposed to “receive” from
men in order to be seen as feminine.
Yes, men highly value receptivity in a long-term partner. I think that’s obvious to many of us women
whose eyes are open. However, that doesn’t mean that receptivity is feminine energy.
See, we have to be careful how we define things in our head, because we can get lost if we define
them incorrectly.
I understand that for a lot of women, ‘receptivity’ is the general idea around feminine energy, but just
hear me out on this one: it is not feminine nor masculine to receive.
In fact, the more evolved, intelligent and masculine a man is, the more receptive he has to be.
Receptivity is the lifeblood of any man who learns how best to protect and serve his family.
Here’s what I believe: I believe that the best protectors and providers are the most receptive. Can I
give you an example?
My husband David is an exceedingly resourceful man, if you don’t mind me saying so.
Over many years, he has learned (through sleepless nights may I add) from the best, most trustable
sources about finances and money.
And I’m talking about learning about asset allocation, investing, economics, and even sharemarket
patterns.
He has now come to a point where (he has never solicited someone else’s decisions or advice about
where to put our money), he makes most of the informed decisions about where to allocate our assets.
His decisions have caused us to thrive in a world where lots of people are chained to bad debt and
unsure about the real economic reality of the world.
Now, in order to actually gain such knowledge and discernment, do you think he had to be receptive?
And do you think that in the process of, say, learning about money and currency and asset allocation,
that he was in his “feminine”?
Or do you perhaps think he would be rather masculine in such a state of learning?
I’ll leave that for you to decide.
Finally, receptivity is also something that comes with being a person with gumption.
It comes with being a courageous, securely attached, non anxious human being. And that receptivity
exists inside human-beings, feminine or masculine!
So, can we stop bastardising the idea of masculine and feminine now?
Back to my point that offering to pay for a coffee shows that you’re not there just to take value.
I have two sons, one is almost 7 and the other 4. The last thing I’d ever want is for them to
perpetually waste their time on girls who love their money more than they love them.
And the same goes for if I had a daughter, of course. I am aware that there are low value men out
there who want to be value-suckling leeches, and let a woman pay his way through life.
Yet even the most broke men won’t allow themselves to do that to a woman, IF they actually have
value, and if he was into her.
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The men of character would rather not date at all than to get comfortable living off a woman.
Try to remember that just because a man is broke, doesn’t automatically mean he is there just to take
from you. A man’s character and high value is independent of his financial or economic situation.
Of course, I don’t just say all of this from the perspective of being a mom to two sons. I say it as a
woman who, long before I had children, fell in love with a poor man.
It’s ok to want to be provided for, but if you have a value-taking mindset, your relationships will fail.
Don’t expect to have any successful relationships, in fact.
Just before we move onto point number 2: you may ask: “What if the man is more traditional? What
if he is offended by me offering to pay?”
That’s not a problem! Again, this offer is simply a gesture to show your good intent. It’s not an offer
intended to emasculate him.
Like many things in life, it’s how you do it.
I’m definitely not suggesting that you grow a pair, wear the pants, and take full charge of paying the
bill.
Quite the opposite. I’m suggesting you have the capacity to make a small offer, that is all.
Don’t let fear of offending a man get in the way of your good intent.

2) Men with money don’t care about money, they care about integrity.
Smart men with money are well aware that women will flock to them for their apparent monetary
resources.
I mean, c’mon, you’re a woman, I’m a woman. We’ve both been alive long enough to remember at
least a couple of girlfriends who were overly eager for a man’s money, flocking to the men they see
as having money like bees to honey.
They assume they will live a comfortable life if the man has money. (nothing could be further from
the truth, but that’s a conversation for another time).
These well-off men need a way to figure out which women are worth their energy and which are not.
Did you ever hear that story about Elvis Presley talking to his barber just two weeks before he died?
It was such a sad story!
Elvis confided in his hairdresser that throughout his life he was too rich and famous, and because of
that, despite all the women he’d met and dated, he was never sure if any of them loved them for him,
or just for his money (and fame).
Obviously not every man is Elvis Presley, but there are plenty of wealthy men out there, and you
better believe it – many of them are careful and sensitive to how much you as a woman are there for
the financial benefits.
A lot of women who are stuck in the mindset of looking for a man with lots of money don’t respect
the money. It’s as if they have this subconscious idea that money grows on trees.
Most somewhat wealthy men work very hard for their money. Their money is very much attached to
their blood, sweat and tears (and you as a woman who works hard for her money would know that
too).
Of course, there are men who got wealthy on mommy or daddy’s money, and there are rich men who
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primarily use that money to manipulate women.
Are these rich men still high value, in your opinion?
Rich men can be just as toxic if not more toxic than average men with a modest income!
By the way, here are 10 Seemingly Harmless Signs Of A Toxic Relationship.
You don’t really want those kinds of men, do you?
You want a genuinely resourceful man who knows how to accumulate resources and money, right?
And that man is the man who will be looking out for your integrity.
What are you as a woman looking for when dating? Are you dating for resources or true love?
Even if a man has accumulated millions over the course of his life, most of them wouldn’t just hand
over money (without simultaneously feeling how you respond to his gesture). A taking mindset, a
taking energy, is pretty easy to sense.
So, remember that men with resources aren’t looking for your money. They don’t care about money.
So, they would most likely never let you pay on the first date anyways.
Due to the fact that they have already accumulated resources for themselves, and are already
successful, they will care a lot more about your integrity as a woman than they will about your few
dollars treating them to a coffee.

3) You get to test him early on to find out his intent.
I find that a lot of women understand very well how to look for value from men. And that’s awesome.
Yet very few of them understand the value of testing men in perhaps unconventional ways.
What good is looking for value in men when you don’t test him as early as possible?
Think about it. As a woman, we often get attached to the men we spend time with.
Yes, this means that we can even get attached to jobless, broke, abusive, nasty and toxic men.
Yet we can also get attached to extremely rich, abusive, nasty and toxic men!
Sometimes we spend too much time with the wrong men!
And so, one skill (or tool) you want to be able to have is the ability to test his intent early on.
Offering to pay for a coffee on the first date is a good way to test a man.
Why?
Because it will magnify his intent to you. It will shine light upon his intentions and seriousness about
you.
Also, because you take the risk of offering to pay for something (small), you will have MORE
emotions attached to how he responds to your offer.
You may think this is a bad thing.
It’s not.
Just by taking that risk, your emotions will be heightened, thereby giving you a chance to make the
choice about whether to meet him again, much quicker.
This is the same principle by which we teach women how to use high value banter in online dating.
High value banter allows women to swiftly filter out and remove the low value men from their lives.
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And this is more important than ever! With the sheer number of people on dating apps looking only
for hookups, high value banter is the only substantial way to weed out narcissistic, boring, low value
and toxic men.
So. When it comes to meeting a man in person for a first date, we advise this test of offering to pay
partly because your feelings will be more magnified due to your offering to pay.
Because you invested something small, you will build a strong association in your body towards this
man.
And that’s not a bad thing.
If you offer to pay for the coffee, and he goes all wishy washy, hesitates and eventually actually
LETS you pay for this first coffee date, then you know that either he is really not into you and you
needn’t waste any more time, or he doesn’t actually have any intent to be serious about you.
You see, if it turns out that he is in fact a leech who is willing to sit back and take you up on your
offer, great!
You get to feel the disgust and you will never waste another second on him again.
However, if you offer to pay for that coffee, and he says with full conviction “are you kidding me?!
Move over, it’s on me.”
Then of course you will walk away with a beautiful smile and sense of joy, affection and affinity for
him that reflects how well he passed your test.
And no, it is not bad to test people. We all test each other, especially in dating. So, do not worry
about that.
The earlier you can test people in unconventional ways, the earlier you eliminate the wrong people.
And thank goodness. You don’t want to waste your life, your soul and your resources on wishy
washy, half-assed or commitment-phobic men.
Love,
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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How to be Vulnerable Without Being Needy
May 19, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
How does one show vulnerability without crossing over into needy territory?
I’m not meaning to be flippant, but the short answer to that question is BE vulnerable.
Let me share an example with you.
Imagine a homeless man. He’s all alone in the street, without food, water, shelter and human
companionship. He sleeps on the park bench during freezing winter nights and his mental health is all
but ruined.
Imagine him feeling the plight of his situation. He sinks into a despair so great that he cannot hold
back his emotion. So he starts to really feel his sorrow and pain. He surrenders to the aches in his
joints and the anguish in his heart.
You walk past and you see the tears falling from his face. You see his back and forth rocking, his
arms cradling himself in a futile attempt to get warm.
This is a man in full grieving.
Contrast this emotional, vulnerable response with a mental picture in your mind of the same homeless
man just begging for money on the street.
In the first example, this homeless man is completely vulnerable. He’s just feeling no matter what
anyone says or thinks of him.
In the second example, he’s taking value.
Both of these responses are due to the same cause – his plight. However, these two reactions feel
different to the people around him.
When he was feeling, was he needy?
No. perhaps the odd person here and there might label him needy, but the essence of what he is doing
is not needy. He’s just feeling.
His second response however, would indeed come across more needy.
Now I would like to use the example of a woman in a fairly new relationship with her boyfriend.
They’ve been together for around 3-9 months.
One day, this woman starts to feel frustrated that her boyfriend isn’t spending that much time with
her. She’s feeling lonely and wants his company, but he seems too busy with work, family and
friends.

She’s getting to a point where her emotions are about to burst.
As an outlet, and as a way to be heard, she sends 25 abusive text messages to her boyfriend.
“Why haven’t you called??!”
“Don’t you GET it? I have needs too!”
That’s one way that she can try to feel. It’s not a good way, but at least she gets a little bit of her
frustration out.
Now let’s imagine that instead of sending 25 abusive text messages, this woman gets a pen and a
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notepad, and writes a letter to her boyfriend.
She writes….
“I was just thinking of the time we went for that walk along the beach while the sun set. I live for
moments like that!”
“I also thought about that time we went to the circus and spent the evening together. Gosh, I miss you
SO much.”
Does this cross over into ‘needy’ territory?
No. In fact, if she writes a letter to him, later on if she feels like she blamed him or wrote things that
would only cause damage, she has the choice to throw that letter away.
Consider if this woman was to simply feel. Perhaps she doesn’t prefer to write a letter right now, but
she’s bursting at the seams with anger.
So, she surrenders, just like the homeless man, and she feels it.
Would that come across differently to when she sent the 25 abusive text messages?
Sure, she might be alone when she feels (and she also might not). But the very act of feeling allows
the emotion a time and place.
This leads her towards a healthier way to manage and deal with her own emotions. It allows the
emotion an outlet without abusing her boyfriend.
You see, the damage done by neediness is not done because we had feelings.

The damage done by neediness is done when we are too scared or even too lazy, to
feel.
Of course, not all neediness is abusive or ultimately even damaging.
We are all needy at times. That’s ok inside of a healthy relationship between two invested people.
It’s the ‘neediness’ that borders on abuse that becomes toxic.
But let’s try our best to take responsibility for being there for ourselves before we take it out on men,
because remember, just because we are women and we are emotional, doesn’t give us the right to let
it out in an abusive way.
Let’s take responsibility for feeling, before it all becomes too much that the pipes in the sewer burst,
and you know what splatters all over someone that doesn’t deserve it.
Finally, have you ever wondered if there’s one specific thing, an emotional hot button, that when
triggered inside a man, makes him want to commit to ONE woman, take care of her, worship her and
only her? If you would like to find out what this special hot button inside of every single man on
earth is, you can find out here.
I also have an article on 4 Top secret Ways to Access Your High Value Vulnerability and a very
special and much loved video by my husband on this same topic.
Love,
Renée.
(By the way – YES, it’s ok to be fully vulnerable. Don’t let other people’s opinions of you get in the
way of you doing you. Ok?)
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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Is it Really “Feminine” to Receive? (And other crazy myths
about masculine & feminine energy)
June 21, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
They may not say it outright, but it’s clear that a lot of ladies out there have a subconscious belief that
in order to be “feminine”, they must ever initiate with a man, never get angry, never feel aggressive,
or have any kind of seemingly unacceptable or unpleasant energy, lest that come across as
“masculine”.
Instead, feminine energy is mistakenly assumed by a lot of women to be always warm, soft and
passive. It’s supposed to “receive” from men, rather than “give”, because giving is what the
masculine is all about.
That’s just not true.
First of all, giving and receiving is an erroneous way to define feminine and masculine energy.
If it’s so feminine to receive and so masculine to give, then why to so many women talk about
“giving” a man sex?
Who misplaced this special framework of masculine and feminine energy in such a way?
I know who/what did…the internet culture that encourages the dilution and misappropriation of good,
original ideas.
As someone who has been in this industry for going on 11 years, it’s very sad and frustrating for me
to see this happen to such an original and special framework for helping couples and individuals.
It seems as though these days, hardly anyone remembers or knows the original teachers of the
feminine/masculine framework and the true usefulness of this framework in a woman’s life.
I am not the original teacher, but I certainly learned about the framework of feminine and masculine
energy through them.
And guess what – these teachers? They never led me astray – they never gave me reason to wrongly
assume that this framework of ‘being in your feminine” was about receiving, that it was about “roles”
than men and women “should” inhabit for dating and relationships, nor that it was about a dogma that
should be adhered to in all areas of a woman’s life.
They never gave me the impression that when dating, the holy grail was being “feminine”. They
always maintained that masculine and feminine energy is independent of GENDER, and that we all
have feminine and masculine energy.
It’s very damaging to unconsciously assign ‘roles’ to yourself and to men for the sake of rules given
to you by some internet cult.
This idea of feminine energy has been abused to the death and I have had enough. I’ve watched it
from a distance, much like you’d watch people unintentionally volunteering for some kind of new,
cruel and damaging experiment on humans.
I believe it’s time for us to use proper thinking caps, and rather than attach ourselves blindly to
erroneous ideas of what it means to be “feminine”, we should value proper education about what
feminine energy actually is, and how and if feminine energy can even be useful to us!
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If you’re genuinely interested in learning about feminine energy, and how it can actually serve you
(and in what contexts of dating and intimate relationship it could serve you) perhaps start with the
book “intimate communion” by David Deida.
David Deida, despite having done his own research on this topic decades ago, is also someone who
seems to have been at least partly inspired by the ancient wisdom of shiva (masculine energy) and
shakti (feminine energy) in yogic principles.
Read more about shiva and shakti here.
Many ancient cultures understand the purpose of feminine and masculine energy. However, as far as I
know, perhaps Deida is the initiator of these teachings for intimate relationships in the realm of
english literature (or the modern western world).
Just so you’re aware – many of the good teachers (in the US anyway) on the topic of masculine and
feminine energy – people like Anthony Robbins or Michaela Boehm for example, at least partly
learned from David Deida. They were mentored by him in some capacity, either through reading his
books, consulting with him, or by running live workshops alongside him.
These are teachers who take a great deal of responsibility for the teachings surrounding masculine
and feminine energy, and who care about the results of their work and who are truly here to serve you
properly.

Be careful who you learn about feminine and masculine energy from…
Before we get into it, remember to be careful who you choose to learn from. The quality of your
mentor or teacher makes a big difference, because you end up modelling them and being influenced
by them.
You are a woman and therefore, you get attached to ideas when on your quest to get advice on
finding your one and only true love. So, do take that seriously.
Be sure of what kind of person your mentor and teachers are! Try to feel their intent, and always
question any ideas for yourself.
I know it’s hard as a single woman to know what to trust. Sometimes you feel so alone that you latch
on to any idea that ‘seems’ to make you feel in control.
But there’s one thing you MUST do for yourself when you feel your have the resources to do so, and
that is to think critically.
When you never think critically, you become more short-sighted.
When you never question anything, and feel how new ideas sit with you in your gut, you become a
puppet, vulnerable to the manipulation of incompetent teachers and perhaps even cult leaders.
Unfortunately, some intellectual looters now have impulsively bought into the idea of feminine and
masculine energy without truly understanding it, and they have run with the feminine/masculine
framework.
This has quite possibly irreparably damaged the framework for millions of innocent women (and
men) on the internet and otherwise.
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What IS feminine energy anyway?
First off, feminine energy isn’t about receiving or about “virtuous” endeavours. It is about the
changing energy of life (or the life force). And the way you manifest your feminine energy is through
being at one with the expression of what’s real.
Feminine energy is about the part of us that’s moved by emotion in intimate relationships, and it’s the
part of us that’s moved by love. The feminine opens to love – both giving and receiving it.
This means that your own giving and receiving needs to be fluid and attuned, rather than contrived
due to ideas about “roles” and “rules” for the feminine and masculine.
Sometimes to be feminine means to give love in ways that some might define as ‘masculine’. For
example, inviting a man to a concert if it feels right or by bringing a man his favourite meal of nachos
on his birthday whilst he’s working hard.
I decorated my man’s room with carefully cut out brightly coloured cardboard hearts on Valentine’s
Day as a surprise in our first 8 months of dating – sounds so masculine and low value yeah?
Until you consider that during that early, vulnerable time, he bought me a much coveted $400 cherry
dress when he had no money. He was broke and living on peanut butter sandwiches. He went into
debt to purchase that for me.
Rather than being ‘receptive’ or warm all the time, in order to be the life force, we have to embody
what’s real.
What’s real and authentic is anything but the passive energy involved in “always letting men
initiate”.
Newsflash: You CAN initiate and add value by being playful!
And as for the idea that the feminine “receives” – I get it. The penis enters the vagina. That’s the
action some people like to picture in their minds when we consider the concept that the feminine
receives.
The sperm swims to the egg – the egg doesn’t swim to the sperm.
However, just because the feminine receives doesn’t mean we can’t also argue that the masculine
energy receives.
Some argue that men are the providers because that’s the “role” of masculine energy. Well, in the
original framework of shakti (feminine energy), some say that the feminine energy provides, because
it is the nurturer!
I say that feminine or masculine shouldn’t be defined by giving and receiving at all.

Feminine energy is NOT about receiving!
When a man enters a woman’s body intimately, does he not “receive” your delicious, moment by
moment moans and responses to his movement, and adjust accordingly? Is that not possible?
Receptivity is the rule BETWEEN any hyper-attuned couple. Not just the more feminine soul.
If the man isn’t attuned, he’s not receptive. If the woman isn’t attuned, she’s not receptive, and
through this mutual resistance, the depth of the relationship breaks down.
Allow me the privilege to suggest to you that despite how much you believe that the feminine energy
receives, so does the masculine energy!
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Masculine energy grows through challenge.
So, for a moment, imagine men out hunting for buffalo.
When completing that task, they have to be receptive to not only the changing environment, but to
the circumstances and adapt accordingly.
Just because they hunt, doesn’t mean they don’t or aren’t required to be highly receptive in this very
masculine task.
It’s no different to a seasoned fisherman. They are so experienced after years of hunting the fish, they
have developed a sensitivity and receptivity to the whereabouts of the fish – the seasoned fishermen
don’t always blindly go out hunting and take a stab in the dark, because they somehow just know
where the fish are!
That’s because they are receptive to the information that is being provided to them by unseen forces.
The most intelligent, forward-thinking, problem-solving men in the world, are the most receptive!
The masculine men who make a woman swoon are arguably the most receptive, mainly due to their
response and receptivity to what women like.
Receptivity doesn’t make you more feminine by default. Praise will though. The feminine energy
grows through praise. It magnifies with praise.
So, let’s throw away this idea that it’s feminine to receive or that it’s masculine to give.
To receive or to be receptive is a human skill or trait. A human skill or trait that’s necessary for
relating to and attuning to humans. It hasn’t got a single thing to do with feminine and masculine
energy.

The straightjacket of modern “feminine energy” ideas
I know that some women believe that you’re not allowed to be anything that might make you seem
“too masculine”, too frustrated, too opinionated or too arrogant.
They don’t believe in ‘initiating’ because apparently, it’s chasing and that’s masculine energy. (Oh
dear god, please help all of us women.)
This is not masculine energy.
And not initiating isn’t feminine energy. Often, not initiating is just fear. Fear of risk. Closure to love
for fear of being hurt. It is ANYTHING but feminine.
Also, initiating and chasing are different things. Here’s why if you never initiate, you will lose the
high value men.
Second of all, yes, you might be taking value when you chase a man, but you’re not automatically
being masculine if you chase a man.
Let’s keep masculine and feminine energy out of it.
Here’s something I want you to understand.
In the men’s dating advice circles – MEN give advice to other MEN, telling them to never chase a
woman!
Wait – what? How does that even work? Why is the same advice circulating in men’s and women’s
circles?
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The reason this happens is because this ‘don’t initiate’ is mediocre advice. It’s superficial, basic
advice.
This advice is emanating from the desire to try to RAISE one’s perceived mate value (without even
realising that it doesn’t ever increase your actual intrinsic value as a mate).
They don’t understand this idea of real intrinsic mate value. They only know superficial band-aids to
try to give the impression of higher mate value in a superficial manner.
It also emanates in some cases from fear of taking any risks for fear of being hurt if you DO engage.
This should tell you that this advice is more a power thing, a certainty and safety thing than a
feminine or masculine thing.

The virtue signalling in modern feminine energy ideas
Another issue with the modern erroneous ideas of feminine energy seem to carry this virtue
signalling. It’s like women put this unconscious expectation on other women to not have a desire to
initiate with men, that it makes them look low value or out of control if they do.
Also, the virtue signallers sometimes insinuate that truly ‘feminine’ women don’t ever have rage or
frustration, and they’re not allowed to be emotionally ‘imperfect’.
I’m just putting out a reminder to you that IT’S OKAY to have anger, rage, hurt and yes, even
aggression. You are not some robot trying to fit into silly ideals perpetrated by cults on the internet.
You are not somehow more worthy just because you give the impression that you are more
‘controlled’ or ‘elegant’ emotionally.
For all anyone knows, you could just be desensitized.
You could be avoiding grief and therefore never show up as the one and only woman to men. You
could just be too afraid of the truth, or of the potency of your own emotions.
Feminine energy is dark and it’s light.
As a woman inside of a romantic relationship, or even as a woman dating men, the last thing you
should aim for is a perfect record of being emotionally controlled, because that kind of goal wreaks
havoc on the rawness and realness of who you are.
Now, just because I’m saying it’s ok to not be controlled, doesn’t mean that you suddenly blurt out
your resentment towards your ex boyfriend to a new guy!
You also don’t want to over-share unflattering information about yourself to men, just because you
think that’s what vulnerability and femininity means.
That’s not vulnerability – that’s fear, it’s approval seeking stemming from a deep-seated fear that you
are not worthy of love.
But you certainly wouldn’t want to make your rules about feminine energy the basis of how you
show up on your dates.
I’m saying, it’s ok to be YOU.
ALL of you.
So, yes, sometimes that means being controlled also has value in some contexts! We don’t just live
(and love) in one single dimension here!
For example, it could be totally valuable for you to be controlled if your 66 year old husband has lost
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control of his bowels and you need to be there to help clean up the mess.
Or if your boyfriend has had an accident of some sort in front of you, and you need to be there to hold
things together.

Is it high value to be passive or emotionally unrevealing and controlled?
First of all, what is the real point of adhering to rules or to being “controlled”? That might be good
for your work environment and for keeping your job, but in a relationship?
Most of the time, it just feels fake to the smart men.
To inexperienced, superficial men, it feels ‘easy’ and ‘low maintenance’ (all the while, their
girlfriend is out cuckolding them, as they never noticed that their woman wasn’t emotionally loyal).
One of the most damaging things to a healthy intimate relationship is an emotionally stunted or
suppressed woman.
This is because a woman’s AUTHENTIC emotions are either a weapon or an inspiration.
To smart, commitment-oriented men, if you’re trying to be controlled and ‘cool’ most of the time as a
way to wear a SHELL of ‘high value’, it feels like you’re hiding something to men!
And that’s exactly what is happening with most women who try to control their emotions.
Smart, commitment-ready men have to feel you to commit to you emotionally and not out of
obligation.
Smart, commitment-ready men have to feel your soul as a woman, in order to trust you.
Here are 10 Signs of A Commitment Phobic Man.
See, men who commit out of obligation to the wrong woman are the laughing stock of other men.
Men who commit to a high value woman, the ‘right’ woman, are the object of respect for other high
value men.
If you’re an ‘emotionally controlled’ (read: dulled and desensitised) woman, then sure, some men
would deem you as lower maintenance – and therefore ‘better’ than other women.
But that just means that they’ve managed to encourage you to become more like MEN. More
controlled and less unpredictable.
Women are not meant to be controlled. They are supposed to be real.
To be real means to be at one with life, instead of forcing your rules upon yourself and others,
thereby imposing yourself upon life.
Being real means your emotions are not always controlled.
Please note: I didn’t say being real means to abuse the sh*t out of a man by making him responsible
for all your past mistakes or for the mistakes of other men before him.
I said being real means your emotions aren’t always controlled.
I mean, imagine this right?
Imagine trying to hold in your poo for the REST of your life, so that you could adhere to an
erroneous feminine ideal and be perceived as a “clean” and upstanding woman…
You’d be walking around with a horribly repulsive look on your face, first of all.
The ‘stink’ would come out on your face, just like the stink of resentment would be seen by everyone
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on your face.
To achieve holding in your poo forever, you would have to stop eating completely. That means you’d
have to stop nourishing your body.
This means the essence of who you are and your healthy expressiveness would be non existent.
Eventually, your body would SCREAM for nutrition, and so you’d give in, feed it, and then POOF –
the poo comes out the other end at a very inappropriate time and place, and you’ve therefore failed
to achieve what you set out to achieve.
The same thing happens with emotions.
You pretend it’s not there, you downplay it for the sake of your rules, and it grows, like a cancer.
That cancer eventually impedes upon the quality of your life and the quality of life of the people
around you – even innocent strangers.
If you don’t think you should be controlled per se, but your true ideal of feminine energy is to be
warm, receptive and “feminine” for a man most of the time, at least begin by asking yourself why
you don’t feel warm all the time.
It’s great to be warm, but you have to be genuinely warm – and nobody who is smart is warm all the
time.
In this life, there are people (even men out there) who will take from you, drain you, try to hurt you,
and life will demand that you respond with something other than warmth.
And if you keep trying to be warm and receptive and “feminine”, you’ll lose your soul and not to
mention, you’ll become less and less relevant, and feel less and less “real” to that special man who
truly loves your soul.
Feminine Energy is NOT Always High Value!
Most men (smart men) know what value is. You can’t fool them. And no, it’s not your changeability
or lack of emotional control that ultimately makes them see you as “low value”.
All the incredible, emotionally committed, wonderful men I know are extremely intelligent in their
ability to read a woman’s value.
They’d see through you, and see something fishy in your adherence to strange rules about feminine
energy immediately.
In fact, there are exactly 7 signs that a woman is perceived as low value to men. Do you know what
they are (and how to avoid them like the plague?) find out here.

Aim for good emotional health…
See, I understand that for some women, this is not about being controlled (even though that’s what
they’re actually trying to make themselves become) but perhaps you want to be perceived as
emotionally healthy, and at least most of the time, balanced.
If nothing else, you want to feel emotionally healthy for yourself! Totally understandable.
In order to do that however, many single women need an enormous cleanse of their decades of
rejecting supposedly negative emotions like anger and hurt.
There is no band-aid you can wear to try to cover up years of rejecting your emotions and rejecting
your body’s need to grieve.
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No amount of blocking out pain can change the hurt you feel from your toxic, manipulative ex
boyfriend.
Resentment always finds its way out in your views, low value mindsets, your actions and your
beliefs.
When you have far too much rage, which lots of us do form past relationships, then perhaps the idea
of aiming to be passively feminine, receptive and warm to a man so that you can attract the highest
value man would lead you to become less alive and real and therefore without substance.
It makes you one-dimensional to place rules upon yourself and men about what we all have to do in
order to be a ‘feminine’ woman or a ‘masculine’ man.
When you’re a one-dimensional woman without substance, men will find you boring, no matter how
deliciously passive you are – and they will yearn for something more ‘real’.
Perhaps all you need to become more feminine is simply to remove the masks and feel more.
So, explore more who you are beneath the layers of coping and striving.
By feeling more, you actually become smarter because you’re more sensitive and attuned to when
men are at, as well as where you yourself are at.
Although showing up as ‘feminine’ and passive and ‘never initiating’ because that’s the man’s “role”
might make you feel safer, more protected and more ‘certain’, it’s never going to add to your
skillfulness in creating connection and attraction with any man or any human, full stop.
Connection and attraction are the only two important things that will help drive your relationship
from dating to commitment.
If you want to have the skills to create connection and attraction, then learn the skills of throwing
attraction pebbles or the skills of high value banter.

Feminine energy is anything but passive!
Feminine energy is anything but passive. And if your aim is to be passive in order to achieve this
“feminine” ideal that so many women mistakenly chase these days, you WILL pay a hefty price in
dating.
Usually, the price is the one you least want to pay – the price of not being able to attract the most
quality men.
Newsflash: good men out there in the dating world aren’t looking for a strictly feminine woman.
They might ‘think’ they are looking for a feminine woman, but it means little.
What the men you want are really looking for, is a woman who inspires them to commit. Because
believe it or not, all men secretly love to commit. And here are 3 good reasons why they secretly love
to commit.
Smart men who had at least a somewhat healthy upbringing are scanning women for themselves –
they ultimately choose to be there with you, in a relationship with you, dating you, pursuing you, for
themselves and their future and the future of their offspring.
As such, rather than chiefly looking for feminine energy, they’re looking for real value.
Value that’s worth their emotional energy and time.
Think about your own desires in finding a man.
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You love a good masculine man, but what does that really mean?
What if he’s masculine, has a strong direction, but doesn’t value your vision for a future and family
together because he’s so focused on his direction?
What if he’s masculine, but imposes his desires upon you in a way that makes you feel like you’re
never heard?
What if he’s so extremely masculine – but is inept when it comes to speaking the language of
intimate relationship?
Wouldn’t that leave you with a hell of a lot of work to do with him? Isn’t it much more valuable for
you to have a man who is also connected to his feminine energy?
What if he’s masculine, but he’s a womaniser?
What if he’s masculine, but always defensive?
What if he’s masculine, but lives small?
Is all that so great and valuable to you?
Of course not!
You want a man with value. The most valuable men are the ones who are multi-dimensional.
They aren’t confined by rigid rules or by fear.
Masculine energy is on a spectrum, and often, the men who are extremely masculine (on the extreme
end of the spectrum), are the ones who are the hardest to be in a relationship with, because they aren’t
well versed in the language of relationships, and they also don’t value nor respect the innate
intelligence of the feminine.
This is why, in my popular article ‘10 Telltale Signs He Is A Highly Evolved, Masculine Alpha
Male’, I say that a man who is not attuned to others, and is too stuck in himself, will tend to
disproportionately value his masculine views of the world and try to devalue the feminine viewpoint,
since it’s a different viewpoint from his own and probably also more emotional and therefore not
easy to control.
So, I want you to understand that feminine energy (learned from proper definitions and from proper
role models) might definitely help you have more polarity with more men, but it is not the ultimate
secret to get you a high value man, and it is only a small part of the picture.
Please understand that feminine energy has become this bastardised buzz word on the internet.
Every woman wants to achieve it, but most of them are misguided in what’s required and more
importantly, they don’t realise that the original teachers and scholars for this framework only created
the framework to help very specific couples and singles in some very specific contexts!

Accessing feminine energy requires that you relax into it
Any good teacher would tell you that in order to emanate more of your unique feminine energy, you
need to relax into it. It’s not about being passive.
A lot of women think they need to do more leaning back, do more warmth, do less initiating, be
passive etc.
This advice SO speaks to the anxious and scared women who have insecure attachment styles! So I
really get it! Dating is hard.
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However, being more feminine is a re-claiming of your authentic expression and your wildness as a
woman. And if you do that, don’t expect it to be valuable in every context of a relationship.
You being feminine, rather than coming in a clean package of ‘being receptive and non initiating’, is
something that’s already within you when you allow yourself to relax your coping mechanisms and to
simply come fully alive.
For the record, the usefulness of the feminine/masculine framework is very limited in your life and in
your relationship. It was never intended to be a dogma that chains single women to a myopic view of
what true value is to men.
Your value lies not just in your feminine energy (although that’s a part of it)….your value lies in how
much actual value you have to offer a man.
Here’s a screenshot of a beautiful story posted very recently by one of our members, of how she
almost shunned her boyfriend on his birthday out of fear of being “too masculine” if she did anything
for him.
Instead, she was compelled to bring him his favourite meal on his birthday while he was working
super hard, and what she got in return is a beautiful, vulnerable thank you from him. Yes, from a
masculine man.
Read it for yourself.
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So, focus on cultivating real value that men actually perceive value in. Try not to get obsessed and
overly attached to bad ideas that only allow you to engage and learn less, or to really only compete
with other women, yet in the process, you actually completely bypass the real game: showing up as a
woman of value to MEN.
That’s true value.
And that true value is cultivated through real attunement to men, and real connection to ALL parts of
your own personality and your soul – not just the parts that you consider to be feminine and therefore
“worthy” of love.
Men care a lot more about the connection they feel with you than they care about your unspoken
ideals for feminine and masculine “roles”. For all they care, your idea that THEY have a masculine
role could feel irrelevant to them.
On that note, here are the 9 Dangers of Leaning Back & Why It’s NOT Feminine.

If you want to become high value, start by understanding what value IS to MEN…
What does it really mean to be high value?
Far from just being ‘feminine’, it means to be a woman of value.
A woman of value engages.
She’s playful.
She’s alive and she’s healing and uplifting to men just by being able to access ALL parts of herself,
and therefore set a man’s soul free, because he can be more of himself, too.
Yes, this means you aren’t going to be nice all the time.
This means you can’t be afraid to use playful banter and play push and pull with men.
In fact, playful banter and push and pull will only HELP you pass the tests of men and in turn, to test
them!
(And yes, of course we test each other in the initial months and years – sometimes even after years
together!).
Here are the 5 Things Every Woman Ought to Know About Men.
High value men don’t need you to pretend nothing happened, or to hold everything in…
The other thing I want you to understand is that high value men who are authentic, don’t want you to
be passive or to hold your emotions in!
And this includes when they pull away. When they come back, (if they come back) you should never
pretend nothing happened. See our deeper discussion on how to stay high value when he pulls away.
If a man wants you passive all the time (for example, even outside of the bedroom!), that often means
that either he wants you purely for his own ends (as arm candy) or as a woman he can control.
A man with low self esteem will often force you into never having your feelings be heard.
He’ll force you into submission by making you small, compliant and passive.
That’s not you being in your feminine.
That’s just toxic.
It’s ok to be passive for the sake of having fun every now and then, but if you think that the definition
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of feminine is to be passive, that may cost you your soul.
Quality men don’t actually expect you to seem virtuous and hold all your emotions in, pretending
nothing happened.
That’s actually not what a real woman looks like. That’s not what responsiveness looks like.
Real women FEEL anger. Real women HAVE anger.
Real women have spontaneous, sometimes imperfect and ugly emotion that does get felt and does
come out, but as long as it’s not coming out due to decades of pent up emotions towards old
relationships and people – it’s real emotion.
If it’s old anger or resentment coming out, then it’s wrong and uncalibrated.
However, if it’s primary emotion, that’s fine. That means that it’s human, it’s high value vulnerability
and it’s relatable.
If it’s real-time emotion, it’s calibrated and understandable and human. It’s usually a somewhat
calibrated and spontaneous response to LIFE.
I have a little more info for you on primary emotion here in my article 4 Top Secret Ways to Access
Your High Value Vulnerability.
I can remember more than one instance in which I was watching my oldest son in jiu jitsu class, and
there were a couple of very aggressive kids there who, for no particular reason, would be heavy
handed during pre-class play.
One of them headbutted my son, and since I’m pretty much always watching, the impact of the knock
made me gasp out loudly in fear and shock.
Guess what the instructors (who are male) did?
No, they didn’t laugh at me, assuming I was out of control.
They DID something about it. They responded and dealt with the problem at hand without a second
thought or judgement.
I know they may have already felt a responsibility to my son, but in that moment, I was reminded
how nice a feeling it is to have men respond to what is.
I didn’t need to have a discussion. I didn’t need to convince.
My expression of primary emotion spoke FOR me.
And it was the primary emotion of an invested mother.
Mother’s aren’t always in control.
They give life and raise that life, and in doing that, they have a lot of primary emotion related to their
child as they are invested in that child. (They carried, birthed, and with any luck breastfed that
child!!)
I’m sorry this article has been so long, but I just wanted to leave you with one final word…if you are
a woman who believes in “feminine energy” principles that dictate that you have to ‘receive’ and ‘let
men give or ‘let men always initiate’, and basically be passive, then you are a woman who won’t
inspire real commitment and emotional devotion from men.
You will show up as a woman who has no real emotion, because you never allowed yourself to get
invested from the start. You chose your actions based on rules and fear.
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To the good smart men, a woman who doesn’t invest AT ALL is a massive warning sign of a
potentially bad mother and long-term partner. That’s the last thing you want to show up to be as a
woman.
The quicker you invest something small, whether it be a simple generous offer to pay for a cup of tea
on a FIRST date, or whether it’s a playful text msg, the quicker you see who a man is, and the
quicker you actually show up high value alongside looking out for your own needs.
You see, advice like ’never initiate’ and the 80/20 rule of contact and the rule of rotational dating or
multi dating produce in a woman a drastically reduced level of emotional attachment.
That might sound great, but do you really think that’s an intelligent way of solving the problem of a
woman’s bias to attach early?
Would swinging the pendulum too far the other way by detaching almost completely, perhaps send a
signal to men that you aren’t authentic and real?
That’s a question for you to answer for yourself.
I hope you enjoyed this article (and the video).
They were both long. But when you have something important to share, it doesn’t always come in
bite-sized portions. ?

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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Can a BROKE or JOBLESS Man Still be High Value?
June 30, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
The more jaded and less innocent you are, in general, the more likely it is that you may laugh at the
idea that a broke man could be high value.
The less jaded you are, in general, the more likely you are to agree that it’s possible for a man to be
broke, jobless and still be high value.
Knowing that so many women have been stuck in bad relationships footing the bill for toxic and
unambitious men, I don’t take this subject lightly.
I know there are bad quality men out there with zero gumption or integrity, who don’t mind living off
a woman financially – long term.
But these character traits are independent of monetary wealth/money.
Sometimes when I say this, some women say I’m naive.
I sometimes ask them if perhaps they’re jaded or resentful.
If you are capable of objective thought – if you CAN remove yourself from all the pent up emotion
you have from the past with toxic men (because boy I know it’s hard after everything you’ve been
through), then maybe, just maybe, you’ll see the little flicker of light in the darkness…
A broke and jobless man can most definitely still be high value.
A man who is broke isn’t automatically low value.
Where do you think the value of a man really is?
Let me ask you a couple of quick questions:
Is money more important than ambition?
Is money more important than resourcefulness?
Could having lots of money really turn a man who has no integrity into a man of integrity and high
value?
Absolutely not.
Could a “rich” man have scammed a bunch of people, made millions in cash in a few years, only to
end up in jail for 15 years for his heinous crimes?
Someone smart by the name of Tony Robbins once taught me that money is a magnifier; it doesn’t
change the essence of who you are as a person.
If you’re a bad person, money will magnify it. If you’re a good person, money will magnify that too.
You know what I mean, right? The rich man who flaunts his cash to lure you in, and then expects a
blowjob just because he paid for a lavish meal?
Do yourself & your future family a favour: know that money buys a bit of comfort & freedom, but it
can’t raise kids & it can’t buy resourcefulness, ambition, commitment or a quality pair bond.
David & I have taken our children around the world with us in first class, we have every bit of
freedom & “comfort” that we worked hard together for, but had I looked past him based on his poor
lifestyle, crappy car & crappy clothes that every other woman judged him for 15 yrs ago, we
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wouldn’t have made it here together.
Life always throws you conflict, loss, pain, & challenges no matter your wealth.
Money is no insurance against poor character, a lack of resourcefulness and a lack of integrity.
If you date for money, not love – you foot the cost as a woman.
What I foolishly didn’t realise until my husband taught me the lesson, is that so many of us often
have no clue that the value in life is not just in the comfort you can get for yourself – the real value is
in what substance and lasting VALUE you pass onto the next generation.
There’s no use being rich, if your children turn out to be insecurely attached, weak, entitled and have
zero depth of love and secure attachment to pass on to THEIR children.
There’s no use being rich and spending 99% of your time chasing wealth as a parent, only to find out
that your children inherited your cash, but no skills in adding value to the world.
You can throw money at your children, give them what they want and they turn out to have no
understanding of currency, economics and how to accumulate true wealth by themselves.
See, I’ve been working with women long enough to know that if all else were equal, then given the
choice between a self-made man and a man who inherited riches, they’d almost always choose the
self-made man.
So, all women intuitively know there’s far more value in a man with a strong masculine direction,
ambition and substance, yet we often lose sight of that.
When we are fearful, we are quick to judge and push away a man based only on his job status and his
current earnings.
It’s much like judging the monetary value (or earnings) of a business based on arbitrary measuring
sticks like popularity – ie: the popularity of their instagram, twitter, facebook or youtube account.
The success of a business CAN definitely go hand-in-hand with popularity, but it also often doesn’t!
As you would already know, there’s more than meets the eye.
Never forget that some of the truly smart and rich men will choose to dress down, to be
inconspicuous and avoid being targeted by value-sucking women who throw themselves at them.
So, of course it’s your life, and you know your situation, and your needs better than anyone else does.
Perhaps you’re over 50 and you’ve been through it all, and you’re done with jobless men. I
understand. Yet still – don’t confuse joblessness with a lack of resourcefulness.
Don’t confuse joblessness with a lack of masculinity.
If possible in your dating life, enjoy yourself, learn all your lessons, make all the mistakes you need
to make – but never stop learning from them, never put blinders on and only think on the surface.
You won’t believe the amount of women in their 30s and 40s I’ve heard from who wanted to get
married and have a family – and so had to choose between two men quickly.
Usually it’s a similar scenario for them all – one of the men had money but their connection was not
there and one of the men didn’t have the money or lifestyle, but the connection was there – and they
often regret choosing the one with money because even though they thought it was best for their
children and lifestyle at the time, they’re now living unhappy lives, or perhaps even divorced and
parenting their children in a very different way than they assumed they would be.
Don’t get me wrong – sometimes we have to make difficult decisions. We can’t have it all at once
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and the world we live in is far from ideal. So who am I to judge a woman who was forced to make a
difficult choice?
But do take care of your feminine soul – it needs more than money. It needs to be opened to love by a
trustworthy man, it needs to surrender to bonding, to love and connection. Without these things,
you’ll feel an enormous lack down the line.
And so don’t close your heart to a man based on his car, clothes and job status before you get to test
him and get to know him for real.
Don’t be surface like perhaps your scaredy cat, judgemental, jaded female acquaintances are.
Look deeper, feel deeper into who a man really is, even through your own fears.
Try your best to be more patient, think long-term or better still, if you can – play the long game,
rather than the game of instant gratification like so many other people in the world do.
I want to love you and leave you with a quote I recently shared on my instagram:
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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Your Resentment For Menâ€¦
July 9, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
As a woman who’s been on the receiving end of abuse (as most of us have), I understand the feeling
of resentment towards men, or towards our abuser.
As a woman who’s been on the receiving end of many insults and bullying from men and women
alike….as a person who knows what it feels like to be used and abused and treated like a pet by a
sociopath…for more than 20 years, I respect the value of anger towards the people who have
wronged us.
The anger has a purpose for your soul and mine.
So, do talk about your pain. Process your pain.
Process your GUILT from hurting men and causing them pain too.
Everyone has abused and been abused.
Everyone has suffered in love and dating. Everyone has been burned.
I have hurt my lover and I have been hurt.
But resentment and mud-slinging is not all I am.
I am human and I am capable of resentment as well as love and compassion.
I am capable of objective appreciation and understanding of men, the very species (of which a few)
made me feel like I was not enough at times.
Many women I talk to and who read my work are quite thoughtful. But I sense that some of us are
still suffering.
That suffering sometimes comes out in the form of resentful comments towards men.
That suffering sometimes comes out towards other members in our Facebook group, and yes, towards
myself and David at times.
That’s OK. I didn’t sign up for this because it’s easy.
And I’ve been doing this a long time, so there’s close to nothing I haven’t seen.
But if you are suffering, here’s what I believe is most important right now: I believe it’s more
important to take responsibility for your feelings, for your past, your choices and for your future.
Take responsibility for where you are now, and what you feel.
Because here’s what I know: if we as women go out into the dating world and show up with
resentment or entitlement (they go hand in hand), here’s what will happen:
MEN will also become more resentful and entitled.
Nobody wins if nobody has the courage to take responsibility.
Our gender doesn’t determine our entitlements.
And there’s nothing like a courageous woman, full of love and value to inspire men to be better.
It’s not our past that determines how we’re entitled to act towards people now.
So, can we stand up, dust ourselves off and take back our innocence now?
Take back your innate love for men, and your joy for connecting with men.
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You have everything you need within you to do that now.
After all, you’re a woman. And you have more power than you know.
Take responsibility for approaching dating men with a sense of understanding, curiosity and
playfulness.
If you have suffering, ok.
Grieve. And grieve now.
The more resentment you allow to build up, the more resentment you’ll bring into your own life, and
you’ll see doom and gloom everywhere because you’re looking for it.
Don’t punish a whole species of men, just because a few have wronged you.
Don’t punish a whole species of men, because they might just make you feel punished in return.
It’s reciprocal.
Resentment begets resentment.
Appreciation begets appreciation.
You don’t get better at vetting the low value men by thinking from fear or taking more actions from
fear. (Of course your fear is very useful when it’s useful, but most of the time, it’s not useful).
And you don’t get better at vetting men by being resentful.
You get better at vetting them by becoming better yourself first.
That’s because we can only tolerate those who are like us, those who vibrate at the same level.
It is only when you are better (more resourceful) yourself, that you can choose better.
As that age old saying goes…
”Be the change you want to see in the world.”
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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How to be More Feminine: 18 Ways of a Soft Feminine Woman
July 19, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Becoming more feminine can make you more attractive as a woman.
Not only that, it allows you to become more of yourself, and become more of who you are deep down
inside.
Embodied feminine energy is created from the inside out, and for a woman to be more feminine, she
must prioritize what goes on within herself internally.
In this article, I will first show you how to become more feminine in 4 simple steps.
After that, I will share with you 18 ways of a soft, feminine woman.
It’s quite easy to improve how we look externally, but the more important focus should be on the true
embodiment of your own unique feminine energy.
Some of the most feminine women in the world have no money for pretty clothing, shoes, the latest
LV bag, or the latest Chanel sunglasses.
Yet, they show up extremely feminine, because (perhaps due to the fact that they live in a more
traditional culture where feminine energy is celebrated), they’ve kept their natural, undulating
feminine energy within their body that they were naturally born with.
Let’s not forget also, that making ourselves up as women, and dressing ourselves has in our
modern world, become a bit of a race to the bottom: a race by which women try to out-compete each
other for cheap male attention by dressing more provocatively than the woman standing next to them.
Contents
What is feminine energy and how can you become the ultimate feminine woman?
STEP 1: First relinquish Your Rules
STEP 2: Remove the Masks & Stop Trying to be “worthy”
STEP 3: Become free to be in the sensations of your feminine ‘body’
Step 4: Vulnerability
18 Ways Of A High Value, Soft & Feminine Woman
1. Always, always consider things from his perspective.
2. Re-sensitise yourself.
3. Do touch your chosen man physically lovingly, showing presence and sensitivity and
softness.
4. Play
5. Blow jobs
6. Be feminine for yourself first – then invite him into your world
7. Don’t assume every man wants feminine energy
8. Don’t assume feminine is always best
9. Show him that you’re willing to trust him
10. Polarity or commonalities!
11. Sex is not the ultimate value you can give, really!
12. Choose connection, not sex to honour your feminine soul and be ‘the one and only’ to him
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13. It’s OK to dream.
14. Give first
15. Be loyal
16. Too much defensiveness; it’s not good
17. Smile Openly when you feel like it
18. Appreciate men as they are
Conclusion and final message…

What is feminine energy and how can you become the ultimate
feminine woman?
First, let’s establish whether your primary energy is more masculine or more feminine.
Chances are, if you’re searching for ways to increase your feminine energy and your expression of it,
then you are probably more feminine naturally.
However, there are some of us who are more preferentially identified with the masculine energy.
Yes, a woman can be naturally primarily identified with the masculine energy, and that’s perfectly
ok.
Of course, I must also remind you that some of us are neutral at our core. What this means is that
some people (male OR female) are neither clearly very expressive of the feminine energy, nor are
they very clearly expressed in the masculine energy.
So, these more neutral people don’t seem to have the emotionally expressive, changeability, non-goal
oriented radiance of a more feminine identified human, and they don’t seem to have the impersonal
objectivity, or the directed and linear energy of a very masculine identified human.
However, the majority of females born (roughly 80% of women) will identify strongly with the
feminine energy, and given the right environment and opportunity, they will gravitate towards
existing from that energy.
This is often called your feminine core.
So, do you have a more feminine core?
Here’s a table I made for you to see clearly what the differences between the masculine and feminine
energy are.
It’s for you to figure out if you are more feminine or masculine at your core.
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If you’re still confused as to which energy you identify more with naturally, you can take this free
quiz we have created called, ‘How Naturally Feminine Am I Actually?’
Now we can talk about HOW to emulate more of your feminine energy.

STEP 1: First relinquish Your Rules
Rules are useful when they are useful.
Yet, femininity and feminine energy is often squashed by ‘rules’ on how to act. And that’s
troublesome because most of us live in a society full of unspoken rules.
Not to mention peer groups. Often, our friends or our peer groups can be the most limiting when we
want to change.
I have said before, that femininity is not so much about following a set of rules, because rules = rigid
and there’s nothing rigid about femininity.
Feminine energy is the energy of life – it is sometimes more nurturing, and sometimes more wild,
dark and more carnal in its expression.
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Here’s a quick contrast between light and dark feminine energy.
So, do you have any rules about what it means to be feminine?
Do you think that by being more soft, you’ll always be extra feminine in your expressions?
Do you have a rule that very feminine women should always look and be elegant?
Do you have a rule that says feminine women can never be masculine?
Do you have a rule that says that to be feminine, you can never, ever swear or use obscenities?
Do you think being feminine is all about being passive?
Have a think about that.
You see, due to a number of growing dating and relationship rules circulating on the internet, many
women now have erroneous ideas about how to show up more feminine.
Due to the new age rules, a lot of women these days think that being feminine is about being passive,
being more receptive or about receiving.
Being receptive is a good overall skill to have, but it doesn’t relate specifically to becoming more
feminine.
Receptivity will help you open more and relate more as a human, rather than being strictly about
feminine energy.
If you would like to find out more about that, you can read my article, Is It Really “Feminine” To
Receive? & Other Myths of Masculine & Feminine Energy.
A lot of people say that in dating, to be feminine means to practice “leaning back”. See my article
here on The 9 Dangers of Leaning Back & Why it’s Not Feminine.
The truth is that a masculine man can lean back as well, and not suddenly be or look ‘feminine’.
People are getting their knickers in a knot about the whole feminine and masculine paradigm. There’s
really no need!
First and foremost, relinquish all the rules you’ve taken on board about what it means to show up
with more feminine energy.
Remember, you are a unique soul. You’re one of a kind. You have your own ‘flavour’ of feminine
energy.
This means that no amount of rules you follow will really help you become more of feminine self –
unless you’re coming out of an abusive relationship, and you want to feel safer when connecting with
a new man.
Even then, strange rules about being passive or never contacting a man and never doing anything
masculine would really restrict your expression of yourself.
Sure, you might want to become softer rather than being hard and rigid – but being soft doesn’t
always equate to being passive.
Sometimes femininity is soft. Other times it is not.
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STEP 2: Remove the Masks & Stop Trying to be “worthy”
Ask yourself this question: “am I wanting to become more feminine in order to be more worthy?”
If deep down, you know in your heart of hearts that the answer is yes, then just remind yourself of
something….
Remind yourself that to emanate more feminine energy requires that you stop trying to be worthy.
Rather, it’s about being able to relax beyond the stress and tension of being worthy, into who you
already are in your true nature.
Striving to be or feel more ‘worthy’ of love is a mistake I’ve personally made.
It really gives off the wrong vibe – the vibe that you’re not “quite there” or “calibrated” socially or
relationally.
See, femininity must occur from within. Smart men will never be fooled by a fake feminine woman.
In other words, you need to remove the fake masculine masks you may have adopted as a little girl in
order to be received by others as more ‘high achieving’, ‘competitive’ and ‘enough’ in this society.
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See, the fact that you’re here on this earth already means that you are worthy.
If your core is truly feminine, what you need is to remove the masks, the layers of striving and coping
to be ‘worthy’ or to be more ‘enough’ and move beyond rules into the delicious expression of your
own unique feminine radiance.
(If you would like to learn more about what exactly feminine radiance is – D.Shen has an amazing
article I recommend you read. It’s titled: “What Exactly IS Feminine Radiance?”)
Removing masks of fake feminine energy or fake masculine energy doesn’t mean you should give up
your masculine qualities.
Please don’t give them up.
We all have masculine and feminine energy in us (men and women) – remember that feminine and
masculine energy are not gender-dependent.
Your masculine qualities are equally as wonderful and useful in your life (and yes, even in your
relationship!)
It’s just that a lot of us women have become extremely masculine because of our work and our habits.
This means that many women now don’t want to, or know how to come out of their hypermasculinised lifestyle.
See, what we do most of the time shows in our body and if we do a little too much of the so-called
masculine tasks and things, then it makes our bodies masculine.
In fact, having a highly unbalanced, masculine lifestyle or job can affect your beauty and femininity.
The truth is that of course dominant and successful men are attracted to a feminine woman.
Yet not every man wants a feminine woman, and not every man finds a feminine woman attractive.
Not only that, to be a high value woman, you need to be able to access your healthy masculine as
well.
Try to remember that.
The type of men to find a very feminine woman attractive are the men who spend a lot of time being
very centred in their masculine “core”, which means that they are unafraid to be themselves.
This means that their natural dominant energy, their natural sense of autonomy and direction gifted to
them at birth has not been quashed by society (or if it has, he has learned how to get back to his core)
What is the one specific emotional trigger within every single man in this world that inspires him to
want to commit to ONE woman, want to take care of her, worship her and only her?
Click here to find out right now…
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STEP 3: Become free to be in the sensations of your feminine
‘body’
When you have a lot of work and responsibilities, it’s imperative to be able to switch from that
masculine, goal-oriented energy to the undulating waves of changing feminine energy that exist in
your body naturally.
To release that constricted ball of masculine energy in your body, use music and relaxation to soften
the constriction.
And do things that bring your body towards relaxation. Relaxation reduces stress and brings your
body in connection with its natural pleasure or even pain. Things like having a bath, dancing and
moving your body in whichever way it wants to move (whichever way feels good to you), will help
you bring you back to your body.
Feminine energy is usually highly concentrated in the hips, thighs and reproductive organs. This is
where the energy needs to be for successfully maintaining your cycle and for reproduction.
We don’t want to be trapped in our head all the time, and we don’t want to quash our undulating
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feminine energy.
Instead, we want to free up all the constricted energy from living in the masculine world.
You see, when we go to school and college and then proceed to get a job, we take on responsibilities
and stressors that affect our feminine energy.
Not only that, if we have a career that requires us to be in our masculine energy a lot, we lose that
ability to be more feminine.
When we have a very masculine career (which many of us do!), and we go to it day to day, it makes
our body masculine.
What you have to do in order to accomplish things in a highly competitive and cut-throat masculine
environment, is you have to suck up all the subtle ripples of feminine energy that would normally
traverse your body unhindered, and turn it into a linear energy of focus and ‘going for the kill’.
This ‘sucking up’ of your feminine energy is what your body does naturally, to get the job done.
Now, this doesn’t mean that if you are trapped in this kind of habit that you are doing the wrong
thing, because you aren’t.
It just means that you may spend a little too much tie in your masculine in order to really keep a
healthy feminine.
It means that you’re not existing in your sensual world, or in the sensations of your body. (Remember
in our table above that feminine energy is more about existing in the body and the body’s sensations
and feelings?)
Feeling is the essence of femininity, because to feel, you need to surrender. And that is, surrender to
life force and let it become you.
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What I also mean by this is that to be feminine, we cannot be trapped in limiting beliefs that lead us
to become a detached or cold woman who is disconnected from connection, and also the spontaneous
flow of life.
This is one of the attitudes you don’t want to have if you want to be more feminine.
Women are nurturers. And this requires a level of attachment and sensitivity.
Truly beautiful, feminine women take care of things that they care for – (not just anything, you don’t
want to take care of everything just for the sake of it).
In fact, they care about almost everything. Remember from our table above that the feminine finds it
hard to let go? Rather, it hangs on (often a little too long?)
Sometimes, patterns of detachment from sensitivity and emotion, love or intimate relationship are a
product of experiencing pain and/or believing we aren’t worthy of being seen as who we naturally
are.
Sure, we’ve all had trauma. We’ve all had enormous pain. But it doesn’t mean that a woman has to
become ‘broken’ and feel like she has no way out other than to wallow in victimhood.
Here’s what’s interesting.
A feminine woman, if she shows up as a man’s “one and only” instead of “one of many”, truly gives
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a masculine man a reason to live, to work, to provide, and to conquer.
Due to the fact that her energy and aliveness (connection with all of life….her surrender to pain and
pleasure) gives him something he can NEVER experience fully for himself as a man.
Unless he goes to Hawaii or perhaps fiji.
These are very feminine places that can truly enlive men (and women) when we visit them. They
nurture us with their lush beauty and feminine energy.
So, see your feminine energy or your femininity as a gift to a good man.
By the way, if you want to learn the 5 secrets of how to make him fall in love with you and beg YOU
to be his one and only, I have something special for you here.

Step 4: Vulnerability
Vulnerability has become the ultimate buzzword in the last 5 or so years.
But how do you practise it?
There’s a few suggestions I have for you.
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1: Take a cold shower. This makes you instantly vulnerable and makes your emotions surface (learn
more about cold showers here before you begin them, however. I am not a doctor.)
2: Emotionally invest in someone or something.
Yes, of course, that means you can invest in yourself too, if you want to!
Investing in yourself doesn’t mean watching crappy tv shows and binge-eating potato chips (although
you can do that if you want – but that’s more about being escaping than it is about investing in
yourself).
It means to make yourself vulnerable by learning something new, actually studying a topic you do not
understand (like MEN, money, health, relationships), or simply investing your time in getting to
know another human (yes, including men).
If you want to be vulnerable, understand men!
If you want to be more vulnerable, understand another human (women included).
Be on the same page they are on, so that you develop a sense of beauty, relatability, authenticity,
softness and humility.
All these things lead to deeper vulnerability which can also lead to deeper connection.
And what does deeper connection mean?
It means that your feminine energy gets the nourishment it needs.
Connection is the lifeblood of the feminine.
The more connected you are, the more vulnerable you are.
Of course, the more vulnerable you are, the more you show to men that you’re not really all that
capable in certain areas of life.
Just like perhaps he wouldn’t be capable of breastfeeding a child.
(See, if you can kill all of your own snakes as a woman, that’s great….but if you kill each and every
snake for yourself time after time, then…then what is the purpose of a man in your life?)
It’s important to be aware that if a man is masculine at his core, then it’s important that he does feel
needed to an extent. (just like you like to feel needed by a man, but in different ways).
So, allow yourself the gift of vulnerability.
Surrender to the feelings in your body.
Surrender to what’s true of life.
When you’re real like this, you’re more of yourself.
When you’re more of yourself, your natural femininity will shine through like the brightest star in the
night sky.
It’s kind of like peeling back the layers.
Peeling off the masks and saying, ‘Hey world. I’m here. I’m real. I feel. I’m a woman and I’m proud
to be so.”
And guess what?
Then he (men) will see that you do struggle sometimes.
And perhaps you struggle in ways that he can really help you!
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He will see that you don’t have a whole lot of direction in your life like he does, because you don’t
tend towards that masculine bias.
Instead, you’re not about direction (most of the time – perhaps at work you are, but definitely not
inside of a relationship).

Your feminine core is about flow, remember?
Flowing from one thing to another – and yes, that embodiment of life energy makes you very
vulnerable at times.
So he will see and feel that you are vulnerable and real.
If there’s no vulnerability, then there is no need for him, and if there’s no need for him, then he will
be more likely to subconsciously put you in the category of “one of many” and pump and dump you.
Because your sexual exchanges won’t mean anything to him.
You may wonder what the difference between neediness and vulnerability is.
Here’s an article on, How to Be Vulnerable Without Being NEEDY.
Would you like to also discover the one ONE specific emotional trigger within every single man in
this world that inspires him to WANT to commit to one woman, and commit to her and only her?
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I share with you what that one specific emotional trigger is right here.

18 Ways Of A High Value, Soft & Feminine Woman
When I was 10, I liked a blonde haired, rough around the edges boy called Shannon, but Shannon
didn’t like me; he liked my friend Tilly who wore floral skirts.
When I asked Tilly why Shannon didn’t like me and liked her (yes, I really did that), Tilly said I was
acting like a boy and Shannon would like me more if I wore a skirt.
Looking back now, I can see that that Tilly girl – she was smart.
When I was 13 walking down the river bank with my best friend at the time, who has since sadly
passed away, a couple of boys walked past and said to us ‘nice tits, ugly head’.
I didn’t have any breasts, I was flat chested and my friend was the total opposite of flat chested, so I
assumed he was saying ‘nice tits’ to my best friend and ugly head to me.
Was I being too negative? Maybe.
Then, when I was 22 studying my law degree, a male law student acquaintance said to me “your body
looks your age, your face looks old”.
I still remember this for a reason – cause it sucked to hear it. (I’ve since been told that he wanted to
have sex with me, so he said that to bring me down a peg. I don’t know…it still hurts though.)
Now you can take a guess at one reason why I got interested in the topic of feminine energy,
relationships, dating and men. I had a few…let’s call them unanswered questions.
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Which, by the way, I had to figure out the answers for myself. My parents were too proper to answer
any love, dating or sex questions I had.
So these 18 tips are as much for me as for anyone else who gives a damn about love, sex and the art
of intimacy.
I suggest that you choose only 3 (THREE) of these 18 ways that appeal to you, and begin doing
them.
You’ll be better than 95% of people in relationships for doing so.

1. Always, always consider things from his perspective.
Why? Because it makes you smart, and able to see very quickly if he cares about you; or is hanging
with you for the wrong reasons.
This is an essential skill to become good with men and people in general.
It’s just about caring. Try hard to understand where another person is coming from, feel what
problems they might have. Try to see what their motivations are.
Prepare to be wrong about this more often than not. But the point is not to be right.
The point is to start. To care. Eventually, you might get 10% better at it. That’s an enormous
difference from most humans, who never try.

2. Re-sensitise yourself.
Both of my sons (and I believe possibly all newborns) came into the world highly sensitive.
I would leave my older son in a room with his father for 5 minutes while I hung up the washing, and
if he cried for me while I was gone, I was dumbfounded that I could simply walk back into the room
(without seeing me at all), and he would stop crying, sensing my presence.
These babies, innocent and free, also don’t tolerate anything less than full love and connection.
How many of us keep this capacity for sensitivity and connection after childhood?
If this vulnerability and trust that we are born with is broken, which it is for most of us, we lose
innocence and purity, we can also become thick skinned and stupid in relationships.
This is not to say that we should be like a newborn baby, but that we should try to have a capacity for
sensitivity and a capacity for trusting others and the capacity for feeling untrust.
You would ideally also be just as able to connect to pain as you can connect to pleasure.
Why? Well, because if you’re feminine in an “advanced” way, then your body becomes more and
more open over time, and as it becomes more open over time, it becomes incredibly sensitive to pain
and pleasure.
So consider re-sensitising yourself with feeling deeper beyond the superficial patterns you have.
Breathe deeply, dance, appreciate your feminine body.
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3. Do touch your chosen man physically lovingly, showing
presence and sensitivity and softness.
The reason this tip is in here is because soft feminine woman are sensual, because they are attuned to
the sensations in their bodies.
When you reach out and touch a man gently, softly and lovingly, I’ve noticed it feels feminine to
them, and it takes courage to do this from a caring place.
We can be mindless, going about our day-to-day, and forget to connect with him from a soft and
sensitive place.

4. Play
Be playful and move and throw pillows and wrestle for fun.
Connect with him in these multi dimensional ways – one caveat: I mean to do this in a way that you
enjoy and that gives you pleasure.
Men in general love a woman’s pleasure. It’s horrible that so many of us are ashamed of our own
pleasure: because it triggers other women’s jealousy.
A little secret: playfulness also the no.1 trait of high value dating profiles online (that men fall in love
with).

5. Blow jobs
Only with a man that you’re exclusive with and that you trust.
Don’t give blowjobs to men you don’t have any relationship with.
If you’re already in a trusting relationship, and you’re sure that this man truly cares about you and is
fully committed to you, then blowjobs would be appreciated.
Remember to only give it to a man who is worthy of your vulnerability. There’s a whole article about
it here…

6. Be feminine for yourself first – then invite him into your
world
Let the natural feminine energy arise out of pleasure in your body.
Deep and wild pleasure is often taboo, and so it’s not so much that you should be feminine only for
your own pleasure – pleasure is more so the gateway to full sensitivity.
Full sensitivity means you feel pain and pleasure, and you should ideally have the capacity to feel and
sense both pleasure and pain.
To achieve this, you can try dancing by yourself.
Dance naked, sing and move your body in the ways it naturally wants to move, for your pleasure.
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Dance and listen to music that makes you cry or rage.
Then, connect with yourself that way and if you feel like it, you can share that with him.
No, pleasure is never just about sex.
Consider what you deeply enjoy, what makes you want to connect with others, what makes you
laugh, what makes you cry.

Then truly be free and let go.

7. Don’t assume every man wants feminine energy
Some men want to BE the feminine energy.
If you do assume all men want feminine women, you could be trying in earnest to feed a horse to a
fish, and you’d have good intentions there, but the fish wouldn’t perceive any value in your offering.
See this: 5 telltale signs a man has crippling low self esteem.

8. Don’t assume feminine is always best
Be careful if you assume that all you have to do is be feminine, and that will be the key that will
make you stand out as more high value than other women.
That’s not usually true; feminine doesn’t work in many contexts of your life, perhaps in the
workplace, even if it sometimes works for attracting high value men.
Feminine and masculine energy is only one lens through which to see your dating life.
Being feminine is great, but being attuned to a man is just as great.
Being feminine cannot solve every dating or relationship problem – I know that some ladies have that
impression, but as great as feminine energy is, to think that being feminine is the holy grail – well,
that’s a terribly myopic view to have.
Here are 3 Undercover Ways to be More High Value Over Other Women & Get Him to Choose You.

9. Show him that you’re willing to trust him
Show him that you’re willing to trust him, but don’t hold back your expression of lack of trust when
you don’t.
Here’s what that means: show willingness to try to trust his direction, and relax into trusting him
when you really do, but communicate with non-blaming “I’m not feeling very safe right now” as
feedback when he’s not being considerate or is making a scary decision.
(There Are Exactly 7 Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to Men. Do You Know What
They Are? (& How to Avoid Them Like the Plague)? Click here to find out right now…)
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10. Polarity or commonalities!
If you are not interested in wild intimacy, sexual depth and passion in your intimate relationship –
then maybe a relationship with a strong masculine man isn’t for you.
This is because it is the strong feminine and masculine poles that create polarity, which contribute to
feelings of attraction.
That’s fine – it’s just important for you to know that if all you want is an average, functioning
relationship where you are both best friends, then being feminine may not matter at all – being a team
player, getting the job done and being agreeable may be more important.

11. Sex is not the ultimate value you can give, really!
Unless he has got it in his head that he just has to have physical sex with you and that will make
everything great.
Connecting to him, putting connection above all else, sharing your feminine energy, accepting him,
allowing him to be human is the real deal.
Giving him sex for the sake of not losing him is never what it is about.
Don’t make yourself do this because you’re fearful there are no other options. It causes stress and
dishonesty in your body.
At least tell him that you feel scared to have sex with him. Read more on how men view sex here.

12. Choose connection, not sex to honour your feminine soul
and be ‘the one and only’ to him
It’s hard to become the ‘one and only’ if you guys have already been friends with benefits for a
while, and then suddenly you want him to be your committed boyfriend with a soul to soul
connection, you may not have that opportunity anymore.
To get to exclusive girlfriend status, be selective and avoid having sex out of fear that he will leave if
you don’t.
This is honouring your own feminine soul.
Avoid having sex if one part of you wants to and the other part dreads the consequence.
Instead communicate your fear of the consequence. You are more trustworthy and feminine this way.
Sex is still a thing you allow men access to – unless you’ve already established trust, love and
commitment with each other. Not being sexist or unfair to women here.
You are the woman, you have the womb. Men don’t.
Sex means something to you, and it can mean absolutely nothing to men (unless you are their one and
only).
Want to know how to show up as the one and only woman, rather than the one of many woman?
Access my “Becoming His One & Only” program here.
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13. It’s OK to dream.
It’s OK if you dream of having a man so strong and masculine that you’re willing to travel the world
with him, supporting his dream, allow him to order you around with love.
Just love that you secretly want that with the right man. That’s what your feminine soul wants.

14. Give first
To add to your mate value, when you want something from a man – say, more of his time or more
sensitivity, try offering that to him first.
Be able to offer what it is that you demand from him.
Pure generosity is anything but low value.
It’s one of the traits of a classy woman.
Simply think about what value you can add to him before you ask for more commitment and
investment, so that you become deserving of that commitment.
Many women today are entitled.
Women who are entitled and think men owe them something proudly shout their ‘rules’ that “MEN
should give” and “MEN are the providers”.
Yes, but that doesn’t mean they will provide for you.
It’s all about how you show up as a woman.
Who wants to feel taken advantage of?
What rich, masculine man would want to provide for an entitled woman?
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This is one reason why we suggest that you have enough generous spirit to offer to pay specifically
on the FIRST date, not the second or third or fourth date.
We’re not advocating that you ‘be the man’ or that you offer to pay for a lavish dinner on the first
date.
Rather, we believe that if you offer from a genuine place to pay for the tea or coffee date, not only do
you get to show up more classy and generous – you set yourself apart from all the others.

15. Be loyal
Be so loyal it is painful. Men who have at least an average level of intelligence and value connection,
absolutely value loyalty in a woman.
A loyal woman is feminine because to be feminine, you must honour your need for attachment to a
man. And when you’re proud of being attached, more of your natural softness, vulnerability and
femininity will show.
Loyalty is something I am convinced that men are primed to look out for in a woman, because they
don’t bear children, and therefore can’t know if children are theirs or not – unless they find and
choose a loyal woman.
This means that you don’t try to ‘date like men do’ by engaging in ‘rotational dating’ which can be
low value.
(No, I’m not suggesting you should only date ONE man – read the article above to understand).

16. Too much defensiveness; it’s not good
Yes, objectively speaking, defensiveness serves a purpose, but it doesn’t always go well with love
and connection.
It’s hard not to be defensive if you’re an insecurely attached, insecure or fearful person – but the
point is to try our best to practice feeling deeper and breathing instead.
When all else fails in your relationship, remember to put connection first.
Of course, not all relationships deserve you putting connection first – especially when you’ve tried to
do that – when you’ve tried to connect soul to soul with him repeatedly, and he still treats you poorly.
To understand if you’re in a healthy relationship that’s worth your time, I wrote this article for you on
the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship.

17. Smile Openly when you feel like it
Smile genuinely. If you smile when you’re already in your feminine, this will enhance the joy and the
happiness men feel around you.
You will enliven their hearts and put joy, hope, life and happiness into their dry masculine world.
This is not to say that if you don’t smile you’re “masculine”. This is to say that when you’re in your
feminine energy, sharing a genuine smile can show your feminine openness to men and add to your
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value.
Interestingly, research shows that the more a man smiles, the less dominant women perceive him to
be. Dominance is connected to masculine energy.
Of course, a smile is also attractive on a dominant masculine man, if it’s genuine. Because it makes
him approachable and even endearing.
But if men smile all the time for the sake of smiling, that just doesn’t feel quite right.

18. Appreciate men as they are
Yes, if you want to be in your divine feminine energy, appreciate men. It’s that simple.
If you want to be a woman of value to men, appreciate men.
The masculine enjoys being appreciated, even if appreciating him doesn’t appear to give you what
you want right this moment.
This doesn’t mean having a bunch of rules for them and how they should be and what they ought to
be doing for you.
It means accepting them as they are and being curious about how masculine energy can be
experienced by men.
It means accepting that masculinity doesn’t always show up in the way you wish it would.
For example, some men experience their masculinity through playing video games. Playing video
games doesn’t mean they’re feminine (yes that’s right!).
It means they like to experience winning and losing.
Many video games help men connect to their masculine core.
Sometimes, yes, playing video means they want to escape life. Which is why a lot of women find the
habit of playing video games annoying.
But playing video games can still mean that they want to get back to their masculine core!
Having judgements about it won’t create polarity or connection in your relationship.
It will only create distance.

Conclusion and final message…
Whatever strategies you want to use to connect to your divine feminine energy, remember that if it’s
all too overwhelming, just start with freeing yourself and letting yourself truly FEEL.
If there’s one tip I have today to become more feminine, it is simply to feel. Just FEEL.
Begin valuing your feelings and valuing who you are.
If you cannot feel….all the pain, hurt, anger, ecstasy that has been pent up or held in for the sake of
being accepted in our society, then you can never be free to be fully feminine.
I hope that you enjoyed this article and that you found it useful. If you have anything to say, please
leave me a comment.
You can even leave a comment if you hated it. Have a lovely day/night!
Oh, also. If you want to learn the 5 secrets to have your chosen man fall deeply in love with you and
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beg you to be his one and only, check out my program, ‘Becoming His One & Only’.

P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
P.P.S. Here are 7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in the Eyes of Men.
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Why Men Pull Away & How to Deal With It As A High Value
Woman
July 22, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Sometimes there’s literally nothing worse than having your man pull away from you. It can be
especially confusing if men pull away when they are falling in love.
Whether your man is falling in love with you, or it’s only the very early stages of a relationship and
you’re not sure if he is in love with you, a man pulling away is stressful.
It doesn’t matter how long he pulls away. It still hurts.
…Because we are talking about a man whom you’ve invested your precious time, your energy and
your emotions.
And so for him to pull away from you at any moment, it’s painful. As a woman, you would feel that
his lack of presence leaves a void that is difficult to fill.
But why do men pull away from the relationship? And how can you deal with it in the best way
possible when they do?
How can you deal with it as a feminine yet high value woman?
Let me answer those questions in this article.
Table of Contents
Why do men really pull away
Men pulling away is part of their masculine instinct.
Your man will pull away at some point (Maybe after getting close to you!)
That’s right… Do NOT make your feelings wrong.
How do we show up in a high value way despite the fear?
The stress of suffocation
Your man pulling away could have real positive intent.
What is intuitive to a man in a relationship is not what is intuitive to a woman
Our pain & suffering is dictated by our feminine meaning…
If you had a feminine man, would you still be attracted to him?
But what if he’s ghosting me or never wanted to commit to me?
The masculine feminine polarity is why you have attraction in the first place.
So what to do if he is pulling away?
So what does your man really want from YOU when he pulls away?
The key is to keep your value
How much time do you give him before you walk away?
NEVER Be A Man’s ‘One Of Many’ Woman Again
Don’t Strip Value From The Relationship Bank
How DO you show him that you are still loyal and high value?
Don’t punish him & shut off to him.
What if you guys were or are in a committed relationship?
If you ever get too stressed out of your mind…
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Why do men really pull away
Every day my team and I get questions about the topic of men pulling away.
The reality is that men will pull away and withdraw from you and from the relationship – it’s bound
to happen at some point.
I have definitely heard about men who have never pulled away in a relationship.
Yes, that’s right there are men who don’t pull away.
However, that man who never pulls away is a rare exception.
(And is able to be the exception perhaps due to the fact that he is just in the right place in his life
when he met you).
It could be due to the myriad of factors in their unique relationship lining up at exactly the right time.
However, often, if a woman says her man never pulls away (which again, is an exception), it’s not
necessarily that he doesn’t pull away.
It’s moreso that she (the woman) doesn’t perceive that he pulls away.
Either she ‘gets’ him, so she doesn’t find his actions a threat to her emotional safety.
Or, she has secure attachment (so his absences don’t bother her too much).
It’s also possible that she is more balanced in her masculine and feminine energy.
So of course, there are exceptions to this rule that masculine men pull away from their intimate
relationship at some point.
However, whether a man is in love with you or not – there will likely come a time when you feel him
pulling away.
And you will feel it in your body, your heart and in your emotions.
Pulling away is simply what masculine men have to do sometimes.
This isn’t about making excuses for men. This is about understanding his equilibrium as a masculine
soul.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Men pulling away is part of their masculine instinct.
To prevent them from doing so is like telling the sun not to rise.
(…and of course, us women pull away from relationships too, but most of the time not for the same
reasons as men do.)
See… the truth is this. Most men can only take being connected deeply to you for a certain
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amount of time before they need to remove themselves to find their equilibrium again.
They need to re-engage with their identity through their mission, their goals, and their
masculine passions.
Even when a man is very much in love – he will get to a stage where he needs to do this.
Here are 5 Unusual Signs He Is Madly In Love With You.
A man who is truly in love with you can usually spend more time with you before he needs to pull
away.
Be that as it may, each man is unique and each moment is also unique.
However, having a man pull away doesn’t always mean your man isn’t in love with you.
Sometimes the more in love he is, the more he needs to pull away when everything seems to be going
well.
This is because at some point he realises that he has a responsibility inside of the relationship to give
to you.
And in order to feel capable as a man to give to you – he needs to feel like he is enough.
To feel like he is enough as a man and as a provider, he may pull away and delve into his goals,
missions and passions.
Being worthy as a man becomes the priority in that case.
Think about it. If a man didn’t do what it takes to find his equilibrium again, he would never become
the man he needs to become.
How good would he feel as a man if he couldn’t build his value in order to provide for you?
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Your man will pull away at some point (Maybe after getting
close to you!)
It is very common for your man to pull away in the early stages of a relationship.
Of course, this does not always mean that your relationship is doomed – quite the contrary.
When he pulls away, or withdraws from the relationship, is the exact time that you get your ‘make-or
break’ moment to show your high value as a woman in the relationship.
Because no man wants to give up his freedom and masculine missions in fear that he has a
woman who will restrict him and pull him back.
I only say this because most of us (myself included) have a tendency to respond with fear and
neediness when he pulls away.
Look, there are good survival and protective reasons for us doing this.
And there’s really nothing wrong with becoming needy and fearful when he pulls away.
You just need to be aware that if you act from fear, that can strip value from the “relationship bank”.
Every time you respond in fear; there’s a chance that you’re stripping value from your man
and from the relationship.
This is not something for you to be angry about or even to be scared of… this is just something for
you to understand and appreciate.
None of this will change the truth of how you feel when he pulls away, though. When he withdraws –
it hurts.
The pain is real.
Wouldn’t you agree?
You may not say so out loud. In fact you may act tough by putting on an “I don’t care” face, but deep
down, it hurts.
You may get angry.
Sad.
You may feel unloved.
You no longer feel like the princess that perhaps he once treated you as.
Whatever your experiences may have been… do not make your feelings wrong.
The difference between a high value, vulnerable woman and a woman who finds it hard to inspire
any emotional commitment from men is exactly this…
It’s her ability to sink into her deepest emotions beyond her masks of toughness, anger, revenge or
punishment.
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That’s right… Do NOT make your feelings wrong.
If we as women have become attached or connected to a man, or if a man has any value to us,
something happens inside of us.
We naturally become irrationally afraid that his withdrawal from the relationship could mean 3
important things.
1: He might sleep with other women and all his resources will go to the other woman.
(Which of course is not always true! It certainly happens. But inside of a relationship, it is usually
much less common than what we women tend to think…)
2: That he may never come back, and to a woman’s primitive brain, this could mean that she might
not survive.
…And hey, let’s be honest here. If we have truly gotten attached to a man, then sometimes, the
intensity of the emotions we may have can make us feel like we might die (that’s how intense our
feelings can become).
So we try to resist the pain and perhaps get angry at him or beg him to stay.
In other words, we are acting out of our own fears.
3: A man pulling away could mean that she has just realised that she had been used.
(Perhaps it was only a casual sex situation or that he got what he wanted and now she will never see
the man again).
If you think you might be in this situation, here’s something that will help. You can read this article
on the 6 burning signs he doesn’t want a relationship with you.
(If you want to hear my thoughts on casual sex, see my series on The Secret Cost for Women When
They Have Casual Sex.)
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

How do we show up in a high value way despite the fear?
What can we as women do about this?
And how can we show up as a feminine yet high value woman in those fearful moments?
Well before I address that, I want you to consider this first…
Think about when you’re in a relationship and you feel kind of suffocated…
That’s the stress levels going up from too much closeness.
This ‘too much closeness’ happens much sooner for men than for women when in the context of
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emotional bonding.
I am talking about emotional bonding here, so keep that in mind.
(This does not mean that us women don’t also feel suffocated at times, of course we do!)
What happens is, as men get closer in a relationship and things are going well, the oxytocin
levels go up in his body as they start bonding.
Then men will tend to want to pull away in order to rebuild their testosterone levels through
their masculine missions.
(As their oxytocin levels go up, their testosterone levels go down and this can cause a lot of stress for
men with a strong sense of mission in his life.)
Because let’s think about it from the man’s perspective for a moment…
It is OFTEN through a man’s masculine missions that he is able to provide and bring resources to the
table.
That’s how he gets to feel like a man.
Your man pulling away could have real positive intent.
(By they way, on the topic of feminine, click here to find out how feminine you are deep down in
your core in my quiz. I’ve carefully designed these 8 questions to show you exactly how much you
are living in your feminine energy and what it really means for you.)
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

The stress of suffocation
Well before I address that, I want you to consider this first…
Think about when you’re in a relationship and you feel kind of suffocated…
That’s the stress levels going up from too much closeness.
This ‘too much closeness’ happens much sooner for men than for women when in the context of
emotional bonding.
I am talking about emotional bonding here, so keep that in mind.
(This does not mean that us women don’t also feel suffocated at times. Of course we do!)
What happens is, as men get closer in a relationship and things are going well, the oxytocin levels go
up in his body.
Then men will tend to want to pull away in order to rebuild their testosterone levels.
(As their oxytocin levels go up, their testosterone levels go down and this can cause a lot of
stress for men with a strong sense of mission in his life.)
Because let’s think about it from the man’s perspective for a moment… it is OFTEN through a man’s
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masculine missions that he is able to provide and bring resources to the table. That’s how he gets to
feel like a man.
So him pulling away could have real positive intent. I want you really understand this.

Your man pulling away could have real positive intent.
But for us women, it’s harder to relate to that because our default is to stay in relationship mode.
We are more likely to feel at home in relationship and connecting… (At least when we’re living in
our feminine energy.)
…So from our feminine perspective, we get confused, and we may ask questions from our own
feminine brain like…
“Why are you pulling away?”
“Why didn’t you call?”
“What’s going on?”
“Do you not LOVE me anymore?”
The problem here is that men and women are hardwired completely differently.
Sure, we are all human. There are aspects that make all of us human.
But there are also elements that make us completely different.
Like the fact that most of us women see the world through our own feminine filters.
So it’s not easy to understand a man’s masculine behaviour through our own filters.
Because what is intuitive to a man in a relationship is not what is intuitive to a woman.
Most women are naturally more feminine in their core, and most men are naturally masculine in their
core.
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This creates what I call masculine or feminine biases in behaviour, especially in relationships.
See, as a feminine woman, your natural bias is to move towards some kind of bonding or attachment
in a relationship.
You want to fill up, and you find it hard to let go.
It’s different for a masculine man.
Here’s a table I made that will briefly help you see the differences between the masculine and
feminine energies and biases.
This table will help you understand why the man you’re with may not seem to want to connect or talk
all day long.
It’ll help you realize why he may not want to always be with you, attached to you and connected
emotionally.
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What is intuitive to a man in a relationship is not what is intuitive to a woman
What is intuitive to a man, can be completely foreign to us as women.
I was speaking to my husband David the other week. And, he brought something up that was like an
absolute “Ah-HAH” or a breakthrough for him, but to me as a woman, that breakthrough that he had
was …almost commonsense.
It was something that was obviously intuitive for me as a woman, but it wasn’t for him.
I was all like ‘Haha, have you been living under a rock?!’
Yet, if I was to go to my girlfriends and bring that particular thing up; they’d get it…in a heartbeat.
Truth is, there are SO many of these little breakthroughs my husband David and I have all the time
about each other. About the opposite sex, about love and relationships…
Because we are different creatures. What is intuitive for him can be counterintuitive or even
foreign to me.
… And we’ve been obsessively researching evolutionary psychology, picking each others’ brain and
teaching this stuff to women for more than a decade!

Our pain & suffering is dictated by our feminine meaning…
A man pulling away from the relationship doesn’t have to cause you endless suffering.
It can cause difficult emotions.
Yet, your incessant suffering comes from the meaning you give it when a man withdraws.
The meaning we give an event changes everything.
And a bad meaning can sometimes come from a lack of understanding of men.
We as women can give a man pulling away a different meaning, which would lead to us having a
totally different experience.
(Of course, simpler said than done.)
By having a greater understanding of men and their masculine world, then we are able to create better
meaning and have the ability to show up with greater self esteem and more intrinsic value.
Remember, the reason why you were probably attracted to that man in the first place was his
masculine energy, masculine presence and direction.
If you want to know how high value your man is, read this article on signs he is a high value man.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

If you had a feminine man, would you still be attracted to him?
To help you understand why him pulling away is not always a disaster, let me ask you a few
questions:
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How would you feel if you were around a man who was highly emotional?
For example: he was able to cry at the drop of a hat, and feel all “lovey-dovey” with you almost every
day?
…He is so emotional that he melts like butter. Imagine him being incredibly relaxed and wanting to
talk and connect with you all the time.
How would you feel around a man like this?
You may think ‘oh my goodness – I would LOVE if my man would do this!’
Yes, you may – for a couple of days. Eventually, whether you like it or not – you’ll start to lose
attraction for him. And you may even be disgusted by him.
In your feminine heart of hearts, you wouldn’t want a man who’s more emotional than you now,
would you?
What I am trying to suggest is that a man needs to pull away in order to be the man you are so
attracted to.
If he didn’t pull away at some point, your relationship would lose attration and sexual polarity.
You’d also be much more repelled by him.
(Also, don’t forget that the more time you spend together with a man, the more alike you will
become, and the less intense the attraction will be over time. But that’s a topic for another day.)

But what if he’s ghosting me or never wanted to commit to me?
You may be wondering if you should take the advice I’ve given here if you’re being ghosted.
You may also wonder if you should still take my advice if he pulls away for more than two weeks.
The general answer is – no!
Ghosting is very different to a man pulling away.
Here are 3 Obvious Reasons Women Usually Get Ghosted by Men.
A man ghosting you means there was never any real connection and attraction between you both in
the first place.
It means there was never a real relationship.
It could mean that he was love bombing you.
However, a man pulling away is different.
When men pull away from the relationship, there usually was some connection to begin with.
If you would like to understand more about how to know if he will be sticking around in your life or
not, I recommend you read the article 4 Steps To Stay High Value When He Doesn’t Text Or Call.

The masculine feminine polarity is why you have attraction in the first place.
Although you get scared or confused when he does suddenly pull away, you also get a chance to see
that he is, in fact, a real man.
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If he wasn’t living in his masculine core, you’d probably lose attraction for him over time.
It’s because you won’t be feeling his masculine energy. It’s because you no longer feel polarized
by him and his energy.
So as a result, you may feel like you’re in a relationship with one of your girlfriends! (You don’t
want your man to be like one of your girlfriends!)
In fact, the reason you were attracted to a man in the first place was largely to do with the masculine
energy he gave out.
His presence, his strength, intelligence, his sense of humour, his potential to be a good provider, etc.
This is all happening naturally, sometimes without you being aware of it.
We want to be in a relationship with a masculine man, but when a man acts differently than we
do, we get all hurt, confused and worried.
Sometimes, a relationship and emotional bonding can feel like a burden to a man.
Note: this doesn’t mean that you are a burden. This means that the emotional bonding in a very
committed relationship can feel like a burden to a man.
Even if at the same time, it is really the only thing that gives a man that feeling of being alive (a
feeling he cannot get when he is alone, without you).
How interesting is that?!

So what to do if he is pulling away?
Here are 2 very important positive things about when a man pulls away.
Instead of seeing your man pull away as a crisis, let’s look at this as an opportunity.
Let’s look at what you can gain from these moments…
When your man pulls away from the relationship, you get an incredible opportunity to:
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1: Show your high value as a woman and trigger his attraction for you even more; and
2: Grow as a woman, and appreciate his masculinity.
Because all men want a woman who shows up as high value and all men want a woman who doesn’t
judge him for being a man.
But rather, it’s nice for a man to know that she at least tries to understand and appreciate his
perspective, struggles and fears.
And as he recognises how amazingly different you are to other women, he will be inspired to
reciprocate, wanting to understand you and appreciate you.
I have put together some special resources for how to stay high value when he pulls away – just
click here.

So what does your man really want from YOU when he pulls away?
If you’re in a real relationship with a man, then here’s what he wants above all else.
He wants to feel like you’re not taking your resources or loyalty to another man, and that he still has
you when he comes back to you.
(Obviously, if you are dating multiple men and he is dating multiple women, he may not care at
all if you take your resources elsewhere!)
Unfortunately, a lot of people frown upon the idea of ‘being there’ when he comes back these days.
It’s as if this kind of loyalty is mistakenly seen as a sign of weakness.
Well let me tell you, your loyalty to the right man is not weakness.
That is courage. That is character.
This is not to say that you should act like everything was ok and pretend nothing happened while he
pulled away.
You should never pretend nothing happened; that would be a lie.
Your needs and emotions are still important.
However, you shouldn’t punish him just because you don’t feel comfortable being authentically
vulnerable.
That would just completely break down the communication and the trust between you both.
You would be stripping value from the relationship bank.
Here’s an infographic that will help you understand the stark contrast between actions you
take through fear when he pulls away, and actions taken through understanding.
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If a man has given you reason to trust him – if he has ever given him a reason to think that he
genuinely wants to get to know you, there’s no need to punish him.
There’s no harm in being there still, with a willingness to at least give your give your presence. You
don’t have to be a pleaser woman or an approval seeker. This is about being emotionally generous,
and cultivating that skill.
If a man has never really invested emotionally in you, and if you’ve always felt in your gut that he
didn’t really ‘belong’ to you emotionally, then being there for him indefinitely would not make sense.
Don’t you agree?
In that case, you should never wait around.
Don’t be afraid to walk away.
See, if you feel in your gut that he’s just ‘keeping you around’ for sex or for his own convenience,
then the last thing you should do it waste your time on him.
However. If you have established trust with this man, and you feel that he has invested in you, the
key is to keep your value.
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Keep adding value to the relationship basket, rather than using your emotions to punish him, which
will strip value from your relationship bank!

The key is to keep your value
So…the key is to keep your high value. In spite the confusion or the fear.
How do you do that? You show that you are still loyal to him when you feel fearful – that you can
stick around with an open heart, and be open instead of closed off emotionally.
Unfortunately, most women kind of do the opposite…they don’t show that they will be there
emotionally for a man.
Instead, they use their emotions as a weapon against him. They treat the man as if he should have
understood the wild emotions she was going through while he was ‘away’.
Punishing a man never strengthened a relationship. It makes you show up low value.
It breaks down yours and a man’s confidence in the relationship and ruins his trust in you.
Staying High Value also means to not shut off to your own deep desire for connection. A lot of
women push this down and it causes them to shut off, and close off, and this scares a man deep down
inside.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

How much time do you give him before you walk away?
You may be wondering, when he pulls away, how much time are you supposed to give him?
The answer isn’t so much about calculating how much time you give him.
It’s about feeling into the void that you feel, and getting the feedback and information you need to
make a decision about what to do.
If you are a man’s one and only woman (rather than his one of many woman), at some point, it will
become very clear to you whether he intends to invest in you and whether he wants to contact you or
not.
I would never recommend that you wait around forever. You have your own reproductive timeline
that is different to a man’s.
So you need to take care of yourself and look out for your own interests.
Don’t wait around blindly in the hope that he cares (if it turns out that you can indeed feel in your gut
that he doesn’t care).
And also don’t be afraid to walk away when it’s clear that he wasn’t committed in any way. Or when
it’s clear to you that he never intended to invest in you.
Having the ability to walk away is part of being high value as a woman.
So don’t be afraid to walk away.
Just say to yourself “NO!, this is not for me. I’m going to leave now, and take care of myself.
I’m going to leave and make space in my life for a man who sees me as his one and only”.
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If indeed he isn’t committed to you, don’t despair. It will all be ok. I know it doesn’t feel that way
now – but it will all be ok.
There are still at least 1,000 men out there who’d be interested in getting to know you.

NEVER Be A Man’s ‘One Of Many’ Woman Again
What you need from now on is the ability and the awareness to make sure that you NEVER get stuck
in the category of the ‘one of many’ woman.
Instead, you should always be the one and only to a man. To do that, it’s all about how you show up.
I do have a program on that. Feel free to check out ‘Becoming His One and Only Woman: 5
Secrets to Have Him Fall Deeply in Love With You & BEG You To Be His One & Only.’

Don’t Strip Value From The Relationship Bank
Staying high value doesn’t mean to act like you’re all happy when and if he comes back to
connecting with you.
Staying high value means that you don’t strip value from the relationship “bank”.
It simply means not disconnecting deliberately, threatening your relationship, cutting him out
emotionally or pulling yourself away from the relationship.
You’re allowed to be angry and hurt. But don’t use it to punish him or yourself. Simply feel the
emotions. Appreciate what they are trying to tell you. Appreciate that they are trying to protect
you.
Staying High Value also means to not shut off to your own deep desire for connection. A lot of
women push this down and it causes them to shut off, and close off, and this scares a man deep down
inside.
Pretending we don’t deeply yearn for him only cuts off all the feminine energy we could gift him
with.
Remember to always ask yourself – is this adding value to the relationship bank?
Or is this going to strip all the value that I’ve already worked hard to give?

How DO you show him that you are still loyal and high value?
First, leave him be.
Let him do what he needs to do.
You can be sad, and you can miss him, but don’t act out of fear.
Don’t send him messages asking him if you should “let go” of him or move on.
That’s something that you would need to feel out for yourself. It’s not his decision. It’s yours.
Then…
You must get yourself into an emotionally resourceful place before you do ANYTHING at all.
So to get to an emotionally resourceful place the first thing to do is to breathe and keep breathing, and
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go to a safe place and let your feelings be felt.
When you’re sure that you feel more empty of your hurricane of feelings, and you’re feeling a little
more empty of the ocean of emotions…here’s what you can do next.
Perhaps ask yourself a different question, so you can see all of this from a different perspective.
Here’s some questions to ask yourself to help you move forward:
Where is he at? (Not how do YOU feel about what he’s doing, but where is HE at?)
What is he wanting to achieve in his life?
Out of 10, how invested is he in me emotionally? (be honest here).
Stay open to the answers. Try to understand that whatever he is doing, there is a reason for it, even if
you don’t understand it right now.
He does things for his reasons. You do things for your reasons. So try not to jump the gun and
assume that he is always intentionally trying to make you suffer.
Some men really are trying to make you suffer, but most men won’t go out of their way to do such a
thing to you!
They are just looking out for their own interests, just like you are.
Before you ‘let him be’, I want you to remember that the point is not to just leave him and that’s it!
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Don’t punish him & shut off to him.
The point is to give him his freedom whilst still loving him and not shutting down or closing off to
him.
(Loving him doesn’t mean that you over-commit yourself to him blindly. Love is simply a
willingness to be open. You can love a teddy bear, a pot plant, a child who is not your own, etc).
This is not to say that you are not allowed to have feelings – of course you are.
Just be ready to own your feelings even if it means you cry when you see him.
If he is not comfortable with your feelings, that is when you need to be the most comfortable
with your own feelings first.
If a man seems to not be able to deal with you feeling your feelings, here’s what you can do…
Tell him it is okay, that you just feel a little sad, and that kind of thing happens from time to
time, that he has done nothing wrong, and that all will be okay.
I also need to tell you that you ARE allowed to hate him, miss him, love him, hate yourself, hate all
of this, want to give up when he pulls away…all of that.
All of that is simply the vulnerability of your feelings shining through. Allow it to speak to you. Let it
speak to your heart and your soul.
It is okay to experience all of that.
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Just take the high road, be a high value woman and choose not to blame him or intentionally want to
make him feel bad about himself or the relationship.
That is called stripping value from your relationship bank.

What if you guys were or are in a committed relationship?
When and if he does come back to the relationship, receive him openly.
Does that mean pretend nothing happened? Nope.
Does that mean acting happy? Nope.
It means to not be in fear, but to stay connected to him even if he isn’t doing what you want him to
do.
It means opening your heart and opening your mind and forming a connection in the moment with
him.
This doesn’t make you a woman who is being used by her man. It means you care about him enough
to give him his freedom, and at the same time, not withdraw your presence.
If something is truly wrong and he is not the right man for you, you are much more likely to
find out when you are open to connecting with him than when you are cutting him off.
A good way of successfully completing this step is simply to remind yourself to breathe, and breathe
through your fear.

If you ever get too stressed out of your mind…
And if all of this stresses you out beyond your ability to cope, then ask yourself:
“Do I really want to be in a relationship with another woman? Or do I want to be in a relationship
with a MAN?”
The more you fear his need for freedom, the more I want you to remember that this is your chance to
bring you and your man closer, cultivate more emotional attraction and deepen the connection
and commitment.
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You see, the truth is that if you show up as a high value woman, and you’re happy giving a man his
gift of freedom, then he’s going to truly come back to the relationship stronger with more to offer
you.
Does that make sense?
Alright – If you want a deeper understanding (…perhaps step by step guidance) on how you can
show up as a high value woman when your man pulls away, then I have the perfect thing for you.

CLick here to learn more insights about how to stay high value when your man pulls away…
OK, that’s all from me. As always, I’m sending you all the love from my heart, wherever you are.
I’ll talk to you soon.
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See other related articles…
More resources on staying high value when he pulls away…
Think casual sex is harmless? Think again.
How to Talk to a Man in a Way that Won’t Make him Pull Away and Go Cold
The Secret Cost for Women When They Have Casual Sex (PART 1)
How to Maintain your High Value when He doesn’t Contact You
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How to Make Him Miss You in 5 Simple Steps
August 23, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link

How to make him miss you badly?
On one hand, this seems like a manipulative question.
On the other hand, not so much.
Why?
Because if you truly want a man to miss you, it probably means that you want him to be invested in
you.
…And that’s perfectly normal.
Table of Contents
5 simple steps to make him miss you (…Backed by psychology & research examples).
How to make him miss you psychology: It’s all about your approach
In this article, I will show you specific, Psychology-backed ways for how to make him
miss you.
STEP 1: Create novel experiences together with him
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How to make him miss you psychology: he must be in love with you, not infatuated with
you
a genuine pair bond can make him Really miss you
Your job is to have him fall in love, then he will naturally miss you
How to make him miss you: create elevated levels of dopamine & norepinephrine
“Danger makes the heart grow fonder”
STEP 2: Give his masculine soul the gift of appreciation
STEP 3: Allow yourself the gift of missing Him
STEP 4: Give him what other women can’t
Meet him where HE is at
STEP 5: Actually be authentic
How to make him miss you: don’t be replaceable
Don’t be the kind of woman who is out to trick men
Men want what is REAL
To real men who will be liable to form an emotional bond with you, what matters is your
authenticity.

5 simple steps to make him miss you (…Backed by psychology
& research examples).
If you see your desire to answer the question ‘how to make him miss you?’ as a way of making sure
that your relationship brings value to his life and yours, then that’s ok.
If on the other hand you are trying to make him miss you just so that you alone can feel more
“significant” or important, that may not work out so well for you.
This is because it’s only about you. When we do things in a relationship to get something for
ourselves – there’s nothing wrong with that per se. But if that’s our sole focus most of the time, then
we do have to pay a price for that.
The price is that when we take too much for ourselves, the quality of the relationship goes down.
What are the two critical elements that will make or break your relationship with a man? These are
the two critical elements here.
You have to have the right approach with men.
With the right approach, you can add value to your man and to the relationship. When you add value
to the relationship basket, that’s when you’ll see things go your way.
When you try to extract attention and validation for yourself, because you feel deeply insecure, then
you will erode the trust inside of that relationship.

How to make him miss you psychology: It’s all about your
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approach
If you approach this as a chance to create mutual attraction and attachment between you both, you
will have a much better chance at succeeding at making him miss you badly.
And he will be thankful for missing you. He’ll be thankful for having you in his life.
Not only that, you’ll have a much better chance of sustaining a long-term, passionate relationship
(something that doesn’t just fizzle out completely after 3-6 months together.)

In this article, I will show you specific, Psychology-backed ways for how to make
him miss you.
If you follow these steps, you may just find that your man cannot stop thinking about you!

Here are the ways of how to make him miss you, in 5 simple steps.

STEP 1: Create novel experiences together with him
To make a man miss you and yearn for you, there will have to be a component of romantic love and
emotional attachment to you, inside of him.
In other words, he will miss you more and pine for you more, if he’s in love.
If a man is not in love with you, then you’re probably not a whole lot different from other women in
his life. If this is in fact the case, then it’s going to be hard for him to miss you deeply.
He might miss you as a resource for sex, but he won’t miss the soul-to-soul connection you have.
(Just in case you didn’t realise, a man missing you as a resource for sex isn’t really missing you. It’s
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just him holding onto you as a resource. Of course, that holding on will pass when his one and only
comes along.)
You can read more about that in my article “Why Does he Keep Me Around If He Doesn’t Want A
Relationship?”

How to make him miss you psychology: he must be in love with you, not infatuated
with you
Now, by “in love”, I don’t mean infatuation. And I don’t mean lust.
A man being infatuated with you is not worth much to you long-term. The feeling of infatuation
doesn’t make a man commit to you.
Emotional connection and emotional attraction do.
Infatuation is more of a one-way street. Infatuation is defined as “an intense but short lived passion
or admiration for someone or something.”
A man admiring you can be more about your radiant feminine beauty or the fascination he has around
the things you do that are different to what he does.
Even if an infatuated man tells you “I miss you”, that doesn’t mean he means it.
Many men have gotten very good at using words to seduce women. An infatuated man won’t really
miss you because he has any real emotional attachment to you.
Instead, he might just yearn for the feelings he gets when he’s admiring you.
On the other hand, a man feeling romantic love for you is the beginning of a pair bond.
That’s right, romantic love is necessary for a real pair bond to exist. A pair bond is necessary for a
man to feel emotionally attached to you (and therefore be liable to miss you badly).
If you would like to learn more about making a man fall in love, then what I would recommend is for
you to learn how to become a man’s ‘one and only’ (and not his one of many!).
That’s where all of your answers lie. If you would like to learn the 5 secrets to have any man fall in
love with you and BEG you to be his ‘one and only’, you can find out more here in my new program
“Becoming His One & Only”.

a genuine pair bond can make him Really miss you
A man feeling romantic love for you is much more reliable than anything else. This is because he is
forming a pair bond with you (provided you also love him and it’s not a case of unrequited love).
Don’t mistake romantic love for just a passing infatuation or lust.
Yes, romantic love can wane over time. Research shows that romantic love lasts on average 12-18
months.
However, the anthropologist Helen Fisher through her research on the brain in love, has indicated that
it can last much longer, depending on the circumstances.
And it lasts longer when there are factors like adversity in that couple’s life.
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Adversity, like external events keeping them apart.
Adversity, like their families not wanting them together.
Adversity, like going through difficult challenges together.

Your job is to have him fall in love, then he will naturally miss you
Since most men have a masculine identity, they are by default more detached than women.
This means that in dating, you can’t expect men to be attached like you would be.
If you’re not dating and you’ve already formed an attachment with this man, then you’re already
halfway there.
If you want a man to miss you, it’s a good idea to focus on the emotional attachment he has to you.
And of course, becoming his ‘one and only’ woman. When you’re the one and only, that means he’s
fallen in love with you, and then he has every reason to miss you, and it will be natural, not contrived.
You won’t have to rely on leaving a pair of knickers or a jumper with your perfume on it over at his
place, and hope that that will just make him miss you. No.
Because when you’re a man’s one and only, he will invest absolutely everything in you. That is
emotionally invest in you, mentally invest in you, physically invest in you and financially invest in
you.
This is because you’re different from the others.
He would want to be with you emotionally first and foremost, not just sexually. In fact, he will be so
attached to you that it’s going to be very hard for him not to miss you.
Research has shown that some 78% of men and 83% of women said of their beloved that knowing
that their beloved loved them in return was enough for them.
In other words, these men and women felt that being with them emotionally is enough. They don’t
need to have sex with their lover or romantic interests.
Yes. even men.

How to make him miss you: create elevated levels of dopamine & norepinephrine
Elevated levels of the hormones dopamine and norepinephrine are associated with romantic love.
You may know that dopamine is a hormone that is elevated in our bodies when we get excited or
when we do novel things.
When a man is in love with you, he will see you as novel, and different from all the others.
In order to “create” this heightened level of dopamine and therefore increase his feelings of romantic
attachment to you, you can do something novel together.
In other words, you need to build novel experiences with this man.
So, before he goes away somewhere (or you go away somewhere), perhaps you want to do something
you have not yet thought of. Or something that you wouldn’t normally do.
What would constitute something novel?
Something that involves the perception of danger. Like jumping on some kind of rollercoaster
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together.
Walking over a creaky, unstable old bridge together.
Perhaps exploring somewhere new and foreign to both of you, somewhere you’ve never been before.
Build memories together that will be worth missing you for!

“Danger makes the heart grow fonder”
Have you heard the saying that “distance makes the heart grow fonder”?
Well, researchers have pointed out that danger makes the heart grow fonder, too. This is because
danger is related to the production of adrenaline in our bodies.
Adrenaline is closely related to the hormones dopamine and norepinephrine, which are the hormones
heavily involved in producing and sustaining feelings of romantic love.
Laboratory experiments have confirmed that feelings of attraction can be increased through doing
novel things together.
Something as simple as walking across a creaky, unstable bridge can cause men to feel heightened
attraction for women. There was a study on this and you can read more about it in the book “Why we
love” by Helen Fisher.
To conclude the first step of how to make him miss you – make an effort to do novel things together.
Actually allow the feelings of romantic tension and romantic attraction to develop, because you want
a man to feel like you are “different” from all the others.
Remember, to men, you are either in the ‘one of many’ woman basket, or ‘the one and only’ basket.
In order to be the one and only, he must feel that you’re different from the others, he must focus on
you as if it is effortless for him to devote all his emotional energy towards you.
If you would like to know the 5 secrets to have him fall madly in love with you and make you his one
and only for life, check out my program “Becoming His One & Only”. You won’t regret it, I
promise!
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STEP 2: Give his masculine soul the gift of appreciation
Appreciate him as a man. Give him the gift of appreciation for his effort and hard work.
This doesn’t have to be hard work related to you. It could be hard work related to his own career, his
own goals or just the hard work he puts into anything he is truly passionate about.
Remember that men like to be appreciated more than they like being cherished.
Being cherished is kinda nice for a man (in theory), but it won’t make him feel much for you.
He’ll feel a lot more attached to you if you could speak to what his soul wants.
And almost every masculine soul needs and wants appreciation.
Most decent men work very hard to try to do the right thing. Yes, I did say decent men. Some men
couldn’t care less about doing the right thing. (See my article on 10 Seemingly Harmless Signs of A
Toxic Relationship)
Decent men do care about doing the right thing. They don’t typically want to let their family down, or
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their woman down. They want to be good at making you happy.
In fact, a man who is falling in love will do almost anything to make a woman happy.
Here are the Two Traits of Women that Men Routinely Fall in Love With.
And that takes a type of physical effort and resourcefulness that women may not directly relate to.
So, take the time, notice what he works hard at, and be that woman who can give his masculine soul
the gift of appreciation.

STEP 3: Allow yourself the gift of missing Him
You may not have expected this one.
But this article is about how to make him miss you in 5 simple steps, right?
I consider allowing yourself to miss him pretty simple. At least the idea of it is simple.
When you want to make someone else feel something for you, you think it’s a one way street. You
think that you should only make them feel a certain way.
Not so!
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It pays to give yourself the gift of missing him!
Why?
Due to the fact that if you are giving yourself the gift of missing him, then obviously there is some
space in the relationship.
With that space, your heart will grow fonder. When your heart grows fonder, (provided you don’t live
in fear of abandonment or fear in general), you will yearn for him more.
Here’s a popular article that might help you: How the Fear of abandonment can Make You More
Beautiful.
This yearning you feel when allowing yourself to miss him will inspire a response in him.
It will inspire him to come close to you and become more emotionally attached to you. This is
because your soul, your heart and your body, wants his.
You can’t just ask one soul to pine for another. You want two souls pining for each other.
And if you don’t (if you only want to make him miss you but you never miss him), then I’m sorry.
Perhaps you need to reconsider whether you really want to be that self-centred and manipulative.
This is what creates a truly quality pair bond, and not just some weird relationship where one person
is trying hard to just make the other person want them all the time. Perhaps due to insecurity or fear.
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STEP 4: Give him what other women can’t
Think about this for a minute. What can you give the man you love that no other woman can?
Sex?
Hah. No.
The simple act of sex isn’t too hard to give, and there are women who are available for easy sex if a
man tries hard to get it.
What is ONE thing you can give a man that no other woman can?
A soul to soul connection?
The gift of your unique feminine energy? (That will light up his masculine soul)
Your radiance?
All of these things are important.
One thing you can give a man that no other woman can is a soul-to-soul connection.
What is that?
A soul to soul connection is a connection where you feel like someone else knows you, and you know
them. Deeply and intimately.
So to do this, you’ll have to know and appreciate the differences between masculine and feminine,
and you’ll need to have a deep understanding of the masculine perspective.
I know a lot of people out there will tell you that you don’t need to understand men. That men should
understand you.
Yes, of course men should understand women.
However, that’s not the way to influence a man to give you what you need!
You can’t just sit there waiting for everyone else to give you what you want first. That’s called time
wastage. It’s also called being small.

Meet him where HE is at
You have to first meet a man where HE is at. Understand why he does things, what he perceives
value in, and let him know that you ‘get’ him.
Unless of course, you’re in a physically, mentally or psychologically abusive relationship with a man
you don’t feel safe with.
If you’re with an otherwise healthy man, inside of a healthy relationship, there’s probably not too
many reasons why you can’t give him understanding first.
Remember that smart women seek to appreciate and understand men first.
This is why you should discover the secrets of the masculine perspective so that you can get through
to any man, connect with him heart to heart, and inspire his deepest loyalty and commitment.
How else can you inspire men to feel a soul to soul connection with you?
Banter! That’s right, banter.
Why? Because high value banter is a key for building romantic tension (especially in online dating),
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and banter is a gateway to deeper conversations with men!
Banter is a way to speak to men on their level, remove their defenses, and get them to open up and
connect with you beyond the small talk.
It’s playful communication. Playfulness is key to building real connection with men. It works
because you’re not asking them to commit to a huge in-depth conversation before the conversation
reaches that point (or perhaps just because you feel ready for it).
Instead, you give him a chance to feel connected to you before you guys go there.
When you both mutually banter together, it opens doors to the deep connection and conversation that
you want as a woman. (I wish I’d known this earlier. If I had, then perhaps I wouldn’t have tried so
hard to have deep conversations with men years ago when I was dating!) I think I annoyed at least
one of them to the earth and back.

STEP 5: Actually be authentic
Who do we miss when they’re gone?
People who touched our soul. People who are uniquely themselves and who could never be replaced.
People with that quirky but fully authentic laugh that lit up the room (unapologetically).
People whose imperfections are so well etched into their personality that their very existence feels
like a work of art. And their presence feels like a blessing in your life.
Don’t get me wrong. We’re all unique. We just don’t all express our uniqueness fully, and
unapologetically.
Some women and men are pretty replaceable in general, because they don’t inspire any deeper
connection, respect or trust in others. They’re much like any other person who comes and goes from
your life.
You feel no need to think about them, yearn for them, or give to them.
Not only that, they also don’t show up as the kind of person that other people would easily love and
commit to.

How to make him miss you: don’t be replaceable
When dating men, at least with the good men, you don’t want to be replaceable.
What are people who are replaceable and who easily come and go from your life?
People who are always surface. People who can’t go deeper, because they’re always looking for the
next bit of instant gratification.
Or perhaps also the people who can’t admit to or deal with their insecurities, so they’re always
working hard to hide behind them. This hampers their ability to be authentically themselves.
We all have a unique gift; a unique touch.
We just don’t all embody that, because we are afraid, or we are hiding away.
Don’t hide away. Remove the masks and allow all parts of you to come to life!
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It’s ok to let go and allow yourself to be seen. Fully. ?

Don’t be the kind of woman who is out to trick men
Another thing that ties into the point of actually being authentic.
Let’s be honest for a moment here. There’s a lot of women out there who are out to trick men (and
women, in order to be more competitive).
They want to hide their real selves, their real face, and their real emotions, because they simply don’t
feel comfortable with them!
I don’t blame them. After all, the bulk of us have been through the traditional schooling system. And
through the schooling system, we learn that we are not really that great unless we are “right”, or
unless we fit in.
We are taught to know it all, to “achieve” to get by.
We are forced to fit in with peers (many of whom couldn’t give two sh*ts about us). Some peers of
whom are also low value and may not be worth it.
So, of course we turn into inauthentic people. We’ve had to cover up so much just to survive!
But honestly? Smart men know exactly when a woman is hiding away.
Whether that be hiding away her real looks by never having the freedom to take her makeup off (or
never going without it). Or hiding away her real emotions by always manufacturing some kind of
environment where she doesn’t have to feel them.
It is only the men who only want the sex you can offer who won’t mind you being fake. Otherwise,
any red blooded, connection-oriented male will nor care for a fake woman.
So stand out and be authentic. Be the woman that your man always remember and feels attached to,
for how real you are.
You’ll be memorable not just to your man, but to all men.

Men want what is REAL
Men want what’s real. They do not like being lied to by women who are trying to fake their way
through the mating competition. This is one reason why many men prefer women without makeup,
and many women prefer makeup.
Because men don’t want to be tricked, but women feel they have to hide, or they want to trick men.
Perhaps because they think they can win the competition of getting a good mate that way.
No matter how hard you try to fake a lifestyle, an emotional state, or a certain look, fake is almost
never valuable.
It’s fun to use makeup and dress up. But it’s really not fun to feel chained to your makeup due to fear
of not being worthy of love.
Fake is only valuable to other fakes
Fake is valuable to other fake men.
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If you want to know how to be more authentic and know how to be a man’s one and only, let me
show you how you can do that here.

To real men who will be liable to form an emotional bond with you, what matters is
your authenticity.
Don’t be afraid. Be who you really are. Feel what you really feel.
He will connect with you and bond with you. He’ll also miss you because you’re too precious to let
go. He will want to hold on whenever you’re apart.
So it’s at this point that many women ask themselves how they can make a man feel that way about
her? It’s not too hard at all. There is actually one specific emotional trigger within every single man
in this world that inspires him to WANT to commit to one woman, want to take care of her, worship
her and only her. Do you know what that is? Find out this one specific emotional trigger here.
How do you make your man miss you? What are your ideas? Share below what has worked for you.
The best people we have to learn from is each other!
Thanks for reading. Wishing you all the best.
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Abandonment Issues: The Definitive Guide to Test &
Overcome your fear of abandonment
August 31, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
We all have fears, because we are all human. Secretly, every human has had a fear of abandonment at
some point. Abandonment issues, however, are a different beast altogether.
Deep fear of abandonment, if it’s not properly grieved, will cripple you and cause the slow painful
death of every good relationship you have.
This article will be your definitive guide on abandonment issues in relationships. I’ll help you test
yourself (or someone else) for signs of abandonment issues, and we will go through 15 undeniable
signs you have a fear of abandonment.
I can remember looking through my adoption record, which the local government services had so
responsibly kept on file for 21 years. They were kept there should I ever decide to search for my birth
mother.
I looked slowly through my records. I was eager to learn, but my body was also full of trepidation.
Through these records, I learned what happened to me as a newborn baby. I learned what happened to
my birth mother and everyone around her. I also learned what ultimately led to my being taken from
my mother the moment I was born.
No cuddles. No breastfeeding. I was just taken from her. Then I was placed into a hospital crib,
waiting hopefully for a foster carer to pick me up.
Table of Contents
As babies we need full, healthy attachment…
Anger & dread; the emotions of an abandoned human
Your body and soul knows loss, but your mind tries to escape it
Here’s the GOOD news
Testing your residual signs of abandonment issues…
Sign #1: You preemptively push people away
Sign #2: Shame haunts you
If this happened to you as a child, it leads to haunting shame
Shame is intricately linked to THIS
This is how you heal from shame
Sign #3: You keep going back to people who don’t actually care about you
Sign #4: You think abandonment is always around the corner
What we focus on becomes our reality
These are the secret thoughts of someone with abandonment issues
Some coaches prey on this fear of abandonment
This will make or break your love life…
Sign #5: You secretly don’t feel worthy of love
The moment you realize you don’t feel worthy of connection…
Sign #6: You think no man can be trusted
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People who show signs of abandonment do THIS a lot…
Sign #7: You are always chasing approval
What are the signs that you default to approval seeking?
Sign #8: You just can’t say ‘NO!’
Sign #9: You’re afraid to have a real opinion
Sign #10: You can’t seem to ask for help (or be relied upon when others need help)
Sign #11: You never give 100%. You hold back so that you don’t give too much.
This is one of the glaring signs of abandonment issues…
To learn about people’s intent, TEST them vulnerably first
Sign #12: Your lovers have felt abandoned by YOU
Abandoned people, abandon people
Sign #13: You replace love with addictions
This is how you fill the hole of lost love & attachment…
Sign #14: You quietly believe you are superior to those close to you
Sign # 15: You cling cling cling
Where to go from here…

As babies we need full, healthy attachment…
As I was learning about the history of, well, myself…I came to a little story. A story of the moment I
was picked up from the hospital (not too many days after my birth mother gave birth to me).
They described the emotions of this week-old baby so vividly.
The carefully handwritten words told my story back to me. “Baby Marie”, as they called me then,
was picked up by her foster mother. She was to take the 4 hour car trip down to Melbourne,
Australia. Baby was very unsettled, she cried most of the way.”
Suddenly upon reading that, my entire body was overcome with a peculiar feeling of grief. I knew
grief. Just not like that.
But it wasn’t just grief. I was suddenly gripped by this overpowering sick feeling in my stomach. I
burst into tears and couldn’t make myself stop. I couldn’t remember a time where I’d grieved like
that.
I can’t explain this to you without risking sounding like a crazy person. But in that moment I knew I
was feeling the grief of a newborn baby.
Babies are capable of grieving, as was stated by Robert Karen, P.H.D. in his book “Becoming
Attached.” Perhaps the older parts of me somehow connected to the newborn part of me in that
moment. In ways I obviously don’t understand yet, at least intellectually.
I was feeling what couldn’t be articulated by myself as a newborn. The grief. The separation and loss
of my very own mother. She never got to hold me, look at me, or even find out whether I was a girl
or a boy.
It turns out it wasn’t just me who struggled. Many years later I realized that the power of loss affected
my birth mom just as much as myself.
Many researchers say that it is traumatic for a newborn to be separated from their birth mom or
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family. After all, that’s their genetic line pulled from them.
Well, I and many other adoptees know they are right.
And so began my long journey with abandonment issues, and fear of abandonment.
Many of you who know me, know that I had a long journey of healing from anxious attachment. And
I have miraculously, (but also not so miraculously because I had the help of a securely attached
husband) healed from that. Proudly, I can say that I am now a very different person.
Knowing how to grieve and process emotionally helped me a lot. Eliminating toxic people, though
hard, (because that was most of the people in my life), helped tremendously.
But having my own children also helped. I was able to ensure that my children never went a moment
without their mother, or without the mother’s milk they so needed (that I never had).
I held them close, and I still do.
I’ll never forget the look of sorrow in my oldest son’s eyes when I explained to him a portion of my
story.
I told him that my real mom had to leave me behind. He was only 5 at that moment in time, but
looking into the eyes of my own flesh and blood (which I had never had the privilege of experiencing
for the first several decades of my life), changed me profoundly.
The meaning of that for me, and the value of that…is something I’m not sure I could accurately
describe to you.
I can say with joy, that the ‘me’ that existed 15 or 20 years ago is not me now. That to me, is
success.
But – boy do I remember being gripped by the invisible forces of fear. Fear of loss. Fear of being left
behind and discarded.
I still feel it’s important to appreciate the ‘me’ from before. The one who was often feeling strangled
by fear of abandonment.

Anger & dread; the emotions of an abandoned human
I couldn’t work out why I constantly felt this feeling of dread. I had gotten used to it, but
somehow…it followed me everywhere.
I remember the anger that can come out at unexpected times. Anger that felt too big for me.
Anger over something you can’t quite pinpoint. But you know deep down inside that something bad
happened, and you know it hurt. Badly.
Yet, you don’t have the conscious reference points or the visual memory to help yourself recover.
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Your body and soul knows loss, but your mind tries to escape it
For many of us with signs of abandonment issues, our issues are not conscious.
They just linger on in our poor patterns of relating. They linger on in our semi awareness of our ever
decaying sense of trust in people and the world.
So, having had no support for dealing with your issues, all you’re left with is a bunch of terrible
patterns of “relating” to people at worse.
At best, you’re left with a bunch of intense emotions. Intense emotions that on some conscious level,
you realize have very little to do with the current circumstances. Or the current people you try so
desperately to keep in your life.
I didn’t know anything different than to exist the way I did, back then. But I learned how to open and
connect with a man (and others) through those fears, and you can too. In fact, I wrote an article about
this a while ago, titled how the fear of abandonment can make you more beautiful.
Actually being cheated on by my ex boyfriend didn’t help matters.
Having a mother who evidently only wanted me in her life for the image of having a child, and a
father who outwardly told me he never wanted to adopt a child, did not help. He used to blame my
mother for adopting. They’d fight about it, commonly within earshot.
Having parents who refused to attend my wedding and my father refusing to walk me down the aisle
also didn’t help.
But there’s one thing I do know. And that is that if I can heal from abandonment issues, so can you.
I know that my story may not be your story.
You may have grown up with your own flesh and blood, and they may have still emotionally
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abandoned you.
Often it’s not about the genetic line. After all, maybe your family members, parents or friends have
abandoned you in ways too painful to describe.
Sometimes their actions are so abominable, and it feels like it hurts so badly that they might as well
have left you for dead.
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Here’s the GOOD news
So without focusing too much on the emo side of things (cause I’m not usually one for writing “cut
your wrist” type articles if you know what I mean), I have really good news for you.
The good news is this. With the right environment and the right conscious choices (made by you),
you can move on from the crippling fear of abandonment.
At the end of these 15 signs of abandonment issues, I’ll give you three steps to take to heal from
them.
I don’t know how much you really want to heal from your abandonment issues right now. You may
just want to know the signs that you have abandonment issues.
But I know one thing: the very first person you cannot abandon is YOU.
That’s a promise you have to make to yourself.
If you don’t, not only will you be alone for the rest of your life, you will also emotionally abandon
each and every person you love.
Can you live with that?
If you can’t, then perhaps this article may help you. I’m not perfect, but I’ve been there and I
certainly remember a thing or two.

Testing your residual signs of abandonment issues…
So let’s test whether you have signs of abandonment issues or not. We will now discover the 15
undeniable signs of abandonment issues, and teach you how to deal with abandonment issues.
If you have 3 or less of these signs, you are probably somewhat normal on the spectrum of fearing
abandonment.
If you have 4 to 8 of these signs, you most likely have a moderate amount of residual abandonment
issues. If you have more than 8 of these signs of abandonment issues, then make sure you read to the
end, where I will share with you what steps to take next.
We can also see how you can heal from your fear of aba to become the best partner possible in the
future. Especially for the sake of your beloved (or future beloved).

Sign #1: You preemptively push people away
One word: sabotage. When you get close to someone, you push them away. The closer you get to
someone, the more freaked out you get, so you shut off to the possibility of intimacy.
Instead of dealing with your deepest fears, you make it so that no relationship you have can force you
to vulnerably feel your pain. You ensure that you don’t have to surrender to your abandonment issues
or acknowledge your fear.
Instead of consciously grieving and feeling the fear of being left, cheated on or abandoned, you make
sure you’re the first to abandon your lover. This is a way to ensure that you “get at” them before they
get at you (read: hurt you).
People who preemptively push people away often aren’t even aware that they are doing it. They may
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not realize that they’re acting from old patterns, rather than intelligence or logic.

Sign #2: Shame haunts you
This one was hard to put into the list. Namely because admitting shame makes shame larger.
The more you realize you feel shame, then the more shame you feel, and the more shame you feel,
the more you then feel a need to dissociate from those feelings, making those feelings seemingly non
existent.
Shame is quite the monster.
Many people who have an issue with chronically feeling shame are in denial about it, or pretend it
doesn’t exist.
If someone is pretending shame doesn’t exist, then can they really get value out of reading this point?
I am not sure. But I decided that I would put it here, because it’s real, and it can’t be ignored.
If you struggle with shame, that’s a sign that you’ve been abandoned as a child in some form or
another.
It’s one thing to feel shame as a once-off occurrence due to doing something that broke some social
rules. It’s one thing to feel shame for doing something once-off that really hurt someone, or
transgressed their boundaries.
However, if your feelings divert to shame a lot in social situations or in your relationship, then you
can be pretty sure you have a deep-seated issue related to abandonment.
Why is that?
It is due to a phenomenon called “ugly needs, ugly me.”
It’s because you were a child who internalised the lack of maternal or paternal embrace as “ugly
needs, ugly me”. It is common among adults with shame.
It’s because shame comes about when we have been made to feel that our needs for closeness,
attention, intimacy and praise are wrong, or “too much”.
By the way, so you can get a clearer picture of what a healthy attachment looks like, here are 10
ultimate signs of a healthy relationship.

If this happened to you as a child, it leads to haunting shame
When our needs are pretty much treated as a nuisance growing up, that leads to shame.
When and if a parent dismisses our needs as “needy”, and tells us we need to be more “independent”,
that leads to shame, because we interpret our own needs as “ugly”.
It’s a vicious cycle. Because once those very natural needs are made wrong, those very natural needs
don’t just go away. They are there for good.
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Even if we develop an avoidant attachment style (or become emotionally unavailable) in order to
detach from our primary needs, they don’t go away.
Detaching, having avoidant attachment style or being emotionally unavailable might make us look
like we are “above” normal intimacy needs. Nevertheless, those needs never, ever go away.
And so, we always have the need, which means we always have the shame. But the more we need to
fulfill that natural human need for attention, closeness, emotional or physical help, the more we
HAVE to feel our shame.
And the more we have to feel our shame, the more shame we feel.
This sadly leads to us feeling fundamentally unlovable and unworthy of intimacy. It’s hard to escape
the vicious cycle.

Shame is intricately linked to THIS
Shame is so intricately tied to our primary attachment style.
For example, my husband is and always has been, securely attached.
However, when we met, I was anxiously attached. That is, I had an anxious attachment style.
Thankfully, if you ask me (or even ask my husband), I’ve healed that at least 70% over the last 15
years. The anxious attachment hasn’t gone away fully. After all, I lived as an anxiously attached
person for a couple of decades of my life.
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You can probably guess that when we first met, I often felt shame in intimacy and in some social
situations.
Oh do I feel an enormous sense of freedom, happiness and relief when I think about the fact that I’ve
finally made it. I finally worked my way out of the perpetual shame hole.
Shame sometimes still shows up under extreme circumstances, but it has now been mostly replaced
by a healing sense of love and adequacy.
But I know a thing or two about shame. It’s my ex foe.
I remember feeling ashamed of my very own existence. See, deep down, my intimacy needs weren’t
met, and I was constantly on the verge of breaking down in grief. That is, grief over a loss too deep
and vast for me to process.
Loss of not only my birth mother and family, but a loss of the adoptive parents I so desperately could
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not let go of (and tried to cling to).
I was adopted, as you may know by now from the above story. But the fact that I was adopted by two
parents who I almost never hugged, and one of whom had severe sociopathy, you can imagine the
abandonment I faced.
Their internal sense of shame and pain over not being able to have their own children, and their
constantly struggling and insecure relationship made them very unfit to be healthy parents of any
child.
One of them was better than the other from my point of view, but they were never unified for me,
their only adopted child.
They were unified for the purpose of pursuing the perfect image. And the fact that I could never, ever
live up to that image (first and foremost because I wasn’t of their genetic line), was a burden I carried
for decades.

This is how you heal from shame
Yes, if you struggle with shame, it’s possible to heal. If someone like me, who was haunted by shame
for the first 22 years of my life can heal from it, you can too.
I want you to know that the recipe to heal from that crippling shame lies in your ability to do the
following 3 things:
1: Remove your attachment to the people who created your insecure attachment..
2: Create an environment where you only interact with the healthy people, not the toxic people. (here
are 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship if you need help with that.)
3: Grieve. And grieve a lot.
If shame follows you around, then you will also have a deep well full of anger, hurt and despair.
Feel all those emotions. Perhaps talk through them with a trusted lover, friend or therapist.
Make them real, don’t push them far away. The further you push them away, the more dysfunctional
you will get, and the more your abandonment issues will control your entire life.
Take it from someone who was once there. It’s very possible to renew, to heal and to dust yourself
off. Don’t be afraid. Grieve, because it’s a necessary part of the process.
Do you know what the 2 critical elements of any intimate relationship are and how they will
make or break your love life? Find out the 2 critical elements here.

Sign #3: You keep going back to people who don’t actually care
about you
You are used to seeking the approval of people who have emotionally abandoned you.
Perhaps that’s what you’ve known for most of your life, so you wouldn’t have a clue what a healthy
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relationship looks like.
People who have abandonment issues have been conditioned that way through repeated experiences
of abandonment or loss.
Abandonment doesn’t just have to come through one big event. It can occur during a multitude of
little moments that accumulate. This accumulation of moments eventually causes you to lose trust in
the process of relating to others intimately.
Instead, you settle for surface relationships with the wrong kinds of people. You don’t necessarily
know they don’t care, at least not consciously.
You’re aware of it in your gut, perhaps. But you override that because perhaps you don’t know any
other way. You’ve been abandoned so many times that you’ve now become dependent upon
superficial “replacements” for intimacy.
Replacements, such as having a good but superficial night out at a party with people who couldn’t
give two sh*ts about you.
Replacements, such as hanging out with toxic people who insult you, treat you poorly, and break
down your self esteem.
Here is an article for you on ‘Is having low value friends even worth it?’
If you have been abandoned as a child, young adult (or even as an adult), you won’t know that there’s
the option to choose to befriend and be in a relationship with healthy people.
It may feel to you like there’s almost no way you can let go of the superficial relationships.
Perhaps because dealing with the truth that they never cared about you is too much.
Especially on top of all the other abandonment issues you already haven’t felt through or processed.

Sign #4: You think abandonment is always around the corner
You think abandonment is bound to happen (and you dread abandonment constantly).
People who have fear of abandonment generally fear abandonment. A lot. This one’s pretty simple.
If you fear abandonment in an uncalibrated way, that’s a sign of something deeper. What does
“uncalibrated way” mean? It means that you desperately fear abandonment even in response to the
slightest signals of separation or abandonment with your lover or friend.
So if you’re due for a short separation with your lover, and you are already fearing abandonment
before anything else is said or done.
Because the fear of abandonment is so all-encompassing, this sign also includes the habit of seeing
abandonment everywhere.
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What we focus on becomes our reality
What we seek, we shall find. And it’s always easier to look for stories of abandonment when we feel
like all we have known is abandonment. Because these stories do the job of keeping you small and
shallow.
They ensure that you keep your old patterns.
What’s harder is to believe.
What’s harder is to seek out the stories of success, value, and fidelity.
Fears are powerful aren’t they?
Otherwise you wouldn’t have been searching about the topic of abandonment issues. Instead, you
would have searched for stories of loyalty, love and fidelity.
Maybe your life has been so emotionally painful, and you’ve had so much trauma related to
abandonment, that all you can see is the stories that reaffirm your own experience.
This is a dangerous position to be in. You come to a place where all you can hold onto is all the
terrible stories of women and men who have been cheated on, left, used or abandoned.

These are the secret thoughts of someone with abandonment issues
And when you hear about them, you almost feel a sick sense of affirmation.
“Yes, jackpot!!” You secretly think.
“See, I told you so!” You think.
“I knew it!” You think.
“Those women in successful marriages don’t REALLY have faithful husbands!” You think.
What a sad and self destructive place to be in.
Yes, the world can be an ugly place.
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Yes, people cheat.
But yes, also, to the world being a beautiful place.
Yes also, to lovers being faithful for life. There are people with morals and integrity. There are
people (men, lovers, partners whatever you want to call them) out there who would never leave you.
Take it from someone who was abandoned repeatedly. I found my one. And I started to believe again.
And you know what? This sign, (you think abandonment is everywhere), is a big one.

Some coaches prey on this fear of abandonment
And it’s so easy for some dating coaches to prey on this. In fact, in the corners of the interwebs where
they teach women to choose rich men, they use this fear.
They teach women that they should only approve of and choose men who provide lavishly from the
start. They go on to use stories of abandonment perhaps to scare the bejeezus out of women.
These women then become completely blind to the truth of what a high value man really is. They get
stuck in this superficial cycle that does nothing but keep them single.
A man’s value to you can be connected to the amount of money he has, but it is also often not
connected to that at all. Here’s an article where I explain more: Can A broke Or Jobless Man Still Be
High Value?
The women who follow these coaches get hooked on the negative stories. They become reliant on
fear, or fear of abandonment to so called help them “choose” the “high value” men. But all it does is
ensure that they stay single for a very. long. time.
Just because one broke man once “used” a financially stable woman to start his own business, and
then left her for someone younger, does not mean that all broke men will do the same.
Not all once broke or jobless men who team up with a financially stable woman will end up
abandoning that woman.
The women who latch onto these stories often get sucked into the false comforts promised by the
devil. The devil lures them in with the sick appeal of fear. “If you fear abandonment like me, you will
also ensure that you will get a rich man who provides, conquers, and never leaves you or uses you.”
Sadly, these women then don’t care for getting to know a man’s soul. Instead, they choose men based
on their abandonment issues or their own sense of entitlement.
Entitlement is not high value. In fact, not only is entitlement a sign that you’re fearful, it’s a sign that
you’re showing up low value.
If you would like to know the 7 common signs a woman is showing up low value in the eyes of men,
here is a free report on that.
Whether someone abandons us or not has everything to do with who they are, and the quality of the
relationship that you build with them.
Not with their financial standing. Not with their social status. And not with their initial appearances
of generosity that might or might not indicate real emotional commitment!
Remember, fear begets fear. Resentment begets resentment. Toxicity begets toxicity.
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If you trust fear of abandonment more than you trust love, or hope, you’re in trouble. You’re really
just abandoning yourself and your own love life.
Ask yourself whether siding with the stories of abandonment are really who you are in your soul.

This will make or break your love life…
You want to know something important?
It takes no courage to side with your fears.
It takes courage to side with the bravery inside your soul.
Your soul wants love. Your soul knows love.
And when you bring that energy to the world, you will meet another soul who also knows love.
Then, you will speak to that other soul, and form a real connection.
And so you should.
Because the alternative is distance. Remember, you wouldn’t have survived if it wasn’t for love in
some form.
When you are biased and you trust your fears, you become a petty person. You stay small and you
only create more distance between yourself, your friends, family and men.
So when would now be a good time to decide what you want to side with?
When would now be a good time to decide what you need to trust more?
Fear or love? Which one will it be?

Sign #5: You secretly don’t feel worthy of love
In other words, you secretly don’t feel worthy of love but you are in denial about it or don’t even
know it.
Some of us who have abandonment issues walk around with the feeling that we are simply not
worthy of a real, sacred, close relationship.
We carry this burden of “I am not worthy”. It’s not even conscious. It’s a bodily memory from the
past.
Here’s what I mean. As babies, we are very needy. As toddlers and young children, we are also
needy.
If our cries for attention and belonging are repeatedly ignored, our mind and body gets one message.
That message is: I am unworthy.
I’m unworthy of emotional safety.
I am unworthy of love.
I am unworthy of any real relationship.
I am unworthy of the love and attention of the opposite sex.
“Why would someone want me in their life?” our subconscious memory asks.
There’s really no way around the fact that big events of abandonment can leave us feeling unworthy
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of relationship and intimacy.
Of course, not all of us will interpret abandonment this way. But if no one is around to help us
process the event, most of us will learn that abandonment means that they are unworthy.
The worst thing about feeling unworthy of love is not that we actually feel unworthy of love.
It’s that we pretend we don’t have that feeling.
It’s kind of like the emotion of shame. We’ve all felt it. But most of us never want to talk about our
shame if we had the choice. Because it makes it more real.
It’s the same with a lack of worthiness. Shame of course, does tie into that.

The moment you realize you don’t feel worthy of connection…
I can remember a few years back, I found one of my biological half brothers on one side of my
biological family. We gradually developed a sibling relationship, but we came to a hiccup along the
way. Something happened and I wasn’t able to communicate further with him (at least in that
moment).
The connection stalled and I couldn’t seem to engage deeper with him.
I remember telling my husband about this. I was trying to make sense of it. After listening to me for
perhaps a few minutes, hubby said “you feel unworthy of connecting with him.”
I said: “nah”, and looked away.
My knee jerk reaction was one of “who the heck are you to say that to me? How insensitive and
confronting of you”
I didn’t say that to him of course. Some ancient part of me said that. It was just a message from my
subconscious mind.
He said: “yeah, you do feel unworthy of his love.”
“What?!” is all I could muster.
I looked away and murmured a few incoherent things to myself. I could feel myself going into a daze.
I was zoning out, not sure how to handle such a statement.
Then my hubby sat down next to me and said gently: “you’ve been here before. You’ve felt this
before. You feel unworthy of his connection. That’s all this is.”
“Oh my god….” was all I could think.
I started panicking. “But…really?” I said.
“Yes.” He said.
I wanted to run away.
This was the last thing I wanted to deal with. I just wanted to continue on with the story I had made
up in my mind. The probably incorrect story about why my biological half brother and I were having
this disconnect.
But it wasn’t working. Hubby cut through all the BS and now there was no turning back.
Eventually, I relaxed into the truth.
“Yes”, I said.
“I do feel unworthy of our connection. It feels wrong to have more love in my life. It feels right to
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have less love in my life. That feels like HOME.”
Wow.
What a….ridiculous notion.
It feels like HOME to have less love in my life? Talk about having a pattern of sabotaging good
relationships.
Well, thank god for my husband because this saved me in my relationship with my half brother too.
I actually went ahead and told my half brother this. I said “sometimes I feel unworthy of our
connection, because it’s too pure. Too real.”
To my surprise (which I really shouldn’t have been surprised), he completely cradled me in the
moment I admitted that. He didn’t leave me. He didn’t abandon me in that moment of authentic
vulnerability.
He said: “Awww….how could you ever, in ANY universe, not feel worthy of our connection?”
And that was that.
By the way, if you’d like to learn why some people pull away from you, here’s an article I wrote on
the 12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You.

Sign #6: You think no man can be trusted
You’re a woman. Men are men. Of course you’re going to feel unsure of them and their intentions at
times.
Indeed, you’re going to be suspicious of these humans who feel a little different to you.
The danger is not this inherent suspiciousness or ambivalence towards men’s actions or motivations.
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The danger is in turning one, two or more bad experiences with men into a reason to write off the
male species entirely.
I understand trauma. I understand pain with men. I’ve been cheated on. I wouldn’t trust many men.
But there’s also a lot of men that I would trust, if I had a deep enough connection and attraction with
them.
It isn’t men that are bad and abandon women.
It’s the low quality emotional connection and low quality emotional attraction in your relationships
with them that dramatically increase the likelihood of them abandoning you.
(By the way, a low quality connection in the relationship is your fault. It could be the result of one or
two people inside of that relationship having poor patterns of relating, or due to one or both of you
having insecure attachment.)
The lower the quality and depth of your relationship with men, the more likely you are to be
abandoned by them in general.
The more your relationships with men began due to sex or lust, the more likely they will abandon
you. That is because leading with your sex appeal, or your desire to be desired isn’t a good way of
keeping men around.
Of course, whether a man abandons you or not, also has to do with his morals and values.
But I believe that counts for less than the quality of your relationship with them!
Many women will disagree with me on this. They don’t want to believe that if any man were to
abandon them, it’s due to the quality of the connection. They’d rather believe the man is inherently
bad.

People who show signs of abandonment do THIS a lot…
And that’s one reason why this sign is a sign that you may have abandonment issues: because people
who deeply fear abandonment are also people who default to assuming the worst about people.
They are the people who think the world is only full of people who abandon others. That’s the job of
abandonment issues and fear of abandonment.
On the one hand, the job of fear alone, in its purest most spontaneous state, is to help save your life
and also protect you emotionally.
However, abandonment issues are a different beast altogether. They take on the job of or-arching
rejection of intimacy and trust.
The job of abandonment issues is to consume you and blind you to the truth.
But if you keep making your dating and relationship decisions based on this sense of distrust, then is
it helpful?
Or is it more destructive?
This takes me back to the point before where we discussed the sign “you think abandonment is
always around the corner”.
If you have abandonment issues, then you know the drill, right? It goes like this.
You always think you’re smarter for seeing the “bad intent” and the “evil” in men. You tend to think
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people who believe and trust men are always “inexperienced”, “too young”, or “naive”.
This is what holding onto fear does. It makes us rather uncalibrated and causes us to prematurely and
disproportionately assume bad intent in others.
And then something like the ‘me too’ movement comes along. And you see some of the celebrities
that you previously admired as honest men come crashing down, along with their reputation.
Then you decide that men are irrefutably untrustworthy.
The truth is that the male species is not specifically untrustworthy. But when you have an underlying
belief that tells you that “all men leave”, and “men can’t be trusted”, then you’ll convince yourself
that’s true no matter what.

Sign #7: You are always chasing approval
Are you addicted to approval? Or are you perhaps a pleaser woman?
When you have abandonment issues that have developed since you were a child due to actually being
abandoned, your ability to relate with and befriend people authentically will be obstructed.
This is because you have lots of unmet primal, human needs for attachment. There’s essentially a
gaping hole that has never been filled.
The challenge is that even if you’re not consciously aware of that, you don’t just stop wanting or
needing something resembling intimacy.
You just end up having to compensate somehow. You can call these things a coping mechanism, a
distraction, fake intimacy – whatever you want to call it.
What this means is that instead of trusting intimacy (which someone who didn’t have abandonment
issues would do), you replace it with something that looks or seems like love.
Since every human ultimately wants to experience love (whether they let themselves or not), we
don’t just choose to pull away for good. Inside, we still search for something that resembles love.
That something that resembles love is often approval.
Often, what looks and seems like love is actually just approval. And we often seek this approval from
the same people who have already abandoned us before.
Due to the fact that this has become a habit since we were a child, we now default to approval
seeking. This is because we’ve never been given the safety and opportunity to grow out of it.
Though everyone seeks approval at some point, everyone also has to grow out of perpetual approval
seeking at some point.
It’s still ok to seek approval from time to time. That’s normal to do every now and then when you get
involved with someone.
Yet, if approval seeking is all you recognise as a trustworthy exchange in a relationship, that’s a
worry.
Approval seeking is something people with abandonment issues often default to. The reason is
because the people who abandoned them in the first place, could have been selfish or narcissistic
people.
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These selfish or narcissistic people are usually manipulators whose best currency is approval.
In other words, manipulators want YOU to seek their approval. They rely on it to keep thier position
of power.
These are selfish people who force the people around them into approval seeking. Perhaps all they
attract is approval seekers, because they’re manipulative.
Now you tell me. Is that intimacy? Is that a sign you’re in a healthy relationship?
Or does that look a lot more like a toxic relationship?
The trouble with having the primary pattern of defaulting to approval seeking, is that you won’t
realize it. Unless someone tells you.

What are the signs that you default to approval seeking?
One clear signal that you default to approval seeking is that you try to share your personal successes
in exchange for “love” (read: approval).
Another clear sign is that you’re always over-crossing your own boundaries. You’re willing to almost
completely sacrifice your own needs in order to get someone else to “belong” to you or to get their
attention.
Handing over money or donations when intuitively you feel it’s not right by yourself to do so, is a
good sign that you have very poor personal boundaries. It’s also a good sign that….you guessed it.
You seek approval.

Sign #8: You just can’t say ‘NO!’
Do you have trouble saying no? It’s not always a sign that you have abandonment issues, but it
definitely can be.
Sometimes people fear saying “no” because they’re afraid of getting hurt physically. So it’s not
always a sign of abandonment issues, as I mentioned.
However, if you feel that in order to ‘keep people around’ in your life, you must acquiesce to the
things they want all the time, then you’re operating from fear. Fear of abandonment to be exact.
A lot of us who have abandonment issues would rather keep mediocre friendships and relationships
in our lives than we’d rather say ‘no’’, and risk them leaving us.
With women, this often comes up in dating when the man wants sex before she is ready. Not all
women are ready for sex when the man is, but many women acquiesce to the demands for sex from
the man, as they hope that this would keep him around.
Yeah, it might keep him around, but it doesn’t mean he wants a real relationship with you after that!
So you really need to be careful with this. Have solid boundaries around sex. That’s what a strong
woman is. She is a woman who has the capability and willingness to exert her boundaries.
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Think Casual Sex is Harmless? Then, I suggest you think again and read this article about the secret
cost of casual sex for women.

Sign #9: You’re afraid to have a real opinion
You think that by agreeing with someone all the time, they’ll love you more and be less likely to
abandon you.
Of course, people can be afraid of voicing their opinion for many reasons. We’ve all been afraid to
voice our opinion in the right context before, I’m sure.
Some people don’t want to give their opinion because they don’t want to get their ass kicked.
Some people don’t voice their opinion because they feel there is no point doing it with particular
people. (Why waste the energy?)
Some people want to protect their child and family. (In this day and age where information is being
censored left right and centre, it makes sense for many people to have a healthy sense of fear about
voicing their real opinion. In particular circumstances.)
I consider these to be a well calibrated and healthy level of fear about voicing one’s opinion. Kind of
like picking your fights sensibly.
Although, if your primary modus operandi in a close relationship is that of having no opinions, that’s
unhealthy.
Maybe you have that pattern due to the fact that all healthy development of opinions was conditioned
out of you.
Perhaps somewhere along the line you learned that having opinions of your own meant that someone
else felt abandoned by you. And you didn’t want to be abandoned by them, so you hold back all of
your own thoughts.
Or perhaps you really are too oppressed or scared to have opinions. Oppressed is also a manifestation
of the signs of abandonment issues, of course.
So if you have fears about voicing your opinion, ask yourself: “Is this me wanting to hold back my
opinion due to being street smart?”
“Or do I always fear voicing my opinion, irrespective of context?”
And, “is this actually a sign that I deeply fear abandonment or have abandonment issues?”

Sign #10: You can’t seem to ask for help (or be relied upon
when others need help)
An child or adult who hasn’t been abandoned by their mother or father will comfortably flow
between independence and asking for help (depending on others when needed).
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If you were abandoned, then you won’t trust relationship.
You won’t believe in connection and intimacy. You’ll assume that help and assistance won’t come.
So, you either ‘cope’ by resisting it (and being emotionally unable to) ask for help or pretending you
don’t need it.
Consequently, because your relationship with asking for help is so kinked, you also won’t be able to
be relied upon to help others when they really need you.
You’ll feel contempt towards people who ask for help as if it’s “disgusting”, “wrong”, or “weak”.
You may want to help, but you just can’t be that consistent, dependable person. You don’t have that
sense of inherent “goodness”, if you will.

Sign #11: You never give 100%. You hold back so that you
don’t give too much.
If you believed you would ultimately be abandoned, then why would you invest in that person?
You wouldn’t.
You’d always hold back. Even if it’s 10%.
But do you think your lover, your children or your friends would feel that missing 10%?
I will suggest to you that the difference between giving 100% and giving 90% is big, especially over
time.
And most people who have abandonment issues hold back a lot more than just 10%.
This can be devastating for the quality of their relationships over time. They will go through partners
like crazy, or simply just not be able to form any relationship, due to fear.
Negative, toxic messages from peer groups or from the outside world can make an insecurely
attached person (who fears abandonment) sink deeper into depression (and singledom!).
Well-meaning friends can sometimes unintentionally turn you into a man-repeller (or woman-repeller
if you’re a man), by encouraging you to resent the opposite sex, or by encouraging you to adopt “fake
standards” for yourself.
What are fake standards? They are standards you say you have, but are just a long checklist of things
that you want to take from the world.
Don’t let other people, or other women influence you to just throw your expectations at a man in a
relationship and do away with your own responsibility to add value.
If you cannot take responsibility for adding value, then it will be hard to make a man realize your
value.
I don’t care what rules you have, if your rules get in the way of showing your presence and love, your
relationship will foot the cost.
Especially if those rules arise out of deep seated abandonment issues (which they often do).
This attitude never has a relationship ending well. Ultimately, it only adds to the painful cycle of loss,
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for the person who has abandonment issues.
Why is this?
It is because a romantic relationship between a man and woman develops properly when both people
are equally interested in, and attuned to each other.
If one of you is always holding back vulnerability, trust, love and presence, the other will leave, if
they are smart. Attitudes like this also ensure that resentment continues to build in the relationship
over time.

This is one of the glaring signs of abandonment issues…
People who have deep fear of abandonment and don’t know how to deal with abandonment issues,
tend to hold back. They aren’t emotionally generous and therefore they don’t give their presence or
their value.
They do this out of this overarching fear of being abandoned. They get sucked into petty ideas and
rules about how they should expect this and that of men.
They probably grew up in an environment where their parents held back, weren’t emotionally
generous, and kept their distance emotionally.
It’s never a good recipe for really falling in love with someone, or having a man fall in love with
you!
Holding back due to an overwhelming sense of tension and closure in your body, is a recipe for
disaster.
Ask me how I know. Oh how good of you to ask! I know because I did this in the past. I couldn’t
figure out why my relationship was having issues. Once I fixed this attitude, and gave my presence
and trust and my pure vulnerability, things turned out so much better with my man.
If you’re never letting yourself risk anything or be vulnerable, it will affect the quality of your
interactions with your lover, or family, and others.
If you’re unsure how to be vulnerable, that’s understandable. A lot of people who fear abandonment
don’t ‘get’ how to really be vulnerable, because they have not practiced it.
Like anything in life, you get better as you do the practice. Here’s an article that will help you
understand better: How to be Vulnerable Without Being NEEDY.
If you suspect you might have abandonment issues, just know that you will sometimes (if not all the
time) err on the side of stinginess in a relationship.
When the fear of abandonment is at the forefront of your mind, you’ll assume that if you give too
much, then people will only take advantage of you. (And basically run off with your trust).
Sure, they might!
But living in fear won’t change the likelihood of being abandoned.
If you want to understand how to deal with abandonment issues, then understand that holding back in
tension, fear and being small, is not the answer. It’s not the to attract the right people who would not
abandon you!
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Only your willingness to test people’s intent, as well as being attuned to the other person’s intent will
influence that.

To learn about people’s intent, TEST them vulnerably first
Vulnerability counts for so much when it comes to ‘testing’ men and people in general.
This is one reason why my hubby and I specifically mention that on the very first date with a high
value man (not the second or third), you offer to pay for something small. Like a coffee or a cup of
tea.
The reason is not because we’re “feminists”. Nor is it because we believe a man should pay only 50%
of the bill. (Although we are not against that. Everyone has to figure out what works best for them in
their relationship).
For the record, I’m ont saying this because my husband and I go 50/50. We don’t. He provides for me
fully. He’s always been far more comfortable giving me free access to all of his money. (and no,
under no circumstance have I ever abused that.)
But the key is that as a woman, if you’re not willing to be vulnerable – if your primary mode is to
“take” from men, and have rules for them, then you’re not going to be able to accurately test their
intent!
Is $5 too much to risk for a coffee in order to find out how serious a man is about you, on the first
date?
I think not. In fact, you’ll eliminate the ones who aren’t serious faster that way.
He’s an article and video my husband did on this topic. 3 Reasons Why it’s High Value for Women
to OFFER to Pay on the First Date.

Sign #12: Your lovers have felt abandoned by YOU
If you’re someone with abandonment issues, you’re a hurt person. Full stop.
And you know what they say. “Hurt people, hurt people.”
The way others have done you wrong has stayed with you. It’s probably still very much in your
bodily memory, tucked cleverly away from your conscious awareness.
You’ll abandon your lover.
You may abandon your children. In moments.
“Hold back.” your mind tells you.
‘Keep safe.” it says.
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“Protect yourself….” it pleads.
“They’ll leave anyway.” it reminds you.
Your way of operating in relationships may feel like one huge constant state of emotional
abandonment to your lover! Not just to your love, but to your family, friends or your kids.
And you may not realise it. Other people may not directly tell you in the way you would hear it. They
just won’t feel emotionally close to you.
You’ll be the person that people admire perhaps. But you will not be the person that people feel close
to, want to be intimate with, or even take care of.
So you have to listen to people, and watch carefully.
Be sensitive enough to feel their wincing. To see the pain in their eyes. The pain caused by you.
Unintentionally. But you still caused it.

Abandoned people, abandon people
One of the first things to know in knowing how to deal with abandonment issues is that abandoned
people, abandon people.
Why would this be so?
It is so because the state of abandoning others emotionally feels ‘safer’ to you. Your nervous system
may not be able to handle the intimacy required in order to truly give your gifts.
By ‘gifts’ I mean give your presence, your heart, and your love in your own artful way. We all have a
unique way and that unique touch comes through when you’re vulnerable and authentic enough.
I just want to remind you that it’s ok. It’s ok to trust vulnerability in this moment, more than you trust
abandonment.
You need it.
Your soul needs it.
Your lover needs it.
Give a little more of your presence each day. Over time, it adds up.
And then, even if you don’t end up ‘together’ with this person, you walk away without the added
burden of guilt related to always holding something back.
Then, not only do you have to process all the pain related to people abandoning you, you then have to
grieve all the guilt on top of that.
Don’t get me wrong. A bit of guilt can be good. But not piles of guilt from leaving a trail of hurt
people.
You don’t want that kind of burden if you can help it.
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Sign #13: You replace love with addictions
If more people realised how much their addictions were there to replace the hole that abandonment
dug, the world may be a better place.
Addiction could be anything. It could be alcohol, cigarettes, chocolate or sex.
An addiction to anything is really a way to cope.
When we “cope”, we often become disembodied.
What does it mean to be disembodied?
It means to be separated from the body or to be existing without the body.
Your body is a treasure trove of awareness and knowledge. It is absolutely necessary for love,
connection and intimacy with another human.
But when you train your body to go to addictions, then you repeatedly train it to pull away awareness,
love, sensitivity and responsiveness.
Without those things, you’ll have less intimacy in your relationship.

This is how you fill the hole of lost love & attachment…
A lot of us use food to fill the hole of lost love.
Take eating disorders as an example. We don’t feel nurtured, embraced and taken care of. So instead
of processing those painful emotions, our only way to cope is to try to “control” food.
By controlling food, perhaps we can control our appearance in some way, so that perhaps the people
around us may judge us less.
The less they judge us, the closer we’ll get to them loving us and always sticking around, right?
Nah not really.
This goes back to approval seeking. Just because people approve of you more if you somehow try to
look a certain way, doesn’t mean they’ll be less likely to abandon you.
I use eating disorders as an example because lots of women can relate. So many of us are so scared of
being abandoned that we become very controlling. And at the heart of eating disorders is control.
Trying to create the perfect image. That’ll keep ‘em sticking around, won’t it?
Not really. It just puts a band-aid over the issue.
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Sign #14: You quietly believe you are superior to those close to
you
I think it’s natural for people to feel superior at times.
Many of us want the feeling that we are superior in some contexts. For example, this thinking is
partly what’s behind the “Us Vs Them” paradigm.
“We’re better than them”, because we’re different, we do it better, we’re more resourceful, smarter,
better looking, etc.
However, when that feeling of superiority pervades even your close relationships, then you’re just an
asshole.
Lol, jokes.
But really, if you go to “I am superior” in your intimate relationships, you have to ask why.
Why would you want to feel superior to your lover? Are you playing zero sum games with your
lover?
Why would you want to have a power trip over your husband or wife? Your children? Your parents
or your brothers or sisters?
If it’s because you believe that it’s best to have other people more attached to you than you are to
them, that’s a sign that you haven’t yet discovered how to deal with abandonment issues.
I mean, your love and your children, they’re the people you would ideally be the most loyal to.
Unless they’ve badly hurt you, of course.
People who fear abandonment often go to the thought that they’re “superior” because they’re not like
“those other people” who need attachment and relationships.
These people think they are superior since they are not “needy”. Instead, they assume they’re
independent people who don’t really rely on others.
This is the sad story of an adult who has a hurting, abandoned child inside.
Trying to cope with your abandonment issues by perpetually assuming your superiority is just a way
to escape your own torment.
The torment caused by an unattuned, rejecting mother or father.
Torment caused by an unexpected death of your mother or father when you were young.
Torment caused by repeated abuse and humiliation from a mother or father (who should have done
nothing less than protect you).
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Sign # 15: You cling cling cling
Babies, toddlers, children and perhaps even teenagers will cling at times. Babies especially so!
In nature, that clinging can actually be a sign of tenacity. I learned that from the book “becoming
attached” by Robert Karen.
Be that as it may, an adult in an intimate relationship who clings to their lover like velcro is probably
not doing it out of love or tenacity. They’re doing it out of dysfunction.
Clinginess has a “yucky” feeling to it precisely because the person is operating from a defective
attachment style.
They haven’t developed that ‘secure base’ (as attachment theorists may call it) from which they can
be free to be intimate without constant fear of abandonment.
This secure base could have only been provided by a parent. If it’s not provided, problems will occur
with that adult’s ability to have a healthy relationship.
(By the way, here are 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship).
Look, we are all needy at times. Especially when you get into a relationship with a man, you will feel
to a man like you’re needy at times. That’s completely normal.
Infrequent moments of neediness can occur for any normal healthy person.
Clinginess? Not so much.
Clinginess is done out of a deep fear that that person is bound to disappear, no matter what.
In the clingy person’s mind, people leaving and disappearing is almost the rule. Not the exception.
So, I didn’t put this sign here so I could tell you to stop being clingy. It’s a pattern after all, and as
such, it needs healing, not condemning.
If you’ve been clingy before, it’s ok! You’re not alone!
Go back in time and ask yourself where mom or dad was when you needed them emotionally.
Dig deep into your past and feel the great losses your soul knows that you’ve been through (but
perhaps haven’t fully processed).

Where to go from here…
In conclusion, here’s what I would suggest for you to do if any of these signs apply to you.
I’d suggest that you begin with asking yourself some serious questions about your relationship with
your mother, father or caretakers.
Ask some questions that will force the truth to come to the surface. This is so that you’re made to
stop repeating the same old patterns of avoiding the issue or trying not to emotionally process it.
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Here are some questions to get you started.
What was your mother like? What was your father like?
Was she or he emotionally generous? Or were they absent, dismissive, angry or even abusive
parents?
Was your mother or father ever reliable? Or were they inconsistent? Was their care superficial, never
fully there and more a superficial attempt to placate you?
Were you intimate with them? Did you hug? Did you feel relaxed, safe and close when hugging
them? Or did you go stiff or limp?
What is your relationship with your parents like now? Do you still seek their approval, desperately
hoping that that “perfect love” will come?
Are you confident that they gave you as much as was possible to give (emotionally)?
Did they give things like emotional safety? Humour? Acceptance? Attention? Affection?
Or did they moreso brush aside your feelings and emotions, demanding that you be a certain way for
them?
If after reading this article, you know that you have abandonment issues, here are 3 steps you need to
take.
1: Grieve. Feel. All the anger, despair, torment, hatred and resentment needs a way to be felt. It’s a
way of releasing your body from the chains of unfelt grief.
2: Send the people who abandoned you forgiveness. And then send yourself forgiveness.
3: Find anchors of secure attachment. Connect with these anchors daily.
One way to do this is to use movies depicting securely attached relationships so that you become
acquainted with and comfortable with the idea of being intimate and close.
Here’s a few movie examples for you to watch and use (perhaps watch certain scenes from them
repeatedly), so that you become familiar with the idea of secure attachment.
The Time Traveler’s Wife (even read the book, the book was amazing)
The Notebook
The family man (Nicholas Cage)
Now over to you! I’d love to hear your story. How many of these signs do you have? Do you see
any signs missing?
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P.S. Connect with me on social media
Our new Facebook Group is here… Join the “High Value Feminine Women” Community using
this link
Here’s my Youtube Channel The Feminine Woman.
Here’s The Feminine Woman Facebook page…
Here’s my Instagram Pages TheFeminineWoman & My Personal Instagram.
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5 “Must-Follow” Rules for Dating & Relationships for Women
September 3, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
If you don’t have a set of rules that you follow in your relationship with a man, it’s going to be very
easy for that relationship to start to deteriorate or even end.
(…And the thing is, you may not even realize things are in decline.)
Why is this?
Because we all get complacent at some point. We are all creatures of habit and we will take things for
granted if we get comfortable.
You might even find yourself becoming a victim to circumstances that are completely outside your
control, causing a whirlwind of emotional turmoil that may even immobilise you.
At the end of the day, you need something to ground you, something to offer you certainty when the
world or your relationship turns upside down.
Following a set of rules gives you a sense of standards and the framework needed to allow you to
take back control of yourself and allow you to be more of an influence in your relationship and with
your man.
Committing even to two simple rules daily can help you stop ‘reacting’, which is what often happens
when you’re always just going along with the flow with no self-guidance and standards for yourself.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.
…And so instead of ‘reacting’, you can instead start responding intelligently. You’ll realise that you
can actually avoid nasty conflicts that make things worse and avoid the pain that most people end up
experiencing in their intimate relationship.
These 5 rules I’m about to show you will remind you of what is important, when things are
hard.
When you’re ‘in it’ (when you’re hooked in a relationship problem), it’s easy to get all muddled in
your emotions and just lash out or do something to jeopardize the relationship that you will regret
later.
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Table of Contents
These are the 5 MUST-FOLLOW rules for dating and relationships
Follow the rules & worry less.
Relationship Rule 1: Don’t Ever settle.
Relationship Rule 2: Always look at things from the other person’s point of view.
Understanding the masculine perspective
Relationship Rule 3: Strive to eliminate insecurity within yourself.
Relationship Rule 4: Always give to yourself first.
Relationship Rule 5: Any decision made from fear is the wrong decision.
You cannot control a man or a relationship.
Here is your action plan to adopt these rules for yourself…

These are the 5 MUST-FOLLOW rules for dating and
relationships
So, if ever you come across a problem or conflict in your intimate relationship or in your dating life,
always refer back to these rules.
If you make at least 2 of these rules a MUST to follow, I promise you will feel far more confident in
your relationship. You won’t worry about other women interfering in your relationship, or what other
people think, purely because you will start to develop a strong inner confidence.
Remember to follow at least two of these rules daily. If you put at least 2 of these to practice
consistently, you will start to see changes in your relationship.
If you are single or just dating, these rules will allow you to be ahead of other women when it comes
to the dating world. Follow these rules in your interactions with men!
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Follow the rules & worry less.
You’ll spend less time worrying over why he didn’t call, whether he likes you or not, or why he
seems to say one thing and do another.
…And you’ll be so confident that you won’t worry about whether you’ll ever find the one.
You’ll be confident enough to know that you WILL find the right one, because you’ll start to really
know and feel your value and power as a woman, no matter how difficult things are at any time.
If you’re married or in a long-term relationship, I promise you will see your relationship improve
right before your eyes if you just implemented two of these rules daily. You’ll start to feel more
love from your man, and more safe and protected in your relationship. He won’t be able to help
it!
If you truly commit to at least two of these rules, over time, you’ll also feel him becoming more
generous towards you, too.
Remember: you don’t want to just ‘go with the flow’ all the time, and just ‘react’ to things. So right
now, I want you to pick TWO of these rules to follow DAILY.
Don’t forget to tell me below, in the comments section, which two rules you are going to begin
following!
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Relationship Rule 1: Don’t Ever settle.
Always strive to deepen your relationship with your man. Here’s what happens if you settle for
whatever seems ‘enough’ for now, if you settle for what is ‘comfortable’ –
(ie. just to maintain the status quo in your relationship.)
Things actually go backwards!
It’s like money – if you don’t invest, you actually lose money. Inflation will eat away at the value of
your money!
You are always either growing or dying. Your relationship is always growing or it’s dying.
You always have to be bringing more fun, more intimacy, more sensuality, more care, more love and
more value to the relationship, otherwise problems will occur, even if you’re doing nothing to cause
them.
See, you don’t have to do ANYTHING AT ALL for problems to occur. We have all experienced this.
You can leave things as they are, and problems will surface. But just to MAINTAIN the connection
and attraction in your relationship, you can’t settle.
Even maintenance takes a bit of work.
Think about this in terms of your physical body. If you have a fit and toned body, but you keep doing
the same exercise routine over and over (Ie. the same kinds of exercises and the same intensity etc)
your fitness does not stay the same– it slowly slides backwards.
Your relationship with a man is either getting deeper or it is sliding backwards.
So, don’t settle.
Because, right now, your relationship is as intimate as it SHOULD be, not as intimate as it MUST be.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Relationship Rule 2: Always look at things from the other
person’s point of view.
In other words, continually put yourself in the other person’s shoes.
A lot of us think that other people see the world the way we do. And even if you think you don’t so
this, you might be doing it without even knowing. It takes work to really see things from another’s
perspective.
But if you can do this even to a small extent, you’ll begin to feel that whatever situation you are in
with a man.
…And over time, you’ll notice that your man will become more attentive to you and more generous
towards you. All because you’re giving him an incredible gift!
The gift of seeing his masculine perspective.
(A gift that most people would never be able to give him.)
To do this, check in with yourself regularly – every time you start to feel some sort of disappointment
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in your relationship, stop and ask:
“If I was him, what might my perspective be?”
“If I was a man in his position right now, what might I be focusing on?”
“Wait a minute – is there a REASON why he may be doing this? Hell, isn’t there always a
reason anyone is doing ANYTHING? Of course there is!”
Remember back to a time when you did something (completely innocently) that you thought was
totally normal and totally acceptable, but a man took it the wrong way.
Remember back to a time when you did something awful, or said something harsh, or treated a man
badly…
…There was a reason, right?
It may not have been a really GOOD reason, and in hindsight you probably wouldn’t want to do that
again, but there was a reason nonetheless.

Understanding the masculine perspective
Once you truly understand things from his masculine perspective, trust me – you won’t even know
what hit you.
This is a very powerful place for you to be in, as a woman. Especially knowing that most women
don’t even half do this most of the time!
If you practice this rule, you won’t be acting from a place of greed or insecurity.
You’ll naturally and automatically be more confident and attractive within yourself, because you will
know deep down inside you have more value to offer men than other women.
This this exactly why my wonderful husband and I have put together our most popular course
Understanding Men. (You can learn more about this course by CLICKING here.)
The purpose of this course is to help you discover the secrets of the masculine perspective so that you
can get through to any man, connect with him heart to heart, and inspire his deepest loyalty and
commitment”
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Relationship Rule 3: Strive to eliminate insecurity within
yourself.
Insecurity and relationships don’t go together.
So do whatever it takes to strip away your masks, get back to your authentic self, and STOP
operating from a place of insecurity. I don’t care how much passion you have with a man at the
beginning – I don’t care how much excitement there is or how much he loves you – insecurities will
destroy your relationship.
Remember that saying, ‘love isn’t enough’? well, it’s true.
Now, to clarify – I am not saying you can’t feel insecure at times. It’s in our nature to have fears. We
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all fear that we are not enough.
Don’t beat yourself up if you have insecurities – that is just going to make it worse, and you’ll just
get even more insecure. Instead, ask yourself:
“What would I do if I was totally confident right now?”
And if that doesn’t work, ask yourself:
“What would I do if I was confident and DID know what to do?”
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Relationship Rule 4: Always give to yourself first.
Fill yourself up with what you really need, before you even considering giving to a man. You cannot
give to him unless you have given to yourself first.
So start giving to yourself – no, this doesn’t mean buying gobs of make up and shopping til you have
no money left (although that’s totally fine).
However, first and foremost, giving to yourself means:
You do the things that make you smile from ear to ear, even if it’s naughty, or seemingly selfish.
You do the things that make you feel like a woman.
You exercise.
You eat clean.
You cultivate a sense of gratitude for what you already have, no matter how bad things are.
If you don’t believe that your weight, and your diet will affect you personally, and effects how much
of a quality wife or girlfriend you are to your man – you’re really, really misinformed. Your health
and your vitality is everything.
Your health and vitality is everything!
Health and vitality.
Why? Because what you choose to put in to your body, and what you choose to focus on (ie:
gratitude or no gratitude) affects your emotional states. And this in turn, affects what you bring to the
table in your relationship. If you’re unhappy or angry all the time, you’re going to be a terrible lover.
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

Relationship Rule 5: Any decision made from fear is the wrong
decision.
Please read, and re-read this one, because this is one of those things that you will do, and not even
notice yourself doing it. And the longer you go without taking notice of this and doing something
about it, the worse it gets.
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Any decision made form fear is the wrong decision in your relationship with a man. We don’t realize
it, but most of us are making most of our decisions from fear on a consistent basis- ESPECIALLY in
our intimate relationship.
Why?
Because in an intimate relationship, all our fears surface – more than in any other place in our lives.
Because we all know subconsciously, on some level, that we really have no control over a man in an
intimate relationship (nor do you want an control over a man!)
I know this feels scary, of course it does! You can at best influence him, but you have no absolute
control.

You cannot control a man or a relationship.
In other words, your sense of certainty needs to not come from control but your ability to add value to
your man and your relationship.
No matter how hard you try, you will never be able to control someone else or control a relationship
with them. So it’s wise to relax into that uncertainty.
It is this uncertainty that also makes an intimate relationship passionate, and makes us feel so alive.
Fear is your worst enemy if you want a loving relationship where the spark actually lasts more than a
year.
This is counter-intuitive.
However, and that’s why you really need to learn what is counter-intuitive to reach that place of
lasting bliss, love and passion with a man.
To get to that place where you feel so safe and protected in the relationship, and to a place where
you’re adored and the center of his world, you need to understand and practice what is counterintuitive.
That’s why my man and I created our monthly subscription program, Attraction Control Monthly.
If you want to succeed in having the kind of relationship other people envy, join us. It costs you
practically nothing to just try it out, and you get to learn the 17 most potent Attraction Triggers
that are guaranteed to get any man’s blood boiling.
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Here is your action plan to adopt these rules for yourself…
Here’s your action plan to put these rules in to action so you can start creating the relationship that
makes you feel overjoyed, in love, secure and fulfilled:
1. Choose TWO of these rules right now that you are going to put in to practice.
2. Set aside a time each day – ideally in the morning – to remind yourself of these 2 rules, and
remind yourself of your commitment to these rules. Print them out or write them down where
you can see them.
3. Before you ‘react’ to ANY painful situation in dating or in a relationship with a man, STOP.
Actively remind yourself of these rules and most importantly – remind yourself of WHY you
are following them. It’s not just for the SAKE of following rules like you did at school. School
rules are rules most of us hate because it’s just a bunch of people telling you what to do for
their own gain. But you are following these rules because you KNOW they will get you closer
to the relationship that you truly desire in your heart, with the right man, your soul mate. And
following these rules will make you a better catch – the kind of woman men want to give to.
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RIGHT NOW: write down two of these rules – in your diary, above your desk – or even make this
page your homepage. Put them where you can see them. Put them in your calendar to follow for the
next 30 days. Put these rules in to action the next time you have a conflict or problem with your man.
So go ahead, choose 2 of these rules to follow right now. Follow these two rules DAILY from now
on.
And let me know in the comments section below, which are your favorite rules, and which two you
will put in to practice right away.
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Why does he keep me around if he doesn’t want a relationship?
September 4, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Why does he keep me around if he doesn’t want a relationship? Can’t he just let me go?
Why does he keep getting in touch and stringing me along? He doesn’t even want a relationship with
me!
“It’s annoying! If he doesn’t want to be in a relationship with me, then just get out of my
life!”
I get this question a lot and here’s the short answer…
It benefits him more to keep you around than it benefits him to let you go.
They keep you around because unless you’re super needy, a stalker, a violent woman, or causing him
and the other people in his life too much grief, it benefits him more to keep you around.
It benefits him to keep you around because for men, women are a resource.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!
See, while I was thinking about this topic, I was considering this concept of women being a resource
to men. And whilst I was thinking, I came up with the perfect term that I think will help you
understand this phenomenon in men.
This term is “the harem effect”.
Perhaps if I describe it like this, it will help you understand the basic, biological reason why a man
would want to try to keep you around if he doesn’t want a relationship.
Table of Contents
What on Earth is “The harem effect”?
He wants to “hoard” you
Men’s sperm production is like THIS?!
When his sperm builds up, that’s when he needs YOU
Men don’t get attached the same way you do
Men don’t fall in love because of THIS…
You need to be ‘the one & only’
How men see their ‘one of many’ woman
Testosterone drives down feelings of attachment
Just because you are attached to him, doesn’t mean he is attached to you
It’s not as easy for women to “detach”
It benefits women to say goodbye to a man who isn’t committing
Sex does not = LOVE for men
Walk away when he’s just keeping you around without commitment
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What on Earth is “The harem effect”?
The definition of harem is: a group of female animals sharing a single mate. Or the women occupying
a harem; the wives (or concubines) of a polygamous man.
Ok, so you’re not in a polygamous relationship with a man. In fact, you may be the only woman in
this man’s life.
But just think about the harem effect like this. For many men, having at least 1 woman around is
better than not having any women around.
He doesn’t have to have many girlfriends, concubines or wives around. All he needs is a minimum –
key word minimum – of one girlfriend. One is better than none.
If he were to just let you go, where would the benefit be in that?
If you’re not causing him too much trouble, why let you go?
Causing trouble like, you know, like letting loose with your anger and scratching him. Biting him,
egging his car, or stalking him or his cat.
If you’re not that crazy, then why oh why would he make the decision all by his own self, to say
“bye” to you?
If he made the choice to get rid of you, then he’d be cutting himself off from accessing sex.
Have a think about it.
CLICK here to discover the 7 common signs that a woman is perceived as low value in the eyes of
men in this special report. (Why is this important? Because men and women perceive value very
differently and you don’t want to be making mistakes that would cause quality men to dismiss,
abandon or alienate you.)
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He wants to “hoard” you
Yes, indeed. He wants to hoard you. In other words, he wants to make sure he gets access to you (to
the exclusion of other men) while he still can.
Better still if he can keep you locked away in his basement and keep you all to himself (I’m so joking
here. But you get the picture).
Once you have gotten a woman to open up and have sex with you, then this woman can give you a
steady supply of sex for as long as you are willing to keep her around in your life.
Remember that men produce plenty of sperm. Too much, in fact.
So much that it has to get out. For a young guy, ONE DAY without masturbation or “release” is not
so fun.
The 300 million sperm that they produce per day just builds up!

Men’s sperm production is like THIS?!
One day, my husband gave me an interesting analogy to help me understand this peculiar
phenomenon.
He once compared this purely physical need that men have for ejaculation or “release” to my need to
breastfeed our sons (wait what?). Bear with me on this one!
So I’ve exclusively breastfed both of our sons long-term.
As many breastfeeding moms would know, what happens if you breastfeed your baby exclusively
and on demand, is that the supply of breast milk builds up in your breasts. And often!
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In fact, when you produce enough milk, your breasts will sometimes become engorged and painfully
hard (and oh do I remember those days).
If your baby is sleeping for longer than it normally would and hasn’t “removed” the built-up milk
from your breasts, it becomes very uncomfortable and needs release.
Otherwise the feeling distracts you and overtakes your life.

When his sperm builds up, that’s when he needs YOU
Do you understand where I’m getting at with this?
It’s the same with men and their sperm. The sperm builds up quickly, and if there’s a woman around
to “take” or “receive” that sperm in some way, that makes him one lucky man!
If there’s only one woman around (ie: you) to receive that sperm, that’s better than none.
It’s much better than just masturbating by himself to get rid of that sperm. For a man.
Again, unless you’re abusive, violent or a stalker. In that case, the cost of having you around would
perhaps outweigh the benefits of keeping you around.
(Just for the record, in case anyone takes the analogy regarding breastfeeding to mean that my
husband pressures me into sex, nothing could be further from the truth.)
He was just helping me understand the reality of life as a man, since this phenomenon isn’t easy for
me to understand as a woman. I wanted to appreciate the reason why many men always seem “ready
to go”, and such is the analogy I got. lol.
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Men don’t get attached the same way you do
I’ve said this before so many times. Men can have sex with the same woman for ten years, and not
become attached.
Yes, of course they also CAN get attached after having sex with a woman for 10 years, it is possible,
when you look at the hormones of love in men and women.
For example, when men and women have sex, at the point of orgasm, levels of vasopressin
dramatically increase in men, and levels of oxytocin dramatically increase in women.
This CAN cause a sense of “fusion” or feeling of attachment with your lover.
However, this happens most often for a man with a woman whom he already felt an attachment with
and already intended to commit to.
The act of sex itself doesn’t cause the attachment to you.
And for most women out there who haven’t taken it upon themselves to understand men, this would
be a foreign concept. They may not believe it to be true.
If you want to make smart choices, and appeal to the high value men, the smartest thing you can do is
to seek to appreciate and understand men first.
If you would like to go deeper and gain a world-class understanding of men, join our thousands of
member in our most popular program Understanding Men here.

Men don’t fall in love because of THIS…
Think about this for a minute. If all you needed to do was have sex with a man and let him orgasm in
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order to “get” his undying love and emotional commitment, then the world would look very different.
We’d see proportionally a lot more casual sex or one night stands leading to forever love!
If a man feeling attached to a woman through sex were always true with every woman, then
wouldn’t things be super easy for women?
Here’s what I mean. Wouldn’t we see lots more adulterous married men leaving their families for the
secretary that they had a tryst with?
Wouldn’t that simple act of casual sex invariably cause a man and woman to feel emotionally
attached, fall in love and build a future together?
It can happen. Don’t get me wrong. But I would seriously caution you against assuming it will
happen. Men don’t automatically get attached or even love you because you had sex.
There’s something I want you to understand. If you want to date and successfully find love,
remember that there really is no short-cut to becoming a man’s one and only woman.

You need to be ‘the one & only’
You simply have to allow yourself to show up as the ‘one and only’. If you’re not the ‘one and only’,
then you’re in a man’s ‘one of many’ basket.
And if you’re in the ‘one of many’ basket (which means he doesn’t truly want to invest in you), then
often, he still won’t mind keeping you around in his life. That is until his one and only comes
along.
Remember, a man will either invest everything in you, or invest just enough to keep you
around. The only way to get him to invest everything in you is to show up as the one and only.
If you would like me to show you how to show up as the one and only, I share the 5 secrets to have
him fall in love with you and beg you to be his one and only in my program “Becoming His One and
Only”.

How men see their ‘one of many’ woman
Now, I thought long and hard before sharing the next part. I didn’t want to upset anyone. After all,
that’s not my intent.
However, when we as women want answers, it’s important to receive the truthful ones. Not the sugarcoated ones.
Well, that’s what I think anyway. I’d rather see inside a man’s mind and truly understand what he’s
thinking.
This is how I’d personally rather get my answer to the question “why does he keep me around if he
doesn’t want a relationship”.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.
So, I had to make a difficult decision about what I’m about to share with you. I ultimately decided to
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share the screenshots I’m about to share, to help you understand.
I’m not condoning his aggressive tone, I’m not saying he’s right. I’m not saying every man would
describe it the same way he has.
I’m just saying, this is how this man describes (albeit in a song), but still very accurately, how many
men do secretly see their one of many woman. (The one of many woman, the one woman they will
happily keep around, but never commit to or marry.)
It’s better that we understand than remain ignorant, right?
It’s good to have a different perspective than our own, right?
If you would like to get a feel for how one man sees his ‘one of many’ woman, then stay with me.
Here’s a screenshot of some lyrics from a song called “Superman” by the famous rapper/singer
Eminem, which (painfully) but necessarily describes the one of many woman.

And this one. Notice how he’s happy to keep her around and “be friends”?

Again, I’m not condoning his language or his approach. He’s notorious for violent lyrics. But he’s
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also popular for a reason (other than great marketing): I believe it’s because he is not censored. His
lyrics are real and authentic to him.
Don’t take this to mean that he’s incapable of committing. Not at all. All men secretly love to
commit to the right woman.

Testosterone drives down feelings of attachment
Here’s something that will help you understand further. Testosterone can drive down feelings of
attachment.
As such, men with high baseline levels of testosterone get married less frequently, have more affairs,
and divorce more often.
But regardless of a man’s baseline levels of testosterone, here’s a truth that I want you to know.
If a woman leads with sex and lust from the beginning with a man, that man will most likely
compartmentalise her in his mind as a ‘one of many’ woman.
In other words, she won’t be “the one” he forms a romantic union or ‘pair bond’ with.
The woman who shows up as the one and only will be the one with whom he feels an emotional
attachment for and falls in love with.
How you start off with a man really matters. If you began with sex, it may very well end with sex.
Only, unfortunately as a woman, it is you and not him, who will have to pick up the pieces after
forming an attachment with him.
Here are 6 behaviours you should never tolerate in a man!
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

Just because you are attached to him, doesn’t mean he is
attached to you
Men don’t just get emotionally attached through sex the way us women would get attached.
For us, it’s very hard to let go of attachment once we’ve given our body to a man.
We can detach, of course, and many women deal with their tendency to attach early, by never seeing
a man again after having one-time sex or a one night stand.
(And a lot of men are left wondering: “why did she leave after only one bang?!”)
The answer is: possibly because either she only wanted sex, or more likely she was trying to avoid
the trap of emotional attachment with you!
We tend to get very emotionally involved, and fear abandonment when we attach. And, we don’t
always like that feeling. Correct?
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Here are 6 burning signs he doesn’t want a relationship with you.

It’s not as easy for women to “detach”
It isn’t always that easy for a woman to detach.
In fact, if you want to “even the playing field” with men and not get too attached, then promise
yourself this now. Never have sex with men unless they are emotionally attached or emotionally
committed to you.
Never. (that’s if you want to even the playing field between yourself and men).
By the way, there’s a huge cost for women who engage in casual sex. Learn about the secret cost of
casual sex for women here.
Because here’s the truth: you can’t expect men to attach to you just because he’s been having sex
with you for 10 years, 10 months or even 10 weeks.
So, never confuse him keeping you around with him loving you.
Especially never confuse him keeping you around with the idea that he might be ‘in love’ with you.
(And I really do mean in love, not infatuated with you. A man being infatuated with you is really not
worth much to you. Other than an ego boost.)
If a man is in love with you, romantically attached and forming a genuine pair bond with you, you
will know. The man will pine for you and miss you badly.
You would have hijacked his brain, he won’t be able to stop thinking about you, and he won’t stop
giving off signs that he is falling in love.
Want to learn ONE thing that you can text to any man to capture his attention, trigger his curiosity
and make him hang onto every word you say? Find out what the ONE thing you can say to him is
here.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

It benefits women to say goodbye to a man who isn’t committing
As a woman yourself, it benefits you to say goodbye to a man who isn’t committing to you. Because
the more you invest in him emotionally and/or have sex with him, the more likely it is that you will
get emotionally attached to him.
It will only get harder for you to leave him. You may try to leave, but his attempts to pull you back
will often succeed (because you’re already attached).
Plus, always remember this. If you’re attached to a man already, regardless of whether he is ‘the one’
or not, it will be harder for you to find and keep a new, better man.
See, the more emotionally attached you become to a non-committal man, the bigger the costs you
incur in your emotional, mental and sexual health.
It does not work this way with men.
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Here are 10 Signs of A Commitment Phobic Man.
Again. They can keep having sex with you and not have any feelings involved.
Bottom line is: if he never became emotionally attached to you, the chances of him doing so now,
depend largely on your ability to create an emotional bond with him.
It’s harder to create that emotional bond after leading with sex.
However, it is possible. If you would like to learn how, I suggest checking out “Becoming His One
& Only”.

Sex does not = LOVE for men
You may be wondering why it is harder to forge an emotional bond with a man after you had a
largely sexual relationship with him? It is because men separate sex from love.
Sex does not = love.
Love does not = sex.
The following insight is taken from a popular article by D.Shen on How to Understand Men: 5
Things Every Woman Ought to Know About Men:
One of the biggest and most important insights you need to understand is that for a man, love and sex
are two different and separate processes.
If you were to examine a feminine woman’s brain through an MRI scan, you’d see that the parts of
her brain that light up for sex are quite similar to the parts of her brain that light up for love.
There’s a big overlap.
Whereas for most masculine men, the overlap is very small. In other words, the part of his brain that
lights up when thinking about sex is very different to the parts of his brain thinking about love.
Think about this. If you (yes you), were so detached from the emotional side of sex, (and all you
needed was a “release”), then…wouldn’t sex not mean a whole lot to you, either?
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
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attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Walk away when he’s just keeping you around without
commitment
Here’s my recommendation to you: if a man is just keeping you around without wanting to commit to
you at all, then ask yourself: “CAN I afford that lost time?”
…And ask yourself: “is it worth my effort to build that emotional bond with him?”
Only you can answer that question.
If you believe it is worth the effort, great. You put that effort in. But you should be sure, and you
should know that the focus has to be on emotional connection and not the sexual relationship that you
have with him.
And if it turns out that it’s not worth it to try to forge that emotional bond with him, remember that
you must grieve the loss of this man (who was stringing you along).
Don’t allow the half-in-half-out situation to continue any longer. This is for your emotional and
mental health.
And once you’ve grieved, you can then start off strong with a new man and form an emotional
attachment with him from the beginning.
Would you like to know the ONE specific emotional hot button within every single man in this world
that inspires him to WANT to commit to one woman, take care of her and worship her for life? Find
out this one specific emotional hot button here.
I hope this article answered your question of why does he keep me around if he doesn’t want a
relationship.
As always, leave me your comment telling me what you feel and think. It really helps us all to
learn from each other!
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6 Burning Signs he doesnâ€™t want a relationship with you
September 9, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
It can be a scary moment when you have to wonder if a guy actually wants a relationship with you.
As a woman, how would you know if he doesn’t want a relationship with you?
It seems like a simple question that should have a simple answer. But when you’re emotionally
involved with a man, it can get confusing.
You may ask why he doesn’t entirely leave your life, yet it still feels like he’s not fully ‘in’ with you
and committed to you.
If you want the answer to that specific question, I also have an article on Why does he keep me
around if he doesn’t want a relationship?
After my extensive research in love, relationships and masculine feminine polarity as well as helping
women for going on 11 years, I’d have to be stupid to not notice glaring signs that a man doesn’t
want a relationship with you.
Without further ado, here are the 6 burning signs he doesn’t want a relationship with you.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!
Table of Contents
Sign number 1: You have to initiate every time & he doesn’t initiate back.
Here’s what a lot of women do when they have chased a man too much
Don’t rely on silly rules to try to “make” him interested
Sign number 2: He’s got unspoken or blatant rules to ensure you cannot take too much
Sign number 3: You feel like there’s always a distance between you.
A man who doesn’t want a relationship with you will leave you feeling like this…
Sign number 4: he’s only there when he wants something.
Sign number 5: he’s not invested in your emotions
Sign number 6: He tells you he doesn’t want a relationship with you.
Men and women are different…

Sign number 1: You have to initiate every time & he doesn’t
initiate back.
Initiation of contact should be reciprocal.
It’s the most basic thing a man (or woman) can do when conversing with their love interest. The
simple act of initiating in return.
Of course, at times you may initiate 60% and he 40%.
Other times, he may initiate 70% and you 30%, and so on.
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The percentage depends on whether one of you has something going on and needs to communicate
more.
It really depends on whether one of you has more to say, or simply that one of you needs the other
more at that particular moment in time.
That change of percentage is very normal, and you want to keep it that way; roll with it.
But at some point not long after you guys first become an item, there must be a balance that roughly
equates to….you guessed it. Reciprocal, responsive and equal initiation of contact.
Here’s a video I made on the 6 Burning Signs He Doesn’t Want A Relationship With YOU.

Here’s what a lot of women do when they have chased a man too much
When women feel like they have chased too much or over-initiated, they often take on funny rules
and ideas to try to regain some feeling or control or self worth.
Some ideas or rules are good, but the vast majority of them are plain bad. Or morally wrong.
Here’s an example of what women sometimes do. They try to ‘fix’ the problem of chasing a man by
taking on the ridiculous 80/20 rule in their relationship.
The 80/20 rule or pareto’s principle, was a rule for other areas of life (not in love and relationships).
But some women mistakenly use it to guide their initiation with men. So what they do is they only
initiate contact 20% of the time, while the guy is expected to initiate at least 80% of the time.
This will not work for you either.
As one man accurately said about this rule: “the only men that this rule would work on is the men
that women don’t want.”
If you feel like you’re doing too much chasing, then of course, it will pay to stop. You never want to
chase a man blindly.
Instead, you should learn to initiate in high value ways.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Don’t rely on silly rules to try to “make” him interested
If you decide to pull back and make him initiate, to “re-set”, that can be ok, as a way to relax and
initially change your chasing behaviour.
However, moving forward, there must be a sense of mutual responsiveness between you both.
Sometimes women heavily rely on the rule of leaning back with men, to try to make men chase them.
Leaning back isn’t wrong per se, but just like the 80/20 rule, leaning back has very clear dangers
that you should be aware of.
You can never rely on the 80/20 rule of initiating contact with a man to have a successful
relationship.
Otherwise, if one is far more invested than the other, it’s a recipe for heartache in the long-run.
No man will genuinely fall in love with you that way, because for two people to fall in love, there
must be hyper-attunement.
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The 80/20 rule does not model any form of attunement. It’s just a rule to try to curb your own
uncertainty or fear.
Here’s why the 80/20 Rules of Contacting A Man will Likely Make You Lose Him.

Sign number 2: He’s got unspoken or blatant rules to ensure
you cannot take too much
…or have too much of him.
This kind of behaviour should send an obvious signal to you: that he doesn’t care about having a
relationship with you. Period.
If he’s setting all these rules for you to ensure that you can’t ask much of him, or get too exclusive
with him, that’s a sign to take note of.
If he has a bunch of rules about when, how, why to talk to him or contact him (whilst you have no
rules for him), that’s a clear signal that he doesn’t care.
This woman’s post in our facebook group sums up this particular phenomenon very well. Have a
read of it:
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Ask yourself: does it feel like I could break up with this man today, and he wouldn’t care a whole lot
about me breaking up with him?
Ask yourself: does this man’s unspoken or blatant rules make me feel like our “relationship” is
not a safe place for me to go to when I need him?
Ask yourself: does this man’s unspoken or blatant rules repeatedly make you feel undervalued,
isolated and ignored?
Maybe you could simply tap into your gut feeling. Your gut knows when something is up. So, listen
to it.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Sign number 3: You feel like there’s always a distance between
you.
You try to get closer, but he is unresponsive to your attempts to get closer.
Do you feel like there’s an emotional distance, or a gap between you that is never closed, no matter
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how hard you try?
Sure, not all of us women go about trying to get closer to a man in the right ways. In fact, some of us
push men away with the wrong strategies.
However, if it always feels like you’re wanting to connect and he couldn’t care less about connecting
with you (never responds to your attempts to connect), that’s a bad sign.
Some men will keep you around. Yet they will always make sure that there’s enough space for
another, new woman to enter into his life.
Some men will keep you around, but always make sure that you are feeling empty of his presence.
A man who has at least an average level of intelligence and cares about you, will FEEL it when you
need him.
He may need a little time and experience to understand your needs, but you’ll feel him trying. And he
will do his best to respond if indeed he wants a relationship with you.

A man who doesn’t want a relationship with you will leave you feeling like this…
A man who doesn’t want a relationship with you will leave you feeling angry, hurt and lost from the
lack of emotional bonding between you.
It’s simple. Listen to that anger and that hurt. Don’t ignore it. Zoom out a little, and see the truth of
the matter: he doesn’t care, no matter how much he says he does.
If you are feeling unsure about how much your man cares, here’s something you can do.
Learn the ONE thing you can say (or text) to a man that will capture his attention, trigger his
curiosity and make him hang on to every word you say, here.
This ONE thing that you can say, will allow you a final understanding of just how much he is willing
to work for you, please you or make you happy.
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

Sign number 4: he’s only there when he wants something.
You get lots of booty calls from him, but no “just checking in on you” calls.
He never invites you anywhere with his family or friends, because you’re not that kind of girl/woman
to him.
Instead of being the woman whom he wants to involve in almost every aspect of his life, he’d rather
keep you at arms length.
….and basically keep you as the “available” woman whom he can take from.
And he will keep extracting value from you for as long as you allow him to.
So here’s the reason for this. He either just never really felt any real emotional connection and
emotional attraction between you…
Or he sees you as an easy woman who he can push around and dominate in order to satisfy his own
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desires.
We’ve all had a friend or a guy in our lives who was annoyingly, well, annoying.
They only call when they want something. Yet when you need something, there’s minimal effort on
their part to add value back to you.
Feel that annoyance and that anger. Because the last thing you want to do is to be desensitised to
these feelings. These feelings are there to help you, to guide you.
Don’t ignore them!

Sign number 5: he’s not invested in your emotions
….(and therefore he doesn’t get to know the people you care about).
If you’re wondering whether a man wants a relationship with you, it helps to understand the signs he
is falling in love with you.
A man in love will invest in you and your emotions.
There will be no doubt that when you have emotions, he’ll be there a lot of the time.
No matter how difficult or how wonderful your emotions are, he also feels them and is affected by
them.
A man who is mostly nonchalant about your emotions isn’t invested in you.
One of the crystal clear signals that a man does want a relationship with you is that he will care about
the people that you care about.
This is because he’s invested in you.
When a man is invested in you, he will also invest in the relationships that mean a lot to you. He will
want to get to know these people, understand your relationship with them, and potentially even
befriend them himself).
So if your mother or father die and you are grieving, then he will feel empathy for you.
Of course, he may not be there physically as much as you wish.
(In fact, this may be because he is a man, and masculine men often grieve by creating more space
around them in order to process it).
It may be because he has to be at work, or perhaps he doesn’t know how to solve your problem.
However, even if he’s not physically there with you, you’ll get the feeling that he feels a bit of what
you feel.
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Sign number 6: He tells you he doesn’t want a relationship with
you.
If he says it, he means it.
Men aren’t women, and women aren’t men. Well, not last time I checked anyways.
In other words, men don’t communicate like women.
Men actually mean what they say. If he says “I don’t want a relationship with you.”
It doesn’t mean “I don’t want a relationship with you, oh I dunno maybe. Perhaps in 2 hours or two
weeks I will want a relationship. Actually let me just think about it and I might turn around and say
something different in two weeks.”
No.
It means he does NOT want a relationship with you. And this is obviously one of the signs that he
doesn’t want a relationship with you.
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Men and women are different…
As women we have a wide range of emotions. This wide range of emotions comes through in our
communication.
As such, more often than not, our communication depends on how we feel during that moment in
time.
Sure, sometimes men say things they don’t really mean in a moment of anger or hurt. But not nearly
as much as women do.
This is because men who are masculine at their core are far more consistent.
They’re more consistent due to the fact that in order to maintain this masculine equilibrium, they
don’t want to increase drama or emotions, they prefer to decrease them.
Emotions don’t always serve in the realm of the masculine. The masculine is an unchanging energy.
Here are 5 insights on men that will ease your worries.
It is not the ever changing and flowing energy of life.
They want to be empty. Being empty allows them to solve problems, move forward, get the kill, and
escape from the chaos of life.
So expect that if he says he doesn’t want a relationship, that he has made up his mind already and
won’t change it.
Don’t second guess it unless you have an outstanding reason to do so!
By the way, if you want the process of having your chosen man want to commit to you be easy, I
would love to help.
The way to make the commitment process easy (and to reduce a man’s commitment resistance) is by
showing up as the one and only women.
You can find out more about this concept of becoming his one and only in my new online study
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program “Becoming his one and only”.
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How to get a boyfriend: avoid these 3 things & get one quick
September 15, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
You want to know how to get a boyfriend. It’s a good question!
In this article, there are 3 traits to avoid so that you can find a boyfriend quickly, as well as what you
should do to know how to find a good guy.
When you want to find a boyfriend, it helps to know what traits to avoid (or what not to do), so that
you can present yourself as a high value woman in the dating pool.
Firstly, good on you for acknowledging your desire for a boyfriend, first and foremost.
Seriously.
Even if it’s a secret desire that you keep to yourself, it’s SO important.
A lot of women remain in denial about their desire.
They avoid their deep desire to pair bond with a guy, so that they can look strong, independent or to
keep their image of being in control.
There’s no need for that.
It’s great to be independent of course. But the more important thing is to have the capacity for
independence, as well as having the capacity for deep intimacy and dependence, if the context should
call for it.
Embrace and love your desire for a boyfriend.
It’s better to know in your heart that you want (or even yearn for a man) than it is to pretend you
don’t, because that’s inauthentic.
And if you’re trying too hard to project an image of total independence, then a guy will feel you
as the kind of girl who doesn’t need him in her life.
Of course, you don’t want to be a clingy girlfriend. That would negate your attempts to find a
boyfriend.
Although, yearning for a man and being clingy are very different things.
So let’s not confuse the two!
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Table of Contents
How to get a boyfriend: Getting a boyfriend is not that hard
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It’s normal to want something
Blindly chasing guys is low value
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Channel your energy away from chasing, into THIS instead
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Here’s the “key” to getting high value guys
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How to decrease emotional closure & increase feminine embodiment: 3 steps
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How to get a boyfriend: Getting a boyfriend is not that hard
Getting a boyfriend is not that hard. There’s plenty of guys out there who would show you signs he is
interested in you. Plenty!
What if they’re just waiting for you to initiate in subtle ways?
What if they just need you to show up in a certain way (ie: initiate by being playful) so that they “get
the message”?
Some guys are a bit “thick” when it comes to sensing or picking up on a woman’s interest.
Specifically, they don’t know you’re interested unless you initiate in powerful ways.
So, in this article, I’ll give you the three traits to avoid in order to successfully attract a guy, and
know how to find a boyfriend.
We’ll also discuss what you CAN do to get a boyfriend.
How to find a boyfriend: avoid these 3 things & get one quick…
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Trait to avoid #1: Low value chasing behaviour
Sometimes when we decide that we WANT something, we take on this energy of tunnel vision.
That tunnel vision or single-mindedness can lead us to chasing a man blindly.
When we take on that tunnel vision, we don’t get the privilege of seeing how our actions look to
men.
Consequently, we lose attunement to how men are actually responding to our actions.

It’s normal to want something
Don’t worry. It’s normal to want something. It’s normal to want to find a boyfriend.
Just like it’s normal to want a job, so we can pay our bills and have options in life.
However, whether or not we have a high success rate at achieving what we desire, depends on how
we go about it.
The ladies who are successful at getting what they want unconsciously or consciously present with
value and add value.
Sounds unfair and harsh, maybe.
But it’s really not. I believe it’s rather empowering to know that you can influence the outcomes in
your life by leading with value.
See, chasing blindly because you’ve decided that you must have this man and grab him for yourself
(because you are somehow deserving of him), is a problem.
It’s a problem because it gives you this overbearing energy that turns men off, or even pushes men
away.
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Blindly chasing guys is low value
Blindly chasing a man is actually one of the signs that you’re not a high value woman.
I talk more about that in my article 3 things that make you a high value woman to men.
We have all chased something that we perceived as “valuable”.
And that’s what some people in the dating pool are – they’re high value.
They’ve got so much mate value that we want to chase them and keep them for ourselves.
Yet, the way to “get a boyfriend” is not to blindly chase men, because that low value approach will
lead you to do things that are uncalibrated, or off centre.
Are you wondering why chasing men is low value?
Blindly chasing men is low value because if your approach to dating is to chase, then you send the
wrong message out to the universe and to guys.
Instead of acting in a way that sends the message that you’re naturally high value, you send the
message that you are not valuable enough to add value first.
What does it mean to add value first? It means to create emotional connection first.
When you focus on “getting” a guy, and chasing a guy, you’ll do things that are completely
uncalibrated.
You’ll do things that may even make men run the other way when they see you.
Remember, don’t chase men. Initiate in high value ways instead..
CLICK here to discover the 7 common signs that a woman is perceived as low value in the eyes of
men in this special report. (Why is this important? Because men and women perceive value very
differently and you don’t want to be making mistakes that would cause quality men to dismiss,
abandon or alienate you.)

How Kate Middleton attracted prince William
I remember years ago, just before Kate Middleton and Prince William were to get married, I read in
an article about the approach Kate had towards dating him.
They both attended the same university, St. Andrews.
There were plenty, and I mean plenty, of women at that university who “threw themselves” at
William.
Kate was the exception. She did not have that approach.
She didn’t throw herself at him. She just kept on with her life as normal.
Hence, some believe this was a part of the secret of her success to being able to bond with and
develop a relationship with Prince William!
She valued herself. And the presence of a rich and high status prince didn’t change her behaviour at
all.
And here’s why her approach probably worked…
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CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

Channel your energy away from chasing, into THIS instead
Kate Middleton’s approach worked because she wasn’t chasing after value. Chasing blindly implies
that you’re out to take for yourself.
Again, she kept her own value around a high status man!
When you’re relaxed and sure of your own value, you won’t have that kind of blind chasing
behaviour.
Yes, it’s true. Some guys are very desirable. Some men make you want them. A lot.
Think about this. If Channing Tatum, Jason Statham, or Vin Diesel wanted a date with you, you
probably wouldn’t say no.
Or would you?
Sure, maybe they’re not your “type” physically.
Even so, their high status and high value is appealing (even tantalising) to most single women.
High value, high status men are desirable to many women.
Be that as it may, you can only get those desirable guys (or any normal every day desirable guy) by
leading with value.
When you lead with value, you make them realize your value.
When you make them realize your value, it’s much easier to get them to want and chase you!

To make men realise your value and chase you, this is the first step…
I always want you to remember this. This is crucial for your dating life: in the dance of love,
playfulness is the first step.
See, there’s nothing wrong with initiating. As long as you are doing it to play, to connect and for the
enjoyment of engaging with a guy.
There’s everything wrong with chasing blindly. It is low value behaviour that many of us have fallen
victim too.
But don’t worry, it’s just a mistake and it’s ok to make mistakes, as long as you learn from them!
CLICK here to discover the 7 common signs that a woman is perceived as low value in the eyes of
men in this special report. (Why is this important? Because men and women perceive value very
differently and you don’t want to be making mistakes that would cause quality men to dismiss,
abandon or alienate you.)

Here’s the “key” to getting high value guys
So here’s the key.
Instead of thinking “how can I GET him?”, try thinking: “how can I build the connection and
attraction with him first?”
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To do that, you must start by channelling your energy towards initiating subtly with guys.
It’s totally ok to want them. Want and desire the good ones as much as you want!
Just promise yourself you’ll go about it in the right way (to give yourself the best chances!).
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Initiating subtly is the feminine art of adding value to guys
So how do you go about it the right way?
You initiate subtly. Initiating subtly is a feminine art.
It’s an art that lets you create openings with men and make it easier for you to find a boyfriend.
In science, it’s actually called “subtle signaling’.
When you place your energy in the right direction (ie: initiating with guys), you’ll show up more high
value and you’ll know how to find a boyfriend easily and effortlessly.
By the way, if you want to learn more about initiating in a valuable way, we have the perfect thing
for you.
We teach something very special, a new game changer, called the dark feminine art of high value
banter.
High value banter is a valuable way to create connection playfully (without looking like you’re
chasing him or sending low value signals). If you’re interested in that, consider taking our free class
on high value banter.

How do you show up high value & get guys to want you?
We already established that you show up high value by putting the connection and attraction first.
Initiating subtly is one thing that can accomplish the task of establishing emotional connection and
emotional attraction.
Know that those are the only two important things to build.
This is because they are the only things that will make a relationship begin, and consequently
grow and succeed.
To put the connection and attraction first, here are some examples of ways to use the feminine art of
subtle signaling.
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8 Steps to use the feminine art of subtle signaling
Step 1: Initiate in subtle ways like giving a coy smile.
Step 2: Initiate attraction by making eye contact for a fraction of a second longer than you should,
and then looking away.
Step 3: You could use a few of the 17 attraction triggers that get a man’s blood boiling
uncontrollably.

Step 4: Be smart, and initiate a connection by asking a guy a question.
Specifically, ask about something in which you do not know the answer (but you’re pretty sure he
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will know the answer).
That would give you a chance to see if he’s willing to invest in having a conversation with you. If he
is, great. If he isn’t, fine. Move on.
Step 5: Give a cheeky sideways glance.
A little, split-second sideways glance at a man can create romantic tension and allow you to create an
opening with him.
Step 6: Give a genuine smile, indicating your playfulness, openness and feminine softness.
A smile is the single most attractive thing on a woman. When she smiles, she’s radiant. Radiance
draws a man in to you. Here’s what feminine radiance actually is.
Step 7: Giggling behind a hand when you speak to him (a flirtatious signal).
This kind of behind-the-hand giggle is a way to initiate more interaction and engagement with a man.
It’s fun and playful.
What’s the first step in the dance of love again?
That’s right. Playfulness.
Step 8: A tilt of your head to expose your neck, indicating vulnerability.
The neck is seen as a vulnerable spot on a woman, especially when you expose it to a man.
Again, remember, this is a subtle art. So you may not think much of the gesture, but it is one of the
little steps along the way that add up to create the bigger picture: the picture of a mating dance. The
beginning of love!
All of these examples of initiating wouldn’t be classed as blindly chasing. They are examples of
using the feminine art of subtle signaling.
Want to know the two critical elements that will make or break your relationship with a guy? Find
out the two critical elements here.

Initiating playfully allows you to begin a mating dance with guys
Your answer to how to get a boyfriend is, simply, to find ways to initiate the mating dance with
guys.
The 8 methods I just gave to you are a great start.
They would be classed as the beginning of a mating dance, or it could also be considered creating an
opening for a man to respond to you in some way.
Using high value banter online is also a superb start. Bantering with guys allows you to focus on
playfulness as an instigator of love.
CLICK here to discover how online dating has completely changed and why you as a woman need to
use “High Value Banter” in order to quickly weed out the wrong types of men online and create
emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”! (…Even if no man has ever given you any love and
all you’ve encountered so far are pen pals, ghosts, booty calls, and incredible duds!)
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(My man David runs this free class and I highly recommend you listen to it.)

Trait to avoid #2: Emotional closure
I’m not talking about “getting closure” with an ex boyfriend.
What is emotional closure? It is a sense that you’re not comfortable with your true feelings and
emotions.
If you’re not comfortable with your feelings and emotions, the way you carry yourself can look ‘off’.
You might think you are in control and confident, but real confidence comes from vulnerability.
Vulnerability is you being ok with how you really feel, deep down inside. It is the sense that you’re
ok digging deep and healing the parts of you that are deeply hurt.
You may not have had the perfect life, the perfect environment or the perfect upbringing.
Perhaps even the people who should have loved you have abandoned you. But you are ok with the
imperfection of it. It’s your story, after all.
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

Emotional closure = disembodiment
Now is about the time I’m briefly introducing the idea of embodiment. What is embodiment?
The dictionary defines it as: a tangible or visible form of an idea, quality, or feeling. the
representation or expression of something in a tangible or visible form.
When a woman is emotionally closed, then she can’t fully embody her feminine radiance.
Without feminine radiance, you can’t find a masculine man or keep him around.
Harbouring the trait of emotional closure as a woman, means that where you feel safe (your body’s
equilibrium) is in insensitivity.
If you are insensitive, then often you’re disembodied. If you’re disembodied, you may almost always
be insensitive and cannot “feel” yourself, your emotions or your body.
You see, as a woman looking to find a boyfriend, we already established that you need to present
with value.
I actually have a lot of material that I’ve produced over the years on how to be a high value
woman. You can check them out at your own convenience.
Not being emotionally closed is part of presenting with value.
When you do have perceived value to men, then guys will be much more likely to ask you out on
dates.
You can’t progress with getting a boyfriend without being able to embody your sensitivity,
vulnerability and desire to connect.
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All those things are naturally what you want as a woman, but they’re also often the hardest things to
embody.
If you can’t overcome emotional closure, then you may find that being comfortable within yourself is
a hard thing to do.
In other words, you won’t present as high value. Instead, you’ll always be trying to hide away, keep
people at bay and run away from intimacy in all its forms.
So what does it mean to go from being emotionally closed to being emotionally more authentic?
It means you’re ok with what you feel and where you are right now.
It means that you’re not just “pretending” to be confident. Instead, you’re actually comfortable living
in your own “skin”, even if that means that you ugly cry today.
You’re ok with who you are and what you feel.
No matter how imperfect that may be.
In fact, men don’t fall in love with perfect women.
What does it mean to be imperfect?
It means to own your story.
It means you don’t try hard to pretend that you don’t feel (or have emotional responses to men).
It also means that you don’t hold emotions in for the sake of seeming in control, only to later lash out
with all that pent up emotion (which just comes across as abusive).
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

This is what emotional ‘closure’ is…
Emotional closure is you giving men a sense that you won’t be valuable for a relationship, because
you don’t ever ‘enter’ or inhabit that world of humanness, or the world of embodied feminine energy.
In other words, where there’s emotional closure, there’s absolutely nothing for men to connect to.
If there’s nothing for men to connect to, then how on earth will they ever want to be your boyfriend?
For a man to want to commit all his resources, time, attention and energy to you, he needs to feel like
he has something special to hold onto.
That something special is a woman who isn’t emotionally closed off.
She feels! Therefore she’s real, and she is inherently imperfect because she’s at one with her
emotions and life.
This sense of being at one with your emotions is far more valuable for creating connection with men
than being dissociated is.
Where there is mostly NO emotional closure, there is everything for men to connect to, and develop a
relationship with. There’s a sense of feminine softness.
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(By the way, don’t take this to mean that being feminine is ALL you can be. No.)
All you need is the ability to access the depth of your own feminine energy. You are most definitely
allowed to be masculine as well. We all have masculine and feminine energy within us!
You see, a cold, unfeeling and nonchalant woman who primarily lives her life that way, isn’t high
value.
Being cold is only of value when it is right in the moment.
It’s fine to be cold if it’s the appropriate response (in which case, the ‘coldness’ always goes away
instantaneously).
Yet, if your habitual posture is that of emotional closure (ie: the posture of an emotionally closed and
cold woman), then guys won’t want to be your boyfriend.
Instead they’ll do a thing called “pump and dump”.
They might keep you around in their life, but they will not be likely to fall in love.
This is because men don’t fall in love with emotionally closed off women.
Here’s how you can be vulnerable without being needy.
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What if you’ve been through abuse & can’t be emotionally open?
Now, of course, if you are more comfortable being insensitive or dissociated, I don’t blame you. This
is not to say that you’re at fault. Not at all!
In fact, if you have a habit of “checking out”, dissociating or becoming numb to your emotions, that’s
often due to trauma (perhaps unprocessed trauma) in your life.
However, without proper grieving and processing of trauma, all that unresolved scarring never gets
massaged, so to speak.
Without massage, your trauma can’t be released and you can’t be ‘free’ to experience a real healthy
relationship!
If you feel you have trauma related to your childhood, or being abandoned, I have a definitive guide
on this right here: Abandonment issues: 15 Signs to Test if you Have Fear of Abandonment.
Here’s an article on the 3 Undercover Ways to be More High Value Over Other Women & Get Him
to Choose YOU.
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A woman who doesn’t inhabit her body feels like this to men…
When we don’t inhabit our bodies, feelings, and sensitivity, often we just feel “dead” to men.
(There will be no depth of feminine energy to add value to his life!)
Here’s an article on How to be More Feminine: 18 Ways of A Soft, Feminine Woman.
What happens is that we perpetually have the energy of a woman who is absent and unfeeling.
Or we have this energy that shows we are always in our heads, and never embodied as a feminine
woman.
We weren’t meant to be robots all the time. Some of the time, maybe. And it may be useful to be a
robot some of the time.
Yet, for the health of our own feminine soul, and for the health of our relationships with men, we
were meant to feel something, and be fully alive.
We are meant to be highly responsive to what men do.
Be that as it may, that responsiveness disappears when we have habitual patterns that lead us to be
shut down and checked out.
The responsiveness also disappears if we decide to wear masculine masks to cover up our authentic
feminine soul.

How to decrease emotional closure & increase feminine embodiment: 3 steps
You can actually become more emotionally open and increase feminine embodiment. Here’s how.
Step 1: You can increase connection to your body through engaging your body in movement.
Just move your body as whatever sensation or feeling you happen to notice is actually there in your
body.
If you feel numb, move as numbness. If you feel sad, move as sad. If you feel hurt, move as hurt.
If you can’t move, that’s ok. Just keep feeling into your sensitivity as much as you can, and move as
the next awareness you have.
Step 2: ‘Release’ numbness by watching a movie or show that gets you connected to your raw,
primary emotions.
When you watch these movies, your task is to connect with the female characters, and try to resonate
with their emotions. Even if they feel foreign to you.
Here are some good movies to get you started on that…
The Changeling
Hostiles
Vicki Cristina Barcelona
Spanglish
Revolutionary Road
Step 3: You can also become intimate with yourself by asking yourself some intimate questions.
Ask yourself: what do you really feel, deep down in your heart?
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Do you feel numb in your body and mind, whilst your heart harbours a deep feeling of hurt?
Ask yourself: does my body feel open to connection? Responsive?
Or does it feel full of tension?
Does your feminine body feel open and sensitive?
Can you feel the joy of having a deeply masculine man look into your eyes, or do you shut off the
sensations?
Can you appreciate the strengths of the masculine men in the world?
Or is your mind and body running with judgements, aversions, or resentment towards the male
species?
Can you feel pleasure or pain in your body right now?
Or does it feel closed off and numb?
That feeling of numbness is not a bad thing, it’s still a feeling.
Once you acknowledge that and you feel that, your sensitivity will begin the process of deepening as
a woman.
That numbness is normal in our modern daily life. So, you are not alone if you feel numb.
However, that numbness, if it’s a perpetual state of yours, won’t allow you to be actually present for
relating and connecting with men deeply. It certainly won’t allow you to get a boyfriend.
What is the ONE specific emotional hot button within every man in this world that inspires him to
WANT to commit to one woman, want to take care of her and worship her for life? Find out here.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

Trait to avoid #3: Being boring
What does it mean to be boring?
It means that a person is rigid, unresponsive and lacks playfulness.
A boring person cannot connect with others multidimensionally.
A boring person is sometimes boring because they have too many fears in life.
Perhaps they are boring also because they have too many rules for how they should be or how others
should be.
This is a big topic, since there’s many good reasons why someone might be boring and rigid.
For example, if someone has experienced extensive abuse, it will be natural that their body becomes
rigid.
The same is true if someone lacks confidence or self esteem.
Or perhaps if someone is living in a state of ever present fear or stress, it will be easy for their body to
present with a rigid energy and therefore be boring.
If someone has rules that restrict their connection to all of life, they will be rigid.
If someone has been in a toxic relationship for many years, being playful or interesting will not be
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their priority.
So I’m definitely not hating on boring people here. There’s good reasons why people become boring.
(here are 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship).

If you don’t want to be boring, don’t do THIS
Don’t take yourself too seriously. I have more on this topic in my article How to make him fall in
love with you: 5 unconventional ways to make him love you MORE.
If a woman takes herself too seriously, can’t appreciate humour, or goes straight to judgement and
rejection, she will feel rigid to a man.
This rigidity will be absolutely boring to guys.
Why?
Because there’s no depth nor variety to experience with her!
Women aren’t actually meant to be boring to men. And you are already interesting by nature. So it’s
really about relaxing into your true nature.
It’s the environment you spend the most time in, and toxic influences that make you boring.

You don’t HAVE to only be one kind of person all the time
You see, all of us have several different personalities and “flavours” within us.
We just tend to get comfortable with being one type of person, or we assume that only this kind of
personality is acceptable and loveable by people.
This gives ourselves a sense of certainty and safety, but it doesn’t allow us to add value, or to connect
on many levels with men.
To avoid being boring, you would want to realize that every single part of you has incredible
value to give.
Even the parts of you that you deem “unworthy” of love and acceptance.
Remember that every part of you can connect with another soul out there.
There’s definitely some part of you that can find things in common with any man.
So allow yourself to be all of you.
Practice being all of you, by watching movies with female characters who are different to you (or
characters that you admire).
Feel what it’s like to be that character and allow yourself to become her.
If you think you should be bubbly all the time, you’ll be missing out on the depth of emotion that is
necessary to get men to commit to you emotionally.
If you are serious all the time, you’ll miss out on connecting with men through humour.
If you think you should be nice all the time, then you may not gain the respect of guys because your
boundaries will be too weak.
If you restrict yourself to always acting according to outdated rules, you’ll find it hard to be present
with someone who is grieving or suffering.
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If you think you should be emo or keep people at a distance all the time, you’ll lose your natural
sense of playfulness (that you always had as a kid).

How to get a boyfriend: be multidimensional & connect with different parts of
men!
Some guys are very connected to their dark masculine energy.
Some are more gentlemanly, sweet and feel comfortable being the nice guy.
Some guys, (the awesome ones) are usually able to be both of these types of men at different times.
Let me ask you, is there a corresponding part of you that could connect with each part of him?
Can you be dark feminine as well as being sweet, agreeable and cooperative?
Great! Then you are more dynamic and easier to connect with. That will allow you to find a
boyfriend much more easily.
In fact, if you want to know how to find a boyfriend fast, and get asked out on dates by high value
men quickly, then take our free class on high value banter here. You won’t regret it!
Here’s some feedback from women who have been asked out super fast online by using high value
banter.
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This is what it means to be multidimensional (not boring)
To be multi-dimensional, you need to have the willingness to engage with men (and people in
general) on different levels.
If you can find the humour in the painful, that’s a good sign that you’re multi-dimensional and not
boring.
Remember, relinquish your rules!
Can you also be highly playful with a man, and still be deep and appreciate his struggles as a
masculine soul?
The easier you are to connect with and get through to, the more guys will approach you and gravitate
towards you.
Because being around you gives them a feeling that they are accepted.
Not only that, your natural flow between the light and dark feminine parts of you will lead you to
have more value to bring.
When you have more value to bring, you will make men realize your value faster, and ask you out
quicker.

How to get a boyfriend online
Do you remember from above where we established that in the dance of love, playfulness is the first
step?
That’s right. Even in online dating, but especially in online dating, you need to lead with
playfulness.
Check out the no.1 trait of dating profiles that men fall in love with.
Exude playfulness, don’t be boring
How do you get a boyfriend online? Be playful. Exude playfulness.
You see, it is the playfulness that allows the excitement to develop and the process of the mating
dance to begin online.
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Most online conversations are dead boring, and lead nowhere.
So here’s what I want you to do to know how to get a boyfriend online…
Initiate more in online dating, and learn to practice playful banter with every single man you can
practice with.
Remember, this is a skill. Not a gift!
Not every man will respond well to high value banter. It doesn’t work on every single man, and
that’s a very good thing.
Playful banter isn’t just supposed to make you stand out online and get you asked out quickly by high
value men.
It’s supposed to allow you to completely weed out all the boring, low value and narcissistic men
before they waste your time away!
Whilst weeding out the low quality men, the jerks, the scammers, the married men and the abusive
men, you’ll have more success with high value men.
Using high value banter is the easiest, quickest way to stick your way into a man’s life and have him
actually want to get to know you.
This is much better than ending up in 10 different conversations that are all boring and go nowhere!
If you are dating online, which I hope you are, (because lots of people get a boyfriend online
successfully), then take online dating seriously.
The less seriously you take it, the less you’ll be able to find a boyfriend. Not only that, the less
seriously you take it, the more online dating will steal your innocence and your sanity as a woman.
Online dating requires a proper approach. (Otherwise you will be heartbroken over and over…
don’t believe me? Try it for yourself!)
High value banter is a method of bantering with guys that my husband D.Shen created.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.
It is extremely effective at eliminating the low value guys online and instead, attracting the high value
guys.
High value banter allows you to exude high value online, so make sure you check out the free class
on high value banter.
I hope this article helped you on your journey to finding love. Remember, your desire to pair bond
with a man is a beautiful thing. Embrace it.
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The Wild Woman’s Way – An interview with Michaela Boehm
September 18, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
I am super excited to share Michaela Boehm’s wisdom with you. Some of you who have been a
member of our attraction control monthly platinum program may remember Michaela.
I rarely interview people, yet this is the second time that I’ve interviewed Michaela, and that’s for
good reason.
It is because her work gets results for women (and men) all over the world. She is a well full of
wisdom in the realm of relationships, authenticity, and feminine and masculine energy.
Michaela is the author of the book “The Wild Woman’s Way: Unlock Your Full Potential for
Pleasure, Power, and Fulfillment (2018)”, and she has helped countless celebrities deepen their
relational, spiritual and sexual intimacy. Her celebrity client list includes the likes of Will Smith and
Gwyneth Paltrow.
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She is a trusted teacher in the realm of feminine energy and sexual polarity. Her work is unique in
that she draws from her personal engagement with a female Tantric tradition.
Miachela travels and teaches internationally as an expert in intimacy, relationship and sexuality. A
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gifted speaker and counselor, her unique body of work centers around the intersection of intimacy
and embodiment.
With an extensive (30,000 plus hours) in-person counseling background, clinical experience in
trauma and addiction and innovative somatic approach, her work with celebrity couples has been
featured in international print publications, TV programs and online talk shows. Most recently her
approach has been featured on the Netflix Series [UN] WELL.
Michaela is the creator of The Non-Linear Movement Method®, a somatic release modality which
utilizes principles of trauma therapy, polyvagal theory and movement for nervous system regulation.
I hope you enjoy this interview that David and I did recently with Michaela.

Here is the transcript:
Renee Wade: Hey, guys. It’s Renee here from thefemininewoman.com, and I am super excited
because today I have a very special guest with us.
Her name is Michaela Boehm. And she’s going to share with all of us what it really means to be a
fully embodied feminine woman.
Michaela is an international relationship and intimacy expert who has taught alongside the legendary
author and speaker David Deida.
She runs workshops all over the world for men and women, and a couple of years ago she published
her very first book titled The Wild Woman’s Way: Unlock Your Full Potential for Pleasure, Power,
and Fulfilment, which is an incredible book, by the way.
Today, we are super lucky because we have Michaela all to ourselves and we are going to sit down
and have a chat to her about all things relationships, feminine energy and men.
I hope you enjoy this interview. I can promise you there will be many profound insights you
wouldn’t want to miss, so let’s get started now.
Okay, so Michaela, thank you very much for being with us today.
Michaela Boehm: Well, it’s a pleasure and I’m so glad we got to connect.
Renee: Finally, yes. I was going to say actually, I’m not sure if you remember, but the last time I
interviewed you was in 2011.
Michaela: Wow, yeah. I didn’t know it was quite that long but it was a long time.
David Shen: We did schedule it for—I think it was last year but we couldn’t get it to work.
And then we were going to schedule it whilst you were in Melbourne but something fell through.
I had on my camera gear. I was going to travel out. I don’t remember exactly what happened but it
didn’t end up happening. I’m glad we’re doing it now.
Renee: Exactly.
Michaela: Yeah. I think what happened was I think it was that time when I got these really, really
bad allergies where I could no longer see or properly talk or anything.
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It might have been that. But something happened, I remember. That one time when I went to
Melbourne I had such bad allergies I was essentially incapacitated.
David: So it was a Melbourne thing.
Renee: Yes, it’s a Melbourne thing. He got it too. I get it.
David: It’s really bad down here.
Renee: It’s not just you.
Michaela: Okay. Well, it was hideous. I could barely function. I think that’s what happened.
Renee: Yes, you did say you were ill.
David: It’s another good reason to move out of Melbourne.
Renee: So Michaela, I actually have your book up here. I just wanted to say thank you so much for
writing this book, The Wild Woman’s Way.
I read it I think two years ago now and I absolutely loved it. So thank you so much for—I know it’s a
lot of energy and effort and time and patience writing a book.
I actually wanted to start with reading out a couple, just small paragraphs from the introduction of
your book.
It says, “This book is first and foremost my passionate love letter to the body. An invitation for each
of us to remember the innate wisdom of our bodies, not our looks or our various shapes and sizes but
the living, feeling body as a portal to unlocking who we truly are.
Our bodily genius is a premier decision-making tool, a navigation device extraordinaire, an
agent of release and healing, a wisdom carrier of deep insight and a holder of secrets and
mysteries.”
So, I know that all that is to say that your book is about re-wilding and a lot of us kind of don’t
understand and aren’t connected to the depth of wisdom in our bodies, women or men.
So I would just like to start with asking you how can women actually re-wild themselves? I
remember I think there are four aspects to it or four main steps to re-wilding.
David: What is it?
Renee: Yeah, what is it?
Michaela: I think it’s good to start with what is it because one of the things that I run into over and
over, is people read The Wild Woman’s Way and you see it also then used on Facebook and Instagram
or whatever.
And it’s used as like pretty much wild, deranged women screaming and shouting. There’s always talk
about, “Oh, I was so crazy and I was so wild.” That is actually not what re-wilding means.
The wild woman is an archetype and it’s an archetype of part of us. And by the way, the wild woman,
you can be a man and have that archetype load up.
It’s essentially an archetype as archetypes function. They bring the subconscious and areas of the
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subconscious into awareness.
And as such, it’s kind of a collective of unconscious archetypes. It brings ancient information that sits
within all of us to the surface so it can be lived through a body.
So the wild woman and re-wilding is essentially the coming back to nature. To nature as in our
nature, the way we are connected to nature.
That could be the rhythms of nature, the moon cycles, our own cycles. Like I said, this is true for men
as well women who also are deeply connected to nature as hunters, as trackers, as navigators.
So it’s the connecting back to the natural world within and without.
And re-wilding as a term is essentially a bringing back to its original state. That’s really what it is
about.
And there is sensitizing. So you were asking me what are the steps.
There is sensitizing, which is very, very important. Actually being able to hear and feel and sense
what the body says.
There is relaxation. That’s very, very important.
There is release where you let go of kind of old patterns and old contractions both physically,
emotionally, also mentally.
And then there’s kind of the reclaiming of who we truly are aside from our cultural imprint or our
familial demands or things of that nature.
So those are some of the things that I talk about in the book and, in general, talk about in my work
when it comes to bringing the body back into the fold of our experience, because we’ve gotten so
used to just this up here (pointing to head).
Renee: The ‘go-mode’, yeah. The go-mode that so many of us are bathed in every day because of our
work and habits and having to be right.
Even just going to school growing up you’re taught you have to be right, get everything right and
kind of…
David: You have to live on someone else’s schedule, I guess.
Renee: Yeah. So it’s so relevant. With regards to sensitizing, how can women sensitize?
I know you talk a lot about getting back into feeling the pleasure of your body and things like that.
Michaela: Yes, but sensitizing goes a lot deeper. Let’s see how I can describe this easiest for the sake
of brevity.
Essentially, our body continuously sends messages and so embodiment—this is another one of those
terms that’s been thrown around a lot, embodiment starts with actually feeling what there is to be
felt in the body.
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And the body always feels things because the body is what kept us alive way longer than our mind
has kept us alive.
Human evolution happened through the body and you would only survive if your body was highly
tuned to the environment, both for hunting and also for survival and mating, living in the wild, all of
those kind of things.
So to not avail ourselves of the messages our body sends is essentially shutting out a large
database from our life.
So in re-sensitizing, we are becoming re-acquainted with the messages the body always sends.
The more external noise, the more internal swirling thought. The more irritants and stimulus there
is, the less we can hear the more subtle messages of the body.
And sensitizing gives us access to a database that’s much, much bigger than what we can conceive in
our minds.
Renee: That’s right. In your book you also talk about intuition and the gut feeling.
That’s all very fascinating to me because I know there’s so many women I’ve worked with before
who either can’t get in touch with their gut feeling, or they can’t see the difference between hearing
their fears and their anxiety versus a real gut feeling.
Michaela: Yes.
Renee: So what was your journey in discovering—I’m trying to think of a better word, in
differentiating between a fear response or an anxiety versus the spontaneous knowingness of a gut
feeling?
Michaela: Yes. That kind of intuition, the kind of gut intuition, that’s also kind of what sometimes
people call the third eye intuition.
Which is kind of a bit being out in the finer realms and somewhat disconnected from the body
because it’s out there.
That’s not what we’re talking about. We’re talking in the body gut feeling, strong bodily
intelligence.
Because intuition is nothing else but the intelligence to understand the messages the body sends.
We all are deeply intuitive otherwise we would have never survived.
So essentially, what we’re looking at is training ourselves to understand the difference.
So how you do that, and that’s certainly how I learned it, is you learn how tense or relaxed your body
is when you feel these things.
First, you sensitize where you come back to listening to the messages of the body.
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And then you can differentiate between a fear and let’s say a strong knowing by how tense your body
is.
Your body is not going to be tense in the strong knowing.
There’s no reason to be tense. It just arises through the body. While in the fear there is a clench,
there’s a contraction and a bracing against, a pushing away. There’s all kinds of stuff that happens in
the body.
So how you train for intuition is you have a feeling. And then ideally, as you have the feeling, you
feel your body.
So you’re feeling – is your body tense or relaxed? Is your body open or closed? Is your body reactive
or can it actually receive? So that’s what you work with.
Then you see if you can triangulate that which you felt with what is actually happening out there. So
you have to do kind of a debrief and go,
“Well, I had this feeling. It felt like it wasn’t connected to a clench. I just had a really strong feeling.”
“Oh, now I’m finding out this happened. Oh, when this happened, my body here,” let’s say, “or here
in the gut,” or somewhere, “had a strong sensation, a strong knowing.”
Then what you learn over time is you go, “I have this sensation.” I’m pointing towards my solar
plexus. “That means somebody’s lying to me.”
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Renee: Okay.
Michaela: Or, “Oh, I felt this kind of clench over my heart. That was actually somebody
disconnecting from me,” and so on.
So you learn signs and signals in the body that point towards certain things happening and then we
call that intuition. But, really, it’s data points.
Renee: Right. Okay.
David: It’s very interesting. It’s a great distinction by the way about the tenseness.
I think intuition, information doesn’t just make us tense but sometimes our fears would go there.
Michaela: Yes. Our fears and also our projections because sometimes we want things.
And that wantingness is also a certain kind of attention or a reduction or a push in the body.
Exactly, that thing [gestures]. So, anytime you feel these bodily tension patterns, you know it’s
probably not your intuition. Or at least your intuition is tinged by a fear or by a desire.
When you just have information arise, it’s fairly neutral in the body.
David: That reminds me actually of this experience that I think most of us can relate to. Which is at
some point in our lives where, whether you’re going on a trip or something, you set an alarm for let’s
say 3:00 or 4:00 in the morning and you wake up right before the alarm goes off.
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Renee: Yeah. That’s what happens to me all the time.
David: There’s no fear.
You literally wake up a minute before the alarm goes off and I mean how does that happen?
Your body’s not trained to wake up at that time. It just knows somehow the time.
Michaela: Yes.
David: To me that feels more like an intuitive receptivity of the body knowing that you need to wake
up.
Renee: Yeah, exactly.
David: Rather than waking up out of fear.
Michaela: Exactly. And often we don’t wake up out of fear.
As anybody who’s ever set an alarm for a flight has probably experienced, you can’t oversleep when
you’re really, really, really freaked out about it and you’ve woken up six times during the night.
And then when it’s time for the alarm, you actually don’t wake up. So that can happen.
While your body knows time, of course. Your body is suspended in a time grid, so to speak. A time
direction grid.
But there’s biorhythms, there’s all kinds of things. The body knows what time it is, so if you just
relax enough and you trust that that’s happening and you just sleep, you’ll wake up, like you said, just
before the alarm.
It’s not to say you shouldn’t set an alarm!
David: Of course. And we’ve had our share of almost missing flights, so I can definitely see the
value of alarms.
But it just reminds me of how there’s so many things that I guess we can’t explain, but your body sort
of feels or knows it already. Maybe we’re not able to articulate it but all the evidence is out there.
Renee: Yeah. I don’t know what your stance is on premonitions, Michaela, but how does this all tie
into premonitions?
David: Is that something that you’ve looked into or studied?
Michaela: Well, it’s not something I teach per se because my work is very much in present time of
and being with the body as the body is.
But certainly, I would say that premonitions are not as woo-woo as you think they are, simply
because we are hooked into a much larger grid in which things are already happening that we are
aware of.
But what I think is very, very important to know is that in a premonition, it can always go the other
way because it isn’t present moment yet.
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Meaning if you feel, let’s say—well, this morning I had a session with somebody who was supposed
to go on a flight that crashed. A very specific flight, very famous flights that crashed.
It was a new client and he was telling me about the waking up with the alarm for the getting to the
airport and knowing without a doubt in every part of his body that he shouldn’t go to the airport.
Renee: Oh, wow.
Michaela: But a super, super rational, super heavy, very high-powered businessman so there was no
reason to believe that other than he said it was so compelling and it was so strong.
Then he overrode that. And he went, “Well, I gotta go.” Like really, really, “Okay, I’m not feeling it,
but whatever.”
And he got up and three times in a row things happened within his body that made him go, “That’s
odd.”
And in his body, like where he was just like, “Oh, God.”
So then the fourth time, on the way out to the airport, he’s like, “You know what? I’ll just take a
different flight.” And that’s what saved his life.
So the premonition—and so the question is what did he feel?
Well, he felt a possible outcome. But clearly, that possible outcome hasn’t happened yet so it can be
affected.
Renee: Right.
Michaela: Because some people of course say, “Whatever happens, happens and you can’t get out.”
You could say that too.
You could say he wasn’t meant to die so he didn’t go.
You could also say, well, how did he know he was going to die if he wasn’t meant to die, right?
So it’s a total mind-fuck if you go there because every which way you turn it, it doesn’t make sense
other than to say we do know of potential danger in our field because that is how human beings have
made it into the 21st century.
If you’re not in tune with potential dangers, however that plays out, because you have to kind of if
you really want to feel that and suspend yourself in that big of a consideration, which is a bit freaky
to do, you have to feel that it’s not as metaphysical as you think.
Because the thing that made the plane crash in that particular case had already been set in place by
the time he woke up.
Renee: Right. Yeah.
Michaela: Right?
So when he woke up, that thing that made the plane go had already happened.
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So it’s not that unusual that you could feel something that’s already happened.
But of course it hadn’t come to fruition yet so then it feels like this big woo-woo kind of a thing.
That’s not to say that it isn’t a big woo-woo kind of thing. There’s a lot of things that you wouldn’t
understand.
But when we look at – is it a trainable skill, which is what we’re talking about, because we can
philosophize about it endlessly and I love doing that, but we’re talking about can intuition and
premonition be trained, and can you actually sensitize to the messages of your body in a way that is
useful.
And the answer is absolutely, because if you just listen closely, the body constantly picks up all
these different strains and pieces of information and data.
And mostly, that data flows through us and we adjust to our entire circumstance by taking that
data in, processing it and just moving on. We’re not aware of it.
I can reach this computer and touch it without having to in my mind measure the distance.
My body knows the distance and it’s super easy for me to do that. But of course if you have a stroke
or something happens to your brain, you’ll have to relearn that.
The same way we can learn to become super sensitive to the data and make that data a part of the way
we relate with the world.
And then you intuitively, we call that intuition, but it’s just you have higher data processing. You
have more data about data, so to speak.
So when data comes in, you actually have processing power for that data.
And if you’re sensitized to the messages of your body, you get all that information versus being
numb to it and it’s just flowing through without you noticing.
David: Yeah. I guess a good example there will be, something that most people can relate to will be
your diet.
If you eat junk food all your life you wouldn’t be sensitized to how that is affecting your health.
Whereas if you detoxed and start to feel what individual foods do to your body, you have that
information then you can utilize that information to…
Renee: Make better decisions.
David: Yeah, make better decisions.
Michaela: That’s a perfect example because when you’re eating junk food, you don’t feel that
anything is wrong.
David: No. And you get used to it. That’s the worst part, you get used to it.
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So that sensitization I guess is very important, especially for a lot of people, a lot of women, or
men as well, who’ve gone through abuse or dysfunctional relationships, terrible upbringing.
They don’t have that sense of reference and that sensitivity to process the information.
Renee: Exactly.
Michaela: Yes. And furthermore, if you have trauma in your body, your body has a very specific
wisdom which is in fight, flight or freeze. Your rational thought will be overwritten for the sake of
survival.
So the moment you’re in a triggered state, you’re either fight, flight or freeze either from an actual inthe-moment happening, or from something that triggered a previous memory, you are essentially no
longer rational in the classic sense.
You can’t go, “Wait a second. Hmm.”
So that makes it even worse because all the people who are very traumatized, they are by nature
numb because it’s too painful to feel.
Then if something gets triggered, that kicks you out of actually processing any data because
you’re now just in survival mode.
David: Absolutely. Have you dealt with many of these in your clients in terms of overcoming abuse
or overcoming toxic patterns? And what would your process be to help them with that?
Renee: Yeah. To make them just I guess more responsive in the moment and more aware of what’s
really happening rather than just always reacting.
Michaela: Well, there are many questions in there.
Renee: Sorry.
Michaela: So, yes, I have dealt very, very extensively with people in various states of abuse and
trauma.
I actually for a while was responsible for a large part of treatment in a drug rehab that also had what
they called dual diagnosis.
So they had personality disorders and things of that nature where there’s a lot of trauma. I mean
sometimes very, very horrible sexual or physical abuse. So I’ve done very extensive work there on
that.
And of course also when you work as closely with people in relationship as I have, you know I’ve
done over 30,000 – it’s a lot more than that now but we stopped counting at some point. One?on?one
client hours you do get to see every kind of trauma pattern and abuse pattern there is.
So some of that is—let’s see how I can say that. Some of that requires long-term, very careful taking
apart of these triggers and patterns and help people heal on a very, very deep, substantial level.
That is actual therapeutic work and that’s very individualized and that requires like a very, very kind
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of razor sharp slicing of people’s stuff.
Aside from that, in the more general working with people in relationship work, the way it’s best dealt
with is a combination of learning how to feel what the trigger feels like in the body, learning how to
release that triggered body from its contraction, and then learning a different way of behaving around
that particular trigger.
So, very specifically speaking, let’s say I’m working with a couple and she’s had let’s say abuse,
previous abuse in a previous relationship.
Now, they’re in a wonderful relationship. They’re actually really liking each other and loving each
other and he’s not abusive.
But every time he reaches out to her she flinches. And then he feels rejected, which I can tell you
without a doubt plays into his childhood wounding, because that’s how people find each other. We
always find the reciprocal injury so to speak.
So now, whenever she flinches, he takes it personal. He feels a personal rejection instead of feeling
that she’s just having a trauma response that actually has nothing to do with him.
So now he pulls back then she feels like she did wrong or bad. So she’s overriding her need for
space, and she kind of gives up her own need for the safety in the relationship, and forces herself to
reach out to him when she’s not quite ready.
And then ten years later they hate each other’s guts because nobody’s gotten the thing that they
wanted and they have injured themselves and each other.
So that’s a classic and that plays out in most relationships.
So how you work with that is that you find the physical signs of the trigger, and you train yourself
and each other to feel the physical signs before it translates into mind or even full emotion.
Just when you feel that thing, you know you’re triggered. And then you move your body in ways
that counteracts that particular contraction.
You can also work with code words and things like that. And then you have a set behaviour that
counteracts the behaviour that usually occurs.
So it’s very specific and I can usually see what it needs and assign that and then have people practice
it.
Then that way you still might have to do therapy and you still might have to get deep under it but that
way you have a tool, because of course the problem is you can’t wait the 10 years it takes for a
pattern to unwind. It will kill your relationship.
David: Yeah. You need to practice, and get those repetitions in order to rewire completely rather than
pay for it.
David: Gosh. It just reminds me of all the times that we’ve talked about abuse with a lot of our
clients and whatnot, and it is something they have to address straightaway.
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You don’t have as you said 10 years or the next 20 years to untangle all the trauma that’s been
inflicted. That will cause way too much damage in the process.
Renee: Exactly.
Michaela: Well, at some point you’re just pushing each other’s buttons and you trigger each other
and there’s just nowhere out of that.
That’s then what in a divorce is called irreconcilable differences.
And that’s a very sad thing because it’s not because anybody wants anything bad for the other person.
It’s just because in that triggered state, you don’t make clear decisions. You’re kind of on autopilot.
And that autopilot plays itself out over and over and over, and when you come out of it you’re going,
“Why did I do that again?”
Well, because it’s on autopilot. And once that button is pushed, the entire pattern unfolds like it
always unfolds.
David: I feel like the whole world is very much triggered these days. People are so easily triggered
by a lot of things. It’s a very inflammatory world that we live in.
Renee: Yeah, in the current state of the world, yeah, I know. We’re in our second nine?week
lockdown so we have a lot of information coming in about what people are triggered by and this and
that, so it’s not very stable right now.
Michaela: But I can tell you from where I’m sitting in California, I wish we had a lockdown because
it’s not getting any better.
At least when you have a lockdown, you have an end in sight, right?
This is the end-less five months in. Nothing’s changed and there’s no end in sight and nobody’s
saying, “Okay, here’s what needs to happen.”
It’s just this random some people take care of themselves. Some people don’t. Some people think it’s
all BS. Some people are convinced we’re all going to die in the next 24 hours. It’s hugely polarizing.
And you’re absolutely right. That is hugely triggering because it doesn’t matter how stable you are
and it doesn’t matter how stable your upbringing is within the context of what we’re talking about,
which is the body suspended in a construct that we can orient within, and that giving us a sense of
safety and giving our nervous system an ability to navigate optimally and all of that.
When too many of the variables that are the grid in which we live are gone, we are in a
permanent state of suspended in fight-or-flight essentially.
As everyone knows, as we are also experiencing, that leads to fight-or-flight or freeze behaviours.
So then when you look at people from that lens, it makes perfect sense. You have people who are
extremely aggressive. That’s the fight state. You have people who have essentially checked out. Your
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flight state, right?
And then there’s the people who pretend like everything is perfectly fine but they’re a little bit off
their centre.
They barely blink anymore and they’re just going through the ocean and they’re no longer capable of
really feeling anything. And that’s a large portion of us, including myself at times.
I had a whole period a few weeks ago where, I mean, you can’t see it, but I’m like totally cut up on
my fingers because I constantly cut myself.
And I’m really good at chopping vegetables and things like that. I’m really fast and good and I have
sharp knives.
I don’t think I’ve ever cut myself in 10 years or so. I cut myself I think five times in three days.
My entire left hand was bandaged at some point.
And that tells you something about my state of disconnect, disembodiment, disassociation or
whatever you want to call it.
I knew it. I could go, “I am clearly disembodied. I’m clearly disassociated. I’m cutting myself. I feel
it. I know I shouldn’t. How did this happen?”
Well, it didn’t matter. There was just so much stress in the external world that my being couldn’t
cope while I thought I was coping fine, which is freeze.
In freeze you think you’re okay. Now, it doesn’t matter that I’m a trauma specialist and a trauma
therapist and incredibly astute.
And I knew I was in freeze, but you’re still in freeze. And then you have to really, really, really work
on getting out of freeze.
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Michaela
during movement practice.
And now, mind you, I have really good tools, non-linear movement, one of them, and all other kinds
of tools, but it still took two or three days to fall, so to speak, out of freeze.
And that was all the tools I have.
So now imagine somebody who doesn’t have those tools and who doesn’t even know they are in
freeze and that’s what we see all the time.
Renee: Yeah. I’ve personally experienced your non-linear movement and it is very powerful.
Can you share with us a bit about what non-linear movement is and how it helps your female clients?
Also, I’m curious to know, do you ever use that with men or is your—I know you work with Steve.
I’m not sure if you—I assume you both work with men but is the approach to embodiment different?
Michaela: No.
Renee: Okay.
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Michaela: The approach to embodiment is not different and non-linear movement is not gender
specific at all. It’s nervous system specific.
As far as sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system and polyvagal application in the body,
there is some differences in the vagus nerve particularly.
There is a bit of a difference. But in the way we work with non-linear movement, I should say to be
very precise it’s called the non-linear movement method.
There’s other ways that you can move non-linearly, but I’ve created something called the Non?Linear
Movement Method and it’s specifically designed to unfreeze the body and to bring body, heart
and mind in union again and line it up and align things.
It also allows old trauma and tension and contraction to release. It’s completely non-force which is
super important.
Lots of people try pushing their way through trauma or through contraction, and that’s very, very
detrimental. It’s very non-force. It can also be used for things like creativity, vitality, pleasure.
So in the pleasure practice, it’s a bit different for men than for women, but that’s an individual
difference not a taught difference, meaning I facilitated the same.
And we work with both men and women in non-linear particularly. Anybody can do it. As long as
you have a body you can do that.
When we do men’s groups or women’s groups, in the women’s groups I lead the charge and Steve
facilitates certain pieces that allow me to actually step in and practice certain things.
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This is
Steve and Michaela.
And in the men’s groups he will take the lead but I will also add things like non-linear movement,
and certain things that have to do with how women see men and also my expertise on energy systems
in the body.
So we do everything and we work with couples and individuals and groups and the whole thing.
So there’s not really a difference except that—let’s see how I can say this.
That when you work with a woman and a woman’s body, the certain ways that you can make or
create safety are a bit different than when you work with just men’s bodies and what creates safety.
But those are very, very, very fine differences that really have to do with containment and they have
to do with how you set up a room, how you speak, because processing is a bit different in a male
brain versus a female brain because of biochemistry and hormones and stuff like that.
So those are super, super subtle differences.
But that’s very, very specialized in a group setting. We’ll just teach it to whoever wants to work with
their body.
Renee: So how can a woman work with non-linear movement by herself in her own home?
I know you recommend practices with music and like beginning with – was it one song you
recommend? Just one to begin with?
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Michaela: One song a day, yes. It’s always important to do less than one wants to do.
Renee: All right. Yeah.
Michaela: That’s very, very important because that ensures that you can actually do it.
My teacher used to say the best practice is the practice you do. And that’s always true.
So you might have great ambitious plans for an hour a day of practice, you’re probably not going to
do.
And you’ll fall off and then you have negative associations with practice which makes it harder
the next time around, and so on and so on.
So one song a day. Pick a song, any song. Ideally one without lyrics so that you’re not getting in your
head about the lyrics or singing along.
So tribal drumming or stuff like that. World music, like something that has rhythm but that doesn’t
have lyrics. Ideally no pop songs because that gets very old very quickly.
So you pick a song a day and then you start with what I call moving-what-you’re-feeling practice.
And so moving-what-you’re-feeling practice is essentially you stand, you close your eyes, you feel
what’s happening.
That could be something like, for instance if I do that right now, moving what I’m feeling, my right
hip feels a bit off so I’d be just moving my right hip.
But I’m not moving to release necessarily. I’m just moving that sensation in the hip.
And as I do that then I can feel it radiates up here into my right shoulder and then I can start moving
my right shoulder.
And when I do that, there’s actually an emotional component to it. When I move my right shoulder,
something in my solar plexus feels unsettled so that I can just move as that unsettledness.
So I track sensation. I track emotion. I track thoughts. You can move as a thought.
If you feel numb, you move as numbness. You feel tired. You move as fatigued.
So you don’t do anything other than tracking what’s actually happening and that’s hugely sensitizing.
It’s hugely embodying.
It also relaxes your body. It washes out old things so there’s incredible benefits to it. And it’s
really, really quick.
And it’s a little bit like flossing. Just do it every day.
It flosses your system of any remnants and stuff that doesn’t need to be there. And then when you
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have time and inclination, you can just do a longer set of that.
And non-linear is mostly done on hands and knees because it gives you access to all the areas of
the body, but moving what you’re feeling you can start standing because that’s also really useful
when you’re out and about.

When something starts feeling a bit locked up you can just move your body subtly while standing. I
do it a lot in airplanes and in airports because then you train yourself to just move stuff
through your body.
And one of the real joys of the pandemic, if there is such a thing. Is out of pure necessity, I started
teaching non-linear online and I’ve actually realized that it works really, really great. Because I get to
instruct people in their own homes and it makes for an easier home practice, which has been really,
really, really lovely.
So I do two every two weeks, one for Australia and one for Europe, and both of them work for the
U.S.. So I do one in the morning, one in the evening.
So I’ve gotten an enormous amount of men and women, it’s mostly women coming to classes as
usual, but also some men.
But a lot of people turned on to non-linear movement method because I can teach people at home and
that’s been really, really good and rewarding.
Renee: Yeah, I can imagine. That’s great to hear.
David: And they could continue that practice because they’ve practiced in that setting.
Renee: Yeah. They don’t have to…
Michaela: They now have a positive association with their practice space in their own home, which
makes it of course much easier to practice by yourself.
So with all the horrors of no longer being able to travel, which is rough for me personally, and
missing the in-person contact, this has been one of the real blessings that I got, and will continue to
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actually teach people in their own home. That’s been quite rewarding.
Renee: Nice. It’s good to hear, Michaela. There’s actually one thing I’ve been wanting to ask you.
It was about the archetypes. You mentioned it in your book that there was one particular archetype, a
Hindu goddess. I think her name was Kali.
You said you first embodied that archetype because her power came from destruction?
I can’t remember what else it was, but she had an instantaneous response to circumstances
instead of being angry or having a crazed frenzy.
And the reason I want to ask about this is because I know that a lot of women would love to have that
authentic responsiveness and love to get to that place.
However I think it’s not so easy when so many of us have so much pent-up hurt and anger,
resentment that hasn’t been processed. No one’s helped us process it. Or even if we try, we wouldn’t
know how.
So two questions. How does one get to that instantaneous responsiveness? One.
And two, can you not have an instantaneous response of anger? Like for me, when I think about
primary emotion, for example, there is such a thing as a primary emotional response of anger in the
moment.
So what are your thoughts on that?
Michaela: Oh, there’s so much in there. I think the first thing to be said is that Kali has become kind
of a difficult archetype. Women say ‘oh I showed him my Kali.”
And it’s like well, you probably just spewed all your old anger and unresolved resentment over your
partner, right?
That’s not the same. As I’m saying in the book, Kali is the archetype of both destruction and rebirth
and it comes through love.
It’s not tolerating anything less than what has to happen.
And so spontaneous anger doesn’t have residue. It comes, it goes, it’s done.
David: Yeah, too quick.
Michaela: This is, by the way, also true with spontaneous anything. Spontaneous sadness doesn’t
have residue. It comes, it goes, it’s done.
But for that to happen, for any spontaneous emotion this is also true, for true pleasure and all kind of
joy, you have to be able to be fluid in the experience of your emotions.
And so strong emotions and strong sensations in the body that come with it are usually clenched
down upon.
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So we feel something and then we go, “Oh, no. Can’t feel that.”
David: Not today.
Renee: Yeah.
Michaela: It’s too painful, not appropriate, whatever. So we clench down.
Every time we clench down it’s like a sediment. It just layers and layers and layers and layers.
Then you decide to let it out and what comes out is not a reaction to the actual thing that’s happening
but 10 years of just pent up stuff in there.
Then of course what happens next is the person on whom you unleashed this swamp sort of goes,
“Whoa, you are way out of line.”
So then you have to suppress again and then that sets you up for the next set of pent up emotions and
so on.
So the important piece, and this once again brings us to sensitizing into non-linear movement and
things like that, so non-linear movement there’s a whole segment that’s released where you release
things.
You don’t even need to know what they are, you just let the tensions and the contractions and
all of that loosen.
Then the body gets this intelligence of actually washing things out. You might even have visuals or
flashbacks or whatever, but you just go with it and you go with it and you go with it.
Eventually, your well runs clear. At that moment, when something angers you, the anger arises not
attached to the sediment.
It comes up, it does its thing, it leaves. And you’re not going to be pissed for three days after because
it just came and went, the same way that joy comes and goes, the same way that sadness comes and
goes.
And then at that point, you are authentically, in the true sense of the word authentically, expressing
what happens in the present moment which is of course with the caveat that you are able, because
you’re not so gripped by old shit, to modulate your expression to what’s needed.
Renee: That’s right.
Michaela: Like for instance if you get angry at your child, you’re not going to unleash at full force
but you might feel the thing and go, “No!” let’s say because of something, they’re about to hurt
themselves. And then it leaves.
Then the next emotion, which is probably relief that nothing happens or love because you care for
them so much or whatever happens, and then you bring that up.
And you don’t let anything get clenched. Then you can really, really artfully fine tune how you
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will express.
But you know what you’re expressing and you know the difference between old crap and present
moment expression.
This is also very good when it comes to pleasure, of course. So you can work with it by releasing old
stuff in the body.
If you need to go see a therapist because there’s still some unresolved stuff or you don’t understand
things, that’s very good to do.
Somatic experiencing is a great modality as well for trauma-related releasing that has to still happen
cognitively.
But usually the moment you understand it, you have to work with the body because you can
understand it all you want in the mind.
The body needs to be released of that contraction or it will re-manifest and re-instate itself over
and over and over.
So when we come to Kali, it’s a very misunderstood archetype because in that is total love.
It’s not destruction for the sake of destruction because you’re hurting. It’s the natural reaction to
something horrible happen in the moment.
And it’s kind of an interesting thing when anger arises without the old stuff. It’s almost all bodily.It
has very little emotional content.
It’s just this pressure that rises and comes up and then you usually—you know, this is why people
punch and stuff like that. You don’t want to do that ever.
Renee: No.
Michaela: But it’s the feeling, because there’s no reason ever to physically abuse somebody. No
reason whatsoever.
I want to say that very clearly because that unfortunately comes with that particular trope as well
where women are allowed beat on their man and men are supposed to take it. That is abuse, people.
Renee: Yes.
Michaela: And you’re training your man’s nervous system to become numb to you.
Whoever started this shit knew nothing about trauma because when you force a man to breathe in the
storm of a woman, what you’re saying is numb yourself, buddy.
Just suck it up. Breathe it down.
Renee: I guess they (the men) have no choice. That’s the natural response.
Michaela: Well, of course. And also why would anybody be as idiotic as to stand in the face of
abuse?
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You’ve got to step away and people have to deal with their shit. Deal with their shit appropriately. So
that all said, there’s no reason ever to lash out.
But the feeling is one of wanting to bring it out. And when that rises and you feel that then it’s a good
thing to keep the body moving so it can move through and bring the appropriate response, which is
probably something like not this [gesture] but this [gesture]. “No”. (raises palm up gently to signal
“no”).
Because usually, anger comes from having to set a boundary.
Renee: Right.
David: Yes.
Michaela: That’s the next thing. You’re angry and your anger results in you having to protect.
And what does that usually mean? Boundary setting. “You know, I don’t like this. I don’t want
this. This isn’t good for me.”
Renee: That’s right. I mean, we have two sons and I can remember a couple of recent situations in
which for example our oldest son was cutting a mushroom right on his finger.
And David’s not an angry person whatsoever. I mean it was both of us. One minute I was like,
“Tyson, no.”
He’s like, “No!”
We both said it but once it was done, it was done. And looking back, the anger serves the purpose of
him getting the seriousness of not chopping a mushroom like that.
Michaela: Right, and that’s born out of love.
David: Yes.
Michaela: It’s not born out of malice, it’s born out of love.
And that’s the thing. If you express anger born out of love, it comes, it goes and the next thing that
happens is the love that’s in the anger gets freed.
Then you hug your child or you say, “Don’t do that. You’re going to hurt yourself.”
And then everybody moves on, and it’s not abusive.
David: And they feel the intent as well.
Renee: They do. They do. You can see it in their eyes.
Michaela: Absolutely.
Renee: Yeah, they know.
David: And they still get the message of, “Oh, I shouldn’t do that again ever because it is so serious.”
Michaela: Yeah.
Renee: And this is the key too. I think it’s important for women to know that anger is important. But
we’re talking about authentic spontaneous anger, not the vile anger that a lot of women sometimes
associate with being a strong woman.
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Michaela: Yeah. A strong woman, you know what a really strong woman is? You can set a
boundary. That’s a strong woman.
Renee: Exactly.
Michaela: It’s as simple as that. You are angry about something. It’s probably because you’re being
transgressed upon. Set a boundary.
Once you set a boundary, you don’t need to be angry anymore because you’re not being transgressed
upon. Nobody is messing with you.
So what is the sign of a strong woman is the ability to set proper appropriate boundaries.
And this brings us back to the very beginning, how do you know that you need to set a boundary?
You can feel it in your body. There’s nothing worse when somebody smiles nicely in a meeting and
then 30 minutes later they suddenly realize that that thing that happened in the meeting wasn’t okay.
And they had missed the opportunity to express the boundary because they’re so not in touch with the
messages of the body, that they couldn’t feel that ouch or no until 30 minutes later.
And now they’re out of the meeting and now they’re really, really angry and they can’t fix it
anymore.
And then resentment builds and they have to go back and say, “Well, this didn’t work for me,”
or whatever.
So when you’re really sensitized to the messages of your body, the no is immediate and you can set
the boundary appropriately.
And the quicker, the more immediate the boundary setting, the quicker the whole thing can pass.
Then there is no real reason to hold on to any anger because you don’t have to feel that resentment
and the seething, you know, just like madness, when you’ve set a boundary.
Renee: Exactly.
Michaela: Because that’s all, “Who does he think he is?” And, “How could he do that?” And all of
that. Well, not if you go, “I don’t like that.”
That’s the end of that.
Renee: Yeah. And you don’t have to think about it then.
Michaela: Right. So are you on a time restraint, Michaela? I just have a few questions…
Michaela: I am. I actually have a client session that was supposed to start seven minutes ago.
Renee: Oh, okay.
Michaela: Also, as you can hear, my dogs have gone completely apeshit.
Renee: Okay.
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Michaela: Hold on. Let me just text him.
Renee: All right.
Michaela: Okay. Yes, so that brings us to an end.
David: Thank you so much for your time. We can continue in a part 2 interview.
Michaela: Yes that’s possible, but I got to go and deal with this.
Renee: Sure. Okay, no problem.
David: Thank you so much for your time. We really appreciate it. Obviously, we can chat all day.
There’s so much to talk about as well.
Renee: Of course.
David: An hour is just so short.
Michaela: I know.
Renee: Yeah. But thank you so much for sharing. If people want to find out more about your
workshops, where do they go? Michaelaboehm.com?
Michaela: That’s correct. And I’m assuming you’ll post that in the show notes and that’s where you
can find absolutely everything.
Lots of free content because we did a whole bunch of support for people during the pandemic so
there’s like free meditations, there’s some free movement stuff, there’s lectures that are on the
podcast that are free.
And then there’s non-linear movement sessions, there’s non-linear teacher training online. And we’re
going to start doing a couple stuff online as well while we’re still all somewhat locked down.
David: Fantastic.
Michaela: Yeah, lots happening. Wild Woman’s Way online course for people who—this is
specifically for women who want to really get into their body with all the things that come with the
female energy system. Then we have awakening the pleasure body, which is for men and women
alike. So there’s lots happening.
David: Fantastic.
Renee: Awesome. Good to know.
David: Fantastic. Anyhow, thanks so much for your time. Really appreciate it.
Renee: Thank you so much.
Michaela: Thank you very much. It was a pleasure.
David: We’ll talk to you soon.
Renee: Okay, bye.
Michaela: Bye.
Thanks for taking the time to read this incredible interview with Michaela Boehm!
If you are interested in learning more about Michaela’s work, you can visit her website,
Michaelaboehm.com, and you can learn more about her book The Wild Woman’s Way: Unlock
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Your Full Potential for Pleasure, Power, and Fulfillment right here.
What was your biggest revelation from this interview? What key takeaways did you have from
this interview? Share with us and discuss in the comments below!
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How to stop gaslighting in relationships: examples, signs &
cure
September 20, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
What is gaslighting in relationships?
Gaslighting is a form of toxic abuse that is based on control and power trips.
The gaslighter attempts to exert their control and power over you, in order to undermine your
sense of certainty and to distort your perception of reality.
The term ‘gaslighting’ originated from a play called gas light (1938), and two subsequent film
adaptations (1940 and 1944) titled ‘gaslight’.
The story of this film centres around a woman whose husband successfully manipulates her into
thinking that she’s going insane, in order to distract her from his criminal activities.
Gaslighting is basically a low value way for people to get their needs met inside of a relationship. It
can occur inside of almost any relationship, including parental relationships, romantic relationships,
or business relationships.
Gaslighting is often an effective tool that is used not only by individuals, but by governments and
organisations as well.

Table of Contents
What is Gaslighting in relationships?
Gaslighting is relationships can be easy to fall for
Who tends to be a victim of gaslighting in relationships?
Gaslighting examples
Typical gaslighting behaviour: twisting other people’s intent
She paid accomplices to secretly “keep tabs” on me…
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Stupid enough to believe her lies?
Examples of gaslighting in relationships
1: They never take responsibility for their words, actions or intent.
2: They lie. A lot.
3: They will make out that the people you care about are the bad guy
4: They use your attachment to the people you care about, to control your self esteem.
4: They guilt trip you.
5: They deny the things they’ve said, even though you know they said it.
6: They can be charming.
7: They throw in some support & positive reinforcement
8: They are completely unbalanced socially & relationally.
9: They make you feel solely responsible for their happiness in the relationship.
Check these 10 signs you are being gaslighted
Sign 1: Their extreme mixed messages pull you in all sorts of directions.
Sign 2: You tend to always think you must be the problem.
Sign 3: You are always in a double bind.
Sign 4: You’re always seeking their approval.
Sign 5: You live in a state of dread or depression.
Sign 6: You feel like your feelings don’t matter.
Sign 7: You find yourself justifying their actions to other people (& yourself).
Sign 8: You are always in a wrestling match with your gut responses & your logical
mind.
Sign 9: You don’t know who you are anymore, or what to believe about whom.
Sign 10: You feel like you’re a tool used by your abuser to serve their own ends.
How to stop gaslighting in a relationship & what is the cure?
Step 1: Stop the double bind now.
Step 2: Find a completely different environment.
Step 3: If things get worse, make a decision to leave permanently.

What is Gaslighting in relationships?
Answer: it is not just one type of behaviour…
The thing to realize about gaslighting is that it’s a package deal.
In other words, it doesn’t always manifest in one particular way. It involves all kinds of toxic
behaviour such as blaming, guilt tripping, any blackmailing any type of abusive or violent behaviour,
and manipulating you.
A gaslighter will try to keep you chained to them and their (often changing) narrative through a
twisted form of “fake” attachment.
He or she does not know what a healthy relationship looks like. They usually couldn’t care less. They
also have no idea what healthy, secure attachment in relationships is.
Instead, these people, who are often narcissists and sociopaths, will try to make you feel desperately
attached (read: shackled) to them using sick and twisted methods.
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Gaslighting is relationships can be easy to fall for
Gaslighting in relationships can be so easy to fall for if you’re unfamiliar with the term, and what
gaslighting behaviour actually looks or feels like.
Unfortunately, since gaslighters are seasoned at what they do, it’s not always easy for the average
person to ‘pick’ their behaviour immediately.
Gaslighters have likely had their behaviour reinforced over and over again by people who couldn’t
pull them in line.
As such, their bad behaviors are usually positively reinforced by people who have already become
attached to them in the past.
Or, their behaviours have been reinforced by people who fall for their games and superficial charms.
You see, once one or two people ‘go along’ with the gaslighting, the gaslighting person thinks that
their behavior is okay.
They also likely see that it works for them.
So why change what works? I mean, if it’s serving your manipulative ends, why not keep it up?

Who tends to be a victim of gaslighting in relationships?
The people who fall for gaslighting are often people who are already susceptible to gaslighting in
abusive relationships. For example…
It could be a child, who is simply powerless and doesn’t know any better.
It could be people with a traumatic history. What trauma can do is it can make us numb. When
we’re numb, we’re ‘checked out’ from the wisdom of our bodies.
Essentially, we cannot feel what others are actually doing to us. And so since we cannot
perceive the abuse emotionally and intellectually, we are more likely to ‘tolerate’ gaslighting
behavior.
It could be a man or woman with already low self esteem, so they buy into the gaslighter’s
story about their lack of worth (because it matches their own story about themselves).
It could be people who are very lonely, desperate or disconnected, and therefore will take
anything they can get.
It could be people who are susceptible to approval seeking.
And, if it’s the right environment, it could be any of us.
Here’s what that means. If a government were to gaslight its people, or if a workplace (employer)
were to bully, abuse and gaslight its employee(s), not much is needed to create a victim of their
gaslighting.
All you really need in order to fall for gaslighting in this context, is to see that the people around you
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implicitly or explicitly approve of what the government or organisation is doing.
It’s easy to think…
“Oh yeah. Well, all my work colleagues/friends agree with their perspective. I’d be silly to
go against the grain.
Maybe I’d even be ostracised from the group if I were to go against the grain, so I’ll just
trust in the opinion of the pack.”
If you feel unsure of what you should or shouldn’t tolerate in your relationship, here are 6 behaviours
you should never tolerate in a man.

Gaslighting examples
My mother used to cut down and badmouth all of my dad’s friends and family to his face. And then,
she’d turn around and accuse my dad of having no friends, and of not being worthy enough to have
any friends.
She’d say negative things to him about his friends’ intent towards him, their lifestyle, the way they
look, and even their life choices.
Then, she’d do a 180 and tell my dad he was a loser for having no friends in his life.
Not only that, she’d specifically say to me…
“nobody wants to be your dad’s friend. Look at him. That’s why he’s so lonely. He doesn’t
have what it takes to make friends.”
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Not only would she badmouth him. She’d make a big deal out of the time dad spent away from her
whenever he did spend time with his friends.
This made him feel like there was always a massive cost to seeing any friends or family (for any
length of time). At the same time, it was like if he didn’t see his friends, then she’d call him a loser
and cut down his worth.
This is what we call a double bind, which is a very common experience of people people on the
receiving end of gaslighting in abusive relationships.

Typical gaslighting behaviour: twisting other people’s intent
There was another thing my mother would do. She would twist other people’s positive gestures
negatively.
This is so typical of gaslighting behaviour.
Additionally, this is the same woman who, when I got all excited about an ex boyfriend having
flowers personally sent to my door the before valentine’s day, told me that his gift and gesture was
pathetic.
She said that the flowers didn’t mean anything. She said that he was a terrible boyfriend and never
had any interest in me, because he had them sent to my house the day before Valentine’s day.
If he was interested, he would’ve sent them on the actual day.
It had to be the day OF Valentine’s day, she said. (It turns out that he couldn’t organise them to be
sent on the day.)
(He was 18 at the time!!)
Here’s another Gaslighting example: Outrageous lies!

She paid accomplices to secretly “keep tabs” on me…
There was also that time in 7th Grade when I did badly on a couple of my tests one semester.
A few days after she heard the news, she attended the routine parent-teacher meetings to hear about
my progress.
After those meetings, she told me something shocking. To me as a 13 year old it was shocking
anyway.
She said that due to my poor performance, she had secretly paid money to a number of teachers
(whom she wouldn’t identify) at my school who knew me.
Why did she pay them? She paid them specifically to watch my every move during classes and lunch
breaks, and that I better watch out.
Her mantra was that I was playing too much with my friends, and put too much focus on friends and
not enough time on my studies.
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She also told me that these teachers who had accepted her money under the table were “working for
her” to catch me in my bad ways.
When I told her “that can’t be true”, she said “you don’t know my power.”

Stupid enough to believe her lies?
Was I stupid enough to believe this lie?
Even at the tender age of 13, no. I wasn’t.
But do you know what the lie did make me do?
It made me feel uncertain of myself, my safety and my own reality. The confusion and disbelief I felt
was second to none.
This is the feeling you get when you’re being gaslighted. You will question your own sanity,
morality, feelings and judgement.
But, to be honest, I was used to the lies. So I could actually pick the lie, like many people around her
could…but I was still at the mercy of the uncertainty she created.
This uncertainty is the exact intended effect of a gaslighter.
It was kind of like, my gut says she’s lying, but my mind wonders if it could possibly be true? The lie
is just so ridiculous…what if it is true?
This is all gaslighting at its finest!
Remember. If a person, organisation, group or government wants to to serve their own ends, they will
intentionally keep you confused and fearful.
There’s nothing like fear and confusion to keep a human being under control.
The less you can think for yourself and the lower your self esteem, the easier you are to manipulate.

Examples of gaslighting in relationships
A gaslighter will do anything they can to put everything onto you, so that they can deflect any
responsibility away from themselves.
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Disclaime
r: NOT all of these things have to be said with the intent to abuse or gaslight. Something like “You’re
so sensitive” can be said out of love and protectiveness. It’s up to us to feel the other person’s intent
(good or bad).
Here are some gaslighting examples…

1: They never take responsibility for their words, actions or intent.
Accountability and responsibility is simply too clean for a gaslighter.
They’d much rather rely on their flawed narrative and controlling tactics in order to get results inside
of the relationship.
If you try to hold them accountable, they will bring it all straight back onto you.
If you try to discuss how their behaviour isn’t quite right, they will deflect that discussion straight
back onto you.
Alternatively stated, they play the blame game. And they play it to win it.

2: They lie. A lot.
Sometimes outrageous lies that you know logically couldn’t be true.
Yet the lies are so outlandish that you start to question if they could actually be true!
A good example is what this lady in our facebook group went through. She met a guy online who,
shortly after they met, accidentally sent her a text meant for another woman (and proceeded to put
everything back into her!?).
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She dealt with it beautifully though, as you can see from the text conversation she shared with us.
Have a look at this example of gaslighting in dating:
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3: They will make out that the people you care about are the bad guy
They will forcibly make out that the people you care about (& who care about you) all have ill intent
towards you.
So what this means is that they will claim that everyone else in your life has bad intent, is bad quality,
or not worthy.
The only people in your life who are “worthy” are the people whom the gaslighter feels are
unthreatening to them or their attempts to control you.

4: They use your attachment to the people you care about, to control your self
esteem.
In other words, they use other people as ammunition.
For example’s sake, let’s just say a gaslighter wants to make you believe that you are an
embarrassment and are worthless.
To dominate you and force you to share their narrative, they may claim that your favourite auntie and
uncle are just as ashamed of you as they are.
“Auntie Peggy and uncle Yianni don’t even want to speak to you anymore. They’re so
disgusted and embarrassed by you.”

4: They guilt trip you.
Due to the guilt tripping, you find yourself being very apologetic to them, and you develop a hypersensitivity to the emotion of guilt in that relationship.
Take a look at this example from a lady in our facebook group, with a guy she dated.

5: They deny the things they’ve said, even though you know they said it.
Remember that gaslighters never take responsibility.
So rather than owning up to their own statements, they will try to make you out like you’ve got a
poor memory, or that you don’t have good listening skills.
(As a side note, some gaslighters might actually do the opposite, but with the same intent to gaslight
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you. For example, they might momentarily say something like…
“Oh yes, I did say that I’m sorry I’m so forgetful.” or something like “Yes, I admit what I
said.”….
But their intent is never, ever sincere. They’re only making these apparent “confessions” in order to
manipulate you even more.
They will immediately proceed to twist their own original intent so that they don’t look like the
bad guy anymore.

6: They can be charming.
Not all gaslighters are charming, but many of them actually are, especially when you first meet them.
This is so crucial. Do you wonder how you got yourself in a relationship with this person to begin
with?
It could be partly due to their indisputable charm. They are so in control a dominant socially, that it
produces a feeling of awe in you.
They are so extroverted, talkative, and they can seem so “capable” socially.
As such, a typical gaslighter can lure you in with their superficial charm, making you feel like:
“Wow, how are they so confident?”
And you want to be around them, because you feel like you lack that same social “confidence”.
But what their charm and social “confidence” really is, is just a facade.
Sociopath, anyone?
It’s a fake persona that they use to trick people into thinking that they’re a well intentioned, wellliked human being.

7: They throw in some support & positive reinforcement
…just to keep you tethered to them and their agenda.
Gaslighters are calculating. They sense that if they do too much badmouthing of you or the people
you love, that they won’t be able to maintain their image as “the good guy” or “the superior and
admirable one” anymore.
So in order to keep you attached to them and this codependent relationship you have together, they
afford you a sense of elation or encouragement, just to give you the illusion of false hope.
Example…
“You’re really a difficult person to deal with. But that gift you gave me today was great, and
shows you can be kind if you want to be.”
What they’re praising you for, is just an action you took that directly benefited them.
See, gaslighters or narcissists, whatever you want to call them, they will consistently erode your
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sense of self esteem and/or confidence over time.
And then all of a sudden, they will praise you, just to jerk you around.
Isn’t it lovely?

8: They are completely unbalanced socially & relationally.
What does this mean? It means that in your gut, you recognise that their interactions in social
situations seem ‘off’.
Though often, you can’t quite pinpoint why. And nobody else seems concerned by their behaviour.
In fact, everyone else seems to just go along with their behaviours, rather than calling them out on it.
Moreover, you likely cannot pinpoint why they seem ‘off’, because they’ve successfully used their
superficially charming personality to distract you.
Actually, they’ve distracted not only you, but everyone else too!
The distraction is strategic in order to stop people from seeing exactly how unbalanced and out of
control they really are inside.

9: They make you feel solely responsible for their happiness in the relationship.
Since they’re always telling you about how bad you are, they are able to put you in a position where
you have to work hard to try to keep them happy.
Which, by the way, is anything but real happiness. They’re just keeping you addicted to the drug of
their approval.
If you want to learn more about approval seeking and pleasing behaviour, read my article on ‘Why
Please Women Always Lose Out: The Difference Between Pleasing & Giving” right here.
So now let’s have a look at how you might feel if you were to be a victim of gaslighting.
If you think you are being gaslighted, here are some signs you can look out for within yourself.
And that is your own feelings; your own emotional state.
Are you a victim of gaslighting?

Check these 10 signs you are being gaslighted
Are you a victim of gaslighting? The following 10 signs will help you discern whether you are being
gaslighted or not.

Sign 1: Their extreme mixed messages pull you in all sorts of directions.
Consequently, you live in an almost constant state of confusion.
The gaslighting in the relationship has slowly eroded your ability to make decisions in your life. Not
only that, it has worn down your own sense of identity.
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From this place of uncertainty, you simply cannot have any power of your own inside of the
relationship.

Sign 2: You tend to always think you must be the problem.
If you’re in a relationship where you’re being gaslighted, you’ll think you are the problem.
Either you’re the one with the mental issues, you’re the “problem child” or the cause of all problems.
This can make you so anxious that you can’t function properly in any relationship, as your self
esteem will be shot.
I’m my case, I say thank goodness I got away young. Thanks to my early escape, I’ve been able to
salvage my self esteem over time, and am now in a healthy relationship with my husband.
Being in a long term healthy relationship is also what taught me to distinguish what is toxic and what
is not.
How do you know if you are being gaslighted (or if you have this particular issue)?
Well, you know you’ve been gaslit a lot when you always bring the focus back to yourself and how
you’re “too sensitive”, partly because they’ve told you that you are too sensitive.
You wrestle with thoughts like “am I crazy? There must be something wrong with me. Do I need to
get serious help?”
…When the only thing you truly need help with, is getting away from this toxic person.
Here’s a scene from the 1944 film “Gaslight” showing how a woman is being manipulated by her
husband into thinking she is insane.

Sign 3: You are always in a double bind.
…And you feel like you have no power or control in the relationship.
The dictionary defines a double bind as:
A difficult decision in which, whatever action you decide to take, you cannot escape
unpleasant results.
You know you may be experiencing gaslighting in your relationship when you feel like you’re
damned if you do, damned if you don’t.
A gaslighter is never going to give you a feeling of certainty. That would be the opposite of their
intended objective, remember?
So to keep you small, they will ensure that you feel hopeless and powerless in the relationship.
If you do what they want, they’ll still find fault with you.
If you don’t do what they want, they’ll still find fault with you.

Sign 4: You’re always seeking their approval.
You’re constantly seeking approval from them because you desperately want to hold onto any signs
that they might just be loyal to you, love you or like you.
This is usually due to the fact that they’ve cut you down so much.
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They’ve so often been insinuating that you’re not good enough, that you want just some sign that you
are an alright person, after all.

Sign 5: You live in a state of dread or depression.
Since you are being dominated by your abuser, all hope and happiness you may have previously had
seems to have disappeared.

Sign 6: You feel like your feelings don’t matter.
Gaslighting is a tool often used by narcissists. And narcissists have no space for your feelings in the
relationship.
In fact, you will feel like your feelings do not matter. Additionally, your feelings will have no place
inside of this “relationship”.
The gaslighter simply doesn’t care about your feelings. They have no empathy for you.
This is not what a healthy relationship looks like. Inside of a healthy relationship, both people should
be able to have their feelings heard.
There is a term for this healthy behaviour, and it is called “holding space” for each other. It is one of
the typical signs of an ultimately healthy relationship.
If you want help in distinguishing what a healthy relationship is, click here to read these 10 ultimate
signs of a healthy relationship.
In keeping with the topic that your feelings don’t matter to a gaslighter, here’s an example of a lady
who was being mocked and verbally assaulted by her partner.
Note that her feelings in response to his mocking were shunned.
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Sign 7: You find yourself justifying their actions to other people (& yourself).
You say things like “he/she is not that bad”, or “see how nice he/she can be?” and “no, of course,
they do care about me after all. They’re just a little bit unconventional in their ways.”
Remember, they will throw in some praise here and there to keep you coming back. They have to
build you up a little, or you’ll exit this abusive relationship too soon!

Sign 8: You are always in a wrestling match with your gut responses & your logical
mind.
Your gut feelings and responses to this person say one thing.
But what your gut feelings say is different to your mind’s justifications for their actions.
Example: you oscillate between strong feelings of anger at him/her, and thoughts in your mind that
attempt to ameliorate the strength of that anger.
Your body tells you exactly how their actions are making them feel.
Yet your mind talks you out of it, because this person is keeping you in a constant state of confusion
and altered reality.
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Sign 9: You don’t know who you are anymore, or what to believe about whom.
Consequently, you are dependent on your abuser to direct your thoughts.
Also in keeping with this sign; is that you feel like you’ve lost your own sense of confidence and
autonomy. You rely on the person gaslighting you to direct your decisions and actions.

Sign 10: You feel like you’re a tool used by your abuser to serve their own ends.
There’s no going around this fact, once you’ve spent a bit of time inside of an abusive relationship
where there’s lots of gaslighting going on, you start to feel like a means to an end.
You’re essentially treated like the gaslighter’s pet.
Also, you’re just an accessory for their own agendas in life.
If they want to give the world the impression that they’re high status or high value, they’ll employ
you in some way to help them paint that picture.
And since you’re their little sidekick looking to seek their approval or ‘make things up’ to them, you
will jump at the opportunity to help them look good in the eyes of others (paint the image they want
to paint of themselves).

How to stop gaslighting in a relationship & what is the cure?
So the question now is, how do you stop someone form gaslighting you?

Step 1: Stop the double bind now.
You need to make a decision outside of the double bind that you’re experiencing in the relationship.
(If you’re unsure what a double bind means, read sign number 3 above under the section “here are
some signs you can look out for within yourself.”)
Your task is to find a third option outside of the double bind.
This third option should be an option that allows you to not be dictated by the consequences of doing
something within the abusive relationship.
To accomplish this step, you can’t allow yourself to be driven by the fear of the potential
consequences from your gaslighter.
Remember, if you’re in a gaslighting relationship, then your biggest problem will be the double bind
(damned if you do, damned if you don’t).
So, go ahead and make a decision outside of your fears of the consequences within that
relationship.
Figure out exactly what you need to do for yourself first.
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A question to help you do this would be:
“If I feared no consequences and did what I wanted to do for myself – what would I do?”

Step 2: Find a completely different environment.
Take some time for yourself. If you stay stuck in the same old environment that lead you to be
involved with someone who keeps gaslighting you, you’ll never see change happen.
Go somewhere you don’t normally go, in order to change your state. Spend the afternoon in a public
library if you need to.
You need space for yourself. This is so that you can utilise the space in order to give your body time
to feel, time to process and time for clarity.
Clarity may not come quickly. But the more you immerse yourself in taking time for yourself, the
more likely it will come.
This is because you’ll be able to feel yourself a bit more, rather than being distracted by the abuse.

Step 3: If things get worse, make a decision to leave permanently.
There’s no mystery to this, really.
Things may not get better after you take step 1 (stop succumbing to the double bind now).
After you don’t succumb to the double bind, your abuser has a choice.
Their choice will be to either rise to the occasion and accept your new boundary, or to continue
being a low life.
If your abuser has relied on the tactic of gaslighting for quite some time, don’t expect them to change.
If your gaslighter is generally a good-hearted person who just has the wrong idea about how to go
about relationships, there’s a chance they might be forced to change. Due to your new boundary, that
is.
If they value intimacy in any way, and if they love you enough to change, they will recognise this
new boundary of yours (not succumbing to the double bind) as a warning signal.
That warning signal will be the thing that causes them to step up their game and fight for your
relationship the right way. Or, it will cause them to stoop low again.
The moment the gaslighting returns, is the moment you walk.
Alternatively, if by the end of reading this article you know you’re done, good for you!
Skip along and reclaim your life, your health and your identity.
Now, I can’t let you go before I point you to the ultimate resource on toxic relationships. If you want
further help, read this article on the 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship!
Also, if you want to stop the cycle of getting involved with abusive men, I recommend you have a
read of the report ‘7 Common Signs A Woman is Low Value in The Eyes of Men’.
Why is this important?
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Because abusive men, low value men, will prey on particular signals from women. Now, no woman
is actually low value, but men see value differently to women.
Generally speaking, low value men men will pick up whether they can get away with manipulating
you very quickly. And they will always be testing you for traits and signs that they can get away with
using you. So, I recommend that if you always seem to attract narcissists, to have a read of this guide
on the 7 common signs of low value.
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What makes a man leave his wife for another woman?
September 24, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
It is one thing for a man to have a sexual affair with another woman. It is another entirely to initiate a
divorce or leave his wife for another woman.
So what makes a man leave his wife for another woman?
Let’s put this into context. Studies consistently show that wives are far more likely to initiate and file
for divorce than husbands are.
This fact has shown to be true over 25 data sets and throughout the span of 125 years!
Women initiate nearly 70% of all divorces. However, in non-marital relationships, men and women
are equally as likely to initiate a breakup. (this fact isn’t relevant for this current discussion,
however).
So, assuming that a man is leaving his wife at the same time as filing for divorce, we must realize the
seriousness of his decision to actually leave his wife.
It is no small matter.
Most men don’t just ‘up and leave’ their wives for another woman. If they do, it is likely that there
was a serious issue or issues.
What could these serious issues be?
Well, first of all it’s important to realize that there could be many right answers to this question.
The answer(s) to what makes a man leave his wife for another woman, depends on which framework
you choose to look at this problem through.
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Here are some possible frameworks to answer why he left?…
When you look at these different frameworks, some intense emotions may come up. That’s ok.
You may not be entirely ready to process the reason why he left.
And if you actually are feeling ready to see why he left, then try as best you can to look at these
frameworks and reasons objectively.
Zoom out and consider which of these might have been the biggest issues inside of your marriage.
That way, you can move on knowing that you are equipped with more awareness for your next
relationship (should you decide you want one).
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

The framework of value
This refers to him not getting the value he needed for a long period of time in the marriage. If another
woman came along with the promise to give him that value, (and he trusted it), he may leave his wife.
Here are 3 things that make a woman high value to men.
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The framework of ‘one & only’ versus ‘one of many’
If you’re not a man’s one and only woman, then you’re the one of many woman.
This is not necessarily related to a man marrying you, either!
Since I started teaching this framework many years ago, I’ve had to remind many women that
marriage (as in, a man marrying a woman and making her his wife), is not the defining factor of what
makes a woman his one and only.
Men get married for all kinds of different reasons.
Some of them are bad reasons. Some of them are truly heartfelt, good reasons. (Ie: he fell madly in
love with her and cherishes her beyond measure. Making him want to take care of her for life. This
is of course, what we call the one and only woman).
If you’re wanting to understand how to be the one and only rather than the one of many woman,
Here’s what you can do…
Check out my program ‘Becoming His One and Only’ where I will teach you the 5 secrets to have
your chosen man fall madly in love with you and beg you to be his one and only woman.

The framework of attachment styles
This refers to a man’s attachment style, and how that interacted with your own attachment style
inside of the marriage.
Perhaps he has an avoidant attachment style, but still deeply desires a connection inside.
However, people who have an avoidant attachment style do not have the awareness or the skills to
connect deeply.
Due to a myriad of emotional abandonment issues, he may abandon not only himself, but his wife
in the hopes of fulfilling his dream of childhood love and approval (from his parents).
He may want to fulfil these childhood voids through a new woman who seems to promise him
admiration, approval, crazy sex, connection, acceptance and love.
Want to know the 17 Attraction triggers that get a man’s blood boiling uncontrollably? Find out
these attraction triggers here.

The framework of narcissistic personality disorder
A true narcissist only cares for themselves and has no room to budge.
So of course, when he was done with you, he was ready to move onto the next shiny object.
A new woman who could be more exciting (just by being new), and more reliable for his
manipulative ways.
To a true narcissist, your needs and your emotions will basically have no relevance in their life.
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A narcissist has no room for you or your needs. Unless your emotions can serve their own
manipulative ends.
Now, I hope you’ve heard that the percentage of people who truly have narcissistic personality
disorder is small.
It’s just that some people are quick to label a spouse they’ve fallen out with as “narcissists.”
Just because a man did something for himself, doesn’t mean that he’s a narcissist. Sometimes we
can’t be too trigger happy with this term.

What if he truly was a narcissist?
With that said, let’s just say that he truly is a narcissist. Well, I think this says something important
about your choices.
Huh?
It says something about your choice to be with an actual narcissist.
This could mean that you have past trauma that you need to heal. Women and men who have issues
with trauma bonding can make poor relationship decisions.
Not due to them being inadequate, but moreso due to them not noticing the signs that their partner
was a narcissist earlier.
When you have a history of entering abusive relationships or seeking out abusive partners, it makes
it easy for you to unconsciously ignore the signs your ex husband was a narcissist.
So, if this particular framework relates to you, then I would suggest that you probably have some
healing, grieving and processing to do before you enter into a new relationship.
It’s important to understand your own relational patterns.
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If you were abused growing up, you will feel safer and more loved with an abusive partner.
So, things like gaslighting, trauma bonding and codependency will feel second nature to you.
The truth is that if your ex husband was a narcissist, it’s a good thing that he left you.
He will only go on to repeat the old patterns with a new shiny object.
Just wish his new woman well, because she’ll have a hell of a lot to contend with.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

The framework of shirking responsibilities.
A lot of men and women cheat and abandon spouses due to a lack of ability to take responsibility for
themselves and their choices.
But do you want to know the things that they sometimes take the least responsibility for?
Their partner’s feelings and happiness.
As such, a husband who leaves his wife may have left her because he is bad at taking responsibility
for his relationship.
In all good relationships with two esteemed people who have high standards for themselves, they
take as much responsibility for their partner’s feelings in the relationship as is humanly possible.
Now, you may think this is bordering on codependence or narcissistic abuse.
I don’t blame you.
Often, in abusive relationships, one or both spouses are made to feel blamed for the other’s lack of
happiness.
So, taking responsibility for your spouse’s happiness from this place is not what high standards for
yourself actually look like.
Essentially, one or both spouses are in a cycle of feeling blamed. So they don’t “take responsibility”
for their lover’s happiness through having healthy high standards for themselves.
Rather, their idea of taking responsibility for their lover’s happiness is just a bunch of pathological
fear-based steps, taken to avoid losing someone.
These are not actions taken through pride, or having healthy high standards for yourself.
These could be steps motivated by their own patterns of entering abusive or codependent
relationships.
That’s not the type of responsibility taking I’m talking about. I’m referring to responsibility taking
inside of a healthy relationship between a man and woman!
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What does healthy responsibility taking look like?
Within the healthiest relationships, each partner takes responsibility for being there emotionally for
the other person.
What does taking responsibility look like in this context?
It could look like holding space for their partner.
It could look like feeling what their partner is feeling.
It could look like adding massive value to your lover. The kind of value that your spouse actually
perceives value in!
If you’d like to learn more about the distinction between a healthy relationship and a toxic
relationship, see my article on the 10 Ultimate Signs of A Healthy Relationship here.
So, to be clear, if a husband is used to shirking his responsibilities within a relationship, he may
blame his wife for everything instead of bearing any integrity or responsibility upon his own
shoulders!

The framework of attraction & connection.
What are the only two things that matter inside of your intimate relationship? Attraction and
connection.
Without these two things, any relationship would break down.
And that is, emotional connection and emotional attraction.
It may not just be that a husband is not feeling enough of these two things for his wife.
It may also be that his wife isn’t feeling it for him.
Whether it’s just one of them or both of them ‘not feeling it’, it will most definitely cause the
breakdown of a marriage over time.
This can lead a man (and a woman of course), to seek that feeling of attraction and connection
elsewhere.
Do you want to find out more about the two critical elements inside of every successful marriage?
Find out what these two critical elements are and how you can use them to make any relationship
successful long term, here.
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The framework of romantic love versus attachment & lust.
Romantic love versus attachment and lust? Yes indeed.
There are three types of ‘love’ that every human being seeks or experiences.
There is lust.
There is romantic love (which is the glue that creates a long term pair bond between a man and a
woman).
And then there is feelings of attachment, or comfort. This feeling of attachment usually comes after
romantic love has blossomed and served its purpose. It allows us humans to raise our children
together with our beloved.
Now, what happens when romantic love dies down (after say, an average of 18 months), is that
attachment can start to take over.
When attachment takes over, lust and romantic love can die down.
If the quality of the relationship is low enough, then a man can actually fall madly in love with
another woman, causing him to leave his wife to be with this other woman and provide for her
instead.
I would say that this point is critical.
Why? Because it’s easier to feel lust than it is to feel romantic love.
To fall in love requires an investment that many men and women don’t have available, especially
after getting married and having children.
And, lust isn’t enough for a man to leave his wife for another woman.
Romantic love however, totally is.
And this is likely one reason why women have shown over and over again in different studies that
they are far more bothered by the thought of their husband falling in love than they are about their
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husband having sex with another woman..
And by falling in love, I mean committing emotional infidelity with another woman.
See my article on “Can You Really Expect A Man to be Monogamous?”.

The framework of freedom.
Freedom? That’s right.
What is one of the primary needs of a masculine soul? Freedom.
Men can pull away, or even leave their marriage, no matter how long they’ve been married, in order
to experience a greater feeling of freedom with a new woman.
Constant value extraction (taking mindset) by his ex wife could be a reason he left to experience
more freedom.
If a wife approaches her marriage as a place to constantly take value from rather than add value to,
that will crush a man’s freedom, making him feel constantly on edge and having to ‘be enough’ for
his wife.
A controlling, emasculating wife can also obstruct upon a man’s feeling of freedom.
If a man has taken enough abuse from his wife – anything from passive aggressiveness, to constant
blaming, to gaslighting, he will try to break free from the relationship.
Because for a masculine soul, there’s hardly anything worse than being trapped in a
relationship with the wrong woman.
Now, a man can experience greater freedom than he can on his own, with the right woman!
So it’s not marriage itself that encroaches upon his freedom. It is the type of woman he’s with.
If a man was always at the whim of his resentful, controlling wife (who just had to have things her
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way and could never let go of control and sink into her beautiful feminine self), that will be enough
reason for him to leave her.
Especially if he had to deal with that for long enough.
A man can tolerate a little bit of that, but enough controlling behaviour just ensures that he’s not
getting one of the the primary types of value a man needs from a woman/marriage.
Perhaps he trusts that this other woman can and will give him the gift of her vulnerable,
unencumbered feminine energy.
Maybe he trusts that through this new woman, he will be able to feel the appreciation that he needs,
or the space and happiness he needs.
Here is an article I recommend you read on the 5 Things Every Woman Ought To Know About
Men.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

The framework of getting married for the wrong reasons
This would simply mean that a husband leaves his wife because they got married for all the wrong
reasons in the first place.
Maybe it was an arranged marriage.
Maybe he got married out of pure obligation.
Maybe his ex wife’s friends and relatives were pressuring him to marry his ex, and he did get married
to her purely out of social pressure and obligation, rather than true love.
If this is the case, then it’s a very good thing that he left his wife.
Let his ex wife be free to find someone who is more suited to her, and let him be free to go to the
woman who is right for him.

The framework of feminine radiance.
What is feminine radiance? You can find out exactly what high value feminine radiance is here.
In general, what this framework is telling you is that men will risk their entire lives with their wife for
a woman who has deeper, brighter, and richer radiance than their wife.
No, this doesn’t mean she’s younger.
Men leave their wives for women of all sorts of ages, young and old.
It’s this special ingredient of feminine radiance. We actually have a whole program on this topic,
called “Triple Your Radiance”.
You see, when men walk into a room at a party, most of them can pick the most radiant women in the
room.
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It’s obvious to a masculine soul, because they gravitate towards radiant women and perceive great
value in that type of woman.
Just like women’s attention and appreciation tends to go towards the man with the greatest sense of
masculine presence and direction.
Obviously, that masculine presence and direction will manifest in a myriad of ways.
But given some time, women usually work out which man is more valuable for sex and marriage. Or
short and long term partnership.
My husband David has often stated that…
“He may be attracted to your looks and presentation, but he will stay because of your inner
radiance.”
If you would like to understand what makes a woman feminine and radiant, click here to see my
article on how to be more feminine: 18 ways of a soft, feminine woman.

What is the right answer to what makes a man leave his wife
for another woman?
So, which framework is the best to use for answering the question of what makes a man leave his
wife for another woman?
Only you, the woman, could know the most correct answer to that question.
I’m here to point you in the right direction. But only you, with time and perhaps objectivity, could
truly answer that question for yourself.
This is because you’ve been in the marriage. So you would be more likely to be attuned to your man
and to the issues present in the marriage than I would be.
So, having read all these possible answers to your question, which framework best suits your
situation?
Is there one reason he left that stands out to you?
Or are there many reasons that stand out?
If I could put it down to one specific ingredient or answer as to what makes a married man
leave his wife for another woman, it would be perceived value.
He perceived greater value for his own life by choosing to leave his wife for the other woman.
In fact, he perceived so much value that he was willing to take the risk of leaving his wife!
That says something.
Think about it, some men leave their wife and a full family of kids behind.
Like I said in the beginning, that’s no small matter.
Yes, many of them do come to feel guilt or regret over such a decision.
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However, that doesn’t change the fact that he left, right?
He left for a reason that was relevant to him at the time.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

Should we blame this on homewreckers?
By the way, I wouldn’t blame a man leaving his wife on a home wrecker.
Should we just look at the actions of an outside woman and place all the blame on her?
I know other women (and men of course) can be horribly disrespectful of someone else’s marriage.
I’ve experienced this myself throughout my many years of being coupled up and married.
In fact, I’ve experienced disrespectful men blatantly trying to pick me up and push the boundaries of
my relationship with my husband.
I’ve also experienced disrespectful women trying to trigger my fears, and do everything they can to
entice my wonderful husband into paying them all the attention.
That’s just what some humans can be like. They see a valuable mating partner, and want to
take some of that value for themselves.
Some of these humans are just humans who have made a mistake.
Some of them are and always will be bottom dwellers.
Some are just trying to take something for themselves.
Some “other women” that a husband cheats with, I’m afraid to say, may actually just be able to
provide more value to the ‘taken’ partner.
And in that case, perhaps we should consider that they do indeed have more rights to that mating
partner.
Very unfair of me to say. But value is value. And we all gravitate towards it.
There’s so many different contexts in which husbands and wives get poached or stolen.
With that said, I don’t believe you can throw responsibility for all your hurt and anger on to “the
other woman”.
Yes, she should’ve had better morals, but perhaps so should have your ex husband.
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It can’t be all due to a home-wrecker, no matter how much your feeling of anger tries to convince you
it is so.
(No, for all the understandably resentful people out there, I am not saying this because I am – or have
been a home-wrecker. I have never been one.)

What to do if your husband has left you for another woman
First of all, know that you’re being asked to process a very painful experience.
No one expects you to just get over it. By no one, I really mean me.
I certainly wouldn’t just get over it quickly if it happened to me.
But at some point, we have to find it within ourselves to emerge from the darkness to become more
as a woman.
Here are the steps to take when your husband has left you.

Step 1: Don’t make this about your worth.
Your worth has little to do with why he left. We are all born worthy.
Perhaps his leaving may have something to do with how he is as a person.
Perhaps him leaving you has more to do with you stripping value from the relationship, but perhaps
also not! I cannot be sure.
But even if you have regrets over him leaving, let’s say you know you took too much value from the
relationship. Or let’s say you regret hurting him.
This was never about your worth.
Rather, it was simply about the quality of your relationship with your now ex husband.
And that could mean many things!
For example, it could mean that you guys met at the wrong time in your lives.
It could mean that neither of you had the tools nor the emotional resourcefulness to make the
relationship outstanding.
Be that as it may, your blaming it all on yourself or your “worth” is not going to help.
It will only stop your progress and make you spiral into an unnecessary depression. A hole you will
find very difficult to get out of.
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Step 2: Grieve.
What you need is more of a focus on processing and grieving what has happened.
Be kind. To you.
Allow all the emotions to come up. Yes you can have anger, hurt, rage, regret, confusion, and even
guilt. Guilt is normal.
Guilt is not always bad, as long as it’s authentic to a particular action you took.
Contrast this to the pathological, over-sensitive guilt that is forced upon you by a parent, friend or an
ex husband who is an abuser.
A gaslighter can cause you to have an over sensitive, or pathological emotion of guilt.
Guilt can actually be very useful for helping you calibrate in future relationships.
Ie: if you know you did something to really ruin the trust within the relationship, feeling that guilt
may allow you to learn something.
You may learn that next time, it’s more important to put connection and trust first before you take
any actions that will erode his trust in you.
So yes, guilt is a normal part of the grieving process, but don’t ever forget that if you have
plenty to be guilty for, then he probably does too.
It takes two.
How would you know if you’re experiencing pathological guilt?
You’ll know when you always think everything is your own fault and you, not them, should be
guilty.

Step 3: Learn more about understanding men & relationships
The truth is that oftentimes, if a husband was going to leave his wife, there were warning signs along
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the way.
You may have just ignored them or missed them.
This is why it’s so important to be attuned. Attune yourself to a man, to his intent and to how he’s
making you feel.
A lot of people think that their spouse leaving them was a sudden event that occurred out of
nowhere.
That’s not usually the case.
What’s true is that you missed the signs along the way. Sometimes due to a lack of attunement and
awareness of his intentions, or what he was feeling or going through.
To become more attuned will require that you start by understanding men. That’s the first step
towards real attunement as a woman.
If you can understand men, that will give you a head start in the skill of attunement.
And when you develop the skill of attunement, you develop your ability to have a healthy, happy and
long-lasting relationship.
I wish you the very best in your journey. Know that it is possible to move forward, and many people
do move on under the most dire of circumstances.
You may even find that your authentic vulnerability and your story of growth and moving on will
connect you to a new high value man!
Remember, you are the most important person here.You, processing and healing. And eventually,
you understanding and growing from the experience.
Take good care of yourself.
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3 Giant Red Flags You MUST Avoid when dating a new person
September 30, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
I’m going to give you the top 3 red flags in dating that you should be weary of when dating a new
guy.
These three red flags are the only red flags you need to keep in mind when dating.
If you ignore these red flags, you’ll see your dating life downward spiral fast.
The reason I’m giving you only three red flags is that if you focus on too many red flags, you may
get confused.
Not to mention, having a plethora of dating red flags in your head can lead you to rule out otherwise
great men, and go too far down the rabbit hole of looking for red flags.
I’ll explain more about this soon.
Table of Contents
Please… be smart about dating…
The top 3 dating red flags you must avoid as a woman
Dating red flag #1: He’s not attuned to you.
For a man & woman to fall in love, THIS ingredient must be present…
A man who is genuinely wanting to CONNECT with you will prioritise attunement
If you’re serious about online dating, take this red flag to heart
Too much “searching” for red flags can backfire on you
Why many red flags can be a grey area
Some seemingly kind & generous actions can carry ill intent…
To be smart in dating, train in attunement
Here’s how to test men in online dating
Dating Red Flag #2: He puts no effort into his online dating bio or in talking to you
What is the intention of men who don’t put effort into their dating profile?
Dating Red Flag #3: He panders to women’s need for a relationship & commitment.
Men who fake early attachment & romance…
Don’t Ever try to short-cut all the natural steps in dating

Please… be smart about dating…
As a woman dating in this sometimes confusing and superficial era, you really have to be smart in the
way you go about dating.
And you have to be particularly smart when online dating, because you are getting to know someone
through a screen initially.
As such, you don’t get to witness all the little nuances in body language, speech and eye movement
that you may observe when first meeting someone in person.
Dating apps are a haven for scammers, narcissists, players and yes, adulterous married men too.
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However, we can’t let this fact take away from all the truly high value men, the great men online
who are really sitting there waiting to get to know you.
Yes, they exist. And I’ll show you exactly how to connect to the souls of these truly great men later
on in this article.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

The top 3 dating red flags you must avoid as a woman
For now, let’s concentrate on the top 3 dating red flags you must avoid.
Obviously, there are many things that could come under the umbrella of red flags in dating.
However, in my experience working with hundreds of women in their online and offline dating lives,
these are the top red flags to look for when dating a new person.
My husband also has a great article on this topic. Here’s the 1 GIANT Red Flag that All Women
Routinely Fall For in Online Dating.

Dating red flag #1: He’s not attuned to you.
If you understand the concept of attunement, you’ll understand the value of attunement when dating
men.
If you are not attuned to a man, or he is not attuned to you, there will be trouble in your future.
The reason for this is that when there’s no attunement, there’s no hope in falling in love, for either of
you. And there’s definitely no relationship on the horizon. You can count on that.
The definition of attunement is: to bring into harmony.
For two people to form a genuine connection and fall in love, there has to be attunement. Has to be.
Think of attunement like this. It is the act (and art) of responding to someone and being on the same
page as them.
Kind of like meeting them where they are at.

For a man & woman to fall in love, THIS ingredient must be present…
When two people are in love, they do this naturally, and the roles are switched very naturally too.
So, you do or say something. He responds with laughter, compassion or his presence in some way.
He does or says something, and you respond with laughter, compassion or presence in some way.
The more a man is only dating for himself and what he can get out of the situation, the less
responsive and attuned he will be to you.
The less a man responds to you and the less you respond to him, the more the relationship breaks
down.
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A narcissistic or abusive man won’t have the capacity to be attuned to you and meet you where you
are at.
Because they are only looking to take (or milk you of what you’re willing to give) for themselves.
A scammer would also not be able to be attuned to you.
A player, a man who is only there looking for the sex he can get, will not be attuned to you.
A man with crippling low self esteem would not be able to be attuned to you, even if he tries.
Because he simply won’t be able to offer his presence, or his responsiveness.
Attunement should occur in all great relationships.
All enviable relationships have the critical ingredient of attunement.
The more attunement there is, the stronger the relationship and the more trust there will be between
the two souls in that relationship.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

A man who is genuinely wanting to CONNECT with you will prioritise attunement
A man who is genuine in wanting to actually connect with you, and get to know you, will prioritise
attuning himself to you naturally.
This means he will respond to your jokes, your chatter, your questions and your energy at least 70%
of the time.
He won’t just ignore you or give you flat energy.
By flat energy, I mean he doesn’t seem to value the conversation enough to keep it going.
He lets the conversation momentum die repeatedly over time. In other words, talking to him is
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like beating a dead horse.
Now, of course, all conversations lose momentum. We’re adults here. We have things to do. We have
lives to live and responsibilities to attend to.
This is why I said he will respond to you at least 70% of the time.
The other times, he may be at work, exhausted, running out of energy or words, and maybe he just
plain does not get your communication.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

If you’re serious about online dating, take this red flag to heart
Now, this particular red flag of lack of attunement applies very much in online dating.
If you’re serious about online dating, then you should be testing each and every man that you are
interested in having a conversation with.
How do you do that? By using high value banter.
You initiate a conversation with a man that you are interested in using this high value banter.
And this is all the test you’ll need to find out if he’s a high value man who is attuned to you.
This is, in fact, the one enormous online dating red flag that I would say is invariably true.
And that’s important, because with most other red flags in dating, there’s a grey area. But not this
one; the red flag that he is not attuned to you.

Too much “searching” for red flags can backfire on you
You see, I don’t always like the concept of “searching” for red flags.
Because this can cause you to just be on guard too much, and responding in fear.
Sure, I understand that if you’ve been in an abusive relationship, you may naturally be more
skeptical, on guard and ready to run.
If you feel a bit scared and nervous to get involved with a narcissist yet again, here’s how I can help.
I have an article on “Gaslighting In Relationships: Examples Signs & Cure” right here.
I also have an article on toxic relationships signs here.
These two articles should help you heal, and understand further what to look out for when dating a
new person.

Why many red flags can be a grey area
A man could harbour a few of the traditional or “commonly understood” red flags in his personality.
Yet, he could still actually be an upstanding, incredibly high value man.
However, because you’re “searching” for red flags out of fear and a lack of confidence in your own
ability to feel a man’s intent, you miss the fact that they aren’t red flags whatsoever.
Let me tell you that according to SOME of the mainstream advice about what red flags look like, my
husband as well as myself both exhibited red flags at the beginning of our relationship. Yes, both of
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us!
But we are in a healthy, long term marriage with 3 (1 on the way) children.
This is a man who has never laid a hand on me, except when he is looking out for my physical,
emotional and psychological safety.
This is a man who, when I said I loved eating figs, proceeded to cultivate 33 fig trees for me in our
home.
The same man who has never let me down when I needed him, even when it wasn’t convenient for
him.
So, how does that work?
How can a man be a good man yet still seem to have some red flags in his personality?

Some seemingly kind & generous actions can carry ill intent…
It works like this.
You see, even the most seemingly kind or generous actions can carry ill intent.
For example: a toxic, narcissistic man can pay for an expensive dinner for you, and make you feel
like he is the ultimate gentleman and you are a princess.
Only, you find out that he was doing it to manipulate you into feeling obligated to sex.
Contrast this with the fact that some of the most seemingly annoying or anger inducing actions can
have a loving, giving intent.
For example, you may have a hang up about your enormous left big toe.
And a man playfully brings up the topic of your enormous left big toe, telling you that it is the most
diabolical thing he’s ever seen.
He’s triggering your fears, and perhaps also annoying you. But what he intends to do is actually
connect with you.
Connect with you, how?
Well, he’s trying to push through your boundaries with love to touch your soul.
He is poking fun at you in order to desensitise you to your perceived “deformity”.
It’s interesting. Often, if you care, you’ll be willing to break the rules just to do the right thing.
And you do the right thing so that you can contribute to someone and change their life, or to make a
deeper connection.
This is why relying on, and searching for lots of dating red flags can sometimes mislead you.
This is also why I don’t like having a tonne of dating red flags to look out for.
We want to be aware of some important dating red flags, but we don’t want to become overly
reliant on them. Or we will lose our true power of attunement.
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To be smart in dating, train in attunement
I suggest instead that you train in true attunement.
Don’t examine or react through fear, but by attuning yourself to the other person’s intent, and to look
for his attunement to you!
This is why this is the no.1 red flag in online dating that is indisputable. He’s not attuned to you.
(Remember, you can’t expect him to be attuned round the clock. That’s just not possible. But when
first getting to know a guy, if he has no attunement to you, that’s a problem.)
There’s lots of ways that you can test a man for attunement to you.

Here’s how to test men in online dating
What would you want to test men for? You’d want to test them for their level of attunement to YOU.
If you don’t test, you can end up in the wrong kinds of situationships with men. You may not realize
you’re dating an emotionally unavailable man, either.
With that said, the best way by far to test men in online dating, is through the use of high value
banter.
You see, if a man doesn’t respond to your banter online, then he has no capacity or desire to connect
with you. And so he would not be worth your time!
To test whether he is attuned to you in online dating, use high value banter.
This banter method was created specifically for women to use online to weed out the low value men
and connect with the high value men!
And if you visit the high value banter page, you’ll see that so many women have had success with
using it.
They are getting asked out on dates super fast and the dates are with high value men, not duds.
It has truly changed lots of women’s dating life! With some women being totally burnt out through
online dating to ending up having high quality men repeatedly ask them out on dates that turned out
to be “electric”.
This is how effective high value banter is at eliminating the nasties online.
Click here to watch an amazing case study with Kristin on how high value banter completely turned
her online dating life around!
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Dating Red Flag #2: He puts no effort into his online dating bio
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or in talking to you
If a man doesn’t put any effort into the most basic thing – his online dating profile or bio – then he is
not serious about connecting with you.
Nor is he serious about the process of online dating.
Not putting in effort into writing anything compelling in his dating profile bio that would allow
women to connect to him or learn more about him, is evidently an online dating red flag.
Also, what I’m about to say ties into the first dating red flag.
But to reiterate: if you find that he puts zero effort into the conversation with you, then conclude that
he isn’t actually there to converse.

What is the intention of men who don’t put effort into their dating profile?
Why would a man try to online date without putting any effort into his online dating profile and bio?
Because he’s just there to look at (gawk at) profiles, to pick up easy women, or just for the
excitement of having random conversations with strangers (that may stroke his ego).
Remember: you’re not doing online dating to just pass the time.
You’re doing it to be able to connect with someone, in the hope that it will lead to something more.
Ie: a relationship.
So the most basic requirement for you as a woman, is that the man is willing to connect on some level
with you, true?
CLICK here to discover how online dating has completely changed and why you as a woman need
to use “High Value Banter” in order to quickly weed out the wrong types of men online and create
emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”!
(…Even if no man has ever given you any love and all you’ve encountered so far are pen pals,
ghosts, booty calls, and duds!)
My man David runs this free class and I highly recommend you listen to it.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.

Dating Red Flag #3: He panders to women’s need for a
relationship & commitment.
This can also be known as love bombing, and this red flag goes for in person dating as well as
online dating.
If a man talks about a commitment very early on in the dating process, that’s a red flag.
Simple, but useful fact: NO man is ready for commitment in the first conversation online, or
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even in the first few weeks of meeting you.
When men pander to your need for a commitment or marriage too early, it’s a strategy that some men
use in order to scam you.
They may scam you in order to get money from you, to get into your pants, or fast track his way to
sex with you.
Here’s an example. A lady posted this on my facebook group.
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And this is what she had to say about this text she received:
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“I just started talking to this guy a few days ago and the texts are non stop. I suggested we
have a picnic for our first date at a nearby lake (it is a very populated lake) and this is his
response. I feel overwhelmed…”
See the keywords in his first texts “I would actually enjoy that especially with you.”
Especially with you? They just started talking! This kind of language plays to a woman’s need for
exclusivity (ie: signals of commitment) far too early.
And another one:
“You know if you keep thinking of these kind of things to do together I might fall headover-heels for you.”
Fall “head over heels?”

Men who fake early attachment & romance…
No man falls head over heels in love with a woman just for suggesting special things to do (before
they have even met).
This kind of early attachment in relation to suggestions for sweet or romantic dates tends to be a bias
that women have, not men!
And the final kicker:
“I debated (read: deleted) my account because I want to give you a 150% of my
attention…”
This is all too much, too soon.
Too much “exclusivity signaling” is what I would like to call it. He’s sending signals that they can
be exclusive, way before he should.
Try to remember that it is simply not possible to skip over all the natural steps and milestones in
dating…
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Don’t Ever try to short-cut all the natural steps in dating
AND – don’t let men try to short-cut all the natural steps in dating with you.
Don’t let them jump the gun. Scammers and narcissists will always come on strong to you, but
never for the right reasons.
What natural steps?
In dating, there are natural steps that cannot be skipped if you want a real relationship.
These are the steps of the playful online conversations that build attraction, to the first in-person date.
Once you’ve met, the next natural steps are the development of further emotional attraction and
emotional connection, and the gaining and developing of trust.
If you want to learn more about how to build emotional connection and emotional attraction with
men, click here.
After this, there are a bunch of other factors that cannot be short-cut before you get to the stage of
exclusivity and long term love!

Always remember: the rule in dating red flags is: if it feels too soon, it is too soon!
To help you add more to your dating arsenal as a woman, here’s an article on Why Men Ghost: 3
Reasons Why Men Disappear & What You MUST Do.
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Emotionally Unavailable Men: Signs & How to Deal with them
October 3, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
So many women are easily sucked into the allure of an emotionally unavailable man.
You see a high value guy. His value is undeniable.
His deeply masculine demeanour and energy of independence has you pining for him, and fantasising
about living a full life with him by your side.
You could be so good together, you think.
“It would be so amazing if he was my very own man..” you think.
His sense of confidence and direction in his life and in his body language makes him seem
so….desirable.
And since he engages with you sometimes, you think he’s somehow, ”available”.
When, he’s really not.
Unfortunately, it’s not just that he’s emotionally unavailable that strangely makes you want him.
It’s the fact that he actually does have value.
So you want him to yourself.
Only, he doesn’t have the emotional resources nor the desire to share an emotional life with you.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!
Table of Contents
Emotionally unavailable men seem more masculine
Why do women love emotionally unavailable men?
Why do I attract emotionally unavailable men?
You feel safer with emotional distance.
You don’t test enough.
You tolerate men who give you crumbs.
You feel undeserving of more emotionally.
You assume an emotionally unavailable man is the greatest fantasy.
Am I Emotionally Unavailable? One question to find out.
Why Am I Emotionally Unavailable?
If you tolerate emotional distance, that’s what you get
How society encourages emotional unavailability
Why is he emotionally unavailable?
Why won’t he open up?
Is there a Grey area?
How to get an emotionally unavailable man to open up
Does being emotionally unavailable mean that he has avoidant attachment?
What does it mean to be emotionally unavailable?
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Why is he emotionally unavailable?
1: He’s married with children.
2: He’s been used & abused by women in the past.
3: He had an abusive childhood.
4: There’s no real attraction & connection in the relationship.
5: He only wanted to keep you around for sex.
Emotionally unavailable man signs
Sign 1: He avoids.
Sign 2: He can’t be there with you for anything other than sex.
Sign 3: He’s married.
Sign 4: He never actually reaches out to connect with you.
Sign 5: He is happy to make judgements & assumptions about you, but not happy to
listen to you.
Sign 6: He needs far more compassion (or validation) from you than he would ever give
in return.
Sign 7: The people close to him describe him as distant.
Sign 8: He has an incessant need for significance in the relationship.
Sign 9: He simply doesn’t care.
Can emotionally unavailable men change?
How to deal with an emotionally unavailable man

Emotionally unavailable men seem more masculine
Emotionally unavailable men might be desirable because they do in fact have value.
Aside from that, their emotional unavailability often makes them seem more masculine.
To many women, a man being emotionally unavailable may simply make a man seem more
“independent” and “goal oriented”.
It’s easy for some of us ladies to confuse emotional unavailability with masculinity.
Not to mention, the traits and habits of emotionally available men are often also the traits that many
women find terrifying, and hard to meet emotionally.
Perhaps because these women prefer to tolerate a man’s emotional distance, and it feels like
home to them.
In addition, some of the traits of a typically emotionally available man may come across to some
women as sexually and sensually unexciting.
Traits like emotional availability and warmth, receptivity and a touch of softness…
Sometimes, these traits in a man just seem not quite as “high status” and attractive to the ladies who
have a lot of rules for how her man should look or act.
However, receptivity in a man will be the ideal trait for a woman who is ready to emotionally
commit!
Here’s an article I wrote on the 7 Burning Signs A Man Is Being Low Value.
Often, instead of seeing and feeling an emotionally unavailable man’s distance for what it is, we
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assume things.
We assume that this man must be extra masculine and worth the struggle and the pain.
To some women, emotionally available man can just seem so….”feminine” and “beta” (most
women use this definition of alpha and beta in the totally wrong context, but they use it
nonetheless…)
(Of course in the case of emotionally healthy women, they usually wouldn’t tolerate anything
less than an emotionally available man.)

Why do women love emotionally unavailable men?
The real question is, why are you keen about an emotionally unavailable man?
Is it because you’d like to be the one to change an emotionally unavailable man to become an
emotionally available man?
It’s kind of like the phrase “turn a cad into a dad”.
Some people theorise that if a woman could be the one to make such a man open up emotionally,
then that would make her feel very special.
I think there’s some truth in that.
But there’s more to it.
I’d say that women simply fantasize about a particularly masculine and high value man (who
wasn’t initially commitment friendly), choosing to commit to her emotionally.
Because it means the ultimate investment from him. And it means she is different to the women in
his ‘one of many’ women basket.
Remember that there’s only ever ONE woman in a man’s life who can be the ‘one and only’.
Once a woman is a man’s one and only, that’s it for him. She’s his everything. Hence the reason for
the creation of my program on “Becoming His One & Only”.
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This is the program that will give you the 5 secrets to show up as his one and only woman and make
him beg you to be his one and only.
Here’s a video my man and I made on the topic of emotionally unavailable men: Signs & how
to deal with them.
In this video, we answered a lot of questions women typically have surrounding this topic of
emotionally unavailable men. I recommend you watch it, as you will never see emotionally
unavailable men the same way again.

Why do I attract emotionally unavailable men?
WHY do I attract emotionally unavailable men? This is the question a lot of women ask.
Here are the answers…

You feel safer with emotional distance.
You feel at home with emotional distance. And so you are ‘ok’ with a man being emotionally
unavailable. It speaks straight to your emotional comfort zone.

You don’t test enough.
Some women just don’t test men enough.
This may be due to the fact that they’re in an abusive relationship with the emotionally unavailable
guy. And it’s scary to ‘test’ him, for fear of being abused even more, or be subjected to more
toxicity and perhaps even gaslighting.
Some women are less intuitive about testing.
I’m afraid to say that western society’s mixed messages have eroded women’s natural instincts on
this front, and I’ll discuss that more shortly.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

You tolerate men who give you crumbs.
In fact, that’s your comfort zone, and we get what we tolerate. So that’s all that men will give you.
Perhaps you have a historical pattern of tolerating being given crumbs. So you think this is normal in
a relationship with a man.

You feel undeserving of more emotionally.
In fact, you feel undeserving of deep, unconditional love from a man.
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This ties into the fact that you may have some serious abandonment issues to process through.
Emotional unavailability is your paradigm of the relationship world.
Perhaps you don’t believe that it’s even possible to have one whole, emotionally available man to
yourself.
You think that this half-relationship, rather than an emotionally close and dependable relationship is
in fact, all that’s ever possible.
I find this is sometimes the case in women who settle for, and tolerate a man who practices
polyamory or is in a polyamorous relationship.
It’s easy for men who hide behind polyamory to string women like this along.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

You assume an emotionally unavailable man is the greatest fantasy.
It’s more exciting for you that way, because of the variety and the ups and downs that come with
being with an emotionally unavailable man.
It can play to a fantasy or a subconscious love story you may have in your head.
Now that you know the answers, my question to you is, which one of these answers applies to
you the most?

Am I Emotionally Unavailable? One question to find out.
It’s no secret that women who tolerate emotionally unavailable men may be just as emotionally
unavailable themselves.
This doesn’t always have to be the case, of course. But it certainly can be.
If you want to answer the question: am I emotionally unavailable? Just ask yourself this, and you will
get the answer.
“When in relationship with a man, do I feel more at home creating distance than
creating connection?”
Every woman creates distance at times.
But it’s what you do most of the time that really matters.
But if you’d rather binge on ice cream and netflix most nights than say, hold emotional space for a
man, then you’re probably far from emotionally generous or emotionally available.
If you tend to push him away when you get close, more than you like to bring him closer, you may be
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emotionally unavailable.
If you’d rather read romantic novels, or watch porn than allow yourself to feel emotionally out of
control during real intimate moments, or even real love making, then yes, you’re emotionally
unavailable.
If you’re wondering how to change that, then here’s an article on How To Go From Self-Sufficient
Single To Connected Couple.

Why Am I Emotionally Unavailable?
The reason you as a woman may be emotionally unavailable is for the same reasons why you attract
emotionally unavailable men.
And we discussed these reasons above.
But the short answer to the question why am I emotionally unavailable is this: you are emotionally
unavailable because it is safer to be emotionally unavailable.
You don’t have to risk anything emotionally.
And more than that…you don’t have to be emotionally generous.
A lot of women who are emotionally unavailable are that way due to growing up with parents who
were emotionally stingy.

If you tolerate emotional distance, that’s what you get
The problem is that with men, you get what you tolerate.
Women who tolerate emotionally unavailable men get exactly what they tolerate.
Much like men who tolerate an emotionally distant, cold and selectively responsive woman shouldn’t
be surprised if she doesn’t really belong to him.
In fact, an emotionally unavailable woman is something I’d consider a red flag if I was advising
men.
A red flag in that she could very well take her sexual and emotional resources elsewhere.
If you accept crumbs emotionally, don’t expect anything more.
If you want something real with a man, choose to tolerate nothing less than his gradual and
proportionate emotional investment in you.
I know that sometimes, we tolerate emotional distance in a man because it’s more exciting than
what’s “real”.
The irony is that what’s real is everything but boring.
Once you get through a bunch of conflicts with an emotionally healthy man, and the rawness of a real
relationship with a man, you come to realize that what was exciting all along, was what is real.
Take it from me, a woman who almost completely pushed away my emotionally available husband.
Learning to lean into a real relationship with a man who demanded more from me than my
emotional distance, was one of the most painful journeys of my life.
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I grew up with two emotionally unavailable parents.
So, you can probably guess that I sometimes resented the vulnerability he demanded of me.
When you grow up in the environment I did, a man demanding nothing less than your full love and
vulnerability can initially feel like he’s trying to hurt you. Even when he’s not!
Later on, I learned that he was the man who was trying to hurt me the least.
And thank goodness I stayed the course.
Because now we have 2 securely attached sons who are thriving on the stellar quality of the
relationship we painfully and vulnerably created together.

How society encourages emotional unavailability
I think the real issue at hand is that we live in an era where we are encouraged to short-cut the very
pure and innocent process of emotional bonding in dating.
Western culture has corrupted many men and women to say the least.
I have sons (3 to be exact, as one is on the way). And even though they’re sons, I wouldn’t even want
them to just choose the casual sex route when they grow up.
Because I know how cheap it is, even for a man.
You may be wondering why that’s even relevant in an article about men being emotionally
unavailable.
It’s relevant because when women and men buy into the idea of sexual equality, they think it’s
ok to approach all their relationships from a predominantly sexual path.
And this is especially damaging for women.
Women then shirk their internal feminine bias of seeking trust, bonding and emotional closeness
before the physical act of sex.
This bypasses the process of pair bonding between a man and a woman.
In a pair bond, there’s emotional availability, and he will be emotionally available most of the
time. Period.
Even the most avoidantly attached men will show some level of emotional availability, no matter
how shallow or short-lived, if he was in love with a woman.
On the topic of a man falling in love, here is an article on How To Make Him Fall In Love With
You: 5 Unconventional Ways To Make Him Love You MORE.
So what happens is that after some form of casual sex between the man and the woman, or an
unhealthy focus on sexually enticing each other, something strange happens.
The man and woman wonder why they can’t have emotionally committed relationships.
Here are 10 Signs Of A Commitment Phobic Man.
The answer is because it was never about that to begin with.
Here’s an article on the 6 burning signs he doesn’t want a relationship with you.
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Why is he emotionally unavailable?
A lot of the time, the reason why he is emotionally unavailable, is because there’s not enough
attraction and connection in the relationship.
This is not about your worth as a woman. This is about the quality of the relationship in the man’s
eyes.
Given enough attraction and connection, even the most emotionally damaged men would give you a
level of emotional availability.
This is because that’s what great connections inspire in humans.
This is why we’ve always said there are only two critical things that matter inside of any intimate
relationship.
Find out more about how to create these two critical things inside of any relationship with any man,
here.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Why won’t he open up?
So, why can’t he open up to you emotionally?
It is because he can’t and he won’t.
As everybody knows, the realm of human relationships isn’t always simple.
The reason it’s taken me 11 years to even write about the topic of emotionally unavailable men, is
because I prefer other terms and frameworks.
And I don’t use prefer to use this framework in my teachings.
As with lots of extremely popular descriptive terms, it’s not always used in the best or smartest way.
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To me, a lot of the time, a woman calling a man “emotionally unavailable” is no different to a man
calling a woman sexually cold.
I don’t know what the cute term for that would be.
Maybe “sexually unavailable” or “sexually cold”?
No, she’s not sexually cold. Maybe she just doesn’t want sex with you.
Women are open to sex with the right man, in the right scenario.
In much the same way, men are open to emotional availability (or emotional commitment) with the
right woman, at the right time!
See this article on why men won’t commit.

Is there a Grey area?
Yes, in a real relationship, there’s usually a grey area in this.
In a relationship, sometimes a girlfriend or wife will be sexually cold.
And in a relationship, sometimes men will pull away and be emotionally unavailable for a little bit.
It happens. But in dating, if one is dealing with a perpetually unavailable man, that’s a problem.
If a guy is pursuing a woman who is always sexually cold or emotionally cold…yeah, I’d ask him
why he’s still chasing her.

How to get an emotionally unavailable man to open up
The only thing that’s going to get an emotionally unavailable man to open up to you, is to value the
emotional attraction and emotional connection first.
If you’re always focusing on what he’s not doing, you’re missing a treasure trove of ways you can
open him up.
The key is to understand where he’s at.
This is something that requires generosity on your part.
So, let’s say you want and need more from him…
But that’s what YOU want.
What does HE want?
What does HE need in order to even remotely value investing in you?
Does he need you to understand him? Here’s 5 things every woman ought to know about men.
Does he need you to know more about how to be a high value woman?
There are definitely methods for how to get an emotionally unavailable man to open up.
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The most effective way is to know what he values, and know if it’s even possible for you to offer that
or not.
Maybe you’ll decide he’s not worth it.
Maybe you’ll realize that you can’t offer what he actually needs in order to be emotionally invested
in you.
Gosh, maybe he’s married already?
And if he is married or taken already, maybe he simply cannot leave his wife (most men never file for
divorce from their wife. Only a minority do leave their wife for another woman). And here’s why he
would leave his wife for another woman.
Also, never rule out the fact that you might be beating a dead horse.
If a man is married, severely jaded, abusive, a true narcissist, or he cannot offer you the full
emotional investment that you need, maybe you’re wasting your time.
You always have to allow your real emotions and vulnerability to guide you in your decision
making, when moving forward with an emotionally unavailable man.
CLICK HERE to discover how deeply feminine you actually are with my specially crafted 9
Question Quiz!

Does being emotionally unavailable mean that he has avoidant
attachment?
Is emotional unavailability the same thing as having insecure attachment?
If you’ve looked into attachment theory at all, you’d know that there’s a branch of insecure
attachment called “avoidant attachment”, or anxious-avoidant attachment style.
And this label is so very exciting for women to use when describing an emotionally unavailable man.
But I’d caution you against mixing the idea of avoidant attachment with emotional
unavailability.
In order to accurately conclude that a man is indeed an avoidant type, you would have to get close
enough to him emotionally for a long enough period.
To get close enough to him would mean that you actually have to feel, but also see (objectively) that
he has a pattern of pushing you away as soon as you get emotionally close.
Emotionally unavailable as a framework however, is different to that.

What does it mean to be emotionally unavailable?
Emotionally unavailable just means that he cannot invest in you.
It means that he’s not emotionally available to you, now. At this time, and for the foreseeable future.
Attachment theory however, is a framework that is to be used when a man comes into attachment
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with you.
But if a man has never truly been emotionally close to you or in attachment with you, then how on
earth can you call him avoidantly attached?
Answer: you can’t.
I think a lot of women are too quick to judge a man to have an avoidant attachment style, because
they find it so hard to let go of an emotionally unavailable man.
They need to find meaning in a seemingly hopeless situation.
But remember that these two ideas (emotionally unavailable and avoidant attachment) certainly do
not always go together.
Instead, the truth may be that he’s emotionally unavailable for this woman, but is highly emotionally
available for another woman. The right woman.

Why is he emotionally unavailable?
Let’s have a look at why a man might be emotionally unavailable, and then we will look at the
possible signs that a man is emotionally unavailable.
Firstly, there’s a few possible reasons as to why he’s emotionally unavailable:

1: He’s married with children.
Or he already was married with children, he’s just widowed or divorced. Which means the purpose
for him wanting to get married to a woman has already been served.
Why would he bother doing it all again?
The only reason he’d bother is if he fell in love with the right woman.
However, just because a married man has a mistress who provides him with excitement, sex and
companionship, doesn’t mean he’d risk everything in order to leave his wife for her.

2: He’s been used & abused by women in the past.
And whilst he used to be emotionally healthy, he no longer has the desire to open up and invest
himself in any woman.
His past experiences with women (or a woman) have left him with too much baggage to process, so
he’s going to be harder (but not impossible) to open up.

3: He had an abusive childhood.
Therefore he is emotionally stunted and unable to offer any kind of emotional presence to you.

4: There’s no real attraction & connection in the relationship.
And so, why would he care about the relationship enough to invest in it emotionally?
For a man, committing to a relationship where there’s hardly any attraction and connection is
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nothing but a pesky obligation.
Who loves doing something or offering themselves up for something when it feels like an
obligation?
Answer: no one.

5: He only wanted to keep you around for sex.
As a woman, you know intuitively that a man who invests his time in you might like to eventually
have sex with you, right?
Well, men often also know if they’re emotionally unavailable. They know and feel it when a woman
aches for more.
They just don’t always want to give it. This may be because his interest in you stops at sex and
casual fun.
Personally, I don’t think this is morally right.
But why would the universe care about my morals or your morals?
Yeah, it wouldn’t.
We just have to see things as they are, and respond accordingly.

Emotionally unavailable man signs
Firstly, I want to say that the signs a man is emotionally unavailable to you are roughly the same as
the burning signs he doesn’t want a relationship with you.
I recommend every woman read that article, (and watch the video).
So, here are the emotionally unavailable signs and characteristics.

Sign 1: He avoids.
The biggest sign that a man is emotionally unavailable is that he avoids. He avoids addressing your
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needs. Whether you express your needs as direct requirements, or indirect requests for more
investment, he won’t meet them regardless.
And this goes for little things you need as well. Anything from asking him for the simplest piece of
advice to asking him for the comfort of his presence and/or company.
Now, this is not the same as a man having avoidant attachment. As I mentioned earlier in this article,
avoidant attachment style is a different matter altogether.

Sign 2: He can’t be there with you for anything other than sex.
If you’re in this position, I really recommend that you take my “Becoming His One & Only” course.
The promise of this course is to give you the 5 secrets to have the man of your choice fall in love with
you and beg you to be his one and only.
If you enrol in the platinum course, you’ll get tests to use to see how emotionally invested he is in
you right now.

Sign 3: He’s married.
As I mentioned above, most married men will never leave their wives. It’s only a minority that do.
And when they do, it’s a BIG deal.

Sign 4: He never actually reaches out to connect with you.
And if he does, he does it on his terms or is only doing it to keep you chained to an abusive
relationship.

Sign 5: He is happy to make judgements & assumptions about you, but not happy
to listen to you.
Emotionally unavailable men won’t be emotionally generous. They’ll be unable to hear your story,
and validate your experiences.

Sign 6: He needs far more compassion (or validation) from you than he would ever
give in return.
In other words, he’s happy to take all the nurturing from you, but can never reciprocate that gesture
from you.
Always remember, for a man to give you the emotional presence you need, he would have to perceive
value in you and in the relationship with you.
But sometimes, no matter what you offer, there’s men who won’t be able to value you.

Sign 7: The people close to him describe him as distant.
You may be dealing with a very emotionally distant man if he feels more comfortable keeping most
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people in his life at arms length.
If you would like to understand more about why he is like this, I recommend you read this popular
article on the 12 Secret Reasons Some People Will Always Be Distant From You.

Sign 8: He has an incessant need for significance in the relationship.
In other words, his primary needs are in conflict with what you, (and perhaps some other people close
to him) want and need from him.
People who need to always be seen as successful, significant and capable often pursue those wants
at a huge sacrifice to those close to them.

Sign 9: He simply doesn’t care.
Do I need to say much about this?
I suppose I should, even though in theory this should be self explanatory.
What I can say is that a lot of the time, as women, we get so caught up with the fantasy of the kind of
relationship we think we have with a man, that we deign to acknowledge his non reciprocal actions.
It’s hard to care.
It’s even harder for a man who doesn’t feel an emotional bond with you to care about you.
So, my advice is to notice whether he ever meets you emotionally when you reach out, and how
often.
What that means is, does he return your attempts to be emotionally close? Or is the silence on the
other end deafening?
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Can emotionally unavailable men change?
So can an emotionally unavailable man change?
It depends on the reasons why he is emotionally unavailable.
In theory, I believe everyone can change. I wouldn’t doubt anyone’s capacity to change.
But whether they will or not?
Different matter altogether.
If you want your emotionally unavailable man to change, perhaps consider that the best path is not to
try to “get” him to be different.
The right path is the path of knowing that you need to change first.
Along this line of thinking, it’s not so much about focusing too much on the characteristics of this
emotionally unavailable man.
Rather, it’s about focusing on how you can inspire a different response in him.
But not only him, other men as well!
What that means is that you would need to show up differently to how you have been showing up.
I have a few suggestions for you, but the best recommendation I have for you on showing up
differently, is to explore my “Becoming His One & Only” Program.
In that, I’ll give you 5 secrets to have him fall in love with you, and beg you to be his one and only.
In the platinum version of that program, I also give you methods by which you can ‘test’ your man to
see once and for all, how far he can come.
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How to deal with an emotionally unavailable man
What I can say about a man keeping you around even when he doesn’t want a relationship with
you, is that it is solely up to you to put your foot down and say ‘NO!’.
And walk away.
The way I see it is that if you are sure in your heart, that you will tolerate nothing less than full love
and emotional presence in a man, then stand by that and show it.
Eliminate emotionally unavailable men by sending the message that you’ll tolerate nothing less than
real love.
We have a program called “High Value Mindsets” that will serve you on your path to becoming a
high value woman who only tolerates the very best. Check that out here.
(The promise of this program is to give you the ability to “trade in” your anxiety and insecurities for
self esteem, self worth and intrinsic confidence, so that no one will ever take you for granted &
high value men will recognise you as an indispensable “keeper”.)
If you truly feel that nothing less than real love is your boundary, the only one who would care
enough to exert and communicate that boundary is you.
OR a man who loves you so deeply and cares so deeply that he becomes capable of exerting your
boundaries for you.
And yes, this does exist.
But only in very established relationships where lots of conflicts have been overcome, and as a
consequence, lots of trust has been built.
Again, if you would like assistance in that matter, then I recommend our class on High Value
Mindsets, created by my husband D.Shen. You can find out more about that popular class here.
I wish you nothing less than full love in your life.
Moving forward, I hope you choose that for yourself, too.
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Why Do Men Ghost good Women? 3 Reasons Men Go Ghost
on you
October 8, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
There has to be some decent reason why men ghost, right?
Why would he disrespect you, or cause you that much pain, out of nowhere?
In this article, we answer the question of why do men ghost, as well as give your pain a purpose.
And I say give your pain a purpose, because if this man or your interactions with him mattered to you
at all, there’s going to be some hurt, anger and disappointment for you to process through.
Even if it’s not just anger about him – but moreso about pent up anger from past experiences of
being abandoned by men.
I mean, how can a man show so much interest in you, and then disappear completely?
How can he be so warm and then go ghost?
How could he even imply or boldly claim that he likes you, invite you out to dinner, and then
completely disappear?
Some men are even more brazen. They’ll even say that they see some kind of future with you, only to
turn around, disappear and never speak a word to you again. Whyyyyy?
I can remember the feeling of being ghosted. Not just by a guy, but by a friend.
I remember the hurt, confusion and the anger I felt. Why couldn’t they have just communicated
something?
Was it really that hard?
In one case, before I found my husband (when I was quite young), one guy ghosted me completely
and then years later, he came back.
So, I understand. Being ghosted is rude and hurtful. But it’s important to realize that ghosting
someone is not just about men ghosting women.
Women ghost men, too.
Friends ghost friends. Family can also ghost other family members.
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As a woman, you naturally desire secure emotional attachment
Before we get into the reason why men ghost, I want to emphasise one thing quickly.
And that is that as a woman dating men, you naturally desire secure emotional attachment.
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You may not be consciously aware of how much this desire drives you when dating guys, but it’s
there.
Even if you have an anxious attachment style or an anxious-avoidant attachment style, you still err
towards needing and seeking out that feeling of emotional bonding.
That’s your equilibrium most of the time. Not all the time, I’m sure. But most of the time. Especially
with a man of value.
This means that somewhere down the line, you will have an intense emotional response to being
ghosted.
This might be an intense anger response or a hurt response to a man ghosting you.
You may tense up and avoid feeling the anger or hurt, but it’ll still be there.
I’m bringing this up because it’s important for you to be aware of your own equilibrium as a woman.
When you’re aware of that, you can enter the dating market, or the online dating market in the future
knowing that you have this bias.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

Your feminine bias of attaching emotionally….early
If you have a feminine core and are primarily identified with the feminine energy, then your ‘home’
will be in emotionally attaching. To almost everything.
As such, it’s hard to let go.
It’s hard to let go of many things in your life.
For men who have a masculine core, it’s pretty easy to let go. Of many things.
The only scenario in which it’s hard for him to let go is if the man formed a deep emotional
attachment to the woman.
And to get a man to form that kind of attachment to you, you have to be his one and only woman –
not the one of many! (and show up that way from the beginning).
Otherwise, he could shower you with attention and interest, make love to you and praise you until
the cows come home. And still suddenly disappear.
All because he was never attached emotionally.
And more important than ever as a woman, try to remember that since you have this bias, it’s
important to make sure that you test men enough!
We test men so that we don’t get stuck investing in the kind of man who would just ghost you.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

How do you test a man?
In online dating, there’s no better test than high value banter. If a man doesn’t respond to your high
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value banter, it’s a red flag.
CLICK here to discover how online dating has completely changed and why you as a woman need
to use “High Value Banter” in order to quickly weed out the wrong types of men online and create
emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”!
(…Even if no man has ever given you any love and all you’ve encountered so far are pen pals,
ghosts, booty calls, and incredible duds!)
(My man David runs this free class and I highly recommend you listen to it.)

Your bias versus HIS bias in dating…
Due to a woman’s bias is to attach early, women often mistakenly assume that because our desire was
to emotionally attach, a guy must also feel the same.
Sadly, that’s not always the case.
Men don’t have that same bias in dating.
In fact, men often come on strong, and disappear. My husband wrote an article warning women about
this. The title is 3 Reasons You Should Worry If He Comes On Strong.
Men can keep you around for 10 hours, 10 days, or 10 years, and never have that feeling of
emotional attachment to you!
Unless you inspired that emotional attachment from him (by showing up as the one and only.)
If you want to know more about how to become a man’s one and only, check out my program on
that here.

Unless you do this, you will ALWAYS get ghosted online!
If you met this man who ghosted you online, then you really need to be aware that unless you
approach the online dating game with the right strategy, you will almost always end up getting
ghosted by men online.
Online dating is not to be taken lightly. It is to be taken seriously.
You cannot just float along, hoping that through the graveyard that is most online conversations, you
will somehow inspire a guy to connect emotionally with you.
If you don’t have the right mindset and approach to online dating, you will pay dearly with
your sanity, your innocence and your trust in the world.
Don’t let online dating leave you burned and jaded! You’re a woman and your heart is worth
more than that.
The only way to do online dating right is to go into it with the right mindset:
The mindset to eliminate the men who aren’t interested in connecting with you, and to quickly form a
connection with the men who want to find you and connect with you!
The way to do that is with high value banter. High value banter weeds out the men who won’t be
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interested in connecting with you!
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.
Now let’s talk about what ghosting someone actually means…

What does ghosting someone mean?
Ghosting is different to pulling away.
Ghosting someone is the practice of ending a personal relationship with someone by suddenly and
without explanation withdrawing from all communication.
My husband, who has written an even better article on the 3 Obvious Reasons Why Men Ghost
Women, defined ghosting as:
“The act of not contacting you, even though you know for certain they’ve had plenty of opportunities
to do so.”
Again, there has to be good answers as to why men ghost good women, right?
Here’s a great video by my incredible husband on the 3 Obvious Reasons Why Women Get
Ghosted By Men Online…
For the sake of you getting some emotional closure and comfort on the matter, here are the answers to
the question “why do men ghost women?”

Why do men ghost good women?
First of all, whether men end up ghosting you or not has nothing to do with how good of a woman
you are.
Instead, it has everything to do with the value you show up with, and the emotional connection you
and a man had together.
Plenty of good hearted women (and even super hot women) get left in the dust by men every day.
The same is true of good hearted men. Plenty of good hearted men get left, abandoned, ghosted and
cheated on every day.
This is definitely not about you being good hearted.
So here are the three top reasons why men ghost a woman.
(Some women wonder if these reasons apply for all men, even older men.)
The answer is yes.
These three answers are the same reasons why older men ghost in a relationship.
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Reason 1: Communicating to you would cost too much energy & time
The most obvious reason why men ghost, is that taking the step to tell you he is not interested, or
doesn’t want a relationship with you, would cost him energy and time.
It would cost him energy and time that he’d rather conserve to himself.
It’d cost him energy that could easily be taken elsewhere. Energy and time that he felt wasn’t worth
the risk.
Every relationship a man invests in, requires lots of energy. Especially if it is with a woman.
At the risk of being attacked, I’ll say that sometimes, men just don’t want to deal with women’s
emotional ‘stuff’.
They sense our attachment, and want to avoid their responsibility for ‘meeting’ that attachment.
They know that if they take a leap to communicate with her, then he’d be dragging himself into some
drama he doesn’t want to deal with.
But if instead he ghosts you, he can just leave you (and the other people around you) to take the
brunt of the blow.
Lovely isn’t it?
You know what? It might be of comfort to you to hear that ghosting is the worst way to end a
relationship (not just for the person being ghosted), but for the ghoster too!
Because it leads to bigger confrontations down the line.
You may think this is just about the “ghoster” being afraid of confrontation, and it can be. But that’s
simply not always the case!
Often, it’s just that they don’t want to invest in dealing with the inevitable emotion that comes up
within you.
They know and sense that you’re more attached than they are, and they just cannot and do not
want to invest in dealing with that.
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Sure, you might be a calm and collected woman who hasn’t caused trouble so far. That’s besides the
point. They (men) know what they’re doing.
They know they want to end it!
And they know that even if you’ve acted like an angel so far, that them not wanting to talk to you
anymore will inevitably cause some kind of emotion within you.
So not only will they have to face your emotion. Then they may also have to face feelings of guilt
that they’re not ready to face.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Why couldn’t he have communicated something?
Why does communication take men so much effort?
First of all, in a general sense (yes this is a generalisation), men aren’t as focused on their
relationships as women are.
They get a lot of their feelings of self worth and fulfilment through avenues that fulfil their masculine
identity.
Things that challenge them and speak to their own biases as masculine men. I discuss this more in my
article on Why Men Pull Away & How To Deal With It As A High Value Woman.
Regarding why men don’t “communicate” more, research shows that on average, women use 10,000
words a day.
Whereas men use on average two or three thousand words a day.
This is not just about the number of words used.
It can be a burden for many men to use their words to converse with you for the sake of just bonding.
Full stop.
Let alone converse with you within a very difficult and painful conversation about WHY he is no
longer interested.
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[CASE
STUDY] How our member Alison went from attracting perpetual abusive relationships… To finally
learning the skill of weeding out the wrong types of men, and passing the hardest test of them all…
an accidental pregnancy after a month of dating! (…All by learning one simple skill.)

Men would only invest their all in you when you’re the one & only woman
So, men would only go all in with their investment in the relationship with you as a woman if you
were the one and only.
When you’re the one and only, they’ll give you absolutely everything.
However, if you’re a woman who is in his ‘one of many’ basket, then it’s much easier for him to
ghost you. It’s also much easier for men to ghost and come back. Yet never commit.
For most men, sitting down to send you a text about him not wanting to talk to or see you
anymore, would take more value from his life.
This is especially true if the nature of your relationship (before he ghosted you) was that he already
felt that it took too much from him.

Men won’t invest energy in these types of women…
Men won’t spend extra energy on women who they perceive aren’t worth their time and energy.
What kinds of women aren’t worth their energy and time?
Well, have a think. What kinds of men aren’t worth your energy and time?
Men who take too much value without giving any back.
Value-suckers.
As a woman, you’d probably never ghost a man who you knew had long-term value in your life.
The same goes for men…if he doesn’t see long-term value, why would he invest anything at all in the
relationship with you?
If you would like to change your dating experiences from negative ones into positive ones, I
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recommend you check out “High Value Mindsets”. It’s one of our most popular programs.
(The promise of this program is to give you the ability to “trade in” your anxiety and insecurities for
self esteem, self worth and intrinsic confidence, so that no one will ever take you for granted & high
value men will recognise you as an indispensable “keeper”.)

Reason 2: The emotional attachment wasn’t there
Remember from reason 1 above? If a man never formed any emotional attachment to you, it will be
very easy for him to ghost you.
This includes if he’s had sex with you, taken you out to dinner, or simply had some conversations
with you online.
This reason really isn’t your fault. In fact, it’s nobody’s fault.
Let me put this into context. Because we currently live in an era where ghosting is so easy to do.
Many many years ago, humans lived in tribes where we knew everyone. Everyone knew everyone
else. The tribe worked together, and everyone had their “place”.
Nowadays, we mostly live in fragmented societies!
What this means for you is that in order to connect with anybody long term at all (even
friends), we must have formed an outstanding level of connection with them.
That’s the thing that will keep a man tethered to you.
In the case of dating or a romantic relationship with a man, you would have to have formed a high
level of attraction and connection with him.
“High level” meaning, at least a 7-8 out of 10.
Without these two ingredients of emotional connection and emotional attraction, you really have
nothing. Nothing but a half relationship or an imaginary relationship.
So as I mentioned in the first reason why men ghost, the way to mitigate this problem is to show up
as the one and only from the start.
When you show up as the one and only woman, you will more likely stay in the ‘one and only’
woman basket, and have a greater sense of security that he won’t leave you.
This is why I made a whole program on this topic, called “Becoming His One and Only”. The
promise of this program is to give you 5 secrets to have your chosen man fall madly in love with you,
and beg you to be his one and only woman.”
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Reason 3: He decided to pursue other women or Interests
We all have endless perceived options in this day and age. That’s no secret.
Distractions are everywhere.
But the fact that we have endless options doesn’t mean we have more value available to us.
Most ‘options’ in the dating market out there aren’t worth much for a man or a woman.
This isn’t about your worth. This is about perceived value for every individual man or woman out
there in the dating world.
Most options are nothing but a distraction that never really stand out among the sea of possible
mating partners.
So, do you want to show up as a distraction, or moreso as future wife material?
Here’s the No.1 Trait of Dating Profiles That Men Fall In Love With.
Only the one we form a soul-to-soul connection with will be worth sticking around for and
committing to.
And remember, women ghost men too!
Here’s an inconvenient truth. If the relationship or the interactions between you and a man didn’t
have enough emotional connection, then it wouldn’t be worth his time.
Men’s emotional investment and loyalty will go to the woman he has the most emotional connection
and emotional attraction with.
Men will gravitate towards women of value to men.
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If you’re feeling dejected, remember this fact…
If you’re feeling dejected, just remember and hold onto this fact: cream always rises.
Meaning, if you’re a woman of value to men, you’ll easily have high value men pining for you and
wanting to keep you in their lives.
On the other hand, if the woman doesn’t have much value in his life, there’s plenty of other things to
do in life that would fulfil him more.
Otherwise, any woman he speaks to might as well be a ‘one of many’ woman. Someone he has fun
with, but has zero loyalty to.

Why Do Men Ghost? Most Men Play THIS game
What game do most men play? the Numbers Game…
This is an uncomfortable truth, but if you’re dating online, one thing you must remember is this…
It is that in online dating, most men have no real choice other than to play what is called ‘the numbers
game’.
If you’re wondering how many women the average man talks to on dating apps, here’s the answer.
If a guy is talking to several other women, he would drop the women with whom he’s having boring
and uninspiring conversations with, and gravitate towards the exciting conversations.
The same is true as a woman, right?
If you have options, why invest in the boring men, or the conversations that are full of boring
small talk?
A man’s energy and time will be spent pursuing the women who made him realize her value
quickly.
Otherwise, they will invest their valuable time and energy elsewhere.
Again, the same goes for women. Your investment and time will go towards the man who has the
most value to you.
By the way, if you’re doing online dating, I recommend you read this stellar article on the 5 Most
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Common Mistakes Women Make In Online Dating.

How To Tell If Someone Is Ghosting You
So how can you tell if you’re definitely being ghosted or not?
First of all, a man ghosting you is different from a man just pulling away. Most men will pull away at
some point, and that is normal.
Be that as it may, a man who cares for you, is invested in you, and sees you as his one and only,
would never. EVER. Ghost you.
Ever.
Second of all, the way to tell if someone is ghosting you or not is – surprisingly, to test them!
If you want to test him, send him this text message.
If you prefer not to text him or engage with him at all, that’s fine.
Another way to know how to tell if someone is ghosting you, is to simply give yourself time to feel.
With time, you’ll find that all your emotions come up, and as you feel more, you’ll get to a point
where the answers reveal themselves, without you having to try too hard.
Time and feeling is one of the best tests for whether someone is abandoning you or not.
CLICK HERE to discover how much you truly live in your feminine energy with my specially
crafted 9 Question Quiz!

How to get over someone ghosting you: Here’s How to get
closure
If it’s any consolation, just remember this:
They are the ones doing the avoiding. Not you.
So if anything, for most men, it’s not like they get to walk away without any baggage or remorse.
In fact, this study from the 1970s shows that the act of avoidance and/or ghosting, costs the ghost
more in the long run.
This is because the person being ghosted often doesn’t like that lingering feeling and identity of
having been “the one that got broken up with”.
This lingering, unresolved feeling can often lead them to deliberately seek out a confrontation.
Such a confrontation will cause the ghoster to have to face their actions.
Not only that, but even if they don’t have to deal with a physical confrontation with the person that
they ghosted, they have to deal with the cost incurred to them in other ways.
Other ways, such as knowing that they took the coward’s way out of the relationship.
Of course, this is different to ghosting someone in a toxic relationship.
Ghosting an abuser is probably far more relieving than it is guilt-inducing, at least in the long-run.
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If someone is being used and abused, they have every right to ghost someone!
If you would like more answers and closure for your situation, here’s a popular article on the 12
Secret Reasons Why Some People Will Always be Distant From You.
And here’s an article on Emotionally Unavailable Men: Signs and How To Deal With Them.
I hope this article gave you some answers. If you have any thoughts, opinions or questions,
leave them in the comments below. I always read the comments!
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How to make him chase you & value you [High Value Women
Secrets]
October 24, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Most women try to get a man to chase them using low value methods.
The reason for this is usually because they are scared. It could also be because they listened to
someone who told them to do the wrong kinds of things.
Perhaps they lack understanding about attraction, connection and relationships.
Almost every man and woman wants to win in the game of love.
Given the choice, most of us rather be chased than do the chasing. We’d rather be pursued than be the
pursuer. (Afterall, there’s less risk that way.)
Ironically, while women often think it’s a man’s job to “chase”, little do they realise that plenty of
men out there are lapping up dating advice on ‘how to make her chase you’.
No, these are not just “beta”, “feminine” or “weaker” men. They are men.
Men (not so dissimilar to you) who like to feel that they have a bit of control, and that they are the
ones who have the mating value.
Remember that there’s little risk associated with the one being chased. Most of the risk is carried by
the chaser.
Here are 3 Things That Make You A High Value Woman To Men.
Dating and love are inherently uncertain. This uncertainty makes many of us like to take the
path with less perceived ‘risk’.
Hence why we prefer to know what makes a man chase a woman! We’d rather a guy chase us, than
have ourselves do any chasing.
See, this whole game of “the chase”, is independent of gender. I know many women don’t want to
hear this, but it’s true.
Table of Contents
Men are hunters, and hunters chase…..right?
Why do you think many men work so hard to get to the top?
Chasing is never high value…
Should you play the dating “game” & get guys to chase you?
When do women typically want to know how to be chased by a man?
How to make him chase you: Make things uncertain
Delayed rewards equals heightened desire
Showing too much interest versus not showing enough interest…
Make him chase you by using short term tactics?
Is it a good thing when a man is afraid of losing you?
Here are the “common” ways women try to make a guy chase them:
Use the 80/20 rule
Use the leaning back principle
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Play hard to get
They say that love that is easily obtainable is not valued.
How women try to get control with playing hard to get…
This is the secret of high value women…
Do we want trash or do we want value?
Does “hard to get” mean actual value?
Be mysterious
The real motivator behind over-revealing ourselves
How to get a guy to chase you: build real mystery and actually be mysterious
Treat em mean, keep ‘em keen
You can feign disinterest…
How one woman created uncertainty in a negative way…
Banter is a playful way to keep ‘em keen…
When creating attraction and excitement, intention is everything
Popular methods are popular because they take no understanding or skill
Most methods to get men to chase cause more disconnects
Make him chase you in a high value way
Rotational dating or having a man funnel
Rotational dating triggers men to compete for your affection?
Popularity is not a game you want to play
Get a man to value you with genuine value, not due to being a basket case
How to balance showing too much interest versus showing not enough interest?
Why do men disappear when I show interest in them?
If you’re going to show interest, ask yourself if that interest has been earned.
How do you know if a man has earned your time and attention?
Play playful GAMES from a playful place...

Men are hunters, and hunters chase…..right?
There is a sentiment amongst women that men “should” do the chasing. After all, men are
traditionally hunters and hunters chase… right?
Well, that makes sense on the surface, until you look deeper.
And if you do the research, which I have done for you, you’ll realize that throughout history and in
every continent, men and women have both hunted.
For your reference, just read this study on the Mbuti Pygmies of Zaire…To quote:
“The overall pace of the hunt is so leisurely that old people and mothers with infants may
join.”
Or this study which showed archaeological evidence of hunts that involved women-men
partnerships.
Sure, women aren’t physically as strong or as equipped as men to spend days hunting large game, but
they still hunted what they could.
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In other words, women were operating on their natural instincts to provide, too.
They weren’t entitled, and rather, they took responsibility for contributing where they could.
So the harsh truth is that you can’t use the notion that men are the “hunters” in order to justify not
taking any perceived risks when it comes to love.
After all, many men want to, and enjoy knowing how to be the one being chased, too.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

Why do you think many men work so hard to get to the top?
Why do men become athletes, musicians, politicians, entrepreneurs, poets, actors, and artists of
various kinds?
It is to raise their own value.
And they know then, that the women will come. Reliably.
Sure, some men simply have a passion for sport, music or being in a position of power.
But isn’t it interesting that all of these occupations inevitably lead to higher perceived status and thus
mate value?
Isn’t it interesting also, that these occupations also lead to better access to a wider pool of women?
When a man is in a position of power, women will flock to him.
In the west we are bathed in pressure to be more politically correct; and to ignore these facts.
But the truth is, we are creatures of nature and we come in-built with the desire to win in nature’s
game of love.
So, go and ask any super successful musician or athlete. The pool of women to choose from who will
willingly throw themselves at your feet, is….mind boggling.
And guess what? When the guy is desirable enough, women chase willingly. They’re called groupies,
or fan girls. If the man has enough value, he’ll never have to “chase”.
So this whole wanting to be chased rather than being the one doing the chasing, is a human thing.
Now, I’m certainly not going to tell you how to chase men! Because you shouldn’t. I have an
article titled “Do not Chase Him. Initiate in High Value Ways Instead.”
And this article here shows you how to initiate with a guy to get a boyfriend.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Chasing is never high value…
I wouldn’t advise men to go out and chase women either. It’s low value behaviour all around.
Let’s look at the definition of chase. It is defined as
‘The act of pursuing someone or something.” and “to pursue in order to catch or catch up with”.
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Chasing implies that you need value from the guy (or girl). So you pursue them.
In dating, if you chase blindly, you will run the risk of men running the other way.
The smart men know.
They feel it when women are hanging off them or trying to “catch up with them” for their resources.
And they will be repelled, because there’s no value for them in such an interaction!

Should you play the dating “game” & get guys to chase you?
It’s the words no one wants to say out loud. But those who want to win in love, to get the best mate
possible, and have the hottest and most successful kids, have a tough game to play.
It’s the game of love.
…Which is why you’re here, reading this.
Those who claim that they don’t care about “the game”, and don’t want to win, are often in despair
from lost love.
Or, they are the people who have tried and lost hope. Perhaps for varying reasons, some never felt
like they could win in the game of love, so they feel as though they may as well give up and exit the
game completely.
Like this lady in my facebook group (who is evidently very attractive, funny and nice to converse
with).
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I’ve seen several posts like this in my group, and I think it’s a testament to how much we all long for
love. And want to find our mate.
So it’s a good thing that you’re here, reading this. Because we’re about to make the mating game, and
being valued by men, much easier for you.

When do women typically want to know how to be chased by a man?
Since 2009, I’ve had women ask me “how to make him chase you?”, “how do I play hard to get?”
And whilst I respect these questions, and I have good answers which I will give you in this article, I
also think there are much better quality questions for you to ask.
You see, my 11 years of experience have shown me that the women who typically ask “how to make
a man chase you” are often the women who (at least right now), feel like they are in a situation
where they are out of control.
They are also often the women who already feel like they’ve either lowered their value, or think
they’ve made the mistake of chasing too much.
So now they want to pull back a bit and make him chase her.
The reason for this is that they see the whole situation as one-sided. In other words, it’s either me or
him doing the chasing.
But neither is ideal.
Ideally you would have hyper-attunement with a man, and so you’d be chasing each other.
That’s called falling in love.
Regardless, out of respect for your desire to have dignity, and to win nature’s game of love, I will
discuss some things on how to get him to chase you.
But I will not be doing this without warning.
Anyone who has followed me long enough knows that I don’t teach nor condone the typical methods
for winning in dating.
I teach what works in the long-term. I teach skills. I teach understanding. I teach adding value.
And that’s the thing that is missing in so many of the short term methods, or damage control
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methods we try to use to get what we want.
I do acknowledge that we’re all playing the love game. In fact, researchers like Helen Fisher have
said that it’s “nature’s only game”. (See: Why We Love by Helen Fisher.)
Whilst I think playing the game is important, I have strong convictions and better solutions.
And these are the solutions I hope you will hear as you read this, and I hope you’ll know that I am
encouraging you to actually take the high value path instead.
In fact, we have a whole program on this called “High Value Mindsets”. (The promise of this
program is to give you the ability to “trade in” your anxiety and insecurities for self esteem, self
worth and intrinsic confidence, so that no one will ever take you for granted & high value men will
recognise you as an indispensable “keeper”.)
Too many women take actions from resentment, pain, and fear.
This is a recipe for disaster, and it will only attract men with low esteem and poor attachment
patterns.
I’ll discuss what is far more critical to your success at having high value men want you for the rest
of your life.
Because there’s a secret about getting men to chase you that only high value women know. I will
also share what that secret is.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

How to make him chase you: Make things uncertain
Oscar Wilde once said:
“The essence of romance is uncertainty”.
When you show a guy that you are too keen, you risk scaring him off.
And the same goes for men. If they show a woman that they are too keen, it can scare a woman off.
Because it’s not uncertain enough, there’s no mystery, and doesn’t allow the feelings of attraction to
build.
This also has roots in biology. The lovely Helen Fisher has said that early acquisition of a reward
reduces the duration and intensity of dopamine activity in the brain, while a delay in winning
stimulates it.
This is the rationale behind age old love games, like playing hard to get.

Delayed rewards equals heightened desire
Interestingly, thinking back on my own romantic life, I remember when my husband and I first met.
He asked me out 5 times before I actually said yes. The whole courtship process was drawn out over
many weeks and months.
I didn’t do this from a place of wanting to play hard to get, but because I was genuinely uncertain and
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scared of being hurt.
I had only JUST gotten out of a relationship where I had been cheated on (more than once).
So…I was understandably still feeling mixed feelings about getting involved with someone again.
(Plus his very masculine demeanor added to our differences, and made me even more suspicious.
LOL.)
There was another, sneakier reason why I was happy to draw it out, and that’s because I actually
really liked him, and I was falling in love.
So knowing all that, it became quite important to me to take my time.
But on top of this small fact, both my husband and I experienced a lot of uncertainty in securing our
relationship in the initial couple of years.
These were genuine barriers or adversities put in the way by life. Think Romeo and Juliet.
Yeah. Those kinds of life barriers.
And these adversities only repeatedly built our desire for each other, and delayed our gratification. I
talk more about how to create uncertainty and novelty in my article on How To Make Him Miss You
(Backed By Psychology). Read that article here.
To this day, those associations built early on have shaped the quality of our love and attraction for
each other.

Showing too much interest versus not showing enough interest…
See, when men and women woo each other, they walk the fine line of showing too much interest,
versus showing not enough interest.
And that’s a very real challenge, of which you can try to conquer with low value methods, or
high value methods.
Otherwise, you will risk turning men off (and losing) the best quality men.
So I’m going to share with you the typical, low value ways in which women like to make guys chase
them.
And then I’ll show you the smarter way to go about making him chase you, and winning this mating
game.
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Make him chase you by using short term tactics?
So if the key to making him chase you is to create uncertainty, then what are the ways women
typically like to get a man to chase them?
There’s many ways women try to get men to chase them. Often, these ways try to capitalize on
making a man fear losing her.
Women assume that if a man when a man is afraid of losing you, that this fear will somehow get her
what she wants.
Nothing could be further from the truth.

Is it a good thing when a man is afraid of losing you?
Let’s get one thing straight here.
Making a man scared of losing you doesn’t “work” to get you his deep commitment. It certainly
won’t make him chase you and commit.
Why?
Because it doesn’t make men feel the attraction and connection they need to feel in order to actually,
truly commit.
It’s just a desperate last attempt to extract value from the guy, when he likely never intended to
commit or make you his one and only in the first place.
If he’s coming forward due to fear, that’s the weakest, lowest value method you could use to try to
‘induce’ more commitment and attention from your man.
Fear doesn’t = love.
If you have to induce fear in a guy to get him to chase you, then he never belonged to you.
A man will only belong to you if he sees you as his one and only.
Anything else, and he’s just keeping you around to serve himself.
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Anyone can use the tactic of inducing fear of loss. Friends do it. Family does it. If fear has to be the
motivator, and if fear is the thing that makes a man come forward, then he never valued you to begin
with.
Now let’s talk about the common strategies women use to try to get men to chase them…

Here are the “common” ways women try to make a guy chase them:

Use the 80/20 rule
This is a rule women use for contacting a man. Basically, they only initiate contact 20% of the time,
and they make the guy initiate contact with them the other 80% of the time.
A lot of women claim it works.
After I wrote my article “Why The 80/20 Rule of Contact Will Likely Make You LOSE Him”,
just as many women have told me in my facebook group and via comments on various platforms, that
this method only got them low quality guys.
Here’s an example from my group:
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When people say something “works”, you have to think critically.
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Works in what way? For what purpose?
And, at what price?
What’s the real outcome in one week? And then in one month, one year and then 10 years down the
track?
Is their “strategy” a new skill they’re adding to themselves? Or is it simply a way to withhold and
take less risk?
Is it a way to add real self esteem to themselves, or is it just petty, controlling behaviour?
Does their strategy lead to real attraction and falling in love with an actual high value man?
Or does it result moreso in a power play?
Because if it makes the guy come forward and chase you, that’s no guarantee that the guy values
you.
When a man values you for a relationship, he doesn’t just “chase” you to get some tail or some
excitement.
When men value you they will want to make you their “one and only” woman, (rather than the one
of many woman). They will want to own your soul. They want to invest in you to the exclusion of all
others.
They want to love every last inch of your very existence.
They want your soul, because they know that’s the only way to truly make you their own, and to
ensure that your womb, your fidelity, and your faithfulness belongs to them.
So just because he chases you, that’s no guarantee that he cares to be with you for a real long-term,
committed relationship.
There’s also no guarantee that you’re attracting an emotionally healthy guy.
On the topic of emotionally healthy, here’s an article I wrote on Emotionally Unavailable Men:
Signs & How To Deal With Them.
If you used value-extracting or even abusive tactics to make him chase you, and he responds by doing
what you wanted, it doesn’t mean he’s great. It means he’s tolerating being used and abused.
Yes, it shows that he is coming forward. But men come towards you for many different reasons! A
lot of them are not good reasons!
Also, in other news, in case anyone is forgetting the obvious…men are human too.
Smart, attuned guys will never fall in love with a woman who withholds herself…
Acknowledging that, we owe it to ourselves to remember that the smart, attuned and high value guys
will not fall in love with, nor stick around for a woman who makes him initiate contact 80% of the
time.
It’s a manipulative, value extracting way to play the game of the chase.
What way do we want to play the game of the chase? With value-adding ways!
Because only the guys who are low value, and who are out looking for attention and validation who
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will tolerate this nonsense.
It’s the men who aren’t looking for a trustworthy long-term partner and are busy chasing tail will fall
for such short-sighted tactics.
The women who can make a man fall in love and form a pair bond with them are the ones who
come out winners in the game of love.
The ones who play short-term tactics just to make themselves feel significant today, without
considering the cost tomorrow, will lose the prize of a great relationship, and a man’s total
commitment.
By the way, I know I mentioned this earlier, but I’m going to say it again for those who are
skimming.
If you’d like to make men recognize you as an indispensable “keeper”, check out our program High
Value Mindsets. (The promise of this program is to give you the ability to “trade in” your anxiety
and insecurities for self esteem, self worth and intrinsic confidence, so that no one will ever take you
for granted & high value men will recognise you as an indispensable “keeper”.)

Use the leaning back principle
So the leaning back principle has been around for a while. I’ve written an article on it that became
quite popular: The 9 Dangers Of Leaning Back & Why It’s NOT Feminine.
Now, not every woman uses leaning back in a relationship to get a guy to chase her.
Some women use the strategy as a way to get back in touch with their own life and their feelings.
And that’s fair enough!
But we have to consider the context in which most women give or need the advice to lean back.
Many women use leaning back only after they’ve initiated contact far too much. In other words,
they’ve missed or perhaps even ignored the signs he doesn’t want a relationship, and chased a man.
More often than not, the advice given to lean back is usually given to women who have already
chased a man.
In other words, a woman who has already chased a guy needs the advice to lean back more, and it
resonates with her more.
Because it helps her regain her bearings and her dignity.
Not only that, women often use the leaning back strategy to feel less out of control.
In other words, they use it to basically control their feminine vulnerability. And that comes with a
cost as well.
If you use leaning back as a way to get in touch with yourself and your feelings, fantastic!
But many women don’t.
These are the things that make this type of strategy seem less like just an innocent strategy to just feel
your own emotions and focus on your own life.
Leaning back for many women, has become damage control. They sleep with a guy too soon, or
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they’ve been chasing him, and then they want to lean back.
Yes, that’s damage control.
There’s nothing wrong with damage control. But think about it.
If this is the context a lot of women use leaning back in, then what are they really trying to
achieve?
They’re trying to regain their feeling of dignity, self worth and value.
And it can work to regain dignity, but it doesn’t change the nature of the interactions these
women have already had with the man.
Leaning back is a tool for the beginner. It is only when you delve deeper and understand more about
attraction, that you realize that there’s even better, high value methods to build real emotional
attraction and emotional connection with men.
This is also why it’s so important to be aware of low value actions versus high value actions.
Consider the 7 common signs a woman is low value in the eyes of men…
CLICK here to discover the 7 common signs that a woman is perceived as low value in the eyes of
men in this special report. (Why is this important? Because men and women perceive value very
differently and you don’t want to be making mistakes that would cause quality men to dismiss,
abandon or alienate you.)
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Play hard to get
Playing hard to get, on the surface, seems to have the benefit of exciting a guy.
This is because it draws out the process of waiting for and eventually obtaining his “reward”, which
is you.
This is the reason why so many men and women claim that “guys love the chase.”
When a reward is delayed in its delivery, this prolongs the activity of dopamine cells, causing more
dopamine to be sent to the natural reward centers of the brain.

They say that love that is easily obtainable is not valued.
A ‘prize’ that is easily obtainable is not valued.
However, most women (and men) who play hard to get really don’t understand a couple of simple
things about love and dating.
1. That playing hard to get in the way most people do it is a value extracting way to make
someone do what you want them to do. And;
2. That not every woman who plays hard to get has any value to men.
This strategy only works if the “prize” has any actual value to men.
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Remember, just because we think we are the prize, doesn’t mean that our ideal guy thinks we are.
It also doesn’t mean that HE can perceive that we are a prize through the way we show up.
Remember, if you want men to perceive you as a prize, then you need to show up with value and lead
with value.
Again. That’s LEAD with value. Not entitlement. Not your rules for him. But value.
Plus, without any actual connection with the guy, the reward of the “prize” he wants is really just
company and sex. Without a real connection, all you have is lust, excitement and superficial games.
Just remember: if you play hard to get and he chases you, you could still be duped by the guy,
even if you think you’re the one in control.
Because the guy may have only just wanted you for sex, not a relationship.
In that case, you could think what you did ‘works’, but really, it’s actually just a small blunder along
the way.
You have to understand men and what they perceive value in in order to have any hope of playing
hard to get working for you.
Games like playing hard to get only work in the hands of women who navigate these strategies with
intelligence, not fear, or desperation or need for control.

How women try to get control with playing hard to get…
See, if you’re like many women, here’s what you will do.
You decide that to gain more power and control in the situation, your best bet is trying to play hard to
get.
Quick side note: my husband David wrote a beautiful article on ‘The person Who Cares Less Has
The Most Power. Is It Actually True?’
But does playing hard to get from a place of fear, trying to control and desperately hold onto that
control, actually add value to the guy?
Does playing hard to get from a place where you add nothing to the actual connection and attraction
in the relationship, add any value to the guy?
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Or are you just extracting something for yourself?
I don’t care how much dopamine you think you might be triggering inside of the man’s brain.
If you play hard to get because you’re scared deep down inside, you won’t have any clue how to
calibrate yourself.
Calibrate yourself means – you won’t know when to stop. You won’t know how much is too much.
You won’t even realize if the relationship with the guy is of any true value to you long term!
More importantly, you won’t know where the guy is really at and what he’s really feeling.
So again, if you’re going to play nature’s competitive love game (which we all do), then you need
to be smart about it.
Do it in honour of connection and attraction. Do the right thing.

This is the secret of high value women…
Because this is where the real value is. And this is the secret of truly high value women in the dating
pool.
They know that men need to feel attraction and connection before they will come close to giving you
what you truly want, deep down in your soul.
The two critical elements of any romantic relationship. Attraction and connection. Focus on these.
Don’t do things just to extract some feeling of control and self esteem for yourself.
Here are the two critical elements that make or break your relationship with a man.

Do we want trash or do we want value?
Ok so here’s the awkward truth about playing hard to get.
Many years ago (literally 10 years ago) I made a video on this topic of playing hard to get. My
husband has since made that video private on my channel, due to outdated and imperfect “production
value”. (He takes his video production seriously).
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In that video on playing hard to get, I used the huge trash bin as an example. Imagine a full trash
bin…
Let’s say the trash at the bottom of the long and deep bin is hard to get.
Do you still care that it’s hard to get?
Does the fact that the trash at the bottom of the bin is hard to get make it higher value?
Does that trash at the bottom of the bin make you want to dig deeper, through all the other trash, to
get to it?
That’s for you to answer.

Case
study: Learn how Kristin went from being completely burnt out with online dating, sick of getting
ghosted and completely exhausted from giving her heart and soul with nothing in return… To having
high value men begging for her attention & having the most “electric” date of her entire
life. (…All by changing one simple strategy.)

Does “hard to get” mean actual value?
Imagine a low value guy playing hard to get with you. You don’t find him interesting or appealing.
You don’t trust him. You don’t value him in the slightest. He’s just there.
He doesn’t make you feel proud to be around him. Yet he is trying to play hard to get with you.
Does this make you feel excited? Or are you more likely to have a bit of a laugh about it (because it’s
so ridiculous)?
Another popular strategy to get him to chase you…

Be mysterious
We are all attracted to mystery. Here’s some research that includes a section on mystery and
attraction, and why mystery works.
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Creating an allure of mystery is another way women try to get a man to chase them.
Again, subconsciously or consciously, a lot of women are aware that if they don’t have an air of
mystery, then a man may find them boring very quickly.
So they try to create an air of mystery by withholding information. (This is due to the assumption that
a man shouldn’t know everything about you.)
I once read an article from Chris Seiter where he said that it’s wise not to let a guy know everything
about you. The reasoning is because a guy can’t be attracted to a girl he knows everything about.
I understand his thought process.
But that statement is really more about him than it is about the woman. Here’s why…
Nobody should or would know everything about themselves, let alone anyone else.
What he’s really saying is that no guy can fall in love with a woman who is boring as a doorknob.
He’s really saying that boring women don’t produce feelings of attraction in men. And I believe that
is mostly true.
But it has little to do with information and holding back just the right amount of information.
Yes, women or men who over-reveal themselves lose mystery really quickly. But this is not about the
information at all. This is about them feeling unworthy of love and connection in that moment.

The real motivator behind over-revealing ourselves
Because that’s the motivator behind over-revealing ourselves. It’s feeling unworthy of love. And by
the way, if you find yourself doing this too much, this may be one of the signs that you have
abandonment issues.
If you’d like to test yourself to see if you have abandonment issues, check out my article on
abandonment issues here.
Feeling unworthy of love means we will be motivated by fear and tension in our body.
We want something so badly that we lose calibration to the situation, and over-reveal things that have
no relevance and don’t add to the connection.
(Side note: if you do this, don’t blame yourself. Sometimes we get stuck in the pattern of overrevealing because we’re actually dealing with an abusive person in an abusive relationship. These
types of people have a habit of inspiring the worst in us. Read more about abuse and toxic
relationship signs in my article ‘10 Seemingly Harmless Signs Of A Toxic Relationship’.)
But the antidote to this problem of over-revealing, is not to act mysterious by trying hard to hold back
thoughts or to never initiate.
It’s also not to hold back information for the sake of it.
That comes from a place of misunderstanding about where true mystery comes from.

How to get a guy to chase you: build real mystery and actually be mysterious
The antidote is to build that trait of multidimensionality within you as a woman. In other
words, don’t be one dimensional.
One dimensionality is boring. Multi-dimensionality is mysterious and exciting.
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Then you can relax and actually be a woman of value, rather than trying desperately to control how
much interest he has in you!
By the way, there’s a difference between a man who is “interested” in you, versus a man who is
serious about you. Here’s an article about this critical difference.
David has the best article I’ve ever read on how to be naturally mysterious. I recommend you read it,
as it has so many insights you won’t want to miss: How to Be A Woman Of Mystery & Femining
Allure.
In that article, he says:
“What you need to know for now is that you will naturally have more feminine allure once you learn
what value truly is to men, and how to add value to men.
Because that is going to give you confidence and esteem in yourself and your approach.
In turn you will feel more relaxed, and suddenly that feminine allure comes through. There’s
literally nothing else you need to do.”

Treat em mean, keep ‘em keen
Remember above where I mentioned that women and men in the dating pool walk a fine line of
showing too much interest versus not enough interest?
Well, when you treat them mean in order to “keep them keen”, what it does is that it negates some of
the expression of interest you may have previously shown.
It creates a (very poor quality) push and pull effect. It jerks them around, basically.
Yes, the adage “treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em keen” has some interesting science behind it.
Again, it goes back to the whole idea of dopamine receptors in the brain.
How do people treat ‘em mean in order to keep ‘em keen?
For example, If you treat a guy mean by being warm one minute and cold the next, or if you respond
to him only some of the time, giving him crumbs most of the time, you have the “benefit” of creating
uncertainty in the relationship (if there is even a relationship).
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You can feign disinterest…
Another way people use this method is to feign disinterest.
So, instead of letting him feel your reciprocal and natural responsiveness, you pretend you’re way
less interested in him (than he is in you.)
Remember Oscar Wilde’s quote from above?
“The essence of romance is uncertainty”.
By being nice sometimes, and being mean the rest of the time, you create rocky footing for your
interactions with the guy.
Rocky footing = novelty. Even if it’s dangerous novelty or negative novelty.
You also actually delay the reward and prolong the adversity and the feeling of a ‘challenge’ inside of
the relationship.
Here’s two interesting truths about this strategy…
1. There’s ways to create uncertainty or “positive” novelty that actually add value in the long run.
And thereby allow you to form a solid emotional connection with the guy; and
2. There’s ways to create uncertainty that are simply for your own benefit (aka: need for control).
And not for the benefit of the quality of the connection with you and him.
If you use negative methods to increase dopamine, you kill the innocence between you and a man.
And when that happens, couldn’t we say that there are no winners at all?

How one woman created uncertainty in a negative way…
Here’s an example from my facebook group where a lady followed a type of ‘no contact’ rule with
her ex after she realized that perhaps she initiated too much.
Notice how she used this strategy to produce a more negative type of uncertainty with the guy?
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She aso used the words “punish” him in her post. That to me, indicates that her decision to not
contact him comes more from a need for control, rather than real focus on attuning herself to the
situation.
Have a read for yourself…

Whilst I understand wanting to gain some more control back by withholding contact, what she was
doing (or the emotional place she came from) was most likely not going to allow her to create
attraction and connection with him.
Rather, it’ll just allow her to feel more in control after over-initiating. Make sense?
My point is that what’s more important in this type of situation is attunement and emotional
calibration to what’s actually going on in the situationship.
To help you calibrate further in your dating life, here are 6 Burning Signs He Doesn’t Want A
Relationship With You.

Banter is a playful way to keep ‘em keen…
Now, there’s ways to create the effect of keeping a man keen about you through playfulness. And this
works well in a long distance relationship too, because you can banter over text or video chat very
easily.
This method involves “pretending” to be mean, but to most men, it’s clear that your intent is to play.
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As in, instead of actually being mean, you use the art of playfulness and playful banter. It’s called
high value banter and there’s a free class on it right here.
This is the whole reason we teach high value banter.
Playful banter is something you use so that you can lead with playfulness, not fear!
Here’s an example.
You: “Do you know what I love about you?”
Him: What?!
You: “Absolutely nothing! ?? “ [insertion of playful emojis is important].
When some women read this, they get scared. They say, “But that’s mean!”
Is it though?
Is it more mean than feigning disinterest, “punishing” a man, or having “rules” that say men should
be the ones doing the chasing? (Just because you’re petrified of taking the risk to connect in some
way?)
Some people think banter like this is negative sarcasm. The people who think this, are usually the
people who don’t understand the art of playful banter.
Banter is actually a normal method of communication between humans that we naturally evolve to. If
we haven’t been abused and don’t have an insecure attachment.
If you have insecure attachment, or if you have been abused, then it’s hard to evolve towards playful
banter.
Instead, you stay small, fearful and weary of anything remotely “negative”, even if the other person’s
body language and energy shows that they’re clearly not trying to hurt you.
If you are like me and have experienced abuse, I have a couple of articles that may help you
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understand your past and help you heal.
Here’s an article on gaslighting in relationships (and how to stop it).
And here’s an article on the 10 seemingly harmless signs of a toxic relationship.

When creating attraction and excitement, intention is everything
Banter is the natural, skillful way to create attraction with men. It just takes some practice.
I’ve seen best girlfriends call each other sluts. Some of the most successful couples maintain their
romantic love and attraction for each other over decades due to the excitement, uncertainty and
humour of banter.
It’s just playful banter. It’s playing with boundaries in a value-adding way that creates excitement.
It’s not just withholding information or communication to try to “be mysterious” and feel in control.
It’s a skill. And that’s why hardly anybody teaches it. It requires real value and real vulnerability on
your part to understand it and practice it.
This is why my husband teaches methods such as throwing attraction pebbles. It’s a high value way
to create romantic tension and attraction.
By the way, on the topic of creating romantic tension, would you like to know one thing you can say
to a man that will capture his attention, trigger his curiosity, and make him hang onto every word you
say?
Find out what this one special phrase is, here.

Case
Study: Learn how our introverted Alena finally overcame her skepticism to start using “High Value
Banter” …And the result? He asked her out almost instantly, and for the first time in her life, she
started attracting highly esteemed men & making real progress in overcoming her own anxious
attachment patterns.
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Popular methods are popular because they take no understanding or skill
This is why leaning back, having “rules and standards”, feigning disinterest, playing hard to get, and
rotational dating are so much more popular.
They may or may not provide short-term results without adding to your own value, or adding value to
the connection you have with a man.
With high value banter, you’re taking the chance to not only add value to the connection in the
relationship. You actually also weed out the low esteemed men and the manipulative, narcissistic
mean in the process.
Because it’s these types of men who cannot handle banter. They are too afraid and they live too
small. Here’s an article on does high value banter work on every man?
Here’s a free class on high value banter. My husband takes the class and he’s brilliant.

Most methods to get men to chase cause more disconnects
Most women and men don’t use the art of banter to get someone to chase them, because they never
developed the skills to do so.
Instead, they actually create more disconnects through withholding contact and initiation, solely for
their own gain.
Again, this is just negative novelty that will at some point, make someone think you’re a horrible
person.
That is NOT going to create a relationship.
That is NOT going to make a guy value you.
More importantly, the types of guys that this works on, are the guys who already have poor self
esteem, or the guys who are ok with (or oblivious to) the abuse involved.
Do you see what I’m getting at now regarding value-extracting techniques and value-adding
techniques?
If you’re not sure, that’s probably because I haven’t explained it properly. So let me explain ever so
briefly.
When you want a guy to chase you, what you really want is for him to value you and to feel
attracted to you.
To do that, you need to create fun, novelty and/or uncertainty.
Most people know intuitively that the novelty and uncertainty is important in dating.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.

Make him chase you in a high value way
But what most people do not understand, is that there’s a good way to do it and a bad way to do it.
There’s a high value way to do and a low value way to do it. Here are 3 traits to avoid to be a high
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value woman to men.
The only way to do it as a high value woman, is to have the humility and care to develop the skills to
create that uncertainty.
ACTUAL skills and understanding.
Not just weird rules like the 80/20 rule or leaning back.
There’s no skill in the 80/20 rule. It’s just a rule.
There’s no skill in holding back out of fear. That’s just fear.
Actual skills that emanate through understanding and care for what you’re trying to achieve for
yourself and your future, are where the real value is at.
Because if you keep extracting value from men, if you keep putting the emotional connection and
emotional attraction last in the name of “keeping him interested”, you will pay a terrible price.
A price, I would argue, that you may wish you never had to pay.
Because here’s something important to know about ‘treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em keen’….
Only the women who don’t care for a guy could accomplish the idea of ‘treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em
keen’ long term.
Anyone who cares about the connection with the person they are interested in, couldn’t do it.
Much more importantly, anyone who is falling in love couldn’t do it. Because being in love makes
you attuned to your lover and have empathy for them.
When you have empathy, you usually would not deliberately use this kind of treatment for the sake of
gaining a feeling of power or control for yourself.
And the women and men out there who are unaware that they harbour a deep well of resentment for
the opposite sex and often use this strategy, are asking for it to backfire on them.
Remember, falling in love is a two-way street. It requires two people who are attuned to each
other in order to eventuate.
Attunement isn’t about control in the slightest. By nature, being attuned requires you to surrender and
just be. You’ll respond to what’s needed.
If your goal is to have a guy be your little b*tch, then sure, use this tactic. Plenty of women do.
But if you use it, I’m pretty sure you do not value him at all.
Rather, he’s just a toy for you to play with.
And only really stupid guys, or guys who don’t know they’re being abused, or even guys with poor
attachment patterns, would tolerate this.
Also, guys who have no perceived options would allow a woman to do that to them.
Why would he have to be stupid to allow a woman to do that to him?
Because it’s the “not so aware” men who are ignoring that fact that women who treat them like this,
are the same types of women who would cheat on a man or cuckold a man.
Think Jim Carrey in the movie Me, Myself & Irene. He’s funny, but oh boy, is his character naive.
And very few men are stupid enough to emotionally and financially invest in this type of woman.
(The type of woman who doesn’t actually care about him.)
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Remember that in relationships, we attract our reciprocal. So if we approach dating with the need to
control, what do you think you will get in return?
As D.Shen often says, “play stupid games, win stupid prizes.”

Rotational dating or having a man funnel
This strategy has been around for as long as the leaning back theory has been around.
Some women claim that this is how men date (they have a rotation), so why shouldn’t women date
this way?
Here are 8 Shocking Reasons Why Rotational Dating Can Be Low Value.
Rotational dating is used by many women to make the guy “step up” and ask for exclusivity with her.
It is to create this idea that there’s competition for her affection, so that guys might actually be
“inspired” to chase her and “claim” her.
It is also used by women to try to negate their early attachment to one man.
Quick side question.
Do you think Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn or Nicole Kidman had to resort to rotational dating?
Something to think about.
The rationale behind this rotational dating is different for different women.
Yet the most popular reasons I’ve seen for using this strategy is to try to make yourself less attached
to one guy by spreading your eggs over several baskets.
It never works. Women always attach to the highest value man.
That’s in our instincts. Most of us aren’t stupid.
The distraction provided by 5 average men in your rotation isn’t enough to ‘turn off’ a woman’s
feminine bias of attaching early to a man of high value.

Rotational dating triggers men to compete for your affection?
And the other big motivation for multi dating or circular dating is, (according to some), about
increasing the competition for your affection.
Not only that, it’s about increasing your popularity in the man’s eyes, making him want to ‘get’ you.
But does creating an air of popularity going to change whether he actually values you for a
relationship or not?
Imagine a woman putting a terrible quality profile picture up on facebook. It’s blurry, and it’s hard to
discern the features of her face or the quality of her facial expression in the photo.
Imagine that she attracted 750 likes for this profile photo.
Now imagine that another woman puts up a stunning picture for her facebook profile photo.
She’s smiling, happy, and clearly very beautiful. You can see the life in her soul through her
sparkling eyes.
Alas, this stunning profile photo only gets 27 likes.
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The first photo looks far more popular than the second photo.
But which photo has the most intrinsic value?
It depends who you ask. But there’s really only one truthful answer.
Of course the second one!
It doesn’t matter how popular the first profile photo seems, the value of it didn’t increase due to the
likes it got.
(Also, there’s lots of narcissistic people out there who have successfully attracted a clan of minions
who are desperate for the narcissist’s approval and abusive treatment. Making them the perfect
types of people to want to like such a photo!)
It’s much better to have fewer likes on your photo, but the likes are from high value people, than it is
to have a bunch of low value fake friends to make your profile picture seem higher value.
Not to mention, likes can be bought. Popularity can be bought and faked.
If you care about looking popular enough, you’ll find a way to do it. In fact, a little bit of money can
go a long way for looking popular.
There are plenty of “like” farms out there that will give you thousands of likes for less than a soft
serve at McDonalds.
The same goes for an auction for a house.
One lady once said to me, something that went like this…
“But it’s like being at an auction for a house. If there’s more people at the auction bidding,
then you clearly see the popularity of the house and are willing to bid higher for it.”
I acknowledged her comment and told her that no matter how many people are there bidding for the
house, it doesn’t change the intrinsic value of the house.
If the house has a leakage that’s causing a massive mould problem, its popularity doesn’t change the
mould problem.
Trying to make a house seem more popular doesn’t increase the real value of the house in the eyes of
an educated buyer.
We also can’t forget that humans bid on houses at all different times, for all kinds of reasons.
It doesn’t mean they’re all in love with the house, nor that they are making a good financial decision
by bidding on it.
In fact, when it comes to investing your money, trusting the judgement of a pack of average folk isn’t
always the best idea.
Maybe there’s far less people at an auction for one particular house because it’s a well built and
expensive home, in an expensive area.
An expensive area that the vast majority of the population cannot actually afford to bid on.
So of course less people will show up. They know they can’t afford it, so why waste their time?
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
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Question Quiz!

Popularity is not a game you want to play
…in order to get a guy to invest in you.
Perhaps it’s a game you want to play if you want average guys to chase you in the short-term, for no
real long-term gain on your part.
In fact, very few women can get 5 or more 10 out of 10 guys chasing her, and lining up to be in her
rotation. It doesn’t work that way.
The 10s will disappear fast. They’ll also disappear faster, if the woman was successful in trying to
fake her detachment from the man who is a 10.
Remember, a 10 won’t be after your detachment. He’ll be after what’s valuable for him in a
relationship.
A woman who fakes things to try to detach is in fact one big red flag for a guy who is looking to
commit and invest.
As for having a rotation to get a guy to chase you, for most women, the best they could do is to get
about 10 average or below average guys to seemingly line up for her.
That’s going to make no difference to a high value guy’s opinion of you at best.
And at worse, it’s going to make him trust you less.
Why?
Because what kind of woman gives her valuable time, energy and attention to 5 or more average
joes?
Really, though.
From a man’s perspective, just because you’re trying to fake the feeling of having more options,
doesn’t mean that he’s going to perceive that you have more options.
So, focus not on popularity to get him to chase you, but on value.
Remember, smart men carry the knowledge of their male ancestors that came before them. They
know what’s intrinsically valuable when they see it.
They don’t need you to have a bunch of guys vying for your attention in order to secure their
judgement.
Does this mean that you should only date or talk to one man at once? No. Remember that it’s ok to
date more than one guy at once.
As I said in my article “8 Shocking Reasons Why Rotational Dating Can Be Low Value”, it’s
somewhat normal to be seeing more than one guy at once, if that’s just what’s happening in your life
right now.
It’s another entirely to try to make him chase you by creating an image of popularity and
desirability through the strategy of rotational dating.
You might be able to trick yourself for a while, but the truth is: that will likely come at the price of
showing loyalty.
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Remember, any man who gets your time should have earned it.
He shouldn’t just get your time (or your interest) just because you want to use him to try to attach
less to some other guy!

Get a man to value you with genuine value, not due to being a basket case
You’ve probably noticed by now, the message I’m sending to you.
If you want a guy to chase you, there’s many methods you can use to your detriment.
Yet there are also methods (or skills) you can develop that are authentic, and actually raise your value
as a woman.
You can make him chase you from a low value place or from a high value place.
Don’t get him to chase you, get him to value you instead
I would argue that there’s a better question than “how to make him chase you.”
Instead, the better question is:
“How to make him value me?”
Because as I said before, a man who values you, will invest in you.
If you can make him realize your value by just being a high value woman, you’ll have a much better
time connecting with men.
A man who chases you, could be chasing you for a multitude of different reasons.
Some of those reasons are NOT good for you. At all.
There’s nothing wrong with wanting more influence over how men treat you. In fact, I’d argue that
this is a smart endeavour.
You just have to think long-term. Don’t do silly things that make you look low value, because you’re
too busy extracting value for yourself.
I understand that dating feels hard.
But even today, you have more opportunities than ever. If you play the game right, you can win it
easily. Because remember, men know what value is.
And if a little control and dignity is all you want, then you cannot go wrong with developing the
dark feminine art and skill of high value banter.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.

How to balance showing too much interest versus showing not
enough interest?
At the end of the day, as a woman your challenge in dating will always be “how do I show just the
right amount of interest?”
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Here’s an example of the struggle women have…

The answer is two-fold.
You balance it by focusing on the right goal: to build your own intrinsic value.
And to focus on the only two things that matter: Attraction and connection.
Because when you focus on the things that matter, suddenly you become a woman of value to men.
You also realise that this is not just about control, it’s about value-adding.

Why do men disappear when I show interest in them?
I’ve heard over and over again from women…
“Why is it that when I show interest in a man, he disappears?”
Here’s a few examples…
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So why do men disappear when you show interest in them?
Firstly, they don’t disappear specifically when you show interest in them. They disappear when they
sense the interest is coming from a particular place within you.
The answer to this question is to first realize that most people are very good at noticing if the other
person has options in their life or not.
We’re also very good at sensing when someone else doesn’t value their own time.
So, even if you do have lots of options, but you give away your time and attention easily, here’s what
men sense or see.
What men sense is a lack of exclusivity in the way you give your time and attention away.
And men don’t like that. It’s a sign of disloyalty.
See, the point of dating for a man and a woman is to prove your value to each other in the initial
stages.
And in the initial stages you both have your radars on. You’re both sussing out each other’s value.
With that said, if you both haven’t proven any value to each other yet, then why should a woman give
away her time and attention to a man?
He may wonder…maybe she hasn’t got anything better to do?
The solution is to remember one important thing:

If you’re going to show interest, ask yourself if that interest has been earned.
So if you ever wonder if you should express your interest to a man, ask yourself “has it been earned?”
If you read the above screenshots, you may suspect that in one of them, the woman was “doing the
right thing” in terms of reciprocating interest.
And there’s nothing wrong with that. It’s a beautiful trait to have, of honesty and kindness.
HOWEVER.
Yes there’s a “however”.
And the “however” is here because reciprocating interest. is a great thing, but showing interest for the
sake of it is bad.
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If a guy hasn’t earned your interest in any way, he may start to wonder why you’re giving away
value for no real reason.
This may sound complicated. But it’s not when you think about it. It’s actually simple.
You just make sure that you show your value by not giving away attention and time just for the sake
of being the nice woman.
Remember, guys don’t care about your need to stay true to your identity of “being nice”.
In fact, if you’re nice to every guy, you’re nice to no guy.
(Remember above we talked about being multidimensional? So it’s ok to not be nice when it’s right.)

How do you know if a man has earned your time and attention?
When there’s a solid connection and sense of attunement between you.
(Side note: expect to be out of attunement with a guy at some point. The key is to see your mutual
willingness to be attuned.)
The way a guy can earn your attention is also through banter.
Use high value banter, and you will start to see very quickly, whether there are any red flags about
this man, (and therefore you shouldn’t give your time and attention away to him).
And you’ll see also very quickly which of the men are willing to be in attunement with you.

Play playful GAMES from a playful place...
…Not games played to extract maximum value.
In conclusion, try to remember that your task is to become a woman of intrinsic value.
It’s not the game playing that is bad here. It’s the negative methods men and women use to try to
extract value from each other that is bad.
Play the game using value-adding methods and you will see your love life changed forever.
Lead with playfulness, and bring out the playfulness in men.
I hope you enjoyed this article and I will speak to you soon!
Leave me a comment below with your feedback too. I read every comment!
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How to Test him to see if he cares [The Definitive Test]
December 16, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
How can you test him to see if he cares about you?
Testing is imperative when you’re dating a man, and here’s why.
Because it is during the beginning stages or the dating stages that men and women have to pass each
other’s tests.
In fact, in the early stages, everything is a test of our value!Man or woman.
This is because a potential mate or partner has to prove to be worthy of your time, effort and energy.
In the beginning, you haven’t overcome enough obstacles together yet, and you haven’t fully proven
your value to each other yet.
It is natural to suss each other out and tp prove your value to each other.
Without tests, you would never know if the other person is worth your investment or not.
In fact, most women don’t test enough!
This may seem like I’m saying that dating is a game.
Well, it is. It’s actually the love game.
And the love game is nature’s only game, according to some experts on love.
But don’t see this as something to worry about. It’s really not as bad as you think. Just see it as a new
piece of information and let it sit with you for a bit.

Table of Contents
It’s a good thing if you want to test a man…
How to test him: Use the having a bad day test.
Is he serious about you or just keeping you around?
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How to execute the “bad day” test…
This test won’t work in this scenario…
How to test my potential boyfriend? Here’s how you test his value…
Here is why high value banter works to test him
Why Test Him To See If He Cares To Connect?
What Does High Value Banter Do To Low Value Men?
Does He Care About Me? How to know if he cares & values you.

It’s a good thing if you want to test a man…
I’m saying all this just to let you know that it’s actually a good thing if you want to test him to see if
he cares.
It’s also a good thing if you want to know how to test him to see if he loves you.
Whether he’s your boyfriend already or is just a new date, there’s likely a good reason why you want
to test him.
As long as you test in the right way. The last thing you want to do is test a man in a mean and nasty
way (which I trust you’re not here to do).
I will first teach you how to test your boyfriend. This will help you if you’re already in a relationship.
And then, I will show you how to test him in dating, before he is your boyfriend.

How to test him: Use the having a bad day test.
One way is to test him to see if he cares, is to use the “having a bad day” test.
You tell the guy when you’re feeling unwell, down or having a bad day. And then you ask for his
company.
The point of this is to take any sexy talk (or even the act of sex) out of the picture, and see if he’s
willing to offer the gift of his emotional presence and company.
Emotional energy and presence is one of the hardest things for a man to offer a woman. Especially
for men who aren’t serious about you, and the ones who only want one thing: sexual access to you.
Does he have to come over to your house to pass the test?
No, he doesn’t.
To pass the test, all he needs to do is give you the indication that he’s willing to give his presence and
company (or even advice if you need it), and then follow through with it.
You guys could talk about your bad day over a phone call, video chat, or at your house (if you guys
are at that stage).
Yes, this means that you can use this test even if you are in a long distance relationship.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!
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Is he serious about you or just keeping you around?
A man who isn’t serious about you will not pass this test. Here’s the difference between when he’s
serious about you or just “interested”.
A man who just wants sex, approval, attention or validation will not pass this test, either.
How will he show it if he doesn’t actually care about you?
Moreover, how will his actions show that he’s not really serious about you?
His actions will tell you he doesn’t care when it’s clear that he does not actually give a damn about
what’s bothering you.
A man who doesn’t care about you will not care to meet you where you are at emotionally.
In other words, if you’re having a bad day because you’re feeling under the weather, or because
something horrible happened at work, and he does NOT show that he’s willing to be on the same
emotional page as you, then he doesn’t pass the test.
One of the signs he cares deeply about you is that he has empathy for you, or he is willing to try
to have empathy for you.
(Not all men are inherently skilled at understanding a woman’s emotions, because they are men and
their experience of the world is different to ours. So we have to respect that too, and have some
patience.)
A man who cares about you, will have empathy for you. A man who doesn’t will find it very hard to
give you empathy. In fact, he may actively avoid it.
The best he could do would be to try to fake it.
Here are the top 3 dating red flags to watch out for.

Case
study: Learn how Kristin went from being completely burnt out with online dating, sick of getting
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ghosted and completely exhausted from giving her heart and soul with nothing in return… To having
high value men begging for her attention & having the most “electric” date of her entire
life. (…All by changing one simple strategy.)

How to execute the “bad day” test…
So how can you accomplish this test in action?
Tell him you’re not feeling 100% for whatever reason.
It could be due to a bad work day, an injury, or even illness.
Tell him you just need to share what’s going on, what happened and ask him kindly if he will listen.
You can also invite him to call you, talk with you or come to your house to just connect with you or
be with you (without any sex involved).
Make sure it’s clear that this is about your bad day and not about sex.
Our goal here is to take sex out of the picture and see how he responds.
If you’re unsure whether this guy is actually wanting a relationship with you, I recommend you read
my article on the 6 Burning Signs He Doesn’t Want A Relationship With You.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

This test won’t work in this scenario…
Disclaimer: I also want to put a disclaimer here: if you are the kind of woman who has abused her
boyfriend in the past, this test will be harder for you to accomplish.
It will also be harder for him to ‘pass’ the test.
Women who repeatedly take, take and take value from a man will eventually wear down any feelings
of connection and attraction he has for her.
Can you guess what happens when the attraction and connection wears down?
The man will value you and the relationship less. The relationship inevitably breaks down.
If you want to know how to keep your relationships passionate and remain “tight” with a man for the
long term, I recommend you check out these 5 must follow rules for dating and relationships for
women.
What are the two critical elements that make or break your future relationship with a man? Find out
here.
So, this test isn’t meant to be another excuse to kind of “abuse” a guy. It’s an innocent test that every
woman should use, if she actually cares for him, and wants to take her relationship with a guy to the
next level.
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How to test my potential boyfriend? Here’s how you test his
value…
If you’re just dating a guy, here is how you test him to see how high value he is…
You need to use a concept called high value banter.
In fact, if you currently feel like he is pulling away and doesn’t care about you, here’s a one word
phrase you can text him.
This one word phrase will test him to see if he’s willing to show up for you.
Now, more on high value banter…
If you want clear-cut examples that you can copy and paste, get them now from my wonderful
husband’s free high value banter class here.
If you read the part above on how to test him to see if he cares, you’ll remember that a man passes
the test if he shows that he’s willing to be on the same emotional page as you.
Well, high value banter will work in the dating stages in a similar way…

Here is why high value banter works to test him
Here’s what high value banter does for you in the dating stages.
It shows you whether he’s a high value man who wants to connect with you, or whether he’s going to
be a toxic, abusive man that you need to avoid.
So, it achieves the purpose of testing men to see if they care, even in the dating stages.
Of course we aren’t asking them to really care deeply about you, you’re essentially strangers to each
other to begin with.
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What we are doing, is testing men to see if they care about connection. This is so crucial.
Finding out whether he cares to connection or not, will make all the difference in you figuring out
whether he has to potential to commit to you, or whether he’s just a f*ckboy.

Case
Study: Learn how our introverted Alena finally overcame her skepticism to start using “High Value
Banter” …And the result? He asked her out almost instantly, and for the first time in her life, she
started attracting highly esteemed men & making real progress in overcoming her own anxious
attachment patterns.

Why Test Him To See If He Cares To Connect?
In online dating and real life dating, it’s essential for you to quickly figure out if his intent is to
connect or not.
Let me explain simply.
A man who isn’t here to connect will just waste your precious time.
High value banter is a way of communicating with men online and in person.
It is designed specifically for you to form a real connection with the right, high quality men whilst
repelling and eliminating the low value men quickly.
Now, a man not responding to your high value banter is a definite red flag.
If he cannot pass the test dished out by you through banter, he’s a bad egg.
The reason for this is that men who don’t respond (or at least try to) respond to your banter are not
there to connect with you. Period.
And remember what you’re dating for?
That’s right! To make a real connection.
We’re not doing it to pass the time or to fumble around in the dark, all the while tolerating abusive
behaviour from men.
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We’re doing it to form a solid sense of emotional connection with a man that will lead to you forming
a lifelong, passionate committed relationship with him!
If you’re interested in the top dating red flags you must be aware of, read my article on the top red
flags in dating.

What Does High Value Banter Do To Low Value Men?
High value banter works because it will help you put men on their metaphorical back foot, to see how
they respond. Especially the low value men.
Low value men will take your banter personally and even attack you back (even though you’re only
being playful).
Banter is meant to be playful and build emotional attraction with men.
The high value men will often play along with your banter and connect with you more. These are the
men who aren’t hung up on themselves and their ego, and who aren’t abusive.
Narcissistic, manipulative men will fail the test of high value banter miserably, because they need
too much control, and take themselves far too seriously.
Here’s an article on the 7 Signs A Man Is Being Low Value.
You see, every low value man, and every abusive or narcissistic man has a typical pattern
through which they date women.
They have somewhat of a manipulative, uncalibrated habitual “script” that they go by in order to
“suck in” the women who may be feeling desperate.
Their dating habit is designed by them unconsciously or subconsciously in order to suck in women
who are willing to be abused and to take crumbs. (And lots of women fall for this particular
tactic).
So I recommend you try out playful banter.
If they respond positively, they are a high value man.
If they respond negatively, then thank your lucky stars that you dodged that bullet!
If they care to continue the conversation and banter along with you, that’s a sign that they value
attunement. And that is absolutely priceless for you.
If you’re interested in using high value banter, take my husband’s free class on high value banter
right here. There’s plenty of examples in there to help you get started.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.
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Does He Care About Me? How to know if he cares & values
you.
Here’s what to do when you’re not sure if he values you or not…
If you are feeling unsure about how committed he really is right now, then listen up.
It’s important for you to deeply know and feel whether a man values you as a woman in his life, or
not.
You see, a man chasing you and a man valuing you are very different things.
A lot of women assume that if a man chases them, that this must mean that he cares.
It doesn’t.
Just because a man chases you or gives you attention, doesn’t mean that he cares, or that he wants to
know your soul.
Men chase you for many reasons. A lot of them can be bad reasons. I cover this in my article “How
To Make Him Chase You & Value You: High Value Women Secrets.”
Sometimes, men will chase just in order to not lose you. A man can chase you or show “interest”
in you, just because he wants to have you around, whilst putting in the bare minimum of effort.
But that doesn’t mean he values you!
You don’t want a guy who just hangs around in your life. You don’t want a guy who just simply
chases you when you pull back or contact him less.
You want a man who values you. Remember that when a man chases you, he could be doing it to
take something from you.
On the other hand, if he actually values you, he will want to know your soul.
He’ll want to devote every last inch of himself to you, forever.
Always remember that men will give everything to their ‘one and only’ woman, and give
crumbs to their ‘one of many’ woman.
This is because men place women into two categories when they meet them. The category of the one
and only, or the one of many.
If you’d like to learn more about becoming his one and only woman (or to see if you’re his one and
only or not), check out “Becoming His One and Only”.
That’s all for this article. I hope you enjoyed reading it and that you got lots of value from it. Until
next time…take care of yourself and be kind to yourself.
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Should I Control my Emotions to be high value?
December 28, 2020 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
A lot of people say that women are “too emotional” or “out of control”, and need to get a grip on
their emotions.
This is quite common amongst certain male groups such as MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way,
or was it Men Gobble Their Own Waffles???).
Here’s my response to a recent screenshot on this topic in my facebook group:

….this sounds like something written by a MGTOW guy.
Please note: (I don’t know what book or article this quote/image was taken from and I cannot find
out, as the original poster of this removed the post shortly after it was approved.)
Table of Contents
The word control is the wrong word to use…
Sorry Men, But Every Woman Is Going To Seem Crazy At Some Point…
Women’s responsibilities are not any heavier than men’s…
If you’re a woman, you don’t need more “control” over your emotions…
Here is what is NOT ok…
Demanding that women not “lose control” is to demand that they put up a facade
If men don’t like a woman’s emotional unpredictability, here’s what they can do…
How the masculine oppresses the feminine…
This is the nature of the feminine…
Demanding that women control their emotions will come back to bite you…hard
Should men feel their emotions too?
Insensitive, static women have low quality relationships…
Should women be more dignified when dating men?
How Women Oppress Men…

The word control is the wrong word to use…
The issue I have with the paragraph in the image above, is with the use of the word “control”.
Is it really the most appropriate word to use when referring to women’s emotions?
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Eg:
“If you lose control, you will confirm his preconceived notion that all women are crazy and
too emotional…”
Well, in case the person who wrote this hasn’t noticed – yes, indeed, in the minds of men, pretty
much all women will come to seem crazy. Even the ones who manage to keep a controlled facade for
the initial months.
The reason that pretty much all women will come to seem crazy to men is because most men are
identified with the masculine. And this bias makes them perceive women and their lack of controlled
emotions (sensitivity) as “crazy”.

Sorry Men, But Every Woman Is Going To Seem Crazy At
Some Point…
Well, here are my thoughts on this…
I’m not here to bend to what men who do not understand women think is “normal”.
Men who want it easy with a woman will assume it’s her fault for being “too emotional” and out of
control of her emotions.
Men see an emotional woman, and they want to contain her and stuff her sensitivity and
unpredictability into a controllable box.
Well, perhaps he should try being on a monthly cycle where at times, your body opens the floodgates
to hormones that they as men would never experience.
Perhaps he should try being in a woman’s body where she is far more sensitive than he would ever
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be, for good reason.
Perhaps he should try holding the womb and the eggs, and carry the child, and the vulnerability that
comes with that.
Or how about he go through the arduous task of childbirth? What about exclusive breastfeeding?
Sure, not every woman even wants to give birth (many women prefer c sections), and not every
woman wants to breastfeed.
But many years ago, women didn’t have this choice, and this task of childbirth and breastfeeding is
what women’s bodies were made for.
What about the fact that for the first two years of a child’s life (especially if it’s breastfed), it really
only wants its mother 24/7?
If men were to go through these things themselves, perhaps they would start to appreciate the
sensitivity, attunement and emotionality required in order to respond to a baby and toddler’s needs
successfully.

Women’s responsibilities are not any heavier than men’s…
I am not saying that a woman’s task of carrying a child and breastfeeding it are a heavier
responsibility than a man’s responsibility to provide.
Not at all.
In fact, although women expend ginormous amounts of calories on pregnancy and breastfeeding, men
spend even more on the task of providing for her.
So, no responsibility is heavier than the other.
But they do often require proficiency in different things. They require our bodies to be built a
certain way.
A woman’s body is built to withstand the risk of childbirth. Even though she can provide
economically, her body is built to prepare to sustain life.
A man’s body is built to withstand the risk of conquering, economic and physical risk taking, and
providing.
(Yes, women can hunt too. Obviously, women aren’t physically as strong or as equipped as men to
spend days hunting large game, but our female ancestors hunted what they could, in less intense
ways.) I talk more about this in my article “How To Make Him Chase You & Value You”.
So, here’s what I’m saying. It just so happens that for a woman to be a successful, well, woman – she
has to be emotional at times.
Else, how would she ever be attuned to her child?
How would she ever be responsive and able to predict her baby’s needs in advance?
Do you really think that being logical and controlled all the time allows a woman to be more
feminine and to gain experience in feeling into the needs of a vulnerable infant?
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[CASE
STUDY] How our member Alison went from attracting perpetual abusive relationships… To finally
learning the skill of weeding out the wrong types of men, and passing the hardest test of them all…
an accidental pregnancy after a month of dating! (…All by learning one simple skill.)

If you’re a woman, you don’t need more “control” over your emotions…
If you’re a woman, it’s ok to not feel like you are in control all the time. It’s ok to be emotional.
It’s normal for men to think a woman is “crazy”, (especially if he doesn’t understand women at all
(and doesn’t take responsibility for doing so).
To most men, a lot of women are crazy. To him!
But there’s a difference between the crazy that comes with having changing emotional states as a
woman, and the *crazy* that comes with having vile emotional outbursts that are perhaps intended to
emasculate a man.

Here is what is NOT ok…
What is not ok as a woman, is to push men away and abuse them due to past experiences that have
nothing to do with them.
What is not ok is to blame them.
It’s also not ok to act on our old resentment and make men pay for it.
In fact, here’s an article on Your Resentment For Men….
What is not ok is to take no responsibility in the relationship.
What is not ok is to tear a man down or act entitled to everything he has worked hard for in his
life. (Just because we are a woman).
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.
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Demanding that women not “lose control” is to demand that they put up a facade
Women have a responsibility to take responsibility too.
However, I would argue that to demand a woman be in control of herself is going to backfire on you
as a man.
If you make a statement saying that women should be able to not “lose control” of themselves, what
you’re asking for is the exact opposite of what you truly want, which is an emotionally healthy
woman.
“Controlling” emotions doesn’t make them go away.
Does a man need to “control” his daily production of 300 million sperm?
And consequently, do you need to control your sex drive as a man?
Or do you just need to acknowledge it, honour it and feel it in a healthy way that doesn’t cause you to
abuse women?
If, as a man, you tried to control your sex drive, you’d likely end up being the exact sleazy prick no
one wants.
The reason is because rejection breeds obsession.
You can’t change what nature made your body do.
In order for anyone to be emotionally healthy, especially a woman, at times, she is going to lose
control and have a break down.
She may even experience more so-called “negative” emotions like hurt and anger.
(Of course, these days, we have things like the hormonal birth control pill that can “control” a
woman’s cycle and trick her body into thinking it’s pregnant…but again, that’s a whole other topic of
conversation).
If men demand that women control their emotions, they are only asking for the emotional outburst to
come at some point.
It’s not the emotions that cause the damage. It’s the act of making them wrong that causes the
damage.
The reason for this is because a woman’s emotions are here to serve her and her ability to be deeply
sensitive to her children, her family, and her friends (if she has any good friends).
A woman can only take being suppressed for so long.
CLICK HERE to discover how much you truly live in your feminine energy with my specially
crafted 9 Question Quiz!

If men don’t like a woman’s emotional unpredictability, here’s
what they can do…
If men don’t like a woman’s emotional unpredictability, they can go date men. I’m sure they may be
happier there?
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Yes, a woman’s emotions can strip value, energy and time from a man. That’s obvious.
And if she has a pattern of playing the victim, and repeatedly stealing his attention away to extract
value, that’s a problem. That is the type of value-extracting pattern than needs to be addressed –
quickly.
But to expect her to be fully in control is just completely disrespecting what life is like as a
woman.
Women are and always will have an element of irrationality and unpredictability about them. They
are not men!
In order to produce children, her body has to go through a cascade of regular hormonal changes
within the month to prepare the egg and her womb for that energy-intensive task.
It’s a woman’s job to feel her emotions. (I would argue the same for men, but men’s emotional
range is lower than a woman’s. In fact, many men experience little to no emotion at all within a
typical day!)
You will only make it worse as a man by trying to force her to bend to your own rules, just so you
can have security and predictability in your masculine world.

How the masculine oppresses the feminine…
It is this exact masculine oppression of the feminine that may and can cause women to explode in
emotional recklessness.
(Of course, a woman’s emotional recklessness can be caused by her upbringing, her attachment style,
and past traumas. These things have nothing to do with her man).
But we also cannot ignore the grave effects of men trying to chain up a woman’s emotions and
pretend she should be as empty, or as emotionally even as a predominantly masculine soul would be.
When you try to control a woman’s emotions or make them wrong for your own comfort, there’s a
price to pay later on. Even if you keep the peace for now.
No, this is not to say that it’s the man’s fault.
Yet when you expect women not to have changeable feelings, you’re oppressing them.
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This is the nature of the feminine…
This is the nature of the feminine. One minute she might be totally elated.
The next, she might feel deeply sad over something she witnessed or felt during the day.
One day she might feel like she trusts you, and the next she may feel less trusting of you, for various
reasons.
This is normal. She’s a woman, you are not. This causes conflicts that rightfully makes her feel less
trustworthy towards a man in certain moments.
Over time, her trust can be stabilised, of course. But that’s a whole new conversation, and this article
is long enough as it is.
Does this mean she should take it out on the man? Not at all. It just means that men should expect
some level of changeability.
This is life.
This is part of being a woman and being sensitive.
CLICK HERE to discover how much you truly live in your feminine energy with my specially
crafted 9 Question Quiz!

Demanding that women control their emotions will come back to bite you…hard
To ask her to not feel is to ask her to not be sensitive.
And this oppression, though it may buy a man peace for a while, always bites back harder later on.
Because authentic emotion cannot be pushed down. Indeed, it is not meant to be!
No good woman is in control of her emotions all the time. If she were, a man wouldn’t be turned on
by her.
Just as a side note: the only time I remember being completely consistent is when I was exclusively
breastfeeding my children. It was a wonderful time. I was predictable.
The hormones of breastfeeding literally turned me into a more emotionally consistent person.
I presume this happens because the exclusive breastfeeding suppressed my normal reproductive
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cycle.
Otherwise, when on my normal cycle, there would always be two distinct periods. The period before
I ovulate, and the period after I had finished ovulating.
At times, I’d be warmer and more loving. At other times, I may seem more aloof.
At all times, I was reasonably sensitive to the world, and to other people’s actions.
I was, and am also sensitive to my husband’s actions, as well as to the overall energy of the
environment I am in.
And that’s a part of my job as a woman.
I love learning and having skills, but the truth is, I don’t do well as a woman always being cut off
from my emotions.
I don’t do well always striving to reach goals and accumulating knowledge and skills, as men find
value in doing.
My biggest job is to feel. To attune. To respond. To nurture. And to be in harmony with what my
children and my friends need.
Skills, knowledge, goals and “control” will come IF they are really needed.

Should men feel their emotions too?
In fact, it’s not just women who should feel. All good, successful and capable men have to feel too.
They have to use their deep intuition and sensitivity.
Men just lean towards being sensitive to different things than women do, because they generally have
different main priorities and internal drivers to women.
Even if they are an entrepreneur and run a business all day long, a man has to feel.
This is because business is an ever-changing world. It’s not like having a 9-5 job. It’s a risk.
And if you’re not feeling where your market is at, you’ll get eliminated very quickly.
Even if a man is not an entrepreneur, a man who is stupidly thick (some may say dumb and unaware),
can’t truly do his job, or serve well.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

Insensitive, static women have low quality relationships…
I have noticed that as a woman, the less sensitive I am, the worse a mother and friend I would be.
Women who are insensitive to their own emotions will be insensitive to others’ emotions, and that
leads her to having lower quality relationships.
Which can then lead to things like depression and an overall feeling that she is unfulfilled.
Related: 5 Advanced Ways To Have Close Relationships That Others Envy.
When there’s time, I will gladly step over into my masculine to explore and deepen that part of
myself.
In fact, often, this process is a joy for me. The masculine is essential in a woman’s life. This is not
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about being feminine all the time.
I have an article on this: Why Being Feminine Is NOT Always High Value.
But until then, I’m a sensitive, somewhat hormonal woman who is not going to always be in control
of my emotions.
Last time I checked, trying to be in control is the exact sign of invulnerability.
You know, the same kind of invulnerability that never inspires the right man to commit, because
there’s absolutely nothing there for him to take care of or bond to?
Yeah that.
I talk about this in my article on How to Get A Boyfriend: Avoid These 3 Things & Get One
Quick.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

Should women be more dignified when dating men?
I understand that as a man, the last thing you want is an emotionally abusive woman.
Perhaps men want a woman who has enough self respect to be an accountable person. That’s fair
enough.
After all, the wrong woman can do a lot of damage to a man’s wellbeing and his life. (She can also do
a lot of damage to his financial livelihood if she’s really the wrong kind of woman.)
Also, a lot of the time, men don’t even ask for help when they are being abused by their woman.
Regardless, there’s a difference between abuse and a woman feeling out of control of her
feelings.
A woman can FEEL, yet not abuse a man.
Many women may not be very good at this (as their expression always comes out as blaming or
abuse).
But that doesn’t mean that asking women to control themselves is a good solution. It’s just a band
aid.
….Perhaps not dating the abusive women in the first place is a better choice for a man.
As a woman in this day and age, there’s bound to be times where she is ultimately vulnerable, and
therefore can no longer act like she’s got everything under control.
Control is an illusion, and the kind of women who buy into it generally attract the kinds of men they
never respect, and will never be faithful to.
The best thing a man can do is to acknowledge that this vulnerability is a part of life for a woman.
This expectation that some men have for women to be consistent or in control, is no different to
women making up rules for men.
If you mean “dignified” as in, a woman shouldn’t emotionally abuse you, then sure, I agree and
support that notion.
Women who have never taken the time and care to understand men, women who love to play the
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victim, or tend to never take responsibility for their dating choices, will not be worth a man’s time.
These are the types of abusive women that need to be avoided, even for friendships.
But if men start telling women that they cannot be out of control, that’s heading into murky waters,
and I think we need to be careful.
Sometimes the very best thing a woman can do is to acknowledge that she feels out of control of
her feelings. In fact, that’s much healthier than making her own feelings wrong.
To speak the truth of her vulnerability is a powerful and healthy thing.
Here’s an article on How To Be Vulnerable Without Being NEEDY.
But to tell a woman she should always be in control and act with dignity may create unrealistic rules
for her.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

How Women Oppress Men…
Telling women to be in control is no different to women trying to ‘change’ men and expecting men to
always be in connection with her.
For example, telling men that they owe her communication such as texts and calls all the time, can be
oppressive.
Even when he’s busy, on a hunt, or taking time to be in his man cave, some women cannot handle it!
Hence, they proceed to take this as a sign that he is trying to hurt her.
This can be a form of oppressing or trying to “control” a man!
Women need to respect the hunt, as well as a man’s time to be alone or to explore and live in
the edge, as the masculine does.
Men need to be men, and I know a lot of women default to wanting to get revenge on their man,
when he need’s his emptiness or recharge time.
You can see this attitude in some of the comments on my popular article: Why Men Pull Away &
How To Deal With It As A High Value Woman.
In my work, I often see women getting vengeful and attacking her man because he pulled away from
the relationship to get some space and time.
And to regain his equilibrium as a masculine soul.
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Newsflash for the women: men aren’t women. You cannot expect them to want to be in connection
and emotional attachment with you all the time, on your schedule.
All this expectation does is take away from his ability to recharge as a man, and do the things that
make him worthy as a man.
Things such as accumulate resources, solve problems, or accumulate knowledge and skills.
And actually, you know, have the opportunity to feel like a man.
Let’s try to always remember that there’s a difference between a woman being vulnerably out
of control (because emotions can be like that), and a woman abusing a man, or playing the
victim.

Case
study: Learn how Kristin went from being completely burnt out with online dating, sick of getting
ghosted and completely exhausted from giving her heart and soul with nothing in return… To having
high value men begging for her attention & having the most “electric” date of her entire
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life. (…All by changing one simple strategy.)
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Why Do I push People Away? Signs You push people away &
How to stop.
January 10, 2021 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Sometimes, the burden of life, and of our own heavy emotions makes us want to push people away.
Pushing them away ensures that they won’t be able to judge us for what we are going through.
It also ensures that they won’t be able to judge us in our vulnerable act of feeling.
Other times, it’s not even our own emotions that make us want to push people away.
It’s simply a pattern of behaviour that we picked up from our mother or father. An extremely
damaging behaviour at that.
At the heart of our desire to push people away is a fear of intimacy.
Table of Contents
The difference between pushing people away and cutting people off
Why Do I Push People Away?
Here’s another perspective for you to consider...
Stressful situations magnify your need to push people away…
How Embarrassing…I Told Him F You!
The penny dropped.
The action I took is what we call a pattern of pushing people away.
Why is it so hard to bring people closer?
Am I Pushing People Away?
“I’m a much better mother when I’m away at work” she said…
This is how her actions actually transpired…
How Do You Know If You’re Pushing Someone Away?
Am I Pushing People Away In Relationships?
Sign you are pushing people away number 1:
Sign you are pushing people away number 2:
Sign you are pushing people away number 3:
Sign you are pushing people away number 4:
Sign you are pushing people away number 5:
Sign you are pushing people away number 6:
Sign you are pushing people away number 7:
How to stop pushing people away?
Here Is How You Stop Pushing People Away:
Here Are Some Examples Of Movie Characters That Did Exactly This:

The difference between pushing people away and cutting
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people off
I want to distinguish between pushing people away and cutting people off.
I know they can go hand-in-hand, but in my view, the core reasons as to why we do these two things
is very different.
When you cut someone off, as long as you’re not being an ass, it means you’re making a conscious
decision to say ‘no’ to what they bring into your life.
You are drawing a clear boundary, with no intention of connecting with them in the foreseeable
future.
Whether they are a toxic person, a narcissistic gaslighter, or a perpetual value-extractor, you choose
to cut them out of your life for your emotional and mental health.
Maybe your gut feeling is screaming at you to walk away. And fair enough, right?
Pushing people away, however, is more about you rejecting intimacy, and replacing it was the
illusion of safety.
When you push people away, you don’t draw a boundary with no intent of connecting with them in
the foreseeable future.
You’re just acting out whilst risking damaging your relationship with them, due to your own fears.
Pushing people away is pre-emptive self protection. It is self protection that comes with huge costs.
Like the cost of damaging your good relationships, and hurting the other person.
(Ask me how I know).
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Why Do I Push People Away?
You push people away because an old pattern or voice within you tells you that it is not safe to
take the risk of getting emotionally closer to that person.
You create the distance rather than closeness because distance feels “safe”.
Why else do you push people away? You push people away, because your own sense of emotional
comfort or inertia is easier than going deeper in the relationship.
In general, if we prefer distance over intimacy, it’s because that’s what we learned from our
emotionally unavailable mother or father.
Here’s an article to help you understand emotional unavailability in yourself and in men.
And here is why women REALLY push men away.
Cancer patients, people who are considered depressed, or sick and injured people are sometimes
known for pushing people away.
But that does not always have to be the case.
In fact, sometimes, even severely depressed people or terminally ill patients would never push
anyone away.
For some sick people, their actions will show that they are doing everything they can to keep people
close, even at their most vulnerable point.
So, it is not the situation you are in that causes you to push people away.
It is not your diagnosis that causes you to push people away.
It is your patterns. It’s who you are. It’s also your attachment style.
Your situation only magnifies your predominant behavioural patterns.

Here’s another perspective for you to consider...
Think about this for a moment:
Your parents’ actions (and treatment of you) came with a certain emotional quality.
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That quality could be warmth, coldness, or perhaps indifference.
Either way, the emotional quality is felt by you and your soul as a child, long before you ever
realised that you have a habit of pushing people away.
You as a child trust your parent(s), because they were the authority in your life (along with teachers
etc).
So, as a child, you resonate with, and trust the emotional quality behind your parents’ actions.
And here’s the real kicker:
Then you adopt that same emotional quality, as well as the actions themselves!

Stressful situations magnify your need to push people away…
Here’s the deal:
Horrible, stressful situations will magnify your inherent desire to keep people you love at arm’s
length; OR…
They will magnify your bias towards emotional intimacy with the people you love.
It’s not the situation you’re in, it’s your patterns.
Here’s an article I wrote on how to open up in relationships: 5 Questions To Help You Open Up in
Relationships.
A lot of people want to justify pushing friends and family away because they are “having a bad
time”.
“I just don’t want to burden my family and friends”, they say.
They say it’s because they didn’t want to bring down the people around them with their so called bad
behaviour and emotions.
It’s kind of a way to try to protect the people you love from the intense anger or depression that you
feel.
You feel the darkness of your life and of your own patterns. So you want to run away from the people
you love, in order to “keep them safe”.
You run away by pushing people away.
But remember above, where I said that pushing people away comes with the cost of hurting them?
Yeah.
When someone is invested in you, the last thing they want is to see you create this huge
distance.
When someone is invested in you, the last thing they want is to feel you pulling away
connection.
It feels like a threat to the relationship. Wouldn’t you agree?
You see, an emotionally absent friend, lover or even parent is not usually a good thing.
Even if you think it is! Even if you think you’re protecting them from your darkness!
Now:
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An emotionally and physically absent lover, mother, or friend, does NOT mean a better lover, mother
or friend.
In the past, I have been an expert at pushing the most important people away (my husband being one
of them).
So I know exactly what it is like to be this kind of person, and why it is that we engage in such self
sabotaging behaviour.

Case
Study: Learn how our introverted Alena finally overcame her skepticism to start using “High Value
Banter” …And the result? He asked her out almost instantly, and for the first time in her life, she
started attracting highly esteemed men & making real progress in overcoming her own anxious
attachment patterns.

How Embarrassing…I Told Him F You!
…(And seriously thought I was trying to bring him closer…)
I was sitting on the lounge room floor, crying.
From the outside, it would’ve looked like my husband and I were arguing, but we weren’t. It was just
me having an emotional moment.
“Well F you then!”
I said, through tears.
His response was to look a little drained, and quiet.
By saying “F you then!” I genuinely thought I was trying to get him to come closer to me and
comfort me.
“Why can’t you just comfort me?” I asked him.
He proceeded to say…“You’re pushing me away.”
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“I’m not.” I said.
“So you are saying that you just said “F you” in that way, because you want me to comfort
you?”
“Yes.” I said, through tears.
I couldn’t believe he said that. I mean, I was obviously emotional. So why couldn’t he see that I
needed him?
It’s so obvious to me now that I’m writing this out, that I was pushing him away. But at the time, I
was adamant that my intent was to bring him closer, or to get him to comfort me.
I then tried to explain my actions to him…
“Sometimes I get emotional….” I started.
Then I told him: “You know how sometimes you ask a woman “are you ok?” and she
says…..”I’m fine”?
Inside I felt like that’s what I was doing when I said “well F you then!.”
“No, that wasn’t what you were doing.” He said calmly.
Then he continued by saying…
“When women say “I’m fine” in response to a guy asking if she’s ok, it’s an invitation.
…But, what you were doing was pushing me away.”
Then there was silence as I suddenly saw my own behaviour from his perspective.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

The penny dropped.
So, that typical scenario where a guy asks a woman if she’s ok, and she says, “I’m fine”, is an
invitation?
Most people know that when a woman says “I’m fine”, that almost never means she’s fine….
There’s always more feeling beneath that.
So – somehow, that is not pushing a man away, but rather, an invitation? I wondered to myself in
silence.
Contrast that with my extremely emotional “well F you then!”.
I could finally see the difference. I was actually pushing him away, but I didn’t even realise it.
This is why I often teach the art of high value vulnerability.
What I was displaying in that moment was not high value vulnerability. It was emotional, but it was
expressed in a hostile way.
I was crying on the outside, but my body language and words came out in a way that pushed him
away.
It wasn’t the most beautiful, artistic way to invite a man to take care of you, is what I am saying!
If you’d like to learn more about how high value vulnerability can help you gain the commitment that
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you want from a man, visit this page.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.

The action I took is what we call a pattern of pushing people away.
It’s a pattern because it’s extremely hard to be aware of in yourself (you just do it because it’s
familiar). Yet it’s extremely easy to try to justify.
We’ve been ‘doing’ the pattern for so long, so how could it be wrong, or ineffective?
In that moment of realisation, I was stumped.
Should I now apologise for hurting him?
Or should I continue to argue my point? (lol).
Instead of doing either of those things, I thought the best thing to do would be to hug him.
Yet when I thought about doing that, I actually then began to feel the massive resistance in my body
to melting into closeness and intimacy with him.
I began to feel and realise viscerally in my body that the whole time, I had actually been pushing him
away through my words and actions.
It didn’t matter that I was crying while saying what I said to him.
It didn’t matter that I thought I was trying to ask for comfort from him.
What mattered was that my body language communicated that I was more hostile than I was
inviting.
Hostility and warmth are very different things. Right?
And it didn’t matter that inside, I was personally feeling vulnerable.
What did it matter how I felt inside, if my resulting actions couldn’t be perceived by my
husband as inviting?
What mattered was how my behaviour and actions appeared to my husband, and how it made him
feel.
I mean, if we went with my own logic in the heat of the moment, I could’ve punched him in the face
while crying! And just described my behaviour as “I was looking for you to comfort me.”
The thought is ridiculous.
David and I then moved to the kitchen table and sat opposite from each other.
As I forced myself to look him in the eyes, both of us had tears streaming down our faces.
I said to him….
”I’m sorry. You don’t deserve this.”
And as I felt into my own body, I felt all the tension, the “push” against intimacy, trust and
connection.
I felt the resistance loud and clear.
Moreover, suddenly his gentle insistence that I was pushing him away felt like love to me, rather than
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some kind of falsity.
But the resistance I was feeling to being intimate also came out in my actions. I unlocked my eyes
from his for a moment as I began getting up from the table to go and give him a hug.
I got halfway up, and then I sat back down again, still with tears streaming.
Wow.
Something so seemingly simple was so hard. A hug! A hug, for goodness sake.
And all my body could do was resist it.
I wondered to myself: what was so wrong with me in that particular moment, that a warm hug felt
worse than the safety of withholding the hug?
He saw my hesitation and let out a small laugh. Then, I laughed too.
“I’m coming.” I said.
I was literally sat across the table, one metre away. But my resistance made it all feel like a marathon.
I tried to get up again, and this time I stayed standing.
Except I still couldn’t move and walk toward him to reach out for a hug. I then looked at him and
took tiny geisha-like steps as I felt my whole body filling with fear.
Fear over embracing my own husband in connection.
Eventually, I got round to the other side of the table, and gave him a hug.
Something so simple. Something I did every day. But it felt like pulling teeth.
Why?

Why is it so hard to bring people closer?
Why was I more comfortable pushing him away than I was bringing him close, in that moment?
In all honesty, it’s because I felt like I was failing.
Reaching out in vulnerability to connect made me feel like a failure.
In other words, pushing him away felt successful. “Giving in” to intimacy felt like failure.
This incident was a long time ago, but I remember it like it was yesterday, because I remember the
hurt it caused my husband.
This pattern of not wanting to give in to emotional intimacy is typical of those people with avoidant
or anxious-avoidant attachment.
Not to mention, this pattern is common among adults with abandonment issues. I wrote an article on
abandonment issues: see if you have adult abandonment issues in this article.
My actions of pushing him away made me feel falsely strong and separate. It made me feel alone, but
safe.
The thing is, like every other woman who has ever pushed a man away, I don’t really want to push
him away.
It’s just that at that particular moment in time, I felt as though I physically and emotionally couldn’t
do any better.
And it’s a hard pill to swallow to realise that it’s my own responsibility to ‘fix’ whatever damage was
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done to me.
Damage done that gave me the pattern where I would actually feel like a failure while reaching out
(at least in that moment).
But this is the work of any person who has grown up with an insecure attachment style.
This is the work of anyone who has patterns that lead them towards loneliness, which is many
of us.
This is the honest work of any woman who has anxious attachment, and who grew up in a
family where closeness wasn’t a thing.
I’ve said before, that I don’t even remember seeing my parents hug each other. And if ever I did see
it, it looked more like the rigid embrace of two awkward humans than anything else.
Thank goodness I’ve recognised this pattern over the years and have been able to salvage my
authentic desire for intimacy.
But it hasn’t been easy. And I’m probably at least 70% of the way there. 30% of the way to go.
I’m blessed, because I have a securely attached husband and securely attached sons that remind me
every day exactly how important it is to maintain emotional closeness.

Am I Pushing People Away?
It’s hard to know if we are pushing people away sometimes. This is because it’s not always easy to
perceive the effects of our actions on other people.
But think about it this way. We’ve all had people pushing us away; friends or a lover.
How does it make you feel?
It makes you feel bad. Like they don’t care. Like they don’t think you’re worthy of their time and
investment.
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“I’m a much better mother when I’m away at work” she said…
An old acquaintance of mine once said this to me.
She had two young children, and she wanted to still work full time, so she sent both children to
daycare from 6 weeks of age.
She told me her story, and she said:
“Yeah, I’m a much better mother when I’m away at work”…
It wasn’t until I shared this story with a friend of mine that I fully realised just how damaging that
attitude was on this woman’s children.
My friend was horrified. “Wow…” she said. That’s shocking.
My friend’s reaction to this made me think further about it.
Personally, I felt like I at least understood what this mother meant when she said she made a better
mother when she was working full time.
So I didn’t make her wrong, I just acknowledged where she was at. I mean, I ‘get’ it.
As I understood her mantra, she was just protecting her children from who she showed up to be when
she was stuck with her young children 24/7.
And when she didn’t have her sanity as a working mother.
A lot of mothers feel like they regain sanity when they go back to work, because staying home with
an infant or two is very difficult.
I get it.
But then I thought about it some more, and I realised…

This is how her actions actually transpired…
What she was actually saying was that she would deprive her infants of their own mother, because
she felt like her absence was better than her presence.
What that meant was that instead of gathering all the resources she could in order to give her children
their mother’s nurturing as best she could, she would remove herself from their day entirely.
What that meant was, she was pushing them away by making herself scarce.
On one hand, to some people, her actions might seem admirable.
But in truth, her actions caused emotional damage to her infant children.
You may be wondering:
What has this got to do with pushing people away?
It’s because she’s creating distance for her own illusion of safety.
Safety from feeling like a bad mom. Safety from feeling incapable.
Children, but especially infants, need their own mother. Not the care of strangers, who have 5 other
infants to watch at the same time.
This doesn’t mean she was wrong for making her decision! This just means that all decisions and
actions have consequences.
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And pushing people away – whether it’s a friend, a lover or a child, leads to nowhere but complete
and utter loneliness.
“Safe”. But agonisingly lonely.
(Safe because we don’t have to invest emotionally.)
But agonisingly lonely because without investing fully in someone, we can never develop any kind of
lasting and trusting relationship with them!
Here are 5 Advanced Ways To Have Close Relationships Others Envy.
Is your man serious about committing to you? CLICK HERE to find out with my specially crafted 8
Question Quiz!

How Do You Know If You’re Pushing Someone Away?
You know you’re pushing someone away when you don’t care how hostile or ugly your behaviour is
towards them.
And you just can’t seem to make yourself want to get emotionally close to them.
There are some signs you are pushing people away, and we’re going to get into the signs that you are
pushing people away in the next section.

Am I Pushing People Away In Relationships?
…Here are 7 surefire signs you may be pushing people away…

Sign you are pushing people away number 1:
The look on their face.
One of the clear signs that you’re pushing people away is in the look on their faces.
It’s a drooping face of disappointment, or it’s a drained look in their eyes.
Drained because they want to bring you closer, but your patterns ensure that their attempts always go
to waste.
A lot of people who are used to pushing people away won’t notice this look in other people’s faces at
all, because they are not attuned to others.
But that’s part of the practice.
You need to start noticing the effect of your actions on others.

Sign you are pushing people away number 2:
YOU feel deeply alone and isolated in that moment.
Often when we feel alone and abandoned, we look outward at others. We blame others. But
remember, in relationships, we always attract our reciprocal.
So if you feel isolated, ask yourself if there is any chance that you are also contributing to that feeling
by acting and speaking in a way that pushes that person away?
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In other words, are you self sabotaging?
Are you unconsciously sabotaging your own chances at having close relationships?

Sign you are pushing people away number 3:
People describe you and your communication as resentful, combative or defensive.
If you are a person who consistently acts in a way that pushes people away, then no matter how nice
you try to seem on the outside, your body will communicate an underlying hostility.
It is this very hostility in various doses that will send the message to others that they should “stay
away” from you.
Here are 10 Seemingly Harmless Signs Of A Toxic Relationship.

Sign you are pushing people away number 4:
You always see faults in others and can hardly ever see anything to appreciate in others.
You know this kind of person. They are always so “negative”.
No matter who they date or make friends with, there’s always something terribly bad or wrong with
that partner or friend.
There’s always something to complain about behind their backs.
Seeing the good in people is harder than seeing the bad in people. Especially for people who always
push people away in relationships.
And plus, if you see where everyone else is always going wrong, you can always remain separate
from them and superior to them, right?
Does this bring people closer or further away emotionally?
I’ll let you answer that one.

Sign you are pushing people away number 5:
You always guilt trip.
Some parents are very good at doing this to their kids…especially grown kids.
These parents never had a close relationship with their kids, so the only “tool” they have to try to
extract value from their children is a guilt trip.
This is called a weapon, and it’s one of the surefire signs that you’re not in a healthy relationship.
If you guilt trip people a lot, you’re engaging in ugly behaviour that makes people want to run the
other way, rather than stay connected with you. It’s toxic to say the least.
To help you understand what exactly makes a relationship healthy, here’s my article on the 10
Ultimate Signs Of A Healthy Relationship.
And here’s the video I made on the ultimate signs of a healthy relationship.

Sign you are pushing people away number 6:
You play the victim.
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Victimising yourself is a way of opting out of taking responsibility for connecting to someone.
When you play the victim, you are disengaging from connection.
Playing the victim is behaviour that is as ugly and tasteless as guilt tripping people is.
But this is what we do when we push people away: we engage in ugly behaviour.
Just like I did when I said in hostility: “well F you then!” to my man.
I might have felt vulnerable inside, but on the outside, I just looked like a resentful fool.

Sign you are pushing people away number 7:
You only communicate to people when you feel successful, happy and things are going well in
your life.
This is the ultimate sign that you push people away in relationships:
You choose distance whenever you start to feel any kind of difficult emotion.
Rather than being ‘at one’ with the moment and with intimacy, you pull away and only let people see
the glowing side of you.
Unfortunately, no strong intimate relationships are built on only showing your “successful” side.
This is just about you being image focused, rather than being relationship focused.
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

How to stop pushing people away?
How do I stop pushing people away? You engage in high value vulnerability. High value
vulnerability allows you to just be, without causing unnecessary damage to your relationships.
High value vulnerability is an art and a concept my husband and I have been teaching since about
2010. And we teach it in the most depth in our program commitment control 2.0.
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Here’s an article I wrote on 4 Secret Ways To Access Your High Value Vulnerability.
And here’s my article on How To Be Vulnerable Without Being NEEDY.
I want to commend you for asking the question of how you can stop pushing people away! What a
great question, and I am glad you are asking it.
Most people would never have the self awareness to ask this question.

Here Is How You Stop Pushing People Away:
Step 1:
Feel the depth of the loneliness you will inevitably create for the rest of your life, when you engage in
behaviour that pushes people away.
See, people who push people away can’t see past the immediate benefits of their patterns.
By patterns I mean, the patterns that make them push people away rather than bring people closer to
them.
For people who have learned not to trust in the connection in human relationships, they really
believe they are doing the best thing by pushing people away.
But all they’re doing is self sabotaging.
So, consider that for a moment. Make yourself associate your “pushing away” actions with the
depths of hell.
Because that’s where you will end up, emotionally. The depths of hell.
Especially if you’re a woman!
Women need the security and comfort of a committed lover and loving friends.
If you keep engaging in pushing people away, you’re destined to be alone.
And I can tell you that after helping thousands of women, no one wants to be that lonely resentful old
woman living in the depths of emotional hell at 50.
If she’s single just because she is, that’s fine. But we are talking about the habit of pushing people
away here.

Step 2:
Watch movies that depict women (or men) who have the opposite tendency to pushing people away.
Feel into these characters and deeply engage with the characters who are warm and connection
oriented.
Cut out the scenes where they are showcasing their habits of high value vulnerability.
Absorb their honest behaviour that tends to bring people close. And keep these movie scene handy on
your ipad or phone to repeatedly refer back to.
Make these scenes a part of you. Watch them over and over until you deeply feel on an emotional
level that this character is now a part of you!
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Here Are Some Examples Of Movie Characters That Did Exactly This:
Ginnifer Goodwin in ‘He’s Not That Into You’. In particular, this scene:
Tea Leoni in The Family Man. In particular, this scene:
Kate Walsh in Honest Thief.
Check out this scene where she is being really endearing, and in fact, they use role playing and high
value banter naturally and effectively to fall in love:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-hxb0zW55o
If you would like to learn more about high value banter and use it to make men fall in love with you,
check out our free class on the dark feminine art of high value banter here.
Also, Rosamund Pike in Hostiles.
Her character inspires intimacy the entire length of the movie, so it’s not just one particular scene as
such.
She is a great example partly due to the situation she found herself in, but mostly because of how she
showed up despite her circumstances.
Watch the movie to find out more about her character. Meanwhile, here are two clips of her being her
in Hostiles.
Watch how her complete surrender to vulnerability (she didn’t push anyone away) not only inspired a
whole tribe of men to take care of her, but inevitably lead to Christian Bale not leaving her side at the
end of the movie.
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How to get out of the friend zone with a guy [New Guide]
January 29, 2021 | by Renee Wade | Link | Original Link
Being in the friend zone with a guy you really like can be frustrating and heartbreaking.
When you really like him, the last thing you want is to feel like you’re getting less of him by just
keeping him as a friend.
So the question is how to get out of the friend zone with a guy?
If you can’t get out of the friend zone with a guy, here are the main reasons why:
1. There’s no attraction or romantic tension between you both (and you’ve never understood the
importance of it, or tried to create it)
2. You haven’t presented with enough relationship value to make him go: “wow, I’d be crazy not
to make this woman my girlfriend or wife.”
Now:
I know that may sound harsh, but think about why you as a woman, would friend zone a guy?
Be honest. You’d friend zone him probably for several reasons.
But all the main reasons boil down to the following:
1: You don’t feel attraction for him; and
2: He simply doesn’t present with enough value for you to invest in him in a romantic way.
Here’s the good news:
Both of these factors can be influenced and/or changed.
Here’s the bad news:
Your chance to make a first impression has already come and gone.
Here’s what that means:
It means that when men first meet you, they categorise you into one of two categories.
You’re either in his ‘one of many’ women category, or you’re in the one and only category.
If you’ve been in the friend zone for a while, chances are, you’re the one of many woman, or not
even that.
If you’re in the one of many basket, usually, guys are happy to have sex with you, but not commit to
you.
If you are in the friend zone with him, then you’re ‘one of many’, although you may be one of many
friends.
As I often say to women who are stuck in the one of many basket, it is hard to change this
categorisation, but not impossible.
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Table of Contents
Here’s something positive about being in the friend zone with a guy
For a relationship to develop and thrive, you need two things:
So here’s how to get out of the friend zone with a guy…
How to get out of the friend zone fast:
here is the long term way to get out of the friend zone with a guy…
Step 1: Show up as an intrinsically high value woman.
Step 2: Create some emotional attraction and romantic tension.
Step 3: Stop reinforcing the friend zone, and re-frame the relationship.

Here’s something positive about being in the friend zone with a
guy
Consider this positive:
You guys have plenty of connection, of course, right?
Otherwise you wouldn’t be friends, nor would you be stuck in the friend zone.
So you’re fine on the connection side of things. You’ve got that sorted, which is good, because that’s
half the pie.
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For a relationship to develop and thrive, you need two things:
Connection and attraction.
The real thing that is missing if you’re in the friend zone with a guy, is romantic tension, and
therefore, attraction.
The next thing that is missing is his perception of you as a valuable mate to invest in, which ties into
attraction.
When we perceive value, we usually also feel attraction. It’s pretty simple.
Read that again.
Here’s the deal:
You might just not be his ‘type’.
But you might also just be able to make him start to think you are his type!
This possibility is more common than you think.
You may already know that some of the best romantic relationships start out with two people being
good friends.
People fall in love with people who weren’t initially their type all the time.
That could be true for you too, although of course there are no guarantees.
If you want to know how to get out of the friend zone with a guy, there’s something else you
need to appreciate:
Romantic relationships carry risk, especially for guys. Men by default look for no strings attached
sex with women.
Women by default look for more investment and commitment from men.
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Due to the fact that unattached relationships carry less inherent risk for men, the woman has to be the
‘right’ woman in order for him.
If she’s not the right woman, then it’s going to be hard for him to overcome his resistance to being
exclusive with her, or making her his girlfriend.
Because men know that they have to forego all other opportunities when they invest in you.
They know they have to invest copious amounts of time, energy and attention on the woman!
Therefore, he has to perceive enough value in her in order to go beyond the friend zone.
(Unless he’s a player. Then he’ll just pretend he’s foregoing all other opportunities and keep his side
dishes while he’s dating you.)
There Are 7 Common Signs That A Woman is Perceived as Low Value to All Men. CLICK HERE to
find out what they are.

So here’s how to get out of the friend zone with a guy…
There are two ways: the risky, selfish but fast quick-fix methods (that you can try at your own risk).
And then there’s the longer term, value-adding methods that will require a little more patience and
understanding on your part.
Let’s start with the quick-fix ways to get out of the friend zone with a guy…

How to get out of the friend zone fast:
Play to his sense of FOMO.
In other words, take your focus off him and date someone else.
When he sees your attention and resources going elsewhere, you might just have a chance at
triggering his fomo, and making him want you in a romantic way.
There are, in fact, many other ways you could attempt to try to get yourself out of the dreaded friend
zone.
They carry risk, as they don’t always add value to the relationship, and I don’t always recommend
them.
But if you’re interested in looking into it further – read my article on How To Get Him To Chase
You.
CLICK HERE to discover the ONE PHRASE you can say to ANY man that will capture his
attention, trigger his curiosity and make him hang onto every word you say!

here is the long term way to get out of the friend zone with a
guy…
3 Steps to get out of the friend zone fast…
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Step 1: Show up as an intrinsically high value woman.
Here’s a couple of brutal truths: men only truly commit to the right woman.
What’s the right woman?
It’s the woman he perceives the highest value in, and therefore falls in love with and wants to make
his one and only.
Men fall in love with high value women who show high value vulnerability.
This doesn’t mean that he has to marry you or wife you. You don’t have to be a wife to be the one
and only.
Read and understand more about that in this article: What Is Wife Material?
How do you increase your intrinsic value as a woman?
You work on these 3 areas of value:
1: Radiance value
2: Social Value; and
3: Spiritual value.
For a deeper discussion on these 3 types of value, read my article on How To Be A high Value
Woman, and also read my article on How To Get A Boyfriend.

Step 2: Create some emotional attraction and romantic tension.
How do you create emotional attraction and romantic tension?
It’s not too hard. You can use some high value banter to create romantic tension.
We have a free class taught by my hubby David on that. It’s called the dark feminine art of high value
banter. Take the free class here.
The art of bantering and using push and pull can help you create uncertainty, which is the essence of
romance.
Since you and this guy already have a friendship, there probably isn’t a whole lot of uncertainty.
Instead, there’s probably a lot of familiarity. And familiarity is certain.
It’s not uncertain, and uncertainty is the ingredient you need.
As Oscar Wilde once said: “The essence of romance is uncertainty”.
Another way to create uncertainty is to study ways to make him miss you. I have a whole article
dedicated to the topic of how to make him miss you. Read that article here.
And again, if you want to learn more about creating romance and uncertainty, read my article on how
to make him chase you.
Do you know the dark art of “High Value Banter” that helps you quickly weed out the wrong types of
men and create emotional attraction with the “BEST of MEN”? CLICK HERE to learn how in this
free class.
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Step 3: Stop reinforcing the friend zone, and re-frame the relationship.
This is simple, but not so obvious when you already care about a guy as a friend.
If you keep going back to the friendship zone with him, then you’re essentially saying ‘yes’ to being
in the friend zone.
You can’t get out of it if you keep going back to it, right?
So, instead of fostering the same old friendship you’ve always had with him, your task is to “reset”
the relationship.
Reset it and re-frame it as a potential romantic relationship opportunity.
If you walk away from anything friendship and instead keep your distance, (but be open to flirting
with him), that may open up the opportunity for a sense of newness and excitement to creep in.
This excitement is of course by default, uncertain. That’s why it’s exciting!
And from this place, you can hopefully create the uncertainty and novelty required for attraction to
develop.
Always remember that the most valuable type of attraction is not physical attraction, its emotional
attraction.
So even if you don’t think you’re his “type”, you can still develop emotional attraction with him.
CLICK HERE to LEARN the One Specific Emotional Trigger Within Every Masculine Man That
Inspires Him to Want to Take Care of You, Worship You and Deeply Commit to You.
Don’t get too bogged down in the idea that you may not be as physically attractive to him as some of
his other lady friends.
The real value is in the emotional attraction, not the physical attraction.
Emotional attraction is the real glue that binds two lovers together (along with emotional
connection.)
I hope this helped you. Leave me a comment telling me your story of getting stuck in the friend
zone.
Have you successfully gotten out of the friend zone with a guy? How?
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